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PREFACE.
lhe object of the Handbook fior Norway, Sweden, and
Denmark, which now appears for the seventn time, carefully
revised and partly rewritten, is to supply information regarding the most interesting scenery and characteristics of these
countries, with a few notes on the history, languages, and
custonis of the inhabitants.

Like the Editor's other hand-

personal acquaintance with the countries
described, the chief places in which he has visited repeatedly.
His efforts to secure the accuracy and completeness of the
work have been supplemented by the kind assistance of several gentlemen, Norwegian, Swedish Danish, English, and
books, it is based

on

,

due. He will also gratefully receive any corrections or suggestions with which travellers may favour him. Within the last few years Norway has
grown rapidly in popularity with the travelling public, and a
number of new roads, railways, and steamboat-routes, with
corresponding new hotels, have recently been opened. The
most important of these are carefully noted in the present
edition. The descriptions of the Swedish Norrland and of
the trip to Spitzbergen appear for the first time in this issue
of the Handbook; and the section devoted to Copenhagen and
Denmark has been considerably extended.
The present volume, like Baedeker's Switzerland may
be used either as a whole, or in its separate sections, which
for the convenience of travellers may be removed from the
volume without falling to pieces. These sections are
(1)
Introductory Part, pp. i-lxxx ; (2) S. and E. Norway, as far
as Trondhjem, pp. 1 to 84 ; (3) W. Norway, as far as Trondhjem, pp. 85 to 220 ; (4) N. Norway, pp. 221 to 262 ; (5) Sweden,

German,

to whom his best thanks

are

,

—

Denmark, pp. 391 to 432 ; (7)Index,
(8)Grammars, at the end of the volume.

pp. 263 to 390 ; (6)
to 463 ;

pp. 433

On the Maps and Plans the Editor has bestowed special
they will be found to suffice for ali
ordinary travellers.
In the letter-press Heights are given approximately in
3.28 Engl. ft. ;
English feet, in the maps in mètres (1 mètre
1 Norw. ft.
1.029 Engl. ft. ; 1 Swed. ft. = 0.974 Engl. ft.).
Distances are given in kilomètres, as the tariffs for carioles
and boats are now calculated on the metrical system (comp.

care, and he believes

=

=

vi

ABBREVIATIONS.

below). The Populations and other statistics
most recent officiai

are

from the

sources.

In the Handbook are enumerated both the first-class hotels
and those of humbler pretensions. Those which the Editor,
either from his own experience, or from an examination of
the numerous hotel-bills sent him by travellers of dirTerent
nationalities, believes to be most worthy of commendation,
It should, however, be borne in
are denoted by asterisks.
mind that hotels are liable to Constant changes, and that the
treatment experienced by the traveller often depends on
circumstances which can neither be foreseen nor controlied.
Although prices generally have an upward tendency, the
average charges stated in the Handbook will enable the trav
eller to fora a fair estimate of his expenditure.
To hotel-keepers , tradesmen, and others the Editor begs
to intimate that a character for fair dealing towards trav
ellers forms the sole passport to his commendation, and that
advertisements of every kind are strictly excluded from his
Handbooks. Hotel-keepers are also warned against persons

representing themselves

as

agents for Baedeker's Handbooks.

Abbreviations.

Distances.

"Norges Comrnuninorth, northern; Com., Kom.
cationer" and l;Sveriges Koniniunisouth,
east, eastern ; west,
western.
kationer'' respectively (see p. xviii).
A.
room, breakfast,
M.
English mile, unless the con- R., B., D., S.,
dinner, supper, attendance.
trary is stated (see Table opposite
U.
Route.
W. =
southern ;

N., S., E.,

=

=

=

title-page).
=
Norwegian sea-mile.
Kil. = Kilomètre (see Table oppo
site title-page).
Ft. = English feet.
S. M.

also

=

ca.

=

Rfrnts.

=

e,

circa, about.

refresbments.
and 0re in Norway
and Denmark.
=
Ò.
ore, the Swedish form of 0re.

Kr.,

0.

=

crowns

As the metrical system has been adopted in both Norway and Sweden,
the Distances are usually given in kilomètres, though the old reckoning
by miles is stili common in some parts of Norway, one Norwegian mile
(= 7 Engl. M.) being reckoned as 3 hrs.' walking or 2 hrs.' driving. In
Sweden distances are occasionally calculated in 'new' Swedish miles (1 ny
svensk Mil = 10 Kil. = 6>/4 Engl. M.); the old Swedish mile is about
V2 Engl. 31. longer. On railway-routes the distances are generally reckoned
from the starting-point, while on highroads the distances from station to

station are given as more convenient.
On the steamboat-routes the distances are given approximately in Nor
wegian sea-miles (S. M.) or nautical miles. A Norwegian nautical mile is
equal to four English knots or nautical miles (about 43/s Engl. statute MJ,
and the steamers are usually timed to travel from 2 to 21/2 Norwegian
nautical miles per hour. The ordinary tariff is 40 0. per nautical mile,
but no charge is made for deviations from the vessel's direct course.
Asterisks (*) are used as marks of commendation.
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INTRODUCTION.
I.

Expenses. Money. Language. Passports. Post Office.
Expenses. Travelling in Norway and Sweden is less expensive
in some respects than in other parts of Europe, but the great dis
tances which require to be traversed by road and rail or by steamboat
necessarily involve a very considerable sum-total. After arrivai in
the country, 20-25s. per day ought to cover ali outlays, but much
less will suffice for those who make a prolonged stay at one or more

resting-places, or for pedestrian tourists (p. xxii) in the less frequented districts.
Money. In 1873 and 1875 the currency of the three Scandinavian kingdoms was assimilated. The crown (krone; Swed. krona),
worth ls. l1/^., is divided into 100 ere (Swed. ore; see money
table before the title-page). These coins and the government
banknotes (but not those of locai or of private banks) are current
throughout the three countries. British sovereigns, worth 18 kr.
each, usually realise their full value at the principal centres of
commerce, but the rate of exchange is often a few ere below par.
sums are best carried in the form of circular notes or letters
of credit, as issued by the chief British and American banks. The
traveller should be well supplied with small notes and coins (smaa
Penge) before starting on his tour, as it is often difficult in the
remoter districts to get change for gold or larger notes.
Language. English is spoken on board almost ali the Nor
wegian steamboats and at the principal resorts of travellers, both
in Norway and Sweden, but in the country districts the vernacular alone is understood. Danish, as pronouncedin Norway (which
is analogous to English spoken with a broad Scottish accent), is on
the whole the more useful of the two languages, as most travellers
devote more time to Norway than to Sweden, and as it is easily
understood in Sweden. (See grammars and vocabularies in the
removable cover at the end of the volume.)
Passports are unnecessary, except for the purpose of procuring
The Custom House Examination
delivery of registered letters.
is invariably lenient. Comp. p. 301.
Post Office. The postage of a letter, weighing !/2 oz-i i-s 20 «re
to any country in the Postai Union, and of a post-card (Brefkort,
Brevkort) 10 e>. ; that of a letter within Norway, Sweden, and Den
mark 10 ni. The traveller should avoid giving his correspondents
any poste restante address other than steamboat or railway stations,
as the communication with places off the beaten track is very slow.

Large

—

II. STEAMBOAT LINES.

Xll

Telegraph Offices are numerous in proportion to the population.
Within Norway: 50 0. for ten words, and 5 0.
Norwegian Taeiff.
for each word more.
Foreign telegrams (minimum 80 0.) : to Sweden
30 0., in addition to which each word is charged 10#. ; to Denmark 50 0. ,
to Great Britain 26 0. per word; to the U.S. A.
10
each
for
0.
word;
plus
1 kr. 35 0. to 2 kr. 5 0. per word.
Within Sweden: 50 ii. for ten words, and 5 o. for
Swedish Takiff.
each word more.
Foreign telegrams: to Norway or Denmark 80 o. for
Ave words, 10 o. each word more; to Great Britain 1 kr. 30 0. for three
words, 30 o. each word more; to the U.S. A., about the same as from Norway.
—

—

Telephones are very general throughout the country, and are of
importance to the tourist, especially in Norway and the Swedish
Norrland, as they afford a means of securing rooms, etc, in advance.
Travellers, however, should refrain from telephoning unless
they are quite sure of occupying the rooms ordered at the specifled
time ; otherwise the attention at present paid to telephone-orders
will probably be discontinued. The usuai charge for the use of a
telephone is 30». ; in Stockholm, lOo.
II. Steamboat Lines between Great Britain and

Norway, Sweden,
Yachting Cruises. Tourist Agents.
The following particulars as to the chief

and Denmark.

Steamboat Lines.
lines of steamers between British and Scandinavian ports refer to
the summer-arrangements (May to August inclusive) ; but travellers
are recommended in ali cases to obtain precise information from
the agents or advertisements of the various stearnship-companies.
The fares quoted include the charge for provisions on the voyage

except where it is otherwise stated.
Steameks

to

Nokwat.

To Christiania.

(1). From London, 'Wilson Line' every Frid. in52hrs.
(fares il., 2l.l3s.id., return Gì., il.; fool 6*. Gd. or is. Gd. per day according to
class).
(2). From Unii, 'Wilson Line' every Frid. in 46hrs. (fares, etc,
same as from London).
(3). From Neiccastle-on-Tyne every Frid., SS.
'Sterling' and 'Odin1 (31. 3s., return 5l. 5*. ; food extra).
(4). From Grangemouth, every Wed. (21. 10*., 11. 10*.; food 5*. Gd. per day).
To Christiansand. Nearly ali of the above-mentio ned steamers. Also:
from Leith, 'Leith, Hull, and Hamburg Co.' every Thurs. in 34 hrs. (3/.
3s. ; return 51. 5s.) ; returning on Friday.
To Bergen. (1). From Hull, 'Wilson Line' every Tues. in 38 hrs. (il.
(2). From Newcastle,
10s., 31., return 11., il. 10*.), returning on Saturday.
'Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske Cos.' every Tues., Thurs., & Sat. in 40 hrs.
These steamers, except the Tues. boat from
(lst ci. il., return Gì.).
Newcastle, touch at Stavanger (same fares).
To Trondhjem.
(1). From Hull, 'Wilson Line' every Thurs. in
65 hrs. (Gì. 10*., il. is.. return 91. 15*., Gì. 6s), returning the following
Thursday
(2). From Newcastle, 'Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske Cos.' every
Tues., via Bergen (see above; fare from Bergen 32 kr., return 48 kr., food
5'/2 kr. per day).
—

—

,

—

—

—

—

.

Steamers

to

Sweden.

Gotenburg. (1). From London (Tilbury), 'Thule Line' every Frid.
(returning every Thurs.) in 40 hrs. (31. 3s., 21. Qs. ; food extra); return
t.ickets (al. bs., 31. 3s.) are avallatile also via Granton (see p. xiii) or by the
'Wilsun Line' via Hull.
(2). From Hull, 'Wilson Line' every Sat. (returning
To

—
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every Frid.) in 36-40 hrs. (same fares; food 6«. Gd., As. Gd. per day).
(3). From Grimsby, 'Wilson Line' every Wed. (returning the following
Wed.) in 40 hrs. (same fares).
(4). From Granton (Edinburgh), 'Thule
Line' every Frid. (same fares).
To Malmò. From Grimsby, 'Wilson Line1 every Tues., returning every
Thurs., in about 60 hrs. (31. 3*., 2l. 2*., return 51. 5* 31. 3s.; food 6*. Gd.,
is. Gd. per day).
To Stockholm. From London, via Malmo, 'Stockholm Steamship Co.',
about every ten days.
—

—

.,

Steamers

to

Denmaek.

To Copenhagen. (1). From London, 'Bailey and Leetham Line' every
Sun. in about 3 days (21. 10s., 11. 10*.; food extra).
(2). From Hull,
'Wilson Line' every Frid. or Sat. in 60 hrs. (lst ci. 21. 10*., excl. food;
2nd ci. 11. 5*., incl. food); 'Bailey and Leetham Line' every Sun. in about
3 days (lst ci. 21. 10*., food 6». per day).
(3). From Leith, 'James Currie
& Co.', via Christiansand, every Thurs., in 54 hrs. (3Z. 3*., 11. 11*. Gd.,
lst ci. return-ticket òl. 5*.); returning every Thursday.
To Esbjerg. (1). From Harvcich, 'United S.S. Co. of Copenhagen' every
Mon., Thurs., & Sat. (returning Tues., Wed., & Sat.) in 30 hrs. (11. 10*.,
15*. Gd., lst ci. return-ticket 21. 5*.; food 5*. per day in the lst ci., and
2*. Gd. per day in the 2nd ci.).
(2). From Grimsby, 'United S.S. Co. of
Copenhagen' every Mon. and Thurs. (returning every Tues. and Frid.) in
30 hrs. (11. 10*., 15*.; return-ticket 21. 5* , 11. 10*.; food extra).
—

—

—

The majority

of travellers

steamers of the 'Wilson Line'

will

probably

find the

excellent

(Thos. Wilson, Sons, fy Co., Hull)

or

'Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske Cos.' (P. H. Matthiessenty Co.,
25 Queen St., Newcastle ; Mr. Berg-Hansen, Christania) the most convenient. The last-named company (or, rather, combined companies)
of the

also maintains an excellent service between Norway and Hamburg,
for which return-tickets from Newcastle are also available. Esbjerg
(p. 432) has direct railway-connection with Copenhagen and with

Gotenburg via Fredericia and Frederikshavn (R. 73). The Dutch mail

plying every Thurs. from Rotterdam to Stavanger (48 hrs.)
Bergen (58 hrs. ; fare 40 fi., return 60 fi.) may also be mentioned.
Yachting Cruises. Large and comfortable excursion-steamers
are despatched at frequent intervals during the season from British
ports to the Norwegian fjords, Bergen, Trondhjem, the North
Cape, ete. The vessels (1000-4000 tons) are luxuriously fltted up
steamers

and

for the comfort and amusement of their passengers, and follow a
fixed itinerary at an inclusive charge, full details of which may bo

obtained from the various agents. These so-called yachts nndoubtedly offer the most comfortable means of visiting some of the flnest
districts of Norway. They penetrate into the chief fjords, and the
passengers have opportunities from time to time of making exBut this method of visiting Norway inevitably
cursions on land.
misses many of the peculiar beauties of the country. A prolonged
residence on board one of these floating hotels is apt to prove monotonous and enervating, and is certain to leave the passenger's mind
almost a blank with regard to the trae charms of Norwegian travel.
The complaint sometimes heard, that even the grandest scenery in
Norway is somewhat monotonous, is rarely made by any buttourists
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who have not had time to become propthe country.
Tourist Agents. The tourist-offìces of Messrs. T. Cook $ Son and
of Henry Gaze $ Sons, in London, and those of T. Bennett fy Sons
and of F. Beyer, at Christiania and Bergen, issue railway, steamboat,
on

these

pleasure-steamers

erly acquainted with

Skyds (or posting), and hotel coupons for

a number of different
Those unused are received back under deduction of 10 per
This system saves trouble at a corresponding
cent of their cost.
sacrifice of independence. As a general rule it is advisable not to

routes.

absolutely before leaving London, but to wait until
Christiania or Bergen is reached. 'The Norway Tourist's "Weekly
News', which often contains information of considerable importance
to tourists, is published by Beyer at Bergen, and is to be seen at
flx one's route

many hotels.

III. Season and Pian of Tour.
Season. The best season for travelling, both in Norway and
Sweden, is from the beginning of June to the middle of September;
but July and August are the best months for the higher mountains,

where snow is apt to fall both earlier and later. -For a voyage to the
North Cape (RR. 30-34), for the sake of seeing the midnight sun,
the season is from the middle of June to the end of July. August
is often a rainy month in the eastern districts of Norway, while
the wet season sets in later on the west coast.
Pian of Tour. An energetic traveller may see the chief points
of interest in Norway and Sweden in 2y2-3 months, but an exhaustive tour cannot be accomplished in one season.
Those who have devoted a first visit to obtaining a general idea
of the country, may well spend one or more subsequent seasons in
the exploration of particular districts. The less time and energy

spentin covering long distances between pointandpoint, the greater
will be the enjoyment of the districts visited.
It need hardly be added that travellers who are addicted to
luxurious hotels and the distractions of watering-places and other
fashionable resorts will not flnd Norway to their taste. On the other
hand, trae lovers of nature will carry away with them an enthusiastic
admiration for its scenery, and will gladly seek opportunities of
their impressions.
Tourists who content themselves with a Yachting Cruise along
the coast have, of course, their travelling-plan determined by the
programme of the steamer. Most travellers, however, will flnd it much
more satisfactory to form plans for independent tours for
themselves,
and we therefore give a few specimens below, which" may easily be

renewing

help of the Handbook or extended by the inclusion of
excursions from the main track, etc.
The fìnest scenery in Norway lies on the W. coast, the chief

altered with the

points being

the

Hardanger Fjord, Sognefjord, Nordfjord, Send-
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mere,

Molde,
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and Romsdal. The

Jotunheim,

xv

to the E. of the

Sogne

is recomménded to the attention of mountaineers. The voyage
to the Norrland, the chief attraction of which is the Lofoten Is-

fjord,

lands, is -also very fine. The beautiful
worthy of a visit.

town.of- Christiania is well

In the S. of Sweden the chief attractions

are

Stockholm and

the other towns and the great Canals. The Swedish Norrland is
inferior tó that of Norway in point of grandeur of scenery, but its
beautiful coasts, oits lakes and rivers, including the justly famed
Indals-Elf and Angerman-Elf, and its waterfalls, among which are
the largest in Europe, richly repay a visit. Gellivara, with its midsun and iron-mines, is also very interesting.
Not the least
charm of the Norrland journey is its freedom from the usuai crowd
of hurried tourists.

night

I. Round

Trip of

Ten

or

Eleven Weeks.

Day3

From Hull or Newcastle to Stavanger
From Stavanger by steamer on the Suldalsvand
(p. 94J and thence
drive to the Breifond Hotel (p. 95) .'...'
Drive from the.Breifond Hotel via Seljeslad to Odde on the Serfjord
[This route may be joined at Odde by travellers from Christiania
via Dalen and Telemarken (comp. p. xvi)
Excursions from Odde to the Buarbrm and the Skjozggedalsfos (K. 18);
steamer from Odde to Vik i Eidfjord
Excursions from Vik to the Veringsfos and the Simodal (R. 18) ;
steamer to Sundal on the Maurangerfjord
Excursion from Sundal to the Bondhusbrw or the Folgefond (II. 18);
steamer to Bergen
.

Bergen (KJ 19)
[This_ route may be joined
castle in 2 days.]

at

Bergen by

steamer from Hull

or

2
1

5-6]

2'/j
2-3
1
1

New

From Bergen by rail to Voss ; drive thence to the Stalheimsklm (R. 20)
Drive or walk to Gudvangen ; steamer across the Sognefjord to Fjccrland and Balholm (p. 128) and thence to Vadheim (p. 127)
[Those who drive to visit Jotunheim (K. 22) from the Sognefjord may
take the steamer from Gudvangen to Lcerdalseren, and thence
proceed to Sijolden (p. 138) where they join the route described
in the opposite direction on p. 143, returning through the Laerdal
to the Sognefjord, and going on by steamer from Lasrdalsaren
to Balholm
From Vadheim by steamer and carriage via Ferde (p. 172) to Skei
(p. 173); drive and row to Red (p. 174), and thence drive to Sandene
and Visnces on the Nordfjord (pp. 177, 178)
Excursion' from Vi snses to the Oldendal or Loendal (p. 179). Drive via
Grotlid to Marok (p. 189)
Steamer or rowing-boat from Marok to Hellesylt (p. 188); drive thence
via Fibelslad-Haugen to 0ie on the Norangsfjord (p. 191)
From 0ie by steamer or rowing-boat to 1he Jurundfjord (p. 191) ; drive
to J0rstenvik; steamer to, Aalesund (p. 195).
Or take the steamer
direct from 0ie to Aalesund
Aalesund and thence by steamer to Molde (p. 197)
Excursions from Molde to the Romsdal (p. 199) and the Eikisdal (p. 203).
Steamer via Chrislianssund to Trondhjem
[Or, after an excursion to the Eikisdal, proceed from Molde via Aandalsnas through the Romsdal and the Gudbrandsdal (R. 27) to Domaas, and thence over the Dovrefjeld to Steren (p. 76)
From Trondhjem to the North Cape and back (RR. 30, 32, 33)
...

...

.

2

.

.

1
1

9-10]
3
3
1

1
1
4

6]
8-14

xvi
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in.

Days
liaihvav from Trondhjem via Ostersund (R. 5b) and Vpsala (R..Ó8)
Stockholm

to

3-4
4

Stockholm and its environs
From Stockholm via the Gota Canal and Lake Vettern to Jònkòping

2

(R. 46)
Railwav from

Jònkòping via

45,'39)

Lund

and Mulmo

to

Copenhagen (RE.

:
Copenhagen and Helsinger (RR. 68, 69)
Return to London, Hull, Harwich, or Leith (comp. pp. xii, xiii)
[Or from Stockholm by the Gota Canal to Gotenburg
Steamer from Gotenburg to England (p. xii)

II. Three

or

Four Weeks (Pive
North Cape or

or
a

.

172-3

.

2

li/2]

Six Weeks including the Voyage
Trip through Sweden).

to the

Christiania and its neighbourhood (R. 2)
From Christiania by railway to Skien via Drammen (R. 5)
From Skien through Telemarken and via Haukeli to Odde on the Har
.

.

2
3

.

.

1
1

.

4-5
danger Fjord (R. IS)
[This route may be joined here by travellers from Stavanger via
the Suldalsvand, the Breifond Hotel, and Seljestad (comp. p. xv)
3]
The Hardanger Fjord: Odde (p. 106); Vik i Eidfjord (p. 109); Sundal
on the
5
Mauranger Fjord (p. 101); to Bergen by steamer (R. 19)
1
Bergen (R. 19)
From Bergen by railway to Voss, and thence drive to Stalheimsklev
1
(p. 125)
Walk to Gudvangen (p. 133); thence by steamer across the Sognefjord
to Balholm and Fjcerland (p. 129), and thence to Vadheim (p. 127)
3
From Vadheim drive via Perde to Sandene on the Nordfjord (p. 177)
2
Excursions on the Nordfjord and its side-valleys (R. 25); proceed
the
via
Groilid
to
Marok
-3
through
Slrynsdal
(R. 2cì)
From Marok by steamer to Hellesylt (p. 188), drive through the Norangsdal to J0ìe (p. 191) on the Norangsfjord, and by steamer over
the Jerundfjord to Aalesund (R. 26) and thence to Molde
1-2
3
Molde, the Moìde-Fjord, and ihe' Romsdal (R. 27)
From Molde to Trondhjem.
Trondhjem (p. 212)
li/2-2
From Trondhjem we may either return by steamer to England (p. xii),
or proceed farther to the N. to visit the Norrland
(RR. 30-34), or return
by railway to Christiania, or take a trip through Sweden as indicated on
.

.

.

...

p. xvii.
III.

Four

or

Five Weeks in Norway, including the
North Cape.

Steamer from Hull or Newcastle to Stavanger
Stavanger to Odde and the Hardanger Fjord
From Bergen to Trondhjem via Aloide, as indicated
Steamer to the North Cape and back
Railway from Trondhjem to Christiania
Steamer to England
IV.

Four

or

Five V/eeks in

on

Voyage

p.

xv

.

to the

2
5
10-12
8-14
1
2

.

Norway.

Steamer from London, Hull, or Newcastle to Christiania
Christiania and railway to Skien (R. 5)
Through Telemarken, as indicated above
Excursions on the Hardanger Fjord from Odde and Vik (pp. 105^
From Eide (p. 104) via Vossevangen to the Stalheimsklev (p. 125)
The Sognefjord (R. 21), Ncerefjord, Fjcerlands-Fjord, and by steamer
to Vadheim (p. 127)
Via Sandene on the Nordfjord, Stryn, Grotlid, Marok, and Sjeholl
'

ÌqqÌ

.

to Molde

Molde; the Romsdal
Steamer from Bergen to England (p. xii)

2
j
g_^
g_^
1

g ^

(R. 26)

'. '. \

g_g
2-3
2

III.

V.

Four

or

PLAN OF TOUR.

Five Weeks in

Norway

xvii

for Walkers.

Days

Steamer from London, etc, to Christiansand
Through the Scetersdal to Dalen in Telemarken (comp. p. 5 ; the third
day's walk is long)
Drive via the Haukelifjeld to Reldal, the Breifond Hotel, ,and Selje
stad; walk and drive to Odde (pp. 95, 96). Excursions from Odde
Steamer to" Vik i Eidfjord (p. 109). Excursions to the Verìngsfos and
via Foslì to the Simodal
Steamer to Ulvik (p. Ili);' walk via Graven (p. 123) to Eide (p. 104)
Steamer to Bergen (R. 19) and stay at Bergen
Railway to Vossevangen; drive to Stalheim (R. 20)
Walk to Gudvangen (p. 133); steamer to Balholm (p. 128) and Fjcer
land (p. 129)
Walk via the Jostedalibroe to Jelster (p. 173) ; row to Skei (p. 173) ;
drive on the following afternoon to Aamot (p. 174)
Walk via the Oldenskar (p. 175) to the Oldenvand; steamer across the
lake ; walk or drive to Olden (p. 178)
Steamer to Visnass (p. 178) ; drive to Mindre Sunde ; steam-launch or

rowing-boat to Hjelle (p. 183)
(p. 183); walk via the Grasdalsskar to the Djupvashytte (p. 185) ; walk or drive to Marok (p. 189)
Steamer to Hellesylt (p. 188); drive to Fibelstad-Haugen ; walk to 0ie
(p. 191)
Steamer via Aalesund to Molde; Molde (p. 197)

2
3
4
2
1
2
1

1
2
1
1

Drive to Skaare

Excursion to the Romsdal (p 199); walk across the mountains to the
Eikisdal (p. 203); visit the Eikisdalsvand (p. 205) and walk to Neste

(p. 205)
Steamer to Molde. In the afternoon visit Battenfjordsetren (p. 208);
steamer via Christian ssund to Trondhjem
[Or from N#ste proceed via Eidsvaag to Eidseren (p. 209), take the
Sundal steamer to Christianssund , and go on next day to

as

1

l1/»
3
2

2]

Trondhjem

1

Trondhjem (R. 29)
Return thence

1

indicated
VI. A

on

p. xvi.

Fortnight

from Christiania.

Steamer to Christiania (p. 9).
Christiania
Railwav to Randsfjord; steamer to Odnces; drive through the Valders
to
Lcerdalseren
(p. 136)
(p. 48)
Steamer to Gudvangen (R. 21); walk or drive to Stalheim (p. 125);
drive to Voss fp. 122); railway to Bergen (R. 19).
Bergen
Steamer to Odde on the Hardanger Fjord (R. 18)
Drive via Seljestad to the Breifond Hotel (p. 95) and N(ns on the
Suldalsvand; steamer to Osen; drive to Sand; steamer to Sta
...

vanger

Steamer from Stavanger to England
VII.

(p. xii)

3
4

3
1

2
2

Seven Weeks in Sweden.

S. Sweden.
Steamer from England (p. xii) to Gotenburg
Gotenburg, and railway to Trollhallan (R. 43)
Steamer on Lake Venern to the Kinnekulle (R. 43); railway via Falkoping to Jònkòping (R. 45). Jònkòping
Steamer on Lake Vettern to Molala and up the Góla Canal to Stock
holm (R. 46)
Stockholm and its environs (RR. 49, 50)
Excursion to Gotland (Wisby) and back (R. 52)
Excursion to Falun and Lake Siljan, returning via Upsala (RR. 56, 57)

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

7tk Edit.
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2
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2
4
3
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N. Sweden.

Days

Steamer from Stockholm to Haparanda (RR. 62, 64)
Steamer back to Lulea ; railway to Gellivara (RR. 64, 66)
Railway back to Murjek (p. 387) ; drive via Slorbacken to
•

3
3
Jockmock

l'/«

(R, 65)
Row and walk to Kvickjock and back (R. 65)
Drive and row from Jockmock to Edefors
Early steamer to Hednoret (p. 377); railway to Vànnàs (p. 376) and
Umea (p. 3S2)
Steamer to Hernòsand (R. 62 and p. 379)
to Solleftea (p. 381); railway to BispSteamer up the
.

Ingerman-Elf

■..."....

garden (p. 375)
Steamer down the

Indals-Elf

.

.

cursion to the

IV.

Tànnfors),

.

.

Tours.

Cycling

1

4

and back to Stockholm

Conveyances. Walking

1
1

1
1

(R. 60)

to Sundsvall

Òstersund „(RR. 59, 58)
Railway
é
Railway (R. 58) to Are (excursion to the Areskutan) and Dufed (ex
to

4-6
1

Tours.

Norway appear in '•Norges Communicationer' (pron.
Commoonicashoner; 30 0., English and German edition, 50 0.), and for
Sweden, in '■Sveriges fiommunikationer' (10 o.), both published weekly in
summer.
Neither pf these, however, is very satisfactory; and travellers in
Norway are recommended to obtain Beyer's Tourists" Time-Tables of the Nor
wegian Railways, Steamers, and Diligences (published fortnightly; 50 0.) or
the similar publication issued by Bennell (p. 10). Beyer's time-tables will be
sent by post from Bergen on receipt of Gd. in British stamps, or may be
purchased at Swan & Leach Ltd., 3 Charing Cross, London. The 'Sommerruter' of the various fjord steamboat lines may be obtained at Stavanger,
Bergen, Aalesund, and Molde. Among other time-tables may be mentioned
the Reichs- Kursbuch (Berlin) and the Reisel\ste for Kongeriget Danmark (Co
penhagen),, which travellers to pr from Germany will flnd useful.
Obsérve that many of the summer time-tables, especially those of the
fjord steamers, hold good till the end of August only.
Steamboats (Norw. Dampskibe , Sw. Angbàtar). The regulsr
Norwegian coasting trafile is almost entirely in the hands of the
Bergenske and the Nordenfjeldske Dampskibs-Selskab, which have
a common time-table. The headquarters of the former are at
Bergen,
those of the latter at Trondhjem. (Agents at Christiania and New
castle, see p. xiv.) The smaller steamers plying on the Norwegian
fjords are comfortable enough during the day, but their sleeping
accommodation is poor, and on market-days they are apt to be overcrowded. The same remark applies to the smaller coasting steamers
on the Baltic and on the Swedish canals.
Most travellers will, of course, travel in the first cabin. Those
Time Tables for

who

about to spend one or more nights on board should at
ecure' th'eir berths (kojen) in a stateroom (Norw. lugar, Swed.
hyti) by perso nal application to the steward. Otherwise they may
have to put up with sofas in the dining-saloon, with the additional
disadvantage of having to quit their couches before early breakfast
(6 or 7 a.m.). There are always a separate ladies' cabin and a smoking-room. A passenger travelling with his family by mail-steamer in
are

once s

Norway

pays full fare for

duction

('Moderation';

himself,

pron.

but is

usually entitled

'moderashon')

to

of 50 per cent

a

re-

on

the
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fare (but not on the cost of food) for each of the other members of
the party. In Sweden members of the Tourists' Union (p. xxiv)
often obtain considerable reductions (rabatt) on the ordinary fare.
Return-tickets are usually valid for a month or more, but do not
permit the journey to be broken. When tickets are taken on board.
the steamer (usuai at small stations) a booking-fee of 30 0. is
The captains and mates generally speak English. The
common.
traveller should be careful to look after his own luggage.
The food is generally good and abundant, though a little monotonous. Vegetables are rare, and tinned meats, salt relishes, and
cheese always preponderate at breakfast and supper. The tariff in
the Bergen and Nordenfjeld steamers, which is a little higher than
in the smaller vessels, is as follows :
food per day, including service, 5y2kr. ; or, separately, the charge for breakfast is l*/2 kr., for
dinner (at2) 2kr. 40»., supper (at 7.30) l1^^1.; attendance 50». ;
cup of tea or coffee with biscuit or rusk (Kavringer) in the morning
35 0. ; small cup of coffee after dinner 20». ; beer 40 0. per bottle,
25 «r. per half-bottle; claret lt/jkr. per half-bottle. No spirits
are procurable.
The account should be paid daily, to prevent mistakes. The steward expects a fee proportioned to the length of the
voyage and the services rendered.
—

Sw.

Most of the railcountries ; but in Nor
way and Sweden there are several narrow-gauge lines (31/3 ft.),
with two classes only, corresponding to the2ndand3rd on the other
lines. The guard is called 'Konduktor'. In both countries the rail-

Bailways (Norw. Jernbaner,

ways

are

similar to those in other

Jernvagar).

European

ways observe Central Europe time (1 hr. ahead of Greenwich time).
Luggage (50-70lbs. usually free), except what the passenger takes
into the carriage with him, must be booked. The average speed of
the quick trains (Norw. Hurtigtog, Sw. kurìrtàg, snàlltàg~) is 22-24
Engl. M., that of the mixed trains (blandede Tog, blandade tàg)
15-20 Engl. M. per hour. Ali the trains have smoking-carriages
(Begekupé, rokkupé) and ladies' compartments (Kvindekupé, damkupé). Return-tickets are usually valid for a month.
On the Swedish State Railways there is a special zone-tariff for distances
300 Kil. to the N. of Stockholm. Thus the 2nd ci. fare by express
train from Stockholm to Kilafors (300 Kil.) is 18 kr., while the fare to
Nalden (618 Kil.) is only 6 kr. 35 o. more. These tickets permit the journey
to be broken once (but if a night be spent, notice must be given to the
station-master). Stoppages of the train at the officiai night-stations (comp.
pp. 366, 374) are not reckoned as breaks on the journey.
over

The Railway Restaurants in Sweden and at the principal
stations in Norway are generally good and not expensive ; but those
on the branch-lines are often poor.
Passengers help themselves,
there being little or no attendance. For breakfast the usuai charge
is l^-l1/^» for dinner or supper IV2-IV4 kr. ; for a cup of
coffee or half-bottle of beer 25 0. ; sandwiches 25-50». ; spirits not
obtainable. The express-trains stop at certain stations, the names

b*
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posted up in the carriages, to allow time (generally
for meals.
Posting (Norw. Skyds, Sw. Skjuts; pronounced shoss or shiiss
Sweden is so well provided with railways and
in each case).
steamboats that travelling by road is rare except in the Norrland
of which

only

are

Y4 hr.)

Norway there are stili immense tracts of country
only means of communication. The new highroads, maintained by government, are generally good, and the older
roads are being improved; but some of the latter are very rough,
with sudden ups and downs, reminding one of a switchback railway.
The Skydsstationer (pron. stasho'ner; which are usually inns
also, see p. xxvi), or farm-houses whose proprietors are bound to

(RR. 65, 66),
where

but in

driving

is the

supply travellers with horses whenever required, are situated at
intervals of 6-15 Engl. M. If the stage is a short one and the horse
good, the traveller may often drive on to the next station on getting
leave from the station-master.
Those 'stations' where the proprietor ( Stations- Holder or SkydsSkaffer) is bound to have several horses always in readiness , and
is liable to a fine if he keeps the traveller waiting for more than
1/4"1/2nr,i are called Faste Stationer (Le. 'fixed stations', where
a 'fixed' number of horses are in
readiness), or usually by English
travellers 'fast stations'. Another class of stations, now rare, except
in little frequented districts, is the Tilsigelse-Stationer (or Skifter),
the owners of which are bound to procure horses on getting notice
or 'Tilsigelse'
(from tilsige, 'to teli to', 'send to'). At these stations,
justly called 'slow' by English travellers by way of antithesis to the
'fast', the charges are very low, but the traveller may often be kept
waiting for hours. These delays are obviated by sending Forbud
('previous message') to stations of this class, and the same remark
applies to 'slow' boat-stations. The 'Forbud' must arrive at least
three hours before the time at which horses are required, or better
on the previous
day, and should therefore be dispatched two or
three days beforehand. It is usually sent by letter or post-card, or
by any one preceding the traveller on the same route t. Travellers
pressed for time may also with advantage send 'Forbud' to 'fast'
stations.
Those who wish to make an early start should invariably
order the skyds the previous day ; in country-inns the Opvartningspige
(p. xxv) will take the order. Delay on the journey may be avoided
by informing the 'Gut' before arriving at a station that the trav
eller intends to proceed at once ('jeg vii strax reise videre').
Every
station-master is bound to keep a Dagbog (Skydsbog) or day-book,
—

—

The Forbudseddel, or message, may be expressed as follows:
name the station) bestilles en Hest (to Hesle, etc.)
Skydsskiftet (.
(Karioler) eller Stolkjcerre (Stolkjcerrer) Mandagen den 20. Juli,
Formiddagen (Eftermiddagen) Klokken et(to. tre, eia.). Paasamme Tid varm
Frokosl (or Middagsmad) for en Person (lo, tre Persone/-).

t

—

Paa

.

.

med Kariol

Date & Place.

Signature.

Tariff for

Posting ('Land-Skyds') in Norway.
II. From Slow Stations

I. From Fast Stations.

{plus 20 0.

per horse

for'Tilsigelse';

comp. p. xx)
For

one

person

Two pers.

For

OneTiorse
with
stol-

One horse

one

4)

a

o

3

One horse
(plus 1 0.
per Kil.
for the

One horse

saddle)

»*olkj serre

kj terre

Kr.0.

Kr. 0.

with

cariole
or

(plus 1

0.

per Kil.
for the

person

Two pera.

One horse
■with
cariole

One horse

or

saddle)

stf>)k.i«Tre

with
stol-

kj terre

Kr. 0.

Kr.JBT.

Kr.j0r.

i

O.15

O.

17

O.26

O.IO

0. 12

O.18

O.36

Kr.

0...

2

O.30

0.34

O.51

0.20

O.24

3

0

45

O.51

O.77

O.30

O.36

O.54

4

0.60

O.68

1.02

O.40

O.48

O.72

5

o-7S

O.85

1.28

O.50

O.60

O.90

6

0.90

I .02

i-53

O.60

O.72

I.08

7

1.05

I.I9

1.79

O.70

O.84

I.2Ó

8

1 .20

I.36

2.04

O.80

O.96

I.44

9

i-3S

i-53

2.30

O.9O

I.08

I.62

IO

1.50

1.70

2-55

I .OO

1.20

I.80

n

1.65

1.87

2.81

I.IO

I.32

I.98

12

1.80

2.04

3.06

1.20

I.44

2.

'3

i-95

2.21

3-32

I.30

1.56

2-34

H

2.10

2.38

3-57

I

.40

1.68

2.52

15

2-25

2-55

3-83

I.50

1.80

2.70

16

2.40

2.72

4.08

I

17

2-55

2.89

4-34

18

2.70

3.06

4-59

I.70
1.80

2.

16

3-24

19

2.85

3-23

4.85

1.90

2.28

3-42

20

3.00

3-4°

5.10

2.00

2.40

3.60

21

3-i5

3-57

2. IO

2.52

22

3-30

3-74

2.20

3-78
3-96
4.14

•

.60

IO

.92

2.88

2.04

3.06

1

23

3-45

3-9i

5-36
5.61
5.87

2.30

2.64
2.76

24

3.60

4.08

6.12

2.4O

2". 88

4-32

25

3-75

4.25

6.38

2.5O

3.00

4.50

,

.

Tariff for Boats

('Baad- Skyds')

in

Norway.
'3

II. From Slow Stations
I. From Fast Stations.

m

<D

t-,

2

men

3

men

4

(plus 7

men

2

0. pec rower and 60. per
boat for 'Tilsigelse).

men

with

with

with

4-oared

6-oared
boat
and sail

8-oared

4-oared

boat
and sail

Kr.J0r.

Kr. 0.

i

O.28

2

3

O.56
O.84

4

I.I2

I

5

I

3

men

4

men

boat
and sail

with
6-oared
boat
and sail

boat
and sai!

Kr.0.

Kr. 0.

Kr.JfcT.

Kr. 0.

0.40

O.56

O.24

I.I2

O.48

0.34
O.68

O.48

O.80
I .20

I.80

O.72

I .02

«•44

.60

2.24

O.96

I.36

1

.40

2.00

2.8o

1.20

I.70

2.40

6

1.68

2.40

3-36

I.44

2.04

2.88

7

1

.96

2.8o

3 92

1.68

2.38

8

2.24

3.20

4.48

1.92

2.72

3-36
3.84

9

2.52

3.60

5-°4

2.

16

3.06

4-32

IO

2.80

4.OO

5.60

2.40

3-4°

4.80

n

3.08
3-36

4.40

6.16

2

.64

3-74

4.80

2.88

4.08

13

3-64

5.20

3.12

4.42

H

3-92

5.60

4.20

6.00

3-36
3.60

4-76

5.28
5.76
6.24
6.72

15

6.72
7.28
7.84
8.40

5.10

7.20

16

4.48
4.76

6.40

8.96

3-84

5-44

7.68

17

6.80

9-52

4.08

5-78

8.16

18

5.04

7.20

10.08

4-32

6.

12

8.64

19

5-32

7.60

10.64

4.56

6.46

'9.12

20

5.60

8.00

1 1 .20

4.80

6.80

9.60

11

.76

5-°4

7-H

10.08

5.28

10.56
11.52

a
o

3

12

boat
and sail

with

21

5.88

8.40

22

6.16

8.80

23

9.20

12.32
12.88

5-52

24

6.44
6.72

7-48
7.82

9.60

13-44

5.76

8.16

25

.;■: -, IO.QO
7.00
1

14.00

6.00

8.50

with

8-oared

O.96
.92

11.04
12.00
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in which the traveller enters his orders and records his
complaints if
he has any to make. Travellers are entitled to proceed in the order
in which their names are entered in this book.
On the great thoroughfares through Telemarken
the

Valders

(R. 5),

and the Gudbrandsdal (R. 9) it is often found
more convenient to hire a carriage (Vogn, Kaleschvogn, or Landau;
or a Trille, i. e. an
open four-wheeler) and horses for the whole
route, in order to avoid delays at the over-tasked stations. In this
case there is no restriction as to the amount of
luggage accompanying the traveller (comp. p. xxiii). Carriages may be obtained on ap
On some of the
plication at any of the Tourist Offices (p. xiv).
long overland routes Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son (p. xiv) have provided landaus, carioles, and stolkjaerres of a more comfortable description and better found than the ordinary vehicles of the country.
The ordinary vehicles supplied at the skyds-stations are the
Stolkjmrre (a light cart with seats for two persons), and the lighter
and swifter Kariol (a light gig for one person). The latter is now
rarely used on the main routes. The luggage is strapped or roped
behind the traveller, on the top of it the Skydsgut (or simply Gut ;
the girl who sometimes takes his place is called Jente) takes his
seat, and the traveller usually takes the reins (Temmer) himself.
If he does so he will be responsible for any accident, but not if he
allows the 'Gut' to drive from behind. For very bulky or heavy
As a rule about
luggage additional vehicles must be engaged.
8-9 Kil. (5-5V2 Engl. M.), or less in hilly districts, may be covered
in an hour. It is difflcult to calculate very closely the time likely
to be occupied by skyds-journeys, but an attempt to do so has been
made in the account of some of our routes, and the Editor hopes,
with the courteous assistance of travellers, to be able to extend the
system to ali the main routes. Speaking generally, about 70-80 Kil.
(40-50 Engl. M.) may be accomplished in a day, but journeys of
that length are, of course, fatiguing. The long strings of vehicles
that are frequently seen converging upon the more frequented spots
and favourite hotels, especially towards evening, should be avoided
on account of the dust.
For a similar reason it is considered 'bad
form' for one carriage to overtake another, unless the difference of
pace is very considerable. The horses, or rather ponies, are often
overdriven by foreigners. As the average charge of 2-Sd. per Engl.
mile is a very inadequate remuneration to the Skydspligtige, or
peasants who are bound to supply the horses, it is unfair on this
account also to overdrive them. A frequent inscription in the skyds
'
stations is Vcer god mod hesten (i.e. be good to the horse), and
travellers who obey this injunction will receive a good character
from the 'Gut' at the successive stations and will in consequence
be more cheerfully and quickly served. In every case the traveller
in Norway will flnd his account more in politeness and civility than

(R. 8)

,

—

—

in

anything approaching

a

dictatorial

manner.
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The posting-charge at 'fast' stations is- fixed at 17 0. per pers.
per mile (compare the annexed tariff, printed on yellow paperj;
but in hiliy roads and on the new government highroads the 'SkydsSkaffer' is frequently authorized to charge for more than the actual
diatance between stations. On the first page of the 'Dagbog' is always entered the fare to the nearest station in each direction, whether
by road or by rowing-boat. Distances under 5 Kilomètres (3 M.) are
charged at the full 5 Kil. rate. At the slow stations the station
master is entitled to a fee of 20 0. per horse, in addition to the
fare, for the trouble of getting it ready. Strictly speaking the fare
may be exacted before the hirer starts, but it is usually paid at the
end of the stage, when the 'Gut' receives a gratuity of about ll/^0.
per kilomètre. The 'Gaardskarl', or man who helps to harness the
horses, does not expect a fee. Nothing should be given to the
peasant children who sometimes officiously open gates. At slow
stations the station-master may dismiss the horses if the traveller
who has ordered them is more than 2^2 hours late , and after the

first hour of

waiting

(amounting,

for

and similar dues

he may exact 'Ventepenge' or waiting-money
to the fare for 3-10 Kil.). Tolls, ferries,

l-21/,2Urs.,
are

paid by

the traveller.

Bowing Boats. For the conveyance of travellers by boat (Baadskyds or Vandskyds) the regulations are similar, but on ali the
principal routes steamers now ply. Those who have a guide with
them may employ him as a rower, and thus dispense with one of
the usuai crew.
Each rower (Rdrskarl) generally rows or 'sculls'
with two

A boat manned with two rowers is therefore called
four-oared boat, one manned with three rowers a Sexring , and with four rowers an Ottering. For short distances a
F;ering generally sufflces. The tariff is determined by the size of
the boat and not by the number of persons. The Tilsigelse fee is
7 0. per man and 6 0. per boat. As the fares are very unremunerative, the traveller should add a liberal gratuity.
a

Fcering,

oars.
or

Tours.

Neither Norway nor Sweden is suitable for
as the distances are too great ,
and the
points of interest too far apart. A few districts in the Swedish
Norrland are, however, accessible to pedestrian tourists. In Norway
there is no lack of short excursions which can be made on foot
only. Besides the passes over the mountains to the W. coast from

Walking

long walking excursions,

the Scetersdal (p. 5), Hallingdal (p. 30), and Telemarken (pp. 46-48),
and the excursions and ascents in Jotunheim (R. 22) and Sendmere
(p. 190), we may mention in this connection the passes, often
very beautiful, connecting the heads of different fjords (comp.
pp. xvii, 101, 103, 137, 140, 189, etc). Several fine walks may
be taken in the Norrland (RR.30,33). The footpaths are, as might be
expected, far inferior to those among the Alps. On very hilly roads
walking is quicker than driving, in which case a cariole or cart may
advantageously b« hired for luggage only. In many cases the only

also'
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forwarding luggage is offered by the steamers. Application
particulars may be made to the tourist-agents (p. xiv).

for farther

Cycling Tours. Both Sweden and Norway afford good opportucycling; and the cyclist, perhaps, enjoys a greater measure
independence than any other traveller.

nities for

of

Ali steamship companies running direct to Norway and Sweden carry
passengers' cycles from England free of charge. By the Esbjerg route
from Harwich cycles are booked through at ordinary luggage ratea, plus
a registration fee of 6s. 5d. per machine to Malmo or 5*. lOd. to Helsingborg. It is not desirable to take a crate when the machine is accompanied
by its owner, but the frame should be carefully swathed in some kind of
cloth-covering to protect the enamel and bright parts from the sea-air.
Cyclists entering Sweden must deposit at the custom-house by which
they enter the duty of 25 kr. (about 11. Ss. Od.) per machine. A cyclist
entering the country at Stockholm, Gotenburg, Malmo, Helsingborg,
Landskrona, Mon, Charlottenberg, or Storlien may, when leaving, claim his
deposit at any other of those places. If, however, the cyclist enters at
any other place not given in the above list, he must, in order to obtain
the return of his deposit, leave the country by the same custom-house by
which he entered. In any case the refund of the duty must be claimed
within two months.
Cycles entering Norway are subject to a duty of
30 kr. (11. 13*. id.), a deposit of which amount must in the ordinary way
be made by the tourist.
Members of the Cyclists" Touring Club (47 Victoria
St., London, S.W.) are exempted from this obligation, the club being
known to the Norwegian customs-authorities as the 'International Touring
Club for Cyclists'. The Cyclists' Touring Club has also concluded agreements with the Touring Clubs of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, whereby
members of the English club are entitled to the benefit of reductions in
hotel-tariffs, etc, obtained by those bodies in their respective countries.
As a rule, the newer roads in Scandinavia are excellent.
They dry
quickly after rain, but during rain they are apt to become greasy and care
must be taken to guard againstside-slip. They are magnificently engineered,
and the gradients are very easy. Some of the older roads are less to be
recommended to the cyclist owing to their steepness and the looseness of
their surface. Riding after dark on mountain-roads is dangerous, though
it would be well to take a lamp in view of any unforseen emergency.
The fjord-steamers carry accompanied bicycles free of cost, and the wheelman
can further utilise them for sending on his extra luggage, retaining
only enough for immediate requirements. A thoroughly trustworthy brake
is essential, especially in Norway.
The wisest pian is to have a good

strong rim-brake

on

the front-wheel and

an

additional brake

on

the back-

important to keep one's machine at ali times well under
control,
gates across roads are continually encountered, often at unexpected turnings, and drivers allow their animals to wander at will, so
that one not unfrequently finds the road entirely blocked by a vehicle
standing across it. Again, the mountain-roads are narrow and protected
only by stones set at intervals varying from a few inches to severa! feet;
sometimes the gap is quite sufficient to allow a cycle to pass through at
full length.
Perhaps the favourite ride in Norway is that through the Gudbrandsdal
and the Romsdal
from Christiania train or cycle to Minne, steamer to
Lillehammer, cycle to Veblungsnses. Here steamer may be taken to Molde
and along the coast to Bergen, train to Vossevangen, cycle to Gudvangen,
steamer to Lserdalsaren, cycle via Husum and the Hallingdal to H0nefos,
and return to Christiania.
This route may be varied by branching off at
Domaas and riding over the Dovre Fjeld to Trondhjem or Sundalsaren; or
off
at
by branching
Bredevangen and riding via Skeaker to Marok, or to
Another ride from
Hjelle, whence by steamer and cycle to Visnaes.
Christiania is via Haniar to Elverum, thence through the ÉTsterdal and
wheel.

It

is

as

—

Gulddal to

Trondhjem.
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In Sweden the roads in the neighbourhood of Stockholm and those in
the extreme south of the country are the most suitable for the cyclist. The
roads vary greatly, but a good cycling map will often enable the rider to
The number of possible rides is infinitely
train undesirable portions.
greater in this country than in Norway; among them may be mentioned:
and
a. Helsingborg to Stockholm via Jònkòping, Linkòping, Norrkoping,
Nykoping (042 Kil.). b. Lund to Karlskrona via Christianstad and KarlsStockholm via Falkoping, Laxa, and
e. Gotenburg to
hamn
—

(216 Kil.).

Vexio (559 Kil.).
Several of the best routes in Norway, Sweden, and Denmark are described in the 'Continental Road Book' of the C. T. C. (voi. iii). Among
the cycling maps published in the country nientiOD may be made of that
for S. Norway ('Hjultuiistkart over det Sydlige Norge') published by the
Norwegian C T.C. ('Norsk Hjulturist-Forening'), the headquarters of which
are at Christiania.
Maps are also supplied by theEnglish C. T. C.

V.

Tourist Clubs.

Luggage. Equipment.

Luggage. Travellers who intend travelling by cariole should not
take more than 30-40 lbs., packed in a small and strong box and a
carpet-bag, to which may be added a wallet or game-pouch for
walking excursions. A soft or compressible portmanteau is not
as the
'Skydsgut' always sits on the luggage strapped
behind. Suitable leathern trunks are sold at Christiania, Bergen,
and elsewhere for about 20 kr. A supply of stout cord and straps
will be useful, and a strong umbrella is indispensable.

recommended,

on

Equipment. The traveller should avoid the common error of
overburdening himself with 'articles de voyage', eatables, or anything not absolutely necessary. On the ordinary routes, and even in
remoter places, tolerable food can almost always be obtained. Tea
and essence of coffee will, however, sometimes be found useful.
Spirits are not to be had at the inns, but good Cognac may be
purchased iu the larger towns for 4-5 kr. per bottle. A field-glass
(Kikkert), a pocket corkscrew, and a small clothes-brush will be
found useful. As to clothing, two strong but light tweed suits, a
change of warm underclothing, a pair of light shoes for steamboat
and cariole use, and a pair of extra-strong Alpine boots for mountaineering ought to suffice. Add a stout and long Ulster, a light
waterproof, and a couple of square yards of strong waterproof ma
terial, as a wrapper for coats and rugs or for covering the knees
in wet weather, as the aprons (Skvatlader) of the carioles are often
dilapidated. Visitors to Lapland and the Swedish Norrland should
further be provided with veils to keep off the gnats. Ladies travel
ling in Norway should also dress as simply, strongly, and comfortably as possible, eschewing ornament. For the rougher mountain
tours they should take stout gaiters or leggings.
,

An old hand recommends a few safety pins to be
Further Hints.
used in keeping scanty sheets from parting company with the blankets
For mountaineering it is even more important
or sh rinking info a wisp.
than
in Switzerland to have very strong boots, waterproof if possible,
and high in the ankle, as boga and water-courses often have to be crossed.
To the equipment already mentioned may be added sewing-materials, a
Good alpenstocks
few buttons, arnica, glycerine, and a candle or two.
-

—

—

HOTELS AND INNS.
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to be obtained in Norway ; it is a good pian to bring a proper
spike from home and have it fltted with a shaft in Christiania or
Plenty of small change is desirable, as already mentioned.
Bergen.
In the Swedish Norrland a veil for protection against the gnats, oil (Myggolja) to apply to their bites, and carbolic soap are essential. For_tours
beyond the routes mentioned in the Handbook travellers require a" tent,
'bandsko', sleeping-sacks, etc. ; apply for information to the Tourists' Union
at Stockholm (pp. 306, 386).
Guides charge 4-6 kr. per day and provide their own food, but a bargain should always be made beforehand.
are

not

iron

—

—

Tourist Clubs. The Norske Turistforening ('tourists' union'),
founded in 1866, extends its useful operations throughout Norway,

building refuge-huts, improving paths, appointing guides,
There

are now

etc.

2700 members, about one-fifth of the number being

is only 4 kr. per annum
copy of the lAarbog' will be
sent to the subscriber through any Norwegian address he names.
The club button (Klubknap), worn as a distinctive badge, costs
80 0. more. The members are received with market! courtesy in the
mountain-regions, and have a preferential right to accommodation
at the club-huts (see p. 142).
The Svenska Turistforening (Stockholm , p. 306) is a similar
club, founded in 1884 and numbering 15,000 members. The annual subscription is 3 kr., which entitles the member to a copy of
the 'Arsskrift'. The club has honorary representatives (Ombud) at
numerous points, who lend ali assistance to members, while there
are
numerous other advantages attached to membership
(comp.
p. xix). A circular is sent on request from the club's offices at
Stockholm, containing much useful information , especially as to
travelling in the Swedish Norrland.
The Norwegian Club (Il Charing Cross, London, S.W.) is an institution,
on the lines of the
Alpine Club, for those interested in Norway (annua!
subs. il. 1* , for country members 10*. Gd.).
It has a library, arrange
and
lectures,
publishes a year-book.

English

and Scottish.

(life-membership

50

The
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subscription

for which

kr.),

a

Hotels and Inns.

and

a few of the favourite summer-resorts,
hotels of the first class are rare in Norway and Sweden. But very fair
hotels are rapidly springing up in other regions also, affording cheap
and tolerable quarters. Many of these new hotels in Norway are
admirable examples of the national timber architecture, though they
are apt to be noisy. In view of the inflammable nature of their material
they are furnished with numerous exits. The so-called 'sanatoria',
answering to the British hydropathics or the American 'summer
boarding-houses', are well spoken of for a residence for some little

R. 1V2~3,
The usuai charges at the first-class hotels are
B.I1/4-I1/2, D.2-3, S. iy2kr-; at the second-classhouses: R. 8O0.1 kr., B. l-l]/4, D- IV21 s- l-lV4kr- The humbler inns in the less

time.

frequented

:

districts

regions indicated

are

even

cheaper;

so

that

pedestrians

at p. xxii may often obtain board and

in the

lodging

for

372-4
clean.

HOTELS AND INNS.
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kr. per day. The bedrooms, though plain,
Attendance is not usually charged in the

are

bill;

scrupulously
fee of 40-

a

from each person (Norw. Drikkepenge, Sw. drickespenningar)
to the servant or Opvartningspige (addressed as Freken) suffices.
In Norway, as a mie, every Skydsstation is also an inn (afford-

50

0.

ing 'godt Kvartér'

Or 'siet Kvartér', according to circumstances),
corresponding to the Swedish gastgifvaregàrd. In Sweden, and stili
more in Norway, the manners of the innkeepers are reserved and
homely, but there is no lack of real politeness and attention. On
the other hand, as the people are rather slow in their movements,
travellers intending to make an early start should make ali their
arrangements overnight.

lables-d,hóte

are

almost unknown in Sweden. The

Smòrgàsbord

Brannvinsbord, where various relishes, bread-and-butter, and
liqueurs are served as stimulants to the appetite, is an institution
peculiar to Sweden, and should be patronised very sparingly. A charge
or

of 30-50

0. is usually made for it ; sometimes, when the Smòrgàser
served on small plates, the charge is 75 0. in the evening, from
7 to 10, small portions of meat, etc, known as Sexor (six o'clock
meal) are served to those who wish a light supper (from 75 0.).
In Norway, on the other hand, tables-d'hóte prevail, and it is some
times difficult to procure anything to eat between the fixed hours ex
cept tea and bread-and-butter or biscuits. The tinned meats ('Hermetiske Sager'), salted anchovies, cheese, etc, which form the staple
are

of breakfast and supper, should be avoided as much as possible.
The waiter (Norw.
Swed. kypare, vaktmàstare, garcon,

Ópvarter;

mark'ór) usually

receives

a

gratuity

of 10

The

fare

following dishes are among the
(Norw. Spisesedd, Swed. Matseddet):

Norwegian.

Suppe
Kjetdsuppe
Kjed

English.

Soup

Swedish.

Aal

Kott
kokt
slekt
Oxkòtt

0rreter

Kalfslek

Banner
JErter
( Poteter

Kalvesteg
Koteletler
( Faaresteg

Kotletter
Cutlets
Roast mut- Fàrstek

Flesk

ton
Pork
Flask
Roast veni- Ràdjurstek

kogt
stegt
Oxekjed

\ Bedesteg

Raadyrsteg

son

Rensdyrsteg

Roast rein- Renslek
deer

Fjcerkrce

Poultry

Fjàderfà

And

Duck
Goose
Fish

And

Gaas
Fisk

Gas
Fisk

for each meal.

—

Norwegian

Soppa
Buljong

Broth
Meat
boiled
roasted
Beef
Roast veal

0. or more

commonest in the bills of

Gjedde
Torsk

Sild

Grensager

Al
Gadda

Herring
Vegetables

Sili
Gronsaker
Bònor
Arter
Potatis , Polater

Beans
Peas

Potatoes

j Kartofler
Mg
Eggs
Pandekager Pancakes
Ost (short) Cheese
Smer

Kager
Redvin
Hvidvin
01 (short)

Swedish.

English.
Eel
Pike
Trout
Cod

Foreller
Torsk

,

Àgg

Pankakor
Ost
Butter
S?nòr
Cakes
Kakor
Red wine
Ròdvin
White wine Hvidtvin
Beer
Ql, bier.

Beer is the usuai Scandinavian beverage (Norw. halv Flaske
Swed. halfbutelj, 20-25 e.), but good claret and other wines are
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generally to be had at the larger inns and on board the steamers.
Spirits are never sold at the hotels or on board the steamers, but
may be purchased at the shops in the towns. Drunkenness, which
used to be

a

way and

vice, has been greatly
priuciples of which (much

national

liquor laws,

the

Sweden)

are

diminished by recent
same in both Nor

the

indicated at p. 278.

Cafés are almost unknown in Norway, but are to be found in
the larger Swedish towns. One of their specialties is Swedish
punch, a mixture of rum or arrak with lemon-juice and sugar,
drunk as a liqueur and undiluted (25-40 6. per glass). With ice
in summer it is a palatable, but not very wholesome beverage.
Beer on draught can be had in the large towns only.
Cafes and restaurants are frequently closed on Sun., from 8.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.
Baths in Norway and Sweden are as a rule very primitive. The
bath-houses in the fjords and lakes are for gentlemen only.
—

VII.

Sport.

Sport of ali kinds has fallen off greatly in Norway and Sweden
of late years. Excellent salmon-fishing is indeed stili obtainable,
but only at high rents, and the best rivers, such as the Namsen-Elv
above Namsos, are let on long leases, chiefly to wealthy Englishmen.

Good trout-fishing however, may stili be had by those who are
prepared for some hardships. Many rivers are now leased by hotel
proprietors for the benefit of their guests. Amongst these may be
mentioned the Loen-Elv, belonging to the Hotel Alexandria at Loen
,

(p. 178);
(p. 201);
may

Hotel

the

Rauma,

and the

near

Fortun-Elv,

enjoyed by visitors
Gloppen (p. 177), etc.

be

the

Holganas Hotel in the Romsdal
Skjolden (p. 138). Trout-fishing

near

to Aaserals Sanatorium

(p. 88),

the

good shooting in Norway or Swe
the Hallingdal stili afford reindeer
shooting , which may also be had on the Hardanger Vidda, near
the Romsdal , near Reros , in Lapland, or, stili better, in Spitzbergen ; and wild-fowl abound in many parts of Norway, particularly in the trackless forests of 0sterdalen, in the Ostra and
Vestra Dal in Dalarne, around the Storsjo in Jemtland, and in
It is difficult

den.

now

The mountains

to obtain

enclosing

; but in every case the sportsman will flnd serious difficulties to contend with. In the first place most of the mountain
and forest districts , where the best sport is obtainable, belong to
government, and by a Norwegian law of 1877 a license to shoot
there costs from 200 to 1000 kroner, Again, though no license is

Lapland

required when permission is obtained to shoot over private property,
the sport is generally very inferior. Another drawback to the sportsman's enjoyment is the difficulty of obtaining tolerable quarters.
The Swedish game-laws, however, are less stringent, a license for
shooting on unenclosed land belonging to government being seldom
The importation of dogs into Norway is forbidden.
required.
—
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MAPS.

For heath-hen and
The Close Seasons in Norway are as follows:
black-hen (Rei and Urhene), 15th March to 15th Aug. ; capercailzie (Tjur),
blackcock (Urhane), and hazel-hen (Hjerpe), 15th May to 15th Aug. ; partridge (Rapheme), lst Jan. to lst Sept. ; eider-duck (Ederfugl), 15th Aprii
to 15th Aug.; ptarmigan (Rype), 15th May to 15th Aug. ; reindeer (Rensdyr),
lst Aprii to lst Aug.; hare (Hare), lst June to 15th Aug.; elk (Elg,
Elsdyr), bea ver (Bcever), and deer (Hjort), lst Nov. to lst Aug. (but
foreigners are at present prohibited from shooting these last at any time).
For salmon (Lax) and sea-trout (Sei-errret) in rivers, estuaries, and lakes,
14th Sept. to 15th Aprii ; in brooks or on the sea-coast, 14th Sept. to 14thFeb.
The close seasons for game in Sweden are nearly the same, usually
—

—

ending

J.

on

9th

August.

Comp. 'Norwegian Anglings and Sportings', issued by Messrs.
A. Lumley ef Co., Lumley House, 34 St. James's St., London.
VIII.

Books.

Maps.

In maps of a vast country like the Scandinavian peninsula there is plenty of room for names ; but as it is thinly peopled

Maps.

the names are apt to mislead, farm-houses and even 'saeters' or
chalets being sometimes marked almost as boldly as Christiania itIn the maps in the Handbook the names of unimportant
self.
'gaards' have been omitted, but those of churches retained. When
a
place has several different names the commonest is given.
In Norway the series of Ordnance Maps, begun in 1826, on the
scale of 1 : 200,000, is ali that is available for a great part of the
country. The older of these maps are often indistinct, the plates
having suffered from frequent use. A new ordnance map in 200
sheets, on a scale of 1 : 100,000, called the 'Topograftsk Kart over
Kongeriget Norge' (water coloured blue, mountains indicated by
contour lines and shaded in chalk), and a less satisfactory 'Generalkart over del sydlige Norge', on a scale of 1 : 400,000 (in three
colours; to be completed in 18 sheets) are now in progress. Of
the former 108 sheets had appeared in 1898.
The most suitable
—

Sydlige og Nordlige Norge,
from officiai sources by P. Nissen
(published by Cammermeyer of Christiania ; S. Norway in two sheets
at
ll/2 kr. each; N. Norway, four sheets, in two covers, at 2 kr.
each), with the 'skyds-stations' and the distances carefully marked,
travelling maps
on a

scale of

are

the Reisekart

det

over

1:800,000, prepared

and Oscar Nielserìs Lomme-Reisekart

over

Norge (1 : 400,000 ;

same

publishers; in fourteen sections at 40-80 0. each), embracing the
most frequented regions. A lReisekart over Sendmere' by Kristofer
Randers(l : 250,000) was published in 1894. Lastly we may mention
HaffnercfDahVs Kart over Finmarkens Ami (1:400,000 ; two plates).
ordnance map, called
coloured
In 1898 there had appeared 84
on a scale of 1 : 100,000.
Another
extending 011 the N. to LakeVenern and Gefle.

Of Sweden there is
the

an

'■Topograf.ska Corpsens

blue),

excellent

Karta

new

bfver Sverige' (water

sheets,
good map is the iGeneralkarta bfver Sverige' (1 : 1,000,000), in
three plates. ForN. Sweden may be mentioned the lKarta bfver Norr—

bottns Lcin

(1 : 200,000 ;

in 45

sheets),

now

in

course

of

publication.

Vili. BOOKS.

portions of this map specially useful to
published together in a special cover (3 kr.)
Svenonius, author of a guide to N. Sweden.

The

a
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tourists have been
by Dr. Frederick

,

Books. Of the numerous books treating of Norway and Sweden
few useful and accessible works are mentioned here :
Abercromby, John, The Pre- and Proto-Historic Finns, Lond., 1899.
Annuaire Statistique de la Norvege (officiai, pub. at intervals).
Baker, Mrs. Woods, Pictures of Swedish Life, Lond., 1895.
Brace, C. Loring, The Norse Folk, etc, New York, 1857.
—

Bradshaw,J., Norway, its Fjords, Fjelds, andFosses, Lond., 1896.
Broch, Royaume de Norvège, etc, 2nd ed., 1878.
Chapman, A., Wild Norway, Lond., 1897 (recommended to the
sportsman and

naturalist).

The Traditional Poetry of the Finns (Engl.
by Isabella M. Anderton; Lond., 1899).
Du Chaillu, P. B., Land of the Midnight Sun, 2 vols., 1881.
Forbes, J. B., Norway and its Glaciers, Edin., 1853.
Hare, A. J. C, Sketches in Holland and Scandinavia, Lond., 1885.
Hyne, Cutclijfe, Through Arctic Lapland, Lond., 1898.
Keary, C. F., Norway and the Norwegians, Lond., 1892.

Comparetti, Domenico,
trans,

Lloyd, L., Scandinavian Adventure, Lond., 1854.
Lovett, Norwegian Pictures, 1885.
Metcalf, F., Oxonian in Thelemarken, 2 vols., Lond., 1858.
"Old Bushman", Ten Years in Sweden, Lond., 1865.
Oppenheim, E. C, New Olimbs in Norway, Lond., 1899 (Seiidmere

district).

Otte, Miss E. C, Denmark and Iceland, Lond., 1881.
Pritchett, R. T., Gamie Norge, Lond., 1879.
Sandeman, Fraser, Angling Travels in Norway, Lond., 1895.
Schùbeler, Viridarium Norvegianum (admirable account of

the

flora).
Stone, O. M., Norway in June, Lond., 1889.
Taylor, Bayard, Northern Travel, Lond., 1857.
Thomas, W. W., Sweden and the Swedes, Lond., 1892.
'Three in Norway', by Two of Them, Lond., 1887.
Vicary, J. F., An American in Norway, Lond., 1885.
Vincent, Norsk, Lapp, and Finn, 1881.
Wood, Round about Norway, Lond., 1882.
Wood, C. W., Under Northern Skies, Lond., 1886.
IX. Names and their

Meanings.

The spelling and pronunciation of the names of Scandinavian
places is very variable. In Sweden the modified a and o are written a and o, in Norway usually a; and e, while a and 6 also occur,
the latter being sometimes used to indicate the short sound of the
letter. Again in Norway aa (or a), au, ou, and o are frequently
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interchanged,
Haug or Houg,

as

NAMES AND THEIR MEANINGS.
in

Laag (Lag), Laug, Loug,

or

Log, 'river',

and

'hill'. The vowels e, u, ei, ei, and e are also frequently
interchanged, their pronunciation remaining nearly identical , so
that the same word will sometimes assume such various forms as
Synjereim, Sennerheim, or Sennerum, Bredheim or Breum, Marok,
Maraak, or Merok, Eidfjord or 0ifjord. The letter d in combination with other consonants or at the end of a word is usually mute,
and therefore often omitted (as Meheia for Medheia, Haukeli for
Haukelid, Grotli for Grotlid, etc). Lastly, g and k, when hard, are
often used indifferently , as Agershus or Akershus , Egersund or
Ekersund, Vig or Vik. The article en or et (see grammar in the
appendix) is often added in common speech to names which appear
in the map without it (Krogleven, Kroglev, etc). In Danish or Nor
wegian the letter w does not occur, but in Swedish v and w are con-

stantly interchanged.
In both countries the traveller will

often be struck by the

primitiveness of the nomenclature, many names signifying merely
'the creek', 'the promontory', 'the lake', 'the end of the lake',
'the river', 'the river-valley', 'the valley-river'. Farm-houses again
usually named after their proprietors , and the converse is
case.
The following is a list of several common Norwe
gian words (a? and e being placed last in the alphabet) :
are

often the

—

Eid or Eide, isthmus, Hyl, Hel, hollow, basin.
Aak, Ok, probably
tracted from Aaker or
neck of land.
Kirke, church.
Kiev, cliff.
Ager, field, cultivated Elv, river.
land.
Fjcere, ebb-tide,thebeach Kvam, Qvam, ravine.
Aar, from Aa, river.
exposed at ebb-tide.
Laag, Log, Laug, Loug,
river.
Aas, ridge.
Fjeld, mountain.
Aur, see 0re.
Fjord, bay, armofthesea. Lund, grove, thicket.
Bakke, hill.
Fos, waterfall.
Lykke, hamlet, garden.
Brce, glacier.
Gaard, farm -house (Engl. Mark, field.
Mo, Mog, plain, dale.
Bu, Be, 'Gaard', hamlet.
'yard ).
Gold, rocky slope.
By, town, village.
Mork, Merk, forest; also
a 'mountain-tract'.
Bygd , parish , district, Grcend, group of chalets.
hamlet.
Haug, Houg, hill.
Nas, nose, promontory.
Dal, valley.
Hei, Heia, barren height. Nut, mountain-top,
Egg, corner, edge, ridge. Helle, slab,rock, cliff.
peak.
Odde , tongue of land, Sund, strait, ferry.
Vand, Vatn, water, lake.
Thveit
promontory.
(Eng. 'thwaite'), Vang, meadow, pasture.
Os, mouth, estuary.
clearing.
Vas, contracted genitive
of 'Vand'.
Plads, hamlet, clearing. Tind, peak.
Prcestegaard, parsonage. Tjcern, Tjern, or Kjcern, Vig, Vik, creek.
'tara'.
mountain
Tel, saudy slope.
mountain-lake,
Soeter, 'chalet',
farm, cowherds' hut. Tuft, Tomt, site of house, 0, island.
Sje, Se, lake.
plot of ground (English ^e,^,peninsula, tongue
of land.
and Scotch provincial
Stabbur, storehouse.
0re, 0yr , alluvial or
'toft', 'toom').
Stul, Stel, see 'Sseter'.
Stue ,
wooden house,
gravelly soil, tongue
Ur, rubble, loose stones.
of land.
sseter, hut.
Vaag, bay, harbour.
con-

Many places have
the

two or more names, one usually
applying to
another to the principal 'gaard', a third to the postingso on, the number of names being sometimes in an in
ratio to the importance of the place.

church,
station, and
verse
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X. On the

Physical Geography

Situation.

Geological

of Scandinavia.

Formation.

Coast Line.

Scandinavia, the largest peninsula in Europe, embracing the
kingdom of Norway on the W. and N. sides, Sweden on the E. and
S., and part of Russia to the N.E., is about 296,500 Engl. sq. M.
It extends from S.S.W. to N.N.E. between 57° 57' and
area.
71°11'N. latitude, being upwards of 1100 Engl. M. in length.

in

Between the Gulf of Bothnia and the N.W. coast its breadth is about
260 Engl. M., and towards the S. it gradually increases, though
at the point where the Trondhjem Fjord forms a deep indentation
narrows to 160 M.
Farther to the S., in latitude 60° (that of
Christiania and Upsala), the width increases to 435 M., beyond
which Norway forms a rounded peninsula ending in Cape Lindesnaes
(58° 59'), whiie the S. part of Sweden forms another pen
insula to the S.E. of the Christiania Fjord, gradually narrowing,
and terminating in the promontory of Falsterbo (55° 20') near Co
penhagen. The entire coast-line of the peninsula , disregarding
its innumerable indentations, measures 2060 M. in length, the
part between Cape Lindesnaes and Vads» alone measuring 1250 M.
The peninsula contains no distinctly connected mountain-ranges
like those in most other countries, but mainly consists in its W.
part of a vast elevated plateau, descending abruptly to the western
fjords and sloping gradually down to the plains of Sweden and the
Gulf of Bothnia on the E. side. Roughly speaking, a line drawn
parallel with the W. coast, about 50-60 Engl. M. inland, marks
the boundary of the mountain-plateau, the W. margin of which is
deeply indented with innumerable bays and creeks, and fringed
with a belt of countless rocky islands. The latter are known as
Skjar (Sw. skàr), and the island-belt as the Skjargaard (skàrgàrd).
To different parts of the mountain-plateau are applied the names
of Fjeld ('fell'), Heidar ('heights'), and Vidder ('widths', barreu
expanses), and in the N. part of the peninsula Kjeler ('mountain
ranges'), and from it rise at intervals rounded and occasionally
pointed peaks of considerable height.

it

The Mountains

are composed almost entirely of primary rocks,
the same form as when originally solidified, and
are rarely overlaid with more recent formations, so that for the geologist they possess the charm of the most hoar antiquity. These
primary rocks consist of granite, gneiss, mica, hornblende, slate,
quarzite, clay-slate, limestone, and dolomite, disposed in strata,
corresponding with which are occasionai well-defined layers of
later slate-formations and particularly of limestone. At places,
notably in the Romsdal, or Valley of the Rauma, the gneiss , the
oldest of these rocks, towers in most imposing pinnacles, 50006000 ft. in height, unencumbered by any later formations. That

presenting nearly
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valley extends from the Moldefjord to the S.E., intersecting the
pure gneiss rock, which rises on each side in almost perpendicular
2000-3000 ft. in height , and is afterwards prolonged by
cliffs
the Gudbrandsdal descending to Lake Mjesen. In grandeur of
rock-scenery, and in the purity of its formation, this magnificent
valley is hardly inferior to the far-famed Yosemite Valley of the
,

Sierra Nevada in California.
About the year 1840 rocks of the Silurian Formation were
discovered by geologists near the Christiania Fjord, and other deposits of that period have since been found in Skàne, Vester-G'ót-

land, the island of Gotland, Herjeàdalen, and Jemtland in Swe
den, and also on the banks of Lake Mjesen and in Trondhjems
Stift in Norway, but nowhere of great extent. The largest Silurian
basin in the peninsula is that of the Storsjb in Jemtland, a lake
of 2570 Engl. sq. M. in area.
One of the most instructive sections of the country is formed
route from Sundsvall in Sweden to Ostersund on the Storsjo

by the

and Trondhjem in Norway.
The primitive crystalline rocks of
Jemtland are first replaced by limestone, extending to the E.
These
bank of the lake , where the Silurian formations begin.
streteh westwards to the great mountain backbone of Sweden and
Norway. On this route rises Areskutan, the highest mountain in
Sweden (p. 371), part of the base of which on the E. and W. sides
belongs to the Silurian formation, while the primary rocks, consisting of quartzite, hornblende, mica-slate, and gneiss, protrude
through it ali the way to the summit. From this vantage-ground
we obtain an excellent idea of the character of the Scandinavian
mountains. Many of the hills, rounded and worn by glacier-action,
are almost entirely bare , or clothed only with lichens (Cetraria
cuculiata nivalis, Cronicularia ochroleuca, etc), and present an

exceedingly sombre and dreary appearance. The slopes of the
intervening basins are often well wooded, but the lower plateaux
are mainly covered with vast tracts of lake and marsh.
here and there in the peninsula. The coal-measures
at the S. extremity of the peninsula are of considerable extent. On the island of Ande, one of the Vesteraalen
group, in latitude 69°, a bed of coal was also recently discovered
at the mouth of the Ramsaa, the organic remains in which prove
that the island must have undergone violent convulsions about the
period when the coal was formed. Under the sea extends a thick
seam of coal,
above which lie sfrata of sandstone, clay-slate, and
later coal, extending into the island. The island must therefore
Coal

of

occurs

Helsingborg

have once been larger than now, and thickly clothed with vegetation , after which it appears to have been snbmerged and then

upheaved anew.
The configuration of the mainland must at one time have differed greatly from its present form. That it was once higher above

X.
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ice-worn

proved by
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the nature of the coast with its
and isthmuses (Eide). On the

fjords, straits,

other hand the sea appears within recent centuries to have receded
at places. This was first observed by Celsius
(d. 1744) and Linnmus
(d. 1778), who caused marks to be made on the rocks at Kalmar
and Gefle with a view to measure the retrocession of the sea , by
the German naturalist Hell at Varde in 1769, and by L. von Buch,
the geologist, in 1807. Throughout a vast tract, extending from
Spitzbergen to about latitude 62°, the whole country is ascertained
to be gradually rising, or the sea to be receding. In the
Altenfjord,
near Hammerfest, there are ancient coast-lines 620 ft. above the
present sea-level, and others gradually decreasing in height extend
ali the way to Trondhjem and stili farther S., while at Trondhjem
itself it is well authenticated that the coast has risen 20 ft. within
lOOOyears. At Tornea, at the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, the ground
is even said to have risen 5 ft. in a century ; in the Aland Islands,
farther to the S., a rise of 3 ft. within the same time has been ob
served; while at Karlskrona no change of level has been detected. To
the S. of Karlskrona, on the other hand, a graduai depression of the
land or encroachment of the sea appears to be taking place. These
calculations are probably not very trustworthy, but careful measurements made at eleven different places between 1839 and 1865
proved that the average rise of the coast-line between Maas» and
Christiania during that period was 1 foot. According to Kjerulf,
the most eminent of the Norwegian geologists, the elevation of the
coast has taken place fitfully, as several facts tend to prove. Thus
it will generally be observed that in ali the Norwegian valleys and
fjords there are several distinct terraces, between which there is a
sudden and well-defined dip, and that the old coast-lines , with
their heaps of débris , descend abruptly at their lower ends at an
angle of 25-30°. Again it will be noticed that the different waterlevels on the rocks are marked by a kind of disintegrated pathway
or furrow, each
separated from its neighbour by a comparatively
intact and unworn surface.
With regard to the Glaciers of Norway, the traveller will observe that ali the most important are situated to the S. of latitude
67°. The largest is the Jostedalsbra: (p. 126), lying between lat.
61° and 62°, 515 Engl. sq. M. in area, and the largest glacier in
Europe. In form it resembles an enormous roof , from which a
number of offshoots descend to within 150-200 ft. of the sea-level.
A similar ice-mantle is that of the Folgefond (p. 101), a little
to the S. of lat. 60°, and another of vast extent is that of Svartisen (p. 231), within the Arctic Circle. The upper parts of these
glaciers form immense and nearly level expanses of dazzling ice
and snow, unbroken by moraines or crevasses, except where their
ramiflcations descend into the valleys, or by peaks rising above
them.
These plateaux of ice correspond with the mountain
Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

7tb Edit.

c
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to Norway, and on a small scale they afford
idea of the character of the glaciers which once covered the
whole country. Of that glacier-period numerous traces stili exist
Striated rocks are everywhere observable, from
in Scandinavia.

configuration peculiar

an

the coast -line
over

every

upwards

;

the débris

part of the country

;

of moraines is distributed

and the soil formed

by glacier

affords abundant
Blocks seem to have been
material for
first deposited in S. Sweden by the glaciers on their southward
course, and they abound in N. Germany, sometimes lying a
few feet only below the surface of the soil, sometimes clustered

good cultivable
brick-making. Erratic

friction

now

together

with

185 ft. in

forms

land and

sand, mud and gravel, and rising into hills of 70height, called Asar in Sweden and known in Ireland

and Scotland

,

,

as escars

and kames.

The coast is indented with innumerable Fjords, most of
which have minor ramifications.
Similar indentations occur in
the precipitous W. coast of N. America, extending northwards
from the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and on the S. American coast, to
the S. of the Island of

Chiloe, and on a smaller scale there are
fjords on the W. and E. coasts of Greenland, in Spitzbergen, Nova Zembla, and on the W. coasts of Iceland, Scotland,
and Ireland. Ali these fjord-formations cease within 40-50° from
the equator, and at the same time they generally correspond with
the rainiest regions of the countries where they occur. The E. coast
of Scandinavia was probably also at one time indented with fjords,
to which the numerous inland lakes once belonged, but which have
gradually been filled up by the alluvial deposits of the rivers. That
the fjords have been formed, as would naturally be supposed, by
numerous

the erosive action of ice and water, seems to be disproved by the
fact that they are often much deeper than the sea beyond their
mouths. The Sognefjord, for example, is no less than 4100 ft.
deep at places. The fact appears rather to be that these basins
existed before the glacier era.
They are generally narrow and
deep, and, with the exception of those in E. Finmarken, they He
at right angles to the axis of the mountains. On the banks of the
fjords usually extends a strip of fertile and sheltered land which
has attracted a considerable population.

The immense and intricate archipelago of the Skjaergaard
(skàrgard), or island-belt, which affords admirable shelter to the
coasting steamers, accompanies nearly the whole of the Scandina
vian coast from Vads» to Haparanda. The only considerable intervals are in the Arctic Ocean near the North Cape, off the mouth of

Foldenfjord(6&y20j, off Jaderen and Lister (between
59°), and opposite the coasts of Halland and Skàne in

the

58° and
Sweden.

Within the Arctic Circle are a considerable nuniber of large
islands,
the Kvale, on which Hammerfest is situated, the Seiland,

Sere,
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Stjerne, Kaage, Arne, Varne, Ringvadse,

and Hvale ; between
the last and the mainland is the Tromse , with the town of that
name ; then Senjen and the Vesteraalen and Lofoten Islands.
Of
the last-named group the first is the Hinde, the largest island in

Norway (870 Engl.
considerable size.
Arctic Circle, are

sq. M.), to the S. of which there are others of
Ali these islands, particularly those near the

mountainous,

and many of them present strikfinest are the Hestmandse,

ingly picturesque forms. Among the

Alstene with the 'Seven Sisters', and the sinali of which are described in the Handbook

Threnen, Lovunden,
gular Torghatten

,

(pp. 225-252).
The great resource of the busy coast-population is the Cod
besides which the Herring, Oyster, and Lobster Fisheries
and <Seaì Hunting yield a considerable revenue. The great fishingbanks of the Lofoten Islands are mentioned at p. 236.
These
fisheries support a population of no less than 100,000 souls. The
annual yield of the cod-fishery is estimated at 1,300,000^., and
that of the seal-hunting (Phoca vitulina) at 55,600i., while about
a million and a half of lobsters are annually
exported to England
alone. Herrings formerly abounded near Stavanger, but disappeared from 1784 to 1808, during which period cod were abundant
in that neighbourhood. In 1808 the cod in their turn disappeared
and the herring returned, but since 1869 the former have again
been found in their old haunts. The shoals of cod and herring are
usually attended by a kind of whale (Balenoptera musculus), which
was formerly
supposed to prey on the latter, but this is ascertained
to be erroneous.
The oyster-fishery is chiefly carried on on the S.
coast near Kragere, and on the W. coast near Finnaas in S»ndhorland, near Lìndaas in Nordhorland, near Vestnas in the Romsdalsfjord, by the Bjare, and near Vigten in the Namsdal. The salmon-fishery is also of considerable importance. Among the most
famous rivers are the Drammens-Elv, the Numedalslaag, the OngneElv in Jaederen, the Suledals-Elv in Ryfylke, the Rauma and Driva
in the Romsdal, the Gula near Trondhjem, the Namsen in the Nams
dal, and the Alten-Elv and Tana in Finmarken.
These valuable resources of the coast-districts, compared with
which the Opland or inland 'districts offer little or no attraction to
settlers, have also given rise to the important Maritimb Trade of
Norway, the foundation of which was laid by the piratical Vikings
(inhabitants of 'Viker' or creeks), whose expeditions extended to
Constantinople, and who discovered Iceland, Greenland, and N.
America ('Vinland' ; 500 years earlier than Columbus). On some
of the fjords stili exist the tumuli of these early navigators, who
sometimes caused themselves to be buried along with their vessels.
The commercial fleet of Norway now ranks next to those of Great
Britain and the United States. Timber for ship-building purposes

Fishery,

is abundant.
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The E. coast of the peninsula is less favourable for navigation,
or
as many of the harbours have altered their position
been rendered shallow by the graduai rise of the coast-line, and
accordingly few of the vikings had their headquarters there. The
of Stockholm, however, and the inland lake and

especially

coasting-trade

canal-traffic

are

of considerable

importance.

Mountains, Lakes, and Rivers.
the sudden descent of the mountains on the W.
Owing
coast the streams on that side of the peninsula ali have the character of torrents , while on the E. side they take the form of
to

narrow lakes, connected by rivers and often by waterfalls.
The mountains in the northern part of the peninsula, bordering
but they become
on Russia, rarely exceed 1000 ft. in height,
loftier as we proceed towards the S.W. , rising to imposing
dimensions on the Lyngenfjord (p. 247) and at the head of the

long,

Saltenfjord (p. 233), where the Sulitelma forms the boundary
between the sister kingdoms. To the S. of the great glacier-mountains of Svartisen (p. 231) the mountains decrease in height, and

a number of large lakes send their waters eastwards to the Baltic,
while the Namsen and Snaasen descend to the well-cultivated
plains on the Trondhjem Fjord. Farther to the S. the mountains,
such as the Jomafjeld, Kjelhaugen, Areskutan in Sweden, and the
Syltoppe, again attain a height of 4000-5000 ft., while the islands
off the coast contain mountains of similar height. In latitude 63°
the main range divides, the backbone of the peninsula continuiug
to run southwards, while a branch diverges to the W. nearly at a
right angle. In the centrai range are the sources of the Oster and
Vester Dalelf, which afterwards unite and descend to the S.E. to
the Gulf of Bothnia. Adjoining the same range lies the FamundSje, out of which flows the Famunds-Elv, afterwards called the
Klar-Elf, and falling into Lake Venern, whence it descends under
the name of the Gbta-Elf to the Kattegat. A little to the N. of the
Faemund-Sj» lies the Aursund-Sje, the source of the Glommen,
the largest river in Norway, which forms the imposing Sarpsfos at
Sarpsborg and falls into the Skager-Rack at Fredrikstad. Near the
same lake rises the
Gula, which descends to the N.W. to Trond
hjem; and through the valleys of these two rivers runs the important railway from Christiania to Lake Mjesen , the
copper-mines
of Rotos, and Trondhjem.
Between the Faemund-Sj» and the Glommen rise the lofty
Hummelfjeld, Tronfjeld , and Elgepig, and between the Glommen
and the Gudbrandsdal tower the isolated Rondane.
To the
N.W. of the latter stretches the Dovrefjeld, culminating in the
Snehatta (p. 71), formerly supposed to be the highest mountain
in Norway. To the W of this point, and to the N.W. of the Gud-
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brandsdal, stretch the gneiss mountains of the Romsdal, already
mentioned. The mountains to the S. of the Romsdal are usually
known as the Langfjelde, which include the Jostedalsbra. with the
Lodalskaupe and extend to the Horungerfjeld and the Jotunheim
Mountains. To the last-named group belongs the Ymesfjeld, a
huge mass of granite nearly 10 Engl. M. in breadth, culminating
in the Galdhepig (p. 152), and surrounded by rocks of the transition period.
Farther to the S. lie the extensive Lakes Gjende,
Tyin, and Bygdin, enclosed by imposing mountains, belonging
like the Horunger to the easily disintegrated 'gabbro' formation,
and remarkable for picturesqueness of form. Ali these mountains
are covered with perpetuai snow , except the highest and most
precipitous peaks, on which the snow cannot lie.
The southern mountains of Norway, which also run from N.E.
to S.W., are bounded by the Sognefjord on the N.W. , by the
Christiania Fjord on the S.W., and by a line drawn on the E. side
from the Fillefjeld to Christiania. Between the Sognefjord and
the Hardanger Fjord are the isolated plateaux of the Vosseskavl,
the Hardanger Jekul, and the Hallingskarv, rising above the snow
line. The Hardanger Fjeld is separated by the innermost branch
of the Hardanger Fjord from the Folgefond (p. 101), an extensive
snow-clad mountain with several peaks. To the S.E. of the Har
danger Fjord stretches the extensive Hardanger Vidda, with peaks
3000-4600 ft. in height, which gradually slope on the E. and S.
sides. Farther to the E. are the deep valleys of the picturesque
region of Telemarken, which frequently intersect each other. The
E. outpost of the whole of this mountain-region is the Skogshorn, to the N. of the Hallingdal. Farther to the E. are the Numedal, Hallingdal, and Valders valleys, descending towards the S.,
beyond which we again meet with a number of transverse val
leys, containing the most fertile land in Norway (such as HadeThe
land on the Kandsfjord and Ringerike on the Tyrifjord).
mountains then descend to the plain of Jarlsberg and Laurvik.
Among their last spurs are the Gausta and the Lidfjeld in Tele
marken, and the isolated Norefjeld, rising between Lake Krederen
and the Eggedal.
The mountains extending towards the S.E. next enter the
Herjeàdal and Vermland in Sweden, where they contain valuable iron ores, particularly in Vermland, Datarne, and Vestermanland. The range next runs between Lakes Venem and Vettern,
where it is called Tiveden, and extends to the E. under the names
of the Tydbskog and Kolmàrden. It then intersects the province
of Gòtland and forms the plateau of Smàland to the S. of Lake
Vettern. An important spur a little to the S. of that lake is the
Taberg, a hill containing about 30 per cent of iron ore. The hills
then gradually slope down to the plains of Skàne and Halland,
where there are a few insignificant heights only. In the plains of
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Gotland rise the isolated Kinnekulle

on

Lake Venera, the Halle-

Hunneberg, and the Omberg.
berg,
The Swedish islands of Gotland and Òland contain no hills
above 210 ft. in height.
Of comparatively late geological formation is the Swedish
Basin extending from the Skager-Rack through Lakes Venern
and Vettern to Lake Malaren, the land to the S. of which was
the

probably once an island. These lakes are believed to have once
formed a waterway to the Gulf of Finland, which again was prob
ably connected with the White Sea , and this theory is borne
out by the fact that a kind of crayfish found in the White Sea
and Lake Venern does not exist in the Atlantic or in the Baltic
The modem canal -route connecting these lakes is described in
RR. 45-48.
The coast to the N. of Stockholm is fiat, and intersected by
numerous rivers and long lakes, at the mouths of which lie a
number of towns chiefly supported by the timber-trade.
One of

important lakes is the picturesque Siljan (p. 362),
Oster-Dalelf&ovis. Below Falun that river joins
the Vester-Dalelf, and their united waters form a fine cataract at
Elfkarleby. Of the many other rivers the most important are the
picturesque Angerman-Elf (p. 376), ihe Lule-Elf (]>. 38Ì), and the
Torne-Elf (p. 390). The iast, the longest of ali, is connected by a
branch with the parallel river Kalix. Most of these eastern rivers
are rather a series of lakes connected by rapids and waterfalls. The
heavy rainfall among the mountains, descending into the valleys
where the sun has not power to evaporate it, forms these lakes
the

most

through

which the

and extensive swamps, the overflow of which descends from basin
to basin till it reaches the sea.
The lower ends of these rivers
are generally navigable for some distance.
Steamboats ply on the

Angerman-Elf

and the Lule-Elf.

Climate and

Vegetation.

Temperature. Judging from the degrees of latitude within
which the peninsula lies ,
would expect the climate to
one
be uniformly severe and inclement, but this is only the case on
the E. coast and among the centrai mountains. The climate of the
W. coast is usually mild, being influenced by the Atlantic and
the Gulf Stream which impinges upon it. In the same latitude in
which Franklin perished in the Arctic regions of America, and in
which lies the almost uninhabitable region of E. Siberia, the water
of these western fjords of Norway never freezes
except in their
upper extremities. As we proceed from W. to E., and in some
degree even from N. to S., the temperate character of the climate
changes, and the winters become more severe. The climate is
most equable at Skudcsnas, near
Stavanger, where the
temperature of January is 34.7°Fahr., and that of July 55.4°:

perhaps
mean
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difference 20.7°. At Stockholm, on the other hand, the mean tem
perature of January is 24.8°, and that of July 63.5°: difference
38.7°. The difference is stili greater in many places farther to the

(66° 36'

N. lat. ; 925 ft. above the sea), where
that of July 57.92°, and the differ
The tract lying between the Varanger Fjord and the
ence 54.90°.
Gulf of Bothnia, the interior of Finmarken and Lapland, and the
southern mountains above the height of 2300 ft., ali have an annual mean temperature below the freezing point. Some of the
other isothermal lines are curious. Thus the line which marks a
mean January temperature of 32° Fahr. runs from the Lofoten
Islands southwards, passing a little to the E. of Bergen and through
the inner part of the Stavanger Fjord. It then turns to the S.E.
to Cape Lindesnses, and thence to the N.E. towards the Christia
nia Fjord, and southwards to Gotenburg and Copenhagen. The
line marking a mean January temperature of 23° passes through
Hammerfest, Saltdalen, Reros, Christiania, and Upsala. In the
depth of winter, therefore, the Lofoten Islands are not colder than
Copenhagen, nor Hammerfest than Christiania. Again, while the
mean temperature of the whole year at the North Cape is 35.6°, it
is no higher at Òstersund in Jemtland, 552 Engl. M. farther
south. Lastly, while the climate on the W. coast is comparatively
equable throughout the year, that of the E. coast and the interior
of the country is made up of a long, severe winter and a short and
sometimes oppressively hot summer. The average temperature of
the sea is 3y2-7° warmer than the air, being of course lower than
that of the air in summer and higher in winter. The healthiest
part of the peninsula is probably the island of Karma, where the
death-rate is only 12 per thousand. The average rate for Norway
is 19, for Sweden 20 per thousand.
Rainfall. In the interior of Norway less rain falls than on the
coast. In Sweden the greatest rainfall is between Gerle and Goten
burg. The mean rainfall in Sweden is 20.28 inches , that of
Gotenburg 28.18, and that of the E. coast 16.88 inches. August
is the rainiest month in Sweden, especlally in the N. provinces.
In Norway the maximum rainfall is at Flore, where it sometimes
reaches 90-91 inches per annum ; on the S. coast the average is
about 40 inches, and on the W. coast, to the S. and N. of Flore,
70-75 inches. August and September are the rainiest months in
the E. districts of Norway, but on the W. coast the rainy season
June and July are therefore the best months
is rather later.
for travelling in Sweden and the E. districts of Norway, and July
and August for the W. coast. In the neighbourhood of the Roms
dal the rainy season does not usually set in before December.
The latter, however,
Hail and thunderstorms are rare in Norway.
are sometimes very violent on the W. coast, where no fewer than
forty churches have been destroyed by lightning within the last

N.,

the

as

at Jockmock

January temperature

is

3.2°,
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150 years. The following table shows the mean
average rainfall in different parts of Norway :
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29
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62°
62°
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53' 44.24
5' 32.54 14.39
35'
36'
24'
19'
9'
59'
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43.85
44.60
44.78
44.78
44.24
43.85
55' 43.85
55' 41.36

75.27
72.25

42.83
55.11
23.14
21.19

Air Pressure.

The pressure of the air in January is greatest
Norway and lowest in Finmarken. In July it
is highest on the W. coast and lowest in the interior. The prevailing winds in winter are accordingly land-winds, which are frein the interior of N.

diverted towards the N. and follow the line of the coast.
on the other hand, W. and S.W. winds prevail, blowing towards the region where the air-pressure is lowest, also frequently following the line of the coast towards the N., and rarely
impinging on the coast at a right angle. The most prevalent wind
blows from the S.W., and on the coast is usually accompanied with

quently

In summer,

dull

weather,

but this is less the

case

in the interior.

The most

storms, which prevail chiefly in winter, come from the same
quarter. The mountains form a boundary between two distinct
climates, the W. wind being the dampest on the W. coast and the

violent

driest in the interior.

Vegetation, as might be expected from the climate and
geological features of the peninsula, is generally poor, but the
flora is unusually rich for so northern a region.
About 25,750
Engl. sq. M. are covered with forest, chiefly pines the wood of
which is valuable owing to the closeness of the rings which
mark its annual growth.
the
Next in frequency are the oak
birch
the elm
and the beech.
Other trees occur also, but
The

the

,

,

,

,

The beech , which suffers more from cold than
but does not require so high a mean temperature, rarely
occurs in Sweden N. of Kalmar, while the oak is found as far N.
as Gefle.
In Norway, on the other hand , the beech extends to a
point beyond Bergen , and the red beech even occurs at Trond
hjem. Near Laurvik , in latitude 59-59Y20) tne beech is found in

not in the forests.

the

oak,

considerable

plantations.

•—

The

apple-tree (Pyrus malus)

occurs
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as far as 65° 10' N. lat., the
plum (Prunus domestica) up to 64°,
and the cherry to 66°, while currants (Ribes nigrum and rubrum),
gooseberries (Ribes grossularia), strawberries (Fragaria vesca),
raspberries (Rubus idaeus), and the common bilberry (Vaccinium
rnyrtillus) occur as far north as the North Cape.
as far as
64Y20, and in the S. districts up
of 1000-1250 ft. above the sea ; Rye grows as far N. as
and in the S. up to a height of 1950 ft. ; Barley and Oats
up to 70°, and in the S. to a height of 2050 ft. above the

Wheat is cultivated

height

to

a

69

°,

occur

referred to the instructive works of Schuebeler
The cultivated land in Norway occupies the
insignificant area of 1074 Engl. sq. M., but in Sweden 10, 678 sq. M.
In the northern regions the Oxyria remiformis, a kind of sorrel,
is largely cultivated as a substitute for corn. Itis keptin a frozen
condition in winter and boiled down to a pulp for use, being frequently mixed with flour and made into Fladbred. In the^3.
districts, however, the 'fiat bread' is usually made of wheat or
barley flour mixed with mashed potatoes , and sometimes with
pease-meal. The Lapps mix their bread with reindeer-milk and
sometimes with the bitter Mulgedium alpinum , which is helieved
Botanists

sea.

and Axel

to be

a

are

Blytt.

—

preventive

It is

a

curious

of scurvy.

fact that barley takes exactly the

same

time

ripen at Alten (70° N. lat.) as at Christiania and in
the S. of France, but it is now generally believed that the great
length of the Arctic days compensates for the lack of warmth. The
seed, however, if brought from a warmer climate, requires to be
acclimatised, and does not yield a good crop until after two or three

(90 days)

seasons

,

to

that the effects of

so

succeeding

a

bad harvest

are

felt for several

years.

The traveller will also observe that the leaves of most of the
occur in the northern districts of Norway are larger
than those of trees of the same kind in the southern regions. Thus
the leaves of maples and plane-trees (Acer platanoides and pseudoplatanus) transplanted from Christiania to Tromse have been found
to increase greatly in size , while the trees themselves become
dwarfed in their growth. This leaf development is also attributed
It would be
to the long continuance of the sunlight in summer.
interesting to know what effects the protracted light produces on
the colours of flowers and the flavour of fruits , but these points
trees which

have not yet been

investigated.

The Animai Kingdom comprises most of the domestic and other
animals common in Great Britain , besides many which are now
extinct there, and a number of others peculiar to the Arctic regions.
Among the animals most characteristic of the country are the reindeer (Cervus tarandus), an exceedingly useful mammal , and the
of the nomadic Lapps, and the lemming (Georychus
sole

support
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a
rodent, somewhat resembling a water-rat. Among
beasts of prey the bear and the wolf are stili common in many
parts of the country, and the lynx and glutton occasionally occur.
For killing any one of these the government offers a reward of 25
crowns.
Conspicuous among large game is the handsome elk

lemmus),

; Cervus alces), now becoming rare, next to which rank
the reindeer aud the red deer. The finest of the wildfowl is the
capercailzie ('Tjur' ; Tetraourogallus), after which come the

('Elsdyr'

ptarmigan ('Rype'; Lagopus mutus~) and hazel-grouse ('Hjerpe';
Tetrao bonasia). Partridges rarely occur in Norway, but abound
in the S. of Sweden, where they were introduced about the year
1500. The most valuable of the wildfowl, however, is the eider-

('Eder'; Anas moltissima), which is most abundant within
The down of the female, which she uses in
the Arctic Circle.
making her nest, is gathered in the Dunvar of Finmarken, yielding a considerable revenue.
duck

The Population is now almost exclusively of Gothic origin, but
the oldest element consists of theLapps and theFinns, who were probably the aboriginal inhabitants of the country and who both belong

both of the Turanian stock
the philologist, to
,
have been identica! some 2000 years ago. The Lapps now number
about 24,000 only in Norway and Sweden, and the Finns about
22,000 souls. They are both of the Mongolian type, with high
to the

(akin

Ugrian

to

race.

Their

Hungarian),

and

languages

are

said

are

by Castren

cheek-bones, low foreheads, full lips, narrow eyes, blunt noses,
and yellowish complexions, but the Finns are now by far the superior race , both physically and mentally. The names usually
applied to them are not used by themselves. The Lapps ('nomads')
cali themselves Sami or Sahmelads, and the Finns ('fen-dwellers')
Suomi.
The dominant race, by which the Lapps have been wellnigh extinguished , -is of the Aryan or Indo-Germanie stock , and
is believed to have begun to settle in the peninsula before the
birth of Christ (see p. xliii). With regard to their language, see the
The total population of
grammars at the end of the volume.
—

—

Norway in 1897

5,000,000.
frequency

of

was

about

The annual

emigration,

and in Sweden to

37,000

2,135,000,

increase,
now

per

that of Sweden

which is

amounts in
annum.

slow, owing

Norway

to about

about
to the

22,000,
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History

of Sweden and

Norway.

The earliest antiquities in Scandinavia
belong to the Flint Period, during which the peninsula appears to
have been inhabited by the same race as Denmark and N. GerTheir rude implements indicate that they possessed fixed
many.
dwelling-places and cattle, and were acqnainted with the art of
fishing and probably of hunting also. They buried their dead in
large stone tomb-chambers. This epoch was succeeded by the
Bronze Period, when implements and'ornaments in bronze and
even in gold were first imported, and afterwards manufactured by
the natives themselves. Agriculture was now regularly practised,
and the same domestic animals were used as at the present day.
The tombs of this period sometimes contain cinerary urns , and
sometimes bones unconsumed.
During this and the preceding
period the population seems to have been confined to Skàne and
Prehistoric Period.

Vester-Gòtland. Lastly, about the time of the birth of Christ,
begins the Iron Period , when the use of that metal was introduced from Central Europe. At the same time Silver and glass
make their appearance , and Roman coins and 'b'racteates' (orna
mentai disks of metal) are occasionally found.
this period also the contents of tombs prove that the
sometimes burned and sometimes buried in coffins. The
cinerary urns are usually of terracotta, rarely of bronze. Among
other curiosities which have been found in the tombs are trinkets

During

dead

were

and weapons, some of which appear to have been purposely broken.
To this period also belong the earlier Runic Inscriptions, in a large
character differing from that afterwards used. Quite distinct from
the earlier part of this era is the Later Iron Period, which began in Sweden about the year 500 or 600, and in Norway about
the year 700 A. D. The Runic inscriptions of this period are in
the smaller character, and the language had by this time attained
to nearly the same development as that used by the later MSS.,
while the native workmanship exhibits evidence of a new and independent, though stili barbarous, stage of culture.
To what race the inhabitants of Scandinavia during -the first
and second of these periods belonged is uncertain, but it is supposed that they were of the aboriginal Finnish stock. That the
relics of the following periods were left by a different race is most

probable,

as no

antiquities

have been found which show

a

graduai

transitimi from the bronze to the early iron period, and it is well
ascertained that the inhabitants of the S. parts of the peninsula
were of Germanie origin, both during the earlier and later iron
periods. It has also been ascertained that the older Runic alpha-

letters, common to Scandinavian , Anglo-Saxon , Burgundiau, and Gothic inscriptions, was afterwards modified by the
Scandinavians, who substituted for it the smaller character, con-
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sisting of 16 letters only. It therefore seems to be a well-established fact that during the later iron period, if not earlier, the
Scandinavians had developed into a nationality distinct from the
ancient Goths or the Anglo-Saxons.
Transition to the Historical Period.

The earliest historical writers agree that Scandinavia was at
an early period inhabited partly by a Germanie race, and
partly
by Finns or Lapps. The Germanie inhabitants, before whom the
weaker race seems gradually to have retreated , were first settled
in Skàne (Skaney) in the S. of Sweden , whence the country was
named Scandia, and the people Scandinavians.
The name of
'Swedes' is mentioned for the first time by Tacitus (Suiones), the
'Goths' are spoken of by Ptolemy, and the Suethans and Suethidi
(i.e. Svear and Svtthjód) by Jordanis. Jordanis also mentions
the Ostrogothae and Finnaithae, or the inhabitants of Oster-Gotland
and Finnveden in Sweden , the Dani or Danes , the Raumaricii
and Ragnaricii, or natives of Romerike and Raurike in Norway,
and lastly the Ethelrugi or Adalrygir, and the Ulmerugi or Hólm-

rygir.

As far

population

back, therefore,

as

the

in the S. of Sweden and

beguming

of

Norway appears

our

era, the

to have been

of the Gothic stock. To this also points the fact that the names
of Rugians , Burgundians , and Goths stili occur frequently in

Scandinavia ; the Rygir were a Norwegian tribe , the name Borgund and Bornholm (Borgundarholm) recur more than once , and
the district of Gotland and the island of Gotland or Gutland were
doubtless so called by Goths or Jutes. It is therefore more than
probable that the picturesque myth of the immigration of the JEsir
or ancient Scandinavians from Asia under the leadership of Odin
entirely lacks foundation in fact.
It is at least certain that the history of Scandinavia begins'
with the later iron period.
At that time the southernmost part of
Sweden seems to have belonged to the Danes. Farther N. was
settled the tribe of the Gbtar, to whom belonged the adjacent is
land of Oland, while Gotland appears to have been occupied by an
independent tribe. Stili farther N. were the Svear, who occupied
Upland, Vestermanland, Sodermanland, andNerike. The territories
of the Gòtar and the Svear were separated by dense forest, while
the latter were also separated from the Norwegian tribes by forests
andby Lake Venern and the Gota-Elf. Beowulf, the famous AngloSaxon epic poem, dating from about the year 700, mentions Den
mark as an already existing kingdom, and also speaks of the differ
ent states of the Gotar and Svear, which, however, by the 9th cent.
had become united , the -Svear, or Swedes, being dominant.
The same poem rel'ers to 'Norvegr' and 'Nordmenn', i.e. Norway
and the Northmen , but throws no light on their history.
It
is, however, certain that the consolidation of Norway took place
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much later than that of Denmark and

Sweden,

and doubtless after

struggles. To the mythical period must be relegated
the picturesque stories of the early Ynglingar kings , beginning
with Olaf Tratelje, or the 'tree-hewer' ; but they are probably not
without some foundation in fact, and it is at any rate certain that the
migrations and piratical expeditions of the Northmen, which soon
affected the whole of the north of Europe, began about this time
(7th-8th cent. A. D.). The predatory campaigns of the Danish King
many

severe

Hugleikr, which are mentioned both in the Beowulf and by Frankish
chroniclers, are doubtless a type of the enterprises of the vikings
(from Vik, 'creek'), which continued down to the llth century. The
Swedes directed their attacks rnainly against Finland
Kurland,
Esthonia, and Russia, which last derived its name and its politicai
organisationfrom Sweden; the Danes undertook expeditions against
,

the north

France and
of

England, and the Norwegians chiefly against
England, Scotland, the Orkney and Shetland Islands

,

and the

Hebrides.

Norway

before the Union.

From the semi-mythical Ynglingar and Olaf Traetelje, who is
said to have flourished about the middle of the 7th cent., Halfdan
Svarte, king of a part of Norway corresponding with the present
Stift of Christiania, professed to trace his descent. His son Harald
Haarfager ('fair-haired'), after several severe conflicts, succeeded
in uniting the whole of Norway under his sceptre after the deci
sive battle of the Hafrsfjord near Stavanger in 872. The final
consolidation of the kingdom, however, was not effected until a
century later. The kingdom was rijpeatedly attacked by the petty
kings who had been banished , while great numbers of the peasantry, to escape the burdens of taxation, emigrated to the Orkney
and Shetland Islands, to Iceland, and even to the Hebrides. In
this weakened condition Harald transmitted the crown to his favourite son Eirtkr Blódbx, whose exploits as a viking had gained for
him the sobriquet of 'bloody axe'. After having slain several of
his brothers, Eric was expelled about the year 935 by Haakon the
Good, who in his turn was defeated and slain by Eric's sons at
the battle of Fitjar in 961. Among the sons of Eric, several of
whom were put to death by their own subjects, the most distinguished was Harald Graafeld, who was, however, at length defeated
by the Jarl (earl) of Lade in the district of Trondhjem, with the
aid of Harald Gormsson, King of Denmark (970). At this period
a number of petty kings stili maintained themselves on the fjords
and in the interior of the country, trusting for support from the
kings of Sweden and Denmark. The Jarls of Lade, who ruled
over Trondhjem, Helgeland , Namdalen, and Nordmere, acknowledged the supremacy of the kings of Norway, until Haakon Jarl
transferred his allegiance to the kings of Denmark. On the outbreak of war between Denmark and Germany he succeeded in
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throwing off the Danish yoke, but did not assume the title of
king. Haakon was at length slain by one of his own slaves during
an insurrection of the peasantry (995), whereupon Olaf Tryggobtained possession of the
a descendant of Haarfager ,
vason
kingdom, together with the fjords and inland territory which had
belonged to Haakon. With the accession of Olaf begins a new
era in the history of Norway.
,

In the lOth century Pagani sm in the north was in a moribund
Based on the dual system of a world of gods (Asgardr,

condì tion.

Godheimr) and

a realm of giants (Utgardr,
Jotunheimr), itregarded
(Midgardr, Mannheimr) as a kind of object of contention
between the two. Ali alike partook equally of the joys and sorrows
of life, of sin, and even of death.
The period of the vikings,
however, to the close of which we owe the Eddas, materially altered
the tenets of the old religion. As victory was their great object,
they elevated Odin the god of victory to the highest rank in
their pantheon, while Thor
the god of thunder, had hitherto
reigned supreme. The bards depict in glowing colours the halls

mankind

,

,

,

of

Odin, which become the abode of heroes slain in war. But as
the gods had been in many respects lowered to the rànk of men,
and were themselves believed to have their destinies swayed by
fate , it necessarily followed that they were not themselves the
Creators, but at most the intermediate artificers and administrators
of earth. They therefore failed to satisfy the religious wants of
men, who began to speculate as to the true and ultimate Creator
of the universe , and it was about this period that Christianity
began to dawn on the benighted north. The vikings carne into

frequent contact with Christian nations, and Christian slaves were
frequently brought to Norway and Sweden. Many of the Northmen
professed to be converted but either retained many of their old
superstitions or speedily relapsed irito them. A few , however,
and it is to them that the
embraced the new religion zealously
,

,

final conversion of the peninsula was due.
monarch was Haakon the Good, who had been

The first Christian

up by King
Athelstane in England, and been baptised there ; but his attempts
to convert his people were violently opposed and met with no success.
The sons of Eric, who had also been converted in England, showed
little zeal for Christianity, and under Haakon Jarl heathenism
was again in the ascendant.
At length when Olaf Tryggvason,
who had also become a Christian, ascended the throne, he brought

brought

missionaries from England and Germany to Norway and succeed
ed in evangelising Norway, Iceland, the Orkney and Shetland
Islands, and the Faroes, partly by -persuasion , and partly by intimidation or by bribery. Iceland, however, had already been partly
converted by Thorvaldr Vidfòrli, a native missionary, aided by
the German bishop Friedrich.
King Svejn Tveska-g ('doublé beard') of Denmark now attempi-
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ed to re-establish the Danish supremacy over Norway, and for
this purpose allied himself with his stepson King Olaf, Skotkonung or tributary king of Sweden , and with Eric, the son of
whose allied fleets Olaf Tryggvason was defeated and
slain in the great naval battle of Svold, on the coast of Pomerania,
about the year 1000. Norway was now partitioned between the
kings of Denmark and Sweden, who ceded most of their rights to
the Jarls Eric and Svejn, sons of Haakon Ladejarl. The kingdom,

Haakon, by

re-united by St. Olaf, son of
descendant of Harald Haarfager.
After
having been engaged in several warlike expeditions , and having
been baptised either in England or in Normandy , he returned
to Norway in 1014 to assert his claim to the crown.
Aided by
his stepfather Sigurd Syr, King of Ringerike, and by others of the
minor inland Kings, he succeeded in establishing his authority
throughout the whole country , and thereupon set himself energetically to consolidate and evangelise his kingdom. His severi ty,
however, caused much discontent, and his adversaries were supported by Canute, King of England and Denmark, who stili
asserted his claim to Norway.
Canute at length invaded Nor
way and was proclaimed king, while Olaf was compelled to seek an
asylum in Russia (1028). Having returned with a few followers to
regain his crown , he was defeated and slain at Stiklestad near

however,

was

Harald Grenski

soon
,

permanently

and

a

29th July, 1030.

Canute's triumph, however, was
He ceded the reins of government to Haakon
Jarl Erikssen, and after the death of the jarl to his son Svejn and
the English princess Aelgifu , the mother of the latter ; but a
reaction speedily set in, stimulated chiefly by the rumour of Olaf's
sanctity , which found ready credence and was formally declared
by a national assembly. Olaf's son Magnus, who had been left by
his father in Russia, was now called to the throne , and Svejn was
obliged to flee to Denmark (1035). The sway of Magnus was at
first harsh, but he afterwards succeeded in earning for himself the
title of 'the good'. In accordance with a treaty with Hardicanute
in 1038 , he ascended the throne of Denmark after the Danish
jnonarch's death in 1042, but his right was disputed by Svend
Estridssen. In 1046 he assumed as co-regent the turbulent Harald
Sigurdssen, step-brother of St. Olaf, who succeeded him on his
death in 1047.
After a series of violent conflicts with Svend,
Harald was obliged to renounce his pretensions to the crown of
Denmark , but on Harald's death at the Battle of Hastings (1066)
the hostilities between Norway and Denmark broke out anew.
Harald was succeeded by Olaf Haraldssen, who in 1068 entered
into a new treaty with Svend of Denmark at Kongshelle, whereby
the independence of Norway was finally established.
Olaf , who was surnamed Hinn Kyrri , or 'the peaceful', now
devoted his attention to the internai organisation of his kingdom,

Levanger

on

of brief duration.
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and several of the

Norwegian

towns

began

to attain

importance.

Skiringssalr(near Laurvik) and the neighbouring Tensberg already
existed; Nidaros (afterwards Trondhjem) is said to have been
founded by Olaf Tryggvason, Sarpsborg by St. Olaf, and Oslo by
Harald Hardraade ; but the foundation of Bergen and several other
towns, probably including Stavanger, is attributed to Olaf Kyrri.
His court was famed for its magnificence and the number of its
dignitaries , and at the same time he zealously promoted the interests of the church.
While Olaf's predecessors had employed
missionaries, chiefly English, for the conversion of their subjects,
he proceeded to establish three native bishoprics and to erect
cathedrals at Nidaros , Bergen , and Oslo, making the dioceses as
far as possible co-extensive with the three provinces in which

national diets (Thing)

were held. His warlike son Magnus Bar od
f
surnamed from the dress of the Scottish Highlanders which he had adopted ,
did not reign long enough seriously
to interrupt the peaceful progress of his country , and the three

(1093-1103),

so

of

Magnus, 0ystein (d. 1122), Sigurd (d. 1130), and Olaf
thereafter proceeded to carry out the plans of their
grandfather. Sigurd was surnamed Jorsalafarer ('Jerusalem farer')
from his participation in one of the Crusades (1107-11).
The
same devotion to the church also led about this
period to the
foundation of the bishopric of Stavanger, and of several monasteries (those of Saele in the Nordfjord, Nidarholm near Trond
hjem, Munkelif at Bergen, and Gimse near Skien), and to the introduction of the compulsory payment of tithes (Tiende, 'tenths',
known in Scotland as 'teinds'), a measure which secured independence to the church.
King 0ystein is said to have been versed
in law
and both he and several of his predecessors have been
extolled as lawgivers, but no distinct trace of legislation in Nor
way of a period earlier than the beginning of the 12th cent, has
sons

(d. 1115),

,

been handed down to

us.

After Sigurd's death the succession to the throne was disputed
by several claimants, as , in accordance with the custom of the
country, ali relations in equal propinquity to the deceased,
whether legitimate or not, enjoyed equal rights.
The confusioni
was farther aggravated by the introduction (in 1129) of the custom
of compelling claimants whose legitimacy was challenged to uudergo the 'iron ordeal', the practical result of which was to pavé
the way for the pretensions of adventurers of ali kinds.
Conflicts
thus arose between Harald Gilli, a naturai son of Magnus Barefoot,
between Sigurd Slembedegn, who claimed
brother of Harald , and Ingi and Sigurd Munn, sons of
Harald; and afterwards between Ingi and Haakon Herdebred, a
Ali these pretenders to the throne perished
son of Sigurd Munn.
in the course of this civil war.
Ingi was defeated and slain by
Haakon in 1161 , whereupon his partisans elected as their

and

Magnus Sigurdssen ;

tò be

a

king
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Magnus Erlingssen,yìho was the son of adaughterof Sigurd JorsalaHaakon in his turn having fallen in battle, his adherents
endeavoured to flnd a successor, but Erling, the father of Magnus,
whose title was defective, succeeded in obtaining the support of
Denmark by the cession of Vigen, and, also that of the church.
farer.

Meanwhile the church had firmly established her power in the
north. At first the sees of Sweden and Norway had been under
the jurisdiction of the archbishops of Hamburg and Bremen , but
in 1103

an
archiepiscopal see was erected at Lund in Skane. The
Norwegians, however, desiring an archbishop of their own , Pope
Eugene II. sent Cardinal Nicholas Breakespeare to Norway for the
and at the same
purpose of erecting a new archbishopric there
time a fifth bishopric was erected at Hamar. The new archbishop's jurisdiction also extended over the sees of Iceland, Greenland, the Faroes, the Orkneys, the Hebrides, and the Isle of Man,
and his headquarters were established at Trondhjem. In 1164
Erling Jarl induced Archbishop Eystein to crown his son Magnus,
a ceremony which had never yet taken
place in Norway and at
the same time he engaged to make large concessions to the church,
including a right to a voice in the election of future kings.
Supported by the church, personally popular, and a meritorious
administrator , Magnus had at first no difficulty in maintaining
his position, but his title and the high privileges he had accorded
to the church did not long remain unchallenged.
After several insurrections against Magnus had been quelled,
,

,

there arose the formidable party of the Birkebeiner ('birch-legs', so
called from the bark of the birch which they used to protect their
feet), who in 1177 chose as their chief Sverre, a naturai son of
Sigurd Munn, who had been brought up as a priest, and who soon
distinguished himself by his energy and prudence. In 1179 Erling
was defeated and slain by Sverre at Nidaros, and in 1184 his son
Magnus met the same fate in the naval battle of Fimreite in the Sogn
district. Sverre's right to the crown, however, was immediately
challenged by new pretenders, and he incurred the bitter hostility
of the church by ignoring the concessions granted to it by Magnus.
In 1190 Archbishop Eric, Eystein's successor, fled the country, and
the king and his followers were exeommunicated ; but , though
severely harassed by several hostile parties, particularly the Bagler
(the episcopal party, from Bagall, 'baculus', a pastoral staff), Sverre
died unconquered in 1202. He was succeeded by his son Haakon
(d. 1204), by Guttorm Sigurdssen (d. 1204), and by Inge Baardssen
(d. 1217), under whom the hostilities with the church stili continued. For a time, however, peace was re-established by Haakon
Haakonss«n (1217-63), a grandson of Sverre, under whom Norway
attained a high degree of prosperi ty. His father-in-law Skule Jarl,
brother of King Inge, on whom he conferred the title of duke, proved
his most serious opponent, but on the death of the duke in 1240 the
Baedekeb's Norwav and Sweden.

7th Edit.

d
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New rights were soon afterwards
wars at length terminated.
conferred on the church, but of a less important character than those
bestowed by Magnus Erlingssen, the clergy being now excluded
from a share in the election of kings. The king also amended the
Since the first colonisalaws and sought to extend his territory.
tion of Iceland (874-930) the island had been independent , but
shortly before his death Haakon persuaded the natives to acknowledge his supremacy. In 1261 he also annexed Greenland , which
had been colonised by Icelanders in the lOth cent, and previousci vii

so that, nominally atleast, his sway
,
ali the dioceses subject to the see of Trond
hjem, including the Orkney and Shetland Islands, the Faroes, the
Hebrides, and the Isle of Man. His claim to the Hebrides being
disputed by Alexander III. of Scotland, he assemblea a fleet for the
purpose of asserting it, and set sail for the Orkney Islands, where
he died in 1263. He was succeeded by his son Magnus Lagabeter
('betterer of laws'), who by the treaty of Perth in 1266 renonnced
his claims to the Hebrides and Man in return for a small payment
from Alexander. In his reign, too, the Swedish frontier, long a
subject of dispute, was clearly defined, and the relations between
church and state were placed on a more satisfactory footing.
Constitution. From an early period Norway was divided into
four large districts , each presided over by a Thing or Lagthing
(Legthing), a diet with judicial and legislative functions. The

ly enjoyed independence
extended

now

over

of

representati ves to
meeting-place of the
diet and to these were afterwards added Helgeland
Namdalen,
Nordmere, and Romsdalen. The Gulathing, in the Fylke of Gulen,
embraced the Fylker of Firda, Sygna, and Herda, to which Rogaland, Agder, and Sondmere were afterwards added. The district
of Vigen appears to have had a Thing of its own
which after the
time of St. Olaf met at Sarpsborg and was called the Borgarthing ;
but from the 12th cent, onwards representatives were sent to this
diet by Ranrflci
Vingulmerk Vestvold and Grenafylke also.
Lastly the mountain-districts of Heina, Hada, and Rauma held a
diet called the Heidsavisthing, afterwards named the Eidsifathing
from Eidsvold where it assembled. This diet, though separate
from that of Vigen, was under the same law, which' had been declared common to both by St. Olaf. A committee of each diet,
called the Legretta, chosen by the king's officers performed the
eight Fylker or provinces
Frostuthing, so named

the

sent

Trondhjem

from

Frosten,

the

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

judicial duties of the diet, while the Legthing itself exercised
jurisdiction over the diets held at irregular intervals in the differ
ent Fylker. Resolutions were passed by a majority of the peasantry at the diet. The four cities of Trondhjem, Bergen, Tensberg, and Oslo each possessed a distinct Legthing the law ad,

ministered by which

was

called

King Magnus proceeded

'Bjarkeyjarrettr'.

to abolish these

diets

(in

1267 and
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1268), but was prevented from finally accomplishing his object
by the protest of Archbishop Jón Raudi at the diet of F'rosten
He then directed his attention to the amendment of the
a code called Jarnsida
('iron side') was completed,
and in 1272-74 a new code was promulgated at the Frostuthing,
which seems to have been immediately adopted by the other
districts. In 1276 a new municipal law was introduced at Bergen
and soon afterwards into the other towns also ; and lastly the
Jónsbók, a collection of the laws of the mainland, was compiled
in 1280 and promulgated in Iceland. From these codes ecclesiastical law was excluded. Though each of them bears a distinctive
name, such as 'Law of the Frostuthing', 'Town Laws of Bergen',
etc, and is somewhat modified to suit the requirements of the
district or town which adopted it , they substantially formed a
single code for the whole kingdom. The whole country was now
subject to the jurisdiction of the four diets, with the exception of
Helgeland, Jemtland, and Herjedalen , which stili formed independent districts. Meanwhile King Magnus concluded a Concordai
with the church at Bergen in 1273 and another at Tensberg in
1277, and at the same time sanctioned an ecclesiastical code
drawn up by Archbishop Jón , wherein he renounced ali control
An
over ecclesiastical causes and over the election of prelates.
other interesting code of this period was the Hirdskraa ('law of
servants', probably 1274-77), which affords an insight into the
early condition of Norway.
Magnus Lagabeter died in 1280 and was followed by his son
Eric Magnuss-ern (d. 1299), who was succeeded by his brother
Haakon Magnussen (d. 1319). Under these monarchs the con
cessions of Magnus to the church formed the subject of Constant
dispute , and it was not till 1458 that they were finally secured
to the hierarchy by Christian IV. In their secular administration,
however, the sons of Magnus experienced less difficulty. At first
the functions of the Legthing or diets had been deliberative, judi
cial, and legislative, and those of the king executive only, but the
consti tution gradually assumed a more monarchical form. The
first step was to transfer the judicial powers of the diets to officìals appointed by the king himself. The Legmenn ('lawyers')
had originally been skilled assessors at the diets , elected and
paid by the peasantry, but from the 13th cent, onwards it was
customary for the king to appoint them, and they became the sole
judges of ali suits in the first instance. In the second or higher
instance the diet was stili nominally the judge, but it was
presided over by theLegmann andattended by others of the king's
officials. The king himself also asserted a right to decide cases in
the last instance , with the aid of a 'council of the wisest men'.
The four ancient diets were thus in the course of time transformed

(1269).

laws.

In 1271

into ten

or

twelve minor

diets, presided

over

by Legmenn.
d*
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great changes in the social and politicai
system,
it had been customary for the kings to bestow temporary and re
vocarle grants of land ('Veitsla', probably from veitla, 'to bestow')
At the

system

same

were

time

effected.

In accordance with the old feudal

on their retainers and courtiers ('Hird'), on the understanding
that the tenants ('Huskarlar') would administer justice , collect
the taxes, and render military and other services. In some cases,

too, a Jarl was appointed governor of a considerable district and
invested with extensive powers and practical independence , and
it was usuai for the king to confimi the heirs of these officials and
dignitaries in their respective lands and offices. Ali these minor
jurisdictions , however, were abolished by Haakon Magnussen
(1308), who directed that ali his officials should in future be
under his own immediate control. Thus, by the beginning of the

14thcent.,

the

Norwegian

monarchs had attained

a

position

of

great independence, and had emancipated themselves alike from
democratic and from aristocratic interference.
The peasantry,
however, always enjoyed greater freedom than in most otherEuropean countries, and possessed their lands in freehold, being them
selves lords of a great part of their native soil ; but they never
attained to much wealth or importance, as the trade of the country
from a very early period was monopolised by Germans and other
foreigners. Of scarcely greater importance was the nobility of the
country, their lack of infiuence being due to want of organisation
and politicai coherence.
The Intellectual Culture of Norway during this period, as may
be supposed , made no great progress. The Runic character had
indeed been in use from the early Iron Period downwards , but it
was merely employed for short inscriptions and rude registers of
various kinds, and not for literary purposes. On the foundation
of the archbishopric of Lund
the Latin character was at length
introduced, but before that period ali traditions and Communica
tions were verbal, and it is mainly to the bards or minstrels
('Skàld') that we ,owe the preservation of the ancient mythical and historical sagas or 'sayings'.
About the year 1190 the
Latin character began to be applied to the native tongue, both for
secular and religious purposes.
Of the exceedingly rich 'Old
it is a singular fact
Northern' literature which now sprang up
that by far the greater part was written by Icelanders. Among
,

,

the most famous of these were Ari Frodi (d. 1148), the father of
northern history;
Oddr Snorrason and Gunnlaugr Leifsson
(d. 1218), the biographers of King Olaf Tryggvason ; the prior
Styrmir Kàrason (A. 1245), the biographer of St. Olaf; the abbot
Karl Jónsson (d. 1212), the biographer of King Sverre ; and lastly
Eirfkr Oddsson, Snorri Sturluson (d. 1241), and Sturla Thordarson
(d. 1284), who were both historians of the kings of Norway and
zealous collectors of their

own

island lore.

The bards attached to
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lili

the Scandinavian courts

To Nor
were also generally Icelanders.
wegian authorship are traceable comparatively few literary works,
the most important being juridical compilations , the 'King's
Mirror', which affords an insight into the court-life and commer
cial transactions of the 13th cent., the 'Anekdoton Sverreri', a
in favour of the crown against the church, several ballads

polemic

of the earlier Edda

English

,

and French.

and

a

number of

romances

translated from

This

land is doubtless to be

poverty of the literature of the mainaccounted for by the fact that it was con-

stantly harassed by

wars and intestine troubles at this period,
while Iceland was in the enjoyment of peace. While, moreover,
in Norway the clergy held themselves aloof from the people and
from secular pursuits , and the nobles were busily engaged in
fashioning their titles, their manners, and their costumes on the
model of those of their more civilised neighbours , the Icelanders
of ali classes retained their national coherence in a far higher
degree , ali contributing with equal zeal to the patriotic task of
extolling their island and preserving its ancient traditions.

Sweden before the Union.

early history of Sweden there exist no
regard
chronicles similar to those of the Icelanders and Norwegians. It
is ascertained, however, that the country was partly evangelised
in the 9th cent, by Anskar (d. 865) and other German missionaries,
and by his successor Rimbert (d. 888). Archbishop Unni after
wards preached the Gospel in Sweden, where he died in 936, and
after the foundation of several bishoprics in Denmark about the
middle of the lOth cent., Sweden was visited by many other
German and Danish missionaries.
The secular history of the
country is involved in much obscurity , from which , however , it
to some extent emerges when it comes into contact with that of
Norway. About the end of the lOth century Olaf Skbtkonung
('tributary king') took part in the battle of Svold against Olaf of
Norway and in the subsequent dismemberment of that country.
He was afterwards compelled by his own peasantry to promise to
come to terms with St. Olaf, and on his failure was threatened
He was then obliged to assume his son Onund
with deposition.
and had to make peace with Norway about the
as co-regent ,
year 1019. Olaf and Onund are said to have been the first Christ
Onund was succeeded by his brother
ian kings of Sweden.
Emund (d. 1056), the last of his royal house , on whose death
hostilities broke out between the Gòtar, who were now inclined
in favour of Christianity and the more northern and less civilised
Svear, who were stili sunk in paganism. Emund had been indifferent about religion , but his successor Stenkil Ragnvaldsson
On
was a zealous Christian and was keenly opposed by the Svear.
With

to the

the death of Stenkil about 1006 open

war

broke out between the

liv
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Christian and the pagan parties. When his successor Inge Sten(d. 1112), in whose reign the archbishopric of Lund was
erected (1103), forbade heathen sacrifices, the Svear set up his
brother-in-law Blot-Sven as a rivai king, but Inge and his nephews
and successors, Inge II. (d. about 1120) and Philip (A. about 1130),
kilsson

succeeded in maintaining their independence. These dissensions
weakened the resources of the kingdom. Stenkilsson fought
successfully against Magnus Barfod of Norway and acquitted himself
honourably at Kongshelle (1101), but his successors often allowed

greatly

the

Norwegians

to invade their

territory with impunity.

a Danish prince , and grandof Stenkilsson , assumed the title of king in Gòtaland, hut
was defeated and slain in 1134 by Sverker I., who had been elected
king two years previously. Sverker was next opposed by Eric
Jedvardsson, who was proclaimed king by the Svear, and on Sverker's death in 1156 this Eric, commonly called the 'Ninth' and
surnamed the 'Saint', obtained undivided possession of the throne.

On the death of

Philip, Magnus,

son

converted the tempie of Upsala into a
and conquered and christianised
,
the S.W. part of Finland. In 1160 he was attacked and slain by
Magnus Henriksson, a Danish prince, who laid claim to the throne,
and who in the following year was defeated and slain by Karl
Sverkersson. The latter in his turn was slain by Eric Knutsson in
1167, and the contest between the rivai houses of Sverker and
Eric lasted down to 1222. Eric died in 1195, his successor Sverker
Karlsson in 1210, and Jon Sverkersson , the son of the latter and

Eric,

a

zealous

Christian

place

churchman,
of

worship

the last of his family, in 1222,
ing'), a son of Eric Knutsson,

whereupon

Eric

Leespe ('the lisp-

ascended the throne unopposed.
Meanwhile the Svear, or Swedes in the narrower sense , had been
converted to Christianity. The church was at first presided over
by missionary bishops only, but in the reign of Olaf Eriksson a
bishopric was erected at Skara, and' under Stenkil another at
Sigtuna. Under King Sverker a bishop of Oster-Gòtland was appointed, with his residence at Linkoping , one for the diocese of
Upper Sweden at Upsala, and others for Sodermanland and Vestermanland at Strongniis and Vesteras, while several monasteries
were also founded.
The primacy of Sweden was granted to Arch
bishop Eskil of Lund by Hadrian IV. (Nicholas Breakespeare) about
the year 1154, but in 1163 was transferred to Stephanus, the newly
created Archbishop of Upsala.
Eric Laespe, though respected by his subjects, was a weak

Long before his time the Folkungar, a wealthy family of
Oster-.Gotland, had gradually attained to great power, and Birger

prince.

Brosa (d. 1202), a member of the family , had obtained the title
of Jarl or Duke of the Swedes and Gótlanders. From an early
period , moreover , intermarriages had taken place between the
Folkungar and the royal families of Sweden, Norway, and Den-
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1230

an
attempt to dethrone Eric was made by Knut
distant cousin of Birger , but Knut was defeated and
slain in 1234, and his son was executed as a rebel in 1248. The
position of the family, however, remained unaffected. Birger Jarl,

In

mark.

Jonsson,

a

of Birger Brosa , married Ingeborg , the king's sister,
himself married a member of the Folkungar family
(1243). Birger now became the real ruler of Sweden, the territory of which he extended by new conquests in Finland. On the
death of Eric, the last scion of the house of St. Eric, without
issue in 1250, Valdemar, Birger's son, was proclaimed the successor of his uncle.
During Birger's regency the country prospered,
but on his death, in 1266, hostilities broke out between his sons.
The weak and incapable Valdemar was dethroned by his brother
Magnus (1275), whose vigorous administration tesembled that of
his father, and who maintained friendly relations with the Hanseatic League. He also distinguished himself as a lawgiver and an
upholder of order and justice, and earned for himself the surname
of Ladulàs ('barn-lock', i.e. vindicator of the rights of the
a

nephew

while Eric

peasantry).
In

1290 Magnus

during

whose

Marshal

was succeeded by his son Birger Magnusson,
minority the government was ably conducted by

Thorgils Knutsson but serious quarrels afterwards broke
Magnus and his brothers, the dukes Eric and Valde
mar.
In 1304 the dukes were banished, and in 1306 the faithful
Soon afterwards,
marshal was executed by the king's order.
however, the dukes returned and obtained possession of the king's
,

out between

person.

After several vicissitudes

,

peace

was

declared and the

kingdom divided among the brothers in 1310 and again in 1313. In
1318, however, the dukes were arrested, imprisoned, and cruelly
put to death by their brother's order, whereupon Birger himself
was dethroned and banished to Denmark
(d. 1321). The following
year Magnus, the infant son of Duke Eric, was elected king
at the Mora Stones of Upsala (p. 343), while Magnus, Birger's
son, was taken prisoner and executed. The first attempts to unite
the Scandinavian kingdoms were made in the reign of Magnus
Eriksson.
The Constitution of Sweden at first resembled that of Norway.
The country was divided into districts, called Land, Folkland , or
Landskap , each of which was subdivided into Hundari ('hundreds'), called in Gotland Harath. Each 'Land' had its diet or
Thing, presided over by a Lagman, and each hundred had its
Hàrathsthing , whose president was called a Domar ('pronouncer
of dooms') or Hàrathshbfthing.
The Landsthing exercised delib
erative and judicial functions, and each had its own code of laws.
Precedence among these diets was enjoyed by the Svea Thing or
that of Upper Sweden, at which, although the monarchy was
nominally hereditary, kings were first elected. After his election
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each new king had to swear to observe the laws, and to proceed
the 'Eriksgata', or a journey to the other diets , in order to
procure confirmation of his title. Resolutions of the Svea Thing
As the provincial laws
were even binding on the king himself.
differed, attempts to codify them were made in the 13th and at
the beginning of the 14th cent., but with the consolidation of
The
the kingdom these differences were gradually obliterated.
chief difference between Sweden and Norway was the preponderance of the aristocratic element in the former. From an early
period, moreover, it had been usuai to hold diets composed of the
higher officials, the barons, prelates, and large landed proprietors,
and to these after the close of the 13th cent, were added the LagThis aristocratic diet was farther enlarged by Magnus
menn.
Ladulas (1280) , who admitted to it ali knights willing to serve
him in the field , conferring on them the same exemption from
taxation as that enjoyed by his courtiers and by the clergy. As
no one,
however, in accordance with a law of 1285, could attend
these diets without a summons from the king himself, he retained
the real power in his own hands and reserved a right to alter the
laws with the advice of the diet. From an early period the Lagman and the Hàrathshófthing had been the sole judges in lawsuits,
and from the first half of the 14th cent, downwards they were
proposed by the people, but appointed by the king. At the same
time the king possessed a right of reviewing ali judgments in the
last instance.
No taxes could be exacted or troops levied without
on

the consent of the popular diets, and it therefore became customary as early as the 13th cent, for the kings to employ mercenary
The privileges of the church were well defined, but
troops.
less extensive than in Norway. The payment of tithes was compulsory , and in 1248 and 1250 the right to elect bishops was
vested in the chapters, while ali the clergy were prohibited from
—

taking oaths

allegiance. At the same period the celibacy
As early as 1200 the
declared compulsory.
clergy was declared amenable to the ecclesiastical jurisdiction
only , and in some cases the church-courts could even summon
laymen before them. On the other hand the supreme legislative
power in church matters stili belonged to the state, and parishes
enjoyed the right of electing their pastor when no express right of
In the latter half of the 13th cent, the digpatronage existed.
nity of Jarl or earl was abolished, and the Drotsàte ('high steward'),
of the

of secular

clergy

was

—

and Kanceler ('chancellor') now became the
The rest of the aristocracy consisted
crown.
of the courtiers and royal vassals, the barons and knights (Riddare),
the esquires (Sven af vàpen, Vapnare), and even simple freemen

Marsker

('marshal'),

chief officials of the

who were willing to render military service whenever required.
Between ali these and the peasantry there was a wide social gap.
The history of early Swedish Literature is well-nigh an ab-
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solute blank.
The oldest work handed down to us is a com
pilation of the laws of West Gotland, dating from the beginning
of the 12th century.
A few meagre historical writings in Latin,
a work
concerning the 'Styrilse kununga ok hòfdinga' (the rule of

kings and governors), and
also belong to this period.

several translations of

foreign

romances

Transition to the Union.
On the death of Haakon Magnussen of Norway in 1319 without
male issue, he was succeeded by Magnus Eriksson, afterwards

called Magnus Smek ('the luxurious') , the son of his daughter
Ingeborg and the Swedish Duke Eric , and at that time a child of
On the banishment of King Birger in 1319 Magnus
three years.
was also elected King of Sweden
so that the two crowns were
,
now united, but it was arranged that each country should retain
its own administration.
The union, however, was not attended
with happy results. At first Sweden was prudently governed by
the regent Mats Ketilmundsson
and in 1332 the province of
,

which had been pledged to the Swedish Marshal von Eberstein by Eric Menved and Christopher II. of Denmark (1318),
declared itself in favour of Magnus.
The king, however, who
soon afterwards assumed the reins of government, and his queen
Bianche of Namur, were ruled by unworthy favourites and soon
forfeited the respect of their people. A disastrous lire at Trond
hjem (1343), great inundations in the Guidai and Orkedal (1345),
and above ali the plague which swept away about two-thirds of
the population (1349-50) aggravated the discontent of the Norwegians, who in 1350 elected Haakon Magnusson, the minor son
of Magnus , regent of Norway, and in 1355 Haakon entered upon
his functions , the province of Vigen and Iceland alone being
reserved to his father. In Sweden Magnus consolidated the provincial laws and drew up a new municipal code in 1347, but nere
too he was overtaken by many troubles.
The aristocracy resented
his endeavours to restrain their excesses, the people were exasperated by the unsuccessful issue of his Russian campaigns (134849, 1350-51), the plague intensified their dissatisfaction in 1350,
and lastly the king was excommunicated in 1358 on account of
his'failure to pay debts due to the pope. Eric, the king's son,
took advantage of these troubles and assumed the title of king in
1356, but died in 1359. New disasters, however, soon followed.
In 1360 the Danes regained Skàne and in 1361 they took possession of the islands of Òland and Gotland. In 1363 Haakon married
the princess Margaret, daughter of King Valdemar of Denmark,
then eleven years old , a union which gave great offence to the
Swedish nobles , who were farther exasperated by the reconciliation of Haakon with his father. Magnus now banished twentyfour of his most obnoxious opponents, who proceeded to Mecklen-

Skane,
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to Albert, second son of the'duke and
of Duke Eric of Sweden.
Albert accordingly carne to Sweden in 1363, and in 1365 Mag
nus and Haakon were defeated at Gàta, near Enkòping, where the
In 1370-71 a rebellion in favour of
former was taken prisoner.

burg
of

and offered the

Euphemia,

a

crown

daughter

took place in Upper Sweden, and in 1471 Haakon invaded
the country with a Norwegian army, but peace was shortly after
wards concluded, andMagnus set at liberty onpayment of a heavy
ransom and on condition that he would not again lay claim to the

Magnus

Swedish crown. The death of Magnus in 1374 finally extinguished
the hopes of those in favour of union. Albert was now compelled
to place himself under the guidance of the powerful aristocratic
party. In 1375 Bo Jonsson, the most powerful noble in Sweden,
was appointed Drost or regent.
Meanwhile the Norwegian nobility under King Haakon had attained to considerable indepen
dence, while in the towns the dominant party consisted entirely
of Germans , whose proceedings were often most oppressive and
Even in Sweden , in accordance with the municipal
code of Magnus Smek, one-half of the burgomasters and civic
authorities in every town was required to consist of Germans ;
and it may be here added that Albert chiefly owed his unpopularity
to his partiality for German favourites.
In 1375 Valdemar IV. of Denmark died without male issue, and

tyrannical.

following year he was succeeded by Olaf, son of his daughter
Margaret and Haakon, King of Norway. On the death of Haakon
in 1380, Olaf Haakonssen, his only son, acceded to the throne of
Norway also, thus uniting the crowns of Denmark and Norway.
Olaf's early death in 1387 dissolved this brief union, but
within a few weeks his mother Margaret was proclaimed regent
of Denmark, pending the election of a new king, while in Norway
in the

was nominated regent in 1388 without any such limitation.
At the same time, as it was deemed necessary to elect a successor
to the throne from among the different competitors, the Norwegians
appointed Eric of Pomerania, Margaret's nephew , heir to the
crown, but under the condition that he should not ascend the throne
during Margaret's lifetime. On the death of Bo Jonsson (1386),

she

who had held two-thirds of Sweden in fief or in pledge, Albert's
quarrels with his magnates broke out afresh, whereupon the malcontents proclaimed Margaret regent of Sweden also (1388),
agreeing to accept the king whom she should nominate. Margaret

invaded Sweden and defeated Albert at Falkoping
The war, however,
him and his son prisoners.
stili continued, and it was at this period that the Vitalien
Brotherhood (1392) carne into existence, originally deriving their
name
('victuallers') from their duty of supplying Stockholm with
provisions during the war. The city was at that time occupied
ìiy the German adherents of Albert, and these German 'victuallers'

thereupon

(1389), taking
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in truth

a band of lawless marauders and
pirates. Peace
length declared in 1395, and King Albert set at liberty on
condition of his leaving the country. During the same year Eric
was elected King of
Denmark, and in 1396 of Sweden also, so that
the three crowns were now united, and the three kingdoms ruledby
the same regent. The following year Eric was solemnly crowned
at Kalmar by a diet of the three nations.
Lastly, in 1398, Mar
garet gained possession of Stockholm , the last stronghold of the
German partisans of Albert.
The union of the three kingdoms
thus effected by Margaret, who is sometimes called the 'Northern
Semiramis', lasted till the beginning of the 16th cent., when it
was dissolved by the secession of
Sweden, but Norway and Den

were
was

at

mark remained united down to the year

1814.

The Union.

Though nominally united and bound to make common cause
against ali enemies, the three kingdoms jealously maintained their
respective forms of government. Margaret ruled over the three
countries with wisdom and moderation, though harassed by many
difficulties, and on her death in 1412 King Eric assumed the reins
of government.
Eric , whose queen was Philippa , daughter of
Henry IV. of England, was a weak, incompetent, and at the same
time a cruel prince.
He wasted large sums of money in an attempt to recover Sleswick from the Counts of Holstein, who held it
as a Danish fief, and who were
supported by the Hanseatic League.
Meanwhile Bergen was twice plundered by the Germans (1428
and 1429), who now became masters of that city, and in Sweden
the people were most oppressively treated by Eric's German and
Danish officials.
In 1435, after a disastrous quarrel of twentythree years, Eric was at length compelled to confirm the privilèges
of the Hanseatic League and to leave the Counts of Holstein in
undisturbed possession of Sleswick. Exasperated by Eric's maladministration, by the debasement of the coinage, and other grievances, the Swedish peasantry, headed by Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson, a wealthy proprietor of mines, rebelled in 1433 and
compelled Eric and his council to appoint Karl Knutsson regent
of the kingdom (1436), shortly after which Engelbrekt was assassinated. In Norway also the oppressive sway of foreign officials
caused great discontent and gave rise to a rebellion in 1436. Eric
in despair retired to the island of Gotland, and in 1438 a number
of Danish and Swedish magnates assembled at Kalmar, where
they drew up a new treaty of union, but without affirming that
the three kingdoms were thenceforward to be ruled by one
monarch. Lastly, in Denmark also a rebellion broke out, chiefly,
however, against the nobility and the clergy, and the Danes were
therefore compelled to seek for a new king.
In 1439 Denmark and Sweden formally withdrew their alle-
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giance from Eric, and Christopher of Savaria was elected in his
stead, being afterwards proclaimed King of Norway also (1442).
Eric spent ten years in Gotland, where he supported himself by
piracy, and ten years more in Pomerania, where he died in 1459.
The separate election and coronation of Christopher in the
three countries shows that their union had ceased to exist in more
than the name. The new king succeeded, however, in asserting

authority in every part of his dominions, although not without
many sacrifices. In his reign Copenhagen was raised to the rank
of the capital of Denmark. His plans for the consolidation of his
his

power

were

cut short

by his death in 1448, and the union

was

again practically dissolved. The Swedes now proclaimed Karl
Knutsson king, while the Danes elected Christian of Oldenburg,
a
nephew of the Duke of Holstein and Sleswick. In 1449 Christian
also succeeded by stratagem in procuring his election in Norway,
but Karl Knutsson was proclaimed king and crowned by the peasantry. The following year, however, Karl renounced his second
crown, and Christian was thereupon crowned at Trondhjem.
Karl having rendered himself obnoxious to the clergy and others
of his subjects in Sweden, Christian succeeded in supplanting him
here also, and he was crowned King of Sweden in 1457. In 1460
Christian next inherited the duchies of Holstein and Sleswick from
his uncle, but he was compelled to sign a charter declaring that
he would govern them by their own laws and not as part of Den
mark. The government of this vast empire was a task to which
Christian proved unequal. Norway was plundered by Russians
and Karelians and grievously oppressed by the Hanseatic merchants, who in 1455 slew Olaf Nilsson , governor of Bergen , and
the bishop of the town, and burned the monastery of Munkeliv
with impunity. In 1468 and 1469 he pledged the Orkney and
Shetland Islands to Scotland, and caused great discontent by the
introduction into Norway of Danish and German nobles, to whom
he granted extensive privileges. Sweden, too, groaned under heavy
taxation, and in 1464 recalled Karl Knutsson to the throne. He
was soon banished, but in 1467 recalled a third time, and in 1470
he died as King of Sweden.
In 1471 Sten Sture, the Elder, a
nephew of Knutsson, and the guardian of his son, was appointed

administrator, and the same year Christian was defeated at Stock
holm, after which he made no farther attempt to regain his author
ity in Sweden. He died in 1481 and was succeeded in Denmark
by his son Hans, who was not recognised in Norway till 1483.
Sten Sture sought to delay his election in Sweden, but as he had
rendered himself unpopular by an unsuccessful campaign against
the Russians in Finland, Hans took the opportunity of invading
Sweden with a large army and succeeded in establishing his au
thority (1497). The king having been signally defeated at Heinmingstadt in 1500 in the course of his attempt to subdue the
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Ditmarschers, Sture

was recalled, but Hans stili retained Norway.
Sture died in 1503 and was succeeded by Svante Nielsson Sture
(d. 1512), whose successor was his son Sten Sture the Younger

(A. 1520).
Hans died in 1513, and was succeeded in Denmark and
son Christian II., whom the Swedes declined to
was a man of considerable ability and learning,
In Norway and Denmark
but self-willed, passionate, and cruel.
he effected several social reforms, protected the commercial, mining, and flshing interests, and sought to restrict the privileges of

King

Norway by his
recognise. He

the Hanseatic merchants. Notwithstanding his strength of will,
Christian was ruled by Sigbritt, a Dutchwoman, the mother of his
mistress Duweke (A. 1517), even after the death of the latter, and
the hatred of the aristocracy for this woman, who treated them
with studied contempt, proved disastrous to Christian. In Swe
den the family of Trolle had long been hostile to the Sture family,
and when Gustaf Trolle was created archbishop of Upsala in 1515
he invited the Danes to aid him in deposing the administrator.
Christian sent troops to the aid of the prelate, who was besieged
in his castle of Stàket (p. 343), but the castle was taken and Trolle
deprived of his dignities and confined in a monastery. In 1518
Christian himself undertook a campaign against Sweden without
success , and perfidiously imprisoned Gustaf Eriksson Vasa and
other Swedish hostages who had been sent to him.
A third cam
paign in 1519 was more successful, and Sten Sture was defeated
and mortally wonnded at Bogesund in West Gotland. The same
year Christian gained possession of Stockholm , but his atrocious
cruelty and injustice proved his ruin. After his coronation by
Trolle he permitted that prelate and two others to prosecute their
enemies before an arbitrarily formed ecclesiastical tribunal. They
were found guilty of heresy, and on 8th Nov., 1520, executed
along with several other persons. The 82 victims included two
bishops, 13 royal counsellors and knights, and Eric Johansson,
the father of Vasa. On the following day many similar executions
of so-called rebels and heretics took place in other parts of Sweden,
though on a smaller scale than the 'Blood Bath of Stockholm'.
The exasperation of the Swedes was aggravated by the imposition of a new tax and an attempt to disarm the peasantry, and
the discontented populace soon found an able leader. This was
the famous Gustaf Vasa (probably so surnamed from vase, 'a beam',
which the fascine in his armorial bearings resembled), who had
been unjustly imprisoned by Christian, but escaped to Lùbeck in
1519. In May, 1520, he returned to Sweden, and on hearing of
the death of his father at the Stockholm Blood Bath he betook
himself to Dalecarlia, where on former occasions Engelbrekt and
the Stures had been supported by the peasantry. The rising began
in 1521 and soon extended over the whole of Sweden. In August
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of that year Gustavus was appointed. administrator at Vadstena,
and in June, 1523, he was proclaimed king at Strenguas.
Sweden thus finally withdrew from the union, and Christian
His favour to the
soon afterwards lost his two other kingdoms.
Reformation aroused the enmity of the church , and at the same
time he attacked the privileges of the nobility. From the tenor

provincial and municipal laws framed by the king in
1521-22 it is obvious that he proposed to counteract the influence
of the clergy and aristocracy by improving the condition of the
of several

excellent provisions were the abolin the church and a prohibition
against the sale of serfs. A war with the Liibeckers , who even
threatened Copenhagen (1522), next added to Christian's difficulties, soon after which the Danes elected his uncle Frederick, Duke
of Sleswick-Holstein, as his successor and renounced their allegiance

Among several
compulsory celibacy

lower classes.

ition of

Christian
Christian. At length, after fruitless negociations
quitted Copenhagen in 1523 and sought an asylum in Holland.
Nine years later, after an unsuccessful attempt to regain his throne,
he was thrown into prison, where he languished for 27 years.

to

,

The condition of the Constitution during the union was far
satisfactory. The union existed in little more than the name.
Each nation continued to be governed by its own laws, neither
the troops nor the revenue of one could be employed for the pur
poses of either of the others, and no one could be summoned be
from

fore any tribunal out of his own country. The supreme authority,
next to that of the king, was vested in his council, Which con-

sisted of the prelates , a number of the superior clergy, and a
fluctuating number of nobles nominated by the king , but not
In matters of importance the king
removable at his pleasure.
could only act with the consent of his counsellors, and" they were
even entitled to use violence in opposing unauthorised measures.
Nominally the church continued to enjoy ali its early privileges,
and the concessions made at Tensberg in 1277 were expressly
confirmed by Christian I. in 1458, but invasions of its rights were
Hbt unfrequent, and with its increasing solicitude for temporal
power its hold over the people decreased. The church was most
powerful in Norway and least so in Sweden, while with the in
fluence of the nobility the reverse was the case. In Sweden the
estates of the nobility enjoyed immunity from taxation, but Chris
tian I. and his successors were obliged to relax this privilege.
The nobles also enjoyed jurisdiction over their peasantry, levying
lines and imposing punishments at discretion (1483). The Nor
nobles were less favoured ; they had no power of

wegian

levying

fines from their tenantry, and their manor-houses (Scedegaarde)
alone were exempt from taxation. The position of the townspeople
and the peasantry in Sweden gradually improved , and in 1471
Sten Sture ordained that the municipal authorities should thence-
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Norway, notwithstanding the opposition of several of the kings,
the Hanse merchants stili held oppressive sway in the chief towns ;
but the peasantry were never, as in Denmark, subjected to serfdom and compulsory services. They were generally owners of the
soil they cultivated, while those who were merely tenants enjoyed
entire liberty and were not ascripti glebae as in many other coun
tries. In Sweden the compulsory services exigible from the peas
antry by the lord of the soil were limited in the 15th cent, to
8-12 days, and those exigible by the king to 8 days. While this
class enjoyed less independence than in Norway, it attained polit
icai importance and even admission to the supreme council at an
earlier period, owing to the influence of Engelbrekt, the Stures,
and other popular chiefs.
During the union Literature made considerable progress in
Sweden, while in Norway it languished and became almost extinct. In both countries the education of the clergy continued to
be carried on in the monasteries and cathedral-schools, but towards
the close of this period universities were founded at Upsala (1477)
and Copenhagen (1479), and gave rise to the publication of various
learned treatises in Latin. Among the religious works of this per
iod may be mentioned the revelations of St. Birgitta (A. 1373)
and the 'Cronica Regni Gothorum' of Ericus Olai (A. 1486), both
showing a tendency towards the principles of the Reformation.
Whilst about the beginning of the 14th cent, the native literature
of Norway became extinct, that of Sweden began to increase,
consisting chiefly of religious writings, rhyming chronicles, ballads,
and compilatidns of laws. In Sweden, moreover, the national lan
guage, though not without difficulty, held its own against the
Danish, while in Norway the 'Old Norsk' was gradually displaced
by the tongue of the dominant race, and continued to be spoken
in several impure and uncultured dialects by the peasantry alone.
Sweden after the Dissolution of the Kalmar Union.

The necessity of making common cause against Christian IL,
the deposed monarch of the three kingdoms, led to an alliance be
tween Gustavus Vasa and Frederick I. of Denmark. Christian attempted an invasion of Norway in 1531-32, but was taken prisoner, and after Frederick's death (1533) the Liibeckers made an
ineffectual attempt to restore the deposed king (1534-36).
At
home Gustavus also succeeded in consolidating his power. The
nobility had been much weakened by the cruel proceedings of
Christian, while the Reformation deprived the church both of its
power and its temporal possessions , most of which fell to the
crown.
By the diet of Vesteràs (1527) and the synod of Òrebro
(1529) great changes in the tenure of church property and in eccle
siastical dogmas and ritual were introduced, and in 1531 Lau-
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rentius Petri became the first Protestant archbishop of Upsala.
Lastly, at another diet held at Vesteras (1544), the Roman Catholic Church was declared abolished. At the same diet the succesGustavus effected
sion to the throne was declared hereditary.
many other wise reforms, but had to contend against several insurrections of the peasantry , caused partly by his ecclesiastical

innovations, and partly by the heaviness of the taxation imposed
support of his army and fleet. Shortly before his death (in
1560), he unwisely bestowed dukedoms on his younger sons, a
step which laid the foundation for future troubles.
for the

Eric XIV.

number being in accordance
Magnus, but without the slightest historical foundation) soon quarrelled with his younger brother
John, Duke of Finland, whom he kept imprisoned for four years.
He was ruled by an unworthy favourite, named Gbran Persson,
and committed many acts of violence and cruelty. He persuaded
his brother Duke Magnus to sign John's death-warrant, whereupon
Magnus became insane. After the failure of several matrimoniai
schemes, of one of which Queen Elizabeth of England was the

His eldest

with the

object,

son

computation

(the

of Johannes

and after several outbursts of

insanity, Eric married his

mistress Katharine Mànsdatter (1567). The following year he was
deposed by his brother, who ascended the throne as John III.,
and after a cruel captivity of nine years was poisoned by his order
in 1577

(see

365).

p.

John

ingratiated

himself with the

nobility

by rich grants of hereditary fiefs, and he concluded the peace

at

Stettin which terminated a seven years' war in the north (1563-70)
and definitively severed Sweden from Denmark and Norway. Less
was his war against Russia for the purpose of securing
Sweden the province of Esthland, but the province was after
wards secured to his successor by the Peace of Tensina (1595).
John was married to a Polish princess and betrayed a leaning to
wards the Romish church which much displeased his suhjects.
After his death (1592) the religious difficulty became more serious,
as his son and successor Sigismund had been brought
up as a Ro
man Catholic in Poland, where he had been proclaimed king in
1587. Duke Charles of Sodermanland, the youngest son of Gus
tavus Vasa , thereupon assumed the regency on behalf of the absent Sigismund ,
caused the Augsburg Confession to be pro

snccessful
to

anew by a synod at Upsala (1593), and abolished Romish
practices introduced by John. After confirming these proceedings,
Sigismund was crowned in 1594 ; but on his failure to keep his
promises, his uncle was recalled to the regency (1595), and when
Sigismund invaded Sweden in 1598 he was defeated by Charles
and compelled to enter into a compromise at Linkoping.
Again
breaking faith he was formally deposed (1599), while Charles
After
for
life.
was
having prosecuted Sigisappointed regent
mund's adherents with great harshness, and succeeded in prevent-

claimed

,
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the recognition of Ladislaus , Sigismund's son, Charles IX.,
assumed the title of king in 1604. His adininistration was bene
ficiai to the country, and he was a zealous promoter of commerce,
mining, and agriculture, but his wars with Russia and Denmark,
which were unfinished at his death (1611), caused much misery.
His son and successor was Gustavus II. , better known as
Gustavus Adolphus, the most able and famous of the Swedish
kings. Though seventeen years of age only , he was at once de
clared major by the Estates. In 1613 he terminated the 'Kalmar
War' with Denmark by the Peace of Knàròd , and in 1617 that
with Russia by the Peace of Stolbova , which secured Kexholm,
Karelen, and Ingermanland to Sweden. By the Treaty of Altmark
in 1629 he obtained from Poland the cession of Livonia and four
Prussian seaports for six years. At the same time he bestowed
much attention on his home affairs. With the aid of his chancellor
and friend Axel Oxenstjerna he passed codes of judicial procedure
and founded a supreme court at Stockholm (1 614-15), and afterwards
erected appeal-courts at Abo, Dorpat, and Jònkòping. In 1617 he
re-organised the national assembly, dividing it into the four estates
of Nobles, Clergy, Burghers, and Peasants, and giving it the sole
power of passing iaws and levying taxes. He founded several new
towns, favoured the mining and commercial industries, extended
the university of Upsala, and established another at Dorpat. At
the same time he strengthened his army and navy, which he soon
had occasion to use. In 1630 he went to Germany to support the
Protestant cause in the Thirty Years' War, and after several brilliant victories and a glorious career, which raised Sweden to the
proudest position she has ever occupied in history, he fell on 6th
Nov., 1632, at the Battle of Liitzen. The war was continued under
his daughter and successor Christina, under the able regency of
Oxenstjerna. In 1635, by another treaty with Poland, Livonia
was secured to Sweden for 26 years more. War broke out with Den
mark in 1643, but was terminated by the Peace of Bròmsebro
in 1645. At length, in 1648, the Thirty Years' War was ended by
the Peace of Westphalia. These treaties secured to Sweden Jemt
land and Herjedalen, the island of Gotland, the principalities of
Bremen and Verden , part of Pomerania with Stettin and the is
lands of Riigen , Usedom, and Wollin , and the town of Wismar,
besides a considerable war indemnity and other advantages. Dur
ing the regency it was arranged that the royal council or cabinet
should consist of representatives of the supreme court of appeal,
the council of war , the admiralty , the ministry of the interior,
and the exchequer, presided over by the chief ministers of each
department. The country was divided into 23 Lane and 14 Lag*
sagor, governed by Landshbfdinge and Lagman respectively, which
officials were to be appointed from the nobility. For these and many

ing

other reforms and useful institutions the country
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

7th Edit.

was
e

indebted
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to the energy and enlightenment of Oxenstjerna.
in order to fili the empty coffers of the state
,

hand

On the other
,

it

was

found

necessary to sell many of the crown-domains , and to levy new
taxes , and the evil was aggravated by the lavish extravagance

of Christina and her favourites. Refusing to marry , and being
unable to redress the grievances of her justly disaffected subjects, the queen in 1649 procured the election of Charles Gustavus
or Charles X., son of the Count Palatine John Casimir of Zweibriicken and a sister of Gustavus Adolphus, as her successor. By
her desire he was crowned in 1654, whereupon she abdicated,
quitted Sweden, and embraced the Romish faith. She terminated

her eccentric
to

career

at Rome in

practise economy,

and in

1689.

Her

successor

endeavoured

1655 obtained the sanction of the

Estates to revoke her alienations of crown-property. War, however,
interfered with his plans. John Casimir, King of Poland, son of
Sigismund , now claimed the throne of Sweden , and compelled
Charles to declare war against him (1655). After a time Russia,
Austria, and Denmark espoused the cause of Poland, but Charles
succeeded in gaining possession of Jutland and the Danish islands,
and the Peace of Roskilde (1658) secured to him Skàne, Halland,
and Blekinge , but obliged him to cede the districts of Bohus
and Trondhjem to Norway.
On a renewal of the war with Den
mark the Danes

were aided by the Dutch, Brandenburgers, Poles,
who forced Charles to raise the siege of Copenhagen,
and on his sudden death in 1662 the Peace of Copenhagen was
concluded, whereby the island of Bornholm was lost to Sweden.
Charles X. was succeeded by his son Charles XI. , a boy of
four years , whose guardians endeavoured to make peace with
foreign enemies. By the Peace of Oliva with Poland , Brandenburg , and Austria in 1660 the King of Poland finally ceded Li
vonia to Sweden and renounced his claim to the throne of Sweden,

and

Austrians,

and by the Peace of Kardis with Russia in 1661 the Swedish conquests in Esthonia and Livonia were restored to Sweden ; but
little was done to remedy the internai disorders of the country.

One of the few events worthy of record at this period was the
foundation of the university of Lund in 1668. Meanwhile the
excesses and arrogance of the nobility ,
the squandering of the
crown-revenues , and the imposition of heavy taxes threatened to
min the country , and the regency even accepted subsidies from
foreign countries and hired out troops to serve abroad. At the
age of seventeen Charles assumed the reins of government (1672).
In 1674 he was called upon as the ally of France to take
part in
the war against Holland , Spain , and Germany, but the Swedish
at Fehrbellin by the Elector of Branthe Danes declared war against Sweden,
causing new disasters , but by the intervention of the French
peace was again declared at Lund in 1679. The distress occasioned

army

was

denburg.

signally defeated

Hereupon
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by these defeats and popular indignation against the nobility,
who

now in possession of five-sevenths of the land in Swe
and who did their utmost to reduce the peasantry to the con
dition of mere serfs, eventually served greatly to strengthen the
king's position. At the diet of Stockholm in 1680 , after stormy
were

den,

debates, it was determined to cali the regency to account for their
gross mismanagement of affaire , and the king was empowered to
revoke the alienations made during his minority. The king was
told that he was not bound to consult his cabinet, but to obey the
laws, and that he was responsible to God alone. Another diet

(1682)

entrusted the

expressing

a

hope

king with the sole legislative power, merely
that he would graciously consult the Estates.

Charles was thus declared an absolute monarch , the sole right
reserved to the diet being that of levying taxes. The king thereupon exacted large payments from his former guardians and exercised his right of revocation so rigidly, that he obtained possession
of about one-third of thè landed estates in Sweden. The money
thus acquired he employed in paying the debts of the crown , in
re-organising his army and fleet, and for other useful purposes,
while he proceeded to amend the law and to remedy ecclesiastical
abuses. On his death, in 1697, he left his kingdom in a strong and
prosperous condition, and highly respected among nations.
Under Charles XII., the son and successor of Charles XI., this
absolutism was fraught with disastrous consequences. Able, care
fully educated, energetic, and conscientious , but self-willed and
eccentric , Charles was called to the throne at the age of fifteen
and at once declared major. In 1699 Denmark, Russia, and Poland
concluded an alliance against Sweden , which led to the great
northern war.
Aided by England , Holland , and the Duke of
Gottorp and Hanover , Charles speedily compelled the Danes to
conclude the Peace of Travendal (1700), defeated the Russians
at Narva, took Curland from the Poìes (1701), and forced Elector
Augustus of Saxony to make peace at Altranstadt , whereby the
elector was obliged to renounce the Polish crown.
Meanwhile
Peter the Great of Russia had gained possession of Kexholm,
Ingermanland , and Esthonia. Instead of attempting to regain
these provinces, Charles , tempted by a promise of help from Mazeppa , a Cossack chief , determined to attack the enemy in an
other quarter and marched into the Ukraine , but was signally
defeated by the Russians at Pultava (1709), and lost nearly the
whole of his army. He escaped into Turkey, where he was hospitably received by the Sultan Achmed III. and supplied with
money. Here he resided atBender, and induced the Sultan to
make war against Russia ; but when the grand-vizier had defeated
the Czar, he was bribed by Katherine, the courageous wife of Peter,
to allow him to escape.
This exasperated Charles and led to a
quarrel with the Sultan , who placed him in confinement. Mean-

e*
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Saxony again declared war against Sweden.
successfully defended against the Danes, but Elector

while Denmark and

Skàne

was

Augustus reconquered Poland
Finland.

The

resources

,

and the Czar took

of Sweden

possession

of

exhausted, and the
king. At length Charles

were now

to plot against the
effected his escape and returned to Sweden (1715), to flnd that
England, Hanover, and Prussia had also declared war against him
owing to differences regarding Stettin and the principalities of
Bremen and Verden. Having succeeded with the utmost difficulty
in raising money , Charles now invaded Norway with an army of
raw recruits and laid siege to Fredrikshald , where he fell at the
early age of thirty-six (1718), just at the time when his favourite
minister Gòrtz was about to conclude a favourable peace with
Russia. Brave, chivalrous, and at the same time simple in his
manners and irreproachable in conduct ,
the memory of Charles
is stili fondly cherished by the Swedes. The short reign of absolutism (Envàldstiden) was now at an end , and we reach a period

higher nobility began

of

greater independence (Frihetstiden ; 1719-92).
Charles XII. was succeeded by his sister Ulrika Eleonora, who

with the consent of the Estates resigned in favour of her husband
Frederick I. , crown-prince of Hessen-Cassel. At the same time
(1720) a new constitution was framed by the Estates. The supreme
power was vested in the Estates , a privy council consisting of
members of the three *upper chambers, and a cabinet of nine
members of the privy council, three from each estate, to be nom
inateci by the king himself. The king's anthority was limited to
two votes at the diet and a casting vote in case of an equally
divided assembly , and the cabinet was declared responsible to
the diet. In 1719 peace was concluded with England , upon the
abandonment of Bremen and Verden, and in 1720 with Prussia,
to which Stettin and part of Pomerania were ceded ; then with
Poland and Denmark; and in 1721 with Russia, to which Li
vonia, Esthonia, Ingermanland, and the districts of Kexholm and
Viborg in Finland had to be made over. The kingdom now enjoyed
an interval of
repose , a new code of laws was drawn up (1734),
and efforts were made to revive commerce. The peace party was

derisively called 'Nightcaps' (nattmbssor), or simply 'Caps', while
a warlike
party which now arose was known as 'Hats' (hattar). In
accordance with the counsels of the latter , war was proclaimed
with Russia, which soon led to the loss of Finland (1741). On the
death of the queen without issue, Adolphus Frederick of HolsteinGottorp , a relation of the crown-prince of Russia, was elected as
Frederick's successor, on condition (Peace of Abo; 1743) that the
The remainder of
greater part of Finland should be restored.
Frederick's reign was tranquil, and he died in 1751.
The prerogatives of his successor , Adolphus Frederick, were
farther limited by the Estates. An attempt on the part of the
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to emancipate himself led to a confirmation of the existing
constitution , and to a resolution that a stamp hearing the king's
name should be impressed without his consent on documents
approved by the Estates (1756). The court vainly attempted to
rebel, and the king was bluntly reminded that the Estates had
power to depose him. In 1757 the 'Hats' recklessly plunged into
the Seven Years' War, and after an ignoble campaign peace was
concluded at Hamburg in 1762.
In 1771 Adolphus was succeeded by his son Gustavus III.,
who by means of a preconcerted military revolution or coup-d'état
(1772) succeeded in regaining several of the most valuable prerogatives of the crown, including the sole executive power, whereby
the government was converted from a mere republic into a limited
monarchy. The king used his victory with moderation, abolished
torture , introduced liberty of the press , promoted commerce,
science , and art, ànd strengthened the army. On the other hand
he was extravagant and injudicious , and in 1788 committed the
error of declaring war against Russia without the consent of the
Estates. His officers refused to obey him, and his difficulties
were aggravated by a declaration of war and invasion of Sweden
by the Danes. Gustavus now succeeded, with the aid of the
middle and lower classes, in effecting a farther change in the
constitution (1798), which gave him the sole prerogative of making war and concluding peace, while the right of acquiring privileged landed estates (fràlsegods) was besto wed on the peasantry.
An armistice was concluded with Denmark, and the not unsuccessful hostilities with Russia led to the Peace of Varala (1790),
which precluded Russia from future interference with Swedish
affaire. Soon after, on the outbreak of the French Revolution, the
king proposed to intervene, together with Russia and Austria, in
favour of Louis XVI. and proceeded to levy new taxes, whereupon
the disaffected nobles entered into a new conspiracy against him,
and in 1792 this chivalrous and enlightened, though sometimes
ill-advised monarch was assassinated by Capt. Ankarstrom.
His son Gustavus Adolphus succeeded him as Gustavus IV.,
under the regency of his uncle Duke Charles of Sodermanland,
who avoided ali participation in the wars of the Revolution. In
1800 Gustavus , in accordance with a scheme of his father, and

king

conjunction with Russia and Denmark, took up a position of
neutrality, but Denmark having been coerced by England
to abandon this position, and Russiahaving dissolvedthealliance,
Sweden was also obliged to yield to the demands of England. The
king's futile dreams of the restoration of absolutism and his illjudged and disastrous participation in the Napoleonic wars led to
the loss of Wismar, Pomerània, and Finland, and to his defeat in
Norway (1803-8). The country being now on the brink of ruin,
the Estates caused Gustavus to be arrested, and formally deposed
in

armed

lxx

him and his heirs
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He died in

poverty

at

St. Gallen in

1837. His uncle was then elected king as Charles XIII., and a
new constitution framed, mainly on the basis of that of 1772.
Peace was concluded at Frederikshamn with Russia (1809), to
which the whole of Finland and the Aland Islands were ceded,
with Denmark, and withFrance (1810), whereby Sweden recovered
part of Pomerania. The king being old and childless, Prince
Christian Augustus of Augustenburg, stadtholder of Norway, was
elected crown-prince, but on his sudden death, in 1810, the Estates
elected Marshal Bernadotte, one of Napoleon's generals, who was
adopted by Charles, assumed the name of Charles John, and emThe crown-prince's influence was
braced the Protestant faith.
directed to military organisation. The lukewarmness of Sweden
in maintaining the continental blockade led to a rupture with
France, and during the war with Napoleon the Swedes concluded
a treaty with the Russians at Abo on the
footing that the crown
of Norway should be secured to Sweden (1812). England and
Prussia having given the same assurance, Charles John marched
with a Swedish contingent into Germany and assumed the command of the combined northern army which took part in the de
cisive struggle against Napoleon (1813). The crown-prince's par
ticipation in the war was a somewhat reluctant one but by the
Peace of Kiel (1814) he succeeded in compelling Denmark to cede
Norway to Sweden, while Denmark obtained possession of Swedish
Pomerania and retained Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroes.
The Intellectual Progress of the country was greatly furthered
by the Reformation. Peder Mànsson (d.1534), bishopof Vesteràs,
wrote works on the army, the navy, medicine, and other subjects
in the mediaeval style, while Laurentius Retri (A. 1573), Lauren,

(A. 1552), and others translated the Bible into Swedish
and wrote Protestant theological works in their native tongue.
L. Petri and his brother Olaus(A. 1552) also wrote Swedish chronicles; Archbishop Johannes Magni was the author of a history of
the kings in Latin, with a large admixture of the fabulous element ; and his brother Olaus wrote the often-qnoted 'Historia de
Gentibus Septentrionalibus'. An equally indiscriminate writer of
history, and an author of dramatic and other works, was Johan
Messenius (A. 1637). Even Gustavus Vasa had been anxious to
preserve the purity of his native language, but it was not till the
17thcent. that scholars interested themselves in it. Queen Chris
tina, a talented and learned princess, was a great patroness of
literature. She invited foreign savants to her court (Descartes,
Grotius, and others), as well as native authors, including Johan
Bureus (A. 1652) and the versatile and distinguished Gbran Lilje
(ennobled as Georg Stjernhjelm ; A. 1672). At this period, too
(1658), Jón Rugman first called attention to the treasures of
ìcelandic literature, and antiquarian and historical research now
tius Andrea
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into vogue. Hitherto German influenee had preponderated
Sweden, but about the middle of the 18th cent, a pfeference
began to be shown for the French style. To this school belong
Olof von Dalin(A. 1763), the poet and historian, and Count Tessin
(d. 1770), ameritorious art-collector; and among the scholars of the
same period were Lagerbring, the historian
(d.-1787), Johan Ihre,
the philologist (d. 1780), and above ali Karl von Linné
(Linnaus ;
carne

in

A.

1778),

the famous botanist. The 'Vitterhets

Akademi',

or

'acad-

emy of belles-lettres', founded in 1753 was extended by Gusta
vus III. so as to embrace history and
antiquities , and he also

founded the Swedish Academy. To the academic school belonged
Kellgren (A. 1795) and Leopold (A. 1829); but a far more popular poet, and one who repudiated ali the traditions of French taste,
was Bellman
(A. 1795), the singer of sweet and simple ballads,
whose 'Fredmans Epistlar' were deemed worthy of a prize even by
the Academy, and whose memory is stili fondly cherished.
The Continued Union of

Norway

with Denmark.

When Sweden withdrew from the Kalmar Union

(1523), Nor
faithful to Christian II., but Vincentius
Lunge procured the election of Frederick I. (1524). This king's
Protestant tendencies induced the Norwegians to re-elect Chris
tian IL in 1531 , when the deposed king appeared in Norway
with an army, but he was treacherously arrested the following
year and ended his life in captivity (see p. liiii). Frederick thus
regained Norway and continued to prosecute the objects of the
Reformation till his death (1533).
The nobility and the Pro
testant party in Denmark elected his eldest son Christian III.
as his successor, and the southern half of Norway under Lunge
acquiesced. A rebellion of the northern provinces , which cost
Lunge his life, was quelled, and the archbishop who had headed
it was obliged to quit the country. In 1536 Christian III. had
promised the Danes to convert Norway into a Danish province,
and he now abolished the council of state and otherwise partially
kept his word. The doctrines of the Reformation permeated the
country very slowly, but the dissolution of the monasteries and
confiscation of church-property were prosecuted with great zeal.
The Norwegian towns now began to prosper, and the trade of the
country to improve , while the tyranny of the Hansa merchants at
Bergen was checked by Christopher Walkendorff (1536). In 1559
Christian was succeeded by his son Frederick II., in whose reign
occurred the calamitous seven years' war with Sweden (1563-70),
which sowed the seeds of national hatred between the countries,
and caused the destruction of Oslo , Sarpsborg, and Hamar, the
devastation of many agricultural districts, and the military occupation of others. At the same time the country was terribly oppressed by Frederick's officials, and he himself visited it once only.

way at first remained
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His

son

Christian IV.

(1588-1648),

on

the other

hand,

visited

reforms. He
very frequently and was indefatigable in his
refused to grant fiefs in future to nobles who were not natives of

Norway

and he promulgated a Norwegian code (1604),
revised edition of the laws of 1274 translated into
Danish. He also published an ecclesiastical code (1607), and took
energetic measures to exclude Jesuits from the country. At the
same time the army was improved, trade was favoured, the Silver
mines at Kongsberg (1624) and the copper-mines of Reros (1645)
were established, the towns of Christiania (1624) and Christian

(1596),

Norway

which

was

a

sand (1641) founded anew, andtheHansa factory at Bergen strictly
controlied. Ali these benefits were outweighed by the disasters of
the Kalmar War with Sweden (1611-13), during which the peas
antry gained their famous victory over the Scottish auxiliaries
under Col. Ramsay at Kringlen (p. 63) , and stili more by those
of the Thirty Years' War, in which Christian participated (1625A second war with Sweden (1643-45) terminated with the
of Jemtland and Herjedalen from Norway.
New disasters befell Norway in the reign of his son Fred

1629).

severance

erick III. (1648-70). The result of the participation of Denmark
and Norway in the Swedish-Polish war was that Norway finally

and Sàrna. During this war Halden earned
of Fredrikshald by the bravery of its defenders. These misfortunes, however, led to a rupture with the
existing system of government. On ascending the throne Fred
erick had signed a pledge which placed him in the power of the
nobility, but during the wars the incompetency of the council of
state, and the energy of the king and citizens in defending Copen
hagen, had greatly raised him in the public estimation. At a diet
held at Copenhagen in 1660 the indignation of the clergy and
lost

Bahus-Làn, Idre,

for itself the

new

name

burghers against the nobility burst forth , and they demanded the
abolition of its oppressive privileges. It was next dicovered that
the pledge given by the king was subversive of ali liberty and
the king and the lower Estates proceeded to declare the
progress
succession to the throne hereditary, and Frederick was empowered
,

to revise the

that he declared the
and absolute power, and
to this document he succeeded privately in procuring the signatures of most of the members of the diet. This declaration became
law in 1661, but was not actually promulgated till 1709. These
The
great changes were on the whole beneficiai to Norway.

king alone

constitution.

The result

to be invested with

was

sovereign

country was at least now placed on an equality with Denmark, and
the strict bureaucratic administration was preferable to the old
evils of locai tyranny and individuai caprice.
The supreme
authority now consisted of the heads of the five government departments , presided over by the king , and the feudal lords with
their locai

jurisdictions

were

replaced by crown-officials.
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(1670-99)

was

not unsuccessful

against Sweden (1675-79), but his chief
regards Norway was the promulgation of a code (1687),
war

merit

based

the Danish code of 1683, and of a church ritual for both coun
The creation of the new counties or earldoms of Laurvig and
Tensberg, afterwards called Jarlsberg, and of the barony of Rosendal were unproductive of benefit to Norway.
The unjust treat
ment of his minister Griffenfeldt, who for a trivial offence was
cruelly imprisoned for 22 years, forms a blot on this king's memory.
Christian V. was succeeded by his son Frederick IV. (16991730), in whose reign was waged the great northern war in which
the Norwegian naval hero Peter Vessel (ennobled under the name
of Tordenskjold) took a prominent part. The sole gain to Den
mark by the Peace of Fredriksborg (1720) was the renunciation
by Sweden of its immunity from Sound dnes. The king husbanded
his finances , but often procured money by discreditable means.
He hired out mercenary troops , sold most of the crown-property
in Norway , and granted a monopoly of the trade of Finmarken.
These abuses, maladministration, and an attempt to alter the land
laws so embittered the Norwegians, that a union with Russia was
actually proposed. In this reign a mission to Lapland was organised
(1714), Th. von Vesten being one of its chief promoters, and Hans
Egede went as a missionary to Greenland (1721).
Under Frederick's son Christian VI. (1730-46) Norway was
injuriously infected with German Puritanism, which enjoined the
utmost rigidity of church observances and abstention from ali
worldly amusements. Among the expedients used for reviving
trade in Denmark was an oppressive enactment that S. Norway
should draw its sole corn supplies from that country. The fleet,
however, was strengthened , an efficient militia organised , and
A long peace favoured the growth of com
education promoted.
merce, navigation, and industry.
In the reign of Frederick V. (1746-66) the grievous sway of
Puritanism carne to an end , and art and science were zealously
cultivated. A mining school was founded at Kongsberg, and a
mathematical school at Christiania, and at Trondhjem a useful
scientific society was established by Gunnerus , Schening , and
Suhm, a learned Dane (1760-67). The frontier between Norway
and Sweden was measured and defined (1759) , facilities were
afforded to commerce, and skilled miners introduced from Germany.
Complications with Russia connected with the affaire of
Sleswick caused severe financial losses to Denmark and Norway,
and the increased taxation provoked a revolt at Bergen , which,
however, was soon quelled (1763). Notwithstanding these drawbacks, Norway prospered under the absolute monarchy, while Den
on

tries.

mark

languished.

the lower classes

The

by

a

king in
wealthy

Denmark

,

being separated from
aristocracy, was

and influential
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unable effectually to redress their grievances, and they stili groanWith the
ed under the evils of serfdom and compulsory service.
exception of Copenhagen, the towns were almost equally oppressed,
and in 1769 the whole population of Denmark did not exceed

800,000

souls.

joyed freedom,

In Norway, on the other hand, the peasantry en
the towns had thrown off the oppressive Hanseatic

yoke, and feudal jurisdictions were abolished , while complaints
against officials were addressed to the king in person. A class of
native officials had also sprung up, affording an additional element
of security. While the population had numbered 450,000 only in

1664,

it

rose

to

723,000

1769. The number of Norwegian ships

in

also increased from 50 to 1150. The peasantry had benefited greatly
by the sale of the crown-estates, and the trade of Norway now far

surpassed that of Denmark.

At the same time frequent intercourse
England and other foreign countries served to expand the
Norwegian mind and to prepare the way for a period of stili greater
enlightenment and prosperity.
During the long reign of the imbecile Christian VII. (17661808) his authority was wielded by his ministers. Struensee, his
German physician, was the first of these. His measures were those
of an enlightened absolutism.
He simplified judicial procedure,

with

abolished

torture, excluded the lackeys of noblemen from public
the aristocracy of their privileges, bestowed lib
the press, and husbanded the finances. The peremptory

offices, deprived
erty

on

manner

in which these and other reforms

were

introduced gave

pains to conceal
his contempt for the Danes.
Christian's stepmother accordingly
organised a conspiracy against him, and he was executed in 1772.
His successor was Ove Guldberg, a Dane, who passed a law that
Danes, Norwegians, and Holsteiners alone should be eligible for
the government service, and rescinded Struensee's reforms (1776).
In 1780 an attitude of armed neutrality introduced by the able
Count Bernstorff gave a great impulse to the shipping trade, but
great offence, particularly

as

Struensee took

no

of the country were ruined.
In 1784 the Crown
Prince Frederick assumed the conduct of affaire with Bernstorff as
his minister, whereupon a more liberal, and for Norway in particular a more favourable era began. The corn-trade of S. Norway
was relieved from its
fetters, the trade of Finmarken was set free,
and the towns of Tromse, Hammerfest , and Varde were founded.
On a renewal of the armed neutrality (1800-1801), Great Britain
attacked Copenhagen and forced the Danes to abandon it. Six years
later Napoleon's scheme of using Denmark's fleet against Great
Britain led to a second attack on Copenhagen and its bombardment
by the British fleet, which resulted in the surrender of the whole
Danish and Norwegian fleet to Great Britain (1807). Denmark, allied
with France, then declared war both against Great Britain and
Sweden (1808), and almost at the same period Christian died.

the finances
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On the accession of Frederick VI.

lxxv

the affaire of the
The British did not
attack the country, but contented themselves with capturing as
many Danish and Norwegian vessels as possible and ruining the
trade of the country by blockading ali its seaports. Owing to an
over-issue of paper-money the government was soon unable to meet
its liabilities and declared itself bankrupt (1813).
Meanwhile

kingdom

Norway

were

was

in

a

desperate

governed by

a

(1808-36)

condition.

separate commission, presided

over

by

Prince Christian Augustus of Augustenburg (1807), and was so
well defended that it lost nothing by the peace of Jònkòping
(1809). The independence of the peasantry, the wealth of the
burghers, and the success of their country in the war against Swe
den naturally created in the minds of the Norwegians a proud
sense of superiority over the unhappy Danes, while the liberality
of their views widened the breach with a country stili groaning
under absolutism.
A 'Society for the Welfare of Norway' was
founded in 1810, and a Union with Sweden was warmly advocated,
particularly by the talented Count Herman Wedel-Jarlsberg. The
Danish government made some vain attempts to conciliate the
Norwegians, as for example by the foundation of a university at
Christiania (1811), which had been proposed so far back as 1661,
In
but the Norwegians themselves provìded the necessary funds.
concluding a treaty with the Russians in 1812, Sweden obtained
their consent to its future annexation of Norway, and at the Peace
of Kiel in 1814 the Danes were compelled to make the cession.
Frederick thereupon released the Norwegians from their allegiance
to him, and the union of Norway with Denmark, which had subsisted for more than four centuries, was thus dissolved.
The Literature of Norway from the Reformation to the end of
As translators
the union is inseparable from that of Denmark.
of old northern laws and sagas may be mentioned L. Hanssen
(A. 1596) and P. C. Friis (A. 1614), of whom the latter also wrote
interesting works on Norwegian topography and naturai history in
his native dialect.
A. Pedersen (A. 1574), of Bergen, was the
author of a description of Norway and of the 'Capitulary of
Bergen'. The historian and topographer J. Ramus (d. 1718) and
the poet Peter Dass (A. 1708), the stili popular author of 'Nordlands Trompet', were also natives of Norway, while T. Torfmus
(A. 1719), a famous historian of Norway, was an Icelander. By
far the most important author of this period was Ludvig Holberg
of Bergen (d. 1754), the poet and historian, whose 'Peder Paars',
'Subterranean Journey of Nils Klim', and comedies have gained
him a European reputation. Among later poets and authors C. B.
Tullin (A. 1765), J. H. Vessel (A. 1785), C. Fasting (A. 1791),
E. Storm (A. 17M), T. de Stock fleth (A. 1808), J. N. Brun(A. 1816),
J. Zetlitz
1821), and C. Friman (A. 1829) are noted for the

(A.

national character and

individuality

of their

writings

,

which

are
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uninfluenced by the French and German taste then prevalent in
Denmark. This national school was partly indebted for its origin
to the foundation of the 'Norske Selskab' at Copenhagen in 1772,
while the 'Laerde Selskab' of Trondhjem , founded by Gunnerus,
the naturalist (d. 1773), and Schening, the historian (d. 1780),
promoted scientific research. On the whole , notwithstanding
the want of good national schools, the Norwegian' literature of this

period

ranks at least

as

high

as

the Danish.

Union of Sweden and

Norway.

After the Peace of Jònkòping in 1809 Norway was governed by
Prince Frederick of Hessen and afterwards by Christian Frederick,
cousin of King Frederick and heir to his throne. Christian was a
popular prince, and even after the terms of the Peace of Kiel had
been adjusted he made an effort to secure the sovereignty of the
country for himself. He summoned an assembly of notables to
Eidsvold (Feb., 1814), stated the terms of the Peace of Kiel, which
had not yet been published, and declared that he would asserthis
The assembly denied the right of the King
claim in spite of it.
of Denmark to hand over Norway to Sweden , but also declined to
recognise the prince's hereditary claim. They, however, appointed
him

regent until

a

national diet should be summoned to consider

the state of affaire. The King of Sweden promised the Norwegians
a liberal constitution if they would submit to his authority ; but
his offer met with no response, the country eagerly prepared to
assert its independence , and a temporary government was conOn lOth Aprii, 1814, the representatives of the country
Eidsvold, a constitution framed chiefly by K. M. Falsen
(A. 1830) was adopted on 17th May, and on the same day Christian
Frederick was proclaimed king.
Count Wedel-Jarlsberg, the most
far-seeing of the Norwegian statesmen who had urged a union
with Sweden, was overruled on this occasion
but his object was

stituted.
met at

,

,

Abont the end of June ambassadors of
the guaranteeing powers, Russia, Britain, Austria, and Prussia,
arrived at Christiania to demand fulfilment of the Peace of Kiel
and to recali the regent in the name of the King of Denmark.

soon

afterwards attained.

After fruitless negociations and the outbreak of a war with Swe
den , which was terminated by the Convention of Moss on 14th

the Swedish regent temporarily recognised the new Nor
and Christian summoned a Storthing to meet
at Christiania in October, to which he tendered his resignation,
and immediately afterwards set sail for Denmark. He afterwards
reigned over Denmark as Christian Vili. (1839-48). During the
same month the Storthing, though not without
reluctance, affirmèd

August,

wegian constitution,

of union with Sweden, and several modifications were
made in the Eidsvold constitution, and on 4th November Charles
(XIII. of Sweden) was unanimously proclaimed king.
On lOth

theprinciple
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November the
ever, the

Charles John solemnly ratified

crown-prince

constitution at Christiania.
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With

pardonable

Norwegians stili observe the 17th
politicai regeneration.

national

of

pride,

May, 1814,

the
how

as

the

true date of their

At first

as

regent, and after the death of Charles XIII.

Norway (1818-44), Charles John or Charles
difficult task to perform in governing two kingdoms
as

King

of

(1818)

XIV. had

a

to which

a

few years previously he had been an entire stranger, and with
The internai
whose languages he was imperfectly acquainted.
affaire of both countries were, moreover, in an abnormally unsettled
condition, and their finances were well-nighruined, while foreign
states looked askance at the parvenu king and his almost republican kingdom of Norway. In 1815, however, the legislative authorities of the two kingdoms drew up a formai Act of Union,
placing the connection of the countries on a satisfactory basis. By
the sale of the island of Guadeloupe to England the king was
enabled to pay part of the national debt of Sweden, and he adopted
other wise financial measures.
Among other serious difflculties
was that of calling in the unsecured Danish banknotes stili circulating in Norway, a task which occasioned heavy sacriflces, and
time a bank was founded at Trondhjem (1816). In
burden was imposed by the unlooked for liability of
Norway for part of the national debt of Denmark, while the introduction of a new educational system and other reforms was attended
with great expense. About this period the king displeased his
democratic Norwegian subjects by opposing their abolition of titles
of nobility (1821), by attempts to enlarge the prerogatives of the
crown and to obtain for it the absolute right to veto the resolutions
of the Storthing (1824), by appointing Swedish governors of Nor
way, and by yielding to what were considered the unjust demands
of Great Britain in consequence of a fracas atBode. On the other
at the

1821

same

a new

hand, by rigid economy, sound administration, and the legalised
sale of church-property for educational purposes (1821), and owing
to good harvests and successful fisheries, the prosperity of the
country rapidly improved, while the king's flrmness of character
and his self-denial in renouncing his civil list for a period often
years in order to assist in paying the national debt justly gained
for him the respect and admiration of his people. From 1836 onwards the highest offices in Norway were filled with Norwegians
exclusively, and a new communal code (1837), penai code (1842),
In Sweden the French re
and other useful laws were passed.
—

volution of 1830 caused a great sensation and led to a fruitless
demand for the abolition of the existing constitution. A conspiracy
in favour of Prince Vasa (1832) and several riots in Stockholm
(1838) were also unsuccessful. On the other hand the king earned
the gratitude of his Swedish subjects by the zeal with which he

promoted

the construction of

new

roads and

canals, particularly
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that of the Gota Canal, and furthered the interests of commerce and
of both
agriculture, and at the time of his death the internai affaire
kingdoms rested on a sound and satisfactory constitutional basis.
The administration of his son Oscar I. (1844-59) was of a stili
This gifted and highly
more liberal and enlightened tendency.

educated monarch thoroughly remodelled the law of succession
(1845) and the criminal code (1854) of Sweden, and abolished the
monopolies of guilds, but he was unsuccessful in his attempts to
and 1850-51).
On his
procure a reform of the constitution (1845
accession the king rendered himself popular in Norway by presenting it with an appropriate national flag, and he was afterwards a
scrupulous observer of the constitution of that country. At the same
time the population and wealth of Norway increased rapidly. His
temporary interposition in the German and Danish war regarding
Sleswick, which led to the Armistice of Malmo (1848) and after
wards to the occupation of Northern Sleswick by Swedish and Nor
wegian troops, was regarded with favour in both of his kingdoms,
where patriotic Scandinavian views were then in vogue.

Oscar's eldest son Charles (XV. of Sweden; 1859-72), a highly
popular, though pleasure-loving monarch, who was endowed with
considerable artistic and poetical talent , inaugurated the present
representative constitution of Sweden in 1865, while in Norway
the triennial Storthing was made annual(1869). In both countries
new railways
the principle of religious equality was extended
and roads constructed, and other reforms introduced. A threatened
conflict between the representatives of the two countries was
averted through the king's influence, and to his wisdom was due
the neutrality observed during the German and Danish war of
1863 and the Franco-German war of 1870-71 , although his sub
jects warmly sympathised with the Danes in the one case and with
,

the French in the other.
In 1872 Charles was succeeded by his brother, the present
king Oscar II., a gifted prince, endowed like his father and elder
brother with considerable taste for science , poetry, and music
Materially and intellectually his kingdoms have recently made
rapid strides. Latterly the radicai and republican movement has
gained considerable ground in Norway, where it has been accom
panied by a strong ultra-nationalistic spirit, revealing itself largely
in a revulsion of feeling against the union with Sweden.
In both kingdoms the field of Literature has been most sedulously cultivated during the present century. In Sweden there
existed an academic and a neutral school, as a representative of
which may be mentioned Franz Michael Franzén

graceful lyric poet. An opposite tendency

was

(A. 1847),

the

the
which consisted of two groups. The leader of one
of these groups, called 'Phosphorists' from their periodical 'Phosromantic

school,

exemplified by
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phoros',
for his

was

Per Daniel Amadeus Atterbom

lxxix

(A. 1855), distinguished

songs and his monographs on Swedish poets, but
fantastio sentimentality in his more ambitious poems.

popular

showing

a

The chief

'Gotisk'

representatives

(Gothic) school,

of the other romantic group, known
were the historian Erik Gustaf

as

the

Geijer

and Bishop Esaias Tegnér (A. 1846). The former was the
a series of vigorous and beautiful short
poems inspired by
a genuine Scandinavian sentiment.
Tegne'r's great lyrical epical
poems, of which the 'Fridthjofs-Saga' is the best known, are characterised by great technical perfection and are also permeated by a
truly national spirit. His brilliant rhetorie, however, is responsible
for a revival of the bombastic style among hfs imitatore. The Finnish
poet Johan Ludvig Runeberg (A. 1877), is marked by a noble
simplicity, an unusual purity of feeling, and a keen sense of form.
His epics and lyrics, especially the glowingly patriotic 'Fànrik Stal's
Sàgner', claim a worthy place in the world's literature. An isolated
and unique position is occupied by Karl Jonas Ludvig Almqvist
(A. 1866), in whom a powerful imagination is combined with a total
disregard of moral restraint. The poems and romances of Victor Rydbtrg (A. 1896) are distinguished by lofty thought and artistic form.
Among living poets Count Snoilsky (b. 1841) deservedly claims a
high place for splendour of diction and national feeling. The works
of A. Strindberg (b. 1849), Ola Hansson, etc, are characterized by an
almost repellant 'realism' in both matter and manner, the inevitable
reaction against which has been curiously symbolized by Strindberg's
retirement to a monastery. As popular authoresses, though inferior
to some of their above-mentioned contemporaries, we maymention
Frederica Bremer (d. 1865) and Emilie Flygare-Carlén (A. 1892).
In Norway the struggle for independence of Danish influence
is illustrated by the passionate H. Wergeland (A. 1845) and the
Velhaven (d. 1873). Through Bjernson , and
more temperate J.
stili more through Ibsen, Norwegian literature has now acquired a

(A. 1847)

author of

-

worldwide celebrity. Bjernstjerne Bjernson (b. 1832) is distin
guished by the strength and freshness of his earlier poems, romances,
and historical dramas, and by the radicai boldness and depth of the
ideas in his later sociological plays such as 'Redakteren' (1875),
'En Fallit' (1875), and 'Kongen' (1879). Henrik Ibsen (b. 1828),
who also made his débùt with poems, popular tales, and thoughtful
historical dramas, has taken the world by storni with his satirical
and philosophical dramas (such as 'Brand', 1866, and 'Per Gynt',

1867),

and stili

Among

these

more

(nearly

by his series of realistic sociological plays.
excellently translated by William Archer)

ali

'Samfundets Stetter' ('Pillare of Society', 1879), 'Et Dukkehjem'
Doll's House', 1879), 'Gjengangere' ('Ghosts', 1881), 'En Folkefjende' ('An Enemy of the People', 1882), 'Vildanden' ('The Wild
Duck', 1884), 'Rosmersholm' (1886), 'Fruen fra Havet' ('The Lady
from the Sea', 1888), -Hedda Gabler' (1890), 'Bygmester Solnes'
are

('A
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Master Builder', 1892), 'Lille Eyolf ('Little Eyolf, 1895),
and 'John Gabriel Borkmann', 1897). These plays are characterized
in laying bare the
by masterly dramatic form and a ruthless realism
and romances of Jonas Lie
tales
The
life.
modem
side
of
shady
Alex. Kjelland (b. 1849), and Arne Garborg (b. 1851)

('The

—

(b. 1833),

have also met a warm appreciation.
The scientific literature of both Sweden and Norway is also rich,
especially in the domains of history, etymology, naturai science,

and
and

geography. The Arctic explorers
Frithjof Nansen (b. 1861) have a

Chronological

Baron Nordenskjbld (b.
worldwide repntation.
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1. Christiansand and the Ssetersdal.
the S. coast of Norway, at which
lies at the mouth of the Saitersdal,
which is seldom chosen as an avenue to the interior of Norway in spite
of the new railway and the laudatole exerlions of the 'Christiansands og
Oplands Turistforening' to improve the accommodation for travellers.
Several fine hut fatiguing mountain-paths lead from the head of the valley
to the great Telemarken, Hardanger Fjord, and Stavanger Fjord routes.

Christiansand,

the

largest

town

on

numerous steamers touch in summer,

Hotels. "Ernst's, in the Vestre Strand-Gade (see
Christiansand.
below), R. 2V2, D. 2Vz kr., S. 1 kr. 60 0.; Grand, same Street, well spoken
of; Royal, Skandinavie, Salvesen, ali three in the Dronningens-Gade;
Dagmar, Raadhus-Gade 9, by the market-place, nnpretending.
Post and Telegraph Office (PI. 1), Vestre Strand-Gade 16.
Sea Baths: Selyst, on the Oddere (p. 3), hours for men 12-2 and 5-9
(bath 20 0.). Warm Baths adjoining the public gardens, near the cathedral
(40-60 0.).
British Vice-Consul and American Consolar Agent, Mr. Reinhardl,
—

Vestre Strand-Gade 10.
Steamers to Christiania, to Stavanger, and to Bergen once or twice
daily ; to Frederikshavn in Denmark daily ; to Copenhagen weekly ; to Ham
burg twice weekly; to London weekly; to Hull weekly; to Leith weekly;
also to Amsterdam, Antwerp, etc.
Small locai steamers ply daily, except
Sundays, to Arendal-Brevik and to Mandai, twice weekly to Farsund, and
once or twice daily to Mosby, on the Otteraa.

Christiansand, with 14,000 inhab.,
Norway and the residence of

coast of

bishops,

was

the
one

largest

town

of the five

on

the S.

Norwegian

founded by Christian IV. of Denmark in 1641 and

lies at the mouth of the

Otteraa,

or

Torrisdals-Elv,

on

a

square

the N.E. side of which is washed

by the river. The town
has frequently suffered from destructive fires, the last in 1890. The

peninsula,

intersect at right angles
some parallel with the Vestre
Strand-Gade, skirting the main harbour, the others parallel with the
streets

,

0stre Strand-Gade. It has an excellent harbour, at which ali the
coasting steamers and others from England, Scotland, Germany,
and Denmark touch regularly.
Near the centre of the S.W. part
of the town, between the Raadhus-Gade and the
Gyldenleves-Gade,
is the Cathedral
(PI. 4), rebuilt in the Gothic style after its destruc-

by lire in 1880. It contains
by Eilif Petersen.
tion

an

altar-piece (Christ

at

Emmaus)

pw"W

^
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"Wagner &Uebes, Leipzig

CHRISTIANSAND.

Environs.

1. Route.

3

The Environs

are
picturesque. From the S. angle of the penin
where the Vestre and 0stre Strand-Cìade meet, a ferry (5 e.)
to the Oddere, a rocky and fortified island. The Selyst Baths
(p. 2) lie to the right. The path in a straight direction passes the
Quarantine Hospital (1.) and leads round to the right to the Peisstue
(restaurant, evening-concerts twice a week). The left branch leads
to a view-tower on the *Kikud (355 ft.), the highest point of the
island.
Opposite the E. angle of the town, on the left bank of
the Otteraa, reached by a wooden bridge, is the Hamreheia (right),
a good point of view.
At the W. angle of the town, near the
station of the Saetersdal Railway (p. 4), to the left, begins the road
to Mandai ('Vestreveien'), on which, beyond the ('/^ M.) bridge,
lies (right) the Bellevue (garden-restaurant; music on Sun., 11.30
to 1.15). The Dueknipen, ascended hence, affords a fine view.
To
the N. of the railway, in the Tordenskjolds-Gade, begins the highroad to the Saetersdal (see below), the beginning of which is shaded
with lime- trees. To the left, a short way out, lies the pretty Cemetery, which contains the graves and monument of the Danes who
fell in the naval battle of Heligoland (1864). Farther on we cross
a bridge and the Saetersdal Railway.
On this side of the next bridge,
about 1 M. from the town, we take the path to the right, leading
to the Ravnedal. In 10 min. we reach a pond, where rfmts. may
be obtained. Thence we ascend abruptly along the rocky wall to the
left to (25 min.) the *Ravnefjeld (view). We now descend to the
S.W. to (i/éhr.) the Saetersdal road, or we may proceed from the
Ravnedal to the N.E., via the Egsasyl, back to the town.
About 3 M. to the W. of the Ravnedal rises the Graamandsheia (810 ft.).
On the right bank of the Otteraa, 2'/2 M. up, are the 'Omvendte Baad'
(a land-mark) and Oddersjaa, commanding a pleasing view of the river,
its mouth, and the sea.
Steamers ply twice daily from Christiansand
up the Topdalsfjord, the N. prolongation of the Christiansands-Fjord, to
A trip
Rònene and Bòen, on the Topdals-Elv (there and back 2'/2-3 hrs.).
by boat may be taken to the (6 M.) lighthouse on the Oxe ('Oxjjfyr ), with
its meteorological station.

sula,
plies

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Saetersdal.
lst Day. By Railway to (78 Kil.) Byglandsfjord (33/4-4 hrs. ;
kr. 59 a.) and thence by Steamer to (35 Kil.) Ose (3'/2-4 hrs. ;
fare 1 kr. 80 e.).
2nd Day. By Road (skyds) to Flaleland, and thence
on foot, with guide, to (4J/2 hrs.) the club-hut on the Store Bjernevand.
As an alternative
3rd Day. On foot to Dalen, a walk of fully 12 hrs.
we may drive (skyds) on the 2nd day to Bykle, and walk or ride thence
on the 3rd day to (10-11 hrs.) Bredvik, whence a long day's march (12-14 hrs.)
The trip may be eased by
brings us on the 4th day to the Suldalsvand.
spending a night in Swtersdalens Sommerhjem and another at Viken, which
afford the best accommodation.

Itinerary.
fares 3 kr. 90, 2

—

—

—

—

valley running to the N. of Christiansand,
Engl. M.) in length , and watered by the Ot
teraa or Torrisdals-Elv, is interesting both for its scenery and the
primitive character of the inhabitants a tali, strongly-bnilt race,
who stili cling to their old dress and customs.

The Satersdal,
about 230 Kil. (143

a

,

1*
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Scetcndal.

BYGLANDSFJORD.

Route 1.

narrow-gauge Railway ascends the right bank of the
7 Kil. Kvernvolden, with the
with its cotton-mili, we cross
From (15 Kil.) Vennesla a short branch-line runs to
the river.
Vigeland and the paper-mill of Hundsfos. Beyond (20 Kil.)
Grovene the train recrosses to the right bank. 28 Kil. Reiknes ;
35 Kil. Iveland; 39 Kil. Gaaseflaa; 44 Kil. Ha g eland , on the
Kilefjord (460 ft.); 52 Kil. Hornesund; 56 Kil. Moisund; 63 Kil.
Homnaes. Near (67 Kil.) Evje are the nickel and copper mines of
Evje Nikkelvmrk and many tombs of the 5th or 6th century.
The

new

Otteraa, passing numerous farms.
farms of Stray. At (10 Kil.) Mosby,

—

74 Kil. Systveit.
78 Kil. Byglandsfjord
at the S. end of the

also called Vasenden, lies
lake 22'/2 M. long, traversed

(.ffofei, new),

Byglandsfjord,

a

by the Otteraa.
The Steamer Journey on the Byglandsfjord is pretty enough,
but offers no points of special beauty. The S. part of the lake,
enclosed by low and steep hills, is called the Aardalsfjord. On the
right rises the Aardalsnut (2510 ft.). We then pass the church of
Aardal. The steamer rounds a promontory with the farms of Freirak
and Berg and enters the Byglandsfjord proper.
On the right are
the steep Foneklev, which the road crosses, and the church of
Bygland, situated in a pleasant side-valley, at the foot of the
Lysheia (2770 ft.). The steamer stays here 2 hrs. The sanatorium
■—

health-resort called Ssetersdalens Sommerhjem (80 beds ; fishing
had) is recommended for a visit of some duration , but also
receives transient guests (Engl. Ch. Service in July and August).
The navigable channel narrows.
Beyond Vrdviken, amidst
fine mountain-scenery, the steamer passes through a lock (beyond
which it cannot go when the water is low) and under the bridge
which carries the highroad back to the W. bank, and reaches the
or

to be

Aaraksfjord, the N. part of the Byglandsfjord. On the E. bank of
the fjord is the church of Sandnas. On the W. bank, on the high
road, lies Freisnces (quarters at Ole Torbjernsen's, with beds for

tourists).
hr. after starting the steamer reaches Ose (quarters
which stands on the highroad, 18 Kil. from Byg
land. One of the farm-houses here possesses two interesting old
Stabbure and several curiosities, including old bridal ornaments.
A little farther up the valley is the church of Osstad.
About

at 2'. J.

li/2

Heìstad,s),

The Road follows the W. bank of the river, skirts theRustfjeld
and passes the gaard of Langeid, which the steamer
sometimes reaches if the height of the water serves (10 Kil. from
Ose; 1 hr.). Quarters may be obtained at Tarald Halvorsen's in

(3510 ft.),

Hmgland,

near

Langeid.

From Langeid a fatiguing mountain-path
vand projected) leads to the Lysefjord (p. 91).
and

provisions necessary.

(tourist-hut
Two days.

the GauttheiGuide (12-14 kr.)

on

Saetersdal.

/. Roule.

BYKLE.
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30 Kil. Rysstad (modest quarters at Bjergulf G. Rysstad's), near
the church of Hyllestad. Scenery rather monotonous.
At Flaarenden, about 7 Kil. from Rysstad, the road crosses to
the E. bank of the river.
Scenery grander. To the left is the
Hallandsfos, a waterfall with some of the largest 'giant's cauldrons'
in Norway, one of them 26 ft. deep.
20 Kil. Viken i Valle (good quarters at Dreng Bjernaraà's).
The church of Valle has an altar-piece by Fed. Barocci. The gaard
of Aamlid, on the W. side of the river, contains an ancient 'Aarestue'. The Svarvarnut (4525 ft.), ascended from Aamlid, is a fine
point of view. The gaard of Homme, near Valle, also affords a

good

view.

From Viken the Bispevei ('Bishop's Way'), the best of the bridletracks leading out of the upper Stetersdal, joins the road mentioned at
38
about 6 Kil. to the S. of Veum (12-13 hrs.; horse and guide from
p.
Viken to Veum about 14 kr.). From Veum we proceed via Midtgaarden to
Bandakslid or to Dalen (p. 38), where we join the main Telemarken route
from Skien to Odde.
From Aamlid over the mountains to Aardal on the Stavanger Fjord
(p. 92), two days ; guide 12-14 kr.

Travelling by 'skyds' ends at Viken. But we may drive on to
Flateland (about 12 Kil. from Viken), where the mountain-route
to Dalen diverges (see below), or beyond Flateland to Bjernaraa,
passing the Byklestig, a flight of steps 140 ft. high ascending the
mountain-slope, and to (28 Kil. above Viken)
Bykle or Byklum (1800 ft. ; Ole Drengsen , rustie but good).
Near it is the Sarvfos, the highest waterfall (100 ft.) of the Otteraa,
which we reach by a good path.
About 2 M. to the W. of Bykle lies the Bosvand (1750 ft.; 83/4 M. long),
at the W. end of which is Brattelid i Bykle.
Rough paths, crossing
several torrents, lead thence to the W. to the Hjesenfjord (p. 92) and
to the N.W. to 0iestad on the Sutdalsvand (p. 94), each 14-16 hrs. (guide).
The bridle-path on the W. bank of the river ascends past the
gaards (where bread and milk only are to be had) of Hoslemo and
0rnefjeld to (IC/2 hrs.) the gaard of
Bredvik or Breivik (tourist- beds and scanty fare at Knud
Alfsen's), near which there is a small colony of Lapps with about
—

—

a

thousand reindeer.

to Dalen, l'/2 day (guide 8 kr., with horse
mountain-pass, lately improved, is one of the best
leaving the Saetersdal. The path ascends by the gaard of

From Flateland

22

kr.).

ways for

This

Rygnestad (with a 16th cent, 'stabbur' or storehouse) and leads past
kettle-shaped Vaiagjuv to the Lille Bjernevand (1.) and to the

the

lower end of the Store

Bjernevand. According to the regulations
of the 'Turistforening', there should always be a boat here for cross
ing the lake. If not, we cross the outflow of the lake and walk on
from the N. bank to the new Club Hut (ca. 4^2 hrs. from Flateland),
where the night is spent. Next day we ascend stili farther and then
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Route 1.

follow the
streams

,

ridge, passing

to

From Christiansand

ARENDAL.

Kjenningsvik

crossing small
Telemarken, and the
club-hut). A good path,
passing near the Skafse-

several lakes and saeters and
,

the first saeter in

gaard of Grimedalen (ca. 9 hrs. from the
affording a view of the Bandaksvand and
Kirke, descends hence to (3 hrs.) Dalen (p. 38).
The Mountain Route from Bredvik
incl. rest of 2-3 hrs.) is very

(13-14 hrs.,

to

the

fatiguing

Suldalsvand
and must be

made on horseback by ali but robnst mountaineers with guides. Provisions have to be brought from Christiansand or Sommerhjem. The
route leads at first over much marshy ground and crosses several

strong and sometimes violent streams, over which the Tourist Club
has recently constructed bridges. The passage of the huge Meien-

fjeld, where reindeer are often seen, is, however, interesting. In
descending from the head of the pass (ca. 3940 ft.) we have frequently to dismount and let the guide lead the horse. Vast snowfields and smooth granite rocks are traversed, while around rise
the ice and snow-bound peaks of lofty mountains. There is a club
hut at the saeters of Bleskestadmoen. Finally we make a steep descent to the gaard of Bleskestad, whence a good path leads to (6 Kil.)

Roaldkvam,

where

Roaldkvam to Na;s

plain but satisfactory quarters

(p. 95), */2

nr-

Dv

are

obtained. From

boat.

Less interesting is the route from Bredvik to the Berte Hotel, on the
Bertaand (p. 39), or the path up the Sa?tersdal from Bredvik to (15 Kil.)
Bjaa, the highest gaard in the valley (beds at Knud Bjgfrgufsen's), and to
Flaathyl on the Haukeli Road (p. 40). Each of these routes takes a day.

From Christiansand to Christiania.
Steamboats of the 'Sommer-Postrute' daily in 20 hrs. (fares 15 kr.
60, 9 kr. 75 0.) ; distance , as the crow flies , 156 Engl. M. ; 13 stations.
The voyage is chiefly 'indenskjcers\ i.e. within the Skjcergaard, or belt of
islands which flanks the coast, where the water is perfectly smooth. We
give the distances in Norwegian sea or nautical miles (S. M.) from station
to station (see Introd., p. vi).

The voyage presents no special attraction till we enter the
Christiania Fjord.
The vast extent of sea studded with rocky is
Several of the coast
lands has the effect of dwarfìng the scenery.
hills rise to 2300 ft. , and are often well wooded though they appear
bare from a distance.
Lillesand (Hot. Norge), with 1600 inhab. (narrow-gauge rail
way to Flaksvand, 17 Kil.), and Grimstad (Hot. Meller), with
3200 inhab., are the first stations. Between the two is the Hom-

borgsundfyr.
(Torungerne),

A picturesque channel, marked by two lighthouses
leads between the islands of Hise and Trome to the

—

Galtesund and
10 S. M. Arendal (*Lundegard, on the quay, R. & A. 21/2-3 kr.;
Fenix, near the church; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. M. Kallevig; U. S.
Com. Agent, Mr. C. Eyde), with 5000 inhab. , picturesquely situated on the hill rising over the mouth of the Nid-Elv. It is a busy
trading and ship-building place, and has an excellent harbour. The
—

KRAGER0.

to Christiania.

/. Route.
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new Gothic church of brick, with its lofty spire, was built by Christ.
FiiTSt. Fine view from a small terrace planted with trees above the
quay, including the masts of innumerable ships and the small towns
of Kolbjernsvik (on Hise) and Rasvesand (on Trome). A more ex

Stintehei, above the town.
posting-road leads from Arendal to (li Kil.) Brwkke i Melanti
and (18 Kil.) the amali seaport of Tvedestrand, then inland by (14 Kil.)
Uberg to (18 Kil.) Simonstad, at the N. end of the lake Nelaagfjord,
amidst fine woods, where the beaver stili occurs. A shorter route is by
road to (35 Kil.) the ruined gaard Rustdalen, and thence by boat (to be
ordered by telephone from Simonstad) over the Nelaagfjord to (6 Kil.)
Simonstad.
From Simonstad to the Nisservand, comp. p. 37.
FaTther on, to the left, we see the little town of Barbo, adjoining Arendal on theN. The banks of the Tromesund, through which
the steamer steers towards the N., are finely wooded. Numerous
settlements and wharves are seen on both sides. Near the N. end
of the sound, to the left, stands the Flangstadkirke. Farther on we
pass the Mekkelasfyr, marking the entrance of the Oxefjord (for
tensive view is obtained from the
A

—

above), and then the Lynger.
(Thiis, by the pier, weil spoken of ; Busch, in the
town; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. A. F. Finne), a town of 3100 inhab.,
beyond which the coast is unprotected for some distance.
4 S.M. Kragere (* Central Hotel, 5 min. from the pier, R. 2,
D. 2, S. l1^ kr. ; Victoria, small, near the Central; Brit. viceTvedestrand,

see

6 S. M. Riser

consul, Mr. Tom Parker), a busy trading port with 6000 inhab.,
opposite the island of that name. It contains a large church by
G. Bull, and a monument, by Middelthun, to Prof. Schweigaard
(p. 12), a native of the place. Passing the latter, we reach (6-8 min.)
the terrace above the town, with a large school and a bust of
King Oscar IL (*View of town and islands).
Apatite, a kind
of phosphate found plentifully in the environs
yields artificial
—

,

manure.
on

by

From Krageru a posting-road leads by (10 Kil.) Sleen, (17 Kil.) Lences
the Tokevand, and (21 Kil.) Holle i Drangedal to (18 Kil.) Be.
Thence
road (about 30 Kil. more) to Strand i Vraadal (p. 37).

The coasting steamers pass through the

picturesque Langesund,

very narrow strait between precipitous rocks (particularly narrow
at the Kreppa, or N. end), while the large steamers follow the wider
a

channel

passing the lighthouse (r.)

on

Jomfruland.

Langesund

both small), with 1400 inhab., lies on the
which is prolonged to the N. by the Eidanger

(Wright's Hotel, Central,

Langesunds- Fjord,
Fjord and the Friersfjord, the latter extending
right rises the lighthouse Langesunds- Fyr.

to Skien.

To the

From Langesund to Porsgrund and Skien via Brevik, 29 Kil.,
steamer several times daily, except Sunday, in 2>/2-3 hrs.
Soon after
starting we touch at Brevik (p. 34). A steam of 3/t br. on the Friersfjord
brings us to Porsgrund (p. 34), whence we ascend the Skiens-Elv in 3/4 hr.
more to Skien (p. 35).

The

havn,

steamer, unprotected by islands,

and then enters the pretty

next passes the Nevlungthe Svennerfyr and

approach, past
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Route 1.

HORTEN.

the Fredriksvarn-Fyr, to Fredriksvmrn, with 1300 inhab., formerly
The Mellerbjerg affords a fine sea-view. We now
a small fortress.
steer to the N. through the Laurviks-Fjord to
7 S. M. (from Kragere) Laurvik (p. 34).
—

Farther on, the steamer passes the mouth of the Laagen to the
E. and rounds the furrowed Hummerberg.
It then crosses the
mouth of the Sandefjord , at the N. end of which lies the little
town of that name (p. 33) , with sulphur and sea baths (reached
from Christiania by train or by steamboat), skirts the
Tende near Tensberg (p. 33), and next reaches

Tensbergs

—

10 S.M. Valler, with

a

pasteboard-manufactory,

the first station

Fjord. This picturesque fjord, atfirst 7-8 Engl. M.
broad, and extending N. for about 45 M. is enclosed by rocky
banks of moderate height, wooded with birches and pines, and
enlivened with numerous villages, at which none of the larger
in the Christiania

,

We next stop at

steamers touch.

a

—

8 S.M. Horten (*Serbye's Hotel, R. I1/2 kr- ; Victoria Hotel),
town with 9000 inhab. , near which is Karl-Johansvcern , the

principal Norwegian government dockyard, with its quays and a
brick church. Railway to Holmestrand, see p. 33.
On the E. shore of the fjord, opposite Horten, and behind the
island of Hjelland, lies (8 S. M.) Moss (p. 78), at which several
of the larger steamers touch.
The fjord now expands to a breadth of about 12 Engl. M. On the
leftopens the Drammens-Fjord (p.23). We next enter a strait narrowing to 1/2 M- about 9 M. long, which counects the outer with
the inner Christiania Fjord. On the right lies the next station
8 S. M. (from Moss) Drerbak, a pleasant watering-place, with
;

—

2400 inhab. and

numerous

villas.

We pass the fortified islet of

(Oscarsborg) and the bleak Haa-0, beyond which the
inner fjord expands. To the N.W. now appear the porphyry ranges
of the Kolsaas (1210ft.), the Skougumsaas (1140 ft.), and, farther
to the W., the Vardékolle (p.23). On the left bank is the cement
factory of Stemmestad. In the fjord are the islands of Steilene, with
large tanks of petroleum, and Elgjairnes, with sea-baths. At the
promontory of Nasodtangen, on the E. side of the fjord, we come in
sight of Christiania, with the conspicuous palace on the hillside, the
fortress of Akershus in the foreground, and the Tryvandsheide (with
Frognersaeter, p. 20) rising in the distance : a beautiful picture.
Kaholmen

The vessel steers past several islands : on the left the Linde
and the Hovede (with interesting sfrata of greenstone); on the
right the Grcesholm and the Bleke, beyond which we obtain a fine
glimpse of the Bundefjord, with its numerous country-houses. We
land at the Bjervik, the harbour of (4 S. M.) Christiania.

9

2. Christiania and Environs.
Arrivai.

The large Steamers land their passengers in the Bjervik, or
E. harbour, near the Custom House (Toldbod; PI. F, 5). The custom-house
examination takes place on board the steamer. Porterage from the steamer
to the hotels : 50 0. for 65 lbs. or under (only porters with badges should be
employed). Cabs (see below) are generally scarce ; but a boy (20 0.) may
be sent to fetchFone from the Jernbane-Torv, near the harbour.
Trav
ellers by Railway from Sweden, from Fredrikshald, or from Trondnjem
arrive at the 0st- or Hoved-Banegaard (PI. F, 4), where luggage from
Sweden is cursorily examined; travellers from Telemarken arrive at the
Vesl-Banegaard (PI. D,4). Porterage and cabs thence to the hotels, as above.
Omnibuses of the larger hotels, 50-75 0.
—

Hotels.

"Victoria (PI. v; F, 4), at the corner of the Raadhus-Gade
Dronningens-Gade, a large, old-established house, R. 272-5 kr., L.
A.
50
0., B. 1, table-d'hóte 3'Ai, cold supper 2, warm 3 kr. ; *Grand
50,
Hotel (PI. g; E, 3), at the corner óf the Carl-Johans-Gade and the Rosenkrants-Gade , well situated at the E. end of the Eidsvolds-Plads, similar
"Hotel dd Boulevard (PI. b; E, 3), Storthings-Gade 8, second
charges.
floor (café on the groundfloor, restaurant on the first floor); "Skandinavie
(PI. s ; F, 4), at the corner of the Carl-Johans-Gade and the DronningensGade, quiet, R. 2-4, L. 1/2, A. 1/2, B. I-I1/2, D. 3, S. IV2 kr. ; Britannia
(PI. b ; F, 4), at the corner of the Toldbod-Gade and the Store Strand-Gade,
the nearest hotel to the quay, well spoken of , R., L., & A. l'/2-3 kr. ;
Angleterre (PI. a; E, 4), at the corner of the Raadhus-Gade and the
Kongens-Gade, R., L., & A. f/2, B. 1 kr.; Stockholm, at the 0st-BanePrivate Hotels (generally managed by women, with Norwegian
gaard.
servants ; much patronized by natives, but also well spoken of by foreigners).
Bellevue, Carl-Johans-Gade 35; Fru Nanna Florelius, same Street, 39;
Fru Bte, Carl-Johans-Gade 33, entrance Akers-Gade26; S#strene Waalen,
Carl-Johans-Gade 12; Frd D. Brorsen, Storthings-Gade 10; Central Privat
Hotel, Storthings-Plads 7; S0strene Soheen, Prindsens-Gade 26, to the S.
of the Storthing Building; Frd Hansen, Tordenskjolds-Gade 6.

and

—

—

Restaurants. "Logen, in the Freemasons' Lodge (p. 12), D. (1-4.30 p.m.)
2-4 kr. ; "Grand Hotel, see above; "Chrisloffersen''s Efterfelger, corner of
Bank-Plads and Kirke-Gade, first floor; "Hot. du Boulevard (first floor;
see above),
D. à la carte 1-2 kr., much frequented; "Restaurant in the
Cafés. In the "Grand
park of St. Hanshaugen (see p. 17); Tivoli, see p. 11.
Hotel, see above; "Logen, see above; "Tostrupgaarden's Café, Carl-JohansGade 25 (also hot dishes).
Norwegian beer on draught at ali the cafés.
Confectioners. "Baumann, 0vre Slots-Gade 10; Giinther, Carl-Johanscorner
of
Akers-Gade.
Gade,
—

—

Cabs.
to which
is called

Per
For
Per
For

The fares
'

subjoined

are

nearly the whole of
Vognmand\

the

for one-horse cabs in the Inner Town,
area of our Pian belongs.
The driver

drive for one person
each additional person
hour within town and environs
each additional person

40 0.
20
1 kr. 50
25
—

—

-

-

—

-

to 8 a.m. from lst May to 30th Sept. ; 10 p.m. to
of the year) : one pers. 8O0., 2pers.lkr., 3 pera. lkr.
9 a.m.
30, 4 pers. 1 kr. 500. Luggage up to 56 lbs. free. In driving to railway
stations, steamboat-piers, theatres, etc, the fare is payable before arrivai.
Carriages may also be ordered at Nyquisfs, Rosenkrants-Gade 9, opp.
the Grand Hotel, or at the hotels.
The Sktds-Station (p. xx) is at
Pilestrsede 12.

At

night (11 p.m.
during the rest

—

Tranvway (Sporvogn or Tramway; now largely electric; comp. Pian).
At the Stor-Torv (PI. C, 6) or market-place, adjoining Vor Frelsers Kirke,
intersect the lines from the Vest-Banegaard (PI. D, 4) to Grilnerlekken (PI.
G, H, 1, 2) and from Homansby (PI. D, 2) to the St. Halvards-Plads at Oslo
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CHRISTIANIA.

Route 2.

Shops.

Two lines start from the Jernbane-Torv (PI. F, 4). The one
H, 5).
through the Lille Strand-Gade, Toldbod-Gade (PI. F, E, 4), and
Storthings Gade, past the National Theatre (PI. E, 3), and along the Drammensvei to a point to the S. of the Palace; it then turns to the right be
yond the Palace Park and runs through the district of Homansby (p. 16)
The other follows the same route to the
to Majorstuen (PI. C, 1; p. 19).
Drammensvei and continues along this Street to Skarpsno (PI. A, 3 ; p. 18).
Another line runs frum the Storthing (PI. E
3) to St. Hanshaugen
(PI. K, 1 ; p. 17).
Boats in the Baadhavn (PI. D, 8), for rowing or sailing, with man,
about l'/^kr. per hour (no fixed tariff).
Often difficult to flnd a boatman
(Baadmand, Fcergemand).
Post and Telegraph Offices (PI. F, 4), corner of Kirke-Gade and CarlJohans-Gade (PI. C, 6).
Post Office open from 8 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. ; Sundays 8-9 a.m. and 5-6 p.m. Telegraph Office daily from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. ;
also at night for foreign telegrams.
Telephone Stations ('Talestationer')

(PI.

—

runs

—

,

—

in various

parts of the

town

(fee 10 0.).

Banks (open 10-2). Den Norske Credil-Bank, corner of Kirke-Gade and
Prindsens-Gade; Christiania Bank og Credit- Kasse Stor-Torv, W. side;
Norges Bank, Bank-Plads; Th. Joh. Heftye & Son, Toldbod-Gade 20;
N. A. Andresen & Co., Kirke-Gade 6; Christiania Privat-Bank, Carl,

16; Handels-Banken , Prindsens-Gade 9. Circular notes may
at any of these.
Consulates. British consul-general, Hon. Chas. S. Dundas, Carl-JohansAmerican consul, Mr. Henry
Gade 33; vice-consul, Mr. A. S. MacGregor.
Bordewich, Torvet 2 ; vice-consul, Mr. L. Bromi.

Johans-Gade
be

ehanged

Shops. [Purchases should not be made in the presence or by the advice of
guides or couriers, as their commission is apt to be added to the price.]
Booksellers : Aschehoug & Co., Carl-Johans-Gade 41, near the University;
Cammermeye^s Boghandel, Carl-Johans-Gade 43; /. W. Cappelen, Kirke-Gade
15; Dybwad, Stor-Torv 2; Grimsgaard tè Mailing, Carl-Johans-Gade 33.
Music Sellerà: Bredrene Hals, Storthings-Gade 26; Karl Warmuth, CarlJewellers (noted for filigree
Johans-Gade 25; Zapffe, Kirke-Gade 20.
work andenameJ): T. Prytz, successor of /. Tostrup, Carl-Johans-Gade 25,
opposite the Storthing; Thune, Carl-Johans-Gade, S. side, near the 0Vre
Slots-Gade; Andersen, corner of Kirke-Gade and Prindsens-Gade; Thune,
Carl-Johans-Gade, S.side, near the jETvre Slots-Gade ; Lie, Prindsens-Gade 15;
Den Norske Filigrans- Fabrik, Carl-Johans-Gade 20, cor. of Akers-Gade.
Wood Carvings, Embroidery, etc. : Den Norske Hnsflidsforening, CarlJohans-Gade 45.
Norwegian Pottery: Schneider, Torvet 9, cor. of M0llerFurrier: E. Larsen,
Gade; Berle, opposite, at the cor. of Grsendse-Gade.
Cari Johans Gade 13.
Art Dealers: Blomkvist, Carl-Johans-Gade 35
(pictures by Norwegian artists; adm. 50 0.); Abel, Storthings-Gade 2 (also
Travelling Rephotographs and engravings ; dark room for tourists).
quisites: W. Schmidt, Carl-Johans-Gade 41; Torgersens Sportiforretning,
in Tostrup Gaarden (p. 12).
Parand
Materials:
Drawing
Stationery
—

—

—

—

—

-

-

—

—

-

—

Preserved Meats etc. : E. Lexow <£•
Carl-Johans-Gade 39.
Co., Toldbod-Gade 8; C. J. Christophersen & Co., under the Hotel Skandinavie ; Bergwitz, 0vre Slots-Gade, at the corner of the Carl-Johans-Gade;
Chr. Magnus, Carl-Johans-Gade 33, next door to the Grand Hotel.
Cigars :
Jebe, Fredrik Petersen, Carl-Johans-Gade; Sloltenberg, Carl-Johans-Gade 17.
Tourist Offices. T. Bennett og Senner, Carl-Johans-Gade 35 ; F. Beyer,
Carl-Johans-Gade 33, next door to the Grand Hotel (large stock of photo
graphs, wood-carvings, furs, etc); Thos. Cook & Son, .Ternbane-Torv 2.

mann

<fc Co.,

—-

,

—

—

p. xiv.
Steamers to London every Thursday ; to Hull on Fridays ; to Grangemouth (Glasgow) from T0nsberg on alternate Fridays; to Newcastle on
Wednesdays ; to New York once a fortnight ; to Gotenburg five times and
to Copenhagen thrice weekly direct, and once touching at Frederikshavn ;
to Christiansand daily, to Bergen seven times weekly; to Trondhjem four
Ali these vessels
times weekly; to Hamburg, Amsterdam, Antwerp, etc.

Comp. Introd.,
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the Toldbod-Brygge, the Faestnings-Brygge, or the JernbaneSmall steamers ply from the Jernbane-Brygge to
Brygge (PI. D, E, 7j.
Moss, Horten, Fredriksstad, etc, and from the Pipervik to Fredrikslwrg (see
Communicationer'.
p. 18).
Comp. 'Norges

start from

—

Baths. Chrisliania-Bad, at the corner of Munkedamsveien and Ringsgangen, nearly opposite the University, with modem appliances, Turkish
Bathing
baths, etc. Warm salt-water baths at the Victoria Terrace (p. 16).
in the Fjord: Hygwa (20 0.) and Selyst (15-25 0.), for swimmers (comp.
The water is purer on the W. side
PI. E, 5); also in Kongshavn (p. 19).
of the Bygde, to which steamers ply hourly from the Piperviks-Brygge
(PI. D, E, 4) in */* nr- (bathing-ticket, obtained in the restaurant at the
wharf, 15-25 0.). The water of the fjord is only slightly salt. The rise
and fall of the tide averages 1-2 ft. only.
—

National Thealre (PI. E, 3), opened in 1899; Christiania
at the S. end of the Kirke-Gade, these two closed in
summer; Cari Johans Thealre, in the Tivoli, 8-10.30 p.m. (1-2 kr.); Cen
tral Theatre, Akers-Gade 38, comedies; Eldorado, Torv-Gade 9, near the
At the Tivoli (PI. E, 3), EidsvoldsStor-Torv, operettas and comedies.
Plads, opposite the National Theatre, concerts and variety entertainments
daily (adm. 50 0., and various extra payments).

Theatres.

Theatre

(PI. 18; E, 4)

—

English Church (St. Edmund's), in the MjJller-Gade. Service at li a.m.
Chaplain, Rev. G. E. Mooney, M. A.
Chief Attractions. Walk through the Carl-Johans-Gade and on the
ramparts in the early morning (p. 16). The Vikings'' Ships (p. 13; Sun.,
Mon., & Frid., 12-2; at other times for a fee). Museum of Art (p. 13; Sun.,
Tues., Wed., & Thurs., 12-2; at other times for a fee). Views from St.
Hanshaugen (p. 17) and Oscarshall (p. 18). The excursion to Frognersceter
and the Holmenkollen (p. 20) and the steamer-trip round the Fjord (p. 21)
may be strongly recommended.
Christiania , the capital of Norway , is beautifully situated at
the foot of pine-clad hills , at the N. end of the Christiania Fjord
and on the W. bank of the small Akers-Elv (in 59° 54' N. lat. and
10° 50' E. long.). The mediaeval town of Oslo lay on the E. bank of
the river. It was founded by Harald Haardraada about 1050, and was
afterwards a station of the Hanseatic League. In the cathedral of

St. Halvard several Norwegian kings

were interred, and James I. of
married Anne of Denmark here in 1589. In 1547 Oslo was
burned down by its inhabitants to prevent its falling into the hands
of Swedish besiegers, and it was again destroyed by lire in 1624. The

England

same year Christian IV. of Denmark laid the foundation of the
modem town, to the N. of the old fortress of Akershus, and named
it after himself. In 1686, 1708, and 1858 Christiania suffered
severely from conflagrations. The population (almost entirely Pro
testant) in 1815 was 11,000; in 1855 it was 32,000; in 1875 it
was 96,000; in 1885 it was 131,000; in 1894 it was 183,000; and
now estimated at 207,000.
Christiania is the seat of the Norwegian government, of the
supreme law-courts , of the Storthing or parliament , of a Univer
sity, and of a bishop. Its trade is considerable. The chief exports
are timber, herrings, matches, oats, beer, and ice, and the imports
rye, colonial products, woollen goods, cotton, coal, meat, machinery,,
etc, the former being valued at over 25, and the latter at 75 million
kroner. The town also owns about 400 sailing-vessels and 100 steam-

it is
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ers.
Near it are several considerable engine works
breweries,
cotton-mills, and paper-factories.
The principal Street is the Cakx-Johans-Gade (PI. F 4, E 3),
extending from the Hoved- Banegaard (principal railway-station ;
PI. F, 4), at the E. end to the Slot or palace at the W. end, a
distance of 8/4 M. Following this Street from the station, we soon
reach (right) the Stor-Tobv (PI. F, 3, 4; 'great market'), usually
known as Torvet ('the market'), adorned with a Statue of Chris
tian IV., by Jacobsen (1874). On the E. side of the Torv rises
Vor Frelsers Kirke, or Church of Our Saviour , consecrated in
-

,

,

—

and restored by Chàteauneuf of Hamburg in 1849-50. The
altar-piece is by E. Steinle of Dusseldorf, and the marble font by
In the Torv- Gade, to the N. of the Torv, is the
Fladager.
DampkjBkke ('steam kitchen'), founded in 1858, where about 2000
persons are daily provided with dinners for 25-50 e. each, either
carrying them home or dining at large marble tables in the build

1697,

—

ing. The Torv-Gade leads past Ankerlekkens Gravlund and the
Jakobs-Kirke (PI. G, 2) to the Akers-Elv, which forms several falls
higher up and drives a number of large factories.
Beyond the Stor-Torv begins the busiest section of the CarlJohans-Gade. Among the handsome shops may be noticed TostrupGaarden (No. 25), a striking edifìce by Furst & Haresteen, adorned
with wrought iron-work.
On the S. side of the Street stands the
—

—

hall of the

Par-

Norwegian
Storthings-Bygning (PI. F, 3),
liament, designed by Langlet, and eompleted in 1866. The chief
facade, flanked with two lions in granite by Borch, looks towards
the Eidsvoi/ds-Plads, a handsome square planted with trees. The
interior is shown by the 'Vagtmester' or custodian (to be found at the
entrance from the Storthings-Gade, on the S. side; fee xli-l kr.).
The Storthings-Sal, seated for 114 deputies, contains a large painting by Oscar Wergeland, representing the first discussion of the
Norwegian constitution (p. lxxvi); the smaller Lagthings-Sal has
or

40 members.

In the Akers-Gade, to the S. of the Stor
poet J. H. Vessel (A. 1785).
Masonic Lodge (1893) , by H. Nissen (café" and
In the Eidsvolds-Plads is a statue of the
restaurant, see p. 9).
poet Henrik Wergeland (A. 1845), by Bergslien. On the W. side of
this Plads rises the new National Theatre (PI. E, 3), by Henrik
seats for

thing Building,
Opposite is the

is

a

—

monument to the

—

Bull,

with statues of Ibsen and

Bjernson.

founded by Frederick VI. of Denmark
in 1811, has five faculties with over 50 professors, who lecture gratis
to about 1200 students. The present edifice, consisting of a large
centrai building with two wings, was erected in 1841-53 by Grosch,
whose design was partly suggested by Schinkel of Berlin.
The centrai building, in front of which a statue of the Norwegian
jurist and politician Ant. Martin Schiveigaard (A. 1870), by MiddelThe

University (PI. E, 3),

Museum
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was erected in 1883, contains lecture-rooms, the Zoological
Museum (Sun., Mon., Frid., 12-2), the Botanical Museum (Mon.,
10-12), the Zootomical Museum (Mon. & Frid., 12-2), the Mineralogical Cabinet (Frid., 12-1), the Ethnographical Museum, the Phys-

thun,

ical Cabinet, and the Medicai Collections.
The Ethnographical Museum (reached by

Handsome staircase.

staircase in the N.W. cor
contains Scandinavian costumes, furniture, and
implements, and in a second room a Laplander's tent, with reindeer and
pulk. A staircase ascends to some small rooms containing curiosities from
other parts of the world.
ner; Mon. and

a

Frid., 1-2),

The E. wing, known as the Domus Academica, contains the
Festsal or Aula, a Collection of Northern Antiquities, and a Cabinet
of Coins (Mon., 1-2, Frid., 12-2; 45,000 specimens ; ascend stair
case and turn to the left).
The "Collection of Northern Antiquities (Sun., Mon., and Frid., 12-2) is
arranged in seven rooms. In the Vestibule are several finely carved doors
Room I (farthest to the
from destroyed 'Stavekirker' (pp. 28, 18).
right) : relics of the flint and bronze ages. Rooms II-IV: relics of the iron
Room
V
contains
mediseval
curiosities
(A.D. 1000-1500), the chief
period.
having their names and dates attached. Among them are three fine doors
from Norwegian Stavekirker, of the 12-13th centuries. Room VI: interest
ing door-posts and portals of the same period. Room VII: curiosities of
later date than 1500, including tankards in wood and metal, bridal crowns,
trinkets, fire-arms, and tools.
In the W. wing is the Library, consisting of 250, 000 vols. (open to
the public on Mon., Tues. , Wed. , Thurs., & Frid., 12-2 ; reading-room
11-3; closed in July and Aug.). Entrance in the Frederiks-Gade.
In the court at the back of the centrai building of the Univer
sity are wooden sheds containing two * Vikings' Ships (Sun., Mon.,
Frid., 12-2 ; at other times shown by the 'Vagtmester', who lives on
the groundfloor of the centrai building; fee 10-25 e.).
As the ancient Germanie kings were buried with their war-steeds, so
the Viking chiefs were laid to rest with their arms and their treasures in
their ships.
One of the two shown here was found at Thune in the Amt
of Smaalene in 1867, and the other at Gogstad, near Sandefjord (p. 33),
in 1880 ; and both owe their preservation from decay to the blue clay in
which they were imbedded.
The ship from Gogstad, in the newer shed,
is the better preserved.
Its total length from stem to stern is 103 ft.,
length of keel 66 ft., breadth 16 ft. To the mast in the centre a large
square-sail was attached by means of a pulley. In the third plank from
the top are sixteen rowlocks.
The rudder was placed on the right side
(whence 'starboard', originally the steering side). By the mast was placed
the wooden tomb-cnamber, which was found empty, having probably been
The other ship is in fragments.
The older
pillaged at an early period.
—

—

shed in which these lie also contains several old
the Hallingdal.

To the N. of the

*Museum of Art

University,

church-paintings

in the Universitets-Gade

,

from

is the

PI.

E, 3), built in the Italian Re
naissance style by Adolf Schirmer, and presented to the town by
the Christiania Savings Bank. Wings uncompleted. Admission on
Sun., Tues., Wed., Thurs., and Frid., 12-2; at other times on appli
cation to the 'Vagtmester' (fee i/2-l kr.).

(Kunstmuséet ;

The Ground Floor contains the Sculfture Gallery
and criticai catalogue by Prof. Dietrichson, 50 e.).

(historical
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Gallery.

The Vestibule and three adjoining Rooms contain the Casts of Ancient
Sculptures, and the Staircase and Hall the Casts of Renaissance and Modem
The Staircase and Upper Floor contain Original Works
Sculptures.
the finest of which are: 328, 329. Fladager
isr Norwegian Masters,
(1832-71), Angel with font (model and sketch); Krist. Borch (1817-96), 330.
Jephthah's Daughter, 331. The first lesson, 331a. The Shulamite Woman,
331b. David; 333. Math. Skeibrok (b. 1851), Ragnar Lodbrok among the
serpents; Skeibrok, The mother watching; Lexow Hansen (b. 1845), The Vaia
(bronze); Stephan Sinding (b. 1846), Mother hearing her fallen son from
the battle, Captive Mother, Man and Wife.
A doublé staircase ascends to the Upper Floor, which contains
the National Gallery, a collection of about 400 ancient and
modem paintings founded in 1837 and belonging to government.
—

Scarcely half of the pictures are by Norwegian painters. The re
presentative names among these include J. C. C. Dahl, who became
professor in the Academy of Arts at Dresden in 1824; Eckersberg,
Cappelen, Morten Mailer, Arbo , Stoltenberg Lerche Munthe, and
-

,

other artists who clustered round Ad. Tidemand and H. F. Gude at

Dusseldorf between 1850 and 1870 ; Amaldus Nielsen, Otto Sinding,
and others who studied somewhat later at Carlsruhe and Munich ;
and, lastly, Fritz Thaulow, Krogh, Eìlif Petersen, Skredsuig, Werenskiold, N. G. Wentzel, F. Kolste, and other 'Impressionist' masters
Historical and criticai
of the present day, who studied in Paris.
catalogue by Prof. Dietrichson, 1 kr.
A. "Scandinavian Painters. The collection is annually extended and is
frequently re-arranged. We mention the most important works in the
alphabetical order of their painters' names, which are attached to the
frames.
The Danish and Swedish masters, whose works are mainly in
the East Room, are poorly represented both in quantity and quaìity.
Among the Norwegian pictures exhibited in the South and West Rooms
—

may be mentioned the following:
P. N. Arbo (1831-92), "278. The Walkyries; 279. Asgaardsreien ('The
Wild Hunt').
281. A. Askevold (b. 1834), Summer's day on a mountain
Harriet
lake.
241. Baade (1808-79), Moonlight on the Norwegian coast.
272. K. Bergslien (b. 1827), Portrait of his father.
Bakker, 'Chez moi\
F.
Dee
250.
276. E. Bodom (1829-79), Scene in Nordmarken.
(1820-91),
H. A. Cappelen (1827-52), "267. Forest
Breakfast.
Jac. Bratland, Sunday.
/. C. C.Dahl
scene in Telemarken; no number, Waterfall in Telemarken.
(178S-1857), 230. Laurvik; 231. Waterfall; no number, The Dyrehave at
Sigw. Dahl, Portrait of his father, Prof. J. C. C. Dahl.
Copenhagen.
J. F. Eckersberg (1822-70), 253. Valle in the Ssetersdal: 254. Mountain
Th.
scenery.
Fearnley (1802-42), 235. The Labrofos-, 236. Grindelwald
Glacier.
Joachim Frich (1810-58; pupil of Dahl), 242-244. Landscapes.
H. F. Gude (b. 1826),
331. Grimelund (b. 1842), Mexico Dock at Antwerp.
258. Norwegian landscape; 259. Mountain-view ; "261. Christiania Fjord;
262. Before the rain; 263. Scene in North Wales.
Nils Gude, Portrait
of his father, the artist H. F. Gude.
285. Karl Hansen (b. 1841), In cap—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hans Heyerdahl (b. 1857), 300d. Holmestrand; 300f. Family
tivity.
Fred. Kolste (b. 1860), Salmon
party; no number, Portrait of himself.
lisher looking after his nets.
Chr. Krogh (b. 1852), 333. The struggle for
no
existence;
number, On the Norway coast; no number, Old lady; no
Morten Mailer (b. 1828), 273. Scene on the Christiania
number, Bad news.
Gerh. Munthe (b. 1849), 306. A summer's
Fjord; 274. Hardanger Fjord.
Ludwig
day ; no number, Scene on the Sandviks-Elv near Christiania.
Munthe (b. 1841), "287. Coast-scene in winter; no number, Autumn evening.
299. Am. Nielsen (b. 1838), On the Hardanger Fjord.
Eilif Petersen
(b. 1852), 289. Portrait of a lady; 289 a. Siesta; 289b. Old woman; no number,
308. O. Sinding (b. 1842),
Portrait of the Norwegian composer, Ed. Grieg.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Scene in the Lofoden Islands.
304. Skredsvig (b. 1854), Genre-scene from
Northern France.
283. Sloltenberg-Lerche (1837-93), Payment of the tithes
at the convent.
Fritz Thaulow (b. 1847), 310. Road in Krager0; 301 a.
Hougfos, near Modum.
Adolf Tidemand (1814-76), "246. A solitary couple
(family worship in a cottage); "247. Meeting of the Haugianer (a religious
sect); 248. The dying man; no number, Worship in a Norwegian country
church.
303. Ucherman (b. 1855), Flemish team.
N. G. Wentzel (b. 1859),
332. Old couple; no number, Dancing peasants in the Saitersdal.
E. Werenskiold (b. 1855), 302. Girl from Telemarken; "302 a. Funeral of a peasant;
302b. Portrait of the novelist Bjernson; no number, Portrait of the niathematician O. J. Broch on his death-bed.
B. Foreign Masters.
North Rooms (lighted from the roof), the first
of which is devoted to the French, Italian. and German Schools. Italian
Masters: "1. Fine old copy of Leonardo da Vinci'* Mona Lisa; 12. B. Strozzi,
The tribute-money ; 13. Salvator Rosa, Landscape.
German Masters:
134, 135. Barth. Beham, Portraits of 'Hans Lissalcz' and 'Magdalena Pittrichin' ; 141. J. J. Hartmann, John the Baptist in the wilderness ; "145.
Seibold, Portrait of a man ; 155, 157. Anton Graff, Portraits ; 173. 0. Wagner,
Ponte Rotto; 175. K. Sohn, Tasso and the two Leonoras; 176. C. F. Lessing,
Scene on the Rhine ; "177. R. Jordan, Family worship ; 178. E. Geselschap,
Christmas morning; 179. K. Hiibner, Emigrants paying a farewell visit to
the graves of their relatives ; 180. A. Achenbach, Beach at Scheveningen ;
182. A. W. Leu, Waterfall in Norway; 183. O. Achenbach, Italian landscape;
French Masters: 317. Th. Couture, Study; Claude
184. A. Seel, Cloisters.
Uonet, Showery weather at Etretat; Raffaelli, Sunny Street; Dannat, Girl
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

rolling

a

cigarette.

The second North E.oom contains the works of the Flemish and Dutch
Schools: "22. Pìeter Claeissens, Portrait of himself; 24. Francken the Elder , The works of charity; 28. Pourbus the Younger, Portrait; 32. Al.
Adriaenssen , Still-life; 34. Jac. Jordaens, Allegorical representations of
the blessings of the Peace of Westphalia ; "38. Jan Fyt, Fight between dogs
and wolves ; 50, 51. P- van Bloemen, Cavalry skirmish, Cattle driven off by
armed horsemen; 56. /. Horemans, Peasant meal; "59. Hellemans, Forest
scene, with sheep by /. Verboeckhoven ; 63. Mierevelt, Portrait ; 67. B. van
der Ast, Fruit; "71. Corn. van Keulen (RavesUynf), Portrait of a woman ; 73.
J. vanGoyen, Sea-piece; "81. Jan Davidsz de Heem, Oystevs and Rhenish wine ;
84. School of G. Dow, Schoolmaster ; 86. B. van der Helst (?), Man with a glass
of wine; 94. G. Lunders, Man and wife ; "104. M. d'Hondecoeter, Dog, cat,
and game: 80. Old copy of Rembrandt, Descent from the Cross.
A glass-door in the West Room leads to the staircase, by which we
ascend to the Collection of Drawings and Engravings (5000 in number;
founded in 1877).

The Norsk Folke-Mtjseum

(PI. 23; E, 3),

Universitets-Gade 14

collection of Norwegian domestic and kitchen
utensils, arranged accordingto districts (open on Sun., Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., & Frid., 1-3 and 5-7; adm. 25e.; at other times fora fee).
Farther to the N., at the corner of the Universitets-Gade and
Pilestrasde, is the building of the Kunstforening , or Art Union
(PI. 19, E 23; adm. daily, except Sat. and Sun., 12-2.30; 20e.),
adorned with medallion portraits of celebrated artists by Jacobsen.
On the groundfloor is the Art Industriai Museum (daily, except
contains

(lst floor),

a

Sat., 12-2 free), founded in 1877 containing interesting specimens of Norwegian embroidery, trinkets, etc, mediasval reliquaries
resembling the old timber churches, Chinese porcelain, lacquer
work, etc.
,

,

On a height at the W. end of the town, in the beautiful Slotsstands the Palace (Slot ; PI. A, 6), a plain edifice with a class-

park,

16
ical

portico
'Vagtmester',
,

Akershus.
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erected in 1825-48.

The interior is shown

by the

the sunk floor of the S. wing (daily, 2-4;
fee i/2 kr. for each member of a party). The staircase is embellished
with two reliefs in marble : on the right, Charles XIV. John laying
who lives

on

the foundation-stone of the palace, by Stephan Sinding ; on the left,
Oscar II. unveilingthe statue of Charles John, by M. Skeibrok. The
Festsal is borne by Corinthian columns ; Dining Room in the
Pompeian style ; the walls of the Throne Room, the Coursal, and
the Audience Chamber are
private apartments contain

hung with landscapes by Flinto. The
paintings and sculptures by Norwegian
artists (among them Tidemand's Village Catechising, and 0. Sinding's Battle of Svolder), mostly presented to the king and queen
Fine *View from the roof.
on their silver-wedding in 1882.
In front of the palace rises an Equestrian Statue of Charles XIV.
John (Bernadotte), by Brynjulf Bergslien (d. 1898), inscribed with
the king's motto 'The people's love is my reward'.
The extensive modem quarter (PI. D, 1,2) to the N. of the
named Homansby after its founder, consists of villas
To the S.E., above the Ruselekvei , is the Victoria

palace park,
and gardens.

(PI. D, 3), conspicuous from the sea. Below are two rows
shops, one over the other, and above them are three large turreted
dwelling-houses.
From the Storthings-Building the Akers-Gade leads to the S.
to the Johannes-Kirke (PI. E, 4), a brick edifice by Bull, completed in 1878. Altar-piece by E. Petersen; eight columns of gran
ite; marble font, etc. ('Kirketjener' or sacristan, Akers-Gade 1.)
The Raadhus-Gade and Kongens-Gade lead hence to the Faestnings-Plads and to the Fortress of Akershus (PI. E, 5 ; open to the
public), the ramparts of which afford a charming view of the fjord
by morning-light. Akershus was unsuccessfully besieged by Duke
Terrace

of

Christian IL of Denmark in 1531-32,
(under Charles XII.).
It is now used as an arsenal and a prison. The garrison-church is
within its precincts. Leave to visit the Artillery Museum is obtained
Erik of Sweden in

andby

the Swedes

at the office of the

1310, by

again

in

1567 and in 1716

'Feldteimester',

in the

Faestnings-Plads (PI. E, 5).

the Hovedj», with the remains
monks in 1147 and destroyed
Permission to visit it is obtained at the office of the 'Feldtgimester' (see above). Rowing-boat from thePipervik or troni Grev WedelsPlads, according to tariif, there and back, with stay of '/i hr., 1 pers. 900.,
2 pers. 1 kr. 35, 3 pers. 1 kr. 80, 4 pers. 2 kr. 70 0.
In the

fjord, about '/2 M. to the S., is
Cistercian abbey, founded by English

of a
in 1532.

The

Trefoldigheds-Kirke (PI. F, 2),

or

Trinity Church,

in the

Akers-Gade, a Gothic edifice with a dome, partly designed by
teauneuf, was erected in 1853-58. The interior, a handsome
gon, contains

an

altar-piece by Tidemand

and

a

font with

an

Chàocta-

angel

by Middelthun.

By the Roman Catholic St. Olafs-Kirke (PI. F, 2), erected in
the Akers-Gade divides into the Akersvei, to the right, and

1853,

St.
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the Ulevoldsvei, to the left, the latter leading direct in 10 min.,
the former past the Gamie Akerskirke in 15 min. to St. Hanshaugen.
Between these two roads lies Vor Frelsers Gravlund (PI. E, F, 2),
a
well-kept cemetery, which we may now visit. It may be entered
In the Akersvei, a
by the lower gate and left by the upper.
little to the N. of the cemetery, rises the Gamìe Akers Kirke (PI.
F, 1), one of the oldest churches in Norway, mentioned before 1150,
perhaps founded by King Olaf Kyrre, and restored by Schirmer and
Hanno in 1861. The church is a basilica in the Anglo-Norman
—

Romanesque style, with aisles. A curious arrangement in the in
terior is the separation of the space in the centre of the church from
the nave, transepts, and choir by means of walls with portal-like
openings. The 'Kirketjener'
church, on the N.W. side.

lives in the small house

opposite

the

or 'St. John's Hill' (PI. E, 1; 280 ft.), is
public promenade. On the top is a reservoir of the
city waterworks, the tower of which commands an excellent survey
of the town, the fjord with its islands, the Ekeberg to the left, Oscarshall to the right, and the Frognersaster on the hill to the N.W.
The attendant, for whom the visitor rings, names the chief points
and offers photographs for sale (fee forbidden). Below the water
basin is a seated figure of P. C. Asbjernsen, the writer of fairytales, by B. Bergslien. Near the lower entrance (single cab-fare
to this point) is a good Restaurant, in a tasteful wooden building
in the Norwegian style, by-H. Munthe (1893). Higher up is an open
pavilion, commanding an unimpeded view. Band in the evening.
Other fine views are obtained from the Botanic Garden (PI. H,
2, 3) and from Kampen (beyond PI. H, 3), a second reservoir of the

*St. Hanshaugen,

laid out

as

a

a flagstaff.
Visitors to the Botanic Garden
Vestbanegaard-Grunerlekken tramway (p. 9) as far
as the Nybro on the Trondhjemsvei
(PI. G, 2), while those to the
Kampen may take the Homansby-Oslo line (p. 9) to the Grenlands-

waterworks, marked by

may

use

Kirke

the

In each

(PI. H, 4).

case

there is

a

walk of 10-15 minutes.

Environs of Christiania.

*OsCARSHALL

2»/2-3 hrs., including stay. We either follow the road
electric railway in l/t br.
see p. 10)
to the ferry of
:

(Drammensvei ;
,
Skarpsno and cross to the chàteau by electric launch (through-fare 15 0.),
or we may take the small steamboat plying from the Pipervik (PI. D, E, 4),

hourly from 7 to 10 a.m. and from 1.30 to 10 p.m., to various points on
the Bygd0, the chief of which (as far as tourists are concerned) are Fredriksborg and Oscarshall on the E. side, and Bygde Sebad on the W. side.
The railway-station of Bygdjzf (p. 21) is 1 M. to the N. of Oscarshall.
Cab with one horse, 2.40, 3.20, 3.60, or 4 kr. (there and back 6 kr., with
—

—

two horses 8-10 kr.).

We leave Christiania by the Drammensvei (PI .D, C, 3), which
is bordered by villas and pleasant gardens and traversed. by the elec
tric railway as far as Skarpsno (PI. A, 3). About 300 yds. on this
Baedeker's Norwav and Sweden.

7th Edit.
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side of the terminus is a finger-post pointing to the ferry, where a
steam-launch crosses the Frognerkil to the wooded peninsula of
Bygde, on which the white chàteau is conspicuous. From the
Those who
steamboat-pier we ascend in 5 min. to the chàteau.
—

by steamer to Fredriksborg, a summer-resort on the Langvik
(PI. A, 5), have fully 1 M. to walk to the chàteau. (Ask to be shown
the beginning of the way from Fredriksborg ; then follow the broad
road, from which one road leads to the right to Oscarshall, and
go

another to the left to the church of Gol and the other ancient buildsee below.)
Bygde Sebad is about li/3 M. from Oscarshall.
The road passes Reed's Restaurant (also called Paraplyen, as on our

ings;

map)

—

and the old

Norwegian buildings.

The chàteau of *Oscarshall

(80 ft. ; PI. A, 4) was erected in the
Gothic style by Nebelong for King Oscar I. in 1849-52, and
is adorned with paintings by Norwegian artists. It deserves a visit
for the sake of its pictures and the view. (Apply to the gardener,
who lives at the back of the chàteau, on the S.W. side ; fee i/a-1 kr.)
English

The Dining Room, on the groundfloor of the smaller separate build
is adorned with Norwegian landscapes by J. Frich (p. 14), the finest
being the "Ravnejuv, the Romsdalshorn , and the Norangsfjord , above
which are ten famous works by A. Tidemand (p. 14), representing 'Norsk
The Drawing Room, on the
Bondeliv', or Norwegian peasant life.
groundfloor of the principal building, with its oak panelling, is embellished with statues of Harald Haarfager, Olaf Tryggvason, St. Olaf, and
A room on the lst floor contains nine
Sverre, in zinc, by Michelsen.
bas-reliefs from Frithjof's Saga, by C. Borch, and four fine landscapes by
Several rooms on the 2nd floor
H. Gude (b. 1825) from the same Saga.
contain paintings, wood-carvings, portraits, and relics.
We now ascend by a winding staircase of 28 steps to the fiat roof of
the chàteau, from which 43 steps more lead us to the top of the tower,
where we enjoy a charming "View of Christiania, its fjord, and environs

ing,

—

—

—

(best by evening-light).
The chàteau stands in

a wooded park.
About ^2 M. to the W.
of it (beyond the road from Fredriksborg, mentioned above) a portai
erected in the ancient Norse style forms the entrance to a clearing,
where several interesting old Norwegian buildings have been reerected. In the centre is the *Church of Gol in the Hallingdal
(p. 44), a 'Stavekirke' or timber-built church of the 12th or 13th
cent. (comp. p. 28), first known to us in 1309, brought to this spot
in 1884, and freely restored, partly after the model of the church
of Borgund (p. 56). Around it are placed: a farm-house from Hove
in Telemarken, fitted up with the originai furniture ; a 'Stabbur', or

storehouse, from Telemarken, with carvedwork; a 'Regstue' (or hut
of the most primitive style, with an open fire-place and an opening
in the roof for the smoke) from the Saetersdal ; and a mediasval farmhouse from the Gudbrandsdal (attendant 25 e. for each person).
About 3/4 M. to the N. is the Saterhytte, a restaurant on the
Dronningbjerg, the terminus of the Oscarshall steamer. Near it is
the zealous promoter of
a monument to Count H. Wedel-Jarlsberg,
the union with Sweden in 1814.

EKEBERG.

Christiania.

of

THE EKEBERG

:

By Tramway
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(comp.

PI. F Q 4, H 5) ; or by Steamer from the Jernbane-Brygge (PI. F, 4) to KongsA pleasant Circular Drive of
havn or Ormsund (about 12 times daily).
about 3 hrs. (one-horse carr. 7, carr. and pair 12 kr.) may be taken by
proceeding from Oslo along the Kongsvei and over the Ekebergsheide to
the Ljansceter (near the rail. stat. of Ljan, p. 78), and then back along
the fjord.
a wooded hill to the S. of Oslo, commands
From the tramway-terminus in the St. HalvardsPlads we follow the Oslo-Gade (PI. H, 5), which runs in a straight
direction and crosses the Loelv by a small viaduct. After 5 min.
we diverge to the left from the Ekebergsvei, which ascends, pass
ing the cemetery and the church and then turning to the right, to
the Ekebergs Gaard, on the hill. A little farther on, where the road

TheEkeberg(400ft.),

beautiful views.

to

Ljabro

road

turns to the

('Kongsvei')

slope

of the

in

a

Ekeberg.

right towards the fjord, we follow the new
straight direction, which ascends along the
As

fine view is disclosed of the

soon

as

we

are

clear of the

honses,

a

town, its encircling heights, and the

fjord. Numerous benches invite to repose. After 12 min. the
Karlsborgvei diverges to the right, while our road enters the wood.
A path to the left ascends to (5 min.) a good view-point. The
Kongsvei runs through the wood, passing a few modest inns (to the
left, above), to (25 min.) agroup of villas named Bakkelaget (above
the rail. station mentioned at p. 78) and on to Ljan.
The Karlsborgvei descends to (5 min.) the restaurant and seabaths of Kongshavn (steamb. stat., see above), whence we may
return by the Ljabro road to (Y2 hr.) the St. Halvards-Plads.
Holmenkollen and FROGNERS.ETER. From Majorstuen, the ter
minus of the city tramway (p. 10), an electric railway plies to Slemdal
and Holmenkollen (25 min. ; fare 25 0.), running to Slemdal every !/4 br
and to Holmenkollen every V2 hr. (on Sun. 8 times sin hour ali the way).
From Holmenkollen it takes 30-40 min. to walk to Frognersaster. Hence
the whole excursion, there and back, takes 3V2-4 hrs.
Driving from
Christiania and back requires about the same time (good carriage and

—

pair 10-15 kr.).
The Holmenkollen Electric Railway (4 M.), opened in 1898,
Majorstuen toward^ the N. till it reaches a point near the
large lunarie asylum of Gaustad. To the right stands the Vestre
Akers Kirke, a Gothic building of brick. The railway then turns to
the W. and begins to ascend. Beyond Ris it interseets a new villa
At (2 M.) Slemdal the doublé track ends. Farther on the
colony.
line leads through pine-forest, nearly the whole of its course
being over embankments or hewn out of the living rock. Beyond
the station of Graakammen it sweeps round the Gulleraas, a spur
of the Vettakolle. The maximum gradient is 1:25. We cross the
old Frognersaster road by a lofty bridge and run towards the S.W. to
•the terminus at (4 M.) Holmenkollen (797 ft.), which lies !/i hr.
below the hotel.
By the High Road Holmenkollen is about 4^2 M. from Majorruns from

—

2*
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(p. 19). At (!/2 M.) Volvat a side-road diverges to the right.
About 1 M. farther on we take the 'Holmensvei' to the right, which
ascends the hill (2y2-3 M.), ultimately passing the station of the
electric railway.
*Holmenkollen (1040 ft.), commanding a magnificent view of
Christiania and the fjord, is the most popular pleasure-resort in the
neighbourhood of the Norwegian capital, not only in summer but
also in winter, when snowshoeing ('skileb') is practised here with
great energy (important races in Feb.). At the top is a fine *Tourist
Hotel (D. at 2.30 p.m. 2y2 kr. or à la carte), erected in 1896-97, the
rooms of which are adorned with scenes by Norwegian painters. On
the slope in front (short-cut from the station) is a so-called Sportstue (café" and beer-house).
A 'bautasten' commemorates the visit
of Emp. William II. and King Oscar IL on July 2nd, 1890. The road
forks here, the branch to the right (see below) being known as
the 'Keiser Wilhelms Vei' and that to the left, leading to the Sanatorium (R. from 2, B. 13/4, D. 2, S. 1 Va kr.) ,as the 'Kong Oskars Vei'.
From the 'Kong Oskars Vei' a path, diverging on the right, leads
above the Besserud Tower (see below) to (15-20 min.) the Holmenkolltaarn, the view-tower on the top of the Holmenkollen (1040 ft.).
Another path, diverging from this one to the right, about halfway
up, descends to the Voxenkollen.
The 'Keiser Wilhelms Vei' connects Holmenkollen with the
(ll/i M.) Frognersaeter. It runs almost ali the way through wood.
After 1/2 M. a path diverges to the right to the *Besserud Tower,
commanding a splendid view of Christiania. Farther on we pass
the Peisestue (rfmts.), situated on the Besserud- Tjem (1015 ft.), an
artificial lake, and in 10 min. more we reach the Wilhelmshei Hotel,
at the corner of the road to the Voxenkollen (1480 ft. ; Kure's Hotel;
view-tower). A 'bautasten' here commemorates Eivind Astrup, the
Arctic traveller. Passing the initials O. II. W. IL cut in the rocks,
we reach
(1/4 hr.) the
stuen

—

—

of the late Consul
of Christiania in
1889. It commands a beautiful view, of Christiania and the fjord.
The ^Restaurant (to the left) was built in 1891 by H. Munthe, in
the Norwegian style ; the seats in the upper balcony are particularly
effective. To the E. is the Sportstue (1897), for the sale of coffee,
beer, wine, minerai waters, etc. The former Villa Heftye contains
a collection of Norse
antiquities (adm. 25 e.). There are also a
few old Norwegian timber buildings, chiefly from the Hallingdal.
The view is stili more extensive from a wooden scaffolding on
the Tryvandsh«ide (1740 ft.), to which we ascend past the 0vre
Frognersater in 25 min. more. In clear weather we see the moun
tains of Telemarken to the N. (Gausta, p. 31), those of the Halling
dal to the N.W. (Norefjeld, p. 43), and the hills on the Swedish
T.

*Frognersaeter (1410 ft.), the country-seat
J. Heftye (A. 1886), purchased by the city

i'rontier to the E.
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In returning to Christiania from the Frognersfeter walkers may follow
the old road, which descends between the villa and the 'Sportstue'. Farther
it
on
pasàes under the bridge of the electric tramway (p. 19) and leads
past a small 'bautasten', erected to Heftye 'by the youth of Christiania.'
A branch diverging to the left, beyond this, leads to Slemdal (p. 19), a
station of the electric railway.
The Maridalsvand , 4 M. to the E. of the Tryvandsh0ide, supplies
Christiania with water.
About 2 M. to the S.W. lies the Bogstadvand
(475 ft.) , on which lies a farm of Baron Wedel-Jarlsberg. A road de
scends from Bogstad to Lysaker (see below).

The round trip made by the steamer 'Tu risten' in the Christiania
may be heartily recommended in fine weather. The steamer
leaves the Pipervik (Pl.D, E, 4) twice daily (10.30 a.m. and 5 p.m. ;

Fjord
fare

2y2 kr.).

Other steamers also afford

pleasant trips.

3. From Christiania to the Randsfjord via Drammen
and Haugsund.
142 Kil. Railway (' Vestbanen') to (53 Kil.) Drammen, express in lVzhr.
(fares 2 kr. 95 0., 2 kr.), ordinary train in 2>/4 hrs. (fares 2 kr. 40, 1 kr.
60 0.) ; thence to (89 Kil.) Randsfjord three trains daily in 3-4 hrs. (fares
4 kr. 20, 2 kr. 50 0.). Second and third class only.
The railway tra—

beautiful scenery, particularly between Buken and Drammen and
between Haugsund and Htfnefos.
verses

The train starts from the Vest-Banegaard at Christiania (PI. D, 4;
The finest views are on the left. To the left we soon obtain
a view of the beautiful Christiania Fjord and of the
peninsula of
Bygde, with the white chàteau of Oscarshall and numerous villas.
3 Kil. Bygde, the station for Bygde and Oscarshall (1 M. ; see
6 Kil. Lysaker, at the mouth of the Serkedals-Elv, descendp. 17).
ing from the Bogstadvand (see above).
To the right rises the porphyry range of the Kolsaas (1255 ft. ;
extensive view) , the Skougumsaas, etc. The Silurian strata are
here intersected by massive dykes of greenstone, especially near
(10 Kil.) Hevik, where a dyke 2 ft. thick intersects the disintegrated slate. The train skirts the Enger-Vand, on the right.
13 Kil. Sandviken (Harreschou, R. l1^ kr., fair; good carriages
kept by Larsen; Skyds-Station, near the railway-station), prettily
situated on the fjord.
p.

9).

—■

—

From Sandviken to Krogkleven and HeNEFos, 44 Kil.
By
early train from Christiania to Sandviken; thence by skyds, ordered by
telephone the day before, to Sundvolden; ascend the Krogklev ; go on to
H0nefos in the afternoon (cariole from Sandviken to H0nefos 15, stolkjserre
22V2, carr. and pair 30 kr. ; charges lower in the opposite direction, see p.25).
The road crosses the Sandviks-Elv, diverges to the right from the
Drammen road, and gradually ascends on the bank of the stream.
At the top of the hill, to the left, is the old church of Tanum; to
the right is the Kolsaas (see above). We next ascend the Isidal.
The road becomes steeper and reaches its highest point (1070 ft.)
beyond the farm of hi. To the left, through the trees, we have
—
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glimpses of the Holsfjord, the S.E.
which lies far below us.
13 Kil. Sollihegda, in the wood.

arm

Tyrifjord (210 ft.),

of the

The road is hewn in the rock
our road joins the
'Svangstrands-Vei' (p. 23) coming from Drammen. The gaard of
Humledal, finely situated high above the Holsfjord, offers simple
Then a beautiful descent to the fjord, the bank
accommodation.
of which we follow to
17 Kil. Sundvolden (*Blyberg's Hotel; not a skyds-station, but
carriages for hire). From Sundvolden we ascend by a rough path
(best in the morning, if the weather is clear; horse 2 kr. 40 e.) to
(iy2 hr.) *Krogkleven, a rocky height (Kiev, 'cliff'), on the old
road to Christiania. Ascending through a romantic gorge, we first
come to (3/4 hr.) Klevstuen (1245 ft.), a poor inn, 5 min. below
which, to the N.W., is the Dronningens Udsigt (Queen's View).
Continuing to ascend to the W., following the white crosses on the
trees, we next reach the (25-30 min.) *Kongens Udsigt (King's
View; 1455 ft. above the sea, 1240 ft. above the fjord). Beautiful
view, embracing the Tyrifjord with its islands, the district of Ringerike, the Jonsknut near Kongsberg (p. 27), the Norefjeld (p. 43)
to the N.W., and the Gausta (p. 31) to the W. in the distance.
The view from the Gyrihaug (2215 ft.; 4 M. to the N.E. of Sundvolden)
is said to be even finer. Its ascent is generally made direct from Christiania,
via Bogstad (p. 21) and the Serkedal, where tolerable quarters may be
Accordfound at Lyse. Descent through a narrow ravine to Sundvolden.
ing to the legend the numerous islands in the Steensfjord are said to be
stones once hurled by the giantess ('Gygr' or 'Gyvr') of the Gyrihaug at
the church of Steen (see below), which missiles, however, including even
one of ber own legs, ali carne short of their aim and fell into the lake.
Like the battle of the giants against Odin and Thor in the Edda , this
legend is symbolical of the impotent wrath of the powers of nature against
—

at

places. Beyond

a

rocky gateway called Skaret

—

—

—

the advance of human culture.

The road to Henefos crosses the
with the Steensfjord.

Krogsund,

which connects the

Tyrifjord

The next
in the

reverse

station, 3 Kil.

from

direction drive

on

Sundvolden,

is Vik

to Sundvolden without

(travellers
change of

About 1/4 hr. farther on, on the right, are the ruined church
of Steen and (a little farther on) the tumulus of King Halfdan the
Black (d. 860), father of Harald Haarfager. After another V4nr- the
road passes Norderhovs Kirke (375 ft.), in which Anna Kolbjernsdatter is interred. She was the wife of the pastor of the place, and

horses).

in

1716,

while her husband

was

traying 600 Swedish invaders
11 Kil.

Henefos,

see

ili,

succeeded

by stratagem

into the hands of her

in be-

countrymen.

p. 25.

The train to Drammen ascends through cuttings and two short
(15 Kil.) Slcebende and (20 Kil.) Hvalstad (219 ft.; Asker
Sanatorium) , at the foot of the massive Skougumsaas (1140 ft.).
It then crosses a wooden viaduct, 90 ft. high.

tunnels to

to the

Randsfjord.

DRAMMEN.
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23 Kil. Asker (340 ft.), with a new church. We skirt the foot of
the Vardekolle (1150 ft.), a granite peak rising to the S.W., and pass
the small lakes Bondivand (325 ft.) and Gjellumvand (315 ft.).
At the S. end of the latter is (29 Kil.) Heggedal, beyond which we
pass the base of the precipitous Breimaas. Beyond (34 Kil.) Reken (435 ft.) the train turns abruptly to the W. Numerous cuttings.

tunnel, 240 yds. long, a most picturesque and impos
Drammens-Fjord, the town of Drammen, and
the fertile valley of Lier is suddenly disclosed to the left. The
Beyond

a

ing *View

of the

road from Reken to Drammen descends at once to the fjord, while
the railway passes through another tunnel and describes a long
curve towards the N., descending gradually to the valley of Lier
and the (46 Kil.) station of that name.
From Lier (skyds-station Ekeingen) a pleasant route, with 'fast' skyds
stations, leads to the N., on the E. side of the valley, past the Paradisbakker and the Engerfjeld, to the Holsfjord (p. 22).
14 Kil. Enger (well
The road, now called "Svangslrands-Veien, famed for its
spoken of).
next
ascends
the
and
Burderaas
leads
above
the Holsfjord to
high
beauty,
(13 Kil.) Humledal (p. 22). The prettiest part of this route may be seen
by a drive from Drammen (there and back 2 hrs.).
From Lier the train runs towards the S., through a fertile tract,
the E. end of Drammen (Bragernas) , and
crosses the Drammens-Elv, and the island of Mellerholm or Holmen, with its timber-yards, to the Tangen and Stremse quarters,
on the S. bank of the river.
to

(51 Kil.) Bragere,

The Station ("Restau
53 Kil. Drammen (comp. Pian, p. 21).
rant, cold dishes only) is close by the bridge. Drammen is the junction
for Haugsund (change carriages ; p. 24) and for Laurvik and Skien (p. 34).
Hotels. In Stremse: "Centkal Hotel, opposite the station, entrance
—

in a side-street, R. 1V2-2, L. V2, B. 1, D. 2, S. 1 kr. 20 0. ; Bkitannia, near
the station, in the Frem-Gade, leading to the E. to Tangen.
Cab with one horse , for 1 person 40 0. per drive ; with two horses
for 2 persons 60 0.
Omnibus from Bragernses-Torvet to Tangen.
Baths : Drammens Badeanstalt, with vapour baths, etc, opposite the
church at Str0ms0; River Baths (Strembad) at Bragernees.
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Anders Sveaas.
Steamboals to Christiania 4 times a week.
—

on both banks of the
N. bank (rebuilt after
its almost total destruction by fire in 1866), Stremse on the S. side
(which suffered severely from fires in 1870 and 1880), and Tangen
to the S.E. The situation of Drammen on the estuary of the river,
between lofty hills, is very picturesque. The prosperity of the
place depends mainly on its export of timber, which amounts te
nearly one-third of that of the entire country. In 1897 no fewer
than 4,750,000 logs were floated down the Drammens-Elv. It also
exports zinc and nickel from Skouger and Ringerike, and wood-pulp
from the factories on the Drammens-Elv and the Baegna. The com
mercial fleet of Drammen is one of the largest in Norway (over
200 sailing-vessels and steamers). Sea-going vessels are berthed
at the stone quays of Bragernaes.

Drammen, with 20,000 inhab., situated
Drammens-Elv, consists of Bragernas on the
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Close to the railway-station a Timber Bridge crosses the Dram
Stremse and Bragernaes. The Brandposten
(see below), with its two flagstaffs, is conspicuous on the hill to
the right. The bridge leads to the Bragernces-Torv, in which , to
the right , are the Exchange (with the Post and Telegraph Offices,
entrance in the Stor-Gade), and facing us the Raadhus and Byret
(court-house) , with the inscription Ret og Sandhed ('justice and
truth'). Ascending straight on , between the two small towers of
the Kirke-Gade, we reach the conspicuous Bragern^s Church, a
handsome Gothic brick edifice by Nordgrén, built in 1866-71. It
contains a Resurrection by Tidemand, and an Angel over the font
by Borch. (The 'Kirketjener' lives in the one-storied white wooden
house opposite the sacristy, to the left.)

mens-Elv, connecting

Bragernass Church we reach (12-15 min.) the
of the finest points of view near Drammen,
affording an extensive survey of Tangen, Stremse, and Bragernaes,
of the island of Holmen, the valley of the Drammens-Elv, and the
fjord. The veranda of the watchman's house is open to the public.
The road ascends hence to the (35-40 min.) Klopkjarn (755 ft.),
a sequestered lake in the midst of
wood, which supplies the town
with good water. Refreshments at the small house. A path ascends
to the right in 5 min. to Prinds Oscars Udsigt
overlooking the
Lierdal and the fjord.
A promenade' ('Oscarsstien') connects the Klopkjaern with
several fine points of view on the slopes of the *Bragern^:saas,
which may also be reached direct from Bragernaes in 35-40 min.
by an easy but shadeless zigzag road ('Albumstien'), with benches.
The views embrace the town and fjord, the valley up to Haugsund,
etc. The finest points
Toppen Furulund and *Breidablik, are
marked on the pian. The last affords the best view up the valley,
most striking at sunset.
To the E. of
*Brandposten ,

one

,

,

,

,

Another fine point of view is the Storstenfjeld
N. of Drammen, also ascended from Lier (p. 23).

(1750 ft.),

8 M. to the

The Randsfjord Railway (carriages usually changed at Dram
; best views to the right) ascends the broad valley of the

men

Drammens-Elv. 56 Kil. Gulskog ; 64 Kil. Mjendalen.
70 Kil. Haugsund (*Rail. Restaurant), junction for Kongsberg
(p. 26; change carriages). To the W. rises the Jonsknut (p. 27).
Near Haugsund is the Hellefos, a fall of the Drammens-Elv, with

salmon-fishery.
The Randsfjord

train turns to the N. and continues to ascend the
Drammens-Elv. Beautiful scenery. Views on both sides. Several
fine waterfalls. 75 Kil. Burud. Beyond (80 Kil.) Skotselven, with

wood-pulp mill, the train crosses the Drammens-Elv, which here
forms the Deviksfos.
86 Kil. Aamot, on the left bank of the river.
A suspension-bridge leads to the opposite bank, on which stand the
Nykirke and a large saw-mill, driven by the waterfall of the Simoa,
a

—

to the

H0NEFOS.

Randsfjord.

descending
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from the

A little farther

on

Sigdal. Scenery at this point remarkably fine.
is the influx of the Snarums-Elv , descending

from Lake Krederen and the Hallingdal.
The train recrosses to
right bank. 92 Kil. Gjethus, near the Gravfos, with a large

the

paper-mill. Pretty
gryder, large giants'

walk hence to the Hirsdal with the St.
cauldrons.

96 Kil. Vikersund, junction for Lake Krederen
at the efflux of the Drammens-Elv from the
crosses
see

p.

the river to the church of

(p. 43),
A

Tyrifjord.

Heggen. Thence

Olafs-

to the

lies

bridge

Holsfjord,

23.

To the W. of Vikersund (carriages at the station
or at the neighbouring posting- station Krona) lies (4 Kil.) St. Olafs-Bad, a favourite
with
a
chalybeate spring, mud-baths, inhaling-apparatus,
watering-place,
and other appliances (pension, including baths, medicai advice, etc, from
6 kr. upwards). Beautiful walks through wood, with views, to the Kaggefos
,

and other falls of the Snarums-Elv.
This district is the scene of many
traditions of St. Olaf. About 5 Kil. to the W. are the Cobalt Mines of
German
worked
a
Modum,
by
company, and the Haugsfos.

We skirt the W. bank of the

Tyrifjord, of which we have beau
right. The wooded hills opposite are the Krogskog (with the Krogklev, p. 22) and the Gyrihaug (p. 22). 105 Kil.
Nakkerud. Ili Kil. Skjeerdalen, with several saw-mills. Nearitis
Ringerikes Nikkelvark. 118Kil.Asfc. The train now quits the Tyrifjord.
tiful views to the

124 Kil. Henefos.
Hotels. "Glatved's Hotel, with a garden,
pleasantly situated on the river in the N. part of the town, with an English-speaking host, R. l'/2-2, B. l'A, D. 2, S. 1 kr. 40 0. ; Jeenbane Ho
Skyds- Station: to Sandviken via Sundvolden, ca
tel, near the station.
riole 10, stolkj serre 15, carr. and pair for 2,3, or 4)pers. respectively 18, 22V-->,
—

—

25 kr. ; comp. p. 21.

—

Engl. Ch. Service

at Glatved's Hotel.

Henefos (315 ft.), a small town with 1500 inhab., lies at the
contluence of the Bagna or Aadals-Elv, which descends from Lake
Spirillen, and the Rands-Elv, coming from the Randsfjord. These
rivers form the Stor-Elv, which falls into the Tyrifjord, and after
wards emerges from it under the name of Drammens-Elv.
The Baegna-Elv, the larger of the two rivers, forms a waterfall
and a cataract , close to the town , which are together known as
the *Henefos.
Though of no great height , these falls present an
imposing appearance, especially in May and June, during the
melting of the snow. A fine view of the falls and the environs is
afforded by the bridge crossing the fall above the town , near the
station, and by the two bridges within the town close to the falls.
A number of flour-mills and saw-mills are driven by the falls. A
channel on the left bank of the N. fall, which conveys the timber
A road on the left bank of the
to the mills , is worth seeing.
Aadals-Elv leads in 1 hr. to the
the railway to Heen.

Hofsfos,

another

cascade,

close to

on their way to the Valders, who have left Drammen by
have time to alight at H0nefos, see the falls, walk in about
iJ/2 hr. to Heen (p. 26), and there catch the Spirillen steamboat. They
should, however, consult the time-table and take a guide.

Travellers

the first

train,
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From

Haugsund

The "Ringkolle (2265 ft.), 5 M. to the E. of H0nefos, is a beautiful
point of view. The excursion there and back takes 5 hrs. (cariole 5 kr.:
The road leads via Gjermundbro.
carr. for 2, 3, or 4 pers. 8, 10, or 12 kr.).
and ends at the Gjermundsceter (tourists' hut belonging to Glatved's Hotel),
Thence to the top on foot in 3/i hr.
From the station the Henefos is seen from above, but not to advantage. The train ascends the course of the Baegna and crosses it.

131 Kil. Heen, with several wood-pulp mills. Close to the
wharf of the Lake Spirillen Steamer (p. 48) is Bagna's Restaurant ;
and 200 yds. farther on is *Andersorìs Hotel (D. 1 kr.).
Turning to the E., the train skirts the Hejaas (1490 ft.) and
the Askelihoug (1410 ft.), traversing a sequestered wooded district.
142 Kil. Kandsfjord Station (*Berger's Hotel), see p. 51.

(Christiania) Haugsund to the Hardanger
Fjord via Kongsberg and the Rjukanfos.

4. From

Feom Haugsund to the Rjukanfos.
To Kongsberg, 2S Kil., Railway
in iy3 hr. (fares 1 kr. 45, 80 0.).
From Kongsberg to Tinoset, Caeriage
in 9-10 hrs., either via Bolkesje (66 Kil.) or via Hitterdal (69 Kil.). Walkers
From Tinoset to Fagerstrand, 30 Kil.,
take 11-12 hrs. by the Bolkesj0 route.
Steamboat (good restaurant on board) in summer twice daily in 23/4 hrs.
From Fagerstrand to Fosso, on the Rjukanfos, 26 Kil., a
ffare 2 kr.).
drive of 4-4'/2 hrs. (cariole 4 kr. 40, stolkj serre 6 kr. 60 0.; carr. and pair
2
for
pers. 10 kr. 50 0., for 3 pers. 13 kr. , for 4 pers. 14 kr. 50 0.; there
and back a half more).
Feom the Rjukanfos to the Hardangee Fjoed. The best route is
that indicated at p. 31 via Ulefos, on the great Telemarken route (p. 36).
The route via Levheim-Heggestel (p. 31) is less advisable.
The Distribution of Time, reckoned from Kongsberg, would be somewhat as follows.
lst Day: Via Bolkesj0 to Tinoset. [Those who reach Kongsberg by railway
about midday may drive or walk to Bolkesje in the evening and spend
the second night at the Rjukanfos.] 2nd Day: To the Rjukanfos, and
back to Fagerstrand. 3rd Day : Via Tinoset to Hitterdal-Nolodden. 4th Day.
To Ulefos and on to Dalen (p. 38). Those who choose the route via Lovheim find the best accommodation for the third night at Skovheim (p. 31).
—

—

—

—

—

Haugsund, see pp. 21-24. The Kongsberg
(finest views to the left) first stops at
5 Kil. Vestfossen, with several factories, near the beautiful

From Christiania to
train

—

Fìskumvand (60 ft.) , bounded by lofty mountains on
11 Kil. Darbo. 15 Kil. Krekling , where the slate
formation predominates.
Farther on we obtain a fine view of the
mountains towards the S. At (22 Kil.) Skollenborg (540 ft.) sandstone appears and the country becomes sterile. The Labrofos (p. 27)
is 3/4M. to the S.W. To the left rises the Skrimsfjeld (p. 27). The

Ekersje

or

the E. side.

train

approaches

the

Laagen, which

28 Kil. Kongsberg.

forms

a

waterfall.

*Gband Hotel, Beitannia, both on
the left bank, near the station; Victoria, far from the station (omnibus
gratuitous) in the W. part of the town, on the right bank, with an English
speaking host, R. & L. 2, B. 1 kr. 20 0., D. 2, S. lV2kr. Ali three often
crowded in summer.
Carriages. To Tinoset via Bolkesj0: cariole for 1 pers. 1472, there
and back 25V2 kr. ; carriage and pair for 2 pers. 19'/2, 34 kr. ; larger cari".
for 2 pers. 29, 51 kr., for 3 pers. 35V4, 62 kr. To Bolkesje or Hitterdal,
—

Hotels.

Gtogr^ph. Anstalt

voil

Wagner

&:
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cariole 6 kr. 12, carriage and pair for 2 pers. 12 kr. 96 0. Those who keep
the carriage in Tinoset for more than 24 hrs., pay 4 kr. extra for each horse
per day.

Kongsberg (490 ft.) , an uninviting but not unpicturesque
on the Laagen or Laugen,
in the S. part of the Numedal

town,

contains 5450 inhab.

(p. 42),
who

are

almost ali

dependent

(only
on

half its former population),
Most of the houses

the mines.

timber-built , but the large Church of the 18th cent, and the
Raadhus are of stone. The town owes its origin to the Silver Mines
in the vicinity, and was founded in 1624 in the reign of Christian IV.
In the town are situated the Smeltehytte, or smelting- works, where
specimens of the ore may be purchased , the Mynt (mint) , and a
are

government

the

Vaabenfàbrik (weapon- factory),

last

near

the

Hammerfos. The rapid Laagen is crossed by two bridges. A monument to Christian IV. was erected near the church in 1883.
The
Udsigt (1/4 hr.) commands a good view of the town and to the
S. over the valley of the Laagen.
The Silvee Mines of Kongsberg, the property of. government, now
yielding 5!/2-7 tons annually, are about 4 M. to the W. of the town. They
were discovered in 1623 and have been worked with
varying success. Of
130 mines opened since the discovery of the ore
seven only are now
and
are
of
four
viz.
the Kongens -Qrube,
only
worked,
any importance,
Gottes-Hilfe, Armen-Grube, and Haus-Sachsen (greatest depth about 1400 ft.).
Besides the shafts descending to these mines there are two level adits, the
Fredriks-Stollen and the Chrislians-Stollen, entering them from the hillside,
,

the latter being 300 ft. below the other.
The veins of native Silver are
mingled with sulphuret of Silver and copper-pyrites , occurring generally
layers of calcareous spar. The German names of the mines and various
German technical expressions stili in use recali a time when they were
Permission to see the mines is ob
mainly worked by German miners.
tained at the offices in the market-place, but the visit hardly repays the
visitors
are
conducted
the
workmen's settlement of Saugfrom
fatigue;
renden through the Christians-Stollen (guide 2 kr.).
The Jonsknut (2950 ft.), which rises about 2'/2 M. to the W. of the mines,
It is ascended from Kongs
commands an extensive view of Telemarken.
berg in 4 hrs. (there and back 6 hrs.). We may follow the mining road
via Saugrenden to 'Kongens Dam', */« hr. below the summit. A path
indicated by red and white marks leads from the Jonsknut, by the LiSaster, the Nor-Soeter, and the Selsli-Saeter, to (7 hrs.) Bolkes,j0 (p. 28).
About 10 M. to the S. of Kongsberg rises the Skrimsfjeld (2946 ft.), another
point of view.
About 3 M. below the town the Laagen forms the Labrofos, a fine
waterfall, 140 ft. in height, which deserves a visit. Adjacent is a woodAnother fall of the same river is the Hvitingfos, 12 M. farther
pulp mill.
uistant, on the Laurvik road.
in

—

—

—

Feom Kongsbehg
and

and the

to

Tinoset there

picturesque, butrougher,
highroad via Hitterdal.

more

are

two

via Bolkesj»

roads,

the shorter

(now under repair),

We follow the road ascending the Numedal
bank of the Laagen for 5 Kil. (p. 42) , turn to the
left into the Jondal, and ascend through the pines on the right
bank of the Jondals-Elv. Farther on we cross to the left bank.
V4 hr. Hut, with rfmts. After a drive of about 4 hrs. or a walk of
5-6 hrs. we reach the culminating point of the route (1825 ft.),
a.

on

the

Via Bolkesj».

right

28

Route 4.

HITTERDAL.

From

Haugsund

a
magnificent view of the mountains of Telemar
conspicuous being the Lifjeld (p. 32) and the Gausta
(p. 31), appearing from this point like a blunted cone. Near Bolkesj» the landscape becomes more smiling, the foreground being
formed by the Bolkesj» and the larger Folsje (see below).
25 Kil. (from Kongsberg) Bolkesj« (1285 ft. ; Hotel and Sanatorium, well spoken of, R.2, B. 1, D. 1 kr. 60 0.-2, S. 1 kr.; Gran-

where

ken,

obtain

we

the most

lies above the small lake of the

same name
(1030 ft.) and
view of the Folsje.
[Walkers may descend to the
F'olsj», row across it to Vik (boat ordered the night before; fare
from 80». to 1 kr. 80 0. for 1-4 pers.; in ali II/2 hr.), and walk

Hotel)

commands

thence to

a

(3'/2 hrs.) Tinoset.]

the road leads through wood, high up on the
Folsje (740 ft.) , commanding views of the
Bleifjeld (4490 ft.) to the right. At the W. end of the lake lie
the houses of Vik, l'/é hr.'s drive from Bolkesj». Fine retrospect.
The road descends to the Tin-Elv, and crosses it by a new bridge

Beyond Bolkesj»
bank of the

N.W.

About 5 min.
'near the church of Gransherred.
,
hr.'s drive from Vik) we reach the highroad described
which a drive of 35 min. to the N. brings us to Tinoset.

at Kirkevolden

later

(IV4

below,

on

b. Via Hitterdal. The road at first runs towards the S., but
after 4 Kil. turns to the W. into the valley of the Kobberbergs-Elv.
To the right rises the Jonsknut (p. 27). The road gradually ascends
the wooded Medheia and after 2-2'/2 hrs. reaches Jerngruben
(1350 ft.; tolerable inn), where the horses are usually rested for
Y2 nr- The road continues to ascend for some distance , and then
On
traverses the plateau (1470 ft.) in numerous undulations.
emerging from the forest it descends into the Hitterdal, com
manding a beautiful view : in front the mountains of Telemarken,
the Himingen (3450 ft. ; p. 29) and the Haksfjeld, to the left the
Hitterdals-Vand. A tablet calls attention to the view of the Gausta.
Our road unites with that coming from Skien and skirting the E.
bank of the Hitterdals-Vand (p. 31).
28 Kil. (pay for 36) Notodden (*Hótel Furuheim, R. 172-2, B. 1,
D. 2, S. 1 kr. ; Victoria, 3/4 M. distant, near the pier of the Hitter
dal steamers, p. 37), near the N. end of the Hitterdals-Vand. The
drive from Kongsberg to Notodden takes i1/^ hrs.,. in the reverse
direction at least 5^2 nrs. The horses are rested here 2 hrs.
The road now crosses the Tin-Elv.
About 5 min. above the

bridge the river forms the beautiful *Tinfos, best surveyed from
the adjoining mill. The road, now almost level, ascends the valley,
passing Lysthus. About 6 Kil. fromNotodden, on the right, rises
*Hitterdals Kirke, a grotesque looking church, the largest of
the twenty-four medieval Norwegian 'Stavekirker', or timber-built
churches, which are stili preserved. The architecture and ornamentation of these singular churches date as far back as the 12th cent.,
—

-

to the

Hardanger Fjord.
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the

pian corresponding, so far as the difference of material allows,
Anglo-Norman churches of the same period (comp. p. 13).
To the rectangular body of the church is added a sqnare choir
terminating in a semicircle. The broad and lofty nave is separated
from the low aisles by means of wooden columns. Over the gable
end of the nave rises a square tower , which also has a gabled roof
and terminates in a slender spire.
The dragon-head ornamentation of these gables resembles that of the prow of a ship. The roof
to that of

of the choir is lower and is surmounted by a round turret. Round
the whole of the outside of the building runs a low arcade (Lop),
probably added as a shelter for the congregation in bad weather
before or after the service ; the lower part is closed , while the
upper pàrt is open and borne by small columns. The capitals of the
columns, the doors and door-frames , and other suitable parts of
the edifice are embellished with elaborate and fantastic carvings,
representing entwined dragons, intermixed with foliage and flgures.
The first documentary evidence of the existence of the church of
Hitterdal dates from 1315, but there is no doubt that it was built
at least as early as the middle of the 13th century.
The interior
was adapted to modem requirements in 1850 and has lost part of
its primitive character by the insertion of Windows. The nave
contains twelve columns and the choir four. The key ('Neglen') is
obtained at the parsonage, opposite the entrance to the church.
The road continues tolerably level. The gaards of Bamle and
Kaasa are passed.
To the left we long have a view of the Hi-

(3450 ft.), an isolated pyramidal mountain, sometimes
ascended for the sake of the view (from Hitterdal over the Himingen
to Levheim, 7-8 hrs., with guide). Beyond the Himingen, also to
the left, is the Hseksfjeld (p. 28). To the right rises the Kjeivingfjeld (2265 ft.), which our road skirts towards the N., while the
road to Levheim (p. 31) diverges to the left.
We ascend the course of the 0rvalla, a stream which has forced
its way through huge masses of débris, now overgrown with pines
and firs, and cross it several times. At the 'Plads' Bakken, about
21 Kil. from Notodden, the horses are rested. The road from Grandsherred and Bolkesja (p. 28) joins ours on the right, 5 Kil. farther
on. After 5 Kil. more we reach
32 Kil. Tinoset (*Hot. Tinoset, large and well fitted up), a group of
houses at the S. end of the Tinsj^f (615 ft.), a lake about 22 Engl. M.
long and I-IV2 M. in width. Two small screw-steamboats ply 011
the lake.
The Tinsj» resembles the Spirillen, but its banks are lower. The
steamer calls at Sanden (on the left) and Hovin (on the right), and
at several other stations. The finest point in the landscape is the
Haakenasfjeld, which the steamer skirts. Beyond it, 2% hrs. from
mingen

—

Tinoset, we reach
Fagerstrand (Fagerstrand1 s Hotel,
—

at the

pier;

0rnas's Hotel,
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Route 4.

From

Haugsund

both clean, R. l1^, D. 2, B. 1 kr.), near the
of the Maan-Elv.
The
p. 26) ascends the beautiful VestfjordDal, on the left bank of the Maan-Elv. To the right opens the
The imposing Gausta soon becomes visible on the left.
Haakedal.
In 1 hr. we reach (9 Kil.) Nyland (small inn), whence the Gausta
(p. 31) may be ascended in 3 hrs., with guide. Beyond (3 Kil.)
the straggling village of Dale (no inn) the road ascends , at first
gently and then more abruptly, to Vaae (1730 ft.) , 22 Kil. from
a

little farther on,

Mal, at the mouth
good road (carriages,

church of

Grand view of the Gausta, as we look back.
The road continues to ascend circuitously , and in l-l1/^ hr.
after leaving Vaae we reach (4 Kil.)
Fosso (Rjukan Turist-Hotel og Sanatorium, a large wooden build
ing, erected in 1897), which commands a fine view of the magniThe waterfall,
ficent * Rjukanfos ('reeking' or 'foaming fall').

Fagerstrand.

—

formed by the copious Maan-Elv , makes an almost perpendicular
descent of 415 ft. into the ravine, in two stages, the Kvernhusfos
(65 ft.) and the main fall (350 ft.). The scene is stupendous in
the early summer, when the river is swollen with melted snow. A
path descends into the valley, affording a view of the fall from
below. There is a bridge above the fall.
From the Maan-Elv

bridge

to the Tuddal Sanatorium

(p. 31),

ca.

8 hrs.

(guide).
Feom the Rjukanfos to the Hardanger Fjord : two routes, one to
another to Eidfjord; the former is preferable, but both are fatiguing and should not be attempted before July. Guides are necessary on
parts of both routes (bargain advisable). Provisions should be brought.
To Odde, 4-5 days:
lst Day. From Fosso by the above-mentioned
footpath, then (without crossing the bridge) up the left bank of the Maanoften
in
the early summer, to (4 hrs.) Holvik (poor
snow
through
Elv,
inn), on the Mjesvand (2945 ft.), a lake 22 M. long and l-2'/2 M. broad.
To the W. rises the huge Raulandsfjeld (5175 ft.). From Holvik we row
either direct across the E. tip of the Mj0svand O/3-V2 hr.; 500.) or towards
the E. to the (I-IV4 hr.) Erlandsgaard.
From each landing-place rough
and sometimes marshy paths (marked, but guide desirable) lead to (3-4 hrs.)
on the S.E.
arai
of the Mj0svand.
Hence we row
the gaard of Gibeen
across
the lake O/3-V2 hr. ; 50 0.) and walk (guide necessary) to (4-5 hrs.)
Berge, on the Totakvand (2230 ft.; accommodation at the Midgaard, 3/t M.
farther to the W.).
2nd Day. Row (each pers. 1 kr.) from Berge in 1 hr.
to Koslhveit on the S. bank; ride or drive thence in 2>/2 hrs. to (14 Kil.)
Jamsgaard i Vinje, and thence to (4 Kil.) Heggeslel, on the Haukeli road
(see p. 32). [Walkers will find the following route more interesting, though
also more trying: from Berge -Midgaard to Brunelid (no habitations) in
2 hrs. by boat (each pers. I1/2 kr.) ; thence a steep ascent on foot through
the Grungedalsbygd, part of the way marshy, 2-21/2 hrs. (interesting view
of the Grungedal from the top) ; next an abrupt descent of V2-3/* hr. to the
road mentioned at p. 39, which we reach near the bridge over the Grungedals-Elv ; and, lastly, along this road towards the W. to p/2 hr.) the Rui
Hotel (p. 39).] Thence to Odde, two days.
lst Day. From Fosso
To the V0ringsfos and Eidfjord, 3-4 days :
to Holvik (see above) in 4 hrs. ; row thence in 3'/2hrs. to Mjesstrand, and
walk
in V2 hr. to Mogen
in 372-4 hrs. more to the N. end of the lake;
2nd Day (with guide to Eidfjord, 16 kr.). The path
(poor quarters).
ascends to the N.W. to the (6 Kil.) Gjuvsje, abounding in fish, passes
several small tarns on the left, and crosses (9 Kil.) the Gjuvaa or Skvcetta.
It next passes three mountain-lakes , where the soil is boggy and the

Odde,

—

.

—

—

—

to the
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scenery desolate.

The Fjeldsje remains to the left, the Lakensje and the
large Nordmandslaagen (4155 ft.) to the right. On the last-named is the
refuge-hut Sandhoug, belonging to Sylvfest H. Kvammen, a good guide.
Lastly we cross the Bessa-Elv, a considerable stream which falls into the
Normandslaagen and soon reach (after a laborious walk of 12-13 hrs. in
3rd Day. Over the
ali) the stone hut of Bessabu (very poor quarters).
wild and bleak Hardanger Vidda to (25 Kil.) Bcerrastelen in 5-6 hrs.,
whence a good path leads in 2 hrs. to the (9 Kil.) Fosli Hotel, above the
Veringsfos (p. 110).
,

—

Travellers bound for the Hardanger Fjord

whowish
should drive back to
Hitterdal-Notodden (4-5 hrs. ; p. 28) and take the steamer there
(twice daily on week-days, once on Sun.). This vessel crosses the
Hitterdals-Vand (10 M. long), calls at Farodden or Farvolden at its
S. end, and then descends the Sauer-Elv, which expands at first
into the Braafjord. Beyond Aslaksborg or Aarnas the steamer enters
the Nordsje (p. 35) and soon reaches Ulefos (in ali about 2^2 hrs. ;
fare 2 kr. 30 0. ; to Skien in 4i/2 hrs., fare 3 kr. 70 ».). From Ule
fos to Dalen, see pp. 36-38.
The following route is less advisable. At the point where the
Tinsj» road reaches the Hitterdal road (p. 29), we follow the latter,
not to the left to Hitterdal, but up the valley, along the HjmrdalsElv, to Landsvozrk (inn) and the skyds-station of
L«vheim (*Inn), situated amid pretty scenery, 19 Kil. from
Tinoset, 22 Kil. from Notodden, and a little to the E. of Saulands
Kirke.
From L0vheim to Siljord (p. 32), about 24 Kil., a mountain-path leads
to the S.W., ascending the Grundingsdal, watered by the Mjcella. On the
Slaakuvand, halfway, is the Hotel Lifjeld, the starting-point for the ascent
of the Lifjeld (p. 32).
From L0vheim a road ascends the Grunningsdal, passing Moen and the
Senlandsvand to (23 Kil.) the Hotel Bjaar, whence it leads via the Bjaarvand,
to avoid the above-mentioned

(or Skien),

mountain-rotate,

—

,

church of Tuddal, and the Kovstulvand to the Tuddal Sanatorium
(30 Kil. from L0vheim; R. 1-3 kr. , board 3l/4-3'/2 kr.), situated amid pine
woods on the Kovstulheia (ca. 3280 ft.). In the neighbourhood are several
The Gausta (6180 ft.), the highest mountain
walks affording fine views.
in S. Norway, affording a view like that from the Galdh0pig (p. 152), is
ascended from the Sanatorium in 4-5 hrs. The 12 beds in the tourist-hut
The descent may be made to the Rju
at the top are often ali occupied.
kanfos (p. 30).
the

—

A little farther on is Mosébe (quarters at the Landhandler's).
The scenery becomes wilder and grander. We pass the Hjarsje
(490 ft.) on the left.
18 Kil. Skovheim i Hjardal or Skogheim iHjertdal(^Flatland''s
Hotel, R. lkr., B. 80»., S. lkr.) is the starting-point for the ascent
of the Vindegg (4890 ft. ; 5-6 hrs., with guide; there and back
8-10 hrs.), which towers to the N.
About 7 Kil. from Skovheim the Reggeste! road diverges to the

S. from the road leading to the N.W. to (23 Kil.) Aamotsdal, crosses
the watershed of theHjjerdal, and descends in zigzags, commanding
beautiful views, to Flatdal, with its little church and sprinkling of
farms. It then skirts the E. bank of the Flatdalsvand, with the
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KOBBERVOLDEN.

Route 4.

in the background. Adjoining the lake
falling of which into the water, according

Skorvefjeld (4380 ft.) rising
is the

Spaadomsnut,
tradition, will be

the

the prelude to the end of the world. Farther
view of the Siljordsvand (385 ft.) , a picturesque
lake, 8'/2 M. in length, and the Lifjeld (5085 ft.), on which two
French aèronauts descended in 1870, having arrived in their balloon
to

we

on

obtain

a

from Paris in 15 hours.

At the W. end of the lake lies the church

Siljord , where our road crosses the feeder of the lake and is
joined by a road from Ulefos.
22 Kil. Kohbervolden. (Inn), near Oppebeen and Utbeen, where
quarters may also be obtained.
of

We pass, 14 kil. from
situated on the

splendidly

Siljord, Brunkebergs-Kirke (1290 ft.),
watershed, where the road forks. The

arm leads to
(17 Kil. from Kohbervolden) Hvideseid-Kirstation of the Bandaksvand steamer (p.
which may be
The road leads to the right (N.W.)
used to complete the journey.
through the Morgedal, passing two small lakes (1390 ft.), to

left

(S.)

kebe,

37),

a

—

—

16 Kil. Hemmestveit i Brunkeberg (good station). It then passes
the church of HeidaUmo and skirts the Oftevand to
19 Kil. Ofte, near Mogen, where a road diverges to the S. to
We cross a range
(11 Kil.) Laurdal on the Bandaksvand (p. 37).
Near (15 Kil.) Aamodt the road
of hills of considerable height.
crosses the Toke-Elv, which descends from the Totakvand and forms
a fine fall called the
Hyllandsfos, 3/4 M. to the N. of Aamodt. We
pass Tveiten.
20 Kil. Mule, prettily situated above the E. end of the Vinjevand. The road then runs up and down along the N. bank of the
lake, passing several farms, among which isJamsgaard, where a road
diverges to Kosthveit on the Totakvand (p. 30). We then descend
abruptly to the church of Vinje, at the N.W. end of the Vinjevand.
Here a beautiful view is obtained of the Midtfjeld (4580 ft.) and
—

—

Orm-Eggen to the S.W.
Heggesterl (clean station).
by a lofty bridge and joins the new

of the

12 Kil.
Elv

The road

crosses the Vinjeroad mentioned at p. 39.

5. From Christiania to the Hardanger Fjord via Skien,
the Telemarken Canal, and the Haukelifjeld.
To Odde 483 Kil. From Christiania to Skien by railway, 204 Kil. (express

6l/a hrs., fares 11 kr. 10, 7 kr. 50 0. ; ordinary train in 7-11 hrs., fares 9 kr.
20, 6 kr. 15 0.). —From Skien to Dalen, 105 Kil., by steamer, twice daily
from about the middle of June onwards, in 8V2-U hrs. (fares 8 kr., 4 kr.;
to Ulefos 1 kr. 60 0., 1 kr.; restaurant on board, B. O/4, D. 2 kr.).
From

in

—

Carr. and pair for 2 pers.
drive of three days.
80, 3 pers. 80, 4 pers. 100 kr. (tariff fixed by the Drivers' Union). In
the height of the season the horses, as on the other most frequented routes,
are apt to be over-worked; the travelkr should stipulate for fresh horses.
Since the completion of the Telemarken Canal the route via Skien
and Haukeli is, during the tourist season (comp. p. xiv), the most conDalen to

Odde, 174 Kil.,
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and comfortable approach from Christiania to the Hardanger
The distance can sometimes be covered in three days, the nights
being spent at Dalen and Haukeli Scuter. The following distribution of
time is, however, preferable. lst Day. Railway via Laurvik to Skien fand
2nd Day. Steamer to Dalen
possibly on by steamer to Aaheim, p. 36).
(by the express-steamer 'Inland' it is possible to reach Dalen late in the
3rd Day. Excursion in the forenoon to the
evening of the first day).
Ravnejuv (p. 38) ; afternoon, by skyds to Berle fp. 39) or Heggestel (p. 32)
4th Day. Skyds to Haukeli.
5th Day.
Skyds to Seljestad fp. 96).
Travellers in the reverse
6th Day.
Skyds in the forenoon to Odde.
direction, leaving Odde in the afternoon for (4 hrs.) Seljestad, may reach
Voxli (12 hrs.
p. 40) on the second, and Dalen (p. 38 ; 10 hrs.) on the third
The Dyreskard is sometimes not passable before July (see p. 41).
day.

venient

Fjord.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

From Christiania to (53 Kil.) Drammen, see R. 3. Through-carThe railway ('Jarlsbergbane') from Drammen to Laurvik
riages.
and Skien turns to the S.W. (fine retrospect), past the suburb of
Tangen, and slowly ascends (1 : 80) the Kobberviksdal, the highest
point of which (250 ft.) is reached at (63 Kil.) Skouger. 69 Kil.
Galléberg. 73 Kil. Sande, with the church of that name, near the
Sandebugt, of which we get a fine view to the left. The train now
—

skirts the picturesque fjord.
86 Kil. Holmestrand (Rail. Restaurant; Hot. Soeieteten, at the
station, R. 172-2, B. 1, D. 2, S. 174 kr.), a sea-bathing place with
2450 inhab., lies at the foot of a steep porphyry cliff, ascended

by

a

of the

zigzag path (view

fjord).

100 Kil. Skoppum,

near the Borrevand;
branch-line hence to Borre and (7 Kil.) Horten, on the Christiania
103 Kil. Augedal; 109 Kil. Barkaker. To the right
Fjord (p. 8).
The train passes Tansberg on the
we see the chàteau of Jarlsberg.
2
and
runs
back
for
through a short tunnel, to
Kil.,
passing
left,
115 Kil. Tensberg (Victoria Hotel, R. 2, D. 2, S. lV2kr-, good
cuisine; Grand Hotel, both near the station), with 5050 inhab.,
famous as seafarers, the oldest town in Norway, dating from the

96 Kil. Nykirke.

—

—

—

Haarfager. About fifty whalers and seal-hunting
vessels (one-third steamers) annually start from this port. Most
of the sailors live on the Netere and the Tjeme, to the S. of Tensberg. By following the Anders-Madsens-Gade between the Grand
Hotel and the church ('Vagtmester ved Slotstaarnet' in a house on
the left) and then (74 hr.) ascending to the left, we reach the Castle
Hill above the town, under which the railway tunnel passes. The
time of Harald

Slotstaarn at the top affords a wide view and contains a collection
of antiquities and whaling implements.
At (121 Kil.) Sem or Semb the train crosses the Oulie-Elv.
128 Kil. Stokke; 135 Kil. Raastad. To the right lies Gogstad

(see

p.

13).

139 Kil. Sandefjord (Grand Hotel, R. 2, D. 2, S. 172kr.; Hotel
Kong Karl; Heidemark's Hotel), a favourite watering-place with
4350 inhab., and sulphurous, saline, and chalybeate springs, prettily
situated

medusse

on

the

fjord

('maneter'),

Baedekek'b

of the

which

Norway

name.
The sea swarms with
said to be beneficiai to bathers.

same

are

and Sweden.

—

7th Edit.

3
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From Christiania

LAURVIK.

Route 5.

Jattegryder near the Gaard Aasen are interesting ; the largest
deep. Similar 'giant's cauldrons' at the (372 M.) Vindalsbugt
The whole region between Terosberg and
may be visited by boat.
Laurvik is historic ground. At Hjertnas are several 'bautastenar'.
144 Kil. Joberg, in a wooded and monotonous district; 149 Kil.
Tjelling, with a view of the Laurviksfjord as far as Fredriksvaern.
The train crosses the Laagen or Laugen (p. 26), by a bridge 183 yds.
long, to the suburb of Thorstrand, passes through two tunnels, and
The

is 23 ft.

reaches

—

158 Kil. Laurvik.
2-2'/2 kr. ; Thoka Hansen's

Grand Hotel, with electric light, E,Hotel ; Hetn's Hotel , these three near the
railway-station and the pier; Kong Karl, Lille Torvet, with café.
Bath House (Dr. J. C. Holm's), with minerai and sulphur springs and
mud baths; pension 18 kr. weekly, 64 kr. monthly, R. 20-50 kr. per month.
'Kurpenge1 , or visitors' tax , for baths, physician, etc, 22 kr. per week.
for the first fortnight, 20 kr. per week for the second fortnight, and
Sea Baths , to the W. of the harbour.
afterwards 15 kr. per week.
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Fred. Dahm.
—

Hotels.

—

—

Laurvik, Laurvig, or Larvile, formerly the capital of the county
of that name, with 12,000 inhab. and the suburbs of Langestrand
to the W. and Thorstrand to the E., is beautifully situated on the
near the mouth of the Laagen.
The station lies on the quay, which the railway skirts. Pleasant
walk on the long quays. The streets running inland ascend to the
*Begeskov, a fine beech-plantation above the highest houses on the
N. side of the town. Near the entrance are a café and a music
pavilion, where a band often plays in the afternoon. Among the
finest of the walks in the wood is that leading from the pavilion to
the right (N.E.) to a point commanding a fine view of the Farisvand
to the left. Another walk may be taken from the station to the E.
to Laurviks Kirke (fine view of the fjord), and to Herregaardsbakken
The large building to the S., conspicuous in
(in ali 172"2 hrs.).
approaching Laurvik by sea, is the old manor-house of Fritsehus.
The train (best views to the right) crosses the Faris-Elv (which
drives the Fritse Jernvark and several other factories), ascends
to the Farisvand, and skirts its W. bank, passing through a series of
short tunnels. The scenery is a pleasant mingling of field and wood.
169 Kil. Tjose; 182 Kil. Aaklungen, onthe small lake of that name
(135 ft.). Then past several lakes. 188 Kil. Birkedalen (235 ft.).
192 Kil. Eidanger, 72 hr. from the station, pleasantly situated
amid woods on the Eidanger Fjord.
From Eidanger to Brevik, 9 Kil., railway in 21 min. (fares 40, 300.).
The first part of the line traverses fine woods. 2 Kil Nystvand (Eidanger
Hotel), on the Eidanger Fjord, the W. bank of which is skirted by the
4 Kil. Skjetsvik; 6 Kil. Heistad.
9 Kil. Brevik (Hot. Viking,
railway.
on
the fjord. '/4 M. from the rail. stat. and the pier; Stiansen), with
2000 inhab., is charmingly situated at the S.E. end of a rocky peninsula
which separates the Eidanger Fjord from the Friersfjord.
Opposite, to
the S. , is the little town of Stathelle.
From Brevik steamers ply to

Laurviksfjord,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Christiania and Christiansand.

195 Kil. Porsgrund (Stiansen,s Hotel ; *Victoria,

an

old

manor

to the

SKIEN.

Hardanger Fjord.
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house, lli M. from the rail. stat., simply fitted up, R. 2 kr. ; Brit.
vice-consul, Mr. James Franklin), a town of 4000 inhab., lies on
both banks of the Skiens-Elv, which descends from the Nordsjef and
enters a bay of the Friersfjord I72 M. below the town, bringing
yearly

IY2

million

of the broad

farms.

logs

to the sea.

Skiens-Elv, through

A tunnel is traversed

204 Kil. Skien.

—

near

Hotels.

—

a

We

now

smiling

ascend the left bank

district with

numerous

—

*Patterson,s

Hotel, Jernbane-Torv,

the rail. station and the pier of the sea-going steamers; Royal Hotel,
at the corner of the Telemarks-Gade and the Torv-Gade, with 16 rooms
(2 kr. ; D. 2 kr.); "Grand Hotel (landlord speaks English), at the W.
end of the Telemarks-Gade, with view of the wharf of the Telemarken
steamers, R. 2, D. 2 kr.
Café-Restaurant in the Festivitets-Lokal ; also
good warm baths (3/4-l kr. ; tickets opposite, at the confectioner's).
Post Office, in the Torv-Gade.
Steamers. To Telemarken twice daily (once on Sun.), both to Ulefos
and Dalen and to Ulefos and Hitterdal (p. 31); pier nearly 3/t M. from the
rail. stat. (cabs in waiting).
Sea-going steamers ply daily to Porsgrund,
Langesund, and Christiania, and weekly to Fredrikshald.
near

—

—

Skien (pron. Sheen), the ancient Skida, a commercial and indus
triai town with 9500 inhab., dates from the 14th cent., but has been
repeatedly burned down (last in 1886) and rebuilt in a more substantial style. Skien is the birthplace of the dramatist Henrik

(b. 1828). The town lies on the N. bank of the Skiens-Elv,
which here breaks through a rocky barrier in two falls and forms a
roomy harbour. In the Jernbane-Torv, at the harbour, are the Rail
way Station and the handsome Raadhus, with its arcaded vestibule.
The broad Prindsens-Gade ascends hence to the new Church, a Gothic
brick building by J. H. Bergh, with two lofty spires. The square in
front of the church is adorned with a fountain and is adjoined by
Skien s Festivitets-Lokal, with a public library, baths, and a café-reThe Street named 'Broerne' (bridges) ascends from near
staurant.
the wharf of the Telemarken steamers to the Damfos and theiHosterfos, the two waterfalls mentioned above. On a small island between
On
them formerly stood the nunnery of Gimse, founded in 1110.
the steep Bratsbergklev, to the S.E. of the town, are the ruins of the
Bratsberg Chapel, which has given its name to the entire district
(fine view by morning-light). It is reached from the rail. station in
20 min. by the Ny Skotlandsvei and a flight of wooden steps.
Ibsen

—

—

The Telemarken Steamer, which" starts above the Damfos,
ascends the Skiens-Elv, passes several factories, andreaches(72hr.)
the three *Locks ofLeveid, constructed in 1861 to meet the different
levels of the Nordsj» and the Skiens-Elv. They are hewn, like those
of Trollhàttan, outof the rock. Thepassageof the locks takes 20 minutes. The fourth lock is used when the water is exceptionally high.
A bust commemorates Amtmann Aall, the chief promoter of the
canal.
The steamer next passes several small islands and soon enters
theNordsj«r(50ft.), the chief lake of Telemarken, 28 Kil. (1772M.)
3 •
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ULEFOS.

Route 5.

From Christiania

length and receiving the overflow of several other lakes. The
banks are surrounded by low wooded hills. High up to the right, near
the entrance, is the St. Mikaelshul, or St. Michael's cave, where
Roman Catholic services were formerly held. Farther on we have
a view to the right of the church-tower of Romnaes and of the N.
part of the lake (traversed by the Hitterdal steamer ;p. 31). In about
2 hrs. after leaving Skien we reach

in

—

Ulefos i Holden (O. P. Sondreserìs Hotel, at the pier), situated
on both banks of the Eidselv, which descends from the great Tele
marken lakes and here enters the Nordsje. Its water affords the
motivo power of several mills and factories. One of the finest of

pretty private residences is the castellated villa of Hr. Nils Aall,
with its garden (right). To the left is the church of Holden.
Steamer to Hitterdal, see p. 31.
Ulefos is the starting-point of the *Bandak-Nordsj« Canal,
constructed in 1889-92 at a cost of 3,000,000 kr. to overcome the
difference of level (190 ft.) between the two lakes. It follows the
channel of the Eidselv and is 17 Kil. long. The work offered special
difficulties, as some of the 17 locks could not be hewn out of the
rock but had to be formed with the aid of enormous dams of masonry. The steamboat takes 23/4-3 hrs. to ascend from Ulefos to
Hogga, the last look (in the reverse direction 272 hrs.).

the

—

the lowest fall of the Eidselv , is 36 ft. high. The
height by three locks. At the top is an arched
wooden bridge. The first station is Aaheim (*Aaheim's Hotel, R.
1-2, D. 1-2 kr.), beyond which we reach the *Eidsfos (32 ft. high;
seen to the left), overcome by two locks. It takes six locks to counteract the fall of the * Vrangfos (1 10 f t.), a little farther on. At the
top of this series of locks is a gigantic dam of red granite, 106 ft.
high and 70 ft. wide at its lowest part, the overflow at which also
often forms a fine fall (right). The banks are here connected by a
small bridge.
The steamer takes nearly an hour (40 min. downwards) to ascend
from the lower Eidsfos lock to the uppermost Vrangfos lock. The traveller
should therefore leave the steamer, cross the bridge just above the Eids
fos, and follow the good path on the right bank, through wood, to (25 min.)
the uppermost Vrangfos lock. Near the end of this walk, to the right, is
a view-point, with a stone table, affording a fine view of the whole gigan
tic staircase of locks.
Passengers in the other direction should also take
The

Ulefos,

steamer ascends this

this walk.

The steamer now ascends the wide river, which has been much
deepened through the construction of the dams. The banks are
thickly wooded, with here and there a farm-house surrounded by
crops and pastures. At an expansion of the river we see the Nukefjeld (1285 ft. ; ascended from Ulefos in 3-4 hrs.), to the S., while
the Lifjeld (p. 32) rises to the N. On the left (N.) bank lies the
church of Lunde, opposite which is Lundefaret, sometimes tonched
at

by the

steamer.

We

gain 10

ft. by the lock of Lunde

or

Groot-

to the

KIRKEB0.

Hardanger Fjord.

evje, 7 Kil. from Vrangfos, and 10
3 Kil. farther

ft.

more
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by the lock of Kjeldal,

on.

The last locks are at (2 Kil.) Hogga and raise the steamer 23 ft.
The level of the lakes above Hogga is maintained by an immense
dam, for the foundations of which it was found necessary to dig
down 25 ft. below the bottom of the river.
Between the Flaa-Kirke, on the N. bank, and the station of
on the S.
bank, the steamer enters the E. end of the
Flaavand ('235 ft.). The elk is stili found in the forests on the
banks. At the W. end of the lake (15 Kil. from Straengen) the
steamer enters the narrow Fjaagesund and soon reaches the Hvidesje
(185 ft.). The mountains become higher and steeper : to the right
rises the Brokefjeld (3540 ft.), to the left, in the distance, the bare
Roboltfjeld (3345 ft.), and to the W. the pointed Raubergnuten.
At the upper end of the lake lies the wooded island of Buke.
To the right opens the small lake of *Sundkile (4 Kil. long),
surrounded by picturesque mountains and entered by a narrow
strait crossed by a drawbridge.
The afternoon steamer (express)
does not enter the Sundkile. The others pass the bridge and cali
at Kirkeber (Hotel Hvideseid, at the
pier), pleasantly situated at
the upper end of the bay. A skyds-road runs hence to the N. to
(17 Kil.) Kobbervolden (p. 32), passing Brunkebergs Kirke, about
3 Kil. distant.
The steamer returns to the Sundkile, rounds the
promontory of Spjosodden, and stops at Smedodden, on the S. bank,
near the church of Hvideseid, at the W. end of the lake.
From Hvideseid to Arendal (146 Kil.).
The road ascends rapidly ,
and then descends to (7 Kil.) Slrand i Vraadal (tolerable), a little to the
W. of which lies the Vraavand fp. 38).
Our route turns to the S.
and skirts the E. bank of the Nisservand (795 ft.), a fine sheet of water,
34 Kil. long (steamer)
The next stages are :
affording trout-fishing.
17 Kil. Vik i Nisserdal; 26 Kil. Hommei Treungen; then past the Hegfos,
formed by the Nisser-Elv; 19 Kil. 0i i Aamli; 16 Kil. Nergaarden i
Aamli (good quarters); 13 Kil. Simonstad (p. 7).
Thence to Arendal,

Strangen,

—

,

see

p. 7.

Beyond Hvideseid the steamer passes through
channel of Skarpstremmen (6 Kil. long), connecting
with the ^Bandaksvand (205 ft.), a picturesque lake,
enclosed by imposing mountains. The first view of the

the artitìcial
the

Hvidesj»

27 Kil. long,

lake, beyond
Apalsle (right) and the high rocky island of Bandakse
(left), is very striking. Farther on, to the left, is the rock called
St. Olafs Ship. The scenery afterwards becomes a little monotonous,
but the W. end of the lake is enclosed by a fine group of moun
tains belonging to the Saetersdal.
the station of

About

li/a

nr-

from Hvideseid the steamer touches at

Triset,

by the church of Laurdal (*Bakke's Hotel, at the pier), situated on
the N. bank of the lake, amidst rich vegetation. A good road leads
On the S. bank of
hence to Ofte i Heidalsmo (11 Kil., p. 32).
the lake , opposite Laurdal
lies Bandakslid , also a steamboat
station, but not always called at.
—

,
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DALEN.

From Christiania

From Bandakslid ('slow' station) the hill is crossed by a zigzag road
to (5 Kil.) Midtgaarden (fast station).
The road then leads to the S., past
the W. end of the Vraavand (850 ft.; steamer), and ascends the course of
This stream forms the picturesque "Lille
the river which falls into it.
Rjukanfos near the road and emerges from the Skredvand (1085 ft.), a little
We
E.
bank
follow
the
of this lake to (8 Kil.) Rindebakken
higher up.
(slow station), beyond which we pass Veum and reach (15 Kil.) Moland, on
the Fyrisvand (25 Kil. in length). Between Veum and Moland the
Bispevei
diverges to the W. to Viken in the Ssetersdal (p. 5).

The lake contracts and the mountains become more imposing,
on the N. side.
About 1 hr. after leaving Triset the
steamer reaches its terminus

especially

—

"Hotel Dalen, a large house, 1/4 M. from the
Dalen.
quay, with
garden, electric light, baths, and a good view of the lake, R. from 2, B. V/2,
D. 2, S. IV2 kr. (noisy at night on account of the arrivai of the late
Hotel Folksvang, Vs M. from the quay ; "Hotel
steamer; comp. p. xxv).
Bandak, 1/2 M. from the pier, R. ì1/^, S. 1 kr., omn. free; Tokedalen's, by
the pier.
English Church Service in July and August.
Dalen, at the W. end of the Bandaksvand, into which the TokeElv falls here, is the starting-point of the new road over the Hau—

—

—

kelifjeld. There is an abundant supply of horses and carriages, so
that there is no need to bind oneself beforehand with any of the
agents on board the steamer. It is advisable, however , not to be
too late in starting from Dalen, as the first skyds-station is often
overcrowded.
Excursion to Ravnejovet, attractive (there and back on foot 6-7 hrs.;
horse 5 kr. ; no accommodation or rfmts. obtainable en route). The narrow
road, beginning about V4 M. from the quay, ascends to the N. in long
zigzags, on a rocky slope 1300-1600 ft. high. After about 1 hr. the road
turns inland and becomes more level.
About 200 yds. beyond the farm
of (20 min.) Reffelbrcek (post-office) we avoid the road to the right and
min
to
the
lake
and
the
ieft
to
proceed
(10
) old timber church of Eidsborg
(2300 ft.). The door of the latter is adorned with carving (defaced) ; the
interior has been entirely modernized. We leave the church to the left,
skirt the lake (which lies considerably below), and ascend by a poor bridlepath up the steep Eidsborgaas. The path then becomes level for some
time and again ascends abruptly. The highest point (1 hr. from Eidsborg)
affords a fine view of the dark-green mountains to the N. Farther on
A path
we descend, amid rocks and wood, to O/2 hr.) a small saw-mill.
diverges here to thejleft to the Molands-Sxter, but we go straight on across
the brook.
10
farther
on
on
a
tree
to
the
A tablet about
min.
left, in,
dicates the way to "Ravnej u vet, or Ravnedjupet, a perpendicular rock,
1090 ft. above the turbulent Toke-Elv , and commanding a splendid view
There is a Constant curof the Libygfjeld and the district of Nsesland.
rent of air here ascending from below, so that pieces of paper thrown
from the rock do not fall but are carried back over our heads. To the
left, in the valley, we see the great sweep of the road described below.
A pavilion commemorates the visit of King Oscar II. in 1879.
Riders
and walkers may continue their journey to the N. from Ravnejuvet.
The path at first leads through forest, and afterwards descends rapidly
and crosses the Toke-Elv.
In l-f/4 hr. we reach the hamlet of Ncesland,
It is also a skyds
where the gaard of Sandok affords good quarters.
station (to Mule in l>/2-2 hrs. ; 4 kr. ; p. 32).
Pass from Dalen to the Swtersdal, see p. 5.
—

The Road to the Hardanger Fjord, completedin 1892, crosses
the broad Toke-Elv by an iron bridge, about 1 Kil. from Dalen,
and soon enters the forest. Farther on, at the mouth of the Bot-

to the
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Hardanger Fjord.

nedal, the old road to Mo (see below) diverges to the left. Just
beyond this point the new road crosses the stream and sweeps upward,
high above the brawling Toke-Elv. Where it crosses the Rokke-Elv
walkers may avoid a long bend by ascending steeply on the left
bank.

slope

The road continues to ascend for at least2 Kil. along the W.
valley of the Toke-Elv, affording a grand view of the

of the

valley and the precipitous heights

to the E.

(Ravnejuvet,

see

p.

38).

sharp curve, stili ascending while a road to
Naesland (p. 38) diverges to the right.
The road is partly hewn
in the living rock aud traverses'flne coniferous woods
high up on
the N. slope of the valley of the Rokke-Elv. At an opening in the
wood we have a peep of the church of Mo'to the left, on a small
lake. Farther on we cross the Rokke-Elv, joining" the' old^ road on
the right bank.
After passing the parsonage of Mo we reach the lower end of
the Bertevand. The road passes Berteosen and undulates along the
W. bank of the lake, above which rises the abrupt Rautefjeld
(4725 ft.). The E. bank is entirely uncultivated, and rises in jagged
rocky walls, sprinkled with trees. The road crosses the B0rte-Elv
It then describes

a

,

,

and reaches

—

25 Kil.

Utbeen, with the well-managed *HoteI B^rte. The
from Bredvik in the Saetersdal (see p. 6) joins the road
here. The latter turns inland and crosses the ridge of Berteyrenden, beyond which we enjoy a fine view of the upper end of the

bridle-path

Bartevand. We ascend gradually over the Bertekeìa, through beau
tiful fir-woods. The view becomes more open a short way beyond
the top.
The road descends in windings and joins the Hitterdal
road at (8 Kil.) a 'Landhandleri' above the Vinjevand and Heggestel

(p. 32), which, however,

are not visible from this point.
which we now follow to the left, is pretty poor.
It crosses the Rus-Elv and ascends , though with numerous dips,
through the valley of the Smerklep-Elv and along the E. slope of

The old

the

Toad,

Several farms

Smerklepfjeld.

the Totakvand

during

the rest of

to

(1590 ft.),

the W.
near

passed.

The Flaatebunut

on

into

valley. The road
by a footpath from Brunelid

sharply

are

sight to the N.^'and remains in view
the journey through the somewhat monotonous
crosses the river, and is here joined on the right

comes

the

and

on

soon

the Totakvand (p. 30). It then turns
reaches the pretty Grungedalsvand

—

24 Kil. Rui Hotel
for about 1 Kil. more,

Heggestel). Skirting the lake
Grungedals Hotel.
The next part of the route, skirting the green but shallow lake,
and affording a good view of the Gurifjeld, is very picturesque.
The road, however, is very rough and uneven. A party would do
well to take one skyds for their baggage (p. xxi), and walk to Botten.
Beyond the yellowish-brown Church of Grungedal we reach the
farms of Edland

or

(12 Kil.

we

from
reach the

Eilandt and the

new

Hotel Haukelid

(11

Kil.

40
from

Rui, 16

From Christiania

HAUKELI.

Route 5.
Kil. from

Botten),

where the road

crosses

the

foaming

Geislaus-Elo.
Farther on we follow the left bank of the Flaathyl-Elv. To the
left (S.), at kilomètre-stone 170 (from Skien), we see the fine Vafos,
descending from the Nedre Langeidvand in a series of bold leaps.
The route now ascends a monotonous valley, passing a few farms,
of which the two of Flaathyl are the most important. We cross the
After having forced its way through a rocky barrier
stream twice.
in a series of falls and rapids, the Flaathyl-Elv forms several Hel,
or deep pools. The largest of the waterfalls (to the left, close to the
road) is the Lille Rjukanfos ('little smoking fall'), the best point for
surveying which is the projecting rock near its foot. The largest Hed
is the Ekelidhel (2290 ft.). Continuing to ascend, we at last reach
27 Kil. Botten or Botn (2590 ft. ; good station ; shooting and
fishing), on the pretty Voxlivand (2500 ft.), which the road skirts.
About
M. farther on, to the left, is the *Voxli or Vaagsli Hotel
(R. l-172i B. or S. 1 kr.), commanding a fine view of the lake.
The road passes several farms and the last sparse crops of barley
and potatoes. Farther on are the small Hotel Nystel, and then the
—

72

Arrebuvand and the Evenbuvand. This region is almost uninhabited,
Near kilo
a few old and dying pines alone relieving its monotony.
mètre-stone 190 we reach the Krakledyr Skar, commanding a fine
*View of the mountains to theW.: to the left Vasdalseggen (5765 ft.),
then Kistenuten, the Kallevasheia, and Sveien. Below us, to the
left, lies the Kjalavand (2940 ft.), to the S. of which rises the
Kjalatind. Trees disappear.
18 Kil. Haukeli-Sseter (*Knud Haukelisater 's Inn, consisting of
several houses, the main one in the Norwegian style by H. Munthe,
R. 1-2,
B._ 1-1 74, D. 172-2, S. 172 kr.), at the E. end of the Staavand (3085 ft.), situated amidst imposing scenery, and commanding
The peaks and even parts of the
an unimpeded view of the fjeld.
plateau remain covered with snow as late as August. The Kistenut,
to the S. of the Staavand (there and back 3-4 Iits.), and the Lille

(6 hrs.), afford wide views.
road leads to the N.W., skirting the Staavand. After
about 10 min. we get a glimpse of the Storefond to the right, and
74 hr. farther on is a ruined bridge on the left, over which the
old bridle-path led. About 272 M. from Haukeli we cross the

Nup,

to the N. of the Haukelisseter

The

good

Ulevaa-Elv, which descends from the N. and forms the boundary
between the districts of Bratsberg and Sandro Bergenhus ; to the
right it forms several low but very broad cascades. After 1 M. more
we reach the Ulevaavand
(3095 ft. ; 2 M. long) , to the left, the N.
bank of which our road skirts. We are now in the heart of a ijeld
solitude. To the right we have a fine view of the precipitous Store
Nup and the Storefond, and to the left Sveien; in front rises the
Stafsnut, to
dyr Ruste.

the

right

of which

are

the

Rekkinysnut

and the Midt-

to the

R0LDAL.

Hardanger Fjord.
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from Haukelisater we cross
and at the foot of the Dyrnut, the
to ascend the pass of Dyreskard
E.
(3715 ft. ; watershed), the top of which we reach in 72 hr. more.
Such masses of snow often lie here, even in midsummer, that a
tunnel has to be made for the road, and in many years carriages
cannot pass before July. To the left is a 'Varde', erected by King
Oscar IL in 1879.
The road now leads to the W. through a wilderness of snow and
stones, sometimes descending slightly. To the right is Stafsnuten,
to the left Sveien and the narrow green 0isteinvand.
To the left,
below the road, about 97ì M. from Haukelisaeter, lies the Midtla.ger-Sa.ter; and on the road is the Nye Midtlager-Sater. About
10 min. later the three houses of Svandalsflaaene and several small
lakes appear below us to the left.
On the road is a small inn
(D. 2 kr., tolerable). In 10 min. more we reach the hill of Staven,
and in 5 min. more begin to descend. To the right, below, lies the
Tarjebudal, with the saeters of Tarjebudal and Nya Stel ; to the W.,
in front of us, is the Horrehei. In 10 min. we cross by the Risbubro
to the right bank of the Risbu-Aa, and then descend rapidly in
huge zigzags. Near (10 min.) the 0stmanlid Sater we have a fine
glimpse of the Raldalsvand. The scenery improves. After 20 min.
we cross the noisy Vasdals-Elv and follow its right bank, high above
the stream. In front of us is the broad Novle-Fos, near which the
road passes 10 min. later. The river with its numerous rapids is
constantly in sight. The Raldalsvand again (5 min.) comes into
sight, backed by the Holmenut and Reldalsaaten (4125 ft.). A drive
After

the

a

12 min.
30 Kil.

of

drive of

l-l1/* hr. (572 M.)

Midtdyr-Elv, turn to the S.,
part of the Stafsnut, begin

to

more

brings

(pay

for 35 Kil. in the

us

—

reverse

direction)

Reldal

(*Hótel

Reldal, R. 172-2, B. 174, D. 2, S. 172kr. ; Grytìngs Hotel $ Skyds
Station, D. 1 kr. 70».; Fredheim 's Hotel plain; Engl. Ch. Serv. in
summer), near the N. end of the Reldalsvand. On the lake, a
short distance from the road, is the church, in which have been
Farther on we
incorporated the remains of an old 'Stavekirke'.
At the fork where the
cross the Tufte-Elv and skirt the lake.
roads to the Bratlandsdal (p. 95) and to Hardanger diverge from
each other, we follow the latter and ascend to (3 Kil.) the Breifond
,

—

Hotel

6

.

(p. 95).

From Kongsberg to the Hardanger Fj ord
Numedal.

through the

4-5 Days. Of the great routes (comp. pp. 32, 43, 48) leading from E. Nor
way across the Fjeld to the W. coast this is the least attractive and is
seldom used except by Norwegians. The inhabitants, however, are inter
esting, as they have retained many of their primitive characteristics and
traditions. A Carriage Road with fast stations leads through the Numedal
to Bresterud in the Opdal (123 Kil.), from which driving is also practicable
to Floten, 11 Kil. farther on.
Beyond this the traveller must ride or walk.
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BR0STERUD.

Kongsberg,

(p. 27)

to the

see

left,

The road, leaving that to the
p. 26.
follows the right bank of the Laagen.
—

17 Kil. Svenesund.
of

Svene,

on

We

the

valley

Laagen and pass the church

cross

the

near

the church of Flesberg. Farther
right bank by an iron bridge.

its left bank.

14 Kil. Sendre Flesberg,
on

Bolkesje

contracts. We

16 Kil. Alfstad

cross

to the

The valley is pretty
Alfstad, also
affords good accommodation, and its owner has constructed a hut for
sportsmen and anglers on the Sorkevand or Serkjevand, 10 M. to
the W. At the Vaglikirke we cross the stream, which here forms
a small fall.
On the left bank is the Brobakken Hotel, near the
skyds-station of
wide here. The

(Inn,

gaard

well

Fikkan

or

spoken of).

Fekjan, 6-7

Kil. from

—

17 Kil. Helle (inn).
to the Ytre Nore-Fjord
of which it

runs.

The road ascends and then descends again
the Kravik-Fjord (868 ft.), along the bank
To the left rises the Eìdsfjeld (4940 ft.). One of the
—

or

date from the 12th century.
are the old and the new
Nore-Kirke. The road then skirts the 0vre Norefjord (12 Kil. long),
passes the farm of Sevli, and reaches
old

buildings of Gaard Kravik is said
On the opposite (right) bank of the

to

river
—

27 Kil.

Skj#nne (920 ft. ; good quarters), with several old
buildings. Beyond Skjenne the road crosses the Laagen and turns
to the W. into the Opdal.
The scenery becomes very picturesque.
The Opdals-Elv forms several waterfalls. The road ascends rapidly
to the

Fennebufjord (1525 ft.).

11 Kil. Liverud, at the W. end of the Fennebufjord, near the
Stavekirke of Opdal. We continue to ascend, passing several farms
and the new church of Opdal.
21 Kil. Br.e<sterud

or Brostrud
(2625 ft. ; fair accommodation).
may also be had at Nerstebe, a little higher up.
From Br0sterud to Neraal in the Hallingdal a mountain-path leads in
I-IV2 day. It ascends past the Vass and Hefde saeters in 4 hrs. to (17 Kil.)
Aasberg (quarters and horses at Gunnar Aasberg's and Halvor Kj0naas's)
in Dagalid (2750 ft.).
Farther on we cross the fjeld to the Skurdal
(10 Kil.; 2740 ft. ; quarters at the Guttormsgaard), and then another height
by a road to the (17 Kil.) Ustadal (quarters at Jeilo and Tufto); lastly past

Quarters

—

several farms to Hammersbeen and

Hol, near Neraal (p. 47).
For the route across the mountain to the Hardanger (100 Kil. ;
three days) a guide should be engaged lower down the valley, and
a
supply of provisions obtained. The route from the NOTSteb» at
first follows the saeter-path, and then traverses the lofty Hardanger
Vidda (4000 ft.), commanding an extensive view in every direction.
It leads past the Skarsvand to the Skars-Sater, where the Laagen
is crossed by boat. We pass the night, after a walk of 11-12 hrs.,
in the tourists' hut on the
Laagelidbjerg, or Laagriberg
On the second

day

we

skirt the

(3805 ft).
Gjetsje, and the Store
10 hrs. spend the night in

river,

the

Nordmandsslabet, and after a walk of
the tourists' hut at the meeting of the Bjereia and the Svinta. Next

KR0DEREN.

7. Route.
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route leads us to the Nybu-Satre (3600 ft.), on the
the first on the W. side of the fjeld (Vestenfjeldske Norge).
Beyond this we generally follow the course of the Bjereia, which
lower down forms the Veringsfos (p. 110), and cross snow, brooks,
and marshes. We pass Storlien, Maursat, and Garen, and reach
the Fosli Hotel (p. 110) in time to go on to Vik the same day.

morning
Nybusje,

7.

our

From Christiania

Lserdalsaren

on

through the Hallingdal
Sognefjord (Bergen).

to

the

351 Kil. Railway to Krederen, 122 Kil. ; express in43/4 hrs. (fares 6 kr.
4 kr. 15 0.), ordinary train in 5'/2 hrs. (fares 6 kr., 3 kr. 75 0.).
Steamer (Restaurant on board, D. 2 kr.) from Krjjderen to Gulsvik, 45 Kil.,
Road from Gulsvik to
daily in 2>/2-3 hrs. (fare 2 kr. 50, 1 kr. 40 0.).
Laerdalseren , 184 Kil., a drive óf 3 days. Fast skyds-tariff. For a car
riage and pair ('kaleschvogn'), for two persons, the usuai fare is 100 kr.
(sometimes less when the demand is slack) , to which a fee of 5-6 kr. is
added (comp. also p. xxii).
The journey is best divided as follows: (lst Day) From Christiania to

65,

—

—

Gulsvik.

From Gulsvik to Rolfshus. (3rd) From Rolfshus to Breislelen
to Lcerdalseren. Or spend the first night at Nces, the
second at Bjeberg, and the third at Lcerdalseren. It is even possible, by
travelling 14-18 hrs. a day, to reach Laerdalseren in 2 days, spending the
night at Rolfshus. As almost ali the stations on this route are either
good or tolerable, the traveller may divide his journey as best suits his
convenience.
or

(2nd)

Hceg. (4th) Thence

From Christiania to

Vikersund, 96 Kil. ,

see

R. 3.

A branch-

(carriages changed) runs thence to Snarum and
26 Kil. Kréxleren (Restaurant ; *Inn
opposite the station),
prettily situated at the S. end of Lake Krederen (445 ft.) near
the effiux of the Snarums-Elv.
The pier is i/% M. from the sta
line

—

,

,

The lower part of the lake is surrounded by smiling hills. A
skirts the N.E. bank. Beyond the church of Kredsherred
or Olberg, which lies on this road, the lake contracts to the riverlike Noresund. The road crosses here and continues its course on
the W. bank. Farther on the lake again expands, and the scenery
tion.

skyds-road

where the broad-backed
on the left.
The interesting Ascent of the Norefjeld (10 hrs.) is best made from
Nore, on the Noresund. We follow the road to the N. to (4 Kil.) Skadset,
and ascend to the left by a steep bridle-track leading through fir-woods to
the good tourists' hut at the Sandum-Sceter, which affords a fine view of
Lake Krederen.
Our route next runs to the N.W. across a lofty plateau
(leaving the Ramsaas on the right), with a view of the mountains of
It then ascends to the Augunshaug
Telemarken and of the Eggedal.
(4012 ft. ; extensive *View). The summit of the Norefjeld, called the
Hegevarde (4980 ft.; small tourist-hut), rises 5-6 Kil. to the N.W., but
nothing is gained by ascending it. From the Augunshaug we may descend
direct to the E. to Tungen and Ringnces, a 'fast' station, 11 Kil. from
Olberg and 17 Kil. (pay for 25) from Gulsvik. From the Hergevarde we
may descend to the N.E. through the valley of the Gulsvik-Elv to (7 hrs.),
Gulsvik (p. 44).
In 272-372 hrs. the steamer reaches
Gulsvik (510 ft.; *Gulsvik's Hotel; Fru Erikserìs Hotel), at the

wilder, especially beyond Nas
Norefjeld (4980 ft.) rises boldly above the

becomes

,

lake

—
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Route 7.

From Christiania

NjES.

entrance to the Hallingdal , a name applied to the whole district
hounded on the N. and E. by Valders, on the S. by the Numedal,
and on the W. by the Hardanger region.
The inhabitants of the side-valleys and of the upper portion of the
main valley (p. 45) retain many of their ancient characteristics.
Their
passionate disposition, which formerly found vent in the terrible girdle
duel (' Bceltespcender'* ; comp. p. 331), is stili manifested in various ways,
especially in the wild Hallingdans or Springdans, accompanied by a wierd
kind of music ('Funitulleii).

The skyds-station (good quarters) is about 3/4 M. from the lake.
The lower part of the valley is rather monotonous, and travellers
arriving at Gulsvik in the afternoon lose nothing by driving the
same day (in about 5 hrs.) to Nas (see below). The road follows the
W. bank of the Hallingdals-Elv, and is nearly level ali the way. Near
the church of Flaa, 11 Kil. from Gulsvik, is the *Hótel Vik.
14 Kil. Aavestrud (fair station). The road passes several lakelike expansions of the Hallingdals Elv, on the largest of which,
-

the Brummavand (575 ft.), upwards of 18 Kil. long, lies
17 Kil. Bmtnas (indifferent). At the head of the lake lies
11 Kil. Nses or Nes (*Nas Hotel fy Skyds-Station ; *Svenkerud's
Hotel), a large village, with a church, the district-jail , several
locai officials, and a number of shops. [In the reverse direction
■we may descend the river from Naes to Gulsvik by boat
(3 hrs. ;
8-10 kr.). The many rapids make the trip rather sensational, but
there is no danger when the river is moderately full.]
From ISms to Lake Spirillen, 10-11 hrs. (guide unnecessary). A well
defined seeter-path ascends to the E. to Lake Streen (good fishing ; quarters at
one of the saeters), in 3-4 hrs., and by Djupedal in 3-4 hrs. more to Ildjarnstad (p. 49), whence Nws in the Aadal
at the head of Lake Spirillen, is
22 Kil. distant (comp. p. 49).
Scenery pleasing, with numerous farms and fine pine-woods.
About halfway between Nses and Viko we cross the river. Farther
—

—

,

on is Rolfshus (*.Ber</'s Hotel), a favourite resort and pleasant stopping-place. (Route to Frydenlund in the Valders, see p. 52.) Near
20 Kil. Viko (700 ft.; mediocre quarters), beautifully situated
on the Hallingdals-Elv, the valley turns to the W—

The path ascends very
From Viko to the Valders (10-12 hrs.).
steeply for 3/t hr., and then leads for 3 hrs. across the Fjeldvidde ('table
We
the
Tisleivand (2800 ft.),
several
sseters.
row
across
land') passing
a large lake well stocked with trout, which forms the boundary between the
Hallingdal and Valders districts, then descend in about 6 hrs. to Stende,
a farm-house on
the Strandefjord, and cross the lake by a long bridge
,

to

Ulnces-Kirke

(p. 52).

About 2 Kil.
descends from the

above Rolfshus the Hallingdals-Elv, which
Upper Hallingdal (W.; p. 46), is joined by the

from the N.W. The latter forms a fine waterthe Hemsil by the Heslabro, beyond which the road
through the main valley leads to the left, and ascend its right bank
in the Hemsedal, mounting the Golsbakker in long windings , and
passing halfway up within sight of the new church of Gol, to the

Hemsil, descending
fall. We

left

cross

(comp.

p.

18). Beyond (10 Kil.) Lestegaard (1440 ft.)

we

lo Laerdalseren.

7. Route.
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45

again cross the Hemsil and follow the E. side of the valley, passing
several fanns, while the W. side and the bottom of the valley are
uncultivated. About 5 Kil. farther on we reach
16 Kil. Kleven i Gol (cheap quarters). The scenery becomes
nninteresting for a considerable distance. About 4 Kil. farther on
is £&re (2600 ft.).
From Ekre to the Valders (10-12 hrs.). A rough sseter-path ascends
from Ekre to the 'Heier\ passes the Vannenvand and the Storsje at the
base of the huge Skogshorn (5660 ft.) , and leads through the district of
Lykkja, with its scattered houses to the (5 hrs.) Fosheim-Sa?ter, on the
Svenskenvand (2860 ft.), and on to the station of Fosheim (p. 53).
Another route to Valders diverges from our road at Ulsaker, between
Ekre and Fanske, ascends past the base of the Skogshorn (see above) to theHelsingvand, skirts the E. bank of the Hundsendvand, and leads to the GrunkenGaard, where it crosses the Smaadela, falling into the Svenskenvand. It
then leads along the Smaad0la to the N. end of the Helevand and the
Vasends-Saiter, passes the base of the Grindefjeld (5600 ft.), and descends
—

,

to Grìndaheim

On the

(p. 54),

about 13-14 hrs. from Ekre.

bank of the Hemsil rises the Veslehorn , from
which descend four small waterfalls, uniting into a single cascade
during the melting of the snow. The road passes Kirkébe, a poor
village, with the Hemsedals- Kirke , the last in the district before
that of Borgund (83 Kil.), and 7 Kil. farther on reaches
20 Kil. Fauske (good quarters), at the union of the Grendela
and the Hemsil. Near Fauske the Hemsil forms the Rjukande Fos
('smoking fall'), to which a path leads.
Cultivation now ceases, and a few scattered saeters only are passed. The Toad ascends rapidly and traverses the bleak Merkedal, a
scene of stupendous mountain-solitude. This stage takes fully 3 hrs.
20 Kil. (pay in the opposite direction for 30) Bjeberg (3320 ft.;
*Station, frequented by reindeer-stalkers) , the last station in
the Hallingdal, lies in a bleak solitude at the foot of the Hem.sedalsfjeld, Farther on (7 Kil.) we pass a column marking the boundThe
ary between the 'Stift' of Christiania and that of Bergen.
road skirts the precipitous Kjelberg on the left and the Eldrevand
on the right. To the N.E. rises the Jekulegge
(6280 ft.). The road,
the highest in Norway (3800 ft.), then descends rapidly to
15 Kil. (pay for 22 in either direction) Breist.e-len(*.Ho£e£, new).
Then a continuous and latterly steep descent (new road in progress),

opposite

—

—

passing

several

waterfalls,

to the

bridge

of

Berlaug

on

the Valders

(p. 56; 7-8 hrs. from Fauske). A little below the bridge is
12 Kil. (pay for 15; in the opposite direction for 19)Hseg i Bor
From Haeg to Lardalseren (39 Kil.), see pp. 56, 57.
gund (p. 56).

route

—

—

The

Upper Hallingdal.

The Hallingdal in the narrower sense, or main valley (Hoveddalferet), ascends to the W. from Viko (p. 44) to the wild and desolate re
gions of the Hardanger Vidda ('hunting-ground'), across which toilsome
paths (guides necessary) lead N.W. to the Sognefjord and S.W. to the Har
danger Fjord. Perhaps nowhere else do we receive so overwhelming an
impression of the peculiar nature of the Norwegian fjelds as here, where
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Upper

seem to lose the ordinary characteristics of mountains, the
eye resting only here and there on an isolated 'Nute1 rising above the
general level of the monotonous plateau. The lakes swarm with excel
lent flsh; snowy owls nest among the rocks; and the eagle pursues his
At places the ground is thickly strewn for a long
quarry unmolested.
distance with the droppings of the lemming Clemairì, lemmus Norvegicus'),
a hardy little rodent, the wonderful migratory instinet of which ia stili
The reindeer is said to kill the lemming with
a puzzle to naturalists.
eat the stomach for the sake of the vegetable
a blow of its hoof and
The air is remarkably clear and fresh, though fogs and storms
contents.
With this district are associated some of the
are of frequent occurrence.
most famous of Norwegian sagas, such as that of the Villana family, and
retain
more
of
the inhabitants
their ancient characteristics than those of
almost any other part of Norway. With the exception of the higher moun
is
neither
the
however,
scenery
tains,
picturesque nor imposing.

the mountains

Viko, see p. 45. Beyond the Heslabro (p. 45) the Hallingdal
road follows the left bank of the Hallingdals-Elv to Ellefsmoen and
15 Kil. Skjerping. Near Nybgaarden is the old timber-built
Church of Torpe, first mentioned in 1310 and partly demolished in
1880. The porch and doors are finely carved. The tower of the
adjoining new church also contains several old carvings.
—

11 Kil. Sundre i Aal (*Station).
Near it are the handsome
church of Aal, containing some relics of the older church, and two
curious houses of the middle of last century, the Thingstue (with
The road then skirts
paintings in the interior) and the Gretastue.
the Strandefjord (1480 ft.), to the S. of which rises the S anger fjeld
(3865 ft.), and crosses a steep hill to the (15 Kil.) Holsfjord
(1945 ft.), where it divides. The road to the left leads to theUstedal and the Hardanger, that to the right to Neraal and the Sognefjord.
1. Route to the Hardanger. (45-50 Kil. from Sundre). About
3 Kil. from the bifurcation (18 Kil. from Sundre) lies Hammersbeen,
whence a rough road ascends the Ustadal, passing the new Ustadal
church, to (11 Kil.) Jeilo (2675 ft. ; rustie quarters ; guide to the
Hallingskarv 3, to Krsekjahytten7, to Hardanger 12-14 kr.). About
2 Kil. farther on is Tufte (3028 ft.), the highest gaard in the valley
—

(quarters).

The huge Hallingskarv may be aseended from this point: the E. peak
(6440 ft.) by following the course of the Eimeheia to the Presteholtsel ; the
W. peak (6435 ft.), better, from the W. end of the Ustavand. View of the
Hardanger Vidda (p. 45) not picturesque, but very extensive.
The route from Tufte to Maursaet (two days) passes the Smetbak Sater, crosses the Ustadals-Elv by the 'Nybro' (the key of which
must be brought by the guide), ascends the Ustaberg to the Berhelleijern , passes the deserted Monsbuheia , crosses the tongue of
land between the Legreidsvand and the 0rterenvand, skirts the S.
bank of the latter, and ascends the Svaanut to the Store Krakjavand.
On the N. bank of this lake lies the tourist-hut of Kraekjahytten
(4085 ft. ; about 9 hrs. from Jeilo) , a favourite resort of anglers,
The following
where the night is spent(guide, OleLarsen Aker).
From Tufte we follow the Ustadalsroute (6-7 hrs.) is shorter.
Elv to the Ustavand (3315 ft.), cross it by boat to 0rterdalen, walk
—

Hallingdal.

NERAAL.
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(1 hr.) 0rterenvand, cross this lake also, and walk (Y2 ur.) to
the hut. Both routes have the Hallingskarv constantly in view.
On the second day (10 hrs.) we skirtthe Kraekjavand, and cross
the river of Krakjastubben, near an old pitfall for catching reindeer.
We then descend the Halnebottner to the Olafbuvand , cross the
Kjelda to the Fisketjern-Sater , and reach the Smytte-Sater, the
first in Hardanger. We next cross the Leira, which descends from
theN., to the Indste-Sater, whence the route to Maursat (2445 ft.)
and the Fosli Hotel (p. 110) is unmistakable. The imposing Har
danger J»knl is conspicuous the whole way.
2. To Aurland on the Sognefjord (about 85KÌ1.; 3 days ; a
gnide should be engaged at Neraal or at the Gudbrandsgaard), a
splendid, but fatiguing, mountain expedition. Our starting-point is
Neraal or Nedreaal, 4 Kil. from the bifurcation above mentioned,
and 19 Kil. from Sundre, at the N. end of the Holsfjord and near
the Hevelfjord. The old timber-built Church of Hol, near Neraal,
is attended on Sundays by the peasantry in their picturesque oldfashioned costumes. To theW. towers the Hallingskarv (p. 46).
At the W. end of the Herelfjord lies Gaard Villand, once the
seat of the turbulent family of that name, who lived here about
the yearl700 (comp. p. 46). Above Villand (5 Kil.) the road turns
to the N. and leads past the Sunddalsfjord (2650 ft.) to the Gud
brandsgaard (2625 ft. ; about 19 Kil. from Neraal ; good quarters),
to which driving is practicable. A saeter-track leads hence to the
Garlid-Sater (2935 ft.), and along the 0vre Strandefjord (3120 ft.),
14 Kil. long, on which are several saeters, to the farm of Svingaardsto the

botten (rfmts.), at the W. end of the Strandefjord, 572 hrs. from
the Gudbrandsgaard.
The actual mountain-pass to the Sogn district begins here.
The originai inhabitants of the Upper Hallingdal, who belonged
to the ancient Gulathing (p. 127), probably crossed the mountains
here from the coast, just as Valders was originally peopled from
Lserdal. The path, marked by heaps of stones ('varder'), passes
Ulevasbotten, Vierbotten, and a third saeter with a herd of reindeer
tended by Lapps from Reros. [From this point a saeter-path ascends
the valley of the Vesterd0la to the W.S.W., passing Gjeteryggen, and
descends the Moldaadal to the cattle-sheds of Hallingskeiet (a long
day's walk), whence we may go on to Ose and Ulvik (p. 111).] Our
path then ascends rapidly to the Skard ('gap') between the Ulevasnut
on the E. and the Sundhellerfjeld on the W., crosses the Bolhevde,
where the direction is indicated by 'varder', and leads to the tour
ists' hut at the uppermost saeters in the Steinbergdal, 5-572 hrs.
from Svingaardsbotten, where the night is spent.
Next morning we pass (172 nr0 the 0je-Sater (2935 ft.) and
a waterfall, and reach the (174hr.) Grenestelsater and the
(3/4 hr.)
Gaard 0sterbe (good quarters). Beyond a small lake we next descend
the formidable pass of the Nasbegalder, partly by a long ladder,

48
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partly by a path of wicker-work borne by iron

rods driven into the
We then pass the Holmensater and (272 hrs.
from 0sterbe) finally reach (ìy.jhr.) the Nasbedal, where we cross a
torrent and ascend again to Gaard S#nnerheim or Serri
areim, in
a magnificent situation
resembling that of Stalheim (p. 125). Thence
the path leads down the Sennerheimsgalder (protected hy an iron

rock,

to Gaard Nasbe.

railing)
boat for

and

along a rapid stream to the (2 hrs.) Vasbygdvand, the
crossing which (40 min.) is to be found at 0je or Stene,

1 Kil. before the lake is reached. FTom Vasenden, at the W. end of
the lake, to Aurland on the Sognefjord, 6 Kil. more. See
p. 134.

8. From Christiania
dalseren

through the Valders
the Sognefjord.

to Laer

on

This journey may be made either via Lake Spirillen, or via the
Randsfjord, or via the Mjesen-Sje. The Spirillen route is the most
picturesque, but the steamer is small and the other arrangements
are inadequate for a large number of travellers. Hence the more
freqnented routes are those by the Randsfjord and the Mj»sen-Sj0.

By

any of the three routes it is possible to reach Laerdalseren in
days, but it is better to allow four or five. In the height of

three

summer

the traveller should

always

start betimes in order that he

may reach his nightquarters as early as possible, and either
rooms, or, if necessary, go on to the next station.

a.

Via Lake

Spirillen

to

secure

Frydenlund.

Lserdalstfren, 406 Kil.). Railway
131 Kil., express in 41/* hrs. (fares 7 kr. 40, 4 kr.

from Christiania to Heen,
60 0.), ordinary train in
6 hrs. (fares 6 kr. 85. 4 kr. 20 0.).
Steamboat from Heen to Se/rum,
56 Kil., twice daily in 5-5'/2 hrs. (fares 3 kr.); when the river is low,
the boat starts from Bergsund, to which passengers are conveyed by car
Road
riage. Through-tickets to S0rum are to be had at Christiania.
from Surum to Frydenlund, 51 Kil.
The Drivers' Union
Fast stations.
( Kjereselskabet) lets carriages from Stfrum to Lserdal for 85, 100, or 115 kr.
for 2, 3, or 4 persons, but recommends previous ordering by telephone
to Surum's Hotel. If the drive (on account of low water, see p. 49) be
begun at Granum, 5, 6, or 7 kr. is added to the above fares; and 6, 8,
or 10 kr. is charged for the detour to Lake Tyin (p. 155).
Fares are usu
ally reduced in the slack season.

238 Kil. (to

—

—

From Christiania to Heen, see R. 3.
The time between the
arrivai of the train and the departure of the steamer is usually
ampie for early dinner at Bagna's Restaurant or at *Anderson's
Hotel, a little farther on (comp. p. 26). Coffee, beer, and so on
may be obtained on board.
The steamer ascends the

Bagna or Aadals-Elv, with its lakelike expansions.
The navigable channel is indicated by buoys
and stakes. To the left are the large farm of Semmen and (farther
on) Skollerud, to the right the church of Ytre Aadalen. The banks
are hilly and covered with pines.
Higher up, the stream becomes

LAKE SPIRILLEN.

to Lrrrdalseren.

very

rapid.

pretty
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To the left farther on, 15 Kil. from Heen, lies the
Bergsund, where the steamer starts when the water

farm of

is low

(see p. 48).
The mountains become higher and more varied in form. The
course of the vessel is often obstructed by floating timber
('Ternmer'). About 2 hrs. after leaving Heen the steamer reaches the rapid
Kongstrem, which intersects an old moraine, and soon enters

—

*Lake Spirillen

24 Kil. long,
The banks
tures

a

are

(490 ft.; probably

from

'to flow

spira,
rapidly'),
water, surpassing theRandsfjord.
enlivened by numerous farms, with their green pasbeautiful sheet of

and scanty tilled

tains.

To

tne left

fields, while over these rise pine-clad moun
Hegfjeld (3240 ft.). The chief place
Viker or Aadalen, with a church, 8 Kil. to the
is the

the W. bank is
W. of which rises the Gyranfisen (3540 ft.). On the E. bank lies
the gaard of Engerodden. Passing the Ramberg (1680 ft.; left), the
steamer comes in sight of the church of
Nas, or Nasmoen, at the head of the lake, with its wild moun
tain-background. The Baegna enters the lake here, and its mouth
is crossed by a long wooden bridge, beneath which the steamer
passes. To the Tight, just beyond the bridge, about 4 hrs. from
Heen, is the station of Granum (Granum's Hotel, R. 1, S. 1 kr.),
where the steamer has to stop if the water is low (skyds to Serum,
on

—

11

Kil.).

To the N.W. of Nses, in the 0vre Hedal, lies (22 Kil.) Ildjamstad, with
interesting timber-built church (comp. p. 28), dating from about 1200.
According to tradition the whole populatinn of this valley died of the plague
in 1349-50. When the church was afterwards discovered by a hunter, he
found a bear installed by the aitar, in proofof which a bear's skin is stili
Similar traditions exist elsewhere in Norway and Denmark.
shown.
The Baegna is at first pretty broad; the navigable channel is
marked by stakes and buoys. To the right and left are wooded hills.

an

On the left is the

dershorn,

Bjembratbjerg,

of which

we

obtain

an

the right the precipitous Valimposing retrospect farther on.

on

The steamer passes the rapids of Valdersstremmen and again reaches
smooth water (174 hr. from Granum, 574hrs. from Heen).
S«rum (Serums Hotel, fair, R. 13/4, D. 2, S. 1 kr.), 56 Kil. from
is the terminus of the steamboat, water permitting.
The Road up the valley from Serum, which has recently been
improved, is somewhat monotonous. To the right, beyond the river,
lies the gaard of Hougsrud, one of the largest in Valders (praised

Heen,

as
summer-quarters). Farther on, to the left, is the
ancient but modernized church of the Nedre Hedal at Tolleifsrud,

by Norwegians

where the road to the J0Vre Hedal diverges to the left (see above).
We now reach Dokken i Sendre Aurdal. To the left rises the huge
rocky Morkolle, the base of which is skirted by the road. From
the

left, farther on, descends the Muggedals-Elv. Scenery pictur
esque, the mountains showing great diversity of form.
18 Kil. Garthus (fair quarters). To the left rises the TronBAEDEEFr'«

"W^rwaxr

a«il

ft..fo^a«

^tl,

-CAZI

^
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husfjeld,

on

the

sveen we cross

of

From Christiania

FJELDHEIM.
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right the Fonhusfjeld. Beyond the gaard of StorHeleraa, which descends to the Baegna in a series

the

pretty falls. A little farther

on

is the farm of Olmhus. We then

right opens the basin of Bangi Sendre
Aurdal, with its numerous farms, its church, and its parsonage, ali
on the left bank of the river.
High up in the wood is the sanator
Just before reaching Fjeldheim the Baegna
ium of Breidablik.
forms the beautiful Storebrufos, which the road crosses.
17 Kil. Fjeldheim (*Inn, often crowded, R. li/2, D. 2kr.) lies
on the left bank of the Baegna.
The road now foTks, the right
branch leading via (5 Kil.) Breidablik to (14 Kil.) Sveen, the left
skirt the

Svartvikfjeld.

To the

• —

to

Frydenlund.

The Sanatorium Breidablik lies amid pine-woods, about 2000 ft. above
the sea, and commands splendid views. Its six buildings contain more than
100 rooms (pens. 115-168 kr. per month, baths extra). Enquiries should
be addressed to the 'Breidablik Fjeld-og-Skovsanatorium, Valders'.
Carr.
and pair from (40 Kil.) S0rnm or from (42 Kil.) Odnses (p. 51) to Breida
blik 18-24 kr. (also diligences).
—

The road to Frydenlund ascends on the E. side of the ravine of
Baegna. On the W. side of the valley rises the pointed Hullekolle, at the base of which is the old timber-built church of Reinlid
(13th cent.), the road to which (1 hr.) diverges to the left before the
the

is crossed. Our road is hewn out of the rock almost the
whole way. Near the farm of Jukam, to the right, are the remains
of a huge 'giant's cauldron'(p.283). Good view to the left of the deep
gorge of the Baegna. After a drive of about 17é hr. from Fjeldheim

Baegna

reach the highest point. The road rounds a promontory and
discloses a magnificent view of the snow-mountains of Jotunheim,
especially of the Kalvaahegda and the Thorfinstinder. The road
then runs up and down, partly through wood, and unites with
the Valders route about 2M. from Frydenlund. Travellers coming
we

Frydenlund are shown the direction
crossing.
16 Kil. Frydenlund (p. 52).

from

'til

Bang' by

a

sign-post

at the

b. Via the

Randsfjord

to Odnses and thence
Laerdalseren.

by carriage

to

430 Kil. Railway from Christiania to Randsfjord, 142 Kil.: express
in 4S,4 hrs. (fares 7 kr. 40, 4 kr. 60 0.); ordinary train in 6-6V2 hrs. (fares
Steamboat ('Restaurant on board) from Randsfjord
6 kr. 85, 4 kr. 20 0.).
to Odnces, 72 Kil., once or twice daily in 41/2-572 hrs. (fares 5kr., 2 kr.
80 0.).
Road from Odnfes to Laerdalseren, 216 Kil., with fast stations.
For the whole distance a cariole costs about 46, a stolkjEerre for 2 pers.
about 67'/2 kr.
The covered carriages (with two horses) offered by the
Drivers' Union (Kjeireselskabet) between July lOth and Sept. lOth are more
comfortable. The fare from Odnses to Lserdal for 2 pers. is 85 kr., 3 pers.
100 kr., 4 pers. 115 kr. ; detour to Lake Tyin 6, 8, or 10 kr. extra; heavy
baggage according to bargain; fee 4-6 kr. The journey takes 3 days. À
distinct bargain should be made, both as to the fares and as to the hours
of etarting. halts for dining, etc.
As almost ali the stations are good, the traveller may divide his journey
in any way he pleases. The usuai halting-places for the night are Fager—

—

RANDSFJORD.

to Lardalseren.
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nces and Nysluen or Frydenlund and Skogstad.
After arriving at Odnaes in
the eveningit is possible to drive on to Tomlevolden in the long twilight.
Beautiful scenery almost ali the way, particularly between Frydenlund and
Blaaflaten (143 Kil. or 89V2 M.), which will even reward the pedestrian.
The detour (one day) to Lake Tyin, with the excursion to the Skinegg (p. 155),
—

is highly recommended.

Railway from Christiania

to

Randsfjord,

see

R. 3.

Randsfjord Station (* Hotel Berger; Randsfjord Hotel) lies on
the left bank of the Rands-Elv, at its efflux from the Randsfjord.
A bridge crosses the broad river to Hadelands Glasvark. The pier
is close to the station.
The Randsfjord (440 ft.), 73 Kil. long and 1-4 broad, is
bounded on the E. by the fertile and populous Hadeland, and on
the W. and N. by Valders and Land. The banks, rising gradually
to a height of 2000 ft., well cultivated at places, and wooded at
the

are somewhat monotonous. Being narrow, the lake resem
broad river. The steamer, on which dinner is served in
ascending and breakfast in returning, stops in ali at ten stations.
The most important of these is Rekenviken (l3/,jhr. from Randsfjord),
Farther on, to the left, is the
near which is the church of Nas.
church of Serum, near the station of Bjerneroa. To the right are
the churches of Enger (near Sand), Hov, and Sendre Land. The
last (72 hr. from Odnaes) lies below the point where the road from
In 472 &V2 nrs- after leaving
Gjevik reaches the Randsfjord.
Randsfjord we reach
Odnaes (550 ft. ; *Hòtel Odnas, Vaarnas Hotel, each about 1/^M.
from the pier; carriages in waiting), the terminus of the steamer
journey. Travellers sleeping here should leave very early next
morning in order to get the start of the stream of tourists.
The Road follows the N. bank of the Randsfjord for about 272 M.
and then ascends the valley of the Etna-Elv. Farther on it crosses
the Dokka, an affluent on the right. Thriving farms and beautiful
birches, but scenery rather tame.

bles

top,
a

—

-

—

17 Kil. Tomlevolden (*Hotel, with large old wooden buildings;
landlord speaks English), in the district of Nordre Land.
About
7 Kil. from Tomlevolden the road crosses the Etna-Elv by the
Heljerastbro, which affords a fine view of the Etna valley, and
begins to ascend the wooded Tonsaas, with a level plateau on the
summit, which separates the valleys of the Etna and the Baegna
(p. 48). A little beyond the bridge we cross the boundary between
Hadeland and Valders. About halfway between Tomlevolden and
Sveen is a modest inn, Plads Trondhjem.
17 Kil. (pay for 18) Sveen (fair station) is beautifully situated
on the N.E. side of the Tonsaas.
The road ascends through fine
—

forest-scenery, affording picturesque views of wooded ravines, to
(3 Kil.) *Tonsaasen's Sanatorium, a hydropathic and hotel (1980 ft. ;
pension 472-61/2 kr. per day, 115-170 kr. per month; post and
telegraph station, with telephone), a favourite summer-resort, with
4*

>
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beautiful walks.

diverges here

From

The road to Breidablik and

Christiania

Fjeldheim (p. 50)

to the left.

We soon reach the wooded summit of the Tonsaas, 5-6 Kil. from
the Sanatorium. A few hundred paces to the left of the road is a
small belvedere (2300 ft. above the sea), commanding a *View of the
beautiful and partially wooded valley of Valders, with the Strande

fjord running through it, and the snow-capped Jotunheim Mts.,
Galdebergstind, and Thorfinstinder in the background (p. 159). The
road now gradually descends and soon reaches the Bagnadal, where
it joins the Spirillen road (p. 49), about 2 M. above
18 Kil. (pay for 23) Frydenlund (*Hótel Frydenlund, much frequented by Norwegians, English spoken, R., B., & S. each 1 1/2 kr.),
on the
a large village beautifully situated to the left,
slope below
—

the new road. On the road are the Apothecary's Store and
farther on) the church of Nordre Aurdal.

(a

little

About 6 Kil. to the W. of Frydenlund, on the S. bank of the Aurdalsinto which the Aabjoraa descends in a considerable fall, lies the
Thence a path leads via Sanderslelen,
Pension Hove (70 kr. per month).
a Sseter inn, to (10-11 hra ) Rolfshus, in the Hallingdal (p. 44).

fjord,

The road, now nearly level, runs high above the Baegna, partly
through wood, and partly through cultivated land, and soon reaches
the Aurdalsfjord, with its numerous islands, from which the Baegna
issues. Another fine view is at Onstad. The road passes the Pension
Nordaaker and the District Prison. On the other side of the broad
valley is the Aabergsbygd, watered by the Aabergs-Elv, which forms

Kvannefos. To the right, farther on, is a fine waterfall, called
Fosbraaten, and to the left is heard the roar of the Faslefos, a fall
of the Baegna. We now reach the beautiful Strandefjord (1170 ft.),
a narrow lake 12 M. long, through which the Basgna also flows.
13 Kil. Fagernses i Nordre Aurdal (*Hótel Fagernas, with telthe

ephone,

R. 1

^2,

B.

or

S.

17ékr. ;

*

Hotel

Fagerlund,

similar

charges)

lies amid woods on the N. bank of the lake, at the influx of the
Nas-Elv. This is a charming spot for some stay, and the names
('fair promontory' and '.fair grove' respectively) are appropriate.
It is much frequented in summer by Norwegians and by English
anglers. The road through the 0stre Slidre to Lake Bygdin (p. 159)
diverges to the right at the Hotel Fagerlund. About 5 min. on this
side of the cross-roads is a steep path ascending to the right to a
a fine view of the lake.
The Laerdal road crosses the Nas-Elv, with its pretty cascades,
and follows the bank of the Strandefjord, passing the churches of
Strand or Svennas and (about 10 Kil. from Fagernaes) Ulnas. Near
Ulnaes a long bridge crosses to the opposite bank of the Strandefjord,
from which, by the farm of Stende, a path leads to Viko in the

pavilion commanding

Hallingdal (p. 44).

To the W. rise the snow-mountains

and several of the Jotunheim peaks.
The upper part of the Strandefjord is called the

on

the

Vangsmjesen
The Toad

gradually

ascends to

—

Graneimfjord.

L0KEN.

to Lardalseren.

15 Kil. Fosheim
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baths). The lake narrows to a
reached in 6 min. by the road leading
to the left from the
crossed by the routes to the Aalfjeld
(ascended in 4-5 hrs. ; horse 4 kr.) and to the Fosheim-Sater (2865 ft. ;
172-2 hrs. from Fosheim, comp. p. 45), a dépendance of the Fos
heim Hotel, at the S. end of the Svenskenvand, generally full of
English and other anglers.
Beyond the church of Reen, which lies above the road to the
right and is not visible from it, the river expands into the Slidrefjord (1200 ft.), whose N.E. bank the road skirts. About 9 Kil.
from Fosheim we reach the beautifully situated stone church of
Vestre Slidre (1255 ft.), which commands a fine view of the lake.
A narrow road diverging here to the right crosses the Slidreaas to
Rogne in 0stre Slidre (p. 158). Farther on, to the left, is Einang's
Hotel, at Volden. Beyond the house of the 'Distriktslaege', orphysician of the district, which stands on the road (right), a gate and
private road to the right lead in 5 min. to the height crowned by
the *Hótel 0lken (1400 ft. ; S1/^ kr. per day), a favourite summer
and health resort, generally crowded in summer. The Vinsnas
Hotel, just beyond kilomètre-stone 90, is also apt to be over-filled.
Farther on is the church of Lomen, known to have existed in 1325
but almost wholly modernized.
river,

Baegna.

(Hotel,

with

The

bridge,
hotel, is

14 Kil. Leken (*L0ken Hotel, landlord speaks English, R. 172)
D. 2 kr.) is finely situated on the Slidrefjord and commands
good view of the lake, with its numerous islands, and of the snow-

B.
a

the

li/4,

clad mountains to the W. of it.
The Hvidh#fd ('white head' ; 3360 ft.),
'

a peak of the Slideraas, may
be ascended from Vestre Slidre or L0ken in 2-'2l/i hrs. At the top is HeifjeWs Hotel. The view embraces the valleys of Vestre and 0stre Slidre,
the Bitihorn, and the snow-mountains to the N. of Lake Bygdin and the
Vinstervand. A few hundred paces farther on rises the " Kvalehegda, where
an admirable
survey of the whole of the Bygdin range, the Vangsmj0sen,
and the Hallingdal mountains to the. S. is enjoyed.

The road now runs mostly through wood, 011 the left bank of
the Baegna, which about 6 Kil. beyond Laken forms a fine fall called
the Lofos. We then cross the Veslea and approach the brawling
Baegna more closely. A road to the right leads to the church of
Hurum, mentioned in a document of 1327. Our road crosses the
Baegna and passes the Vangsnas Hotel (right). Later we cross the

Ala-Elv, descending

from the mountains to the left.

15 Kil. 0ilo (1475 ft. ; * Hotel Vang), situated at the foot of the
Hugakolle, 150 paces to the left of the road, is a resort of artists.
Those who make a stop here may visit the Sputrefos, via the gaards
of

Rogn

and Dahl

(there

and back

272 hrs.).

The road here reaches the *Vangsmj«sen (1535 ft.), a splendid
mountain-lake, 19 Kil. long, and follows its S. bank. It is largely
hewn in the rock, especially beyond the promontory and along the

steep face of the Kvamsklev. In spring and

autumn the road is
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GRINDAHEIM.

From Christiania

sometimes endangered by falling
At the worst point it is
protected by a roof. Grand survey
of the lake. On the right rises the
Vednisfjeld, on the left the Grindefjeld (see below), and opposite us

rocks.

the Skjoldfjeld. To tlie N. is the
Dresjafos. A little farther on, to
the right of the road, is the Church
of Vang, which replaces the old

Stavekirke ('timber church'), purchased by Frederick William IV.
of Prussia in 1844 for 320 kr. and
removed to the Giant Mts. in Silesia. A stone in front of the church
bears the Runic inscription : tKosa
sunir ristu stin thissi aftir Kunar
bruthur surì ('the sons of Gosa er
ected this stone to the memory of
Gunar, their brother's son').
10 Kil. Grindaheim (*Hótel

Fagerlid; '"Vang Hotel; English
spoken at both) is beautifully sit
uated on the Vangsmjesen , just
beyond the church. To the S. rises
the huge Grindefjeld (5620 ft.j
ascent in about 4 hrs.).
From Grindaheim to the Halling
dal, see p. 45.

The road continues to skirt the
lake. Opposite rises the imposing
N. bank of the lake, on which
tower the conspicuous Skodshorn
(5310 ft.), of which a phenomenon similar to that seen on the
Lysefjord (p. 91) is recorded, and
the

Skyrifjeld (5115 ft.).

About

12 Kil. from Grindaheim, near the
W. end of the lake, into which the

Baegnaplungesin a picturesque fall,
lies the church of 0ye. The road
»

«

c

the stream and ascends to
the small Strandefjord (lQ7Òft.). At
the end of this lake is a high butincrosses

7 considerable waterfall.
«

The ascent
becomes steeper and the scenery
wilder. A few farms are now seen

to

Laerdalseren.

NYSTUEN.

the sunny (N.) side of the valley
lows the S. side of the valley. The

on
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only. The rough old road fol
road crosses the Baegna

new

and reaches
17 Kil. Skogstad (1885 ft. ; *Inn, English spoken).
The new road passes the farms of Opdal, at the entrance to the
Horndal, which ascends hence to the Horntind (4775 ft.). It then
gradually ascends along the N. slope, and after 3 Kil. recrosses to
the right bank of the Baegna, which forms several falls. A high but
not voluminous fall also descends from the Raubergskamp (4130 ft.),
to the right.
Beyond kilomètre-stone 140 the road o'nce more crosses the
Baegna, and then, at a cottage, forks, the right branch leading to
Lake Tyin (p. 155) , and the left to Laerdal. To the right, as we
To the left lies the small Utrofollow the latter, is the Stelsnesi.
vand, above the S. foot-hills of which rises the summit of the
Borrenesi (4140 ft.). To the right is the Stugune-se.
11 Kil. (pay for 17) Nystuen (3250 ft. ; *Knut Nystuen's Hotel,
—

R. lkr.

50».,

stue,

or

hospice,

fjeld,

at

B.

S.

17ékr. ; English spoken), originally

a Fjeldby government, situated on the barren Fillethe S. base of the steep Stugunese (4825 ft.) and above the

or

built

N. bank of the Utrovand.
The Ascent of the '-Stugdn0se (4825 ft.) takes about 2 hrs. from Nystuen (4 hrs. there and back) and should be made by those who renoance
the Skinegg. The general direction can hardly be mistaken, but the construction of a proper path is much to be desired. We bend to the right
from the road, about 5 min. to the W. of the hotel, and farther on (no
path) ascend along the E. side of the brook. At the top we turn to the
right. The summit commands a splendid survey of the Jotunheim range,
of which the annexed sketch, after E. Mohn's Panorama published by
Beyer of Bergen (2'/2 kr.), will convey an idea. Farther to the left, above
the lower bilia, several peaks of the Horunger are also visible, particularly
the Austabottind with its glacier.
Farther to the right, beyond the
Skinegg, are seen the snow-mountains to the N. of Lakes Gjende and
Bygdin, the latter finely grouped, from the Sletmarkpig to the Thorfinstinder and the Kalvaah0gda.
An interesting but fatiguing excursion of 6-8 hrs. may be made to the
fjeld to the S. of Nystuen to see the reindeer, which are brought here
the
by
Lapps in summer for pasture to the number of about 2000. We
row across the Utrovand and follow a rough path to (13U hr.) the 'Gamme1
We then make our way, with guide, to the ravine on the
or Lapp hut.
N.E. side of the Suletind, and through this till we come in sight of the
other side of the valley. Hundreds of reindeer may be seen on the snowfields here about midday ; they are half-wild and take flight on any at
tempt to approach them. Comp. p. 245. (At times the herd is much
On
nearer the road; enquiry may be made at Nystuen or Maristuen.]
the way back we enjoy a fine view of the Jotunheim, similar to that
from the Stugun/arse.
—

the road reaches its highest point (3294 ft.),
watershed between E. and W. Norway. About 2 Kil. from
Nystuen, on this side of the Kirkestel-Sater, the old road diverges
to the left, skirting the imposing Suletind (5805 ft.), and rejoins
the new road near Maristuen (2-272 hrs., but hardly advisable on
account of the marshy ground).
Beyond kilomètre-stone 150 the

Beyond Nystuen

on the
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8.

From Christiania

road passes a column which marks the boundary between the
Stifts of Hamar and Bergen. The road then skirts the Fillefjeldsvand
or Upper Smeddalsvand and the Lower Smeddalsvand
(3085 ft.),
with the Sadel-Fjeld rising opposite, ascends rapidly to the BruseSater (3240 ft.), and descends thence, high above the foaming Lara.
17 Kil. (pay for 22 in the reverse direction) Maristuen
(2635 ft. ;
*Knut Maristuerìs Hotel, sometimes crowded, R. 172-2, B. I72
S. I72 kr.), the second 'Fjeldstue' on the Fillefjeld, originally
founded as an ecclesiastical hospice in 1300.
Below Maristuen the more luxuriant vegetation (birches,
aspens)
testifies to the milder climate of the W. slope. The road crosses the
stream issuing from the Oddedal and passes kilomètre-stone 50
(counted from Laerdalseren). It then descends very rapidly and
crosses to the right bank of the Laera by the
Haanungbro. At Berlaug, about 4 Kil. above Haeg, the Hallingdal route, crossing the
river by a bridge, joins our route on the left (p.
45).
13 Kil. (pay for 17) Heeg (1480 ft.; Hotel, well spoken of).
Beyond the farm of Kvamme the road again bends to the S.W.
and is nearly level, traversing the former bed of a lake, the S.
enclosure of which was the Vindhelle (p. 57). Numerous gaards.
About 9 Kil. from Haeg and 4 Kil. from Husum the road reaches
*Kirkevold's Hotel Borgund (R., B., & S. 1 kr. each, D. 1 kr. 80 0.,
pens. 4 kr.) and the small, age-blackened
*Church of Borgund (key at the inn; 1-2 pers. 40, each pers.
more 20
0.), the best-preserved lStavekirke' in Norway, perhaps
dating from 1150 or earlier, though first mentioned in a documento!'
1360. It has been carefully restored by the Norwegian Society of
Antiquaries, whose property it is, and shows the originai character
of this kind of church with great accuracy. The ornamentation,
especially on the lofty portals, belougs to the best of its kind. The
interior consists of a nave and aisles, with twelve columns, adjoined
by an aisleless choir with a semicircular apse (this last, perhaps, not
a part of the originai
church). When the doors are shut, the interior
is in almost total darkness, light being admitted only by tiny
openings in the walls. The use of window-glass was unknown in
Norway at the time of its construction, and the service probably
consisted solely of the mass, chanted in the candle-lighted choir,
while the congregation knelt devoutly in the dark nave. No 'Stave
kirker' were built after the Reformation. On the W. portai are the
Runic inscriptions :
''Thorir raist runar thissar than Olau misso'
(Thorer wrote these lines on St. Olaf's fair), and '■Thìttai kirkia a
kirkiuvelli (This church in the church-ground). The form of these
runes affords a clue to the probable date of the building.
The
Belfry ('Stepel'), standing between the old church and the large new
one erected on the same model, is old but was restored about 1660.
new

—

—

—

A few hundred

the

picturesque

yards beyond the

ravine of the

two churches the road enters

Svartegjel,

which the Laera has formed

to Lardalseren.

HUSU.

Ronte 8.
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in forcing its passage through the huge rocky barrier of the Vindhelle. The grandest point is the Svartegjelfos, close to the entrance.
Farther on, to the left, at the mouth of the Dylma, lies Nesdalen.
The gorge then again contracts to the Grimseigjel.
After seeing the waterfall in the Svartegjel, walkers may return to
the Hotel Borgund and ascend behind it, between the houses and the
barns, to the Old Road, recognisable by the telegraph-poles. By ascending
this to the left, we obtain a good view of the churches from above.
Beyond the ridge the road descends in rapid zigzags, affording views of the
Lserdal. From the Hotel Borgund to Husum by this route is a walk of */2 hr.
13 Kil. Husum (1070 ft.; "Hotel, D. 2 kr., landlord speaks Eng
lish). The Laera here forms the small cascade of Holgruten, a good

point

for

anglers.

The road soon enters another grand ravine, crossing the boisterous river by the Nedre Kvammebro and skirting the overhanging
rocks close to its left bank. To the N. of the gorge, at the base of
the

precipice along which the old road ran, is the gaard of Galderne.
The water-worn rocks show distinctly how much higher the bed
of the river must once have been. At one point the old bed of the
stream has been utilised for the passage of the road, for which part
of a 'giant's cauldron' (p.283) has been hewn away. Farther on, to
the

right,

is the

picturesque Store Soknefos.

expands, we come in sight of Gaard
The road
situated on a huge mass of debris ("sfcred'J.
crosses the river and follows its right bank.
It then intersects
the deposits of the Jutul-Elv (fall to the right) and traverses
a broader
part of the valley, from which the Opdal, closed by the
snow-clad Aaken or Okken (5685 ft. ; grand view ; guide in Husum),
diverges to the S.E. Several old moraines are passed.
15 Kil. Blaaflaten (hotel) lies a little to the left of the road.
Behind is the small Befos. The valley is stili enclosed by lofty
mountains, on which the ancient coast-terraces are noticeable
(comp. p. xxxiii), rising in steps and forming straight horizontal lines
The road crosses the river by the Voldsbro and passes the church
of Tenjum. By the farms of JEri, where the valley suddenly trends
towards the N., we have a particularly good view of the above
mentioned terraces. Looking back, we obtain another view of the
Aaken, with its peculiar crest. Lastly the valley turns towards the
W. On the right, near 0ie, is the fine Stenjumsfos, which descends
in two falls from the Veta-Aas and Hegan-Aas.
11 Kil. Laerdalseren, see p. 136.
As

Saltun

e.

soon

as

the ravine

,

Via Lake

Mj«sen

to Gjervik, and thence
and Laerdalseren.

by

road to Odnaes

From Christiania to Eidsvold, 63 Kil.,
383 Kil. (to Odnaes 167 Kil.).
Railway in l»/4-2i/a hrs. (fares 4 kr. 40, 3 kr. 40, 2 kr. 10 0. ; express, 5 kr. 80,
4 kr. 10, 2 kr. 70 0.). The use of the railway is of little importance, unless we mean to stay at Eidsvold; and equally little is gained by going
on by railway to Hamar.
From Eidsvold to Gjevik, 65 Kil., Sieamek
—

—
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LAKE MJ0SEN.

Route 8.

in i3U hrs. (fare 3 kr. 50, 2 kr. 40 0. ; through-fare from Christiania 7 kr. 90,
From
6 kr. 90, 5 kr. 60 0., by express 9 kr. 30, 7 kr. 60, 6 kr. 20 0.).
Gj0vik to Odnais, 34 Kil., Road with 'fast' skyds-stations. Carriage and
for
2
3
Drivers'
the
Union
of
(Kjeresehkabet ; p. 50)
pera. 12,
pair
pers. 15,
4 pers. 18 kr., and fee; heavy luggage by arrangement; ordering in adFrom Odnses to Lcerdalseiren, see p. 51.
vance advisable.
A direct railway from Christiania to Gjevik via Rekenviken (see p. 51)
and Thoten is in progress; the first section will probably be opened in 1900.
—

—

From Christiania to Eidsvold (and continuation of the railway
thence to Hamar), see p. 59. The pier is close to the rail. station.
The Steamer (*Restaurant on board, D. 2 kr.) ascends the clear
Vormen, the outlet of Lake Mjesen, flowing tovsards the Glommen.
On both banks are huge terraces of detritus, the deposits of vanished
At Minne (p. 60) the steamer reaches the lake.

glaciers.

—

Mj«sen (397 ft.), the largest lake in Norway, which
has been called 'Norway's inland sea', is 100 Kil. (62 M.) long,
15 Kil. (972 M.) in width at its broadest part, and 1480 ft. deep
near the S. end.
It extends between the districts of Gudbrandsdalen and Hedemarken to the N. and E., and those of ì'hoten and
0vre Romerike to the W. and S. The banks present an almost
unbroken succession of fields, woods, and pastures, studded with
farm-houses and hamlets ; but the Constant re-appearance of the
The Hunner-0rret
same picture will perhaps seem monotonous.
is an esteemed kind of trout peculiar to Lake Mjesen.
The first stations are Bjemstad and Stigersand on the W. bank,
Lake

at the foot of the

Skreidfjeld (2300 ft.).

As

a

mie the hills enclos-

height. Opposite Stigersand is the
deep bay of Tangen (p. 60). On the W. bank also lies TrogstadPanengen. The vessel now steers to the N. across the lake, which
here attains its greatest breadth, past the fertile Helgee ('holy
island'), into a broad bay on the E. bank. About 3 hrs. after leaving
ing the

lake

are

of moderate

Eidsvold we reach Hamar (p. 60).
The steamer next touches at the church of Nas , opposite the
church of Helgee, to the N. ; then, on the W. bank, at Smervik,
and (l3/4 hr. from Hamar) at
Gjervik ("Victoria, with garden, baths, and view; "Gjevik's
Hotel, near the pier), the capital of Thoten Fogderi, with 1400 in
hab., situated at the mouth of the Hunns-Elv. Fine view of the lake
and the Helgee from Hunn (686 ft.), 3/4 M. to the W. of Gjavik,
on the skyds -road to Vingnaes
(and Lillehammer, p. 60), which
intersects the Odnaes road in the middle of the village.
Farther to the N. the lake gradually contracts. The steamer calls at
Heggenhaugen, Ringsaker (with an old church containing an early-Flemish
altar-piece), Birid (with a glass-foundry), and Frengstuen, and about 2'/4 hrs.
from Gjavik reaches Lillehammer (p. 60). On the peninsula of Stensholm,
near Ringsaker, the remajns of a large square castle of the 13th cent, have
—

been discovered.

The Odn.es Road, passing some factories, follows the HunnsElv and soon ascends pretty rapidly. It then deserts the main valley
and follows that of the By-Elu. The drive to Mustad takes fully 2 hrs.

EIDSVOLD.

9. Route.
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12 Kil. Mustad (1510 ft.; good station). The road traverses a
nearly level and welì-wooded plateau, passing Stangstuen and Lien.
12 Kil. Granum (1342 ft. ; good quarters), situated a little to
the right of the road. We then descend to the basin of the Rands
fjord (p. 51), enjoying a fine view of its upper end. About halfway

between Granum and Odnaes a direct road to
diverges to the S. (left).
10 Kil. Odnas, see p. 51.
From Odnaes to Lardalseren, see p. 51.

(140 Kil.)

Christiania

9. From Christiania through the Gudbrandsdal to Stryn
on the Nordfjord, Marok on the Geiranger Fjord,
or Nses on the Romsdals Fjord.
The distance from Christiania to Visnas (Stryn), on the Nord»
is 487 Kil. ; to Marok, on the Geiranger Fjord, 465 Kil. ; to
Nas, on the Romsdals Fjord, 459 Kil. Each of the three routes takes
4 days, and in each the last day's journey is the finest. The Roms
dal route is the most popular.

fjord,

Railway

a.

from Christiania via Hamar to Otta in the
Gudbrandsdal.

297 Kil. Express (to Lillehammer, thence ordinary train) in 83/4 hrs.
kr. 20, 17 kr. 80, 11 kr. 90 0.) ; ordinary train in 13>/2 hrs. (farea
30, 14 kr. 80, 8 kr. 70 0.).

(fares 25
19 kr.

Christiania, see p. 9. As the train leaves the station, we
obtain a fine view of Christiania and the fjord to the left, and of
4 Kil. Bryn
the Egeberg and the suburb of Oslo- to the right.
(260 ft.); 11 Kil. Grorud (420 ft); 18 Kil. Stremmen (485 ft.).
The train crosses the Nit-Elv, the N.W. feeder of the 0ieren.
21 Kil. Lillestremmen (355 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant) , junction for
Kongsvinger and Stockholm (see p. 77).
point to Eidsvold, constructed in 1851, is
Scenery
we

get

unattractive ; but at Frogner (405 ft.) and Kleften (545 ft.)
glimpse of blue mountains to the W. Beyond Tregstad,
a gravelly region, scantily wooded. At Dal, with its pretty

a

(666 ft.)
villas,

The railway from this
the oldest in Norway.

the scenery

improves.

Two tunnels.

ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; *Jernbane Hotel,
at the station), on the right bank of the broad and clear Vormen,
the discharge of Lake Mjesen, which at Naes (p. 77) unites with
the Glommen. Near the station is the Eidsvoldbad. By the church
is a 'Bautasten' in memory of Henrik Wergeland (A. 1845), the
poet, and the discoverer of the spring. In the former farm-house of

68 Kil. Eidsvold

(410

Eidsvoldsvark, about 5 Kil. to the S.W., the Norwegian constitution
('Norges Riges Grundlov'; comp. p. lxxvi) was adopted in 1814.
The building has been purchased by government and embellished
with

portraits

of members of the first diet.
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From Christiania

HAMAR.

Route 9.

Steamer from Eidsvold to Hamar, \Gjevik, and Lillehammer (71,,4 hrs. ;
fares 5 kr. 60, 3 kr. 70 0.), see p. 53. Those who prefer this route have
to sleep at Lillehammer before continuing their journey by the Gudbrands
dal Railway.

Beyond Eidsvold the railway follows the right (W.)

bank of the

Vormen. 75 Kil. Minne (465 ft.). Near its efflux from the Minnesund it crosses the river by an iron bridge, 65 ft. high and 1180 ft.

long, and then skirts the E. bank of Lake Mjesen,
bank of which rises the Skreidfjeld (p. 58).

on

the

opposite

84 Kil. Ulvin

(420 ft.). Fine view of the Bay of Feiring , op
The train enters Hedemarkens Amt. 97 Kil.
(425 ft.),
on the picturesque bay of Korsedegaard. 102 Kil. Tangen (540 ft.),
with the church of that name. The train ascends through a solitary
wooded region, past the small station of Stensrud, to (114 Kil.)
Stange (730 ft.), and then descends through a fertile district.

Èspen

posite.

119 Kil. Ottestad
crosses

by

a

by

an

wooden

(620 ft.), on the pretty Akersvik, which the train
embankment, while the road, to the W. of it, crosses

bridge.

126 Kil. Hamar (415 ft.; *Rail. Restaurant; toilet-room; halt
of some duration; "Grand Hotel, with view, R. 2^2 kr., B. 1 kr. 20,
S. 1 kr. 40 0. ; Victoria), a town with 5000 inhab., seat of the Amtor governor of the district, and of a bishop, is charmingly
situated between two bays, the Furnasfjord to the N. and the
Akersvik to the E.
The latter is crossed by a long bridge. Hamar
('hill', 'headland') dates from 1152, when a bishopricwas founded
here by the papal nuncio Nicholas Breakspeare , an Englishman,
afterwards Pope Adrian IV. Frem that period probably date the
ruins of the Cathedral (1 M. to the N.W.), once a handsome edifice,
of which four round arches of the nave alone are left. The old
The modem town,
town was destroyed by the Swedes in 1567.

mand

as a municipality from 1848 only, has thriven greatly
opening of the railway to Trondhjem (p. 72).
We now change carriages and proceed by the narrow -gauge
Gudbrandsdal Railway, which cuts its way through the rocks,
skirting the Furnasfjord, a large N. bay of Lake Mjesen. Best views

which dates
silice the

to the left.

133 Kil. Jesnes; 140 Kil.

village ; 144 Kil. Veldre,
view; 153 Kil. Tande,

Brumunddalen,

near

a

flourishing industriai
fjord, with a pretty

the N. end of the

Ringsaker (p. 58). The train now
(156 Kil.) Moelven, again approaching the long and narrow N. extension of Lake Mjesen. 160 Kil.
Ring; 168 Kil. Brettum; 175 Kil. Btrgseng.
threads

a

above

tunnel and descends to

184 Kil. Lillehammer.
'Ingberg's Hotel, near the
the pier of the Lake Mj0sen steamer (p. 58), with view, R.
B. 80 0.-1 kr. ; 'Victoria Hotel, prettily situated in the N.
town, some distance from the rail. station, R. \lli, D. li/2,
The
Ormsrud's Hotel, somewhit farther off; Johansen.
omnibuses to meet the trains and steamers.
—

—

station and

1 kr. 40 0.,
part of the
S. l'/4kr.;
hotels send

LILLEHAMMER.

to Otta.

9. Route.

Shops. F. Frisenberg, E. side of main Street, sells Silver
prices; carved meerschaum-pipes at G. Larsen's,

at moderate
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trinkets, etc,
opposite side.

Lillehammer (585 ft. above the sea, 180 ft. above Lake Mjesen),
with 1800 inhab., several saw-mills, a cotton-mill, and so on,
stretches for more than a mile along the road to the Gudbrandsdal.
The town is old, but has enjoyed municipal privileges since 1827
only. It is called Lillehammer ('little hill') to distinguish it from
Hamar (p. 60).
The railway-station and the church lie at the S. end of the town.
A few yards from the former, on the way to the town, to the right,
are the house and garden of Herr Sandvik, in which some old houses
from the Gudbrandsdal, a chapel, a 'regstue' (p. 18), and two
'ramloftstuer' have been erected (also museum; adm. 50 e.).
The brawling Mesna flows from the E. through the town and
divides it into a N. and a S. half. It forms several pretty falls
IV2 M. to the E., the finest being in the "Helvedeshel, or 'hell cauldron', near which is a Bath House (ascend side-street on S. side
of the Mesna bridge, with the notice-board 'Til Mesna Bad'; about
1 hr.).
Pleasant walk of i/2 hr. from the rail. station to the S. to a
bench on the roadside, commanding a fine view of the narrow lake.
Opposite Lillehammer, on the W. shore of the lake (ferry from the
pier), lies the gaard of Vingnces, whence a road with 'fast' skyds-stations
leads to Gj0vik (p. 58).
At Lillehammer begins the Gudbrandsdal, which is watered by
the Laagen or .Lougen (p. xxx). The name extends, as in other
districts, not only to the main valley, but also to ali its ramifications. The inhabitants (Gudbrandsdeler ; about 50,000) are
a well-to-do
and high-spirited race, among whom curious old
customs stili survive. According to Norwegian ideas the valley is
well cultivated, but the arable land has been laboriously reclaimed
by the removal of great quantities of stones, which are often seen
in heaps on the roadside.
The syllables rud, rod, or ryd, with
which Norwegian names so often end , refer to the 'uprooting' of
trees and removal of stones. The chief occupation of the natives
is cattle-breeding. In summer many of them migrate with their
herds to the saeters. The scenery is pleasing at places, but on the
whole the valley is somewhat sombre.
The Railway skirts the E. side of Lillehammer and crosses the
Mesna (to the right, the above-mentioned falls). The Gausdal soon
opens to the left.
192 Kil. Faaberg; the church of that name is on the right bank
of the Laagen, which is here crossed by a bridge.
From Faaberg a road, with fast skyds-stations, ascends the Gausdal
to the N.W. ; 20 Kil. Veisten; li Kil. Moen; 17 Kil. Kvisberg.
The line ascends the left bank of the Laagen, which flows through
—

a

ravine.

The

—

197 Kil. Hunder,

Laagen

train),

where

here forms

a

near

the

gaard Fossegaarden (620 ft.).
Hunnerfos (seen from the

fall called the

Hunner-0rreter,

or

lake-trout

(p. 58),

are

caught.
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VINSTRA.

Route 9.
We

cross

the

Laagen

and skirt the

From Christiania

steep Hoknafjeld

(2405 ft.).

—

203 Kil. 0ier, the church of which stands on the other bank.
214 Kil. Tretten (Hot. Losnaos), at the S. extremity of Lake
Losna (640 ft.), an extension of the Laagen abounding in fish.
The church of Tretten lies on the left bank, reached by a bridge.
In the distance rise the snow-clad Rondane (p. 74).
From Tretten a new road (17 Kil.; omnibus in 2'/2-3hrs., fare 4 kr.)
ascends to the Hjaifjelds Sanatorium, in the Gausdal (about 2400 ft. ; room
20-70, doublé room 70-120, board 80 kr. per month; open 15th June to
lst Sept.). Pleasant walks. The Skeìdkamp (3775 ft. ; l-l'/s hr.) and Prcestekamp (4200 ft. ; 2 hrs.) are very fine points of view.
The railway follows the W. bank of Lake Losna, skirting the

224 Kil.
Kiliknappen (3550 ft.) and other precipitous heights.
Losna. On the opposite bank lies the church of Fodvang. The
232 Kil. Myre. On the opposite bank stands
valley contracts.
the old church of Ringebu, mentioned in 1270, but transformed
into a cruciform church and provided with a spire in the 17th cent
ury. We penetrate the Ranklev by a tunnel and cross the Laagen
243 Kil. Ringebu, near the gaard of Skjaggestad.
by the Vaalebro.
—

—

—

From Skjseggestad a lonely path leads to (1 day) Solliden and thence
either to the "Atnevand and by Foldal to Jerkìn on the Dovrefjeld (p. 70);
or down the valley of the Atne-Elv to Aina (p. 74).

The valley becomes marshy.
The train runs on embankments
along the left bank of the river, skirting the base of the Kjennaas
and crossing the Frya.
252 Kil. Hundorp. The gaard Huntorpe
was once the seat of Dale
Gudbrand, the powerful heathen opponent
of St. Olaf. Beyond it is the gaard Hove, formerly a heathen place
—

of sacrifice.

Near it

are

several barrows

From Hundorp a road
to the Fagerhei Sanatorium

('Kaempehouge').

(right bank) ascends the valley of the Fossaa
(carr. in 4'/2 hrs.).
Farther on we pass the church of Sendre Fròn.
The railway
approaches the Laagen, which soon becomes a mountain-torrent,
and forms a considerable fall near (260 Kil.) Harpefossen.
From the rail. station a road le: ds over the 'Harpebro' and trfrough
the Skordal to the (12 Kil.) Golaa Sanatoritim.
Farther on we skirt the foaming, rock-barred river. To the E.
we see the Solbraakampen.
Beyond the church of Setorp or Nordre
Fron we reach
268 Kil. Vinstra (Hot. Vinstra , with skyds-station), opposite
the junction of the Vinstra and the Laagen. A road ascends on the
left bank of the Laagen (bridge) to (1 Kil.) the "Furuheim Hotel
—

80-100 kr. a month; baths; carr. to meet
From Vinstra via Kvikne to Gjendesheim , l'/2-2 days: road, with
stations, as far as (30 Kil.; ca. 5 hrs.) the Kampesseter, and bridleFrom Furuheim (836 ft. ; see
path the rest of the way (11-12 hrs.).
above), whence a road leads to the left to the Fcefor Sanatorium, the road
ascends the Vinstradal.
The Vinstra flows to the left in a deep gorge,
We proceed between the
into which the Golaa plunges in a lofty fall.
(1) Faiforkampen (4250 ft.) and the (r.) Kongslikampen, passing several gaards.
12 Kil. Vigstad. We then ascend by the church of Kvikne and the
gaards of Harildstad and Ungstad to Masingen, where we bend sharply to

(pens.

express-trains).

fast

—
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The gaard
At Aasen a road to the Breistelen diverges to the right.
the S.
of Skadbu or Skaabu and several others are passed.
18 Kil. Kampesceter (3050 ft.), the last 'fast' skyds-station, where horses
(to the Sikkildals-Sseter 8 kr.) and guide are procured. To the S. is seen
the lake of Olstappen (D/2 M.j.
We now follow the well-marked 'Sikkildalsvei', which affords views
of the Jotunheim Mts., and leads over the Skalfjeld and the streams Muru
Loner and Murua, to the (4-5 hrs.)
Aakre-Saster (3130 ft. ; good quarters), situated at the W. base of the
Farther on the route runs
Aakrekampen, a little to the N. of the Aakrevand.
to the S. of the Aakrekampen, crossing several brooks, to the (172-2 hrs.)
Sikkildals-Scelre (good quarters), where we obtain horses for Gjendesheim (6 kr.) and rowers for the crossing of the two Sikkildalsvande (IV2-2 kr.).
If the wind is strong, however, we walk along the N. bank of the first
and smaller lake, cross the 'Eid' between the lakes, and follow the S.
bank of the larger lake, keeping up as high as possible, to avoid the
marshes. To the right is the Sikkildalshorn, to the left the Gaapaapigge.
We then cross the ridge (fine view of the mountains and glaciers of the
Jotunheim), descend into the Sjodal, cross the Sjoa by a new bridge, and
reach (4 hrs.) Gjendesheim (p. 162).
—

—

—

The scenery becomes wilder and grander. The valley turns to
the N., and then to the W. To the left, about */2 M. on this side
of Klevstad, is a monument to Capt. Sinclair (see below).
278 Kil. Kvam (870 ft.), with a church. A poor district, with
stunted pines and birches ; fields irrigated by cuttings ; cottages
('Stuer') roofed with turf. The large slabs of slate often seen in
this district are chiefly used for the drying of malt.
287 Kil. Sjoa, opposite the mouth of the stream of that name.
The Road to the Sjoadal ascends to the church of Hedalen and
Kil. from Sjoa) Bjolstad, an interesting old gaard, the ownerof which
The main building dates from the beginning
claims to be ofroyal descent.
The road goes
of the 19th cent., the others from the 17-18th centuries.
on to (24 Kil.) Serum (p. 64).

(20

—

The train recrosses the Laagen by a long bridge, and henceforth follows the right bank. It crosses the green and copious OttaElv near its mouth and reaches the terminus at
—

297 Kil. Otta

new; "Blekestad's Hotel, D. I1/2 kr.;
Skyds-Station , kept by Loftsgaard; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer),
situated between the Laagen and the Otta-Elv. A bridge crosses the
Laagen to the Gudbrandsdal road, on which, a little lower down, is
the steep hill of Kringlen. On 26th August, 1612, when Col. Ramsay and Capt. Sinclair with 900 Scottish auxiliaries, who had landed

Klungenaes on the Romsdalsfjord, were
through Norway to join the Swedes, then
at war with the Norwegians, they were intercepted by an ambush
of 300 Norwegian peasants at this spot. The natives had felled
trees and collected huge piles of stones on the hill above the road,
a

few

(Grand Hotel,

trying

days

before at the

to force their way

which they hurled down on the invaders. Most of the Scots were thus
destroyed, and almost ali the survivors were put to the sword. [See
p.lxxii; also Thomas Michell's 'History of the Scottish Expedition to
Norway in 1612' (London, T. Nelson & Sons), and Laing's 'Norway'.]
A tablet on the rock to the left, with the inscription 'Erindring
om Bendemes
Tapperhed' commemorates the 'peasants' bravery'.
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b. Road from Otta via Grotlid to Stryn, on the Nordfjord, and to
Marok, on the Geiranger Fjord.
■

190 Kil. (to Stryn) or 168 Kil. (to Marok), taking 2i/2-3 days (cariole
or stolkjarre for 1 pers. ca. 34 kr., 2 pers. ca. 50'/2 kr., two-horse 'kaleschvogn' for 2 pers. 80, 3 pers. ICO, 4 pers. 120 kr.).
The road slowly ascends the Otta to the top of the fjeld and runs level
for some way, the scenery here being by no means striking. Beyond
Grotlid, however. whence the road to Stryn runs to the S.W. and that to
Marok to the N.W., a vast improvement takes place. The roads from
Grotlid to Marok and Stryn belong to the W. coast of Norway and are
Travellers coming from the E. should, on
therefore described in R. 26.
the whole, choose the Stryn route.
Gcod Night" Quarters at Serum, Lìndsheim, Polfossen, and Grotlid; at
Skaare and

Iljelle (Stryn road); and at the Djupvas Hut (Geiranger route).
The road ascends the wooded and monotonous Ottadal, following

the

foaming

river.

17 Kil. Brovik. The road from

Bjelstad i Hedal (p. 63) joins
ours, coming across a bridge on the left.
We pass the old farms of Tolfstad, Bjernstad, and Snerle (plain
quarters). The valley expands , and the snow-capped Lomsegg

(p. 152)

becomes visible in the distance. Near Serum our route is
the road coming from Laurgaard (p. 67) via Nordre Snerle

joined by

(21 Kil.).
12 Kil. Serum (Station, fair), about % M. from the old church
first mentioned in 1270 and expanded , partly with the
use of the old materials, into a cruciform church in the 17th cent
The old ornamentation points to the beginning of the 12th
ury.
of

Vaage ,

cent,

as

the date of the

The road

the

originai building.

follows the S. bank of a lake 36 Kil. long, called
(1135 ft.) in its E. and the Ottavand in its W. half.

now

Vaagevand
Beyond the gaard of Volden, about 12 Kil. from Serum,
diverges to the left to Jotunheim.

a

road

From S0rum we may drive by cariole in about 9 hrs. by the (18 Kil.)
Storviksceter, past the Lemundsje, and by the large group of sseters called
(11 Kil.) Randsvcerk (2300 ft. ; quarters) to the (18 Kil.) Hindsseter (3150 ft. ;
quarters). Then walk, chiefly following the Sjoa, in 1 hr. to the Russlien
Scetre

(p. 163), and

thence to

Gjendesheim

in 4 hrs. more.

A little farther on, beyond the gaard Storvik (tolerable quar
ters), we pass the mouth of the Tesse-Elv, which descends from

the Tessevand (3020 ft.), and forms several fine cascades. (The
lowest fall may be visited in !/2 nr- ; the highest, the Oxefos, in
l^-^hrs.) Opposite, on the N. bank of the lake, rises the Skardhe

(5340 ft.).
20 Kil. Gardmo or Garmo (indifferent quarters). Farther on,
the Lomsklev conceals part of the lake, which now takes the name
of Ottavand.
Facing us rises the huge Lomsegg (p. 152), at the foot of which
the Bavra, descending from the snow-mountains of Jotunheim,
falls into the lake. The road crosses the stream, which forms a fall
by the bridge and carries its deposits far into the lake. Just beyond

LOM.

to Grotlid.
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bridge, on an old moraine, is the *Church of Lom (1290 ft.),
old 'Stavekirke' (p. 28), known to have existed in 1270 and
afterwards transformed into a cruciform structure, when the W. side
was lengthened and the lofty spire built.
The apse is old and has
the usuai round tower. The interior, with its nave and aisles, supported by 26 flat-hewn columns, has lost its originai character through
the introduction of a new ceiling. A silken flag with a hand holding
a sickle is said to commemorate the introduction of irrigation into
this district, where rain is scarce.
By the Praestegaard is an old
'Stabbur'.
Beyond the church the road forks. The branch to the
left ascends the Baeverdal to Rejshjem (15 Kil. ; p. 161). On this
road, about 1 Kil. from the fork, lies the station of
the

an

—

—

15 Kil. Andvord or Anvord (tolerable quarters).
Our road
continues to follow the S. bank of the Ottavand.
On the right,
beyond the lake, we observe the Loms-Horùng (5660 ft.). The
country here is tolerably well peopled. The fields of rye and bar
—

ley, which have been the regular crops here from time immemorial,
are frequently irrigated by means of large shovels
('skyldrek').
11 Kil. Aanstad ("Hotel),
lies

near

the church of

Skeaker,

which

little to the right of the road.
Beyond the Prastegaard the road
a

crosses by an old bridge to- the
left bank. Farther on it traverses thick deposits of sand, the remains
of old moraines. On the right we pass the confluence of the AurElv, descending from the Aursje, with the bluish-green Otta-Elv.

On the left soon opens the Lunderdal, with its immense moraines,
bounded on the S. by the glacier-clad Hestbrapigge (p. 152), by the
Holatinder in the background, and on the N. by the Grotaafjeld
(6380 ft.), the Tvarfjeld (6365 ft.), and the Svaahe (6135 ft.).
Farther

on

we

the Otta-Elv by a bridge in the old Nor
The distant snow-peak ahead of us is the Skridu-

recross

wegian style.
laupen (p. 67).

10 Kil. Flekhei (fair station), to the left of the road.
About
2 Kil. farther on is the former station of *Lindsheim (Lars, the
is well

and also acts

as a guide ; private
skyds).
Sognefjord. A road, turning to the left
beyond the Nordbjergs-Kirke (p. 66) and ascending the Brotedal, leads
via Aamot to (17 Kil.) Mork (2190 ft.), and thence, passing the (3/4 hr.)

landlord,

informed,

From Lindsheim

to

the

to (7-8 Kil.) the lower end of the Liavand. A footpath,
at Dyringen and crossing the bridge, leads along the S.
bank of the brook and the S. bank of the Liavand (.2475 ft.) to the (l'/s hr.)
Brcenden- or Brenn-Sceter (occupied till the middle of Aug), whence it goes
on, with views of the Rivenaaskuten and the Tvieraadalskirke, to the

Dyringen Sceler,
leaving the road

(1V4 hr.)

—

(2320 ft. ; 4 hrs. from Mork; good quarters at Sven Kvitingen's), a good starting-point for several fine Mountain Excursions (with
guide). 1. We ascend along the brook issuing from the Sotkjcern and cross
it into the Tvceraadal.
From this valley we ascend to the right through
the Steindal and traverse the glacier between the Tundredalskirke (6500 ft.)
and the Tvwraadalskirke 16830 ft.) to the Fortundalsbrw.
Hence a somewhat
trying descent brings us to the Nerstedals-Sceter (p. 148 ; 9 hrs. from the
Baedekek's Hof*'?.7 r.5? ?r-:2sE. Tth Fdit.
5
Sota-Saater
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2. As above to the Tvreraadal, then to the right over the
3. From the Sota-Sseter across
Kollbros to the Fjeldsli-Sceter (see p. 138).
and
the bridge
along the N. bank of the stream, then along the RekjeskaalThe Svartbytdal is next
vand (3070 ft.) to the (l>/2 hr.) Musubytt-Seeter.
ascended to the Handspikje (4520 ft.), whence the route descends steeply
through the Sprangdal to the Faaberg-Slel (p. 141).

Sota-Sfeter).

—

—

Our road

now

becomes visible

passes the
the

beyond

Nordbjerg s-Kirke (left). The Opnaaset
Skridulaupen. On the right the Gje-

dingsbak descends from the Sletftykamp (6160 ft.). The Damma
Bridge, by which we cross the Otta-Elv, commands a view of three
valleys, the Tundredal to the S. (with the snow-clad Tundredalskirke in the background; p. 148), the Brotedal to the W. (see
p. 65), and the Billingsdal to the N. The road ascends rapidly
through huge rocky débris ('Ur'), overgrown with firs and pines,
to the last-named valley. On the left flows the Otta-Elv, which
here forms the 0ibergsfos. We continue to follow the gorge of the
brawling Otta and reach the Hegerbottenvand, from which its foaming current issues. The lake contains several islands. In the back

ground is the Opnaaset ; to the right, on the hill, lie the Hegerbotten-Satre (3020 ft.).
Passing two saw-mills, we next reach the
Fredriksvand and the long Polvand (1930 ft.). Towards the end of
the latter the Rauddal opens to the left, commanded onthe N. by the
snow-clad Skridulaupen, with the Framrusthovd and the Glitterhe.
19 Kil. (pay for 23) Folfossen ("Christ.HjeltersInn, with about
50 beds, R. l-li/2kr., B. or S. 80e.-lkr., D. II/2, pens. 3-4 kr. ;

telephone

;

landlord

speaks English)

near

the fine series of falls called the

by

bridge. Trout-fishing

a

may be

,

finely situated amid wood,

"Polfos,

which is overlooked

enjoyed here.

By crossing the bridge and proceeding towards the N.W., we reach
Bolten-So3ter, which lies on the Glitters-Elv, the outflow of the Glittersvand. To the S.W. of Polfos, at the lower end of the Rauddal, lies
the (ÌV4 hr.) Framrusl- Sceter (2990 ft.). From this seeter a grand route,
much frequented before the opening of the Videdal road (p. 183), leads
through a wild district to (14-15 hrs.) the Strynsvand. The path ascends
through the Rauddal, skirting first the long Rauddalsvand and then
the Rauddalsbrce. After reaching the Kamphamre (4065 ft.) we descend
rapidly into the Sundal and through the Hjelledal to Hjelle, on the Stryns
vand (p. 183).
By crossing the bridge over the Framrust-Elv, to the S.
of the Framrust-Sseter, and surmounting the ridge to the S.E., we reach
(1 hr.) Mork (p. 65), the starting-point of the passes to the Sogne district.
The road passes the falls of the Otta-Elv. The valley expands
and takes the name of Billingsdalen. We cross a bridge over the
Kvarnaa, which descends 011 the right from the Synstaalkirke
(4360 ft.) in a series of falls. Thousands of fallen trees ('Vindfald')
rot on the ground, as there was no market for them before the construction of the road. We cross the Thordals-Elv, fed by numerous
glaciers and snow-fields. On hills formed by de'bris, to the right,
lie the saeters of Billingen, to the S. of which, on the opposite side
of the Otta, are the Aasen-Satre. The country looks parched, as
rain is very scarce here in summer, the result of cutting down the
forests. We pass the Vuluvand, a pretty mountain-lake on the
the

—

LAURGAARD.

to Nas.

left,
Satre
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into which the Vuludals-Elv falls ; to the right are the Nyft.). The scenery becomes grand er. The road iscompar-

(2685

atively level. On the left is the Skridulaupbra, with the Glitterhe
and Skridulaupen. In the distance, between this and the Kvitlenaava (6263 ft.), is the high white ridge of the Jostedalsbra.
We
then pass the Heimdalsvand and Grotlidsvand.
18 Kil. (pay for 27) Grotlid, see p. 184. From Grotlid to Marok,
see pp. 185, 186 ; to Stryn, see pp. 184, 183.

Road from Otta to Nses, on the Romsdals-Fjord.
accomplished by skyds (skyds station at the rail. station) in
2'/2-3 days. Carriole ca. 28 kr., stolkjaerre for 2 pers. ca. 41 kr. ; carr.
and pair for 2 pers. 55, 3 pers. 70, 4 pers. 80 kr.
A Diligence has heretofore plied twice weekly in summer over this
route in 3 days, but it is questionable whether this service will be maiutained. Fare 24 kr., including 44 lbs. of luggage; less in proportion for 2,
3, or 4 pers. (45, 62, 76 kr.) if taken in advance (e.g. at the tourist-offices
The diligence travels quickly, and the meals and night
in Christiania).
quarters provided en route are good.
The best Night Quarters are found at Laurgaard, Brcendhougen, Toftemoen, Domaas, Holscet, Lesjevark, Melmen, Slueftoten, and Ormeim. Those
e.

159 Kil.,

-

who do not travel by diligence should carefully avoid the places at which
it puts up for the night, as the diligence passengers take precedence of
The scenery becomes grander as we travel westwards. Finest
others.
parts for walking between Stuefloten and Ormeim and between Fìatmark
and Nas.
—

The road crosses the Laagen by the bridge mentioned at p. 64
and ascends to the N. through the Gudbrandsdal, on the left bank
of the river. Beyond the bridge over the Ula, which descends from
Lake Ula at the foot of the Rondane (p. 74), and forms the Daanofos
('thunder-fall') close to the road, we see the church of Sei to the
left. The curious wall of the churchyard is built of slate, and most
The large
of the old tombstones are of 'klasbersten' or soapstone.
and conspicuous mountain to the N., forming the background of
The valley bends
the valley, is the Formokampen (4836 ft.).
towards the N.W. We pass several deposits of débris, the largest
We cross the river to Laurgaard,
of which is near Laurgaard.
reached from Otta in about 1^2 hi.
15 Kil. Laurgaard or Laurgaard (1040 ft. ; "Station, good

cuisine).

The road on which Laurgaard lies leads to the W. through the valley
of the outlet of the Selsvand and crosses the wooded ridge to (21 Kil.)
S0rum (p. 64). It cannot, however, be recommended.
A bridle-path, which diverges from the road to the right, a little
before it crosses the bridge in the Rusten Ravine, leads to (11 Kil.) the
Hevringen Seeter, fitted up as an inn, and owned by the station-master at
Laurgaard. The Formokampen (see above) is ascended hence.

Laagen. The road trawhich the river has formed in forcing its passage
through the rocky barrier of Rusten, descending in a series of
rapids and cataraets. The grandest point is at the "Bridge which
We

verses a

now

return to the left bank of the

*Ravine,

5*
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farries the road to the right bank of the river, about 2 M. from
Laurgaard. The traveller should walk to the bridge, and order his
vehicle to meet him there. Beyond the ravine we enter an Alpine
valley, in which cultivation almost ceases. The grass is irrigated
by means of runlets. On the right rises the Rustenfjeld, on the left
the Kjelen, a huge mountain-range between the Lesse Valley and
As late as July large patches of snow are seen by the road
The broad floor of the valley is covered with débris, partly
overgrown with stunted pines.

Vaage.

side.

12 Kil. Breendliaugen

(1555 ft. ; "Station), Brennhaugen, or
(lVs-l3^ hr. from Laurgaard) belongs to the parish
The Jetta (5425 ft.), rising to the W., affords a fine view

Brccnnhaug
of Dovre.

of the Dovréfjeld, the Rondane, and Jotunheim.
We cross the Laagen by a new bridge, and soon pass the
church of Dovre (1550 ft.), situated on an ancient moraine. The
farms are nearly ali on the sunny side of the valley ('Solside').
A little beyond the church, high up on the right, lies the once royal

gaard

of

Tofte.

12 Kil. Toftemoen
from

Braendhaugen),

("Fru Tofte 's Hotel, good cuisine; lVahr.
'inhabited site' (Tufi) on a 'sandy plain'

an

(Mo). Comp. provincial English 'toft'.
The road ascends over huge deposits of detritus to the gaard
oiLid. Fine viewof the deep ravine of the Laagen, with the Kjelen
rising above it. The peak in the distance is the Store Horungen.

11 Kil. Domaas,

or Dombaas (2160 ft.; Hotel, R. 1 y2, D- % B- or
where the climate becomes Alpine, lies at the divergence of the Trondhjem route (R. 11) from ours, about l3/4 hr.'s
drive from Toftemoen.
An excursion of 4-5 hrs. may be taken to the Hardeg-Sceter on the S.

S.

IV4 kr.),

bank of the

Laagen,

where

a

(p.71) is enjoyed.
Stuefloten through an unscanty growth of pines, birches,

fine view of the Snehaetta

The Romsdal road leads

as

far

as

interesting mountain-valley, with a
and heather. Fine gaards on the slopes. The ascent is very graduai.
Below (left) is the bed of the Lesjevand (1720 ft.), now drained.
12 Kil. Holaaker
see

(*Station, moderate), l1^

hr. from Domaas.

From Holaaker to the Aursje-Hytte and thence to Lilledal and
p. 210; to the Aursj0-Hytte and the Eikisdalsvand, see p. 206.

We

now

pass the

15 Kil. Holseet

Lesje-Kirke, and in l3/4 hr.
("Station; English spoken).

reach

Sundal,

—

A bridle-path ascends from Holsaet by the Lora-Elv to the Storsmter
and the Nyswler (about 5 hrs.), and crosses the mountains to the S. to
Aanstad (p. 65), a long day's journey, which may be broken by spending a night at the pleasant Nysaeter (p. 69).

The drive from Holsaet to

10 Kil. Lesjevaerk

Lesjevrerk

takes

lJ/2

hr.

house of the
("Station,
middle of last cent.), so called from a deserted iron-mine, lies at
the S.E. end of the Lesietkogen-Vand f2050 ft.), which forms the
a

timber-built

to Nas.

M0LMEN.
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watershed between the Skager-Rack and the Atlantic. To the former
descends the Laagen, and to the latter the Rauma, which flows out
of the W. end of the lake, near the church of Lesjeskogen, a place
whence the whole district derives its name. Near the church
(li/2hr.
from Lesjevaerk) is
—

12 Kil. fiLelmen (well spoken of), an angling and shooting
The Storhei (6690 ft.), to the N., may be ascended hence
in 6-8 hrs. (there and back; with guide). The excursion to the
resort.

to the S.
takes a whole day.
to Skeaker (p.
65), in two days of 8 hrs. each. Walk
ing difficult, as numerous brooks have to be forded; horse 12, guide
12 kr. Good weather indispensable. Provisinns necessary.
lst Day. The path ascends slowly through a birch-wood in the Grendal to the (1 hr.) Grenscetre (saeters of Enstad and Melmen).
We descend
to the stream and cross several brooks and deposits of detritus.
The
or
Alpine
Lapland character of the flora becomes very marked, and reinhere
eaten
the
is
also
abundant.
After
2
hrs.
more
deer-moss,
by
cows,
the path ascends to the left.
The scenery becomes exceedingly bleak and
wild.
In l'/2 hr. more we reach the top of the first hill ('Toppen').
The
Romsdal Mts. are conspicuous to the N.W. ; to the N.E. are the Svarth0i
and Storh0i, and farther distant the Snehsetta snow-range ; to the S.W.,
the L0fth0i with its great glacier. A ride of 1 hr. to the S. over stony
ground brings us to the second 'Top', called the Digervarde, about 5250 ft.
in height, which commands a view of the whole Jotunheim chain, from
the Glittertind (p. 165) and Galdh0pig (p. 152) to the Fanaraak (p. 154)
and beyond it.
We descend in about 2 hrs., partly over loose stones, to the Nysseter
(one doublé bed ; coffee, milk, and bread form the only fare; very clean).
2nd Day. Beyond the (1 hr.) Lorafjeld we pass several tarns and the
W. side of the larger Fillingsvand.
The broad snow-clad mountain to the
left is the Loms-Horung (p. 65), the W. end of which we reach in 3-4 hrs.
more.
To the W. lies the Aursje (3395 ft. ; not to be confounded with the
The path
lake mentioned at p. 210), with a grand mountain-background.
next skirts the W. slope of the Horung for 1 hr., commanding the mounon
the
S.
side
of
the
the
Ottadal, including
tain-range
Lomsegg, the Hestbraepigge, and the Tundredalskirke, with the valley far below.
The descent to Skeaker takes a full hour (ascent 2 hrs.).
The vegetation rapidly becomes richer (Liunaea borealis abundant), and the tem
The
the
of
the
rises.
descends
to
the
perature
path
discharge
Aura,
Aursj0,
which forms a fine waterfall. Pines and then birches appear.
The first
gaard on the slope of the valley is Bakke. Among the next is one on
the left with a tastefully carved portai.
At the church of Skeaker the
greenish Olla is crossed by a long bridge (splendid view). We reach the
road near the skyds-station of Andvord (see p. 65).

Digervarde,

(see below),

From M0lmen

Beyond Melmen,

'bautasten', by

the

on

the

right,

roadside,

lies the

refers to

gaard Einabu. An old
King Olaf, 'the Saint', who
his flight in 1029 (p. xlvii).

is said to have halted at this gaard on
Farther on the road skirts the Rauma. The scenery becomes more
imposing. In the distance are the mountains of the Romsdal.
13 Kil. Stuefloten (l3/4 hr.), see p. 202. The remaining stations

(10 Kil.; lV-ihr.) Ormeim, (11 Kil.; ll/4 hr.) Flatmark, (12K.il.;
172 hr.) Horgheim, and (14 Kil.; 13/4 hr.) Nas. Details, see
are

This part of the route,
pp. 202-200.
will amply repay the pedestrian.

especially beyond Flatmark,

70
IO. From Domaas in the Gudbrandsdal
Dovrefjeld to Staren

over

the

(Trondhjem).
Road, with fast stations, less used since the opening
of the railway (R. 11). Travellers from Molde who combine this route
with a visit to the Romsdal may easily reach Trondhjem in four days:
lst, to Stuefloten (p. 202); 2nd, to Domaas; 3rd, to Aline; 4th, to Steren,
and in the evening by train to Trondhjem.
155 Kil.

see p. 68. The Trondhjem road
diverges to the N. from
Gudbrandsdal, and ascends rapidly through moor and bog, with
stunted pines, to the Dovrefjeld, which separates Southern (Sendenfjeldske) from Northern Norway (Nordenfjeldske Norge). Grand view

Domaas,

the

of the mountains , as we look back. In about 1 hr. we reach the
plateau. The road crosses the Fogsaa, an affluent of the Glommen.
To the left are extensive mountain-plains, where the Driva, which
descends to Sundal, takes its rise.
On the Fogstuhe (5840 ft. ; ascent 5 hrs. there and back; view
of Jotunheim, Snehaetta, and Rondane) we observe three saeters
on the right and others to the left.
To the N. rise the Hundsje and
Skreda Fjelds, and beyond them the Snehatta (p. 71), the snow and
glacier of whose W. basin ('Botn') are distinctly visible.
10 Kil. (pay for 11 in this direction) Fogstuen or Fokstuen
(3120 ft.; *Ant. Solberg's Inn, with 30 rooms and 45 beds ; rein

deer, wild-duck, and ptarmigan shooting to be had), in a grand but
solitary situation, is one of the four 'Fjeldstuer', or mountain-inns,
founded by government on the Dovrefjeld for the use of travellers
so far back as 1107-10. The tenants receive an annual subsidy, and
are bound to keep the roads open in winter and to forward the mails.
The Fokstue is now private property. The other three 'Fjeldstuer',
Jerkin, Kongsvold, and Drivstuen, belong to the state.
From Fogstuen the old road, now disused, crosses the lofty Hardbakke (3750 ft.) direct to Toftemoen '(p. 6S).
L. von Buch, who travelled
this
route at the end of Aprii (i.e. in winter) writes : 'The lofty pyramid
by
of the SnehEetta then carne in sight amidst the haze, several miles to the
north. So rises Mont Blanc, seen from the Brevent, from its mantle of ice.
It is not a mere mountain, but a mountain on a mountain
a great and
sublime apparition commanding the whole of this solitude'.
—

—

The road crosses the Fogsaa and passes several lakes, beyond
which the stream is called the Folda. On the right are the Blaaheer.
We pass the Vardesje (2985 ft.) ; to the right, farther on, are several
saeters. The road leaves the valley of the Folda and ascends to
—

21 Kil. Jerkin

Hjerkin (3140 ft. ; Jerkin s Sanatorium, frequented in winter by snowshoers, R. 1, D. 1 y2 kr., B. or S. 70 e.),
where our road joins the Foldal road (p. 74). Interesting walk to
the (1 hr.) Jerkinshe, the highest point on the old road (4105 ft. ;
not recommended for walkers), commanding a view of the Kollen,

Rondane,

or

point from which the Snehaetta
Jerkinshe, crowned by a 'varde'.

and Jotunheim. The only

is visible is the hill to the W. of

10. Route.
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TheSnehsetta (7630 ft. ; 'snow-hat'), the sixthin height among the moun
tains in Norway, is best ascended from Jerkin (12-14 hrs. there and back;
guide 4'/2, horse 6V2 kr. ; provisions necessary ; settled weather indispensable). The ascent was first made by Esmark at the end of last century.
For 3-4 hrs. we ride across a rocky and mossy tract, crossing several torrents, to the Johan Jerkinshylte, known as Reinheim (12 beds ; key at Jerkin).
Lastly 2-3 hrs. over snow and ice. In clear weather (rare on the Dovre
fjeld) the view is very extensive in every direction, but deficient in
picturesqueness, and far interior to that from the Galdh0pig (p. 152). The
chief object of interest is the fìnely shaped mountain itself, composed of
mica-slate.

The road ascends a hill to the W., then descends gradually to
Svonaa, the course of which it now follows. Striking view
of the Snehaetta, which looks quite near. The road crosses the
boundary between the Stifts of Hamar and Trondhjem, and gradu
ally descends, past the little gaard of Grenbakken (on the left),
into the valley of the Driva , formed by the union of the Kaldvella and the Svonaa.
14 Kil. Kongsvold (2950 ft. ; "Station , often crowded in
summer) is another good starting-point for the ascent of the Sne
haetta and for that of the Knutshe (5565 ft. ; 3 hrs. ; similar view),
to the N.E., which is botanically interesting.
The road now enters a narrow ravine enclosed by huge rocks,
through which the Driva careers headlong. Fine Alpine flora. The
old road ('Vaarstien') leads up and down hill on the right bank.
15 Kil. Drivstuen (2190 ft.; "Station). The valley expands;
vegetation becomes richer; first the pine, then the birch, and later
a few fields of barley and
potatoes appear. Scenery stili grand.
We pass the mouth of the Aamots-Elv on the left , and soon cross
the Driva by a new bridge. A little farther on , about 9 Kil. from
Drivstuen, and a few paces from the road, is a remarkable gorge of
the Driva called "Magalaupet ('gully'). The road, which has lately
been much improved, descends to a fertile zone of the valley.
12 Kil. (pay for 17) Rise (well spoken of), near the mouth of
The Dovrefjeld terminthe Vinstra, descending from the right.
the

(1770 ft. ; "Station, R. IV4-IV2, B- or s- ^U kr-,
e.), also called Ny-Aune or Ny-0vne. The route to
(Christiansund, Molde ; R. 28) here diverges from that

10 Kil. Aune
D. 1 kr. 60

the Sundal
to

of
is

Trondhjem. To the W., on the Sundal road, we see the church
Opdal, with a pointed spire. The snow-capped mountain beyond
the multi-peaked Horn (p. 211). To the E. is the Allmandbjerg.
The Trondhjem road quits the valley of the Driva and becomes

It follows the Byna and crosses the low watershed
between that stream and the 0rkla, the valley of which latter it
traverses. We get a last glimpseof the Snehaetta. Beyond (l'^hr.)
14 Kil. Stuen, or Nystuen (good station), the road descends
to the 0rkla. We cross the Gisna, which here unites with the 0rkla,

uninteresting.

—

forming

a

fine waterfall.

11 Kil. Austbjerg

or

Then

Ussbjerg

an

ascent to

(1365

(I74-1V2 hr.)

ft. ; well

—

spoken of).
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BJERKAKER.

Route 10.

From Acstbjerg to T0ns^:t, 72 Kil., a good road, with fast stations,
and forests, with fine views, an interesting route
It passes the church of Intel,
from the 0rkladal to the Glommendal.
runs high above the 0rkla Ravine, crosses the foaming Naven (Nasva) at
a copper-foundry with large chimneys, and reaches (il Kil.) Nceverdal (poor
quarters). The river forms many rapids.
13 Kil. (pay for 17, but not in the reverse direction) Frengstad (indifWe then pass the church of Kvikne, with its substantial gaards
ferent).
(birthplace of B. Bj0rnson, the poet), and cross the brawling Jen-Elv.
The road ascends high on the right bank of this stream to (14 Kil., pay
l'or 17) Steen i Kvikne (praised).
Soon after we cross the low watershed
and descend to the Tennen, which flows through the Stubs0 (right) and
14 Kil. (pay for 17) Nylreen (good
enters the Glommen at T0nsaet.
The road leads across the T0nnen to
quarters at a pleasant gaard).
(10 Kil., pay for 12) Fosbakken (tolerable), where we have a fine view of the
14 Kil. (pay for 17) Bjernsmoen i Tenscel (p. 74).
j&sterdal Mts.

through meadows

—

—

ascending, and traversing beautiful forest, the road skirts
the deep "Ravine of the 0rkla.
Fine views , particularly of the
snow-mountains to the S.W.
12 Kil. Bjerkaker or Birkaker (1325 ft. ; "Station) lies on the
■watershed between the 0rkla and the Gula.
Stili

From Bjerkaker to 0ekedals0ren, 74 Kil., a road with fast stations.
The road descends in curves to the 0rkla (780 ft.) and follows its right
bank, passing several gaards. About 3/i hr.'s drive from Bjerkaker, to
the left, lies Gaard Hoel, where a famous drinking-horn is stili shown,
presented by Christian V., out of which Charles XIV. John (Bernadotte),
Oscar I., and Charles XV. respectively drank when on their way to be
crowned at Trondhjem.
Observe the huge birch-tree, 10 ft. in circum14 Kil. Haarstad (720 ft.). 14 Kil. .Oriti. 11 Kil. Kalstad i Melference.
dalen, from which a road leads by Garberg and Foseide to Surendals0ren
(p. 211). Our road passes Lekkens Kobbervwrk, crosses the 0rkla, and
next reaches (15 Kil.) Aarlivold.
Hence to (12 Kil.) Bak and (8 Kil.) 0rkesee p. 212.
The road traverses the uninteresting Soknedal and follows the
and then that of the Stavilla, which after
course of the Igla,

dalseren,

its union with the Hauka takes the name of Sokna.
12 Kil. Garli or Garlien (1355 ft. ; good station) lies on a height
to the left. After crossing the Igla the road enters a picturesque rav
ine, in whioh the Sokna forms waterfalls and drives mills ('Kvaernthe church of Soknedalen (870 ft.) we reach
11, in reverse direction for 13) Prasthus (700 ft. ;
*Station). The road follows the narrow, fir-clad valley of the
Sokna, first on the right, then on the left bank of the stream. It

hus'). Beyond
10 Kil. (pay

—

for

(to the right, on the opposite
elevation, and reaches the valley of the Gula.

the church of Steren

passes

near

bank),

crosses an

14 Kil. Steren ovEngen
hjem Railway (p. 76).

i Steren

11. From Christiania to
562 Kil. (350 31.).

(210 it.),

a

station

on

the Trond

Trondhjem by Railway.

Railwat (Nordbane). In summer one through-train
daily, in 171/4 hrs., stopping at 14 only out of 68 stations (fares 47 kr. 80,
33 kr. 70, 22 kr. 50 0. ; a first-class ticket entitles to a sleeping-berth;
56 lbs. of luggage free). Another train stops for the night at (14 hrs.)
Tentai, arriving in (11 hrs.) Trondhjem next day (fares 36 kr. 50, 28 kr.

ELVERUM.

11. Route.
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10 0., 16 kr.). Tickets for the slow train available for the express on
payment of difference. In order to secure good rooms at T0nsaet it is advisable to write or telegraph beforehand. Hot meals are provided for
express passengers at Ilamar only (1^2 kr. ; diners help themselves), for
travellers by ordinary train at Hamar and at Singsaas (same charge).
At
the other refreshment-rooms nothing can be had except sandwiches (10 0.),
beer (25 0. per pint bottle), tea, and the like.
The best views between Hamar and Rena are to the right ; thence to
Trondhjem, to the left. The last part of the journey, especially beyond
R0ros, is the finest. The traveller may go to Eidsvold by early train,
take the steamer to Hamar, and there join the express in the afternoon
(comp. p. 58).

From Christiania to (126 Kil.) Hamar, see pp. 59, 60.
We
and go on by the narrow-gauge Reros Railway

change carriages,

(engagé sleeping-berth).
The train gradually ascends through the lonely wooded regions
of Hedemarken. Scenery uninteresting at first. Aker, a small stopping-place, is passed. 131 Kil. Hjellum ; 135 Kil. Ilseng ; 139 Kil.
Hersand (570 ft.). Fine view of the Skreidfjeld (p. 58), to the
S.W. of Lake Mjesen. 141 Kil. Aadalsbrug. Beyond (144 Kil.)

Leiten

(760 ft.)

we

pass the

drilling-ground

of

Terningmoen.

158 Kil. Elverum

(610 ft.; Rad. Restaurant; St. Olaf's Hotel,
well spoken of) is the first station in the valley of the Glommen, the
valley of which thè train ascends to Reros. The important GrundsetMarked, a great horse and timber fair, takes place nere every March.
The peasantry oi0sterdalen, the district traversed by the Glommen
and its affluents, are among the richest in Norway, some of their
forest-estates extending to many square miles. The value of their
timber has risen greatly since the completion of the railway. Some
of their gaards are comfortabìy and even luxuriously fitted up, but
they stili adhere with pride to their originai name of peasants

('Gaardbruger'

; sometimes

is felled in autumn and

parodied

as

'Sofabender').

The timber

winter, the hardy wood-cutters often

spending weeks in the forest, in spite of the intense coki, and
passing the night in wretched huts. The characteristic form of the
old houses of the district, with their open roofs and tali chimneys,
has been retained in many of the railway-buildings.

(040 ft.); 171 Kil. 0xna (666 ft.). Before
(740 ft.) the train crosses the river of that name.
190 Kil. Rena (735 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), on the right bank of the
164 Kil. Grundset

(184 Kil.)

Aasta

not far from the church of

which

several
the Glom
men by a long bridge, and now follows the E. bank (views to the left).
214 Kil. Ophus (805 ft.). Here, and farther on, the Glommen forms
lake-like expansions. 224 Kil. Rasten (840 ft.) ; 237 Kil. Stai (860 ft.).

Glommen,

inns. Near

Aamot,

(204 Kil.) Stenviken (785 ft.)

near

the train

are

crosses

The scenery assumes a more mountainous character. Fine view of
the floor of the valley, intersected by the river in many branches.

247 Kil. Koppang(915ft.; Rail. Restaurant ; "Hansen, 2min. to
the left of the station-exit; Jembane Hotel, opposite the station,

74
R.

l'/2)

10 min.

IV2 kr. i Koppang Hotel; Skyds-Station, in the village,
distant) lies on a height above the river. To the W., rising

S.

above the

forests,

The train
crosses

From Christiania

HANESTAD.

Route 11.

two

increase in

are

high mountains, carpeted
through wood, high above

now runs

bridges. Fine views
height, and the valley

with
the

yellow

moss.

Glommen,

and

towards the S.
contracts.

The mountains
Bjeraanasset, a small

stopping-place.
the mouth of the Atne-Elv, station
bank of the Glommen.
A new road ascends the right bank of the Atne-Elv, crossing the stream
Storbakmoen.
at Hira, to (22 Kil.)
[From Hira a road leads to the left to the
Storfjeld-Saìter Sanatorium (18 Kil. from Atna; well spoken of}.] Our
road next leads past the church of Solliden to (21 Kil.) Atnebro (good
quarters at the gaards of Ncesset, Brcenden, Uti, and Treen), near the AtneSje (2296 ft.).
Imposing view of the chief peaks of the Rondane: the
Hegrond (6700 ft.) , the Stygfjeld (6730 ft.), and the Rundvashegda (6900 ft.).
These peaks and the stili higher Rondeslot (7100 ft.) may be ascended from
the gaard of Stremb (4 Kil. from the Atne-Sj0) through the Langglupdal.
From Str0inb a path leads across the hills to the Bjemhull-Saiter (good
quarters) and Myssu-Swter, and through the Uladal, to the S.W., to Ringebu
A road leads from Atnebro to Strombu,
in the Gudbrandsdal (p. 62).
Blwslerdalen (to the E. of which rises the Store Selen or Dele Selen,
5800 ft.), and (33 Kil.) Krokhaug-Foldalen (see below).
285 Kil. Hanestad (1250 ft.). On the opposite bank rises the
imposing Grettingbratten (3820 ft.). The train skirts the river, with
a view of high hills to the N., and again enters monotonous wood.
At (304 Kil.) Barkald (1485 ft.) the Glommen forms the Barkaldfos.
A visit from Barkald to the curious gorge of Jutulhugget takes about
3 hrs. The gorge extends from the Tyldal on the E. to a point about i1/» M.
from the Glommen on the W., where it suddenly ends in a chaos of precipitous cliffs. It is about 650 ft. deep, and its lowest point lies about 130 ft.
below the Glommen. The gorge was formed, according to tradition, by
the attempt of a giant to divert the Glommen into the Rendal.
324 Kil. Lille-Elvedal (1660 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; Ole Hektoerìs Hotel, Dahlie's Hotel, both close by and well spoken of), at
the entrance to the Foldal (see below).
A bridge crosses the
Glommen here.

272Kil.Atna(1170ft),

l'or several

gaards

on

the

near

opposite

—

—

The Road through the Foldal to Jerkin offers the shortest approach
from Christiania to the Sundal and Nordm0re.
32 Kil. Ryhaugen, with
a view of the Rondane.
From (18 Kil.) Kroghaugen ("Station) a route leads
to the S. to the Atnevand and the Rondane (see above).
17 Kil. Dalen;
17 Kil. Jerkin (p. 70). Thence via Kongssplendid view of the Snehaetta.
vold, Drivstuen, Rise, and Aune to the Sundal, see p. 71.
—

—

—

The train skirts the base of the Tronfjeld (5610 ft.), a moun
composed of gabbro and serpentine, which may be ascended
from Lille-Elvedal (carriage-road nearly the whole way). Fine view
of it, as we look back.
337 Kil. Auma (1600 ft.). Large tracts
of dead pines , killed by the extreme cold of winter, when the
thermometer sometimes falls 60° Fahr. below zero. Dreary scenery.

tain

—

347 Kil. Xemsset

(1620 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; Schulrud's Hotel)
the confluence of the Tenna and the Glommen, chiefly on
right bank of the latter. It is the centre of the N. 0sterdal,
which formerly belonged to the Stift of Trondhjem. The former
lies
the

near

to

R0ROS.

Trondhjem.

'Stavekirke', dating

from

1210,

is modem.
From T0nsaet to Kvikne and

has

disappeared;

Austbjerg,

The line traverses the extensive
on

the

right

side of the

358 Kil. Telnas

Pasturage

(1685 ft.),
(5050 ft.).

now

in

opposite

bank.

see

(1630 ft.).
place

75

the present church

p. 72.

Godtlandsmyr.

rise the Rondane
The train ascends

Tronfjeld,

takes the

of tilled fields.

—

To the

S.W.,

(p. 74).
more

rapidly.

368 Kil. Tolgen

situation. To the

right, the Hummelfjeld
thoroughly Alpine character.
(1975 ft.); the village lies on a slope (Lid) on the
The train crosses the Nera, traverses an extensive

an

The
385 Kil. Os

11. Route.

exposed

vegetation

assumes a

moor, and reaches
399 Kil. (247 M.) R*ros or Reraas (2060 ft. ; Reros Hotel, well
spoken of; Mad. Larsen' s Hotel;*Rail. Restaurant;ha.\t of 6-10min.),
with 1800 inhab., situated on a dreary and inclement plateau. The
town was founded in 1646, after the discovery of the copper-mines.
It lies on the Hitter-Elv, while the Glommen, descending from the
Aursund-Sje (2285 ft.), flows round the W. side of the town.
Observe the curious timber houses, roofed with turi', and the large
church of 1780. Vast expanses of turf , bordered with extensive
terraces of glacial detritus and sand-hills, where the dwarf-birch
alone thrives, have been converted into pastures by careful manuring. Corn does not ripen, and the forest is gone. Cattle-breeding
is the only resource of the inhabitants, apart from the mines.
The mines yield about 500 tons of pure copper annually.
The chief
mines are Storvarts Grube, 2716 ft. above the sea-level, 9 Kil. to theN.E.,
the ore of which yields 8 per cent of copper; near it, Ny Solskins Grube;
to the N.W., 14 Kil., Kongens Grube, yielding 4 per cent of copper; Mug
Grube, 22 Kil. distant. The mining is carried on by electricity, furnished
by the Kuraasfos, at the outflow of the Aursund-Vand (see below). The
smelting-works are the Reros Hytle, the Dragaas Hytte at Aalen, and the
Lovìsa Hytte at Lille-Elvedal.
From R0ros we may drive by skyds, via (17 Kil.) Jensvold and (18 Kil.)
Skotgaarden on the Aursund-Vand, to visit (not without privations) a settlement of Nomadic Lapps.
Another skyds-road leads to theS.E., by (16 Kil.)
Salem i Reros and (17 Kil.) Langen, to (5KU.) Senderviken on the Faummda steamer plies (hotel at the S. end of the
2300
on
which
Sje (about
ft.),
lake). Thence to Sweden, see p. 302.
Ftotii Reros the train returns on the same rails to the main line
(views to the left), passes the Storskarven on the right, and traverses
a bleak plateau.
406 Kil. Nypladsen (2055 ft.). Heaps of copper
ore (Kobbermalm) generally lie at the station. A little farther on is
the copper-coloured site of an old furnace. We now cross the turbulent Glommen. Beyond (412 Kil.) Jensvold (2090 ft.) the train
crosses large expanses of de'bris. A stone to the left marks the
highest point of the railway (2200 ft.), on the watershed between
the Glommen and the Gula, which descends to the TrondhjemsFjord. The train follows the valley of the latter to Melhus.
—

—

420 Kil. Tyvold
on

the

slope

(2180 ft.).

—

The train descends

circuitously

of the broad and wooded basin of the Gula.

Near
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EIDET.

Reiian (1780 ft.) is the Kdlingdalen Mine, the copper
of which is brought to the railway by a wire-rope line. On
the left are several old gaards. Below lies the church of Hoo.
442 Kil. Eidet (1380 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant). Below it lies a copper-foundry. A very picturesque part of the line begins here. The
train skirts the rocks of Dreilierne (seven short tunnels) and enters
the ravine of the Dreia, which it crosses by a lofty bridge. In the
cuttings we distinguish first the clay slate , and afterwards the
granite and gneiss formations. 454 Kil. Holtaalen (985 ft.), with
a new church, prettily situated. The costume of the peasantry here
usually consists of a red jacket, leathern breeches, and a 'tophue'
We now descend the valley of the Gula to
or peaked woollen cap.
(463 Kil.) Langlete (770 ft.) and (472 Kil.) Reitsteen (670 ft.).
480 Kil. Singsaas (575 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant), with a bridge
over the Gula.
Large terraces of débris to the left mark the enOn the left, a fine waterfall.
486 Kil.
trance of the Forradal.

(432 Kil.)

pyrites

-

—

Bjergen (455 ft.). Three short tunnels. Kotseien, a stoppili g-place.
499 Kil. Rognas (300 ft.), with a bridge over the Gula. A little
above Steren, to the left, is the church mentioned on p. 72, at the
confluence of the Sokna and the Gula. We cross the Gula.
510 Kil. Steren (290 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; Stererìs Hotel, with
skyds-station, at the rail. station, R. 2, B. 1, S. l1/2kT.; Hot. Norge)
is pleasantly situated 1 M. below the mouth of the Sokna, along
which the Dovrefjeld road ascends (R. 10). The beautiful rocky
valley is well cultivated at places, and partly wooded.
517 Kil. Hovin (170 ft.). The train crosses the riv.er, which
heTe forms the Gulefos on the left and dashes through its narrow

524 Kil. Lundemo

(108 ft); 530 Kil. Ler (80 ft.). The
The train crosses a tributary of the Gula twice
and ascends a little. 535 Kil. Kvaal (160 ft.). The train now de
scends; view to the left. 538 Kil. Seberg (100 ft.). 541 Kil. Melhus (75 ft.), with a finely situated new church (to the right).
Numerous river- terraces are passed.
We now quit the Gula,
which turns to the N.W. and flows into the Gulosen, a bay of the
channel.

valley expands.

arm of the
Trondhjems-Fjord). The train turns
the N.E. and crosses the hill between the Gula and the Nid,
which falls into the fjord at Trondhjem. At (546 Kil.) Nypen
(230 ft.) we get a glimpse of the 0rkedalsfjord, and of a snowy
mountain in the distance.
551 Kil. Heimdal (465 ft.), with the
We now descend
country villas of several Trondhjem merchants.
for the last time, passing numerous farms. At the stopping-place
Selsbak we reach the Nid-Elv, near the Lille Lerfos (to the right;
p. 217), and then follow its left bank. Lastly (comp. Map, p. 212)
a short tunnel under the suburb of
Ihlen, beyond which we reach
the harbour and the station of
562 Kil. (350 M.) Trondhjem (p. 212).

0rkedalsfjord (an
to

—

—
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12.

From Christiania

by Railway

to

Charlottenberg

(and Stockholm).
143 Kil. (89 M.). Railway in 41/2-51/4 hrs. (fares 9 kr. 30, 7 kr. 20,
In summer one through-train runs daily between Christiania
4 kr. 40 0.).
and Stockholm without change in 15'/2 hrs. Fares 43 kr. 5, 33 kr. 50 0. ;
lst class sleeping berth 5 kr. (comp. p. 301), 2nd class berlh (not obligatory ;
on application to station-master) 3 kr.

From Christiania to (21 Kil.) Lille stremmen, see p. 59. The
Eidsvold line (p. 59) diverges here to the N. ; the Charlottenburg
train runs towards the S.E. , through less interesting scenery.
Lillestremmen lies on the N.W. bay, called Draget, of Lake 0ieren
(330 ft.), a long basin of the Glommen.
29 Kil. Fetsund, where the train crosses the broad Glommen,
just above its influx into Lake J0ieren. Vast quantities of timber
enter the lake here every spring on their way down to Sarpsborg
and Fredrikstad. The train now follows the E. (left) bank of the
river, which forms cataracts at places, ali the way to Kongs37 Kil. Serumsandtn; 40 Kil. Bingsfors, junction of a
vinger.
—

narrow-gauge railway to Bjerkelangen (to be prolonged to Skullerud);
42 Kil. Blakjer or Blaker; 49 Kil. lìaga; 58 Kil. Aarnas (Rail.
Restaurant). AtNas, S'^M. to theN., the Vormen, descending from
Lake Mjesen (p. 58), falls into the Olommen. 67 Kil. Satersteen;

73 Kil. Disenaaen, a halting-place ; 79 Kil.
ated; 87 Kil. Sander; 92 Kil. Galterud.

Skarnas, prettily

situ

100 Kil. Kongsvinger (480 ft.; "Rail. Restaurant, with rooms
The small town ( Kongsvinger Hotel ; Meller.ud' s Hotel), with
1400 inhab., lies on the right bank of the Glommen, fully 1 M.
from the station. The Fortress (Fastning; 770 ft.), erected in 1683,

to

let).

but

now

dismantled, played

Sweden and Norway
From Kongsvinger

an

important part in

the

wars

between

(fine view).

('Soltfrbane'; 50 Kil. in 40 min.) runs
tributary of the Glommen.
The railway turns to the S.E. and quits the Glommen. The
Vingerse (475 ft.) and the long lakes near Aabogen and elsewhere
which
are basins of a now deserted channel of the Glommen,
channel is followed by the railway (comp. p. 301).
112 Kil. Aabogen, 122 Kil. Eidsskog, 127 Kil. Skotterud, 133
Kil. Magnor, ali with extensive timber-yards, the last also with
various factories. The train quits the district of Vinger, in which
Kongsvinger lies, a little beyond Magnor, and crosses the Swedish

to

Flisen,

a

branch-line

at the mouth of

a

frontier.

143 Kil. (89 M.) Charlottenberg , the first station in
and thence to Stockholm, see R. 48.

Sweden,

78
13. From Christiania to

Gotenburg by Eailway.

356 Kil. (221 M.). Railway. From Christiania to Kornse, in 574-53/4 hrs. ;
thence to Gotenburg in 6 hrs. more, with change of carriages at Mellerud
(fares to Fredrikshald 8 kr., 6 kr., 3 kr. 90 0.; thence to Gotenburg 16 kr. 5,
9 kr. 45 0. ; night-train 11 kr. 60, 8 kr. 20, 5 kr. 50 0.). From Christiania
to Gotenburg one through day-express (going on to Malmo) in 12 hrs.
(fares 26 kr. 75, 20 kr. 35, 13 kr. 35 0.) and one through night-express (with
sleeping berths) in 10 hrs. (fares 30 kr. 35, 22 kr. 55, 15 kr. 45 0.).
The railway-journey itself is uninteresting, but the traveller should

stop at Sarpsborg, Fredrikshald, and Trollhdltan, going on in each case
by the next train , and spending one night on the way if necessary.
Steamers run daily from Moss, Fredrikstad, and Fredrikshald to Goten
burg. Travellers in the reverse direction should leave the railway at Moss
and take

one

of the locai steamers up the beautiful

fjord

to Christiania.

p. 9. (As far as Moss, comp. Map, p. 21.)
The train rounds the suburb of Oslo and skirts the base of the
Ekeberg (p. 19), affording a fine retrospect of the town. From
(4 Kil.) Bakkelaget we survey the islands and villas of the Orm-

Christiania,

see

sund. The train skirts the Bundefjord , passing many country
houses. 8 Kil. Ljan. The train ascends to (18 Kil.) Oppegaard
(320 ft.). To the right is Nasodden, a large peninsula separating
24 Kil. Ski (420 ft. ;
the Christiania Fjord from the Bundefjord.
Rail. Restaurant).
From Ski to Sarpsborg, 81 Kil., by the '0stre Linie', uninteresting.
6 Kil. Kraakstad; 13 Kil. Tomter; 21 Kil. Spydeberg. The line then crosses
the broad Glommen.
29 Kil. Askim, with nickel-mines ; 35 Kil. Slitu;
40 Kil. Mysen; 45 Kil. Eidsberg; 55 Kil. Rakkestad ; 61 Kil. Gautistad; i3Kil.
Ise. The train then runs along the Nipen, and, crossing the Glommen by
the bridge mentioned at p. 79, reaches (81 Kil.) Sarpsborg (p. 79).
—

—

school. 39 Kil. Vestby.
sea-bathing place. The train now
descends to the fjord and skirts the picturesque Mossesund, the
strait between Moss and the Hjelle.
60 Kil. Moss (Rail. Restaurant ; *Fru Arnesens Hotel, R. l1/^2 kr. ; Moss Hotel ; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. J. H. Vogt), a thriving
The
town of 8000 inhab., lies on a bay of the Christiania Fjord.
convention of 14th Aug., 1814, in conformity with which Norway
ceased to oppose the union with Sweden, was signed here (p.lxxvi).
Near

(32 Kil.)

Aas is

an

48 Kil. Soner, station for Soon,

agricultural
a

on the S. side of the town, 5 min. from the steamthe Hjelle, to which a bridge crosses. Opposite the
church and the Moss Hotel is an old churchyard, with tombstones
of the 18th cent., now a promenade. On the Hjelle are several
pretty villas and the orphanage of Orkered.
Steamers ply between Christiania and Moss several times daily, in
4 hrs. A great part of their course lies between the Hjell0 and the mainland.
Next stations : Dilling, Rygge, Raade, Onse. The train crosses
the Kjelbergs-Elv, and passes through a tunnel.

The station is

boat-pier

on

94 Kil. Fredrikstad ( Rail. Restaurant; Olsen's Hotel, more than
1 M. from the station; Skandinavie, near the pier, R. 2 kr. ; Victo
ria ; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. C. Thiis), a town with 13,400inhab., lies

G*o$ra.pli.

Anstalt

von

Wagner iDébesXsipcìg

13. Route.

SARPSBORG.

79

on the Christiania Fjord, at the mouth of the Glommen, on which
the timber of the 0sterdal (p. 73), the most richly wooded district

The town owes its impor
sea.
Germany, Holland, France, etc. The
busiest quarter is the Forstad, on the W. bank of the river, with
the railway station, a large new church, a theatre, and the 'Forlystelsehus Valhalla', a popular place of amusement. The old town
on the left bank was founded by King Frederick II. in 1570, and
was once strongly fortified. A steam-ferry
plies between these two
in

Norway,

is floated down to the

tance to its timber-trade with

-

parts of

the town.

About 7 Kil. to the E. of Fredrikstad, and 6 Kil. to theS. of Sannesund,
lies Tosekilen or Hundebunden, a pleasant sea-bathing place. About 10 Kil.
to the W. of Fredrikstad is the Hanke Kyst-Sanatorium (three hotels and
numerous villas; pension 120 kr. per month), which has daily steamboat
communication with Christiania (6 hrs.) and Fredrikstad (1 hr.).

Beyond Fredrikstad we pass on the left some curiously worn
rocks. Pleasant views of the broad river. The train crosses an arm
of the Glommen, The banks are covered with saw-mills, timber
yards, and brick-fields. 103 Kil. Greaker. The train quits the
Glommen.

106 Kil.

Sannesund,

station for the S.

with the quay of the Fredrikshald steamers.
109 Kil. Sarpsborg (Rail. Restaurant; Victoria

port

of

Sarps

borg,

Hotel, R. 21/*,
1 kr. ; "Aarsland's Hotel, "Christiansen's Hotel, R. l1/^small town on the left bank of the Glommen, was founded
in 1840 on the site of an ancient town destroyed in 1567. To the
N. of the town the river forms the lake of Glengshelen, and to the
S.E. the huge "Sarpsfos, which affords water-power to numerous
saw-mills, paper and cellulose factories, etc. At Hafslund, on the left
bank of the river, are some aluminium works with an electric plant of
20,000 horse-power. The joint population of the two places is 4000.
A few hours suffice to visit the fall. From the station we either
follow the road through the town, or turn immediately to the left,
and then to the right, by a path which rejoins the road. The road
then leads under the railway and with it crosses the fall by a
Suspension Bridge (see p. 80). The finest point of view is a rocky
projection to which we descend in a few minutes to the right on
this side of the bridge. The huge volume of water, 116 ft. in width,
falls from a height of 74 ft. The scene is most impressive in May
and June. More than one-third of ali the timber exported from
Norway is floated seaward on the Glommen (5,340,000 logs in 1897;
comp. p.23). On the left bank there is a channel ('Temmer-Rende')
for the descent of the sawn wood. The buildings adjoining it
(reached by turning to the right beyond the bridge) afford another
superb view of the fall. In the winter of 1702 a portion of the
right bank, 2000 ft. long and 1300 ft. broad , on which lay a large
farm-house, having been gradually undermined by the water, fell
into the river with ali its inmates and cattle.
From Sarpsborg
D.

2, B.
2 kr.), a

—

to

Ski,

see

p. 78.
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FREDRIKSHALD.

From Christiania

The train now crosses the Glommen by a lofty bridge , borne
by the four piers of the suspension-bridge above mentioned, and
overlooking the Sarpsfos to the right. 119 Kil. Skjeberg (128 ft.),
in a marshy hollow ; 131 Kil. Berg (230 ft.). Woods and patches
of arable land ('Smaa-Lene') alternate with marshes and meadows.
Farther on the train reaches the Idefjord, and affords a view of
the Brate. On the fjord are some large marble-polishing works,
the marble for which comes from Fuske, near Bode (p. 234). Sev
eral tunnels.
The train passes between the fjord on the right
It then skirts the grounds of the
and a rocky height on the left.
Villa Red (PI. A, 2 ; visitors admitted), and crosses the Tistedals-Elv.
Hotels.
137 Kil. Fredrikshald.
"Grand Hotel, new, R. I1/22 kr., B. 80 0.; "Iversen's Hotel, these two at the station (PI. C, 3);
-Schultz's Hotel (PI, b; D, 3), Kirkestr^de, R. 2 kr., B. 80 0.
Rail.
—

—

Restaurant.
Steamers

to Stròmslad once or twice daily (fare l'/2 or 1 kr.) ; to
Brit. vice-consul, Mr. W. Klein.
p. 11.
The ascent of the Fredriksslen (there and back) takes about I1/2 hr.
(carr. 3 kr.), including the excursion to Wein 3 hrs. (carr. 7 kr.).

Christiania,

see

—

Fredrikshald,

an

old town

with

12,000 inhab.,

rebuilt after

both banks of the
Tistedals-Elv, which here enters the Idefjord. It is one of the
centres of the timber traffic of E. Norway and the adjoining parts
of Sweden.
Upwards of 1,000,000 logs were collected here in
a

1826,

fire in

is

picturesquely

situated

on

1897.

On the S.E. it is commanded by the once important fortress
The villas of the wealthy merchants line the fjord.
Fredrikshald owes its name to the bravery with which the in
habitants repelled the attacks of the Swedes in 1658-60, in consequence of which Frederick li. exchanged its old name of Halden
for Fredrikshald, and in 1661-66 founded the fortress of Fredriks
sten. The Swedes under Charles XII. again attacked the town in
of Fredrikssten.

again unsuccessful, chiefly owing to the gallantry
Kolbjernsen. In 1718 Charles XII. besieged
F'redrikshald a second time, but was shot in the trenches at the back
of the fortress on llth Dee, whereupon his army raised the siege.
A walk on the harbour (PI. C, 4) affords a fine view of the
Fredrikssten and of the islet of Sauge (p. 81). Adjoining the harbour
is-the market -place (Torvet; PI. C, D, 3), where a simple monument commemorates the galiantry of the brothers Kolbjernsen.
We follow P. Kolbjernsen's Gade to the E., cross the outer
wall of the fortress, and ascend a broad road in 8-10 min. to the

1716,

and

were

of Peder and Hans

of the *Fb,edeikssten (PI.
fortress crowns a rock rising
precipitously on three sides, and dates in its present form chiefly
from the reigns of Frederick V. (d. 1766) and Christian VII. (d.
1808). The garrison consists of a few companies of infantry. The
best point of view is the Brandbatteri (PI. 11 ; E, 4), with a flagstaff and some guns, immediately to the left beyond the Vest-Port.

gate

('V.

Port' in the annexed

E, 3, 4; 365 ft.

; admission

Pian)
free). This

13. Route.

FREDRIKSHALD.

Gotenburg.

to

81

good view is also obtained from the Klokketaarn, the way to
which should be asked. Passing through the fortress to the E. gate
('Ò. Port'), where to the S. and S.E. we observe the once important
forts of Overbjerg, Stortaarnet, and Gyldenleve, we turn to the
left. Where the road divides, we again turn to the left (the road
to the right leading to the town and to the Tistedal), and soon
reach a wooden gate leading into the Commandant Park and to the
Monument of Charles XII., erected in 1860 by the Swedish army.
It consists of a cast-iron pyramid with an inscription by Tegnér,
to the effect that the hero, 'alike in fortune and misfortune, was the
master of his fate, and, unable to flinch, could but fall at his post'.

A

a barren strand,
dubious hand;
'He left the name at which the world grew pale,
lTo point a moral or adorn a tale'.
(Sam. Johnson.)

'His fall

'A

Adjacent
hero fell in

was

destined to

petty fortress, and

are a

1718.

a

stone and cross, marking the exact spot where the
If time is limited we return by the same route.

—

exit (comp. PI. F, 4), we reach
little below the bifurcation mentioned above,
and descend in 6-8 min. to a broader road leading from Fredriks
hald to Id. We turn to the left and after 5 min. diverge to the
right. (A flnger-post on the left shows the way to the Skonningfos.) After 9 min. (not to the left over the Skonningfos bridge,
which affords a view up the valley to the villa of Wein, but) straight
on, ascending gradually by the road on the left bank for V2hr., and
crossing the bridge to the left to Tistedalen. We then ascend to
(10 min.) the high-lying yellow country-house of Wein (pron.
'Vane'), which commands a view of the Femsje (see below) and of
the Tistedal, extending to Fredrikshald. We retrace our steps nearly
to (8 min.) the church of Tistedalen, and, keeping to the right, de
scend on the left bank of the river to (35-40 min.) the Skonning
fos bridge, from which 20 min. more bring us to Peder Kolbjern-

Leaving the park by the S.W.

the Tistedal road

sen's Park

a

(PI. D, E, 2).

Time permitting, the traveller may take the ferry (10 e.) to the
Saugtf and walk through a narrow valley to the other side of it.
Fine view of the fjord with Brate and the Swedish coast opposite.
From Fredrikshald to Christiania by Sea , steamer daily, except
Mon., in 772-11 hrs. (fare 4'/2 or 3 kr.). The passage from the Idefjord
through the Svinesund into the wide Single Fjord is picturesque. For
the rest of the route, see p. 83.
On leaving Fredrikshald, we have a view of the pretty Tistedal,
with its waterfalls, mills, factories, and country-houses. The train
quits the valley by a short tunnel at (140 Kil.) Tistedalen, and
runs

along

an

ancient moraine

resembling

an

embankment.

(141 Kil.) Femsjeen we obtain a beautiful view of the lake
of that name (275 ft.), 6Y2 Kil. long, which is connected with the
large Aspern (340 ft.), the Aremarks-Sje, the 0demarks-Sje, and
At

the

0rje-Sje by

canals constructed for the timber traffic.

Baedeker's Norwav and Sweden. 7th Edit.

fi

A small
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ED.

steamboat plies thrice weekly from
pleasant trip, though seldom made).

Tistedalen

to

Skullerud

(a

The fortress of Fredrikssten is visible to the W. for a short
time. Several tunnels. Glimpse (right) of part of the fjord of Fred

Beyond (150 Kil.) Aspedammen (left) we get a glimpse
0rsje. Large timber-yards are passed near (159 Kil.) Prastebakke, beyond which we enter a thickly wooded district.

rikshald.
of the

167 Kil. Kornse

(475 ft.)

is the last

Norwegian station,

Norwegian customs-examination usually takes place
The line

uninhabited,

crosses

but the

at Fredrikshald.

Swedish frontier. The district, almost
traces of forest conflagrations. At
Restaurant) the Swedish custom-house exam-

the

is marked

by the

Mon (Rail.
ination takes place (comp. p. 301). Beyond Mon the train traverses
a bleak heath, surrounded by barren hills.
185 Kil. Hokedalen.
189 Kil. Ed ("Rail. Restaurant, D. iy2 kr.), prettily situated
above the Stora Lee (branch-line, l3/* M.). By the station is a

(178 Kil.)

small monument to Nils Ericsson, the engineer (p. 288). A few
paces farther on we obtain a fine view of the lake.
The district beyond Ed abounds in marshes. Scenery monotonous.

At

(207 Kil.) Backefors

we

cross

the line from Uddevalla to

Bengstfors (p. 84). Beyond a tunnel we pass the Tiàkersjò on the
right. 217 Kil. Dalskog. Farther on, to the left, we come in view
of Lake Wenern and the small chalybeate baths of Ràstok.
233 Kil. Mellerud (Rail. Restaurant), junction of the Goten
burg and Falun Railway (R. 55) and of a line to (3 Kil.) Sunnanà
on

Lake Wenern.

—

From Mellerud to

356 Kil. Gotenburg,

see

RR.

(124 Kil.)

—

42, 55.

14. From Christiania to

Gotenburg by

Sea.

325 Kil. (201 M.).
Steamboats.
The 'Oscar Dickson' and 'Albert
Ehrensvàrd' ply twice weekly, leaving Christiania on Wed. & Frid. nights
and Gotenburg on Sun. & Thurs. mornings (16 hrs.; fare, first-class only,
16 kr.). They steer within the island-belt ('indenskjeers', Swed. 'inomskars'), calling at the following intermediate stations: Stromstad (whence
locai boats ply daily to Fredrikshald), Haftensund, Grebbestad, Fjellbacka,
The
Smogen (Sun. only), Tangen, Lysekil, and Marstrand (Sun. only).
quick steamer 'Goteborg' performs the voyage by day in 13 hrs., leaving
Christiania on Tues., Frid., & Sun. (Gotenburg on Mon., Wed., & Sat.),
Good
and calling at Stromstad, Lysekil, and Marstrand (fare 16 or 12 kr.).
locai steamers also ply from Gotenburg (Stenbro; PI. F, 2) once daily to
several
to
Marstrand
and
times
Uddevalla (51/2 hrs.; 4 kr.)
(2 hrs.;
daily
1 kr. 75 0. ; comp. Kommunikationer 198).
—

—

The voyage through the Swedish island-belt ('skargard') is
interesting, though the scenery can hardly be described as pic
turesque. Thousands of islands, either entirely barren or clothed
only with some scanty vegetation on their E. side, break the force
of the waves of the Kattegat and Skager-Rack, and hence the sea is
generally cairn. The climate here is said to be unusually healthy,
the sea-bathing places are much frequented, and the water is much

14. Route.

STROMSTAD.
salter and purer than in the
The inhabitants

are

recesses

of the

83

long Norwegian fjords.

chiefly fishermen, sometimes wealthy, and

are

descendants of the ancient vikings, who have left representations
of their exploits in the 'Helleristningar' (see below) stili to be seen
in the parish of Tanum near Grebbestad, at Brastad near Lysekil,
and elsewhere. At many points on the coast there are remains of
ancient castles, tombs, stone chambers ('vaiar'), and monuments
('bautastenar'), so that this region (Bohuslàn) is justly regarded as
The cod, herring, lobster, and oyster
a cradle of northern sagas.
fisheries are the most important. Windmills crown almost every

height.
are

The thousands of islands
more than bare rocks.

through which

the steamer passes

little

The * Christiania Fjord down to Moss is described in R. 1.
Below Moss the fjord widens, and the scenery becomes less in
teresting. At the mouth of the fjord we steer to the E. into the
picturesque fjord of Fredrikstad (p. 78). We then pass the Hvaleer
(right) and the Singeleer (left), and enter the narrow Svinesund,
the boundary between Norway and Sweden, on a bay of which (the
Idefjord) lies Fredrikshald, commanded by the fortress of Fred
rikssten (see p. 80). The Gotenburg steamers, however, do not cali
at Fredrikstad or at Fredrikshald, but steer direct to
—

Stromstad (Gàstgifvaregard; Stads-Hotel ; British vice-consul,
Mr. W. T. Lundgren), the first Swedish station, a favourite watering
place (pop. 2600 ; mud and sea baths), at the efflux of the Stromsà
from the Strbmsvatn. The badgyttja ('bath-mud') is obtained near
the town. In the environs are numerous caverns and 'giant's cauldrons' (jàttegryttor), formed partly by water and partly by glacier
action. Stromstad is a great 'depot of oysters and lobsters. At
M. to the N.W. of Stromstad, is a 'stensattning'
273) in the form of a ship.
Beyond Stromstad the vessel steers through the narrow Harstensund, passes the Nordkosters Dubbelfyr (lighthouse) on the right,
Near Grebbestad is the
and steers S.E. through the Kosterfjord.

Blomsholm, 4^2

(standing

stones ; comp. p.

battlefield of

with

'bautastenar', supposed to
In the neighbouring
parish of Tanum are a great many 'Helleristningar' or 'sgraffiti',
consisting of figures of men and animals, ships, symbols, etc,
scratched on the rocks in prehistoric days.
Fjellhacka, the next station, with 800 inhab. and a brisk trade
in anchovies, is curiously situated at the foot of a rock. In this
commemorate

Greby,
a

numerous

defeat of Scottish invaders.

rock is the Rammelklàva or Djefvulsklàva, a narrow cleft, near the
top of which several large stones are wedged in. To the W. are
the Vàder'óar and the Vàderbodsfyr. We now enter the Sotefjord,
with its dangerous sunken rocks ('blindskar'), swept by the waves
of the Skager-Rack. On the peninsula of Sotenas to the left are
the

fishing-villages

and

bathing-places Smbgen

,

Grafverna,
6*

and
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LYSEKIL.

Tangen. We next pass the Hallo Fyr and the Malmo, with quarries
granite. Steering S.E., we then cali at
Lysekil (Hotel Bergfalk; Hot. Lindberg; Hot. Goteborg; British
vice-consul, Mr. W. F. Thorburn), a favourite watering-place (2800
inhab.), with pleasant villas, on the long peninsula of Stangenàs,
of brown

—

which with the Bokenàs forms the Gullmarsfjord, extending far
inland. Though Lysekil lacks shade, it vies in popularity with Mar
strand. Good bathing. Sailing-boats 1 kr. per hour. Extensive
view from the Flaggberg.
Beyond Lysekil the Uddevalla steamers take the inner course ('inre
vàgen"), through the Svanesund and between the islands of Orusl and Tjòrn
and the mainland.
They touch at Stenungso, Ljungskile, and other small
watering-places.
Uddevalla ( Uddevalla Hotel; Cramer's Hotel; Hot. Norden), a town with
7600 inhab., a cotton-mill, and a small museum of antiquities, is prettily
situated on the Byfjord. The Kàlgardsberg is the best point of view. The
Kapellbackar (200 ft.), hills of shell-marl, to the W., are interesting. Near
the town are the baths of Gustafsberg.
Railways run from Uddevalla to Óxnered (p. 285) and to Bdckefors
(p. 82; 60 Kil , in 3 hrs.) and Bengstfors (89 Kil., in 41/2 hrs.), on the Dalsland Canal (p. 288).

The

Gotenburg

steamers follow the outer course

('ytre vagen')

to the W. of the islands of Orust and

bàckskil, a bathing-resort with a
Academy of Sciences. Farther 011

Tjòrn. To the left lies Fiskezoological station of the Stockholm

we touch at the Gasò
(right), where
several prosperous skippers reside, at Grundsund (left), and at
Gullholmen on the Hermanò (right). We pass the Màseskàr and the
Kàrringb, with their lighthouses, and sight the red houses and the
church of Mollbsund, on the island of Orust. The rocks are covered
with Klipfisk (p. 236). The larger steamers now pass through the
Kirkesund, the smaller through the shallow Albrektssund. Among the
frequent lighthouses and beacons we next observe the Hamnskàrs
Fyr, near the dangerous Paternoster Skcir, to the N. of Marstrand.
Marstrand ("Stads-Hotel ; Central Hotel, Sommer Hotel, Tooms
only; British vice-consul, Mr. C. A. Christenson) , a town with
1600 inhab., on the E. side of a small island, is visited by about
2000 sea-bathers annually. Handsome church of St. Mary, of 1460.

The sea here is generally cairn, being protected by the island-belt,
and the water is very salt and bracing. The mild climate has gained
for Marstrand the name of the 'Swedish Madeira'. Pleasant walks
surround the town, and in the Societets-Park is the Alphyddan, a
good restaurant (board from 2'^ kr.). Opposite the town rises the
fortress of Karlstén, once called the 'Gibraltar of the North' (view;
fee). To the N. is the Koò, with the bathing-place of Arvidsvik.
Farther on we pass the large island of Bjòrko. To the left opens
the Elvefjord, into which the N. arm of the Gota-Elf discharges.
Beyond Elfsborg the steamboat reaches the mouth of the Gota-Elf,
which it ascends in 1/2 hr. more to
—

Gotenburg (p. 277).
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15. From Christiansand to
Excursions from

Stavanger by Sea.

Stavanger.

The distance from Christiansand is offlcially stated at 32 Norwegian
sea-miles (206 Kil. or 128 Engl. M.), but the course of the steamer is considerably longer. The distances given below are given in Norwegian sea
or nautical miles (S.M. ; 1 S.M. = about 4 Engl. M.)
from station to sta
tion.
Steamboats, of different companies , ply daily in 17-20 hrs. (fares
12 kr. 80 0., 8 kr. ; to Bergen , 21 kr. 20, 13 kr. 25 0.). As the voyage is
often rough, particularly between Ekersund and Stavanger, many trav
ellers take their passage to Ekersund only (11 hrs. from Christiansand),
and go thence to Stavanger by railway.
The voyage by the Large Steamers presents few attractions, as the
coast is imperfectly seen from the steamboat; but the entrance to theFlekkefjord and some other points are striking. The vessel's course is at places
protected by islands (Skjair), but is often entirely in the open sea, par
ticularly off Cape Lindesnses, on the coast of Listerland, and near Jsederen.
The small Local Steamers are much slower and cali at many unimportant
stations, but they afford a good view of the interesting formations of the
coast. The fjords are continued inland by narrow and deep valleys, gradu
ally rising towards the bleak and barren table-lands (Fjeldvidder) of the
interior. These valleys are usually watered by rivers which frequently
expand into lakes , and their inhabitants , the Oplandsfolk , are mostly
engaged in cattle-rearing. Each valley forms a little world of its own,
with its own peculiar character, dialect, and customs.
The Kystfolk, or
dwellers on the coast, are much engaged in the export of mackerel and
lobsters to England.

Christiansand,

(2!/2 hrs.)

see

Mandai. On

p. 2.

—

Ryvingen,

The first steamboat
an

outlying

-

islet about

station is

4^2

M. to
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EKERSUND.

From Christiansand

S., which is the first land sighted as we approach Norway from
the S., is a lighthouse, with a light equal to 34 million candles.
6 S.M. Mandai (Svendsen's Hotel; British vice-consul, Mr. T.F.
Andorsen), the southernmost town in Norway, with 3800 inhab.,
consists of Mandai, Malme, and Kleven (with the harbour), and is
situated partly on rocky islands, at the mouth of the Mandals-Elv.
Ad. Tidemand (pp. 14, 15) is a native of Mandai.
A pleasant ex
cursion may be taken up the valley of the Mandals-Elv, via the
(45 Kil.) Hotel Trygstad, to the (100 Kil.) Aaserals Twist-Hotel og
Sanatorium (1150 ft.; 60 beds ; English spoken, pens. from
3V2kr.),
on the
Logavand, where there is good shooting and trout-fishing.
Beyond Mandai we pass the mouth of the Undals-Elv and the
the

—

conspicuous lighthouse on Cape Lindesnses (formerly Lindandisnas,
Engl. Naze, Dutch Ter Neuze), 160 ft. in height. This cape is the
southernmost point of the Norwegian mainland, and since 1650 has
been marked by a beacon-light (the earliest in Norway). The part of
Norway to the E. of a line drawn from Cape Lindesnaes to the pro
montory of. Stadt (p. 169) is called Sendenfjeldske or 0stenfjeldske
Norge, that to theW. Vestenfjeldske Norge. In 2*^ hrs. more we reach
6 S.M. Farsund (Jansen's Hotel, fair; British vice-consul,
Mr.I. P. Sundt), a small seaport with 1700 inhab., near the mouth of
a fjord running inland in three
long ramifications, into the easternmost of which falls the Lyngdals-Elv.
The steamboat now steers
towards the N., passing the lighthouse of Lister , and then the
mouth of the Feddefjord on the right. Steaming up the Flekkefjord,
—

—

next cali at

we

(2'/2 hrs.)

—

6 S.M. Flekkefjord ("Wahl's Hotel; British vice-consul, Mr.
J. P. M. Eyde), a prettily situated seaport, with 1700 inhab. and
a

good

harbour.

To the S.E. lies

(10 Kil.) Fedde,

on

the

fjord

of that name, to which the Kvinesdal descends from the N.E. ;
and to the N. runs the Siredal, with the Siredalsvand
ft.), the

(120

outlet of which falls into the Lundevand.

Between these lakes runs
the stili uncompleted railway-line from Flekkefjord to Ekersund.
After quitting the Flekkefjord the steamer passes the mouth of
the Sira , which empties itself into the sea in a cascade. For a
short distance the coàst-cliffs are covered with grass.

Ragefjord (not always

3!/2

hrs. from

Flekkefjord

8 S. M.

called at) is the station for
we reach

Sogndal.

In

—

Salvesen's Hotel
Ekersund.
6-7 min. from the pier
the railway-station , R. i3/t, D. 2, S. 1 kr. , very fair;
Grand Hotel, J^deren, in the market near the station, English spoken.
British vice-consul, Mr. O. M. Puntervold.
Ekersund or Egersund, a town with 2900 inhab. and a large porcelain-factory, lies in a rocky region, at the S. end of Jaderen, the
fiat coast-district extending to Stavanger, which affords good fishing
and shooting. A fine survey of the environs is obtained from the
rocky hill marked by a pole on the top, reached in 25 min. by a
and 4 min. from

—

—

,

to

STAVANGER.

Stavanger.

25. Route.
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opposite the railway -station, and an ascent to the
and a farm-house.
the
cemetery
right past
The Railway from Ekersund to Stavanger (76 Kil., in 2Y23[/4hrs.; fares 4 kr., 2kr. 48 e.), which traverses this coast-plain,
is unattractive, but in bad weather will be preferred by many trav
ellers to th.e steamboat. The chief stations are: (38 Kil.) Narbe
(restaurant) ; (46 Kil.) Time, with a woollen factory ; Sandnas
(61 Kil.), a little manufacturing town (2000 inhab.), prettily situ
ated at the S. end of the Stavanger Fjord; and (76 Kil.) Stavanger.
narrow

Street

-

The Steamboat on leaving Ekersund passes the Ekere, a large
island with a lofty iron lighthouse. The coast here is unprotected
by islands, and the sea is often rough. The steamer affords a distant
view of the fiat and dreary coast, enlivened with a few churches
To the N. of the
and the lighthouses of Obrestad and Feiesten.

latter, and about 12 Kil. from Stavanger by road, is the church of
Sole, adjoining which are the ruins of the old church, said to date
from the 12th cent., and now fltted up as a dwelling by Hr. Bennetter , a Norwegian artist. We steer past the Flatholm Fyr and
the mouth of the Hafsfjord, where Harald Haarfager (p. 97) gained
a decisive naval victory in 872, which gave him the sovereignty of
the whole country, and released him from a vow , taken ten years
previously, not to cut his hair until he should be king of ali Nor
To the left rises the lighthouse on the Hvitingse. A little
way.
farther on, the vessel turns to the E., passes the Tungenas, a pro
montory with a lighthouse, and (4 hrs. from Ekersund) reaches
—

15 S.M. Stavanger.

—

Hotels.

Grand

Hotel, Valbjerg-Gade,

corner

of the Nedre Holme-Gade (PI. C, 2), R. 2>/2-3, B. 1, D. 3, S. 2 kr. ; Hot.
Noedstjernen, Provstebakken 2, corner of Kirke-Gade (PI. C, 2); Wessss
Hotel; O. Laesens Enke's Private Hotel, Nordb0-Gade 4, near the
Confectioners & Cafés : Haar, Kirke-Gade; Juell,
steamboat-quay, small.
Kongs-Gade 34, near the park.
at
Carriages
Carlsen's, 0vre Strand-Gade; Svele's, Bergeland-Gade, etc.
Carr. with one horse, 1-4 pers., 1, l'/2, or 2 kr., two horses 2V2 kr. per hr.
Shops. Goldsmith: Hellstrem, Nedre Holme-Gade 22. Furrier: 01.
Jensen, Kirke-Gade 44. Fishing-tackle : J. Rasmussen é Racine, Jt^stervaag ;
Wood-earving, embroiderv, etc. : Stavanger Husflìdsforening, Kirke-Gade 20.
Post & Telegraph Office, 0vre Holme-Gade (PI. C, 2).
Banks:
Norges Bank, Skagen, beside the Torv (PI. C, 2, 3) ; Stavanger Privatbank,
Tourist Agents: Th. Bennetl og Senner, 0vie
near the Grand Hotel.
Holme-Gade; F. Beyer (p. xiv; agent, C. Middelthon), on the steamboat-quay.
Sea Baths, at the Str0mstenen (PI. F, 2), to the E. of the town.
Warm Baths, in Jorenholmen
British Vice-Consul, Mr.Berentsen, who will also change English money.
—

—

—

—

Stavanger, capital of the 'Amt' of that name, with 26,000
inhab., prettily situated on a branch of the Bukkenfjord, er Sta
vanger Fjord, is the commercial centre of the Ryfylke, the district
enclosing the fjord, and is also one of the oldest towns in Norway.
It dates from the 8th

9th century, but

it has suffered fremodem appearance.
Alex. L. Kjelland, the poet (b. 1849), a native of the town, has been
burgomaster of Stavanger since 1892. About 400 vessels, including

quently from fires,

it

or

now

presents quite

as

a

00
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STAVANGER.

60 steamers, with 4450 sailors, belong to the port. Fish is the chief

export, particularly herrings, anchovies, and mackerel. Stavanger
the first port of cali for the steamers from Newcastle, Hull,
Rotterdam, and Hamburg.
The quay of the large steamers (PI. B, 1) is at the mouth of
the harbour of Vaagen, which runs far inland, on the N.W. side
of the peninsula of Holmen. That of the fjord steamers is on the
is

N.E. side of Holmen (Ryfylke-Bryggen ; PI. C, 1). The main Street
of the Holmen quarter is the Kirke-Gade, which, passing the Valbergtaarn (PI. C, 2; fine view from the top), leads in 6 min. to the
cathedral. Opposite is the town-hall, with the Brandvagt (PI. C, 3),
where the key of the church is procured.
The * Cathedral (PI. C, 3), the most interesting building in
Stavanger, and the finest church in Norway after the cathedral of
Trondhjem, was founded by Bishop Reinald, an English prelate,
at the end of the llth cent, and dedicated to<St. Swithin (Suetonius,
Bishop of Winchester, d. 862). In 1272 it was burned down, but
was soon afterwards rebuilt in the Gothic style. After the Reform
ation it was sadly disfigured, but since 1866 it has been restored
by the architect Von der Lippe of Bergen. The nave is separated
from the aisles by massive pillars, Ave on each side, in the peculiar
northern Romanesque style, which evidently belong to the originai
edifice. The choir, which adjoins the nave without the intervention
of a transept, terminates in a square form, and has a very effective
E. window. Its rich Gothic style points to a date considerably subsequent to the lire of 1272. The choir is flanked with four towers,
two at the E. end, and two very small ones at the W. end. The
aisles and the S. side of the choir are entered by remarkably fine
portals. Pulpit of 1658 and Gothic font in the interior.
To the S. is the Kongsgaard (PI. C, 3), with its old chapel
(Munkekirke; recently restored), once the residence of the bishop,
who was transferred to Christiansand in 1685, now the Latinskole.
To the E., by the Bredevand, is a small Park (PI. C, 3),
adjoined by the Kongs-Gade, a favourite promenade skirting the
—

lake.
To the S., near the railway-station (PI. C, 4), is the modem
Roman Catholic St. Svithunskìrke, in the old Norse style. Farther on
are the Theatre and the Museum
(PI. C, 4), the latter a conspicuous
light-coloured edifice on an eminence, containing antiquities, naturai
—

etc. Beside the museum is a new Hospital.
The St. Petrikirke (PI. D,2) was built by Von der Lippe in 1863-65.
The Peders-Gade, nearly 1/2 M. long, leads to the docks by the

history specimens,

—

—

Spilderhaug (VI. F, 2).
On the hill to the N.W. of the town lies

theBjergsted,

or

public

park, the upper part of which commands a fine view of Stavanger.
The park may be reached on foot in 20-25 min. via the Lokkevei
(PI. B, 3, 2) and the Bjergstedvei (PI. A, 1), or by rowing-boat
(20 e. per pers.) from the steamboat-quay in 10 minutes.
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The finest views of the town, the fjord, and the surrounding
mountains are enjoyed from the * Vaalandshaug or Vaalandspiben

(330 ft.)

,

with the waterworks and a tower (rfmts.), !/2 hr. from
(past the museum and the Egenaes fire-station, then to

the cathedral

on the Ullandshaug
(460 ft.),
extensive but less picturesque. The
inscription on the tower refers to Harald Haarfager's victory in 872,
the scene of which is descried in the distance (p. 89).
An excursion may be taken to Sole, a village on the coast of Jsederen,
12 Kil. to the S.W. (p. 89). We may then return by Malde, to the N. of
Sole, along the Hafsfjord (p. 89).

the

left).

—

The view from the tower

35 min. farther on, is

more

The

Stavanger Fjord.

a broad basin to the N. of Sta
vanger, is studded with numerous islands and has ramifications indenting
the land in every direction, some of them with smiling shores, others
enclosed by precipitous cliffs.
The lower part of the slopes is generally
cultivated, while snow-fjelds appear in the background. The only inhabited
the
islands
and
are
the
places
deposita of débris at the foot of the cliffs.
The scenery is little inferior to the finest on the Hardanger Fjord.

The

Bukkenfjord

or

Stavanger Fjord,

a.

The

Lysefjord.

Steamboat on the first Sun. & Wed. in each month to Lysebunden at
the E. end of the fjord; there and back in 9-10 hrs.
The excursion
On three days a
steamers on other Sundays (2 kr.) are not recommended.
week ali the year round the steamer calls at Hegsfjord and at Fossand
(2 hrs.), at the entrance to the fjord. On these days a rowing-boat may
be taken from H0gsfjord or from Fossand to Lysebunden, returning next
day (with two rowers 15-20 kr.), but this is fatiguing and not recommended.

Hegsfjord or Hele (tolerable quarters), to which we may also
drive from rail. stat, Sandnaes (24 Kil., in 3-4 hrs.), lies on theHelefjord, nearly opposite the mouth of the Lysefjord, on which lies
Fossand, near the church of Gjese. A large moraine here led Esmark, the Norwegian savant, about the year 1821, to the conjecture
that the whole

country

was once

covered with glaciers.

grandest fjord on the S.W. coast of Norway,
is an arm of the sea, 500-2000 yds. broad, 37 Kil. long, and at
places 1400 ft. deep, and enclosed by precipitous cliffs rising to a
height of 3300 ft. The fjord is almost uninhabited. Opposite HelesThe

*Lysefjord,

the

lid lies the island of Holmen. About 20 min. later the steamer
in sight of a curious rock high up on the N. bank. At the
head of the fjord (2'/2 hrs. by steamer from Fossand), among huge
rocks, lies the station of Lysebunden (two beds of the Stavanger
tourists' club at the gaard Nerebe). On the Kjerag, a mountain
comes

towering
omenon

above the head of the

the S. side, a curious phenNov. lOth, 1897, after
A crash like thunder is heard, and
jets of steam shoot out horizontally

is sometimes observed

fjord

(last

on

seen on

cessation for many years).
after it rays or
from a kind of cavern in the face of the rock at least 2000 ft. above
the fjord.
a

immediately

From

Lysebunden

to Helle in the

Ssetersdal,

very

fatiguing,

see

p. 4.

92
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The
twice

good

Frafjord,

as

the S.E. end of the

weekly by the steamer), is

Stavanger

Helefjord is called (visited
visiting. There is a

also worth

salmon-stream here.
b.

The

Sandsfjord, Hvlsfjord,

and

Saudefjord.

Steamboats. The 'Robert' (good restaurant on board), starting four
times weekly from the quay at the Vaagen, and the boats of the Stavanger
Steamship Co., starting 7 times weekly (not on Frid.) from the RyfylkeBrygge, ply to Sand in 4-5Va hrs. (fare 2 kr. 50 0.) ; to Saude in 5>/*-7Vi hrs.
(fare 3 kr. 60 0.).

On leaving Stavanger we get a glimpse of the open sea to the
but it is soon shut out by the islands. On the left lies the
Vadse. On the right are visible the mountains of the mainland,
with snowy peaks in the distance. In an hour we pass Strand and

left,

Tou. Between these places opens Bjerheimskjaften, a gorge
which the Bjerheimsuand empties itself into the fjord.

through

From Tou a good road leads past the Bj0rheimsvand to the Tysdalsvand,
on which we may row to the gaard Nedre Tysdal at the E. end ; walk
thence over the hill to Thveil i Aardal, near Bergeland, and follow the
road down the Store Aa to Aardal (see below), about 27 Kil. in ali. From
Bergeland the Hjaafosser may be visited.

The steamer usually steers N., past the Talge (left; with marble
and the Fogne (right), to Juteberg or Judeberget on the
Finde ; then across an open part of the Stavanger Fjord, where we
get a glimpse of the Atlantic (left), to the Stjarnere; thence through
a narrow strait between that island and the
Bjerge, and across the
Narstrandsfjord to Narstrand, a summer- resort; next across the
mouth of the Sandeidfjord and past the Folde to J selse (see below).
The steamers touching at Tou afterwards enter the Fisterfjord,
cali at Fiskaaen, and steer up the Aardalsfjord to Aardalsosen or
Aardal, near the mouth of the Store Aa, which descends from the

quarries)

0vre

Tysdalsvand and other, smaller, lakes. (Thence to Thveit, near
Bergeland, 8 Kil., see above.) Observe the extensive moraines of
ancient glaciers.
Steaming down the fjord again and up the
Fisterfjord to the N., we pass between the mainland and the Rande
and reach Hjelmeland, a pleasant village amidst orchards, which
—

has its

name from a
'helmet'-shaped hill near the church.
We next enter the "Hjesenfjord, with its wild and grand rocks,
somewhat resembling the Lysefjord, and cali at Tytlandsvik or Tetlandsvik on a bay of its S. bank, and at Valde on its N. bank.
From the head of the Hj0senfjord a rough and fatiguing path crosses
the mountains in two days to Viken in the Saetersdal (p. 5).
Returning to the mouth of the fjord, we next steer N. to Knutsvik and then enter the mountainous Erfjord, where we cali at Haalandsosen, and thence direct our course to the W. to Jalse.
Jaelser or Jelse (Inn), which the direct steamers from Stavanger
reach in 2V2-4 hrs. , and the indirect coasters in 5-10 hrs., is a con
siderable village, with a church. Most of the steamers touch here
and exchange passengers for different destinations.

SAUDE.

Fjord.

15. Route.
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The vessel next steams up the Sandsfjord, which gradually narand is enclosed by lofty rocks, with several waterfalls. The
fjord afterwards expands a little. In 1V2"2 hrs. from Jaslse we

rows

reach
Sand ("Kaarhus, with view, R. 2, B. orS. l1/^ kr. ; "Rasmussen,
R. l!/2, D. 2, S. l'/2 kr.), a church-village at the mouth of the
Logen, which forms the pretty Sandsfos 5 min. above the village.
Route to the Suldalsvand , and thence to the Breifond Hotel and
—

Odde,

see

p. 94.

Sandsfjord now divides
Saudefjord to the N.

The
the

into the

Hylsfjord

to the N.E. and

Once a week the steamer enters the "Hylsfjord, at the grand
Fine waterfalls descend
head of which lies the station of Hylen.
from the cliffs.
From Hylen to Vaage on the Suldalsvand, l'/2-2 hrs. by a good
bridle-path ascending the wild Hylsdal, and crossing the "Hylsskar, where
we enjoy a splendid view of the lake below (comp. p. 94).
In lt/2-2 hrs. from Sand the steamer reaches the head of the
Saudefjord, at which lie
Saude or Sevde and Saudesjeen ("Rabbe's Inn), pleasantly
situated, favourite resorts from Stavanger. Walks to the S.W. to
the pretty Svandal; to the N.E. to (2 hrs.) Birkelandsdalen , with
its zinc-mines ; to the E., along the fjord, to (35 min.) Indre Saude,
with the parish-church and a view of the Sendenaa-Fos, and thence
to (10 min.) the bridge across the stream descending from the
Àabedal, which here forms the Hellandsfos.
From Saude through the Slettedal to Seljestad, l'/a day (road
Guide and provisions indispensable.
As far as the
under construction).
(3/t hr.) bridge at the Hellandsfos, see above. About 35 min. farther on
To the right rises the snow-clad Skavle Nut.
is the gaard of 0streim.
We now begin the ascent; below, to the right, flows the Slor-Elv. Several
fine views, as we look back on the Saudefjord. About halfway up we
reach the gaard of Fivelland, and in 2'/2 hrs. from Saude arrive at the
top, commanding a grand rocky landscape. As we once more descend, we
enjoy increasingly beautiful views of the Store Lid-Vand, with the Suldalsfos, and of the whole basin of Aartun, a green oasis, with houses, fields,
stream, lake, and waterfall, aniidst a dreary chaos of rocks.
At Aartun, 4V2 hrs. from Saude, we flnd tolerable nightquarters, but
—

—

now enters the Slettedal to the N., and leads
landscape, passing numerous sseters and waterfalls.
After 5 hrs. from Aartun, or about halfway to Seljestad, the path begins
to ascend, and soon commands a fine retrospect of the snow-draped Kirke
Nut and the Slettedal. Farther on we see the Folgefond (p. 101), a little
to the left. We cross a wide tract of moorland with numerous ponds, and
gradually descend to the R0ldal road and in a few min. reach (10 hrs.
from Aartun) Seljestad (p. 96).

poor fare.

through

a

—

The

route

monotonous

The

Sandeidfjord.
in 7-8Ys hrs. (fare 2 kr. 70 0.).
The steamers go either by Judeberget, Narstrand, and Jalse
above described, or take a longer route, touching at Tom, Aardal,
e.

Steamer to Sandeìd twice

as

and

Hjelmeland.

a

week,

94

From Jaelse

or

from Nserstrand

which presents
verging from it, the

fjord,

the E.

Lucerne.

Vikedal,
gaards.

no

special

they steer N. into the Sandeid-

attraction. Two lateral fjords di
to the W. and the Vindefjord to

Yrkefjord
complete cross, recalling

the form of the Lake of
Some of the steamers cali at stations on these fjords.
at the mouth of the Vindefjord, has a number of handsome
form

,

From Sand

OSEN.

Route 16.

a

At the head of the fjord lies Sandeid (Fru Weidell's
whence a road leads N. to 0len (8 Kil. ; p. 98).

16.

From Sand

Odde

Inn),

(Stavanger) by the Suldalsvand
the Hardanger Fjord.

to

on

2-3 Days, according as the steamer on the Suldalsvand suits. lst Day.
(fast skyds) to Osen, a drive of 2-2'/2 hrs. Steamer on the Suldals
vand (once or twice daily in both directions) to Noes in 2'/4 hrs. (fare
2 kr.). Road (fast skyds) to Horre (Breifond Hotel) , in about 3 hrs.
2nd Day. Road (fast skyds) to Odde, a drive of about 7 hrs.
Road

—

The Logen, whose
Sand, see p. 93.
forms several waterfalls (Sandsfos, p. 93).
—

valley the road ascends,

Both the river and the
abound with salmon and have
been leased for 40 years by English anglers, whose handsome residences are seen at various spots. The first section of the road is so

Suldalsvand,

out of which it

flows,

and at the same time so hilly, that travellers are re
commended to walk on for about 3 M., leaving the carriage to follow.
To the left is the Skotifos. The road crosses the river about 10 Kil.
from Sand and remains tolerably level until we reach the Suldals
vand. It then crosses a tributary stream, with a saw-mill, and
passes Vatshus. Fine view in front. The church of Suldalen and
the gaard of Méhus lie to the left. After a drive of 2-2!/2 hrs. from
Sand we reach
19 Kil. Osen or Suldalsosen ("Underbakke's Hotel; "Hotel Suldal,
English spoken), beautifully situated on the right bank of the
Logen, at its efflux from the Suldalsvand. Opposite rises the curious

picturesque

—

rocky pyramid of Straabekollen.
The *Suldalsvand

or

Suledalsvand

(steamer,

see

above),

the S.

part of which is enclosed by high mountains, is 28 Kil. long, but
broader than a river. To the right lies the gaard of
Vegge. To the left is Kolbeinsthveit, where the road
ends ; to the right is Helgenas. We then traverse the rocky defilé of
"Suldalsporten, where the imposing cliff to the left rises to a height
of 330 ft. The lake now suddenly expands. In a bay to the left are
the large farms of Kvildal and 0iestad; then Vorvik and
Vaage (good quarters; steamboat-station), with the Hylsskar ris
ing above it (p. 93). We here enjoy a view of the centrai reach of
To the left, farther on,
the lake , there being five reaches in ali.
lies Laleid, on the hill. In front we obtain a good view of the curiously rounded and polished promontory of Boshaugen and of the
at first is not

Vik,

to the left

—

N^ES.

to Odde.

16. Route.
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mountains to the N. To the S.E. rise the snow-clad Kalle-Fjeld and
The steamer's terminus is Naes, but three
long Kvenne-Heia.
days a week (and at other times if required) it goes on to (4 Kil.)
Roaldkvam (p. 6).
Nses or Nasflaten (Hotel Bratlandsdal, three houses recently
acquired by the same proprietor, near the steamboat-quay, English
spoken), which affords a fine view of the lake and the snow-clad
mountains in the background , lies at the mouth of the BratlandsElv, at the beginning of the road to Reldal. Conveyances meet the

the

—

steamers.

The road ascends the beautiful ^Bratlandsdal , passing at first
a grand
gorge, with overhanging rocks and several water
falls. Most travellers will flnd it preferable to walk as far as the
top of the ascent. Farther on the valley is less interesting. At the
gaard of Thomas, about 6l/% Kil. from Naes, we cross to the left
bank of the Bratlands-Elv, and farther on we pass the gaards of
Bratland. To the left is the lofty Flasefos. Beyond the gaard of
0rebakke we cross the border betwixt the Stavanger Amt and
Sendre Bergenhus Amt. Farther on we pass Hagerland, on the
slope of the Kaalaas, and traverse a narrow ravine, with a series of
rapids. We then cross the Hagerlands-Bro to the right bank of the
stream. This part of the route shows the most fantastic rock-formations, due to the ceaseless energy of the river. The road now reaches
the narrow Ljonevand, passes the gaard Ljone, and crosses the
bridge of that name. Charming scenery. Above the small Hundefos,
the outlet of the Reldalsvand, towers the Ljonehals, a huge cliff
worn smooth by the river.
At Botten or Botnen the road once more crosses the BratlandsElv, here issuing from the Reldalsvand (1225 ft.), and skirts the
W. bank of the lake, which is enclosed by flnely-shaped mountains.
Beyond the Haarebro, spanning a small stream descending from the
left, the roads to Telemarken and the Hardanger part company. [The
former skirts the lake, at the N. end of which appears Reldal (p. 41).]
On the Hardanger road, 10 min. farther on (3 hrs.' drive from Naes),
is the
24 Kil. *Breifond Hotel (R. 11/2-2, B. 1-1 1/4, D. 2, S.
English spoken ; Engl. Ch. service in July & Aug.), on the site of
the former skyds-station of Horre or Haare. The hotel commands
a fine view of the lake and of the
Haukelifjeld and lies within a
short walk (l/i hr.) of the Haarefos.
The Hardanger road leaves the lake and ascends the Horrebrakkene in windings , which walkers may avoid by short-cuts
(rather marshy). On the right are the precipices of the Horreheia,
on the left the Elgersheia. Looking back, we see the broad snow-fleld
Bredfond or Breifond towering above the Reldalsvand to the S.E. At
the top of the hill (3415 ft.), 8 Kil. (13/4 hr.'s drive) from the Breifond
Hotel, the road remains tolerably level for some distance and crosses

through

■—

l^kr.;
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SELJESTAD.

Route 16.

dreary solitude

with several

ponds.

We

soon

obtain

a

view of the

The road

gradually descends the Gorsincreases in magnificence. Far below us
flanked by steep hills, with the sombre
lies the narrow Gorsboten
Gorsvand, at the lower end of which is a waterfall. Beyond stretches
the wide valley of Odde, with the long snow-fields of the Folgefond
as a background to the left, one of the grandest and most characteristic mountain-scenes in Norway. The old bridle-path and

Folgefond (p. 101).
svingane, and the **View
snowy

,

the streamlet which lower down becomes the Hedsten-Elv

are seen

from time to time by the side of the Gorssvingane. At the lower end
of the Gorsvand (2815 ft.) is a kind of rocky gateway, where the
view becomes unimpeded.
Thence we proceed in zigzags , past

Hedstensnut, to the green plateau on which lies
(from Breifond Hotel; pay for 24; 22 Kil. from Reldal;
pay for 28) Seljestad (2040 ft. ; Seljestad' s Hotel, R. ll/4, B. 1-1 1/4,
D. 2, S. l-lt/ikr. ; Folgefonn-Hotel, a little above the road). Those
who have a day to spare may pay a visit to a herd of reindeer, pastured a few hours from here, belonging to the villagers.
The road from this point to Odde repays even pedestrians (5 hrs.).
It proceeds across the plateau and crosses two arms of the stream.
Stunted birches and firs begin to appear. A projecting rock a few
paces to the left of the road, about 40 min. walk from Seljestad and
beyond the 20th kilomètre-stone 'fra Odde', affords an attractive
view of the Hesteklevfos. The road now descends in curves. A footpath leads to the left to a point marked by an iron signal, from
Svaagen

and the

—

21 Kil.

which

we

have

an

admirable view of the wild and wooded gorge of
which the road threads its way. Lower
"

*Seljestadjuvet, through
down the road

crosses

to the left bank of the stream

(continuous

picturesque views). About 10 min. farther on a narrow road de
scends to the left through wood to the gaard of Jesendal and on to
Fjaere (p. 98). The similar road 6 min. beyond the next bridge
ascends to the right to the gaard of Skard ; and farther on diverges
the road to the gaards on the height to the left. About 10 min. farther
on the road passes below the
"Espelandsfos, on the left, and the *Lotefos, on the right. On an eminence to the right is the inn (p. 107).
From this point to Odde is a drive of 2 hrs.
23 Kil. (pay for 26) Odde (p. 106).

17. From

Stavanger

to

or a

walk of

Bergen by

3hrs.

Sea.

The direct distance by water from Stavanger to Bergen is 25 Norwegian
sea-miles (100 Engl. M.), but the course taken by the steamers is considerably longer. In the following route the distances are given in sea-miles
from station to station.
From Stavanger to Bekgen about twenty
steamers ply weekly, ten being large vessels from Christiania and two from
Hamburg, while five smaller steamers ply between Stavanger and Bergen
only. The larger boats touch at Kopervik, Haugesund, and Lervik only,
some of them at Haugesund only, beyond which they proceed direct to
Bergen. The voyage by the direct steamers takes 10-12 hrs., by the others
12-15 hrs., most of them taking the interesting course via Tere (p. 98).
—

17. Route.
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Nearly the whole voyage by ali these steamers is in smooth water,
protected by islands except for a short distance between Stavanger and
Kopervik, and between Haugesund and Langevaag. As the fine scenery
of the Hardanger Fjord (R. 18) does not begin till the Her0 and the Ter0
are approached, the traveller loses little by going thus far at night.
Stavanger, see p. 89. The vessel steers N.W. ; on the left are
,

Tungenas-Fyr on the Randeberg ; to the right
Mostere, the Klostere with the ruined Ulstenkloster, and beyond it the Rennese and other islands. Before en
tering the open Bukkenfjord we observe on the left the lofty light
house on the Hvitingse, and to the N.W. the lighthouse of Falna>s
(Skudesnas). We pass on the left the small seaport (1200 inhab.)
of Skudesnashavn, with its lighthouse, at the S. end of the Karme.
the
the

Duse-Fyr

and

Hundvaage,

the

now enters the Karmsund.
The first station at which
the smaller steamers usually stop is Ferresvik, on the Bukkene.
6 S.M. Kopervik, or Kobbervik (Mad. Petersen s Inn), with 850
inhab., on the Karme, a large and populous island, is the chief

The steamer

herring-fishery. The island is nearly fiat, and partly
cultivated, but consists chiefly of moor, marsh, and poor pasture
land, and is almost destitute of trees. It contains numerous barrows, or ancient burial-places, especially near the N. end, some of
which have yielded valuable relics. The climate, cool in summer,
mild and humid in winter, is exceptionally healthy, the average
death-rate being only 12 per thousand.
About 16 Kil. to the W.
of the Karme lies the small and solitary island of Utsire, with a
chapel and a lighthouse, near which herrings usually abound.
On the left, about 7 Kil. beyond Kopervik, is the old church
of Augvaldsnas, adjoining which, and leaning towards it, is an old
'bautasten', 26 ft. in height, known as lJomfru Marias SynaaV
(the Virgin Mary's Needle). Tradition says that when this pillar
falls against the church the world will come to an end.
Farther
to the N., on the opposite side of the 'Sund',
are five similar
stones, the '■Five Foolish Virgins'. At the end of the Karmsund,
on the mainland, lies
2 S.M. Haugesund (Grand Hotel; Jonassen's Hotel, plain but
good, R. 2, B. 1 kr. ; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. J. Jacobsen), or Karm
sund, with 6000 inhab., to the N. of which rises the Haraldshaug,
where the supposed tombstone of Harald Haarfager (d. 933) is
pointed out. On this spot rises the Haralds-Stette, an obelisk of
red granite, 55 ft. in height, on a square pedestal, around which
are placed stones, 8 ft. high, representing the districts into which
Norway was formerly divided. It was erected in 1872, on the thouscentre of the

—

—

—

A road
andth anniversary of Harald's famous victory (p. 89).
leads from Haugesund to the E. to (48 Kil.) 0len (p. 98).
From Haugesund the larger steamers proceed direct to Bergen
(sometimes touching at Lervik), passing either between the Bemmele and the Storde or between the Storde and the Tysnase.
To the N. of Haugesund is an unprotected part of the coast, call—

—

Baedekik's Norway and Sweden»JZth Edit.
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From

LERVIK.

17. Route.

Stavanger

ed Sletten, which the steamers pass in about an hour. Near the
N. end of this tract is Lyngholmen, where some of the steamers
cali, the first, station in Bergens-Stift. To the W. is the RyvardensFyr on a rocky island. We now enter the Bemmelfjord, one of the
narrow inlets of the Hardanger (p. 100), passing the Bemmele on
the left, which contains gold-mines of little value, and on which rises

(15i0 ft.), one of the 'towers' of Bergen. This district is call
Send-Horland, thenatives Seringer. Grand mountains in the
background. Some of the steamers next touch at Tjernagel, on
the mainland, others at Langevaag on the Bemmele, opposite.
S ig g en

ed the

,

6 S.M. Mosterhavn,

by Olaf Tryggvason

on

the

(995-1000),

Mostere,

boasts of

the oldest in

a

church built

Norway.

2 S.M. Lervik (Dahl's Hotel), or Leirvik, where passengers to
and from 01en-Fjaere (see below) change steamers, lies at the S.
end of the Storde, one of the largest of the islands at the entrance
to the Hardanger. The wooded Halsene, to the E., contains remains
of aBenedictine monastery, founded probably in 1164, and several
barrows.
Comp. annexed Map.
To the S. of Lervik opens the Aalfjord, with the villages of Rekenoss
and Vikevik. To the E. is the Skoneviksfjord, on which a steamer plies.
—

On the 0lenfjord, a S. arm of the Skoneviksfjord, lies 01en ("Inn,
skyds-station), 8 Kil. from Sandeid (p. 94), and visited 6 times weekly by
steamer. Several steamers cali at Etne, at the head of the Etne-Pollen,
whence a mountain-path leads direct to Seljestad (p. 96), a very fatiguing
walk of 11-12 hrs. (about 50 Kil.).
Eastwards from the Skoneviksfjord runs the Aakrefjord (steamer once
a week only), with the stations Aakre and (at the head of the fjord) Fjaere
From Fjfcre a narrow road, practicable for one(tolerable quarters).
horse vehicles, crosses the mountains, amidst imposing scenery, via Rullestad (tolerable quarters ; in the neighbourhood are some remarkable 'giant's
cauldrons'; p. 283) and Vinterlun to (18 Kil.) Gaard Jesendal on the road to
Odde (p. 96; carriage from Fjsere to the Lotefos in 4 hrs.).
Comp. the
Map, p. 102.
Beyond Lervik the direct steamer traverses the Bemmelfjord and
then the Klosterfjord, named after the monastery on the Halsene.
2 S.M. Sunde, on the E. side of the Husnasfjord, on the pen
insula of Husnas.

JLeie

the

,

a

small island

Hardanger

sometimes

opposite Helvik where passengers for
change boats (9*/2 hrs. from Stavanger,
,

hrs. from Bergen).
The scenery now becomes more interesting ; the mountains are
higher and less barren ; on every side the eye is met with a profusion of rocks, islands, promontories, and wooded hills, enlivened
with bright-looking hamlets nestling in sheltered creeks.

43/4

3 S.M.

(Olsen's Inn), a little island and
fjord, is an important station, four
steamers running thence weekly to Bergen, three into the Har
danger, and one to Stavanger. Travellers have often to change boats
village

(from Sunde)

near

Terer

the N. coast of the

here. Beautiful scenery; to the W. the large island of Tysnaese;
to the E. appears the huge snow-mantle of the Folgefond (p. 101).
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to

GOD0SUND.

Bergen.
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The district of Nord-Horland begins here. The steamer passes
through the Loksund, a narrow strait between the mainland and
the Tysnase, an island attractive to artists, anglers, and others. The
next station, Einingeviken, lies on the Tysnaese, at the N. end of
the strait. Then Godesund ("Gullaksen's Inn, pens. 3V2-4kr., with
sea-baths and boats for hire), on a small island to the N. of the
Tysnaese, recommended for a stay. The next station, Vàage, near
the Tysnaskirke, also lies on the Tysnaese.

The Bjernefjord is next traversed. Here the steamers cali twice
weekly, in each direction, at Solstrand, a new hotel for sea-bathers
(two houses; English spoken), commanding a beautiful view of
the Folgefond on the opposite side of the fjord, and situated about

1 M.

S. of Os, the terminus of the branch-railway from Nestun
2 hrs. from Bergen).
Excursions may be made hence to Hatviken, the Lysekloster (see below),
to the

(p. 120;

and the Ulvenvand.

From the

Korsfjord, by which the Newcastle
have a glimpse of the open sea,

steamers enter the

to the W. On the
left our course as far as Bergen is bounded by the island of Store
Sartore. We obtain our last view of the Folgefond (to the W.), just
S. of the little island of Troie in the Korsfjord. To the right is the

Skjaergaard,

we

with the charming island of Lyse (pleasant day's excur
sion from Bergen, via Nestun, p. 120), and the ruined Lysekloster
(dating from 1146) on its E. bank. The steamer then rounds the
peninsula of Korsnas and passes the mouth of the Fanefjord. The

Lysefjord,

comes into sight to the N.
cali at Bukken, on the main
land (to the right), and then steam past the island of Bjere (left).
On the mainland shore of the Vatlestremmen, a strait with a strong
current to the N.E. of Bjere, lies Hakonshellen. Numerous light
houses now appear. To the left lies the Lille Sartore, with the sta
tion of Bratholmen. Our course turns N.W. into the By fjord, with
the mountainous Aske (p. 120) on the left. The promontory of

Levstakken

Beyond

near

Bergen (p. 119)

the island of

Kvarven,
deposits,

on

the

mainland,

to the

is the N. spur of the

17 S.M.

now

Bjalkere (left)

(from Haugsund;
18. The

we

right,

with extensive

Lyderhorn (p.
11 from

petroleum

114).

Tere) Bergen,

see

p. 112.

Hardanger Fjord.

Stavanger to Oddè on the Hardanger Fjord the overland route
already described (R. 16) is the most interesting. Or we may go direct by
Steamboat, twice weekly (Sun. and Thurs.) in 22 hrs. (fare 13 kr. 20 0.).
Passengers by the Thurs. steamer change at Here into the steamer from
Bergen to Odde. Another alternative is afforded once a week by the
Bergensk-Nordenfjelske Touristskib.
From Bergen to the Hardanger Fjord : Steamboats to Eide almost daily
in 91/2-15 hrs. (fare 8 kr. CO 0.); to Odde in
12Vz-19V2 hrs. (fare lO'/a kr.).
From Bergen via Vossevangen (railway) to Eide, see R. 20.
From Telemarken vid Haukeli and Reldal to Odde, see R. 5.
From

7*

100

Route 18.

The

fjords,

STONGAN.ES.

"Hardanger Fjord

and the

Hardanger

is the best-known

of the

Norwegian

beauty of its scenery has been celebrated from very

early times. Wergeland calls it ldet underdejlige Hardanger' , the
'wondrous-beautiful'. It certainly presents a most characteristic

example of peculiarly Norwegian scenery, with the barren ice-clad
fjelds, the broad surface of the fjord, and the narrow strip of fertile
and thickly-peopled land between them.
To other attractions
must be added two of the finesf waterfalls in Norway, both easily
accessible to good walkers. Yet it cannot be denied that the
Hardanger has formidable rivals in beauty in some of the N. fjords
which have recently grown in favour with
Fjaerlandsfjord (p. 129), the Nordfjord (p.

such as the
and the Jerund-

travellers,

176),

The people (Haranger or Hàringer) and their
national characteristics will interest many travellers. The bridal
crowns and gold and silver trinkets (such as the Selje, or
Sylgja,

fjord (p. 192).

—

kind of brooch or buckle) are curious, and the embroidery, coverlids (Slumretapper), and carpets (Tapper) manufactured in this
district are much sought for. The costumes are only seen to ada

Sunday morning before or after divine service. The
the 'Skaut', a kind of cap of white linen with stripes,
and sometimes a picturesque red bodice, embroidered with beads.
The national music and the Hardanger violin (Fele), in which steel
strings are combined with the gut-strings to increase the sound,
are also curious and interesting.
Our description follows the course of the Hardanger-Sendhorland Steamboats, which, however, cali at different stations on
different trips and alter their routes accordingly. The distances are
given in Norwegian nautical miles (comp. p. 87).

vantage

on

a

women wear

a.

The Western

Hardanger Fjord,

to the

Mauranger Fjord.

Steamer from Bergen to Tere in 4^2 hrs. (fare4kr. 10 0.); to Here in
5 hrs. (i kr. 50 0.) ; to Sundal thrice a week in 5 hrs. (6 kr. Ì0 0.). The other
steamers do not cali at Sundal , but keep nearer theN. bank of the fjord.

Kvindherreds-Fjord which forms the
Hardanger, lie on the N. and S. sides respect-

At the entrance to the
avenue

to the Inner

ively the steamboat-stations Tere

(11

S.M. from

,

(10

S.M. from

Bergen)

and Here

p. 98).
At Tere we obtain a beautiful survey of the snowy Folgefond
(p. 101) with its buttresses. Opposite Tere, to the E., is the pen
insula of Stonganas, consisting of greenish slate with veins of auriferous quartz. An English company is engaged in the extraction of

Bergen;

the gold, at, 0lve, on the E. side of the peninsula.
Beyond Here
the vessel steers into the Stor-Sund, a strait between the islands
of Skorpen and Snilsthveit on one side and the mainland on the
other.
On this strait are the stations Uskedal, overtopped by the
Englefjeld and the Kjeldhaug , and Demelsviken or Dimmelsviken
—

Telemarken

(K»I

*

NSEu.T«p[s

"^

A

G'nmgcdal-4«4*

(inn),
Nut

on
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between the dark Solfjeld on the S. and the Skinnebergsthe E., adjoined by the Malmanger-Nut. Then
—

2!/2 S.M. (from Tere)'Roaenàa,l(HdtelRosendal), near the towerless church of Kvindherred , with the park and chàteau (built in
1678) of the Barons Hoff-Rosenkrone. The chàteau contains a statue
of the Countess Bariatinska by Thorwaldsen, and a few paintings.
To the E. towers the conspicuous Melderskin (4680 ft.), which may
be ascended in 6 hrs.: a fair path through the Melsdal to the Midtsceter and the Myrdalsvand, beyond which the ascent is rather steep.
Grand view of the Folgefond and of the fjord down to the open sea.
Some of the steamers now cross to the stations Gjermundshavn
and Mundheim on the N. bank (see Map, p. 96), or to the station
Skjelnas (quarters at the Landhandler's) in the large Varaldse.
Thence to Bakke, Jondal, etc, see p. 102.
Between the Varaldse
and the mainland to the E., on which we observe the church of

—

—

/Enas, the fjord is called Sildefjord.
At ^Enaes opens the *Mauranger Fjord, on which a steamboat
eastwards thrice a week and westwards twice a week ; on other
days it may be reached by boat-skyds from Skjelnaes (about 18 Kil.

plies

Sundal, 3-3'/2 hrs.' row).

This fjord, flanked with lofty cliffs,
up to the foot of the ice-clad Folgefond
(not visible from the fjord). The steamboat-station is
3 S.M. Sundal ("Hotel Sundal), the starting-point for a visit to
the Folgefond and its beautiful glacier, the Bondhusbrae (on horseback, then on sledges, 1 pers. 12, 2 pers. 15 kr.). Near Sundal is
the gaard of Bondhus, with its pretty 'Regstue' (p. 18).
A bridle-path ascends the valley of Sundal , enclosed by high
mountains, on the left bank of the stream, crossing remains of old
moraines, to the (3/4 hr.) Bondhusvand, a small lake from whose
steep banks fall several cascades. One of the boats belonging to the
Norwegian Tourist Club conveys us to the other end (rowed by the
guide brought from Sundal, 1 kr. 60 e.), and on the way we enjoy
a
superb view of the *Bondhusbrae, which descends from the Folge
fond, between the Selsnut and the Fonddalsnut. The adjoining
saeter is occupied till the middle of July.
From the lake to the
glacier about l/i hr.
From the Bondhusvand a path constructed by the- German
'Nordlands-Verein' in 1890 ascends to the Folgefond. It diverges
from the above-described path 12-15 min. before the Bondhusvand,
crosses the glacier-brook to the left by a bridge, and ascends rapidly
between the huge boulders of an old moraine. In about 2 hrs. we
reach the Garshammer-Sater (about 2300 ft.). Samson Olsen Sun
dal, the owner, is one of the best guides. Thence by a good path,
passing at one point over steep debris ('Ur'), uncomfortable for
riding, in 2 hrs. more to the margin (about 4450 ft.) of the huge
*Folgefond ('fond' or 'fonn', a field of snow), which covers a plateau
about 36 Kil. long and 6-15 Kil. broad, without any distinct peak or
from

stretches

one

of its

arms

—
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summit. This enormous mass of snow and ice, which sends offshoots
down the valleys in ali directions, may be crossed without difflculty.
At the tourist-hut Breidablik, on the rock called Bottenhorgen, the
traveller will flnd a cooking-apparatus, beer in bottles, 'brus', and
coverings for the next part of his journey. The horses are here
yoked to sledges and ascend the graduai snowy incline in about
3 hrs. to the top (5425 ft.), where we obtain a view of the Har
danger Vidda. On the E. side the Folgefond descends abruptly. The
usuai descent, however, to Tokheim (p. 106), with guide (1 pers. 8,
2 pers. 10, 4 pers. 12 kr.), is not particularly difficult; a bridle
path is being constructed. The ascent of the Folgefond also forms
an attractive excursion from
Sundal, in which case the Teturn may
be made via Gjerde.
From Gjerde, on the 0stre Pollen or E. arm of the Mauranger
Fjord (boat from Sundal in l/i hr., 50 e.), a bridle-path ascends
to the Folgefond and crosses it, passing the hut in the Urebotn
and the Hundser (5370 ft), and afterwards descending rapidly to
(8-9 hrs. in ali) Tokheim (p. 106; guide, Gotskalk Gjerde: 1 pers. 8,
2 pers. 10, 4 pers. 12 kr.). As from Sundal, travellers may ride to
the margin of the glacier and cross the snow in sleighs (16, 20, 32 kr.).

b. The Central

Hardanger Fjord,

to Eide

on

the E.

Steamer from Sundal to Eide twice a week (Tues. & Frid.) in 4-4'/2 hrs.
(fare 3 kr. 70 0.). The other steamers do not cali at Sundal ; from Bergen
to Eide, omitting Sundal, in 9-14 hrs. (fere 8 kr. 60 0.).

On leaving the Mauranger Fjord the steamer steers direct to
The other steamers, after calling at
Norheimsund (p. 103).
—

Skjelnaes (p. 101), touch at
5 S.M. (from Tere) Bakke ("Bakke Hotel, R. 1, B. 11/4, D. I1/2,
S. 1^4 kr. ; Lothe's Hotel), on the Strandebarmsbugt, a bay of the
Hisfjord. Bakke is beautifully situated, with an extensive view of
the Folgefond to the S.E., the snow-clad Tveite Kviting (4190 ft.)
At the
to the N.W., and the Tervik-Nut (3520 ft.) to the N.E.
head of the bay, 3 Kil. to the N., is the church of Slrandebarm ; and

Mundheim

or

—

farther on, near the hamlet of Fosse, on the E. bank, is a waterfall,
490 ft. in height (130 ft. in one sheer leap), which, however, loses

mhch of its effect in

dry weather.

From Strandebarm a path leads by the gaards of Haukaas and Solbjerg and the Torahella sseter to (4-5 hrs.) Netland in the Steinsdal (p. 103).
But the route along the bank of the fjord to Sandven, though longer, is
more attractive.

Passing Rervik and Vikingnas (Pension, about 50 kr. per week,
frequented by the English; Engl. Ch. service), at both of which
the steamer touches once a week, we next cross the Hisfjord, with
a view of the
Myrdalsfos to the S., to
21/2 S.M. Jondal (Utne's Inn), on the E. bank, noted for its
'Hardanger boats'. The fjord contracts.
—

NORHEIMSUND.

Fjord.
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From Jokdal (guide, Nils Vig) a road ascends the Korsdal by (3/4 hr.)
Birkeland to (3 hrs.) Gaard Flalebe (1100 ft.), grandly situated.
We may
then go to the S. to the Jondalsbrce, near the Dravlevand and Jeklevand; or
to the E. to the Serfjord (p. 104). The latter route (8-10 hrs.; guide necessary)
leads from Flateb0 to the N.E. to Sjuswt, ascends steeply and describes
a wide bend towards the N., turns to the
E., skirts the Thorsnut (5164 ft.),
and passes the Saxaklep.
The highest point of the route is 4510 ft. above
the fjord.
Then a steep descent to the Reisceter (1080 ft.) and thence to
Bleie

(Naae,

p.

105).

Beyond Jondal the

steamer passes several waterfalls, leaving
Jonanas on the right, and enters the Ytre Samlen-Fjord, touching
&t Skuteviken once a week. Beautiful scenery. The steamer rounds
the Axenas on the W. side, passes the church of Viker, and enters
the Norheimsund, on which lies
6 S.M. Norheimsund or Sandven ("Sandven's Hotel, R. 1, B. or
S. 1, D. 2 kr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in the season), charmingly situated
and suitable for some stay. Admirable view of the Folgefond, with a
succession of intervening mountains.
To the W. a road ascends the
Steinsdal; after !/2 hr. we cross a bridge on the-right in order to
visit the 0fsthus (0verste HusjFos, a waterfall 100 ft. high, with a
The Torenut (about 3430 ft.), to the N.,
path passing behind it.
easily ascended by the Sjau-Sater in 5 hrs., is a fine point.
Beyond the 0fsthus Fos the road ascends the Steinsdal , passing the
farms of Steine (tolerable quarters) and Birkeland, to (1 hr.) Nelland.
Thence to Bakke, see p. 102.
From Norheimsund to Trengereid on
the Voss Railway, IV2 day.
To the gaard of Steine, see above. Thence
with guide, in 472-5 hrs., to Gaard Eikedal or Egedal (1030 ft.); then a
precipitous descent past the Eikedalsfos, 285 ft. in height, to the beautiful
Frelandsdal i Samnanger, in which
9-10 hrs. from Norheimsund, we
reach Tesse (inn), on the Aadlandsfjord. From T0sse we cross by boat
to (4 Kil.) Aadland (p. 121), whence a skyds-road leads to Trengereid.
Beyond Norheimsund we have a continuous view of the edge of
the Folgefond, to the S. The steamer touches at
0stens« (Hotel 0stense), prettily situated on the bay of that
—

—

—

—

,

—

name,

a

summer-resort.

carriage-road crosses the promontory to the E. of J0fstens0 to (l'/s hr.)
Skaare, on the narrow and picturesque "Fiksensund, which runs inland
for 11 Kil. from its mouth at Stenst0 (see below).
At the head of the
Fiksensund, reached by rowing-boat from Skaare in l'/j hr., lies Gaard
Botnen (!Flateb0's Hotel), whence a steep path (2-3 hrs.' walk) leads to the
From Bot
Hamlegre Hotel (p. 121), at the S. end of the Hamlegr0vand.
nen to Bolken, a full day's walk.
A tolerable bridle-path, very steep at
places, ascends the Flatebegjel (Gjel, 'rocky ravine') to the (5 Kil.) Lekedal sseter (whence we may ascend the Flalebefjeld ov Lekedalsnulen,3iffl) (t.,
a fine
point of view, 2-3 hrs. there and back). From the sseter the path
ascends to the watershed (1970 ft.), and then descends a little to (6 Kil.)
Hodnaberg (two 'sseter-hotels'), atthe N.E. end of the Hamlegrevand (1940 ft.;
said to afford good fishing). We now descend by the course of the river
issuing from the Thorfinvand to (6 Kil.) Gaard Skjeldal (1075 ft.). From
this point a good road leads to (5 Kil.) Grimeslad, at the W. end of the
Vangsvand, and thence via Liland to Bulken (p. 121).
Twice a week the steamer, after leaving 0stense, steers to the
N. of the Kvamse and past the mouth of the Fiksensund (touching
on one
voyage at Stenste) into the Indre Samlen-Fjord. Here, near
the station of Aalvik, is the picturesque Melanfos. Fine view of
A

—
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(see below) , to the S. From Aalvik we then sail
Other steamers cross the fjord from
direct to Eide (see below).
estense to Herand, on the S. side of the bold Samlehovd or Samlekolle (2060 ft.), doublé that promontory, pass (14 Kil.) Vinas and
Hesthammer (previously touching at Ulne once a week, see below),
the Samlehovd

.—

and enter the

—

Gravenfjord. At the mouth of this somewhat monotonous fjord,
to the right, rises the Oxen (4120 ft.), which may be ascended from
the S.W. side; fine view, especially of the Serfjord on the S. and
the high mountains on the E.
At the N. end of the Gravenfjord,
—

where the channel contracts, lies
5 S.M. Eide ("Maland's Hotel, a large house i/4 M. from the
quay, R. 2, B. or S. i1^, D. 2, pens. 5-6 kr., good cuisine; "Jaunsen's, 3 min. farther on, less pretending; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July and
Aug.), the busiest place on the Hardanger Fjord, being the station
for Vossevangen, and prettily situated. A beautiful walk may be
taken by the Vossevangen road upstream to the Gravensvand
(l/2 hr. ; to the Gravens-Kirke, 4 Kil. ; p. 123).
From Eide to Vossevangen, see p. 123; cariole 5Y2i stolkjaerre
8 kr. ; two-horse carr. for 2 pers. 15, 3 pers. 16, 4 pers. 18 kr.
From Eide to Ulvik, see pp. 123, 124.
The road diverges to the right
from the Vossevangen road at the Gravens-Kirke.
■—

c.

The

S«rfjord.

Steamer from Eide to Odde daily in 3-4 hrs. (fare 2 kr. 90 0.); from
Bergen to Odde in 14-16V2 hrs. (10 kr. 50 0.); from Vik i Eidfjord (p. 109)
to Odde (3 kr. 60 0.).

quitting the Gravenfjord (see above), the steamboat steers
the broad Utnefjord, the centrai reach of the Hardanger Fjord
(retrospect of the Oxen), to
2 S.M. Utne ("Utne's Hotel, R. 1, B. 1, S. 1 kr. 60 0.), beautifully situated on the S. bank. At the back of the village, which
has a large church, lies a shady valley. The Hanekamb (3590 ft. ;
2*/2 hrs.) affords a fine survey of the Utnefjord, Eidfjord, and Ser
Steamer to the Eidfjord, see p. 109.
fjord.
The Odde steamer steers past the gaard of Tronas, with the
On

across

—

—

promontory of Kirkenas lying opposite

to the

E., and

enters the

—

distance of
40 Kil., and gradually narrowing from 2 Kil. to a few hundred yards.
The lofty rocky banks, from which a number of waterfalls descend,
show that this fjord is of the nature of a huge chasm between
the snow-clad Folgefond and the centrai Norwegian mountains to
which it belongs. At places, particularly at the mouths of the
torrents, alluvial deposits have formed fertile patches of land, where
cherries andapplesthriveluxuriantly, especially near the centre and
N. parts of the fjord, where it is never frozen over.
The banks are
therefore comparatively well peopled , and the great charm of

**S«rfjord ('South Fjord'), running

to the S. for

a

LOFTHUS.

Fjord.
this
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fjord lies in the contrast between the smiling hamlets and the
The first station is usually
fjeld towering above them.

wild

—

■—

Grimo (*Inn), on a fertile spot on the W. bank. Beautiful walks
(to the hill of Hangsnaes, 20 min. to the S., etc).
Opposite Grimo opens the charming Kinservik (reached by
Towing-boat), with the Husdal and the Tveitafos and Nyastelsfos.
A lofty road, with fine views, leads from the church of Kinservik,
past the promontory of Krosnaes, to Lofthus (a walk of 2*/2 hrs.).
3 S.M. (from Eide; 5 from Ulvik) Lofthus (Hotel Ullensvang;
"Miss Mùller's Hotel, near the quay, moderate ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in
the season), in an orchard-like region on the E. bank, enclosed by
a wide girdle of rocks, with a lofty waterfall, is one of the finest
points on the Hardanger. A little to the S. is Oppedal, a landingplace and gaard where the steamers cali once a week instead of at
Lofthus. The parish-church of Ullensvang , on the S. side of the
Aapo-Elv, which falls into the fjord here, dates from the Gothic
period ; fine W. portai ; Gothic choir-window, with the head of a bi
shop at the top, and a weeping and a laughing face on the right and
left. Brurastolen, a rocky height above the church, affords an ex
cellent survey of the Serfjord, N. to the Oxen (p. 104) and S.W. to
the Folgefond. A visit to Bjernebykset ('bear's leap'), a fall of the
Aapo-Elv, takes 1-172 hr. from the inn (there and back). Farther
off is the Skrikjofos, higher but of less volume.
On the opposite (W.) bank of the fjord are the large gaards
of Jaastad, Vilure, and Aga. The last-named stili contains an old
hall lighted from above. Above Aga rises the Solnut (4830 ft.);
beyond it, the Thorsnut (5164 ft.). The glaciers of the Folgefond
Next station
peer down the valleys at intervals.
B-erven or Berven (Hotel Udalsvand , well spoken of) , on the
road leading S. from Ullensvang (about 6 Kil.), with a view of the
glaciers on the other side. The prominent peak of the Bervenut
(1 hr.) is an admirable point of view.
On the W. bank is the Vikebugt, with the station of
Naae and the gaards of Bleie, where just above fertile fields
and gardens are the protruding glaciers of the Folgefond , from
Path from Bleie over the
which several waterfalls descend.
—

—

—

—

mountains to Jondal, see p. 103.
The next places on the E. bank are the gaards of Sandste and
Sexe ; Hovland, with a spinning mill ; Kvalenas, a promontory
-

and

gaard.
Espen,

situated

a

on

station on the E.
the hill.

bank,

with several

gaards charmingly

Then, on the W. bank, Kvitnaa, at the entrance to the imposing
Raunsdal, with the glaciers of the Folgefond in the background.
The excursion to the Raunsdalsvand and back (6-7 hrs.) is attract
Farther on is Digrenas, with several
the path is bad.
waterfalls. Between Kvitnaa and Digrenaes, on the hill, is the

ive, though

—
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of

gaard

of Aa.se.

Aaen,

with the waterfall of that name, also called the

—

Beyond Digrenaes

aTe

gaards

and

Apald

Ednafos.

On the E. bank, after Espen, comes Fresvik
with its fine
amphitheatre of wood, bordered with meadows and corn-fields.
Then, opposite Digrenaes, are the gaards of Skjalvik, in another
amphitheatre of hills, and Stana, with Isberg at a dizzy height
above it. Between the Tyssedals-Nut and the l'hveit-Nut opens the
Tyssedal, at the mouth of which is the fine gaard of Tyssedal. Close
to the fjord the Tyssaa forms a fall picturesquely set in pine-forest.
A group of rocks farther on is called Biskopen, Prasten og Klokkeren.
On the W. bank lies the gaard of Eitrheim, with the peninsula
of Eitnas, and Tokheim with its waterfall and the Tokheimsnut,
whence a path (bridle-path in progress) crosses the Folgefond to
the Mauranger Fjord(j>. 101).
To the S. are the Ruklenut (right)
,

—

and the Raasnaas

(left).

4 S.M. Odde.
Hotels. "Hardanger Hotel, kept by M. Tollefson,
a large house built on the fjord in
1896, with the former Hotel Board
Aga as a dépendance, R. 1V2-3, B. H/2, D. 2, S. IV2, pens. 6 kr.; "Ole
Prjestegaard's Inn, near the pier, plainer, R. 1, B. or S. 1, D. 2 kr. ;
Jordal's, R. 1 kr., S. 1 kr. 20 0-, farther to the W., unpretending but well
spoken of; Kristensen's, adjoining, unpretending.
Post and Telegraph Office, next the dépendance of the Hardanger
Hotel.
Opposite the latter antiquities and various useful wares are sold
English
by G. Hellstrem (from Stavanger) and M. Hammer (from Bergen).
—

—

—

Church Service in summer at the Parish Church and the Hardanger Hotel.
Carriages. To the Lotefos and Espelandsfos and back, two pers. 12,
three pers. 15 kr. ; to Seljestad (p. 96) and back, 20 or 24 kr. ; to Naes on
the Suldalsvand (p. 95), two pers. 30, three pers. 40, four pers. 45 kr. ;
to Dalen on the Bandaksvand, 90, 110, or 135 kr.
Guides. Lars Olsen Bustetun, Asbjern Lars Olsen, Nils Aarthun, and Magnus Jsberg (speak English).
—

Odde

great

or

Odda,

at the S. end of the

routes from Telemarken and the

consists of the farms of Bustetun.

while the

church

name

of Odde

('tongue

Serfjord,

the terminus of the

Stavanger Fjord (RR. 5, 16),

Opheim, Bergeflot,

of

land')

is

appiied

and others.
to the

large

where the Hardanger costumes (p. 100) may be seen on
Sundays. Odde is the most frequented spot on the Hardanger Fjord,
and many visitors, especially English, spend a considerable time
here. But there is a decided lack of convenient paths by which to
explore and enjoy the beautiful scenery of the neighbourhood.
,

Wales.
crosses

of the

(1).

The

to the W. bank

new
near

road to Tokheim

(see above),

Jordal's Hotel, affords

a

which

charming

view

(2). To the "Sandvenvand,
to the S. of Odde (there and back
li^-^hrs.). We follow the Tele
marken road, ascending the (1/2 M.) Eid, an old moraine. To the
fjord;

there and back

3/4-l

hr.

—

the Aabo-Elv forms a fine waterfall, and behind ns is a beauti
ful retrospect of Odde and the Serfjord.
At the top we enjoy a
view of the Sandvenvand, with the Aabo-Elv issuing from it. The

right

an iron
bridge I1/2 M. from Odde, spans the river.
the lake rise the Eidesnut and Jordalsnut ; between these

Vasthunbro,
Beyond

BUARBRAE.

Fjord.
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lies the Jordal. In 6 min. more we reach the quay of the little
Jordal steamer. By following the road for */4 hr. more along the E.
bank of the lake, passing under menacing rocks and over 'Ure'
we obtain a *Survey of the Buarbrae and the
or rocky débris,
Folgefond; farther on, to the left, is the beautiful Kjendalsfos ;
opposite is the Strandsfos, descending from the Svartenut.
Excursions. (1). To the Buarbeìe (5 hrs., there and back;
guide unnecessary). Road to the Sandvenvand and the (35 min.)

of the little Jordal steamer, see p. 106. We take the
steam-launch which plies half-hourly or oftener to (10 min. ; there
and back 1 kr.) the entrance to the Jordal, where the gaard of that
name
lies on the right bank of the river descending from the
valley. (Guide quite unnecessary.) The path leads to the right

landing-place

landing-place, passing among the houses, then turns to
right bank of the stream. The Jordal, a
valley enclosed by precipitous rocks, is remarkable for its rich
vegetation (birches, elms, barley). The Folgefond forms the back
ground. In ì/i hr. from Gaard Jordal we cross a bridge to the left
bank of the Jordals-Elv, which the stony path now follows. In
50 min. more we pass the gaard oiBuar (1050 ft.), on the opposite
bank.
The path, nearly level for about i/2 M., leads in 20 min.
more, past a small Restaurant (plain), to a point immediately facing the *Buarbrae. This is the finest of ali the glaciers descend
ing from the Folgefond on the E. side, the Bondhusbrae (p. 101)
being the finest on the W. side ; but neither is to be compared with
the great glaciers of the Nordfjord (pp. 180, 181). The Buarbrae is
divided into two arms, which afterwards unite, by a rock called the
Urbotten, and consequently has an nnusually large centrai moraine.
from the

the left and ascends the

Good mountain-walkers may ascend on the right side of the Buarbra?
the Folgefond, skirt the Eidesnut and the Ruklenut, and descend
past the Tokheimsnut to Tokheim and Odde, an interesting, but fatiguing
expedition of 8-10 hrs. (guide 4-8 kr.).
to

(2).

To the Lótefos and the Espelandsfos

6-8 hrs.' walk, 4-5 hrs.'

(there

and back

returning travellers may quit
the landing-place of the Jordal steamboat, and visit

drive).

In

their carriage at
the Buarbr*. To the Sandvenvand, see p. 106. At the end of the
lake, 7 Kil. from Odde, lies the farm of Sandven. The road next
passes (2 Kil.) Hildal (330 ft.), where the Vafos or Hildalsfos de
scends on the right, and (4 Kil.) Grensdal (reached by a bridge), the

(about 3950 ft. ; splenThe valley contracts to a ravine ('Djuv'),
through which dashes the Grensdals-Elv. About 2'^ Kil. beyond
Grensdal we reach, on the left, the *Lotefos and the Skarsfos, the
waters of which unite below, while opposite to them is the veil-like
starting-point

for the ascent of the Saue-Nut

did view of the

Folgefond).

one of the most beautiful waterfalls in Norway.
The best point of view is on the hill to the left, just above the
road; small Inn (R. i1/^, B. l1^ kr.) at the top.

*Espelandsfos,
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The road goes on to the gaards of Skard (p. 96), which lie about 8 min.
to the left of the road, 3-4 Kil. from Gr0nsdal. We may ascend thence in
1/2-3/4 hr. to the Lotevand, from which first the Skarsfos and then the
Lotefos issue. By the fall are several mills. The cloud of spray through
which we see the Espelandsfos opposite has a curious effect. Otherwise
this digression hardly pays.

This excursion may be continued up the

picturesque

ravine to

Seljestad (p. 96), a drive of nearly 2 hrs. more from the Lotefos
(comp. p. 96), forming a full day's expedition from Odde and back.

(3).

Acnoss

the

Mauranger Fjord
on

,

the whole in the

Folgefond

8-9 hrs.
reverse

to

(guide

direction

Sundal

or

Gjeb.de

12-16

on

kr.), fatiguing,
(see p. 102).

the

better

(4). To the Skjìeggedalsfos, 10-12 hrs., there and back (half
on
foot), steep and fatiguing at places, and not without risk in
wet weather. A guide (5 kr. or more), who serves as rower, had
better be taken from Odde.
We row from Odde to (6 Kil.)
Tyssedal (p. 106). We ascend thence on foot through wood, enjoybeautiful retrospective views of the fjord and the Folgefond.
We pass (!/4 hr.) a second fall of the beautiful clear green river,
and (y4 hr.) a third.
The path ascends steeply over 'Ur' and

ing

roots of trees.

the left, and
Svelberg, near
which is a primitive kitchen under the rocks. This is the highest
point on the route, about 1850 ft. above the fjord. The path next
descends the Fladberge, and (1 hr.) reaches the gaard of Skjeeggedal (pron. Sheggadal ; 2^2 hrs. from Tyssedal ; *Inn, English spok
en ; order meal for
return). On the left the Mogelifos descends
from the Mogelinut, and on the right is the Vaséndenfos, the discharge of the Ringedalsvand (see below). We cross the Vetlevand
('small lake') by boat in a few minutes, and in 8 min. more walk
over an
'Eid', or isthmus, to the picturesque and exquisitely clear
Ringedalsvand (about 1300 ft. above the sea), with the huge Einsatfjeld on the S. Here we embark in another boat. (A high wind
sometimes prevails here, while the fjord below is cairn, in which
case the night must be
spent at the inn, or the excursion abandoned. It is desirable to have one or more rowers besides the guide;
fee 2 kr. each, overcharges not
unknown.) The lake is 6 Kil. long,
and we row to its
upper end in I1/2 hr. ; about halfway the Folge
fond becomes visible behind us, and farther on, the picturesque
Tyssestrenge fall from a rock 500 ft. high. The *Skja3ggedalsfos, a
superb waterfall 525 ft. high, is less imposing but more picturesque
than the Veringsfos (p. 110). In summer the volume of water is
next reach

We pass

(y4 hr.)

a

(3/4 hr.)

hay-hut,

a

small

pasture

on

at the foot of the

sometimes scanty, but when the snow is melting ('Flomtid') and
after heavy rain the effect is very grand.
The ascent from the
landing-place to the foot of the falls leads across 'Ur'.
(5). Ascent of M«falsskardene (about 3950 ft.), to the E. of
Odde, 6 hrs., with guide (5 kr.); the top commands a fine pano
rama of the
Ringedalsvand, Serfjord, and Folgefond.

VIK.

Fjord.

d. The
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Eidfjord.

Steamer from Eide to Vik, daily in 2 hrs. (fare 2 kr. 10 0.; once a
week via TJtne in 4 hrs.) ; to Ulvik in 3-4 hrs. (fare 2 kr. 10 0. ; from Vik
to Ulvik 1 kr. 20 0.); also from Ulne (p. 104) twice a week to Ulvik via
Vik in 21/2-3 hrs. (fare 1 kr. 60 0.).

TheEidfjord or 0ifjord, the easternmost branch of the Hardanger
Fjord, is enclosed by precipitous rocks. The steamer calls when re
quired. a.t Ringeen Djenne, and Vallavik. Beyond the Busnas, with
the gaard of Bu (which the Bunut behind it deprives of the sun
the whole winter), the Osefjord diverges to the left (p. 111). The
On the right towers the Skoddalsfjeld.
steamer passes its mouth.
,

At the mouth of the valley running inland between the Skoddals
fjeld and the Rullenut lies Erdal, with a saw-mill and a group of
houses, where moraines and ancient water-lines aTe observable.
On the N. side of the fjord rises the ice-girt Onen (p. 111). Facing
us rises the almost entirely bare Vindaxel.
Between the Onen
and Vindaxel opens the Simodal (called at only by some steamers),
above which peers the snowy plateau of the Hardanger Jekul(ip. 111).

5 S.M.

(from Eide)

Vik i

Eidfjord ("Veringsfos,

a

large house,

close to the quay, kept by the brothers Nsesheim, who speak Eng
lish, R. 1-3, B. li/4, D. 2, S. 1 kr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in the season),
grandly situated in a bay near the E. end of the Eidfjord, is a good
starting-point for several fine excursions. About */2 M. distant is
the church of

Eidfjord,

situated

011

a

moraine

('VSr')

about 1 M.

broad, which separates the fjord from the Eidfjordsvand. The river
issuing from the latter forces its way through the moraine.
To

the

VeRiNGSFOS, 8-9 hrs.,

recommended).
a

The

new

lake enclosed

by huge
great part being

there and back (carriage to Saebe
road skirts the river to the Eidfjordsvand,
cliffs. It then follows the W. bank of the

through the rock. Beyond two short
of Kvam ('basin') on the hill above, from
which the Kvamfos descends. On the opposite bank rises the Eidfjordsfjeld. At the head of the lake we cross the Bygdar-Elv
(Hjalmo-Elv), which issues from the Hjalmodal (p. 110).

lake,

in

tunnels

we see

the

cut

gaard

7 Kil. Sabe, situated with several other gaards (Megeletun, the
residence of the guide Halsten H. Meglethun, Lilletun, Varberg,
and Reise), on a small fertile plain, watered by the Bygdar-Elv and
by the Bjoreia emerging from the Maabedal.
The fatiguing pathto the (3 hrs.) Veringsfos (unmistakable; horse
there and back 5 kr.) ascends the moraine, and then descends into
the wild Maabedal on the left bank of the Bjoreia, which it crosses
by a (l/2 kr.) lofty bridge. In 1 hr. we reach the gaard of Thveithougen,
on the right bank.
The path ascends steeply, passing enormous
blocks of rock and wild cataracts, to (Y2 nr0 the gaard of Maabe.
The

path (very bad)

of the

'Turistforening' from this point
steep left bank to the

to the fall crosses the river and ascends its
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small, dark-green Maabevand. Alpine vegetation. In 1 hr. we
reach the Veringsfos Restaurant (English spoken) and in 10 min.
more the stupendous **Veringsfos, the roar of which has long been
audible.

enables us to approach close to the
The Bjoreia plunges in a single leap of
520 ft. into a narrow basin euclosed by perpendicular rocks on three
sides. Two ridges of rock at the top divide the river into three falls,
which however soon re-unite. A dense volume of spray constantly
fall

A

suspension-bridge

(water-proofs useful).

rises from the

seething cauldron, forming a cloud above it. Beauti
are seen in the
spray, especially in the afternoon.

ful rainbow-hues

High

above the fall is situated the

conspicuous *Fosli Hotel
proprietor of which, Ola Garen, is a good guide. The
path thither diverges 5 min. below the restaurant (see above) from
the Veringsfos route, and ascends to the hotel in iy2 hr., crossing
the Bjoreia shortly above the fall.
The platform here affords an
impressive view of the sombre ravine.
The Fosli Hotel is the starting-point for several fine excursions.

(25 beds),

the

Oneof the bestof these is the passage to the N. into the Simodal (guide
4-5 kr.; to Thveit à^^-Q1^ hrs.).
The route crosses the marshy
plateau towards the Isdalsvand, which it leaves on the right, then
ascends between the Vette Ishaug (on the right ; fine view) and the
/Store Jshaug (on the left) to the top of the pass (about 3940 ft.),
which affords a fine * View of the upper edge of the sombre Simodal
and of the massive Hardanger Jekul. The streams descending from
the icy crags of the latter fall into the Rembesdalsvand on the W.
and the Skykjedalsvand on the S. Beyond the pass we traverse first
a
snow-field, then bare rocks polished by glacier-action , and come
in sight of the top of the Rembesdalsfos. The route to the Simodal
diverges to the left, but we continue to descend for about 20 min.
more to the edge of the cliff descending sheer into the narrow Skykjedal. From this point we have a magnificent **View of the Skykjefos, the upper leap of which, 650 ft. high, is directly opposite us.
We now return to the top and thence follow the steep and fatiguing,
but perfectly safe, path down to the gaards of Thveit (p. ili), which
lie far below.
Instead of descending to the N.W. from the verge of the Skykjedal
gorge to Thveit, we may cross the fjeld to the N.E., passing the Skykjedals
vand, to the Rembesdalsvand. and thence reach Mehus via the Rembesdals
fos. This, however, adds 3-4 hrs. to the expedition.
Another good excursion from the Fosli Hotel crosses the plateau to
the S. via the gaard of Hel, the
Skisceter, and Basrrastel, and descends
into the imposing Hjwlmodal, through which a good path descends to Sseb0
(a walk of 8-9 hrs. in ali).
From the Fosli Hotel across the fjeld to
the Rjukanfos in Telemarken, 3 days ; see p. 30.
Excursion to the Simodal, a splendid day's march (guide to
the Skykjefos4, Rembesdalsfos 5 , Rembesdalsvand 6, Daemmevand 7 kr. ; provisions
The E. end of the Eidfjord
necessary).
consists of a narrow bay , where the steamer calls two or three
times a week only, but it is generally most convenient to visit
—

—

ULVIK.

Fjord.

18. Uoute.

Ili

by rowing-boat from Vik (6 Kil., in 1 hr.). Near the landingis the gaard of Sad, situated on an ancient moraine. To the
N. from the head of this bay stretches the Aasdal, in which rises
in height, and to the E.
a curious isolated rock about 380 ft.

it

place

runs

the *Simodal.

and to

Mehus,

the valley.
to the

(5 Kil.)

A road ascends

Thveit

the latter to the gaards of
the highest gaard in

(good quarters),

The path now leads on the right bank of the torrent
head of the valley, which terminates abruptly in a

(1 hr.)

lofty rock. To the S.E. is seen the "Skykjefos, a grand waterfall
nearly 2000 ft. high, part of which is a single leap of over 700 ft.,
while to the N.E. is the "Rembesdalsfos, from which we are stili 1 hr
distant. A fatiguing path, with about 1700 steps, ascends hence
to (l-l^hi.) the "Rembesdalsvand (ca. 3300 ft.), on the plateau
above the fall. To the N.E. is the Rembesdalsskaakje, a glacier de
scending from the Hardanger Jekul. Its terminal moraine reaches
the lake. On the N. bank of the lake lies the Rembesdals-Sater, to
which

we may row.
From the Rembesdals-Sseter we ascend laboriously (guide necessary)
a
on the W. side of the glacier, by the Bure Nut, to the "Daemmevand,
lake situated 1630 ft. higher, amid magniflcent mountain-scenery. Wonderful contrasts are afforded by the dark-green water, flecked with floating
ice, the deep-blue glacier, the dark fells of the Lure Nut, and the gleamAs
ing whiteness of the Hardanger Jekul (6540 ft.), towering above ali.
a mie the Deemmevand discharjies by a passage under the glacier.
Some
rises
this
and
then
the
lake
till
times, however,
opening gets stopped up,
its waters burst their icy barriers and devastate the Simodal (last inundation in Aug., 1893). A tunnel is now being constructed to obviate disasters
of this kind.
—

Eidfjord and turn to the right
the N. branch of the Eidfjord , with a grand
mountain-background. To the E. is the snow-clad Onen
ft.),
from which the lofty Degerfos descends; to the N. rises the majestic
Vasfjaren (2066 ft.). On the right, near the entrance, is a fall of
the Bagna-Elv. A low wooded hill, called Osen, separates the
From Vik

into the

steam down the

we

Osefjord

,

(515Ò

sombre

which

thickly

from its W.

arm, the smiling Ulvikfjord , into
We soon come in sight of the farms of Ulvik,
clustered round the head of the fjord.

Osenfjord

we steer.

—

3 SIM. Ulvik. —Hotels. *Braken*;s, R. l1/*', B. or S. 1, D. 2 kr.,
frequented by English travellers; *Vestrheim's, largely occupied by sum
mer boarders, R. I1/4, B. 1,
S. l'Ai, D. 2 kr. ; 'Ulvik's, adjoining, sim
ilar charges; "Sponheim's Hotel (Mrs. Wilhelmsen's)
on the hill, y« hr.
f'rom the pier, on the old road to Graven (p. 124).
English Church Service
in July and August.
Station
Skyds
kept by Hjceltnms.
,

—

—

Ulvik-Brakenas, beautifully situated, is one of the most attract
ive places on the Hardanger Fjord. Brakenas , with its church,
behind which there is a fine waterfall, is the chief cluster of houses
among the hamlets and farms at the head of the fjord , which are
collectively known as Ulvik.
Pleasant *Walk along the shore to the E. to Hagestad and Lekve,
an ancient
'Kongsgaard', or royal domain, and thence across the
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Osefjord (1 hr.). At a group of huts here a boat may
trip to Ose (4 Kil.; 1 hr.). Another walk may be
the Solsivand, 1 hr. to the N. of Lekve.

hill to the

be hired for the

taken to

The *Head of the Osefjord (where the steamers do not touch),
enclosed by huge mountains, is worthy of a visit (take provisions).
We may either hire a boat for the trip at the place just mentioned,
or row ali the way from Ulvik (14 Kil.;
2!/2-3 hrs.). In the latter
case we get a view of the fine fall of the
Degerfos (p. 111). At
the head of the fjord lies Ose (tolerable bed, but poor food, at Lars
Ose's). From this point the wild "Osedal runs inland, between
the

Krosfjaren

and

Nipahegd

on

the E. and the

Vasfjaren

on

the W.

toilsome walk of 10-12 hrs. (guide at Ose) may be taken up the
Osedal, which narrows to a ravine, to the Osesceter, and thence, between
the Oseskavl and Vosseskavl on the right and the Gangdalskavl on the
left,
to the Opscel-Stele at the head of the Rundal (p. 123).
Then across the
Gravehals (3710 ft.) to Kaardal in the Flaamsdal (p. 134).
The ascent of the Vasfjseren (5350 ft.) takea 12-16 hrs. from
Lekve,
there and back.
Ole Hakestad of Lekve is a good guide (6-8 kr.).
The
fatigue is lessened by sleeping at the sseter on the Solsivand on the prev
ious night.
view
from
the
From
the
Solsivand
to
KleSplendid
top.
vene and the Opssetst0le in the Rundal (p. 123), 10-12 hrs.
From Ulvik to Graven (Eide, Vossevangen), see p. 104.
[The new
road is practieally completed as far as Espeland , but drivers have fre
to
quenti}'
alight and walk.]
A

—

19.
Arrivai.

Bergen.

Most of the large steamers

are berthed by Bradboenken and
Faistningsbryggen (PI. B, 2), but some of the British vessels land at the
Toldbod (PI. B, 2). The Hardanger boats lie at the Holbergs Almenning
(PI. 5; B, 2); the Sogne and Nordfjord boats by the Nykirke (PI. 6; B, 2).
Porter ('Bserer') to the hotels, 35 0.-1 kr.
Travellers leaving Bergen by
steamboat should aseertain in good time where the vessel starts from. As
to berths, see p. xviii. Most of the offices are in the Strand-Gade; branch
office of the Bergen Co. at Bradbsenken.
The Railway Station (PI. C, 4;
p. 117) is in the S. part of the town near the Lille Lungegaardsvand.
Hotels. Hotel Norge (PI. a ; C, 3), between the S. end of the TorveAlmenning and the public park, rebuilt in 1896, with electric light, elevator, cafe'-restaurant, and baths, R., L., & A. from 3'/2, B. Pfa, with eggs
or cold meat
13/4-2'/4, D. (2 p.m.) with coffee 4kr., good cuisine; Holdt's
(PI. b; C, 3), between the Enge and Torve- Almenning, with garden-terrace
and baths, similar rates; Métropole, Christies-Gade, at the cor. of the
Starvhus-Gade, to the N. of the public park, new, with electric light, baths,
and lift, R. from 2 kr., B. 1 kr. 60
0., D. 3 kr., S. 2 kr., well spoken
of.
Nordstjernen (PI. d; C, 3), Raadstue-Plads, R. from 2, B. or S. 1,
D. 3 kr. ; "Smeby (PI. e ; B, 2), Strand-Gade, to the E. of the Nykirke and
near the
quay of the fjord-steamers, patronized almost exclusively by
the English, R. 2, B. or S. l'/z kr.
each; Skandinavie (PI. f ; B, 3), in the
Plads called 'Klosteret', with 40 rooms; Skogen's (PI. g; C, 3), RaadstuePlads, opposite the fire-station, R. from IV2, D. 2, B. or S. IV2, pens.
6 kr.
Private Hotels and Pensions (comp. p. 9).
Mattson's Family Hotel,
Torv-Gade 1, near the market-place, new, with baths; Frk. Hansen,
Torvet 12, at the corner of the Walkendorfs-Gade; Fru Steen, SmaastrandGade, near the post -office; Fru Dina Levaas, Walkendorfs-Gade 12;
Fru Mailer, Engen 45
Restaurants. At the hotels.
Grand Café (PI. x; C, 3), opposite the
Hotel Norge and the public park, 'dagens kost' 1 kr. (1-4
p.m.), beer on
"Fleien's (PI. D, 2 ; p. 118); parties should telephone
draaght.
beforehand;
-

—

—

,

—

—

—

—
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and on Sun. forenoon beer is served only with warm
Confectioners. Michelsen, Olaf"Bellevue (PI. F, 4), see p. 119.
corner
of the Starvhus-Gade, by the park; Pommerenck
Kyrres-Gade.
(Norge Hotel), see p. 112.
Electric Tramways (fare 10 0.). 1. From the Neste-Ton (PI. B, 3) via
the Engen, Torvet, Vetrlids- Almenning, and 0vre-Gade, and past the
2. From the NygaardsMarisekirke to the Fcestnings-Brygge (PI. B, C, 2).
bro (PI. D, 5; p. 118) via the Nygaards-Gade to the Torv, thence as above
to the Marisekirke, and thence to the N. to Sandviken (PI. C, 1).
3. From
Smaaslrand- Gade (E. of the Torv-Almenning, PI. C 3) past the post-office
and cathedral and via the Kalfarvei to Kalfaret (PI. E, 4; p. 119).
no

spirituous liquors,

meals.

—

—

—

—

Cabs, by

the

pers. 2 pers.
2. 25
1. 50
2. 25
2. 25
60
40
-60

Exchange (trunk 20 0.).

With one horse, per hour
With two horses, per hour
Per drive in the town
Per drive in the suburbs

—

—

pers. 4 pers.

2. 65
3. 40

-70
-80

3.
4.
—

—

—

90

1. 05

for excursions at Miinler Efterfelger's, Engen 22, near Holdt's
cariole 2 , carriage with one horse 3 , with two horses 4 kr. per
To the restaurant on Fl0ien (p. 118), 2 hrs. ; to Fantoft (p. 119) and

Carriages
Hotel
hour.

:

back, 2V2hrs.

Boats (Flet): across the harbour 10-20 0., according to distance.
Electric Ferry Boat (5 0.) from the Holberg's Almenning to Bradbcenken.
Post Office (PI. C, 3), Raadstue-Plads, 8 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.; on Sun. 8-9
& 5-6.
Telegraph Office (PI. 2), in the Exchange (PI. C ; entrance behind),
—

—

always open.
Shops. Hammer, Strand-Gade 57, Norwegian antiquities, modem Silver
ornaments
and pictures (branch in the Torv , at the corner of Walken
dorfs-Gade); Brandt, Strand-Gade 51b, corner of the JÉFstre Muralmenning,
one
the largest shops of the kind in Norway (branch in the Torv,
of
furs,
,

corner of Walkendorfs-Gade) ; Husflids-Forening, Torvet 16, wood
carvings, embroidery, etc; Beyer^s Tourist Bazaar, Strand-Gade 2 (books,
photographs, wood-carvings, Silver filigree-work, furs, etc); Milne Grieg,
in the Torv, fishing -tackle and travelling requisites; Sundt <£ Co., StrandChemist: Monrad Krohn (Eng
Gade, tailors for ladies and gentlemen.
Cigars and Tobacco : Reimers <k Son, Smaalish spoken), Strand-Gade.
strand-Gade 3.
Wine, Tinned Goods ('Hermetik'), and Biscuits: C. Krepeliens Enke, Strand-Gade 40; J. E. Mowinckel, Strand-Gade 23 (cigars also).
Hair-Dresser: G. Jergensen, Olaf- Kyrres- Gade 15, at the corner of
Starvhus-Gade, near the park.
Banks. Norges Bank (PI. 8) Bergens Credit-Bank
Bergens Privatbank,
ali in the Torv; office-hours 9.30-12.30 and 4-5.30.
Goods Agents. Ellerhusen & Lund, Lille Altonagaarden, Strand-Gade.
Baths. Warm, in the Norge Hotel, etc.
Sea-Baths at the Selyst (PI.
B, 1), to the S. of the military baths; for gentlemen 7-8.30 and 3-8 o'clock ;

at the

—

—

—

—

,

,

—

for ladies 9-2 o'clock.
Consuls. British, Mr. Albert Gran, corner of Torvet and Strand-Gade.
American, Mr. V.E.Nelson, Smaastrand-Gade; vice-consul, Mr. Joh. Isdahl.
English Church Service in summer in the Hall of the Young Men's
Christian Association.
Tourist Offices. T. Bennet og Senner, Torv-Almenning 18 ; Beyer, StrandGade 2 (see above); Th. Cook <k Son, Torv-Almenning 21 b.
Bergens
TukistForening, Strand-Gade 29. Bergens FjELLMANNALAG('mountaineers'
K.
Torvet
Mr.
Bing).
club'),
(president,
—

Bergen (N. lat. 60°23'), one of the oldest and most picturesque
Norway, with 70,000 inhab., lies on a hilly peninsula
and isthmus bounded on theN. by the Vaagen and the Byfjord, on

towns in

the S.E. by the Lungegaardsvand, and on the S.W. by the Puddefjord. In the background rise four mountains, 1300-2100 ft. in
height : Blaamanden (1890 ft.) with the Fleifjeld (820 ft.) to the
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.
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S.E., Levstaken (1560 ft.) to the S.,
with the Damgaards fjeld to the
S.W.;
but the citizens count seven, and the armoriai bearings of the
contain
seven
hills
town also
(formerly seven balls). The climate is
exceedingly mild and humid, resembling that of the W. coast of
Scotland ; the frosts of winter are usually slight and of short
N.E., Ulriken (2105 ft.) to
and Lyderhorn (1300 ft.)

the

the thermometer very rarely
average rainfall is 72 inches

falling

(in

the

below 15-20°

Nordfjord

duration,

and the
about 35 in., at
of the whole year

Fahr.,

Christiania 26 in. only). The mean temperature
and that of July 58° (Christiania,
s 45° Fahr. (Christiania, 41°),
62°). Owing to the mildness of the climate, the vegetation in the
environs is unusually rich ; flowers are abundant, while grain and

i

ripen fairly well.
general aspect of the town is modera. The quarters ad
joining the harbour, which is entirely enclosed by large warehouses
fruit

The

('Segaarde'), alone retain a characteristic medieval appearance.
The town extends round the spacious harbour , called Vaagen,
stretches over the rocky heights at the base of the Fleifjeld and
over the peninsula of Nordnas , which separates the Vaagen from
the Puddefjord (to the S.), and is now spreading to the S.E.,
towards the Lille and Store Lungegaardsvand. Many of the houses
are roofed with red tiles, which present a picturesque appearance.
The older houses are timber-built, and usually painted white.
The streets are called 'Gader', the lanes and passages 'Smug' or
'Smitter', and these are intersected at right angles by wide open
spaces called 'Alménninge', designed chiefly to prevent the spread
ing of conflagrations. Notwithstanding this precaution, Bergen has
been repeatedly destroyed by lire, as for example in 1702, the
disaster of which year is described by Peter Dass (p. lxxv) in three
poems. A conduit now supplies the town with water from Svartediget
(p. 119), thus diminishing the danger.
The inhabitants of Bergen, as well as those of the whole district
(Nordhorland, Sendhorland, and Voss), are more vivacious than
those of other parts of Norway, and are noted for their sociability
and light-heartedness, which burst forth in song on festive occasions.
English and German are much spoken by the better-educated.
Bergen (from Bjergvin, 'pasture among the mountains') was founded by
King Olaf Kyrre in 1070-75 on the site of the old royal residence of Aalrekstad, at the E. end of the present harbour, which at that period ran

inland as far as the Cathedral.
The town must soon have become an
as the greatest battles in the civil wars of the following
ccnturies were fought near it. In 1135 Magnus Sigurdssen was captured
and deprived of his sight here by Harald Gille, who in his turn was
slain by Sigurd Slembe the following year. In 1154 Harald's son Sigurd
Mund was killed by the followers of his brother Inge on the quay of
Bergen. In 1181 a naval battle took place near the Nordnses between
kings Magnus and Sverre; and in 1188 the Kuvlunger and 0skjegger were
defeated by Sverre at the naval battle of Florvaag (near the Ask0).
Ten
years later, during the so-called 'Bergen summer', the rivai Bjerkebener, un
der Haakon Jarl and Pelei' Steyper, and Bagler under Philipp Jarl and Er
ling Steinvag, fought for possession of the town, till the latter were de-

important place,
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great battle near the old German church. In 1223 a national
Bergen, at which Haakon Haakonsen's title to the crown
was recognised (p. xlix).
For its subsequent commercial prosperity the town was indebted to
the Hanseatic League, which established an office here about the middle
From this Comptoir the German merchants were
of the 15th century.
known as Kontorske, and the nickname of Garper (probably from garpa,
'to talk loudly') was also applied to them. Having wrested various priv
ileges from the Danish government, they gradually monopolised the whole
feated in
diet

was

a

held at

trade of northern and western

Norway, and forcibly excluded

the

Eng

lish, Scottish, and Dutch traders, and even the Norwegians themselves,
from ali participation in it. At length, after an oppressive sway of more
than a century, they were successfully opposed by Christopher Walkendorf
in 1559, after which their power declined. Their 'Comptoir' continued to
exist for two centuries more, but in 1763 their last 'Stave', or office, was
sold to a native of Norway. Even in the 17th cent, the trade of Bergen
much exceeded that of Copenhagen, and at thebeginning of the 19th cent.
Bergen was more populous than Christiania. At the present day Christiania,
however, carries on 32 per cent of the whole trade of Norway, while
Bergen's proportion is 16 per cent only.
Among eminent natives of Bergen may be mentioned Ludvig Holberg
(b. 1684, d. at Copenhagen 1754), the traveller, socia] reformer, poet, and
founder of modem Danish literature, especially comedy ; Johan Welhaven,
the poet (d. 1873); /. C. Dahl, the painter (d. 1857); and Ole Bull (d. 1880),
the musician.
Fish has always been the staple commodity of Bergen, which is the
greatest fish-mart in Norway. The Hanseatic merchants compelled the
northern fishermen to send their fish to Bergen, and to the present day
the trade stili flows mainly through its old channels. In May and June
occurs the first Nordfar-Stcevne ('arrivai of northern seafarers'), when the
fishermen of the N. coasts arrive here with their 'Jagter' deeply laden,
with cod-liver oil (of five qualities : 'Damp Medicin-tran', 'Medicin-tran',
'blank', 'brun-blank', and 'brun') and roe ('Rogn') ; and in July and August
they bring 'Klipfisk' and 'Rundflsk'. Bergen also has a considerable mer
cantile fleet (over 150 steamers and 200 sailing-vessels).
The exports,
chiefly fish, are valued at 20, the imports at 30 million kr. annually. The
:
are
the
in
ship-building yards
largest
Norway Georgernes Verft on the
Puddefjord, Laksevaag Dampskibsbyggeri at Laksevaag, and Bergens Mekaniske Vmrksted at Solheimsviken.

The main Street is the Strand-Gade (PI. B, C, 2, 3), running
with the harbour, and containing the principal shops and
offices. (Its W. prolongation leads to the Nordnaes; see p. 117.)

parallel

At the E. end of the Strand-Gade lies the Torve-Almenning with
adjoining Torv (PI. C, 3), which together form a long 'Plads',
running S. from the E. end of the harbour, and separating the old

the

town from the new quarter built since the fire of 1855.
the principal modem buildings , including the Exchange
(PI. 2; built by Solberg), and several banks; and here also is the
point of intersection of the electric tramways(p.H3). At the upper
(S.) end of the Torve- Almenning is a Statue of Christie (PI. 3, C 3 ;
by Bordi), the president of the first Norwegian Storthing , which
concluded the convention with Sweden in 1814 (comp. p. lxxvi).
To the N. of this point, in front of the Exchange, rises a Statue of

part of the

Here

are

From the
Ludvig Holberg (PI. 7, C 3; see above), by Bórjeson.
Torv, at the head of the harbour, projects a pier called Triangelen,
at which the fishermen usually land. Interesting fish-market here
—

8*
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(especially

Wed. and Sat.

menning, etc,

to the

,

N.E.,
Torv,

8-10
see

Tydskebryggen.

a.m.).

—

For the Vetrlids -Al

p. 118.
the N.W.

on
side of the harbour, ex
of the
Tydskebryggen (PI. C, 2), or the German Quay, bordered with
In front of each rises a
a long row of brightly painted warehouses.
crane ('Vippebom') for unloading the fish brought to Bergen by the
Northmen in their smacks. The Tydskebrygge, formerly the Hanseatic

To the N.

tends

quarter, assumed its present form after the Are of 1702. Here resided the clerks of the merchants of Bremen, Liibeck, and other
towns of the League, who, owing to the jealousy between the rivai
nations, were forbidden to marry. There were sixteen different gaards
(counting from the Torv) : Finnegaarden , Dramshuset , Bratten,

Leppen, Ravelsgaarden Solegaarden, Kappen, Kjalderen (which
contained the old Exchange), and the Holmedalen, Jacobsfjorden,
Svends, Enhjernings, Breds, Bue, Engel, Sester, and Guldsko gaaTds.
Each gaard was presided over by a 'Bygherre' and was divided into
'Staver', or offices, belonging to different owners. Each merchant
,

resident here.
a clerk and one or more servants
The 'Hanseatic Museum (PI. C, 2) in the Finnegaard (open 10-2 and 4-7,
on Sun. 12-2 and 5-7; adm. 1 kr. ; catalogue 1 kr.) conveys a good idea of
how the gaards were fitted up , and contains a collection of furniture, weapons, fire-extinguishing apparatus, etc, mostly of the latest Hanseatic period.
On the Ground Floor were the warehouses; on the First Floor is an outer
room leading to the 'Stave', or office of the manager, with his dining-room
and bedroom behind ; and on the Second Floor are the 'Klàven', or rooms
As the use of fire or light in the main
of the clerks and servants.
a common room ('Skj0tstuen') for the inmates of
was

('Byleber')

had

—

forbidden,

building

the Gaard was erected a little behind it,
remains of only a few of these common
been restored in the Dramshus.

near

the vegetable gardens. The
One of them has
survive.

rooms

Above the gaards of Tydskebryggen, to the N., rises the Marise
kirke (PI. C, 2), with its two towers , erected in the 12th cent.,
enlarged in the 13th, and used by the Hanseatic merchants as a
German church from 1408 to 1766. The nave is Romanesque, the
choir Gothic. The elaborately carved pulpit and the aitar date from

the 17th century.
is continued to the N.W. by the Fastningswhich the large deep-sea steamers lie. The
entrance to the harbour here is defended by the old fortress of
with Walkendorf's Taam and the
B, C, 1,
Bergenhus
The Tydskebrygge
brygge (PI. B, 1, 2), at

—

(PI.

2),

to the sentinel;
fee to soldier who attends visitors 1/n tr0Walkendorf's or the
Rosenkrantz Tower, originally built by Haakon Haakonssen, extended by Rosenkrantz in 1565, and restored in 1848, consists in fact of
two towers, of which that on the N. is the more modem. Several
balls built into the walls and gilded commemorate an unsuccessful
attempt of the English fleet to capture the Dutch fleet which had
sought refuge in the harbour in 1665. The interior of the tower

Kongehal (adm. daily, 8-6, except Sun.; apply

arsenal (fine chimney-pieces, old flags, etc). The galtop affords an admirable survey of the harbour and the

serves as an

lery

at the

town.
a
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Behind this tower is the

Kongehal,

large festal hall (now being

of the 13th

Above
restored).
Suerresbory (PI. C, 1).
—
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cent., with

the fortress of

rises the ancient
On the S.W. side of the harbour, between it and the Puddefjord,
the peninsula of Nordnses (PI. A, 1, 2) projects far into the sea.
On the summit rises Fort Frederiksberg, now the fire-watch. On the
N.W. side of the fort are the Observatcry and the Hospital. The
large and conspicuous brick building on the N. side is the Semands-

Bergenhus

an asylum for
superannuated seamen and seamen's widows. At
the end of the peninsula are promenades with benches command
ing fine sea-views.
A new quarter with broad and regular streets has sprung up

hus,

within the last few decades around the Lille Lungegaardsvand (PI.
C, 3, 4). On the W. side of this lake extends the small Public
Park, where a band plays daily (except Sun.) in summer from 12.30
To the W. of the
to 1.30, and frequently also from 8 to 11 p.m.
park lies the Grand Café (PI. x), to the N. the Norge Hotel (PI. a),
and to the S. the new
Vestlandske Museum (PI. C, 3), built by Henr. Bucher in 189497. On the groundfloor of the museum are a Fisheries Museum and
an exhibition of industriai art ; while the first and second floors
accommodate the Vestland Industriai Museum and the Municipal
—

Picture

Gallery.

The Industrial Museum contains

furnifure and

wood-carvings

of the

piate, porcelain, Norwegian tapestries, netted
ornaments, copper and tin utensils, articles of clothing, etc.

15-18th cent., gold and Silver

Silver
The Picture Gallery includes

work,

examples of Bodom, Eckersberg, Tidemand, Gude, Nordenberg, etc. Among earlier works may be noted: 115. A.
R. Mengs, Cartoon of the Entombment; 178. Carstens, The inhabitants of
Rugen seeking to purchase their independence from Holstein (drawing).
The exhibition of the Bergen Art Union (Kunstforening) is also shown
here (changed from time to time).
The Christies-Gade runs to the S. between the Vestlandske Mu
seum and the Railway Station, passing the Roman Catholic
Church,
to the Sydnashoug, an eminence on which rises the
Bergen Museum (PI. C, 4), containing antiquarian and naturai
history collections and a library. The centrai block was erected in
1865 by Nebelong, the wings were added in 1897 by Sparre.
Adm.
daily, 11-2 and 4-6; 25 e. on Tues., Thurs., Sat., other days free.
On the Ground Floor is the collection of Norse Antiquities (good
catalogue, with illustrations, by Lorange, 50 0.), chiefly from W. Norway.
In the entrance-hall, on the right, two carved church -portals from the
Sognedal; then, ecclesiastica] vessels and pictures, a fine altar-piece in
carved oak with wings, of the 16th cent., tankards, porcelain, furniture
The Natural History Col
(mostly Dutch); also prehistoric curiosities.
lection (first and second floors ; catalogue 25 0.) comprises a very com
plete set of specimens of Norwegian fish and marine animals (skeleton
of a huge whale, etc).
On the hill to the W. of the museum rises the conspicuous
Church of St. John (PI. B, C, 4), a large Gothic brick building
with a lofty tower, erected in 1890-93 from plans by H. Backer.
—

—

—

—
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To the E. of the

through which

we

museum

is

an

Nygaards Park.

attractive Tesidential quarter

may pass to the

*Nygaards Park (PI. C, 4, 5),
of the grounds, opposite
Holmen,

On the S. side
where a band plays (Sun., 5-7) and a cafe'.
theS. gate of the park, on a bay of theSolheimsvik, is &n
with fine views.
are a

pavilion

Danielssen's Biological

(PI. C, 5;
from

May till the end

of

Station),

August, 11-2

open
and 4-6

Outside

—

Aquarium

daily (except Sat.)
(25 e., Sun. 10 e.).

We may return by the electric tramway (p. 113) from the
neighbouring
Beneath this bridge flows the Store
Strem, which
connects the Store Lungegaardsvand with the Solheimsvik and the Puddefjord. The tide flows in and out of this 'stream'.

Nygaardsbro (PI. D, 5).

To the N.E. of the Torv extends the Vitterslevs or Vetrlids
(PI. C, 2), in which stands the covered market or 'Ba-

Almenning

the Public

Library (12-1

and 5-7).
Near this
Church of the Cross, founded about
1170 but dating in its present form from 1593. Niels Klim, who
figures in Holberg's 'Subterranean Journey', was sacristan here. A
tali monument behind the church commemorates the Norwegians
who fell in the naval battle of the Alve (May 16th, 1808). Several
streets here derive their names from the 'Fif Ainten', or five German
guilds, of Skomagere, Skinnere, Bagere, Guldsmede, and Bartskja-

zaar', containing
is the Korskirke

(PI. C, 3),

—

or

Farther to the E. is
rere, who were under Hanseatic protection.
the Cathedral (PI. D 3; St. Olaf i Vaagsbunden, i.e. 'at the end of
the harbour'), originally a monastery-church, erected in 1248, re—

1537,

and restored in 1870. It consists of a nave and S. aisle
in the lower story of the tower.
For the Kong -Oskars- Gade, which passes this point, see p. 119.

built in

only. Fine Gothic window and portai
—

Walks. From the upper end of the Vetrlids-Almenning(Pl. C, 2 ;
station of the electric tramway) a road ascends in windings

near a

(accompanied by flights of steps for walkers), towards the E., passing
the reservoir, to the (20 min.) *Fjeldvei (PI. D, E, 2, 3)
a road
halfway up the side of the Fleifjeld (p. 113). By morning-light
,

particularly the Fjeldvei affords a beautiful view ofthe town lying
at our feet, with the Vaagen and Puddefjord. the hills of Lyderhorn and Damsgaardsfjeld, the sea stretching into the distance, the
Aske, and a host of rocky islets. The finest point is marked by a
white flagstaff (385 ft. ; PI. D, 2), at a bend in the road above the
cathedral (about 5 min. to the S.E. ofthe point where we reached
the Fjeldvei). Beside it is a cafe'. Following the Fjeldvei farther to
the S.E., we may by-and-by descend in windings to the Pleiestiftelse

on

the Kalfarvei

(p. 119), along

which passes

an

elec

tric tramway (15-20 min. ; those who approach the Fjeldvei from
this side ascend to the left just opposite the 'Brand-Telegraf ofthe

The whole walk takes 1-1 '/a hr.
The view is more ex
*Fleien (825 ft. ; PI. D, 2), a hill ascended by a
winding road in 30-40 minutes. On the top are a conspicuous iron
vane, whichhas given name to the hill, and agood Restaurant (p.112).

hospital).

tensive from the

—

Environs.
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Instead of going to the S.E. and returning to the town by the Pleiestiftelse, we may , after enj oying the view from the flags taff above the cathedral, fol
low the picturesque road towards the N., which crosses the stream in the
Skrosdderdal and descends in windings to the suburb of Sandviken (PI.
C, 1). At Sandviken are a large lunatic asylum and many pretty villas.
Thence we may return to the town by the electric tramway (p. 113).
From the end of the road ascending the Fl0ien a footpath, beyond the
restaurant, ascends by the side of the fence enclosing the plantation. Far
ther on a guide-post indicates the route to the Skomagerdiget (to the right)
and to Blaamanden (1805 ft. ; left), whence a path descends to the Svartediget (see below).

Another favourite walk is by Kong-Oskar's-Gade, past the Tek(PI. 11 ; D, 3), the Cemetery of St. James, which contains
a monument to Christie (p. 115), and the Stadsport (PI. D, 3; dating from 1630). Rich vegetation in the gardens adjoining the road
(Kalfarvei) and fine trees in the Forskjennelsen promenade. On
the left is the road ascending to the Fjeldvei (p. 118), and on the
right are the Pleiestiflelse (PI. E, 4), a hospital for lepers, and the
Lungegaards Hospital. Farther on is the Kalfaret promenade, with
its villas, which goes on to Fleen and Mellendalen (PI. F, 5), on the
Store Lungegaardsvand, whence we may return by one ofthe steam
launches starting every Y2 nrThe road diverging to the left 5 min. from the Pleiestiftelse
(from which in turn another road leads to the left to the Café-Restaurant Bellevue; PI. F, 4) leads to the Kalvedal, in which, 1 M.
farther on, is Svartediget (PI. G, 4), a lake whence Bergen is supplied with water. Grand scenery; to the S.E. towers Ulriken.
The
About 1/2 nr- farther on is Isdalen, a picturesque gorge.

nisk Skole

—

path ascending the right bank of the Mellendals-Elv, which issues
from the Svartediget, leads via the farm of Aarstad (PI. G, 5) to
(!/a hr.) the Kalfarvei, by which (electric tramway) we may return
to

Bergen.
A

may be taken from the quay of Nestet (PI. B, 3) by steam-ferry
hr. ; 5 0., after 9 p.m. 10 0.) across the Puddefjord to Lakse
vaag, with its large shipbuilding-yards and dry docks (p. 115). We then
walk to the pretty Gravdal at the foot of the Lyderhorn (1350 ft.), which
may easily be ascended, or to the E. along the fjord, passing pleasant vil
las, to the Solheimsviken (p. 120) and to the Nvgaardsbro (PI. D, 5; p. 118).
The ascent of "Ljavstaken (1560 ft. ; p." 114) and back takes 3-4 hrs.
from Solheimsviken.
From the railway station the route leads past the
houses and follows the new bridle-path which ascends in windings
through a pleasant plantation (above which is a fine view), and then to
wards the S. to the top. The view is perhaps the most beautiful near

trip

(every '/«

-

Bergen.
Another good point of view is Ulriken (2105 ft.). From the Kalfarvei
(see above) we follow the road to theS., which crosses the M0llendals-Elv and
(leaving the church of Aarstad to the right) passes the gaards of Haukeland
and Vognstol. Crossing the streamlet flowing to the little Haukelandsvand
(not to be confounded with the lake mentioned on p. 120), we take the
road leading to the left to the gaard of Laigdene (about 1 hr. from Bergen).
Farther on the way up the mountain (2]/2 hrs.) is marked by white posts
tipped with red. On the summit are two stone pyramids. The nearer
summit (1990 ft.) is the best point of view.
About 30-40 min. from the railway-station of Fjesanger (p. 120) lies
the beautiful estate of Tantoft, belonging to Mr. Gade (late American con-

1 20 Route 20.

NESTUN.

From

Bergen

sul), who usually admits visitOrs to the grounds (enquire beforehand in
Bergen). An old 'Stavekirke' from Fortun (p. 148) has been re-erected
here and somewhat freely restored (there is, e. g., no authority for the
entirely open arcade; comp. pp. 28, 29). The pavilion higher up com
mands a beautiful view of the Nordaasvand. The drive (2]/2 hrs.) to Fant'oft is very attractive. Travellers who wish to lunch or dine in the neighbouring "Birkelund Restaurant should order their meal beforehand by
telephone.
To the

bathing-resort

of

Solstrand,

near

A

Ose,

see

p. 99.

pleasant trip may be taken by steamboat (thrice daily from Muralmenning , PI. C 2 ; fare 30 0.) to the (1 hr.) Ask0, a large island in the
Skjsergaard, to the N.W. of Bergen (1 hr.), where the Udsigt (Dyrteigen,
xli hr.) commands a splendid view of the sea and coast.

20. From Bergen
Hardanger Fjord,

via
or

the

Vossevangen to Eide on the
via Stalheim to Gudvangen on
Sognefjord.

Railway ('Vossebane') to Vossevangen, 108 Kil., in 4 hrs. 20 min.
(fares 7 kr. 70, 3 kr. 85 0.). The railway is now being continued high up
the fjeld and is to be carried through to the Kr«deren Lake via the Hal
Roads from Vossevangen to Eide, 30 Kil., and from Vosse
lingdal.
vangen to Gudvangen, 48 Kil., with fast skyds-stations.
—

The Railway

passes
2 Kil.

(station,

see

p.

112;

views mostly to the

left)

through a short tunnel and crosses the Store Strem.
Solheimsviken, the industriai S. suburb of Bergen (p. 115),

—

lies

on the bay of that name at the foot of Levstaken
(p. 119).
We pass several small lakes.
5 Kil. Fjersanger, with villas , on
the Nordaasvand, with its charming islets. Near the station, on the
—

hill to the left, is the villa of the German consul. About l/% hr.
farther to the S., not seen from the station, is the estate of Fantoft

(P. 119).
8 Kil. Hop.

The train ascends to (9 Kil.) Nestun or Nedsttun
Rail. Restaurant), near the skyds-station of
Midtun, where marble is quarried. The high level ofthe line affords
a fine view across the Nestunsvand to the
slopes of Ulriken.
A branch-railway runs from Nestun to (20 Kil.) Os or Oseren, on the
near
which
is the large marine hotel of Solstrand (p. 99). A
Bjernefjord,
locai steamer plies between Bergen and Os.
The train crosses the Nestun-Elv by a high bridge (views right
and left), turns to the N.E. into the pretty Langedal, ascends
rapidly, threads two tunnels, and crosses the river twice more.
15 Kil. Heldal, a little to the S. ofthe Grimenvand. Two tunnels.
Beyond the Haukelands- Vand we reach (18 Kil.) Haukeland (265 ft),
at its N. end, the highest point on the line. In descending thence
we overlook the brawling stream which issues from the lake.
25 Kil. Arne (65 ft.), with a church, at the S. end of the
Arnevaag, a narrow branch of the Serfjord.

(104 ft.;

Hotel

—

Nestun;

29 Kil. Garnses

(65

ft. ; Rail.

posite rises the church of Hans

Restaurant),

on

the

Ostere,

the Serfjord. Op
large island which

on
a

EVANGER.

to Eide.
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Serfjord on the N. and remains in view till we reach
Stanghelle. The engineering of the line on the S. bank of the Ser
fjord is very interesting. Eleven short tunnels between Garnaes and
bounds the

the next station.

39 Kil. Trengereid

(50 ft. ; M Trengereid' s Inn). The Gulfjeld
ft. ; extensive panorama) may be ascended hence (5 hrs.,
there and back ; landlord acts as guide, 4 kr.).
A post-road leads from Trengereid, passing between the Gulfjeld and
Kraaen (2145 ft.), to (11 Kil.) Aadland ("Inn), on the bay of that name at
the N. end of the Sammanger Fjord.
Row to T0sse, and walk thence to
Norheimsund, see p. 103.
.

(3235

The train rounds the promontory, which separates the S. from
arm of the Serfjord and culminates in the Hanenip
(2440 ft.)
and the Raunip
ft.). Ten tunnels. Across the fjord, here
the E.

(2475

only 550 yds. broad,

we stili see the Oster0, on which rises the
church of Brudvik. Above it towers the Brudviksnip (2945 ft.).
On the pretty Olsnas-0 a new school has been built. The train
crosses the Vaxdals-Elv , which has a fall above the bridge
(right)
and drives a large mill lower down.
51 Kil. Vaxdal (50 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant). Five tunnels, the
longest penetrating the Hattaparti.
59 Kil. Stanghelle. The train leaves the Serfjord , crosses the
Dalevaag, skirts the W. bank of the latter, and ascends the DalsElv. To the right rise steep cliffs.
66 Kil. Date (Gullachsen's Hotel), from which a short line of
rails runs to Jebsen's large cloth-factory, lies at the mouth ofthe

Bergsdal.
A new "Road, passing through several tunnels in the rock, leads from
Dale to (6 Kil.) Fosse, the highest farm in the Bergsdal. Thence a poor
road goes on via Redland and the Lien-Sceler to the (20-22 Kil.) Hamlegre
Hotel (p. 103).

the

Beyond
longest

Dale the train passes through nine tunnels, one of them
(1410 yds.) on the line ; charming views of the fjord be

tween these.

The train

now

reaches the S. bank of the Bolstads-

Fjord.
78 Kil. Bolstad

attheE. end ofthe fjord, enclosed
train ascends the left bank
of the Vosse-Elv, which forms several rapids, and then skirts the
S. bank of the Evangervand. On the N. bank lies Fadnas, at the
entrance to the Teidal (p. 128).

by rocky hills.

—

(30 ft. ; Inn),

Eight tunnels. The

88 Kil. Evanger (50 ft. ; Monsen's Hotel, well spoken of), at
the head of the lake. The village with its church lies on the oppo
site bank of the Vosse-Elv, which here enters the Evangervand.
To the S. towers the Myklethveitvete (3740 ft.), ascended from
Evanger in 2-3 hrs. (extensive view; guide, Jacob A. Evanger).
The train follows the left bank of the Vosse-Elv, with its occa
sionai lake-like reaches, crosses it, and passes through the fiftysecond and last tunnel to (99 Kil.) Bulken, situated at the efffux of

122 Route 20.
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the Vosse-Elv from the picturesque Vangsvand (148 ft.). A suspension-bridge crosses the river to "Liland's Hotel (English spoken).
From Bulken via Grimestad and Skjeldal to the Hamlegrevand and
thence

on

to the Fiksensund

Skirting
long

(Hardanger),

the N. bank of the

crcst of Graasiden

see

p. 103.

Vangsvand,

(4270 ft.),

with its

we

see, to the S.

large patches

of

,

the

snow.

108 Kil. Voss.
Railway Station to the W. of the village, 55 ft.
above it.
Hotels. "Fleischer's Hotel, in an open situation outside the
village
and immediately to the W. of the station, patronized by English travellers
and often crowded, R. 2, A. V2, D. 2, B. or S. l'/2 kr. ; *Meinhardt's, a few
yards farther on, simpler, mainly patronized by Germans, R. 172-2, B.
To the E. of the station, in the village, "Vossevangen
1-172, S. I72 kr.
Hotel, by the church, R. 172, B or S. IV2, D. 2 kr. ; opposite, David
Prìestegaard's, fair, R. P/i-V/2, B. or S. 174, D. 2 kr. ; Kjeller's, un
pretending, at the upper end of the village, farther from the station.
Quarters may be obtained also in lodging-houses, indicated by tickets. Fru
Mette Be Pettersen's Pension, 80 kr. per month, well spoken of.
English
Church Service in the season.
Post Office by the church, on the side next the railway-station.
Tele
graph Office at the railway-station; also telephone to the Stalheim Hotel
—

—

—

—

—

(p. 125; 25 0.).
Carriages are usually engaged here for the whole journey to Eide
Gudvangen, to save delay in changing horses: stolkjcerre to Eide 7,
to Stalheim 9^2, to Gudvangen 1272 kr.
Two-horse carriages for 2, 3,
4, or 5 pers., to Eide 12, 15, 18, or 20 kr.; to Vinje 10, 12, 14, or 16 kr. ;
to Opheim 12, 15, 18, or 20 kr. ; to Stalheim 16, 20, 24, or 28 kr. ; to Gud
The charge
vangen 25, 30, 36, or 40 kr. (driver's fee in each case extra).
should be agreed on beforehand.

or

—

Voss or Vossevangen (125 ft.), charmingly situated at the E. end
of the Vangsvand, is suited for some stay. The stone Church, in
the middle of the village, dating from 1271-76, contains memorial
tablets to pastors of the 17th and 18th cent. , a candelabrum of
1733, and Bible of 1589. L. Holberg, the poet (p. 115), was tutor

parsonage in 1702. At the upper end of Voss the road
divides : left to 'Gudvangen, Sogn'; right to 'Eide, Hardanger'.
The environs of Vossevangen are admirably cultivated.
Many
large farms and several pleasant villas. Although the mountains
are near, cultivation has taken more
complete possession of the plain
than in almost any other part of Norway.
The Vossinger are a
gifted and enterprising race.
About 72 M. to the W. of Fleischer's Hotel, on the upper road diverg
ing to the right from the Bergen road, is the farm of Fin, beside which
is preserved the Finneloft, a timber-house built in 1300.
('Loft' or 'Bur'
is a two-storied farm-house, as opposed to the 'Stue', or house of one
The
lower story of Finneloftet is in the shape of a blockhouse, the
story.)
There is no inside staircase (adm. 100.).
upper story in frame-work.
The following is a pleasant Walk of 172 hr. from Voss.
A path
leads to the S. from the church, skirting the upper end of the Vangs
vand and running partly through pine-woods , to the (10 min.) RundalsElv, the E. discharge of the lake, which we cross by boat (5 0. each pers.).
On the left bank we ascend to the road leading uphill, and follow it
through wood and across a wooden bridge, and then in rapid curves
to (72 hr.) the Café Breidablik , whence tnere is a fine view of Vosse
The road on the other side of the valley
vangen and its environs.
continues to ascend to (3-4 Kil. from Breidablik) Herre and (7-8 Kil.) Rogn.
at the

—

GRAVENSVAND.

toEide.
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The ascent of the Ljemehorje (4680 ft.), to the N. of Voss, is easy and
attractive (5 hrs., there and back 8 hrs. ; guide 3 kr.). A road, diverging
from the Gudvangen road a few yds. to the E. of the church of Vosse
Thence a
vangen, leads via Ringheim (p. 124) and Traae to the Klepsceter.
footpath ascends over pastures and loose stones (difficult at places) to the
S.W. summit (commanding a picturesque view of Vossevangen), and then
across a slightly sloping snow-field to the higher E. summit, whence the
view embraces the mountains to the N. as far as the Jostedalsbrse, to
the E. to the Hardanger J0kul, and to the S. to the Folgefond.
Another grand view is obtained from the Hondalsnut (4800 ft.), the
ascent of which also take3 about 5 hrs.
From Voss, or from Bulken (p. 122), via Grimestad and Skjeldal (6 Kil. ;
road thus far) to the Hamlegrevand and on to 0stense on the Hardanger
see p. 103.
Between the roads to the Hardanger and the Sogn (described below),
road (and also the new unfinished railway to Christiania) ascends the
Rundal to the E., on the right bank of the Rundals-Elv, to the gaards of
Kleve (where the 'Sverresti', a path once used, according to tradition, by
King Sverre and his Bjerkebener, diverges), Grove, Hemberg, Vold, and
(about 30 Kil. from Voss) Eggereid (1850 ft.). A footpath, stili ascending
the Rundal,
leads thence in l3/i-2 hrs. via Almindingen to Klevene
(2480 ft.), and in a/4-l hr. more to the OpsEet-Stale (2820 ft.), above the
Runde-Vand, the seat of the large electric-power works for the construction
of a tunnel, 372 M. long, through the Gravehals (3725 ft.).
The tunnel is
Over the Gravehals to Kaardal in the
expected to be completed in 1903.
To the Hallingskei, see p. 47.
upper Flaamsdal (p. 134), 372-4 hrs.
Via Klevene (see above) and the Slondals- Scetre, on the Slondalsvand, then
and
to the Solsivand and on to
Seeter
over
the
watershed
past the Brione

Fjord,
a

—

—

Ulvik

(p. Ili), 972-10

hrs.

From Vossevangen to Eide on the Hardanger Fjord (comp.
The road crosses the Rundals-Elv and ascends its left
bank, through a beautiful wooded tract, passing several farm-houses.
It then turns into a side-valley and beyond the gaard of (11-12 Kil.
p.

104).

—

from Vossevangen) Male reaches its highest point (870 ft.). It then
descends gradually and crosses the boundary of the Hardanger
district. The Skjerve-Elv, flowing S., is coloured dark-brown by a
number of marshy ponds. The upper part of the valley terminates
suddenly, and the road descends in zigzags into *Skjervet, a deep
and picturesque valley. On the left the Skjervefos descends in two
halves, the upper resembling a veil. The road crosses a bridge be
tween the two parts of the fall. Rich vegetation. Many old moraines.

22 Kil. (pay for 25 in the reverse direction) Seim
(*Nssheim's Hotel, moderate) is prettily situated at the

i Graven

N. end of
the beautiful Gravensvand, and commands a fine view of the entire
lake and of the massive Nmsheimshorgen (3250 ft.) to the S.W. To
the S. the Oxen (p. 104) becomes visible. The road skirts the E.
bank of the lake. About halfway along it, to the left, is the Gra
vens-Kirke shortly before which the road to Ulvik, mentioned at
p. 124, diverges to the left. Farther on the road is carried along
wooden viaduets or has been hewn in the rock immediately overhanging the lake. We pass Nedre Vasenden, at the lower end of the

Gravensvand,

traverse

8 Kil. Eide

(see

p.

a

rocky defile, and reach

104)

—

after 3 hrs.' drive from Voss.
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From

Bergen

From Graven to Ulvik a new road, expected to be finished in the
autumn of 1899, affords direct communication with the Eidfjord, or inner
This road ascends the wooded lateral valley between
Hardanger Fjord.
Nsesheim's Hotel and the Gravens-Kirke, and skirts the Espelandsvand (good
fishing), on the S. side of which rises the Kj ce rringfjeld (3445 ft.). It then
gradually descends between the Kjarringfjeld and the Sole Nut and finally
describes a wide curve down the Hylleklev, commanding a line view of the
Ulvikfjord, of the snow-clad Onen (p. Ili) with the D0gerfos, on the
E., and of the Vasfiferen (p. Ili), on the N.E.
20 Kil. Ulvik, see p. 111.
The old bridle-path (very steep ; 4-5 hrs.' walk) ascends to the E. of
the Gravens-Kirke, reaching its highest point (1900 ft.) beyond the Vatnesceter, between the Kvashoved, on the N., and the Graahellerfjeld, on the
S. The descent on the other side, finally passing the Hotel Wilhelmsen
(p. IH), commands a fine view.

to Gudvangen on the
Sognefjord, 48 Kil.
drive of about 6 hrs. (electric railway in progress).

From Vossevangen

(comp.

p.

122),

a

The finest

point on this route is the top of the Stalheimsklev, seen to
advantage by afternoon-light. To enjoy this we leave Voss early, and
can go on to Gudvangen the same evening.
Those who cannot start from
Voss till about noon should spend the night at the (36 Kil.) Stalheim Hotel.
best

The first part of the road as far as Tvinde and stili
Stalheim to Gudvangen will repay pedestrians.

more

the descenl from

The road ascends gradually and passes a little to the E. of the
Lundarvand. On the left (above), 2 Kil. from Vossevangen, is the
gaard of Ringheim (p. 123). A rich wooded and grassy region. To
the left towers the abruptZ,.ewe/ìorje(p. 123), on the right the hornshaped Hondalsnut (p. 123), behind us Graasiden(j>. 122). Wepass
the small Melsvand, on the opposite bank of which we observe the
gaard of Dukstad (past which comes another road from Voss, joining
the main road at Tvinde), and also the Lenevand, 4 Kil. long. By
the gaard of Lene, where the road runs close to the lake, we see
(left) the Lenefos, which descends from the Lenehorje and turns
a saw-mill. The road then ascends the Vossestrands-Elv , the feeder
of the two lakes. The new iron bridge, to the right, leads over this
stream to the

gaard

of Grotland.

12 Kil. Tvinde

*Tvinde's Hotel).
or Tvinne i Voss (310 ft.;
On the left is the fine "Tvindefos. The road becomes steeper. The
valley is enclosed by lofty wooded rocks. About 2 Kil. above Tvinde
the Vossestrands-Elv forms a picturesque fall , across which the
road is carried by the Asbrcekke Bro (435 ft. ; we descend a few
paces to see the fall, using caution). About 4 Kil. farther up, the
road returns to the right bank of the stream.
It next crosses two
copious streamlets descending from side-valleys on the left. The
second of these, about 2/3 M. from Vinje, is the Merkadals-Elv,
which a path leads via Aarmot to Vik on the Sognefjord
(10-12 hrs. ; p. 128). The valley expands.
10 Kil. Vinje i Vossestranden (735 ft. ; "Vinje' s Hotel, R. 1,
B. 1, D. 2, S. V^ kr.), in a pleasant situation, not far from the
Vinje- Kirke.

along

to
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The road ascends the
to the S.W. end of the

course

of the

stream, thTOUgh

a
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ravine,

Kil. from Vinje) Opheimsvand (955 ft. ;
abounding in fish; "Framnas Hotel, R. lVa-2 , D. 2, B. 1 kr.
40, S. 1 kr. 50 e. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in Aug.), and skirts its N.W.
bank. Above the wooded hills of the opposite bank tower mountains
To the S.
of grey crystalline rock, presenting a curious picture.
rises the Malmagrensnaave (3610 ft.). By the church of Opheim,
prettily situated on the lake, about 4 Kil. from Vinje, is Opheim's

(3

Hotel.

Beyond the Opheimsvand the road crosses the watershed be
Bolstads-Fjord and the Sognefjord. On the right, the
Aaxel; then, the Kaldafjeld (4265 ft.). We follow the left bank
of the Naredals-Elv, which descends to the Sognefjord, and finally
ascend in a curve, high above the stream, to the
tween the

—

*Stalheims Hotel

(1120

ft.), 14 Kil. from Vinje, 12 Kil. from

Gudvangen.
This large hotel, built of timber and lighted by electricity , with 150 beds,
besides baths, verandahs, balconies, etc, and a telephone (25 0.) to Vosse
vangen and to Gudvangen, belongs to a company (manager, Herr Dinger,
a German).
R. from 2, A. 72, B. l>/2, D. 272, S. 178 kr.
It is advisable
to enquire as to rooms beforehand by telephone from Voss or from Gud
English Church Service in summer.
vangen.
Stalheim is not a skyds-station, but vehicles are always to be had.
Cariole to Gudvangen 2 kr. 4, stolkjaerre 3 kr. 60.; to Voss, see p. 122.
—

The hotel is situated at the
itous rock about 800 ft.

top of the Stalheimsklev, a precip
high, forming the head of the Naredal,

which descends on the E. to Gudvangen. The **View hence ofthe deep
and sombre N arredai and the huge mountains enclosing it, especially

by afternoon-light, is considered

one of the grandest in Norway.
On the left is the commanding Jordalsnut (3620 ft. ; p. 134) , on
the right are the Kaldafjeld and Aaxel (see above), ali oflightgrey 'Labrador' rock or feldspath. In the distance the background
of the valley is formed by the hill from which the Kilefos near
Gudvangen descends (p. 133). We also enjoy a fine view, looking to
the S., of the broad valley towards Opheim. The river descending
thence forms the Stalheimsfos, which, however, does not come in
sight until we descend into the Naeredal (p. 133).

The hill rising to the N.W. of the hotel is the Stalheimsnut, to the E. of
which a green dale runs towards the N., traversed by a narrow road.
Frum (10 min.) Brakke, the first gaard in this valley, a fine mountain
path, called "Naalene, diverges to the right, and is well worth following
for 1/2 hr.
The Naalene first descends a little, then crosses the bridge
over the gorge whence issues the Sivlefos
(p. 134), and leads along the
heights, with a charming view of the ravine of Stalheim. The path goes
on to the
gaard Jordal, from which the Jordalsnut may be ascended (with
The Brcekkenipa , as
guide; Anders Olsen Gudvangen or Ole Myren).
cended in 3 hrs., there and back (guide 3 kr.), is a fine point of view.
A number of other walks and rides in the neighbourhood are
being
prepared for visitors.
—

—

The road winds clown the Stalheimsklev and leads thence to
walk of 2 hrs. ; see pp. 134, 133).

Gudvangen (a
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The distance by

Sognefjord.

from Bergen to Laerdalseren at the E. end of the
Fjord (starting-point of the routes to Christiania through the Valders and
RR.
the
through
Hallingdal ,
8, 7) is 31 Norwegian sea-miles in a straight
direction. The Steameoats perform the voyage in 1572-24 hrs., according
to the number of stations called at.
These vessels are well fitted up and
have good restaurants , but their berths are limited. Those who have to
a
on
board
lose
no
should
time in securing a sofà or a statenight
spend
room.
Comp. p. xviii.
sea

—

The

"Sognefjord (from the old word 'Sogne', a narrow arm of
sea), the longest of ali the Norwegian fjords, measures 180 Kil.
(112 M.) from Sognefest to Skjolden, averages 6 Kil. (4M.) in
the

nearly 4000 ft. deep at places. Like ali the other
entrance, where the rocks have been
worn smooth,
partly by the action of the waves, and partly by the
enormous glaciers which once covered the whole country.
The

width,
fjords,

and is

it is unattractive at its

as we go
E., until the fjord ends in a number of
arms, with banks rising abruptly at places to 5000 ft.,
from which waterfalls descend. At the heads of the N. branches
of the fjord appear the glaciers covering the plateau.
The

scenery

long

improves

narrow

Jostedalsbra

('Brae', glacier), to the N., is the largest glacier in
Europe (350 sq. M. ). In other parts of the fjord the narrow banks
present a smiling character, being fringed with luxuriant orchards
and waving corn-fields, and studded with pleasant dwellings. In
the grandeur of its mountains and glaciers the Sognefjord surpasses
the Hardanger, but its general character is severe and at places
monotonous, while its southern rivai unquestionably carries off the

palm

for its softer scenery and its

splendid

waterfalls.

The Climate of the W. Sognefjord, as far as the point where its
great ramifications begin, is the same as that of the W. coast, being
rainy and mild in winter and damp and cool in summer. Nowhere
in Norway is the rapid decrease ofthe rainfall from W. to E. so mark
ed as in the Sognefjord. At Sognefest, at the entrance to the fjord
(p. 127), the annual rainfall is about 80 inches, on the Fjserlandsfjord (56 M. from the coast) 50, on the Nserefjord (70 M.) 31, on the
Lysterfjord (80 M.) 19, and at Leerdal (87 M.) 16 inches only. In
these E. arms the climate resembles that of inland European coun
tries, a short and warm summer being succeeded by a long and severe
winter. In winter, however, these arms are only partly frozen over.
The following description generally follows the order of the
stations touched at by the Nordre Bergenhusamts steamers, but
their route varies on different trips. There are two lines of steamers,

starting from Bergen , the other confining itself to the fjord.
The distances of the chief stations from each other are given in
Norwegian sea-miles (comp. p. vi).
one

VADHEIM.

a.

The W.

Sognefjord, to Balholm at
Fjaerlandsfjord.

Steamboat from

Bergen

127
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to Balholm 5 times

the mouth of the
a

week in

1072-1372

hrs.

(fare 10 kr. 10 0.); to Vadheim only, 8-1072 hrs. (7 kr. 70 0.; to Lserdal,
12 kr. 90 0.) ; from Vadheim to Balholm, 3 kr. 20 0.
The fjord-steamer
(see p. 126) plies twice weekly from Vadheim.

Bergen, see p. 112. The voyage to the mouth of the SognefjoTd
is of little interest. It carries us through the 'Skjjergaard' fringing
the district of Nord-Horland , which with Send-Horland (p. 98)
formed the ancient Herdafylke. The low and generally bare hills
in the foreground have been worn down by the glaciers of the ice
period ; in the distance rises a higher chain.
The first stations Alverstrem and Lygren are rarely touched at.
More important is Skjarjehavn, at the N. end of the Sande. Then,
Eivindvik or Evenvik, on the small Gulenfjord, the ancient meetingplace of the Gulathing. This was one of the four great Norwegian

'Things' (Frostuthing, Gulathing, Borgarthing, and Eidsifathing)
suppressed by King Magnus Lagabeter (p. 1).
At the mouth of the Sognefjord lie the Sulen-0er, the 'Solundare' of Frithjof's Saga, a group of islands with hills rising tq
1830 ft.

(about

On the

5 Kil.

mainland,

to the left of the

to the

right,

steamboat).

lies the station of

Sognefest

or

to the E. of which rises the

Stanglandsfjeld.
On the N. bank we observe the Lihest (2275 ft.). On the same
bank are the stations of Befjord or Lervik and, beyond the pro
montory of Varholm, Ladvik oxLavik, the chief place in theW. Sogn.
On the S. bank lie Brakke, on the small Risefjord, and Tradal
or Tredal, on the Eikefjord, at which the steamers cali alternately

Sygnefest,

on the N. bank just named.
The scenery improves. The mountains become higher.
enter the pleasant Vadheimsfjord on the N. bank and cali at

with the stations

We

—

19 S.M. (from Bergen) Vadheim ("Vadheim Hotel, R. 13/4, B.
S. IY2 kr.), situated at the mouth of two valleys, through one
of which (W.) runs the overland route to the Nordfjord and the
Moldefjord (R. 24). The verandah of the inn overlooks the fjord.
To the W. is a waterfall with a factory adjacent, above which rises
the Norevikshei.
On the S. side of the fjord, opposite the Vadheimsfjord, opens
the Fuglsatfjord, with the station of Bjordal, called at once weekly.
On the N. bank lies the pleasant village of Kirkebe, with its
church on a high rock, near the mouth of the Hejangsfjord, past
which we steer. Then Maaren, prettily situated, with a waterfall.
Next, Nase or Nesse.
On the S. bank lie Ortnevik and Sylvarnas or Selvarnas ; then
Neset, on the Arnefjord , with its fine mountain-background. At
these places the steamers usually cali once a week only.
As we steer farther E., the beauty of the scenery becomes more
or
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striking. The mountains, rising to upwards of 3000 ft. , assume
picturesque forms and are clothed with vegetation to their summits,
while between them peep occasionai expanses of snow. The steamers
cali at Kvamse on the N. bank once weekly. They next steer to
the S., round a promontory at the mouth of the small bay of Vik,
where we observe a 'Gilje' and other salmon-flshing appliances, to

—

6 S.M. Vik

Vikseren

fertile region
("Hopstock), lying
at the mouth of two valleys, the Bodal on the W. and the Ofriddal
on the E., with its branch the Seljedal.
Snow-mountains form the
background; to the E. rises Rambseren (p. 131). The old churches
of Hoperstad and Hove, the former a 'stavekirke' (p. 28) of the
beginning of the 13th cent, (restored in 1891), are interesting.
or

in

a

From Vik we may drive inland about 8 Kil. in any one of three different
in order to cross one of the mountain-passes (about 8 hrs. each) :
to Stalheim (p. 125; the last part of the route passing the Jordalsnut,
fatiguing but interesting); or to Vinje i Vossestranden (p. 124; part of
the road before Aarmot is entirely destroyed, a serious consideration for
indifferent walkers, but we may drive the last 11 Kil. from Aarmot onwards,
passing the Myrkdalvand); or to Gulhraa in the Exingdal (with guide)
and on (o Nasheim (nightquarters at Jac. Larsen's), thence proceeding
next day over the fjeld to (about 10 Kil.) Aarhus i Teidalen, whence a carriage-road descends the Teidal to Fadnces on the Evangervand (p. 121).

directions,

Sognefjord here turns at a right angle to the N. In the dis
from Vik, we observe the Vetlefjordsbrae (p. 129). The
passage to Balholm takes about <ty4 hr. On our right lies Vangsnas,
The
on a promontory where the fjord again turns towards the E.
W. bank being the supposed scene of Frithjof's Saga, as rendered
by Tegne'r, Vangsnaes is said to have been Frithjof's Framnas.
The

tance,

even

2 S.M. Balholm.

—

Hotels,

"Kvikne's

Hotel, nearest

the

pier,

with a good bath-house on the lake, frequented by English travellers;
"'Hotel Balestrano , a few yards farther on, also with bath-house, fre
quented by Germans; charges at both: R. from l>/2 kr., B. 174, D. 2, S.
Boats may be obtained at the hotels at moderate
172, pens. about 4 kr.
rates.
English Church Service in summer at Kvikne's Hotel (church to
be erected).
—

—

Balholm, the chief place on the fertile and highly cultivated
Balestrand, beautifully situated to the S. of the mouth ofthe small
Essefjord, is adapted as a residence for those in search of quiet. A
pleasant and well-made road, overlooking the fjord, leads from the

hotels to a (y2 M.) mound, with a large birch-tree and seats, and
a modem
'bautasten', pointing it out as the tomb of King Bele of
the Frithjof's Saga. The road goes on, shaded at places by tali trees,
past the villas of the painters A. Norman and Hans Dahl, and ends
at (1 hr.) the farm of Flesje , situated among trees on the fjord.
A pleasant row may be taken on the "Essefjord (2-3 hrs.),
which is surrounded by a noble series of mountains : to the N. the
Toten (4610 ft. ; ascended in 8 hrs.), then the Furunipa, separated
by the sharp ridge of Kjeipen from the snow-clad Guldaple; farther
on, the Vindreggen (3868 ft.) and the Gjeiteryggen ; and to the S.W.

the

Munkeg (4135

ft. ; ascent 12

hrs.).

F.LERLAND.

Sognefjord.
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Opposite Balholm, to the N., on the other side of the mouth of
Essefjord rises the prettily situated church of Tjugum. The
good road, which leads to it from the landing-place, ascends past
the parsonage, and, beyond C/4 hr.) a path descending to the right,
continues for some distance at the same level, affording a charming
*View of the Fjaerlandsfjord and across the Vetlefjord with the
the

,

Jostedalsbrae in the

background.

From Balholm to Sande i Holmedal (two days). lst Day. By rowingboat to the gaard of Svceren at the head of the Svairefjord (see below ; toler
able quarters) ; then ascend the valley gradually for about 3 Kil.; mount
a steep and rough path to the pass of Svmrskard (2300 ft.), where we get a
fine view looking back to the Sognefjord; ascend a steep and marshy slope
to the watershed; descend past the Torences Saiter (5 hrs. from Svseren) to
the Holme-Vand in the Viksdal; then through a good deal of wood, past
the Lange-Saster, across the river, and over marshy ground to Mjell (8-10 hrs.
from Svseren).
2ndDay. From Mj eli bridle-path to the gaard of Hof; then
down the Eldal to Eldalseren on the Viksvand (p. 171); cross by boat to
Horsevik, and walk thence by the road to Sande (p. 171; in ali, 3-4 hrs.
on foot and l3/4 hr. by boat).
—

The most beautiful excursion from Balholm is to the *Fjserwhich nins inland towards the N. (fjord-steamer from
Balholm to Fjserland four times a week in 2-3 hrs.). This fjord is
26 Kil. long, nearly 2 Kil. broad in its S. and 1 Kil. in its N.
half. Its banks are less precipitous than those of the Naerefjord
(p. 133). The entrance is commanded by the Toten (p. 128) on
the left and the Storhaug (1210 ft.) and Trodalseg (3645 ft.) on

landsfjord,

the

right.
To the left diverges a broad bay of the fjord , dividing into the
and the beautiful Vetlefjord. The steamer calls once a

Svarefjord

at the head of the Vetlefjord.
road ascends the valley to Meli, where we see the
Vetlefjordsbrae descending from the Jostedalsbrae. The Melsnipa (see below)
to the E. and the Gotopfjeld or Gotophesten (5650 ft.) to the N. are said
to command superb views.
From Meli a toilsome mountain-route leads
to the gaard Grening, near Haukedal (p. 173; 7-8 hrs., with guide).

week at

Ulvestad,

From Ulvestad

a

—

After the steamer has rounded the promontory of Menas we
observe on the right, above the Rommedal, the Rommehest (4110 ft.;
ascent said to be easy), and on the left the Harevoldsnipa (5360 ft.)
and the Melsnipa (5800 ft.), separated from the Jorddalsnipa by the
Jorddalsdal, behind which appears the snowy Jostedalsbrae. We
now obtain a '""Vie'w of the head of the fjord with its snowy back
ground, a grand example of characteristically Norwegian scenery.
The glaciers of the Suphellebrse come into sight first, then those of
the Bejumsbrae in the background ; but as we approach the Mundal,
the latter again disappears. On the right lies the gaard of Berge,
at the mouth of the Bergedal. (To Sogndal, see p. 132.)
3 S.M. Fjserland ("Hotel Mundal , R. 11/2-2, B. or S. li/2, D2 kr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer), the steamboat-terminus, lies
at the entrance to the broad Mundal, in which the Jostedalsbrae is
A granite stone recalls King Oscar II.'s visit in 1879.
seen.
A visit to the glaciers which descend, a little to the N. of FjserBaedeker's

Norwjtf,a.ad..8wjìd.en.

7thEdit.
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,

into the

Bejumsdal

and the

Suphelledal,

Sognefjord.
two

valleys separ

ated by the Skeidsnipa , is interesting, though the view of these
from the steamer is much liner than that obtained close to them.
We may drive the greater part of the way (stolkjaerre there and back

hrs., one pers. 3, two pers. 4 kr. ; to both glaciers and back,
6 hrs., 5 or 6 kr.). The road skirts the W. bank of the fjord, at
the end of which, on a hill to the right, is the gaard of Horpedalen,
with an impetuous stream. To the left, farther on, we look into
the Bejumsdal, with the Jostedalsbrae in the background. About
4 Kil. from Fjaerland the road into this valley diverges to the left,
while that to the Suphelledal crosses the brook and goes straight on.
To the *B#jumsbr8e, the grander of the two glaciers, it is a walk
of l3/4 hr. from the fork ofthe road. The carriage-road ascends the
right bank of the stream, passing between the houses of Bejumsfustene and 0de fjord, and ends at the Bejums-Sater (restaurant);
thence we ascend 011 foot and cross the stream in 72 hr. to the
glacier, the foot of which lies 450 ft. above the fjord.
The *Store Suphellebrse is also 13/4hr. from the fork of the road.
The road crosses the Bejums-Elv, diverges to the right beyond the
gaard of Bejum, and, after crossing the Suphelle-Elv twice, ends
about 1 M. to the N. of the Suphelle Gaard, and about i/éhr.'s walk
in 3

a great vault in the glacier,
About 480 ft. above its base a rock divides
the glacier into two parts. Of these the upper only is united with the
Jostedalsbrae ; the lower part is formed of accumulated masses of ice
which have fallen over the rock. The roar of the ice-avalanches is
frequently heard.
The Vettle Suphellebrae, or Little Suphelle Glacier, is said to have the
This is reached by taking the path to the right 5 min. to the
finest ice.
N. of the Suphelle Gaard, crossing the broad Elv, and then traversing the
A fatiguing
fallen rocks, which extend as far as the (2 hrs.) glacier.
expedition may be made hence (guide and provisions necessary) to (3x/2then down the Snauedal to the gaard of
4 hrs.) the Veitestrandsskar
Stelen, where the Snauedal joins the valley beginning at the Veitestrandsvand, and finally down the latter valley to (472-5 hrs.) Nordre Nces, at the
N. end of the V eitestrandsvand (p. 137).
Grand passes from Fjserland lead across the Jostedalsbrae to J0lster
(p. 173), in 9-10 hrs. (guide 10 kr.). Skirting the Bfljumsbrse, we ascend
the Jakobbakkadn by a recently improved path to the glacier in 2V2 hrs.,
cross the latter (rope necessary) via its highest point, tbe Kvitevarde, descend
to (172-2 hrs.) the Troldvand, and finally follow a steep and rough foot
path, over loose stones and boulders, traversing the wild ravine of the Lundeskar, to a mountain-valley enclosed by precipitous cliffs and to (472 hrs.)
Lunde (p. 173).
An alternative and better route from the Troldvand leads
through the Seknesan dsskar , round the Seknesandsnipa (4965 ft.), to Seknesand on the Kj0sn8esfjord (p. 173).
From Fjaerland we may also walk
direct up the Mundal , pass between the Jostedalsbrae and the Jestefond,
and finally (as above) descend through the S0knesandsskar, to the W. of

from the

glacier. The

stream issues from

152 ft. above the fjord.

—

,

—

the

S0knesandsnipa,

to

(10-12 hrs.)

Guides in Fjeerland:
Anders T. Mundal.

Johs.

Seknesand.
Hans Bejum, Henrik

Mundal,

Mundal, and

Sognefjord.
b. From Balholm to

SOGNDAL.

Gudvangen.

Aurlandsfjord
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and
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Naere-fjord.

The Fjord Steamer (p. 126) plies from Balholm to Gudvangen in
3V2 hrs. (fare 4 kr.ì, but touches at none of the intermediate stations
mentioned below. The details as far as the Aurlandsfjord (pp. 132, 134)
have reference to the course of the large Bergen steamers between Bal
holm and Lardai (p. 135).

Balholm, see p. 128. The first station of the Bergen steamers
Vangsnas (p. 128). The steamer skirts the S. bank of the fjord,
above which rise imposing mountains. To the N. is the Blaafjeld,

is

from which a waterfall descends.
On the S. bank is the station of

Fedjos or Fejos (with a church),
whence, through the Gulsatdal , we may ascend the Rambar
(5260 ft.), affording a grand view of the Jostedalsbrae and the fjord
(those who do not care to mount so high may go as far as the
Kongshei or the Kongsvand, 2-3 hrs.), and the Fresviksbra (p. 132).
2^2 S.M. (from Balholm) Lekanger or Leikanger (J. Olsen s
Hotel) lies on the Sjestrand the fertile N. bank of the fjord. To
the W. lies the gaard Husebe, with a lofty 'bautasten'. To the E.
of the steamboat-quay are the residence of the 'Amtmand', the parsonage, and the church ; farther on is the gaard of Henjum, with
,

'Stue' (wooden house) of the 17th century.
72 S.M. Hermansveerk (Knudsen's Hotel) lies at the mouth of
the Henjumsdal, through which a day's excursion may be taken to
the N. to the Gunvordbra (5150 ft.).
The fjord-steamer to Gudvangen (p. 133) steers direct for the
The Bergen steamers first
mouth of the Aurlandsfjord (p. 132).
enter the narrow Norefjord to the E. On the left are the gaards of
Lunden and Slinde (boat-station sometimes touched at). On the
right is Fimreite, on a fertile hill, commanded by the mountain of
that name (2570 ft.). On 15th June, 1184, Magnus Erlingssen was
defeated and slain here in a naval battle by King Sverre. To the
left is the church of Olmheim.
Rounding the peninsula of Norda

—

—

nas, a spur of the Skriken (see below), we enter the Sogndals fjord,
with smiling and well-cultivated banks. On the left lies the gaard
of Fafdal (touched at on the return from Sogndal), at the mouth
of the 0verste Dal or 0fste Dal. On the right rises the StorhougTo the left is the gaard Stedje or Steie (inn), with
its thriving orchards.
3 S.M. Sogndal ("Danielsen's Hotel ; skyds-station at the gaard
otFjarn), consisting ofthe numerous gaards of Sogndalskirke, Hofs-

fjeld (4235 ft.).

lund, and Sogndalsfjarn, is charmingly situated on an old moraine
through which the Sogndals-Elv has forced a passage and amidst
lofty mountains : the Storhoug fjeld, to the S. (see above; easily
ascended and affording a fine view); Skriken (4115 ft.), to the
S.W.; and Njuken (3200 ft., to the N.; easily ascended in 3!/2 hrs.).
Pleasant walk on the bank of the river to the Waterfall, with
its mills, and then to the S. to the pretty new church, a 'bautasten'
beside which bears the Runic inscription : 'Olafr konungr saa ut
,

9*
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mille staina thessa' (i.e. 'King Olaf looked from between these
stones'). We may then follow the road to Stedje (p. 131), with
its two large 'Kaempehouge' ('giant tumuli'), whence we may return
to Sogndalsfjaaren by boat (an excursion of 1 hr. in ali).

From Sogndal to Solvorn (14 Kil. ; pay for 19) or to Marifj^ren
pay for 28), by carriage in 3 and 5 hrs. respectively, while the
steamboat does not reach these places for 12 or 14 hrs. (comp. p. 137);
recommended also to pedestrians.
From Sogndal to Fj^rland (12-15 hrs.). A tolerable road ascends from
Sogndal to the Sogndalsvand (1500 ft.) and runs along its E. bank to Gaard
Selseng (17 Kil.). To the W. opens the Gunvorddal, with a small sana
torium. From Selseng we may ascend Thorstadnakken (5250 ft.; imposing
view of the mountains to the E. of the Fjasrlandsfjord and of the Joste
From Selseng
dalsbrae; to the E., the Horunger in clear weather).
we may ascend the Langedal. passing several sseters, the highest of which
is called Toftahoug stele, to the centrai of the three depressions in the
mountain, about 4130 ft. above the sea. to the left of which rise the peaks
The path then descends the Bergedal to
of the Frudalsbrce (5165 ft.).
Gaard Berge on the Fjserlandsfjord (p. 129), from which we row in lhr.
to (6 Kil.) Fjserland.

(22 Kil.;

—

The steamer returns to the great highway. of the Sognefjord,
passes the promontories of Meisen and Hensene, and steers either
to the E. direct to Laerdal (p. 136), or to the S. to
3 S.M. Fresvik (indifferent quarters), situated on a bay formed
by the projecting hill of Nute, and commanded on the S. by the
Nonhaug ('non' is 2 p.m., the time when the sun appears above the
hill). Fine view looking back on Lekanger, with the Gunvordsbrae
rising above it. A visit to the Fresviksbra on the Fresviksfjeld
(5145 ft.), 8-9 Kil. from Fresvik, is said to be attractive.
From Fresvik through the Tundal and across the hills to the Jordal
and Stalheim (p. 125) takes fully 8 hrs.
The fjord- steamers to Gudvangen and twice a week also the
Bergen steamers, after leaving Fresvik, steer to the S. between the
promontories of Saltkjelnas and Solsnas into the *Aurlandsfjord, an
enormous ravine about l^Kal. broad, with precipitous rocky banks,
3000-4000 ft. high, forming the slopes of higher mountains which
are rarely visible from the lake.
At a few spots only dwellings
have been erected on the alluvial deposits ('0r', 'Aur') of a stream,
or are perched high above the lake on some apparently inaccessible rock. From these abrupt slopes descend lofty waterfalls, either
perpendicularly, or in streaks of foam gliding over the dark-brown
—

rock, and reflected in the sombre fjord. Their
alone breaks the

monotonous murmur

silence of the scene.
the Solsnass we observe on the left the

Beyond

profound

buildings

of

'slide' for shooting down timber. On the right is
Simlenas ; farther on, the Fyssefos. Then, on the left, Brednas or
Breinas, beyond which we pass the mouth of the valley of the
Kolar-Elv.
To the left, by the promontory of Narenas, we obtain
a
superb view of the upper Aurlandsfjord, with its vista of rocky
headlands (p. 134). The Bergen steamers enter this fjord, seep. 134.

Buene,

with

a

—

Passing

the

promontory

of

Beiteln,

the

fjord- steamer

steers

GUDVANGEN.

Sognefjord.
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the S.W. arm of the Aurlandsfjord, and the
of ali the ramifications of the Sognefjord. It is at first

**Nser0fjord,

into the

grandest

about 900-1000

yds. in breadth. Soon after entering it we see on
right a wateTfall of the Lagde-Elv, nearly 1000 ft. high. Op
posite rises the pointed Krogegg; then, the Gjeitegg. Between these
two hills, and afterwards between the Gjeitegg and the Middagsberg,
we obtain fine glimpses of the snow-clad Steganaase (p. 134) high
above. Opposite the Middagsberg, on the right, are the gaards of
Dyrdal, at the mouth of the Dyrdal. The fjord contracts to a defile
about 200 yds. broad, boundedby perpendicular rocks. On the right,
between the Middagsberg and the Rauegg, are the gaards of Styve,
endangered by the river ; above them rise the snow-masses of the
Store Èra. Several veil-iike waterfalls. On the right, the Dyrdalsfjeld. To the left, farther on, the Nissedals-Elv descends from the
Skammedalsheidn (not visible from the steamer). To the right is a
waterfall descending from the Ytre Bakken, forming a doublé leap
far above. The fjord then turns more to the S. We now observe the
mountains of the Naeredal, particularly the Sjerpenut (see below),
and to the right the waterfall of the Bakke -Elv and the small
church of Bakke, to which a good road leads from Gudvangen (a
pleasant walk). This is probably the finest part of the fjord.
the

Farther

on

several waterfalls

are seen on

both sides.

4 S.M. (from Fresvik ; 8 from Balholm) Gudvangen.
vang Hotel, with café and restaurant, R. ll/2-3, B. or S. 172,

—

*Viking-

D. 274 kr.,
Vikingsnais; Hansen's Hotel; both about
English spoken at both.
Engl. Ch. Serv.

in connection with the Pension
5 min. from the steamboat-pier.
in the season.
Convetances (skyds tariff I) to Stalheim (l3/i hr.) and Vossevangen
usually await the arrivai of the steamer : to the foot of the Stalheimsklev 9,
to the top 12, to Vinje 26 Kil. (as to charges, see also p. 122).
An electric
A visit to the Stalheimsklev does not take
railway is in progress.
more than 6'/i-7 hrs., even if the traveller walks one way.
Those who
make an early morning start will find even the ascent on foot (2'/2 hrs.)
attractive. As to ordering rooms at Stalheim by telephone, see p. 125.
Those who have enjoyed the view from the top of the 'Kiev' by favourable
afternoon-light may drive on to Opheim or Vinje the same evening without
—

-

—

losing anything.
is

Gudvangen

a

group of

gaards

at the head of the

Nserefjord,

at the influx of the Naredals-Elv.

The mountains enclosing the
ravine are so lofty and abTupt that this little hamlet does not see
the sun throughout the whole winter. On the E. rises the Sjerpe
nut, on the W. the Solbjergenut. From the Kilsbotten, to the N. of
the former, comes the "Kilefos, a waterfall 1840 ft. in height, be-

ginning

with

Hestnasfos
The

a

and

leap

of 500 ft. ; to the right of it
whose waters unite below.

are

the small

Nautefos,

the landward continuation ofthe
The steep ascent at the
About Y2 nr- from Gud
vangen the road crosses a great 'Aur' (p. 132) and the clear river,
on the
right bank of which lies the gaard ofSjarping. To the right

picturesque *Naererdal,

fjord, preserves the same wild character.
beginning is best accomplished on foot.
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huge Jordalsnut (3610 ft. ; ascent , see p. 125), which
consists of light-gray feldspath. On the rocky slopes are seen many
traces of the avalanches ('Skred') which fall into the valley in the
early summer. The road follows the right bank, gradually ascending.

towers the

On the left bank are the gaards of Hemre and Hylland. Farthei on
(l3/4-2 hrs. from Gudvangen) the road recrosses to the left bank and
reaches the foot of the "Stalheimsklev ('cliff'), which terminates the

valley.

The vehicles of visitors to the 'Kiev' usually await their
bridge. The road ascends the 'Kiev' in sixteen some-

return at the

steep zigzags, the ascent of which takes nearly an hour. On
right and left are the "Sivlefos and the "Stalheimsfos, two
picturesque waterfalls. At the top of the pass (1125 ft.) we reach the
comfortable "Stalheim Hotel and enjoy a superb view (see p. 125).

what
the

The *Upper Aurlandsfjord, which stretches to the S.E. from
the promontory of Beiteln (p. 132), is visited only by the steamer
from Bergen to Laerdal.
To the left, high up on the steep E.
bank, we observe the gaards of Horken, Nedberge, and (in a Tavine)
To the right, on the hill, are the Stegesatre, with two
The steamer sometimes calls at Underdal, finely
church, whence we may ascend by the Melhus-Sater
to the Steganaase ('ugly' or 'terrible nose' ; 5660 ft.), the highest
Farther on, to the right, rises the long
peak of the Syrdalsfjeld.

Kappadal.

waterfalls near.
situated, with a

—

highest peaks, the Jelben (to the N.) and the
Flenjanaase (4840 ft.). The fjord widens. On the left open several
deep ravines, first the Skjerdal, with the gaard of that name, then
the small Voldedal and the Vasbygd, the chief place in which is
4 S.M. (from Fresvik or Gudvangen) Aurland or Aurlandsvangen
The
(Brun's Inn, well spoken of), with its small stone church.
Aurlands-Elv abounds in fish ; 6 Kil. up its valley lies the Vasbygdvand. (Boat-skyds to. Stene and thence on foot up to the

Flenje-Egg,

with its

—

—

from Stene to 0sterbe, 6-6'/2 hrs.; thence
the Steinbergdal, 3-372 hrs.).
At the head of the fjord, about 7 Kil. from Aurland, lies Fretheim (the steamer-terminus), at the mouth of the Flaamsdal, with a
fine girile of mountains, 3 Kil. from which is the church oiFlaam.
Beyond the church the bridle-path (road under construction) ascends
the Flaamsdal, mounting a 'Kiev' in windings to a higher part of the
valley. Fine retrospect. We then pass the fine Riondefos on the right.
We ascend several other 'Kleve'. Beyond the gaard of Berekvam we traverse
the Berekvamsgjel, a narrow ravine, pass the gaards of Melhus and Kaardal
(near which the new road makes 23 bends), and reach Myrdalen, at the
E. end of the tunnel now being made through the Gravehals (p. 123).
Thence we proceed over the Gravehals (3725 ft.) to the Opsait-Slele (p. 123),
about 8 hrs. from Fretheim.
Comp. the Map, p. 102.
From Aurland to T0njum in the Lìerdal (2 days).
lst Day: steep
ascent of about 4000 ft. between the Blaaskavl (Skavl, 'snow-drift'; 2815 ft.;
the
ascended in 6 hrs. from Aurland; fine view) on
N. and the Heiskarsnut
on the S., and afterwards passing
the lofty Hodnsnipe on the right, to
the Hodnsceter (8 hrs.).
2nd Day: to the Skaale Soeter and up the
Barshegda (4635 ft.). commandinff a fine view as far as the Horunger,

Hallingdal,

see

pp.

48-46;

to the tourist-hut in

—

-
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and of the J0ranaase with the Troldelifjeld. A rough sseter-path then
descends to the (7 hrs.) church of Tenjum in the Lcerdal, f'rom which
Laerdalseren (p. 136) is 10 Kil. distant by the highroad.

c.

From Balholm

or

from

Gudvangen

to Laerdalseren.

Steamer from Balholm to Laerdalseren via Sogndal or via Gudvangen,
From Gudvangen to Lcerdals6 times a week in 7-12 hrs. (fare 4 kr.).
eren, also 6 times a week in 31/* hrs. (fare 4 kr.).
—

From Balholm and from Gudvangen to the mouth of the Aur
The steamer rounds the Saganas, the base
landsfjord, see p. 132.
of the Holten, and sometimes calls at the substantiai gaard of
Ytre Freningen. On a green plateau about 400 ft. higher,
■-—

—

,

stands the school attended by the children of this scattered district.
From Ytre Fr0ningen the "Blejan (5560 ft.) may be ascended in 6-7hrs.
(rather steep) : admira.ble view of the Sognefjord, the Jostedalsbrae, the Horunger, the Jotunheim Mts., the Hallingdal, and Voss. The fjord itself is best
seen from the brink of the Lemegg, which descends 5000 ft. almost perpendicAneasier ascent is from the Vindedal (see below; poor quar
ularlytotheN.
ters), reached from Laerdals0ren by small boat. The best pian is to sleep at
the Vindedals-Sceter, ll/2 hr. above the Vindedal and 2-3 hrs. from the top.
To the N. towers the Storhougfjeld (p. 131). We next pass
Indre Freningen and the promontory of Re fnastangen, a spur ofthe
Hausafjeld, behind which rises the Lemegg (see above). We either
steer direct to Laerdalseren, or first to the N. to
5 S.M. (from Sogndal) Amble ("Husum's Inn), charmingly situ
ated on the crater-shaped Amblebugt. A pleasant road leads hence,
passing the Amblegaard (the owner of which, Hr. Heiberg, has a
collection of Telics relating to the large Norwegian family of that
name), and skirting the fjord, to (2 Kil.) Kaupanger, beautifully
situated. The small 'Stavekirke', with 20 pillars in the nave and
4 in the rectangular choir, seems to have been built about 1200 ;
it was unsuccessfully restored in 1862. Fine elms and ashes.
—

—

From Amble to Sogndal (13 Kil.).
Beyond Kaupanger the road be
to ascend; superb view looking back on the Sognefjord, particularly
of the precipices ofthe snow-clad Blejan (see above). The road leads through
pine-forest to the top of the hill, and then descends past several large
farms (each with a 'Stabbur' and belfry) to (7 Kil.) Bidet (a poor station).
A road skirting (heEidsfjord, with a fine view of the avalanche-furrowed
slope of the Storhaugfjeld towards the S., leads hence to (6 Kil.) Loftesnces, a substantiai farm-house opposite Sogndal, to which we cross by
boat.
To row direct fromEidet to Sogndal (6 Kil.) takes 1 hr. (boat with
two rowers 1 kr. 8 0.). Herrings are largely caught in the Eidsfjord. The
water in this bay is almost fresh on the surface('ferskvand'), but salter below.

gins

—

To the S. rises the Blejan (see above) ; to the W., farther distant,
the Fresviksbrae (p. 132). On the left opens the Aardalsfjord(p. 136).
Opposite the headland of Fodnas, on the right, between the Lemegg
and the long Glipsfjeld, descends the Vindedal, with the «Store

Graanase in the background. The fjord, now called Lardalsfjord, is
bounded on the left by the Vetanaase and, farther to the E., the
Heganaase (4900 ft.). We pass the gaards of Haugene, on the
right, at the mouth of the Eierdal, and land at
—

136
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7 S.M.
Lserdals«ren.
Pier
Balholm; 3 from
1 Kil. from the hotels (carr. 50 0. each pers. ; with luggage 60 0.).
"Lindstr0m's Hotel, two houses with 80 beds in ali, E. from li/2, A. 1/2, B. H/2,
D. 2, S. i'/2kr.; 'Lìerdals0Ren's Hotel, less pretending, E. 1 kr. 40 0,
D. 2kr.; English spoken at both.
A. 40 0., B. iy4, S.
Post Office beyond the hotels, to the right.
Telegraph Office
at the upper end of 1he village.
English Chvjkch Service at Lserdals0ren's Hotel in summer.

Amble)

(from

—

—

li/4,

—

—

Lardalseren, generally shortened to Lardai, the terminus of
the Valders route (R. 8), lies on a broad and marshy plain at the
mouth of the Lara, enclosed by bare rocky mountains. View limited.
Towards the E. we observe at the end of the Oftedal, on the left,
the Haugnaase (5250 ft.), and on the right the Freibottenfjeld. The
village, with its 800 inhab., has a doctor, a chemist, and a few
tolerable shops.
The church, a curious -looking modera timber
edifice,

with

a

group of houses around

it,

lies several hundred

yards farther inland.
Pleasant Walk of 'fa hr. along the bank to the winter- pier (used
when the fjord is frozen), and thence to Haugene at the mouth of the
Eierdal (see p. 135).

d. The

Aardalsfjord

and

Lysterfjord.

Steamer from Lserdals0ren to Aardal twice weekly, in l'/2-2 hrs. (fare
1 kr. 60 0.); to Skjolden at the head of the Lysterfjord 3 times weekly, in
5-71/2 hrs. (fare 3 kr. 20 0.); to Marifjseren only, in 3-4V2 hrs. (fare 2 kr.).

Fodnas, see p. 135. After rounding the
obtain, to the left, a view of the Lysterfjord (see
below), with the Haugmaelen ; in the background is the Jostedalsbras (p. 126). To the S.W. towers the Blejan (p. 135).
The entrance of the Aardalsfjord is somewhat monotonous.
On the N. bank rise the Bodlenakken and then the Brandhovd,
From Laerdalseren to

promontory

we

On
between which lie the Ytre and Indre Oferdal (see below).
We
the wooded S. bank is the station of Nadviken or Vikedal.
next obtain a view of the Saheimsdal to the N., and a little later

superb girdle of mountains around
or Aardalstangen (Inn).
The little village, with its
pretty church, lies partly on an old coast-line (p. xxxiii) and partly
on
deposits from the mountains on the right, at the mouth of the
Aardals-Elv, which issues from the neighbouring Aardalsvand. Op
posite, to the S., rises the snow-clad Slettefjeld or Middagshaugen
(4435 ft.). Aardal is the starting-point for a visit to the Vettisfos
(1 day; p. 144).
Returning from Aardal the steamer calls when required at
Oferdal , the station for the valleys of lndre (E.) and Ytre (W.)
Oferdal, which lie between the Brandhovd and the Bodlenakken.
We then round the wild precipice of the Bodlenakken and enter
the *Lysterfjord, the N.E. arm of the Sognefjord, 40 Kil. in
length where the wildest scenery is combined with the most
smiling. Owing to the numerous glacier-streams falling into it, the
water of the fjord near the surface is fresh and of a milky colour.
the
Aardal

we see

—

,

,
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On the W. side rises the precipitous Haugmalen (4135 ft.), which
may be ascended nearly the whole way on horseback. In 2!/4 hrs.
from Aardal the steamer reaches
—

4 S.M. Solvorn

("Hotel Solvorn; guide, Joh. Hansen Vigdal,
speaks English), a skyds-station, finely situated on a bay in the W.
bank of the fjord, backed by the snow-mountains around the Veitestrandsvand (see below).
A hilly road ascends from Solvorn to the (2 Kil.) Hafslovand (455 ft.),
the bank of which is skirted by the road from Marifjseren to Sogndal
mentioned below and on p. 132.
About 2 Kil. to the N. of the junction
of the two roads lies Hillestad (Hillestad'' s Hotel, well spoken of, R. 80 0.,
B. 1, S. 1 kr. ; 4 Kil. from Solvorn, pay for 6), where guides and horses are
obtained for the ascent of the Molden (see below ; on foot 3-4 hrs.).
From Hillestad the road leads by Hafslo, with a church and parsonage, to (8 Kil.) Soget, at the S. end of the Veitestrandsvand (640 ft.), a lake
14 Kil. long. We may then row (pay for 16 Kil.) to the N. end of the
lake, where rustie quarters (and sometimes a guide) may be had at the
gaard lof Naes or Nordre N&s, and walk thence in IO hrs. by the Veitestrandsskar to the Suphelledal and to Fjserland (see p. 130).
Nses is
also the starting-point for a visit to the Austerdaìsbrse , lying to the N.,
farther up the valley, a glacier described by Messrs. K. Bing (p. 113) and
W. C Slingsby as unusually attractive. A footpath leads to the foot of the
glacier in 3J/2 hrs. ; then from the lower to the upper glacier, 1 hr. more.
Several of Herr Bing's originai routes across the entire Jostedalsbrae are
marked on the Map at p. 126 (to Aamot, see p. 174).
On the promontory opposite Solvorn, in a charming situation,
lies Urnas (where the steamer calls when required), with its large
tumuli ('Kaempehouge') and the oldest 'Stavekirke' in Norway,
dating possibly from the llth cent, (see p. 28). The construction
and ornamentation of the church are specially interesting.
The
'Lop' or arcade was removed in 1722. To the left towers the huge
Molden (3645 ft.). On the E. bank , about !/2 hr. after leaving
Solvorn, we pass the gaard of Ytre Kroken, famed for its orchards
(small-boat station ; touched at when required). To the N.W. ap
pears the Hestebra , part of the Jostedalsbrae ; to the right of it is
the Leirmohovd ; more to the N. are the hills of the Krondal (p. 140).
In 1/2 nr- more we reach
—

—

2 S.M. Marifjseren

("Hotel Marifjaren & Skyds-Slation, at the
pier), prettily situated on the Gaupnefjord, the best starting-point
for a visit to the Jostedal (p. 139).
Beautiful walk to the N.W.
up to the old church of Joranger, which we
boat as we approach. The church commands a

the

fjord

(10 min.)

and the
is the

Feigumsfos (p. 138).
gaard of Hundshammer,

see

from the steam

magnificent view of
the S. of Marifjaeren

To
whence

part of the Joste

dalsbrae is visible.
From Marifjaren to Sogndal (22 Kil., pay for 33; a drive of 4-5 hrs. ;
fast stations ali the way). The new road passes the base of the Molden
(see above), which is very steep on the W. side, and follows the course
of the Bygde-Elv.
On the right, above us, lies Joranger. We pass many
farms with well-cultivated fields, chiefly on the sunny side ('Solside') of
the valley. A little to the right lies Fet, with its old church.
At the
highest point of the road (about 900 ft.) we obtain a view of the distant
snow-mountains to the S. of the Sognefjord (Fresviksbrae, Rambseren, etc).
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view of the Hafslobygd, the HafsloThe descent is rather steep. Grand
vand8, and the mountains of the Sognefjord.
Kil. (pay for 14) Hillestad, see p. 137
,,,.,.
where the road to
The road skirts the E. bank of the Hafslovand,
a pine- wood, aftordtraverses
and
the
left
137),
to
(see p.
Solvorn diverges
the Jostedalsbree to the N.
Beyond the
ing glimpses of the lake and
and then descends the
gaard Oklevig the road attains its highest point,
is
caution
necessary in driving.
winding "Gildreskreden (Skreien), where
On our right rushes the Orre-Elv, descending
SuDerb view of the fjord.
and forming the Helvetesfoir and
from the Veitestrand and Hafslo lakes,
The road now skirts the Barsnwsfjord.
Futesprang. Below lies Nageleren.
The fjord contracts to a narrow
elms, and ashes begin to appear.
bank lies Loftesnses (p. 135).
channel. On the
.

,

Oaksf

opposite

14 Kil. (pay for 19) Sogndal,

see

p. 131.

Lysterfjord is grand and picturesque.
The upper part
the imposing
The steamer passes Nas, on the left, and on the right
from a valley to the N. ofthe Rivedescends
which
Feigumsfos,
To theiN
about 650 ft. in height.
naase (3450 ft.), in two falls,
of the fall rises the Serheimsfjeld ; then, the Skurvenaase (4520 ft.).
or HojumsOn the W. bank is the small station of Hoiheim
of the

vik.

Then

—

.

.

situated. Adja2 S.M. D-esen (Inn, well spoken of), charmmgly
a fine portai.
cent is the old stone church of Dale, with

a bridle-track
passing
From D0sen we may ascend the Daledal by
of Vallagjerdet, to the gaard
gaards of Bringe and Skaar and the sa;ter
Thence a steep e imb over the Storhougs
the highest in the valley.
W through the Vigdal,
to the Vigdals-Sceter ; then to the
Vidde (2600
and
o
on the right, to the fjeld-gaards
Buskrednaase
the
passing
crosses a hill, descends abruptly
Nedre Vigdal. From the latter the path
Gaard Orndierg in the Joste
to
0,-mbergs-Stel, and leads to the N. to
walk of 9-10 hrs. ,
dal (p. 139), about 27 Kil. from D0sen (a iatigumg

the

mei,

fi)

'fvre

th^

guide necessary).
ofthe Lysterfjord
From Desen the steamer goes on to the head
at
and touches
above the pier; car
1 S M. Skjolden ("Thorgeir Sulheims Inn,
mouths of the Fortunmeet the steamer), finely situated at the
—

.

riages
dal

(p. 148) and Merkereidsdal.

It is the

for

starting-pomt

an ex

of the Horunger (pp. 14»
cursion to the Fortundal and to the views
to theguests ofthe hotel.

etseq.).

FishingintheFortun-Elvpermitted
about 20 Kil.

to the N , with a road
M0rkereidsdal extends
to *o«» and Mer tere.* or
Flohaug
Bolstad,
of
farms
«<,!*,
leading
A steep path
Here the valley forks
Morkei (6 Kil. from Skjolden).
the W. slope of the Skur
the left branch to the Aascetvand and skirts
also by rowmg across the
venaase (4505 ft.) to the Aasceter (reached
The route to the ri ht
whence we proceed into the Rausdal (see below).
ascends the M0rkereidsdal, passing the
at
at the
the Dul-Sceter, and the Dalen-Sceter, to the Fosse-Swter,
and *"<*
the glacier-routes from the S„rstedal»-8Beter
the
ascend to jom the route from
(p 65). We cross the river here,

The sombre

paTthe

_

lake^
^^f^'f.^'ì
J»nct,°»t°i
(p..ltó)
j^

Markereid*

•

kept by
AaSffiFpdsTi'S£t:r,eeadmountai;-inn
Turist-Forening.
of

ascenda

This

the Norwegian

sLer^l moùntirn

passes and for

Ole
is

Inowshoeing

Bolstad, with the support
good starting point ior
ezped t.ons on the neigh-

a

Past the Rausdals-bmters
Passes (guides necessary). 1.
bourin» elaciers.
the Rausdal to the permanently
and up the E bank of the streamlet in
u len (6190 "0 "»dor«
tovmaask
the
frozen Rausdalsvand, then to the E. of
on to the (10-11 hrs.) Sota-Swler
the Kollbrce down to the Tvoeraadal and
—
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Or we may quit the Ransdal by crossing the Harbarsbrce, between
the Toceraadals-Kirke (6830 ft.) and the Tundredals-Kirke (6500 ft.), and de
2. Past the Eausdalsscend past the Sotkjcem to the (12 hrs.) Sota-Seeter.
Seetre and to the W. over the fjeld and through the Martedal and Fagerdal to the gaard Faaberg (p. 140) in the Jostedal (a long day's walk).

(p. 65).

—

Fbom Maeifjjeren

to the

Jostedal.

The 'Jostedal, like almost ali the Norwegian valleys, is a rocky rift
or ravine in the midst of a vast plateau of snow and ice, the W. part of
which consists of the Josiedalsbrm (p. 126), with its ramifications, while
the E. half is formed by the Sperrtegbrce and numerous snow-clad peaks or
'noses'. The sides of the valley, rising to 3000 ft., are generally wooded,
and are often broken up by transverse rifts, from which torrents and water
falls descend ; and at intervals they recede, forming basins which are usually
bounded by rocky barriers, marking the different zonés of the valley.
This excursion takes l>/2-2 days there and back, and, in spite of the interest
and beauty of the Nigardsbrce (p. 140), is scarcely worth the trouble.
The passage of the Jostedalsbrae should be altempted only by experienced
Fast Skyds-Stations ; it is usuai to engagé
mountaineers with good guides.
a cariole for the whole journey.
—

—

Marifjaren,
slopes on the W.

The road leads
p. 137.
bank of the Gaupnefjord to

see

past the precipitous

(3 Kil.) Reneid,

at

the mouth of the Josledals-Elv , opposite the church of Gaupne.
Above Gaupne rises the Raubergsholten (2675 ft.).
The road ascends on the right bank of the turbulent and muddy

The lower part of the valley is well cultivated. The road
old moraine and crosses the Kvarne-Elv. The high and
shapeless rocks which flank the road ali the way to Leirmo begin
here. In front of us rises the Leirmohovd. After crossing the Fondela the road turns to the right to the gorge of Hausadn. To the
W. we see the twin peaks of the Asbjemnaase (5270 ft.). From the
rocks on the right falls the Ryefos. We soon reach the first of the
basins peculiar to the Jostedal, named after the hamlet of Leirmo,
on the hill to the left. (From Leirmo we may visit the "Tunsbergdalsbra, 14 Kil. in length, the longest glacier in Norway.) We cross
river.

passes

an

the foaming Tunsbergdals-Elv. To the right towers the Kolnaase.
The river expands until it covers the whole floor of the valley.
14 Kil. Alsmo lies on an old moraine ('Mo').
The road soon
enters a gorge called the Haugaasgjel, in which are the falls of
the Vigdela, and continues through the deep and imposing basin
of Myklemyr, once occupied by a lake. To the left rises the Hompe-

dalskulen (4820 ft.), and in front of us is the Vangsen (p. 140).
Passing the gaards of Myten, Teigen, 0en, and Myklemyr, the road
leads through a narrower part of the valley, with the large gaard
Ormberg on the right, and enters the small basin of Fossen and
Dalen. Beyond another gorge, with a bridge leading to Ormberg

(p. 138),

we

reach the basin of

16 Kil. Sperle

—

(properly Sperleeer; simple but good quarters).
We cross another rocky eminence. To the N. we have a pretty
view of the Liaxel and the Jostedalsbrae. Beyond the school is the
gaard of Sperle, with the waterfall of that name, descending from
—
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the Listelsbrm on'the left. Beyond Sperle a steep ascent leads to
the Nedre Lid, which is wooded at the top, and past the 'Gjel', or
ravine, of that name which opens on the right. We then descend
into

a

which

beautiful basin
serves

ali the

containing

the church of Jostedal

900 inhabitants of the valley.

(660 ft.),

On the left we observe the Bakkefos, which descends from the
and near it the 0vre Gaard. We then reach another
broad basin.
On the right the Gjeitsdela forms three fine water
falls. To the S.E. rises the imposing Vangsen (5710 ft.), with a
glacier on its N.E. slope, which may be visited from Jostedal
(4 hrs.). Between the valleys of Vanddal and Gjeitsdal, which
here open to the right, is seen the pyramidal Myrhorn, rising from
the great Spertegbra behind. Beyond the gaard of Gjerdet we cross
the stream issuing from the Krondal, which is flanked on the right
by the Haugenaase (4260 ft.) and on the left by Vetlenibben and
the Grenneskredbra. Oorn thrives thus far.

Strondafjeld,

From the Krondal over the Jostedalsbr^ to Loen, or to Olden
the Nordfjord (p. 178), 12-15 hrs., a grand but trying route.
(Guide,
Johannes Snetum, in the Krondal, 14-20 kr. ; porter 10 kr.). We sleep at
the gaard Kronen (2 or 3 beds), and start early next morning. From Bergset,
the last gaard, we ascend the E. side of the Tva;rbrce or Bjernestegbroe,
which descends from the N., to the (3 hrs.) Haugeneset, between the Tvaerbrae and the Nigardsbrae (see below), marked by the last 'varde' in the
Jostedal (good water). The passage of the glacier now begins. In 1 hr.
the Kjendalskrona, the Lodalskaupe, and other mountains of the Nordfjord
come in sight.
In 2-3 hrs. more we reach the first 'varde' on the op
posite side. We descend across the Kvandalsbrce (20 min.) and by a very
fatiguing route skirting its niargin to the (l!/2 hr.) Kvandal (p. 181). Or
we may follow the Jostedalsbrae farther to the W. and descend by the
Sundebrce to the Oldenvand, which we reach at Sunde (p. 179).
on

looking back.
Hauge
naase
(4260 ft.) and the Liaxel. The road leads past the Berge-Sater
and crosses the Jostedals-Elv. A path diverging to the left before
the Berge-Saeter by-and-by crosses the stream issuing from the Ni
gardsbrae and skirts the N. slope of the glacier valley. The best view
of this famous glacier, so often described by Norwegian and other
writers, is obtained from the point, about ^2 fir- from the BergeSaeter, where the crest of the lateral moraine projects a little into the
valley. The descent to the foot of the glacier is not worth the trouble.
Farther on
Before us soon

we cross a

comes

hill and obtain

in view the

a

fine view

*Nigardsbrse,

between the

crossing the Jostedals-Elv the road passes the gaard
and ends at
19 Kil. Faaberg (1310 ft.). Tolerable quarters but poor fare may
be obtained at the house of Rasmus Larsen Faaberg , an admirable
guide, who, however, does not accept the conditions of the Norwe
gian Tourist Society. That society recommends Lars Larsen Lien,
living at the Lien-Sater, on the opposite bank, which may be reached
by the foot-bridge across the river between Kroken and Faaberg,
After

Kroken,

—

without

proceeding to Faaberg.
From Faaberg through the Fagerdal to the

Merkereidsdal,

see

p. 139.
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Jostedalsbr.e to Hjelle on the Stryns
It is usuai to ascend in the evening. by a
poor path, to (2 hrs.) the saeter of Faaberg stel (1875 ft.), where quarters are
obtained. To the W., just above the saeter, extends the Faabergstelsbrai.
Next morning we ascend the desolate Stordal, where\ the path to Mork
Farther
over the Handspikje, mentioned at p. 66, diverges to the right.
on we keep to the left and in 2'/2 hrs. reach the Lodalsbrce (about 2970 ft.),
which we ascend to the right, skirting the Rauskarfjeld, to the JostedalsThe highest point ofthe latter is reached to the right of the Lodalsbroe.
kaupe (6790 ft.) and to the left of the Stomaase. The descent to Gredung
takes 5-6 hrs.
We first cross the Gredungsbra? or Erdalsbrce, which comes
down from the Stomaase and the Klubben (5150 ft.) on the W., and then
descend by a dilficult and unpleasant rocky path past the Skaarene to the
The valley now becomes less steep,
lower end of the glacier (2300 ft.).
and we reach the Gredungs-Sceter, the gaard of Gredung, and finally the
of
on the Strynsvand, whence we ferry to Hjelle (p. 183).
Erdal
gaard
A pass, said to be easy, leads from Faaberg via the stone hut on the
Liaxel, rising to the N.E. of the Nigardsbrae, or via the Nigardsbrae, then
across the Jostedalsbrae, and down to the Bedal on the Loenvand (p. 180).
From Faaberg

over

the

vand, 13-14 hrs. (guide 12-14 kr.).

22. Jotunheim.
Section 30D (Galdh0piggen) and Section 30B (Bygdin) of the Topographical Map mentioned in the Introduction (p. xxviii; scale 1 : 100,000)
have been published, but for the entire W. part of the district the trav
eller has to depend on antiquated and almost useless maps.
For the
Horvnger our map (p. 149) on the scale of 1 : 200,000, though also based on
but
and
is
corrected
at present prohably the
insufficient material,
completed,
best; the heights are taken from the 'Norske Turistf0renings Arbog for 1894'.
The map published by C mmermeyer of Christiania under the title 'LommeEeisekart over Norge No. V., Lom, Vestre-Slidre, Borgund, Lyster' may
also he recommended (1:175,000; price 1 kr.).
—

Although the greater part of Norway consists of a vast tableland, rising occasionally into rounded summits , and descending
abruptly at the margins, it possesses three districts with the Alpine
characteristic of well-defined mountain-ranges. One of these dis
tricts is on the Lyngenfjord in Tromse Amt (p. 247), the second
is Sendmere (p. 190), and the third is the region bounded by the

Sognefjord on the W. and the plateaux of Valders and the Gud
brandsdal on the S. and the N.E. This last was explored for the
first time by Keilhau in 1820 and named by him Jotunfjeldene, or
the 'Giant Mountains', but is now generally known as Jotunheim,
a name given to it by later
'Jotunologists', chiefly Norwegian students, as a reminiscence ofthe 'frost giants' in the Edda.
The peaks of Jotunheim (called Tinder, Pigge, Home, and
Nabber, while the rounded summits are Heer) generally range
from 5900 ft. to 6600 ft. in height, while the Galdhepig (p. 152)
and the Glittertind (p. 165) exceed 8200 ft.
The Swiss Alps are
much higher (Mont Blanc, 15,784 ft.), but are surpassed by the
Jotunheim mountains in abruptness. The plateaux between the
peaks are almost entirely covered with snow, the snow-line here
being about 5580 ft. (in Switzerland 8850 ft.). Huge glaciers
(Braer, the smaller being called Huller, 'holes') descend from these
masses of snow. The amphitheatre-like
mountain-basins which
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Inns.

here frequently, enclosed by precipitous sides rising to 1600 ft.
more, are known as Botner. The valleys lie, with a few exceptions, above the forest-zone, and are therefore much less picturesque

occur
or

than those of the Alps. One of their peculiariti.es is that they rarely
terminate in a pass, but culminate in a nearly level '■Band', with a
series of lakes ; the passage from one side to the other is some
times so slightly marked, that the waters of the uppermost lake
flows off in both directions.
Three large lakes, the Bygdin , the
Tyin, and the Gjende, ali at a height of about 3300 ft. and sur

rounded by barren, sparsely grown rocky hills, complete the chief
features of this bleak northern landscape.
A marked difference in travelling in the Jotunheim as compared
with the Alps is the absence of proper paths in the former. Even
frequented routes often lead through the de'bris and detritus of the
'Ure' (p.xxx), across marshes, or over strong glacier-torrents, either

bridgeless or inadequately bridged. On the other
to the mountain-tops is generally easier than in
The Jotunheim inns

are

inferior to those

hand the approach
the Alps.
on

the

more

fre

quented routes, but thanks to the spirit and enterprise ofthe Nor
wegian Turist-Forening (p.xxv) fairly good quarters are obtainable at
ali the chief

resorts, either in the refuge-huts erected by that society

in the so-called 'hotels' (mountain inns ofthe simplest character).
The sleeping quarters are generally better than those of the Alps,
or

while the beds, as a rule, are fair and broad enough for two persons
if necessary. The commissariat department is, however, much in
ferior to that of the Alpine club-huts. Most of the travellers are
Norwegians, and parties often consist of two or three ladies travel
ling alone. It is advisable not to arrive at the sleeping-place too late
otherwise the traveller may have to put up with
Members of the Turist-Forening,
recognisable by their club-button, have a preferential right to beds
at the tourist-huts (except those built with subvention of govern
ment) until 10 p.m. (paying 40 e. ; non-members pay 1 kr. 25 0.).
The other charges are also correspondingly low, and the day's exin the

evening,

as

very inferior accommodation.

need not exceed Stfe-Ai-fa kr.
Unpretending sleeping accommodation may also be had at most of
the Saiters (also called Stel or Sei), which contain at least one livingroom and
one sleeping-room.
The Fceboder or Fcelceger are stili simpler.
The cowherds CFwkarW or Driftekarle ') are generally good-natured and
hospitable fellows, who regale the traveller with 'Fladbr0d\ milk, cheese,
and butter. The cows (Keer) are usually sert up to the mountains (HI
Smters) on St. John's Day (June 24th) and remain there till Sept. lOth.
Women and girls are often their sole attendants.
The Guides are active and obliging, but generally speak Norwegian
only and rre scarcely on a par with those of Switzerland or the Eastern
Alps. Their number, moreover, is so small, that a traveller must often

penditure (not including guides)

'

The usuai fee is 4 kr. per
wait until a group of tourists is collected.
day, but the charges for the different expeditions are given in each case.
The guide is not bound to carry more than 2 'bismer'-pounds (24 lbs.) of
luggage, and even this he carries unwillingly. For the longer tours, there
fore, the traveller must engagé a porter, who receives about two-thirds of
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Guides.

a guide's fee.
No charge is made for thereturn-journey.
Alpenstocks,
though very useful for steeper ascents, are not in favour in Norway, and
good ones cannot be procured there (comp. p. xxivl. On the other band,
Ice-axes CIsexer'') and stout Ropes CiM>') are now supposed to be provided
at the chief stations of the Turist-Forening, though as a matter of fact this
is not always the case. Indeed, the whole 'technique' of mountaineering
is much more perfectly understood and practised in the Alps than in Nor
—

Those who travel without a
way, where, however, it is less required.
guide should, as a rule, on leaving one of the saeters, whence numerous
ask
be
to
shown
the
way for the first half-hour.
paths always diverge
With the exception of the greater ascents, most ofthe excursions may
be made on horseback. In the hire paid for a horse the services of an
attendant are never included, but must be paid for separately; if he is a
full-grown mon ('voxen Mand') he receives the same fee as a guide.
—

The following tour (9-10 days) includés the Finest Points in
Jotunheim.
From Aardal on the Sognefjord to Vetti (p. 144), halfa-day; via Skogadalsbeen and over the Keiser to Turtegre (p.149),
one day ; excursions from Turtegre, one day ; via the Bavertun—

Rejshjem (p. 151), two days; over the Galdhepig (p. 152)
Spiterstulen (p. 165 ; which may be reached a day earlier by the
omission of Rejshjem) and to Lake Gjende (p. 161), two days ; excur
sions from Lake Gjende and thence via Gjendebodvn to Eidsbugaren
(p. 157), two days; via the Skinegg and Tvindehougen to Skogstad or
Turtegre may be reached from Skjolden
Nystuen(-p. 55), one day.
on the Sognefjord (p. 138) in 3 hrs., via Fortun (p.
148).
Sater to
to

—

In addition to the approaches to the Jotunheim considered in the follow
the route from Vinstra to Gjendesheim (see p. 162) may
,
also be mentioned.
in
Distances
the following descriptions are calculated for good walkers.
It should be borne in mind that walking in Jotunheim is, owing to the
want of paths, much more fatiguing than among the Swiss Alps. Ampie
A standard rule of Norwegian
time should therefore always beallowed.
travel is that horses, guides, boats, food, etc, should always he ordered
in good time, on the day before if possible.
An early start is almost impossible if, owing to the want of guides (see p. 142), one has to wait for
Norwegian fellow-travellers.

ing description

—

a.

From Aardal

on

the

To Vetti about 5 hrs., viz.

Sognefjord

to Vetti.

Vettisfos.

hr. by rowing-boat ; I1/4 hr. by
cariole, on horseback, or on foot; the rest on foot, the path being almost
too bad for riding.
As the Sognefjord steamers to Aardal are not timed
very conveniently, and the quarters at Aardal are unpretending, this route
is a little uncomfortable.
It is recommended only to those who are going
on to Jotunheim or who intend making the circuit of the
Horunger, but
to
the
Vettisfos only.
hardly repays visitors

Aardal,

p. 136. We walk up the Aardals-Elv, on the right
observe the gaard Hereid, to the (Y4 hr.) Aarlake 14 Kil. long, surrounded by abrupt cliffs and

see

bank of which

dalsvand,
ravines.

l^-i'/s

a

we

deep

A boat and

rowers are

always ready

in the

travelling

season

to carry passengers to the upper end of the lake (l*/2 hr. ; 1 pers.
80 e., 2 pers. 1 kr. 32, 3 pers. 1 kr. 62 e.). To the right we see
the Stegafjeld , with the precipice of Opstegene on its E. side ;
beyond lies the Fosdal with the Eldegaard, to which a zigzag path

ascends

past

a

waterfall.

Farther on,

high

up to the

right,

is the
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Lestsater; then the Midnashamer, with

Jotunheim.
the Eldeholt.

To the left

Bottnjuvkamb, with its huge precipice ; to the right are
the 'Plads' or clearing of Gjeithus and the Raudnas. Then, to the
left, the Nondal, with several farms and the Nondalsfos. On roundrises the

ing the Raudnaes we see
Farnas, at the N.E. end ofthe lake, where
—

we land.
Bargaining
vehicle.
Guide to Vetti unnecessary.
From Farnas to Forton (8-10 hrs.; with guide, 4 kr.).
A bridlepath ascends to the N.W. through theFardal or Langedal, passing the^are
nnd Stokke saeters, to the Muradn- Seeter, whence a path leads through the
Lovardalsskar (4700 ft.), a narrow gap or pass at the base of the Austa-

advisable in

hiring

horse

or

bottinder and the Soleitinder (p. 150), into the Berdal, where a refuge-hut
built.
Thence to the gaard of Fuglesteg (2495 ft.) and by an
excessively steep descent (whence probably the name of 'Fuglesteg', or
has been

to Fortun (p. 148).
The road from Farnas to Gjelle (7 Kil.) ascends the right (W.)
bank of the Utla. In l/i hr. we see on the right the mouth of the
Aardela ; then the gaard of Moen (poor quarters). About 5 Kil.
from Farnaes the road crosses the Utla , and ends at Gjelle, 2 Kil.
farther on. To the right is the fine Gjellefos.
From Gjelle a bad bridle-path (best on foot for the suitably
shod) ascends the Vettisgjel, a ravine 4-5 Kil. long. The path
first descends to the left, crosses the river, and reaches the gaard
Skaaren, just beyond which it crosses another bridge ('Johannebro,
1880'). Farther on we thread our way through a chaos of stones
above the wild Utla. After 30-40 min. we reach the "Afdalsfos,

tbird-path')

530 ft. high. Scenery very imposing. The ravine ends, 3/a-1 hr.
farther on, at the Heljabakfos, a fall of the Utla. Steep ascent to
the Heljdbakken, from which we have a view of the 'Plads' below,
Gaard Vetti above, and of three small waterfalls to the left. Then
a steep climb of
i/2~sU nr- more to
Gaard Vetti (1090 ft.; quarters at Anfind Vetti' s; horses to be
had for returning to Farnaes ; Anfind and his son Thomas good guides).
A disagreeable path (guide unnecessary) leads hence, at first
up and then down hill, to (V2 hr-) ttte *Vettisfos, or Vettismorkafos, 850 ft. in height, a fall of the Morkedela, which joins the
—

Utla a little lower down. A height near the fall commands an admirable view of it, but a closer approach may be made by crossing a
Those who have 3-4 hrs. more to
small bridge to the other bank.
spare may ascend for l1/* hr. the path leading to the Vettismorka—

in order to enjoy the fine view from the platform constructed
1894 above the fall.

Sseter,
in

"Circuit of the Horónger (with guide; a horse must be obtained at
lst Day: From
Farmes or Gjelle, and provisions brought from Aardal).
Gaard Vetti, by the V et tismorka- Seeter and the Fleskedals-Scetre (p. 145),
to Skogadalsbeen (p. 146) in 7-8 hrs., or in 3ft hr. more to the highest
Guridals-Swter (p. 146).
2nd Day : Across the Keiseren Pass (p. 168) to the
Turtegre Saetre (p. 149), and ascent of the Dyrhaugstind (p. 150). 3rd
Day: Via Fortun to Skjolden (p. 138), 472-5 hrs.
-

Jotunheim.
b.

FLESKEDALS-S^ETRE.

From Vetti to

8-10 hrs.

Tvindehougen

and
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Eidsbugaren.

grand expedition (guide 5'/2 kr.).
Gaard Vetti and the Vettisfos, see p. 144. From Vetti
up the Vettisgalder towards the N.E., and in 1/2 hr. reach
A

zigzag
plateau
Maradalsfos
we
a

a view of the Utladal to the N., with the
the left. In another Y2 hr. we reach the top of the hill, where
there are a few sickly pines and others overthrown by the wind. To
A path descends to the left
the right rises the Stelsnaastind

commanding
011

.

through scrub and across the Morkedela to the above-mentioned
platform overlooking the Vettisfos. We then return to the left bank
ofthe Morkedela, ascend its course, and (20 min.) cross it to the
Vettismorka-Sater (2190 ft.), IV2 hr. from Vetti. To the W.,
at the head of the Stels-Maradal, rises the Riingstind with the
Riingsbrae ; below is the Maradalsfos ; to the right, the Maradalsnaasi. The view of the Horùnger increases in grandeur.
—

From the upper valley of the Morked0la, on the S. side, rises the
Gjeldedalstind (7100 ft. ; first ascended by Hr. Cari Hall in 1884), and on
the N. side the St0lsnaastind (6790 ft. ; first ascended by Mr. Slingsby in
1875), both of which may be ascended with guide without serious difficulty. Grand views.

Our route now leads through pines and birches and (y2 hr.)
the Fleskedals-Elv. It then ascends through wood to an open
space where we enjoy a *View of the Skagastelstinder (p. 150) to
the left. We then descend slightly and cross the river again to the
(1/2 hr.) four Fleskedals-Seetre, the middle one of which, owned by
Anfind Vetti, affords clean quarters (if open : enquire at Vetti).
Grand view of the Riingsbrae and other Horùnger.
The route to Tvindehougen returns to the left bank of the
Fleskedals-Elv and follows the course of this stream. To the N. we
first observe Friken (p. 146) , and afterwards the precipices of the
'Naes' between the Fleskedal and the Uradal.
In 3/4 -1 hr. we
recross the river by a bridge.
To ttie right rise the Stelsnaastinder
with a large glacier.
Farther on we ascend to (IV2 hr.) the defile
of Smaaget, where we have another striking *View of the Horùnger
behind us. To the right rises the Koldedalstind, to the left the
Fleskedalstind. We then descend rapidly towards the Upper Koldedalsvand or Uradalsmulen and follow the whitewashed 'varder' to
the S., along the Koldedela, to the Lower Koldedalsvand. We
cross the Uradals-Elv at the head of this lake, 2 hrs. from
Smaaget,
and skirt the E. bank of the lake and river to the upper end of
Lake Tyin. Hence along the N. bank of Lake Tyin to Tyinsholmen
(p. 155), 2 hrs. from the bridge, and to Tvindehougen or Eidsbu
crosses

garen

(p. 157).

From Vetti

e.

through

the Utladal,

Gravdal, and Leirdal

to

Rejshjem.
lst Day.

sleep
From

From Gaard Vetti to Skogadalsbeen (6-7 hrs.). Those who
here may ascend the Skogadalsnaasi in the afternoon.
2nd Day.
3rd Day. To Rejshjem (6-7 hrs.).
Skogadalsb0en to Slethavn (8-9 hrs.).

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

—

—

7th Edit.
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SKOGADALSB0EN.

Route 22.

Jotunheim.

From Vetti (p. 144) to the Fleskedals-Satre, 2!/2 hrs., see p. 145.
Our route ascends the green Friken (46,30 ft. ; the highest point remains to the right), following the 'Varder', descends after 3/4 hr.,
and then skirts the slope high above the Utladal, affording a *View
Horùnger, whose sharp peaks tower above a vast expanse of
snow: to the left, the Skagastelstinder rising above the
Midtmaradal,
then, the Styggedalstind, the E. buttress of the group, descending
into the Maradal, with the extensive Maradalsbrae (p. 167). To the
S. , in the prolongation of the Utladal, we see the Blejan and the
Fresviksfjeld (p. 132); to the S.E., the Stelsnaastind ; to the E.,
the sharp pyramid of the Uranaastind; to the N., the mountains of
the Skogadal and Utladal.
of the

below us, to the left, on the other side
Vormelid-Saters, the starting-point of the first
climbers of the Store Skagastelstind (route from Gjertvasbeen, see
p. 150). In front of us are Skogadalsbeen and the Guridals-Sasters
(p. 144). The path descends rapidly through fatiguing underwood
In

of the

3/a hr.

more we see

valley,

the

to (3/i hr.) a small birch-wood. In 10 min. more the lonely
Uradal opens on the right, with an immense mass of 'Ur', fallen
from the S. slopes. At the E. end of the Uradal rises the Uranaas
tind (p. 157). We cross the Uradela by a small bridge ('Klop').
We then follow a cattle-track ('Koraak') through sparse birch-wood

('Vir')

at the foot ofthe

Skogadala,

and

Urabjerg,

(i/a hr.)

cross a

reach

bridge

over

the Melkedels-Elv

or

—

Skogadalsberen (2915 ft. ; "Club Hut), consisting of two saeters,
always inhabited in summer (from 24th June till the beginning of
September). This is an excellent starting-point for excursions in
the E. part of the Horùnger (p. 149).

From Skogadalsb0en we may scale the Skogadalsnaasi (6080 ft. ; 3-4
there and back), without a guide, by ascending the valley to the
('/a hr.) Lusahouge (see below) and then climbing to the right. The direct
ascent from the saeters is very steep.
Grand mountain-view.
From
Skogadalsb0en we may also ascend the Uranaastind (p. 157).
The ascent of the Gjertvastind (p. 167) takes 8-10 hrs. from Skogadalsbaen, there and back. The ascent proper begins at Gjertvasbeen
(2950 ft. ; p. 167), and up the Gjertvasnaasi. In l-lV2hr. we reach the first
plateau (4265 ft.), and in 3 hrs. more the Gjertvastop (4685 ft.). About 500 ft.
higher we reach the base of the peak, then ascend a slope of snow, and
partly over rock, and lastly by a broad crest to the summit.

hrs

,

—

We continue our journey through the Utladal. Horses may he
obtained at Skogadalsbeen to carry us to a point beyond Muran
(1 kr. ; no saddles). We pass a bridge, crossed by the path to the
Keiser (p. 168), follow the E. bank ofthe Utla, pass the abandoned
Lusahoug-Sater, and (3/4 hr.) reach the confluence of the /Store and
Vette Utla. The latter descends on the left from the Velie ('little')
Utladal, and forms several falls over the rocky barrier of the
Tunghoug. The Store Utla, along which the steep path ascends,
has forced its passage through the rocks and dashes along its chan
nel far below. On the left rises the Hillerhei (5260 ft.). Fine view

Jotunheim.

22. Route.

LEIRDAL.
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behind us of the Styggedalstinder with the huge Gjertvasbrae.
Grand scenery.
We next reach a higher region of the Store Utladal and (IV2 hr.
from Skogadalsbeen) the Muran-Sseter (3325 ft. ; tolerable quarters,
if open), on the opposite (right) bank of the river (bridge). Grand
view ofthe Styggedalstinder to the W., the Kirke to the N.E., and the
Rauddalstind to the E. (The route through the Rauddal to the
Gjendebod follows the left bank of the Utla , see p. 162.)
We now follow the N. bank of the Utla. On the S. side we observe
the Skogadalsnaasi and the secondMelkedalstind; then a large waterfall descending from the Rauddalsmund (p. 162), adjoining which
the N. rise the Rauddalstinder. Nearly opposite the Rauddal is
the stone hut of Stor Halleren, used by reindeer-stalkers. In as
cending we look back at intervals to see the impressive view ofthe
Horùnger. The valley now takes the name of Gravdal. We next
on

have to wade (best near the Utla) through the Sand-Elv, descend
ing on the left from the Sjortningsbrae, an offshoot of the Smerstabbrae, above which towers the curiously shaped Storebjern (p. 154).
The path ascends and the flora becomes Alpine. We at length
come to the stone refuge-hut on the Leirvand (4930 ft.), 5-6 hrs.
from Skogadalsbeen, where the routes from the Gravdal, from the
Leirdal, from the Visdal, and from the Hegvagel (p. 164) converge.
To the E. towers the curiously shaped Kirke (7070 ft. ; comp.
below); to the N.E. the Tvarbottenhorn (about 6890 ft.).
The route through the Visdal goes round the N. side of the Leirvand
and ascends through the Kirkeglup, between the Kirke on the right and
the Tvaerbottenhorn on the left, to the Kirketjcerne, a series of tarns. Pass
ing these, it then descends to the E. into the Upper Visdal. On the right
are the TJladalstinder, with a great glacier.
The route, which cannot be
mistaken, unites at Uladalsmynnet with that coming from Lake Gjende
165).
(p.
Descending the Leirdal, we skirt the imposing Ymesfjeld (p. 152)
on the right, but the curious-looking Skarstind
(7885 ft.) is the
only one of its peaks visible. To the left are the grand glacier
tongues of the Smerstabbrae and several of the Smerstabtinder. To
the N. of the Storebrae rises the Storebratind (7306 ft.). In 2 hrs.
from the Leirvand we reach the saeter of
Slethavn (owned by Amund Elvesater; good quarters). To the
W. tower the Stetind and the Skagsnab (6560 ft.), both of which
may be ascended by robust mountaineers with good guides (each
8-9 hrs., there and back). Visitors also speak well of the ascent of
the Kirke (see above; guide necessary), with descent through the
Gravdal to Skogadalsbeen (p. 146; 12-14 hrs.).
To the left, farther on , appears Loftet (7315 ft.), with its
glaciers. In 2 hrs. more we pass the prettily situated YtterdalsSatre (3085 ft. ; plain quarters), near the lofty fall of the Duma.
We cross the Leira by a bridge and descend by the route described
—

at p.

153

to

(4-5 hrs.) Rejshjem (p. 151).
10*
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FORTUN.

Route 22.

From

Skjolden

on

the

Sognefjord

Jotunheim.

to Fortun and

Turtegr*.

(6 Kil. ; Tariff I). Good Bhidle Path
Turtegre Seeter (3 hrs.). Guide and horse from Fortun to
via
Fortun
(2 days) 20 kr. ; guide alone 10 kr. (not ne
B0jshjem (p. 151)
cessary for Turtegr0).
Good Guides for the Horùnger region: Ola J. Berge of Turtegr0 and
Ole 0iene of Fortun (these two with certificates from the Turist-Forening),
Thorgeir Sulheim of Eide, K. Furaas of Fortundal, Halvar Halvarsen and
Torger G. Eide of Skjolden, Knud Fortun of Fortun, and Ivar 0iene of
Turtegr0.
Skjolden^. 138), asteamboat-station at the head of the Lysterfjord, an arm of the Sognefjord, lies near the mouths ofthe MerkerThe steamboat
eidsdal on the N. and the Fortundal on the E.
pier, where the roads to both valleys begin, lies below the gaard of
Eide ("Thorgeir Sulheim' s Inn, 4 kr. per day), on an old moraine.
The road to Fortun , from which that to Merkereid (p. 138)
diverges at once to the left, crossing the bridge, follows the course
of the Fortundals-Elv and skirts the moraine of Eide. It then leads
along the S. bank of the milk-coloured Eidsvand, beyond which
we see the Fortundal, with the huge precipice of the Jersingnaasi
(3088 ft. ; N.) and the waterfalls mentioned below. The route
next ascends the left bank of the Fortundals-Elv. The fertile valley
is enclosed by wooded slopes. To the N.E. rises the Fanaraak
(p. 154), behind us lies the fjord. To the right the Lingsfos falls
from a great height. The road skirts the overhanging rocks of the
Smalaberg. On the right is the Kvafos. Also on the right, high
above us, is Gaard Fuglesteg (p. 144).
6 Kil. Fortun i Lyster (150 ft.), a group of gaards with a new
church. The skyds-station, with *0iene's Inn (moderate), lies ^2 M.
above the church.
Road from
thence to the

Skjolden

to Fortun

Walk up the Fortundal, with a fine view of the Jersingnaasi (see
on the left, to the (10-12 min.) Ovabergs-Elv, which issues from the
gorge of Skagagjel in a fine fall and flows down to the Fortundals-Elv in
arms.
two
Crossing both bridges, and ascending a rough path to the right,
we pass behind the cottages and climb to a rock projecting over the fall (caution necessary).
We may then go on, in 5 min. more, to a bridge over
the Fortundais-Elv and (without crossing it) to a small rocky hill by the
Havshelfos (where a ladder descends to the salmon-fishing apparatus), and
thus obtain a view of the beautiful valley in both directions, of the Liabrae to the N. (in the distance), and of the upper part of the Kvaefos to the S.
The road continues to follow the left bank of the Fortuns-Elv, be
tween the Tuffen on the left and the Sognefjeld on the right, to Svenshei
(6-7 Kil. from Fortun). It here diminishes to a path and crosses to the
right bank. The valley becomes wilder. To the left is the Svaidalsbrce, to
the right the Liabrce (6100 ft.). At a point about 2J/2 hrs. from Svenshfli
we may either ascend to the left over the Kleppeskar or follow the great
bend of the river past the poor gaard of Bagli.
Farther on, beyond the
SEeters of Aa and Tvcerdal, we reach (T1/2-8 hrs. from Fortun) the
Njarstedals-Saeter (good quarters at Nils 0iene^s), situated near the opening of the two side-valleys of Midtdalen and Vettledalen, and the starting
1. We ascend
point for several lofty Mountain Passes (guides necessary).
the Fortundal, with a view of the Stenegbrw to the left, and at the foot of
the Krossbukkenose we turn to the right for the Ilvand (4308 ft.), a lake in
the bleakest mountain environment. at the E. base of the huge Tundredals-

above)

—

—

■—

TURTEGR0.

Jotunheim.
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kirke (6500 ft.) and covered with ice even in summer. We follow the
E. bank of the lake (rough walking) and ascend for about 275 yds. more,
after which we descend (fine view), partly over glaciers, to the TundredalsSceter (12-14 hrs. from N0rstedal), where the night is spent. Next day we
descend via Kvitingen to Aamot, whence we go on to Lindsheim, near the
2. For the second pass we follow the Fortun
church of Skeaker (p. 65).
dal as above but ascend to the left at the Krossbakkenose to the Fortundalsbrce, and cross this, between the Tundredalskirke on the E. and the
Tvseraadalskirke on the W. (as described at p. 65), to the Sota-Sarler
3. We ascend the Fortundal, cross the stream by a new bridge,
(9 hrs.).
and ascend the Gravdal to the glacier. On the W. side of this we descend
through the Grendal to the Fosse-Sceter, in the M0rkereidsdal (see p. 138).
■

—

—

A good bridle-path, leading to the N.E. between the skyds
station and the church, ascends the steep Fortungalder in wind
ings, with retrospects of the Fortundal. The worst of the ascent is
over in
3/4hr. The path ascends through the fertile Bergsdal, pass
ing the gaard of Berge (1085 ft.). Good view of the falls of the
Ovabergs-Elv, which flows through the valley. We cross the stream
by a picturesque wooden bridge and ascend near the gaard of Sevde.
In 25 min. we reach the second terrace. of the valley. The path
runs up and down, affording, at the gaard of Optun, a view of the
foaming Optunsfos. Here begins another steep ascent of '/^ hr.,
passing the Eiksatre. At the top the Ovabergs-Elv forms the Dokkafos, near the saeter oiDokka, while another fall is formed to the
right, high up, by a tributary stream. In front rises the First
Dyrhaugstind. To the right, Vo hr. beyond Dokka, is the Simogalfos, past which a path leads to the Riinggadn-Saeters (p. 150),
crossing the Elv. The main route remains on the right bank, passes
below the saeter of Gjessingen, crosses the stream descending from
the Skagastelsbotn, which forms several fine falls ( Turtegrefossene),
and reaches (about 3 hrs. from Fortun)
—

Turtegrer (2790 ft.), where fair food and accommodation may
be obtained in the mountain-inns of Ivar 0itne and Ole Berge
(50 beds in ali; R. i/2-l kr., B. or S. 80, D. 1 kr. 30 e.). Horses are
usually, and guides always obtainable here (Ivar 0iene recom
mended; also Jensen Berge of Skjolden). Turtegre is headquarters
for excursions amid the Horùnger, the grandest group of mountains
in Jotunheim, with precipitous slopes and needle-like peaks, from
which

descend in ali directions. The district attracts a
number of Danish, Norwegian, and English
mountaineers.
About Y2 M. beyond the inns the path forks, the
left branch ascending rapidly to the Sognefjeld (Rejshjem, p. 151),
the right leading to Helgedal and the Keiseren Pass (p. 168).

glaciers

steadily increasing
—

One of the finest points of view,

and in any case the most easily
'Oscarshoug (3730 ft.), a few paces to the right of the
hr.
about
above
path
lfa
Sognefjeld,
Turtegr0. At the top is a
varde, commemorating the visit of King Oscar II., when Crown Prince,
in 1860.
The view embraces the Fanaraak (p. 154); then the Helgedal,
through which leads the route to the Keiseren Pass; farther to the right
and more distant, the Styggedalstinder; nearer, the three huge SkagaSt0lstinder; the Maradalstind, rising over the extensive Maradalsbrae ; to

accessible,
to

the

is the

'
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DYRHAUGSTIND.

Rout e 22.

Jotunheim.

the right of the glacier, the Dyrhaugstinder ; to the right of these and
farther off, the Riingstinder (Soleitind and Austabottind not visible).
more extensive is the view from the "Klypenaasi (3757
ft.), to
of Gjessingen (p. 149), which may be ascended in 2-2'/2 hrs.
It
the
2
commands
best
kr.).
general survey of the Horùnger,
(guide
from the Austabottind and Soleitind on the W. to the Styggedalstinder

Stili

the N.W.

on

the E.

A visit to the grand and wild "SkagastjBlsbotn should on no account
omitted (there and back 5-6 hrs. ; guide 2 kr.).
The route passes
near the two Skagastele (saeters ; right), crosses the stream
twice, and ascends
through the valley between the Dyrhaugstinder on the W. and the KolThe floor of the Skagast0lsbotn is covered by
naasi (5414 ft.) on the E.
the Skagastelsbrce (4430 ft.), which projects its icy foot into a weird lake,
where the formation and birth of icebergs may be studied most profitably.
be

To the W. of the Dyrhaugstinder opcns the "Eiingsbotn , a huge
basin also containing a large glacier, surrounded by the Riingstind, the
Dyrhaugstind , and (W.) the Letnaasi or Nonhougen , prolonged towards
the S. by the Soleitinder and the Austabottinder.
The excursion from
Turtegr0 (there and back) oceupies 6 hrs. (guide 2 kr.). At the mouth
the
lie
of
the Riinggadn-Scetre.
valley
Besides the Eiingsbotn and the Skagast0lsbofn we may also visit the
Styggedalsbotn, the easternmost in the Horùnger group, with the magnificent Slyggedalsbrce, bounded on the W by the Kolnaasi, on the E. by
the Simlenaasi, and on the S. by the Styggedalstinder.
The way passes
the Helgedals-Saiter (p. 168).

One of the finest easier ascents from Turtegr0 is that of the N. *Dyrhaugstind (6234 ft.), the nearest of several peaks of the Dyrhaugsfjeld
(with guide, in about 4 hrs.). We ascend rapidly past the Skagast0le to the
top of the Dyrhaug, and follow its crest, partly over 'Ur', to the summit.
The "View embraces towards the E. the Skagast0lstinder and to the right
of them the wild Maradalstinder; to the W. the Soleitind, Austabot
tind, and Eiingstinder ; due S. the other Dyrhaugstinder. Lower down,
on the left, lies the Skagast0lsbrae, on the right the Eiingsbrae.
Between
the Skagast0lstinder and the Dyrhaugstinder we see the snow-mountains
the N. the Fanaraak and the Sm0rstabon Lakes Bygdin and Tyin; to
tinder; to the W. the vast Jostedalsbrae as far as the Lodalskaupe (p. 141).
The Englishman, Mr. W. C. Sl'ngsby, and the Dane, Herr C. Hall, have
been mainly inst umental' in destroying the reputation for invincibility,
long enjoyed by the chief peaks of the Horùnger. According to the report
contributed by the latter to the year-book of the Norwegian Tourist Society
(1896), the following are comparatively easy : Northern Skagastelslind (about
7220 ft.; Keilhau and Boeck, 1820); the passage of the Skagastelsbrce to the
Skagastel Hut, which lies on the 'skar' or 'band' (ca. 5740 ft.) above the
Skagastalsbotn (3-4 hrs. from Turtegr0); and the Fanaraak (p. 154; beyond
the limits of the

Horùnger district).

are more trying:
the highest Dyrhaugstind (6895 ft.);
the S. Dyrhaugstinder (ca. 6460 ft.): the Gjertvastind (7710 ft.); the SlelsmaradaUtind (6617 ft.) ; the N. Midtmaradalslinder (ca. b330 ft.) ; the middle RiingiK»d(H2ì-2 ft.); the E. Riingstind (ca. 6230 ft.); the Skagaslelsneb (ca. 7215 ft.);
the S. Maradalttind; the passage of the Slyggedalsbrce to the Gjertvasbrce.

The

following

Suitable for experts only. with able guides, are the Store Riingstind
(6910 ft. ; there and back 9-10 hrs. ; first ascended by Hr. C. Hall in 1890);
the Soleitind (6825 ft. ; 10 hrs.) ; the highest Maradalstinder (ca. 71C0 ft.) ; the
Midtmaradalstind (6810 ft.); the pass over the Riingsbrai and the Stelsmaradalsbra; to Vetti fp. 144); and the pass from the Midtmaradalsbrce over the
Midimaradalstinder to the Stetlsmaradalsbrce.
Stili greater experience is required by the Store Styggedalstind (7800 ft. ;
Hall, 1883); the Vesle Skagastelslind (7710 ft. ; Hall, 1885); the Centraltind
(7750 ft. ; Hall, 1885); and the pass leading from the Maradalsbrce over the
'skar' between the Store Styggedalstind and the Gjertvastind to the Gjertvasbree.
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The most difficult of ali are the Store Austabottind (7225 ft. ; Hall, 1883);
the Mellemste Skagastelstind (7565
ft.; Hall, 1884); the Store Styggedalstind
(7805 ft. ; Hall, 1883) ; and the Store Skagastelstind (7725 ft.), once thought
like
the
impossible,
Matterhorn, but conquered by Mr. Slingsby in 1876
and now ascended several times
Ali these tours require
every year.
12-16 hrs.
An interesting Glacier Walk of 12-14 hrs. is the passage of the
or Midtmaradalsskar (5758 ft.), between the Skagast0lstind and the Dyrhaugstinder, over the Midtmaradalsbrse to the Midtmaradal and the Utladal (p. 145), and down the latter to Vetti (p. 144).

Skagastelstindskar

e.

From Andvord to
p. 65.

Rejshjem.

The

Galdnapig.

The road to R»jshjem (14 Kil.) ascends
Andvord,
on the left bank of the
Bavra, often close to the stream. At one
point, the Staberg, where there is a mill, the ravine is very narrow,
and huge blocks of rock have fallen into it from above. In the
background rise the Galdheer (7300 ft.), which conceal the Galdhepig, and the Juvbra, with their imposing masses of ice and
snow.
To the left, on the opposite bank, are the gaards of Glimsdal and the falls of the Glaama (see below). We pass the gaard Sul
heim, on the right, with a waterfall in the gorge, and then the gaard
Gaupar. The road crosses the Baevra.
Rejshjem or Redsheim (1800 ft.; Inn kept by Ole Halvorssen
Rejshjem, the oldest guide to the Jotunheim, who speaks English
and knows the country thoroughly, but does not now act as guide ;
house often full; telephone) lies at the junction ofthe Baeverdal
and the Visdal (p. 165), and is the best starting-point for the
ascent of the Galdhepig and other fine excursions. It is a favourite
resort of the Norwegians for a stay of some duration. By the upper
bridge over the Baevra, about 175 yds. above the hotel, are several
'giant-cauldrons', the largest being about 10 ft. in diameter.
The following is a pleasant walk of 1-2 hours. We follow the
Andvord road for 12 min. , and cross the bridge to a rocky hill,
made an island by the two branches of the Baevra and commanding
A small foot -bridge
a fine view of Rejshjem and the Galdheer.
crosses thence to the right bank, on which a pleasant meadow-path
leads to the left through a plantation of alders to Glimsdal , a
group of farms, where the Glaama descends in four falls. We
may then ascend by the broad track on the left bank of the Glaama
in 20 min. more to the gaard Engum, at the top of the fall.
The Ascent of the Galdhotig offers no particular difflculty
and during the height of the season is accomplished daily, often by
Norwegian ladies. The night is spent in the Juvvashytte (4-5 hrs.),
whence the summit is reached in 2J/2-3 hrs. more.
We follow the Baeverdal road (p. 153) for 2 M., and near a white
church ascend the bridle-path to the left to (ll/2 hr.) the RaubergsStul, which may also be reached by a direct footpath in ll/2 hr.
We next ascend to the S.W. to (1 hr.) the barren and stony Galdewhich the bridle-path, however, avoids. Towards
hei
see

(5240 ft.),
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the E. the view is confined to the Glittertind. In li/2 hr. more we
reach the Juvvashytte (ca. 6230 ft. ; twenty beds , good and not
dear, but often full), built and occupied by the guide, Knud Vote.
Adjacent is the small Juvvand, backed by the Tverbra, against
which the semicircular cliffs of Kjedelen (7300 ft.) are seen in relief.
At the Juvvashytte begins the ascent proper (guide 6 kr., every
additional person 2 kr.; Knud Vole or his son). A fair path leads
over stony debris to the snow-fields,
where snow-shoes ('skier')
are provided for those who can use them.
We now obtain our first
view of the summit of the Galdhepig and the Sveilnaasi, its dark
rocky spur, with the Keilhaustop and Sveilnaaspig, looking almost
black as they rise above the vast expanse of snow and above the
or Vetljuvbra.
Crossing snow and a stony
the 'Varde' (6365 ft.) on the Styggebrae in
l-li/2
3/4-l hr. more to cross the glacier. (Beware of the

Styggebra

we reach
and take
crevasses.) We
next ascend a» ridge of rock covered with loose stones. Lastly we
mount a toilsome snowy arète to the (1/2 hr.) summit, with a
shelter-hut, stocked with coffee, port, and champagne.

The

**Galdh#pig (8400 ft.;

accent

on

first

tract,

hr.,

syllable),

the loftiest

mountain in

Norway, is the highest peak ofthe Ymes fjeld, apeculiar mountain-plateau with precipitous sides, enclosed by the val
leys of the Leira, Visa, and Baevra, and connected with the other
mountains of Jotunheim by the Hegvagel (p. 164) only. The view
is marvellously extensive. On the N.E. it extends to the Snehaetta

(p. 71) and the Rondane (p. 74), to the left of the Glittertind
(p. 165), which is about the same height as the Galdhepig; to the
and S.W. extends the whole of Jotunheim; to the S.
the Gausta (p. 31), 125 M. distant, is said to be visible in clear
weather beyond the Uladalstinder ; to the S.W. are the Smerrstabtinder, the Horùnger, and a piece of the Sognefjord ; to the W. are
the Jostedalsbrae and the Nordfjord mountain-chain ; lastly the Sne

S.E., S.,

haetta group to the N.

No inhabited valleys

are

visible.

A fair

leads from the Juvvashytte across a glacier and then down,
the Visa bridge, to Spiterstulen (p. 165).
Another path
descends to the W. to the Elve-Smter (p. 153).
The Lomsegg (8885 ft.), to the N. of Rajshjem, may he ascended on
horseback via the gaard Sulheim fp. 151) in 5-6 hrs. Imposing view of the
Glittertind and Galdh0pig, and of the Sm0rstabbrecpigge and the Fanaraak
to the S.W.
The view of the valley is also very picturesque.
The view from the Hestbrsepigge (6095 ft.) reveals the Jotunheim
in
lon^rer
range
array than that from the Lomsegg. Riding praciicable part of
the way.
The latter part of the ascent over snow and ice is nearly level.
From R0jshjem to Lake Gjende, see pp. 166-164.

path
finally crossing

f. From

—

Rejshjem

over

the

Sognefjeld

to

Turtegr*.

walk of 6'/2 hrs. ; driving practicable to (8 Kil.) the Elve-Smter
2nd Day. To
a third of the way.
Turtegre, 8 hrs. (guide unnecessary for experts). Stout shoes are required
for the upper Beeverdal (p. 153).
Horse and guide from E0jshjem to
Fortun (p. 148) via Turtegr0, 20 kr.

lst Day.

To the Bcevertun-Sceter,

a

—

,

B^EVERDAL.

Jotunheim.
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Rejshjem, see p. 151. A carriage-road ascends through the
Baverdal (or Beverdal), on the rightbank of the stream, to (4*/2 Kil.)
Baverdals Kirke. On the W. side of the valley is Bakkeberg, with
large farm-buildings amid smiling corn-fields. The road, partly
hewn in the rock, ascends steeply through the grand gorge of Galderne, with its overhanging cliffs. Farther on the Tavine expands
to a pleasant basin, with the gaards of Horten, where grain and
potatoes are cultivated. To the left, above us, are the ends of the
glaciers on the N. side of the Galdh»pig. About 2 Kil. from the
Baeverdal church the road crosses the Leira, which falls into the
Baevra a little lower down, and then follows the valley of the
latter, passing
Just before

cart-track)

the saeters of Rusten and Flekken.

reaching

the

bridge

the route to Turtegr» (narrow
After following the

turns to the left into the Leirdal.

right bank of the Leira for 2 Kil. more, it reaches the bridge below
the large farm of Elve-Sseter (good accommodation), situated on the
opposite side of the river and surrounded by tilled flelds and pastures. This has recently become a favourite starting-point for the
ascent of the Galdhepig (via the Mytings-Sater to the Juvvashytte,
with guide, 3!/2-4 hrs.).
Beyond the Elve-Saeter a poor bridle-path ascends the valley,
above the left bank of the Leira. To the left are the slopes of the
Store Juvbra and the Store Grovbra. A rickety bridge, leading to
the Leirdals-Sater, is passed on our left. To the right, fully an
hour from the Elve-Saeter, are the two Lisatre. On the left descends
the Ilfos; facing us is Loftet (p. 147), with its extensive glaciers;
nearer, on the left, on the other side of the Leira, is the high fall
of the Duma, below which lie the Ytterdals-Saetre.
About 2 hrs. from the Elve-Saeter

we leave the Leirdal (through
leads past the Ytterdals-Saetre to the Leirvand; see
p. 147) and ascend to the right to the Baverkjarn-Hals (about
3600 ft. ; 'Hals', a pass). We here obtain a fine *View ofthe fiat
upper basin of the Leirdal , set in snow-mountains and glaciers.

which

a

path

At the Bakkeberg-Sater, about 3 hrs. from the Elve-Saeter, we come
in sight of the Heidalvand, from which the Baevra issues in a
waterfall, and of the Blaahei, generally covered with snow.

Baverkjarn, with its numerous
Upper Baeverdal , which
The path skirts the S.E. bank of the lake,
we follow to its head.
and after */4 hr., near the Rusten-Sater, crosses a new bridge over
the noisy Baevra (the old bridge, 74 hr. farther on, was destroyed in
1897). We then follow the N. slope of the valley for 1 1/4 hr-, above
We

now

descend, passing

promontories

and saeters

the

(right),

into the

the Bavertunvand (3045 ft.), to the W. of which rises the Dumhe.
At the W. end of the lake we at length reach (4^2 hrs. from Elve-

the
Baevertun-Sseter

Saeter)

—

(3050 ft.),

two houses with

good quarters

10-12 persons (50 e.) and tolerable food (B. 50 0.).
About 15 min. after leaving Baevertun the route

to the

for

Sogne-

154 Route 22.
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fjeld crosses the Dommabro or Dombrui, where the Domma, shortly
before its junction with the BaBvra, flows underground. We then
ascend for about l^hr. through the monotonous valley of the Baevra,
through bog and brook, over rock and rubble, to the Nupshaug, a
rocky knoll in the middle of the valley. Adjoining it is a
Baevra; to the left are two other waterfalls, ali of which
unite here. We now ascend to the left to a higher region of the
valley, pass (*/2 hr.) the ruined stone hut of Krosboden , and see
to the left the "Smerstabbra, one of the grandest glaciers in Nor
way, overtopped by the Smerstabtinder. Of these peaks either
curious

fall of the

the Saksa

the serrated

Skeja may be ascended from the Baevergood guide in 12-14 hrs. (there and back); the
highest peak, the Storebjern ('Big Bear' ; 7510 ft. ; ascended for the
first time by Hr. Cari Hall in 1835), to the S., is more difficult and
takes longer. The Baevra issues from the Smerstabbrae.
or

tun-Saeter with

a

In 40 min. from Krosboden we come to the first of the stone
varder with which the whole route across the Sognefjeld (or Delefjeld) is marked. The wooden figure attached to the vaTde formerly
bore the inscription :
'Vaer rask som en L0ve, og skynd dig som en Hindi
See Veiret det griner i Fanaraak Tind!'
'Be quick as a lion, and haste like ahind; for the storm-cloud lowers on
the Fanaraak Tind (peak)!'
When overtaken by fog, without a competent guide, the traveller
should never lose sight of one varde until another is visible.
In !/2 hr. more we reach the highest point of the Fjeld (ca.
4900 ft.), whence we enjoy a superb *View of the Smerstabbrae and
—

the Smerstabtinder. We here cross the boundary of Bergens-Stift.
To the left lies the Rauskjeldvand, the first of the large lakes, with
which the plateau is strewn. About V4hr. from the summit ofthe
fjeld is a curious varde called the 'Kammerherré1, a high mass of
a
pointed stone on the top. Farther on, to the left, is the
extensive Prastesteinvand, with its numerous bays, which we skirt
for about 1 ]/2 hr- *n the distance, to the E., beside the Smarstabtinder, rises the Kirke (p. 147), to the S.E. the Uranaastind (p. 157).
The glaciers descending from the Fanaraak (6690 ft.) almost join
the Praestesteinvand on the S. Later the route descends to the Her-

rock with

revand, crossing its discharge by the wooden Hervasbrui ('Bruì',
bridge ; 4305 ft). The Smerstabtinder now disappear from the
The route rounds the W. buttress of the Fanaraak
(4115 ft.). To the right, in the
distance, lies the broad back of the Jostedalsbrae. In front rises
the whole range of the Horùnger, including the Riingstinder, the

retrospect.

—

and descends to the Juvvand

Dyrhaugstinder, and the Skagastelstinder. The best point of view
is the "Oscarshoug (p. 149), a slight eminence to the left of the
path, l^hr. from the Herrevasbrui.
We now descend by a good path to (1/2 hr.) Turtegre (p. 149),
reached after

a

walk of about 8 hrs. from Basvertun.

g.

From

2?. Route. 155

VASENDEN.

Jotunheim.

Skogstad

or

Nystuen

to Lake

Tyin

and

Eidsbugaren.

The distance from Skogstad to Vasenden, on Lake Tyin, is 11 Kil.
(pay for 17); from Nystuen it is 10 Kil. (pay for 16). The excursion
thence via Tvindehougen to the top of the Skinegg, and back via Eidsbugaren
and Tyinsholmen, takes 9-10 hrs. The boat should be ordered to meet us
at Tyinsholmen, so as to avoid the rough walk along the bank to Tvinde
hougen. Those who are making the tour sketched at p. 143 pass the night
at Eidsbugaren.
Others may go on from Vasenden the same evening.

The road to Lake
Skogstad and

tween

from the Valders road be
crosses the foaming Bjerthe Opdals-Sater (2940 ft.),

Tyin, diverging
Nystuen (p. 55),

from the left near
and ascends steadily along the slope of the Stelsnesi
the Raubergskamp, p. 55) to

dela, descending

(to the right,

—

("Hotel Framnas, R. 1 kr. 25, B. 50, S. 50 e.; JoHotel, unpretending), situated close to the S. end of Lake
Tyin, 6 Kil. from the parting of the ways. Fine distant view, over
the lake, ofthe steep Uranaastind and other peaks.
Lake Tyin (3535 ft.) is 14 Kil. long, l-2y2 Kil. broad, and
at places over 300 ft. deep. Its banks, like those of the other Jo
tunheim lakes, are uninhabited, except by a few 'Fsekarle' (p. 142)
in summer. The masses of snow in the hollows, often reaching
down to the water's edge
enhance the appearance of desolate
Vasenden

tunstel

,

the lake from Vasenden to Tvinde
persons with 1 rower 2 kr. 40, 2 kr. 80, 3 kr. 20 e. ;
with 2 rowers 3 kr. 60, 4 kr. 40, 5 kr. 20 e.) takes at least 2 hrs.
The institution of a steam-launch would be very desirable, but
seems hopeless for the present.
The Melkedalstinder become prominent to the right of the Uranaastind as we proceed. To the left
we see the large W. bay, whence the Aardela issues; farther on
are the Koldedal and Koldedalstind
(p. 157).
loneliness.

—

The

row across

hougen (for 1, 2, 3

Tvindehougen, a club-hut of the Turist-Forening (keeper, Gudbrand Skattebo Andersen), where travellers bound for the Skinegg
disemhark, is one of the chief stations of the Jotunheim guides
About 3 Kil. farther on, at
(Anders K. Jerstad recommended).
—

the N.E. end of the lake, lie the chalets of Tyinsholmen, with the
Trudvang Hotel (Gudbrand Anderson), whence a broad road leads
over the 'Eid' (isthmus) to (4 Kil.) Eidsbugaren
(p. 157). The
path along the bank ofthe lake from Tvindehougen to Tyinsholmen
is

marshy
The

(also

and

crosses

several brooks.

*Skinegg(4800ft.)is ascended from Tvindehougen in 1^2 hr.
same time from Eidsbugaren). The way can scarcely be

in the

missed, though there is no path. From the
wards the N., in a line almost parallel with

hut we go at first to
the bank of the lake.
Beyond the first brook we turn towards the hill, and then ascend
on the left bank of the second brook.
A 'stone man' on the ridge,
near the brook, which we cross at this
point (40 min.), serves as a
guide. Similar piles of stones farther on also indicate the way,
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22. Route.

of a
the
too far back.
View (see p. 156). To the S. we survey part of Lake Tyin (not Tvinde
hougen) and the whole of the Fillefjeld, with the Stugun0se near Nystuen
and the majestic Suletind (5810 ft.).
Of more absorbing interest are the
mountains to the W. and N. , where the Breikvamseggen, the Gjeldedalstinder
and
Koldedalstinder
(7090 ft.)
(see below; Falketind, St0lsnaastind), with
their vast mantles of snow, and- farther distant the Horùnger (beginning
with the Skagast0lstind on the left, and ending with the Styggedalstind
to the right ; p. 150), rise in succession. Next to these are the Fleskedalstinder, the Langeskavl, the Uranaastind (see below), the Melkedalstinder,
the Sjugultind, and other peaks.
To the N. rise the mountains on the
N.W. side of Lake Gjende, and stili more prominent are the Sletmarkh0,
Galdebergstind, and Thorfmstinder on Lake Bygdin. Of that lake itself
the W. end only is visible.
Eidsbugaren is plainly seen during the whole descent, which
takes about 1 hr. Towards the foot we have to cross several arms
of a copious stream descending from the lakes on the 'Eid' between
Lake Tyin and Lake Bygdin. [In ascending from Eidsbugaren we
steer direct towards the N. peak, avoiding the soft snow-patches
as much as
possible. J
which

crosses

small lake.

some

patches

of

snow

and passes to the

157

point of view is the N. peak, to
S. peaks, though higher (5145 ft. and 5265 ft.), lie
The best

The 'hotel' of

the

right
left;

Eidsbugaren (kept by Ole Rejshjem p. 151),
Bygdin (p. 159), contains a number of beds,
but is now hardly adequate to the increasing stream of tourists.
The fare and accommodation are tolerable (R. 1 kr., D. 1 kr. 30 e.).
It is the starting-point for several magnificent excursions, which,
however, can be equally well made from Tvindehougen or Tyins
,

at the W. end of Lake

holmen.
The Koldedalstind or Falketind (6700 ft.), to the N.W. of Lake Tyin,
ascended in 1820 by Prof. Keilhau and Ghr. Boeck, and the first of the Jo
tunheim mountains ever climbed, is ascended in 8-10 hrs. (guide 4 kr.).
We ascend the valley of the Koldedela (p. 145) to the foot of the Falke
The dangerous
tind, and climb to the top, most of the way over glaciers.
descent to the Koldedal should be avoided ; better return by the same
—

route.

'Excursion to the Store Melkedalsvand , see p. 166.
Through the
Koldedal to the Fleskedals-Swtre and Vetti, see p. 145. From Tvindehougen
obliquely across the lake (1, 2, or 3 pers., with 1 rower, 80 0., 1 kr.,
or 1 kr. 20 0.).
The Ascent of the Langeskavl, there and back, takes half-a-day
(guide necessary, 2 kr.). We ascend the course of the Melkedela (p. 166),
and at the top of the hill, instead of turning to the right into the Melkedal, enter a side-valley to the left, where we keep as far as possible to
the right.
The bare summit of the Langeskavl (6115 ft.) towers above
masses of snow.
The view embraces the mountains seen to the W. of
the Skinegg, to which we are now nearer, and also the whole of Lake
as
far
as the Bitihorn.
Bygdin
The Ascent of the Uranaastind from Eidsbugaren takes 6-7 hrs.,
or a whole day there and back (guide necessary, 4 kr.).
We follow the
route to the Langeskavl, which after a time we leave to the W. in order
to ascend the extensive Uranaasbrce. We cross that glacier to the Brmskar, whence we look down into the Skogadal to the W. (p. 167). Lastly
an ascent on the N. side of about 800 ft. more to the summit of the 'Ura
naastind (7045 ft.), the highest E. point of the Uranaase, which is always
free from snow.
The extensive view yies with that from the Galdh0pig
(p. 152). Towards the W. the Uranaastind descends precipitously into the
—

we row
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(p. 146). To the E. it sends forth two glaciers, the Uranaasbrae,
already mentioned, and the Melkedalsbrce, the E. arm of which descends
into the Melkedal (p. 166), while the N. arm, divided by the Melkedalspigge and furrowed with crevasses, descends partly into the Melkedal, and
partly into the Skogadal (p. 167).
Uradal

h. From

Fagernees

to

Raufjordheim, and
Eidsbugaren.

up Lake

Bygdin

to

Two days. lst Day. Drive to (51 Kil.) Raufjordheim.
2nd Day.
Ascend the Bitihorn early, 3-4 hrs. there and back ; row up Lake Bygdin
This approach to the Jotunheim is apt to be
to Eidsbugaren in 6-8 hrs.
tedious owing to the long and sometimes windy passage of Lake Bygdin,
but the placing of a steam-launch on that lake would overcome this
—

objection.

>

Fagernas,

see

p. 52.

—

from the Valders route at the

The

road, which diverges to the right
Fagerlund Hotel, ascends the valley of

0stre-Slidre-ELv, running a little way from the left bank of the
Nearly level at first, it rapidly ascends through wood. To
the left, below, lies the Salbo-Fjord, with several gaards high above
it, and snow-mountains in the distance. We pass, on the right, the
the

stream.

loftily situated church

of Skrutvold or Skrantvaal and (farther on)
Below us, to the left, is the Voldbo-Fjord, at the
N. end of which is the church of Voldbo, whence a good road leads

that of

Rogne.

to the left, over the Slidreaas, to (26 Kil.) Fosheim and (20 Kil.)
Leken (see p. 53).
Our road crosses the Vinde-Elv, and then skirts the Haggefjord.
23 Kil. *Haeggenses Hotel.
To the E. rise the Méllene moun
tains, the W. slope of which is the 0iangenshei, a splendid point
of view (ascent 3-3'/2 hrs. ; guide 1 kr. 60 e.).
The road now ascends steeply to Hagge and the chief church of
0stre Slidre, an old 'Stavekirke' (p. 28), existing at least as early
as 1327, but largely rebuilt.
To the left is the gaard of Northorp.
Farther on, also to the left, are the Dalsfjord and the Merstafjord,
connected by a river with each other and with the Hedalsfjord.
11 Kil. Skammestein. Farther on the road runs above the Hedals
—

where a road to the Hedel-Saeters diverges
the main road bends to the left towards Lake 0iangen.
Fine view of the lake, with the Slettefjeld, Mugnatind, and Biti
horn (p. 159). We pass the Beito-Saters.
The continuation of the road to Lake Bygdin, opened in 1897
and not yet marked on our Map (p. 141) , ascends gradually and

fjord. Beyond Okshovd,
to the

right,

mountains. To the W. is the
and to the N. the Bitihorn (p. 159), on the E. side
of which the road leads through a pass. Farther on it crosses the
Vinstra, the discharge of Lake Bygdin, and ends at the
17 Kil. (pay for 25) Hole-Sater on the Holesund. The Hotel
Jotunheim is to be opened here, but in the meanwhile travellers
turn to the left before crossing the Vinstra and proceed to
crosses a

marshy plateau enclosed by

Mugnatind,

—

—

Raufjordheim (Knut

Lekken's

Inn),

a

refuge-hut

at the

E. end

Jotunheim.
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of the Raufjord, an arm of Lake Bygdin,
■with which it is impregnated ('raud', 'red',

so

159

called from tlie iron

meaning 'red').

The ascent of the 'Bitihorn (5250ft.) from Raufjordheim takes 3-4 hrs.,
there and back (guide not indispensable). We ascend the W. slope the
whole way, keeping well to the left of several swamps at the beginning.
The 'Horn' soon becomes visible, serving as a guide. For an hour the
route traverses 'Rab\ or ground covered with underwood (juniper, dwarf
birches, Arctic willows), and the soft soil peculiar to the Norwegian moun
tains, and for another hour it ascends steep rocks. Magnificent view of
the imposing Alpine landscape to the W., and of the vast plateau to the
E., relieved by several peaks and large lakes.

From Raufjordheim to Eidsbugaren by boat in 8 hrs. (for
3 persons with two rowers 8 kr. 40 e., 10 kr., 12 kr.; to Nyboden only, 4 kr., 4 kr. 40, 5 kr. 20 e.). There has long been talk
From the Raufjord a
of the installation of a steam-launch here.
narrow strait leads to *Lake Bygdin (3484 ft.) , the largest of the
three lakes of Jotunheim, about 25 Kil. in length from E. to W.,
172-272 Kil. in breadth, and at places 700 ft. deep. On the N. it
is bounded by lofty mountains, on whose steep slopes large herds

1, 2,

—

of cattle are pastured. The S. bank is lower and less picturesque.
Storms sometimes make the navigation of the lake impossible. To
walk along the N. bank to Eidsbugaren (12-14 hrs.) is wearisome,

though free from danger since
and bridged the streams.

the Tourist Club

improved

the

path

The boat skirts the N. bank. On the right we first observe the
Sund-Sater and the mouth of the Breilaupa. (Path toGjendesheim,
see p.
164.) About 4 Kil. farther on are the 'Faelaeger' ofHestvolden,
whence we may ascend the "Kalvaahegda (7160 ft.), a stili finer
point than the Bitihorn, affording a magnificent view of Jotunheim.
We next pass the deep Thorfinsdal (see below), with remains
of old moraines at its entrance. At the base of the Thorfinstind
we then reach the Langedals-Sater, and close to it' Nyboden, a
shooting-lodge, of which the 'Faekarl' has the key.
From Nyboden we may ascend the huge * Thorfinstind (6932 ft. ;
7 hrs., there and back), the jagged crest of which is called the Brudefelge
('bridal procession'). Fine survey of Lake Bygdin and half of Valders ;
splendid view of the other Thorfinstinder to the N., the Svartdalspigge,
and the Knutshulstinder (p. 161). This ascent should be made early in
order to avoid falling stones.
From Ntboden to Lake Gjende (p. 161), two routes. One, very grand,
but toilsome, leads to the N.W. through the Langedal, passing the Langedalstjcern (4900 ft.) , and crossing the Langedalsbrce (6233 ft.) between the
Sletmarkpig (7070 ft.) on the left and the Svartdalspig (7030 ft.) on the right,
into the Veste Aadal. Guide (2kr.) rarely tobe found at Nyboden. The other
route, preferable and comparatively easy (4-5 hrs. ; guide, not indispensable,
2kr.), leads through the Thorfinsdal and the Svartdal. It ascends steeply at
first on the W. side ofthe Thorfinsdals-Elv, commanding the whole valley,
which is separated from the Svartdal to the N. by a 'Band', or table-land
withaseries oflakes(p. 142). The path then follows theE. sideof the valley.
To the left, farther on, we obtain a superb view of the Thorfinshul, a basin
formed by the Thorfinstinder ; before us rise the three Knutshulstinder, enclosing the Knutshul, but the highest (7680 ft.) of them is not visible. The
highest part of the route is reached at the S. end of the long 'Tjaern' (tarn ;
4786 ft.), to the left, whence we see the mountains to the N. of Lake Gjende,
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the

pointed Semmeltind. Beyond a second, and smaller, lake
glacier descending from the left, we enter the Svartdal, and
right (E.) bank of the Svartdela ; to the left tower the huge
Svartdalspigge. We then cross to the left bank, and soon reach the
huge precipice descending to Lake Gjende, called Gjendebrynet, through
which the Svartd0la has worn a deep gorge, the Svartdalsglup We may
either follow the latter from varde to varde, or, better, ascend a ridge
covered with loose stones to the left to the -Svartdalsaaxle (5866 ft?),
which commands a superb survey of the whole N. side of Jotunheim. Far
below lies Lake Gjende
(From the Svartdalsaaxle we may ascend the
Svartdalspig without difficulty.) We now descend totheW., below the
at
first
Langedalsbrae,
rapidly over loose stones (caution necessary), and
then over soft grass ; then by the course of the glacier-stream into the
Vesle-Aadal, whence we soon reach the Gjendebod (p. 161). Or, on reaching Lake Gjende, we may shout for a boat to ferry us across (10 min).
Voyaging on Lake Bygdin, we next pass the Langedals-Elv,
and then the Galdeberg, from which falls the Galdebergsfos. On
the S. side of the lake rises Dryllenesen (4934 ft.). Rounding the
sheer rocks of the Galdeberg, we observe to the right above us the
Galdebergstind , and facing us the Langeskavl (or Rustegg) with
the Uranaastind (p. 157), an imposing scene. On the right next
opens the valley of the Heistakka, which forms a waterfall. To
the S.W. rise the Koldedalstinder (p. 157), and lastly, to the S.,
the Skinegg (p. 155). Looking back , we observe the three peaks
of the Sletmarkpig (p. 159). The lake owes its milky colour here
to the Melkedela, a genuine glacier-brook.
After a row of 6 hrs.
we reach Eidsbugaren (p. 157).

particularly

(4750 ft.) and

a

follow the

.

i. From

Eidsbugaren

to the

Gjendebod

on

Lake

Gjende.

From Eidsbugaren to the Gjendebod, 4-5 hrs. ; guide (hardly necessary,
though the path is rough) 2 kr. 40 0., horse 4 kr. (A stili fìner route is
that already described, from Nyboden through the Thorfinsdal, p. 159.)

Eidsbugaren, see p. 157. We follow the N. bank of Lake Byg
din, cross (74 hr.) the rapid Melkedela (see above) by a narrow
wooden bridge, and skirt the lake to (1 hr.) the mouth of the
Heistakka or (74 hr. farther) the mouth of the Tolorma, which
point may also be reached by boat (with one rower, for 1, 2,
3 persons, 80 e., 1 kr., or 1 kr. 20 e.). Grand view, looking back,
of the snow-mountains to the W. (comp. pp. 155, 157).
Paths ascend the left bank of the Heistakka and the right bank
of the Tolorma, skirting the W. and E. sides of the hill of Heistakkene and then uniting. To the E. rises the Galdebergstind (6785 ft.).
We then ascend the Oxdalshe, crossing (I72 hr.) a brook which
descends thence. To the left rises the Grenneberg (4210 ft.), at
the foot of which lies the Grennebergstjern (4110 ft.), traversed
by the Heistakka. Farther on we have the Sjugulstind (7040 ft.)
011 the
left, and to the right the huge Sletmarkpig (7070 ft.), from
which the Sletmarkbra descends to the N. into the Vesle Aadal.
The route ascends rapidly to the plateau between the Gjeithe

(4790 ft.)
small

lake,

and the Rundtom (4870 ft.), skirting the W. side of a
and descends abruptly to the N.E. into the Vesle Aadal.
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Fairly experienced mountain-climbers should combine the ascent of
Gjendetunge (p. 162), bounding the valley on the W., with this route
(a digression of 172-2 hrs.). About l/t hr. after crossing the above-menthe

we bend to the left and ascend to the N. over the débris
the steep slope of the Tungepigge, opposite the glacier of the Sletmark
pig. Another hour, on the W. side of the Tungepigge, brings us to the
first summit of the Gjendetunge, falling precipitously to Lake Gjende.
The descent leads to the Store Aadal (p. 16'-').

tioned plateau
on

The route in the Vesle Aadal follows the course of the stream
down to Lake Gjende. Here we turn to the N. and cross by a

bridge

to the

—

fixed tariff; B. 70, D. lkr. 30,
S. 70 e.), a tourists' hut at the entrance to the Store Aadal, and at
the foot of the precipices of the Memurutunge. This is the centre
The post -office
par excellence of the Jotunheim tourist trafile.
Boat to the Memurudelivers letters here. Guide, Ole J. Steinom.
bod with 1 rower for 1, 2, or 3 pers., 2kr., 2 kr. 40, 3 kr. 20 e.,
with 2 rowers 3 kr. 60 e., 4 kr., 4 kr. 80 e. ; to Gjendesheim with

Gjendebod (20 beds; good wine;

—

1
or

rower

(also

with 2 rowers 6 kr. , 6kr. 80 e.,
A second rower is always advisable.
ft.), 18 Kil. long, I-I1/2 Kil- hroad, and

3kr.20e., 4kr., 5kr.20e.,
for 4 pers.) 8 kr.

*Lake

Gjende (3210

480 ft. deep at places, extends fromW.
tributary of the Laagen, issues from it.

to

E., where

the

Sjoa,

a

stili more
Alpine character than Lake Bygdin. On both sides it is enclosed
by abrupt mountains, of which the Bestie (7585 ft.), on the N. or
'Solside', and the Knutshulstind (7680 ft.) and Svartdalspig
(7030 ft.), on the S. or 'Bagside', are the highest. These peaks are
not seen from the Gjendebod, but become visible as we ascend the
Store Aadal. There are few places on the banks of the lake where
landing or walking for any distance is practicable. The colour of
the water is green, especially when seen from a height. The lake is
fed by several wild glacier-torrents. Storms often make boating
impossible for days together, and the N. wind sometimes divides
in the middle of the lake and blows E. and W. at the same time.
The Ascent of the Memurutunge takes about 4 hrs., there and back,
or
including the descent to the Memurubod 6 hrs. at least (guide 2 kr.).
From the Gjendebod we may either make the very steep ascent to the E.
by the Bukkelceger or the Hegsluelefte (dangerous without a guide), or fol
low the bridle-path through the Store Aadal for about i'/a hr., ascending
the left bank of the stream, and then mount rapidly to the right (prac
ticable for riding; see p. 163). The 'Memurutunge, a plateau about 5020 ft.
in height, with snow-fìelds, small lakes, and interesting Alpine flora, forms
a kind of mountain-peninsula, bounded ontheW. by the Store Aadal, on
the S. by the Gjende, and on the E. and N. by the Memuru-Elv. Farther
N. it is encircled by lofty snow-mountains.
The View embraces, to the S., the Knutshulstind with its deep 'Huf,
the Svartdalspig, and between them the deep Svartdal; then the Langedal
and the Sletmarkpig; to the W. rise the pointed Melkedalstinder and
Rauddalstinder, prominent among which is the Skarvdalstind, ali near the
Rauddal.
To the N.W. lies the Langevand with the Sm0rstabtinder, the
Kirke, and the Uladalstinder. To the N. the Hinaatjernh0, Memurutinder,
and Tjukningssuen. To the E., the Besh0.
Instead of returning the same
way, it is far more interesting to traverse the Memurutunge to its E. end
descent
to
and
then
make
the
the
Memurubod. In this case
(guide)
steep
It

presents

a

—

Baedeker'**

v™™iiv

»"<i

«.«o^™

t+i,

ttj:+
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This detour adds
boat must be ordered to meet the traveller there.
about 2 hrs. to the excursion.
The view from the (2 hrs.) "Gjendetunge (5095 ft.) is one of the finest
in Jotunheim and is superior to that from the Memurutunge in command
ing a survey of the whole lake. We cross the bridge to the W., follow
the path on the W. bank of the river to the N. for about l/2 hr., and
then ascend steeply to the left.
The ascent of the highest Knutshulstind (7680 ft.), from the Gjende
bod, through the Svartdal (p. 159), takes about 8 hrs.
a

Fkom

the

Gjendebod

through

the

Rauddal

to

Skogadalsb0en,

The route leads up the Store Aadal on the
10-12 hrs. (guide 7 kr.).
right bank to a (V2 hr. j waterfall formed by a brook descending from the
Grisletjaern. It then ascends rapidly to the left. Farther on it crosses
the brook and leads on the N. side of the Grisletjaern (4590 ft.) and the
following tarns to the Rauddalshoug (3 hrs. from the Gjendebod), where
the Rauddal begins. This grand, but at first unpicturesque, valley, with
its almost unbroken series of lakes, lies to the N. of and parallel with
On reaching the 'Band', or culminating point, we
the Melkedal (p. 166).
enjoy superb -Views in both directions: to the right rise the Rauddalslinder (7410 ft. ; first ascended by Hr. Cari Hall in 1890; not difficult;
guide indispensable) , to the left is the Melkedalstind with its sheer precipice, and between them peeps the Fanaraak (p. 154) in the distance;
looking back, we observe the Rauddalstind on the left, the Sjugulstind
on
the right, and between them the Sletmarkpig (p. 159) with a great
amphitheatre of glaciers. It takes about f/2 hr. to cross the 'Band', from
which a route leads to the W. round the Svartdalsegg to the Langvand
We
and the Store Aadal (a round of 10-12 hrs. from the Gjendebod).
next cross the Rauddals-Elv by a snow-bridge and traverse toilsome 'Ur'
and patches of snow on the S. side of the valley, skirting a long lake for
the last l'/z hr. (patience very necessary). As we approach the "Rauddalsmund, the precipice with which the Rauddal terminates towards the
Store Utladal, the scenery again becomes very grand. A view is obtained
of the mountains of the Utladal and Gravdal, including the curiously
shaped Storebj0rn (p. 154), from which the Sjortningsbrce descends. To
the E. we survey the whole of the Rauddal, flanked by the Rauddalstinder
The red ('raud')
on
the N. and the Melkedalstind (p. 167) on the S.
'gabbro' rock here has given rise to the name of the valley. The route
of
the
Rauddals-Elv to
the
waterfall
now descends on the S. side of
grand
the Store Utladal, about 3/t hr. above the Muran -Seeter; thence to
Skogadalsb0en, see p. 146.

The *Row down Lake Gjende to Gjendeosen (3-4 hrs.) requires
fine weather (fares, p. 161). Soon after starting we obtain a view
to the S. of the Svartdal (p. 159), at the entrance of which lies the
cattle-shed of Vaageboden. To the N. rise the slopes of the Me
murutunge (p. 161). About halfway down the lake, at the mouth

from which issues the muddy Memuru-Elv,
,
crossed by a bridge, is the club-hut of Memurubod. Towards the
N.E. the Beshe is conspicuous during the greater part of the trip,
and more to the E. the Veslefjeld descends abruptly to the lake.
From the Memurubod an interesting and (with guide) comparatively
easy glacier-pass leads to Spiterstulen (11 hrs. ; p.165). We ascend the
of the Memurudal

Memurudal to the W. Memurubrm

,

traverse this to the pass adjoining the
to the Visdal (p. 165).

Heilstuguhe (p. 165), and descend the Heilstugubrce

From the E. end of the lake, named Gjendeosen, issues the Sjoa.
On the N. bank here lies Gjendesheim, consisting of a club-hut
and the hotel of Anders Rusnas, a good starting-point for the ascent
of the Veslefjeld and the Besegg (7-8 hrs., there and back; guide

Jotunheim.

BESH0.

22. Route.
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and for that of the Beshe (8-9 hrs., with guide). Guide,
Knud Storstensrusten.
A good bridle-path leads to the N. in 1 hr. to the Bessa, on the N.
bank of which lie the Bes or BesseSatre. The route to the Veslefjeld
follows the S. bank. Guided by varder, we ascend to the Besvand
(4525 ft.), where the huge Beshe becomes conspicuous. Ascending
to the left, in l1^-^ hrs. more we reach the summit of the barren
and stony Veslefjeld (5675 ft.). The view embraces the whole of
the dark-green Lake Gjende, with the Koldedalstinder and Stelsnaastind to the S.W., and above ali the enormous Beshe quite near.
We may now follow, towards the W., the narrowing crest of the
Veslefjeld, separating the Besvand from Lake Gjende, which lies
1200 ft. lower, and terminating in the *Besegg, a curious ridge or
aréte, descending precipitously to Lake Gjende.
Travellers with steady heads may descend to the Eid separating the
two lakes, and not rising much above the Besvand.
It is also possible to
descend to the Memurubod by skirting the base of the Besh0. It is safer,
however, to return to theBes-Saeters, or to descend direct to Gjendesheim.
The ascent of the *Besh«r (7585 ft. ; 7-8 hrs., there and back)
coincides with that of the Veslefjeld as far as the Besvand; we then
If the boat is not
row across the lake and ascend by the Beshebra.
in good condition, we follow the slope on the N. bank as far as the
glacier. The view from the summit embraces the whole of Jotun
heim. Far below lie the Memurutunge, the Besvand, Lake Gjende,
and the Rusvand. The slope towards the last is precipitous.
From the Bes-Saaters we may follow the W. bank of the Upper
Sjodalsvand (3255 ft.) to (V/2 hr.) the Besstrands-Sater, and go
thence by a carriage-road, passing the Nedre Sjodalsvand (3240ft.),
traversing a spur ofthe Besstrands Rundhe (4910 ft.), and crossing
the Russa-Elv, to (172hr.) the three
Ruslien or Rusli-Satre (3125 ft.; good quarters at ali), where
the road from Serum and Storvik ends (p. 64).
Ascent of the Nautgakstind from the Roslien S^tre (3-4 hrs.).
We ascend a cattle-track ('Koraak') to the Hindfly, turn to the left to the
Sendre Tveraa, and round the Russe Rundhe (6233 ft.), traversing 'Ur'.
Fine view of the Tjukningssuen (see below). We now come in sight of
the snowless summit of the "Nautgarstind (7615 ft.), to which we have
stili a steep ascent of fully 1000 ft. on the N.E. side. On the W. side the
Tind ends in a vast 'Botn' or basin, 1600 ft. in depth. Magnificent view.
From the Ruslien S.s:tre to the Memurubod (p. 162), 9 hrs., rather
fatiguing. We at first follow the left bank of the Russa-Elv, wade through
the Sendre and Nordre Tveraa, and reach the (3 hrs.) Rusvasbod, at the E.
end of the Rusvand (4085 ft.). Skirting the lake, we cross several torrents
descending from the N. To the S. are the precipices of the huge Besh0.
At the (3 hrs.) W. end of the lake we ascend the Rusglop, between the Gloptind on the E. and Tjukningssuen (7910 ft.) on the W., and then descend
past the Hesttjcern, lying to the right. After following the height to the S.
a little farther, we descend abruptly to the Memurubod.
From Gjendesheim to the Gjendebod (p. 161) an interesting route (to
which the difficulty of crossing the Leirungs-Elv is a serious drawback)
leads through the 0vre Leirungsdal, between the Leirungsbrce and Knuts
hulstind, to the Svartdal (p. 159), and thence past the Svartdalsaaxle.
Guide necessary (5-6 kr.).

advisable),

—

—

11*
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From Gjendesheim

to Lake Btgdin (6-8 hrs., not very
attractive;
Passing the Leirungsvand, we ascend the course of a brook
the
extensive marshes of the
Brurskarsknalte, avoiding
Leirungs-Elv. Around the Leirungsdal rise the Kalvaahegda, Knutshuls
and Hegdebrattel.
tind (p. 162) , Kjcernhulstind (7655 ft.)
After crossing
the marshy plateau of Valdersflyen (Ì600 ft.), we descend to the Slremvand,
a
cross the Vinstra by
bridge, skirt a spur of the Bitihorn, which has been
visible from the Valdersfly onwards, and reach Raufjordheim (p. 158). In

guide 4 kr.).

to the S. to the

,

the reverse direction it is best to row from Raufjordheim to the SundSceler at the N.E. end of Lake Bygdin, and to ascend the bank of the
Breilaupa (p. 159) towards the N.E. to Valdersflyen.

k. From the

Gjendebod

to

Rejshjem.

On the first day we walk in 8-10 hrs. to Spiierstulen ; on the second
to Rejshjem, either direct (5 hrs.) or via the Galdhepig (see p. 152).
Guide to Spiterstulen (4 kr.) and to the top of the Galdh0pig necessary.
Horse as far as the steep ascent to the Uladalsband 2 kr. 60 0., saving fatigue.

—

We ascend the left bank of the Storeaadals-Elv and pass through
the defile of Heistulen, between the Memurutunge and the Gjende
tunge. To the right, the Glimsdalsfos. Splendid view ofthe Semmeltind to the N. (see below). In 1 hr. we reach the Vardesten, a
large rock; 72 hr. beyond it the bridle-path to^the Memurutunge

diverges to the right (p. 161). We next observe, to the left of the
Semmeltind, the Hellerfos (see below), and to the left , above it,
the imposing Uladalstinder (7605 ft. ; easy ascent, splendid view).
Walkers will flnd the passage of the Semmelaa , which descends
from the Semmelhul glacier, unpleasant after rain. (The Semmelhul is also crossed by a route into the Visdal, no less unpleasant,
but much grander.) Our path now ascends rapidly on the E. (right)
side of the wild Hellerfos, the discharge of the Hellertjaern, and
reaches the top of the hill in 72 hr. (2 hrs. from the Gjendebod).
Behind us is a superb view of the Sletmarkpig and Svartdalspig.
We traverse a weird wilderness, strewn with glacier -boulders,
skirt the Hellertjarn (4300 ft.) in a N.W. direction, and then turn
to the right into the insignificant valley which leads to the N., and
afterwards more to the E., to the Uladalsband. The steeper ascent
soon begins
(272 hrs. from the Gjendebod), andriders mustdismount.
From the Hellertjarn to the Leirdal and R0jshjem, 3-4 hrs. longer
than our present route, is much less toilsome (guide, not indispensable,

Saeter 5 kr. 70 0.; horse to R0jshjem 8-10 kr.). From the
follow the main track, reach the Langevand or Langvatn
(4630 ft.), and skirt its N. bank (IV2 hr.). On the right rise the Uladals
to
the
tinder;
S., Skardalseggen (7215 ft.). At the W. end of the lake we
ascend past the two Hegvageltjwrne to the Htfgvagel ('Vagge', a Lapp
word, signifying 'mountain-valley'; 5430 ft.), the highest point of the route,
which commands a grand view of the Horùnger to the S.W.
The path
then descends to the Leirvand (p. 147).
to Ytterdals

Hellertjaern

-

we

A steep ascent of 7ahr. brings us to the first ofthe four S. Uladal Lakes (about 5180 ft.). This and the second lie to our left, the
third to our right, and the fourth to our left. The route, extremely
toilsome here, keeps to the right below the slopes of the Semmel
tind (7480 ft. ; easily ascended from the N. side ; 'Settime!', a female

VISDAL.

Jotunheim.
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hour it reaches the Uladalsband (5760 ft. ),
joins the route across the Semmel Gla
cier. We now descend to the two 7Y. Uladal Lakes (5170 ft.). To
the right rises the Heilstuguhe (7910 ft. ; p. 162). Following the E.
bank of this lake over most trying 'Ur', we at length reach (2 hrs.,
or from the Gjendebod 6
hrs.) Uladalsmynnet, the junction of the
Uladal with the Visdal. Splendid view up and down the latter
valley. To the left towers the Kirke. Route to the Leirvand, see

reindeer). After another
its

highest point,

where it

p. 147.
The route down the *Visdal

(to Spiterstulen 1 72-2 hrs. more)
right (E.) bank of the Visa, at first traversing soft
turf, a pleasant contrast to the 'Ur'. After 1 hr. we wade across the
Heilstuguaa, descending from the Heilstugubra. The crossing is
easy in the early morning only; later in the day we ascend a little
in order to cross by a bridge (whence Spiterstulen is 1 hr. dis
tant). Shortly before reaching the saeter, we observe to the left.
through the Bukkehul, the Sveilnaasbrae and the Styggebrae (p. 152),
two glaciers with magnificent ice-falls, especially the latter.
Spiterstulen (about 3710 ft.), the highest saeter in the Visdal,
commanded by the Skauthe (6675 ft.) on the E., affords plain
quarters for 20 persons and good food at moderate charges (in the
house of the guide, Eilev Halvorsen Ofigsbe).
follows the

With a guide (generally obtainable at Spiterstulen) we may ascend
the Leìrhe (78S5 ft.), the Heilstuguhe (see above), and one of the Memurutinder (7965 ft.).
Instead of taking the direct route to R0jshjem, it is much preferable
to ascend the <Jaldh0pig (p. 152) from Spiterstulen (4'/2 hrs. ; guide 4 kr.
for 1 pers., each addit. pers. IVa kr.). The route, so long as it remains on
the rocks, is good, and even on the glaciers offers few difficulties to
Alpine climbers. It crosses the Visa by a bridge lfa hr. to the S. of
Spiterstulen, ascends on the N. side of the Sveilnaasbrae, and traverses
the three peaks of the Sveilnaasi.
Splendid retrospects of the Visdal
mountains.

5 hrs. more (guide not
limit of bircb.es (about
a rocky barrier through which the Visa has
forced a passage.
In another y2 hr. we come to a pine-wood,
with picturesque trees ('Furuer'), most of them quite bare on the
N. side. (The limit of pines is here about 3280 ft. above the
From

Spiterstulen

indispensable). We
3600 ft.) and (72 hr.)

to

Rejshjem

soon

reach

about
the

Above us, to the left, is an offshoot of the Stygge
(74 hr.) the Skauta-Elv , which forms a waterfall
above, by a curious bridge. To the S. we perceive the Uladalstinder (p. 164) and the Styggehe (7315 ft.). On the other side
of the Visa is the Nedre Sulheims-Sater (3190 ft.), opposite which
the Glitra falls into the Visa.

sea-level.)
brae.

We

cross

From Spiterstulen or the Nedre Sulheims- Saeter
Glittertind (8385ft.) takes 8-10 hrs., there and back

the

ascent

(guide and

of the
ice-axe

necessary).
The

Visa.

route continues to follow the E. bank of the
of doubt observe the small varder.
We cross the

Rejshjem

In

case
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MELKEDAL.

Jotunheim.

Grjota, the Smiugjela, and the Gokra. The Visa is lost to view
deep channel, but we follow the margin of its ravine. A
path ascending to the right for a few hundred paces leads to the
finely situated Visdals-Satre (2960 ft. ; quarters for the night ob
tainable, best at the 0vrebe-Sater).
in its

The Grokraskard, a fine point of view, may be ascended hence; it
commands the Uladalstinder to the S., the Galdh0pig to the S.W., and
the Hestbrsepigge to the W.
A stili finer point is the lauvha (6710
ft.),
whence the Glittertind is also visible.
From the Visdals-Saetre we may also ascend the Gokkerdal, between
the Lauvh0 on the N. and the Gokkeraxel on the S., to the pass of Finhals
(3885 ft.). Following the Finhals-Elv thence and crossing the SmaadalsElv in the Smaadal, we may turn to the right to the Smaadals Seeter
(3905 ft.) , from which the huge Kvitingskjelen (6975 ft.) to the N. may
be ascended, and next reach the Smerlid-Sceter and the Naaver-Sceler on
Lake Thessen.
Thence across the lake and past the Oxefos to Storvik
(p. 64; 1 11/2 day).
—

-

Below the Visdal Saeters begins the magnificent descent to
Rejshjem, skirting the profound Ravine of the Visa. The Lauva
descends from the right. The saeter-path, which has now become
a road
descends very rapidly, and in about 1 72 hr. reaches the
first houses, where we cross the curious bridge to the left.
Rejshjem, see p. 151.
,

1. From

Eidsbugaren through
been, and

over

the Melkedal to

the Keiser to

Skogadals
Turtegre,

magnificent but fatiguing route of two days (way marked by
not indispensable for adepts). lst Day: To Skogadalsbeen
2nd Day: To Turtegre 6l/2 hrs.
As the guides of
Eidsbugaren, Vetti, etc, are seldom well acquainted with the Horùnger,
the traveller who intends to explore these mountains should dismiss his
guide at the Helgedals-Saeter.
To the mouth ofthe turbid Melke
Eidsbugaren, see p. 157.
dela , and across that river, see p. 160.
Quitting the lake , we
gradually ascend the '"Melkedal. After s/i hr. the valley divides.
The branch to the left ascends to the Langeskavl and the Uranaas
tind (p. 157); that to the right is stili called the Melkedal. Steep
ascent through the latter, passing several waterfalls. As is so often
the case in Norway, the valley has no level floor, but consists of
a chaos of heights and hollows.
The rocks are polished smooth by
glacier-friction or covered with loose boulders. Vegetation ceases
entirely. About 20 min. above the bifurcation of the valley we
ascend a steep snow-slope to the plateau of Melkehullerne, with
This is

a

'varder'; guide

10 hrs. (guide 6 kr.).

—

—

—

several ponds.
In 20 min.

more

(about 172 hr. from Eidsbugaren) we reach the
(4382 ft.), in a strikingly grand situation,

**Store Melkedalsvand
the finest

point on the route, and worthy of a visit for its own sake
Eidsbugaren (best time in the forenoon, 4-5 hrs. there and
back). Even in July miniature icebergs (of 'aarsgammells', yearfrom

old ice

,

i.e.

winter-ice)

are

seen

floating

in the lake

(fresh

ice

Jotunheim.

SKOGADAL.

22. Route.
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being called 'natgammel Is', night-ice). To the W. rises the
Langeskavl; then the Uranaastind; on this side of the latter' is
the Redberg; next, the Melkedalsbrae, descending to the N.W.
end of the lake, and the Melkedalstinder , ali reflected in the
dark-blue water.
A walk of another hour

ice-pond at the
a
steep slope of

over

foot of the First

'Ur' and sno,w

Melkedalstind,

brings

whence

us

we

to

an

ascend

snow in 20 min. more to the Melkedalsband , the
watershed ('Vandskjelet'). Farther on appears the Second Melke
dalstind (7110 ft. ; ascended either from the Rauddal or the Melke
dal), and to the N.W. the Rauddalstind (p. 162). The route skirts
the three Melkedalstjerne, through which flows the Skogadela. The
stream has to be forded between the second and third. Rough
walking. A view of the Horùnger is now disclosed (p. 149). The
striation of the rocks by glacier-action ('Skurings-Striber')is frequently seen. The torrentis again crossed by a snow-bridge (caution necessary), or we may wade through it knee-deep a little lower
down. The Meikedal now ends in a barrier of rock ('Basite', girdle),
over which the river falls about 590 ft. To this
point also descends
from the left the W. arm of the Melkedalsbrae, by which the
descent from the Uranaastind may be made (see above).
The lower region of the valley which we now enter is the
*Skogadal, a broad basin. Above it tower the Skagastelstinder and
the Styggedalstind. The Maradalsbras descending from the Skaga
stelstinder is particularly striking. The Skogadal is at first a little
monotonous, but with the rising temperature the vegetation improves, and the scanty 'Rab' or scrub is soon replaced by fine
birches (whence the name, 'forest valley'). A walk of 2 hrs. from
the 'Baelte', without defined path, brings us to the tourist-hut of
Skogadalsbeen (see p. 146), reached from Eidsbugaren in
about 10 hrs.
About 72 hr. beyond Skogadalsbeen the Muran route leads to
the right(p. 147). We turn to the left and cross the Utla by a bridge
(2788 ft.). Beyond it the path to the right leads to the C/2 hr.)
Guridals-Saetre , while we follow the good saeter-track to the W.,
on the N. bank of the Gjertvas- Elv or
Styggedals-Elv , which
descends from the Gjertvasbrae and the Keiser. On the S. bank
is the deserted saeter of Gjertvasbeen, whence a path leads to (1 hr.)
the Vormelid Saeter (p. 146). The retrospect becomes grander and
more open as we advance: to the left is the Smerstabbrae
; at the
end of the Store Utladal is the Kirke ; more to the right are the
Rauddalstinder; in front of us is the Skogadalsnaasi ; farther to
the right are the Melkedalstind, the Uranaastind, and, to the extreme right, the Falketind. After 3/4 hr. the stream forms a small
waterfall. To the left, at the base of the E. Styggedalstind, now
usually called the Gjertvastind (7710 ft.), extends the large Gjertvasbra, opposite which we pass 72-3/4 hr. later.
—
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KEISEREN PASS.

A grand route, only about 1 hr. longer, taken for the first time by
Mr. Wm. C. SHngsby in 1876, and not difficult for good walkers, leads
past the N. side of the Gjertvasbrae to a low pass, and descends Tb the
Ascent
Styggedalsbrce and thence to the Helgedals-Saeter (see below).
of the Gjertvastind, see p. 146.
—

now

good,

next leads to the

to the left of this

lake,
then,

and ascends

The
to the

path,

'Skar',

and

the Ilvasnaasi

on

the

(20 min.) Gj'ertvand, passes

steeply, over de'bris and snow,
between the Styggedalsnaasi on the left and
right, to the (3/4 hr.) Keiseren Pass (4920 ft.;

Lapp 'Gaisa', mountain), on which lie the Ilvand and the snows of
the Storfond. To the S.E., above the snow of the
Styggedalstind,
rises the Koldedalstind
to the N. the Fanaraak, to the W. the
huge Jostedalsbrae rising above the mountains on the Lysterfjord.
The path now leads along the top of the hill, passing the
pond
of Skauta.
The Horùnger, especially the mountains round the
Styggedalsbotn become conspicuous to the left. After 3/j hr.
we cross the Helgedals-Elv
which flows towards the W., some
times scarcely fordable, and in 74 hr. more reach a bare rocky
height commanding the "Styggedalsbotn (p. 150), a huge basin of
,

,

,

snow and ice.
After 72 hr. we see in the 'Botn' to the left the
outflow ofthe Styggedals Glacier, andto the right the Steindals-Elv
coming from the Fanaraak. In front of us, about 660 ft. below, ex

tends the broad

to which the path now rapidly descends.
pass, on the left, the fine Skautefos, formed by
the confluence of the Helgedals-Elv and the Styggedals-Elv. The
path then crosses the Steindals-Elv, usually not difficult, and leads

In 20 min.

Helgedal,

we

through the wide valley, past the Helgedals-Sater, to the
Turtegre-Sater (p. 149), 672 hrs. from Skogadalsbeen.

—

23. From

Bergen

to Aalesund and Molde

by

Sea.

42 S.M. (163 Engl. M.) to Aalesund, 51 S.M. (204 Engl. M.) to Molde.
These are the distances as officially reckoned, but they are greatly increased

by the sinuosities of the bays and straits through which the steamers
thread their course. The distances given in this route in Norwegian
nautical or sea-miles are those from station to station.
Steamers ply almost dailv to Aalesund in 15-18 hrs. (fares 16 kr. 80,
10 kr. 50 0.), to Molde in 19-2"2 hrs. (fares 20 kr. 40, 12 kr. 75 0.). Some
of the steamers touch at Aalesund only, goingth enee direct to Christianssund
and Trondhjem; others cali at Aalesund and also at Molde; others again at
Flore, Molde, Aalesund, and Molde; and only a few touch at the minor
intermediate stations.

Bergen, see p. 112. To the mouth of the Sognefjord, see p. 127.
The Polletind (1740 ft.) here rises on the island of Indre Sulen.
To the N. of the Sognefjord the steamer skirts the district of
Sendfjord, which with that of Nordfjord (p. 176) formed the an
cient Firdafylke. The steamer steers between the islands of Ytre
and Indre Sulen. The scenery increases in interest, and the mountain-forms show more variety. Farther on we pass the Dalsfjord
(p. 171). To the W. lie the Vare and the lofty island of Alden
C1550ft.), known as the 'Norske Hest', which pastures upwards of

FLOR0.

23. Route.
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The vessel next usually passes to the W. of the high
and steers across the Stangfjord, passing the
promontory of Stavnas and the Stavfjord, the entrance to the Ferdefjord (p. 172). The lighthouse of Stabbensfyr stands on a solitary

1000 sheep.

Atlee

(2283 ft.),

cliff to the W.

20 S.M. Flore (Olsen

being touched

at

by

s

Hotel) is

a

station of

most of the steamers.

some

importance,

The little town is the

commercial centre of the Norddals, Eike, and Hedals fjords.
A locai steamer usually plies once weekly from Floi'0 up the small
Eikefjord to the station of that name, whence we may ascend towards
the N. to the great glacier-region of the Kjeipen (4460 ft.; recently explored by Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby), the snowy heights of which are visible
from the

fjord.

The steamer plying from Bergen to the Nordfjord also steers from
Flor0en to Mold0en by a route similar to that described below, but calls at
It makes connection with steamers plying on the Gulenmore stations.
fjord, which opens to the S.E. of Bremanger. From Kjelkences, on this
fjord, we may row to Rise (quarters) and walk thence by a wild path to
the N.W. of the Kjeipen (see above) to the Aalfotenfjord (p. 177).

We steer to the N. To the left lie the islands of Skorpe and
then the Frei-0, on which lies Kalvaag or Kallevaag, a
With the passage of
station of the Nordfjord steamers (p. 176).
the Freifjord, as the strait between the mainland and the large
island of Bremanger is called, begins one of the finest parts of the
voyage. On Bremanger is Berdle or Berle, another station of the
Nordfjord steamers. To the right some relief in the grey mossgrown rocks is afforded by a few high but slender waterfalls. To the
left, at the N.E. angle of Bremanger, towers the huge Hornelen
ft.), with its almost sheer cliff, ascended on the seaward side
by K. Bing in 1897. This is the Smalsorhorn of the Saga, said to
have been visited by King Olaf Tryggvason about the year 1000.
The Skatestrem, a strait to the N. of Hornelen, between Bremanger
and the Rugsunde, is noted for the rapidity of the tide ebbing and
flowing through it. The steamer crosses the mouth of the Nordfjord,
affording a fine mountain-view, and (3 hrs. from Flore) reaches

Aralden;

(2940

—

7 S.M. Molde (Inn of H. Friis), a small island between the
mainland and the Vaagse, the latter with hills attaining a height
of 2300 ft. Satrenas (Sunde's Inn), on this island, is called at by
the locai steamers.
We next steer to the N. through the Ulvesund, a strait between
the Vaagse and the mainland, and then across the bay of Sildegabet
and past the islands of Barme and Seljee.
On the latter are the ruins of a Benedictine monastery and of
the shrine of the Irish St. Sunniva, the tutelary saint of Bergen.
In former days sailing vessels had often to lie here for several weeks,
awaiting a favourable wind for the circumnavigation of Stadtland.
The peninsula of Stadtland, round which we next steer, is a
hilly plateau 28 Kil. long and 4-13 Kil. broad, stretching far into
the sea like the back of a huge right hand with a long wrist. The

('herring's mouth')
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AAHJEM.

Route 23.

is the Skraatna, rising above Drage, at the end of the
'wrist'. More conspicuous, however, is the Kjarring (1683 ft.),
near the tip of the middle finger.
The N. promontory is called
Staalet. On the N.E. side rises the Revikhorn (1410 ft.). Stadt

highest point

land is noted for the storms to which it is
summer

the

sea

here is often very

exposed.

Even in

rough.

On the Stadtland, opposite theSelje0, near the church and parsonage
lies Selje, a station of the Bergen and Nordfjord steamer, whence
we may row up the little Moldefjord in 1 hr.
to the gaard Eide.
A
rather steep bridle-path leads thence in 3jt hr. (pay for 7 Kil.) over the
Mandseid (about 500 ft.) to Enerhougen on the Kjedepollen. Then by boat
in 1 hr. to (4 Kil.)
Aahjem fgood quarters at Ravn's, the Landhandler), situated near the
church and parsonage of Vanelven, at the S.W. end of the Vanelvsfjord.
Steamboat to Aalesund, by Volden, once weekly (p. 196). Carriage-road
to Bryggen on the Nordfjord, see p. 176.
Feom Aahjem to Volden (p. 196), 2 days (guide and provisions
necessary). We ascend the road in the Almklovdal for about 8 Kil.
Kil.
short of the gaard Almklov), diverge to the left, and ascend past
(3
the little lake Storlivatn. Fine view of the S0vdefjord from the top of
the hill.
We then descend past the Kilebrekvand to (2 hrs.) Ovre-Berg,
the highest gaard in the Saurdal (820 ft.).
Then down a steep road to
(3/t hr.) Nedre-Berg and the Saurdalsgaarde on the Saurdalsvatn , where
a vehicle may be obtained.
We drive in 1/2 hr. to
Vik and the church of Sevde, on the Savdefjord, the E. bank of which
is very abrupt, while on the more level W. bank lie Eidsaa (station of
the Aalesund and Aahjem steamer) and several other gaards. From Vik
we drive up the Norddal, past the waterfall of Sarpen, to Tverberg, the
highest gaard in the valley. Then a walk, with guide, past several small
lakes, up a steep hill, and down, with splendid view, to (3 hrs.)
Indselsoster on the Dalsfjord (good quarters). Opposite lies Dale (p. 171).
From Indselsaeter by water to Volden about 14 Kil.
of

Hove,

—

—

—

The bay to the N.E. of Stadtland is called Vanelvsgabet, ad
which on the S.E. is the Vanelvsfjord (see above). The
steamer passes the Sande , in which is the Dolstenshul , a cavern
about 200 ft. above the sea-level , and the large islands Gurske
and Hareidland, and sometimes calls at Hereen, to the N. of the

joining

Gurske,

at Volden

from Molde

we

(p. 196),

reach

and at 0rstenvik

(p. 196).

In 6-9 hrs.

—

15 S.M. Aalesund, see p. 195.
The voyage from Aalesund to Molde is very fine, especially by
evening-light. Beyond Aalesund we have a grand *View of the
Sendmere Alps (pp. 190-192) to the right, the fissured Jenshom
and the snow-fields of the Kolaastinder long remaining in sight.
Farther on we pass the Lepse, with the Renstadhul, on the left.
To the right is the lighthouse of Gunaviken. A view of the mountains
to the

N. of the Romsdal is now disclosed, the most conspicuous
being the Skaala (p. 1 80). Finally we enjoy a panorama of the whole
Romsdalsfjord. From Aalesund to Molde the large steamers take
372-4hrs., the locai steamers much longer, as they touch at many
small stations.

9 S.M. Molde,

Trondhjem,

see

see

p. 207.

p. 197.

—

Thence to Christianssund and

esumi
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24. From the

Sognefjord

to the

Nordfjord.

Sandene or to Utviken, 120 Kil., a two days'
journey by 'skyds'. Good nightquarters are found at Sande, Ferde, Nedre
and
Red.
The trafile on this route (the 'OverVasenden, Skei, Egge,
landsvei') is very great, as the huge Jostedalsbrae (p. 126) prevents any
other road between the Sognefjord and the Nordfjord.
The first portion
of the route is the least attractive, so that many travellers use the Sandto
steamer
from
some
to
drive the whole
while
Bergen
Ferde,
prefer
fjord
way to the Nordfj ord.
The attention ofwalkers andiiders may, however, he direeted to the
route from Skjolden over the Sognefjeld to Reishjem (pp. 148, 152j and
thence via Grotti to Marok (R. 9). The passage from the Jostedal to the val
leys of the Nordfjord is attended by many inconveniences.
Feom Vadheim

to

—

Vadheim (hy steamer from Bergen in 7-10 hrs., from Laerdals
in 972-10 hrs., from Balholm in 3-4 hrs.), see p. 127. Conveyances usually await the arrivai of the steamer.
The road gradually ascends the Vadheimsdal, the westernmost
of the two valleyswhich open here, enclosed by rocks 1500-2000 ft.

eren

in

height.
exposedto

The first

gaard

is Ytre Dale

,

on

the left

,

somewhat

avalanches. In winter the sun is visible here for a very
short time only.
The road crosses the river and ascends between
the Dregebenip on the left and the Fagersletnip (2995 ft.) on
the right. On a rocky height to the left lie the gaards of Dregebe,
beyond which the road recrosses the river. It then skirts the Lower
Yxlandsvand, and again crosses the river before reaching the dark
Upper Yxlandsvand (430 ft.) The watershed is crossed near the
gaards of Aareberge (535 ft.), lying in a basin to the right , on a
small lake.
To the N. rises the imposing Kvamshest (p. 172).
l'assing the gaard of Lofald on the right , we cross the Gula or

Holmedals-Elv,

and reach

15 Kil. Sande

—

(Sivertsen's Hotel,

very

fair;

landlord

speaks

situated in the Indre Holmedal, with a church
and several gaards. To the S. rise the Hegehei (2850 ft.), and (more
distant) Dregebenip, to the W. the Stensatfjeld (2470 ft.), and to
the N.W. the lofty Kvandalsfjeld (3325 ft.).
From Sande a good road leads to the W., down the left hank of the
Holmedals-Elv, to (14 Kil.) the slow station of Eidevik, near the church
of Begstad and the gaard of Sveen (good quarters) on the Dalsfjord, at
which a steamer calls twice weekly (12]/2-13 hrs. from Bergen). The finest
point on the Dalsfjord is Dale, on the S. bank, where the Dalshest (2333 ft.),
the dome-shaped Kringlen (2435 ft.), and other mountains present a grand
From Sveen to Langeland (p. 172), 11 Kil.
picture.
From Sande a road leads to the E., up the valley of the Holmedals-Elv,
to (7 Kil.) the slow station of Horsevik on the pretty Viksvand (525 ft.),
which is worthy of a visit.
On an island near the N. bank is the church
of Haestad. From Horsevik to Vik, at the N.E. end of the lake, 14 Kil.
(by boat). Near Vik we pas3 the mouth of the Eldal (p. 129) on the
From Vik a road leads through the Haukedal to (7 Kil.) Mostadright.
hougen on the Haukedalsvand, whence we row to B0rvik (p. 173).

English), prettily

—

—

as

The traveller should secure a vehicle at Sande to take him to
might otherwise be kept waiting a long time at Langeland.

F/Jrde,

he

Beyond Sande we pass the church on the left, and
to the right to the gaard of Tunvald at the base

rapidly

ascend
of the

172

F0RDE.

Route 24.

From the

Sognefjord

Tunvaldfjeld. Fine retrospect. The hilly road then leads past the
Lundsgren on the right to a height overlooking the mountains
of the Dalsfjord (in Sendfjord) ; in the distance, the Lekelandshest
nearer, the Kvamshest or «Store Hest (4065 ft.), which,
farther on, resembles a huge horse's head ; and the wooded basin
of Lundebygden at our feet. We next reach the gaards of Skilbred,

(26'2i) ft.);

the peaty Skilbredsvand, whence we have an unimpeded view
of the Kvamshest and the Lille Hest (2985 ft.) to the N.E. of it,
on

with

between. In clear weather these mountains

are reflected
We then pass several pleasant gaards.
11 Kil. (pay for 14 in this direction) Langeland (unpretending
accommodation) lies high above the S. end of the Langelandsvand
(272 Kil- long), where the road to Sveen (p. 171) and the old road
to Ferde (on the hilly W. bank) diverge to the left. The new road
to Ferde follows the E. bank of the lake and descends in windings
(which walkers can avoid) into the valley of Ferde and to the Ferdefjord. To the left rises the Solheirnsheia (1265 ft.); to the right we
have a fine view of the Halbrandsfos. On arriving in the valley,
snow

in the lake.

route joins a road which leads to the left to the steamer-pier 011
Ferdefjord, of which the upper bay only is visible. We turn to the
right and ascend the course of the broad Jelstra to (about 1 Kil.)
11 Kil. (pay in the opposite direction for 14) "Hafstad's Hotel.
A few minute* later a long bridge on the left crosses to the right
bank of the river. Here, on the right, is "Sivertsens Hotel(R., B., or
S., each 1 kr. 40 0. ; landlord speaks English). Then, on the left, the
telegraph-offìce ; and, on a moraine-hill to the right, the church of
F«rde. The broad and smiling valley is enclosed by high hills : on the
N. the Ferdenip (2825 ft.), on the E. the Viefjeld (see below), and
on the S.W. the Solheirnsheia
(see above). Ferde is the capital of
the district of Sendfjord. The horses bred here and on other parts
of the Nordfjord are said to belong to the originai Norwegian 'fjord
race'. The steamboat- pier is about 20 min. walk down the river.
our

the

—

On the

Fjardefjord,

into which the J0lstra falls about

IV2

Kil- below the

village. a steamer plies twice weekly; to Naustdal on the N. bank in
I-I1/2 hr., to Flor0 (j>. 169) in 5 hrs.
To the N.E. (left) opens the Angedal, with the Sandfjeld
(4100 ft.) and the Kupefjelde (4190 ft.) rising in the background.
The Nordfjord road, which we follow, ascends the well-cultivated
valley of the Jelstra on its left bank and passes numerous gaards.
Fine view of the broad Brelandsfos. On the opposite bank rises the
Viefjeld (2210 ft.). About 6 Kil. from Ferde the long Farsundebro
carries us across the lower end of the Movatten (76 ft.), a small lake
through which the Jelstra flows. The road then skirts the N. bank
of this lake, at the foot of the Viefjeld. On the S. bank lie several
At the head of the lake, 011 the right, is the agricultural
('Landbrugsskole') of Mo, beyond which is seen the fine
Huldrefos. Beautiful pine- wood. About 5 Kil. from the Farsundebro

gaards.

school
a

road

diverges

to the

right

to Holsen.

to the

24. Route.

SKEI.

Nordfjord.
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The road to Holsen (no skyds) crosses the .T0lstra and leads a little
the N. of the Aasenvand and along the N. bank of the Holsenvand
The road goes on, over
(410 ft.). To the church of Holsen about 9 Kil.
the Rervikfjeld and past the Rervìk Scetre, to the gaard of Rervik on the
Haukedalsvand (863 ft.), at the N.E. end of which, about 15 Kil. from
Holsen, is the church of Haukedal. The road ends at the gaard of Graning(1090 ft. ; quarters), 4-5 Kil. farther up the valley. Thence to Balholm
on the Sognefjord, see p. 129.
A grand but rough route, fording several
brooks, ascends the Grendal, with a view of the Grovebrai on the left
and the Jostedalsbrae on the right, to the Seknesandsskar, and descends to
lo

—

—

Noknesand (see below).

Beautiful scenery. The green wooded valley is backedby
N.E. The rapid stream affords trout-fishing.

fjelds

to the E. and

19 Kil. Nedre Vasenden

("Nielsen' s Hotel, moderate),

lies at the

Jelstervand, out of which the Jelstra flows in a series
of rapids (seen from the bridge close to the station).
The pretty *j0lstervand (670 ft.), 23 Kil. long from S.W.
to N.E., is traversed several times daily by a small steamer (2 hrs.,
fare 2 kr.). Both banks are studded with gaards, most of them on
W. end of the

or N. side.
The lake contains excellent trout. The
the N. bank skirts the base of the Jygrafjeld, passes the
gaards of Sviddal at the mouth of the little Bergsdal, and leads
through the fertile Aalhusbygd, with the church of Aalhus or Jelster.
On the S. side of the lake, called 'Nordside' by the natives

the

'Solside',

road

on

because facing the N., rise the Sanddalsfjeld, the Klana, the
Orken, and the Sadelegg. Above these peep at intervals the Grovebra and the Jostedalsbrae. By the gaards of Myklebostad are several
pretty waterfalls.
To the left, at the E. base of the Bjersatfjeld (3314 ft.), which
the road skirts, lies the skyds-station of Aardal or Ordal. Farther
on is the church of Helgheim.
On the right opens a bay called the Kjesnasfjord (10 Kil.
backed by the blue-green Glacier of Lunde.
Kjesnaesfjord rises the Bjerga (5510 ft.), and
Seknesandsnipa (4965 ft.).

long),
the

At the E. end of the

Kj0sna\sfjord

To the N. of
to the S. the

lie the gaards of Seknesand and Lunde

both), whence, with a guide, we may cross to the Gr0ndal
to the S. and go on to Sva-ren (p. 129), or we may cross the Jostedalsbrae to the
S.E. to Fjwrland (p. 129). The latter forms an attractive and (for adepts)
not over-difficult passage to the middle Sognefjord (comp. p. 130; to the
Lundeskar 2'/2, to the glacier 1, across it l'/2, to the B0jum-Sseter 2'/4, to
Fjserland 2 hrs.).
At the head of the Jelstervand lies (22 Kil. from Nedre Vas

(poor quarters

enden)

at

—

Skei ("Hotel Skei, owned by 0. Andersen and T. Gabrielsen,
R., B., orS. 1 kr. 40 e. each; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July & Aug.). Skei
is not a skyds-station, but conveyances are always to be had.
Two routes lead hence to the Nordfjord : one by the Bredheimsvand to Sandene on the Gloppenfjord (35 Kil.) , the other the
ordinary skyds-road by Egge to Utviken (34 Kil. , to Sandene
40KÌL). Both routes are picturesque. Beyond Egge the second route

174 Route
is

24.

RED.

From the

Sognefjord

extremely hilly, so that it is seldom chosen except by walkers,
use vehicles merely for the
transport of their baggage (p. xxiv).

who

From Skei

Sandene (35 Kil.).
Just beyond Skei the road
the watershed between the Jelstervand and the
Brediieimsvand, and passes the small Feglevand and Skredevand.
On the right is the Fosheimsfos, descending from the Bjerga.
At the S. end of the Bolsatvand, a little more than 3 Kil. from
Skei, the road divides. The branch to the left leads past the W.
bank of the Bolsaetvand to the Bredheimsvand , that to the
right
(see below) past the E. bank to Egge. Taking the former road, we
descend by the Stor-Elv, through picturesque, hilly
scenery, and
cross the stream on this side of and beyond the little Paulsvand.
On the W. the Skjorta ('shirt' ; 5663 ft.) is conspicuous.
Later,
on the right, is the precipice of
Kupenaava, with its stony de'bris.
9 Kil. Ferde i Bredheim (fast station, poor) lies near the Ferdefjord, the S. bay of the 'Bredheimsvand, Breimsvand, or Breumsvand (207 ft. ; 896 ft. deep), a grand and sombre Alpine lake,
crosses

hill

to

,

16 Kil. long, enclosed by imposing mountains.

about

ends

a

here, by

a

lofty old moraine.

rowing-boat ('boat-skyds').
with the

Gamledalsfos;

on

(4770 ft.). Beyond

kenipa

From this

point

The road

go on by
On the left rises the rocky Skjorta,
the right is the precipice of the Svensthe

Myklandsdal (left)

we

and the Ordal

the view becomes more open. To the N., in the background,
rises the Dunegg (3650 ft.). Farther on we skirt the rocks on the

(right)

while the Skarstenfjeld rises to the left. Then the Nasdal,
the left, with several gaards. Nearing Red, we pass the mouth
of the Vaatedals-Elv, and see four offshoots of the Jostedalsbrae at
the head of the Bredheimsdal. We leave the boat at
12 Kil. Red or Re (Hotel Gordon, well spoken of ; Hotel Victoria,
opposite), which lies picturesquely on the E. bank of the Bred
heimsvand, near the church of Bredheim.

right,

on

—

A

road leads

from Red

up

the

fertile Bredheimsdal

to

Moldestad

(p.~ 175; about 5 Kil.), on the road to Utviken.
We
The lower part of the Bredheimsvand is less interesting.
now drive on the E. bank to (6 Kil.) Vasenden, the 'end of the
water', and cross the 'Eid' or isthmus (256 ft.), through a pretty
wooded valley, passing the Eidsfos, to (6 Kil.)
14 Kil. Sandene, on the Gloppenfjord (p. 177), a station of
—

the

Nordfjord

steamers

(to Faleide, 372-4 hrs.).

From Skei to Utviken (ca. 40 Kil .). To the Bolsatvand (37é Kil.),
The road ascends on the E. bank of the small lake
see above.
and crosses a hill to the Stardal, at the head of which appears the
huge Jostedalsbrae. Beyond the former skyds-station of Klagegg
(741 ft. ; 5 Kil. from Skei) the road divides, the left branch leading
the right to Aamot in the Stardal.
From Klagegg the road in the Stardal ascends past the gaards of
(Irebstad and Befring to (about 10 Kil.) Aamot (tolerable quarters at Tolleif

to

Egge,

to the

Nordfjord.

Aamofs; guides
passes

across

EGGE.

always

the

on

hand),

Jostedalsbk.»

24. Route.

the starting-point of
(guidea, Ole ToUeifsen

several
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grand

Aamot , Elling
™Pe necessary):
(1) Over the Oldenskar
(6133 ft.) to the Oldenvand (p. 179), 7-8 hrs. (2i/2 to the foot of the Aamot
Glacier, 2'/2 over unpleasant 'Ur' to the highest point, and a very steep
and fatiguing descent of
21/2 more, with fine views, to Mcelkevold and
Husteen, p. 180). This interesting excursion, which is often made by
ladies
is not difficult in
good weather.
(2) To the Austerdalsbrce, and
then down to Nordre Naes (10-12
hrs.), comp. p. 137.

frwT-fl P^err^À Nav^ì0s'

-

—

The road to

Egge turns to
high mountains

the left into the narrow Vaatedal,
and descends the valley.
On the
right rises the Hagheimsfjeld, on the left the Svenskenipa (p. 174).
The road crosses to the right bank. The
valley expands. Ontheright
towers the conical Eggenibba
(5250 ft.) , which may be ascended
from Egge (6-7 hrs.;
bridle-path to the Egge-Saster, halfway).
14 Kil. Egge i Vaatedalen
(558 ft.; "Hotel Egge; the landlord
G. Kristensen, speaks
English).
We now skirt the E. side of the
Bergemsvand (470 ft.). On the
left rises the Raadfjeld, on the
right the Vora. Beyond the gaards of
the
road
crosses a brook
Bergem
issuing from the Sanddalsvand
on the
right and divides : to the left it descends to Red (11 Kil
from Egge ; p.
it ascends to
; to the
flanked with

Moldestad

,

174)

(about

right

—

7 Kil. from

Egge), where another road comes
up from Red on the left, and whence a road leads to the E. to
Fosheim and Myklebostad. Beautiful
retrospect of the Eggenibba
5
Kil'U and thence Past the Sanddalsvand to Myklebostad
a fme
glacier -pass leads past the
*?£Jr n- i m°re; Fr,\°,m
°Men ?oa^ìm
(P- "9l Fr°m «y""»"™ *• -y ascend

r,e»l? [°£*?m

Z^elZ^mU0).

The roadto Utviken

now crosses a

Bredheimsvand from the

hill which separates the
and first ascends and then
is faster than driving (from Molde

high

Invikfjord,

descends so steeply that
walking
stad to Utviken

372-4 hrs.).

The road ascends between the
Skavlevagge on the right and
the Fallefjeld on the left.
As we ascend , a view to the
right is
disclosed of the vast snow
expanses of the Gjetenyk
the t0p 0f the ascent we reach a
Plateai of moor
temi,
IMli It.), where the road undulates considerably,
numer
passing
ous ttoggy
ponds and glacier-blocks. To the S.W. we have a final
of
the
retrospect
Skarstenfjeld (p. 174), with its sharply defined
outline. On the N. margin of the
plateau we at last come in sight
of the Invikfjord far
below, commanded on the N. by the Laudalstmder, the Storhorn with its large glacier, and the Hornindalsrokken.
The descent is
at first and

S'y

-

IÌT £*

rapid

afterwards in graduai

which the walker may avoid
by easily-followed shortStor-Elv, which descends in numerous falls on the
right, turns several mills at Utviken.
20 Kil. (pay for
26) Verlo i Utviken, a station of the Nordfiord
J
steamer (see p.

windings,
cuts.

The

178).
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25. The

Nordfjord. Oldendal, Loendal, Strynsdal.

Steamers (not ali with separate staterooms) from Bergen to Faleide
thrice a week in 21-36 hrs. (fare 14 kr. 80 0.); thence to Visnass lfe hr.
more (15 kr. 30 0.);
to Loen 1 hr. beyond Visnses (15 kr. 60 0.); and to
Olden 1 hr. more (15 kr. 60 0.). A locai steamer also plies five times weekly
from Sandene (Gloppen) to Utviken, Faleide, Stryn, Olden, and Loen.
The long sea- voyage from Bergen lo the Nordfjord can hardly be re
commended. Mostt ravellers will probahly steam from Sandene (pp. 174, 177)
or
from Utviken (p. 177) direct to Faleide or (better) to Visnces, Loen, or
Olden (pp. 178, 179); make excursions in the Loendal or the Oldendal;
and continue their journey through the Strynsdal and Videdal (R. 26).

The ""Nordfjord, running parallel with the Sognefjord, one degree of latitude farther to the N. , but scarcely half the length (50 M.),
extends inland to the N.W. slope ofthe Jostedalsbrae 125). In this
.

also the finest scenery is tobe found in the inmostrecesses ofthe
fjord, here of unusual grandeur and picturesqueness. No grander
case

combination exists of wide expanses of water with mighty moun
tains and extensive glaciers. Nowhere are the peculiar charms of
Norwegian scenery, as contrasted with the finest Alpine panoramas,
more

adequately illustrated.

Different

parts of the fjord have

different names. The name 'Nordfjord' formerly applied to the N.
part of the Nordre Bergenhus Amt, but is now generally given
to the

fjord

also.

The number of visitors has

greatly increased

in recent years.
Steamer from

Bergen to Molde (1372-15 hrs.), see pp. 168, 169.
The steamer then retraces its course and steers to the E. between
Vemelsvik and Gangse into the Nordfjord. The first station is Rugsund, on the S. side, opposite the Rugsundse.
From the next station Bryggen, on the N. bank, a road leads
to Aahjem on the Vanelvsfjord
over the Maurstadeid (2080 ft.)
We next cali at Haugs or Haus in the Daviks(20 Kil.; p. 170).
fjord, also on the N. bank; at Davik, in a pretty bay ofthe S.
bank, once the residence of the poet Claus Frimann (d. 1829);
and at Domsten or Dombesten. Splendid view to the S. of the
—

Aulfotbra.
The fjord now forks into the Isfjord to the S.E. (p. 177) and
the Eidsfjord to the N.E., where the steamer touches at Slarheim,
Naustdal or Nestdal, and (572 hrs. from Molde)
Nordfjordeid, a large place with a church, post-office, and bank.
About 1 M. from the pier is "Boalths Enke's Hotel, often wholly oc
From Nordfjordeid a road
cupied by English salmon-fishers.
ascends the valley to Nor or Nord (7 Kil.), on the Hornindalsvand,
the geological continuation of the Eidsfjord, and 184 ft. higher,
while its depth extends to 1310 ft. below the sea-level. Its lofty
banks are partly wooded. From Nor a steamer plies thrice weekly
—

■—

in

hrs. to Grodaas
Feom Nobdfjokdeid to Volden (p.

372-4

(p. 187).

196), 46 Kil. A road leads to the
W. along the Eidsfjord to a bifurcation, whence the road to the left
to the right to (15 Kil.) the slow
and
that
leads to Naustdal (see above),
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25. Route.

station of Smeirdalen. Fine view of the Gjegnabrse (see below) behind us.
The road crosses the pass (1640 ft) and descends rapidly to (11 Kil., pay
for 13) the slow station of Sendre Birkedal, on the lake of that name,
with picturesque rocky environs.
Then, past Kile, to the (10 Kil.) slow
station of Slremshavn, on the Kilefjord, the S.W. bay of the Voldenfjord,
and by boat across the fjord to (10 Kil ) Volden.
From Sendre Birkedal an interesting path ascends the Laurdal and
On the way we may ascend the ,!Felden
crosses the fjeld to the Dalsfjord.
(4293 ft.) for the sake of a grand mountain and glacier view, in which
We descend to Indre
case the whole route takes 8-10 hrs. (with guide).
Dale, opposite Indselsseter (p. 170), on the Dalsfjord, an arm of the
Voldenfjord. Thence to Volden by boat about 14 Kil.

Returning to the entrance of the Eidsfjord, the steamer rounds
the promontory of Havnnas and enters the Isfjord. Beyond the
promontory of Askevik we enter the Aalfotfjord, where the steamer
calls at Aalfot. To the S. of the Isfjord we see the *0ksendaUstrenge, the discharges of the Aalfotbra and the Gjegnabra, which
descend in fine cascades from the Vestre and 0stre 0ksendal.
"We approach quite close to these falls in leaving the Aalfotfjord.
Farther on we pass the mighty Skjaring (4075 ft.), with the solitary farm of Skjeistrand. The fjord here is called the Hundviksfjord. We cross the mouth of the Hyefjord, which cuts deep into
the S. hank (view of the
to the station Hestnaseren
(quarters at the post-office). Some of the steamers go on to Hyen,
at the S. end of the fjord.
In the Hyefjord, opposite Hestn^es0ren, opens the Skjaerdal, a grand
valley, through which we may proceed past the Heimestel to the Gjegnabra.
The Svartevandstind and the Gjegnet (5650 ft.), two splendid points of view,

Gjegnabrae),

may be ascended. The descent may be made to the fjksendal, or to the
S. to Hope, near the S. end of the Hyefjord (guide and rope necessary).
Other good opportuni! ies for glacier-excursions are afforded by the Bukktnipa
(5250 ft.) and Ihe Slorhest, to the W. of the J&ksendal, and by the Marietind
and Sagen, to the W. of the Aalfotbra;.
—

The steamer

now

steers round the Kvitenas and enters the at

the W. side of which is flanked by lofty
clad with snow. In this fjord are Ryg and the
church of Gimmestad on the W. hank, and the church of Gloppen on
the E. bank. We next reach (3V2-4 hrs. from Nordfjordeid)
tractive

Gloppenfjord,

mountains,

some

—

Sandene ("Hot. Gloppen, 5 min. from the pier, English spoken ;
*K. G. Sivertsens Hotel, 5 min. farther on, R. 1 kr. 40, B. 1 kr. 20 e.;
Engl. Oh. Serv. in July & Aug.), charmingly situated at the S.E. end
of the fjord. Beautiful walks and good trout-fishing near. Steamers

thrice weekly and to Faleide and Visnaes every weekRoad from Sandene to the Bredheimsvand, see p. 174.
We return to the main fjord, here called TJtfjord. The hills are
prettily wooded and dotted with farms. Fine retrospect of the
glacier-sheathed Gjegnet) see above) to the S.W. Stations: Rysfjaren,
on the S. bank, and
Rand, on the N. bank. On the N. bank, a little
farther on, is a Une waterfall. The fjord is now called the Invikfjord.
Numerous gaards are seen on the green slopes of the N. hank. To
the E. we have a view of the glaciers of the Store Cecilienkrona and
Grytereidsnib. In 3!/2 hrs. after leaving Sandene we reach

ply

to

day.

Bergen

—

—

Baedeki

'

"
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Nordfjord.

Verlo i Utviken
R. & B.

("Hotel Britannia, kept by Landhandler Loen,
80».), a pretty, scattered village
The road from Egge (p. 175) ends here. It is also

lkr. 20». each, D. 1 kr.

with

a church.
station of the Bergen and Nordfjord steamers. The fjord now turns
sharply to the N. On the left rises the Selvbjergfjeld, with several
gaards on its slopes. On the right, in a beautiful bay, lies the
steamboat-station Indviken (no inn), with its church, at the mouth
of the wild Prastedal, which is flanked by the Skarstenfjeld (5384 ft.)
on the N., and the Sterlaugpig (5544 ft.
; both easy and interesting
ascents), oh the S. We next steer round the promontory of Hildehalsen, where the fjord again turns to the E., to
Faleide ("Tenden's Hotel, three houses; landlord speaks English;
Engl. Oh. Serv. in July & Aug.), an admirable centre for excursions,
hut often crowded in summer.
Excoesions. To the E., by the new road (p. 187), to the gaard Svarvestad
and up to the gaard of Lange-Sozter (about 800 ft.), on the lake of that
Or from Svarvestad we may follow the fjord,
name, abounding in fish.
via Lunde and Toning , to (9 Kil.) Visnses (see below; skyds lkr. 52, for
2 pers. 2 kr. 30 0.). Row to Indviken, and walk thence into the Prwstedal
(see above) or ascend the Skarstenfjeld (see above ; 4-5 hrs. ; notable view).
Row in l'/a hr. to Rake and ascend the Opheimsfjeld (see below). Visit
the grand glacier-valleys of Loen, Olden, and Stryn (see pp. 179 et seq.).
At Faleide the fjord is superb. Beyond it towers the castellated
Aarheimsfjeld (2018 ft.), at the foot of which opens the Strynsdal.
a

—

At the mouth of this valley lies the steamboat-station
Visnses ("Hotel Central , kept by Peter Tenden , also a skyds
station, D., with coffee, 2 kr. ; "Visnas Hotel, a good house of its
class, English spoken, both at the pier ; Hot. Wiig, in Toning, on
the road to Faleide, 1 M. from the pier, beyond the bridge over the
Stryns-Elv), the starting-point for the Strynsdal and the Videdal
(p. 182). Boat to Loen or Olden with two, three, or four rowers,
—

2kr. 80 e., 4kr., 5 kr. 60».
In the distance, a little to the right of the Aarheimsfjeld, are
the Skaala (6360 ft. ; 'bowl'), with its glacier-basin, and the Sandenib (p. 181); nearer rises the Auflemsfjeld (see below), which
separates the Loendal from the Oldendal. To the right, behind the
Auflemsfjeld, appears later the Melheimsnib (p. 181). To the S.
look up the Oldendal, with the Store Cecilienkrona (W. ; p. 179)
and the Ravnefjeldsbrse (E.). On the N. bank rises the Opheimsfjeld,

we

of view (ascent from the gaard Rake, 2 hrs.).
("Hotel Alexandra, two large houses; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July
&
Aug.), with a small church, at the mouth of the Loendal (p. 180),
bounded by the Lafjeld (N.) and the Auflemsfjeld (S.; 5090 ft.).
a

splendid point
Loen

—

The Bergen steamers have a pier here, but the locai steamers land
their passengers in small boats (10 0.). The latter, and also some of
the Bergen boats, do not cali here till after calling at Olden.
The voyage from Loen to Olden takes Y2 hr. , from Visnaes 3/i hr.
The smaller steamers land at Olden also by small boat (10 ».).
Olden, or Olderen ("Yri's Hotel, 1/t'M.. from the boat-landing

and

8/4 M.

from the

pier

of the

Bergen steamers, R., B.,

20 0., D. 2 kr. ; English spoken ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in
the mouth of the beautiful

Oldendal,

179
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OLDENVAND.

Nordfjord.

and is

a

or

S. 1 kr.

summer),

good

lies at

centre for

ex

right we see the Store Cecilienkrona and the Bennaesleft the Synsnib and the Melheimsnib (comp. below).

cursions. To the

Klaaven, to the

Excursions to the

Oldendal, Loendal,

and

Strynsdal.

The three valleys Oldendal, Loendal, and Strynsdal, to the S.E. and
E. of the Invikfjord, extend into the heart of the Norwegian Fjeld, and
to the Jostedalsbrse (p. 126). Each of these valleys is occupied by a lake,
11-16 Kil. long, formed by an ancient moraine or rocky ridge (Eid),
which separates it from the fjord. Ali three lakes, but especially those
in the Oldendal and Loendal, are enclosed by huge precipicea rising to
5000 ft., over which tower peaks to a height of 1000-1500 ft. more. From
these descend glaciers on every side. The abundance of trout and salmon
Guides are not necessary except for the glaciers.
nttracts many anglers.
The best are said to be Anders E. Brigsdal, Rasmus R. Aabrekke, Lars
Jonssen Batalden, and Halstein Muri of Olden, Thor Antonsen Greidung of
Opstryn, the two Ncesdals (p. 181), and /. J. Myklebostad (p. 1S0).
—

1. *Excursion

to the

Oldendal

(there

and

back, 8-10 hrs.).

p. 178.

The road to Eide (5 Kil., a pleasant walk of
Olden,
1 hr. ; stolkjaerre IV2 kr.) ascends along the milky stream, with continuous view of the snow-clad Store Cecilienkrona (see below),
passes (25 min.) the Lekenfos, and crosses the river. It then skirts
the W. side of the pretty Floenvand to (25 min.) the six gaards of
Eide, at the N. end ofthe *01denvand (120ft.), 11 Kil. long and
barely 1 Kil. broad , enclosed by precipitous rocks. Two steam
launches, the 'Brixdal' and 'Victoria' (1 Y2 kr., there and back 2Ya kr.),
make the passage in 1-1 1/i hr. A rowing-boat to the head of the
lake and back, with two rowers, costs 5 kr. and takes 2 hrs.
On the left, soon after starting, we see the gaard of Sandnas,
and on the right an ancient moraine with the gaard of Bennas,
above which rises the Bennas-Klaaven. Waterfalls on every side.
To the right rise the huge precipices of the Store Cecilienkrona
(5625 ft. ; ascent fairly easy, guide 6 kr.). To the left, by the side
of torrents, lie the gaards of Haahjem, Strand, and Gjerde. To the
S. the lake appears walled in by the Synsnib, buton nearing Sunde
we see through an
opening to the right the Grytereidsnib (5615 ft.)
and the Yrinib with two glaciers.
The strait of "Sunde has been
formed by the deposits of two streams descending on the left from
the Sundebra, between the Gjerdeaxele (6420 ft.) and the Neslenib
(4860 ft.). On the same bank are the gaards of (Sunde. A strong
On rounding the sombre
current flows through this narrow strait.
steeps of the Synsnib, we obtain a magnificent **View of the S.
half of the lake, which here expands a little. The Maelkevoldsbrae,
a
huge and imposing glacier, seems to descend to the head of the
lake. To the right towers the Yrinib, with its waterfalls, and at its
base lie the gaards of Bak-Yri and Indre-Yri. At the end of the
lake is the Rustefjeld, with its waterfall. On the left is the preci
pice of the Kvamfjeld, with several other cascades. We land at
see

—

■—

—

12*
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LOENVAND.

Nordfjord.

Rusteen (rfmts. at the guide Jakob Jenssen Myklebostad' s;
cariole to the Brigsdal, about 5 Kil., 2, stolkjaerre 3 kr.). A good
road leads across swampy alluvial iands, passing (10
min.) the
gaards of Kvamme, to (V2 hr.) Malkevold. To the left, above us,
is the Aabrekkebra, enclosed by two rocky heights and taking its
name from the gaards visible beyond Maelkevold.
Also to the left
is the Brigsdalsbrae. At the head of the valley is the beautiful Malkevoldsbra, imbedded between the Kattenak and the Middagsnib. To
the right of the glacier is the pretty twin fall of the Vaalefos.
ee

Feom Malkevold
p. 175.

to

Aamot,

a

fine

fjeld-pass

of 7-8 hrs. (with

guide),

The road ascends over 'Ur' and in 25 min. crosses the river at
the confluence of the streams descending from the Vaalefos and the
Brigsdal (1.). In 10 min. more we reach Gaard Brigsdal (490 ft. ;
poor inn, bottle of beer 50 0.), where the road ends.
A footpath on the right bank of the Brigsdals-Elv ascends to
the C/2 hr.) Waterfall of that stream, and to a higher zone ofthe

valley, where we obtain a striking view of the *Brigsdalsbrae, the
blue ice-waves of which tower above birch and alder thickets. Our
route leads through the wood to (20 min.) the foot ofjhe glacier
(1000 ft.), containing a superb ice-cavern, from which the stream
issues.
Another glacier, from which waterfalls and occasionally
blocks of ice descend, is seen high up to the S.
The Brigdalsbrse is very steep and was ascended for the first time in
1895 by K. Bing (p. 113), with the guide Rasmus Rasmussen Aabrekke
(to the top, 9 hrs.).
2. **Excuksion to the Loendal (7 hrs. , there and back).
Previous enquiry should be made as to the condition of the path
on the Kjendalssand
(comp. p. 181). After much wet weather the
expedition should be abandoned.
Loen, see p. 178. The road to the Loenvand (stolkjserre 1 kr. ;
a
pleasant walk) ascends on the right bank of the torrent. We fol
low the main road, which trends to the right. The landscape, with
its trees, shrubs, and green meadows, looks like a park. Above it
tower great mountains, partly snow-clad.
The road crosses the
stream coming down from the Tjugedal on the left. The LoendalsElv forms the Haugfos, a fall of horseshoe shape.
A seeter-path follows the Tjugedal to the Tjugedals-Sater and thence
ascends (steep) over 'TJr' to the top of the pass. On the other side we
descend at first over snow and then by a path to the church of Opstryn
From the Tjugedals-Sseter the Skaala (p. 178)
(p. 182; 5-6 hrs. in ali).
At the top is
may be ascended in 3 hrs. (from Loen and back 8-9 hrs.).
—

a

dilapidated stone hut.
In 25.min. from Loen if driving, in

Vasenden,

at the N. end of the

3/4 hr.

if

*Loenvand,

on

foot, we reach
Alpine lake

an

—

in

the grandest style , 12 Kil. long. It is traversed by the poor steam
launch 'Lodelen' (return -fare 2 kr.), which starts at 11.30 a.m.
and takes 1 hr. to reach the head of the lake. A rowing-boat (there
and back 5V2 kr., with two rowers) takes about twice as long.

BASIN OF NASDAL.

Nordfjord.

25. Route.
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Soon- after starting we are in full view of the whole lake. On
left, above the gaard of Sande, rises the Sandenib (5425 ft.) ;
on the right are the Auflemsfjeld and the Melheimsnib (5428 ft.).
From ali the mountains, especially from the Ravnefjeld (6575 ft.)
on the
right, descend large glaciers, ali, however, ending high
above the lake. At the Brengsnas-Sater, on the left, a lofty waterfall descends from the Skaalebrae (see below). On the W. side of
the

the lake is the huge Hellesaterbra, terminating abruptly at a height
of about 3900 ft. , from which numerous streams and (in hot
weather) ice-avalanches fall, spreading out below like a fan. On the

E. bank are the gaard of Hogrending and a waterfall coming from
On the E. rises
The W. bank is uninhabited.
the Ostendalsbra.
the Kvarnhusfjeld (5700 ft.), with the gaard of Redi at its foot.
To the W. is the serrated Ravnefjeld -(6575 ft.), the base of
which we skirt towards the S. On the left we look up the Bedal,
with its gaard, backed by the Skaalfjeld with the Skaalebra.
From the gaard of B0dal we may visit the Bedals-Swter and the adjacent Bedalsbro? (l'/2-2 hrs.). Sleeping at the saeter, we may ascend the
Lodalskaupe (6790 ft.; 8-10 hrs.; p. Ì41), bringing a guide from Loen.
The lake contracts to a strait. In front of us towers the Nonsnib, rising sheer to the overwhelming height of over 6000 ft. To
the right, in front of it, opens the Kvandal or Nasdal, with its
glacier, adjoining which is the Utigardsfos, a waterfall 2000 ft.
high, descending from the glaciers of the Ravnefjeld. Passing
through a bendof the lake, we enter the impressive *Basin of Nsesdal, bounded by the Ravnefjeld on the W., the Nonsnib on the
S., and the Bedalsfjeld on the E. Between the last two peep the
Kronebra and the Kjendalskrona (5995 ft.). The grandeur of the
On the alluvial land at
scenery here is unequalled in S. Norway.
the mouth of the Kvandals-Elv, the outflow of the Kvandalsbrae,
lie the turf-roofed gaards of Nasdal. At the landing-place is the
fair inn of Joh. Andersen, at which dinner (2 kr.) may be ordered
against our return. The steam-launch starts again at 4 p. m.
A tolerable

path, leading

first

over

marshy ground, ascends

the

valley via the Kjendalssand. (In wet weather this route is impassable; the long and highly uncomfortable route round the base of the
W. mountain should beabsolutelyavoided.) After about 3/4hr. suddenly appears the *Kjendalsbree, on which waterfalls descend from
the right. In 1/2 hr. more, crossing part of the glacier-stream on

stepping-stones,
magnificent
or even

we

reach the

glacier. The stream issues from a
dangerous to walk on the glacier,

vault of blue ice. It is

to go too

near

it,

on

account of the

falling

stones.

From Naesdal (tolerable quarters at Jacob Ncesdal's) across the Joste
dalsbrae to the Jostedal, a grand expedition of about 15 hrs. (comp. p. 141).
Guides, Jacob and Simon Nasdal.

3. **A Visit
the

to the Strynsdal and the Videdal is
now, since
of the Videdal road (p. 183), made almost exclusthe way to or from Grotlid (Geiranger, Gudbrandsdal). It also

cómpletion

ively on
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forms,

in conjunction with a drive to a point above Skaare
(p.
day's excursion from Visnses or Faleide (10-11 hrs.).

a

fine

Visnas,
crosses

see

the

STRYNSVAND.

p. 178.

Stryns-Elv,

The road
on

the

(not

Nordfjord.

recommended for

184),

walking)

bank of which the routes to

right

Faleide-Hellesylt (to the left, via Toning" p. 178) and to Stryn
diverge from each other. Our road ascends to the E. via Ytre Eide
(waterfall), the church of Nedstryn (right), and the gaards of Gjer-

and 0vre Eide. On the other bank stands a house erected by the
who hold the lease of the fishing. Farther on we
skirt the Nedre Floden, the lower arm of the Strynsvand ; to the left
of the road is a large 'giant's cauldron' or pot-hole (p.
283). The
to the
huge mountain ahead is the Flofjeld, with the
ven

English anglers

Rindalshorn;

right is the Brsekkefjeld, with a large snow-field.
leaving Visnses we cross to the S. bank of the lake
11 Kil. Mindre Sunde (Hot. Mindre
the steam-launch

'Frithjof Nansen',

Sunde),

which

the

In H/4 hr. after
and reach
—

starting-point

crosses

once

or

of

twice

daily to (13 Kil.) Hjelle in li/4 hr. (fare 1 kr. 25 0.). Sunde is not
skyds-station, but small boats may generally be procured for Hjelle

a

(21/4-21/2hrs.
5 kr. 20

0.

,

;

boat with two

and

gratuity).

rowers

3 kr.

64#.,

with three

rowers

Carriages may also be had here for
The skyds-station is 3 Kil. farther to

driving back to Visnaes.
the E., at Bergstad or Meland (Hot. Victoria).
The * Strynsvand or Opstrynsvand (80ft.), the largest of the
three Alpine lakes to the E. of the Nordfjord, is not less imposing
—

than the Oldenvand and

variety. It is 16

Kil.

Loenvand,

long and

and

even

at first is narrow.

surpasses them in
The Store Sundfos

descends on the left. To the right is the gaard of Dispen, below
the glacier of the same name. In front the scene is closed by the
Flofjeld, behind by the sharp Kirkenibbe. On the bank to the
right lies Meland (see above). To the left rises the wall of the
Skjibergsfjeld, beyond which opens the Vesle Bygdal, with its gaards.
At two islets, beyond the gaard of Lindvik (on the left), the lake
expands, bends to the S.E., and reveals its full grandeur. In front
is the Erdal, with its background of glaciers. To the right is the
Fosnasbra, descending from the Skaala (p. 180). To the left is
the Marsaafos; then, the Flofjeld (iiOOft.), with the Rindalshorn

(5950 ft.)

behind it, and the gaards of Fio (720 ft. ; good quarters;
for the pass over the Flofjeld to Hellesylt, p. 188) perched
in front of it. To the right is the 'nose' of Tunoldshaugen, with the
gaards of Tunold and (higher up) Brakke and Aaning. Farther on,
to the right, are the Church of Opstryn and the gaards of Fosnas,

guide

name to the just-mentioned glacier.
On the other side
into the Glomsdal, with the gaards of Glomsnas and Sigdestad ; below is a fine waterfall. The huge Hjellehydna separates the
Videdal from the majestic Erdal, in which, as we near Hjelle, ap
pears the Tindefjeldsbra (i.): overlooked by the peak of the Yngvar
Nielsens Tind (5775 ft.). At the mouth of the Videdal lies

which
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we see
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Hjelle or Jelle ("Hot. Hjelle, R. 1-1 1/2, B. iy4, D. 2, S. li/4kr.),
starting-point for the pass to Geiranger (R. 26) and the Gud

brandsdal

(see

below and pp.

67-64).

The traveller will also be repaid by a visit to the wild Sundal, to
which a poor road diverges to the right about 2 Kil. from Hjelle. It
leads to the gaard of Sundalen (8 Kil.), whence we may walk to (H/2 hr.)
the Sundals-Smter (pass to the Rauddal and the Framrust-Sseter, see p. 66).
From Hjelle we may row in a short '/a hr. to the gaard of Erdal, at
the S. end of the Strynsvand, whence a walk of Y2 hr. brings us to the
gaard of Gredung (tolerable quarters ; Thor Antonss0n Greidung, certiflcated
guide), the starting-point of a visit to the 'Erdal or Aardal, into which
glaciers descend on ali sides. Before us, to the right, is the Tindefjeldsbrae,
with Yngvar Nielsens Tind (ascended by K. Bing in 1893); to the left are
the Ryghydna (5325 ft.) and the Swterfjeld (6203 ft.).
From Gredung we
ascend, with a view of the Erdalsbrw or Gredungsbree , which stretches
down between the Strynskaupe and the Skaalfjeld , to (2-2'/2 hrs.) the
loftily-situated Gredungs-Saiter, at the foot of the fissured glacier (2315 ft.).
The route from the Gredungs-Sseter over the Jostedalsbrae to the
Lodalskaupe (p. 181), and past it to Faaberg in the Jostedal (p. 181), takes
9-11 hrs., and requires an experienced guide (12-14 kr.).
—

26. From the
a.

Nordfjord

From the

to Aalesund and Molde.

Strynsvand

via Grotlid to Marok.

82 Kil. Road with fast stations. The whole distance is rather fatiguing
for 'One day, and it is better to take l:/z day, with a night spent at the

Djupvashytte. Those who prefer to walk for a good part of the way may
devote 2 days to the trip and spend the night at Grotlid; but the snow
The best bits for walking
does not allow of walking before mid-July.
are from Skaare to Vasvendingen (p. 184 ; 4'/2 hrs.) and from the Djupvashytte
to Marok (pp. 185, 186 ; 3'/2 hrs.). As Vasvendingen is not a station, those
who wish to drive from that point must bring skyds from Stenhus; in
the opposite direction skyds may be obtained in Grotlid for the stage to
Vasvendingen (15 Kil.). A kaleschvogn' and pair from Hjelle to Marok for
2 pers. costs 55, for 3 pers. 65, for 4 pers. 70 kr.
The "Road through the Videdal to Grotlid, opened for traffic in 1896,
forms, in conjunction with the road to Marok (opened in 1889), the finest
means of access from the Nordfjord to the district of S0ndm0re (Aalesund,
Molde). Both routes are seen to greatest advantage in descending the
valley; but the Videdal road reveals so many magnificent views in both
directions, that it may also he recommended to walkers and others ascend
ing the valley. The main charm of the Geiranger road is its sudden
plunge from the lofty fjelds to the sea-level. Both roads rank among the
very finest in W. Norway.
The road
Hjelle, at the E. end of the Strynsvand, see above.
ascends along an ancient moraine, through which the Videdals-Elv
has broken its way. Fine *Retrospect of the flnejy shaped and
conspicuous Skaala (p. 180), the Tindefjeld, the Fornasbra, the
Brakkefjeld, and other snow-mountains to the S.W. ofthe Stryns
vand. Farther on the road becomes more level. Tothe right opens the
Sundal (see above), with the snow-fields and glaciers of the Sseterfjeld.
—

A bridge crosses the Sundals-Elv. The gaards of Folven are passed.
The loops of the road on the Aaspelifjeld are seen in the distance.
We cross the river and after a drive of 3/4 hr. from Hjelle reach
7 Kil. Skaare (*Quarters, D. l1/^ kr. ; owner an excellent guide).
From Skaare to the Djopvashttte, a grand, but laborious route of
6-6V2 hrs. (guide). From the Jtflbro (p. 184) we ascend to the left, through
—
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GROTLID.

From the

Nordfjord

the Skceringsdal, to the (l3/4 hr.) Skmringsdal Saeter. Hence the route leads
to the right, up the Grasdal, to the Grasdalsvand and thence (steep) to
(4 hrs.) the snow-covered Grasdalsskar , between the Grasdalsegg and the
Skaeriagsdalsbrae. We then descend to the (3/4 hr.) Djupvashytte (p.

185).

About 2 Kil. beyond Skaare we have a view to the right of the
deep ravine of the Videdals-Elv. The road reaches the mouth of
the

Skaringsdal,

crosses

it

by the "Jelbro

(300

ft. above the

and ascends the

river),

Aaspelifjeld in sweeping curves between the two
right Is a lofty waterfall, descending from the snow-

ravines. To the
flelds of the Nuken. The road crosses the Videdals-Elv and follows
its left bank. Grand *Retrospect of the Videdal, flanked on both

sides by mountains projecting one before another. In the background
rises the Skaala. Walkers, who cut off the curves of the road, take
1-1 1/i hr. from the Jedbro to the top of the pass. A walk of 20-25
min.

up the

more

recrossing

to the

Kil.
where horses

8'/2

(pay
are

more

right
for

gentle

ascent of the upper

bank ofthe

13)

Stenhus

stream, brings

(2560

ft. ;

no

us

valley, finally
to

—

accommodation),

changed.

About l'/2 Kil- farther on begin the windings by which the road
ascends to a third zone of the valley. To the right and left are
waterfalls. To the right, high up on the slope of the Raudegg, is
the Tystigbra, which accompanies the valley for some distance. We
have another fine retrospect of the head of the Strynsvand, backed
by the Skaala and the Braekkefjeld. The road twice crosses the
stream, which here forms many pretty waterfalls, passes several
small gaards, and reaches the Langevand, which is not wholly free
of ice till August. We here reach the boundary between NordreBergenhus-Amt and Christians-Amt (l^nr.'s walk from the Sten
hus). To the right is the E. part of the Tystigbrae.
Farther on we pass several small lakes, as we follow the hilly
road through the Vatsvenddal. At Vasi-endingen we reach the highest
point of the road (3740 ft); drivers usually rest their horses here for
Y2 hr. To the right is the Skridulaupbrae (see below). Behind we
have our last view of the Skaala.
Grotlid is stili 15 Kil. distant, a drive of 1^2 hr. To the right,
between the Raudeggen and the Skridulaupen, opens the Maaraadal,
with its snow-fields and glaciers. Beyond the Heilstuguvand Grotlid
comes into sight.
The Stryn road joins the Geiranger Toad 3 Kil. to
the W. of Grotlid, which is reached 4 hrs. after leaving Stenhus.
Those who do not spend the 'night at Grotlid and have arranged for
skyds at the Stenhus (comp. p. 183) save 6 Kil. and the delay of a halt at
Grotlid by turning to the left (W.) at the junction of the two roads.
26 Kil. (pay for 40) Grotlid, Grjotli, or Grjotlien ('stony slope' ;

2865 ft.),

a

Fjeldstue

or

small mountain-inn

belonging to government,

the Dovrefjeld (p. 70), affords good fare (R.
80 e.-l kr. 20»., B. orS. 60». -l'/^kr., D. 80». -2kr.), situated
in a typical fjeld solitude. To the S. we see the long snow-field of
the Skridulaupen. Grotlid is the junction of the roads from Stryn

resembling

those

on

^

DJUPVASHYTTE.

to Molde.

and the

(R. 9)

Geiranger

on

on

the other.
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the one hand and that from the Gudbrandsdal
Reindeer and a few bears are to be met with

in the environs.
To the Djupvashytte (3 hrs.), 1 pers. 6 kr. 12, 2 pers.
Skyds Takiff.
9kr. 18 0. ; to the Stenhus in the Videdal (3!/2 hrs.), 1 pers. 6 kr. 80, 2 pers.
10 kr. 20 0. ; to Polfossen (2'/2 hrs. ; p. 66), 1 pers. 4kr. 59, 2 pers. 6 kr. 890.
Feom Geotlid to the Tafjokd, about 11 hrs. (guide to Kaldhus-Sseter
necessary, 4-5 kr. ; horse 7 kr.). The path leaves the Marok road by the

bridge over the Hamsa (see below; the path
ceases), and ascends the course of that stream

the right bank soon
its source in the Viavande, a series of lakes to the W. of the Heilstugegg and the Langegg.
Later on it passes the Fagerbottenvand and descends to the Kaldhus or
Kalur Seeter, on the lake of that name (1970 ft. ; good entertainment in the
tourist-hut). Descent to the (9-10 Kil.) Tafjord (p. 194) about 2 hrs. more.
on

to

Beyond the cross-roads mentioned at p. 184 (left, 'til Stryn'; right,
'til Geiranger') the Marok Road reaches the Breidalsvand (2885 ft. ;
8 Kil. long), bounded on the N. by the Breidalsegg and on the S. by
the Vatsvendegg or Langvasaxeln, and skirts its N. bank, crossing
several of its tributaries. Among these is the Hamsa, about 5 Kil.
from Grotlid, where the Tafjord route diverges (see above). We
pass between the small Lagervand and Langvand, with the Stavbrakker rising on the left and the Djvpvasegg (5400 ft.) on the
right. About 19 Kil. from Grotlid a stone marks the boundary be
tween the Christians-Amt and the Romsdals-Amt.
To the left appears the snowy expanse of the Skaringsdalsbra,
to the S.W. of the Djupvand (3300 ft.), which our road now reaches.
The water of this blue lake, often ice-clad as late as August, descends
to the E. to the Otta and the Laagen. The valley stili rises a little
towards the right. At the top the Kolbeinsdal descends to the N.,
traversed by a varde-marked path to the Viavande, Kaldhus-Saeter,
and the Tafjord (comp. above). The road skirts the Djupvand, on
the S. side of which we perceive the huge rocks of the Grasdalsegg
(5170 ft.) and the Skeeringsdalsbra?. A 'bautasten' marks the
At the W. end of the lake,
highest point of the road (3405 ft.).
5 Kil. from the frontier-stone, is the
24 Kil. (pay for 36) Djupvashytte, a newly enlarged hotel
with satisfaotory accommodation (R., B., & S. each l1^, D. 2 kr.).
From the Djupvashytte via the Grasdalsskar and the Skceringsdal to
Skaare, see p. 183 (guide 5 kr.).
■—

—

A few hundred

on we reach the watershed between
which the Otta flows) and the Atlantic.
The road skirts the Rundhorn (4900 ft.). About 35 min. beyond the
Djupvashytte a finger-post on the left points the way to the Jattegryde, a 'giant's cauldron' (p. 283), 7ft. in diameter and 10-12 ft.
deep, which lies a few steps below the road.
The **Finest Part of the Route begins here (road built in
1881-89). The traveller should walk. The road descends rapidly,
in sharp zigzags and over bold bridges spahning the wild torrent, to
the Geiranger Fjord. Between the brink of the descent and Marok
the distance is about 16 Kil., though in a straight line scarcely

the

yards farther

Skager-Rack (towards
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6 Kil., and the difference in height is

From the
over

3000 ft.

Nordfjord

The road ranks

among the grandest of its kind, and the sudden and tremendous
plunge it takes is not surpassed even among the Alps. A superh

mountain-picture presents itself just beyond
on crossing the 0rre Blaafjeld-Bro. On the

the

'giant's cauldron',

left rises the Flydalshorn, on the right the Vindaashorn ; beyond the latter the Saathorn
(5830 ft.), and then the Grindalsnibba (5030 ft.). In the distance
are the heights enclosing the Geiranger Fjord.
Far below lies the

smiling Oplaendskedal, which, in contrast to the overwhelming proportions of the fjeld, looks like an artificial park, with its winding
stream and curving road. In i/4 hr. we cross the Nedre BlaafjeldBro. Walkers will do well to keep to the road, and should in any
case follow only the footpath 1/2 M. beyond the Nedre Blaafjeld-Bro
and that

beyond the

stone marked

'800

m.

over

Havet'. To the

right is the Kvandals-Elv, which descends in several falls from the
Djupedal. In 40 min. more we cross it by the Kvandalsbro. Four
bold curves carry us down to the highest part of the Geiranger basin,
called the Oplandskedal, in which lie a gaard of that name and the
0rjesater (1410 ft. ; to the right, V2 hr. from the Kvandalsbro).
The road again descends rapidly to the next region ofthe valley,
called the Flydal, with view, to the left, of the Flydalshorn and the
Blaahorn. Between these, high above the gaard of Flydal, appears
the Flydalsbra, a huge snowy glacier with large crevasses. About
i/i M. beyond the 0rjes*ter, 6 Kil. from Marok, the road forms a
'knude'

as it passes exactly under a higher part
left, about y2 M. farther on, is the picturesque
Tverabefos, which, however, is not seen in its entirety except from
the rocks below the road. A finger-post, 10 min. farther on, indi-

knot

or

of itself.

(1335 ft.),

To the

cates the way to the

left into

an

gaze to the
the
with the Union Hotel and the church of

"Flydalsdjuv (985 ft.),

where

we

abyss of several hundred feet. In front of

last level of the

valley,

us we see

Marok. A little later the road passses the "Hotel Udsigten (p. 189),
the view from which is similar to that from the Flydalsdjuv.
Very striking, as we descend, is the increasing number of water
falls on every side. The largest tributaries descend on the right
from the Vesteraasdal, and unite below the gaard Hole, 5 min. from
the Hotel Udsigten , where we cross the Holebro. About 2 min.
farther on a finger-post to the light indicates the way to the Storsaterfos (p. 189). We cross the Kope-Bro. The fine fall of the
Vesteraas-Elv, called the Kleivafos, is reached by a path to the
above the Gjerde-Bro.
reach the Union Hotel (p. 189). The road
crosses the Vinje-Bro and passes the copious Storfos, beyond which
the river hurries with ali the water of the valley to the fjord. It
then rounds the hill on which the church of Geiranger stands,
passes the Geiranger Hotel, and ends at the steamboat-pier of
17 Kil. (pay for 26) Marok (see p. 189).

right ('100
In

1/4

m. over

hr.

more

Havet'), just

we

—

to
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Visnses via Grodaas to

Hellesylt
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and Marok.

The
Road from Faleide or Visnses to Hellesylt with fast stations.
entire journey (8-9 hrs.) is often performed without change of horses,
Steamer from Hellesylt to Marok in
with a rest of IV2 br. at Grodaas.
IVa hr. (fare 2 kr.).
—

At the gaard of Svarvestad, about 2 Kil. from Faleide (p. 178)
and 7 Kil. from Visnses (p. 178), the road ascends in steep wind
ings to the N.W. , affording fine retrospects, through openings in
the wood, of the fjord and the mountains to the S. The highest
point of the road is about 800 ft. above the sea. Then up and down
hill, past the gaards of Lange-Sater, Flore, and Sindre, with frequent views of the fjelds (the Holmefjeld to the W., the Gulekop
to the N., etc). We descend to
12 Kil. (pay for 17 from Faleide, 23 from Visnses) Kjes (*Hótel
Kjers, moderate), on Kjesbunden, the S.E. bay of the HorninWe may row from Kjers to Grodaas, but driving is
dalsvand.
quicker. The hilly road skirts the lake and rounds the Kjesnebb.
6 Kil. (pay for 8) Grodaas, or Gredes (Raftevold's Hotel, well
spoken of), at the E. end of the Hornindalsvand, a lake abounding
in fish and enclosed by wooded hills , on which a steamboat plies
A little to the N. is the
several times a week (see also p. 176).
church of Hornindal. To the N.W. rises the Hornsnakk.
Excorsions from Grodaas to Hornsnakken, Kjesnebben, and other heights,
2V«-3hrs. each.— The Gulekop (see below) and the Glilteregg (4173 ft. ; 5-6 hrs.),
which rises from the lake to the S., are among the otherpeaks ascended hence.
From Grodaas a bridle-path leads by Tommasgaard and Ledemel
(where Rasmus A. L0demel is a good guide, who speaks English) to the
pass of Kviven (2795 ft.) and past the Kvivdals- Scetre, where it joins a
path from Oferdal on the Hornindalsvand, to (5 hrs.) Kaldvatn, on the
road from Bjerke to F0rde on the 0stefjord (p. 192).
A finer but longer roufe is the passage of the Hjorteskar to R0rstad
(7-8 hrs.). This route ascends the Hjortdal (see below) to the HjortdalsSceter, leads through the Blaabrcedal and along the glacier to the pass
between the Lauedalstinder and the snow-clad Slorhorn (5184 ft.), and
descends the Lauedal, passing the Lauedals- Scetre, to Rerstad, on the
Kaldvatn and Bjerke road (p. 192).
The road ascending the Hornindal is so steep, that walkers pro
gress as fast as carriages. It passes several pleasant gaards, the
Denefos, and the entrance to the Hjortdal. The valley expands
farther up, and is flanked with snow-clad mountains. On the right
rises the huge Gulekop ; in front of it, the Seeljesaterhorn (2210ft.),
below which opens the Knudsdal; then, the Mulsvorhorn (2700 ft.) ;
to the left, the Brakegg
(4320 ft.) and Lilledalsegg
9 Kil. (pay for 11, but not in the reverse direction) Indre Haugen or Hougen, a poor station. The intelligent station-master acts
as a guide to Hornindalsrokken, etc.
Skyds may be obtained here
to (20 Kil.) Fibelstad Haugen (p. 190).
Farther on we have a
view, up a side -valley to the left, of the almost inaccessiblelooking Hornindalsrokken (5015 ft. ; ascent from Haugen 10 hrs.,
driving practicable for 2 hrs. ; extensive view). We then cross the
boundary of Sendmere to the Romsdals- Amt.
—

.

-

—
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6 Kil. Kjelstadli.

Travellers

on

From the

Nordfjord

their way N. do not

usually

stop here^ those from the N. change horses here and pass Indre

Haugen without stopping. The new road avoids the hill to the left
which the station formerly lay.
Grand scenery again. To the left opens the glacier-valley of
Kjelstad; to the right the Rerhusdal, with the 'pointeA Rerhusnibba.
We descend to Tronstad (1130 ft.), a little to the N. of which, by
on

Tryggestad,

the Nebbedal

(p. 190)

opens to the left.

Fine view of

the Fibelstadnibba.
The road descends on the left bank of the Sundals-Elv, the val
of which soon contracts to a deep ravine. To the left
opens the
Mulskreddal. Splendid view of the Sunelvsfjord and its mountains.

ley

The road
a

the stream, which enters the lake in the form of
passes the church of Sunelven, and reaches

crosses

waterfall,

—

13 Kil. Hellesylt

("Grand Hotel, R., B.,

or

S. each 1 1/2, D. 2kr. ;

fair ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July & Aug.), grandly
situated at the head of the *Sunelvsfjord, an arm of the Storfjord,
on which large steamers from Aalesund ply 5-6 times weekly
(land-

Tryggestad' s Hotel,

ing by

small boat 10

3-4 hrs.

(21 Kil.).

0.). Rowing-boat

—

Vehicles

from

usually

Hellesylt

to Marok in

await the arrivai of the

steamers.

From Hellesylt

to the
Strynsvand. We drive up the valley to
S.E., passing the fine waterfalls Denefos and Fróisefos , to Bjerdal
(12 Kil.) Voldseeter (quarters). For the rest of the route over the
Flofjeld (4 hrs.) we need a guide, who also rows us over the Nestevand
and the Stegolsvand (road along the bank not yet finished).
We next
pass the Aangelsvand and descend by the 0vre Fio-Scuter (quarters if need
and
the
the
Nedre
on
Fio-Scuter
to
182).
be)
Fio,
Strynsvand (p.
Fine view of Hellesylt and the falls of the Sundals-Elv (see
above) as we steam down the fjord. On the E. side of the fjord
towers the Nokkeneb (4373 ft.).
On the W. side we observe the
gaard of Ljeen, whence a road winds up the Ljeenbakker (about
2000 ft.) and crosses the Ljefjeld to Slyngstad (p. 194).

the
and

**Geiranger Fjord, into which
picturesque cliffs and its numerous water
falls. On the right, the Nokkeneb; on the slope to the left, the gaard
of Madvik.
Farther on, to the right, are the gaards of Syltevik
and (above) Blomberg and the mountains of the Liadalsnibba
(4835 ft.) and Gjerkelandsegg (4940 ft.) ; the Grauthorn (4425 ft.)
rises on the left. The fjord now contracts. On the N. side are seen
the Knivsflaafosser or Syv Sestre ('seven sisters'), falling over a
perpendicular cliff into the fjord. Seven falls may be counted at
the very top, but four only below. High up on the slope near them
is the gaard Knivsflaa.
Above them rises the Gjeitfjeldtind
(5145 ft.), and farther on is the Gjeitfondegg (4800 ft.). From a
gorge on the S. bank emerges the Skaggeflaafos or Gjeitfos, adjoin
ing which is the gaard of Skaggeflaa (1640 ft.). An immense num

Opposite

we

is the mouth of the

steer, notable

for its

ber of small waterfalls descend from the cliffs in

early

summer,

MAROK.

to Molde.
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dry up in August. Some of them shower down
their
existence only by the streak of white foam
betraying
spray,
on the fjord below; others leap from overhanging cliffs in veil-like
form. When the tops of the cliffs are clouded, the waterfalls seem
to come direct from the sky. Curious pronles on the rocks to the
right; above these, the Prakestol (pulpit). Opposite, to the left, is
the Gausdalsfos. Also to the left is the gaard of Grande, overtopped
by the Laushorn (491 1 f t.j. As we near Marok, we obtain a superb view
of the basin of Geiranger, dominated on the left by the Saathorn
(5835 ft.). High up on the right are the snow-fields of the Flydalshorn. At the head of the fjord, about 20 Kil. from Hellesylt, lies
but many of them

—

Marok

(Merok, Maraak).

—

"Union

Hotel,

a

large timber-built

house 1 M. from the pier, near the church and the waterfalls , R. 1V2-2,
"Hotel Geiranger, ]/4 M. from the
A. Vs, B> f'Ai D- 2i s- l'A-l'A krpier, with view of the fjord, moderate charges (English spoken at both of
Merok's Inn, close to the pier, plain but good, R., B., or S. 1 kr.
these).
"Hotel Udsigten (Bellevue), on the road to Grotlid, 3 M. from the
each.
fjord and 1000 ft. above the sea, conspicuous over the church-spire as the
steamer approaches, R. 1 kr., B. 1 kr. 20 0., D. 2, S. 1, pens. 5 kr.
English Church Service in July and August.
Vehicles await the steamboat: cariole to the Djupvashytte (17 Kil., pay
for 26) 3 kr. 90, stolkjserre for 2 pers. 6 kr. 60 0. (there and back 10 kr.) ;
carr. and pair to Hjelle i Stryn (p. 183) in two days, for two pers. 55, three
pers. 60V2-65, four pers. 65i/2-70kr.
—

—

—

—

Marok is a small hamlet nestling round the head of the fjord
old moraine, commanded by a small church. Above it opens
the basin of Geiranger, through which ascends the ""Road to
Grotlid (pp. 186, 185). This is a good centre for excursions.
Those who start from Marok in passing between Geiranger and Stryn
miss the striking view on the approach from the E. fp. 186) ; on the other hand
the ascending traveller sees the waterfalls of 1he Geiranger basin to better
advantage , while in descending the Videdal farther on he has before him
the splendid panorama of the snow-mountains on the Strynsvand. As far as
the Djupvashytte (p. 185) driving takes as long as walking (4 hrs.). Thence
on an

to Grotli is

Those who wish to reach Skaare or
must start belimes from Marok and
Kil. from Grotlid (see p. 184).
Travellers who arrive and go on by steamer content themselves with
the "Excursion to the Flydalsdjuv fp. 186), a walk (there and back) of
hrs.
The road should be followed both coming and going.
Below
2tys
the Union Hotel is the Slorfos, in which ali the tributaries of (he river
unite. Above the second bridge of the road ('Gjerde-Bro'), on this side
of the stone '100 m. over Havet', a rough path diverges to the left to the
Kleivafos, a fall of the Vesteraas-Elv. There are other waterfalls at the
third bridge ('Flaabro')
Beyond the fourth bridge ('Kope-Bro'), and
1/ì M. beyond the stone '203 m. over Havet', a guide-post points to the
left towards the Storsseterfos.
[In 10 min. more we reach the small
white house of Reliro, where the view up the valley to the SkseringsdalsbrEe
(p. 185) is disclosed. A steep ascent of >/2 hr. leads hence to the StorsceterThe road ascends, crossing the
fos, behind which runs a goat-path.]
'Hole-Bro' at the Holefos, to the Hotel Udsigten, which commands the
finest view of the Geiranger valley. A little farther on, beyond the stone
'300 m. over Havet', a finger-post indicates the way to the right to the
Flydalsdjuv, a point of view about 4 Kil. from Marok, where travellers
pressed for time usually turn.
The Vesteraasdal , the N. approach to the Geiranger basin, between
the Laushorn and the Grindalshorn, also deserves a visit. We follow the

Hjelle

in

a

drive of

2'/2-3

hrs.

day (not reccmmended)
right at the bifurcation 3

one

turn to the

—
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ahove-mentioned path passing the Storsceterfos to (lVa-2 hrs. from Marok)
We may then ascend the valley
the Storsceter (2132 ft.).
Splendid view.
—

Vesteraas-Sceler and niount the Kaldhusbakker to the S. end of a
small lake, from which we may visit the Vesteraasbrce to the left. Then
either to the E. and down the Sletdal to the Kaldhusdal, or to the N. down
the Herdal to the Herdalsvand (1618 ft.) and Relling i Norddal (p. 193).
From the gaard of Grande (p. Iò9) a steep bridle-path ascends (3/4-l br.)
the Eidsdalsfjeld, widening into a road beyond the top of the hill, and
leading past the gaard of Indre Eide and the Eidsvand, abounding in fish,
to Ytkedal (p. 193; 12 Kil. from Indre Eide): a splendid walk of about
6 hrs., with grand views looking back on the Geiranger Fjord, and fine
to the

mountain-scenery.

(Guide unnecessary.)

Another fine excursion is that to Skaggeflaa (p. 188; ca. 5 hrs.). We
in 1 hr. to the Skaggeflaanesiet, whence the path ascends.
Splendid
view at the top.
row

c.

Erom

Hellesylt through the Norangdal
J^rundfjord to Aalesund.

and

by

the

Skyds from Hellesylt to (24 Kil.) £)ie (same horse generally taken
through ; ca. 3 hrs.). Steamer thence to Aalesund four times a week in 33/44 hrs. (via Saeb0-J0frstenvik in l-H/2 day; seé pp. 192, 196).
This route leads through the district of "Sjandmare, which contains
some of the must varied scenery on the W. coast of Norway.
The grandest

parts

are

the

Norangdal,

the

Norangsfjord,

and the

Jerundfjord.

From Hellesylt up to Tryggestad, a drive of 3/4 hr.,
The road to 0ie turns to the N.W. and ascends the
pleasant green valley sprinkled with birches. On the

see

p. 188.

Nebbedal,

right rises
Tryggestadnakken, separated by the Satredal from the abrupt
Fibelstadnib, which forms the background of the valley the whole
way. To the left is the long drawn-out Kvitegg, with a glacier embedded among its peaks.
To the N. rise the Smerskredtinder
(p. 191).
10 Kil. Fibelstad-Haugen (1215 ft.; "Hotel Norangsdal, plain,
a little to the left of the
road), finely situated amid the highest
summits of the Kvitegg and the Fibelstadnib, on the watershed
between the Sunelvsfjord and the Jerundfjord, is a good centre
a

the

for

mountaineering.

The ascent of the "Kvitegg (5590 ft. ; 4-5 hrs.) is one of the finest in
Guides, Jon Klok and P. A. Lillebee, the schoolmaster (3-5 kr.).
From Fibelstad-Haugen to Bjerke, on the J0rundfjord, a splendid
walk of about 5 hrs. (with guide): to the W. up the valley to the Kvitelvedalsskar on the N.W. side of the Kvitegg; then past the little Kvitelvedalsvand on its N. side, and down its brook to the *Tussevand(i$flQit.),
where we get a view of the wild Hornindalsrokken (p. 187) ; round the
N. side of the lake, down the Tusse-Elv through a series of gorges, and

S0ndm0re.

past the Tussefos to Bjerke (p. 192).

At

Fibelstad-Haugen begins

est and wildest

the

*Norangdal,

one

valleys in Norway and well adapted

ofthe

grand-

for

walking
the valley.

(to 0ie 2'/2 hrs.). The new road follows the E. side of
In front of us the valley appears closed by the Smerskredtind, which
with its peaks and the glacier between them recalls the Wetterhorn
at Grindelwald. Several small lakes are passed. The brook sometimes
disappears
the valley

under the rocks and the avalanche-snow , which lies in
tV"> °""im"
The noor saeters are built into

throiigl:c"+

0IE.

to Molde.
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the rocks for shelter from avalanches and stone-falls. In about 1 hr.
we come in sight of the curious peak of the Slogen (see below), which
The valley contracts.
seems to alter its appearance as we proceed.
The scenery is wildest by the perpendicular black cliff of "Staven
(over 4900 ft.), at the fourth lake. The road crosses to the left bank.
The valley expands. The above-mentioned peaks re-appear.
To the left is the Kjeipen, the prolongation of Staven. The road
keeps to the left side of the valley, passing in front of the slopes of
the Smerskredtinder

(5240 ft.),

1884. To the left

the

are

ascended by M. Wm. 0. Slingsby in
and the Blaahorn;

Middagshorn (4353 ft.)

distance, the Saksa (see below).
In about 2 hrs. after leaving Fibelstad-Haugen we reach,SfcyZstad, the highest gaard in the valley, lying at the foot of the Mid

in the

The road crosses to the right bank. From the bridge we
retrospect of the sharply cut ridge of the Skruen (5285 ft.),
large snow-fields on its flanks. The fjord now comes into view.

dagshorn.
have
with
It is

a

a

walk of

14 Kil.

1/i

(pay

hr. from the bridge to the Union Hotel.
19) 0ie ("UnionHotel, similar in ali respects to

for

the Union Hotel at Marok, p. 189, and belonging to the same com
pany ; Phenix, unpretending, 1/3 M. from the steamboat-pier), at the
E. end ofthe Norangsfjord, occupies a beautiful andsheltered situation and is a good centre for excursions.
On both sides of the
valley and fjord rise imposing mountains : Slogen (summit not vis
ible from 0ie itself) and the Middagshorn ; then (right) the Kloksegg and (left) the Blaahorn (4500ft.). On the E. the valley is closed by the Skruen (see above), with its snow-fields
To the W.,
the Saksa, with its singular notch from top to bottom ; beyond the
Jerundfjord are the jagged Gretdalstinder, at the Bonddal (p. 197).
The ascent of *Slogen (5210 ft.) is strongly recommended to robust
mountaineers (from 0ie 4 hrs., with guide; Jon Klok and Peder Haugen).
The view, called by Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby one of the noblest in Europe,
embraces the whole of the Alpine district of S0ndm0re and is often preferred to the Jotunheim views (p. 141).
A grand but fatiguing route leads from Skylstad (see above) between
Slogen and the Smerskredtinder (5240 ft.) over the pass of Skylstadbrekken
(2592 ft.), and either to the N.E. to Stranden (p. 194), or to the N.W. by
the gaard of Brunstad in the Velledal down to Aure (p. 195).
On the days when there is no steamer, we may go on by water
skyds to (10 Kil.) Scebe (p. 192) and thence by land-skyds (a magnificent
drive) to (24 Kil.) 0rstenvik (p. 196), whence a steamer plies four times
weekly to Aalesund.
The **Norangsfjord is an arm of the Jerundfjord and resembles
it in its Alpine character. On leaving 0ie we see the Elgenaafos
on the left ; then the gaards of Stenhas in an
exposed situation
under the Staalberg (4138 ft.) ; and on the right, at the mouth of the
Urkedal, the gaards of Urke (steamboat-station). In the distance
rise the snow-clad peaks of the Vellesaterhorn (p. 195). To the W.,
above Urke, towers the Saksa (3445 ft.), which with the Staalberg
forms the entrance to the Norangsfjord. Behind us is the Slogen.
The **Xerrundfjord, which the steamer now enters, differs in
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character from the other

fjords.

Instead of

From the

being

a

Nordfjord

deep cutting

in

great Norwegian plateau, with nearly upright sides, it is flanked
with picturesque ranges and peaks, some of them remarkably bold
the

pointed, others isolated between deep gaps or notches('Skard'),
and clad with snow and glaciers near their summits.
The S. or upper part ofthe Jerundfjord is visited by the steamer
thrice a week.
On its W. bank is the gaard of Skaare, with the
and

'Fos' of that name,

bank,
a

at the foot of the Skaaretinder ;

and on its E.
lies the gaard of Viddal,
At the S. end of the narrowing fjord, high

to the S. of the

steamboat-station.

Jagta (5240 ft.),

above the water, lies Bjerke or Bjerke (Hotel
summer only), the terminus of the steamer.

Bjerkehom

(4445

open in
Above it rise the
ft.) and the Tussenut (4203 ft.). Near it is the
descending from the Tussevand. Jacob Bjerke

Sendmere,

Tussefos (p. 190),
is said to be a good guide.

A road (slow stations) leads from Bjerke up the Sjausladdal, by Rerstad and Rueid, to (15 Kil.) Kaldvatn (p. 187) and (8 Kil.) Farde (quarters
at D. Maaii's), on the 0stefjord, the S.E. arm of the Voldenfjord.
(To
Volden, 18 Kil., by boat; p. 196.) From R0rstad (see above) the Storhorn
(5180 ft.) may be ascended in 6 hrs.

On other days the steamer, on leaving the Norangsfjord, steers
towards the W. bank of the Jerundfjord, over which towers the
jagged Storhorn (4490 ft.), adjoined by the Skaaretinder. It then
passes the Hustadnas (on the bank a little S. of which is Raamandsgjelet, a cavern in the rock Raamand), to
Sabe (skyds-station, good quarters), with the church of Jerund
fjord , in a small bay, at the mouth of the well-tilled Bonddal
(p. 197), the background of which is formed by the Veirhalden
(p. 197). On the N. tower the Miendalstindtr and the Gretdalstinder.
À grand, view is enjoyed of the S. arm of the lake, with the snowflelds of the Kvitegg and Tussenut (see above) in the background.
The scenery of the N. part of the Jerundfjord is seen at its
grandest as we approach Store Standal (steamboat-station), at the
—

mouth of the valley of that name (p. 196), on the N. side of which
rise the glacier- studded Kolaastinder (4470 ft.), while to the S.
To the N. towers the
are the vast snow-fields of the Selvkallen.
Standalshorn. Another grand view is obtained of the Lille Standal,
with the serrated snow-clad ridge of the Romedalshorn, resembling
the Aiguilles of Mt. Blanc. In the background are the Tre Seslre.
the Map, p. 196.
On the E. bank of the fjord, opposite Standal, rises the impos
ing Molaups fjeld, named after the gaard Molaup at its N. base.
Near it is the cavern Troldgjel, where a phenomenon similar to
that on the Lysefjord has been observed (p. 91). Farther down
the same side is the Slettefjeld. On the W. side rises the cloven
Jenshorn (4715 ft.), with a glacier in the depression. At the mouth
of the fjord are the steamboat-stations of Javenas on the E. and
Faste or Festei on the W. side. Between these stations we obtain
—

Comp.

to

Molde.

26. Route.
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final survey of the JerundfjoTd in its entire length (36 Kil.),
to the Tussenut and the snow-fields of the Skaaretinder.
We now steer due W., past the large island of Sule, and follow
the route described at p. 195 to Aalesund, reached in 33/4-4 hrs.
a

extending
from 0ie.

d. From Marok and

Hellesylt

via

Sjcholt

to Aalesund

or

Molde.

Steamer from Marok to Sjeholt in 4'/2 hrs. (fare 5 kr. 60 0.); to Aale
From Sj0holt to (26 Kil.) Vestnas
sund in 6>/2-U hrs. (fare 8kr. 70 0.).
From Vestnaes to Molde Steamer in 1 hr. (fare
Road with fast stations.
see
2 kr. ;
p. 199).
—

Marok, see p. 189. The steamer returns from MaTok to the
Sunelvsfjord, generally calling again at Hellesylt before steering
towards the N. Of the huge mountains flanking the fjord the chief
are the Aakernasfjeld (5043 ft.) on the W., projecting far into the
fjord, and the Nons fjeld and Snushorn on the E. On the E. side are
several gaards and a few waterfalls.
From the Sunelvsfjord, the entrance to which is marked hy the
Oksnas on the W. and the Skrenak on the E., most of the steamers
turn to the E. into the Norddalsfjord, the innermost arm of the
On the N. bank lie the gaards of Li and
Storfjord (p. 194).
Overaa. On the S. bank is the rock called St. Olafs Snushorn.
The first station (2 hrs. from Hellesylt) is
Ytredal, at the mouth of the valley of that name. (Route to the
Geiranger Fjord, see p. 190.) The next station is Relling, with the
Norddalskirke, whence the wild Torvleisa (5995 ft.), a grand point
of view, may be ascended in 5 hrs.
—

Sylte (Gunnar Grenningsater's Inn, good; Deving), with the
Muri, lies on the N. bank. A curious vein of light
quaTtz in a rock here is called St. Olafs Slange or Syltormen. To
the E. rises the Heggurdalstind.

church of

From Sylte over the Stegafjeld to the Romsdal , an interesting
route of f/2 day, or 1 day by driving to Langdal.
The road ascends the
old moraine of Langbrekken. At the top of the hill is a cross in memory
of St. Olaf, who in 1028 fled from Sylte to Lesje in the Gudbrandsdal
(p. xlvii). The road then ascends' the Valdal, passing several pleasant
gaards, which attract summer-visitors from Aalesund. At Rem, a gaard
Ì2 Kil. from Sylte, horses and carioles may be obtained. Beyond Rem
we cross the stony chaos of Skjcersurden.
At (11 Kil. farther on) the gaard
of Langdal (poor quarters) a guide may be obtained (unnecessary for the
road
The
ends
2
at
Nedre
experienced).
Stel, Kil. farther on. We ascend on
foot through the Meierdal to the pass of the Stegafjeld , where we get
a splendid survey of the Romsdalshorn, the Vengetinder, the Konge, and
the Dronning, with the fjord in the distance to the N.
Beyond this the
path, indicated by varder, crosses the fjeld, over snow at places, and
lakes.
several
small
We
turn
then
N.E.
to
the
skirting
Isterdal, descend
the Slegane (a curious zigzag path) and pass the "Isterfos, several hundred
feet high, commanding a fine view of the Isterdalsfjeld to the left and the
W. side of the Troldtinder (p. 201) to the right. In about 6 hrs. from
Langdal we reach the Sogge-Swter. Beyond this we may either turn to
the left to (2 hrs.) Veblungsnses, or to the right to the gaard of Sogge and
cross the bridge to the Romsdal road (p. 201).
BAEDEKER's Norwav and Sw«J.„
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Nordfjord

From Sylte we may also visit the "Tafjord (by rowing-boat; or, once
week, by steamer), the easternmost bay of the Norddalsfjord, very grand,
though inferior to the Geiranger. On the left is a fine waterfall ; on the
same side, farther on, is the "Muldalsfos, to which a footpath ascends.
The upper part only is seen from the fjord. This superb fall is 500 ft.
high. The steamer turns here. We may, however, row through a strait into
A waterfall on the right rebounds from a projecting
a mountain-basin.
rock, which divides it into two. In the background is the village of Ta
fjord (11 Kil. from Sylte; poor quarters), on the hill above which, to the
right, are iron-mines owned by an English company. Lofty snow-mountains
a

peer over the banks on every side.
From the gaard of Mulatti to Stueflolen in the Romsdal, see p. 202.
From Tafjord a bridle-path ascends slowly, through fine and at places
superb scenery, and generally skirting the foaming torrent, to (2'/2 brs.)
the chalet at the Kaldhus-Saeter (p. 185), whence mountain-paths lead to
the Djupvashytte (p. 185) and to Grotti (p. 184).
—

From

Sylte

we

'Bygd' of Linge, with its
To the left, a grand view of the
The steamer then crosses to

steer to the W. to the

pretty gaards, and the Liabygd.

Sunelvsfjord

up to

Hellesylt.

—

P. Ous's, and in the gaard of
Ringstad), with its church, adjoining the steamboat-station Slyngstad, pleasantly situated at the mouth of the Strandedal.
Stranden

The

(quarters

at K.

Olsen's,

here sometimes called Strandefjord or Slyngsfjord,
Rounding the prominent Stordalsnas or Hol
men, the vessel steers into the small Stordalsvik, with the gaards
of Hove and Vinje, at the entrance to the pretty Stordal. Once a
week it touches at Vagsvik, whence we may ascend the Laupare

fjord,

continues beautiful.

(4754 ft.). Opposite,

a

little to the

W.,

lies

The steamer rounds the Gausnas and
reaches

Sjevik.

(o^/a-4

hrs. from

Sylte)

—

Sjeholt, or Seholt ("Rasmussen' s Sjeholt Hotel, with dependencies, R. iy2, B. or S. li/4, D. 2 kr. ; "Th. Sjeholt Enke's Hotel,
R., B., or S. 80 e., quiet; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July & Aug.), pleas
antly situated at the N. end of the 0rskogvik, and at the S.E. base
of the Lifjeld (which may be ascended in 1^2 hr.). To the N.E.
rises the Snaufjeld (2880 ft.), and to the S., over the Gausnaes,
peer the hills on the opposite bank of the fjord. A brook entering
the fjord here separates Sjeholt from the church of 0rskog.

Pleasant walk on the Aalesund road, to the W., with a view of the
After about 1 M. we observe on the bank below a 'Laksvarp'
(called 'Gilge' in the Sogn district), or apparatus for catching salmon,
with white boards to attract the fish.
Road to Aalesund, 38 Kil. (a drive of 5-6 hrs.).
Stations : (13 Kil.)
Flaate or Flote, (13 Kil.) Redscet, and (14 Kil.) Aalesund (comp. p. 196).
From Sj0holt to Molde, see p. 197.

fjord.

The steamer next touches at the small wooded

Langskibse,

in

bay between the mainland and the Oksene. The narrowest part
of this bay is crossed by the road to Aalesund mentioned above. We
a

then steer to the S. across the fjord, here for a short distance called
Nordfjord, and then Storfjord. In the wider sense the latter name
embraces the whole fjord as far as Sylte (p. 193). We steer round
the Aursnas to
—

26. Route.
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at Mart. Vik's, the Landhandler) on
situated amidst grand scenery. Steering
in, we see the Hammersattinder rising above Aure on the left ; to
the right of them is the pointed Stremshorn (3240 ft.); then the
Brunstadhorn, the Gjeithorn, the Vellesaterhorn (4750 ft.), and the
Ringdalstind, some of them flecked with snow.

Aure

the

or

Sekkelven

(quarters

Sekkelvsfjord, prettily

As Aure and the
The following is a beautiful day's "Excursion.
other places are slow stations, a vehicle for the whole trip should be
engaged at Aure. From Aure we drive to the E. to (11 Kil.) Sjevik (p. 194) ;
then S. through the Ramitaddal to the (12 Kil.) Nysceter (quarters), on the
Nysaitervand or Norvand (1245 ft.), whence the 0sekar (3940 ft. ; fine view)
in which Drotis easily ascended. We next cross a hill to the Velledal
ninghaug, its highest gaard, is 6 Kil. from Nysseter. Magnificent view, in
descending, of the snow-mountains above mentioned. Then past the gaard
of Velie, where the valley bends to the N-, to (13 Kil.) Stremmegjcerdet,
at the S. end of the S0kkelvsfjord, whence, if preferred, a rowing-boat
may be taken to (6 Kil.) Aure.
,

side of the Sekkelvsfjord towers the Skopshorn
We next steer
on the Storfjord, comes Tusvik.
due W., past the mouth of the Jerundfjord (p. 191) and to the S.
To the left, above Lynge, appear the
of the large island. of Sule.
mighty Jenshorn and the Kolaastinder (p. 192), with their huge

On the W.

(4430 ft.). Then,

The steamer enters the Sulefjord, between
expanses of snow.
Sule and the island of Hareidland, with the church of Hareide and
hills rising to 2360 ft. To the N. appears the Gode, with a light
house ; then the island of Hessen, with the pointed Sukkertop; and
farther to the N. the Valdere, with a lighthouse, where there is a
cavern 120 ft. high on the S.W. side (the Sjonghul).
Passing the
Stenvaag, the bare rocks of which are used for drying fish('Klipfisk'),
we reach, in 2-3 hrs. from Sjeholt,
—

Aalesund.

Hotels.

"Schieldrop's Hotel (Sch. on the Pian, p. 196),
>/4 M. from the pier, R. IV2 kr. ; Skandinavie (PI. Sk.), Stor-Gade, farther
from the harbour, R. l'/2-2, B. 1, D. 2-2'/2 kr., well spoken of.
Baths
on the Asp0.
Post Office, Notenaes-Gade, 350 yds. beyond Schieldrop's
Hotel; Telegraph Office, Stor-Gade.
—

—

—

town with

8500 inhab., lies

on the
the outer fringe of
the 'Skjser gaard', a favourable situation to which it owes its rapid
rise. It was only in 1824 that it carne into notice as a harbour, and
only in 1848 that it became a town. Aalesund is the commercial
centre of the whole region of the Storfjord (p. 194), and for the codfisheries of the W. 'banks', particularly the famous 'Fiskeplads'
Storeggen, the yield of which is 5-6 million kr. per annum. The
harbour, which opens towards the N.W., lies between the two is
lands and is protected by Skandsen, a peninsula of the Nerve, on
one side, and by a
pier on the other. The narrowest part of this
strait, the Aalesund, from which the town takes its name, is crossed
by a bridge connecting. the two parts of the town. On the Nerve
('indom Sundet') are the custom-house, the inns, etc, and on the
Aspe ('udom Sundet') are the church and the school. On the E.

Aalesund,

Nerve

(E.)

a

busy trading

and the

Aspe (W.),

two islands

on

13*

196
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From the

Nordfjord

side of the Nerve quarter is a pretty Park, with a pavilion
(rfmts.)
and views of the distant peaks of Sendmere. A more extensive view
*
is obtained from the Aalesundsaxla (509 ft.), 1 hr. there and back.
We leave the park by its rear (N.) gate and follow the wellkept path, which skirts the base of the rocky hill, passes (5 min.)
a cemetery, and leads to
(4 min.) the dry basin of a fountain.
Here we ascend the steps to the right and follow the ravine.
A
new road leads along the fjord to the S.E. of the Nerve and in the
direction of Sjeholt (p. 194), passing the pretty villas of the Aale
sund merchants and affording a fine view ofthe mountains of Send
mere. A little to the S. of this road, 6 Kil. from
Aalesund, is the
church of Borgund, founded in the llth cent., restored in 1869
(cariole 2, gig 3, carr. and pair 6 kr.). Near it once lived Hrolf
Gangr ('Rolf the Ganger'), the conqueror of Normandy.
—

The Steamboat Traffic of Aalesund is considerable.
The coasting
steamers of the Bergen and Trondhjem. line (pp. 168, 171), and the S0ndto
and
m0re steamers
Hellesylt
Geiranger (pp. 194, 193; four times weekly),
to the Jerundfjord (p. 191 ; thrice weekly), and to Molde and the Romsdal
six
times
are mentioned in other parta of the Hand
197-199;
weekly)
(pp.
book.
Another line, of service to tourists, is that
—

Fbom Aalesund to Eidsaa and Aahjem (twice a week). To Hareide,
the first station, and the Vartdalsfjord , see p. 195.
Sere Vartdal, the
second station, lies about halfway through this fjord or strait. Passing
the Liadalshorn (3510 ft.), we enter the 0rstenfjord, at the head of which
(3 hrs. from Aalesund) lies
—

0rstenvik ("Svendsen"s Hotel; slow station), at the mouth of the well
cultivated 0rstendal or Aamdal, watered by the 0rsten-Elv.
To the N.
rises the Saudehorn (4330 ft. ; easy ascent, 5-6 hrs. there and back), com
Mts.
a
fine
view
the
Another
of
view
is the
of
S0ndm0re
point
manding
Melshorn (2740 ft. ; a much shorter ascent).
From JÓrstenvik to the Je
see below.
From 0rstenvik to Volden by road (li Kil.), a drive of IV4 hr. ; the
steamer, rounding the peninsula between the 0rstenfj ord and the Volden
fjord, takes l'/4-2 hrs.

rundfjord,

Volden (Ncess's Hotel) lies near the slow skyds-station of Redsoet (good
on the E. bank of the Voldenfjord. Route to the J0rundfjord,

quarters),
see

below.

Then,
goes

on

several small

to Eidsaa

on

fjord^. 170; 5V4-5»/2

stations, beyond which, once a week, the steamer
170) and Aahjem on the Vanelvs

the Sevdefjord (p.
lirs. from Volden).

The "Roads to the J0rundfjord from 0rstenvik and from Volden
form the finest approaches to it from Aalesund.
Valleys with rich vegeFrom J0frstenvik the old ro*d
tation; mountains strikingly picturesque.
The new
leads by (10 Kil.) Vatne and through the Bonddal (p. 197).
Both roads first ascend the beauti
road leads through the Follestaddal.
ful 0rstendal, in view of a fine mountain-background, to the gaard Aam
(5 Kil. from JWrstenvik), at the mouth of the 'Follestaddal. We ascend the
—

latter, keeping in view of the grand Kolaastinder (p. 192), whence a glacier
dips to the E. At the gaard Kolaas (8 Kil. farther on) the Romedal diverges
From Kolaas we ascend the Standalseid ; at the top we get a
to the left.
splendid "View of the Kolaastind behind and the peaks of the Jiarrundfjord
before uà.
Then down the Standal to (8 Kil.) Store Standal (steamboat
station; no quarters; p. 192). Lastly, row to Speb0, 8 Kil.
From Volden the road crosses the lofty Klmdalseid (984 ft.), and at
the gaard Brautescet joins the road from 0rstenvik via Aam (see above),
at the N. end of the Valne-Vand, the E. bank of which it skirts.
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Then uphill, and past the gaard Osvold, at the mouth
to the pass (919 ft.), where the J0rundfjord Mts. come in
sight. Next down the Bonddal, flanked by the Veirhalden (4013 ft.) and
the Qretdalstind on the left, and the Aarsethorn (4498 ft.) and Storhorn
(4490 ft.) on the right, and past several gaards. By the gaard Hustad, on
the Storhorn, high up on the right, is the ravine St. Olafsdal.
14 Kil. (pay for 19, in the reverse direction for 20) Rise (good station),
'ft hr. beyond which is the steamboat-station Scebe (p. 192). Row to 0ie
191
(p.
; 10 Kil. ; order boat as early as possible).

13 Kil. Vaine.

of the

Bjerdal,

A good supply of carriages meets
Fbom Sj0holt to Molde.
the steamer (p. 194). The road ascends the 0rskogdal, finally gaining a moorland plateau with a small lake. The numerous huts are
so-called Loer for sheltering the hay; the long poles are to mark
the route in winter. At the top is the tourist-hut of 0rskogsfjeldet
—

We cross the bonndary between Bergens-Stift and
Trondhjems-Stift and descend into the Skorgedal.
15 Kil. Ellingsgaard (575 ft. ; fast station, but scanty fare). To
the right is the Brustind, to the left the Ysttinder. The valley becomes
less dreary. At Viken the road reaches the picturesque Tresfjord,
the W. bank of which it skirts, passing several gaards. We cross a
bridge over the mouth of the narrow Misfjord and reach

(coffee, 'brus').

—

11 Kil. Vestnas
steamers

ply

once

(p. 199; 3y4 hrs.' drive from Sjeholt), whence
or twice daily to Molde and to the Romsdal.

27. Molde and the

Moldefjord.

Arrivai..
The main pier adjoins the Hotel Alexandra (steam-launch
to the Grand Hotel, with luggage, 25-50 0.). The fjord-steamers also land
at the Torv and the Grand Hotel,
Hotels at Molde (often overcrowded in the season) : *Grand Hotel,
finely situated at the È. end of the town, with baths, E. from 2, B. l'/2,
D. 21/2, S. 13/4 kr. ; English spoken. This hotel keeps a steamer for excur
sions (60 kr. per day).
*H6tel Alexandra, at the W. end of the town,
with baths, R. from li/z, B. IV2-2, D. 2Vz, S. I1/2 kr.
*S0strene Holm
(PI. H), without view, R., B., or S. 1, D. I1/2 kr. ; Andersen's Private
Hotel.
When the hotels are full, decent quarters may be had in private
houses (1 kr.).
Sea Baths, '/« M. to the W. of the Hotel Alexandra (25 0.,
towel 7 0. ; reserved for ladies 9-11.30 and 2-5).
Post & Telegraph
Offices (see Pian).
British Vice-Consul, Mr. P. F. Dahl.
English
Church Service in summer at the parish-church.
Steamers to Bergen and to Trondhjem, each about 11 times a week,
to Aalesund 17 times (incl. the Bergen steamers) ; to places on the Molde
Careful enquiry should be made as to the hours
fjord, see pp. 199, 203.
and places of departure.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Molde, a thriving little town of 1600 inhab., and a great summer
resort, is pleasantly situated on the N. bank of the Moldefjord, at
the foot of green slopes backed by higher hills. Thus sheltered from
the N. and W. storms, the vegetation is snrprisingly luxuriant,
though Molde is nearly 3° of latitude to the N. of St. Petersburg.
Roses

abound, and some of the houses are overgrown with honeyMingling with the pine and the birch are seen horse
The Church contains a
chestnuts, limes, ashes, and cherry-trees.
picture by Axel Ender, representing the Women at the Sepulchre
suckle.

—
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The great attraction of Molde is the noble survey it commands
of the wide espanse of the fjord and the long chain of mountains
to the S. and S.E., with their rocky peaks and snow-flecked sides.

picturesque point of view is the *Rekneshaug (260 ft.),
promenades to the N.W. of the town (near the
Have, a pretty private garden), to which we may ascend from

The most
a

hill laid out in

Humle

the Alexandra Hotel in

from the Grand Hotel

by the upper
At the top is a pavilion,
with a mountain indicator. In the foreground lies the town, at the
foot of green hills, beyond which stretches the beautiful fjord,
broken by the long islands of Gjerte, Saeter», and Paare. Our

road, passing

the

Vihr.,

church,

Panorama

(p. 197), though

will

to

serve

or

in 20 minutes.

taken from

identify the heights

a

in the

Between the Humle Have and the

slightly higher standpoint,
background.
Rekneshaug a bridle-path,

finger-post 'til Varden' and by a second 6 min. farther
turn to the right through a white fence), ascends
past a refreshment-stall with a flagstaff to the (1 hr.) top of the
*Moldehei (1350 ft.), with a refuge-hut (not always open) and a
huge vane. The view is more extensive but less picturesque than
that from the Rekneshaug. To the W. we descry the open sea.
indicated by
on

(where

a

we

A charming walk or drive may be taken, towards the E., through
the fine avenue on which the Grand Hotel is situatedi, passing the
Moldegaard (r.), to the *Fanestrand or Fannestrand, where the
rich vegetation of Molde is seen to advantage. The road is shaded
with birches, ashes, maples, larches, and other trees, and is flanked
with pleasant gaards, villas, and gardens (among which is Consul
Johnson's Buen Retiro, IV2 M. from the Grand Hotel; visitors adAli the way we enjoy a fine view, towards the S., of the
and the distant mountains.
At Aare and Eikrem , 5 Kil.
from Molde, the road becomes less frequented ; Strande (p. 203) is
4 Kil. farther on.

mitted).

fjord

To the N.E. of Jfolde rises the Tusten (2285 ft. ; 3 hrs. ; guide advisable). We go to the E. end of the town, cross the brook, and ascend
its bank, past a few houses and through sparse wood. The barren Tusten
forms the background of the valley. After 3/t hr. the valley divides ; we
keep to the right, and 0/4 hr.) cross a bridge, beyond which we follow
a path through thin wood
straight towards the top. The dead and dying
pines, with their silver-grey trunks, on the (IV4 hr.) upper niargin of the
wood, are very picturesque. Thence to the top about 20 min. more. Alpine
flora. Very extensive view, embracing the fjord and the mountains to
theN., E., and S., and the vast Atlantic to the W.
To the Troldeirke, a day's excursion from Molde by carriage (stolkj serre there and back 6, 2 pers. 9 kr. ; carr. and pair 12-14 kr.). We ascend
the Aaredal, which diverges from the Fanestrand (fine retrospect of the
Moldefjord from the top ofthe hill), and then descend through the Malmedal to the Malmefjord and the skyds-station of (20 Kil.) Julswt. We then
ascend again and farther on leave the Indre Frcenen road to the left. At
the gaard of Varhol (5-6 Kil. from Julsset, a drive of 4 hrs. from Molde)
we obtain a guide and torches for a visit (2'/2-3 hrs.) to the Troldkirke,
a cavern in a brilliantly white vein of limestone in the
Tverfjelde, 70-80 yds.
long, 7-10 ft. wide, and 7-22 ft. high.

a.
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Excursion to the Romsdal.

Steamboat from Molde to Aandalsnws (or Naes) about 14 times a
Road
week, in 2'/2-5 hrs. (fare 2 kr. -2 kr. 30 0. ; same fare to Vestnses).
from Nses to the Romsdal. Pleasant to walk from Naes to (27 Kil.) Flat
mark and to drive back (or even to Ormeim, 38 Kil. ; hut better in this
It is scarcely feasible to visit the Romsdal from
case drive both ways).
Molde and to return to Molde in one day. Better, after seeing Molde, leave
it altogether for Nses or some other station in the Romsdal.
Instead of taking the direct steamer to Nses, we may go by another
(p. 202) to Alfarnces or to Laereìm, drive or walk to Thorvik, and row
across to Nees (comp. p. 204).
Mountain-passes between the Romsdal and
the Eikisdal, see pp. 200, 206.
—

—

The vessel steers to theS., affording a fine view ofthe mountains,
of the Tresfjord, by the Laupare (p. 194), with

backed, at the head
the huge snow-field

in the

depression.

In 1 hr.

we

Teach

—■

Vestnses ("Hotel Vestnas, l/i M. from the pier, with view, R.
1^2) D- 2, S. l'/2 kr-)> on tne W. side of the entrance to the Tres
fjord, a deep bay set in wooded hills and bare rocky peaks. The

Sjeholt begins here (p. 194). A steamer ascends the Tres
a
week, to Viken and Sylte (whence a road up the
Karseimsdal leads to Vagsvik on the Storfjord, 17 Kil. ; p. 194), and
down by Dougstad and Vikebugt.
We steer to the E., past Gjermundnas. To the left is the island
of Sakken, on which lies Vestad (calle A at twice weekly). Fine view
up the Langfjord, with the Skaala on its N.W. bank (p. 203). On
the right, the populous Vaagestrand, with its white church, and the
station Rastadbygd. To the E. towers the wooded Oksen (2674 ft.);
to the right of it, in the distance, appear the furrowed Vengetinroad to

fjord,

twice

der. Some ofthe steamers enter a small bay at the foot of the Oksen
and cali at Nordvik, or Norvik, whence a road, passing the church
of Eid, crosses to the Redvenfjord (p. 204).
On the S. bank rise the Troldstole (3714 ft.), chief of which is
St. Olafs-Stol, with a 'Botn' enclosed by two hills. Several of the
steamers next cali at Vold, with its old timber church, situated at
the mouth of the fertile Maandal, backed by snow-mountains.

past the mouth of the Indfjord, and approach the
mountains of the S. bank, foremost of which is the Skjolten
(3440 ft.), with the waterfall of Skjolen. A fine view of the Smerbottenfjeld ( 3765 ft.) is disclosed to the N., and, to the S., ofthe
We steer

grand

Romsdal Mts.: the

Vengetinder,

disproportionately

small in the

the

Kalskraafjeld (p. 202), looking
with its glacier, and the

distance,

fissured Romsdalshorn. These mountains average nearly doublé the
height of those of Wales and Westmorland.
Ousum's Hotel, at the pier ; "Romsdal Hotel, a
Veblungsnaes.
few minutes farther on, R., S., B. each 1, D. 1 kr. 20 0.; no view from
either.
Telegraph Office, opposite Onsum's.
Convetances (Tariff 1)
await the steamboat.
The skyds-station is at Ssetnes (p. 2C0).
—

—

Veblungsnas,

—

situated at the foot of the Satnes fjeld

to the S. of the influx of the Rauma into the

(3900 ft.),

Romsdalsfjord,

is less
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important as an entrance to the Romsdal than the opposite station
Aandalsnaes, at which several of the steamers cali first. To the E.
of the village is the church of Grytten, an octagonal timber build
ing. Just beyond it the road forks : the branch to the left, crossing
a long bridge, leads to Naes ; that to the right leads
past the houses
of Satnes to a military camp and rifle-range. These lie on an ancient
coast-terrace, commanding a fine view of the Isterdal. We may cross
another sandy terrace to the left and proceed via the gaard of Sogge
to Fiva, on the Romsdal road, 4*/2 M. from Veblungsnses.
of

The steamer passes the broad mouth of the Rauma and steers
round the promontory on its N. side to
Grand Hotel Bellevue, a large timber house on a
Aandalsnses.
height, 5 min. from the pier, with view of the Romsdal, R., B., S. each
l'/2, D. 2, pension 5 kr. ; adjacent, Lossius's Hotel Bellevue, similar
charges; nearer the pier, "Romsdalshorn Hotel, R. IV2, B. or S. l1/*,
—

—

D. 2 kr.

see

"Hotel Holgenìes (carr. at the pier),
Convetances await the steamboats (Tariff 1).
p. 67.
—

see
—

p. 201.
Diligence to

Otta,

called Nas or Nes, situated on the Isfjord
the N. of the mouth of the Rauma,
is the chief approach to the Romsdal and well suited for a prolonged
stay. The nearest height is the Mjelvafjeld, the N.W. spur of which
is also called Nasaxlen. Farther off is the Storhest. To the right of
the Naesaxel we look up the Romsdal with the Vengetinder, Romsdalshorn, and Troldtinder, and to the right of these into the Isterdal
and towards the Saetnesfjeld; to the W. rise the Troldstol and the
Blaatind; to the N. the heights of the Blaafjeld ; to the E., in the

Aandalsnas, usually

(steamer several times weekly), to

the

distance,

Gjuratind

and other Eikisdal

peaks.

To the "Isterdal, as far
To the Romsdal, see p. 201.
Excursions.
Row to
as the Isterfos, and up the Stégane to the Stegafjeld (p. 193).
Thorvik (p 204 ; boat-skyds ; 3 hrs. there and back), and in 1 hr. ascend
a fine point of view above the Gjerseetvatn.
Feom Nìes to 0veraas on the Eikisdalsvand, a walk of 7-8 hrs.,
parts of it somewhat trying, especially in wet weather. We drive by skyds
along the S. bank of the Isfjord (with view of the Snortunge , 3444 ft.,
and other mountains to the N.), pass Sten, the terminus of the Romsdal
steamer, and reach the E. end of the fjord. Here we cross the Isa-Elv or
Hens-Elv, on the right bank of which (to our left) lies the church of Ben.
Hence a hilly road leads up the well-cultivated Gravdal, passing the gaards
of Kavli and Unheim.
To the right we have a fine view of the Vengedal,
In
the Vengetinder, and (to the right of the last) the Romsdalshorn.
front are the abrupt Moanebba and the Soeternebba. The road ends (a drive
of
iy4 hr. from Nses) at the gaard of
15 Kil. (pay for 17) Grevdal, the owner of which (Ed. Gr0vdal) acts
as guide (to the Meringdals-Ssetre 4-5 kr.).
As seen from Gr0vdal, the
valley appears closed by the Nyheiiind (5215 ft.), with its large snow-field,
and the Gjuratind (5700 ft.), to the S.W. of it (summit not visible). The
ascent of the Gjuratind, first made in 1884, requires (there and back)
9-10 hrs. and is described as difficult (especially towards the end) but
highly remunerative.
From Gr0vdal we walk, crossing two bridges, to P/2 hr.) the Grevdals-Scetre, where the ascent becomes steeper. The path at first keeps to
the left bank but crosses to the right by a small bridge after li/4 hr. Farther
on (red and white marks)
it turns to the left and climbs to the pass of
ihe Rendelsskar (ca. 3 hrs. from Gravdal). We descend over snow and
—

—

.

—

—

27. Route.
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Ur', passing to the left above the Svartevand, which is commanded by the
rocky wall of the Hesten. About 1 hr. after leaving the top of the pass
we come into view of the Eikisdalsvand, with the Gogs0re (p. 205) to the
left and the Vikesakisen (p. 206) to the right. At the Meringdals-Scetre,
V/ì hr. from the K'0nd0lsskar, the path becomes more distinct. jEJveraas
is continually in sight.
In 20 min. we cross the stream to the left, at a
point indicated by 'varder1, and soon reach the landing-place of the small
boat, which is summoned by a shout of 'hoio botf from above.

Overaas, see p. 205.
The *Romsdal , or valley of the Rauma (p. 69), is one of the
most famous in Norway. The road from Naes descends to the right
bank of the river and (2 Kil.) unites with that from Veblungsnaes
(p. 199 ; 3 Kil. distant). It then ascends on the right bank of the
stream, through park-like scenery (alders, birches, ashes), flanked
with high mountains. On an eminence to the right, 3 Kil. from Naes
and nearly surrounded by the Rauma, is the "Hotel Holgenas,
affording views both up and down the valley. Farther on , to the
left, is the gaard of Aak, now the residence of Mr. H. O. Wills,
the well-known tobacco-manufacturer of Bristol. To the right, be
yond the stream, opens the Isterdal, with its peaks : on the W. side
Bispen ('the Bishop') and Sestrene ('the Sisters'; 3095 ft.), and on
the E. Kongen ('the King'; 5013 ft.). A little farther on, a road
diverging to the right leads across the Rauma to Sogge (comp.
On our road lie the gaards of Hole and Venge, opposite
p. 200).
which is the gaard Fiva , in a grove of birches. On the E. side of
the valley, scarcely visible from the road, are the picturesque Venge
tinder (5960 ft.), adjoining which and dominating the landscape
towers the huge *Romsdalsnorn (5100 ft.), nsually known AsHornet.
The Ascent of the Romsdalshoen (one day), first made in 1827, is
not very difficult, though rather dangerous, and it is impossible after snow.
We ascend the Vengedal (here practicable for driving)
and climb to the
peak from the W. side. Mathias Soggemoen and Erik Nordhagen of Gryten
are recommended as guides.
The ascent of the highest Vengetind, first
accomplished by Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby in 1881, is not quite so difficult.
It takes 8-10 hrs. from the Venge-Saeter (there and back).
The view is
said to be very fine.
The Mj0lnir, which Mr. Slingsby (1885) describes
as one of the steepest mountains in Europe, is extremely difficult (14-15 hrs.).
It is best scaled from Indre Dalen (good quarters), a drive of 3 hrs.
,

—

—

from Nses.

On the W. side of the valley rise the *Troldtinder ('witch-pinnacles' ; 6010 ft.). Part of the crest is known as 'Brudefedget', or
the bridal train. The highest peak may be ascended by the small
glacier visible between Naes and Aak (difficult; ascended by C. Hall
in 1882). The road leads close by the foaming Rauma. At one
place, much exposed to avalanches in winter, the road is carried
through the broad bed of the river by means of an embankment.
14 Kil. Horgheim (235 ft. ; plain but good station) lies on an
ancient moraine. The valley is wider here, its floor marshy. The
slopes are strewn with the remains of avalanches.
We pass the gaards of Mirebe and Treene, and, on the opposite
side of the valley, Redningen, Alnas, and Remmem. Below Remmem
(right) is a waterfall, and near the gaard of Monge (left) is the
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beautiful Mongefos, descending from the Mongegjura (4230 ft.).
Above this, not visible from the road, rises the Kalskraafjeld (5895

ft.), ascended from Flatmark. The sides of the valley are here
2000-3000 ft. high. Splendid view ofthe Troldtinder and the Semletind

(5770 ft.) behind us.

The road and the Rauma next thread their

through a chaos of rocks formed by a tremendous landslip. Be
yond the church of Kors, not visible from the road, we reach
12 Kil. Flatmark (station, good and reasonable), in a fertile and
smiling part of the valley. Opposite rises Skiriaxlen (3745 fi).
Scenery stili fine, though less grand. On each side are water
falls, shorn of their might in dry seasons : on the left the Styggefondfos, Gravdefos, Skogefos; on the right the Dentefos. To the

way

—

above Ormeim, rises the Middagshoug.
The Rauma is here
dammed up so as to form a kind of lake. The road now ascends
rapidly. To the right is the "Varmofos, leaping nearly 1000 ft.
from the W. side, majestic after rain and spring-thaws. Best view
from a rocky knoll opposite the fall, on the right bank of the Rauma.

S.,

11 Kil. Ormeim ("Station; view of the Vaermofos from the back
Windows) is beautifully situated high above the Rauma. To the S.,
the Alterhei, with its peak Storhatten (5940 ft.; ascent past the
Vaermofos 4 Irrs. ; two-thirds ridahle; horse 4, guide 4 kr.).
From Ormeim to Reitan

on

the

Eikisdalsvand,

p. 206.

see

Veblungsnaes or Aandalsnaes
Flatmark, but the upper part of

Excursionists to the Romsdal from

usually turn at Ormeim or even at
the valley is also very fine. About 4 kil. above Ormeim we come to
a finger-post indicating the way to the "Slettafos. We alight, cross
the bridge above the fall, and ascend to the right by a rough path
to a spot below overhanging rocks, where we have a fine view of the
fall and hear its roar. The rocky sides of the gully have been worn
by the water into deep cauldrons ('Jaettegryder' ; comp. p. 283).
The road runs high above the Rauma, which, often lost to view,
receives several tribntaries, chief of which is the Ulvaa on the
the discharge of the Ulvedalsvand.
We ascend the once
dreaded Bjerneklev ('bears' cliff') in windings.
10 Kil. (pay for 11) Stnefloten (2050 ft. ; "Station, R. 1 1/2, B- *i
D. l'/2 kr.) is the first place in the" Gudbrandsdal. Fine view from
the height of Toppen (2 hrs.).
From Stuefloten a mountain-path ascends along the Bevra, passes the
high-lying gaard of Bjorlien, the three Bceverland Lakes and the Gravervand, and leads to Finscet and the Eikisdalsvand (p. 205; 10 hrs., with guide).
To the Norddalsfjord (p. 193), towards the W. : first by a road up the
Ulvaa to the Tungeseeter (quarters), at the E. end of the Ulvedalsvand;
then across the fjeld and down the Muldals-Elv to the gaard Muldal (quar
ters), situated high above the Tafjord (p. 194).

right,

,

The shortest roufe from the Romsdal to Jotunheim leads from Melmen, the next skyds-station beyond Stuefloten, via the Nysceter to Skeaker
(R0jshjem) in 2 days; comp. p. 151.

aas

Road through the Gudbrandsdal,
it is monotonous and tiring.

see

pp. 69-67. As far

as

Dom
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b. Excursion to the Eikisdal.
Road (fast stations) or Steamer (thrice weekly; in 5l/4-6l/4 hrs. ; pri
vate steamer of the Grand Hotel, see p. 197) to Nesle, at the entrance of
We either go by road and return by steamer, or the reverse.
the Eikisdal.
Three days should be allowed.
We begin with the land-route :
lst Day,
2nd Day, walk and row to Neste; walk or drive to Uveraas;
to Eidsvaag.
steam in the little 'Eikisdalen' (fare 1 kr. ; extra-trips , 1-5 pera. 10 kr.,
6-10 pers. 15 kr., there and back) in 2 hrs., or row (with two rowers 5 kr.
64, with| three rowers 7 kr. 20 0. ; return-fare doublé) in 3-3'/2 hrs. up
the Eikisdalsvand to Reitan- Utigaard, and back to N0ste.
3rd Day, back
If we begin with the steamer, we go on the first
to Molde by steamer.
day to Reitan- Utigaard ; spend the second night at Eidsvaag; and return
on
the third day to Molde.
If the hours of the Sundal steamer (comp.
below and p. 209) happen to suit, we may, instead of returning to Molde,
on
to
and
to Sundals0ren or Christianssund.
Eids0ren
thence
To
go
walkers may he recommended the pass to Grevdal and the Romsdalsfjord,
as described at p. 200.
—

—

—

The Land Route fkom Molde to NesTa (67 Kil.) is attractive
on the Fanestrand (p. 198) and between Tjelde and Eidsvaag.
The fare and accommodation at the skyds-stations are seldom

only

first-class.
9 Kil. Strande

(p. 198).

We skirt the

Fanefjord,

bounded

on

the S. by the lofty Skaala (3590 ft. ; so called from the 'skaala' or
saucer-like depression on its N. side), and pass the gaards of Lensat, Mjelve, and Hjelset. At the last the route to Battensfjordseren

diverges

to the N.

13 Kil. Eide

(see p. 208).
(tolerable quarters).

The fjord ends at the church
of Kleve. The road follows the N. side of the valley.
9 Kil. Istad. A little beyond, the road forks: to the left to
Angvik (p. 211), to the right to the Eikisdal. The latter road leads
through the Osmark, a monotonous wooded district, overlooked by
the grand Skaala on the right. Crossing the Stor-Elv, we pass the
Osvand and the gaard of Gusiaas, and farther on the Skjorsatervand,
with its gaard, and the Satervand. Then a steep descent, with a
—

beautiful view of the Langfjord and the snow-peaks to the S.
13 Kil. Tjelde, or Tjelle, on the Langfjord, whence we may
row to Neste
The road leads E., pretty
(16 Kil., in 2y2 hrs.).
high above the Langfjord, and then descends, in full view of the
—

Skjorta

and other mountains to the S. We pass several substantiai

gaards.
9 Kil.

Eidsvaag ("Hot. Sverdrup , 5 min. from the landing
lies at the E. end of the fjord, here shallow and at low tide
covered with sea-weed. Boat-skyds from Eidsvaag to
(14 Kil.)
Neste with two rowers 3 kr. 92, with three 5 kr. 60 e.
A road , ascending beyond the church of
Eidsvaag and the undermentioned bridge, and affording a fine retrospect of the whole of the
Langfjord, leads across the Tiltereid to (8 Kil.; IV2 hr.) Eidsaren on the
Sundalsfjord (p. 209), where there is a modest inn near the landing-place of
the steamer. Boat-skyds to (23 Kil.) Sundalseren
(p. 209) with two rowers
6 kr. 44, with three 9 kr. 200.; to (11 Kil.) Koksvik (p.209)3kr.
92, 5kr. 60 0.
About !/2 M- to the E. of the Hot. Sverdrup our road reaches
the Eidsvaagkirke and crosses a river
the E. end of the

place)

entering
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EIRISFJORD.

27.

Moldefjord.

It then skirts the right bank of the fjord , and passes
the parsonage of (5 Kil.) Nasset, where the novelist Bjernson spent
part of his youth. It then becomes very hilly, with pretty views
of the Eirisfjord on the right and the Skjorta on the left (see below).

Langfjord.

About 4 Kil. from Naesset it passes the two gaards of Ytre and
Indre Bogge (steamboat-station), and at (3 Kil.) Bredvik it ends.
It is better to take boat-skyds from Ytre Bogge to (6 Kil.) Neste.
14 Kil. (from Eidsvaag) Neste (p. 205).

The Steamboat jrom Molde toN»ste steers to the E., between
the Fanestrand (p. 198) on the left and the island of Bolse, with its
church, on the right. Then past the promontory Dvergsnas, some

S., round the Sernesje ; and to the
the islands of Sakken (p. 199) and Vee
('holy island'), with its church. Stations : Havnevik and Selsnas.
We next steer across the mouth of the Langfjord, past the oddly
shaped islet Hestholmen (S.E. of Vee), in view of the noble Roms
dal Mts., to Ottestad and Alfarnas (poor quarters at the station),
one on each side of the entrance to the Redvenfjord, up which a
steamer plies to Larejm or Lerheim (Hotel Lerejm), at the S. end.
times
E.

calling at Revik ;
again. On the right

From Alfarnìes

to the

are

N^s in the Romsdal. The fine but somewhat
the R0dvenfjord, leads through a beautiful region,
well cultivated and studded with gaards.
Opposite we see the church of
Eid (p. 199) and the Oksen (p. 199).
In the distance rise the Troldstole
At
the
of
Lcereim
199).
(p.
gaard
(see above; 9 Kil. from Alfarnses) the
road forks to Nordvik to the right, and to Thorvik to the left.
The latter
leads us up the Lceremsklévene, where we suddenly get a striking view of
the "Gjerscetvatn, a lake with a wooded island, in a crater-like basin; of
the Skjolten (p. 199); to the left of it the sharp -pointed Vengetinder
(p. 200); to the right the Ssetnaesfjeld, the Isterfjelde, and the Indfjord
Mts. To Thorvik '/2 hr. more. The road descends on the N. side of the
valley, ascends again through a narrow pass, and, leaving the hill of
Klungences to the right, leads through pine-woods to
14 Kil. Thorvik, on the Romsdalsfjord. The station, for boats as well
as horses, lies high above the fjord, but we may drive down to the water.
From Thorvik by boat to (4 Kil.) Veblungsnces , or to (6 Kil.) Aanto

hilly road, skirting

—

dalsnces,

see

p. 200.

The steamer next enters the Langfjord, 30 Kil. long, 3 Kil.
broad, on the N. bank of which towers the Skaala (p. 203 ; the
'skaala' not visible from this side). The S. shore, which we skirt,
is mostly well cultivated, but monotonous. Stations : Midtet (also
connected with Alfarnaes by road) and Myklebostad (good station
for 'boat-skyds'), with the church of Vistdal, on a little bay, from
which the Vistdal runs inland.
On the bank are several boathouses (Nest); in the background, high old coast-lines and the snowclad Vistdalsfjelde. The steamer passes the entrance of the Eiris
fjord and calls at Eidsvaag (p. 203), at the E. end ofthe Langfjord.
The steamer now turns back for a short distance, rounds the
Nas, and enters the *Eirisfjord. To the left, in the distance, is the
Storglanebba. Before us rises the imposing "Skjorta (5620 ft.) or
Hvitkua ('white cow').
To the right, farther on, are the abrupt
Gogsere and (finally}, in.JJUL&ackground , the Sjedela and the

N0STE.

Moldefjord.,

R., B.,

or

Nauste
S. 172) D. 2
or

,

205

The steamer calls at Bogge (p. 204), on
reaches
also called Eirisfjordseren ("Eikisdal Hotel,

Meringdalsnaebba (p. 206).
the E. bank, and soon after
N#ste

27. Route.

—

kr., English spoken; "Torjul's Inn, plain,

with the skyds-station), to the W. ofthe mouth ofthe Eikisdals-Elv.
The white villa to the E. is occupied by an Englishman.
From N0ste a fjeld-pass, diverging to the right at the Eirisfjordkirke
(see below), descends through the Hornedal, between the Hesthaug (3625 ft.)
on the N. and the Uglehaug on the S., to Grevdal (p. 200; 8-9 hrs.).
The 0veraas road (suitable for walking; II/2 hr.) ascends the
fertile

valley watered by the Eikisdals-Elv,

usually

called the

and fianked with

high mountains. To the left is the Skjorta,
soon concealed by the Gogsere or Gokseira
(4325,'ft.); to the right,
in the background, the Meringdalsnaebba and the Sjedela (p. 206).
We pass (!/2 hr.) the Eirisfjordkirke or Sirakirke, lying a little to
the left of the route. At a school-house, a little beyond the church,
our road forks, both branches leading to the Eikisdalsvand.
The
one to the right
emerges by the gaard of Aasen. The 0veraas road

Stradai,

to the left

which we follow , crosses the broad river and runs up
,
and down along its right bank, at the base ofthe Gogsere. The top
of the old moraine, separating the Eikisdalsvand from the Siradal
and broken by the river only , commands a fine view of the valley
and the fjord behind us.
On the S. side of the moraine, 1 hr.
beyond the church, are the gaards of
8 Kil. 0veraas (fast station, with good quarters, R., B., or S.
80 e., D. 1 kr.), 1/4 M. from the N. end of the Eikisdalsvand.
From 0veraas to Ge0vdal, see p. 200. We row across the outlet of
the lake, follow the sater-path on the left bank of the stream, then cross
the latter and ascend past the Meringdals-Sseters, following the red and
white marks (guide desirable).
—

From j&veraas to the jUksendal (p. 209), 7-8 hrs., with guide. We
first follow the N.E. bank of the lake for some distance, then ascend a
sseter-path to the E. to the Ljosebotn- Seeter , near the Ljosebotnvand. The
route, now much steeper, traverses two snow-fields and then descends
rapidly to Branstad, where it joins the JtJksendal road.
**

The
Eikisdalsvand (197 ft. ; steamer and small boats, see
p. 203) fills a narrow rocky cleft about 18 Kil. in length. On both
sides tower snowy and ice-clad mountains enlivened with water
falls. Even in the beginning of August snow-patches stretch al
most to the lake.

At places, however, the slopes are clothed with
pines and other trees, amongst which bears stili lurk. Hazel-nuts
abound, and are sold as 'Romsdalsnedder'. The lake is generally
frozen over in winter, but the ice is seldom
strong enough for
driving on. Avalanches are frequent, and stones sometimes fall
from the hills. Towards noon the lake is usually like a
mirror,
refiecting Fjeld and Fos in a curious doublé picture. The few

dwellings on its banks are constantly menaced by the rocks above.
On leaving 0veraas, we see at first only a small
part ofthe lake.
To the left are the precipices of the Gogsere and the Aashammer. To
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right,

MARADALSFOS.

27.

the

gaard

of

Meringdal, commanded by

the

Meringdals-

The mountains soon recede,
nabba and the Sjedela (5610 ft.).
and the lake is in full view. High up on the left is the Fletatind
(5425 ft.). To the right the Nyheitind (p. 200) peers above the
Sjedela. To the left, the waterfall of Tongjem; then, the two
gaards of Viken (whence a path leads to the Lilledal, p. 209),
On the W. side is the
with the Vikesakisen (5970 ft.) above.
JEvelsbra , above which is the imposing peak of the Gjuratind
(p. 200). Above the gaard of Hoem gleam the snow-fields of the

Hoemfjeld, commanded by the Hoemtind. Farther on, to the right,
to the left the Aagottind (5215
is the Rangaatind (5225 ft.)
ft.)
and the Bjerktind (4355 ft.).
In front of the Rangaatind, at the head ofthe lake, to the
right, we now see the ^Maradalsfos, a superb waterfall ofthe Mardela, descending from an upland dale some 2500 ft. above the
sea, leaping 650 ft. down a sheer cliff, rebounding in spray from
and re-appearing in two arms to form another
the rock below
,

,

great fall lower down.

landing

,

A liner view of the fall is obtained

but the lower fall

only is accessible

(fatiguing

by

ascent of

hr. ; from Reitan and back about 3 hrs.). Farther to the N. is
another and apparently larger fall, leaping into the same basin.
The lake now trends to the S.E., and the gaard of Reitan comes
in sight. Above the gaard is a beautiful veil-like waterfall, with

3/4

the

Berfjeld (4065 ft.) beyond.
gaard of Reitan or Reiten
lies about 6 min. from the

The

Inn)

(good quarters

at Halvor

Reitan

s

of

Eikisdal, near
the mouth of the Aura-Elv. About 6 min. farther up are the gaards
of Utigaard (with 12 beds; young Utigaard is reputed a good

guide)

and

brings
pastor

us

landing-place

Opigaard (fair quarters).

A pretty walk up the valley
Chapel (361 ft.), where the

—

in 20 min. to the Eikisdal

of Naesset (p. 204) holds service four times in summer.
Farther on are some mills (below us, to the left), driven by a small
stream that springs direct from the earth. Near the bridge over
the Aura is a salmon-fishery.
The road leads farther up the valley, passing many pretty gaards, to
Finsset (11 Kil. from Reitan; fair accommodation). Path thence (guide
desirable, V2-I kr.) to (1 hr.) the Aurestupe or Aurstaupa, the falls of the
Aura, issuing from the Aursj0. Hence we may ascend the Aura (with
guide), following the 'varder', to the tourist-hut on the Aursj0 (p. 210).
From Reitan we may ascend by a difficult fjeld-path, passing to the
W. ofthe Evelsfonn, the Rangaatinder, the Hoemsfjeld, and the Gjuratind,
to Grevdal (p. 200; 10-11 hrs.).
From Reitan to Ormeim, in the Romsdal (p. 202), 8-10 hrs. (guide neces
sary). The ascent to the Fjeld is rather steep, especially for the first
3 hrs., following a brook and passing a waterfall opposite Reitan. We
pass between the Gjeitsiden and the Berfjeld and reach the Sandgrovskar.
At the top of the fjeld we traverse snow-fields, with the Sandgrovhegda to
the left and the Sandgrovvande to the right. Descent easier. No saeter
until within ,/t hr. of Ormeim (see p. 202).

207
28. From Molde to

Trondhjem.

Most travellers go from Molde to Trondhjem by steamer either direct
via Battenfjords0ren (p. 203), the latter route avoiding the exposed
or
passage between Bud and Christianssund (see below). The land-routes
(pp. 209, 211), especially the S. end of the Sundalsfjord and the Sundal
(p. 210), offer many attractions; but those who have seen the Romsdal
and the Nordfjord must not expect to find here a heightening of scenic

interest.
a.

Direct Sea Route.

29 S.M. Steamboat daily in about 12 hrs. (13 kr. 90, 8 kr. 80 0.). Pass
engers subject to sea-sickness should start in the evening in order to get

The figures below show
the passage to Christianssund in the night.
the distances from Molde to Christianssund, thence to Beian, and thence
to Trondhjem (comp. p. vi).
—

over

Soon after starting we steer to the N. into
Molde, see p. 197.
the Julsund. The islands of Ottere and Gorsten are passed on the
left ; the Julaxel (1810 ft.), on a headland, and later the pyramidal
Gjendemsfjeld (2080 ft.) on the right. Leaving the Moefyr to the
left, the vessel rounds the promontory of Bud or Bod, connected
—

with Molde by a locai steamer and by a road, and steers out to sea,
unprotected by islands until it reaches Christianssund. Beyond the
Bodfjeld we soon sight the headland of Stemshesten (2230 ft.), the
S. boundary of the Nordmere, and a little later the lofty Tustere

To the left lies the islet of Fuglen ('Bird Island'), with
the right are several gaards at the base of Stemshesten
(Stemme, Hanas, etc). Fine view of the snow-mountains of the
Romsdal. We next pass the lights of Kvidholmsfyr and Hestskjarsfyr
(a white building) on the right, and then steer between the Kirkeland (right) and the Inland (left) to
"Grand Hotel, new, R. 11/2-2V2- B. 1,
12 S.M. Christianssund.
1). 2 kr. ; M0llerup,s Hotel, plainer, cheaper, and well spoken of.
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Gram Parelius, Kirkelandet.
Christianssund, the capital ofthe district of Nordmere, a rapidly
growing town and important fish-mart, was founded in 1742 and
contains 11,600 inhabitants. It lies on four islands, which enclose
the harbour : Kirkelandet, to the S.W., with two churches and the
hotels; Inlandet totheE.; Nordlandet to the N., with a church
and fine woods; and Skorpen to the W., with the bare dryingplaces for the 'klipfisk', which are packed in 'voger' of 36 lbs. and
exported chiefly to Spain. Steam -launches ply between the is
lands. From the harbour we may ascend the Street to the right,
and then visit the New Church, with pretty promenades and a fine
view of the mountains. The market-place , where a band plays
three evenings a week in summer, is adorned with a statue of President Christie (p. 115; a native of Christianssund), by Miss Ambr.
Tennesen (1893). The Vardetaarn is also a good point of view,
3/4 M. from the market-place. About 3/i M. farther on is the large
basin of the town waterworks, to which ali the rain-water that falls

(p. 208).
a

beacon ;

on

—

—

208
on

Route 28.

the

BATTENFJORDS0REN.

rocky ridge is led.

the island of

Grip,

with

see

p. 211.

Off Christianssund, 15 Kil. distant,
flshing population of 200.

—

a

Locai, Steamers abound.

dal-Todal,

From Molde
is

Thus, to the Sundal, see p. 209 ; to SurenTo Molde and the Romsdal two or three times a week.

Beyond Christianssund the coast is sheltered by islands but
larger vessels at first keep to the open sea. To the left in the
distance is the lighthouse of Grip. To the
right, the islands Tustere
,

the

and Stabben (2960 ft.), between which are seen the
distant snow-mountains of the Sundal and the Eikisdal. We now
steer within the islands. To the
left, the Ede ; beyond it, the low
island of Smelen. To the right, the Ertvaage. Scenery now monotonous. Farther on, to the left , through the
Ramsefjord, we look
out to the open sea. We next steer into the strait of
Trondhjemsleden , between the mainland and the large island Hitteren , a
haunt of deer, with the station of Havnen.
The only station at which ali the large steamers cali is

(2920 ft.)

—

15 S.M. Beian,

at the entrance to the

Trondhjems-Fjord, whence
touching at Trondhjem (see

travellers may go northwards without
225). The district passed is fairly cultivated.

p.

7 S.M.

b.

Trondhjem,
By

Land to

see

p. 212.

Battenfjordsoren

and thence

by

Sea

via Christianssund.
The skyds-drive to Battenfjordseren takes about 5 hrs. (6V2 kr. ; two
The steamer (six times weekly) reaches Battenfjords0ren
pers. 9:/2 kr.).
at 9 p.m. and leaves it at 4 a.m. Those who leave Molde in the afternoon
embark
as
It is
soon as it arrives and spend the night on board.
may
advisable to order stateroom and supper by a telegram addressed to the
'Dampskibsselskab Christianssund'. The passage from Battenfjords0ren to
Trondhjem takes 13 hrs. (fare 10 kr. 60 0.).

From Molde via Strande to (19 Kil.) Hjelset, see p. 203. The
road runs over the hill to the E. of the Rauheia, affording a
good view of the mountains to the S. and passing the Fursat-Sater.

new

19 Kil. Battenfjordseren (Hot. Kong Oscar), prettily situated
S. end of the Battenfjord or Botnfjord.
The voyage across the Battenfjord to Christianssund (p.207) takes

at the

l'/2

nr-

At the mouth of the fjord, to the W., lies the large gaard
Farther on we pass between the islands of Frede and
on the latter rises the Meknokken
(1690 ft.). At Christians

of Gimnas.

Avere;

sund we lie to for 1 1/2 nrThe rest of the voyage also avoids the open sea either wholly or
in part. In the former case the steamer steers to the S. of the large
islands of Tustere, Stabben, and Ertvaage (see above), calling at Laurvik
(Aure) and Vighals (Vikan). In the ìatter case we keep to the N. of
these islands, following the route of the large steamers and touching
at -Ede and Magere.
Beian, where the two routes unite, and the
The voyage from
entrance to the Trondhjem Fjord, see above.
Christianssund to TrnnAhiem (n 9.121 takes 10-lOVohrs.
—

e.

28. Route.

SUNDAL S0REN.

Trondhjem.

to

By

Land

through

209

the Sundal.

This route is most conveniently accomplished in combination with the
Eikisdal (p. 203). In this case we either, on the return from Eidsvaag
(p. 203), proceed to the E. to Eidseren and take the Sundal steamer
(/"Restaurant on board ; thrice weekly ; 2lli hrs.) or boat-skyds (ca. 4 hrs.) to
Sundalseren; or we pass over the mountains from 0veraas (p. 205) to
0ksendalen, and cross thence to Sundalseren by steamer or boat-skyds (ca.
From Sundalseren a road with fast stations leads
3 hrs. ; in ali 1 day).
via Anne to (135 Kil.) Steren, on the Trondhjem railway (p. 76; 2 days).
—

The Sundal steamer starts from Christianssund (p. 207). The
part of the route is uninteresting. Stations : Kristvik, Stensvig,
Kvarnas, Gimnas (p.208); then, beyond the mouth of the Batten

first

fjord, Torvig, Berge, 0degaard, Hotm, Flemmen, and Sandvig (Gjul),
Sundalsfjord begins. We here touch at Koksvik i Thingvold (p. 211; comp. Map, p. 196) and Angvik (p. 211), and reach
where the

hrs. from

Christianssund)
(skyds-station ; three beds), where the road from Eids
203). Boat-skyds to (17 Kil.) 0ksendalen with two
rowers 4 kr. 76, with three 6 kr. 80 e. ; to (23 Kil.) Sundalseren 6 kr.
44, 9 kr. 20 0. ; to (14 Kil.) Koksvik (p. 211) 3 kr. 92, 5 kr. 60 e.

(6

—

Eidseren
vaag ends (p.

Beyond Fjeseide and Jordal we enjoy a freer *View of the S.
part of the fjord, with its girdle of snow-capped mountains. In the
first place, however, the steamer steers into the bay of
0ksendalen or 0ksendalseren ( Wirum's Hotel), at the mouth of
the valley of the same name, with two high mountains in the back
ground. Through the valley runs a road to (14 Kil.) Branstad (p. 205 ;
fjeld-path to the Eikisdalsvand). Boat-skyds from J0ksendalen to
(11 Kil.) Sundalseren with two rowers 3 kr. 8, with three 4 kr. 40 e.
—

station, on the E. bank of the fjord,
starting-point for a visit to the Inderdal.

The next
the

is

Opdel or Opdal,

Dalsbe and

Opdel (slow station) a road ascends through the Virumdal to
(14 Kil.) Nedredal or Nerdal (quarters ; fjeld-route to Todals0ren,

211).

We then walk up the "Inderdal to the tourist-station Inderdal

From
see

p.

(bed 75, B. 40, D. 80, S. 50 0.), where guides for several fjeld-ascents are
to be had.
The finest points are the Skarfjeld (6070 ft.), the pointed
Dalataam (4900 ft. ; first ascended in 1889), and behind it the Taamfjeld
From Inderdal aerosa the fjeld to Storfale in the Sundal
(6103 ft.).
(p. 210), 5-6 hrs.
—

Sundalsfjord increases in grandeur as we proceed. To the left
snow-capped Evelsfonnhei (5042 ft.) and the pointed Hofs(5145 ft.), with the Fonnenibba to its left; in front towers

The

rise the

nibba
the Kalken

(6180 ft.), separating the Sundal from the Lilledal.
(quarters at the Landhandler's) lies at the mouth

Sundalseren
otthe

Sundals-Elv,

dominated

on

the N. by the Hofsnibba.

From Sundals0ren we row in '/i hr. to the gaard of Trwdal, at the
entrance of the ""lilledal, through which a road leads up to (9 Kil.) the
gaard of Lilledalen (quarters at Ole Dalen's). Thence we ascend (a small
part of the way very steep) to (5 hrs.) the Holbu-S&ter, on the Holbuvand
(2585 ft.), where the new hut of the Christianssund Tourist Society offers
food and four beds. A marked path leads hence past the Osvand (2730 ft.),
Langvand (2740 ft.), Sandvand (2755 ft. ; Sandvaslaagen Seeter), and Torbuvand

Baedeker' s Nxuacav and Sweden.

7th Edit.

iA
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Route 28.

SUNDAL.

to the N. end of the Aursje (3490 ft.; 6 M.
of which are the three Alf-Swters and a summer
E.
the
bank, we reach, in 5 hrs. from the Holbuboarding-house. Skirting
the large and well-equipped Aursja-Hytte or Lesje-Hytte (16 beds).
In 21/2hrs. more we arrive at the Gautbu-Sceter or Gautsje, whence we descend,
passing the Ylensvand and at places skirting the Jora, the outlet of these
lakes, to (272 hrs.) Holaaker, in the Gudbrandsdal (p. 68).

(2845 ft.),
long), on

and over the
the W. side

From Molde

ridge,

vand?

places the *Sundal almost rivals the Romsdal in grandeur.
part is the finest. The views present themselves to best
advantage on the descent from the Dovrefjeld (R. 10).
The road ascends on the right bank of the river, passing the
Sundalskirke, and then crosses an old moraine, overgrown with
birches. To the left are the picturesque Vinjefosser, formed by the
At

The first

outlet of the Evelsfonn. We cross this brook and then the SundalsElv. In the left rear we see the gaard of Elvershei, belonging to an
to the right is the snow-flecked and glacier-seamed
Kaldfonna (6060 ft.), which is also conspicuous farther on. The
road ascends along an old moraine to a higher zone of the valley,
crosses the stream issuing from the Gredal (right), and leads to the
right close under the steep slope of the Hoaasnibba. At four of the
most dangerous points here the traveller is warned by his skydsgut
to drive quickly on account of the avalanches and stone-falls ('Sneeskred! Kjer til !'). Beyond the gaard of Tyfte the road returns to the
right bank. On and beyond the bridge we enjoy a fine retrospect of
the snow-fields of the Evelsfonn (p. 209). In l1^ hr. after leaving
Sundalseren we reach the gaard of
19 Kil. Fale or Storfale (good quarters, R., B., & S. 3 kr.), on a

Englishman;

—

hill to the left. Waterfalls descend
The Inderdal

(p. 209)

on

both sides of the valley.

may be reached from this

point

in 5-6 hrs.

(with

guide).
The serrated mountain that becomes more and more conspicuous
advance is the Romfogskjarringen. We ascend a rocky barrier,
shutting off the lower part ofthe valley; retrospect ofthe Evelsfonn.
The road crosses the Sundals-Elv and passes the small red Romfogskirke. To the left, near the gaard of Musgjerd, are the long
Otheimfos and the serrated ridge culminating in the Skretind
(3850 ft.). The road recrosses the river by the Otheimbro (500 ft.).
passes the gaards of Gravem, and skirts the steep S. slope of the
After 2'/2 hrs- we reach
Skretind. Opposite opens the Gredal.
A few kilomètres farther on,
17 Kil. Gjera (good quarters).
as we

—

—

—

boundary of the Romsdals-Stift and the S. Trondhjemsthe road becomes so steep, that most travellers will prefer to
walk (comp. p. xxii). To the right is the deep gorge of the SundalsElv, or Driva, as it is called in the upper part of its course. The
near

the

Stift,

and is replaced by a very hilly ancient road.
The next
for 14) Sliper (1805 ft.; poor quarters).
part of the road, under the Sliperhovd (3436 ft.), is also pleasanter
for walking than for driving. On the E. side ofthe Sliperhovd opens
the valley of the Vindela, an affluent of the Driva, which the road

good

road

ends,

11 Kil.

(pay

—

to
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On the left, visible at a long distance, is the
commanded by the Vindalskinn (4745 ft.). In the
vicinity are numerous gaards. Farther on the road passes the prosperous gaard Gravaune, skirts the S. spur of the Vindalskinn, and
runs through low woods. We soon come in sight of the long valleys
and heights of the Dovrefjeld. The road crosses the Festa, which
issues from a side-valley to the right and forms falls both above and
below the bridge (2015 ft.). To the left, behind us, rises the Horn
(5225 ft.), with a large snow-field.
15 Kil. (pay for 21, in the reverse direction for 18) Aalbu
(1740ft.; fair quarters), at the S. base of the Derremshovd (2870ft.),is
reached by walkers in 4 hrs. from Sliper, driving taking almost as long.
A broad road, diverging to the S. at Aalbu, crosses the Driva, skirts
(at places a mere footpath) the N. and E. sides of the Svarthovd (3125 ft.),
crosses the Driva again, and reaches (ca. 2 hrs.) the Dovrefjeld road (p. 71)
about halfway between Aune and Rise.
The road, stili hilly, passes the Opdalskirke (2070 ft.), a timber
structure of the 17th cent, with a conspicuous spire, situated at the
crosses

at

church of

a

saw-mill.

Lenset,

foot of the

0rsnipen (4520 ft.).

11 Kil. Aune (p. 71),
l3/4 hr.'s drive from Aalbu.
d.

By

the great

on

Land via

Angvik

Dovrefjeld road,

about

and 0rkedal.

This route traverses the Nordmere, a district of which the attractions
are highly rated by the Norwegians.
It is conveniently comhined with a
visit to the Eikisdalsvand by going on from Eidseren (comp. p. 209) by
steamer or boat-skyds to Koksvik i Thingvold, whence 0rkedalS0ren is
reached in two days.

From Molde to (31 Kil.) Istad, see p. 203. Then, the slow stations
(11 Kil.) Heggeim and (11 Kil.) Angvik, a station of the Sundal
steamer (p. 209). Hence by boat-skyds across the Sundalsfjord to
6 Kil. Koksvik i Thingvold (good and moderate quarters), another

of

—

station of the Sundal steamer.

—

We then take

'land-skyds'

to

(7 Kil.) Belsat, and 'boat-skyds' to (7 Kil.) Stangvik (good quar
ters), a station of the Christianssund and Todal steamer. Then drive
to (15 Kil.) Aasen, near the steamboat-station of Surendalseren.
The steamer from Christianssund plies to Surendalspren and on to
Burendal and Todalseren thrice a week. Fjeld-route from Todals/Jren to
Nedredal, 5 hrs. (guide 4 kr.), see p. 209.

From Aasen

we drive to
(10 Kil.) Haandstad (74 ft.) and
Kvammen. In the Foldal, which opens to the S. between
Kvammen and the church of Rindalen, at a point about 10 hrs. from
either of these places, the Trondhjem Tourist Club has built a chalet,
to serve as headquarters for excursions in the fine district of Troldheimen (comp. the 'Reisehàndbog' of Cari Schulz mentioned atp. 217).
17 Kil. Rindalen (470 ft.), with a church (quarters at Strand's,
the baker).
17 Kil. Garberg i Meldalen, the first place in Sendre
19 Kil. Aarlivold (good quarters, p. 72).
Trondhjems-Stift.
12 Kil. Bak i 0rkedalen (fair quarters). From Bak we may

(15 Kil.)

—

—

—
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Hotels.

(8 Kil.)

steamer thence for

0rkedalseren (Rian's Inn) and take the
Trondhjem (2'/2 hrs.; six times weekly); or we

on by road to (15 Kil., pay for
sanden, and (8 Kil.) Èsp or Heimdal,
and Trondhjem railway (p. 76).

may go

29.

Trondhjem
lDet
'Tis

19)

a

Eli, (10 Kil.)

station

and its

on

Saltnasthe Christiania

Fjord.

fagerl i Trondhjem at hvile\
so pleasant in Trondhjem to dwell.
(Burden of an Old Song.)
Station lies to the N. of the town, by the harbour.
er saa

Arrivai. The Railway
The large Steamers are berthed at the W. quay of the Nedre Elvehavn.
Carriages, hotel-omnibuses, and porters ('Bybud1) with hand-carts ('Triller')
await the trains and the steamers.
Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske Steam
boat Office (PI. 12), Kj0bmands-Gade 52, near the Brat0rbro.
—

Hotels.

"Britannia (P. A. Clausen), Dronningens-Gade, with garden
R. from l'/2 kr., A. 50 0., B. l'A-S'A, D. 3, S. 2 kr. ; Angleterre (E. G. Thane), Nordre Gade, cor. of the
Carl-Johans-Gade, also with
baths, R. from 11/2 kr., L. 40, A. 40 0., B. from 1 kr. 40 0. to 2i/4 kr., D. 3,
2
kr.
"Grand
S.
Hotel, corner of Krambod-Gade and Strand-Gade, R.,
L., &. A. from 2, B. li/;.., D. 21/2, S. 2 kr.; "Scandinavie, Krambod-Gade 14,
at the harbour, nearly opposite the Grand Hotel , unpretending, R. l1^,
B. IV2, D. lV2-2kr.
Str0m's Private Hotel, Nordre Gade 24.
Restaurants at the hotels. Also at the Grand Café, next door to the
in
the suburb of Ihlen, with concerts, D. 2, S. I1/2 kr.,
theatre; Hjorten,
well spoken of.

and

baths,

—

—

Cabs in the Torv: per drive within the town proper and the suburbs
and ElgesEeterbro, for 1, 2, 3, 4 persons, 40, 60, 80 0.,
kr., outside the town 70 0., 1 kr., 1 kr. 20, 1 kr. 40 0. ; per hour 1 kr.
20, 1 kr. 50, 1 kr. 80, or 2 kr. 10 0. Carr. and pair one-half more. Night
fares (10-8) 50 per cent higher. Luggage up to 65 lbs. free (130 lbs. in twoOmnibus hourly (half-hourly in
horse cabs). No tariff for the environs.
the afternoon) from Lademoen (p. 216) via the Bcekkebro, the market-place
the
Gade
to
Ihlen
and
Kongens(p. 216; Hjorten); fare 10 0.
(Torvet),

of

Baklandet, Ihlen,

or

1

—

Tourist Offices.

T. Bennetl og

Senner, Dronningens-Gade 12;

F.

Beyer

(E. Meller), Dronningens-Gade 16.
Post and Telegraph Office (PI. 7) in the Nordre Gade, adjoining the
Fruekirke (PI. 2).
Banks (open till 1 p.m. only). Norges Bank, corner of Kongens-Gade and
Kj0bmands-Gade ; Privatbank, S0ndre Gade 14 ; Nordenfjeldske Credit-Bank,
corner of Dronningens-Gade and S0ndre Gade; M. H. Lundgren's Enke, at
the Torv ; and others. Money may also be exchanged at Mr. R. F. Kjeldsberg^s, the British vice-consul, corner of Strand-Gade and S0ndre Gade.
English Church Service in the Hospitals-Kirke (PI. 5), Kongens-Gade
(Sun. 11.45 a.m., 5 p.m.).
Sea
Baths. Warm, vapour, and Turkish at Dronningens-Gade 1.
Baths (for gentlemen 10-2.30 and 6-8 o'clock) to the W. of the railway
station, 20 0. (ferry 5 0.).
—

Shops. Preserved' meats, Cognac, etc, at Kjeldsberg's, Strand-Gade,
and Lundgren's, Munke-Gade 26.
Furs, Antiquities, etc, at Joh. Bruun's,
Strand-Gade 37, one of the best shops of the kind in Norway; eider-down
20-24 kr. per lb. ; eider-down quilts 80-200 kr. ; bear-skins 120-450 kr., acCarved wood, 'Tolleknive\ embroideries,
cording to sise, colour, etc.
etc, at the depot ofthe Norsk Husflids Venner ('Friends of Norw. Domestic
Industry'), Strand-Gade 9, and at L. Hansen's, Strand-Gade 35, next door to
Bruun.
Ornaments, Silver ware in the early-Norwegian style, copies in
repoussé and chased work of the figures in the cathedral, etc, at H. Meller's,
—

—

—
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Booksellers (photoDronningens-Gade 16, corner of the Nordre Gade.
graphs, maps, etc): A. Brun, Kongens-Gade, corner of Nordre Gade, op
posite the post-office; A. Holbcek Eriksen, Strand-Gade 17; A. Stabel, cor.
of the Nordre Gade and Dronningens-Gade; H. Moe, Munke-Gade 44.
Trondhjem, or Throndhjem (pron. Trónjem), German Drontheim,
with 33,500 inhab., situated on a peninsula formed by the Trondhjems-Fjord and the river Nid, is the northernmost of the larger
European towns, being situated. in 63° 30' N. lat., the same latitude
In summer the climate is like that of
as the S. coast of Iceland.
the S. of England, in winter like that of Dresden. The riveT is
rarely frozen over, the fjord never. Hence the rich vegetation. Many
of the townspeople are wealthy , and they have long been noted
for their kindly disposition. The district is called Trendelagen, its
inhabitants Trender.
To the E., S., and S.W. rise picturesque
—

heights

:

E.

the

Blasevoldbakke, terminating

Ladehammeren ; S. and S.W. the

in

the

spur

of

Stenbjerg.

History. Down to the middle of the 16th cent, the name of the
town was Nidaros ('mouth of the river Nid' ; Aa, Aar, signifying 'river',
and Os, 'estuary') or Kaupanger i Trondhjem ('merchant-town in Trond
hjem'). Like Upsala in Sweden, Trondhjem, the 'strength and heart
of the country', is the cradle of the kingdom of Norway , and it was
here, on Brat0ren, that the Norwegian kings were elected and crowned.
So early as 996 Olaf Tryggvason
Here, too, met the famous fjrething.
St.
founded a palace, and a church which he dedicated to St. Clement.
Olaf, who is regarded as the founder of the town (1016), revived the
plans of Olaf Tryggvason, which had been neglected after his death, and
after the death of 'the saint' at the battle of Stiklestad (1030) a new im
pulse was given to building enterprise. For his remains were brought
to Trondhjem and buried there, but afterwards transferred toareliquary
and placed on the high-altar of SI. Clemenfs Church, where they attracted
The St. Olaf cult gradually made Trondhjem one of
hosts of pilgrims.
the largest and richest towns in Norway, and gave rise to the erection of
the cathedral and no fewer than fourteen other churches and five monasteries.
At a later period terrible havoc was caused by civil wars, pestilence , sieges, and fires; and the pilgrimages, so profitable to the town,
were put an end to by the Reformation. The reliquary of the saint was
removed by sacrilegious hands from the aitar in the octagon of the cathedral-choir, and his remains were buried in some unknown spot; and
In 1796 the
most of the churches and monasteries were swept away.
population numbered 7500, in 1815 not above 10,000, in 1835 about 12,900,
and in 1875 it reached 22,500.

The Stbbets are widely built (100-120 ft.) in order to diminish
danger of lire, and generally intersect each other at right
angles. Most of the houses are of timber. The streets running
from N. to S. command views of the beautiful fjord with the island
of Munkholm.
The chief are, beginning on the E. side, parallel
with the river, the Kjebmands-Gade, the large warehouses in
which are supported by piles sunk in the river; then the Sendre
Gade, the Nordre Gade, the Munke-Gade, and the Prindsens-Gade.
Parallel with the harbour, beginning on the N., are the FjordGade, the Strand- Gade, the Dronningens-Gade, the Kongens-Gade,
iheVestre(now Erling Skakkes) Gade, and the 0stre (now Bispe) Gade.
In the centro of the town is the Mahket Place (Torvet), where
the Munke-Gade and the Kongens-Gade cross. In the former, a little
the
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N.,

amtmand'
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Cathedral.

is the Stiftsgaard (PI. 11), the residence
(president or governor of the province),

royal palace

on

of the 'Stifts-

and used as a
the occasion of coronation festivities. In the Kon

is the Fruekirke.

Beyond it is the 'Park', embellished
with a small bronze statue of the famous Admiral Tordenskjold, born
in Trondhjem in 1691 (by Bissen). Opposite is Kongens-Gade No. 4,

gens-Gade

erected in 1882, containing the Savings Bank, the premises of the
Kunstforening (entrance from Apothekerveiten ; Sun., 11.30-2, free;
Wed., 12-2, 25 e.), and the Fisheries Museum (entrance from the
Sendre Gade; Mon., Wed., & Frid., 10-1 o'clock).
On the S. the Munke-Gade ends opposite the N. transept of the
old cathedral. The entrance for visitors is in the chapter-house

(K

on

the

Pian),

to the S. of the choir.

The

*Cathedral, in pian and in execution the grandest church
in Scandinavia, was founded by King Olaf Kyrre over the tomb of
St. OJa/"(comp.p. 213), and considerably enlarged after the erection

Ground Plan of the Cathedral: Romanesque
parts shaded.

parts black,

Gothic

Trondhjem into an archbishopric in 1151. Eystein (1161-88),
archbishop, who in consequence of a quarrel with King
Sverre (p. xlix) fled to England and remained there three years,
afterwards returned and built the present transept on the site of
of

the third

the former nave (see Ground Pian C), with a tower in the centre,
and the *Chapter House (PI. K), both in the late-Romanesque style
under English influence. To these Eystein's successor added the
*Choir (PI. B), terminating in an exquisite octagonal apse (PI. A),
which covered the revered relics of St. Olaf, the chief treasure
of the church. We flnd here developed, with the aid of favourable

material (bluish saponite or soapstone, Norwegian 'klsebersten'
from quarries to the E. of Trondhjem, and marble from the quarries
of Almenningen, p. 226), ali the decorative splendour of early Gothic,

mingled
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with traces of elaborate class-

ical treatment and indications of exuberant

imagination. During
building period, 1248-1300, was added the grand Nave
(PI. D), also in the Gothic style, but with stronger leanings towards
English models. The cathedral has been repeatedly injured by Are,
a

in

fourth

1328

so

In 1432 it

seriously that the greater part of the choir had to be rebuilt.
was struck by lightning. In 1531 a terribleflre destroyed

both the cathedral and the whole town. The adoption of the Reform
ation in 1537 caused the work of restoration to be limited to the
most urgent repairs. In 1708 and 1719 the church was again ravaged

by fire. Since 1869 when the E. part was re-roofed, while the
part from the transept onwards lay in ruins, the cathedral has
,

W.

undergoing a thorough and judicious restoration under the able
superintendence of the architect Hr. Christie, who has used or
carefully reproduced ali the availabledetails ofthe originai structure.
The chapter-house and the choir with its octagonal apse and elab

been

orate S.

portai (Kongeindgangen, royal entrance)

are now

completed.

The transept and great centrai tower will probably be ready in 1900.
The restoration of the remainder will probably take several more
decades, but will doubtless be accomplished, as the Norwegians are

justly proud

of this great national monument, and

as

funds are
and by

provided by the state, by the Trondhjem Savings Bank,
private subscription (about 100,000 kr. per annum).

The Interior is open to the public 12-1.30 and 6-7.30 o'clock, on Sundays 1-2.30 only (donation to funds expected); at other times to ticketholders. (Tickets are sold by the booksellers mentioned at p. 213: 1-2 pers.
2 kr., 3-8 pers. 4 kr.)
We first enter the Romanesque Charter House (PI. K ; comp. p. 214)
and pass through it into the octagonal Apse (PI. A), which is in a rich
Gothic style. The Silver reliquary of St. Olaf once preserved here, 225 lbs.
in weight, was removed to Copenhagen at the time of the Reformation.
From the ambulatory a side-door leads to St. Olaf's Spring (PI. o), which
probably determined the site of the church. A staircase (closed during
the public hours of admission) ascends to the Triforium and Clerestory,
which afford a good view of the church. The apse is adjoined by the
E. Nave (PI. B), which is.partitioned off from the Transept (PI. C; now
in restoration) and is at present used for the Sunday services. The white
marble columns contrast beautifully with the greyish-blue of the saponite
walls. The light-coloured stained-glass Windows were executed in England.
Above the apsidal arch is a figure of Christ. Statues of Evangelists and
The sacristan opens the door
Prophets are to be placed on the brackets.
leading to the Romanesque Transept (PI. C). The stained glass in the
2nd chapel is from Cologne.
We may also visit the Nave (PI. D), which
is at present used as the restorer's workshop.
In the llth and 12th centuries the cathedral was the burial-place of
the kings, and several were afterwards crowned here.
By the consti
tution of Norway (1814) the kings must be crowned here, and this was
done in the case of Charles XIV. John (Bernadotte) in 1818, Charles XV.
—

—

in

1860,

and Oscar II. in 1873.

—

Important works

on

the cathedral have

published by P. A. Muneh, Schirmer (Norwegian), and Minutali
(German).
To the E. and S.E. of the cathedral is the Churchyard, many of
the graves in which, in Norwegian fashion, are adorned with fresh
flowers every Saturday. A monument on its N. side commemorates
been
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Angeli, founder of the adjacent hospital. Adjacent is the
Arsenal, on the site of the old Kongs Gaard (PI. 1).
Academy of Science (det kgl. norske Videnskabers Selskab),

Erling Skakkes (formerly Vestre) Gade 47, founded in 1760, once
numbered Schening, Suhm, Gunnerus, and other learned men
among its members. It possesses a library of 70,000 vols., large
naturai history collections (esp. of the animals and minerals of the
N.), and antiquities from Trondhjems-Stift (adm. free on Sun. &
Wed., 12-1.30 pat other times, 25 e.). The small 'Stavekirke' of
the 14th cent., in the court, was brought from Holtaalen in 1884
and restored with the aid of the W. wall of the church of Aalen.
Towards the East we may cross the upper bridge
Walks.
the Nid (the Bybro , E. of the cathedral) to the suburb of
Baklandet, and thence, by a path to the left, ascend to C/4 hr.)
the fortress of *Christiansten (236 ft.), which was erected in the
17th century. The fire-station, marked by a flagstaff, affords a
picturesque view of the town and environs, especially by morning
From the Blasevoldbakke (358 ft.) the view is more
light.
extensive, but there is no point which commands a complete sur
vey.
Passing through the suburb of Baklandet, where we ob
—

over

—

—

serve

and a shipbuilding-yard, we may go
N.E., across the Meraker railway (p. 217), via Lade(Y2 hr.) Ladehammeren ('Hammer', headland).

large engine-works

towards the

moen, to
Towards the West the town was formerly enclosed by fortifications. On their site rises the modem Ihlenskirke (PI. 6), built
of blue quartz-sandstone. Beyond is the suburb of Ihlen (10 min.
from the Torv) , with a Rom. Cath. church and hospital (PI. 4).
On the fjord are large timber-yards and some pleasure-grounds.
A picturesque view of Trondhjem (esp. effective by evening
light), with the winding Nid in the foreground, the hills to the E.,
and the extensive fjord, is obtained from *Aasveien, a new road
•

p. 212) and passing
followtd to a point about 1 M.
from the Ihlen church. The blunted summit, near which another road
passes, was once crowned with a castle of King Sverre (Sverresborg).
Passing Hjorten, a pleasure-resort at Ihlen, on the left, a road
ascends to the W. On the slope of the hill we observe several old

ascending

the

several villas.

coast-lines

and

slope

of the

Stenbjerg (see Map,

The road should

(p. xxxiii),

corresponding

De

528 ft. and 580 ft. above the sea-level,

with similar lines

on

the mountains

on

the E.

fjord. The higher we ascend the finer becomes the
*View we obtain, looking back towards Trondhjem and the fjord
and the snow-mountains on the Swedish frontier. Beyond Gramskaret (3/,ihr. from the church of Ihlen), where we pass through a
gate, the view to the E. disappears. Before us, in 10 min. more,
appears the top of Graakallen (1840 ft.), to which two paths ascend
to the left : one 20 min. from Gramskaret, leading by Tungen and
the Fjeld sater ; the other 10 min. farther on, passing Tempervold
side of the

TRONDHJEM.
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and the Kobberdamm. On the way is a new Fjeldsater Sanatorium.
top (2l/2-3 hrs. from the Torv of Trondhjem; refuge-hut) com
mands an extensive survey of fjord and fjeld, extending to the snow
mountains on the Swedish frontier.
A bad path, almost impassable after rain, diverges from the road to the
right, t/2 M. beyond Tempervold, leads round the Gjeitfjeld, mostly through
underwood and afterwards overlooking the fjord, and then descends past
the old coast-lines and the rifle-range CSkylierhusef) to Ihlen.
The Trollavei, running to the N. from Ihlen, and affording fine
views of the fjord, leads to (5 Kil.) the iron-foundry of Trollabruk.
In the fjord, about l1/^ Kil. to the N. of the town, lies the
fortified island of Munkholmen (by boat in 20 min. ; with one
rower for one pers. 1, two pers.
li/2 kr. ; with two rowers l1/^ or
2 kr. ; bargain advisable ; admission free ; a soldier acts as guide).
This 'Monks' Island' was once the site of a Benedictine monastery,
founded in 1028, of which the lower part of a round tower is the
only relic. Count Peter Griffenfeld (P. Schumacher), the minister
of Christian V., was confined in a celi here from 1680 to 1698.
The island is described by Victor Hugo in his 'Han d'Islande'.
Beautiful view from the walls of the fortress. Old guns, gun-carriages, etc. Small lighthouse.
The

The Excursion to the two falls of the Nid near the gaard of Leren,
about 8 Kil. to the S. of Trondhjem, is hest made by driving (cariole 5, onehorse carr. for 2 pers. 8, 'kaleschvogn' 12, landau 14 kr. ; Va-lkr. extra for
every hour beyond four). The road traverses the suburb of Ihlen and fol
lows the left bank of the river. Or we may go by train to Selsbcek (6 Kil.),
where the slow trains stop, and walk thence to the falls O/2 hr.).
The
lower or Lille Lerfos is 76 ft. high.
Good view of it from the veranda
of the "Fossestuen Restaurant, in the early-Norwegian style. Well-kept paths
lead to the foot of the Lille Lerfos and to the upper or Store Lerfos
(100 ft. high), which is broken by a mass of rock about halfway across.
An Excursion to the S;elbo-Sj0 takes two days.
lst Day, by rail
way to Heimdal (p. 76), and walk thence to Teigen, or drive (skyds-station
at the railway-station of Heimdal) to Brettun (17 Kil., pay for 21), both
situated at the W. end of the Saelbo-SjjB or Selbu-Sje (525 ft.), a fine
sheet of water, 29 Kil. long, on which a small steamboat plies five
times weekly in summer. On the S.E. bank of the lake, near the church
ot Scelbo, and by the mouth of the Nid which descends from the
Tydal,
lie Marienborg and the Scelbo Sanatorium (landlord speaks English; good
2nd Day, row (7 Kil.) or drive
shooting near), where we spend the night.
(15 Kil.) to Sesaas on the N. bank, and drive by (7 Kil.) Fuglem and
(12 Kil.) Viken to (12 Kil.) Hommelvik on the Meraker railway (see p. 218).
For fuller details about the excursions from Trondhjem, see the 'Reisehandbog over Trondhjem og de to Trondhjemske Amter', by Cari Schulz.
—

From

Trondhjem

to Storlien

(Óstersund, Stockholm).

106 Kil. Railway (Merakerbane) in 4»/4 hrs. ; two trains daily (fares
5 kr. 84, 3 kr. 46 0.). To Hommelvik in l3/4-2 hrs., several trains ffares
1 kr. 28, 76 0.).

The train crosses the Nid by a long bridge. To the right lies
the suburb of Baklandet; then, on the left, the church of Lade.
on the
Beyond (3 Kil.) Leangen is the lunarie asylum of

Rotvold,

left.

We

now

farther on, the

skirt the

fjord, here called the Strindefjord , and,
Stjerdalsfjord. 7 Kil. Ranheim; 15 Kil. Maivik.
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23 Kil. Hommelvik

with a brisk trade in timber.
217. Fine view from the hill about

mouth of the

at the

Hell,

Trondhjem

(small inn),

(Road to the Saelbo-Sje, see p.
1 hr. inland.) Short tunnel.
32 Kil.

From

which

Stjerdals-Elv,

to the

a

bridge

skyds-station of Sandferhus. The line now runs
inland, ascending the left bank of the Stjerdals-Elv. 42 Kil. Hegre
near the mouth of the
Forra, descending from the N.E.; 57 Kil. Flocrosses

ren

72 Kil. Gudaa (279 ft.), where we cross the Reinaa. Tunnel.
a considerable
ascent, and across the Stjerdals-Elv to
81 Kil. (50i/2 M.) Meraker (722 ft.), a thriving and
prettily

;

Then

—

situated little town , the last station in Norway. Beautiful view
from the station. Near it, an old copper-mine.
The line ascends
rapidly. The district becomes lonely, the vegetation scanty. The
Areskutan (p. 371) and other snow-mountains of Sweden
in
—

the distance.
We cross the Swedish
sea-level, and reach

frontier, 1825

appear
ft. above the

—

106 Kil. Storlien

(1945 ft.; Rail. Restaurant;
continuation of the line beyond which is Swedish
From

Trondhjem, by Stenkjser, Snaasenvand,

p. 372),
(R. 57).

see

and

Fiskumfos,

the

to

Namsos.
Steamer from Trondhjem to Stenkjcer nine times weekly in 6-10 hrs.
Road from Stenkjser to (11 Kil.) Sunde
(fares 3 kr. 65, 1 kr. 45 0.).
—

with fast stations.
Steamer on the Snaasenvand from Sunde to Seem or
-Sem four times a week in 4V2 hrs. (fare 2 kr. 10 0.).
Road from Sem
to Fiskum 61 Kil., and thence to Namsos 71 Kil. (fast stations).
While this is a fine route, the distances are great and the steamers
do not always suit , so that it takes four days at least, especially if the
beautiful land-route from Levanger to Stenkjser is preferred to the steamer.
The route is best combined with a trip to the N. Note also that the
Fiskumfos is not in full force after the middle of July. Those who content
themselves with a visit to the Trondhjems-Fjord may go from Stenkjser
to Namsos in one day.
—

—

The Steamee steers between the

Tuttere,

with the ruins of the
to the E. to Holm-

monastery of Tautra, and the mainland (Frosten),

berget,

and

crosses

to Ekne

across
on

the

fjord to the N.W. to Lexviken. It then rebank, whence it steers N. to the large Yttere

the E.

Holsanden here is sometimes touched at.
are extensive mines of pyrites.
The vessel then steers to (4-43/4 hrs. from Trondhjem)
Levanger ("Backlund's Hotel), a prettily situated little town
with 1000 inhab. and a few factories, almost entirely burned down

(with

the

parish

of

Eid).

At the station Hokstad

on

this island

—

in

1897,

but since rebuilt.

A road with fast stations ascends from Levanger through the Verdal,
which, however, was devastated in 1893 by huge volumes of water forcing
their way up from the limestone sfrata below the surface. 14 Kil. (pay for
15) Skjerdalen; il Kil. Garnces; 19 Kil. Sulstuen (good station); 22 Kil. (pay
for 33) Skalstugan (good quarters), the first Swedish station. From this
point we may walk (with guide) to the Skalsje (1930 ft.), cross this lake
by boat, and ascend the Fjeld to an Encampment of Lapps (comp. p. 245),
to be found here in summer)(3-4 hrs. from Skalstugan).

to Namsos.

STENKJSER.

29. Route.
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to Stenkjser the steamer takes 4-6 hrs. more.
below.
The Road from Levanger to Stenkjser (about 50 Kil.), passing
through beautiful scenery, is preferable to the steamer. It leads
at first to the E. to
12 Kil. Verdalseren, on the left bank of the Verdals-Elv, here
crossed by a bridge. [About 4 Kil. inland lie the gaard of Stiklestad and the church of Verdal, built in memory of the battle of
29th July, 1030. in which St. Olaf was slain (p. 213).]
From Verdalseren our road leads to the N. past the church oiSalberg (8 Kil.) and forks: to the right to Reskje (good quarters) and
Stenkjasr (30 Kil.), to the left via Stremmen to Stenkjser (34 Kil.).
The latter branch is the liner route. It ascends the Rolsbakker, at
the top of which, not far from the gaard 0vre Rol, we admire the
view of the peninsula of Indereen and the island of Yttereen, of
the Borgenfjord to the right and the Ytterefjord to the left. We
descend, pass the Amtmand's gaard of Sund, and cross a bridge
over the strait between the two fjords to Stremmen
(7 Kil. from
Salberg; good quarters at the Landhandler's, P. Aas). The road then
leads to the loft to (2 Kil.) the new church and the station of
17 Kil. Saxhaug (good quarters). The hill on which the old
church stands is a fine point of view. Those who do not require
to change horses at Saxhaug drive straight on from Stremmen
(thus
saving 4 Kil.). Well-cultivated country. Road hilly. Beyond
(11 Kil.) Korsen we join the road coming from Reskje on the right.

From

Stenkjar,

Levanger
see

—

—

—

11 Kil. Stenkjser (Thorbjernsen's Hotel; Langli Hotel), with
1900 inhab., prettily situated at the mouth of the By-Elv, which
descends from the Snaasenvand and is here crossed by a bridge.
From Stenkjjbr to Namsos (p. 226), 85 Kil. (fast stations): 15 Kil.

(pay for 17) 0stvik (good quarters), on the Hjellebotn, the inmost bay of
the Beitstadfjord. Then across the watershed (300 ft.) to the
Namsenfjord.
15 Kil. Elden (290 ft.).
18 Kil. Redhammer (good quarters ; steamer-station) ;
16 Kil. Bangsund (22 Kil. from Namsos by water) ; 11 Kil. Spillum. From
Spillum 3 Kil. more to the Stremhylla Ferry; thence we row across the
fjord (4 Kil.) or drive (8 Kil.) to Namsos.
—

The road to the Snaasenvand ascends on the right bank of the
By-Elv, which forms a fall by the gaard of By, and then passes the
Reinsvand, the Fossumvand, and a number of farms.
11 Kil. Sunde (good quarters) lies at the S.W. end of the Snaa
senvand

(78 ft.

45 Kil.

a beautiful sheet of water enclosed
On the N. bank runs a road with poor
stations. We prefer the steamboat (p. 218 ; if available), the
pier
of which is at the gaard Nestvolden, beyond the
bridge, and which
carries ns in 41/2 hrs. to
Sem or Seem (good quarters).
Thence by a beautiful, but
hilly road, round the E. end of the lake and across the Snaasenheia
(807 ft.), to the valley of the Sanddela, which forms the fine Formofos, 20 min. to the right of the road (reached by a path). We,

;

long),

by wooded and rocky hills.

—

—
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descend on the left bank of the stream and skirt the E. Blope of
the Gjeitfjeld (2580 ft.).
28 Kil. (pay for 33) Homo (good quarters) lies on the left
bank of the Sanddela, to the right of the road. We now leave the
stream, which descends in windings to the Namsen-Elv, and reach
the latter river about 5 Kil. from Homo. We cross it by a ferry,
and on its right bank, 3 Kil. farther on, we reach the Namsos and
Fiskum road, about 2^2 Kil- to the E. of Vie (see below). We fol
low this road to the E., past the church of Grong (where old Per

Gartland,

a

good guide, lives),

to

—

16 Kil. Fossland

(197 ft.). We next ascend the marshy hill of
Spendmyren, descend and cross the mouth of the Gartlands-Elv, and
again ascend to the slope of the Aurstadfjeld (1355 ft.), passing
gaards of Gartland and Aurstad, where we enjoy a view of
striking beauty. We now descend to the farm -buildings (good
quarters) on the Fiskumfos, a fall of the Namsen-Elv, 105 ft. in
height and of great volume (not unlike the Rhine Fall at Schaffhausen), but apt to dwindle towards August. The Windows of the
house afford a good view of the fall. A flight of steps made by the
the

Tourists' Club descends to the foot of it.
About 1 Kil. farther on,
17 Kil. from Fossland, is the station Fiskem or Fiskum (good quarters).
—

From Fiskum to Namsos, down the wooded and well-peopled
Namsdal (about 8000 inhab.), a long day's journey (9-10 hrs., ex-

cluding stoppages). Scenery fine at places.
17 Kil. Fossland, and thence to (8t/2 Kil.) the end of the road
coming from the Snaasenvand, see above.
11 Kil. (from Fossland) Vie, a great resort of English anglers,
the Namsen-Elv being considered the best salmon-river in Europe.
The fishings are let. Nearly 1 Kil. farther on is the gaard oiLer (good
quarters) at the foot of the Holoklump (1370 ft.). The road skirts
the river and the base of the Spanfjeld (1560 ft), and passes the
old church of Rauem.

17 Kil.
district.

Haugum,

in Rauemsletten ,

a

tolerably well-peopled

About 2 Kil. to the E. of Haugum a post- road diverges to the N., passing
Flasnces (good quarters) and skirting the E. bank of the Eidsvand, to
(11 Kil.) Òalgeften and (11 Kil.) Merkved ; then past the church of Heilandet
to (17 Kil.) Flaat, and down the Rosendals-Elv to (17 Kil.) Kongsmo, at the
head of the inner Foldenfjord (p. 226).

The road traverses the

11 Kil. Hun,

marshy Tramyr.

the church of Skage. We then skirt the left
bank of the Reinbjer-Elv , cross it near its influx into the Nam
sen-Elv, and follow the latter, at the foot of the Aalbergfjeld, to
near

—

15 Kil. Namsos

(p. 226).
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Communication with the Nordland is maintained chiefly by the
of the united companies Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske
Dampskibs-Selskab (p. xviii). The Mail Steamers ply thronghout the
year, leaving Trondhjem once weekly for Hammerfest and the North
Cape (Line I) and twice weekly for Vadse (Lines II & III). Besides
these boats, the Tourist Steamers ply twice weekly from about the
middle of June to the end of July. The steamers 'Erling Jarl', of the
'
same companies, and
Vesteraalen', of the Vesteraalens DampskibsSelskab, also ply once a week from Trondhjem to the Lofoten Islands
and Hammerfest ; passengers by these change at Hammerfest for the
North Cape steamer. Besides ali these, several British vessels,
carrying tourists only , start at least once weekly from London,
Hull, Leith, etc, for the North Cape (see p. xiii; or enquire of
Messrs. T. Cook and Son); also several German boats from Ham
burg and Bremen, and Danish boats from Stettin.
The course of the Tourist Steamers (see time-tables issued
by the agents mentioned at p. xiv) is usually as follows :
Dep.
Trondhjem Mon. and Wed. in the evening; arr. at Torghatten (p.227)
Tues. and Thurs. at 1 p.m.; arr. at Henningsvar Wed. and Frid.
at 10 a.m.; then a splendid voyage through the Lofoten
Islands;
arr. at Tromse early on Thurs. and Sat.; the
Fugle is passed about
steamers

—

15
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arr. at Hammerfest Frid. and Sun. at 8 a.m.; the sea-fowl
Stappene are passed in the afternoon, and the North Cape
(p. 253) is reached in the evening.
Retnrn-voyage : Dep. North
Cape on Sat. and Mon. mornings; arr. in the evening at the Lyngenfjord; arr. at Tromse on Sun. and Tues. mornings, at Svartìsen
(Holandsfjord; p. 231) on Mon. and Wed. afternoons, and at Trond
hjem on Tues. and Thurs. about noon. The whole trip from Trond
hjem to the North Cape and back thus takes less than 9 days by the

midnight;
islands of

—

tourist-steamers.
The tourist-steamers

are

comfortahly fitted

up.

But

they

are

generally crowded, as they afford the easiest and speediest access to
the sights of the Nordland; and the life on board, as in a large
hotel, is apt to pali.
TheTABESiN.THE Tourist Steamers for the whole voyage, including food,
bertii in a siateroom containing one, two, or three berths,
follows :
250-300 kr. (MI. 18s.; ibi.; Idi. 13*. dd.), according to position and accom
modation; cabin-fare, with a berth in the fore-cabin, i'22 kr. (Ì'M. is. Gd.).
Steward'» feeincluded in 1 he fare. Single tickets, but not return-ticket-,
are issued for sections of the voyage.
No reduc'ion i» made for familie,«.
Hr. Ludwig Hansen fp. 212) arid the hotel-V eepers at Trondhjem let
comfortable steamer-chai-s for the v.;age (3'/z kr.J.
are as

—

—

The Mail Steamers cali at

days

numerous

siations and take

l'/4-3

Trondhjem to Bode, 2-5 days to Tromse,
3 i/2" 6 òays to Hammerfest. Thence to the North Cape, ll% day,
Vadse, 2^2 days more. The whole voyage from Trondhjem to
for the voyage i'rom

and
and
Vadse and back takes 'about 17 days. In June and July the mail
steamers of Line I (comp. the 'Communicationer') return at once
from the North Cape and ave thereiore as convenient as the tourist
The steamers of Lines II & III, however, usually steer
boats.
the

through

Mageresund (p. 254),

without

approaching

the North

beyond the North Cape is comparatively
uninteresting (comp. p. 253), they are not recommended to tourists

Cape,

so

beyond

that,

as

the scenery

Hammerfest.

—

The mail-steamers

are

but little inferior to

the tourist-steamers in

point of equipment and commissariat, and as
they make frequent stoppages of one or more days, they give time
for many imeiesting excursions on shore. At the same time, some
of the longest halts are made at the least interesting points, espe
cially on the return-voyages after the end of July, when the loading
of the enormous cargoes of herring sometimes delays the steamer
24 hrs.

or more

beyond the advertised time.

The Fares in the mail-steamers are reckoned by mileage, the first
cabin, which is alone recommended, costing 40 0. per Norwegian seaThe fare from Trondhjem to Bod» (76 sea-miles) thus amounts to
mile.
30 kr. 40 0., to Tromse (125 M.) 50 kr.. to Hammerjest (155 M.) 62 kr., to the
North Cape (171 M. ; fare calculated to Vardu) 80 kr., to Vadse (210 M.) 84 kr.
Return-tickets ('Tur og Retm-') should be taken for sections only, as the
journey mav not be broken. Return-tickets are valid for six months and are
available for the 'Vesteraalen' (p. 221), but not for the tourist-steamers.
Each steamer carries a small Post
As to charges for food, see p. xix.
Office, which also undertakes the transmission of telegrams. Passengers
receive
at
Namsos
may
Trondhjem,
telegrams
(p. 226; not touched at by
the tourist-steamers), Henningsvmr (p. 237), Ledingen (p. 241), Harstad
—

—
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(p. 241), Tromse (p. 244), or Hammerfest (p. 251). These should be addressed
to the recipient, 'Passager (name of steamer). Dampskibskontor (name of
station)'. The captain, mate», and post-office officials generally speakEnglish.
One drawback to the Nordland voyage is the difflculty of getting
As there is scarcely an uninteresting point on the whole
rest.
voyage, and as it is always day in the height of summer, the trav
eller is naturally anxious to see everything: but ali who wish to
avoid oveT-fatigue and nervous exhaustion should sleep for at least
4-6 hrs. after midnight and an hour or two after dinner. As the
sofa-berths in the general cabin require to be vacated by 6 a.m.,
those who desire to sleep in comfort should secure a berth in one
ofthe staterooms. The traveller should therefore apply beforehand
at the steamboat-offices at Bergen or Trondhjem, or to one of the
agents at Christiania, Hamburg, London, Newcastle, or Leith. On
receiving a reply that the berths desired are stili disengaged, the
applicant should remit the amount of the fare at once, as other
wise the berth will not be reserved. Unless previously bespoken,
As
a berth is rarely obtainable except in the general cabin.
nearly the whole voyage is within the island-belt ('indenskjsers'),
The Pilots ('Lodser'), as well as the capsea-sickness is rare.
—

—

generally obliging and well informed. Two
pilots navigate each vessel on the different stages of the voyage,
one of them always being on duty.
tains and

crews

Landing by

,

are

means

of

one

of the 'Ranenbaade'

(p. 229)

that

round the steamer on entering a harbour, costs 10-20 e. (the
The time on board the
'taxt' or tariff should be demanded).
steamers is altered daily to that of each locality, a fact to be remem-

swarm

—

bered by passengers going on shore.
The physical characteristics of the Norwegian coast will not
fail to interest even the most experienced traveller.
Weather,
winds, fogs, the play of light and shade, the purity of the air, are
ali peculiar to the country.
Even the' Alpine tourist will be at
fault here in trying to estimate distances. Perhaps the trip from
Tacoma and Victoria to Sitka, along the coast of Alaska, offers the
closest analogy within reach of the ordinary tourist (see Baedeker'*
United States or Baedeker's Canada). The animai kingdom is of
extraordinary richness. The sea teems with cod, herrings, skate, and
other fish. Narwhals 6-12 ft. long, dolphins leaping from the water,
porpoises, and other denizens of the ocean are seen (best from the
bows ofthe vessel) disporting themselves in every direction, but
whales are rarely visible. At certain places nestle swarms of eider
ducks, whose swimming and diving powers are very remarkable,
enabling them to dive twenty fathoms or more for the little crabs
and other crustacea on which they live. Everywhere the air is full
of sea-gulls, which are often robbed of their prey by the skua (Lestris

parasitxca, pomarina, cataractes), which,
self, compels them to drop their booty.

unable to fish for it
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scenery extends from the Arctic Circle
the Lofoten Islands (R. 31) and the S. end
where stupendous mountains aiid gla
of Hinde
ciers are seen close to the sea.
Of majestic beauty is the island
scenery of the Arctic Ocean beyond Tromse, by the Fugle (p. 247)
and the Lyngenfjord (p. 247).
Beyond Hammerfest the scenery
becomes severe and desolate. At the North Cape Europe terminThe best points for pass
ates, and the Arctic regions begin.
engers by the mail-steamers to break their journey are: Bode, for
excursions to the Saltenfjord (p. 233 ; interesting at high-water only)
and the Sulitelma (p. 234) ; Svolvar or Digermulen, for an excur
sion to the Lofoten Islands (pp. 238, 239) or for the ascent of the
Digermulkollen by moonlight(one ofthe finest points of the journey
in suitable weather); Tromse, for the Ulfsfjord and Lyngenfjord
(p. 247) ; and Hammerfest, for the ascent of the Tyven (p. 251).
Inns are found in ali the larger places; and elsewhere very
tolerable accommodation is to be obtained at the houses of the
'Landhandlere', which are locally called 'hotels', though they have
nothing in common with ordinary hotels , except that the traveller
pays for his entertainment.
The best Season for a cruise to the North Cape is between
20th June and 15th August. Before the middle of June the moun
tains are stili covered with snow, and the vegetation in the valleys
is not fully developed, and after the middle of August the nights
become longer. The success of the journey is, of course, dependent
upon the weather, which may cause disappointment at any season.
The Midnight Sun, visible only within the Arctic Circle(66°32'30"),
is seen as follows :
most

striking

231) to
(Ledingen),

(Hestmande,

p.

—

—

For the

first

time.

For the last lime.

Places

Upper
Margin
Bode
Tromse

Hammerfest
North Cape

Centre

Whole
Disk

Whole
Disk

Centre

Upper
Margin

30th May lst June 3rd June 8th July lOth July 12th July
18th
24th
25th
19th May 20th May 22nd
13th
14th
27th
28th
29th
16th
llth
13th
30th
12th
31st
lst Aug.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Passengers by the tourist-steamers have three or four opportunities of seeing the midnight sun, once at the Vaagsfjord beyond
Harstadhavn (p. 241), again off the Fugle (p. 247), again from the
North Cape (p. 253), and a fourth time on leaving the Lyngen
fjord, in the direction of the Fugle. Passengers by the mail-boats
who make excursions inland also have several opportunities of seeing
it (pp. 239, 252), but from the mail-boat itself it is usually visible
from the North Cape only, as it is shut out by islands at other
places. It must, however, be remembered that a perfectly clear
sunset is stili rarer here than in lower latitudes, and that the
northern horizon is very apt to be veiled in cloud and mist. The

—

i".',-!^ M.UILN i^i

BEIAN.

sublimity of the spectacle has
Taylor, and many others.

30. Route.

been described
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by Carlyle, Bayard

Midnatlssolen pa bergen satt
Blodrod tilt alt skàda;
Del var ej dag, det var ej natt,
Dei vàgde emellan bada.
(Tegnér.)
The

midnight

sun

on

the mountain lay

And blood-red was its hue ;
It was not night, it was not
But wavered 'twixt the two.

day,

The Maps in this Handbook (four sections, the places where they join
being indicated by corresponding marks; see p. x), though of small scale
(1 : 1,500,000), show the usuai courses of the steamboats and will probably

suffice for most travellers. Fulness of detail has been subordinated to
clearness. The course ot the mail-steamers is indicated by
that
,
of the tourist-steamers by
Several other interesting routes are
marked
As mentioned at p.xxviii, the best of the larger maps is
Gammermeyer's Reisekart over det nordlige Norge (scale 1 : 800,000 ; price 4kr.).
Travellers by mail-steamer should provide themselves with the latest
issue of the Communicationer.
—

—

.

—

.

.

.

The Distances between the
sea-miles (see p. vi).

principal

stations

are

given

as

usuai in

Norwegian

30. From

Trondhjem

to Bode.

76 S.M. (about 310 Engl. M,).

The actual course of the steamers is,
however, much longer, varying according to the number of stations called
at (42 in ali).
The Mail Steamers take 13-16 hrs. to reach Namsos (fare
12 kr. 40 0.), and 42-44 hrs. (on some voyages 48-52 hrs.) to reach Bode
40
kr.
30
(fare
0.). The express-steamer 'Vesteraalen', touching at R#rvik,
Brjzina, and Sandnsesjzren , reaches Bode in 28 hrs. The Tourist Boats,
which do not touch at Bod0 on their N. voyage, go to Henningsvcer (p. 237)
in about 35 hrs.

The voyage through the outer Trondhjem Fjord and along the
beyond it is at first comparatively uninteresting. The first
station is Redbjerget, with the ruined nunnery of Rein, on the N.
bank of the fjord, and the old mansion of 0straat in the distance.
coast

7 S.M. Beian (p. 208), where travellers from the S. may join
the northward-bound steamers without going to Trondhjem. Beian
lies at the end of the fiat peninsula of 0rland, with its numerous
farms, on the S.E. side of which stretches the Skjerenfjord.
The vessel now steers to the N.
On the left is the large red
lighthouse known as Kjeungen ('the goat'); on the right stretches
the large peninsula of Fosen, formed by the sea and the long fjord
of Trondhjem. To the W. are the islands of Stor-Fosen and the
Tarv-0er.
5 S.M. Valdersund. The Nordlandsjagte, with their lofty bows,
and rigged with a single square-sail ('Raaseil') and a
('Skvjerseil' or 'Topseil'), are frequently seen here on their way
to the 'Tydskebrygge' or German Quay at Bergen, deeply laden with
dried fish. But these craft are gradually being superseded by steamers.

topsail

BAEDEKER'S Norwav

a.nd

Swpdpr»

7*U T?Ait

AK
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NAMSOS.

30.

From

Trondhjem

3 S.M. Stoksund. To the N. are four caverns , the largest of
which is the Hardbakhul, by the gaard of Hardbak. To the W. lie
the Sindnase and Stoke.
2 S.M. Sydkroge. To the N.W. lies the island of Almenningen,
containing the quarries which furnished the marble for Trond
hjem cathedral (p. 214). Fish spread out on the rocks to dry begin
to be seen here ; in winter they are hung on 'Hjelder' , or wooden
frames. Eider-ducks abound.
2 S.M. Besaker.
1 S.M. Ramse.
The black and white rings on the rocks
('Terneringe'), resembling targets, indicate the position of iron
stanchions for mooring vessels ('Maerker'). The maintenance of
these rings ('Ringvsesen'), like that of the lighthouses and
pilots
('Fyrvaesen', 'Lodsvaesen'), is under government. The number of
For
lights required in the 'Skjsergaard' is, of course, very great.
the next two hours we traverse the open Foldensje, which is prolonged towards the N.E. by the Foldenfjord (not to be confounded
with the fjord of that name to the N. of Bode, p.
240). The water
here is often rough.
—

—

5 S.M. Bjere. The mail-steamer

now steers tothe S.E. into the
which is separated from the Redsund to the N.E. by
the long winding island of Oliere. The scenery improves as we
ascend the fjord. Namsos does not come in sight until we have
rounded the iong promontory of Marranes.
6 S.M. (from Trondhjem 31) Namsos (A. Jensens Hotel, R.
l1^"^, B. 1, D. 2 kr. ; British vice-consul, Mr. J. Sommerschield),
a town of 1950
inhab., charmingly situated on the N. bank of the
Namsen-Elv, was founded in 1845 and has been rebuilt twice after
destructive fires, in 1872 and 1897. It has a considerable timber
trade and some saw-mills. From the Church, which stands on a
rocky hill in the middle of the town, we follow the Stor-Gade, then

Namsenfjord,

the fields to the left, and finally ascend some rock steps to
the view-pavilion on the Bjerumklampen (360 ft.).
Excursion up the Namdal to the Fiskumfos, see p. 220.
From Namsos to Kongsmo. A small steamboat plies once a week to
the Indre Foldenfjord.
Stations: Servik, Seierslad, Lund, etc. From the
terminus Kongsmo a skyds-road leads to Haugum (p. 220).
cross

(Y2 hr.)

We

thTough the strait of Lokkaren and the pretty
the W. and N. side of the Ottere. 3 S.M. Foslandsosen. Then through the narrow Redsund, and across the part
4 SM.Appelvar (Brandzaeg's Hotel),
ly unsheltered Foldenfjord.
a small island at the mouth of the Indre
Foldenfjord. We thread
now

steer

Serviksund, past

—

way through a maze of islets, passing the Nare on the right.
3 S.M. Rervik (*Anzjen's Hotei; telegraph-station, comp. p. 227),
the island of Indre Vigten; totheW. are MellemVigten and Ytre

our

on

which rise the Sulafjeld (600 ft.) AnADragstind (525 ft.).
2 S.M. Fjeldvik.
To the left is the island of Lek«, a prominent rock on the S.
On the Lek0 lies the
promontory of which resembles a giantess.

Vigten,

on

3 S.M. Risvar.

—

—

hamlet of
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at which the steamers sometimes cali.

Skei,
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Farther

on

fine view of the rocks of Leke as we look back.
1 S.M. Gutvik, behiiid which rise the two Heilhorne. On the
right opens the BindaU fjord, the boundary between Nordre Trond-

we

have

a

hjenas Amt and Helgelamì,
history, which extends N. io

the

Halogaland

of

ea:ly Norwegian

the promontory of Kunnen (p. 231).
A locai steamer, starting from Brgfnjar (see below), plies up the rnany-

to Tevraak and Heilsiad, near Bindalen-Vatsans.
towards the N.W., the long Thosenfjord, a huge mountain-cleft,
extends to Thosbotn and Gaard Thosdal, from which the traveller may
proceed with a guide io Hortskarmo in the Sveningsdal, and to Mosjeen
on the Vi'fstntjord i'p. 22^J in iy^-2 days.
The ascent from Gaard Thusdal
is extremely steep, and on the E. side ofthe mouiuain there is the troublesonie Gaasvas-Eìv to be forded.

armed

Bindalsfjord

Thence,

The mountains now become more varied in form.
To the N.,
ó 8. .VI. distant (about 2 livs. by steamer), soon appears the islaud
of Torgen, once the seat of the family of that name, with its curious
hill called *Torghatten ('market-hat' ; 824 ft.), which resem
bles

hat floating

the sea. The mail-steamboat stations nearSlen.^eeii , Vik, and Semmv.s.
The tourist
steamers (and generally on request the mail-steamers also) touch
at the E. side ofthe island and land their passengers. A marshy
and stony path (Cor which strons boots are advisable) ascends
a

est to the

island

on

are

about halfway up the bill to (30-40 min.) the 'Hui' (or 'Hullet',
'the hole'), a huge naturai tunnel 407 ft. above the sea. Its height
at the E. entrance, where large masse» of de'bris extending far
into the interior are piled up, is about65ft., at theW. end 246 ft.,
and in the middle 204 it,; total length 535 ft.; breadf.h 36-56 ft.
The sides are mostly fiat, and nearly perpendicular, and look at
places as if they had been arfificially chiselled. The view of the
sea with its countless islands and rocks, seen through this gigantic
is strikingly beautiful. The natives sell milk, lemonade
and 'Multebaer'. The excursion takes il;^-1 hrs.
As the steamer proceeds on her course, we see through the hole
in Torghatten from N.E. to S.W. (On the way back the tourist
steamers usually steer past the W. side of the
island, enabling
us tolook through it front S.W. to N.E. ) We steer through the Brene-

telescope,

('Brus'),

sund, passing

the

Kvale,

and reach the

important

station of

—

6 S.M. (from Gutvik) Br«n«-, the residence of the clergyman
and the doctorof the district, with a telegraph-office. The telegraph
is of great importance to the fishermen. At Brene, if not already
atBeian orRervik, are often seen fleetsofhemng-boats, thesmaller
being the fìshing-boats, the larger destined for the cargoes. On the
arrivai of a Sildstìm, or shoal of herrings, the herring-fleet is at
and is usually towed by steamers to the
At the same time supplies of salt and barrels, requisitioned by wire from every quarter, are sent by steamers chartered
for the purpose. (Farther to the N. the chief herrins-fishery stations
are
Selsevik, Bode, Ledingen, Harstadhavn, Gibostad, and Tronionce

scene

telegraphed for,
of action.
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On the shore

THJ0T0.
are

often

seen

the

From

Trondhjem

cottages of the 'Strandsiddere',

while the inland settlers
,
called 'Opsiddere' or 'Nysiddere'.
At BHtfNjzr we change for the locai steamer, which plies on the grand
Velfjord, touching at Rere, Eidet-Swterland (at the entrance to the Skillebotn, where excellent marble is quarried), Ncevernces, and Hegge (good
From one of
quarters at the landhandler's), near the church of Neslvik.
the innermost branches of the Velfjord, or Store Bjerga as it is here
called, ascends the Tidingdal, suddenly rising, s/4 hr. from its mouth, in
a terrace of 460
ft., over which falls the Tidìngdalsfos in a single leap.
From the Velfjord to the N. diverge the deep and wild Oksfjord and the
Storfjord.
who live almost

exclusively by fishing

are

—

—

Ali the steamboats pass the mouth of the Velfjord, on the S.
side of which rises the huge Mosaksele, and on the N. the pictur
esque Heiholmstinder with the Andalshat. To the W. lies the large
island of

Vagen, rising

to

2300 ft.,

steamers either cali at Rere

on

which is Rere.

The mail

steer between the Havne and

the
mainland to Forvik. The tourist-steamers pass between the is
lands of Vaagen and Havne, in full view of the imposing Seven
Sisters (see below). To the E. towers the conspicuous Finknafjeld
(4330 ft.). On the right is the Rede, a red rock, where some of the
or

steamers cali.

6 S.M. Thjete (Jergensen's

Hotel), a small island, formerly the
of Haarek of Thjete, a well-known character in early Nor
wegian history, lies at the mouth ofthe beautiful Vefsenfjord, which
runs inland to the E. of the island of
Alsten, and is entered twice
weekly by the mail-steamers. The banks of the inner fjord are finely
wooded. The steamer steers into the narrow S.E. bay, called Vefsenbunden, and stops at Mosjeen (Mosjeen's Hotel ; Mr. Erik Bathen,
British vice-consul), a little town with 1150 inhab. and the large
property

steam saw-mills of Halseneen, Drevjebruget, and others.
From Mosjeen a good road leads to the Tustervand and to Slomes on
the Resvand (1475 ft.), which ranks next to Lake Mj0sen in point of area.
From Stornes we may ascend the Brurskanke and the Kjeringtind (5805 ft.),
on the W. side of the
lake, and then follow the course of the Resaa, the
discharge of the Tustervand and Kpsvand, towards the N., to Resaaeren
on the Ranenfjord
(p. 229). About halfway thither a digression may be
made to the E., up the Bjuraa, for the sake of ascending the imposing 0xUnder (about 5580 ft.) ; but these peaks are better reached from ft0saa«rren
and through the Leerskardal.

The tourist-steamers and some of the mail-boats traverse the
to the W. of the Thjete and the large island of Alsten
(pop. 1500), on which rise the finely shaped hills called the *Syv
Sarstre ('seven sisters'; 2630-3280 ft.). Six hills only are distinguishable, but one of them has a doublé crest. The highest of
the sisters is the Digertind. At the S. end of the island is the
church oi Alstahoug, where Peter Dass (p. lxxv), author of'Nordlands
Trompet', a description of Norway in verse, was pastor in 16891708. On the Haugnas, near the church, is the so-called Kongsgrav ('king's grave'). The mail-steamers cali at Sevik (Jensen's
Hotel; locai steamer to Lovunden and Threnen, see p. 230); also,

'Skjjergaard'

lo

Bode.
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on the N. side of the island, at Sandnaseen (Sanneseen's Hotel ;
N. Strem Jakobsen's Hotel), near which are the old church of
Stamnas and the district-prison. From Sandnseseen we may as
cend the N. peak of the Seven Sisters, passing (6 Kil.) the gaard of

Botnet.
At Sandnseseen unite the courses of the steamers which pass
Farther on we
on the E. and on the W. side.
pass the Dynnsese, to the W., of which the Aakviknaver (2880 ft.)
At Bjern, on the Dynnsese, the greatest of
is the highest point.
the island of Alsten

place on 2nd July.
originally called Ledingsberge (or Lensberge),
there to pay their taxes (Leding).
6 S.M. Kobberdal on the island of Lekta,
the Nordland l'airs takes

as

These fairs were
the natives used

with hatcheries of

The birds build their nests in nooks artificially made
for the purpose. As they are then very tame, a number of the
eggs may be taken without frightening the birds away ; and the

eider-ducks.

eider-down they leave in the nests is afterwards collected.
On the right, to the N.E. of Kobberdal, opens the Banenfjord,
which is visited by several of the mail-steamers, though the tourist
steamers do not enter it. This fjord, anciently Radund, is the most
richly timbered in the Nordland; almost ali the boats, houses, and
coffins between this point and Vadse are made from its fir-trees. The
'Ranenbaade' have high bows and sterns, not unlike the Venetian
gondolas ; they are considered typical national craft, and are often
used as pleasure-boats. About 2000 such boats are built every year,
more than one -third of the number coming from Lars Meyer's
at Mo.
The steamboat-stations in the Ranenfjqrd are Hemnas (Saras
Nielsen's Hotel), with a new church and a group of huts for the
use of church-goers from a distance arriving over-night,
and Mo
("Sestrene Johannesens Hotel), a considerable village at the mouth
of the strong, green Dunderlands-Elv, carrying on a considerable
trade with Sweden. Large pyrites-mines are worked 3 M. to the
N. of Mo. In the distance appears the Svartisen (p. 231).
From Mo we may visit several Stalactite Caverns ('Drypstenshuller') :
the Risagrotte on the Langvand, near Hammernces (li Kil.); the Laphul, near
Gaard Bjernaa, and opposite to it another by Gaard Grenlien, both in the
valley of the Redvas-Elv. An excursion may also be made to the glacier of
Svartisen (p. 231) by rowing to the end of the Langvand and ascending
the valley to the N. as far as Fisktjernmo.
A glacier-pass crosses thence
to the end of the Melfjord (p. 231).

yards

Another excursion is to the Svarlisvand
of the Svartisen Glacier descends.

,

a

lake

into which

an

arm

To the N.E. of Mo extends the interesting broad valley of Dunderlandsdal (from the Finnish Tunduri, or the Lappish Duodar, 'moun
tain'). A peculiarity of several of its streams is that they disappear
in caverns and suddenly re-appear lower down.
Thus, the Stilvasaa,
near Gaard Storfoshei in the Skogfrudal (about 15 Kil. from Mo).
Near
it is the forest-girt Urtvand. Farther to the N.W. is the Eiteraa, which
drives mills close to its egress from the earth.
Near this are Tyvshelleren ('thieves' grotto') and an interesting Ravine, where the rushing
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A third stream of the same kind
of the subterranean water is audible.
is the Pruglaa near Gaard Jordbro.
By the Pruglheibro are about fifty
water-worn 'giant'a cauldrons'.
From Bjaeldaanses, the centrai point of the Dunderlandsdal (55 Kil.
from Mo; road without stations), we may visit the Stormdalsfos and the
marble grotto at its foot, near the Brediksfjeld. We may also ascend the
Urtfjeld (about 4920 ft.), by crossing the Stormdalshei, or the Brediksfjeld,
which commands a splendid view of Svartisen and the Lofoten Islands.
From Bjeeldaanses it is a day's ride up the Bjceldaadal, across a pass
(2805 ft.), and through the 0vre and Nedre Toldaadal, to Toldaa in the
Beierendal, and thence by Oosbakke (pass to the Saltdal, see p. 235) to
Storjord (45 Kil. in ali; quarters at the under-forester's). From Storjord
to Soleen (p. 233) 14 Kil. more.
From Bjeeldaanses to Almindingen in the Saltdal is a long day's journey
(16-17 hrs.), on which few people are ever met. The route leads either
through the Bjseldaadal (following the telegraph-wires), or through the
Gubbelaadal, Randal, and Lenesdal, which last forms the upper end of
the Saltdal. Below the junction of the Saltdal and Junkersdal lies Gaard
From BergBerghulnces ; thence to Almindingen and Rognan, see p. 235.
hulnses we go E. to the Junkersdals- Gaard, in the Junkersdal (14 Kil. ; good
The
to
it
leads
the
Junkersdalsquarters).
bridle-path
through
Ur, one of
the grandest rocky ravines in Norway, formed by the Kjernfjeld to the E.
and the Solvaetgfjeld to the W. (4-5000 ft. high).
Farther up, the valley is
called Graddis, and is traversed by a bridle-path to Sweden, much frein
and
with
several
quented
winter,
provided
'Fjeldstuer'. Many Lapp settlements are to be met with on the heights in the Dunderlandsdal and Saltdal.
—

2 S.M.

(from Kobberdal)

Vikholmen

(Olsen's Hotel), charmingly

about 6 Kil. to the N. E. of the mouth of the Ranenfjord.
After their digression into the Ranenfjord the mail-steamers here
rejoin the course of the tourist-steamers. We now steer between
the islands of Huglen, Hannase (residence of the 'Serenskriver', or

situated,

locai

and Tombe

ft. ;

called from two rocks
the S.W. spurs of the
Svartisen and to the W. the singularly shaped islands of Lovunden
and Threnen (Threnstavene). Lovunden, npwards of 2000 ft. high,
is stili 30 Kil., and the four islands of Threnen, equally lofty, are
45 Kil. distant ; but both seem quite near in clear weather. These

magistrate),

resembling thumbs).

(2720

To the E.

are

so

seen

islands

are the haunt of dense flocks of loons or divers (lLundeMormon arcticus), whose eggs, about 3y3 in. long and 2 in.
across, are esteemed in the Nordland. They make their nests in
clefts of the rocks difficult of access, which are annually plundered,
and the young birds are also captured and pickled.

fugle',

the

The abruptness of Lovunden, the top
water, has given rise to the saying

of which appears

to

overhang

—

'«Se/ hvordan han luder den gamie Lovund."
('See how it overhangs, the ancient Lovund'.)
These two remarkable islands may be visited by the locai steamer
leaving Sevik (p. 228) every Sat. morning and returning on Mon. morning.
Several intermediate stations.

The Arctic Circle (66°32'30"), the crossing of which is usually
announced by several cannon-shots, passes through the islands of
Threnen and a little to the S. of the Hestmande. We steer through
the Stegfjord, the strait between the Lure, with its pyramidal hill
(2110 ft.), on the left, and Alderen on the right. A little later we
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the *Hestmand0 (1750 ft.), perhaps the most interesting is
land in this archipelago, resembling a 'horseman' with a long
cloak falling over his horse. The hill may be ascended without a
guide. The view embraces the whole surrounding archipelago, and
To the right is a peninsula of the
the long Svartisen to the E.
mainland, projecting far into the sea.
6 S.M. Indre Kvare, a lonely place, from which we may visit

sight

—

Melfjord, the Lure, Lovunden, Threnen, and the Hestmand.
Dominating the landscape for many miles on our right rises
*Svartisen, an enormous expanse of snow and ice (resembling the
Jostedalsbrae and the Folgefond), about 55 Kil. long and at places
16 Kil. broad, covering a plateau about 4000 ft. in height, from
which protraete afewpeaks or knolls('Nuter', 'Klumper', 'Knolde'),
while numerous glaciers descend from it to the adjacent fjords.
1 S.M. Selsevik. On the right, the Rangsunde; beyond it opens
the Melfjord, with grand mountains. (Glacier-pass to Mo, p. 229.)
the

,

,

2 S.M. Rede

('red island'),

on

which rises R#d«leven

(easy

To the
resembling a lion looking westwards.
right open the Tjongsfjord and the Skarsfjord, with their branches
the Berangsfjord and Holandsfjord, which extend into the heart
to

ascend),

a

hill

—

of Svartisen.
On their return-voyage the tourist-steamers enter the Holandsfjord
and land passengers between the gaards of Reindalsvik and Enna. A bad
path, leading through several brooks, runs thence to (20 min.) the lower
margin of the Fondalsbrae, an arm of Svartisen, the general view of which,
however , is grander from the steamboat,
To the S. rises the Reindalstind (2130 ft.), which is said to afford the best survey of Svartisen.

The midnight sun
the beginning of July.
towards the

(p. 247)
Passing

may sometimes be seen here before
the Omnese on the right, we steer

—

3 S.M. Grene, a smiling island, whioh commands a most striking view of Svartisen. We next pass the mouth of the Glomfjord,
which cuts

deep into the mainland, and steer through a narrow strait
between the Mele on the left and the Skjerpa on the right towards
the headland of Kunnen. Far to the N. we obtain our first glimpse
at the Lofoten Islands.
at

■—

The mail-steamer next sometimes stops

0rnas and Stedt.

The promontory of *Kunnen or Rotknaet (1998 ft.), the N.W.
spur of the Svartisen plateau, forms the boundary between Helgeland and Salten, and has a climatic and geographic importance like
Stadtland in the Sendmere (p. 169). At this point there is a 'Havseie' ('sea-glimpse'), or opening in the island-belt, through which
we get a view of the open sea and sometimes feei its motion. To
the W. the Stedtfyr is in sight, to the N. appears the Fugle, and in
the distance the Landegode (p. 235).
The Tourist Steamers now leave the mainland and steer across
the Vestfjord to the Lofoten Islands (see p. 235).
The Mail Steamers pass, on the left, the Fugle, the Fleina,
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30.

Arneer,

and

on

the

right

large island of Sandhorn, with

a

Excursions

the church of Gildeskaal and the
3295 ft. high (beyond

mountain

Beierenfjord, p. 233). We then cross the mouth of
Saltenfjord (p. 233), at the E. end of which, in clear weather,

which lies the
the

observe the snow-fields of the Sulitelma
the curious rocky harbour of

we

(p. 234),

and

soon

reach

—

Hotels. Grand Hotel (landlord, Herr Wittenberg,
12 S.M. Bod«\
German), near the market-place, 3 min. from the pier, very fair, with
fine view from the tower; .Tohannsen's Hotel, unpretending.
British
Information as to excursions may be
Vice-Consul, Mr. Otto Koch.
the
Bode
from
obtained
og Omegns Turistforening.
Bode, in N. lat. 67° 17', a busy and increasing place , with
3750 inhab., is the seat of the Amtmand or provincial governor.
—

a

—

—

Among the large modem buildings are stili a few of the old cottages
with their roofs of turf A large wooden church in the Gothic style
.

completed in 1886.
betweeti the beginning of
was

p.

The midnight sun may be seen hence
June and the beginning of July (comp.

224).

Passengers by the mail-steamers, which usually stop several
here, may land and ascend (with guide) the Lebsaas, a hill
1 hr. to the N., marked with a 'Keiservarde' commemorating the
visit of Emp. William II. The top commands a view of the Lofoten
Islands to the N.W., of the snowy Blaamandsfjeld or Olmajalos
(p. 234), adjoining the Sulitelma (which is not itself visible), to
the E., ofthe Bersvatnstinder to the S.E., and ofthe Sandhorn,
with the Svartisen, to the S. Another fine view is obtained from
the Vold fjeld (about 1310 ft.; tourist-hut), 2 hrs. to the N. of Bode.
The ascent of the Junkerfjeld and the excursion to the Vaagevand,
with its club-hut, both reached in l'/2 hr. from Bode, are also
interesting.
hours

About 3 Kil. to the E. of Bode is the Bodegaard, with a church
a
parsonage, at which Louis Philippe, when travelling as a
refugee under the name of Miiller, was entertained on his voyage
The road traverses an extensive moss,
to the North Cape in 1796.
which has recently been drained and is now being brought under
and

cultivation. To the left rises a new insane asylum ('sindssyge-asyl').
The drainage-works revealed, under the moss, a layer of broken
shells, about 20 inches thick, resting upon a foundation of dark
grey clay ititerspersed with crystals of quartz and granite , thus
pointing to the geologically recent elevation of the bed of the sea at
this point. Geologists wili also be interested in the erratic blocks
of syenite in the midst of the rock-formation of slate
the peninsula of Bode.

constituting

Excursions from BoDe. Numerous excursions on land may be
made from Bode. The well-wooded country around affords a welcome
contrast to the generally bare and desolate scenery of the Nordland.
The following are some of the most attractive steamboat-excursions.

(1)

30. Route.

BEIERENFJORD.

from Bode.

The Beierenfjord.

A locai steamer

plies

233

up the Beieren-

fjord (there and back in 8 hrs.) twice a week. Crossing the mouth
of the Saltenfjord and passing an '^Eg- og- Duun-Vser' (breeding
place of eider-ducks ; comp. p. 229) and the island of Sandhorn,

mainland, and at
Beierenfjord,
a narrow inlet flanked by
imposing mountains, contracting, beyond
Kjelling, to its naTrowest part at the gaard of Eggesvik. Several
large 'Jasttegryder' (p. 283) may be seen on the shore. The last
the steamer calls at Skaalland and

Sandnas,

on

Sandhorn

(p. 232).

Resnas,

We

now

on

the

enter the

station is Tvervik.
From Tvervik we may row to (3 Kil.) Soleen (good quarters at Landhandler Jentoft's), whence we may ascend the Heitind (4545 ft. ; with
guide; extensive view of the mountain -solitudes towards Sweden, of
Svartisen to the S., and of the sea dotted with islands to the W., bounded
by the distant Lofoten Islands). Or we may row to Arstad, where there
is a skyds-station, with a fine waterfall.
The road leads thence through a
picturesque valley, past Beierens Kirke (by the gaard of Moldjord), to Stor
jord, Oosbakke, and (about 20 Kil.) Toldaa (p. 230).

(2)

To

Saltenfjord

the

and

Skjerstadfjord.

—

The

locai

steamboat leaves Bod0 three or four times a week between. 4 and 10 a.m.
(according to the fide), touches at Strem (for the Saltstr0m), Skjerstad, Fuske,
and Rognan, at the S. end of the Skjerstadfjord, and returns to Bod0 at
A better way of visiting the Saltstrom is to drive from Bod(»
night.
(telegraph beforehand if possible for cariole) to (17 Kil., in lV2hr.) Kvalvaag,
and to go thence by sailing-boat in I-IV2 br. to Strem.
In this case the
excursion does not take more than 6-8 hrs.
—

Two

islands,

the Streme

on

the S. and the Gode

on

the

N.,

separate the Saltenfjord from the extensive Skjerstadfjord. The
latter is connected with the sea by three very narrow straits only,
the Sundstrem

destrem

(200

ft.

wide),

the Storstrem

(500 ft.),

and the Go-

through which an enormous mass of water has to pass
four times daily, forming a tremendous cataract, known as the Saltstrem, as each tide pours in or out ofthe fjord. The usuai rise of
the tide here is 5-6 ft. only, but when it increases to 8-9 ft. during
spring-tides, the scene is most imposing. Vessels can navigate
these straits during an hour or so at high or at low tide only, and the
steamer times its departure from Bode accordingly. Large quantities
of fish are caught at this point.
The best point of view is '/4 hr. from Strem (quarters at Furre's,
the Landhandler). A column here commemorates the visit of King
,

Oscar II. in 1873. The scene is most effective when the water is
into the fjord. The ascent of the Bersvatnstinder to the
S. of Strem is recommended (5-6 hrs. ; fatiguing).
The principal place on the Skjerstadfjord is Skjerstad, at the
entrance to the Misvarfjord, whence the Topstadfjeld may be easily
ascended in 2 hours. Opposite, to the W., is the old gaard of
Lenas, with an ancient burial-place. The steamer then recrosses
the fjord to Venset.
About 5-6 Kil. farther on is 0inesgavlen, a
promontory of conglomerate, a formation which also occurs in the
Kjatnas, 14 Kil. to the S.

pouring

—
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Fuske
whence

a

(p. 240).

FINEIDET.

Fauske (slow skyds-station), on a N. bay of the
fjord,
road leads by the Funkeeid to Dybvik on the Foldenfjord
After a voyage of 8 hrs. from Bode we reach
or

—

Fineidet (Fred. 0stensen's Hotel), the starting-point for an ex
cursion to the Sulitelma, and the port whence the copper-ore mined
on that mountain and the fine white marble quarried near Fuske
are

shipped.

Excursion to the Sulitelma. Passing an extensive moraine, we cross
the Fineid (in abnut 10 min.), which divides the fjord from the lake of
Nedre Vand.
Small steamers (40 0 ) ply on this lake and steer through
the Gjemgamsstrem irto the 0vre Vand, reaching Sjenstaa or Skjenstuen,
in a mountain-valley at Ihe head of the latter, in H/4 hr. The
surrounding
district is known as Vattenbygden.
From Sj0n,staa the narrow-gatige
Sulitelma Railway (to be continued to Fineidet) runs through a rocky
ravine beside the impetuous Langvces-Elv, with views of the Galmifos and
of the Sulitelma in the distance.
In 1/-z hr. we reach Fossen, at the foot
of the Langvand (410 ft,), where we change to another small steamer
(60 0.). The scenery on the Langvand is fine; numerous waterfalls, among
which the Rupn Joki (red water'), on the left, dese ves special notice.
Furulund, the steamboat-lerminus (l>/2 hr.). is the seat of the Swedish
Sulitelma Mining Co., which has de\reloped to a very large extent within the
last ten years, and now sinploys 500 600 hands, with bands'ime offices and
attractive dwelling-houses.
Tourists may take their meals at the 'Dampkj0kken', or restaurant, maintained by the company for the unmarried
and
is
officials,
usually to be obtained there also (hut enquire
lodging
beforehand at Bodp). In the company's sture ('Handelsforretning') provisinns, rugs, etc, may lie purcbased l'or jnurneys in the interior. Several
of tbe mining-olficials speak English.
A row to the (1 hr.) Rupsi Joki
(see above) is interesting.
Freni Fnrulund we proceed on foot via Fagermo, and in 1 hr. reach
Fagerli (good quarters but poor fare at Ole Serensen's, whose brother Peter
Seirensen. is an excellent guide), at tue E. end of the Langvand, with the
it. the Baimi Joki forms afine fall.
smelting-works of the copper-miues. Near
l
The ascent of the ^'Sulitelma (Lapp SulluiCielbrna\ 'festival mountain1)
from this point takes 13 hrs. (there and back) and is neither very fatiguing
nor dangerous.
In 1V2-2 lirs. we reach the plateau of "Haukabakken (2185 It,),
with a fine view of the Langvand, the Svartisen. and the Sulitelma group;
2 hrs. more bring us to tbe foot (about 3280 ft.) of Stortoppen (61S0 ft.),
the most N.W. of the three summits of the Sulitelma, which stretch
f'rom N.W. to S.E.
After a steep climb of l'/2-2 hrs. over loose stones
we reach Vardeloppen, the W. horn of Stortoppen
(about 490 ft. lower
than the latter), and enjoy a grand outlook over a wild desolate mountain
known
as
Jcekna) and lakes. The
region, with innumerable glaciers (here
Stortop, which lies opposite, can hardly be ascended from this side; the
first ascent was made in 1888 from the Sala-Jcekna, which is wedged in
—

—

between the summits and thence extends to the S.E. into the Leurodal
(see below). The mountain is cuvered with enormous masses of snow,
which have forced the glaciers to descend 600-700 ft. below the snow-line.
Adjoining the Sulitelma group on the N. is the Olmajalos (5350 ft.),
with the Olmajalos- J cekna and the Lina-Jcekna.
From Fagerli we may also ascend the Rapisvari (2171 ft. ; 2 hrs.),
commanding a fine view of the Langvand and the Sulitelma; or we may
proceed up the Baimi Joki to the ('-3/4 hrs.) Lommijaur, a lake at the S.
base of the Sulitelma, which we skirt to the (V/i hrs.) height (2780 ft.)
between it and the Leurodal.
View of the Sulitelma, Sala-Jsekna, and
We are here close to the Swedish border; to Kvickjock,
Lommijaur.
see
We may return t<> Fagerli via the tourist-hut on the Vasbotnp. 387.
fjeld. descend thence into the Saltdal, and take the steamer from Eognan.
—

From Fineidet the steamer steers into the S.

arm

ofthe

fjord

to

—
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Rognan (skyds-station; fair quarters), its last station, where it
stops for 1 hr. or more. Rognan lies at the end of the Skjerstad
fjord, on the left bank of the Saltdals-Elv. Saltdals- Kirke stands
on the right bank.

From Rognan we may drive up the Saltdal, traversing pine-woods and
passing Sundby, Almindingen, and Ncevemces, to Rusaances (fa:r quarters),
whence we may reach Oos'oakke in the Beierendal (p. 230) in one day or
Bjseldaanses in Ranen (p. 230) in two days (horse 10. guide 6 kr. per day).
(3) An excursion from Bode to the island of Landegode, 12 Kil.
to the N., takes a whole day (there and back). We row across in
2-3 hrs. (3-4 rowers) and land near the gaards of Kvig anASandvig.
Thence we may ascend the "Kvittind (2320 ft. ; with guide; 2-2!/2
hrs.), which affords a grand view of the whole chain of the Lofoten
Islands (N.) , of the Sulitelma (E.), and of the Hestmand and

Threnen

(S.).

31. The Lofoten Islands.
The Mail Steamees ply from Bod0 to Lfdingen (p. 241) by different
routes.. The lines 'Communicationer' 226 I, 228, and 229 follow the coast
as far as Grete (p. 240) only, and then eross to (5-6 hrs.) Si olvcer (p. 238),
whence the first line takes us via Kjee to Lodingtn in 5 hrs. more, while
Line Com. 226 II skirts the
the two others proceed direct in 3 hours.
Line Com. 226 III,
mainland longer and is described separately (p. 240).
which goes direct from Boil0 to the Lofoten Islands, takes us by Moskences (p. 237) and then by Reine,
Sund , Balstad, Stamsund , Henningsvcer
(p. 237), Hopen, Kabelvaag, and Svolvcer (12 hrs. from Boda); thence via
Skroven , Brettesnas , Risvcrr, and Kjee to Lodingen in 8 hrs. more.
Locai steamers in connection with the mail-boafs leave Svolvser alternately for the E. and W. coasts of the Lofoten and Vesteraalen groups.
The Vesteraalens Dampskibs-Selskab issues circular tickets for the voyage
from Trondhjem to the Lufoten Islands, the use of the locai steamer in
the Lofoten and Vesteraalen groups, and food and lodging on shore, at the
following rates: for 6 days 125 kr., 13 days 160 kr., 20 days 200 kr.
The Tockist Steameks take 7 hrs. from the headland of Kunnen
(p. 231) to Henningsvcer; thence through the CHmsidsund and the Raftsund
to Digermulen 4'/2-5 hrs., and to Ledingen 'l-lift hrs. more.
A Visit of about a week in the Lofoten Islands is described as full
of interest. Fair quarters and tolerable fare are to be obtained at various
points, especially in Svolvcer, Kàbetvaag, and Digermulen. The traveller
must be prepared to do a good deal of walking on rough paths and to
arrange his sleepiug hours and meal-times, not according to the clock,
but according to the departures of the steamers and the length of the
excursions (comp. p. 223).
—

—

—

—

*Vestfjord, which is entirely unprotected towards
S.W., separates the Lofoten and Vesteraalen Islands from the
mainland. The tourist-steamers traverse it from end to end, while
the mail-steamers steam across it. In both cases we enjoy a superb
The broad

the

**View of the jagged chain of the Lofoten Islands

('Lofotvseggen',

the wall of Lofoten) in their full extent. The light is most
favourable in the forenoon. Weird, but less imposing, is the mid
night light, which pales the moon into insignificance, Most effective of ali is stormy weather or a sudden tempest. But in any case,
or
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unless the view is blotted out by mist or rain, the passage of the
Vestfjord presents one of the finest sights in the Nordland.
The chain of the *Lofoten Islands forms

a wide curve
starting
which flank the mainland , and ex
tending for about 150 Kil. to the S.W. into the Atlantic; and it
has not inaptly been likened to a backbone , tapering away to the
smaller vertebra of the tail at the S. end.
Most of these islands
lie so close together that no opening in their long mountain-chain
is visible from a distance , but those at the S. end of the group
are wider
apart. This chain forms a perfect maze of hills , bays,
and straits , interspersed with thousands of rocky islets ('Holme',
'Skjaer', or 'Flese', from Icel. flesjar , as they are often called)
and numerous fishing-banks ('Skaller', 'Klaker'), and enlivened
at places with fishing-villages ('Vaer').
Most of the mountains
are
picturesque and pointed in shape, often rising immediately
from the sea ; many of their peaks have a crater-like formation,
recalling those of the Tàtra Mts. in Austria. So far as not covered
with snow , they» are clothed with green moss, which has a peculiar luminosity in damp weather ; but there is also no lack of
barren rocks. Good harbours (' Vaage') abound, where large vessels,
dwarfed to nut-shells, lie close to rocks several thousand feet high.
The larger islands contain rivers and lakes of some size.
The
growth of trees in this high latitude is but scanty, but there is
abundance of fresh vegetation owing to the dampness of the summers and mildness of the winters, so that
sheep and other animals
can remain in the
open air ali the year round.
The famous Lofoten Fishekt is carried on from the middle of January
to the middle of Aprii in the Vestfjord, between the islands and the mainland.
During that period about 30,000 fishermen in some 8000 boats flock to the
islands from the whole of the W. coast of Norway. They fish on three different
banks extending as far as 4 Engl. M. out to sea, at a depth of 30, 45,
and 120 fathoms respectively.
The cod ('Skrei-Torsk', Gadus morrhua),
which come here from the depths of the Atlantic to spawn, are caught
with nets ('Gara'), long lines ('Liner') with baited hooks, or hand-lines

from the Vesteraalen Islands

,

('Dybsagu'). The shoals ('Torskbjerg') of cod are so dense that hand-Jine
fishers, with artificial minnow ('Pilk') and sinker ('Jernsten% 'S0kkjet',
'Sykket') hook their prey as fast as they can lower their lines. The
annual yield averages 20 million fish, and the number has even reached
,

37 millions (1886).

A catch (Fisket) of 5-6000 cod per boat is considered
good haul. As the fishermen are paid in cash, the Norwegian banks
send large suina of money to the islands every February.
The fish are carried ashore, and are eifher merely opened ('opvirket') and cleaned, or split entirely open ('Klipfisk', from klippet,
split open) and spread out on the rocks to dry. They are then collected into heaps under small round wooden covers, known as 'hats', or are
tied tail to tail and hung Cspserret) upon wooden frames ('Hjelder').
The fish caught after 14th Aprii are cut open and the backbones removed,
and are called 'Rotskjaer'; when simply cleaned in the ordinary way, they
are called 'Rundfisk' or 'Stokfisk'. 'T0rfisk' (dried fish) is the generic name.
Fish salted without other preparation are called 'Laberdan'. The heads
are dried by tire,
pulverised, and converted into 'fish-guano'. On some
of the outlying islands the cod-heads are boiled with sea-weed ('Tarre')
and used as fodder ('L0pning') for the cattle.
As may be supposed , it is not easy for the multitude which flocks
a

MOSKENiESe.
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Most of the fishermen sleep
to the spring flshery to flnd accommodation.
In the middle is the
in temporary huts ('Rorboder') erected for them.
fire-place ('Komfur'), where they cook their 'Supamflla' and 'Okjysta'.
Each boat's crew is called a 'Lag', who choose their own 'Hovedsmand'
or captain.
The whole proceedings are usually very peaceahle, especially
A travelling cbaplain ('Stiftskaplan') peras spirits are not procurable.
forms service on Sundays. At the close of the winter fishery ('Gaatfisket')
most of the fishermen go N. to Finmarken for the 'Vaarfiske' ('summer
or the 'Loddefiske'.
The fishery is unfortunately often attended with great loss of life.
Thus when a westerly gale springs up, rendering it impossible to return
to the islands, the open boats are driven 12-15 Engl. M. across the Vest
fjord, often capsizing on the way. On these occasions the men often
stick their 'Tolleknive' into the keel of their craft to enable them to
hold on.
Some of the keels are even provided with handles ('Stropper')
for this purpose.

fishery')

The south-westernmost of the larger Lofoten Islands is the
on which lies Moskenas with its church, a station of
the mail-steamers on Line III and of the locai steamers. The S.
end of the island is called Lofotodden, past which runs the famous
Malstrem or Moskenstrem, a strong current often dangerous to
tìshing-boats. Farther to the S. is the islet of Mosken; then the Vare,
with church and parsonage ; and the fiat and populous island of
Rest. Stili farther in this direction are Skomvar, with the last
lighthouse, and the sea-birds' haunt of Nykerne, populated chiefly
Reine (Sverdrup's Hotel), the second
by gulls and guillemots.
steamboat-station, is also situated on the Moskenaese.
On the E. side of the Moskenaese is the Sundstrem , which
separates it from the Flakstade, on which lie the stations ofSund
and Nufsfjord. On the W. side of the island is the church of Flakstad. Near Sund is the Kvalvig ('whale-creek'), a naturai trap
for whales , which not unfrequently enter the narrow bay at high
tide and cannot turn to go out again.
On the E. side of the Flakstade is the Napstrem, separating it
from the large Vestvaager, on a small island at the S. end of which
lies the steamboat-station of Bolstad, a considerable
fishing-port,
backed by the Skotstinder. Ure, to the E. of the huge headland of
Urebjerget, and Stamsund (Stamsund's Hotel) are also steamboat
stations. Among the hills on the Vestvaage the beautiful Himmeltinder are conspicuous. Good roads unite the villages on the Vest

Moskenees-e,

—

vaage.
The tourist-steamers (p. 231) steer direct to the
Gimsestrem,
the strait between the Vestvaage and the 0stvaag0, the
largest of
the Lofoten Islands. On the S.W. point of the latter lies
vser

(Jensen's Hotel), with

Hennings-

guano-factory , a station of the mail
steamers, one of the chief centres of the fishery trafile, and resi
dence of the naval officer who superintends it. Above it towers the
Vaagekalle (3078 ft.). Off the island lie the rocky islets Flesene,

Grundskallen,

S. coast of the

and

a

Vestvar,

0stvaage

are

ali excellent

the next

fishing-grounds.
stations, Hopen and

On the
—
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Kabelvaag (Olaf Trygvasen's Hotel,
board, 5 kr. daily;
Hotel), the largest fishing-station on the Lofoten
Islands, near which are Storvaagen and Kirkevaagen. The church
of Vaagen was founded at the beginning of the 12th century. Hans
Egede, the missionary of Greenland, was pastor here in 1705-18.
A road leads from Kabelvaag through fine rocky scenery to
(ìlU hr.)
a group of fishermen's huts
opposite to Svolvaer, to which we may
Frektn Olsen's

cross

by ferry

in

20 minutes.

Svolveer (Kaarbee's Hotel ; Hotel Lofoten), situated
island off the S. coast of the 0stvaage, with

on a

small

guano-works, another
busy fishing-station, is also the most important steamboat-station
on the Lofoten Islands and is the
starting-point of the Lofoten and
Vesteraalen locai steamers (p. 2.J5). British vice-consul, Mr.
Henry
J. Church, at Brettesnaes (see below). The studio of the painter
Gunnar Berg (A. 1894), containing a few paintings and sketches,
deserves

spected.

visit. One of the 'Rorboder' (p. 237) should also be inThe Svolvarjura (about 1900 ft.) may be ascended in 3 hrs.
a

(there and back 5 hrs.); the midnight sun is visible from the top
between May 28th and July 14th.
Opposite Svolvaer are the
islands of Skroven, with its lighthouse, Lille Molla, and Store Molla,
with the steamboat-station Brettesnas and a large English guano
factory. A little farther to the N. is Digermulen, at the S. entrance
—

to the Ral'tsund

(see below).

The Tourist Steamers pass Henningsvaer and enter the Gimsestrem (p. 237), which is flanked by finely shaped mountains.
Beyond the small island of Lyngvar, at the head of a creek on the
right, is the guano-factory of Lyngvar. They then steer past the

Gimse,
sea on

on the W. side of which is the Sundklakstrem , and out to
the N. side of the J0stvaage with its fjords and fine moun
On the left lies the pleasant island of Ulfe , with the

tains.
steamboat-station of Melbo (Fredriksen's Hotel).
The strait we
here pass through is called the Hadselfjord, after the church of
Hadsel on the E. point of the Ulfe, visible in the distance. Due
E. we observe the Mesadel (3610 ft.), rising in the centre ofthe
Hindar. Its glacier is said to be the saddle of a persecuted giantess.
This much contorted island belon s to the Vesteraalen group (p. 239).
»

About 31/2 hrs. from Henningsvaer the tourist-vessels pass
the islet Hane (station) on the left and enter the *Raftsund,
the grandest of the Lofoten straits
separating the 0stvaage from
the Hinde. Steering to the S., we pass between huge mountains fur.

rowed with ravines and covered with large expanses of snow. On
are the Brubrektinder ;
on the W. the Nilsvigtinder , the
Faldfjeld, and the Svartsundtinder. The scene is grandest at L»ksund, where at the head of the ""Troldfjord tower the snowy Troldtinder in several peaks. In fine weather the tourist-steamers enter
the Troldfjord, which is enclosed by almost perpendicular rocks

the E.

DIGERMULKOLLEN.

Islands.
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with snow-fllled gorges. Lookingback, we obtain another magnificent
view of the Raftsund. To the W. rise the lofty Korsncestind and
Rerhoptind. The passage takes about an hour in ali.

A very interesting excursion (4 hrs. there and back) may be made
from Digermulen (see below) by rowing to tbe Troldfjord and then ascending
a mouniain-lake almost always fro/en (about
on foot to Ihe Troldvand,
300 ft.), above which the Troldtinder rise almost sheer for 3200 ft.

At the S. end of the Raftsund lies the island of Store Molla
and on the E. side of it, at the S.W. end of the Hinde,
is Digermulen, a station of the locai steamers, consisting of the
house of the Landhandler Normann ('*Hotel') and a few fishevmen's
huts. Behind it rises **Digermulkollen fllóOft.), which affords
perhaps the most superb view in the whole Nordland, and was visited

(p. 238),

by Emp. William II. in 1889. Ascent

hr. ; at tiie top are a bel
a great Panorama was
(From
Krieger and Adalb. Heine in 1887.) We
also obtain a beautiful survey of the Raftsund, on the E. side of
which, in the foreground, rises the Sneetind, connected with the
this

vedere and a refuge-hut.
taken by the painters Jos.

l1^

point

Tiigermulkollen, to the left of which
and the other Raftsund Mts.

are the distant hills ofthe Lange
To the S.W. we overlook the whole of

the

Vestfjord with the open sea beyond it, and to the E. we see the
mountains on the mainland.
An even more comprehensive view
is obtained IVom the Sneetind (about 2300 ft.), ascended by an easy
path from Digermulkollen in 1 hr. ; descent to the shore l^hr.
—

The locai Vesteraalen steame" from Svolvaer (p. 23?) also traverses
the Raftsund. From Melbo (p. 233> it steers to the N.W. to Stene i Be on
the langjer, an i-:land with numerous fjords, peninsulas, and isthmuses,
which forms the chief part of the W. Vesteraalen group and together with
the Skogse contains five parishes ('Fjerdinger').
The vessel then steers
back to
Stokmarknces, on the Ulf0, and through the narrow Beresund to Kvitnces on the Hind«.
Thence to the N. between the Lang0 and the Hind0 to
Sortland. The M0sadel (p. 238) is visible the whole way. Grand scenery,
with attractive foreground.
At Sortland (Ellingson's Hotel), on the Sortlandsund, we may land and
wait l'or the boat returning next day.
Meanwhile we may row (in a
'Sexring') across the Sund to visit the 'Eiderholme' or hatcheries of the
eider-ducks (p. 229).
Next station
Skjoldehavn (Petersen's Hotel), on the And0, an island interesting to
geologists only. From its extentive swamps, on which the 'JlultebaV
abounds, abrupt hills rise to a height of 1970 ft. The predominant sandstone and clay-slate formation is underlain by a tbick vein of coal. ex
tending beneatb the sea. The last station towards the N. is Risehavn (Nagel's
Hotel) on the And0, at which a locai steamer from Harstadhavn also calls
once a week.
Opposite Skjoldehavn, beyond the Gavlfjord, lies Alfsvaag (P. Eriksen's
Hotel) on the Lang0. The steamer then goes on to Langences, at the N.
end of the Lang0, and returns on the W. side.
—

—

—

The tourist-ships round the promontory of Digermulen, pass
the rocky islet of Aarsten on the right, and the 0gsfjord, cutting
deep into the Hinde, on the left, and Kjee (Line I), also on the
left, and off
—

Ledingen they join
scribed in R. 32.

the
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of the mail-steamers , as de
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32. From Bod» to Troms».
49 S. M. The following pages describe the course of the Mail Steamers
of 'Line II' from Bod0 to Ledingen. These vessels also touch at Svolvaer
on the Lofoten Islands (comp. p. 235), but the rest of their course skirts
the mainland. From L0dingen to 2rom.se the course of ali the mail-steam
ers almost coincides with that of the tourist-steamers.
The mail-steamers
take 9-10 hrs. from Bod0 to Svolvcer, 7-8 hrs. more to Ledingen, and 3 hrs.
From Harstadhavn to Tromse ali the
from L0dingen to Harstadhavn.
vessels take about 10-12 hrs.

The steamer heads W. from the harbour
Bode, see p. 232.
and steers to the right through the strait between the small island
that protects the harbour and the larger Hjarte. To the left opens
the Vestfjord (p. 235); and farther on, on the same side, rises
the mountainous island of Landegode (p. 235).
4 S.M. Kjarringe lies to the S. of the Foldenfjord, the en
virons of which are grand. The lower part of the mountains has
often been worn smooth by glacier-action, while their summits
are pointed and serrated like the Aiguilles of Mont Blanc.
The
Strandtind in particular (sketched by Prof. Forbes in his 'Norway')
has the form of an extinct crater. At the head of the Foldenfjord
rise other huge mountains, one of which, the Troldtind (first
ascended by C. Hall in 1889), resembles the Matterhorn.
The Foldenfjord divides into the Nordfolden and Serfolden branehes,
to both of which a Local Steamer plies from Bod0 in 10-12 hours.
Stations: Myklebostad, Kjcerringe, Leinces (on the Leinaesfjord, to theN. of
Nordfolden), Nordfolden, Resvik (quarters at the Landhandler's), and Dybvik
From Dybvik to Fuske on the Saltenfjord,
(at the end of S0rfolden).
Wild scenery.
From S0rfolden the Leerfjord diverges to
see p. 234.
the N.E. ; from the Nordfolden diverge the Vinkefjord, with its prolongation the Stavfjord, and the Merkesvikfjord.
—

—

Farther N. we pass through the Gissund, a very narrow strait,
the bottom of which is often seen through the green water, to
5 S. M. Gr-et».
The mail-steamers of Line I steer hence
straight across the Vestfjord to Henningsvar (see p. 237). Those
of Line II pass between Engelvar, on the W. , and the Skotsfjord,
with the Skotstinder, on the E., steer to the E. into the Flagsund,
between the mainland on the S. and the Engele (Stegen) on the N.,
—

and

stop

at

—

2 S.M. Boge. They then steer round the Engele, with the station
of Laskestad and the church of Stegen, and cross the mouth of the
beautiful Sagfjord to
2 S.M. Skutvik, on the Hammere, on which towers the pointed
Hammeretind. Farther on is the abrupt Tilthorn, first ascended by
C. Hall in 1889. Then through the 0xsund, between the Lunde
and the Hammere , and out into the Vestfjord, in full view of the
—

superb

Lofoten chain

(p. 236).

p. 238.
The steamboats of Line II now steer back (E.) to the mainland.
fi S.M. Trane i Hammer, on a many-armed peninsula.

5 S. M. Svolvar,

3 S.M.

Korsnas,

see

at the entrance ofthe

Tysfjord,

on

which

a

locai

INDO

-
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to Kjebsvig. The chief arms of the Tysfjord are the
and the Botnfjord (extending to within 12 Kil. of the
Swedish frontier), the Grundfjord , the Manfjord, and the pictur
esque Stedfjord, above which rises the Stedtind. The curious shape

plies
Hellemofjord
steamer

of this
from

flat-topped mountain,

with its sheer left

side,

is well

seen

Ledingen.

From Musken, near the head of the Hellemofjord, a route leads by Kraakmo,
situated between the 4th and 5th of the seven Sagvande, to Temmernces
on the Sagfjord;
another to Hopen on the Nordfoldenfjord (p. 240).
From Kraakmo (excellent quarters) we may ascend the huge Kraakmotind, and make an excursion by the 5th, 6th, and 7th Sagvand (the boat
being dragged across the isthmuses) to the magnificent primseval forest on
the 7th lake.
From Kraakmo to T0mmernses on the Sagfjord (17 Kil.) we
row down the four lower Sagvande.
Near the fjord is a waterfall 50 ft.
Another route crosses the picturesque Dragseid from Drag on the
high.
to
the
Tysfjord
Sagfjord, the steamboat-stations nearest which are Boge and
Trane (p. 240).
—

—

1 S.M.

S.M. from Bode) L&dingen, an important telegraph
227), with a church and parsonage, picturesquely
situated on a peninsula of the many-branched Hinde, which is here
separated from the Tjalle and the mainland by the Tjallsund.
To the N.E. of Ledingen extends the large Ofotenfjord, the geological continuation of the Vestfjord (steamer twice a week). The S. shore,
on which lies Balangen, is fertile but rather tame. The steamboat touches
at Lidland (good quarters) on the N. bank, at the entrance to the bay
called Bogen, and then steers S.E. to Victoriahavn (terminus of a railway
now being made to Gellivara in Sweden, p. 387), and to Fagernces on the
Beisfjord (good quarters at Mosling's). The grandest scenery on this fjord
is to be found in its E. recesses, particularly the Rombak and the Beis
fjord , between which rise the Tetta (4921 ft. ; easily ascended) and the
Vomtind. The Landhandler at Fagernses provides a guide.
station

(22
(comp.

p.

To the S. frnm the Ofotenfjord diverges the Skjomenfjord, at the
end of which lies Elvegaard (good quarters).
A route to Sweden leads
hence through the Serdal, passing the old copper-mines of Skjangli (38 Kil.).
The finest scenery here, however, is on the W. arm of the Skjomenfjord,
at the end of which is Skjombotn, backed by Frostisen (to the W.), with
its enormous glaciers.
The sides of this mountain, rising 4265 ft. sheer
out of the sea, have been worn perfectly smooth by the descending masses
of ice.

The next stage is less interesting. We steer past the E. side
of the Hinde through the Tjallsund , which afterwards expands
into the Vaagsfjord.
4 S. M. Sandtorv; 2 S.M. Grasholmen, both on the Hinde.

2 S. M. Harstad or Harstadhavn (Central Hotel, R. ll/2, D. 2 kr. ;
Hotel Nordstjernen), the first station in Tromse Amt, on a fertile
hill on the N.E. side of the Hinde, is an attractive and pros-

place. The steamers lie alongside the pier, where carioles
waiting. The tourist-steamers halt here for about 3 hours.
drive may be taken to a neighbouring Lapp Encampment
(comp.

perous
are

A

in

p. 245), and on the return a visit may be paid to the famous old
church of Throndenas (li/4 M. to the N. of Harstad), in the middle
ages the northernmost inChristendom. The drivers demand 3-4 kr.
per head for this drive ; as there are plenty of carriages, travellers
should decline to be crowded.
Baedekeb's Norway and Sweden.

7th Edit.
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From Bode

Harstad is a station of the Troms0-Amt steamers to Risehavn
in the Vesteraalen group.

To the N.

the

we see

the distance the

pointed

Senjehest,

mountains of the

(p. 239)

Gryte and in
Senjen (see below).
the Vaagsfjord. Here,
,

the S. headland of

The tourist-steamers steer to the N.E. across
before the middle of July, we have an opportunity of

night

sun

Between the

(p. 224).

Gryte

and the

in the distance the Vesteraalen island Ande
tower the

abrupt Aarbodstind
to

(p. 239). To
(see below).

and the Faxtind

mail-steamers steer S.E. from Harstad

Astafjord

seeing the mid
Senjehest appears

[to

the E.
The

—

the Rolde and into the

—

4 S.M. Havnvik, on the Rolde. Near it is the church of Ibestad, which, like that of Throndenaes,is of stone and vaulted, while
ali the other churches in Tromse-Stift are of timber. To the S.E.,
on the mainland, towers the Messetind
(3317 ft.), and to the S. of
it the Skavlikollen (3297 ft.), both of which may be ascended, with
a
guide, the first from the Gratangenfjord, the second from the
Gravfjord.
The scenery is grand as we steam through the *Salangenfjord
and the Mjesund, between the Andorje and the mainland, through
which the tourist-steamers pass on their return-voyage. On the
mainland lie the stations of Lavangnas and Seveien, also touched
at by a locai steamboat from Tromse. Immediately to the W. on the
Mjesund rises the huge Aarbodstind (3855 ft.), with a large glacier
and a waterfall, and to the E. the pointed Faxtind (3995 ft.).

The scenery is stili

more impressive at
Kastnashavn, whence ali these mountains, including
pinnacle of the Faxtind, are seen at once, while the horizon
—

4 S.M.
the

to the W. is bounded

by the mountains of Ande and others.

To

the W. lies the

Dyre, with the Dyresund.
4 S.M. Kleven, on the island of Senjen (648 sq. M.). Large
quantities of 'Kveiter' (Hippoglossus maximus; halibut) are caught

The fat fins are called 'rav', the
here and dried in the open air.
flesh of the back 'raekling'. A single fish sometimes attains a length
of 7-10 ft. and more than fills a barrel. To the S.E. rise the snowThe next station is
clad Ghirragas-Tjokko, or Istinder (4865 ft.).
Finsnas, on the mainland , pleasantly situated on the Finfjord,
—

whence a new road leads to the N.,
hav in the Maalselv-Dal (p. 243).

past

the

Finfjordvand,

to

Guld-

(telegraph, comp. p. 227) is also in the island
We steer between the island and the mainland. The
shores are green, wooded, and tolerably well peopled, and the
Farther on, on the
pretty scenery is backed by snow-mountains.
mainland, to the right, appear the white church and the parsonage
of Lenvik; to the left rise the rugged mountains at the N. end of
the island of Senjen
and ahead appears the Lille Blaamand on the
3 S. M. Gibostad

of

Senjen.

—

;

Kvale

(p. 244).

MALANGENFJORD.

to Tromse.
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The tourist-steamers anè the mail-steamers of Line IH cross
Malangenfjord ; those of Lines I and II steer into it to the
This fjord, which formed the N. frontier of
S.E. to Maalsnaes.
Norway in the middle ages, is enclosed by high mountains. To
the S.W., S., and S.E. it sends off four deep inlets, of which the
steamer affords a view.
To the S. rise the snowy mountains of the
Maalselvdal, and the snow peaks on the Lyngenfjord are visible
to the E. The steamer does not enter these inlets, of whieh the
longest are the Nordfjord and Auerfjord, but touches at
5 S.M. Maalsnas (Pedersen's Hotel), on a promontory near the
mouth of the Maals-Elv. Maalsnaes is a good starting-point for

the

—

excursions to the Maalselvdal and the

by colonists from the 0sterdal and

Bardudal, inhabited chiefly
Gudbrandsdal, the first of

the

whom settled here in 1796.
The

following

tour

includes

the

Maalselvdal

and

tbe

Bardudal:

lst day, from Maalsnses to 0verby or Kongslid; 2nd day, ascend the
Rostafjeld; 3rd day, to Kirkemoen in the Bardudal; 4th day, to S0veien.
1. Through the Maalselvdal to the Rostavand.
We drive (fast
stations as far asBakkehaug) past Hollccndernces, where the Dutch attempted
to found a settlement in the 17th cent, against the will of the Hanseatic
merchants (p. 115).
This is alluded to by Peter Dass:
'
Men der denne Handel lidt Icenge paastod,
Da blev det de Bergenske Kjebmcend imod,
Hollcenderne maatte sig pakke.'*
(But their trade was soon brought to a close
By the merchants of Bergen, their foes;
And the Dutchmen were forced to be off.)
—

The first station in this picturesque valley is (14 Kil.) Guldhav.
The
r.»ad then leads past the church of Maalselven to (11 Kil.) Moen (good quar
The grand mountain facing us is the Ghirragas
ters at Hvys Enkes).
Tjokko, or Istinder fp. 242), resembling a crater. An excellent point of view
is Lille Mauket (1850 ft.), near Moen.
(The rest of this route lies beyond
tbe limits of our Map.)
Passing several small stations, and then fi8 Kil.) Bakkehaug and (12 Kil.)
Neergaard (slow station), with its small church, we arrive at 0verby (poor
quarters; slow station), which, with the Nordgaard, lies at the confluence
of the Maals-Elv and the Tabmok-Elv. (Through the valley of the latter a
route leads to the Balsfjord and Lyngenfjord; p. 247.) Above the Rostavand
rises the hu^e Rostafjeld (5110 ft.), the ascent of which is not difficult,
an,d may even be made by mountaineers without a guide. We ride to the
gaard of Kongslid (good quarters) , whence the ascent is made through a
small valley on the E. side.
Wild reindeer sometimes seen. Opposite the
Rostafjeld, to the S., rise the Likkavarre (4895 ft.), Ruten (4385 ft.), Alap
(4955 ft.), and Seulivarre (Kamncesfjeld); to the S.E. the Likkafjeld; to
the E., quite near, the Brattifjeld.

2. Feom Moen

to S0veiex.
Moen, see above. The next station is
in the Bardudal.
Before reaehing Sundli we diverge to
the left to Fosmoen and the Bardufos, a fine waterfall of the Bardu-Elv. To
tbe left rise the Istinder (see above), the W. peak of which may be ascended.
23 Kil. Scetermoen. The road in the Bardudal, uninteresting, goes on to
Viken and the Altevand, where the Guolaccerro (or Kistefjeld, 5660 ft.)
Our route, a
rises on tbe N. and the Iiokomborre (5350 ft.) on the S.
good carriage -road, crosses the hill called Kobberyggen to (10 Kil.)
Nedre
Vand
to
and
the
leads
Vashoved,
Brandvold,
past
lastly to (17 Kil.)

(17 Kil.) Sundli,
—

—

Seveien

(p. 242).

3. Feom
easiest

the

Maalselvdal

to

(with guide; 1 day's walk)

the Balsfjord.
Of several routes the
is from Olsborg, a little to the N. ofthe

16*
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station Moen, to Slorstennoes fgood quarters%t the Landhandler's; not to be
confounded with the group of houses opposite Troms0 mentioned on p. 245),
from which Havnnaes (good quarters), near the S.E. end of the fjord, may
be reached by boat (4 kr.) in l'/2 hr. Hence we may take the steamer
on the Balsfjord, on the E. bank of which are mountains 5000 ft.
high,
Or we may proceed via Nordkjos, at the head of the
to Troms0.
fjord,
and 0vregaard, and through woods and over pastures, to the Lapp settlement of Mcelen, and thence across two rivers (horse sometimes to be
obtained at Mselen) to Halteng, at the S. end of the Lyngenfjord (p. 247),
6-7 hrs. from HavnnEes.

the

Malangenfjord, we steam past the huge Bensjordwith its expanses of snow, on the right, and the
large island Kvale on the left , where in the foreground rise the
snow-clad rocks of the Lille Blaamand (2625 ft). On the S. coast
of the island , between Buvik and Mjelde, several old coast-lines
(p. xxxiii) may be recognized. The Blaamand itself (3280 ft.), the
highest hill in the island, rises on our left farther on. We steer in
to the Tromsesund, about 550 yds. broad. Behind us the Bensjordtind remains in sight till we enter the harbour of Tromse. To the N.
we see the snow-clad Skulgamtinder on the Ringvadse; to theE. we
look up the Tromsdal, with the Tromstind in the background. The
current in the Tromsesund altere its direction according to the tide.
Leaving

tind

(4085 ft.),

7 S.M. (19 from Harstad) Troms-e.
with large
Grand Hotel
public rooms, and therefore sometimes noisy at night; Hotel Norden,
not so large, but quite as well equipped and perhaps more comfortable
—

,

the whole ; both near the large church.
Diorama ('Troms0 in winter') in a pavilion on the quay (25 0).
British Vice-Consol, Mr. J. H. Gjcever; V. S. Con. Agent, Mr. Richard
Photo graphees, Vickstrem, Skjelne, both near the market.
Killengren.
Fors (polar-bears' skins, etc.) at M. Nielsen^s, Stor-Gade.
Goldsmith,
Claus Andersen, near the pier.
Lapp Costomes, etc, at Fìgenschaii's,
near the quay.
Families of Lapps are met in the town, who offer various
articles for sale.
Steamers. Several locai steamboats(lTroms0-Amts-Dampskibs-Selskab')
ply from Troms0 to the Ulfsfjord, Lyngenfjord, Reisenfjord, and Kvenangsfjord. Ali the large Nordland steamers also cali here. Troms0 is therefore
a good centre for excursions.
on

—

—

—

—

—

Tromse,
schools, the

a

town of

6300 inhab.

,

seat of an Amtmand and

of that name, in 69° 38' N. latitude.
town in 1794, and is a busy trading

with several churches and
Bishop, lies on the island
It was raised to the rank óf

a

place, exporting large quantities of dried and smoked herrings and other fish, train-oil, fur, etc.
Tromse trades largely with Russia and fits up many vessels for the
capture of seals and walruses.
In the market-place ('Torvet') are the Town Hall and the Roman
a

Catholic Church. In the S. part of the town is the large timberbuilt Protestant Church, near which is the Hotel Norden, while the
Grand Hotel lies farther to the S. On a hill outside the town is the
handsome Museum ('Museet' ; adm. 50 e.), completed in 1894, con
taining admirably arranged naturai history and ethnographical collections.
The town lies on a gentle slope, planted with mountain-ashes, wild cherry-trees, and birches, which attain a surprising
Size and luxuriance.
—

32. Route.
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Above the town is a pleasant grove of birches, adjoined by tho
small villas of the townsfolk and a lake which supplies the town
with water. Here also is the Alfheim (no alcoholic liquors), a public
pleasure-garden, where ali Tromse assembles in the evening. We
ascend beside the Sparebank, turn to the right at the fork of the
road, and then to the left through the cemetery at the top , and
descend on the other side. From the very top of the hill we see the
snow-mountains of the Ringvadse and the Kvale to the N. and N.W,
An *Excursion

to

the

Tromsdal

,

for the sake of

3-4 hrs., there and back. We

seeing

a

(usu
ally direct from the steamer) across the strait to Storstennas (not
to be confounded with the place of that name on the Balsfjord), at
Lapp settlement,

takes

row

the entrance to the Tromsdal. The path up the valley cannot be
mistaken (3/4 hr.). The ground is rough and marshy at places.
(Carriages or horses are extremely dear.) We pass through a
birch-wood on the S. bank of the brawling stream, and at length

reach a kind of basin, with the Tromstind rising on the E., con
taining the Lapp Encampment, a colony of a few Lapp families
from Swedish Lapplandt. Their dwellings, called 'Darfe Goattek'
or

'■Gammer

,

are,

in summer,

round

canvas

tents stretched upon

birch-poles, and in winter dome-shaped huts, formed of stone or
clay, with round openings at the top for the exit of smoke and the
admission of light. Each hut always has its flre, over which hangs
a
pot or kettle. The hearth is called 'aran', and the seat of honour
beside it 'boasso'. The family sleep on one side of the lire, the
servants on the other. These Lapps possess a herd of 2000-3000
reindeer, which graze on the adjoining hills. Of these a few
hundred are collected to show to visitors. While this is being done
the Lapps offer fur-boots ('Skal-Komager', or 'Skaller'), spoons
f In accordance with the frontier-treaty of 7th/18th Oct., 1751, the
Swedish Lapps are entitled to migrate to the Norwegian coast in summer,
and the Norwegian Lapps to Sweden in winter. These migrations lead
The number of
to frequent disputes with the permanent inhabitants.
Lapps in Norway is estimated at 18,000, of whom 1700 are stili nomadic.
The powerful race which once
Sweden and Russia contain 12,000 more.
dominated Scandinavia has thus dwindled to 30,000 souls.
The Lapps
In Norway they are
now intermarry freely with Norwegians and Finns.
often called Finner, while the Finns are named Kvaener, from the 'làn'
of Kajana in Finland. From the fact that the dog alone has a genuine
Lapp name ('Bsednag'), while the other domestic animals have names
of Germanie or Finnish origin, it has been concluded that the Lapps
were originally a race of hunters ,
who adopted the nomadic life within
the historic period. On this theory the reindeer, now the mainstay of the
Lapp, was at first an object of the chase only.
Among the numerous works on the Lapps may be mentioned: Milford's 'Norway and her Laplanders1, 1842; Everest'! 'Journey through
Norway, Lapland, etc.', 1829; G. von Dùben's 'Om Lappland och Lapparne',
Stockholm, 1873; Friis^s 'En Sommer i Finmarken', Kristiania, 1871;
Friis,s 'Lappisk Mythologi og Lappiske Eventyr',
Kristiania, 1871;
J. VahVs 'Lapperne, etc.', 1866; F. Vincenzi
'Norsk, Lapp, and Finn', 1885;
Cutcliffe Hyne's 'Through Arctic Lapland', 1898.
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of reindeer-horn, and other articles for sale. The peculiar crackling
of the animal's hoofs reminds one of the sound produced by an
The reindeer are caught by a kind of lasso
electric battery.
thrown over their horns.
They are milked twice a week only.
The rich and rather gamy milk, one of the Lapp's chief articles of
diet, is diluted with water before use. 'The milk is strong and

thick,

if it had been beaten up with eggs' (Scheffer's
Lapponica,
The cheese made of it is chiefly reserved for winter use.

as

1675).

—

On the way back from the Tromsdal we obtain a beautiful view of
Tromse with its green hills and the snow-mountains of the Kvale
(p. 244) and the Ringvadse (see below) beyond.
The FljBifjeld (2600 ft.), a moss-clad rocky hill, rising from the sea
opposite Troms0, on the S. side of the entrance to the Tromsdal, is an
excellent point of view (about 2t/2hrs. to the top, astiffwalk). The path
diverges from the Tromsdal route to the right, a few minutes from Storstennses, beyond the houses. It soon becomes steep, and ends halfway up,
beyond which we ascend over meadows (rich polar flora) and loose stones,
and partly over snow.
The top is marked by a large iron vane. Passengers
by the tourist-ships may generally row across to Storstennees early in the
climb
the
morning,
Fl0ifjeld, and descend direct (though no path) to the
Lapp camp, which they reach about noon.
The Tromsdalstind (4085 ft. ; guide from Troms0 4 kr.) may be ascended
from the Lapp camp in 3-4 hours. We walk to tbe (1 hr.) head of the valley,
which ends in a great basin like those in the Pyrenees ; then ascend the
steep slope to the left, at first over turf and afterwards over snow (snow
spectacles desirable). Herds of reindeer sometimes graze here. Before reaching the crest of the hill we have to scale a very steep snow-field. The final
ascent, over snow and detritus, is easier. The top, marked by a varde,
commands the magnificent scenery of the Ulfsfjord and the glacier-chain
on the Lyngenfjord; to the W. stretches the Arctic Ocean beyond Tromsx
and the Kval0.
On the E. side the mountain falls almost sheer to
of land between the Ulfsfjord and the Balsfjord (Ramfjord).

33.

From Troms» to the North

a

neck

Cape.

46 S.M.

The Express Steamers (p. 221) take 12 hrs. from Troms0 to
Hammerfest; Mail Steamboat to Hammerfest in 16-18 hrs., to the North
The Tourist Steamers leave
Cape in 6 hrs. more (comp. pp. 221, 222).
Troms0 in the afternoon, reach the Fugle about midnight and Hammerfest
the following day, and are off the North Cape in the evening.
—

The

through

(with
at the

a

through the Tromsesund, and N.E.
To the left lies the mountainous Ringvadse
lake formed by a moraine) ; then the Reine,

steamer steers N.

the Gretsund.

glacier

and

a

S.W. end of which lies Finkroken.

The steamers some
times pass through the Langfjord , between the Ringvadse and
the Reine. On the mainland, opposite Finroken, towers the Uifstind (3280 ft.), posted like a sentinel at the month of the ulfs
fjord, which here opens to the S., running inland for 50 Kil., and
parallel with the Lyngenfjord. We obtain, in passing, a superb
view of the snowy and ice-girt mountains of the Lyngen peninsula

(p. 247), the Jagervandstinder (4920-5580 ft.) with the Goatzagaise
(4440 ft.), and to the right of them the Fornastind (5660 ft.).

On the Ulfsfjord a steamer from Troms0 plies once weekly. From
the station of Jsegervand fsood quarters at Christopherseiis) a visit may

to the North

Cape.

33. Route.
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beyond which rise the massive Jeeger[From the S. end of the lake (12 Kil. in length) a difficult
but interesting pass leads past the Trollvand to (4 hrs.) Storstennces, whence
At Gjevik
we may skirt the Kjosenfjord to (3 hrs.) Kjosen (see below).]
(good quarters at Hr. Gjaever's) the steamer enters the inlet of Kjosen,
enclosed by huge glacier-covered mountains. At Kjosen, the terminus,
quarters may be obtained at the postmaster's. For the excursion hence to
the Forncesbrce and for the road crossing an 'Eid' or isthmus to (3/4 hr.)
The steamer does not enter the S. part of the Ulfs
Lyngen, see p. 248.
fjord, which is named the Serfjord.
The next station of the mail-steamers is the little island of
be

paid

to the lake of that name,

vandstinder.

—

—

(8 S.M.) Karlse,

beyond which the Fuglesund

tween the Vanne and the Arne out to the

to the left leads be

open Arctic Ocean. The

tourist-steamboats usually reach this point about 10 p.m. and steer
a little way down the Sund to await the **Midnight Sun, which,
to those who have the rare fortune to see it unclouded, presents a
glorious spectacle. Across the blue, yellow, and Silver shimmering

appears in the foreground the rocky Fugle (2572 ft.), the sharp
outline of which recalls Capri; to the left of it in the background,
just above the horizon, hangs the red and gold disk of the sun. This
beautiful scene is even more impressive than the view from the
North Cape. At times, however, fog or the storms of the Arctic
Ocean mar or blot out the scene. The milk-white mist often lies
on the surface of the water only, while the sky is bright and sunny.
sea

In this case the steamer casts anchor, and passengers will have
leisure to observe the peculiar white 'Skoddebuer' or fog-bows.
On the islet of Skaare, which lies outside the Vann0, is a Whaling
Station, with a train-oil factory, of the Anglo-Norwegian Fishing Co.,
whose headquarters are at Troms0. If a whale has been recently captured
(which the captain leavns at Troms0), the tourist-steamer steers to the spot.
The smeli is perceptible from afar, and the sea is covered with oily refuse.
Presently we come in sight of the slaughtered cetacean and the skeletons of
former victims.
Passengers (who wish) are rowed ashore. The stony banks
A full-grown whale (i. e. 65-100 ft. long, and 20are covered with grease.
100 tons in weight) is rarely seen, the chase being so hot and the yield so
valuable that the leviathan is generally doomed to die before he attains a
length of more than 15-20 ft. ; and even at this early stage he is said to
Stomach permitting, we may look into the
be worth 3000 kr. or more.
boilery, and perhaps buy a whale's ear (3-5 kr.), fin (1 kr.), or other sou
The whale-fishery is carried on by small steamers, which shoot
venir.
their harpoons from small cannon in their bows.
To the S. opens the **Lyngenfjord, which the tourist-steamers
visit on their way back from the North Cape. (Locai steamboat
from Tromse twice a week.) A glimpse only of its superb scenery
is obtained from the mail-steamers. The Lyngen peninsula, which
—

is bounded on the W. by the Ulfsfjord and on the E. by the Lyn
genfjord, and ends in the bold headland of Lyngstuen, is wholly oc
cupied by snow and ice-clad mountains of thoroughly Alpine char
acter, rising immediately from the sea. The last peak to the N. is
the Pipertind (4042 ft.), on the N. shoulder of which lies a broad

*Glacier,
is the

embedded between several

peaks. Next

to the

Storskaal, separated by snow-filled gorges from
tind; and next to these peaks, beyond another gorge,

Pipertind

the Vagasis the Ben-

248 Route
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A

glacier descends almost to the sea. Behind rise the
also with large glaciers. The vessel steers
close under the almost sheer cliffs, which are familiarly known as
Smerstabben (butter-slices), from their parti-coloured horizontal
sfrata. The opposite bank of the fjord is also mountainous and partly

dalstind.

Jcegervandstinder (p. 246),

covered with snow. Opposite the islet of Aareholm rises the Golborre to the W. and the Fastdalstind to the S.W. Farther on, op
posite the month of the Kaafjord , tower the great Kjostinder

(5414 ft.).
trance

We round a headland, and, about 2 hrs. from the
fjord, reach the terminus of the tourist-steamer

to the

en
—

Lyngen or Lyngseidet , residence of a pastor, a doctor, and a
Lensmand. Excellent quarters and fare (including wine and beer)
are to be had at Anton Gjaever's, the Landhandler's, but there is
not always room. After so long a voyage in an inhospitable region,
the little church peeping from among birch-clad hills, and backed
on both sides by snow-mountains, is specially attractive. To the S.
of the valley, through which the road leads to the W. to (3/4 hr.)
Kjosen (p. 247), rises the Goalsevarre (4150 ft.). At the foot of the
mountain, about */2 M. from Lyngen, is a large Lapp settlement.
Lyngseidet (reached by tbe Troms0 steamer thrice weekly, by the Lyn
genfjord steamer twice weekly, and once weekly by the Ulfjord boat via
Kjosen, 4 Kil. distant) is a centre for 'Excursions in the Ltngen District.
Good guides, however, are rare and expensive. Petersen's geological survey
map of the Troms0-Amt and the Beskrivelse af Tromse-Amt (1 kr.), published
by the 'Geografiske Opmaaling' in Christiania, will he found most useful.
Some patieuce is required in dealing with the sluggish but proud peasantry
of the district.
The traveller who seeks accommodation from them must
der)osit bis luggage before the door, and must wait until his request is
answered with a ' Velkom1 and a handshake before he can consider himself
About l'/z kr. is given per day.
an accepted guest.
I.ess ceremony is re

quired with the Lapps.
Robust mountaineers can ascend the Goalsevarre (see above) in 4 hrs.
without much difficulty. A guide is unnecessary, but a porter (2 kr.) may
be taken from the Lapp encampment where the ascent begins. The view
from the top embraces the Lyngenfjord to the S. and the Kjostinder to
the N.
An excursion of 6-7 hrs. may be made to the mountain-basin
enclosed by the Goalsevarre, the Rerncestinder (about 4100 ft.), and the
Jerlind (about 3600 ft.).
This is a fine excursion for one day : across the
Eid (200 ft.) to (4 Kil.) Kjosen (p. 247); row to the (1 hr.) Fomcesdal, and
walk up that valley (fatiguing ; guide indispensable), crossing old moraines,
*
to the
Fomcesdal-Brce, which descends between the Forncestind and the
Durmaalstind from the Golzevaggegaissa.
The following tour takes l>/2 day: drive to the S. to (12 Kil.; fare
3 kr.) Pollen, then row to Dalen (primitive quarters); next day walk up
the beautiful but uninbabited Lyngsdal, passing the Jceggevarre (6285 ft.)
on the N., to the (2V2 hrs.)
great glacier descending from the main plateau
(lower end 1300 ft. above the sea). From the Lyngsdal we may also ascend
the Njalavarre (5010 ft.) to the S. (fine view of the Jseggevarre glaciers),
or walk to the N. to the glaciers of the Ruksisvaggegaissa.
Another good excursion may be made to the E. to the Kaafjord, which
is reached by rowing-boat in 3-4 hrs.
Fine retrospect of the glaciers of
Lyngen on the passage. Good quarters at the house of Marius Wassmuth
in Langnces.
Six waterfalls, about 3000 ft. high, fall from the steep cliffs
of the inner Kaafjord.
The inhabitants of this district are so-called 'Sea
who
have abandoned nomadic life and maintain themselves by
Lapps',
lishing and cattle-rearing. Their acquaintance may be made by travellers
—

—

lo the

North

Cape.

SKJ.ERV0.
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from Langnses to (l'/2 hr.) Kaafjordboiln and thence proceed on
the Kaafjorddal. Near Skatvold are some inter
esting coast-lines (p. xxxiii). About 3 hrs. farther on is a copper-mine.
The Troms0-Amt steamer goes on to the S. of Lyngen to the market
village of Skibotten (fair quarters at Antonie RascVs), at the mouth of a
Thence a sailriver (good fishing), with a good view of the Njalavarre.
ing-boat may be taken up the Storfjord (as the fjord is here called) to
Hatteng (good quarters at Hans KiiVs) at the head, finely situated, with
the truncated còne Of the Hatten on the N.E., the jagged ridge of the
Mandfjeld on the S.E., and the Oltertind on the S. To the N. a glimpse
From
of the glacier-clad mountains on the Lyngenfjord is obtained.
Hatteng to HavnnEes on the Balsfjord, 6-7 hrs. (see p. 244); a horse, for
far
as Meelen.
fording the streams, should be hired as
who

row

foot for about 2 hrs. up

—

On their way N. both tourist and mail steamers (which last touch
each of their different routes) pass the
Lyngenfjord and steer between the Arne and the picturesque
"Kaage (3966 ft.), with its glacier, into the Kaagsund. On the left
at the exit of the Kaagsund is the Leke , on the right is the
6 S.M. Skjaervar (good quarters at Landhandler Kul's), lying on a
bay on the W. side of the island of the same name. It has a church,
a
post and telegraph office , and a physician. Nansen's ship , the
Fram, under Capt. Sverdrup, anchored here on Aug. 20th, 1896, on
its return from its three years' voyage to the polar regions.
To the S.E. we see the pointed Kvenangstinder on the Kvenangsfjord, the mouth of which we pass. From the peninsula on the E.
side of the Kvenangsfjord, where the land is deeply indented by
fjords on every side, rises the Jekelfjeld, from which a glacier de
scends tò the Jekelfjord.
The steamer now crosses the open sea,
('Lophavet') towards the N., to
5 S.M. Loppen, the first station in Finmarkens-Amt, with its
little church , its turf-covered parsonage, and a merchant's house.
Ali that grows here is a few potatoes, nothing else surviving the
storms which often rage for weeks.
The steamer steers S. into
the Bergsfjord, rounds the wedge-shaped island of Silden , and
at different stations on

—

—

—

stops

at

—

3 S.M.

Bergsfjord, on the E. side ofthe fjord. Grand scenery.
In the background is a glacier of the Jekelfjeld, the discharge of
which forms a waterfall. Passing Lersnas, we steer to the S.E. to
—

3 S.M.

0ksfjord on the Alnas-Njarga peninsula, in a noble
*Amphitheatre of mountains, conspicuous in which is a glacier to
the W., descending from the great Jekelfjeld (see above). To the
,

N. is the small church.
The Altenfjord, which opens to the E., may be visited from0ksfjord
by means of a locai steamer which plies to it from Hammerfest.
The Altenfjord is remarkable for its rich vegetation; even at Komagfjord to the N. foliage-trees and wild strawberries are found. In literature,
too, it has been made known by the visits of many eminent explorers
and others), and its
(L. von Buch, Prof. Forbes, Keilhau, Ch. Martins
lofty ancient coast-lines (p. xxxiii) add to its scientific interest. The chief
mountains, ali on the W. side, are Kaaven (3130 ft.), between the Stjernsund
and the Langfjord, Akkasolki (3395 ft.), between the Langfjord and Talvik,
and Haldi (3030 ft.)
between Talvik and the Kaafjord.
At the end of
the .fjord, above Kaafjord, rises the Nuppivarre (2675 ft.).
On the E.
,

,

—
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KARASJOK.
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side of the Altenfjord is the interesting Aure, with the scanty ruins of
the old fort of Altenhus, while on the mainland is the trading-station of
Jupvik, near which potatoes flourish. In July the temperature here is
sometimes 98° Fahr. In the neighbourhood of Jupvik is a small but pic
turesque 'bird-mountain'.
The steamer steers from J0fksfjord through the Stjernsund, between
the Stjerne and the mainland, and past the mouth of the Langfjord, to
Talvik ('pine-bay'), a pretty spot, with a church.
Then to Stremsnces
on the Kaafjord,
whence we may visit Kaafjords Kobbervcerk, a small
Next
copper -mine.
Bossekop ('whale-bay' ; bosso , Lappish for 'whale' ; good quarters),
with the church of Alten, at the foot of the Kongshavnfjeld (705 ft.), about
4 Kil. to the E. of the mouth of the salmon-river Alten-Elv. Important
fairs are held here on lst Dee. and 3rd March, to which Lapps flock in their
curious sledge-boats.
They bring reindeer-flesh, butter, and game (some
times as many as 10,000 ptarmigan) which they exchange for fish , flour,
and groceries.
From Bossekop to Vads0 via Karasjok, 6-7 days. A guide (vappus,
pilot) who understands Lappish is necessary. Travelling equipment, see
pp. xxiv, 257. The first half of the journey is accomplished on horseback.
Beyond the Altengaard the route crosses the Alten-Elv, and leads inland,
We pass a number of 'sieidi', or sacred stones ('sieidi-gergi',
to the S.E.
oracle stones; several at the end of the Kongshavnfjeld, proj ecting into the
Altenfjord), and 'sacred mountains' ('basse varek').
The first night is generally spent in the Jodkastue or Romsdalsstue, by
the small lake ofJodkajavre (about 45 Kil. from Bossekop).
Farther on
we observe to the N.E. the Vuorie-Tjokk, a bare conical mountain, and to
the E. the Vuolla-Njunnes , once famous places of sacrifice.
The country
is mostly wooded, and the valleys are often very picturesque. We next
reach the large lake of Jesijavre (1595 ft.), which we either skirt or cross
by boat, and then descend the valley of the rapid, but navigahle Jesjokk
to the Mollesjokstue, the second 'Fjeldstue' or refnge, about 40 Kil. beyond
We then cross the fjeld to (35 Kil.) the third station, the
Jodkajavre.
Zaurisstue, on the Zarijokjavre. Hence we either proceed direct, by the
Qeimo Javre, to (25 Kil.) Karasjok, or go first to (16 Kil.) the Karasjokka
('rapid river') and descend on its left bank to (16 Kil.) Karasjok.
—

—

—

—

Karasjok (440 ft. ; Fandrem's Hotel), with about 300 settled inhab., has
church and a large school-house, and is a good place for seeing life
The remainder ofthe journey is made by boat. About
among the Lapps.
15 Kil. farther to the E. the Karasjokka unites with the Anarjokka. The
combined rivers form the Tana-Elv, the right bank of which is Russian.
At Levvajok, halfway to Polmak, a new 'fjeldstue' has been built, in
which the night may be spent. On the second day the Storfos must be
passed by means of a portage ; but the other rapids are dangerous only
when the river is low. At the church of Polmak both banks of the river
are Norwegian.
At Stioppanjarga, 8 Kil. above Seida (p. 257), wequitthe
boat, and bave 20 Kil. of road to traverse to Nyborg (p. 257).
a

—

From

0ksfjord

the mail-boat steers to the

N.,

towards the

moun-

tainous

Sere, on which are the stations of Hasvik and Gaashopen.
This island, as well as the Stjerne and Seiland, which conceal the
mouth of the Altenfjord (p. 249), to the right, have the tableland
in Finmarken
In Seiland rises the Jadki
with its unexplored glaciers. Numerous bays cut deep
into the island. Between Seiland and the curiously shaped island
of Haajen, which rises abruptly on the W. side and gradually on
the E. side , we steer towards the harbour of Hammerfest. Before
entering it, we look to the right into the strait of Stremmen, sep
arating Seiland from the Kvale , on which Hammerfest lies. A

character

(3527 ft.),

common

to the

HAMMERFEST.

North Cape.
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of the Kvale narrows the strait to 1 Kil. at one point,
which the reindeer herds are made to swim to their summer

promontory
across

pastures

in Seiland.

30 S.M.

(from Tromse) Hammerfest (Hotel Nordpolen;

Jensen's

Brit. vice-consul, Mr. G. Robertson), founded in 1787,
town of 2200 inhab. , is the northernmost town in the
40' 11" N. lat. , 23° 45' 25" E. long.). The town is

Hotel, plain ;
and

now a

world

(70°

wholly timber-built. The Grennervolds-Gade skirts the harbour,
with the Rom. Cath. church and the telegraph-office. To the S.W.
is the better quarter ofthe town, with the Stor-Gade as the princip
al Street, and the Protestant church, the town-hall, and the schools,

ali rebuilt since the great fire of 1890. Hammerfest is a very lively
place in summer, when the sun does not set from 13th May to 29th

July. (Conversely, the sun never rises froml8thNov. to 23rdJan.;
light introduced in 1891 affords some compensation.)

but the electric

It carries on a busy trade with Russia. The Vesteraalens Steamship
Co. maintains a line of steamers between Hammerfest and Spitzbergen in summer (p. 260), and fishing-fleets are also dispatched
hence to Spitzbergen and the Kata Sea. Cod-liver oil, prepared in
boileries

is the most valuable

commodity of the place.
'ancient and fish-like smeli'.
The
the Grennervolds-Gade leads to the N.
round the harbour, then to the W. to (20 min.) the promontory of
Fuglnas, to which we may also row direct from the steamer. At the
end is a lighthouse (disused, of course, in summer), with the dwelling of the keeper. A conspicuous little column of granite, called
the Meridianstette, crowned with a globe in bronze, has also been
erected here to commemorate the measurement of degrees in 1816-52,
undertaken, as the Latin and Norwegian inscriptions record, 'by
the geometers of three nations, by order of King Oscar I. and EmOn the Fuglnaes Sir Ed
perors Alexander I. and Nicholas L'
ward Sabine made some of his famous experiments with the pendulum in 1823. Fine view of the town. A hill above the column,
to the E., commands a view of the N.
horizon, and consequently
of the midnight sun.
A long hill above Hammerfest, on which, as we steam into the har
bour, we observe a stone signal with a wooden top, is called 'Sadlen
('saddle'; pron. Sahlen). An easy footpath, beginning beside the square
band-stand at the W. end of the Stor-Gade, ascends the slopes in windings
to the (1/4 hr.) top, whence there is a fine view of the town and harbour.
We may descend by the valley on the E. side, where we reach the carriage-road at the little lake Storvand. On the other side of the lake we
observe the remains of a birch-grove and several small country-houaes.
Ascending gradually for about 20 min. more from the signal, we reach
the top of Sadlen, which overlooks the
glaciers and snow-mountains of
Seiland and the S0r0. This point is not, however,
high enough for an
unimpeded view of the midnight sun.
numerous

,

Hence the

all-pervading
prolongation of

—

—

Time
ft. ;

permitting, the traveller
tufva, 'hill'), which rises

should not omit to ascend the "Tyven
to the S. of the town (iVs-2 hrs.).
Our
directions will enable him to dispense with a guide. We follow the road
to the E. of the Sadlen, above the Storvand, and then tura to the

(1230
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right, following the telegraph-wires , but keeping well to the right to
The Tyven is the high hill at the foot of which
avoid the swamps.
A little farther on we pass under the wires and ascend
the wires run.
to the left to a height covered with loose stones, pass a small pond,
and reach (1 hr.) the foot of the abrupt Tyven. Here we turn to the
left and skirt the base of a huge precipice, ascending the somewhat
steep course of a small brook, fringed with willows (Salix arctica) and
dwarf birches (Betula nana). At the top of the gully we obtain a view
of the sea towards the W. and the villas on the lake to the W., above
which lies another small lake.
Large herds of tame reindeer, whose peculiar grunting ('Grynte') is heard a long way off, always graze here in
summer. We now ascend steeply to the right, passing an expanse of snow,
which lies on the right, and then, keeping stili more to the right, reach
(3/i hr.) the summit, which is marked by a pyramid of stones. The Tyven
descends very abruptly on the W. side , with the sea washing its base,
near which lies a bay with meadows, a birch-wood,
and several houses.
Towards the E. we survey the barren and desolate Kvale, with its nu
merous ponds, and to the S. and W. long mountain-ranges ,
snow-fields,
and glaciers. The islands of Seiland and S0r0 are particularly conspicuous.
To the N. stretches the vast horizon of the Arctic Ocean. Of Hammer
fest itself the Fuglnsea only is visible.
The best way back ia by the
summit of the Sadlen (p. 251), to the W., where the view is similar,
though lesa extensive. Returning by this route, we take 4 hrs. for the
whole excursion; otherwise 3-3V2 hra. suffice.
—

Beyond Hammerfest the land ceases to be of any account ex
cept as subservient to the sea, and fish becomes the centre of ali
interests. The landscape is thoroughly Arctic, and the vegetatiou
is so scanty, that a patch of grass 'which might be covered with a
On the right the coast
copy of the Times' is hailed as a meadow.
deeply indented with fjords. On the left there are but few
islands, between which we pass long stretches of the open sea.
6 S.M. Rolfsehavn , on the Rolfse. To the N. of the Rolfse,
and separated from it by the Troldfjordsund, is the Inge, beyond
which lies Fruholmen, with the northernmost lighthouse in Nor
—

is

way

(71° 4').

3 S.M. Have , in
and a Landhandler.

bay on the Have , with a church , a pastor,
To the left rises a pointed hill called the
Sukkertop ('sugar-loaf). The mail-steamers of Lines II and III here
enter the Maassund and touch at the Maase, with its church, par
sonage, and Landhandler's house, before proceeding to the Mageresund(p.254). The tourist-steamers, however, and also the mail
steamers

a

of Line I steer to the N. , between the Hjelmse, on the left,
At the N. end of the Hjelmse is a
countless sea-fowl, with the fantast-

Maase, on the right.
'bird-mountain', the haunt of
ically shaped Hjelmsetoren.
and the

—

to the E.

2 S.M. Gjesvar,

(stappi,

The

Gjesvartop

soon Comes

In front of it is the next mail-steamer station
on

old Norsk for

with dense flocks of

an

in

sight

—

island.

'column'),

gulls, auks,

To the N. rise the *Stappene
pointed rocky islands covered
and other sea-fowl. When scared

four

number of the birds rise in dense snow-like
clouds, uttering peculiar cries. Other birds take to the water, but
great numbers remain sitting on the ledges of the rock. To the

by

a

cannon-shot

a

right opens the Tuefjord, cutting deep into the Magere.

The steamer

to the North

NORTH CAPE.

Cape.
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then rounds the long and low Knivskjar- or Knivskjal-Odde , on
which a steamer struck during a fog in 1881, projecting beyond the
Cape, and soon (17 S.M. from Hammerfest) sights the North Cape,
which presents a majestic appearance although of moderate height.

Cape (968 ft.; 71° 10' 40" N. lat., 26° 39" E.
named Kneskanas by the early geographer Schoning , a
dark-grey slate-rock, furrowed with deep clefts, rising abruptly
from the sea, is regarded as the northernmost point of Europe,
though the Nordkyn (p. 255) is the most N. continental point.
Travellers land in the Hornvik, on the N.E. side of the Cape. Up
the green mossy slope, which is swampy, stony, and steep at places,
the Steamboat Co. has constructed a path, and provided it with a
rope fastened to iron stanchions for the benefit of bad walkers.
(Stout shoes for the ascent and wraps for the summit are very advisable.) We take about 50 min. to reach the top of the plateau,
where a wire, very acceptable in foggy weather, leads in 20 min.
A granite column here commemorates
more to the extreme point.
the visit of King Oscar II. in 1873, and a beacon records that of
Emperor William II. in 1891. In a pavilion travellers await the
hour of midnight, usually quaffing indifferent champagne (at 12 kr.
per bottle) purveyed by the watchman who lives in the Hornvik
in summer. The view embraces the open sea to the W., N., and E. ;
to the S.W. we see the Hjelme and the Rolfse; to the E., in the
distance, the Nordkyn; to the S. the plateau of the Magere, with
its patches of snow, ponds, and scanty vegetation.
'The northern sun creeping at midnight at the distance of five diameters along the horizon, and the immeasurable ocean in apparent con
tact with the skies, form the grand outlines in the sublime picture preThe incessant cares and pursuits of
sented to the astonished spectator.
The **North

long.),

anxious mortals are recollected as a dream ; the various forms and energies of animated nature are forgotten; the earth is contemplated only
in its elements, and as constituting a part of the solar system'.
Acerbi,
'Travels to the North Cape'. London, 1802.
—

'And then uprose before me,
the water's edge,
The huge and haggard shape
Of that unknown North Cape,
Whose form is like a wedge'.

Upon

Longfellow.

To the E. of the North Cape is an excellent fishing-ground (comp. p. 236),
where pasaengers are usually indulged with an hour or two of hand-line
fishing from the deck of the steamer, the sailors gladly assisting novices.

34. From the North

Cape

to Vads0.

The direct distance from the North Cape to Vads0 ia about 45
S.M.,
but the courae of the steamer, dippiug deeply into numeroua
fjords, is at
least 100 S.M. long.
The mail-steamers take 62-70 hours.

Beyond the North Cape the sole attraction of the voyage consists in the utter bleakness and solemnity of the scene. Both main
land and islands now consist of vast and monotonous
plateaux,
called Naringe, rising to 1000-2000 ft., and
unrelieved

generally
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From the North

Cape

by valleys. The steamboat traverses long fjords without coming in
sight of a boat, a human habitation, or even a bush, for half-a-day
at

a

At the heads of these fjords, on the other hand, we freflnd smiling little colonies, surrounded with a few bushes

time.

quently

and trees.
From the Maase (p. 252) the mail-steamers steer to the E.
through the Mageresund, between the large Magere, the N. end of
which is the North Cape, and the mainland. On the Magere are the
stations of Honningsvaag and (6 S.M. from Maase) Kjelvik, with
a church and Landhandler's house.
Beyond Kjelvik the steamer passes the Porsangernas, glittering with white quartz, and enters the Porsanger Fjord, about
120 Kil. long and 20 Kil. broad, into which numerous streams fall
at its S. end. In July and August the 'Sei' (saithe, Gadus virens),
a fish of the cod
species, is largely caught here in nets, each of
which requires 30-40 men and 6-8 boats to manage it. The proximity of a shoal is indicated by the black and ruffled look of the water
and the attendant flock of thousands of sea-gulls. The Sei enters the
fjord in pursuit of the 'Lodde' (Osmerus arcticus, a kind of smelt),
which resorts to the shore to spawn.
5 S.M. (from Kjelvik) Repvaag, near the Tamse, a fiat island
with extensive moors , where the 'Multebaer' (cloud-berry , Rubus

cìiamamorus)
5 S.M.

grows in abundance.
with church, pastor,

Kistrand,

doctor,

and

telegraph

station.
On the E. side of the Porsanger Fjord is the peninsula oiSpirteNjarga, at the N. end of which is the headland of *Svserholtklubben,
an almost sheer rock of clay-slate, about 1000 ft. in height, a re
sort of millions of sea-fowl. The owner of the headland is the Landa small bay to the E., of which
He derives a good in
the sole inhabitants.
come from the sea-fowls' eggs; and the dead birds are used as fodder, being buried for a time, and afterwards packed in casks.

handler of
he and his

Svarholt,
family

which lies in

are

The mail-steamers

6 S.M.

now

Laxefjord, and cali at
prettily situated place, with

steer S. into the

the E.

—

Lebesby,
bank,
church, shop, etc.; Numerous coast-lines are observed (p. xxxiii),
up to 200 ft. high, and generally in pairs, one above the other.
Returning from Lebesby, the steamer passes the mouth of the
Eidsfjord, at the head of which lies the narrow Hopseid, separating
it from the Hopsfjord. We next round the Drottviknaring, a pro
montory between the Laxefjord and the small Kjellefjord. At the
end ofthe promontory rises the Store Finkirke, a huge rock, formerly
rcvered by the Lapps ; and in the Kjellefjord, a little beyond it, is
on

a

The vertical strafa of sandstone here are like
basalt. At the head of the fjord we reach
7 S.M. Kjellefjord, an 'Anncxkirke' of Lebesby, with several
houses and 'Gammer' (see p. 245). The shore and the bottom of the

the Lille Finkirke.

—

to

VARD0.

Vadse.
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fjord are covered with boulders. An old coast-level is distinctly
traceable on the right. Leaving the Kjellefjord, the vessel steers
round the Redevag ('red wall') to the station of
^
2 S.M. Skjetningberg, and along the bold cliffs of the CorgaìNjarga (pron. Chorgash), a large peninsula connected with the main
land by the narrow isthmus of Hopseid. The N. end of the peninsula
is the Nordkyn (or Kinnerodden), in 71° 6' N. lat., the northernTwo bold mountains on
most point of the mainland of Europe.
the W. side guard the entrance to a basin, in which lies Sandvar,
a solitary fisherman's hut.
The masses of quartzose rock, broken
into enormous slabs, have a very imposing effect. Next, on the
right, are the headland of Smerbringa and the fiat Sletnas, with a
curious rock-formation called 'Biskopen' (the bishop).
The next station is (6 S.M.) Mehavn, with the whaling-station
and train-oil manufactory of Svend Foyn. Then (3 S.M.) Qamvik.
Passing Omgang, the steamer now enters the large Tanafjord, about
70 Kil. in length, and skirts the E. bank, with its variegated
quartzose rocks. To the W. at one point we see across the narrow
Hopseid into the Laxefjord. The hills on the E. side of the fjord
increase in height, culminating in the Stangenasfjeld (2315 ft.).
To the W. , farther on, is Digermulen, a peninsula separating the
Tanafjord from the Langfjord, and to the S. rises the Algas- Varre
('holy mountain'), above Guldholmen. We cali at (2 S.M.) Finkongkjeilen and at
6 S.M. Stangenas (Lapp Vagge, 'valley'), where there is a guano
factory. Bushes, trees, and even potatoes are seen here. From
this point we look up the Vestre and 0stre Tanafjord, and the LeeThe water is too shallow to admit of
botten, a bay to the S.E.
the steamer going on to Guldholmen (p. 257).
The steamer turns and steers down the Tanafjord, skirts the
Tanahorn (865 ft.), at the N. end of the peninsula otRago-Njarga,
and steers to the E. to (7 S.M.) Berlevaag, (5 S.M.) Makur, and
(4 S.M.) Syltefjord (Lapp Orddo- Vuodna), with a 'Fugleberg' ('bird
The scenery becomes more and more
hill') of sea-gulls and auks.
dreary, and the shore lower (400-500 ft.), while fog and many
stretches of snow intensify the gloom. This whole peninsula is
named the Varjag-Njarga, and is separated from the Rago-Njarga
by the Kongsfjord.
1 S.M. Havningbergr with neat houses. To the left, at a height of
20-40 ft., lies the former coast-line, above which run the telegraph
wires. To the W. is the projecting headland of Harbaken. Near
Havningberg is the cavern of Ovnen ('oven'), nearly 100 ft. in depth.
—■

—

—

—

3 S.M. Vard« (Cornelius Lund's Hotel ; British vice-consul, Mr.
K.J. S. Holmboe), a town of 2500 inhab., the chief fishing-station
in Finmarken, lies in N. lat. 70° 22' 35" and E. long. 30° 7'
24", on an
island which is separated from the mainland by the Bussesund. The
town has two
harbours, the larger and deeper being on the N. side,
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protected by
neat houses

a

VADS0.

From the North

Cape

and the other on the S. side. The
and their little gardens grow a few
1893, Dr. Frithjof Nansen set sail from

large breakwater,
roofed with turf,

are

On July 21st,
"Varde in the polar-steamer 'Fram', and here, on Aug. 13th, 1896,
he and his companion, Fred. Hjalmar Johansen, first set foot on
Norwegian soil on their return, landing from the British yacht
'Windward', which had brought them from Franz Joseph Land.
To the W. of the town is the fortress of Vardehtus, founded about
To this
1310, and now of no importance (garrison of 16 men

vegetables.

only).

indebted for her acquisition of Finmarken. Inscriptions here commemorate the visits of Christian IV.,
King of Denmark and Norway , in 1599, and Oscar IL, King of
Sweden and Norway, in 1873.
To the E. ofthe fortress is a large
Train OH Boilery.
To the E. of the town rises the timber-built
Church. In the vicinity are numerous 'Hjelder' for drying fish.
If time permit, we ascend the (20 min.) Vardefjeld (102 ft.), a

fortress, however, Norway

was

—

rocky hill behind the church, overlooking the town and island, the
Domen (535 ft.)to the S. E., the open sea to the E., and the district
of Syd-Varanger to the S., with the adjoining Russian territory.
The astronomer Pater Max Ilell of Selmecz in Hungary observed the
transit of Venus across the sun from the isthmus between the two harbours in 1768-69. The church-register stili contains a note written by him
on 22nd June, 1769.
The climate here is mild, so that sheep spend the
winter in the open air ; but violent storms are frequent in winter (max
imum cold 5° Fahr.).
Comp. p. xxxviii.
—

The voyage from Varde to Vadse takes 31/2-4V2 hours.
We
past the islands of Rene and Home. On Rene is

steer to the N.E.

the summer-residence of the commandant of

Vardehus, consisting

of two turf-covered huts resembling 'Gammer' (p. 245). The down
and eggs of the sea-fowl on the island form part of his income.
The shore continues exceedingly barren. In the interior rise the
Ruyttotjock unABeljek. We pass the small trading-station ofKiberg
and skirt the S. side of the Vadse, on which the town of that name

formerly lay.
10 S.M. (55 from Hammerfest) Vadsa (Hotel Krogh ; Aanstad's
Hotel; British vice-consul, Mr. B.M. Akermand), a town with 2000

inhab.,
of the

half Finns

peninsula

of

('Kvaener'),

lies in 70° 4' N. lat., at the S. end
The Lapp name of the place is

Varjag-Njarga.

Cacce-Suollo (pron. chahtze), theFinnish Vesi-Saari, both signifying 'water-island'. The Finns, chiefly immigrants from the Russian
principality of Finnland, who live at Ytre- Vadse, the E. suburb, have
several

peculiarities.

At their bath-room

('Sauna') a Russian vapour

bath may be ordered by the curious. On every side are odoriferous
'Hjelder' for drying fish. Potatoes, a few stunted mountain-ashes

and

plum-trees, and several of our spring-flowers, such as forgetcampion, brave the climate. The pretty Church stands

me-not and
on

a

hill to the N. of the town.
of 1661. Under the tower,

picture

The

sacristy

contains

which may be

a

votive
is a

ascended,
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curious offertory-box. The Residens of the Amtmand is attractive.
The shops sell interesting Russian articles ('Naeverskrukker' or

'bark-pouches', etc).
A Local Steamer
Feom VADse to Vagge on the Tanafjord.
plies to Nyborg in 3 hrs. (fare 3 kr. 55 0.); we drive thence to Seida in
2y2-3 hrs. (about 18 kr.); cross the river and drive to Tananai in about
2 hrs. ; ferry thence to Guldholmen ; and row thence toVagge in lV4hr. (about
6 kr.). Careful inquiry should be made of the captain of the mail-steamer
He may alao be asked
as to the day and hour of her arrivai at Vagge.
to telegraph to Nyborg for a vehicle to await the traveller's arrivai. The
journey to Guldholmen may be made in a day, but as the mail-steamer does
not reach Vagge until early on Frid. morning, it is advisable to spend
Wed. night at Nyborg.
The locai steamer, to which we may row direct from the mail
steamer , leaves Vadse 1 hr. after the arrivai of the steamer of
—

(p. 221). It steers to the W. up the Varanger Fjord, past
Lapp settlements, the chief of which is Mortensnas, and the
church oiNasseby. The vegetation improves as we ascend the fjord.
Nyborg (quarters at the Landhandler's, where a vehicle is ordered
for the drive to Seida) lies 43 Kil. to the W. of Vadse, near the end
Line III

several

of the
forest

fjord. About 15 Kil.
limit, 650 ft.).

to the N. rises the Madevarre

(1470 ft.

;

We drive across the Seidafjeld (over which extends a 'Rengjaerde', Lapp 'Aide', or fence to prevent the reindeer from straying) to Seida, a newly appointed skyds-station on the E. bank of
,

the Tana, the largest river but one in Norway, noted for its salmon
and the particles of gold it contains. We ferry across to the W.
bank, on which a new carriage-road descends via Maskjock , where
a tributary stream is
crossed, Bonakàs, and the church of Tana, to
Tananas. Thence we take a rowing-boat to the island of
—

Guldholmen ('gold island' ; good quarters). Thence we must
start not later than 4 a.m. on Frid. in order to catch the southward
bound steamer at Vagge, where there are no quarters.

35.

Syd-Varanger.

Local Steamers ply from both Vard0 and Vads0 to the Std-Vakanoee, a district extolled by the Norwegians (aee Friis's Finmarken), where
we see the Lapps and the industrious Finns to advantage.
The explorer
should have a veil ('Sl0r'), covering the whole head and fastened round the
neck, and if possible a mosquito-tent ('Eaggas') also , as gnats (Culex pipiens) occur in such swarms as sometimes to darken the sun.

Syd-Varanger, the district to the S. of the Varanger Fjord, was
long a subject of dispute between Norway and Russia, but the frontier was at length defined by the convention of May, 1826, and confirmed in 1834. This region abounds in timber (whence it is known
as
'Raftelandet', the land of planks orrafters), in fish, and in birds.
The locai steamer conveys us across the Varanger Fjord to the
S. from Vadse to Bug-enses (good quarters at the Landhandler's), at
Baedeker's Norwav and

Swpdpn

7it,

tt^w

j^
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the mouth of the Bugefjord, which runs a long way inland. On
the W. side of the fjord rises the Bugenasfjeld (1805 ft.), and to
the E. the Brasfjeld (1335 ft.). On the right opens the Kjefjord,
the banks of which
of the bare

are

Begfjord, which
Langfjord.
At Kirkenas,

farther

We skirt the N. side

almost uninhabited.

and steer to the S. into the
branches into the Klosterfjord and the

touch at

Skogere,

on

Hjelme,

on the promontory between these
fjords, are the
church and parsonage of Syd-Varanger (rooms at Landhandler
Figenschou's). Farther up the fjord (5 Kil.) lies the station Elvenees
(rooms at the Lensmand's), at the mouth of the large Pasvik-Elv or

named after the monastery of Peisen once situated
The steamer goes on, weather permitting, to Hvalen, Jarfjordbunden, Pasvik (see below), Smaastrem, and the Russian fron-

Kloster-Elv,

here.

Elv. Some 4-5 Kil. beyond Elvenaes is the
named after two Russian saints, situated on
the left bank of the Pasvik, in a Russian 'enclave' of 4/g Engl.
sq. M. Here reside the Skolte-Lapps ('scalp Lapps'), so named
from the fact that they were formerly bald from disease.
The Pasvik-Elv consists of a series of lakes, some of them
10-20 Kil. long, connected by about thirty waterfalls, and for a
distance of 100 Kil. forms the frontier between Norway and Russia.
tier

chapel

Its

the Jacobs

on

of

Boris-Gleb,

source

sq. M. in

-

is the Enare-Trask

area.

(367 ft.),

a

lake

nearly 550 Engl.

A visit may be paid from Boris-Gleb to the Storfos
and to the (6-7 Kil.) Harefos (Njoammel Guoika,

—

(Gieddegavdnje)

'hare-fall'), on the Valegas-Javre, a lake full of trout ; also to the
(40 Kil.) Mànnikb-Koski ('pine-waterfall'), through the fine forest
scenery of the Syd-Varanger.
A good road leads from Elvenaes to the

Jarfjord,

on

which

we

may

to

row

Pasvik

(9 Kil.) head of the
(from the Lapp basse,

'sacred'), a fishing hamlet with a good harbour. A little farther to
the E. is Jacobselvs-Kapel, the last steamboat-station, and the last
place in Norway. Since the visit of Oscar II. in 1873, recalled by
a marble
slab, the place has been named 'Oscar den Andens Kapel'
Itlies on the Jacobs-Elv (Lapp Vuorjem), here the boundary between
Norway and Russia. The 'Lodde' (smelt) fishery here is very im
.

portant, the fish being largely used

as

bait.

following Lapp words (in which e = eh, e = ts, and s = sh) oc
cur frequently : duoddar, mountain ; varre, hill ; varre-oaaive, hill-top ;
tjokk, point; njarg, promontory, peninsula; suolo, island; gedge, stone;
cacce, water ; vuodna, fjord ; javre, lake ; gaiva, spring ; jokkì, river; guaita,
waterfall ; njalmi, estuary ; jcekna , glacier ; olmùs, person, human being ;
goalte, house; maa , land; buocco, reindeer; suoppan, lasso; guosse, cow ;
guSsse-voja, cow's-fat, butter ; guolle fish ; guvtjin trout ; muorra tree ;
dcedno, fir, pine; kumse, cradle ; pulk, kjeerris , sledge; beska, fur-coat;
gabmagak, shoes; skalkomager, fur-boots; bellinger, leathern gaiters ; nibe,
knife; doppa, edge; bcenagulam, a mile (literally 'as far as a dog's bark
is heard').
The Lapp greeting on entering a house is 'rafthe vissui'
(peace to your house)! The answer, 'ibmel addi' (God grant it) ! 'Burisf
or kbuorre beeive' (good day)!
Answer, Hbmel addiV
The

,

—

,

,
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36. From the

Altenfjord

to

Haparanda

in Sweden.

About 705 Kil. (438 Engl. M.), a fatiguing journey of 11-13 days. From
Alten lo Kautokeino 4 days , thence to Muoniovara 3-4 days, and from
Muoniovara to Haparanda 4-5 days. This route has been trodden by L. von
Buch, Acerbi, Martins, Bravais, Oscar Schmidt, and other scholars and
naturalista, but has no attraction except for purposes of science or of sport.
The best time is between the middle of August and the middle of September. Earlier the mosquitoes are insufferable ; later the days draw in
and snow begins to fall. The traveller's passport must be visi by a Russian
ambassador or consul (a consul at Hammerfest).

Fb.om Alten to Kautokeino, about 134 Kil. by the route across
the mountains to the W- of the Alten-Elv, or 155 Kil. if we follow
that river. We prefer the first of these routes, and engagé guide
and horses for the whole journey to Karesuando. Four 'Fjeldstuer'
aflord shelter, but provisions must be taken. The highest part of
the vast fjeld which the route traverses is the Nuppivarre (2730 ft. ;
'varre' the Lapp, 'vara' the Finnish for mountain). The stations
are : 36 Kil. Gargiastue
(360 ft.); 20 Kil. Suolovuobme or Solovom
(1300 ft.) ; 26 Kil. Piggejavre (1110 ft.) ; 52 Kil. Kautokeino.
The

longer route, following the Alten-Elv (Alatajokki), crosses
Beskadosfjeld to the Ladnijaure and Masi (810 ft.), in order
avoid the Sautzofosse, the rapids in the lower part of the river.

the
to

On the upper part, where there is little stream, we row up to
Kautokeino (865 ft. ; good quarters at the Landhandler's, or at
the Lensmand's, who is obliging and well informed), a settlement
of Lapps and a few Finns, most of whom are absent in summer,
with a church and parsonage. The sides of the village-well are
coated with ice below. A few birches, but no pines. The name
Kautokeino ('highest of the way') has been explained as marking
the highest point on the way from the Arctic Ocean to the Baltic Sea.
—

From Kautokeino to Kakesu andò (ca. 100 Kil. or62Engl. M.),
days. We either ride or row up the Alten-Elv to (14 Kil.)
Mortas. Thence to Syvajàrvi in Finland (Russia), 55 Kil. more.
The frontier, which we cross 11 Kil. before reaching this place,

two

is formed by the watershed (about 1850 ft.) between the Arctic
Ocean and the Gulf of Bothnia. A ride of 28 Kil. more, presenting little interest, brings us to
—

Karesuando

church. The

(Ì060ft.; Inn),

Muonio-Elf

the first village in Sweden, with a
is here 400 ft. wide. Barley is cultivated.

Muoniovara (ca. 100 Kil. or62Engl.M.),
down the Muonio-Elf, the boundary be
tween Sweden and Finland. The trip is very interesting, and the
passage of the rapids is free from danger. It is usuai to hire a boat
and rowers as far as Muonio-Niska ('beginning ofthe
Muonio') on
theFinland side, or to Muonio- Vara (good quarters) on the Swedish
Side; but a fresh boat may be engaged at each station: 20 Kil.
Kuttainen; 20 Kil. Palojuensun; 30 Kil. Ketkisuando (12 Kil. be
low which are seen the first pines); 20 Kil. Rosteranta; 10 Kil.
Feom Karesuando

in

one

day by

to

boat

17*
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Muoniovara (760 ft.), prettily situated, with corn-fields. An inter
esting description of the salmon-spearing in the Muonio by torchlight is given by L. vonBuch.
From Muoniovara to Haparanda (365 Kil. or 226 Engl.
M.j,
boat, first on the Muonio, and then on the Torneà-Elf. The

also by

of the

Muoniokoski, a cataract upwards of 2 Kil. long, is
Muoniovara, ^hr. distant. The descent is very exciting
(2 kr. to the 'fors-styrman'). The foaming river careers wildly
through a narrow gully and over sunken rocks.
rushing

audible at

The boat from Muoniovara to Ruskola (see p.
390) is manned by
three boatmen, holds two passengers only, and costs about 80 kr.
Besides the cataracts just mentioned we descend a series of other

rapids.

The whole voyage

(about 280 Kil.)

takes

2!/2-3

days. Good

Matarengi,

Kihlangi, Kengis Bruk (iron -works), Fello, and
with Ofver Tornea and the mountain of Avasaxa

(p. 390),

the Finnish side.

quarters

at

on

Between the

Làppea station and that of Kengis Bruk , 1 hr.
below it, the large Muonio-Elf falls into the Torneà-Elf, which de
scends from the Tórneà-Tràsk (65 Kil. long; 1130 ft. above the
sea), to the E. of the Ofotenfjord. At Pello (265 ft.) the costumes
ofthe natives are interesting.
At the Kittis, a hill here, ends a
degree of longitude measured by Maupertuis in 1736.
From Matarengi, where it is usuai to land, to Haparanda, see
p. 390.
From Làppea (see above) onwards there is also a land-route,
which may be chosen as an alternative to the boat-voyage.

37. From Hammerfest to

Spitzbergen.

About 750 Kil. (465 Engl. 31.). The steamer 'Lofoten', of the Vesteraalens Dampskibs-Selskab, sailing in connection with the express-steamer
from Trondhjem (p. 221), plies once weekly in July and August from Ham
merfest to Spitzbergen in 2l/2 days. It starts for the return-voyage (via the
North Cape) on the evening of the day of arrivai, so that travellers by this
Return-fares from Trondhjem
line usually spend a week on Spitzbergen.
480 kr., from Hammerfest 360 kr., including food; board and lodging at
the Tourist Hotel (p. 261), 10 kr. per day (wine, etc, extra).
Farther
particulars from the steamship company's agents (C. A. Gundersen in
the
usuai
Bergen, Holger Fischer in Christiania, Krogh in Trondhjem) or from
tourist-agencies (p. xiv). A deposit of bl. is necessary to secure a berth.
A tourist-steamer of the Nordenfjeldske Dampskibs-Selskab, commanded
by the experienced Arctic navigator, Capt. W. Bade, makes an annual pleasure-cruise in August from Hamburg, along the W. coast of Norway, to
Spitzbergen and back (30 days, including a week on Spitzbergen). Return
fares from Hamburg 800-1800 marks (40-902.), according to accommodation.
Particulars from Capt. Bade, Wismar, Mecklenburg, Germany.
The steamer 'Augusta Victoria1 of the Hamburg -American Steamship Co.
also plies in the season to Spitzbergen, remaining there one day.
Warm clothing should be taken for the voyage, although in Spitz
bergen the thermometer never sinks below freezing-point in July and seldom in August.
Stout boots are of course necessary for excursions on
land. Sportsmen should provide themselves with a tent and waterproof

ground-sheets

or

sleeping-sacks.

37. Route.
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was discovered in 1596
About halfway between
the Scandinavian mainland and Spitzbergen, in 74° N. lat., lie the
uninhabited Bear Islands, a precipitous group of islets culminating
in Moimt Misery (1760 ft.), also discovered by Barents. Innumerable
flocks of Arctic birds are found on these islands, and the sea to the

Spitzbergen ,

a

group of Arctic islands

,

by the Dutch navigator Willem Barents.

S. of them is a resort of whales.
About midday on the second day after leaving Hammerfest the
steamer is off the S. cape (76° 26' N. lat.) of the W. or main island
It skirts the W. coast, where the Hornsund-Spik
of Spitzbergen.
(4560 ft.) rises picturesquely, passes the mouth of Bell Sound, and
enters the Isfjord or Ice Fjord, the largest inlet on this coast, running
deep into the land. To the N. of the entrance rises the Dedmand
('Dead Man'; 2480 ft.), to the E. of which opens Safe Haven, with
its magnificent glaciers. Numerous other sharp peaks and glaciers,
ali terminating in precipitous cliffs towards the sea, are seen as we
proceed. The N. shore of the fjord, like the greater part of the
whole W. coast , consists of primitive granite and gneiss, and its
Alpine formations present a striking contrast to the gently sloping
S. shore, which belongs to a later (miocene) period and where the
mountains are at some distance from the sea.
The steamer passes Green Harbour and Coal Bay (so called from
its seams of coal), and on the morning of the third day drops anchor
in Advent Bay (78° 15' N. lat.).
Here stands the Tourist Hotel,
built by the Vesteraalens Dampskibs-Selskab in 1896 , with room
for 30 guests and an excellent commissariat.
On a neighbouring
height are the remains of a clay-hut erected in Oct., 1895, by four

Norwegian reindeer-hunters,
island by the
testify to the

who

were

prevented

of the
of the Arctic winter.

unusually early freezing

sea

from

leaving

the

; while two graves

The sun shines here
hardships
for four months uninterruptedly during summer, and the Gulf
Stream, which washes the entire W. coast and part of the N.W.
coast of West Spitzbergen, modifies the climate very considerably.
The snow melts to the height of 1300-1600 ft. above the sea-level,
and the ground is covered with a rich flora of flowers, ferns, moss,
and lichen.
The hotel is

a very welcome starting-point for Excursions. To
Augusta Victoria, the broad glaciers of which are well seen from
To the Vogelberg, to the
the hotel; there and back, 3-4 hrs.
To the plateau on the NordenN.W., 5-6 hrs. there and back.
skjbldsberg where fossils of plants may be found, 8-10 hrs. there

Mt.

—

—

,

and

to the summit (2300-2600 ft.), a few hours more. The
wide view from the top ranges over the ice and snow clad interior
of West Spitzbergen.
By rowing-boat to Advent Bay Valley (2024 hrs.) , where the sportsman will flnd numerous reindeer and
Arctic foxes.
By rowing-boat to Sassen Bay, the easternmost bay
of the Ice Fjord, another region affording good sport (3 days; more

back;

—

—
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when the wind is unfavourable).
By the small steamer 'Express'
round the Ice Fjord, passing SassenBay, on the N. shore of which
rises the Tempelberg (1650 ft.), and Cape Thordsen, and returning
by the W. shores of the fjord. (1 day). On Cape Thordsen is the
so-called Nordenskjbld House, where a number of Norwegians perished in the winter of 1872-73. The Swedish polar expedition under
Nordenskjbld spent that winter at Mussel Bay, on the N. coast.
A very attractive excursion , occupying about 3 days, may be
made to the N. along the W. coast of West Spitzbergen. We steer
through the shallow sound separating the island of Prince Charles
Foreland from the main island (larger steamers keep outside), pass
Kings Bay, with the mountain -peaks known as the Tre Kroner
—

projecting from the ice-clad background, then Cross Bay, also with
huge glaciers, and then the Seven Ice Mountains, to Magdalen Bay,

perhaps

the finest of the smaller

land,

to

Dànen-Gat,
Virgo Harbour,

is the house of Mr. Pike

fjords in Spitzbergen. Thence

we

between Danes Island and Amsterdam Is

traverse the

Smeerenburg Sound. On Danes Island
from beside which the Swedish explorer

on
,

S. A. Andrée ascended in his balloon on July llth, 1897. The sheds
and scaffolding used in inflating the balloon are now a heap of ruins.
On the E. Smeerenburg Sound is bounded by jagged mountains and

huge glaciers. On the W. side are the fiat shores of Amsterdam
Island, the site in the 17th cent, of the Dutch summer-settlement
of Smeerenburg
This station carried on so productive a whaling
industry that until the 'right' whale was finally exterminated in
this region, Smeerenburg was regarded as of equal importance with
.

,

Batavia in Java. No traces of the settlement where thousands of
human beings used to spend the summer are now to be seen,

except scattered bones and the well-preserved remains of coffins
from the shallow graves.
Capt. Bade (p. 260) usually continues his voyage to the N. as far as
Sometimes
the 80th parallel , affording a view of the eternai polar ice.
walruses are seen on this voyage, and occasionally polar bears, which dein
the bays
Bears are most numerous
sert West Spitzbergen in summer.
off the Hindelopen or Hinlopen Strait, which separates West Spitzbergen
from North East Land.
When the weather is favourable, the small steamer
can accomplish the excursion from Advent Bay to these straits and back
in 5-6 days.

projecting
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Norsholm to Vestervik and to Pàlsboda 298, 299.
48. From Charlottenberg to Laxa (and Stockholm)
The Fryken Lakes 302.
49. Stockholm

291

293
297

—

.

.

.

301
303

I. Staden andRiddarholmen 309.
II. The Northern Quar
ters 315.
III. The National Museum 321.
IV. Sodermalm 332.
V. Kungsholmen 333.
—

—

—

—

50. Environs of Stockholm
51. From Stockholm to Upsala
52. The Island of Gotland
53. From Stockholm to Vesteràs and Òrebro
From Tillberga to Sala and Krylbo 354.

333
342
349
354

The StromsFrom Frovi to Ludvika 356.
—

holm Canal 355.

—

54. From Kolbàck and Valskog

to Flen , Nykoping , and
Oxelòsund
55. From Gotenburg to Falun
From Daglosen to Filipstad.
Klar-Elf 359.
56. From Stockholm to Lake Siljan via Borlange (Falun)
Lake Siljan

17, 18

357
358
361
362
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Page

From Orsa to Gefle via Falun
From Upsala via Gefle to Ockelbo

57.
58. From Stockholm via Upsala,
Òstersund and Trondhjem

(Bracke, Òstersund)
Ockelbo, and. Bracke to

364
365
366

From Kilafors to Sòderhamn.
From Ljusdal to Hudiksvall 367.
Excuraions from Òstersund 369.
From Hjerpen
—

—

to Levanger via Melen 370.
The Areskutan. From Dufed
to the Tiinnfors and to Levanger 371.
Excursions from
Enafors 372.
—

—

59. From Ange to Sundsvall
60. From Bispgàrden to Sundsvall by the Indals-Elf
61. From Bracke to Luleà
From

Graninge

to Ramsele and via Stròm to

.

.

372
373
374

Norway 375.

From Langsele to Solleftea 375.
From Selsjò to Adals
Liden and the Kilfors. From Vannas to TJmea 376.

—

—

62. From Stockholm to Sundsvall and Hernòsand by Sea

(Luleà, Haparanda)
63. From Hernòsand to Solleftea via the Angerman-Elf.
64. From Sundsvall and Hernòsand to Luleà by Sea

381
383

(Haparanda)
65. From Luleà

to

Kvickjock

From Jockmock to the

377
379

Harsprang 385.

From

—

Kvickjock

Bod0 386.
From Lulea to Gellivara and the Malmberg
From Gellivara to Kvickjock 389.
From Luleà to Haparanda by Sea
to

66.

67.

From

Haparanda

to

Pajala

and

Vittangi.

....

387

389

The Avasaxa 380.

38. Malmo and Southern Skàne.
Arrivai. The Steamboats from Copenhagen and Liibeck land at the
E. quay in the main harbour, at the S. end of which is the Tullhus (PI. 7;
B, 2), or custom-house, where luggage ia examined. The Steam Feeet
Boats from Copenhagen (Angfàrje; PI. B, 1) land in the E. side-harbour,
where there is a special custom-house. A few paces from the S. end of
the main harbour, to the left, is the Railway Station (PI. B, 2) of the
The trav
Sòdra Stambana'(R. 39) ; porter ('barare') 25-35 o. each package.
once
eller should leave his luggage at the station (20 6.) and at
For the
of
the
number
Kommunikationer'
latest
(10 6.).
buy
'Sveriges
return to Copenhagen it should be noted that the steamers start from the
KvEesthuabro, near the Kongens Nytorv (comp. p. 391), while the ferry
boats start from the outside of tbe Toldbod (p. 391), where sometimes no
Steamboats also ply to Stockholm, Gotenburg, etc. ;
cabs are to be had.
others touch here on their way to London, Amsterdam, Bordeaux, etc.
Hotels (both with cafés-restaurants).
Keamee's Hotel
Stor-Torg
(PI. B, 2), R. 1-4, D. ll/2-2V2 kr. ; Hotel Hobn, opposite the railway
station, similar charges.
Post Office (PI. li; B, 2), Òster-Gatan 45.
Telegraph Office, Norra
Vall-Gatan 54 (PI. B, C, 2).
Tramways from the harbour (Hamnen) to
the Stor-Torg , and thence to the S. to Sòdervarn and to the E. to Ostra
U.S. Consular
British Vice-Consul , Mr. Theodore Flensburg.
Tulln.
—

—

,

—

—

—

—

Mr. Peter M. Flensburg.
Sea Baths on the N. side of the harbour (PI.

Agent,

B, 1).
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thriving seaport, the capital of the

Skàne, with 53,900 inhab., lies
hagen (16 Engl. M. distant), in a
of

on

fiat

trade, it possesses
gloves, cotton, tobacco, etc).
Besides its brisk

a

fertile province
Sound, opposite Copen
and uninteresting district.

the

number of manufactories

(of

In the middle ages Malmo was the chief trading town on the Sound,
owing its prosperity mainly to the herring-fishery, which attracted mer
chants from ali parts of the Baltic. It is mentioned for the lirst time in
1259, but it lay at that time in the Vestervàng, now the suburb of Sodervàrn, while the site of the modera town was then occupied by the fishingvillage of Svalperup. During the chequered reign of Christian II. of Den
mark (1513-23) Malmo played a prominent part, headed by the burgomaster
Jiirgen Kock, who introduced the Reformation. The modera prosperity of
the town dates from the end of the 18th cent., when Frans Suell, a merchant,

caused the harbour to be constructed.

TheH ;rbour is on the N. side ofthe town. Crossing the bridge
beside the Custom House (PI. 7 ; B, 2), we follow the Street straight
on to the S. to the Stor-Toeg ('great market'), in which a bronze
Equestrian Statue of Charles X. Gustavus, who united Skàne with
Sweden in 1648, was erected in 1896 from J. Borjeson's design.
At the N.E. angle of the square are the Ràdhus (right) and the
Landshofdinge-Residens (PI. 9), or governor's residence (left).
The*RÀDHus(Pl. 8; B, 2), or town-hall, a handsome edifice in
the Netherlandish Renaissance style, was built in 1546 and entirely
restored in 1864-69.
The groundfloor is of granite, the upper
story, decorated with allegorical statues and medallions, is of brick.
The interior is shown on application to the 'Vàktmàstare' (25-50 6.).
The handsome Knutssal was the council-chamber of the once powerful
Knulsgille ('Guild of Canute'). The Landstingssal contains a collection of
portraits of Danish and Swedish kings and a painting by Cederstrom :
Magnus Stenbock at Malmo in 1709.
Passing between these buildings, we reach the Petm Kyrka
(PI. 5; B, 2), a fine Gothicbrick church, founded in 1319 and restored
in 1890, when the tower was completed.
In the S.E. part of the
town are the St. Pauli Kyrka (PI. 10; C, 3) and the Hògre Elementar-Làroverk (PI. C, 3), or elementary school, with a small museum.
At the W. end of the town is the Malmóhtjs (PI. A, 2, 3), a
—

dating in its present form from 1537. Bothwell, Queen
Mary Stuart's third husband, was imprisoned here in 1573-78, but
his dungeon is now walled up. He died on 14th Aprii, 1578, in
the chàteau of Dragsholm in Zealand. Between the castle and the
town are the pleasant promenades of the Slottspark or Kung Oscars
Park (restaurant), where a band plays twice daily in summer.
A pleasant walk may be taken along the E. pier of the harbour;
restaurant at the Strand-Pavillon (PI. B, 1).
fortress

of

A branch-railway runs to the W. from Malmo to the industriai village
the tali factory-chimneya of which are conspicuoua from the sea.

Limhamn,

Railway

fbom

2 hrs. ; fares 1 kr.

gàrd (68

Kil. , in

Malmo io Tbelleboeg (p. 266; 33 Kil. in
1 kr. 15 o.), and thence via Klagstorp to Ryds-

75,

33/4 hrs.).

—

19 Kil. Hvellinge

(*Gjastgifvaregàrd).
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YSTAD.

Southern

About 4 M. to the W. of Hvellinge, on a bleak sandy
peninsula, lie
the small and ancient little towns 'of Skanor and Falsterbo, once fanied for
theirherring-fisheryandthe'Fair of Skane'. Astorm destroyed their harbours
in 1631, and their population is now about 1000 only.
The old churches
are interesting.
To the S. of Falsterbo is the ruined fort of Falslerbohus.

the southernmost town in Sweden
2500 inhab. and several factories, has steamboat-connection

Trelleborg ( Stads-Hotel),
with

with

V2

Sassnitz,

M.

Nedre,

on

the island of

apart: Trelleborg
at the

Railway

Òfre,

It has two
the main station,

Riigen.

railway-stations
and

pier. Railway to Lund, Nassjò, anAStockholm,
from

Malmo

to

Ystad

Trelleborg
see

R. 39.

(63 Kil., in272-372 hrs.-

fares

2 kr. 80, 2 kr. 25 6.").
6 Kil. Hindby; 11 Kil. Oxie; 16 Kil.
Skabersjb, 3 M. to the N.E. of which is the handsome mansion of
Torup; 21 Kil. Svedala, junction for Lund and Trelleborg (p. 267);
29 Kil. Bbrringe, junction for Òstratorp, a flshing-village near the
Smyge Huk, the S. extremity of Sweden (55° 18' 20" N. lat);
34 Kil. Nàsbyholm ; 39 Kil. Skurup; 51 Kil. Marsvinsholm ; 55 Kil.
Charlottenlund.
63 Kil. Ystad (Hot. du Sud; Brit. vice-consul,
Mr. E. Borg), a busy seaport and manufacturing town, with 8000
inhabitants.
Steamers to Stockholm, Malmo, Copenhagen, Goten
—

—

burg, Stettin, Lubeck, Bergen,
The steamer plying between
(see R. 70; every evening except

etc.

Copenhagen and the Island of Bornholm
Sun.) touches at Ystad on Sat. night.

Railway from Malmo to Cimbrishamn via Tomelilla (96 Kil.,
hrs. ; fares 6 kr. 75, 3 kr. 40 0.).
15 Kil. Staffanstorp,
junction for Lund and Trelleborg (see p. 268) ; 24 Kil. Dalby, with
an old church ; 35 Kil. Veberbd, near which is the Romeleklint,
At (42 Kil.) Oveds Kloster, is
the highest point in S. Skàne.
the chàteau of the same name, on the Vombsjo, one of the finest
private seats in Sweden. 53 Kil. Sbfdeborg, with another fine
chàteau ; 69 Kil. Tomelilla (Jernvàgs-Hotel), the junction for Ystad
in

372

and Eslof.
96 Kil. Cimbrishamn or Simrishamn( Hotel Svea), a small seaport
with 2000 inhabitants. In the neighbourhood is the Glimmingehus,
a curious medieval fortifled mansion ; and a little to the N. is the
lìshing-village oiKivik, with an interesting monument of the bronze
age, with sculptured stones at the sides.
from Malmo to
Genarp(29 Kil., in I74 hr.; fares
kr.) stops, among other stations, at Bara, near the chàteau
Torup (see above), and at Klagerup, near the chàteau of Hyby.

The Railway

2 kr., 1
of

Near Genarp is the handsome modem chàteau of
from which is the Romeleklint (see above).

—

Hàckeberga, 2

M.

From Malmo to Billbsholm and thence to Astorp and Engelholm, 83 Kil., railway in 23/4-372 hrs. (fares 7 kr. 10 6., 5 kr.,
3 kr. 35 0.). This route is of importance to tourists only on account

LANDSKRONA.

Skàne.

38. Route.
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of the express trains that connect at Engelholm with the expresses
5 Kil. Arl'óf;
thence to Gotenburg and Christiania (RR. 41, 13).
24 Kil. Kjef10 Kil. Lomma; 16 Kil. Fladie ; 22 Kil. Furulund.
linge is the junction of the line to Trelleborg, Lund, and Lands—

—

krona

(see

p.

269).

34 Kil. Teckomatorp is the junction for the lines to Helsingborg,
Landskrona, and Eslbf.
Feom Teckomatorp to Landskkona, 17 Kil.; to Helsingbokg, 34 Kil.
(see p. 275). These lines separate at (6 Kil.) Billéberga. The other stations
are
Landskrona ("Slads-Hotel ; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. F. E.
unimportant.
Neess), is a fortified port with 12,900 inhab., and a castle, completed in
a
now
used
as
1543,
storehouseoand prison. Steamboat to Copenhagen, once
or twice daily.
Railway to Astorp via Ottarp and Billesholm, see below.
From Teckomatorp to Eslòf, 15 Kil., see p. 269.
The
39 Kil. Svalof; 46 Kil. Axelvold; 50 Kil. Kàgerod.
—

—-

traverses the coal-fleld

extending from Helsingborg on
railway
60 Kil. Billesholm, with
the W. to beyond Qvidinge on the E.
coal-mines. Branch to Bjuf, on the Helsingborg and Astorp line.
69 Kil. Astorp is the junction for Helsing
63 Kil. Norra Vram.
now

—

—

—

borg (see p. 275); for Kattarp and Hoganas (see p. 275) ; for Mar83 Kil.
76 Kil. Spannarp.
karyd and for Hessleholm (see p. 270).
—

—

Engelholm (p. 275).
39. From Malmo and

Trelleborg to Nàssjo
via Lund.
Stockholm)
(and

268 Kil. (167 Engl. M.).
Sodra Stambanan.
Feom Malmó to Nàssjo
Mail train (lst .lune to 30th Sept.) in 5, express in 7 hrs. (fares 22 kr.
train
in
10
hrs.
14
kr.
10
kr.
16
(fares
o.); ordinary
10, 9 kr. 40 o.).
80,
To Lcnd, 17 Kil., in 1/2-IV2 br. (fares 1 kr. 45, 1 kr. 5, 70 6., or 90, 60 0.).
Fkom Malmó to Stockholm, 618 Kil. (383 M.); mail train inl23/4, express
\ n 15-16 hrs. (fares 52 kr. 65, 37 kr. 10, 23 kr. 40 ó.) ; ordinary train in
38 hrs. (fares 32 kr. 45, 21 kr. 65 6.). Sleeping-berth, lst ci. 5kr., 2nd ci.
Each carriage
3 kr., in addition to the fare, irrespective ofthe distance.
contains a notice as to stoppages for refreshments.
Fkom Trelleborg to Lund, 43 Kil., express in l'/4, ordinarv train in
13/4 hr. (fares 3 kr. 70, 2 kr. 60, 1 kr. 70 6.). At Lund we join the Sodra
Stambanan (through-carriages from Trelleborg). The fast trains now run
via (34 Kil.) Malmo (p. 264).
From Trelleborg to Stockholm, express
train in 14 hrs. (fares 54kr. 80, 38 kr. 70 6. ; sleeping-berth as above).
,

—

—

—

From Malmo to Lund, 17 Kil.
Malmo, see p. 264. The
train skirts the Sound, crosses the Segeà near (5 Kil.) Arl'óf, and
then the H'ójeà.
Near (9 Kil.) Akarp is the agricultural school
(Landbruksinstitut) of Alnarp. Fertile country. Close to Lund are
several large hospitals.
17 Kil. Lund, see p. 268.
—

—

Lund, 43 Kil.

Trelleborg, see p. 266.
province Skàne, with its extensive
corn-flelds
beautiful groyes of beeches, and handsome countryseats. Passing several unimportant stations, we cross the Segeà, and
reach (18 Kil.) Svedala, junction for the line to Ystad and Malmo
30 Kil. Klagerup, junction for the line to Genarp and
(p. 266).
Fròm Trelleborg

to

The train traverses the fertile
,

—

—

of

268
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Malmo
35 Kil.

(p. 266).

LUND.
In the

From Malmo

neighbourhood is the chàteau of Hyby.
Kil. Hospitalet, near the large in—

Staffanstorp (p. 266) ; 41

43 Kil. Lund.
17 Kil. Lund.
Hotels. Grand Hotel, near the station, with
baths,
lift, and electric light, well spoken of ; Central Hotel, near the cathedral,
and
R.
B. only; Stadshuset, Stor-Torg; Skandinavie, Jernvàgs-Hotel, at
tbe station.
Booksellers: Lindstett, Stor-Torg; Gleerup, Sfora SodraPost Office (PI. 6; A, 3), Kloster-Gatan.
Gatan; see Pian of town, p. 264.
Lund, once called Londinum Gothorum or Metropolis Daniae,

flrmary of Lund.

—

—

—

—

ancient town with 17,700 inhab., was the largest town in
Scandinavia until the middle of the 15th century. In its
palmy
days Lund was the seat of a famous bishopric, and is said to have
had 24 churches. At the present day it has a dull, rustie
appear
From the Rail
ance, especially during the university vacations.
way Station (PI. A, 2) we walk through the Kloster-Gatan to the
centre of the town, with the cathedral and the university. On the
way, immediately to the left in the second side-street on the left,
is the house of the poet Esaias Tegnér (PI. 1, B 2; pron. Tengnàre ;
1782-1846), who lived here in 1813-26 and wrote his Frithjof,
Gerda, etc. The house contains a few memorials of the poet.
The "Cathedral (PI. B, 3), one of the finest churches in Scan
dinavia, was consecrated by Archbishop Eskil (p. liv) in 1145. It
is a pure Romanesque edifice , with two towers and a semicircular
apse, and has been judiciously restored. The exterior, especially
of the choir, is elaborately adorned in a manner that recalls the
Middle Rhenish style of the 12th cent., and probably dates from
the period after the tire of 1172. We notice in particular the choir,
with round-arched frieze borne by columns in the first story, blind
arcades in the window-story, and above these an open colonnade.
an

—

The Interior (generally open in the forenoon; entrance on the W.
or sacristan, Lilla Kungs-Gatan 2), although only 210 ft.
in length, 108 ft. wide, and 70 ft. high, looks much larger owing to the
breadth of the W. end, and to the fact that the pavement rises in the
middle l1/* ft. above the level of the aisles. Nine pillars on each side
separate the nave from the aisles. Seventeen steps ascend from the nave

side; 'klockare',

to the

imposing transept, two more to the choir, and lastly three to the
high-altar. We observe the new Bronze Doors, the handsome Pulpit of 1592,
the carved Gothic Choir Stalls, the old seven-branched Gandelabrum behind
the aitar, and the modera Frescoes on a gold background, by Thulin.
Under the transept and choir lies the grand '-"Crtpt (Kraftskyrkan),
121 ft. long, 33 ft. wide, and 13 ft. high, borne by 23 pillars and lighted
by ten small Windows. In the N. arm of the crypt is a large Well, with
satirical figures and inscriptions by Van Duren, a Westphalian master,
who lived in Lund in 1513-27. Archbishop Birger (d. 1519) is buried here.
On two of the pillars are the figures of the giant Finn and his wife, the
traditional builders of the church. They were hired by St. Lawrence to
construct the building, and they stipulated either for the sun and the moon,
or for the saint's own eyes as their reward, unless the holy man should
guess the giant's name. Luckily he overheard the giantess pronounce her
busband's name while she was lulling her child to sleep, and thus saved
his eyes. The enraged couple then tried to pulì the church down again,
but the saint converted them into stone, as their figures stili teatify.
In the beautiful promenades (Lundagàrd; PI. B, 2), shaded by

ESLÒF.

to^àssjo.
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chestnut, elm, and lime trees, to the N. of the cathedral,
buildings of the University (PI. B, 2), founded in 1668,

fine

the
now

269
rise
and

To the N.W. are the New
attended by about 700 students.
(PI. 2), in the Greek Renaissance style,

University Buildings

designed by Helgo Zettervall,

and erected in 1878-82. These

con

tain the Aula and the Historical Museum (Director, Dr. S. Soderberg). Adjacent is the new Library, built on the site of the old
University. To the E. extends the Tegnérs-Plats, embellished with
a Statue
of Esaias Tegnér by Qvarnstròm. On Oct. 4th, the day on
which the poet matriculated at the University, the students cele
brate the occasion with processions, songs, and speeches. On the
S. side of the Plats is the Zoologica! Museum (PI. B, 2, 3), where
ali the Scandinavian vertebrates are represented. On the N. side
is the building of the Akademiska Fòrening (PI. 4, B 2 ; with a re

staurant, open

to

strangers).

A short Street leads hence to the E. to a small square, in which
a main building and several annexes accommodate the "Museum
of Social History (PI. B, 2). This collection, founded by Mr. G.
Karlin, includes 8000 mediaeval and modem specimens (furniture,
domestic utensils, costumes, weapons, guild- articles, etc.) arranged
in four groups according to their geographical origin (adm. 50 6.).
The town is girdled with pleasant promenades. On the E. side
lies the Botanic Garden (PI. C, 2, 3). On the N.E. are the park of
Helgonabacken ('saints' hill'; PI. C, 1) and the Gothic Allhelgonakyrka or Church of Ali Saints, built in 1891 by Zettervall. On
the S.E. side of the town is the Ràby Ràddnings Institut(Pl. C, 4),
a charitable establishment founded by Gyllenkrook. To the
S.W.,
beside the Observatory (PI. A, 3, 4), is a pretty park (restaurant),
where a band frequently plays in summer.
From Lund to Landskrona (p. 267), 32 Kil., railway in ltyi-2 hrs.,
via Kjeflinge (p. 267).
From Lund

to Nàssjo. Soon after leaving Lund the train passes
the left the Sltparebacke ('Hill of St. Liberius'), where the
Danish kings used to receive the homage of the Swedish province
of Skàne. A monument records the victory of Charles XI. over the
Danes in 1676, which finally extinguished the Danish claim to
Skàne.
At (26 Kil.) Ortofta, where a pretty chàteau is seen to
the left, we cross the Lbddeà.
on

—

34 Kil. Eslof (Jernvàgs-Hotel; Nilsson's), with 1400 inhab.,
is the junction of lines to Landskrona and Helsingborg (p.
and to Ystad
266).
44 Kil. Stehag, amidst pretty beech-woods , a little beyond
which the Ringsjó (184 ft.) lies on the right. The lake is sur

267)

(p.v

rounded by handsome private residences , including the former
Bosjo Convent (not visible from the railway). 54 Kil. Hbr, whence a
branch-line goes to (13 Ki\.) H'órby. To theN. of the station rises
thebasalticAnneWe/. Near (68Kil.)iSò'sdateis the church oiMallby.

270
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HESSLEHOLM.

83 Kil. Hessleholm (Bem's Hotel, with rail. restaurant; Nya
R. 2 kr.), a thriving place. To the W. lies LakeFinja (150
ft.).
From Hessleholm to Helsingborg, see p. 275; to Vittsji), uninteresting.
From Hessleholm to Christianstad, 30 Kil., railway in^^hr. (fares
2 kr. 10, 1 kr. 5 o.). Unimportant stations. From Karpalund, the
last, a
branch-line diverges to (35 Kil.) the seaport of Ahus.
30 Kil. Christianstad (Stadshuset), a town with 9700 inhab., and seat
of the Skànska Hofràtt (appeal-court of Skàne), established in the Kronhus
was founded by Christian IV. of Denmark in 1614.
It liea on a peninsula
formed by the Helgeà. The Church was erected in 1617.
A narrow-gauge
railway runs hence to Karlshamn (see below) via Beckaskog, station for the
estate of that name (3 M. to the N.), situated between the Oppmannasjo
and the Ifosjo, once a Bernardine monastery, now
crown-property (often
visited and besung by Charles XV.) ; and Solvesborg, a seaport with a ruined

Hotel,

—

castle and several distilleries.

92 Kil. Balingslof; 102 Kil. Hastveda (branch- line to Chris
113 Kil. Ousby; 125 Kil. Killeberg.
Before crossing the boundary between Skàne and Smàland
we enter a dreary and interminable Skog, a favourite theme in
popular Swedish song. This region consists of moor, swamp, forest,

tianstad);

ponds

and

fusion and

lakes, hills, rocks, and de'bris intermingled in chaotio conextending with few interruptions ali the way to Hapa

randa. This chaos was formed by the action of the ice with which
the whole peninsula was once covered. The stones and rocks, worn
and rounded by glacier-action, are generally clothed with a thin
carpet of mossy vegetation. The forest (sktfg, fxomskugga, 'shadow',
as contrasted with lund,
'pleasant grove') consists of pines and
deciduous trees in the S. parts of this region, but in the N. the
sombre fir-tree alone survives. The engineering of the railway
difficulties here. Embankments, cuttings, and
numerous.
On each side lie long ramparts built
up of loose stones. At places, however, we pass fields and pasture*
with herds of cattle. A few churches with detached belfries (klockstapel), and red cottages, roofed with green turf, are also seen at
intervals. Manufactories are occasionally passed, and mills border

presented great
bridges are very

most of the rivers.

Beyond (134 Kil.) Elmhult, the first station in Smàland, we
a view,
to the right, of Ràshult, with an obelisk in memory
of Linnaus, who was born there (13th May, 1707). His father was
assistant-pastor of this parish, but removed the following year to
Stenbrohult in the vicinity. Fine views of the long Mòckeln-Sjb
have

(446 ft.),

farther

on.

—

150 Kil. Liatorp.

168 Kil. Vislanda.
From Vislanda to Halmstad (p. 276), 115 Kil., railway in about 6hrs
The chief station on the route is Bolmen, on the lake (465 ft.) of that
name, 10 M. long and 6 M. broad, from which the Lagaà (p. 276) issues.
In the lake is the long island of BolmsS, once the seat of the heathen
kings of Finveden, as W. Smàland is called, containing curious tombstones.
From Vislanda to Karlshamn, 78 Kil., railway in33/4-4'/2 hrs. (fares
5 kr. 50, 3 kr. 55 o.).
Karlshamn (Stadshuset), a town with 7200 inhab.,
lies at the mouth of the Miea, in the pretty district of Blekinge.
From
Karlshamn to the W. to Christianstad, see above; to the E. to Karlskrona
—

VEXIÒ.
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(p. 272) 70 Kil., via Ronneby. Ronneby is a small town prettily situated
on the navigable river of the same name and ia touched at by the steamer
'Aeolus'. About V2 M. below the railway-station are the frequented chalybeate baths of Helsóbrunn, with parks and numerous villas, connected with
the station by a short branch-line and with the town by steam-launches.
182 Kil. Alfvesta ("Rail. Restaurant, with rooms, D. 172^0»
where a long stoppage is usually made, is prettily situated at the
N. end of Lake Salen (470 ft.). On the right is the old church of
To Karlskrona
Aringsàs with its belfry and curious Runic stones.
and Kalmar, see below.
194 Kil. Moheda. Then Lamhult (with the Grbnskulle, 387 ft.,
on the
left), Stockaryd, Sàfsjo (junction for Hvetlanda), Sandsj'ó,
and Grimstorp. Countless lakes.
268 Kil. Nàssjo (1020 ft. ; "Rail. Restaurant; Hotel Svensson),
junction for Jònkòping (p. 291), Oskarshamn (p. 273), and Halmstad (p. 276).
From Nàssjo to Stockholm, see p. 297.
—

40. From Alfvesta to Karlskrona and Kalmar
via Emmaboda. Òland.
From Alfvesta to Vexio, 18 Kil. , in 3/4 hr. (fares 1 kr. 30, 65 o.) ; from
Vexio to Karlskrona , 96 Kil., in 4V2-5'/2hrs. (8 kr. 55, 4 kr. 30 6.).
From
Emmaboda to Kalmar, 57 Kil., in 23/4 hrs. (4 kr. 30, 2 kr. 15 o.).
—

Alfvesta, see above. This line traverses a wooded district,
enlivened here and there with the cottage of a settler, with its
patch of pasture and its peculiar fence of oblique stakes, common
in Norway and Sweden and also among the Alps.
8 Kil. Gemla, with several manufactories. 13 Kil. Ràppe, on
the Helgasjb (on which a steamer plies), at the point whence it
falls into the Bergqvarasjb. To the S. of the station, close to the
latter lake, is the estate of Bergqvara, with a picturesque rnined
castle.
18 Kil. Vexio
the

capital

("Nya Hotel; Gàstgifvaregàrd; Rail. Restaurant),
Kronobergs-Làn, dating as a town from 1342,

of the

with 6600 inhab., rebuilt on a more spacious
pian since the
ftres of 1830 and 1840, lies at the N. end of the Vexiò-Sjo. The
Cathedral, built about 1300 and dedicated to St. Siegfrid (d. about
1030), the apostle of this region, has been unskilfully restored.
The Smàland Museum , in the Forn-Sal
('Hall of Antiquities') not
far from the station, contains a collection of antiquities, a
now

library,

cabinet of coins, and a bust of Linnaus (p. 270), who went from
Wexio to the university of Lund. On a hill to the E. of the
town,
and_ connected with it by an avenne, lies the episcopal residence
of Óstrabo, occupied after 1826 by Tegne'r, the
poet (p. 268), who
became insane in 1840 and died here on 2nd Nov., 1846. He is
buried in the cemetery to the W. of the town, by the S.W.
wall,
where his grave is shaded by a canopy of maples.
a
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KALMAR.

From

Alfvesta

Pleasant Excursion

from Vexio to (5 Kil.) Evedal , with its minerai
the royal chàteau of Kronoherg on the Helgasjo
governor of the district. On an island in the
lake are the fine ruins of the once strong castle of Kronoberg (which has
given its name to the Kronobergs-LSn), shaded with beeches.

spring, and (3 Kil. farther on)
(535 ft.), now occupied by the

The train

now

traverses

an

interminable

forest,

relieved with

many lakes.

57 Kil. Emmaboda, junction for Karlskrona and for Kalmar,

The Karlskrona line passes several
below.
unimportant
stations. At Thorskors the train quits the mainland, crosses several
bridges and islands, and reaches
114 Kil. Karlskrona ("Stads-Hotel; Storkàllaren ; Brit. vicesee

—

—

consul, Mr.
with

A.

the headquarters of the Swedish
navy,
founded in 1680, situated on several islands.

Palander),

21,000 inhab.,

From Emmaboda

27 Kil. Nybro,
(see above) to Kalmar.
branch-line diverges to the iron -works of Sdfsjóstrbm.
41 Kil. Trekanten. The train now reaches a more smiling coast
district , where birches , oaks , and beeches appear. In the dis
tance is the island of Òland (p. 273).
57 Kil. Kalmar (Witt's Hotel; Central Hotel, R. & B. only;
Restaurant in the theatre, opp. Central Hotel; Brit. vice-consul,
Mr. C. O.Sbderbergh), a very ancient town with 12,300 inhab., lies
partly on the mainland and partly on two islands in the Kalmarsund, which separates the coast from the island of Òland. In 1397
Kalmar, which used to be called 'rikets nyckel' (the key of the
kingdom), witnessed the conclusion of the Kalmar Union (p. lix),
by which the three Scandinavian kingdoms were united for a cent
ury and a quarter. Gustavus Adolphus carne to Kalmar in 1620
to escori his bride, Princess Maria Eleonora of Brandenburg, to
Stockholm, where their marriage was to take place.
The railway-station is on the S. side ofthe Qvarnholm, the is
land on which the greater part of the town lies. In the middle of
this quarter rises the "Cathedral, designed by Nic. Tessin the elder
and built of stone from the quarries of Òland in 1660-99.
The chief object of interest is the old castle of "Kalmarnahus,
whence

—

a

with towers, ramparts, and moats, on
island connected with the mainland. Between 1307 and 1611
the castle resisted no fewer than twenty-four sieges. The beautiful
fountain in the court and part of the interior of the castle (shown

a

large quadrangular edifice,

an

by the 'Vàktmàstare',

506.) have recently been

restored. The Golden

Hall, or 'Gamia Kongsgemaket', with a fine ceiling and elaborate
wainscoting, and the Union Hall (which, however, is of later date
than the

Union)

now

contain the Kalmar Historical Museum.

A

monument in the Public Park commemorates Gustavus Vasa's return

from Lubeck in

May, 1520, when he first set foot again on Swedish
soil at Stensb, 3 Kil. to the S.W. of Kalmar.
To the N.W. of the town, beyond the suburb of Malmen, is

OSKARSHAMN.

to Kalmar.
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About 20 Kil. to the S. are the
park.
and Voxtorp (like that of Solna near Stock
holm, p. 342), and the famous Brbmsebro, or bridge over the Br'ómsebàck, once the boundary between Swedish andDanish territory.

(3 Kil.) Skdlby,

with

round churches

oiHagby

a

fine

—

From Kalmar to Wisby, see p. 349.
From Kalmar we may cross to the large Island of Oland (steamer to
Borgholm daily), lying parallel with the coast, 150 Kil. long and 3-15 Kil.
in breadth. It contains 40,000 inhab., who are chiefly engaged in farming
and cattle-breeding. Among the other resources of the island is a quarry
of al.um-slate near Mockleby, at the S. end.
Oland does not belong to the usuai Swedish granite formation, but
consists mainly of a reddish limestone plateau, originally formed under
the sea, rising abruptly on theW. side in the southern half ofthe island,
Between the cliffs (landborgar),
but sloping gently down to the E. coast.
which are dotted with windmills, and the sea, particularly on the W.
extends
a
fertile
and
wooded
plain with numerous villages.
side,
partly
The plateau in the centre of the island is partly occupied by arid and
unfruitful tracts (Alvar) exposed to estreme heat in summer. At the
N. end of the island the coast is covered with sandy downs, particularly
At this end of the island the main
at Grankulla in the parish of Boda.
road runs inland, but farther S. it follows the 'landborgar'.
Geologists
should notice the numerous rock formations (stensdttningar) resembling
ships, with prow, stern, masts, and benches for rowers.
The capital of the island is Borgholm (Victoria; Stads-Hotel; Brit.
Con. Agent, Mr. J. E. Raberg), a small town and watering-place with
900 inhab., prettily situated, near which (10 min.) is an imposing ruined
'Castle, built by John III., and destroyed by Are in 1806 (fine view). A
memorial stone recalls King Charles XV., who used to shoot here.
About 13 Kil. to the S. of Borgholm a road diverges to the left from the
main road to the village of Hogsrum, near which is iNoah's Ark\ the finest
of the rock-formations above mentioned.
Near it are two curious tali
stones known as Odens Flisor; the large 'fornborgar' or prehistoric forts
and
of Ismanslorp
Vipetorp, built of granite and limestone without
mortar ; and also several barrows of the flint period, in which the island
From the main road, 3 Kil. farther to the S., we
generally is very rich.
turn to the right, enjoying a beautiful view of the Kalmar-Sund, to Slora
Ròr (inn). Some 13 Kil. farther to the S. (about 32 Kil. from Borgholm)
lies Fàrjestaden (inn), 'the ferry-place', whence we may cross to Kalmar
(about 6 Kil.) by steamboat.
-

—

—

From Oskarshamn

to

Nàssjo.

—

Travellers who do not wish to
take the steamer

return from Kalmar to Vexio and Alfvesta may
times weekly, in 5 hrs.) to

(2-3

—

Oskarshamn (Hotel Kung Oscar; Stadshuset; Jernvags- Hotel ;
Brit. vice-consul, Mr. O. Wingren), a ship-building town (5900 in
hab.) with a trade in timber, grain, and cattle. Railway to Nàssjo,
148 Kil., in 5 hrs. (fares 9 kr. 65, 5 kr. 55 o.). The first stations are

unimportant.
65 Kil.

the junction of branch-lines to Storebro and
manufacturing towns, and to Aniron-works) and (70 Kil.) Vestervik (see p. 299).

Hultsfred,

Vimmerby (21 Kil.),

two small

karsrum (with
127 Kil. Eksjo (Stadshus ; Jernvags-Hotel), a town with 3300 in
hab., near which is a curious Skurugata, a ravine 125 ft. deep,
20 ft. wide, and nearly 2 M. long, penetrating a rocky hill.
148 Kil. Nàssjo, see p. 271.
Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

7th Edit.
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41. From

(Copenhagen) Helsingborg

to

Gotenburg.

Besides the railway between Copenhagen and Gotenburg described
below, Steamers ply daily in summer. The direct steamers take 14-20 hrs. ;
the 'Halland' steamers , starting in the morning from the corner of the
Havne-Gade and the Nyhavn at Copenhagen, touch at Landskrona (p. 267),
Helsingborg, Halmstad, and Varberg, and reach Gotenburg about noon
The Kattegat, through which we steer, forms the mouth
of next day.
On an average there are 24 days when the current runs
of the Baltic.
out from the Baltic for every 10 days when the tide sets in.
These currents and the galea which often visit the Kattegat are apt to be un
even
in
summer.
In
fine
pleasant
weather, however, the voyage is an
agreeable one. The finest part of it is the passage through the mouth
of the Sound, between Helsingòr, with Kronborg (p. 421), and Helsingborg
Farther on, the promontory ofKullen (p. 275) is conspicuous. The vessel then
losea sight of the Swedish coast. Before entering the 'skar' or island-belt
of Gotenburg we observe on the left the islet of Nedingen, with two towers
and beacon-ligbt. Entrance to Gotenburg, see p. 84, and Map, p. 277.
Railway from Helsingborg to Gotenburg ( Vestkustbanan ), 244KÌ1.,
in 63A-11V4 brs. ; expressfares 20 kr. 75, 14 kr. 65, 9 kr. 90 o.; ordinary
fares (no lst ci.) 12 kr. 85, 8 kr. 55 6.
—

.

Express-train

from Copenhagen to Helsingòr, in 48 min., and
Helsingborg (customs-examination), in 20 min.
Gotenburg train awaits passengers at the harbour.

steamer thence to
see

R. 69.

The

Helsingborg.

,

—

Hotels

(ali

with cafés-restaurants). *Hòtel d'Angle-

terre, "Continental, both in the Jernvàgs-Gatan, which skirts the harbour
and main railway-station, E. from I1/2 kr. ; *Mollberg, at the upper end
of the Torg, near the harbour, similar charges.
Less pretending : Munthe,
in the Torg; Central Hotel.
British
Post & Telegraph Office, at the upper end of the Torg.
U. S. Con. Agent, Mr. Lars Virgin.
Viee-Consul, Mr. C. G. M. Westrup.
—

—

—

Helsingborg, a thriving seaport with 22,700 inhab., stretches at
the foot and along the slope of a ridge of hills (125 ft.) on the narrowest part of the Òresund or Sound, here only about 272 M. wide,
opposite Helsingòr and the Kronborg (p. 421). The centrai point
of the older part of the town, known as Liden, is occupied by the
market-place (Torget), which extends upwards from the harbour
near the new Gothic Ràdhus. A new quarter has sprung up within
the last twenty years to the S. of the railway-station.
On the hill above the old town rises the conspicuous tower of

"Kàman,

the relic of

a

castle

frequently

the Hansa with the Danes and Swedes.
to the

right

to the

left

mentioned in the
It is reached

wars

at the upper end of the Torg, then after about 100
and at the top
partly by

(guide-post),

(reached

of

by turning
paces

steps)

again. The brick tower is 115 ft. in height, and its walls,
13 ft. thick, have a circuinference of 196 ft. (adm. daily in summer
from 8 to 8; 10 0.). The *Vikw hence is the finest on the Sound

to the left

(comp. Map,

p. 264). Opposite lies Helsingòr, with the Kronborg;
the S. is the island of Hven (p. 418), to the N. rises the promon
tory ofKullen (p. 275). The 'Vàktmastare', who, however, in
summer is always in the tower, lives at No. 46 Làngvinkels-Gatan,
the long Street ascending the hill to the N. of the tower.
In a side -valley at the N. end of the town, through which the
to

ENGELHOLM.
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road ascends ('Helsovagen'), lies the minerai spring of
with
Ilelsan,
pleasant grqunds (concert in the afternoon). Adjacent
on the S. is the pretty Oresund Park , which may also be reached
direct from Karnan by a N. side-street of the Làngvinkels-Gatan.
A road to the N. leads in a few minutes to the good Sea Baths,
beyond which lie several villas. To the right is the long viaduct of
the Gotenburg railway. On the coast, about 5 Kil. to the N., is the
royal chàteau oiSoftero, and 3 Kil. beyond it is Kulla Gunnarstorp,

Engelholm

chàteau of Count Wachtmeister, built in 1870, adjoined by a
medieval castle and a fine park.
From Helsingborg to Eslbf, see p. 269.
From Helsingborg to Hessleholm, 77 Kil., express in 21/?, ordinary

a

train in 3 hours. The line intersects the coal-field mentioned at p. 267.
3 Kil. Ramlbsa, where theEsldf line diverges (p. 269). 5 Kil. Ramlbsdbrunn,
a small minerai bath; 18 Kil.
Bjuf, junction of a branch-line to Billes
holm (p. 267).
21 Kil. Gunnarstorp. In the woods, to the right, rises
Vramsgunnarstorp, the receritly restored Renaissance chàteau of the Torner24 Kil. Astorp (p. 267).
35 Kil. Klippan, with a large
hjelm family.
paper-mill, is the junction for a branch-line via the domain of Herrevadskloster to Skàralid and Rostanga, the pretty neighbourhood of which attracts
many visitors. To the N. of Klippan is the little town of Aby, and farther
off are the estates of Tomarp and Bjersgàrd.
77 Kil. Hessleholm, see p. 270.
—

—

—

—

The Gotenburg Railway ascends by means of a long viaduct,
soon losing sight of the Sound.
The fertile but monotonous plain
is bounded on the E. by the Sbderàs range. To the W. rises the
Kullen (see below). 9 Kil. Òdàkra.
14 Kil. Kattarp, where our
—

line is crossed by that from Astorp (p. 267) to Hbganàs (see below).
From Kattarp to Hoganas, 15 Kil., railway in s/4 hr. (stations un
Hoganas (4Hotel Hoganas, at Hoganas Òfre station ; Schweitz's
important).
Hotel, at Hoganas Nedre station), an industriai place of 4000 inhab. , with
coal-mines and large manufactures of fire-proof bricks, drain-pipès, and
pottery, is the starting-point for a visit to the Promontory of Kullen,
which projects boldly into the Kattegat towards the N.W., like a huge
finger, separating it from the Skeldervik. At Hoganas Òfre carriages may
be hired (3 kr., with two horses 4 kr.) or the omnibus (1 kr.) taken via
(7 Kil.) Krapperup, one of the largest old manors in Sweden, to the fìshing-village of (3 Kil.) Molle (Hotel Kullaberg, R. li/i, B. s/4, D. I1/2 kr.;
Jònsen, pena. 3l/4 kr.). Thence the road goes on via (3 Kil.) the Kullagàrd
(good pens., 3 kr.) to the (1 Kil.) Kullafyr, the lighthouse on the extremity
of the Kullen (288 ft. ; carr. from Mòlle and back, with stay, 3 kr.).
The
best point of view is tbe Bàrekulle, a height ascended from the Kockenhus (a
pretty villa 2 Kil. from Krapperup) or from Molle. Farther to the N. rises
the Harkullen (615 ft.), the highest point of the promontory, less easily
reached. In cairn weather a boat may be hired (4-5 kr.) for the row round
the Kullen from Mòlle, passing the 'Josephinelust' and several other rock
caves (also reached by land from the
Kullagàrd), to (13 Kil.) Arildslage
—

—

(restaurant), on the Skeldervik.
18 Kil. Rbgle; 21 Kil. Vegeholm. We then cross the Vegeà,
which separates Malmohus-Làn from Christianstads-Làn, and tra
verse a

wooded district.

27 Kil. Engelholm (Hotel

corn-trade,

lies

on

the

Thor),

Ronneà,

with 1900

inhab., fishery,

and

and is also the station for the

Malmo line (p. 267).
30 Kil. Engelholmshamn, on the Skelder
vik. To the left is the fishing-viliage of Skepparkroken. To the
right rises the long range of the Hallandsàs.
—

18*
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HALMSTAD.

From

Helsingborg

36 Kil. Barkàkra; 40 Kil. Fbrslof. Wooded heights alternate
with arable land. Now and then we get a glimpse of the sea. We
ascend the Hallandsas in curves to (45 Kil.)
with a view

Grefvie,

of the sea and the Kullen. We then descend the valley of theSmarp, which gradually expands , and are carried by an embankment
77 ft. high to (53. Kil.) the station oiBàstad, which lies about 3 Kil.
from the

village and bathing-resort of that name.
The train enters the province of
Halland, crosses the Stensà,
and traverses a level tract. 59 Kil. Skottorp, near the estates of
Nya Skottorp (where the line crosses the Smedjeà) and Gamia Skot
torp, where Charles XI. wedded the Danish princess Ulrika Eleo
in 1680.
63 Kil. Vallberga ; 68 Kil. Laholm, an old town
with 1600 inhab., on the Lagaà, which we cross. Large
quantities

nora

—

of salmon

are

caught

in this

river, especially

at the

Kassefors,

6 Kil. from Laholm, whence a large proportion of the 'Halmstad
salmon' comes.
74 Kil. Veinge; 77 Kil. Genevad, where we cross
the stream of that name. 81 Kil. Eldsberga, beyond which we near
—

the

sea.

Beyond

(85 Kil.) Tronninge

the

Fyllea is crossed.

93 Kil. Halmstad ("Hotel Màrtenson, connected with the Tivoli
gardens; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. T. Schele), with 12,000 inhab., the
seat of the governor of the

province of Halland, with an old church
old castle, lies on the N. bank of the Halmstadsbugt, at the
mouth of the Nissaà, which the railway crosses by an iron bridge.
94 Kil. Halmstad Norra is a station for slow trains only.

and

an

—

Vislanda, see p. 270.
From Halmstad to Nassjó, 196 Kil., express in 6, ordinary train in
11 hrs. (fares 15 kr. 70, 11 kr. 80, 9 kr. 80 ò.). The train ascenda the valley
of the Nissaa. 5 Kil. Sperlingsholm, an old estate of the barons and counts
Sperling, with a modera chàteau and a large park. Most of the stations
are unimportant.
115 Kil. Vernamo
Some of them have large saw-mills.
(Rail. Restaurant), a village of 600 inhab., with an important annual fair;
143 Kil. Skyllingaryd, with various factories; 152 Kil. Vaggeryd, junction
of a branch-line to Jònkòping (35 Kil. , in about P/2 hr. ; aee p. 291).
196 Kil. Nàssjo, aee p. 271.
From Halmstad to

—

—

Traversing a sandy plain and pine-woods, we pass near Vapn'ó,
the estate of the family of Stael-Holstein. 103 Kil. Gullbrandstorp ;
108 Kil. Harplinge; 112 Kil. Brànnarp. Fertile country with many
farms. On the left are the churches pf Steninge and Refvinge and
the estate oiBàrarp. Fine woods and hills of some height are now
passed. On the right lie the large farms of Susegàrden B.nA Frollinge.
116 Kil. Getinge; the village lies on the opposite bank of the
—

Storà,

which falls into the Suseà farther on, by the turreted chàteau

121 Kil. S lo inge ; 125 Kil.
olMostorp. The train crosses the Suseà.
Heberg. 136 Kil. Falkenberg, a town of 2100 inhab., with the re
mains of a mediaeval fortress and an extensive salmon-fishery, on
the Àtraà, which the train crosses.
To the right we see the church
of Stafsinge, and, near the small station of Lis, the old mansion of
Lindhult. 145 Kil. Làngàs; 153 Kil. Tvààker, to the E. of which
—

—

are

the villages of Jernmblle and

Jernvirke,

so

named from former

VARBERG.

Gotenburg.

to

41. Route.
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We then pass several villages and
Apelviksberg and reach the coast.
167 Kil. Varberg (Varberg's Hotel; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. Robt.
C. T. Jobson), a town of 4800 inhab., with sea-baths and a con
spicuous old castle, now a gaol, which we see on the left.

iron-mines.

through

a

157 Kil. Himle.

cutting

in the

From Varberg to BoRAS(Herrljunga), 85 Kil., railway in 3V2-4'/2 hrs. No
stations of importance except the last three, Fritsla, Viskafors, anARydboholm,
with large cotton-factories. Boras, and thence to the main line, see p. 289.

We skirt the coast, where the beginning ofthe 'skàrgard' or is
land-belt is marked by the large fiat island of Getterò, and cross the
Himlaà. The coast becomes more rocky, with long peninsulas jutting from it at intervals. On the left is the village of Arnàs, on the
site of the trading town of Aranàs, destroyed by the Norwegians in
1265. 180 Kil. Askloster, on the left bank of the Viskaà, which
falls into the Klosterfjord here and is crossed by the railway. Beyond(184 Kil.)Bacfca the line reaches theVendelsb Fjord and crosses
the Lòftaà. 192 Kil. Frillesàs; 197 Kil. Asa, on the large Kungshacka Fjord. The valleys which intersect the barren cliffs are fertile
and well cultivated. On a peninsula to the left stands the old man
sion of Tjolbholm. We ascend a valley, past the large villages of

Torpa and Tom, where

plain

of

Dufveheden

to

we

observe

fine

a

(208 Kil.) Fjaràs.

beech-grove, and cross the
To the E., above us, lies

the mountain lake of Lygner, from the inundations of which the
plain is protected by an oid moraine (Fjaràs Bracka). On the lake
-

lies
next

Gàsevadholm, the estate of the Barons of Silfverskjbld.
cross the Rolfsà, the discharge of Lake Lygner.
216

Kungsbacka,

a

little town which

gives

its

name

221 Kil. Anneberg; 226 Kil. Lindome. Then
and

over

the

Mblndalsà,

to

to

across a

(236 Kil.) Fàssberg,

We
Kil.

large fjord.
marshy plain,

a

the station for Mbln-

town with cotton and

weaving factories, and (239 Kil.) Almeanother busy manufacturing place. Lastly we recross the Mòlndalsa. by a viaduct 660 yds. long. To the right is the old Gota
dal,
dal,

a

Lejon,

to the left the suburb of

244 Kil.

Stampen.

Gotenburg.
42.

Gotenburg.

Arrivai. The large sea-going steamers land at the Stora Bommens Hamn
(PI. F, 2), the canal-steamers at the Lilla Bommens Hamn (PI. G, 1), both
at some distance from the hotels. Comp. Sveriges Kommunikationer, where
under 'Goteborg' a complete list ia given of the ateamers sailing 'Norrut,
Sòderut, and Vesterut'. Hotel omnibuses C/2 kr.) and cabs (see
p. 278) meet the steamers. The Stockholm Railway Station (PI. H, 1, 2) is
close to the hotels, so that it is hardly necessary to take the omnibus.
The station of the Bergslags Bana (PI. H, 1 ; RR. 43, 55) is a little farther off.

Ósterut,

Hotels.

-

"Grand Hotel Haglund (PI a, H 2; landlord, Em. Haglund),
Hamn-Gatan, of the first class, with lift, electric
light, and good café-restaurant, R., L., & A. from 2, D. l3/4-3, S. 2 kr. ;
"Hotel Gòtakallare (PI. g, H 2 ; landlord, C. W. Haglund), nearly opposite
the preceding, similar charges; "Hotel Eggers (PI. x; H, 2), DrottningTorget 4, with lift, electric light, and restaurant, R., L., <fc A. from
at the E. end of the Sodra
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GOTENBURG.

Restaurants.

2 kr., B. 75 ò., déjeuner li/2, D. 2-3 kr.; *H6tel Kung Karl (PI. d; H, 2),
Rotal (PI. e ; H, 2), Ostra-Larm-Gatan 8; 'Hotel
Kòpmans-Gatan 54.
d'Angleterre, well spoken of ; Hotel Karl XV. (Den Femtonde ; PI. f, H 2),
SiJl-Gatan 50, ali near the station and unpretending.
—

Restaurants. At the three first-mentioned hotels ; "Frimurarelogen, Sodra
Ilamn-Gatan 31; "Tràdgàrdsforeningen (p. 280; adm. 10 ò.; concerts in the
evening) ; Lorensberg (PI. H, 4), containing a bust of the poet Wadman

by

at Stigbergsliden (PI. C, 3), aee p. 231.
Beer at
Sodra Hamn-Gatan 17, well spoken of.
Cafés (Schweitzerier):
Bràutigam, Ostra Hamn-Gatan ; Folkerson's (also confectioner), at the corner
of Óstra Hamn-Gatan and Kungsports-Plats.
The Gotenburg Licensing System, which has given rise to so much
controversy, has been in operation here for many years and has worked well.
It is at least certain that drunkenness has diminished greatly of late
years.
The system was also introduced at Stockholm in October, 1877, and the
results are said to have been beneficiai.
The leading features of the sys
tem of licensing, or rather of More-licensing, are that a company is empowered to buy up ali licenses and existing rights, and to open a limited
number of shops for the sale of pure and unadulterated spirits, the salaried managers of which have no interest whatever in the sale of the
spirits. The company, which is under the supervision of the municipality, after deducting interest at the rate of 5 per cent on the capital expended, hands over the whole of the surplus profits to the civic authorities, thus affording substantiai relief to the rate-payers, and to some ex
tent throwing the burden of maintaining the poor upon those who impoverish themselves by their own intemperance.

Molin; Hinriksberg,

—•

Weise's,

—

Cabs (Droskor). Drive within the town, 1-2 pers. 75 ò., 3-4 pers. lkr.
kr.
One hour, 1-2 pers. l'/2 kr. , 3-4 pers. 2 kr. ;
each V2 br. more 60 or 75 ò.
Each trunk 10 ò.
Carriages hired from
the hotels cost about 4 kr. per hr., besides fee to driver.
from
the
Brunns-Park
15
:
1.
Tramways
(PI.
by the Gustaf- Adolfs; G, 2)
Torg to Stigbergsliden (PI. C, 3); 2. to the entrance of the Slottsskog Park
(PI. E, 5) ; 3. past the Theatre and the Tradgardsforening to the Lorensberg
(PI. H, 4) and on to Getebergsàngen; 4. through the Stamp-Gatan to Redbergslid. Fare in each case 10 ò.
Steamboats to Christiania (see R. 14), Fredrikshavn, Copenhagen, Ham
burg ; to London, Hull, Leith, see pp. xii, xiii; also to Venersborg 0and Stock
Steam Launches (Angslupar)
holm, etc, see Sveriges Kommunikationer.
also ply from Skeppsbron (PI. E, F, 2) to Klippan (every 1/2 hr.), Blàsan
(PI. C, 3; every Vi br.), Nya Varfvet (hourly), Nya Elfsborg, and the seabaths Làngedrag, Styrso (Bratten), and Stjernvik.

longer drive l>/4-l3/4

—

—

—

—

Sea Baths at Làngedrag , "Styrso, and Stjernvik (see above) : 'Kallbad' 25 ò., 'Varmbad' 1 kr.
Biver Baths by the Hisingbro (PI. G, 1).
Warm Baths in RenstrSms Badanstalt (PI. 25; E, 3).
—

Banks & Money Changers. Riksbanken, Sodra Hamn-Gatan 27; Goteborgs
Enskilda Bank, Lilla Torget 6; Skandìnavisk Bank, Vestra Hamn-Gatan 6;
Brbderna Larson, Norra Hamn-Gatan 38.
Booksellers. N. J. Gumperls, W. Hartelius, N. P. Pehrsson, Wettergren
<fc Kerber (agents of the Svenska Turistforening), ali in Sodra Hamn-Gatan.
Photographs. Aron Jonason, Sodra Hamn-Gatan 43 ; Dahllóf £ Hedlund,
Victoria-Gatan 11.
Swedish Costumes and Knicknacks : Ellen Ahlberg,
Sodra Hamn-Gatan 33; Svenska Konsislojduisldllning, Sodra Hamn-Gatan 45.
Post Office (PI. 23; F, 2), Skeppsbro.
Telegraph Office (PI. 27; G, 2),
Vestra Hamn-Gatan 15.
American
British Consul, John Duff, Esq.
Vice-Consul, Robt. S. 8.
—

—

—

—

Bergh, Esq.
English

Church (PI. 3 ;

Gotenburg (57°

F, 3), Hvitfeldt-Plats,

42' 28" N.

lat.),

Swed.

near

the

Magasin-Gatan.

Goteborg (pron.

Ybtt-

busy and prosperous commercial city, which has outstripped
Stockholm in some respects, lies in an extensive plain on the left

borg),

a

Geograpli.

Anstalt

voti

"Waguer ADebes, Leipzig.

GOTENBURG.

Museum.
bank of the broad

Gota-Elf,

42. Route.

about 5 M. from its

mouth,
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and has

an

excellent harbour, which is rarely blocked with ice. The town was
founded in 1619, on the invitation of Gustavus Adolphus, by Dutch
settlers (including the wealthy Abraham Cabeliou), who brought
with them their national style of constructing streets and canals.
Numerous Scotsmen and Germans were also among the first colonists.

The first strong impulse to its commerce was given by the great
continental blockade (1806), during which it formed the chief depot of the English trade with the north of Europe. The chief articles
of

export

are

principally
now

owns

iron-ore, iron and steel, and timber, the last going
Britain, France, and Australia. Gotenburg
large commercial fleet (151 steamers and 34 sailing

to Great
a

ships in 1898) and has world-wide business-connections. The
staple manufactures are iron, steel, machinery, cotton, beer, and
sugar, and ship-building is largely carried on. With its suburbs
of Gullbergs Vass,Stampen, and Gamlestaden to the E., Haga, Albostaden, and Annedal to the S. andS.W., and Masthugget and M ajorna to the W., Gotenburg has now upwardsof 130,000 inhabitants.
In the centre of the town rise considerable hills of gneiss, which
are

gradually being

built

over.

The business-centre of the town , about equidistant (8 min.)
from the railway-stations and the steamboat-quay, is the GustafAdolfs-Torg (PI. G, 2), on the N. side of which rises the Bons
(PI. 14), or Exchange, erected in 1849, with twelve columns in
front. To the W. of it is the Radhus (PI. 24), or Town Hall,
designed by Nic. Tessin, and built in 1670, but much altered since.
Behind it is the German Christina- Kyrka (PI. 8). In the centre of
the Torg is a Statue of Gustavus Adolphus
(PI. 16), the founder of
This was the second statue cast at Munich
The first was wrecked on its way from Ham
burg to Gotenburg, and was recovered by sailors of Heligoland,'
who claimed so exorbitant salvage that the Gotenburgers refused
to pay it, and ordered the statue to be executed anew
(1854). The
originai statue is now at Bremen.

Gotenburg, by Fogelberg.
from the

same

model.

By the Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg is the junction of the Stora-HamnKanal and the Ostra-Hamn-Kanal, the two chief canals in the town.
The former is flanked with the handsome quays called the Norra
and the Stora Sodra Hamn-Gatan.
In the S.E. angle formed by
these canals lies the small Brunns-Park
(PI. 15 ; G, 2). On the
E. side of this park is the Fiìrstenberg Picture
Hamn—

Gallery (Sodra

Gatan 2), to which visitors are usually admitted on
presenting their
cards (11-1). It contains about 200 modem Swedish and French

paintings,

besides

sculpture.

At Norra Hamn-Gatan

12, in the building of the old East
Goteborgs Museum (PI. 20 ; G, 2), a collection
pictures, naturai history specimens, historical relics, objects of

India
of

Company,

is
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Botanic Garden.

art, and industriai products (adm. on week-days 11-3, Sundays
12-3 ; free on Wed. & Sun. ; at other times 25 o.).

In the vestibule are allegorical frescoes, by G. Pauli.
The Pictures
are exhibited
on the
upper floor: Birger, Artists' breakfast at
Portrait
G.
0.
Salvation
in
Bjorck,
;
Paris K. J.
Cederstrom,
Army
Fahlkrantz, Landscape; N. Forsberg, Rope-dancers ; H. F. Gude,
A. Hagborg, Churchyard ut Tourville; C. G. Hellqvist, Louis
XI.; /. Fr.
Hockert, Queen Christina of Sweden and Monaldeschi, her favourite ; P. S.
J.
Kronberg, Cleopatra; Br. Liljefors
Kreyer, Messalina;

(Taflor)

Paris ;

•

Land'scape*

,

Moller, Sognefjord; B. Nordenberg, Organ-gallery
A. Tidemand

; H.

Heathfowl"

Salmsen, Field-work-

Bear-hunters, Rustie visitors, etc; C. H. d'Unker,
Waiting-room, Dressing-room ; Landscapes by Wahlberg, Werenskjold, and
others.
Sculptures: Borjeson, Skittle players ; Fogelberg , Cupid and
Psyche; Hasselberg, The Grandfather (marble replica of the group men
tioned on p. 321); Molin, Odin.
The Natdral History Collection includes admirable specimens of the fauna of Scandinavia,
notably a fine
eland (Elg) and a whale.
A few paces to the W of the Museum is the
harbour, with the
Stora Bommens Hamn (PI. F, 2), whence the sea-going and the
coasting steamers usually start. Near this is the Post Office (PI. 23),
opposite the Custom House. On a hill to the right stands the School
of Navigation (PI. 21 ; G, 1). A little farther on are the Prison and
the Lilla Bommens Hamn (PI. G, 1), the landing-place of the Swed
ish canal-steamers.
To the S. of the Stora Hamn Canal , near the harbour , is the
ers;

,

—

-

—

Landshofdings-Residens (PI. 26

; F, 2), or residence of the governor
To the W. is the Skeppsbro (PI. E, F, 2), a long
quay from which the steam-launches start; at the S. end of the
Skeppsbro is the Rosenlund Canal (PI. E, 3), beside which is the

of the district.

fish-market.
The present inner town was surrounded until 1807 with fortifications, of which the only extant relic is the wide Vallgraf or
moat (PI. G, H, 3, 2) on the S.E., now flanked by the Kungs Park
and the Horticultural Society's gardens.
Between these pleasure
grounds rises the Theatre (PI. 22 ; G, 3), beside which is placed the

reproduction of Molin's fine group ofthe Bàltespannare (p. 331).
gardens of the Horticultural Society (Tràdgàrdsforeningen;
PI. H, 2, 3), founded in 1842, with their interesting hot-houses
and exotic plants, are very beautiful (adm. 10 o., hot-houses 25 ò.
extra). The principal entrances to the gardens are on the N., near
the point where the Vallgraf is crossed, and on the S.W., opposite
the Bàltespannare. A band plays at midday and in the evenings
in summer beside or within the large restaurant (p. 278).
The Kungsport Avenue, which ends at the pleasure-gardens of
Lorensberg, the Vasa-Gatan, and other streets in the qnarter to the
S.E. of the Nya Allée (PI. G, H, 3, 4) are among the most fashionable in Gotenburg. In the Vasa-Gatan is the Vasa Park, opened
in 1893, on the S.W. side of which
at the corner of the Engelbrekts-Gatan and Victoria-Gatan is the Primary School for Girls
(Elementarlàroverket for Flickor; PI. 30, G 4), with ceiling-paintings
first

The

,

,

Slottsskog

42. Route.
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representing the development of woman's life in Sweden. In the
Victoria-Gatan is the reservoir of the waterworks (PI. G, 5), com
manding an admirable view of the city (adm. 10 o.). Farther on,
to the left of the Nya Allée, rises the Haga-Kyrka (PI. 5 ; F, 4),
or church of the suburb of Haga ,
designed by Edelsvard , and
erected in 1856, mainly at the cost of Mr. David Carnegie, a
wealthy Scottish

brewer.

The workmen's suburb of Annedal (PI. E,
system adopted in Miilhausen, is adjoined

laid out

the

F,

5),

on

the S.W. by the
p. 278), opened in

on

Park (PI. C, D, 5, 6 ; tramway No. 2,
with fine old oaks, ornamentai lakes, a deer-park (Hjort-Park) ,
and various cafe's, etc. (no spirituous liquors). The park is specially
frequented on Sundays. A visit should be paid to the Utsigtsplats
(PI. D, 5), the N. point of the rocky hill on the W. side of the park

*Slottsskog

1875,

a
flagstaff). The extensive view affords
the rocky character of the district.

(marked by

a

good

idea of

In the S. part of the suburb of Masthugget (PI. D, 3, 4; tramway
No. 1, p. 278) rises the Gothic Oscar-Fredriks-Kyrka, built by Zetter
On the Masthuggs-Torg (PI. D, 3) is the Sjòvall in 1888-92.
manshem (PI. 28), erected in 1882. Close by is the tramway-terminus, and near it is the St. Johannis Kyrka (PI. 6; C, 3), a little
beyond which is the restaurant of Hinriksberg (PI. C, 3), on a hill,
—

commanding an admirable view, particularly by evening-light.
Opposite lies the island of Hisingen, on which is Lindholmens Mekaniska Verkstad, with ship-building yards and a large dry-dock
(Torrdocka ; 340 ft. long), hewn in the solid rock. Ferry to LindTo the W. of Masthugget, on rising ground, is the
holmen, 8 5.'
suburb of Màjorna
with the Karl-Johans-Kyrka (PI. 1 ; A, 4),
large ship-building yards, and the Carnegie Co.'s Porter Brewery
and Sugar Factory.
Among the other churches of Gotenburg may be mentioned
the English Church (PI. 3; F, 3), in the Hvitfeldt-Plats and the
Rom. Cath. St. Joseph's Chapel(y\. 7; G, 1), in the Spanmàls-Gatan.
—

,

,

In the S.E. environs

Gotenburg,

most of them

are numerous
on

villas of the merchants of

the Danska

Vàg (PI. K, L, 4, 3, 2).

We may take the tramway (No. 3; p. 278) via the Lorensberg to
the Orgryte-Vàg (PI. I, 4), and then follow the latter Street, cross
ing the Molndalsà and passing under the Halland railway, via the
small Órgryte-Kyrka and the Nya Orgryte-Kyrka (both on the right).
Opposite the last is the late Mr. J. Dickson's villa of Òfveràs, gen■erally open to the public; good view from the hill behind the house.
About 3 Kil. beypnd the bridge over the Molndalsà the Danska
Vag ends at the Hedbergs-Vàg (PI. L, 1); tramway, see No. 4,
p. 278. To the right lies the Eastern Cemetery ('Ostra Begrafnings—

platsen'), containing

a

monument to

that of Sven Renstròm by

Scholander,

Bengt Fogelberg by Molin,
etc.
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From

Gotenburg

to

Venersborg.

Lake Venern.

Western Gota Canal.
88 Kil. (55 M.).

Railway ('Bergalagsbana' to Oxnered, and 'Uddevallathence to Venersborg) in 3-3V2 hrs. (fares 6 kr.
70, 3 kr.
40 ò.). Return-tickets ('Tur och Retur') at reduced rates.
Or we may take the Canal Steamer from
Gotenburg to Trollhdttan
On 7-9 hrs. ; fares 41/2, 33/4, 3 kr.), a voyage which offers no attraction
beyond
the views of the Gòta-Elf0 itself and a glance at the min of Bobus.
The
best pian is to land at Akersvass (p. 284); comp. below.
Nothing is seen
of the falls from the steamer as it passes
through the lock. Travellers
who intend to go on with the steamer should arrange with the
captain
as to rejoining it at the highest bridge.

Herrljungabana'

The

the

ascends the broad valley ofthe
lies the suburb of Stampen; then the Gota

'Bergslagsbana'

right

Gota-Elf. To
Lejon, an old

to the left Gullbergs Vass. At the station of Olskroken the
Stockholm line diverges to the right (R. 44). To the left
appears
the river. On each side of the valley are low granite hills overSeveral small stations.
At Surte we ob
grown with brushwood.
serve, to the left, the large ruined castle of Bohus, which gives its
name to this district (Bohus-Lan).
25 Kil. Noi. The train quits
the valley and ascends to the right. Scrubby woods, characteristic
of W. Sweden, 65 Kil. Uppharad. The view becomes more
open,
and a few cultivated fields are passed.
Stat. Velando, prettily
situated ; then, on the right, the Halleberg and Hunneberg (p. 285).

redoubt;

Arrivai.
72 Kil. Trollhattan.
Carriages from the two larger
hotels meet the trains (50 o.).
There are two steamboat-quays : Akers
at
the
canal
lower
end
the
of
vass,
(hotel-carriages meet the boats), and
beside the Grand Hotel, at the upper end of the canal.
Hotels. Jernvàgs Hotel (/. H. on the Map), at the station, very
fair; "Grand Hotel (Hot. Trollhdttan), near the falls, 3/4 M. from the
station, R. from I1/2 kr. ; *Hòtel Utsigten, lt/2 M. from the station, with
fine view of the falls (p. 284), R., L., & A. from IV2, B. 1, D. (2-4 p.m.)
l'/2-3, S. 1, omnibus '/2 kr- (good photographs sold by the landlord).
As the hotels are often full in summer, rooms should be ordered by
—

—

—

post-card.
Baths near the Grand Hotel ; for gentlemen 8-10, 12-4, 6-9, ladies 10-12,
Sun. 8-10 a.m.
A visit to the Waterfalls and the Canal takes at least 3'/2 hrs. ;
but as the morning-lights are the most favourable, it is better to spend a
night here, especially since the opening of the new walks. As the view
gradually increases in beauty when the falls are approached from below, some
visitors prefer to skirt the canal from the hotels to Akersvass (1 hr.'s walk,
25 min. drive; carr. for 1 pers. 1 kr., each addit. pers. 35 ò.) and to ascend
thence by the Kàrlekens Stig beside tbe café (to the Hot. Utsigten, s/4 hr.) ;
an
alternative route for which our map affords ampie guidance (guide
The vendors of photographs and knicknacks are rather
unnecessary).
troublesome.
The Turisi- Cornile has published a large-scale map (75 0.) ofthe walks,
etc, near the falls, and has appointed hoys to act as guides under tariff.

4-6;

—

6000 inhab., consjsts almost entirely of
the motive power afforded by the falls
(estimated at 220,000 horse-power), and of workmen's houses. The
"Falls of Trollhattan, six in number, besides several cataracts and
rapids distributed over a distance of 1600 yds., are in ali 108 ft.

Trollhattan,

manufactories,

a

town with

which

use

Geogi^lL_Aiist-vrW'a*iier

&

Debea,Xedpzd^.
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height. Neither the falls nor their environs can be called pictur
esque, and their effect is diminished by the islands in the middle
of the stream ; but the enormous volume of water makes the spectacle very imposing. The interest of this spot is greatly enhanced
by the skilfully constructed locks and sluices on the left side of the
river, which afford a waterway between Gotenburg and Lake
Venern (comp. p. 288).
We follow the broad road from the station, and^/^hr.) cross the
N. entrance to the canal by the bridge to the right beyond the
in

Hotel; then, by the Bro-Vakt, follow the broad path to the
right, crossing another island and the Ekeblad Lock, which collapsed in 1755 before it was completed, to the Gullbforsbruk, a
large rolling-mill. From this point we have a view of the Gullo
We
Falls, 23 ft. in height, divided by the Gullo (see below).
then return to the Bro-Vakt
follow it towards the S., descend to
the right after 2-3 min., and cross the bridge (right) to the island
of Ona.
Here we skirt the yard of the large mill (to the right ;
direction-post), cross another bridge, and beyond a cellulose-fac
tory reach a small swaying bridge to the island of Toppo (25 ò. ;
Grand

—

,

two persons only may cross at a time). This island affords the best
views of the ""Toppo Fall, 42 ft. high, the grandest of the series,
which it separates from the Tjuf Fall ('thief fall') on the W. side.
The effect of the seething and foaming waters ali around the island

is very

striking.

—

A

bridge (25 o.) crosses from the island of Ona
Gullo, the N. end of which commands

to the wooded island of

another view of the Gullo Falls.
We return to the left bank and walk in the direction of the
Gothic brick church on a hill. Before reaching the church we turn
to the right to the iron King Oscar s Bridge across the river, con
structed in 1889 , which affords the finest general *View of the

Toppo Fall. The stone aTch which connects the iron bridge with
the left bank crosses Polhem's Lock, planned by the engineer Polhem, but left unftnished in 1755. Following a path from this point
for a few paces, we reach the Kungsgrotta (K. gr. on the Map), one
half of a 'giant's cauldron', hearing the names of many visitors.

'Jattegrytar',
in

Norway

'giant's cauldrons', which are of frequent occurrence
Sweden, have probably been formed by the erosive

or

and

action of stones whirled round by eddies in the beds of former
like the similar phenomena in the 'Glacier Garden' at Lu
cerne. The path diverging at the grotto in the direction of the river
leads to an iron platform above the Stampestrbm Fall, 8 ft. high,
below which the river expands into the cairn Hojumsvarp.
The

rivers,

opposite
The

bank is

steep and rocky.

carriage-road ascends to
A footpath
diverging

the

the

right bank of the
few paces from the
bridge , descends to an apparatus for catching salmon (Laxfiske),
where another platform commands a stili finer *View of the Stampestream.

,

left,

on

to the left

a
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Gotenburg

About 5 min.

farther on we quit the carriage-road
the right; guide-post) to the
'Stromsbergs
Skog', which brings us in about 10 min., straight on, to the Breidablick , not far from the Villa Stromsberg. (Carriages must drive
and follow the

round via
across the

path (to

Stromslund.)
tranquil

lower

From the Breidablick we have
course of the
Gota-Elf, with the

a

view

railway

bridge (p.285), to the Halleberg and Hunneberg (p.285). A foot
path diverging just before the Breidablick in the direction ofthe
river leads to

(3 min.) the mill on the Gullbklint, with a view of
the Noi Fall and the island of Gullo.
We retrace our steps for a
few yards, then turn to the left, and in 5 min. reach the
Thorsbad,
where there is an iron platform projecting directly over the rapids.
Farther on, beyond another iron platform at the Tjufhàlsklint, is the
(4 min.) rocky promontory

of "Strbmsbergklint, which commands a
survey of nearly ali the falls. In 4 min. more we rejoin the
carriage-road above King Oscar's Bridge.
If time permit, a visit may be paid to the Kopparklint (190 ft. above
the sea-level), above the Helvetes Falls (see below). We ascend the car
riage-road for 5 min. more, then turn to the left (guide-post) by a path
which brings us in 5 min. to the view-point, where an iron platform affords

general

a fine view of the river far below.
of the river.
Morning-light best.

We

now

return

to

the

left

To the S.

bank

we

the

see

and from

lower course

Polhem's Lock

follow the
fir woods.

carriage-road passing below the church through pine and
After about 4 min., shortly before the road crosses a
mill-stream, we descend the path to the right (steps), which crosses

the mouth of the mill-stream, rounds the hill
Hotel Utsigten , and skirts the Helvetes Falls

on

which stands the
in ali

('hell falls'),

25 ft. in height. A few min. farther along the carriage-road another
'giant's cauldron' ('Jàttegryta') may be observed on the left.
Stili farther on a finger-post points the way to the right to the
"Hotel Utsigten (p. 282), a conspicuous object in the view from the
King Oscar's Bridge. The veranda and the tower of the hotel coinmand extensive views.
We now descend by a path through wood, passing the Mekanisk
Verkstad on the left, and skirt the river, which here expands into
the basin called Olide-Hàlan. The path ('Dodens Gang') then
leads past the Flottbergsstrbm and the Elvii Sluss , another unfinished lock by Polhem, and another path ('Kàrlekens Stig') leads
thence to (V2 hr.) the lower entrance to the locks, at Akersvass,
where steamboat-passengers from Gotenburg usually land (p. 282).
'Schweitzeri' or café" here.
The eleven new "Locks of Akersvass, constructed by Nils Erics
son
(A. 1870; pp. 316, 325) in 1836-44, ascend in three sections, be
tween which are basins where vessels pass each other. Adjacent are
the Old Locks, opened in 1800, now used for small vessels only.
The traveller had better walk up the left bank of the new locks.
Another path skirts the old locks. From the former path we cross one

to

VENERSBORG.

Venersborg.
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of the locks to the N. hank of the canal and ascend to the (1/4 hr.)
Akersberg Balcony (view) and the hamlet of Akersberg, where the
offices of the Lock Company are situated.
Thence to the railway
station, via the above-mentioned Mekanisk Verkstad, 3/4-l br.
—

Besides these locks at Akersvass there are two at Lilla Edet and one
at Akersstrom, below
Trollhattan; and two more above it. at Brinkebergs
Kulle near Venersborg, where the waterfall of Rànnum, 20 ft. high, has
to be avoided. These huge locks form a kind of staircase by means of which
vessels (6000-7000 anuually) ascend and descend with ease between the
North Sea and Lake Venern, 145 ft. above it.

Beyond Trollhattan

the train

crosses

the Gota-Elf and reaches

—

82 Kil. Oxnered

(Jernvàgs-Hotel, by the station), the junction of
theBergslagsbana, which goes on to Mellerud (for Fredrikshald and
Christiania), Kil, and Falun (see p. 358), with the Uddevalla and
Venersborg

line.

Passengers

for the latter

change carriages here.

From Oxnered to Uddevalla (p. 84), 23 Kil., in l1/» hour.
From
Uddevalla we may take the steamer through the 'Skàrgard', either to the
S. to Gotenburg, or to the N. to Stromstad and Fredrikshald (p. 80);
but the 'Kommunikationer' should be carefully studied on account of the
—

changes necessary.
If the train from Oxnered to Venersborg
(4 Kil.) does not suit,
we may take a
carriage. Rail and road both cross the Vassbotten,
a small
bay of Lake Venern.

numerous

88 Kil.

with restaurant and cafe;
with 5800 inhab., at the S.
end of Lake Venern , lies on the N. end of an island bounded on
the W. by the Vassbotten, on the S. by the Karlsgraf, and on the
E. by the Gota-Elf (see p.
286). Warned by frequent fires, the

Strbmsborg,

Venersborg ("Stadshus,
popular garden), a town

a

town

now consists of unusually wide streets.
On the left bank of the Gota-Elf, to the S.E. of Venersborg,
rise the steep and wooded Halleberg
(485 ft.) and the Hunneberg
(490 ft.), both with lakes and moors on their plateaux and numer
ous elks
(a royal preserve).

From Venersborg to
Herrljdnga, 65 Kil., railway in 3 hrs. (fares
3 kr., 1 kr. 50 ò.).
The train crosses a cataract of the Gota-Elf, passes
between the Halleberg and the Hunneberg, and reaches (10 Kil.) Lilleskog,
prettily situated. To the left lies the Dettern, a bay of Lake Venern.
From (37Kil.) Hàkantorp a branch-line diverges to (28 Kil.) Lidkoping
(l^hr.;
see p. 286).
65 Kil. Herrljunga, see p. 289.
—

From

Venersborg by

Steamboat

W. Gota Canal to

on

Karlsborg

Lake Venern and the
Lake Vettern.

on

Steamboat in the direction of Stockholm 5 times weekly (twice by
Kinnekulle , and Mariestad) : to Motala (p. 295) in 27-36 hrs.
,
(fares 16 kr. 50, 13 kr. 75 ò., with separate cabin; lì kr., with berth in
the saloon; to Stockholm in 50-64 hrs.).
TheW. Gota Canal (i.e. W. of
Lake Vettern) is very inferior in scenery to the E. Gota Canal. Most
travellers will visit the latter only, as the voyage ali the way from Go
tenburg to Stockholm (56-70 hrs. ; 30, 20, 12 kr.) is apt to be tedious.
The commissariat on board the steamers is ampie : tea or coffee with bread
35 ò., Smòrgasbord 1 kr., with a hot dish l>/4 kr., D. 2'/4 kr. for gentle

Lidkoping

men,

13/4

kr. for ladies.
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LIDKOPING.

From

Venersborg

Other Steamers on Lake Venern : from Venersborg to Lidkoping,
and Mariestad twice weekly, going on once to Karlstad (p. 302)
once to Christinehamn (p. 302).

Kinnekulle,
and

Lake Venern (i. e. 'the Vener')
an immense sheet of water
(about 2400 sq. M. in area ; 280 ft. deep ; 145 ft. above the sealevel), where storms sometimes impede navigation, forms an inland
,

into which fall most of the rivers of

Vester-Gotland, DalsVermland, including the Klar-Elf, from Vermland, one
the largest rivers in Scandinavia. These rivers, which expand
places into long lakes traterse vast tracts of forest, affording

sea

land,
of
at

and

,

excellent routes for the

Elf

is the

transport of timber

only discharge

of the lake.

to the lake. The GotaThe Gota Canal connects

Lake Venern with Lake Vettern.
The S. part of Lake Venern, which the canal-steamers traverse,
is not very attractive. Looking back, we obtain a pleasing view of

the

Halleberg and the Hunneberg (p. 285). The quick boats run
Sjòtorp, where the Gota Canal begins (p. 288). About
halfway, on the Kollandsò, an. island surrounded by rocky islets,
rises the well preserved medieval chàteau of Leckb, with several
in 7 hrs. to

-

government property.
towers,
By Lecko, to the S., opens the bay of Kinne Viken, which the
canal-boats enter twice weekly (besides several others). The first
station, 5 hours' steam from Venersborg, is
Lidkoping ("Hotel Lidkoping ; "Svea), the oldest town on Lake
Venern, with 5000 inhab., situated at the mouth of the Lidà. The
town has been burned down several times, and, with its church, has
been entirely rebuilt since 1849.
now

—

Besides the canal-boats and other steamers above mentioned, which
connect Lidkoping with the Kinnekulle five times weekly, the
a locai steamboat, plies daily between these two points.
Railway by Hakanlorp to Venersborg, see p. 285 ; by Skara to Mariestad or to Stenstorp,

'KinnekulleJ,

—

see

p. 290.

On the E. side of the Kinne Vik rises the *Kinnekulle (pron.
'chin'), a long isolated range, extending 9 M. from N. to S., and
4M. from E. to W., one of the most interesting hill-regions in
Sweden, both geologically and in point of scenery. It rises in several
or terraces
to geological periods ; granite , the

corresponding
these, is followed by sandstone, alum-slate limestone,
clay-slate, and lastly by trap, which has been upheaved in a liquid
state through these other formations. With its valleys and woods,
its abrupt cliffs ('klefvor'), its rich vegetation, and its numerous
farms and pastures, the Kinnekulle forms quite a little world of
steps

lowest of

its

,

own.

One hour after leaving Lidkoping the canal boat reaches the
station of Hellekishamn. (The other steamers ply in the same time
to the station of Ràbackshamn.) The Hellekis station is '/2 M- from
the old manor of Hellekis, with its beautiful park, now the property
of a company.
(The mansion contains the offices, a post-office,
and a geological collection.) The Ràbàck station (3/4 M. to the S. of
-

to

Karlsborg.

MARIESTAD.

43. Route.
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is l1/^ M. from Baron Klingspor's estate of Ràbàck, with
Near
charming park, to which visitors are freely admitted.
Hellekis, Ràbàck, and Hbnsàter, formerly a baronial manor, a little
to the N. (near the railway-station of Gòssàter, .see
below), are
several large quarries.

Hellekis)
its

the

—

From Hellekis a road leads in 1/2 nr- (from Ràbàck in 20 min.) to
large "Hotel Kinnekulle (R. from lyg kr.), which affords a fine

view. Pleasant walk of 1/i hr. to the Mbrkeklef (which is also
^4 hr.
from Ràbàck). The ascent of the Hogkulle (1007 ft. above the
sea,
862 ft. above the lake), the highest point of the Kinnekulle, takes
l-l'/^hr. On the top is an extensive view ; belvedere, 60 ft. high
(adm. 25 ò.), with a few beds for travellers who]| desire to see the
sunrise from this point.
Those who spend a few days at the Hotel Kinnekulle should visit
the old churches of Medelplana, Veslerplana, and Husaby.
That of Husaby,
11 Kil. to the S., is said to have been founded at the beginning of the
llth century. Olaf Eriksson, tbe first Christian king of Sweden, is said to
have been baptized in the spring at Husaby.
The Hotel Kinnekulle is 4 M. from the rail. stat. of Gòssàter (p. 280J.
Carriage, if required, must be ordered at the hotel beforehand.
In 2 hrs. more the canal-steamer reaches Mariestad (Stadshotel),
a town of 3200
inhab., founded by Charles IX. at the mouth of the
Tida about the year 1600, and so named in honour of his queen, a
princess of the Palatinate. The town was rebuilt after a fire in
1895. (Terminus of branch-lines from Moholm and Skara, p. 290.)
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GOTA CANAL.

Route 43.

Passing the island Thorsb, we steam in H/2 hr. more to
where the western branch of the Gota Canal begins.

Sjbtorp,

The naturai depression which intersects S. Sweden from the SkagerRack to the Baltic, and which includes the great Venern, Vettern, and
Malar Lakes, gave rise at an early period to the idea of connecting the
The question was first mooted hy Bishop
two seas by means of a canal.
Brask of Linkòping (1516) and afterwards by Gustaf Vasa and CharlealX.
at
The work waa
length begun by Svedenborg and Polhem under Charles XII.
(1716), and carried on by Winham (1753). Theae engineers attempted to
construct locks to enable vessels to pass the Trollhatta Falls (comp. p.285),
but a great bulwark they had built to protect their works was destroyed
by fioating timber in 1755. Nothing more was done till 1793, when a
company was formed for the conatruction of the 'old locks' of Trollhatta
(p. 284). The E. prolongation of the canal is chiefly due to Daniel Thunberg and Baron von Platen. The latter (d. 1829) set on foot the Gota Canal
Company (1810) and lived to see the completion of the greater part of
the work. The engineer was Thomas Telford, the Scotsman. The whole
route from Gotenburg to Mem on the Baltic (240 M. ; canal 56 M. only,
10 ft. deep) was opened in 1832. There are 58 locks in ali, five being
used for the regulation of the water in the canal. About 3000 vessels pass
through the canal annually.

From Lake Venern to Lake Viken the canal mounts 155 ft.
by means of twenty locks (9 near Sjotorp, 2 on the way to
Norrqvarn, 9 at Hajstorp). To Tbreboda, where the canal is crossed
by the Gotenburg and Stockholm Railway , the steamer plies in
more

5i/2

hours.

Nearing Vassbacken, the next station, we observe the
on the right. Beyond Vassbacken, on the right,
stone marks the highest point of the Gota Canal (300 ft.)

estate of Fimmersta

memorial
above the sea-level. We then steam at the same level to Lake Viken,
which we enter through a lock. In the distance, at the S. end of
the lake, lies the manor of Ryholm. At the Forsvik station a lock
leads into the Bottensjb, on the S.W. side of which rises the Vaberg,
recently fortified. Rodesund (an hour's steam from Forsvik), beausituated on a
between the Bottensjo and Lake
a

tifully
Vettern,

peninsula

is the station for

Karlsborg (Nicander's Hotel),

a

fortress

founded in 1820, and the terminus of the branch-line to Skofde
(p. 290). The passage across the latter lake to Vadstena or to Mo-

tala takes 2 hrs.

more

(see

p.

295).

The Dalsland Canal, one of the most famous waterways in Sweden,
uniting Lake Venern with Fredrikshald in Norway, a distance of 100 M.,
was constructed in 1863-63 by Nils Ericson (p. 284), but since the opening
of the railway only the centrai section of the canal is now traversed by
passenger-steamers. It begins at Kopmannabro (p. 358), on Lake Venern.
The most interesting point is at Hàfverud, where the canal is carried across
ft.
a waterfall by means of a huge iron aqueduct, 105 ft. in length and 15
in width.
The steamboats now begin their voyage beyond the chief locks,
at Bengstfors, where the railway (p. 84) from Uddevalla and Bàckefors
reaches the canal.
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44. From

Gotenburg

to Katrineholm

(and Stockholm).

458 Kil. Express at night in 12 hrs., by day in 14'/2 hrs. (fares 38 kr.
95, 27 kr. 50, 18 kr. 35 ò.). Sleeping-berth, lst ci. 5 kr., 2nd ci. 3 kr. extra.
Those who
The slow trains (fares 24 kr. 5, 16 kr. 5 ò.) take two days.
wish to see Lake Vettern take the train from Falkó'ping to Jònkòping, and
the steamboat thence to Motala (p. 295).
—

Gotenburg, see p. 277. To Olskroken, at which few trains stop,
p. 282. The line turns to the right into the valley of the Sàfveà
and crosses it several times. 9 Kil. Partilled ; 15 Kil. Jonsered,
20 Kil. Lerum. 27 Kil.
on the Asperi-Sjò, with cotton-factories.
Floda, at the W. end of the Flodasjo. In the neighbourhood is the
former royal hunting-lodge of Naàs, now in the possession of Mr.
A. Abrahamson , founder of a well-known School of Handicrafts
(kSlbjdlarare-Seminariet' ; director, Dr. Salomon). Farther on, an
embankment ; then, a cutting through the Krosekulle. 35 Kil. Norsee

sesund.
46 Kil.

Alingsàs (Stads-Hotel), with 2800 inhab. and several
large weaving-factories , prettily situated near the influx of the
Sàfveà into Lake Mjbrn, was founded in 1611 by inhabitants of
Lodiise, a town which had been destroyed by the Danes.
The train crosses the river several times. 60 Kil. Lagmansholm.
Then dreary

moors

(Svaltor, i.e. 'famine-lands').
("Rail. Restaurant, B. or

80 Kil. Her riJung a

67 Kil.
S.

Vàrgàrda.
H/4 kr.), junc

tion of branch -lines to the N.W. to Venersborg and Uddevalla
p. 285), and to the S. to Boràs.
From Herrljunga to Boras, 42 Kil., railway in 2 hrs. (fares 2 kr. 95,
1 kr. 70 o.). Stations unimportant.
Boràs (Hot. Vestergotland ; Hot. du Nord),
with 9000 inhab. and cotton-mills.
From Boràs to Varberg, see p. 277.

(see

—

—

87Kil.-Fositouifc; 101 Kil. S'órby. At Markakyrka the line reaches
its highest point (740 ft. above the sea-level).
114 Kil. Falkoping-Kanten (Rail. Restaurant, B. or S. l^taf.;
Rantens Hotel, at the station) is the junction for Jònkòping and
Nàssjo (R. 45). Halt of 10-15 minutes. The town of Falkoping,

with 2800 inhab., lies '^M. from the principal station, but has
another station on the line to Jònkòping (p. 291).
Margaret of
Denmark defeated King Albert of Sweden nere in 1389 (p. lviii).
Near the station rises the Mbsseberg ('cap hill' ; 820 ft.) , with a
and sanatorium on its slope.
the Kinnekulle (p. 286) in formation.

hydropathic

129 Kil. Stenstorp, junction of

The

Alleberg resembles

two branch-lines.

From Stenstorp to Hjo, 39 Kil., railway in 2-3 hrs. (fares 2kr. 75, lkr.
60 ò.). Stations unimportant. From Svensbro a branch-line diverges to
Ekedalen and Tidaholm.
Hjo (Stads-Hotel; Royal), a town with 1400 in
hab., lies on Lake Vettern, in a district known as Guldkroken ('golden
corner'). On the lake is a sea-bathing place (Restaurant Bellevue). Near
Hjo are several large estates and a hydropathic establishment. Steam
boats ply to the other towns on the lake.
Opposite lies Hastholmen
with the Omberg (p. 294; steamboat daily in 1 hr., fare 1 kr. 40 ò.).
—

Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

7th Edit.
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SKÓFDE,

Route 44.

Lidkoping, 46 Kil railway in 2V2-3 hrs. (3 kr.
the Brunnemsberg, between the Hornborgasjo (395 ft.) and the Billing, and traverses the Axevalla Heath, the largest
in
Sweden.
10 Kil. Broddetorp. About 6 Kil.
military exercising-ground
to the E. of (20 Kil.) Axvall, near the 'skjuts-station' Klostret, at the base
From Stenstorp

to

50 ò., 2 kr.). The train

,

crosses

of the

Billing, stands the Varnhems-Kyrka, a former Cistercian church of
tombs of the De la Gardie family.
Kil.
Skara (Stads-Hotel, near the station), with 3800inhab., was once
28
a famous
episcopal town with six churches, mentioned byAdam of Bremen.
The Gothic "Cathedral, consecrated by Bishop Odgrim in 1151, now undergoing repair, contains the marble sarcophagus of Erik Soop, who saved
the life of Gustavus Adolphus at the battle of Stuhm fin W. Prussia)
in 1629.
From Skara a branch-line goes to Gòssàter (27 Kil. ; station
for the Kinnekulle, p. 286) and Mariestad (54 Kil. ; p. 287).
46 Kil. Lidkoping, see p. 286'

1250, containing

—

139 Kil. Skultorp. Skilfully engineeredline. Fine view to the E.
145 Kil. Skofde ("Hotel Billingen ; Hotel Skbfde), an old town
with 4500 inhab., prettily situated at the foot of the Billing,

junction of a branch-line to Karlsborg (44 Kil.; in iy2-2hrs.; p. 288).
160 Kil. Vàring; 167 Kil. Tidan. To the left, a view of Lake
Osten and the fertile plain of Vadsbo. 171 Kil. Moholm, junction
of a branch-line to Mariestad (18 Kil., in 1 hr. ; p.287).

At(184 Kil.) Toreboda the train crosses the Gota Canal(j>. 288).
It then traverses Tiveden, a dreary wooded region, the scene in
the 12th cent, of the contests between the rivai kings Sverker and
Erik Jedvardsson (p. liv).
198 Kil.

the
on

to

R.

Elgaràs ; 215 Kil. Finnerodja. To the left, a view of
Skagern Sjb (227 ft.). Then, the lake and village of Bodarne
the right.
229 Kil. Laxà (Rail. Restaurant, with bedrooms). The railway
Charlottenberg and Christiania diverges here to the left (see
-

48).

—

A little to the N. is Porla Helsobrunn
on the latter line.

(p. 302),

a

small

watering-place,

244 Kil. Vretstorp; to the N. rises the Kilsberg.
259 Kil. Hallsberg (Jernvàgs- Hotel; "Rail. Restaurant, D.

IV2 lir0i an important station
(p. 356) and Motala (p. 295)
,

N.

Farther

272 Kil.

(p. 298).
Hogsjò.

on

we

obtain

a

284 Kil. Kilsmo,
303 Kil. Vingàker

junction

for Orebro to the
10-20 minutes.

to the S. ; halt of

plain of Nerike.
narrow-gauge line to Norsholm
on the N. bank of Lake Sottern. 294 Kil.
is the centre of the district of that

Pàlsboda, junction
—

is the

fine view of the
of

—

a

Beyond it, on the left, lies the estate of Safstaholm.
We pass the lakes of Viren, Kolsnar (nar, 'lake'), and Nàsnar,
and the chàteau of Sjbholm. 316 Kil. Baggetorp.
324 Kil. Katrineholm (Jernvags-Hotel, with restaurant) is the
junction for Norrkòping, Mjòlby, Nàssjo, and Malmo (RR. 47, 39).
name.

Long halt.
From Katrineholm to

(458 Kil.) Stockholm,

see

pp.

300,

301.
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45. From

Nàssjo

to

Jònkòping and Falkòping.

in23/4-4 hrs. (fares 6kr. 75,4 kr. 50ò.),
90, 3 kr. 95 ò.). Views to the right.
16 Kil. Forserum; 27 Kil. Tenhult. The

112KÌ1. Sódra Stambana. Expreaa
ordinary train in 6V2 brs. (fares 5 kr.

Nàssjo, see p. 271.
train now begins to descend to the basin of Lake Vettern, about
670 ft. below, and affords a series of beautiful views. To the right
we observe Husqvarnawith its waterfall (p.292), and in the distance
the Visingsò in Lake Vettern. A little beyond Husqvarna, where
we are stili 200 ft. above the lake, the train turns, descends to the
left, and then skirts the lake.
—

43 Kil. Jònkòping.
Railway Stations. The Main Station (PI.
C, 1) lies close to the harbour, to the W. of the old town ; a second sta
tion (PI. E, 1), to the E. of the old town, is for the line to Husqvarna and
Lyckas; a third station (PI. C, 2), on the Munksjò, to the S. of the Landshòfdings-Residens (see below), serves the Vaggeryd-Halmstad line (p. 276).
Hotels. "Stora Hotel (PI. a), to the E. of the Main Rail. Station, with
view of Lake Vettern and an excellent restaurant, R. from i'/z, D. U/ìì kr. ;
Jernvàgs Hotel (PI. b), opposite the Main Rail. Station ; Fròken Sparke's
Pension, Kyrko-Gatan 2, pens. 2 kr. 80 ò.
Cabs
(stand in front of the Stora Hotel). Drive in the town not
exceeding J/i hr. 50 ò.; to Dunkehallar l!/2-3 kr. (acc. to the stay); to the
Aqueduct 3'/2, with return by Dunkehallar 4'/2-5 kr. ; to Sanna (p. 292)
3'/2, to Husqvarna 5 kr., with stay ,of 2 hra. in each case.
Post Office (PI. 7), Hofràtts-Torg.
Telegraph Office, Òstra Stor—

—

Gatan 9.

Jònkòping, *one of the oldest towns in Sweden, repeatedly buriidown, but rebuilt since 1835, contains 21,000 inhab. and impor
tant manufactories, and is the capital of a province and the seat of
an appeal-court ('Gota Hofratt'). It is charmingly situated between
the S. end of Lake Vettern and the smaller lakes Munksjò and
ed

Rocksjò. Roomy suburbs have been erected to the E. and W. of
the old town. The cheerful town, the sea-like expanse of Lake
Vettern (connected with the Munksjò by a canal), the large seagoing ships (p. 293), and the mountains to the S., ali combine to
form a very beautiful picture.
The Town Park extends to the S.E. from the Railway Station
(PI. C, 1) to the Munksjò. In the centre of the park rises a hand
some

Fountain.

To the W. is the Almànna Làroverk

(PI. 2),

or

grammar-school ; to the S. are the Landshòfdings-Residens (PI. i), or
house of the provincial governor, and the National Bank "(PI. 3).
The Street behind the Làroverk leads to the S. to the pleasant gar
dens of Stora Limugnen (PI. C, 2). Farther to the S. is the large
The first cross-streets lead to
Munksjò Pappersbruk (PI. C, 2).
the Sophia-Kyrka (PI. 4), designed by Zettervall (1888).
To the W. of the railway-station, on the bank of Lake Vettern,
lies the famous Match Manufactory (VI. C, 1 ; no admission), which.
was founded in 1845 and attained a worldwide
reputation after the
invention of the safety-match ('tàndstickor utan svafvel och fosfor')
by its owner, J. E. Lundstròm (1853). It now belongs to a company
—

19*
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HUSQVARNA.

employs 800

The Vestra Tàndsticks-Fabrik (PI. B,
workmen.
another match-factory in the W. suburb, employs 700 hands.
In the older part of the town, to the E. of the Stora Hotel, are
the Christina- Kyrka (PI. 5), built in 1649-73, the Hofràtt Building
and

—

1,2),

17th cent.), and the Town Hall (PI. 9), the last two on the
S. and W. sides of the Hofràtts-Torg.
Environs.
The Vestra Stor-Gatan, passing the S. side of the large
match-factory and then a school, leads to the Dunkehallar (PI. B, A, 1),
a suburban district, commanding a beautiful view and studded with villas.
The road ascends. To the right lies the W. Cemetery. An avenue to the
left leads to the Town Park (PI. B, 1). A footpath on the same side leads
past the shooting pavilion to Bellevue (PI. A, B, 1), a point of view about

(PI. 6;

1 M. from the Stora Hotel. Thence we may walk round the S. and E. sides
of the Town Park and descend the flight of steps at a kiosque (rfmts.) to
A stili finer "View is
the country-house called Bàckalyckan (PI. B, 1).
obtained from the 'Reservoir of the Water Works (Vattenledningen ; PI. A, 3),
2'/2M. to the S.W. We follow the road, which crosses the Juneback, between
the match-factory (r.) and the Ask-Fabrik (box-factory; 1.). At the manor
of Piko we keep to the left. Beyond the fire-station and the poor-house we
reach (3/4 br.) the flltration basin, with the large fountains. Carriages wait
here, while we walk on via a ravine to the Utsiktsberg. We may return
via Bàckalyckan and Dunkehallar.
On the E. side of the town we may
visit the East Cemetery (PI. E, F, 2) and the Artillery Barracks (PI. F, 2).
Excursions. The'Vaggeryd railway (p. 276; stat., see p. 291) ascends
the valley of the Tabergsà, via Liungarum, Hofslàtt, and Norrahammar , to
Kil.
; lVzhr.; return-fares lkr. 20 ò., lkr.) Smàlands Taberg (666 ft.;
(13
inn), whence we may ascend (25 min.) the Taberg (1125 ft.), a hill consisting almost wholly of magnetic iron ore, and commanding a survey of the
forests of Smàland.
To reach the fop (marked by a memorial of the visit
of Oscar II.) we return along the railway for a few yards, pass under the
the
cross
track,
Tabergsà, and afcend.
Husqvarna may be reached either -by the Gripenberg railway (see
below; return-fares 90, 60 ò.) or by carriage (8 Kil. ; see p. 291). The road
passes the massage institutea of Sauna, visited in summer even by British and
German patients, while one of them (Kellgren's) has a winter establishment
in London. The waterfalls of Husqvarna have a total height of 360 ft., but
About one-sixth of the
this is distributed over a considerable distance.
water is drawn off for a large hunting-rifle and sewing-machine factory. At
present we follow the road to the factory, cross the rails, take the path to the
left, and reach the (5 min.) Hotel (unpretendina). We then cross the river by
the road and pass the house and garden of the Manager (Disponents-Byggnad ;
see inset-plan at p. 291).
After 5 min. we keep to the left along the garden
fence to the conduit ('tublediiing"), which brings the water to the turbine
of the factory.
Beyond the conduit we reach the best 'Point of View.
[A new path, not yet ready, diverges to the left 100 yds. from the rail.
station, runs to the N. of the factory, and crosses the 'Great Fall' by a
foot-bridge.] We then recross the conduit and follow the path to the E.
(branch. to the right to another view-point) to the 'Upper Fair and the
If the hours of the return-trains do not suit,
art-foundry of Ebbes Bruk.
we may walk to Rosendala (see below).
From Jònkòping to Ltceasgard, 19 Kil., railway (Gripenbergsbana ;
station, see p. 291) in l'/4 hr. (fares 90, 60 ò.; return-fares to Vistakulle,
The train crosses the Husqvarnaà. 5 Kil. Rosendcda. Beyond
90. 60 ò.).
(7 Kil.) Husqvarna (see above) it turns back and ascends slowly along the
hilly ridge of Brantasen, above the road and the E. bank of Lake Vettern
13 Kil. Vistakulle (Restaurant at the station,
(views). 11 Kil. Gisebo.
fair), perhaps the finest point on Lake Vettern. Finger-posts indicate the
from
the station to CA hr.) the top of the 'Kulle' 085 ft.), which affords
way
an extensive view.
For an excursion to the Visingsd (p. 203) we use fhe steamers 'Motala
Express' (6 times a week) and 'Freja' or 'Vista' (9 times a week).
—

—

—

—

—

46. Route

LAKE VETTERN.
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the train skirts the W. bank of Lake
for a long distance. 54 Kil. Bankeryd,
and
ascends
(views)
with attractive villas. To the left rises the Domméberg ; to the right,
in the distance, is the Visingsò (see below). From (62 Kil.) Habo

Leaving Jònkòping,

Vettern

we
an

may pay a visit on foot or by skyds to
old timber church (rebuilt in

Ì723),

(5 Kil.)
with

a

the

Habo-Kyrka,
painted interior.

is 3 Kil.

farther on.
Scenery
uninteresting
(75 Kil.) Mullsjò. We cross Lake Stràken
by an embankment 424 yds. long. 86 Kil. Sandhem. 101 Kil.
Vartofta, junction for Ulricehamn on Lake Asunden (37 Y2 Kil.,
in 2 hrs.).
Ili Kil. Falkòping Town; 112 Kil. Falkòping-Ranten, junction
of the Sodra and the Vestra Stambana (R. 44).
The summit of the
till

46. From

we

Domméberg

—

reach

Jònkòping

to Stockholm

by

Lake Vettern

and the Eastern Gota Canal.
Steamboat from Jònkòping to Stockholm, via Vadstena, Molala, Norsholm, Sòderkòping and Sódertelge , thrice weekly, in 36 hrs. (fares 16
11 kr.); to Norsholm 15 hrs. (9 or 7 kr.).
We may also take a Lake
Vettern steamboat (starting daily) to Vadstena or Motala, and then go on
by the Jònkòping -Stockholm or the Gotenburg-Stockholm steamer (p. 2S5J.
Travellers who intend to proceed by rail (p. 299) from Berg or Norsholm
,

or

should note that the canal-boats

Lake Vettern

are

often late.

(290 ft.),

the most beautiful of the great lakes
of S. Sweden, is about 80 Engl. M. long and 12 M. broad. The N.
end is 65-100 ft. deep, the S. end 260-415 ft.
The water is exsometimes seen at a depth of
The lake is very liable to sudden storms, which sometimes
endanger the navigation. Being flanked by the tableland of Smà
land, 600-700 ft. above it, and by the isolated Omberg and Vaberg,

quisitely clear, bright objects being
100 ft.

rising opposite to each other (about 600 ft.), the lake is far more
picturesque than Lake Venern, while the Visingsò, an island in
the middle of the lake, and the pretty towns and villages on its
banks further enhance the scenery. The only effluent is the Motala,
which follows the line of the E. Gota Canal.

banks are fiat. The lake is connected
Lake Venern (p. 288).
About

by the

At the N. end the
W. Gota Canal with

hrs. after leaving Jònkòping the steamer reaches
island about 8 M. long and 2 M. broad, once the
property of the powerful Counts of Brahe, and now a royal domain
(kungsladugàrd ; since 1683). At Visingsòhamn, the landing-place
on the E. side of the
island, are the "Hotel and the overgrown ruins
of the castle of Visingsborg (built in 1650
; burned down in 1718).
Farther up is the Brahe-Kyrka, a church built by Count Per Brahe
in 1636, which is open on Tues.,
Wed., & Thurs., 2-3 p.m. (fee;
at other times the sacristan must be sent
for). It contains the
tombs of the count (d. 1680) and his wife, an ancient ivory cruthe

172-2

Visingsò,

an
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Route 46.

Silver

HÀSTHOLMEN.

From

Jònkòping

and other works of art. The middle of
oaks and firs; the other two-thirds are
in the hands of peasant-farmers (pop. 1200). In the N.
part of the
island is the ancient Kumla-Kyrka. The large pheasantry of Baron
Dickson is hardly accessible.

ciflx,

a

the island is

chandelier,
planted with

Opposite the Visingsò, on the E. bank of the lake, lies the
attractive little town of Grenna (Hotel Brahe), with 1300
inhab.,
founded by Count Per Brahe in 1652.
A good view is obtained
from the

Grennaberg, rising abruptly over the town. Excursions
there and back 1 y2 hr.) may be made to the ruined castle of
Brahehus, to the N. (fine view), and to the picturesque Rotile Mill (S.).
Beyond Grenna the steamer usually steers N. to (2 hrs.)
Hàstholmen (Hotel, well spoken of), a harbour to the S. of the
Omberg, which is best visited from this point. (We may afterwards
go on by rail from Alvastra, see below.) The excursion (3-4 hrs.) is
one of the finest on the lake.
We take a small boat, with a rower
who acts as guide (2-3 kr.), to the Ròdgafvels Grotto, 35 ft. long
and 25-30 ft. high, being the largest of a number of caverns in the

(each

—

From the grotto to the
deeply furrowed cliffs of the Omberg.
Hjessan (see below), l/2 hr.
The Omberg, the most interesting hill in S. Sweden next to
the Kinnekulle (p. 286), begins a little to the N. of Hàstholmen,
extends for about 6 M. along the bank of the lake towards Vad
—

stena, and is about 2 M. in breadth. The side next the lake is
for the most part abrupt, while the E. slopes are wooded and fur
rowed with valleys. The hill consists chiefly of gneiss and mica-

slate, but transition-limestone, clay-slate, and sandstone also occur.
highest point is Hjessan ('the crown'; 575 ft. above the lake,
845 ft. above the sea; view-tower). The Omberg forms the N. limit
in inland Sweden where the red beech (fagus sylvatica) thrives, but
in Bohus-Làn, on the Kattegat, it occurs as far north as 58° 30' N.
The

We
latitude. The beautiful forest is crown-property ('kronopark').
(rail. stat., see below ; "Tourist Hotel), where
we should notice the picturesque ruin of a Cistercian monastery
founded in the 12th cent, by King Sverker L, containing the burialvaults of Kings Sverker I., Charles VII., Sverker IL, and John I.
The church, dedicated to the Virgin, forms a Latin cross. The nave,
aisles, and choir are stili traceable. The W. wall, like that of the
choir , contained a large window with rosettes and divided by
—

return via *Alvastua

mullions.
Hàstholmen and (2 Kil.) Alvastra are stations on the Branch Railwat
Òdeshóg to 'Fogejlsta (p. 297.). If we climb the Ormberg from Al
vastra, we may descend via Hoje to Ormberg, the next station (5 Kil. from
Then follow (8 Kil.) Vàfversunda, Borghamn, and other
Hàstholmen).
small stations.
26 Kil. Vadstena, see p. 295. 36 Kil. Fogelsta.
prosi

—

From Hàstholmen the steamer

(p. 289),

on

Ròdgafvels

the W.

bank,

Port the lake

crosses the lake to (l!/2 hr.) Hi0
and then returns to the E. bank. At
attains its greatest depth (415 ft.).

VADSTENA.

to Stockholm.

We pass the

arbitrarily named rocks

46. Route.

known

as

Munken

or

295

Gràkarlen

('the monk', 'grey man'), Predikstolen ('the pulpit'), and Jungfrun
('the virgin'). Farther on are seen the Vestra Vàggar and Mullskràerna;
a

then

Borghamn,

promontory and reaches
Vadstena

with

(3

(Hotel Bellevue,

The steamer rounds

large quarries.

hrs. from
near

Hjo)
the harbour),
—

a

station of the

294. The town, of which lace has long been
-the staple product, with 2200 inhab., owes its origin to a monastery

railway mentioned

at p.

of St.

Birgitta (p. lxiii), consecrated in 1383, suppressed in 1595,
and now a lunarie asylum. The *Monasteby Church (the 'Klockare'
lives near), erected in 1395-1424, called the Blàkyrka from the
colour of its stone and by way of contrast to the brick Ròdkyrka,
is worthy of a visit.
It contains a monument to Duke Magnus,
The floor is paved
son of Gustavus Vasa, and others of interest.
with tombstones. The sacristy contains the remains of St. Bridget
and her daughter St. Katarina in a reliquary. A peculiarity of the
church is that the choir is at the W. end.
By the harbour is the
"Castle of Vadstena, generally known as the Vettersborg, built by
Gustavus Vasa in the 16th cent, and an excellent example of the
feudal architecture of the period. The interior is now a magazine.
The chapel is finely vaulted. The tower commands an extensive
view.
In 1 hr. more the steamer touches at
Motala (Hotel Nilson, fair; Hotel Bergstròm; Jernvàgs-Hotel;
baths by the harbour), a town with 2700 inhab. (a station on the
Mjòlby and Hallsberg Railway, p. 297), on the Vàrvik, at the
efflux of the Motala from Lake Vettern. The E. Gota Canal (Òstgòta Linie) begins here, its level being regulated by a lock.
To the N. (16 Kil.) are the chalybeate springs of Medevi, to which a
steamboat plies (going on to Askersund, p. 297).
—

—

—

From Motala to Stockholm
Steamer

by

the E. Góta Canal.

times weekly in 23-27 hrs. (fare 10 kr. , with bed in
'hytt' or stateroom 1272 kr.). Meals, see p. 235. The 'E. Gota Line' is the
finest part of the canal, especially the part between Berg and Norsholm.
From Norsholm we may go on by train ; but as it is troublesome to change
conveyances, and the trains rarely suit, it is preferable to remain on board
ali the way to Stockholm.
In this case the traveller will be rewarded by
the scenery from Sòderkòping onwards, even on a clear summer-night.

Motala,

eight

see

above.

(Level

of the lake 290

to the E. of Motala lies Motala Verkstad

About 2 M.
ft.)
(Verkstadens Hotel, tem
—

poranee),

reached by steam-launch (àngslup) or by road on the N.
side of the canal, passing Baron Platen's Grave (p. 288). Those who
pass the night at Motala Verkstad should visit the great engine
factory, founded in 1822, the property of a company, employing

1200 hands.

The motive power is the
other factories on the S.
side of the canal.
Immediately beyond Motala Verkstad are the
five Locks of Borenshult, through which the steamer descends to
Lake Boren, 50 ft. lower. As this operation takes an hour , pass-

(Visitors usually admitted.)

water of the canal

37 ft. higher. There

—

are
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Route 46.

engers have

of time to walk from Motala to Borenshult

plenty

scenery).

(fine

9 M. long, the water of whieh is at first
by the steamer. On the S. bank
is the estate of Ulfàsa. At the E. end (2 hrs. from
Motala) the
steamer reaches Borensberg-Husbyfjòl, where the finest
part of the
canal-voyage begins. The Motalastrom flows on the left. From the
Lake Boren

(240 ft.),

beautifully clear,

is next traversed

canal, which meanders at a considerable height, we overlook a rich
and smiling landscape, with the estates of Brunneby,
Ljung, and
others. The steamer glides along at half-speed in order to avoid
damaging the banks of the canal with its wash. In 3-4 hrs. more
we reach
Berg, an inn (carriages to Linkòping, 12 Kil. ; better order by
—

from

telephone

steamer takes

the W. end of Lake Roxen (108 ft.),
of which it commands a fine view. As the
2 hrs. to descend through the locks (15 in ali)

Motala)

17 M. long and 6 M.

nearly

to Lake

1 Kil.

near

broad,

Roxen, passengers have time to visit the Vreta Klosterkyrka,
to the S.E., which once belonged to a Cistercian convento!'

the 12th century.
We now steam atfull speed down Lake Roxen, enjoying a view of
its pretty banks. On the N. side is the ruin of Stjernarp, once a castle
of the Douglas family. In S^fe-ì hrs. after leaving Berg we reach—

Norsholm
the Vestervik

(p. 298), at the E. end of Lake Roxen, a station of
railway (p. 298) and the Ostra Stambana, by which

train suiting, we may continue our journey to Stock
The Motala and the Gota Canals issue from Lake Roxen
here, the former descending to the N. to Lake Gian.
Beyond Norsholm the canal is uninteresting and the narrow
lake of Asplàngen, 3 M. long, is equally so. We descend 12 locks
and in 4i/2 hrs. more reach
Sòderkòping (Stads-Hotél ; 1800 inhab.). Near it is St. Ragnhilds Kàlla, with a hydropathic. The scenery improves. Above the

latter

line,

holm.

—

canal,

on

the N.

rises the Ramundershàll.
two more locks ; then (3 M.) the last lock,
on Slàtbaken, a long and narrow bay ofthe Bal

side,

Beyond Sòderkòping
the
tic.

74th,

Mem,

at

To the

farther on, we observe the Stegeborg, once a
the left, the residence of Gottenvik. The
reaches the open Baltic.

right,

royal castle; then,
steamer soon

on

the monotonous 'skàrgard' or island
in the open sea, we next reach (5 hrs.) Oxelòsund, the
terminus of the Nykòping branch railway (p. 358), and in 5'/2"
6 hrs. more Sòdertelge (p. 300). To the S. of Sòdertelge (15 Kil.)
lies the chàteau of Hòrningsholm , on the Mòrkò.
The steamer

Steering partly through

belt, partly

-

—

the short Sòdertelge Canal (p. 300), connecting
the Baltic with Lake Màlaren, on which we steam rapidly to
(2-3 hrs.) Stockholm, the approach to which is strikingly pictur
esque. The boat lies to at the Riddarholm.

next passes

through

297

47.

From

Nàssjo

to Stockholm.

350 Kil. Sodra Stambana to Katrineholm; Vestra Stambana to Stock
holm. Express in 73/i, fast train in 9 hrs. (fares 29 kr. 75 ò., 21 kr., 14 kr.).
Ordinary trains not ali through-trains (18 kr. 40, 12 kr. 25 ò.).

The scenery as far as Boxholm retains
Nàssjo, see p. 271.
the characteristics of Smàland. Between Gripenberg and Sommen
lies Holaveden, a hilly and wooded district separating Smàland from
—

Ostergótland.

The fertile Plain of Vadstena, around Skeninge,
Linkb'ping , contains the oldest towns in Sweden,
many chàteaux, and large facto ries.
12 Kil. Solberga ; 18 Kil. Flisby ; 24 Kil. Aneby, on the lake
of that name. The train follows the course of the Svartà, which
forms a series of lakes.
36 Kil. Frinnaryd, on Lake Ralàngen (530 ft.), with its 'floating island'. 42 Kil. Gripenberg, with the large estate of that name ;
farther to the S. lies Traneryd. 52 Kil. Tranàs ; 64 Kil. Sommen,
The train
on Lake Sommen (480 ft.), on which a steamer plies.
crosses the Svartà, which here forms several falls, the boundary
between Smàland and Ostergótland. Near Rockebro we skirt the
N. bay of the Sommen.
73 Kil. Boxholm, withiron-works. 78 Kil. Stràlsnàs. The train
89 Kil. Mjòlby (*Inn, atthe station), with large mills.
descends.
From Mjòlby to Hallsberg, 96 Kil., railway in 4-5'/2 hrs. (fares
5 kr. 5, 3 kr. 40 ò.).
9 Kil. Skeninge (Stads-Hotel), with 1400 inhab.,
once an important place.
16 Kil. Fogelsta, whence a branch-line diverges
to Hàstholmen and odeshòg (42 Kil., in 3 hrs.; comp. p. 294).
27 Kil.
Motala, whence a short branch-line leads to Motala Verkstad (p. 295).
41 Kil. Karlsby ; 48 Kil. Degeron; 54 Kil. Godegàrd; 66 Kil. Mariedam.
From (79 Kil.) Lerbàck a branch-line runs in 50 min. to (14 Kil.) Askersund
(Stadskallaren), a0town of 1500 inhab. on Lake Vettern (steamer to Motala,
p. 295). 85 Kil. Asbro; 96 Kil. Hallsberg, see p. 290.
95 Kil. Sya; 99 Kil. Mantorp. Near (109 Kil.) Bankeberg is
the agricultural school of Haddorp. Fertile country, dotted with
churches.

Vadstena

,

and

—

—

—

—

121 Kil. Linkòping.
Hotels. "Stora Hotel, Stor-Torg ; LindeKungs-Gatan; Jernvags-Hotel, Central Hotel, at the station.
Carriages at Johansen's. To the locks of Berg and the Vreta Convent
(p. 296), 12 Kil.
Steamboat to Sòderkòping and Stockholm, once a week.
-

—

berq,

Linkòping, the capital of Ostergótland, with 13,300 inhab.,
residence of the 'Landshòfding' and the bishop, lies on the W.
bank of the Stanga, which flows out of Lake Roxen (p. 296) and is
connected with the S. lakes by means of the Kinda Canal (p.298).
In 159& the Rom. Cath. Sigismund was defeated by the Prot. Duke
Charles at the Stàngebro, and his adherents were afterwards exe
cuted at Linkòping in 1600 (the' 'Linkòping Blood Bath'), on the
spot now marked by a circle of stones in the Jerntorg. A stone on
the Gumpekulla, by the locks of Nyqvarn, a little below the town,
commemorates the battle.
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LINKÒPING.

Route 47.

From

Nàssjo

The *Domkyrka, begun in 1150 and completed at the end of
the 15th cent., is Romanesque in its oldest parts, and Gothic in
later parts, while the choir is late-Gothic. In 1870-82 the church

judiciously restored by Zettervall. The great W. tower, 345 ft.
high, was not completed till 1886. Next to the cathedral of Upsala,
this is the longest church in Sweden (320 ft.). The vaulting is
Was

by ten handsome pillars on each side. The old Altar-piece,
by Heemskerk (d. 1574), a Dutch master, purchased by John II. in
1581 for 1200 measures (7500 cubie ft.) of wheat, is now on the

borne

S. wall. Its former place is occupied by a colossal figure of Christ,
surrounded by Faith, Hope, and Charity, in plaster, designed by
Bystròm. Reliefs of the 14th cent, (life of Christ), formerly ini the
tympanum of the S. portai, are now built into the wall behind the
aitar. The marble sarcophagus and recumbent figure of Bishop
Teserus (d.1678) are modem. The verger ('Vàktmàstare') lives near.
Opposite the tower is the Castle, built before 1500 and lately
restored.
The

cent.),

Landsfòrsamlingens-Kyrka,
as St. Larskyrka,

also known

or

Church of the Estates

contains

(12th

pictures by Hòrberg,

a self-taught peasant artist ,
whose works are often met with in
Sweden. The Library contains avaluable collection of books, MSS.,
coins, and antiquities (Tues. and Sat., 11-1 ; at other times apply
to the librarian, Hr. Segersteen, Nyqvarns-Gatan, who owns a
good collection of paintings). The old Hospital Church is now the
East Gotland Museum.
Pleasant walks in the park of the Tràdgàrdsfòrening (with belvedere), to the S. of the town (entrance in
—

the

Drottning-Gatan).

Kinda Canal (steamer five times a week), 80 Kil. in length,
in 1871, conneets Linkòping with several higher lying lakes
:
Erlàngen (185 ft. above the sea), on the N. bank of which lies
the large estate of Sturefors; Rengen (275 ft.), with the estates of Sàby and
Brokind; then Jernlunden (280 ft.) ; lastly Asunden (280 ft.), connected with
the last by the Rimforsstròm. The last steamboat-station is Horn, on the
Àsund. These lakes ali form basins of the Stanga , and the ascent is
effected by fifteen locks. Scenery pleasing the whole way.
The

completed

to the S.

Beyond Linkòping

the train

crosses

the

Stanga by

a

bridge

200 yds. long. Fertile country, with several churches. 132 Kil.
Linghem; 139 Kil. Gistad. We cross the Gota Canal (p. 288) by
a

curious

swing-bridge (pleasant

view of Lake

Roxen).

145 Kil. Norsholm (Hotel Gota), junction of two branch-railways, and also a station of the canal-steamers (see p. 295).
From Norsholm to Vestervik, 118 Kil., railway in 5 hrs. (fares 8 kr.
5 kr. 45 Oo.).
Stations of little interest.
42 Kil. Atvidaberg (Hotel), with a modera church and Copper Mines,
a visit to which takes one
day. The mines are entered by a small steam
car
callced a 'Hund'. The Mormorsgrufva ('grandmother's mine'), to the
W. of Atvidaberg, is 1365 ft.„deep. The most important mine is at Bersbo
(1250 ft. deep), to the N. of Atvidaberg.
51 Kil. Forsaslròm;
We next traverse the pretty district of Tjust.
58 Kil. Falerum (fine view from the station); 67 Kil. Nelhammar; 71 Kil.

85,

NORRKÒPING.

to Stockholm.

47. Route.

StorsjS (fine view of the lake of that name); 82 Kil.

Òfverum,

299

with the

of an English company.
118 Kil. Vestervik (Stadshus; Brit. vice-consul, Mr. J. C. Tenger), an
old town with 6600 inhab., at the entrance to the Gamlebyvik, with large
shipbuilding yards, was repeatedly destroyed during the wars between the
Near the j;own is the ruined castle of Stdkeholm.
Danes and Swedes.
Vestervik is about 60 Engl. M. from Wisby on the island of Gotland

foundry

—

(steamer).

From Vestervik via Ankarsrum to Hultsfred (70 Kil.), see p. 273.
From Norsholm to Palsboda, 85 Kil., narrow-gauge railway in 4-4'/s
hrs. (fares 6 kr., 4 kr.). Intermediate stations unimportant. The train skirts
the W. bank of Lake Gian to (27 Kil.) Finspong, with a cannon-foundry
and a large chàteau and park.
79 Kil. Svennevad, at the W. end of Lake
—

Sottern.

—

The

Palsboda,

see

p. 290.

Stambana and the

Palsboda railway

run

side by side

(149 Kil.) Kimstad. The
former then bends to the N.E. and at (154 Kil.) Okna reaches Lake
Gian (70 ft.), which it skirts to (159 Kil.) Eksund. Here it crosses
the Motalastròm, the outlet of Lake Vettern (p. 293). 162 Kil.
along the E. bank of the Motalastròm

to

Fiskeby.
Hotels. Stora Hotel, Grand Hotel, both
168 Kil. Norrkòping.
in Karl Johans-Torg, with cafés ; Central Hotel, near the rail. station,
also with café, R. & L. from l'/j, B. 1, D. l'/2-2 kr. ; Bellevue, Skeppshron; Hotel du Nord.
Pleasuie Resort, Slromsholmen, with restaurant (frequent concerts).
British Vice-Consul, Mr. G. F. A. Enhorning.
—

Norrkòping, a busy trading and manufacturing town with 37,000
inhab., owes its importance to its situation at the head of the iong
Bràvik, into which falls the Motalastròm, and to the water-power
afforded. by the river, which flows through the whole town and
dfives numerous factories (cloth, yarn, cottoti, etc). Though of
ancient origin, the town has a wholly modem appearance owing to
the numerous confiagrations by which it has been visited.
Near the station , in the N. part of the town, lies the Karlwhere the post-office, the town-hall, and the theatre
are situated.
It is adorned with a Statue of Charles XIV. John
(Bernadotte), by Schwanthaler, erected in 1846. On a height to

Johans-Torg,

the W. rises the Church of St. Matthew, finishedin 1892 and afford
a view of Kolmàrden
(p. 300).
Adjoining the Karl-Johans-Torg is the Oskar-Fredriksbro, cross
ing the Motalastròm in three arches ; below it is the Stròm-Parterre.
An interesting walk may be taken along the upper part of the river,

ing

where the water dashes over rocks, turns a number of wheels, dives
into factory buildings, and emerges again as lively as ever. Between
the stone Bergsbro, constructed in 1774, and the Jernbro, or iron
bridge, of 1832, are the Bruksholm and the Laxholm, islands also
connected with the town by bridges.
The Arbetàre-Fòreningens-Hus, containing a large hall and a
museum; the Hògre Allmànna Làroverkets-Hus (grammar school),
on a hill to the S.W. of the town ; and the St.
Olaikyrka or Stads-

kyrka

may also be mentioned.
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Route 47.

The Steamboat to Stockholm will be preferred by many to the train.
The vessels (daily) usually ply at night, affording a beautiful view of Lake
Màlaren on arriving.
In the reverse direction this route is recommended
to travellers intending to take the Gota Canal route from Norsholm to
Lake Vettern (p. 295).
From Norrkòping to Wisby, see p. 349.

Beyond Norrkòping and (176 Kil.) Àby the train traverses a
plateau called Kolmàrden , the once robber-infested frontier-region between Sòdermanland and Ostergótland. Its length
wooded

from E. to W. is about 60

M.,

its breadth from N. to S. 25 M. ; the

highest point (555 ft.) lies to the W. of Àby. Th& train passes
through a tunnel and then ascends gradually to (179 Kil.) Grafversfors. Farther on it crosses the bays of Lake Nàcken by means of
embankments. Another tunnel. 191 Kil. Simonstorp (inn). On the
right lies the lake of Flàten (200 ft.). 205 Kil. Stràngsjò. Scenery
uninteresting.
216 Kil. Katrineholm (Jernvàgs-Hotel, with restaurant), junc
tion of the Sodra and the Vestra Stambana (p. 290). Near it are
the estates of /Stora Djulò and Klàstorp, with marble polishing
-

works, specimens from which

exhibited at Katrineholm.
The train next traverses the picturesque Sòdermanland , with
its great forests and its numerous lakes , which have given rise to
the saying that 'when the Creator separated the dry land from the
water, he overlooked Sòdermanland'. 226 Kil. Valla. We pass
many chàteaux of the Swedish aristocracy. 239 Kil. Flen, near the
chàteau of Stenhammar famed in song, on Lake Valdemaren (or
Vammeln), junction for Eskilstuna and Nykòping, see p. 358.
254 Kil. Sparreholm, with the estate of that name, a favourite resort
of the Stockholmers. 266 Kil. Stjernhof; 275 Kil. Bjòmlunda. The
are

—

scenery

beyond

this

point

is

particularly

fine.

From

(284 Kil.)

excursion may be taken to the chàteau
of Tullgarn, the summer-residence ofthe crown-prince of Sweden,
and to Trosa, a small town on the Baltic, whence a steamer plies to
Sòdertelge and Stockholm. Beyond Gnesta we pass the picturesque
Frustunasjò and Lake Sillen. 291 Kil. Mòlnbo; 302 Kil. Jerna.
Gnesta

(*Rail. Restaurant) an

314 Kil. Saltskog, from which a short branch-line runs to (1 Kil.)
the town of Sòdertelge (Stads-Hotel), finely situated at the S. end
of a bay of Lake Màlaren , with 4900 inhab. , an old church , a
hydropathic, and many villas of wealthy Stockholmers. Steamer to
Stockholm several times daily.
From Saltskog a branch-railway runs to the W., on the S. side of
Lake Màlaren, to (88 Kil. ; 3>/4 hrs.) Eskilstuna (fares 4 kr. 95, 3 kr. 400.;
from Stockholm in 41/2 hrs., fares 6 kr. 90, 4 kr. 60 ò.).
Intermediate sta
tions : 3o Kil. Làggesta, 0the junction of a branch to (4 Kil.) Mariefred-Gripsholm (p. S40); 40 Kil. Akers Styckebruk (large gun-foundry), whence a line
runs to (15 Kil.) Strengnàs (p. 342).
Eskilstuna, see p. 357.
The train crosses the Sòdertelge Canal by a handsome swing
bridge. This canal connects the Màlar Lake with the Jàrnafjàrd,
a bay of the
327 Kil.
Baltic, thus saving vessels a long round.
Tumba, with the large paper-manufactory of the Bank of Sweden.
—

—
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336 Kil. Huddinge; 342 Kil. Elfsjò, beyond which is a tunnel ;
346 Kil. LHjèholmen, with theorailway-workshops and many factories.

the Arstavik by means of an embankment
Malar, with the Reimersholm and Làngholm; to the right is the sugar-manufactory of Tanto. We then
pass under Sòdermalm, through a tunnel 458 yds. long, to the bank
The train

(300 yds.) ;

crosses

to the left is the

ofthe Malar. The train crosses a bay of the lake, and the island on
which the city lies, by a bridge (p. 309), and enters the handsome
Central Station of Stockholm (p. 303 ; 350 Kil. from Nàssjo, 616 Kil.
from Malmo, 458 Kil. from Gotenburg).

48. From

(Christiania and) Charlottenberg
(and Stockholm)

to Laxà

.

Railway from Christiania to Stockholm , 575 Kil., or 357 Engl. M.
(by Norwegian railway to Charlottenberg, by Swedish railway thence to
Stockholm); two through-trains daily in 17'/2 and 27 hrs. respectively (fares
43 kr. 5, 33 kr. 50, 22 kr. 40 ò.). A place in a sleeping-carriage ('sofvagn')
costs 5 kr. (lst class) or 3 kr. (2nd class) extra.
The railway from Charlottenberg to Laxiì (Nordveslra Stambana) tra
a
verses the Vermland
province where lakes and forests abound, and
rich in iron and other ores.
This region has recently been opened up
a
network
of
by
railways and canals. The Vermland is famous as the
of
and
Tegnér
Geijer, and its praises have been sung by
birthplace
Fryxell in his beautiful Vermlandsvisa. The traveller who wishes to see
some of its attractions should make an excursion from Kil to Frykstad
and the Fryken Lakes (see p. 302). Another digression may be made from
Christinehamn to Filipslad (p. 359).
From Christiania to (143 Kil.) Charlottenberg, see R. 12.
,

At Charlottenberg ("Rail. Restaurant, D. ^^r.-BerthaLyden's
Jernvàgs-Hotel), the first Swedish station, passengers to or from
Stockholm change carriages. Luggage entering Sweden undergoes a
custom-house examination here; in the reverse tìirection it is
examined at Christiania. It seems odd that these two little king
doms, united under one sovereign, should have different customs
tariffs, and the exajnination is now carried on with considerable
stringency.
Beyond Charlottenberg the train passes the By-Sjò (270 ft.)
on the right, and stops at
(14 Kil.) Amot on the Flagan-Sjò. Ex
tensive view. Pretty scenery. 25 Kil. Ottebol.
34 Kil. Arvika (Hotel Arvika ; Sandberg; "Rail. Restaurant), with
2500 inhab., is prettily situated on the Glafsfjord, here called the

Elgàfjord, which is connected
Canal. (Steamer to Venersborg

with Lake Venern

by the Seffle
also several others.)
This long stretch of water fills the ancient bed of the Glommen,
which once fell into Lake Venern, but now turns to the W. at

Kongsvinger (comp.
part of the
channel.

p.

77).

once

weekly;

During the melting

of the

snow

water of the Glommen stili finds its way into its old

In the vicinity is Arvika Helsobrunn ('health spring').
Beyond (49 Kil.) Edane we cross the large and picturesque
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Vermelen-Sjò (180 ft.) by a viaduct, 710 yds. long, and pass
through a tunnel of 900 yds. Impressive forest-scenery. 56 Kil.
Brunsberg; 66 Kil. Boda; 77 Kil. Fageràs. The train crosses the
Nors-Elf, the discharge of the Fryken Lakes, by an iron bridge
198 yds. long and 63 ft. high, resting on iron pillars and massive
granite foundations, securely laid in soft alluvial soil. Beyond the
bridge the train reaches
82 Kil. Kil (352 ft.; Jernvàgs-Hotel), junction of the
Gotenburg
and Falun railway (R. 55), and of a short branch-line to
Fryksta
—

(9 min.),

at the S. end of the Nedre

Fryken

Lake

(195 ft.).

From Fryksta or Frykstad a pleasant exeursion may be taken to the
three *Fryken Lakes (Nedre , Mellan , and Ófvre Fryken).
Steamboat
every week-day, in connection with the train from Kil, to Torsby Bruk,
at the N. end of the highest of the lakes, in 5 hrs., returning next day.
The Fryksdal, a valley 80-90 Kil. long, is highly spoken of, but the
voyage
to Torsby and back is rather fatiguing. It is preferable to land at Rottneros Bruk between the centrai and the
upper lake, visit the Fall of the
Rottna-Elf, and go to Sunne (hotel), another pretty place, where Anders
Fryxell (d. 1881 at Stockholm), the author of an important history of
Sweden and of the poem 'Vermlandsvisa*, was once pastor.
Many large
iron-works , some of which belong to the Edsvalla Bruks Bolag.
The
Ófvre or Norra Fryken is grander than the lower lakes.
-

—

—

95 Kil. Skàre. Then
102 Kil. Karlstad (Stads-Hotel, R. from ll/2 kr. ; Hotel Kung
Karl; Hotel Kristiania; Rail. Restaurant), the capital of Vermland,
—

10,500 inhab., entirely rebuilt after a fire in July,
picturesquely situated on the Tingvallaò, at the influx
into Lake Venern ofthe Klar-Elf, which descends from the Norweg
ian Mts. Broad streets, planted with trees; handsome buildings and
pleasant promenades. Steamboats to Venersborg and Lidkoping
a

busy

1865,

town of

is

(p. 286),

etc.

The train, now skirts the N. bank of the vast Lake Venern
(p. 286), of which, however, little is seen, and passes over six
long bridges and several embankments, which proved very costly.
113 Kil. Skattkàrr; 125 Kil. Vàse; 134 Kil. Ólme.
142 Kil. (88 M.) Christinehamn (Stora Hotel; Jernvàgs-Hotel),
a busy trading town, with 6300 inhab. , lies on both banks of the
Svartà, at the influx of that river into the Varnumsvik, a bay of
Lake Venern. Steamers to Venersborg and Lidkoping (p. 286), and

Railway to Mora, see p. 363.
Beyond (154 Kil.) Bjòrneborg the railway skirts Lake Vismen.
165 Kil. Karlskoga , whence a mineral-line runs N. to Kortfors

several others.

a branch
toGrytthyttehed, p.359), Nora, and Ervalla (p.356),
and S. (from Karlskoga) to Gullspàng and Otterbàcken on Lake
168 Kil. Degerfors , on Lake Mòckeln (295 ft.), from
Venern.
which another branch-line runs N. to Vikersvik and Striberg. Be
tween these lines lies (180 Kil.) Svartà; 191 Kil. Hasselfors.
The train now passes the minerai baths of Porla Helsobrunn on

(with

the left and reaches

Stockholm,

see

(203 Kil.) Laxà (p. 290).
300, 301.

pp. 290 and

From Laxà to

303
49.

Stockholm.

Arrivai. Travellers arriving at Stockholm by railway (except the few
who travel by the Stockholm, Rimbo, and Norrtelje line, or the Stock
holm and Djursholm line, p. 337) alight at the Central Station (Central
Bangàrden; PI. C, 5, 6), situated in the N. quarter, about 7 minutes' walk
from the Norrbro (p. 309). Omnibuses from the principal hotels meet each
Cab with one horse for 1-2 pers. 1 kr. 25 ò., 3-4 pers.
train (fare 3/4-l kr.).
1 kr. 50 ò. ; each trunk 20 ò., for three or more 50 ò. (at night, 11-6 o'clock,
Porter ('stadsbud'), for each package to or from cab
one fare and a half).
An Interpreter, recognisable
or omnibus 10 ò. ; to one of the hotels 25-30 ò.
by his officiai cap, meeta the trains and gives information to sfrangerà
Those who arrive by the lake-route from Gotenburg, or by a
(no fee).
coasting steamer from the S., land at the Riddarholm Quay (PI. D, 5),
on the W. side of the Riddarholm ; the usuai landing-place for travellers
from the N. or E. is the Skeppsbro (PI. E, F, 4, 5) or Blasieholms-Hamn
(PI. E, F, 4). Cab-fare as above; no hotel-omnibuses on the quays. For
the steamers 'norrrut', 'sòderrut', 'òsterrut', 'vesterrut', etc, see the 'Sveriges Kommunikationer'.
—

Hotels (English spoken at ali 'flrst-class and many second-class hotels).
•Grand Hotel (PI. gh; E,F, 5), Blasieholms-Hamnen, with a fine view of
the Palace and the busy quays and harbour (table-d'hòte 4 kr.); "Hotel
Rydberg (PI. r; D,E, 6), Gustaf-Adolfs-Torget, facing the Norrbro; both
comfortable and well-managed houses; charges (rather higher at the for
mer): R. from 2 or 3 kr., A. 35-50, L. 70 ò., B. l-2>/z kr., D. (3-7 p.m.) 3-4 kr. ;
Hotel Continental (PI. e; C, 5), Vasaali meals paid for as received.
Gatan 22, opposite the centrai station, with good restaurant, R., L., <fc A.
from 2'/2, B. 1, déj. 2, D. 2-3, pens. 10 kr.; Belfrage (PI. 6; D, 6), VasaGatan 8, R., L., & A. from 2, B. 3/4, pens. 5-6 kr. ; Kcng Karl (PI. *; D, 5),
at the S. end of Brunkebergs-Torget, not far from the Norrbro, R. from
li/s kr., L. 25, A. 35, B. 50 ò.; Kung Karls Annex (PI. ka; D,5), Regérings-Gatan 13, R. from H/2 kr. ; Hotel Germania, Guataf-Adolfa-Torg 10;
Terist-Hotel (PI. (,• D, 5), Klara Ò8tra Kyrko-Gatan 5, quiet; Hotel de
Suède (PI. s; D, 5), Drottning-Gatan 43, a good hotel gami; Hot. Drott,
In the Norra Smedje-Gatan (PI. D, 6), at the back of
Drottning-Gatan 35.
the Rydberg, quiet, but centrai: Hotels Gustaf Vasa, de France,
Stettin, Victoria, and Skandinavia (Nos. 4, 10, 12, 14, 16), ali unpretend
In the Staden or old town (p. 309) : Ostergótland
ing, but tolerable.
(PI. ó'; E, 6), Salviigrànd 3, near the Mynt-Torg (PI. E, 6), with restaurant,
well spoken of ; Hot. Frankfurt, Skeppsbron 16.
Private Hotels (without
restaurants) : Bellevue (PI. b; E, 5), Guataf-Adolfa-Torg 12, R. from2kr.,
L. & A. 25, B. or S. 75 ò.-2kr. ; Rosenbad (PI. ro; D, 6), Akademiegrand 6,
near the Ròdbod-Torg (PI. D, 6).
Pensions: Pens. Continentale, BirgerJarls-Gatan 7 (PI. E, 4); Fróken Andersson, Vasa-Gatan 1 (3rd floor);
Mme. C. Huttling, Carlaplan 8.
—

—-

—

—

—

Restaurants (déjeùner 9-12, dinner 2-7, S. after 8 o'cl.). "Grand Hotel
and* Rydberg (see above), both with elegant cafés ; " Opera-Kàllaren, in the
E. wing of the Opera House (PI. 40) ; Café Piche, Birger-Jarls-Gatan 4, near
the Berzelii Park ; Phoenix, Drottning-Gatan 71 C. adjoining the Northern
Museum (p. 317); "Restaurant du Nord, Kungs-Tradgards-Gatan. by the
Dramatiska Teater, with café ; "Hamburger Bòrs, Jakobs-Gatau 6 (PI. E, 5),
near the Jakobskyrka ; Hotel Ostergótland (see above), noted for its Swedish
cuisine; Restaurant du Sud, Maria-Hissen (p. 333); Bern's Salonger (table
d'hóte with music in summer, 13/4kr.), much freqnented (see p. 316) ; Blanch's
Café (p.304), D. 2V2 kr.; Stromsborg, see p 315; Pelikan Kàllaren, Brunnsbacken 4, opposite the Katarina-Hissen (p. 332).
In the Djurgàrd (p. 334) :
*Hasselbacken (music in the afternoon ; D. 3 kr.), with garden where visitors may dine in the open air.
There are also good restaurants at the
AH restaurants are
Saltsjòbaden (p. 338) and at Djursholm (p. 338).
closed on Sun., 11-1.
At these restaurants the charges vary greatly. Breakfast or supper
usually costs l'/2-2kr., and dinner 2kr. or more. For the l Brànnvinsbord'
—

—

—
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or 'Smòrgàsbord' (side-table with bread-and-butter, salt meats,
fish, and
relishes, with 'brànnvin' and liqueurs 'ad libitum'), which Swedish gentle
men and even ladies freely patronise before sitting down to
table, an ad
ditional ebarge of 30-50 5. is made. '■Sexor' are half-portions of meat, etc,
ordered by those who want a slight supper only. The waiters (Vaktmàstare)

expect

a

Beer.

fee of 10 ò.

or

upwards

from each person.

Comp.

p. xxvi.

"Himmelsleiter, Jakobs-Gatan 18; "Anton, Jakotg-Gafan 19; LSwen-

bràu, Sture-Gatan 3 ; Café duBazar, at the Norrbro, above the Stròmparterre
(PI. E, 6); Franziskaner, Skeppsbron (PI. F, 6).
Cafés (Schweilzerier) at most of the hotels and restaurants. Among
"Opera Café, Karl den Tolftes Torg, in the E. wing of the
Opera House, with line view-terrace (p. 315; wraps provided on cool
evenings!); Café Anglais, Stureplan (PI. E, 4), with many French and
other newspapers; Blanch's Café (PI. 19; E, 5), in the Kungstradgard
the others:

(music in the evening) ; Café Victoria, in the Kungstradgard; "Bern's Salonby the Berzelii Park (p. 316; music in the evening); Stròmparterre,
see p. 309 (music in the evening).
The society at the evening concerta

ger,

is often rather mixed.

At most of the restaurants and cafés visitors deposit their hats, overcoats, and umbrellas in a room provided for the purpose. The attendants
(fee 10 ò.) are wonderfully quick in recognising visitors and in restoring
their

belongings.

Confectioners (Conditorier,

generally with Dam- Café, or ladies' café).
Landelius, Storkyrkobrinken 9; Berg, Regérings-Gatan 14 and Sture-Gatan
2.
12; Thòrnblad, Stureplan
Cabs. Drive, 1-2 pers. 1 kr.; 3-4 pers. 1 kr. 25 ò. (25 ò. more in each
case for a drive from the rail. station); for one hour 1 kr. 25 or 1 kr.
50 o., for each '/2 hr. more 60 or 75 ò. ; at night, 11-6, a fare and a
For a
half; small parcels free; trunk 20 ò., for more than two 500.
drive to the Djurgard and other places in the environs 2-2l/2 kr. forche
first hour, and l-li/« kr. for each additional V2 br.
Cab Stands near the
Post Office, in theBrunkebergs-Torg, on the Skeppsbro, in the Stor-Torg, etc.
Tramways (Spàrvàgar). In the smaller cars passengers deposit theifares in a box. The drivers will change sums not exceeding 1 kr. at th'
small window marked 'Vexling'.
The name-boards and lamps of the
Ring Line cars are green, on other lines red. The cars run every 5-10
minutea.
The fare is almost uniformly 10 ò., including transfer from
the Ring line to any one of the others, for which we demand an 'òfvergangspollett' on paying.
1. Ring Line. From Slussen (PI. E, F,8) by the Skeppsbro to the Norr
bro (PI. E, 6), then (to the right) by Karl den Tolftes Torg, Norrmalms- Torg
(PI. E, 4, 5; change carriages for the Djurgard), and Birger- Jarls-Gatan to
the Humlegàrd (PI. E, 3; whence a branch diverges to the right through
the Sture-Gatan to the Carlavag, PI. F, G, 3), then to the left to RoslagsTorg (PI. D, 3), past the Adolf-Fredriks-Kyrka (PI. C, 3, 4), through the
Vasa-Gatan, and across the Vasabro back to Slussen.
2. Djurgarden Line, connected with the Ring Line, every 10 min.
from Norrmalms- Torg (PI. E, 4, 5) to the Djurgard (terminus opposite
Hasselbacken in the Allmànna- Grand ; PI. H, I, 7, 6).
3. Òstermalm Line. Fom the Stureplan (PI. E, 4) through the StureGatan and Carlavag to the Carlaplan (PI. G, 3).
4. The Kyrkogard Line runs from the Tegnérs Gatan (PI. C, 3) through
the Stora Badstuga-Gatan and Nortulls-Gatan (PI. A, B, 1, 2); and then
(every 1/t hr. ; 5 ò. extra) to the entrance of the park of Haga (p. 337) and
the Nya Kyrkogàrden (p. 337).
5. Vasa Line. From the Norra Bantorg (PI. B, 4) through the TorsGatan and Oden-Gatan (PI. A, 3) to the Norrtulls-Gatan (see above).
6. The Kuugsholm Lines run to the W. from the Gustaf- Adolfs-Torg
(PI. E-A, 6) to the Pil-Gatan; and from Kungs-Galan to SI. Eriks-Galan
(comp. PI. B, A, 5).
—

—
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Key
Akademier

21. Engelska

(Academies) :

of Arts)
2. Landtbruks Akademi (Agricultural Academy)
3. Musikaliska Akademi (Aca
demy of Music)
5. Archives (Riks-Arkivet)

(Academy

.

D,

.

.

.

6. Badinràttningar

6

D, 5

....

.

.

(Baths)

Bunker (Banks)

:

(National Bank) F, 7

7. Riksbanken

Ban-

ken (Private Bank).
4. Stockholms Inteckninga Ga
.

.

E, 7
Church)
Gustaf Adolfs kyrkan
H, 1, 3
F, 4
Hedvig Eleonora kyrkan
.

E, 5
D, 3
G, 6
F, 9

23. Jakobs kyrkan
Johannis kyrkan
Karl Johans kyrkan
Katarina kyrkan
24. Katolska
kyrkan
Cath. Church)
Klara kyrkan
Maria kyrkan
25. Riddarholms kyrkan
.

.

(Rom.

D, 5; C, 1
D, 5
E, 8, 9

.

.

D, 7

.

.

Ryska kyrkan (Russian Ch.)
Samuelskapellet
27.
Storkyrkan
E, 7
28. Tyska
(German
kyrkan
Church)
7
E,
Ulrika Eleonoras
kyrkan
(Kungsholms kyrka)
D, 6

8. SkandinaviskaKredit-Aktiebolag (Scandinavian Joint
Stock Bank)
9. Stockholms Enskilda

B, 4

(Finnish

kyrkan

....

-

...

22. Finska

.

F, 5
D, 7

B, 3; D, 6; F, 6
(Railway Sta
C, 5, 6; D, 1; E, 9

Banegardar
tions)

kyrkan (English

Church)

1. Akad. for de fria konsterna

.

D, 1
E, 2
E, 7

E, 7

B, 6
29. Mosebacken
F, 8
(Lying-in
Myntet, Kongl. (Royal Mint) B, 6
.B, 3; A, 6; D, 10
Hospital)
National Museum
F, 6
Bergsskolan (Mining School),
Norrtull
A, 1
B, 3
Drottning-Gatan
B, 3
Observatory
Biblioteket, Riks- (National
30.
Ofverstathallarehuset
E, 3
Library)
(Governor's House)
E, 6, 7
Bildstoder (Monuments) :
31. Palats, Arfprinsens
D, 6
5
32. Poliskammaren
Berzelius (Berzelii Park)
(Police
E,
7
Jarl
Office)
D,
D, 6
Birger
Charles XII
D, 6
E, 5 33. Posthuset (Post Office)
Charles XIII
E, 5 34. Radhuset (Town Hall).
D, 6, 7
Charles XIV. John
E, 8 35. Riddarhuset
D, 7
Ericsson
C, 6 36. Riksdagshuset (House of
6
Gustavus Adolphus
E,
Parliament)
D, 7
Guatavus III
E, E, 6 37. Sàllskapet (a club)
E, 5
Serafimer
Gustavus Vasa
Lasarettet
D, 7
Linnseus
E, 3
(Hospital)
B, C, 6
Skansen
Oxenstjerna(intheRiddarhus)D, 7
I, 5, 6
Scheele
E, 3 38. Slojdskolan
(Industriai
11. Biologiska Museum
School)
I, 6
D, 5
12. Bòrsen (Exchange)
E, 7
Slottet, Kongl. (RoyalPalace) E, 6
4
Museum
13. Northern
39. Synagogan (Synagogue)
C,
E, 5
14. Flottans Fòrràdshus (Marine
Arsenal)
G, 7
Teatrar (Theatres):
15. Frimurarelogen (Freemasons' Lodge)
F, 5 40. Kongl. Operahuset.
E, 5, 6
41.
16. Wallinska Skolan (GramDramatiska Teatern E, 5
mar School)
D, 7 42. Nya Teatern
F, 5
17. Gymnastiska Institutet
D, 5
Djurgarda Teatern
I, 5, 6
Hasselbacken
I, 6 45. Sodra Teatern
F, 8
18. Hofràtt, Kongl. Svea (Court
Tekniska Skolan, see Slojd
skolan
of Appeal)
D, 7
19. Konstfòreningen (Art Union) E, 5 46. Tekniska Hògskolan
B, 3
47. Telegrafen
E, F, 6
Kyrkor (Churches):
Vanadislunden
B, 1
Adolf Fredriks kyrkan
C, 3, 4
Vetenskaps Akademi (Aca
20. Blasieholms kyrkan
5
of
demy
F,
Science)
C, 3, 4
7th Edit.
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden
20

ranti Aktiebolag
10. Barnbòrdshuset

.
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7. The Sòdermalm Steam Thamway, starting from the Monument of
Charles XIV. John (PI. E, 8), ascends the Horns-Gaian (PI. D-B,
9), corresponding with the horae-tramway at the Ragvalds-Galan (PI. E, 8), to the
Ersta Gatan (PI. H, 9; fare 10 ò.).
Omnibus from the Riddarhus-Torg (PI. D, 7)
by the Norrbro the
and the Drottning-Gatan (PI. D,
B, 5, 4, 3), passing
the Northern Muaèum (p. 317) and the Observatory (PI.
B, 3), to Vasastaden (every 5 min. ; 10 ò.).

C,"

Gustav-Adolfs-Torg,

Electric Railway to Djursholm, see p. 337. Another line is to run
from the Nybrohamn (PI. F, 5) by the Birger-Jarls-Gatan to the Sture-Ga
tan, whence one branch will run via Valhallavàgen, Vàrtavàgen, and Lindingsobron to Djursholm, and another via Valhallavàgen to the Òstra Sta
tion (PI. D, 1).
Steamboats.
The steamboats which ply from Stockholm in
every
direction are so numerous, and the maze of islands and waterways around
the city so complicated, that the traveller is apt at first to be bewildered.
Before making any excursion, he should consult the latest number of 'Sveriges Kommunikationer', and also the map of the environs, and be careful
to ascertain the starting-point of the vessel. For the larger sea-going vessels
the principal quays are Skeppsbron, on the E. side of Staden (PI. F, 6),
and Blasieholms-Hamnen (PI. F, 5), adjoining the Grand Hotel and the
Museum. For the smaller sea-going and coasting steamers the starting-point
is the Riddarholm Quay (PI. D, 7), on the W. side of that island, which
lies to the W. of Staden, whence most of the Malar steamers and those
bound for Gotenburg by the canal-route also start. A number of the smaller
lake-steamers again have their usuai berths on the Munkbro and the KòtTorg, on the W. and S.W. sides of Staden (PI. D, E, 7). Note, however,
that steamers often go to the same destination from different quays ; thus,
to Gefle (p. 366) both from Skeppsbron and from Karl XII. 's Torg; to
Wisby(p. 351) from Riddarholmen and from Blasieholms-Hamnen andKlintehamn ; to Kalmar (p. 272) from Riddarholmen and from Blasieholms-Hamnen.
Steam Launches (Angslupar). Communication between different parts
of the city and the environs is maintained by numerous steam-launches,
which cross Lake Miilaren and the Saltsjò (p. 333) in ali directions at inFares 3 to 15 ò., according to distance.
tervals of 3-15 minutes.
The
various lines are shown on the Pian.
Those plying to the Djurgard
are
at
AllmdnnaPI.
the
asfollows:
Grand,
H, 1,6, 7)
(p.334; landing-place
—

l/t

1. From the Stròmparterre (PI. E, 6) every J/2 br. in the morning, every
hr. in the afternoon; fare 10 ò.
2. From Karl XII.'s Torg (PI. E, 5, 6), same times and fare.
3. From the Rànlmàstaretrappa fPl. F, 7, 8) every 1/t hr. ; fare 5 ò.
4. From the Nybrohamn (PI. 5) every !/i hr. ; fare 5 ò.
5. From Skeppsholmen (PI. G, 6) every 10 min. ; fare 3 ó.

Several of the steamboat-routes to the most interesting points in the
Environs of Stockholm are mentioned in R. 50. See also the aecond part
of Sveriges Kommunikationer (under the heading '■Stockholms Omgifningar',
with sub-headings '■Màlaren' and ^Saltsjòrì).
Post Office (PI. 33; D, 6), Ròdbo-Torget, open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. ; SunTelegraph Office (PI. 47; E, F, 6), Skepps
days 8-11 and 1-6 o'clock.
Also several branch-offices.
bron 2, always open.
Banks. Sveriges Riksbank (PI. 7; F, 7), Jerntorg 55; Skandinaviska
Kredil-Aktiebolag (PI. 8; E, 7), Storkyrkobrinken 7; Stockholms Enskilda
Bank (PI. 9; E, 7), Lilla Ny-Gatan 27.
British Minister, Sir Francis J. Pakenham, K. C. M. G.
American,
Consuls. American, Mr. Edward D. Winslow ;
Hon. William W. Thomas.
vice-consul, Mr. Axel Georgii. British, Mr. Marmaduke Slrickland Con
stane; vice-consul, Mr. Cari Bolinder.
Swedish Tourists' Union (Svenska Turistforening), Freds-Gatan 28 (lst
floor), near the post-office (office-hours 10-4; gratis information given on
F. Beyer's Norwegian Tourist Office (p. xiv) has its
travelling matters).
agency at Fritze's Book Shop (p. 307).
—

—

—

—

—

Collection).
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Booksellers:
Samson & Wallin, Drottning-Gatan 7;
Fritze, GustafAdolfs-Torg 18; Wilh. Bilie, Drottning-Gatan 25; Loostròm <t Co., Norr
bro and in the Grand Hotel; Nordin é
Josephson, Drottning-Gatan 37.
Photographs : Axel Lindahl, Ridare-Gatan 41 (dark chamber for the
use of tourists) ; also at the
bookshops.
Photographers : Gòsta Flòrmann
Regérings-Gatan 28a; Dahllòf, Drottning-Gatan 47.
—

—

Ber

Ny-^i^au

14; aeavan, luaimtorgs-tiatan 3.
Furs: P. N. Bergstròm,
Storkyrkobrinken 4 and Freds-Gatan 18; Blomberg, Drottning-Gatan 10
Jewellers: Anderson, Jacobs-Torg 1 ;
Hallberg, Regérings-Gatan 9; Mòllenborg, Drottning-Gatan 14.
Gloves : Alb. Schmid!, Arsenals-Gatan 8; C.
Matmberg, Drottning-Gatan 17 ; J. P. Moller, Freds-Gatan 21.
Men's Mercèrs
John Sormon, Regérmgs-Gatan 4; C.
Bergstròm, Gustav-Adolfs-Torg
Miscellaneo^ Articles: Jos. Leja, Regérings-Gatan 5.
Porcelain: Depot
of the Rorstrand Factory,
Drotfning-Gatan 33; Depot of the Guslafsberg
Factory, Oatra Tradgards-Gatan 2a, adjoining Karl XII. 's Torget.
Swedish
fancy-work : Bikupan, Klara-Bergs-Gatan 23.
Swedish iron and steel warea
from Eskilstuna at the depots
Malmtorgs-Gatan 1 and Bibliotheks-Gatan 6,
and at G. R. Feychting's,
The Swedish Magazine of
Drottning-Gatan 46.
Industriai Art (Svenska KonstslòjdVtstallningen), Kungstradgards-Gatan
2 A, and the Exhibition ofFriends of Handicrafts
(Handarbeletsvànner ; week
days, 10-4), Brunkebergs-Torg 18, may also be mentioned.
—

—

—

■

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

4 (PI. E, 4; admirably
equipped) and Jakobs-GaPI. 6, D, 6); Badstu-Gatan 4 (PI.
E, 8). Swimming
the railway- bridge at
Stròmsborg (PI. D, 6); Ladies'
at the S.E. end of the

stureplan
?<ft,ms'
(Turkish, etc;

tan lb

»Ji ,?.,

n

Baths (PI G;
p. OOO.

W'„of
F, 6),

SC6

Skeppsholms-Brjp.

—

Saltsjòbad,

Theatres. Kongl. Opera (p. 315),
Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg.
Kongl. Dramattska Teatern (PI. 41; E, 5),
Kungstràdgàrds-Gatan 6, stalla 23/4-3 kr.
Nya
leatern (PI. 42; F,
Vasa Teatern, Vasa-Gatan 44,
5),oBlasieholmahamn.
etc.
In the Djurgard (p. 334) are the
Djurgard Thealre, the Arena
lhealre, and other places of amu«ement (p. 336; PI. I, 5, 6), open in sum
mer only.
In Sòdermalm (p. 332): Sodra
Teatern, Mosebacke-Torg, with
summer theatre.
Svenska Panoptikon, Kungstràdgards-Gatan 18
—

—

—

—

—

—

(daily,

Music

in

the afternoon and
evening at Hasselbacken
Tivoli (p. àài), at the
Stròmparterre (p. 309), at Bianche
and in Bern's Salonger (p. 316).

(p. 334),

at the

Café fp.
316)''
'

Collections, etc. (days and hours liable to alteration) :
Archives, Royal (p. 314), week-days 10 to 2.30.
Art Union
(Konstfòrening, p. 316). Hamn-Gatan, cor. of the Kungstrad
gard, next door to Blanch's Café (p. 316); week-days 10-5, Sun. 1-4 ; adm. 50 ò.
Costumes, see Museum of Armour, etc.
Library, National (p. 320), week-days 10-3.
—

Museums:
Agricullural (Landbruks-Akademiens Museum). Màster-Samuels-Gatan 36 (PI. C, 5), week-days
12-3, free.
Armour and Costumes, Royal Museum
of (p. 311), daily 12-3, Sun 1-3;
Sun. and Frid. gratis; Tues. 50 ò.
; Mon., Wed., Thurs., and Sat. 1 kr.,'
3-5 pers. 3 kr.
Artillery Museum (p. 316), Sun. 1-2.30 (free), Wed. 1-2.30 (10 ò.); on
other days (10-12) apply to the
'Tygmastare', to the left of the gate.
Miiseum (p. 334), from 11 a.m. till dusk (50
,a
0.); catalogue
—

?.t0'y*eal

6
25 o.
Carolini an Institution (Karolinska Institulets
Samlingar; PI. B 6) Handverkare-Gatan 3, a medicai collection, Sun.
1-3, gratis
Ethnographical Collection (p. 320) , Sun. 1-3, Wed. & Sat. 10-2 (25 o )
Another section,
Kungs-Gatan 30, is open on Mon. & Thurs., 12-2
Fishery Museum, Màster-Samuels-Gatan 43, week-days 12-3, Sun 1-3 gratis
Geological Museum (PI. 38 ; D, 5), Master-Samuels-Gatan 36, with Swedish
stones suitable for
building, fossils, etc ; Mon. and Thurs. 1-3, gratis.

(Swedish)
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History.

"National Museum (p. 321):
"Collection of Art and Industry, on the
and 2nd floors, week-days (except Mon.) 11-3, Sun. 1-3 (on
Wed.,
and
Sat. 50 o., at other times free); "Historical Museum (Swedish
Thurs.,
and
Cabinet
on
the
Antiquities)
of Coins,
groundfloor, in winter on Frid.
12-2 and Sun. 1-3, in summer on Frid. and Tues. 12-3 and Sun. 1-3 (on
Tues. 25 ò. ; at other times free). On Mon. the Museum is closed to the pub
lic, but visitors are admitted for a fee of 1 kr. (apply to the door-keeper).
Naturai History Museum (p. 319), Wed. 12-2 and Sun. 1-3, free
; Sat.
12-2, 25 o. ; at other times 1 kr. ; catalogue 25 ò.
"Northern Museum (p. 317), Drottning-Gatan 71 A, 77, 79, and
88, open
daily in summer, 11-4 (25 ò.). In winter ali the collections are closed at
3 p.m.
Ticket admitting to ali the sections 75 ò. ; illustrated
guide 75 ò.
Palace, Royal (p. 310), the staterooms daily, the private rooms dur
ing the absence of the royal family.
lst

—

Panoplikon, Kungstràdgards-Gatan 18, daily 10-9 (1 kr.). The representpresent include the Swedish Royal Family, the Death of Gustavus
Adolphus at Liitzen, Nansen in the Polar Seas, and Andrée with his Balloon.
ations at

Regatta on the first Sun. in August.
Riddarholms-Kyrka (p. 314), in summer Tues. and Thurs. 12-2, adm.
25 ò., Sat. 12-2, free; in winter Tues. and Thurs. 12-2, on application to

the 'Vaktmastare' at the Riksmarskalks-Embete in the S.W.
Royal Palace (25 ò.).

wing of

the

Riddarhus (p. 313), on week-days, on application to the 'Vaktmastare',
who is to be found till 3 p.m. in the antechamber on the first floor, to
the left.
Fee 1 kr.
Skansen (p. 334), an annexe of the Northern Museum, daily from 10 a.m.
(50 ò., Sun. 25 ò.); dance and song performances weekly.

English Ch9rch (PI. 21 ; B 2), Ròrstrands-Gatan (p. 319); chaplain,
Stephens.
Chief Sights. National Museum; Museum of Armour and Costumes;
Northern Museum; Royal Palace; Riddarholms Kyrka; view fromKatarinaHissen (p. 332); walks on the Skeppsholm (p. 331) and in the Djurgard
(p. 334), with a visit to the open-air museum of Skansen (p. 335) and the
view from the Bredablick Tower (p. 335).
Excursions to Saltsjòbaden
(p. 338) and to Drottningholm (p. 339) or Gripsholm (p. 341).
,

Rev. James

—

Stockholm,

the

capital

of the

government and the supreme
lies in 59° 20' 34" N. lat. ,

at the influx of Lake Màlaren into

which forms an excellent harbour,
for four or five months in winter.
The situation of the city on islands, on a plain, and on rocky
hills, surrounded by water and islands in almost every direction,
is highly picturesque. Stockholm has therefore been called the
'Venice of the North', and has also been compared with Marseilles
an

arm

of the Baltic

Kingdom of Sweden, the seat of
law, with 275,000 inhab.,

courts of

liable, however,

(Saltsjòn)

to be frozen

over

Geneva; but no such comparison can convey an accurate
idea of the place.
Its most striking peculiarity consists in its
immediate proximity to prima:val forests and rocky islands, where
to this day there is hardly a trace of cultivation. Improvements
have, indeed, been effected in the Norrmalm, or N. quarter of
or

the town; the site of the Berzelii Park was once a wilderness;
and the Blasieholm has long been connected with the mainland;
but in the Sòdermalm , the Kungsholm , the Skeppsholm , and
the Kastellholm the bare granite rock is often seen protruding in
the midst of the houses.
History. In early Swedish hiatory Sigtuna (p. 344) and Gamia TJpaala
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(p. 349) were the cenlres of the national life. The foundation of Stock
holm dates from Birger Jarl of Bjelbo (p. lv), who in 1255, on the aite
of a settlement which had heen repeatedly destroyed by pirates and hostile
tribes (the Esthonians and Carelians, about the year 1188), fortified the is
lands now called Staden, Helgeandsholmen, and Riddarholmen, with towers
and walls, and made them the capital of his dominions. It was long before
the city extended beyond these islands.
The increasing population had
several times begun to occupy the mainland to the N. and S., but these
settlements were as often swept away by the Danish besiegers (Margaret
in 1389, Christian I. in 1471, and Christian II. in 1520).
At length from
the middle of the 16th cent, onwards the citizens were enabled to extend
their borderà in peace.
About the middle of the 17th cent, the precincts
ofthe city were extended so as to embrace the N. and S. suburbs, and the
former was built in accordance with a regular pian. In consequence of
great fires in 1697, 1725, 1751, 1759, 1335, and 1857 the old timber-built houses
have gradually been replaced by substantiai stone edifices.
About the
middle ofthe 17th cent, the population was 15,000, in 1751 it had increased
to 55,700, in 1800 to 75,500, in 1850 to 93,000, in 1870 to 136,000, in 1880 to
168,750, and in 1890 to 246,500.

Staden, or the old town, on an island at the mouth of Lake Mà
laren, is connected with the N. suburb of Norrmalm by the Norr
bro (see below) and the Vasabro (PI. D, 6; completed in 1878), and
with the S. suburb of Sòdermalm by '■Slussen', or the sluice-bridge
(PI. E, 8; p. 332). The N. and S. suburbs are also connected by
the great Railway Bridge, which crosses the two arms of the Riddarfjàrde and the island of Riddarholm between them.
I. STADEN AND RIDDARHOLMEN.
The best survey of the singularly picturesque site of Stock
holm and of its busy harbour-trafflc is obtained from the *Norrbro
(PI. E, 6), a handsome bridge of seven granite arches, 375 ft. long
and 62 ft. in width, completed in 1797, spanning the short river
which forms the chief discharge of Lake Màlaren, and connecting
the Norrmalm and Staden. Part of it stands on the E. side of the
small Helgeàndsholm. On the E. side of the bridge is the Stròm
parterre (café, see p. 304; steam-launches to the Djurgard, see
p. 306), to which two flights of steps descend.
'Hur

praktigt speglar ej den stròmmen af
Tom, hjeltestoder, slott och sangartempel,
Och aftonrodnan bfver Riddarholmen,
Der Sveriges ara sofver under marmor!'
(Tegnérì
'Tower, heroes' statues, palace, muses' fané
Stand nobly mirrored in the stream below,
While bathed in evening-red glows Riddarholm,
Where, beneath marble, Sweden'a glory sleeps'.
On the W. side of Helgeàndsholm are the new
buildings for the
National Diet and the National Bank, designed by Aron Johansson
and to be ready in 1900.
From the S.E. end of the bridge the Skeppsbro
('ship quay' or
'bridge'), a broad quay, constructed of granite like ali the others at
Stockholm, extends round the E. side of Staden, where most of the
sea-going steamers, as well as numerous steam-launches, are berth-
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ed. Approaching Staden from the N., we observe on the right the
Mynt-Torg and the old Mint, with its facade of four columns, now
occupied by public offices. (The Mynt-Gatan leads thence to the Riddarhus-Torg, p. 313.)
At the S.E. end of the Norrbro, on the N. end of the island of
Staden, rises the *Royal Palace (PI. E, 6), begun on the site of an
earlier edifice (the 'Tre Kronor', burned in 1697) by Nicodemus
Tessin the Younger, a Swedish architect, in the Italian Renaissance
style. The work was interrupted by the wars of Charles XII., but
was

Count Karl Gust. Tessin (son of the first archi
and Cronstedt in 1760.
This spacious edifice,
of groundfloor, entresol, and two upper stories, forms a

completed by

tect), Hàrleman,

consisting
rectangle of 136 yds. by 127 yds., and encloses a court nearly square
in shape. The N. and S. facades are adjoined by four lower wings,
extending E. and W., so that the N. facade is doublé the length
of the centrai building. The N.W. portai, facing the bridge, has
a handsome approach,
constructed in 1824-34, and called Lejonbacken from the bronze lions, cast in 1704, which adorn it. On
the S.W. side of the palace are two detached buildings forming a
small semicircular outer court, one of them being the chief Guard
House. On the N.E. side, between the projecting wings, is a small
garden called Logàrden or 'lynx-yard' said to derive its name
from a small menagerie once kept here. The centrai quadrangle,
entered by the N.W., S.W., and S.E. portals, is open to the public.
The Palace is almost always open to visitors in summer (comp.
,

p.

308).

The

each floor
fee 1 kr. to each).

rooms on

( Vaktmastare ;

are

shown

by

a

different attendant

The Principal Entrance is in the W. wing, by the Guard House.
we turn to the left in the gateway and ascend a hand
some staircase, with new ceiling-paintings by Prof. Jul. Kronberg:
Svea,
the genius of Sweden, with the Landing of Charles XIV. John, on
one
side, and Oscar II. receiving the doctor's degree, on the other. On
the staircase leading to the second story are Aurora and the Four Ele
menti, and higher up the Guardian Angel , ali by Kronberg. On the
landing of the second floor is a marble group, by Bystròm, of Juno and

Passing the sentinel,

,

the infant Hercules.

On the Second Floor, to the right, are the sumptuous state-apartments
known as tbe Festivitets-Vàning , once occupied by Charles XIV. John.
We first pass through the Life Guard Saloon, the Council Room, and the
Audience Room, the two lafter containing some fine old fapestry and the
last a smoke-darkened ceiling-painting illustrative of the history of Alex
ander the Great by Jacques Fouquel (1700). The Red Saloon contains allegorical ceiling-paintings by Fouquet with reference to theyouth of Charles XII.,
We
and a valuable Silver candelabrum of the time of Charles X.
—

Gallery, 52 yds. long and 7'/2 yds. wide, richly
decorated with stucco, marble, and gilding, as are aiso two adjoining
cabinets.
The handsome doors, carved in oak by Henrion in 1696-99, were
desiened by Fouquet. The allegorical ceiling-paintings ape also by Fouquet
(1702). This room and the following contain a number of sculptures in
inarble by Fogelberg, Bystròm, Molin, and others.
The Great Banqueling
Saloon is known as Hvita Hafvet ('the white sea'), from its white stuccoed
walls. The
the first half of the
Italian
of
artists
ceiling-paintings are by
next

come

to

the Grand

—

18th

century.

Palace.
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the visitor
The First Floor of the same wing contains (on the left of
the staircase) the King's Apartments (Oscar li., b. 1829), adjoined
by the Queen's Apartments (Sophia, of Nassau, b. 1836).
The E. wing is entered from the court. In the archway is a colossal
in bronze on
plaster group by Sergel, originally intended for reproduction
It represents
the pedestal of the Gustavus Adolphus Monument (p. 315).
the Chancellor Oxenstjerna recounting to tbe Muse of History the deeds of
From the E. side of the archway, where a stair
that valiant monarch.
view of the
case (closed) descends to the Logarden (p. 310), we have a fine
The grand staircase, opposite the plaster group, ascends to the
harbour.
Prince
dwelling-rooms (lst floor) and staterooms (2nd floor) of the Crown
and Princess (Gustavus, b. 1853; Victoria, of Baden, b. 1862). These apart
ments contain numerous portraits of members of the royal family, sculp
tures and pictures by Scandinavian artists, magnificent gifts from foreign
sovereigns, and other objects of value (but hardly repay travellers pressed
for time).
S. Wing. The stairca«e to the left in the finely vaulted passage between
the court and the Slottsbacke (p. 312) ascends to the Palace Chapel, which
is adorned with ceiling-paintings by Ehrenstrahl and sculptures by BouThe staircase to the right
chardon and Sergel (service on Sun. at 11 a.m.).
leads to the Riks-Sal or Imperiai Hall, where the ceremony of opening
the Representative Chambers takes place.
Adjoining the Silver throne
and Charles XIV. John.
are statuea, by Fogelberg, of Gustavus Adolphus
the
Saloon
Farther on is the Seraphim
(for
knights of the Seraphim Order,
the highest in Sweden, founded in 1748).

ascending

—

—

The N.E. wing of the Palace, entered by a door on the E. side
of the Lejonbacke (p. 310), contains the royal *Lifrust och KlàdKammare, or Museum of Armour and Costumes, one of the finest
existing collections ofthe kind (adm., see p. 307; catalogue 75 o.,
in French 1 kr.).
The first floor (to which visitors are taken first) contains the LifrustKammare, or Armour Chamber. Main Hall. On the walls are trophies
of weapons and Swedish flags and standards from the beginning of the
To the left of the entrance are suits of armour:
onwards.
Armour of Gustavus Vasa; 12. German armour of the 16th cent.; 13,
14 I'alian armour of the 16th cent. ; 15. Gorgeous suit of armour of
Charles IX., adorned with the Swedish arms (German work of the end of
the 16th cent.) ; 16. Parade armour worn at the funeral of Gustavus Adolphus ;
18. Similar suit, probably worn at the funeral of Charles X. On the other
side of the room is a row of glass-caaes : No. 48. Two so-called Burgundian
helmets (one said to have belonged to Eric XIV., the other to Gustavus
Adolphus ; restored), Baton. of Gustavus Adolphus, in chased Silver ; 53. Ar
mour of Gustavus Adolphus, the sword and pistols he carried at the battle
of Liitzen; 46. Swords of Gustavus Vasa; 49. Sabre and daggers enriched
with precious stones, presented by Prince Bethlen Gabor to Gustavus
Adolphus; 50. Muskets of Queen Christina and Charles X.; 52 & 95 (combined), Blood-stained sbirt, in which Gustavus Adolphus was killed at
Liitzen (Nov. 6th, 1632), also his gloves, etc; behind, by the window,
28. Morion, said to have belonged to Gustavus Adolphus; 51. Horse (stuffed)
ridden by Gustavus Adolphus at Lùtzen; to the right and left, 123. Two
finely ornamented caparisons, hearing the name of Gustavus Adolphus
(1621) In Case 63 is the golden 'Sword Medal', the only one of its kind
ever made, given by Oscar II. to Emp. William I. and restored after the
latters death. Among the fine old saddles is one (122) probably used by
Gustavus Adolphus at his coronation. Case 52 (by the window) contains
tbe blood-stained sbirts in which Gustavus Adolphus was wounded at
Dantzic (May 24th, 1627) and at Dirschau (Aug. 8th, 1627). In Case 55 are
fine guns «nd pistols belonging to Charles XI., including (a) a gorgeous spe
cimen of French workmanship (167O-?0), probably presented by Louis XIV.
In Case 26 is a child's suit of armour, ascribed to Charles XI. In Case 56
are swords of the 18th century.
At the end of the room is a bust of

17th cent,

li.
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between two ship's models of the 17-18th centuries.
In the
are a number of cabinefs, containing
swords, daggers, hunting
knives, muskets, fowling-pieces, pistols, and powder-horns of artistic or
bistoric interest.
From the Corridor we descend to the
Oscar IL,

—

long Corridor

—

Klad-Kammare , or Costume Chamber, on the groundfloor.
Cases 94
and 95 contain doublets and jerkins of Gustavus Adolphus. Farther on are
five coronation coaches and a state-sleigh of the 17-19th centuries.
Coronai ion and other garments of Swedish kings, queens, and other
dignitaries from the beginning of the 17th cent, down to the present
day. In
Case 10Ì is the suit worn by Charles XII. at the siege of Fredrikshald
(Nov. 30th, 1718), including the hat with the fatai bullet-hole. Cases 108111 contain clothes of Gustavus III., including the 'Swedish Costume' he
invented and the masquerade suit in which he was sbot at the ball in the
Great Theatre (p. 315) in 1792. Among the other objects of interest here
are a fine Silver font of 1697-1707, the cradle of Charles
XII., and the
coronation-banner of King Sigismund (1594).
-

The S.E. facade of the

Palace, with its colonnade, looks towards
Slottsbacke, or Palace Hill (PI. E, 6), a handsome Plats de
scending to the Skeppsbro. The Slottsbacke is adorned with an
Obelisk, 100 ft. high, erected in 1799 by Gustavus IV. in memory
of the loyalty of the citizens during the war against Russia in 178890, while the nobility were hostile to their sovereign (p. lxix). At'
the foot of the Slottsbacke, on the Skeppsbro, rises the finely exe
cuted *Monument of Gustavus III. (PI. E, F, 6), by J. T. Sergel, a
Swedish sculptor(p.324), erected in 1808 by subscription in honour
of that chivalric monarch. The rudder on which the statue of the
King leans is an allusion to his naval victories. Fine view of the
harbour and the Skeppsholm.
From the flight of steps a steamlaunch ferry plies to the National Museum (p. 321).
the

—

The Governor's House (Ofverstàthallare-Huset ; PI. 30, E 6 7),
the S.E. side of the Slottsbacke, with its handsome little court
was erected by Nicod. Tessin
(p. 310), to whom it originally be
on

longed.
.

At the S.W. end of the Slottsbacke rises the

Church,

or

a modem
rebuilt and

to

Church

of St.

Storkyrka (Great
according

Nicholas ; PI. 27, E 7), which,
was founded by Birger Jarl in

inscription,
provided with

1264,

and

unpleasing tower (184 ft. high) in
1726-43. The church was thoroughly restored in 1892. In the interior,
which consists of a nave with doublé aisles, is a rich reredos from
Augsburg (beginning of 17th cent.), in silver, ivory, and ebony, with
18

the

from the Passion. Observe also a brass candelabrum with
of the 14th cent. ; two huge pictures ('Last Judgment' and 'Crucifixion') by Ehrenstrahl (A.
several ancient
tombstones ; and the rich silver vessels in the sacristy. The 'Kyrkscenes

seven

branches,

1698);

vaktare',

or

sacristan,

lives at Svartman Gatan 22
(p. 313; fee Y2-I kr.).
-

(upper floor),

beyond the German church

A short Street leads to the S. from the Slottsbacke to the StorTokg (Great Market; PI. E, 7), the centrai and highest point of
the old town, bounded on the N.W. by the Exchange (PI. 12;

Riddarhus.
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business-hour 1

p.m.). In this market-place several tragic scenes
have been enacted. In 1280 Magnus Ladulàs caused three members
of his own family to be executed. In 1437 Erik Puke and in 1605
the royal counsellorBjelke were beheaded here. The saddest event
in the annals of the city, known as the Stockholm Blood Bath, took
place in the Stor-Torg on lOth and llth November, 1520, when
Christian II. of Denmark caused a great number of his opponents
to be executed here in the vain hope of consolidating his power in
Sweden

(p. lxi).

Numerous steep lanes, called Brinkar and Grànder, intersected
by cross-streets, descend from the Stor-Torg to the Skeppsbro to
the E., and to the Vesterlàng-Gatan and the Stora Ny-Gatan to the
W., forming the headquarters of the humbler tradesmen, whose
characteristics are not without interest. The different quarters stili
bear their ancient names.
In the Svartman-Gatan, to the S.E. of the Stor-Torg, rises the
Tyska Kyrka, or German Church (Pi. 28"; E, 7), erected in 1636-42,
and restored from Raschdorff's plans after a lire in 1878.
The
tower contains a set of chimes. The pulpit and aitar were presented
by German merchants in the 17th cent.; the stained glass is from
Munich (1887). The sacristan lives opposite the S. portai.
We now descend tothe S.W. to the Stora Ny-Gatan, which leads
to the N.W. to the Riddarhus-Torg. At the S.E. end of the Ny-Gatan
lies the Kornhamns-Torg ('corn-harbour market'; PI. E, 7), beyond
which is Slussen, the bridge leading to Sòdermalm ; or we may cross
to Maria-Hissen by steam-launch (see p. 333). Or we may turn
to the right from the Kornhamns-Torg to the Malar-Torg and the
Kòtt-Torg ('meat-market'; PI. D, E, 7), over which runs the railway.
These quays command fine views of Sòdermalm and of Lake Màlaren,

and

called at by numerous steamboats. To the N. of the Kòttreach the Munkbro ('monks' bridge': PI. D, 7), the scene
of the busiest market-traffic.
are

Torg

we

The Riddarhus-Torg (PI. D, 7), bounded by the Riddarhus and
the Town Hall , is adorned with a Statue of Gustavus Vasa, designed by L'Archevèque, and erected in 1773 by the Swedish no
bility on the 250th anniversary of the day when the king entered
Stockholm and delivered his country from the Danish yoke (p. lxii).
On 13th July, 1756, Count Brahe, Barons Horn and Wrangel, and
others were brought to the scaffold here for conspiring to undermine the constitution.
On lOth June, 1810, Marshal Axel von
Fersen was lynched by the populace, alarmed by the sudden death
of the crown-prince, and believing he had been poisoned by the
marshal.
The Riddarhus (Knights' House; PI. 35, D 7), a brick and
sandstone structure, designed in 1641-74 by Simon de la Vallee
and others, is adorned with allegorical figures and Latin inscriptions
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the facade.

bearings

In

a

large

room

of ali the Swedish

on

nobles,

Riddarholms-Kyrka.

the first floor, with the armorial
and ceiling-paintings by Ehren-

the Chamber of Nobles held its meetings down to 1866. A
the groundfloor contains portraits of ali the marshals of
the nobility from 1627 to 1865, except Count Lejonhufvud, who was
blamed for the failure of the war against Finland in 1740-43, and
beheadedinl743. Adm., see p. 308. In the court a statue, byJ.Bòrjeson, was erected in 1890 to the chancellor Axel Oxenstjerna (p.lxv).
Adjacent, on the opposite side of the Riddarhus-Grànd, which
leads to the Vasa Bridge, rises the Ràdhus (PI. 34; D, 6, 7), once
the palace of Count Bonde, the royal treasurer, converted into a
town-hall in 1731. The large Council Chamber contains views of
the city at different periods.

strahl,

room

on

From the

a bridge leads to the S.W. to the
and the Riddarholm church. To the right
is the new Riks-Arkiv (PI. 5 ; open on week-days, 10-2.30). In
front is the Swedish Court of Appeal (Svea Hofràtt; PI. 18). In the
middle ofthe plats, on a granite pedestal, is a Statue of Birger Jarl
(p. 309) in brotize, designed by Fogelberg and erected by the citizens

Riddarholm

Riddarhus-Torg

(PI. D, 7),

in 1854.

The *Riddarholms-Kyrka (PI. 25), with its conspicuous perforated spire of cast iron, 290 ft. high, was formerly a church of the
has been the burial-place of the Swedish kings
and heroes since the reign of Gustavus Adolphus. The building is
Gothic, disfigured by Renaissance additions. Divine worship has
not been performed here since 1807, except in the case of royal funerals. The principal entrance is at the W. end. (Adm., see p. 308.)
The walls of the church are blazoned with the armorial bearings of the
deceased knights of the Seraphim Order (p. 311 ; including those of President Carnot and the German Emperors William I. and Frederick III.),
and the pavement is formed of tombstones. Flanking the high-altar are
the Monuments of Kings Magnus Ladulàs (d. 1320) and Charles Vili. (d. 1470),
erected in the reign of John III. (16th cent.).
On the right (S.) is the
Burlai Chapel of Gustavus Adolphus (Gustavianska Grafkorel), constructed
in 1633 according to the king's order issued in 1629 before his departure
for Germany. Since 1832, the 200th anniversary of the monarch's death
(at the battle of Liitzen, 6th Nov., 1632), his remains have reposed in a
green marble sarcophagus, executed in Italy by order of Gustavus III. for
the reception of the body of his father Adolphus Frederick, but unused
till 1832, when the remains of Gustavus Adolphus were transferred to itm
by Charles XIV. John. It bears the simple inscription : Gustavus Adolfus
Magnus. The rich covering of the sarcophagus, in the Swedish colours,
was placed here on Dee. 9th, 1894,
the teTcentenary of the hero's birth.
Behind the sarcophagus are placed the king's banner, borne at Liitzen, and
the royal Swedish banner. In front of it is a flag presented by Oscar II.
in 1882, hearing the names of the regiments of the yellow brigade which
distinguished itself at Liitzen. Between the Windows of the chapel are
placed German, Eussian, and other flags as trophies of the king's victories.
In front, to the left, is the sarcophagus of Maria Eleonora of Brandenburg (d. 1655), the queen of Gustavus Adolphus. In the vault below are
interred kings Adolphus Frederick (d. 1771), Gustavus III. (d. 1792), Gus
tavus IV. (d. 1837 ; p. lxix), and Charles XIII. (d. 1818), with their queens,
and other members of the Holstein-Gottorp family.
On the opposite

Franciscans, and

—

Opera

House.
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the church is the Carolinian Chapel (Karolinska Grafkoret),
It contains the sarcophagus of Charles XII.
constructed in 1686-1743.
(d. 1718), in black marble, on which is placed a lion's skin in bronze-gilt,
and
sword.
To the right is the marble sarcophagus
with crown, sceptre,
of Frederick I. (d. 1751), and on the left reposes his queen Vlrika Eleo
Between the Windows are trophies
nora (d. 1742), sister of Charles XII.
In the vault below are interred
of Polish, Danish, and Russian flags.
Charles
XI.
Charles X. Gustavus (A. 1660),
(d. 1697), and their queens, and
several princes of the Vasa family.
Adjoining the Chapel of Gustavus,
on the S. side of the choir, is the Bernadotte Chapel (Bernadotteska Graf
koret), built from a design by Prof. Scholander in 1858-60. A massive
sarcophagus of porphyry here contains the remains of Charles XIV. John
(A. 1844). The vault contains the coffin of his queen Desideria (à. 1860),
and those of Oscar I. (d. 1859) and his queen Josephine, of Charles XV.
(d. 1872), and other princes.
In the aisles of the church are the burial-vaults of Count Lejonhufvud,
with numerous Russian flags ; Counts Wachtmeister and von Fersen, also with
Russian flags ; Count Torstensson, with a marble bust of Marshal Lennart
Torstensson (d. 1651), with numerous German and other flags; Count Vasaborg, with German flags; Marshal Banér (in the centre of the S. aisle,
visible through a pointed doorway), with the armour and a large portrait
of the marshal (d. at Halberstadt, 1641) and many German flags.

(N.) side of

—

Railway Bridge (p. 309), crossing the Riddarholm, has a
on the N.E. side,
leading to the islet of Stròmsborg
(PI. D, 6), and to the swimming-school.
The

foot -way

II. THE NORTHERN QUARTERS OF THE CITY.
At the N. end of the Norrbro (p. 309) lies the Gustaf-Adolfs(PI. E, 6), in which rises a lofty pedestal of Swedish granite

Torg

and

marble, hearing an equestrian Statue of Gustavus Adolphus, in
bronze, designed by L'Archevéque in 1777 , and erected in 1796.

pedestal is adorned with bronze reliefs of the
Torstensson, Wrangel, Banér, and Kònigsmark.

Swedish generals
On the W. side
of the Gustaf- Adolfs -Torg, between the Stròms-Gatan and the
Freds-Gatan, rises the Palace of Princes Cari and Eugene (PI. 31 ;
D, 6), erected in 1783-93. To the N.W. is the Malmtorgs-Gatan,
leading to the Brunkebergs-Torg (p. 317). To the N. opens the wide
Regérings- Gatan.
The E. side of the Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg is occupied by the Royal
Opera House (PI. 40 ; E, 6), an imposing structure from the designs
of Axel Anderberg, begun in 1894 on the site of the 'Great Theatre'
(comp. p. 312), erected in 1775-82 by Gustavus III., who was an
enthusiastic patron of the national poetry, and pulled down in 1892.
In the E. wing of tbe Opera House are the Opera Kàllare (p. 303)
and the Opera Café (p. 304), the large terrace of which affords one
ofthe best views ofthe busiest and most beautiful part of Stockholm.
To the E. of the Opera House, in the pleasure-grounds of Karl
den Tolftes Torg
(PI. E, 5, 6), rises the *Statue of Charles XII.,
by J. P. Molin, erected in 1868 with contributions from ali parts
of Sweden. The four mortars round it were captured by the king.
Adjacent is a station of the small steamers to the Djurgard (p. 334)
The

—

—
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and to the station of the Saltsjò Steam Tramway in Sòdermalm
To the E. lie the district of Blasieholmen and the Na
tional Museum (p. 321).
The Kungstradgard (PI. E, 5; 'King's Garden'), to the
N.,
with its trees and flower-beds, is the chief winter-promenade of
Stockholm. The Fountain in the front part of the grounds, also by
Molin, is embellished with allegorical bronze statues ('The daughters of the sea-god jEgir listening to the
harping of the Nixies', an
allusion to the situation of Stockholm between lake and
To
sea).
the W. is the Jakobs-Kyrka (PI. 23), where Marshal Gustaf Horn is
interred (d. 1659). The interior was effectively restored in 1893.
To the E. rises the Dramatiska Teater (PI. 41, E 5 ; p. 307), erected

(p. 304).

—

—

—

in

1842.

The middle of the plats is
les XIII. (PI. E, 5), erected

occupied by the Statue of Char
by Charles XIV. John (1821) to
his adoptive father, designed by E. G. Gòthe, and cast at Paris.
The fine lions at the foot of the monument are by Fogelberg.
To
—

the N.W. of the statue is the

building

of the

"Konstfòrening (PI. 19;

exhibition, see p. 307), with Blanch's Café (p. 304)
Opposite, Hamn-Gatan 18, is the Svea Hall,

floor.

style

(concerts

in the

the ground
in the Moorish
on

evening).

The

Hamn-Gatan, like the other streets on the same side of
the Kungstradgard, ends on the E. at the Berzelii Park (PI. E, 5),
where Bern's Salonger (p. 303), a well-known café and pleasure
loungers of an afternoon and evening. In the
rises a Statue of Berzelius (A. 1848), the chemist,
To the S. of the Berzelii Park
by Qvarnstròm, erected in 1858.
is the Warendorfs-Gatan, with the Synagogue (PI. 39 ; E, 5), by
resort,

attracts many

middle of the

park

—

Prof.

Scholander,

erected in 1870.

The Òstermalm quarter of the city, extending on the N.E. of
the park as far as the Carlavag (PI. F, G, 3), has sprung up within
the last 15-20 years, and contains some of the most tasteful modem
buildings in Stockholm, e.g. in the Birger-Jarls-Gatan, at the be
ginning of the Sture-Gatan, and in the busy Stureplan (PI. E, 4).
At the Ostermalms-Torg are the Hedvig Eleonora Kyrka and the
Artilleri -Gàrd (PI F, 4), with an historical museum of artillery
and small arms (adm., see p. 307). To the S. are the Royal Stables,
built in 1893.
In July the Guardi Barracks (PI. G, H, 4) are
adjoined by a Training Camp, containing about 1200 infantry and
This quarter is bounded on the
artillerymen (visitors admitted).
—

—

S. by the

Ladugàrdslandsvik,

a

bay along which

runs

the Strand-

lined with handsome
four-storied houses, one of which (No. 33), by Prof Clason, is considered to rank among the finest modern_ residences in Stockholm.

vàg (PI. F, G, H, 5)

to the

Djurgard (p. 334),

.

From the W. side of the
the well-built Stròm-Gatan,

Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg (p. 315) diverge
skirting the Norrstròm, and the busy
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Freds-Gatan. On the N. side of the Ròdbo-Torg, at the end of the
latter Street, stands the new building of the Akademi for de Ma
Xonsterna (PI. 1 ; D, 6) or Academy ofthe Fine Arts, erected in
1893-95 from the designs of Erik Lallerstedt. Adjacent is the Post
Stili farther to the W., at the beginning
Office (PI. 33 ; D, 6)'.
of the Vasa-Gatan, and to the S. of the Central Railway Station
(PI. C, 6; p. 303), is a Statue ofNils Ericsson(-p. 284), the founder of
the Swedish railway-system, erected in 1893 (sculptor, J.Bòrjeson).
The streets between the Central Railway Station and the GustafAdolfs-Tor/g are the busiest in the N. part of the city. The finest
shops are in the Drottning-Gatan (PI. D, 6, 5, C, 4, 3) , which
traverses the whole district and is to be ultimately connected by a
bridge with the Helgeàndsholm and the new National Diet (p. 309).
Between the Drottning-Gatan and the Rege'rings-Gatan (p.315)
lies the Brunkeberg's-Torg (PI. D, 5), on the site of a sand-hill
now removed and connected with the Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg by the
Malmtorgs-Gatan. To the N. of the Brunkebergs-Torg is the lofty
Telephone Tower (15,000 connections). Here also is the Central
Gymnastic Institution(Vl. 17 ;D, 5), founded in 1813 by P. H. Ling
—

(d. 1839).
Between the Drottning-Gatan
Xlara-Xyrka (PI. D, 5), erected

and the

Railway Station rises the

in 1751-53 after the destruction
by lire of an earlier church founded in 1285. In 1885-93 it was
well restored and provided with a steeple 340 ft. high. By the ai
tar are sculptures by Sergel.
('Klockare', Klara Vestra Kyrko-

Gatan 14

(d.

A.)

1785 ; p.

In the

adjoining chnrchyard reposes

the

■poet Bellman

lxxi).

In the Drottning-Gatan, about 7 min. to the N.W. of the KlaraKyrka, beyond the Tunnel-Gatan (p. 320), is the *Northern Museum
(PI. 13, C4; omn., see p. 306), an interesting collection of Scan
dinavian curiosities, founded by Dr. Artur Hazelius in 1873, and

greatly extended since.
no

The bulk of the collections is

proper survey of them

can

be obtained before the

so huge, that
completion of

building (p. 334), to which they will be transferred in
In the meantime they are deposited in several different
houses. The attendants are women in the costume of Dalecarlia.

the

new

1900.

(Adm.,

see

p.

308.)

begin with the Section of Peasant Life,
Pavilion, Drottning-Gatan 71 A.
We

in the S. Garden

Entrance Room.
Paintings of peasant- life in Smàland. To the
left is a small room with objects for sale; to the right is another, with
prehistoric relics. In a straight direction, IV. Room. Peasant -girl from
Blekinge; "Interior of a house in the district of Ingelstad in Skàne, with
figures in the costume of the end of the 18th century ; room from Hal
land , first half of this century ; peasant's room from Vingaker in Sòder
manland, 1820, with a girl receiving congratulations on her approaching
marriage. In the glass-case by the window are various utensils, costumes,
and trinkets of the 18th cent., from Skàne, Blekinge, etc.
V. Room.
—
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Glass-case containing tankards and other utensils from Ostergótland. Stand
with movable frames containing views and costumes.
On tbe walls are
primitive harness, tools, etc, from Veslergòtland and Ostergótland, and
Runic staves.
VI. Room.
Articles from Smàland: bridal trinkets, etc.
In a case by the window, badges worn by the peasant-women of Vàrend
in memory of their bravery in fighting against the Danes.
VII. Room.
Articles from Smàland, Gotland, Halland, Bohus-Làn, etc, including 'Bonader' or hangings used to adora the walls at Christmas.
VIII. Room.
Articles from Skàne; group from Vemmenhòg; ancient looms and woven
stuffs; Silver ornaments, including 'Ellakors' or crosses worn as charms
against the fairies.
—

—

—

The

and third stories of Drottning-Gatan Nos. 77
No. 79; adm., see p. 308) contain the collections
illustrating Guilds and the Life of the Upper Classes, and also
the Norwegian Section.

&79

first, second,

(entrance by

First Floor.
We first enter Room VII (Stone ornaments) and then
through R. VHt to Rooms I-V: Objects from ancient guilds, such as
of
handicrafts, guild-stamps, safes, mugs, and tankards. R.V
masterpieces
contains specimens of Swedish writing and printing, book-binding, etc,
and Prof. And. Berch's (of Upsala; d. 1774) 'Theatrum oeconomio-mechanicum', an interesting collection of models for object-teaching.
pass

We return to R. Vili, which, with the other rooms on this floor,
contains objects illustrating the life of the upper classes.
Rooms Vili
and IX. Objects cast and embossed in bronze, brass, and pewter.
RoomX.
Articles in wrought iron , including a church-door from Sweden, with
of
the
13th
Room
XI.
and
mountings
century.
China, glass,
porcelain.
Room XII. Tiles and pottery.
—

—

—

—

A short flight of steps (with inscription over the doorvvay) leads down
into No. 77 Drottning-Gatan. Room XIII. Medifeval furniture and carved
wood; wooden font of the 13th cent., with pagan carvings; Norwegian
church-doors.
Rooms XIV-XIX.
Furniture and other articles in the
styles of the Renaissance, Rococò, and Louis XVI. periods (the last known
in Sweden as Gustavian), and of the Empire.
Room XX. Kitchen-utensils ; looms, etc.
Room XXI. Sun-dials and sand-glasses ; Runic staves ;
ancient Swedish copper money, and a 'Frax' or leathern sack to carry it
on journeys.
We return to Room XIII, and next enter Rooms XXII and
XXIII, containing ecclesiastical objects; pictures ; a pulpit from Ronneby ;
mass-vestments ; altar-furniture ; censers, etc.
—

—

—

—

Second Floor.

harness, saddles.

—

—

Room I.

Room li.

Sedan-chairs, perambulator of Charles XV.,
Embroidery, lace, children's dreases, dolls.

Room III.
Rich costumes of the 17th and 18th cent. ; 'Brudstubb'
and Gustavus III. 's Swedish national costume.
Room IV. Objects used in the Jewish ritual ; patents of nobility, orders.
Room V. Musical instruments.
Rooms VI and VII. Uniforms and
arms of the 15-lSth cent. ;
Room Vili.
portrait figure of Charles XII.
Room IX. Instruments of tor
Equipments for wolf and bear hunting.
RoomX. Fire-extinguishing apture; objects illustrating superstitions.
We
paratus; objects connected with tbe postai and customs services.
return through Room II to Rooms XI-XIII, containing portraits and
relics of Swedish and Danish kings and celebrities (Linnceus, Berzelius,
A flight of steps descenda hence to
Tegnér, Thorvaldsen, Hòckert, etc).
Drottning-Gatan No. 77 (8ee p. 319).
—

(bridal petticoat) of 1700,
—

—

—

-

—

—

•—

—

—

Third Floor (continuation of the Peasant Section). Rooms I-IV. Ob
from Dalecarlia or Palarne.
Room V.
Articles from Upland.
Rooms VI and VII. Objects from Veslmanland, Sòdermanland, and Nerike.
Room Vili.
Objects from Vermland.

jects

—

—

—

We

now

tioned above

return to the second floor and descend
to the

—

by the staircase

men

Acad.

of Science.
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Norwegian Collection, which occupies twelve rooms on the
second floor of Drottning-Gatan 77.
Rooms 1-IV. Fragments of buildings and ruatic furniture, carved boards
and posts, bedsteads, cabineta, and chaira; blocks of wood with human
Room V.
teeth driven into them, used as a charm against toothache.
Travelling requiaitea, "aledgea, harness, saddles, stirrups, a fine bedstead
from Molde. In the glass-cases at the Windows are riding-whipa, baaketwork, and' two '■Budstikkor' (wooden cases for officiai messages, which
the peasantry of each parish were bound to carry to the boundary of
Room VI. Drinking-vessels, a 'Hògsate' («.e. a bench
the next parish).
Room VII. Drinking-veasels, small carved
used aa the seat of honour).
household utensils, and pictures (girl from Telemarken, man and woman
from the Numedal, group from the Hitterdal, a Lapp woman and child).
Movable frames containing figures in Norwegian costume. Carved mangleRoom Vili. Ornaments and weapons, embroidery, handsome old
boards.
beltà from the Sseteradal (p. 3); powder horns of the 16-18th cent.; old
Room IX. Musical instruments;
halherds, spears, and other weapons.
Norwegian iPrimslave' (calendar-staves) and rustie furniture; in the glass
—

—

—

—

—

cases, snuff-horns and snuff-boxes.
Room XI. Domestic utensils from
Room XII. Norwegian furniture ;

—

Room X.

Objects

from Iceland.

—

Norway ; seythes, sickles, looms, etc.
cabinets, carved cupboards, chests, etc.
A supplementary section for Marine Objects and the Pharmacbutical Collection has been established on the first floor of

—

Drottning-Gatan 88.
Room I.
Objects connected with seafaring: canoea, votive ships from
Room II.
churches, hatchets, grapnels, ship'a lanterna, and cablea.
Rococò objects : we observe in particular a suite of furniture for the royal
first
half
of
the 18th
to
date
from
the
said
covered
with
palace,
tapestry,
Room III. Renaissance
cent, (probably of Stockholm workmanship).
Room IV.
objects, including a collection of relica from German guilds.
N. Friaian room in 17th cent, style, reconstructed by H. Sauermann, director
of the Flensburg museum, after a model at Hallig Hooge on the W. coast
—

—

—

Sleswick; also a collection of wood-carvings of the 16-18th cent, and
Dutch loom introduced by Jonas Altslròmer in 1720, probably the first
used in Sweden.
We return through Room IV to Room V. Woodwork,
Rooms VI- Vili. Pharmediseval, and of the first half of the 16th century.
maceutical collection ; in Room VI, retorts, distilling apparatus, and other
of
a

—

—

vessels ; in Room VII, apothecary's utensils and memorials of
the Swedish apothecary K. W. Scheele (p. 321); in the centre, an alchemist's
furnace and a receptacle for poisons ; also several tastefully executed
German medicine-chests. In Room Vili, a complete apothecary's shop,
from the 'Apotheke' of the palace in Drottningbolm.

laboratory

In the Ròrstrands-Gatan, diverging to the S.W., rises the Gothic
Church (PI. 21 ; B, 4).
On the right side of the Drottning-Gatan, nearly opposite the
Wallin-Gatan, is the Academy of Science (Vetenskaps- Akademi;
PI. 4, C, 3, 4), founded by Swedish savants in 1739, endowed by
government in 1741, and reconstituted in 1820. The first president
was Karl von Linné (Linnazus; 1707-78), the celebrated botanist.
The academy now numbers 175 members, of whom 75 are foreigners.
The building contains the valuable and interesting "Naturai History
Collections of the National Museum (entr. in the Wallin-Gatan), the

English

property ofthe state (adm., see p. 308).
On the groundfloor is the Mineralogical Collection,

the director of which
is the Arctic explorer Prof. A. E. Nordenskjòld (b. at Helsingfors, Finland,
meteoric
iron
in 1832).
is
a
of
In the lobby
fragment
weighìng 20 tons.
On the first floor is the Zoological Collection (short guide 25 ò.), which
—
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its

specimens of Northern species (at the en
Nearly opposite, at Wallin-Gatan 1, is the
Ethnographical Collection,
objects found by Capt. Cook in the Antarctic
Ocean (1772-75) and by Nordenskjòld in the Arctic Regions.
In the Drottning-Gatan, on the left, a little beyond the Academy
of Science, is the Technical High School (Tekniska Hògskolan; PI. 46,
B 3), designed by Prof. Scholander, and erected in 1863. With it
is connected the Bergskola or School of Mining. Library and collections open on Mon. and Thurs., 12-2. On a height at the N. end of
the Drottning-Gatan (flight of steps) rises the Observatory(Pl. B,
3),
erected in 1748-52, commanding a fine view of the city ('Vaktmas
tare' 25 ò.).
To the N.W. of this point is the new quarter of
Vasastaden (see Map, p. 338).
To the E. of the Academy rises the conspicuous Adolf-Fredriksia

especially interesting

for

trance, in RR. IX-XII, etc).

—

with

—

Kyrka (PI. C, 3, 4),

a plain baroque structure in the form of a
Greek cross, erected in 1768-74 from the designs of Adelcrantz and
lately restored. It contains an altar-piece (Resurrection) in plaster,
by Sergel, and a monument, with sculptures by Sergel, to Descartes
(A. at Stockholm, 1650), the famous French mathematician and
philosopher, whose remains were removed to Paris in 1661. Sergel
and the poet B. Lidner are buried in the churchyard.
Farther to
the N.E. is the Johannes-Kyrka (PI. D, 3), a Gothic brick building
by Cari Moller (1889), with a lofty tower. It stands on the Brunkebergsàs, one of the highest points in the city, and hence is con
The S. part of the Brunkeberg is penspicuous from every side.
etrated by a Tunnel (275 yds. long ; toll 2 ò.), which connects the
David-Bagares-Gatan and the Humlegàrd with the Tunnel-Gatan, a
side-street of the Drottning-Gatan (p. 317).
The *Humlegàrd (PI. E, 3), a park laid out in the 17th cent.,
has recently been entirely remodelled by Director Medin, the City
Gardener of Stockholm, and transformed into a beautiful modem
pleasure- ground, with flower-beds and tropical plants. In it rises
the Biks-Bibliotek or National Library (PI. E, 3 ; adm. , see p. 307),
designed by Dahl, and erected in 1870-76, containing upwards of
300,000 printed books and 10,000 MSS.
Its chief treasures are exhibited under glass in the "Show Room
(Visnings-Sal; entr. to the right; adm., see p. 307; catalogue 50 ò.). Caael:
Codex Aureus, a Latin translation of the Gospels in golden letters on red
and white parchment, written by Irish monks about 600 B.C. and acquired
at Madrid in 1690; Easter Calendar for the years 760-911; 'Loys roi de
France et Thibauz d'Arabie', a French romance, MS. of the beginning of
the 12th cent. ; the Book of Marco Polo, French MS. of the 14th century.
Case 2 : Visigothic legai code in a Spanish translation of the 14th cent. ;
Latin and other prayer-books of the 15th and early 16th centuries.
Cases 3 & 4 : MSS. of the 15-16th cent., including the 'Golden Bull' of Emp.
Charles IV. (copy of 1520-30).
A large case to the left contains the socalled Gigas Librorum, which contains the Bible and seven other
MSS._ of
the 9-13th centuries. In a frame above are the Revelations of St. Birgitta
MSS.
of the
fp. lxiii; 1360-67).— Case 5: Icelandic, Danish, and Norwegian
—

—

—

—

—

13-14th centuries.
Case 6: Orientai MSS.
tbe oldest of about 1281.
Cases 9 & 10:
the like in ornamentai writing (1500-1800).
—

—

—

Cases 7&8: Swedish MSS.,

Prayer-books, diplomas, and
Cases 11-18: Early printed

—
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works, including the 'Speculum Human» Salvationis' (Utrecht, ca. 1470),
the Psalms (Mayence, 1457), Cicero de Officiis (Mayence, 1466), German

Bible of 1483 (in Case 13), Low-German Bible of 1494 and a fine example
Cases 19-24: Book-bindings
of the Wittenberg Bible of 1576 (Case 15).
of Italian (19), French (20), German, Dutch, English, Swedish (23, 24), and
Cases 25-28: MSS. of Swedish royalties and other
other workmanship.
eminent persons ; plans of the Siege of Fredrikshald by Charles XII.
—

—

In the S.W.

'Farfadern'

corner

of the

(Grandfather

and

Humlegàrd

Grandson),

is the

pretty

bronze group

by Per Hasselberg

(A. 1894).

part ofthe ground s, with a wonderfully luxuriant vegetation, lies behind the Library. In the middle stands a bronze Monu
ment to Linna-us, erected in 1885, consisting of a colossal figure of
the great botanist, surrounded by allegorical statnes of Zoology,
Medicine, and Agriculture, designed by Frithjof Kjellberg. On the
'Flora Hill', a little to the N., rises a good statue, by Bòrjeson
(1872), of K. W. Schede (1742-86), the discoverer of oxygen, hyThe finest

acid, and tartaric acid.
The quarter to the N.E. of the^Humlegàrd, extending to the
broad Valhalla-Vag (PI. C-G, 1 2) , contains many attractive
villas. The peculiarity of the site of Stockholm, mentioned at
p. 308, is well illustrated here, as the levelling operations have often
necessitated the blowing up of rocks as high as the houses.
drofluoric

-

III. THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.

Blasieholm, the broad S.W. quay of which,
the Blasieholmshamn, is approached from Karl XII. 's Torg, rises the
'National Museum (PI. F, 6), erected in 1850-66 from a design by
Stiller of Berlin, a handsome edifice in the Renaissance style, with
round-arched Venetian Windows and a portai of greenish Swedish
marble. Over the portai are medallion-reliefs of sixfamous Swedish
scholars and artists : Fogelberg, the sculptor ; Ehrenstrahl, the painter; Linnaeus, the botanist; Tegne'r, the poet; Wallin, the writer of
hymns; Berzelius, the chemist; and statues of Nicod. Tessin, the
architect , and Sergel , the sculptor.
The collections are : on the
Ground Floor, the Historical Museum and the Cabinet of Coins;
on the First Floor, the Art-Industrial Collections and antique and
modem Sculptures; on the Second Floor, the Picture Gallery and
the Drawings and Engravings. Adm., see p. 308 ; catalogues in
each department, and at the entrance.
At the S. end of the

GROUND FLOOR. On entering the vestibule, where sticks and
umbrellas

are given up on the left
(2 ò. each), we observe three
colossal statues of northern deities in marble by Fogelberg: below,
on the right
Odin, on the left Thor, and above them Baldur. Op
posite the entrance is the
**Historical Museum, or Museum of Swedish Antiquities, a most
valuable collection of objects from the earliest times down to the
present day, founded in the 17th cent., and much extended by the
late director, Hr. B. E. Hildebrand. The prehistoric section rivals
—

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

7th Edit.

21
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that of the National Museum at Copenhagen (p. 400). The present
director is Dr. H. Hildebrand.
A glass-door leads into the Vestibule, where an English
Catalogue
by 0. Montelius may be purchased (2 kr.). We turn to the left. Theblack
on
white
indicate
the
order
in
which
the
figures
ground
objects should be

examined.

Rooms I & II.
Objects of the Stone Age CStenàldern'), a prehistoric era when the use of metal was unknown, and when the most ne
were
made of 8tone, bone, or wood. The chief
cessary implements
objects
here are arrow-beads, axes, earthen vessels, and amber beads. The classined objects in the wall-cabinets and in one of the cases have been found
mostly in Skane. The remaining casea contain objects, partly from ancient
tombs, found in other districts of Sweden. Among these are flint-implements,
fine battle-axes (Case 17), the contents of tombs with the bones of domestio

and characteristic objects in slate from the northernmost districts
of Sweden.
Room I also contains several models of tombs.
Room III. Objects of the Bronze Period CBronsàldern'), when the
inhabitants of Sweden carne for the first time into contact with the more
civilised natives of Asia and S. Europe. Among the most noticeable are
a shield (No. 2A) and an Italie bronze vessel (No. 6) with embossed ornamentation (found in Skane), gold cups and gold bracelets, a dagger
(20 A) found in West Gotland, other handsome daggers, swords, battleaxes (No. 34 of unusual size), and vessels with rich ornament.
Objects of the Iron Age CJernàldern'). The earliest of these show
traces of Celtic influence;
a later
group has been affected by Roman
provincial culture, while more recent objects are akin to the Frankish
and Alemanuic antiquities of W. Germany of the period during and after
the migrations.
In the same room, beginning with Wall Case 59, is the
rich collection from the Island of Gotland, embracing a period of over
a thousand years.
Cases 70 & 71 show Roman influence ; Nos. 72-74 illustrate
the period of migration ; some of the brooches are highly characteristic.
The collection of Silver ornaments (Cases 97-109) from this island is also
very rich. No. 85A. is a tombstone with pictures and runes (eight-legged
horse of Wotan, etc).
Room III also contains objects of the earlier
iron age found on the mainland of Sweden, including four of Roman
origin (large bronze vase with inscription in Case 125, statuettea, glass
drinking-horn in Caae 124, etc), superb neck-rings with filigree ornamentation (139), and many other gold ornaments. We also observe the valuable

animals,

—
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relics from the tombs of Vendei (147-151), where several warriors were
found interred in their ships (comp. p. 13).
Room IV. Objects of the Later Iron Age, from the mainland of Sweden.
1-6. Objects found at the Bjòrkò in Lake Màlaren, where the oldest
Christian hurial-place in Sweden was re-discovered; 34-39. Valuable col
lection of gold and silver ornaments. Also copies of a rock in Sòderman
land, with Runic inscription and a design from the Siegfried Saga (54),
and of a large Runic stone near Ròk in Ostergótland, with the longest
Runic inscription that has been preserved (53).
At the end of the room
begins the
Medueval Colleotion (' Medelliden' ) : objects of the llth to the
beginning of the 16th century. In the same room are reliquaries, goblets,
and altar-embroidery of the 12th century.
Room V.
Ornaments, church -furniture, and vestments of the 14th,
15 th, and beginning ofl6thcent., including a treasure buried at Dune in
the 14th cent, (in Cases 19 & 20, in the centre, in front of the window),
and a votive figure of St. George in wood (1489), from the Storkyrka at
Stockholm (No. 77). Also, carved-wood and painted altar-pieces, fonts, etc.
The Royal Cabinet of Coins (director, Dr. H. Hildebrand) occupiea an
adjoining room (to the N.E.). Swedish medals are exposed to view in
glass-cases, but the coins are kept in presses.
Returning to the vestibule from Room V, we turn to the left to visit
Rooms VI and VII, which contain objects of the Modern Period ('Nyarc
liden') in five sections : 1523-1611, 1611-1654, 1654-1718, 1718-1809, and 1809
to the present time. The objects here, some of great vaine, include tapestry,
costumes, the insignia of Orders, gold and Silver goblets (in Case 45, two
presented to Gustavus Adolphus at Nuremberg in 1631), carvings in ivory
and amber, fine glass, embroidery, and bridal crowns.
—

—

We now return to the staircase, the upper part of the walls of
which is adorned with paintings by Karl Larsson (1896), illustrat
ing the history of art in Sweden from 1650 to 1800; ascend the
marble stairs to the
—

FIRST

FLOOR,

and

Ceramic Collection.
a

large Moorish-Spanish

14th

cent.)

by
—

a

door

on

Room I.

vase

(No.

the left enter the

—

To the left of the entrance is
1), of the same period (early

the famous Alhambra vase at Granada and closely
resembling it; the bronze mounting is four centuries later. Cases
2 & 3 contain Moresco-Spanish and Italian majolica, chiefly purchased by Nicod. Tessin the Younger in Italy at the end of the
17th century. The cases by the Windows contain the Dahlgren Col'
lection of snuff-boxes, porcelain, ivory carvings, and trinkets in gold
and silver (presented in 1895). In the following cases are French,
Dutch, German, and Swedish porcelain, pottery from the Lower
Rhine, and Wedgwood ware. The intervening smaller cases contain
porcelain from Meissen (Dresden), Vienna, Berlin, Capo di Monte
(Naples) , the Hague , Amsterdam , Niederweiler , Frankenthal,
as

Nymphenburg, Marieberg (p. 333; 1759-88), Derby, Copenhagen,
St. Petersburg, Sèvres (pàté tendre), etc.
Room IL
Chinese and Japanese porcelain, including a specially fine collection of the Japanese Chrysanthemum-Peony por
celain, so called after its flower-patterns, and of Japanese 'craquelé'
(with glazing purposely cracked), lacquered vases, and vessels
with European patterns (Swedish coats-of-arms).
21*
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Bohemian, Venetian, Swedish,

are

four

National

with early German,
glass ; also, two fine
Carlsson, the other in steel
cases

and modem

modem vases, the one in bronze by Al.
damascened with Silver, by Hjelm. Norrslròm

(1893).

The wall-cases

contain Chinese works in lacquer and enamel, embossed works in
silver and gold, and a silver-mounted crystal goblet of the 17-18th
centuries. By the window is the Dahlgren Collection of Watches.
Room IV.

Antique

Vases.

Sculptures (catalogue 50 ò.) begins
Antiques, mainly purchased by Gustavus III. in Rome
(1784-85), are almost ali works of the Roman imperiai epoch, often
spoiled by restoration. Among them are some modem forgeries.
The gem of the collection is *No. 1, a Sleeping Endymion, in Parian
marble, excavated in Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli in 1773, and pur
chased by Gustavus III. No. 2. Athena ; 3-12. Apollo Citharcedus
and the Muses ; 45. Colossal bust of Venus ; 66. Bust of an Athenian,
with Greek inscription ; 107. Fountain, with relief relating to RomuRoom V.

here.

The Collection of

The

lus andRemus ; 179. Handsome Rhyton (drinking-horn) in marble ;
201-221. Greek tombstones; 228-236. Roman tombstones. Hand
some

candelabra; magnificent large

Room

VI,

Greek, etc).
ing

marble

vase.

Casts (Egyptian , Assyrian, ancient
Fine view from the Windows here and in the follow
a

hall with

rooms.

Room VII. Section a: Antique terracottas and
Egyptian Collection.
Room Vili. Modern Swedish Sculptures.

glass. Section

b:

Nos. 357-372. Johan Tobias Sergel (1740-1814; founder of the Swedish
school of sculpture) : *357. Faun; !359. Psyche and Cupid, his masterpiece;
362. Colossal bust of Gustavus III. (to whose court the sculptor was
373-376. Erik Gustaf Gòthe (1779-1838); 377-389. Johan Niklas
invited).
Bystròm (1783-1848; a pupil of Sergel); 390, 391, 395, 396. Bengl Erland
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; 397. Cari Gustaf Qvarnslrom (1810-67) ; 769. Frithjof
Kjellberg (1836-85); 398-401. Johan Peter Molin (1814-73); several worka by
No. 403. Hylas,
J. Bòrjeson (b. 1836), Chr. Eriksson, and Werner Akerman.
by Bissen the Elder, a Dane; 404. Magdalen, by Ant. Novelli of Florence
Alexander
von Hum
of
604.
A.
Gille
of
a
bust
colossal
(d. 1662) ;
Copy by
boldt by David d'Angers; 814. Bronze bust of A. Fryxell, the historian,
by W. Runeberg, a Finlander.
Room IX, a small apartment containing casts and models by

Fogelberg (1786-1854)

Room X, also small, contains
Sergel and other Swedish scnlptors.
book-bindings from the 16th cent, to the present day.
Rooms XI-XIV are occupied by the Collection of Furniture
—

and Domestic Secoration.

Inlaid ebony cabinets of Italian workmanship (end
cent.); ivory carvings (Descent from the Cross ofthe
beginning ofthe 17th cent.); bronzes by Giov. da Bologna; tapestry
Room XI.

ofthe 17th

ofthe 16thcent. ; embroidery.
Room XII. Works in ivory and amber (fine draught-boards).
In the small room adjacentare Swedish and German tiles(17th cent.).
Room XIII is divided into six sections or cabinets, fitted up in
the style of the 16-17th cent. ; Nos. 1-4 contain chiefly German
while in Nos. 5 and 6 are some fine Italian pieces. By the
where the numbering begins, is a Throne Canopy from
Denmark (1586) ;, below, a gorgeous Italian table-cover of the 16th
century. In the centre of the room : Psyche, borne by three amoretti,
a group in bronze by A. de Vries, brought from Prague in 1648.

furniture,
end-wall,

Room XIV is divided into two cabinets : one in the
the other in the 'Gustavian' (Louis XVI.) style.
Another marble staircase ascends to the

SECOND

rococò

style,

—

FLOOR, nearly the whole of which is occupied by

the

picture-gallery. The staircase and the upper landing are adorned
plaster casts after the antique, with a colossal relief of Linnaeus by Chr. Eriksson, and with busts of John Ericsson
(A. 1889;
with

inventor of the

screw-propeller),

his brother Nils (p. 284), P. H.
and other eminent Swedes.

Ling (p. 317), Nordenskjòld (p. 319),

The *GalIery of Ancient Masters was formed chiefly during
last century. The collection was greatly enriched by Queen Louisa
Vlrica, a sister of Frederick the Great, with the aid of Count Karl
G. Tessin, Swedish ambassador at Paris (1739-42), whose own col

lection she purchased. Her son Gustavus III. followed her example.
From that period date in particular the interesting decorative paint
ings of the French School, and also the best Netherlandish works.
The Italian pictures consist of the Martelli Collection, purchased
at Rome in 1798, and smaller collections purchased later.
More
recently the gallery has been enriched by gifts from patriotic
societies and private donors.
Few of the German, Spanish, and Italian works are of much
value, but the French school of last century is better represented
here than any where out of Paris (large works by Boucher, Desportes,
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and Oudry, and cabinet-pieces by Chardin and Lancret).
of the best Netherlands masters of the 17th cent, are also

—

Several

admirably

represented: Rembrandt by his 'Claudius Civilis', a 'Cook', and
several portraits ; Rubens by his two copies from Titian ; and
Snyders, Jordaens, Fyt, C. de Vos, Steen, P. de Hooch, Wynants,
Wouverman, Dou, Ostade, Van Goyen, J.vanRuysdael, and Van de
Capette by pictures of great merit ; also several rare masters, chiefly
of historical value.
Criticai Catalogue in Swedish by G. Gòthe
—

(3kr.

;

picture

1887);

French illustrated edition
bears the name of its painter.

(372 kr.; 1893).

Each

The entrance to the Dome Room (p. 331) from the staircase is
by two antique columns brought from Italyby Gustavus III.;

flanked

from this room we pass through a door
of the Italian and Spanish masters.

on

the

right

into the

rooms

I. The Italian and Spanish Schools occupy a room lighted
from above and two of the Ave adjoining cabinets. The other three
cabinets belong to the Modem Schools
p. 329).
Saloon.
Right side: Unknown Masters. 759. Still-life, 761. Lazzarone
with mandolin, 755. Crown of Thorns; 133. Leandro Bassano, Festival
of Cleopatra; 82. Carlo Dolci, Magdalen; Marco Ricci, Monks in a forest.

(see

Left side: 11. Caravaggio (1), Judith. For the modera pictures temporarily
exhibited on stands in this room, see p. 330.
lat Cabinet (a) : 214. Early
Umbrian Master, The Magi; 84. Carlo Dolci, Christ at the houae of Simon
the Phariaee.
2nd Cabinet (b) : Four sketches by Tiepolo, one (188) for
a composition in the Cappella Colleoni, in Santa Maria Maggiore at Bergamo.
—

—

IL A room beyond the Italian saloon chiefly contains German
Early Dutch Pictures (Tyske och Nederlàndske Màlare).
To the left of the entrance, 277-279. P. Molenaer, Victory of the Im
perialista over the Swedes at Nòrdlingen (1634). On the right wall, 430.
Fr. Floris, Sea-gods ; 1073. H. Baldung Grien, Mercury; 260, 261. B. Denner,
and

Portraits of

an

old

man

and old

woman.

Left

wall, 370.

Jan

Brueghel,
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Market (1609); 466. Gillis d'Hondecoeter, Orpheus; 508. Jan Massys, Amorold man and Venus (1566); 1371. Sir Ani. More (?), Portrait (early
work, 1538); 1520. Dutch School of the 16th cent.. Lute-player. Right wall,
257. L. Cranach the Younger, Charles V. and John Frederick of Saxony
The purchase, 1080. Lucretia
hunting; Lucas Cranach the Elder, 258.
Farther
(1528), 255. Luther's father, no number, Luther and his bride.
on, 1334. Westphalian School (ca. 15G0), SS. Catharine and George.
ous

—

III. We next reach the *Netherlandish School of the 16Centuries, in a saloon lighted from above and five cabinets.

17th

Saloon. End-wall, to the left of the entrance: Rubens, 595 (school
The four fathers of the church; 608. Esther and Ahasuerus (a
sketch) ; "607. The daughters of Cecrops fmding Erichthonius (a sketch) ;
in the bath (school-piece) ; "606. Samson slaying the lion
Susanna
596.
On the side-wall : "404. Van Dyck, St. Jerome (an early work) ;
(a sketch).
"599, "600. Rubens, Sacrifice to Fertility, and Baccbanalian Scene, copied
by Rubens in 1601-08 from Titian's famous works at Rome, now at Madrid.
*"578. Rembrandl, The conspiracy of the Batavians under Claudius
Civilis against the Romans, painted in 1662 for the Town Hall of Amster
dam, and the master's largest work after the Night Watch at Amster
dam, although merely the centre of a compositlon five times the size.
"1120. Judith Leyster (pupi! of Frans Hals), Flute-player ; 500. P.Laslman,
Sacrifice to Juno. Rembrandt, ""584. 'Portrait of his cook' (1651); 581,
"582. Old man and woman (1655). 462. M. HobbemaCÌ), Hut amid trees ; "583.
Rembrandt, His sister (?; 1632); 616. /. van Ruysdael, Forest-path; 1349.
Rembrandt, St. Peter (1632); 344. F. Boi, Portrait; 301. W. van Aelst, Spoils
of the chase; 1429. F. Boi, Lute-player.
End-wall: 585. Rembrandt, The
preacher J. Uitenbogaert (ca. 1633) ; 637. Snyders, Still-life ; 488. Jordaens,
Side-wall: "433. Fyt, Dead game
Adoration of the Shepherds (1618).
(L651); "1159. Jordaens, King Candaules tempting Gyges ; 689. Com. de
Vos, Cavaliers at cards; 409. Antwerp Master (beginning of the 17th cent.),
Portrait; 741. Dutch Master (beginning of the 17th cent.), Portrait; 420.
Dutch Master (middle of tbe Ì7th cent.), Labourers in the vineyard; 639.
P. de Vos, Stag-hunt ; "303. J. d'Arthois, Large wooded Flemish landscape ;
486. K. du Jardin, Portrait of H. van Huteren (1674); 534. Moeyaert,
Preaching of John the Baptist (1631); no number, F. Snyders, Fox as the
guest of the Crane; 601. Rubens, The Graces; 353. P. Soutman, The

piece),

—

—

—

—

—

Evangelists.
I. Cabinet : 1412, 1413. /. Liittichuys, Portraits ; 423. B. Fabritius, Family
at table (1650); 1046. G. Horst, Meeting of Esaù and Jacob (1641; sketch).
"418. G. van den Eeckhout, Satyr and peasant; 588. Moeyaert, The angel
leaving Tobias; "579. Rembrandt, St. Anastasius in his celi (1631); 441.
J. van Goyen, River-scene.
*473. P. de Hooch, Woman by a cradle;
"443. /. van Goyen, Dordrecht (1655); *471. P. de Hooch, The letter; 539.
Th. de Keyser (?), Family portraits; 672, 673. W. van de Velde, Small seapieces ; 1386. P. Codde, Domestic scene.
—

—

II. Cabinet: 310. C. Bega, Music-lesson (1663); 622. S. Ruysdael, Shepberd and sbepherdess at a min (1642); 356. R. Brakenburgh, Dance (1699);
A. ran Oslade, 548, 549. Small portraits, 551. Advocate at his study-table
fl664); *1117. Unknown Master, Old woman reading (1658) ; 621. S. Ruysdael,
Dutch river-scene.
1184. JanM. Molenaer, Peasant-wedding; 1325. B. Cunp,
Resurrection; G. Dou, 393. Magdalen, 394. Portrait of himaelfp); 682.
Sim. de Vlieger, In an oak-forest; 1394. Is. van Ostade, Interior; 1387. P. de
Molyn, Landscape; 552. A. van Ostade, Tavern ; 557. /. van Ostade, Youth;
"550. A. ran Ostade, Peasants at their door (1660).
—

III. Cabinet: 677. C. Verhoul, Sleeping pupil (1663); 658. Ochtervelt,
Genre- piece; 1353. Q. van Brekelenkam, Washing a head.
618. J. van
Ruysdael, Seaside- village (an early work); 647. J. Steen, Card-players;
593. Unknown Master, Butcher; 537. A. van der Neer, Moonlight-scene.
510. G. Metsu, Card-players ; "683. H. van Vliet, Interior of St. Traula's at
—

—
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Delft; *562. J. van de Capette, Cairn sea (1649); 667. A. van de Velde, Young
shepherd (an early work; 1657) ; 326, 327, 1448, 1449. A. van Beyeren, Fish.
IV. Cabinet : 485. K. du Jardin, Cattle pasturing (1657) ; 701, 702. J.
Wouverman, Summer, Winter; eleven pictures by Ph. Wouverman, the best
Nos. "709 and 714 (Winter-scene, Bridge).
V. Cabinet: 1084. F. de Moucheron, Landscape; 594. W. Romeyn, Cattle
in a grotto.
483. Karel du Jardin, Italian landscape; 453, 1181. J. de
Heem, Still-life.
Passing through the saloon , and turning to the left, we regain
the staircase, from which a doorway , opposite that of the picture
gallery, and also flanked with antique columns, leads to the
Gravyr-Sal, containing the Collection op Engravings and
Drawings, the nucleus of which consists of works purchased at
Paris by Count Cari G. Tessin (p. 326 ; Crozat
Collection).
—

—

The Collection of Engravings consists of over 80,000 plates.
The
exhibited in the glasa-caaea are changed from time to time. On
the walla are hung several large paintings by Swediah maatera: 937, 938.
J. E. Bergh, Landacapea; "1396. G. von Rosen , Nordenakjòld (see p. 319).
The Drawings, particularly those of the Netherlands Schools, are also
very valuable. We observe a large and admirable portrait by Lucas van Leyden; about a dozen genuine drawings by Rubens (including studies for the
Rustie Dance and the portraits of Ferdinand and Francesco Gonzaga) ; nearly
as many by Van Dyck, of rare excellence (an English couple, Crucifixion
of St. Peter, C. van Geest, etc.) ; a series of very clever sketches by Adr.
Brouwer, D. Teniers, and Adr. van Ostade; above ali, many admirable and
important drawings by Rembrandt, about 50 of which are kept in the portfolios.
These last are chiefly sketches for pictures (Christ appearing to
Mary, for his picture at Brunswick ; Sacrifice of Manoah, at Dresden ;
Abraham's Sacrifice, at St. Petersburg, etc); also a portrait of Titia van
Ulenburgh, his sister-in-law (1639), and several valuable studies.

specimens

IV. We next visit the *French

Pictures, including many master-

and exhibited in a room lighted from above and a cabinet.
.Saloon (Fransk Sai). Francois Boucher (1703-70), the eminent painter

pieces

of pleasure-scenes (temp. Louis XV.), is represented by five pieces: "769.
Venus and the Graces bathing, 771. Leda and the swan, 773. 'Pense-t-il an
raisin' (1747), 768. Toilet of Venus (1746), these on the right wall; "770.
Triumph of Galatea, perhaps the artist's masterpiece (1740), in the middle
of the left wall.
Francois Desporles (1661-1743), the painter of still-life
and hunting-scenes : on the right wall, 799, 798. Large decorative pieces ;
end-wall, 801. The point; left wall, 800. Peaches in a Silver dish and
dead game.
Among tbe eight pictures by Jean Baptiste Oudry (16S6-1755),
the animal-painter, the best are "867. Stag-hunt (end-wall) and 861. Fight
between a poodle and a bittern (left wall).
Seven landscapes (891-897)
Other
by CI. Jos. Vernet (1714-89) are distributed throughout the room.
notable works on the left wall: 1326. Jouvenel, St. Bruno ; 845. Lancret,
Woman skating ; "884. H. Iligaud, Portrait of Cardinal Fleury ; 785. Char
din, Still-life; 854. Le Moyne, Venus and Adonis (1729); "846. Van Loo,
Louis XV., full-length; 793. Noél Nic. Coypel , Judgment of Paris (1728);
883. H. Rigaud, Portrait of Charles XII. in full armour ; 813. G. Poussin,
End-wall: 1314. N. Largillière, Count E. Sparre; 1313.
Landscape.
A. Pesne, Portrait of Ch. Fred. Sparre (1744).
Cabinet: 778, etc, Chardin; 772. Fr. Boucher, The toilet (1746); "843,
"844. Lancret, The swing, Blind-man's-buff ; 874. Pater, The bathers ; 8S8.
H. Taraval, Venus and Adonis.
—

—

—

—

—

The next four cabinets contain Flemish and Dutch

paintings.

I. Cabinet. Left of the entrance: 1183. J. d'Arthois, Landscape; "407.
Unknown Master, Drawing-room of Rubens; "653, 654. D. Teniers the
603. Rubens,
Younger, Four smokers at a table (about 1648), Tavern (1661).
—
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Susannah in the bath (1614); 640. Snyders. 1146. J. van Es, Still-life;
602. Rubens, Two naked children (aketch); 1393. D. Seghers, Flowers.
II. Cabinet: 1292. M. van Helmont, Ruatic featival; 623. D. Ryckaei't
the Younger, Rustie interior; 434. J. Fyt, Still-life.
III. Cabinet (Dutch and early-Swedish pictures from a private bequest) :
442. Jan van Goyen, Halt at the farm; 713.
P van Asch. Landscape.
P. Wouverman, Sledge and rider; 444. J. van Goyen, Biver-scene; 577. A.
536. Pieter Neeffs, Church-interior ; 517. P. Moreelse,
Pynacker, Landscape.
Portrait; 436. Jan Fyt, Still-life.
IV. Cabinet: 290, 291. C.Rulhart, Animal-pieces. In the middle, 380.
—

—

Bystròm,

Innocence

(marble).

the French Saloon and the adjoining corridor,
dedicated to the Swedish Masters of the
17-18th Centuries, of whom the earliest to attain eminence was Dav.
Klòker von Ehrenstràhl (1629-98), a native of Hamburg, trained in
The 18th cent, produced a number of
the Netherlands and Italy.
Swedish masters, most of whom, however, worked mainly in Paris or
other foreign parts. Among these were Niki. Lafrensen (1698-1756)
and Alex. Roslin (1710-93), by the latter of whom may be mentioned
No. 1010. Gustavus III. and his brothers (1771), a large group in the
last room (left). In the same room is No. 1032, by Wertmilller, representing Marie Antoinette and her children in the park of the
Trianons (1785), presented by the Queen to Gustavus III.
We
now return and enter a large room to the right of the corridor, con
taining a portrait of Ehrenstràhl by himself (No. 949) and portraits
of Swedish kings and queens.
Beyond this is a cabinet (PI. A) of Water Colours by modem
Swedish masters, including Karl Larsson (b. 1853; 191. His wife
and child) and Anders Leon. Zorn.
The adjoining Cabinet P. con
tains ancient and modem Pastels and Miniatures, the latter in
we

V. Passing
reach four

through
rooms

—

—

show-cases.

VI. The *Northern Masters of the 19th Century, whose works
exhibited in a saloon lighted from above, six adjacent cabinets,
and the antechamber (dome room), are also for the most part products
of foreign schools. Among the earlier Swedish masters the landare

scape-painter Karl Joh. Fahlcrantz(1771- 1881) appeals
to modem taste. After

of Swedish and

1850 Dusseldorf became the

a school
the most familiar names
Hans Gude (b. 1825; these

Norwegian painters, among

are Ad. Tidemand
(1814-76),
Norwegians), Bengt Nordenberg (b. 1822),

of which
two

most strongly

centre of

F. G.Fagerlin(h. 1825),
and K. H. d'Vnker (1828-66). Between 1860 and 1870 the reputation of the colourists attracted many Swedes to Munich and Paris,

whither J. K. Boklund (1817-80) and J. F. Hòckert (1826-66) had
already shown the way. Georg von Rosen (b. 1843), G. Cederstròm
C. G. Hellqvist (1851-90), and Nils
(b. 1845), J. Kronberg (b.

185Ó),

Forsberg (b. 1841) are, perhaps, the best-known of this group. J. E.
Bergh (1828-80), the landscape-painter, though he worked in Sweden
from 1867 to his death, also belongs to the same band. Since 1880
the

prevailing influence

has been that of the Parisian

Impressionists,
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among whose Swedish followers are Hugo Salmson (1843-94), Aug.
Hagborg (b. 1852), Karl Skànberg (1850-83), A. L. Zorn (b. 1860),

(b. 1853), and Bruno Liljefors (b. 1860). Most of these
reside in their native country. Works of modem
Norwegians,
as well as those of Danish masters, are but scantily represented here.
The nationality ofthe artists on our list is indicated by S., N., and D.
Saloon (Svensk Sai).
Entrance-wall : 1154. G. von Rosen (S.), King
Karl Larsson

now

Eric XIV. signing a. death-warrant, in the presence of his mistress Cathe
rine Mansdotter and Gòran Persson.
Left side-wall : 1381. J. Kronberg (S.),
Saul and David; 1319. A. Tidemand (N.), The fanatica; 1380. A. Jungstedt
B.
1287.
b.
Swiss
(S. ;
Nordenberg (S.), Wedding of Swedish
1859),
quarry ;
peasants; 1223. /. A. Malmstròm (S. ; b. 1829), Dance of elves; 1484. C. F.
Nordstrom (S. ; b. 1855), Twilight; 1426. Per Ekstrom (S.; b. 1844), Sunrise
on the Baltic, near Òland ; 1384. G. Cederslròm (S.). Burial at Alsike
(Upland);
1174. R. Thegerstròm (S. ; b. 1857), Vision of Christ by night.
End-wall :
1425. G. O. Bjòrck (S. ; b. 1860), Prince Eugene of Sweden ; 1402. E. Skànberg
(S.; 1850-83), Rain at Venice; 1458. A. Edelfeldt (Finn; b. 1854), Victor
Right wall: 1398. E. Peterssen (N.; b. 1852), Nocturne;
Rydberg, the poet.
1406. Sven A. Thòrne (S.; b. 1850), Swedish scene in spring; 967. /. Fr.
HòckertlS.), Lapland interior; "1138. P. G. Wickenberg (S.; 1812-46), Dutch
coast; H.A.L. Wahlberg (S. ; b. 1834), "1239. Twilight on the sea-coast,
1156. Moonlight-scene; 1329. Axel Kulle (S. ; b. 1846), Church-elders in N.
Germany; 1000. Axel Nordgren, Norwegian coast; .936. 5. M. Larson (S.;
1825-64), Norwegian landscape; G. von Rosen, 1383. Prodigai Son, 1293. The
pamter's father; 1459. C. Josephson (S. ; b. 1851), Òsterlind, the painter;
1472. O. P. U. Arborelius (S. ; b. 1842), Swedish landscape; 1355. J. Fr.
HSckert, Burning of the palace at Stockholm in 1697; 1316. J. Kronberg(S.; b.
1850), Nymph; 1376. Bruno Liljefors(S.), Foxes; 1405 Bjorck, Venetian shop.
We now pass through Cabinet P. to the Swedish Cabinets.
I. Cabinet : 955. Fahlcrantz (S.), Calmar Castle by moonlight.
II. Cabinet: 1028. J. W. Wahlbom (S. ; 1810-58), Death of Gustavus
Adolphus; "1244, 1245. Wickenberg, Landscapes; 1356. L. A. Lindholm (S. ;
1819-54), Interior.
III. Cabinet: 1215. S. M. Larson (S.), Sea-piece; 1207. J. F. Hòckert,
Wedding-party in Lapland; 999. Nordenberg, Tithe-day in Skane.
IV. Cabinet: 1030, 1031. J. W. Wallander (S. ; 1821-88), Scenes from
Bellman's poems (p. 336); 991. Amalia Lindegren (S. ; b. 1814), Girl with
orange; C.H. à"Unker(S.), 1025. Third-class waiting-room. 1320. Pawnbroker.
V. Cabinet: 1440. J. A. Malmstròm, Swedish child in a landscape;
1113. P. D. Holm (S.; b. 1835), Forest; "1204. Fagerlin (S.), On the way to
recovery; 1210. Aug. Jernberg, The broken pipe; 1059. G. Rydberg (S.;
—

—

—

b.

1845), Landscape;

954.

Fagerlin, Fisher-boys smoking; 1112. Agnes

b. 1827), Old love.
VI. Cabinet: 1436, 1435. K. A. Lindholm (Finn; b. 1811), Sea-scenes;
1491. Ol. Hermelin (S.; b. 1869), 1476. W. Ferron (1858-94), Spring-scenes ;
1370. K. A. Lindmann, Harbour
1409. A". S. Flodman (1863-88). Coast-acene.

Bòrjesson (S.;

—

of Stockholm; 1493. Alf. Bergstròm (S.; b. 1869), Ebb-tide; Fagerlin, 1056.
Jealouay, 1364. Dutch interior; 1483. Nils E. Kreuger (S.; b. 1858), Spring
in the province of Halland.
We now go back through the Saloon and the Dome Room (p. 331) to
Room I (p. 326), where the acquisitions made at the Stockholm Exhibition
of 1897 are temporarily exhibited on stands: L. Zorn(S.), Portrait of himself ;
Prince Eugene (S.), Landscape; Bruno Liljefors, Eagle; E. Werenskiold,
Portrait; O. Bache, Summer; paintings by F. Lenbach, H. Thoma, Raffaelli,
Here also are bronze busta by Meunier , Hasselberg , and
and Villegas.

Brandslrup.

The three adjacent cabinets contain Norwegian and Danish pictures
7th Cabinet (Norwegians): 1275. Morten Mailer,
(comp. pp. 14, 409).
8th Cabinet (Norwegians): 1267, 1285, 1336. C.
Norwegian landscape.
Hansen (b. 1841), The visit, The misfortune, Confronting a witness ; 1263-65.
H. F. Gude, Three eea-pieces; 1277. A. Tidemand, Fortune-teller and Dale—

—

STOCKHOLM.
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carlian peasant-woman ; 1311. Eilif Petersen (b. 1852), Scholar of the 16th
cent. ; 1434. Fritz Thaulow (b. 1847), January day in Norway.
9th Cabinet
(Danes)-: 1279. A. Melbye, Sea-pieee; 1330. K. F. Sòrensen (1818-79), Storm
on the Norwegian coast ; 1352. C. Bloch, Adoration of the Shepherds ; 1428.
J. F. N. Vermehren, Chess-players.
We now return to the Dome Room, which contains ali the especially
large pictures : 1363. G. 0. Cederstròm, Body of Charles XII. (p. 81) on its
way to Sweden (winter-scene); 1419. N. Forsberg (S. ; b. 1842), War-scene
of 1870-71. To the right and left of the door : C. G. Hellqvist (S. ; 1851-90),
1382. Disputation in the Reformation times, 1431. King Waldemar Atterdag
at Wisby (p. 351). Then: 1379. A. Hagborg (S. ; b. 1852), Beach; 1417. E.
Rosenberg (S. ; b. 1858), Autumn morning in Sòdermanland. Above, 1247,
1248. M. E. Winge (S.; b. 1825), 1252. Arbo (N. ; b. 1831), Scenes from
northern mythology ; 1397. /. F. Krouthén (S.; b. 1858), Aquatic pianta; 1282.
K. F. Sòrensen, Sea-piece. Portraita of royal patrona of art and Swedish
We now return to the staircase and descend.
artists.
—

—

The space in front of the N.W. facade of the Museum is embellished with bronze figures by J. Bòrjeson and T. Lundberg, and
with the ^Bàltespannare ('belt-duellists'), an admirable group in

bronze,

the masterpiece of J.
Nuremberg in 1867).

P.

Molin,

four reliefs

It

the Swedish

sculptor (1859

;

of those deadly old
Scandinavian duels in which the combatants were bound together
with their belts and fought out their battle with their knives. The
cast at

represents

one

the pedestal, with their Runic inscriptions from the
the cause and the result of the combat.
1. Deinking. lÀr ikke sa godt, som godt (de) saga, ol (for) menniskors
mindre
alti
sòner; ty
vet, som mer dricker , tilt sitt sinne mannen'. ('Not
so good as good they say it is , is ale for the sons of men ; for the man
knows in his mind always less, the more he drinks'.)
2. Jealousy.
lGalna fràn kloka gòrer menniskors sòner han den màktiga kàrleken'.
love
makes
fools
of
wise
of
sons
3. Beginning
('Mighty
men'.)
of the Combat.
'•Drogo de ur skidan skidejern, svàrdets eggar tilt behag
(fSr) trollen'. ('They drew the knife out of the sheath, the edge of the
on

Edda, represent

—

—

to the satisfaction of the evil spirit'.)
4. The Widow's Lament.
'Ensam àr jag vorden som asp i lunden, fattig pà frdnder som furan p&
am
I
like
the
qvistar'. ('Solitary
become,
aspen in the grove, poor in
See Pontoppidan's F«rrste Fors/Jg paa
relations, as the fir in branches').
Norgea Historie, 1752, and Moe's poem 'Fanitullen'.

sword,

—

—

From the S. end of the Blasieholm an iron bridge, the Skeppsholms-Bro, leads to the Skeppsholm (PI. F, G, 6, 7), an islet con
taining the Karl Johanskyrka and the chief military and naval
depots of Stockholm. The most conspicuous building is the
Kanonier-Kasern, with its four corner-turrets and lofty gables. The
island is intersected by fine avenues. On the S. shore, in front of
the Sjòkrigsskola, or Naval School, rises a monument in memory
of the Polar Expedition conducted by Professor A. E. Nordenskjòld
in 1878-80. On the E. bank of the Skeppsholm is a station for the
steam-ferry to the Djurgard (No. 5, p. 306). Close by is a monument
erected in 1890 to commemorate the naval victory gained by Gusta
-

vus III. over the Russians in 1790
(p.
from the W. bank (ferry).
A wooden bridge connects the

Kastellholm

or

Castle Island

312).

—

Fine view of Staden

with the small
favourite promen-

Skeppsholm

(PI. G, H, 7),

also

a
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The tower of the Citadel commands an admirable *View of
(ascent of 94 steps, and then by an iron ladder of
8 steps more; apply to sailors on guard halfway up; fee 50 ò.).
On this island also stands the pretty club-house of the Stockholm
Skating Club (Skridskoklubben). On the shore, to the right, a good
restaurant with garden.
Many yachts may be seen on the water.
ade.

the environs

IV.

SÒDERMALM.

At the S. end of Staden lies the Sluss-Plan

(PI. E, F, 8;

tramway-terminus, see p. 304), adjoined on the W. by the Kornhamns-Torg (p. 313) and on the S. by the Sòderstròm, a discharge
of Lake Màlaren, through which small vessels pass by means of a
'Sluss' ('lock' or 'sluice').
This channel is crossed by two iron
bridges, leading to the Sòdermalm. Between the bridges lies an
open space called the Karl-Johans- Torg (station of the Sòdermalm
steam-tramway), with an equestrian Statue of Charles XIV. John
(PI. E, 8), by Fogelberg, erected by Oscar I. in 1854. The king
is represented in the costume of a Swedish marshal.
The extensive S. quarter of the city, called Sòdermalm, occupies a lofty and picturesque site, with streets following the naturai
undulations of the rock. One of the chief streets formerly bore the
name of Besvàrs-Gatan
('fatigue-street'). The great
attraction is the view mentioned below.
We turn towards the left from the bridge and reach the *Katarina-Hissen (PI. E, F, 8), or steam-lift, opened in 1883, which

characteristic

a minute to the top ofthe Sòdermalm (116 ft.;
descent 3ò.). The belvedere at the top (adm. 10 ò.;
small café) affords the best **View of Stockholm and its environs.
It embraces the old town with its churches and the palace, Norrmalm
with the dome of the Adolf-Fredriks-Kyrka and the high tower of
the Johanns-Kyrka, Òstermalm, Blasieholm with the National Mu
seum, the tree-clad Skeppsholm, and the Kastellholm. At our feet
extends the Saltsjò, enlivened with ships, among which dart small

in less than

carries

us

ascent

5 ò.

;

steam-launches in ali directions. To the right lies the Djurgardsstad,
backed by the oaks of the Djurgard and rocky heights; to the left
stretches Lake Màlaren. The view has special charms at different
hours.
An iron bridge, 160 yds. long, leads from the platform of the
Hissen to the Mosebacke-Torg (PI. F, 9), on the N. side of which

the garden of Mosebacken (PI. 29 ;
The Mosebacken Garden affords a
view similar to that from the Katarina-Hissen (adm. 10 ò., smòrThe large Katar ina- Kyrka (PI. F, 9), built in
gàsbord 50 ò.).
are

the Sodra
and a

F, 8),

Teater(P1.45 ; F, 8),
high

water-tower.

—

1656-70 by Jean de la Vallee and restored in 1891, marks the spot
where the victims of the 'Stockholm Blood Bath' of 1520 were
burned.

yard

is

a

It is surrounded

by a cemetery.
handsome national school.

To the S. of the church-
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To theW. ofthe bridges crossing to Sòdermalm, near the point
where the Bellmans-Gatan joins the Sòder-Màlar-Strand (formed
by blasting the rocks ; steam-launch from the Kornhamns-Torg,
p. 313), rises the *Maria-Hissen (PI. D, 8; 92 ft. high ; 6 ò.), an
other lift or elevator, built into the rock, with a café-restaurant
From the top of the Maria -Hissen we
affording a fine view.
proceed to the Bellmans-Gatan, cross the Horns-Gatan (tramway
No. 7, p. 304), and reach the Marìa-Kyrka (PI. E, 8), a building
of the 16th cent., restored in 1825.
—

V. KUNGSHOLMEN.
Steam Launches
comp. the Pian (B, A, 5, 6).
to (10 min.) Marieberg (fare 12 ò.), at half. past each hour, starting at the S.
end of the Riddarholm, near the Wallinska Skola (PI. 16; D, 7).

Tramways,

see

p.

304;

Kungsholmen , the W. suburb
the ordinary tourist, but

—

of Stockholm

,

offers little to

contains several

large medicai
institutions. The more southerly of the two tramway-lines follows
the HANDTVERKARE-GATAN,in which, close to the Nya Kungsholmsbro
(PI. C, 6), stand the Serafimer-Lazarett (to the right), founded in
1752, and (left) the Karolinska Mediko Kirurgiska Institut, or
national college for the practical training of physicians, erected in
1811. Beyond the Royal Mint (1.) and the Vlrika-Eleonora- Kyrka
(r. ; with an altar-piece by Westin) is a large Lying-in Hospital
(PI. 10; A, 6), and a little farther on, also to the left, is the Military
Hospital (Garnisons-Sjukhuset ; PI. A, 6). In the matter of hospitals
and care for the sick Stockholm takes one of the highest places
among the capitals of Europe.
The S. tramway ends at the Pil-Gatan (PI. A, 6), and the N. tramway
at the Eriks-Gatan, the third cross-Street to the right farther on. By fol
lowing the Handtverkare-Gatan for about J/iM. beyond the first of these,
we reach two more hospitals,
at the beginning of the DrottningholmsThe next cross-street is the Mariebergs-Gatan, which we follow to
vag.
the left, skirting tbe fence of the Konradsberg Asylum and crossing the
Ralambsvàg to (10-12 min.) a footpath, leading to a hill a little to the
E. of the Barracks of the Military Train, where we obtain an admirable
attract

-

view of Stockholm and Lake Màlaren.
Near the shore lies the former
porcelain-faetory of Marieberg, not far from which is a pier of the steamlaunches.
—

50. Environs of Stockholm.
The long arm of the Baltic which receives the waters of the Malar
at Stockholm is usually called Saltsjòn, by way of contrast to the Malar.
This inlet is a '■skàrgàrd' or archipelago of countless islands , rocks, and
reefs, separated by waterways in ali directions. The direct distance from
Stockholm to the outermost rocks is about 60 Kil. (37'/2M.). The rocky
banks of this inlet are higher and more picturesque than those of Lake
Màlaren, and are enlivened with many villas.
Lake Màlaren (2 ft. above the Baltic), which extends inland from
Stockholm for a distance of 130 Kil. (81 M.), and may be described as a
fresh-water 'skargard', contains over 1200 islands Còar', 'holmar'). At places
it is 170 ft. deep.
On its banks and its islands may be counted about
200 chàteaux and mansions and 106 villages.
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Among the finest excursions from Stockholm

gard (best
Gripsholm.
comp. p.

late in the

afternoon)

Steamers, etc,

306).

see

are

those to the

Djur

Vaxholm, Drottningholm, and
Sveriges Kommunikationer (and
,

Tramway every 10 min. from the Norrmalms- Torg
DJURGARDEN.
(PI. E, 3) via Strandvàgen; from Slussen, over the Norrbro (cars changed
—

at the Norrmalms-Torg), see p. 304.
Steam
V4 hr. from the piers mentioned at p. 306.

The

*Djurgàrd,

a

delightful park,

Launches, pleasanter,

of which Stockholm is

every

justly

proud, with fine old oaks, pleasant villas, and beautiful walks in
every direction, occupies an island 2 M. long and about 3/4M. broad,
separated from the mainland by the bay called Djurgàrdsbrunnsviken. It was laid out by Gustavus III. and Charles XIV. John,
having originally been a deer-park, as its name imports. On the
W. side of the island lies Djurgàrds-Staden, the only suburb of
Stockholm which is stili almost entirely built of timber.

Djurgard is connected with the mainland, at the E. end of
Strandvag (p. 316), by the Djurgàrdsbro (PI. H, 5), a stone
bridge built in 1897 and adorned with figures from N. mythology.
On the eminence immediately to the S. of this bridge rises the
handsome new building of the Northern Museum (p. 317), which
is being erected from the plans of Prof. Clason in the style of the
Swedish castles of the 16th century. The materials are granite,
sandstone, and limestone.
The

the

The Scandinavian Exhibition of 1897 was held here and occasioned some changes in the laying out of the ground (comp. the
Pian). From the main road a branch leads to the left to the Djur-

gàrds-Teater (PI. I, 5, 6)
(see below). In front of

and the new main entrance to Skansen
is the *Biological Museum (PI. I, 6;
adm., see p. 307), a curious wooden building in the style of the
Norwegian 'Stavekirker' (see p. 28). Its large hall contains twelve
admirably arranged and lifelike groups, illustrating the habits of
Scandinavian birds and mammalia.
Farther on is the wide and short Allmànna-Grànd (tramway
and steam-launches, see pp. 304, 306), leading to the right. On the
left is Hasselbacken (p. 303), the largest and best of the restau
us

rants, with grounds affording fine views and containing the remains

('Bellmans Eken') under which Bellman (see p. 336)
some of his charming songs.
Near this is a sta
tue of the poet by G. A. Nystròm.
Beyond Hasselbacken the road
expands into the Djurgàrdsslàtten (PI. 1, 6, 7), on open space bordered by the pleasure-resorts of Arena- Teater Alhambra, Novilla,
and Tivoli, the last resembling its namesake at Copenhagen (p. 393),
with a theatre, a zoological garden, band-concerts, and so on (fine
view from the upper part of the garden).
of

an

oak

composed

and sang

—

,

To the N.E. of Hasselbacken lies **Skansen

(PI. I, 5, 6; adm.,

-
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with the 'Open Air Museum' founded in 1891 by
see p, 308),
Dr. Artur Hazelius, a unique ethnological exhibition. The new
main entrance adjoins the Djurgàrds-Teater (p. 334; inclined
railway); there is another to the S., near the road ascending to the
N. between Hasselbacken and the Arena-Teater. The enclosure is
about 7000 acres in extent and affords, with its rocky hills and
lakes, its woods, its pastures. and its cultivated fields, an admirable
miniature reproduction of the naturai features of Sweden. The
fauna and flora of the

country

are

comprehensively

illnstrated.

Examples of the human habitations of the different districts, most
of them transferred hither bodily, complete the picture.
From the entrance by the Djurgàrds-Teater we ascend to Os
car

II.' a

Terrace,

which commands

a

good

view

(Restaurant Saga-

liden). Farther on we pass a 'churchyard', with quaint old monuments, and reach the Hàsjòstapel, a reproduction of the Jemtland
From the other entrance we ascend,
steeple mentioned at p. 375.
passing a Guard Room, to the Lapp Camp (Special Pian 1), with
winter and summer dwellings, and the Reindeer Enclosure (PI. 2).
—

Beyond these is the Hàsjòstapel

(see above).

In the wood to the N.E. of the Hàsjòstapel are the Tar Boiling
Works (Tjàrdal). Farther on is a Seal Basin (PI. 4) hewn in the

rock.

Adjacent

Burners' Huts,

a

is

a

Stone Hut from S. Sweden; then Charcoal
for woodmen), large grind-stones

Nying (camp-fire

and hand-mills (probably from the Stone Age), and some singular
old round tombstones.
We now retrace our steps along the edge
of the wood, passing the Foxes' Hole (PI. 5 ; with the rare black
fox), the Foxes' Cage (PI. 6; blue fox), and the Wolves (PI. 7).
—

Farther on, close to the
the interior of which is
for

wood, are the Morastuga from Mora (p. 363),
quaintly fltted up, and the Hackstuga (hut

preparing grind-stones)

latter is

a

from Orsa (p. 364). In front of the
round which the young people
Beyond the Morastuga we reach the

'Maistàng' (May-pole),

used to dance

on May Day.
containing the Smaller Animate (¥1.2-17), such as hares, pheasants, cranes, wood-grouse wood-pigeons, otters, ospreys, hawks,
falcons, ravens, owls, and ptarmigan. Adjoining these is the Royal
Eagles' Aviary (PI. 18), to the N. of which are the Malmberg, with
huge specimens of N. minerals, and the Bears' Dens (PI. 19,20).
To the E. of the Eagles and S.E. of the Bears rises the *Bredablick (adm. 25 ò.), a tower containing a good café and collections of
clocks, guild-insignia, etc. The fine view from the upper platform

pens

,

(250 ft.)

embraces the whole of Stockholm, with its towers and
the conspicuous Palace, the verdant Djurgard, and the bays
of the Saltsjò.
To the E. of the Bredablick is an exit near the
Horticultural Society's Garden (p. 336).
In the S.E. part of Skansen are the Laxbrostuga, the house of a
well-to-do miner in S. Dalecarlia, and the Oktopsgàrd, a large thatched farm-house frcm Halland. To the S. rises the Hellestadstapel, a

domes,

—
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From the Oktopsgàrd we proceed to the
(view).
the enclosures of the Roes (PI. 25) and Elks (PI. 26)
and obtaining a view of the Kyrkhullstuga (from Blekinge) and the
small lakes in the middle of Skansen. We then reach the old Bollnàsstuga, an erection of the 16th cent, brought from Helsingland
and containing objects used in the celebration of'Jur(Yule, Christmas). To the S. of the Bollnasstuga, in the wood, are enclosures
for 'Skogsrussar (dwarf horses from Gotland), Asses, Goats, and
Cattle (PI. 27, 29, 30). The enclosure of the last includes a milk
and cheese dairy. The Faibur, conspicuously situated on an eminence to the W., is a reproduction of the storehouse ofthe manor
of Bjòrkvik in Ostergótland, one of the oldest wooden buildings in
Sweden. It contains a collection of northern implements of husbandry and affords a fine view. Below the hill are a number of Dog
Kennels (PI. 31), containing Greenland and Jemtland dogs, etc.
Popular Dances and Sports, generally accompanied by national music,
take place here almost every evening in summer. Popular Festivals on
a more
extensive scale are celebrated on Walpurgis Ève and Walpurgis
Day (Apr. 30th, May lst), on June 6th, the anniversary of Gustavus Vasa's
accession, on St. John's Ève and Day ('Midsommerafton', June 23rd-24th),
on St. Lucy's Day (Dee. 13th), and at Christmas (Jul).
To the E. of Skansen (gate to the E. of the Bredablick) is the

high

bell-tower

—

N.W., passing

of the Tràdgàrds-Fòrening or Horticultural Society.
FartheT on is Rosendal. a royal villa built by Charles XIV. John,
with orangeries and hot-houses. In front of the villa stands a huge
Porphyry Vase, 8'/2 ft- high and ll^ft. in diameter.
The S. and S.E. part of the Djurgard, with its fine oaks, green
meadows, picturesque rocks, and views of the Saltsjò, affords the

large garden

—

The general direction of the highroad may
but detours should be made in the paths to the right
and left. By diverging to the left at the E. end of Djurgàrdsslàtten
(p. 334) we reach (6-7 min.) the Bellmansro Restaurant, near
which stands a bronze bust of Karl Michael Bellman (1740-95),
the great improvisatore and the most genial and popular of Swed
most attractive walks.

be

followed,

ish poets

(by Bystròm, erected
mansdagen') crowds of the poet's

1829). On 26th July ('Belladmirers assemble here to recite
A little to the S. is a peninsula

in

his poetry and extol his genius.
called the Frisens- Park, commanding fine
resort on Sunday afternoons in summer
—

very popular
and dancing;
Farther on, about 1 M. from Has
asylum for the blind and the deaf

views,

a

(singing

refreshments, but no spirits).
selbacken, is Manilla, a large
and dumb (shown Thursdays, 11-1 ; 'hàr ser
illa, hàr talar man illa', say the locai wits).
pleasant villas.

man
—

illa,

Farther

hàr hòr

man

on are some

Tramway (No. 4, p. 304) to the StallHaga and Uleiksdal.
màstaregàrden and Small Steamer (almost every 1/i hr.) to Kràftricket,
Haga (15 ò.), and Ulriksdals Alle (20 o.). The tramway goes on to Haga
Grindar, at the entrance of the park (p. 337).
—
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the Djursholm electric railway (see below) to Stockthence by steam-launch to Ulriksdal (the railway-conductor should be informed at the taking of the ticket).
Railway to Vartahamnen (from the Central Station). A branch-line
(8 Kil., in 25 min.; fares 30, 20 ò.) runs to Vartahamnen, on the Lilla
Vàrtan , the new harbour of Stockholm ; intermediate stations : Karlberg
(p. 342), Norrlull, Stallmàstaregàrden-AIbano, and Ugglevikskàllan. Nortull
lies to the S. ofthe park of Haga (see below); at Albano the line crosses
the Stockholm and Djursholm and Stockholm and Bimbo railways
Another line goes to Jerfva, which lies to the W. of Ulriksdal
(p. 349).
use

sund, and proceed

—

(see below).

Beyond the Observatory

the tramway follows the Norrthe outskirts of the city (comp. PI.
B, 2, A, 2, 1), then passes under the Vartahamn railway, and
reaches the station of Stallmàstaregàrden, near the garden-restau
rant of that name, at the S. end of the bay of Brunnsviken. Small
steamers run^hence to (12 min.) the chàteau of Haga and on through
the strait of Alkistan to (40 min.) Ulriksdals Alle'.
The tramway-terminus is near the New Cemetery, opposite the
iron gate (Haga Grindar) of the park of Haga, on the right, whence
we reach the chàteau in lfi hr.
The royai chàteau of Haga, an
unpretending building, with a charming but rather neglected park,
on the W. bank of the pretty Brunnsvik, was built by Gustavus III.
in 1786-88, and was his favourite residence.
Higher up in the
wood are the foundations of a much grander building begun by the

tulls-Gatan to the

Norrtull,

(p. 320)
on

—

same

king,

but

never

completed.

or new cemetery, a little beyond the gate ot
the Haga Park, contains some handsome monuments.
Ón the highroad,
M.
farther
is
The old Solna-Kyrka, to the S.W.
the Crematorium.
>/2
on,
of the new cemetery, has a tower built of blocks of granite, the found
ation of which is said to date from pagan days.

The Nya

Kyrkogàrden,

"

—

At the N. end of the Brunnsvik, about 2 M. from the Stall
and II/4 M. from Haga, lies Nedre Jerfva (a few
hundred paces to the E. of rail. stat. Jerfva), usually known as
Ulriksdals Alle (station of the steam-launches). A fine avenue,
flanked with villas, leads hence to the N. in 1/4 hr. to the royal
chàteau of Ulriksdal, on the Edsvik. This was erected at the end
of the 17th cent, by General Jacob de la Gardie, and afterwards
carne into the
possession of Prince Ulrik , a son of Charles XI.
It is partly furnished with old furniture from the collections of
In the park is the Ulriksdals Kyrka , erected by
Charles XV.
Scholander in 1865 in the Dutch Renaissance style.
Electric Railway in summer about 20 times a day
DjUESHOLM.
in 25-40 min. (fare 40 0., there and back 60 ò.).
Small Steamer from Charles XII. 's statue (PI. E, 5) thrice daily (4 times
on Sun.) past the S. side of the Djurgard and the Vària Harbour (see
above), through the LindingBbro, and past the E. side of the island of
Tranholm (li/jhr.)
Beyond Djursholm the steamer goes on to Boso and
Rydboholm.
The electric railway starts in the Engetbrekts-Gatan, at the S.W.
corner of the Humlegàrd (PI. D, E, 3 ; p. 320; tramway No. 1, p. 304).
The first stopping-place is the Òstra Station (PI. D, 1). At Albano

màstaregàrden,

-

—

—

Baedeker's Xorway and Sweden.
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we intersect
the Vartahamn railway.
Farther on we
pass the Experimental Station of the Academy of Agriculture and
Frescati. To the left, at the latter, is the botanical garden of Bergiilund. Beyond the canal is the station of Alkistan. The line then
crosses the Stocksund, which connects the bay of Ediviken with the
Lilla Vàrtan, and reaches the station of Stocksund, with the power
house of the railway (steam-launch to Ulriksdal, see p. 336). The
last intermediate stations are Mòrby and Osby, where the railway
to Rimbo (p. 349) diverges.
Comp. the inset on the accompanying
Map of the Environs of Stockholm. There are several stoppingplaces in Djursholm.
Djursholm ("Strandberg's Restaurant, with view) is a colony of
villas, sprung up on a manor of this name extending along the

(p. 337)

hilly shore of the Stora Vàrtan. About V3 M.

to the N.W. of the
third station is the old Chàteau of the manor (restored). Djursholm
itself offers little of interest, but the steamer-trip is picturesque.
VaxhOLM.
Steamboats, 10-15 times daily, from the Logàrdstrappa
(PI. E, 6), from Karl den Tolftes Torg (PI. E, 5, 6), and from tbe Nya Blasieholmshamn (PI. F, 5) in 11/2-2 hrs. (fare 60-75 ò.).
The steamer passes the Djurgard and then steers to the N.E., past
the entrance to the bay of Lilla Vàrtan and the Lidingó.
On our
right lies the mainland. Farther on we enter a broader basin. On
the left lies the Askrike Fjàrd. The steamer then threads its way
between rocky islands until it stops beneath the guns of the fortress.
'Va.xholm.(*Hotel) is a little fishing-town, with 1600 inhab. and
many country-houses. On a rocky islet between the Vaxholm and
the Rindò rises the Fortress of Vaxholm, founded by Gustavus Vasa
On the E. end of the Rindò is the
and lately strengthened.
fortress of Oskar-Fredriksborg, partly hewn in the solid rock. These
two strongholds command the only approach to Stockholm navigable
for large vessels. Opposite Oskar-Fredriksborg is the Fredriksborg,
a picturesque ruined tower on the Vermdò.
—

*SALTSJOBADEN.

—

Railway

hourly

in

'/2-3A

nr-

(fare ?° °->
E, 6)

fare 1 kr.) ; steam- ferry between Karl den Tolftes Torg (PI.
rail. stat. Stadsgàrden (PI. F, 8), fare 5 ò., return-fare 10 ò.

returnand the

The railway threads a tunnel and runs through a picturesque
district of pine-wood and rock. After stopping at Fàfàngen and
Henriksdal it threads a second tunnel. A little to the S. of stat.
Sickla is the popular garden-restaurant of Nackanàs. Dufnàs, the
halfway station, lies at the W. end of the Lànnerstasund, which is
connected with the Saltsjò (N.) by the narrow Skurusund. Stations :
Lànnerstasund and Neglinje. Ali these stations contain groups of
with bath-houses and boat-houses by the waterside. The
,
train crosses a narrow strait, and reaches the peninsula on the E.
side of which the watering-place lies.
Saltsjòbaden (comp. the accompanying Map), founded in 1892,
and now much i'requented, lies in the S. part of the Baggensfjàrd,
villas
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which is named in honour of the Swedish naval hero, Jacob Bagge
Near the station stands the palatial Grand Hotel, with
about 100 rooms (R. 3-5, B. 1, warm bath l1/^ kr.), with a view of the
bay. To the left (S.E.) is a bridge joining the mainland with a wooded
island, crowned by a "Restaurant (D. 3 kr.), affording fine views.
Good paths, provided with benches, skirt the pine- woods round the
About 1/4 M. to the right (S.W.) of the Grand Hotel are the
bay.
sea-baths (25 ò. ; bath-sheet 25 ò., second towel 10 ò., bathing-suit
A sign-post at the station indicates the way to the Smòr10 ò.).

(d. 1577).

—

—

gàs-Paviljong ('Pav.'

on our

Map).

On the Farstavik, a N.E. bay of the Baggensfjard, lies Gustafsberg,
with a large porcelain-factory, of which the soft 'Frittenporzellan', biscuit
ware, and light-coloured faience enjoy a considerable reputation. Steamers
ply between Gustafsberg and Stockholm (Gustav III.'s statue, PI. E, F, 6)
eight times daily, in I72-2 hrs. (fare 75 ò.).
The sea-bathing place of Dalaró, with a hotel and numerous villas,
lies more on tbe open sea, 20 Kil. to the S. of Saltsjòbaden, whence it is
reached by steamer thrice daily.
Steamers ply occasionally from Dalarò
to Gàie, Ornò, Muskò (with the harbour of Elfsnabben, where Gustavus
embarked
for
in
Adolphus
Germany
1630), and Utò, with iron-mines.
On one of the outermost islands of the Skargàrd lies Sandhamn, to
which a steamer plies daily from Saltsjòbaden, via Stafsnàs.
—

The excursions in the Distkict of Lakb Maxaren have scenic
charms almost equal to those of the Saltsjò, and possess more historic interest.
*Db,OTTNINGHOLM.
Steamboat 3-6 times daily in summer (Sun.
and holidays 12 times), from Gymnasii-Grànden, near the S. end of Rid
darholmen (by the Wallinska Skolan, PI. 16, D 7) in 3/4 hr. (fare 50 ò.,
—

return-fare 1 kr.).
Carriage there and back 8 kr. ; but the road is very
muddy after rain, and very dusty in dry weather.
—

As the steamer leaves, we enjoy a fine retrospect of Stockholm,
with the tower of the Klara-Kyrka and the dome of the AdolfFredriks-Kyrka especially prominent (both in Norrmalm). Farther
on we pass the Làngholm on the left, with an extensive reform-

(p. 333). Ali the islands are dotted
with villas and gardens. To the S. of Làngholm is the Reimersholm
with its large distillery. Then, the islands of Lilla and Stora
Essingen. On the left, the islet oiEkensberg ; on the mainland, the
chàteau of Hàgersten; and on the bank, Klubben and other villas.
A little farther on, the Sigtuna and Upsala arm of Lake Màlaren
diverges to the N.W. We steer between the Kersò on the right
and the Fogelò on the left, and soon reach the palace, situated a
little to the S. of the village of Drottningholm and the Kersò
bridge. Near the landing-place are a good café (left) and an un
atory. To the right is Marieberg

restaurant.
The *Palace of Drottningholm, situated on the Lofò, derives
its name ('Queen's Island') from the queen of John III. , who
founded it at the end of the 16thcent. ; but the present edifice was

pretending

built

nearly

a

century later by Nicodemus Tessin and his son
widow of CharlesX. Gustavus.

(p. 310) by order of Heclvig Eleonora,

22*
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The palace was afterwards adorned with pictures, precious tapestry,
and other works of art by kings Adolphus Frederick, Gustavus III. ,
and Oscar I.
King Oscar II. usually resides here in summer.

application to the 'Vaktmastare' (fee 1 kr., for a party
gardens, partly laid out in the old French style,
are embellished with sculptures in bronze and marble by Adr. de
Vries and his pupils. They are adjoined by an extensive park, in
the S.W. part of which are a theatre and a maze of the time of
Gustavus III. Farther on, 3/4 M. to the S.W. of the jpalace, is the
Chinese Pagoda ('Kina Slott'), erected by Adolphus Frederick in
1770 as a surprise for his queen Louisa Ulrika (fee ^\%-l
kr.).
Admission

50 ò.

each).

on

—

The

Mariefred and Gripsholm.
Excursion Steamer several times
weekly ('Lustresor'), returning the same day (fare 21/2 kr. ; restaurant on
The
board).
single journey takes 33/4 hrs. (fare IV2 kr.). On Thurs. the
steamers start from the Munkbro (PI. D, E, 7), on Mon.,' Tues., & Frid.
from Riddarholmen (S.W. side; PI. D, 7). On Sun. there are two steamers,
—

one

p.

The Railway from Stockholm to Mariefred (see
from each quay.
takes 2'/2-3V2 hrs. (fares 4 kr. 30, 2 kr. 90 ò. ; return , 6 kr. 50,
—

300)

4 kr. 30 ò.).

The steamboat passes between the Fogelò (p. 339) and the
Then, on the right, the island of Kungshatt, so named
from a rock crowned with an iron hat, in memory of the tradition
that a Swedish king sprang with his horse from this rock into the
lake and escaped from his pursuers, leaving his hat behind him. We

mainland.

a strait, 7 M. long, between the Munsò
(right) and the
mainland. On the latter is the chàteau of Sturehof, and on the is
land the church of Eckerò. The island of Kaggeholm, with a chàteau
built by Field-Marshal Kagg, terminates the broader arm of the lake,
which is connected by two narrow straits only with the Sodra Bjòrkfjàrd. The lake expands here into a broad basin. A little to the

next enter

N. is the Bjòrkò, the ancient Birka, on which a granite cross was
erected in 1834 in memory of St. Ansgar, who first pTeached Christi
anity here in 829. Farther to the N. is the Adelsò, and nearer lie the
Kurò and the Rido. In the distance is the Selaò, with the castle of
Màlsàker (p. 342). On the left lies the mainland with the church of
Enhòrna, in front of which are several islets. We now steer to the
S., and enter the Gripsholms-Vik, on the W. bank of which, not
visible from the steamer, is Ràfsnàs, where Gustavus Vasa received
tidings of the death of his father Eric in the massacre of 1520
(p. 313). On the S. bank of the bay is the chàteau of Nàsby, and
in a creek to the W. of it are seen the red houses and the church
tower of Mariefred, with the castle of Gripsholm.
Mariefred ("Stadshus), a little town of 1000 inhab., owes its
to the monastery of 'Pax Marise' founded here at the end of
the 15thcent. by Sten Sture the Elder. On a promontory to the S.,
rising proudly from an environment of dark foliage, is the

origin

—

of Stockholm.

GRIPSHOLM.
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*Castle of Gripsholm, with its four red towers mirrored in the
Malar. At the end of the 14th cent, this site was occupied by a
castle of Bo Jonsson Grip ('the griffin', so named from the griffin in
his armorial bearings), the all-powerful minister of King Albert.
The present castle was built by Gustavus Vasa (1537), who at the
same time suppressed the monastery. In 1563-67 Vasa's son
John,
who had been condemned to death by the Estates for rebellion, was
kept a prisoner here by his brother Eric XIV.; but having deposed
Eric in 1568 , he kept him, after he had become insane, confined
here from 1571 to 1573. At a later period Charles IX., when Duke
of Sòdermanland (p.lxiv), Hedwig Eleonora, the widow of CharlesX.
Gustavus (d. 1715), and lastly the merry king Gustavus III. resided
here. The latter erected a theatre at Gripsholm, as in several other
places, and caused some of his dramas to be performed in it for
the first time. On 29th March, 1809, the unpopular Gustavus IV.
Adolphus signed his abdication in this castle.
The Octee Cocrt contains two huge bronze cannon (the 'Boar' and
the 'Sow'), captured at Ivangorod in 1581.
Interior (always open; adm. on Sun. 10 ò., Thurs. 50_ò. ; on other
The First Floor contains the
days 1 pers. 1 kr., 2 or more 50 ò. each).
so-called Prison of John III., a picturesque tower-chamber of the end of
the 16th cent., with ornamentai painting and panelling (coats-of-arms
and the initials C. D:, those of Duke Charles of Sòdermanland). Adjacent
are some tastefully restored rooms with old murai paintings in the so-called
Vasa style (Swedish Renaissance) and fine wooden ceilings. In one is the
Second Floor.
genealogica! tree of Christian III. of Denmark, on linen.
Vestibule, with Renaissance ceiling of 1543. To the left of this is the
round Saloon of Gustavus III., with portraits of that king (by Roslin) and
his contemporaries, and a fine view.
This is adjoined by the Rooms of
the Queen, in the 'Gustavian' (or Louis XVI.) style; among the portraits
are several by A. Pesne.
Farther on is the Throne Room, recently refitted
in the Vasa style. Passing through the Princess Rooms, tastefully decorated
in the 'Gustavian' style and containing youthful portraits of Marie Antoinette and her sisters, we reach the Rooms of the King, which served as
the state-prison of Gustavus IV. in 1809.
The Bedroom contains an old
ceiling, a painted frieze, and the state-bed of Charles XI. ; the Council
Room has a wooden ceiling, a fine cabinet, and a portrait of Gustavus
Vasa (ca. 1558); in the Audience Room are portraits of ali the Swedish
rulers from Gustavus Vasa (d. 1560) to Oscar I. (d. 1859).
Third Floor.
Theatre of Gustavus III., occupying the place of the old private chapel
and left entirely unchanged. Adjacent is the equipment of a room from
the Great Theatre of Stockholm fp. 315; now destroyed), where it was
known as 'Gustavus III.'s Study'.
To the left of this point, in another
tower, is a cage-like room, wrongly named the Prison of Eric XIV. By
the lately restored Guard Room we reach the Griffin Tower, with the arm—

—

—

oury. A picturesque but inconvenient staircase descends hence direct to
the inner court.
The Collection op Portraits, founded in the 17th cent, and now in
process of re-arrangement, contains portraits of almost ali the prominent
Swedes from 1600 to 1800. There are about 1900 pictures in ali.
A walk round the castle is recommended.

Strengnas.
Steamers, about 4 times daily, from the Munkbrohamn (PI. D, E, 7), also a few from the W. quay of the Riddarholm , in
The Railway (see p. 300) also takes
3>/2-4 hrs. (fare 2'/2 or li/2 kr.).
ca. 4 hrs. (fares 5 kr. 25. 3 kr. fi o i.
—

—
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340) opens the broad bay of
bounded on the W. by the Selaò, the largest island
in Lake Màlaren. On the Selaò are the large estate and chàteau of
Màlsàker and the church of Ytter- Selaò. After having passed through
Beyond the Gripsholms-Vik (p.

Prestfjàrden,

strait between the Selaò and the mainland we observe
the small Tynnelsò, with an old chàteau, and then
Tosterò, opposite the S. end of which lies
Strengnàs (Hotel), a town with 2000 inhab., half of which has
been rebuilt since a lire in 1871.
Strengnàs became an episcopal
see in 1291, and in 1523 witnessed the election of Gustavus Vasa
The handsome Gothic "Cathedral, conto the throne of Sweden.
the

on

narrow

the

right

—

1291, has been repeatedly injured by fire and restored.
The disproportionate thickness of the columns is accounted for by
the fact that the walls were considerably lowered in 1551. We ob
secratedin

the monuments of Sten Sture the Elder(d. 1504), Charles IX.
his two wives, and his naturai son Karlsson Gyllenhjelm
with the fetters worn by him when a captive in Poland),
Admiral Stenbock (d. 1717, in captivity at Copenhagen), and severai
The old episcopal mansion built by Bishop Conrad
antiquities.
Rogge, with picturesque gables and turrets, now a school -house,
contains the room in which the election of Gustavus Vasa took place.
The Episcopal Library contains valuable collections, MSS., and coins.
serve

(d. 1609),
(A. 1650 ;

—

51. From Stockholm to

Upsala.

66 Kil. Railway in lVa-272 hrs. (express fares 4 kr., 2 kr. 65 o.;
ordinary, 3 kr. 50, 2 kr. 35 ò. ; return-tickets, available for two days, at
a fare and a half; no first class).

The train starts from the Central Station

(p. 303)

and skirts the

Klaravik, at the end of which, to the right, are the Atlas Railway
Carriage Works and the porcelain-factory of Ròrstrand, founded in

bright in colouring). The first
Karlberg, situated on the
N. bank of the Karlsbergsjò (the bay adjoining the Klaravik) and
possessing a large Chàteau, erected by Karlsson Gyllenhjelm (see
above) at the beginning of the 17th cent, and converted into a
military school in 1792. The railway skirts the park of the chàteau.
Farther on, the line to Vartahamnen (p. 337) diverges to the
right, and the line to Vesteràs to the left (R. 53). To the right
is the church of Solna (p. 337).
7 Kil. Jerfva, 20 min. from the
chàteau of Ulrik'sdal (p. 337). Farther on we observe Edsberg on
the right, at the N. end of the Edsvik, and Sollentunaholm on the
1727

(wares

curious in form and

stopping-place

of the

ordinary

trains is

—

—

Norrvik (with the church of Sollentuna to the left). 19 Kil. Rotebro ;
24 Kil. Vàsby.
32 Kil. Rosersberg, the station for the *ChÀteau of Rosersberg
{Rosersbergs Slott), with its beautiful park, situated amid wood,
IV2 M. to theW 011 a bav of Lake Màlaren. The chàteau, now a

to
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school of gunnery for offlcers, contains
sculptures and a library of 7000 vols.,
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number of

pictures

and

catalogue

of which

was

written by Charles XIII. himself.
37 Kil. Màrsta, whence a road leads to the E. to Sigtuna (8 Kil. ;
it turns to the left after 3 Kil. and afterwards crosses the Garnsvik ;
Sigtuna, see p. 344). 49 Kil. Knifsta; 59 Kil. Bergsbrunna. We
now obtain a fine view of the
plain of Upsala (Upsala- Slàtten),
the cradle of Swedish culture, with the churches of Danmark and
Vaksala (to the right).
From Danmark, H/2 M. to the E. of Bergsbrunna, we may walk in
V2 hr. to Hammarby, with the country-house of Linnceus, in which he
died in 1778, containing a small memorial museum.
Near Hammarby
are the celebrated Mora Stones CMorastenar').
The ten stones now remaining are enclosed in a stone building erected in 1770. It was here that
the newly elected kings swore to observe the laws of the country, and
they then received an oath of allegiance from the Llagmàn', or judges, in
the name of the people, who prayed that God might grant the king a long
life, with the reservation, 'if he be a good king'. After each ceremony of
the kind the name of the king was inscribed on one of the stones.
The train crosses the Sàfjaà, an affluent of the Fyrisà. The large
white building to the left is a District Lunatic Asylum. The
houses of (66 Kil.) Upsala (p. 345) now appear to the left.
—

The Steamer Journey to Upsala may be recommended to travellers
of leisure (90 Kil., in about 6 hrs). The boat starts daily at 9 a.m. from
the W. side of Riddarholmen (PI. D, 7; fare 2 kr.). Another boat, leaving
the Màlarehamn (PI. D, 7), plies to Sigtuna (3 hrs.; IV2 kr.) and òrsundsbro.

longer, the voyage to Upsala by steamer is more
railway-journey. The first part of it has aidescribed (p. 339). We steer to the right into an arm
of the Malar which separates the Kersò from the mainland. By
the Nockeby Bridge we see the palace of Drottningholm on the left
(p. 339). This arm of the lake resembles a river, the left bank of
which is formed by the Lofò further on. On the right
opposite
the N. end of the latter, lies the estate of Hesselby. After steering
through a group of islands we enter another broader expanse. On
the left is the island of Svartsò, with a dilapidated chàteau, once
a monastery. On the
right lies the estate of Riddersvik on the main
Though
interesting
ready been

much

than the

,

land. To the left opens the Nàsfjàrd. We now steer to the N. into a
part of the lake called Gòrvàln, where, on the right, lies the estate
of Gòrvàln, and on the left that of Lennartsnàs.
About 2 hrs from Stockholm we reach the narrow strait of Stàket,
an island in which, called
Almare-Stàk, contains fragments of the
ancient castle of that name
which was taken by Sten Sture the
Younger from the rebellious Bishop Gustaf Trolle of Upsala and
.

,

destroyed

in

1517.

Farther on we pass the island of Munkholm on the left, beyond
which is the entrance to an arm of the lake called Skarfven. On
the right lies the estate of Runsa. In a bay to the right, but not
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From Stockholm

visible from the steamer, is the chàteau of
which the Sigtuna steamer only calls.
In a bay to the right we observe the

Rosersberg (p. 342),

at

picturesque chàteau of
Steninge, once the property of Marshal von Fersen, who was inurdered
by the populace at Stockholm in 1812 (p. 313). The park contains
a

monument to his memory.

We

now

enter the

Sigtuna-Fjàrd,

in

which, to the right, at the entrance to the long Garnsvik, a creek
running inland to the N., lies
Sigtuna (Inn), prettily situated, once one of the largest
and finest towns in Sweden, but now containing 550 inhab.
only.
It was founded at the beginning of the llth cent, by King Olaf
Eriksson, and was destroyed by the Esthonians in 1187. The ruins
of the churches of St. Peter, St. Lawrence
St. Olaf, and St. Ni
cholas bear witness to the ancient importance of the
To
place.
M$rsta, 11 Kil., seep. 343.
Our vessel steers to the N.W. through the narrow arm ofthe lake,
which expands at places. On the left is Signildsberg, the site of a
stili more ancient town of Sigtuna (Fòr-Sigtuna or Forn-Sigtuna),
the scene of the saga of Hagbart and Signe. On the same bank lies
—

,

—

Hàtunaholm

with the church of Hàtuna, where dukes Eric and
,
Waldemar took their brother King Birger prisoner in 1306 and
compelled him to grant them extensive privileges. A few years
later Birger revenged himself by inviting them to Nykòping, where
he caused them to be thrown into prison and starved to death , an
act of barbarity which cost him his throne (comp. p.
Iv).

Beyond the Erikssund the lake expands into the Skofjàrd, on
the left side of which rises the
Skokloster (prqperly Skogkloster, 'forest monastery'; station), a
large chàteau, square in form, enclosing a court in the interior,
with four towers at the cornerà roofed with copper. It occupies
the site of a Dominican, afterwards Cistercian, monastery, suppressed by Gustavus Vasa, and presented by Gustavus Adolphus to
Marshal Herman Wrangel, whose son Charles Gustavus Wrangel
erected the chàteau in the style of that of Aschaffenburg in Germany and filled it with treasures captured during the Thirty Years'
War. After his death it passed into the possession of Count Brahe,
his son-in-law, to whose family it stili belongs.
—

The Interior, stili unfinished, forms a kind of museum of art and
antiquities. The handsome Vestibule is borne by eight Ionie columns
of white marble, presented by Queen Christina.
The Kungssal has a
richly decorated stucco ceiling. The staircases and vestibules are embellished with numerous portraits, pictures by Ehrenstràhl and others, and
rich tapestry.
Among the portraits is one of Gustavus Adolphus, with
Heidelberg in the background, painted six weeks before his death.
—

The Library contains 30,000 vols. and many MSS.
Observe also the
Abmocry with 1200 guns of various kinds ; also swords, daggers, and bows,
the sword of Ziska , the famous Hussite leader, the sword used by the
executioner at the 'Blood Bath of Linkòping' (p. 297), and the shield of
Emp. Charles V., attributed to Benvenuto Celimi, and captured at Prague
—

in

1648.

to

The

park
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of the chàteau contains

a

monument to

Count
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Magnus

Charles XIV. John. The Gothic
Skokyrìca, formerly the church of the monastery, restored in the
17th cent, by Marshal Herman Wrangel, contains the burial-vault
of the Marshal and a pulpit captured at Oliva, near Dantsic, in the
Thirty Years' War. [We may row from Skokloster in about an hour
to Alsike, and drive thence to (7 Kil.) Knifsta railway-station

Brahe

(d. 1844),

a

friend of

King

(p. 343).]
Beyond Skokloster we steer through the Stafsund into the
On the right are the church of Alsike and the estate of
Krusenberg. Then, on the left, the churches of Aker, Dalby, and
Ekoln.
Nàs.

At the N.E.

end of the Ekoln, at the mouth of the small
where the kings of Upsala once kept their
fleet, and Flottsund. The steamer ascends the Fyrisà to Upsala in
On the left , nearly halfway up, is the agriabout i/2 ar- more.
cultural school of Ultuna. Of Upsala we see nothing till qui te close
to the town.

Fyrisà,

lie

Kungshamn,

Railway Station on the E. side of the town (PI. D, E,
Steamboats stop opposite the Stròmparterre (PI, D, 4, 5).
Hotels. 'Stads-Hotel (PI. 28; C, 4), Drottning-Gatan 9, R., L., & A.
Hotel Svea (PI. 10; D, 4), Kungskr., with good café-restaurant.

Upsala.

—

3, 4).
272

—

the railway-station; '-St. Erik (PI. 9; D, 4), Bangards-Gatan,
also near the rail. station, with rooms only.
0
Restaurants.
Gillet (PI. 6; C, 3), in Vestra Agatan, to the E. of the
"
'hole
of
a
PI.
Flustret
(i.e.
D, 4), in the Stròm
Cathedral;
beehive';
parterre, a favourite summer-resort of the students, who cali it 'Stora
Fòrderfvet' ('great ruination'), with music in the evening ('smòrgàsbord'

Gatan,

near

75 ó.).
Booksellers. Akademiska Bokhandeln, Dombro ; Lundeqvistska Bokhandeln, Drottning-Gatan and Òstra Agatan.
Cabs (Akare). Per drive 75 ò., per hr. for 1 pers. l'/4, for 2 pers.
l'/-2 kr. ; with two horses l'A kr. per drive, 2 kr. per hr. (1-4 pers.). To
Gamia Upsala (p. 349) or Vaksala (p. 343) 1 kr. 30 or 1 kr. 50 ó., with
two horses 2 kr. 30 ò. (there and back a half more).
Post Office (PI. 22; D, 4), Òstra Agatan 35.
Telegraph Office (PI.
29; C, 3), Svartbiicks-Gatan 2 (lst floor).
Upsala ('the lofty halls'), a famous university-town, and resi
dence ofthe archbishop, the 'landshòfding', and other officials, with
23,000 inhab., lies in a fertile plain on both banks ofthe Fyrisà,
which is crossed by Uve bridges. The modem part ofthe town lies on
the fiat E. bank, while the older quarters are on the sloping W.
bank. The extension of the town is in process (see Pian). Upsala
was formerly called Òstra- Aros
(p. 354), and formed the commercial
town and harbour of the kings of Sweden when they resided at
Gamia Upsala. In 1276 the archiepiscopal see (p. liv) was transferred from Gamia Upsala to the present town, while the kings
chose Stockholm as their residence.
As Trondhjem in Norway,
Upsala is the historical centre of Sweden. It was also once the
great stronghold of paganism (comp. p. 349). The University, the
chief modem centre of attraction, was founded by Sten Sture the
Elder in 1477 and refounded by decree of the Reformation As—
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Cathedral.

1593, but did not become of great importance until
Gustavus Adolphus endowed it with 2000 farms.
The *Cathedral (PI. C, 3), situated on a height rising above the
and
Fyrisà, in the N. part of the city, was erected in
consists of a nave, aisles flanked with chapels, a slightly project
ing transept, a choir, and an ambulatory with a fringe of chapels.
In its pian and execution the church resembles the French cathedrals, due allowance being made for the greater simplicity necessitated by the use of brick instead of stone. The first architect
was, indeed, Etienne de Bonneuil, 'tailleur de pierre', one of the
assistant-builders of Notre Dame at Paris , who was doubtless
employed through the influence of Swedish students at the uni
versity of Paris. The contract was concluded at Paris on 8th Sept.,
1287. The building advanced very slowly. In 1310 an aitar was
sembly in

1280-Ì435,

consecrated in the E. part of the church, and the whole cathedral
dedicated in 1435. A new vaulting was added five years later.
The restoration ofthe edifice, towards which government, the city,
and private individuals contributed about 1 million kr. , was com
pleted by E. V. Langlet in 1883-93 from the designs of F. Zettervall.
The towers (388 ft. high), surmounted by slender copper-sheathed
that
spires, and the flèches are entirely new. The finest portai is
on the S., which was originally built about 1300 and is adorned
with elaborate carving, restored by Th. Lundberg.
The Interior ('KlockSre' at the adjoining 'Domtrapphus' ; fee 1jt-i kr.),
120yds. long, 45 yds. broad, and 108 ft. high, rests on 26 pillars. The paint
Testaings on the wall and vaults of the nave (decorative), transept (Old
ment scenes), and choir (New Testament scenes, etc.) are ali by A. LindeCallmander from
gren. The stained-glass Windows were executed by R.
is
Lindegren's designs. The ornate pulpit, designed by Nic. Tessin (p. 310),
a masterpiece of the baroque style. The large organ and triplicate Gothic
One of the candelabra
aitar are modem, from the designs of Zettervall.
was

UPSALA.

University.
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(Ijuskronor), in Silver (1648), weighs 52'/2 lbs. Behind the aitar, guarded
by an iron cage, is the Silver sarcophagus ai. King Eric IX., the patron
saint of Sweden, who was killed here in 1160 by the Danes. The so-called
crown of King Eric, hanging above, is of silver-gilt and weighs 201bs.
The Chapels of the Ambulatory, as well as those of the aisles, have
The capitals of
been fitted up as burial-chapels since the Reformation.
the columns should be noticed.
At the back of the choir is the "Bdrial
Chapel of Gustavus Vasa ('Gustavianska Koret'; d. 1560), with modera
stained glass by. Way , containing the king's recumbent figure, between
those of Catherine of Lauenburg and Margaretha Lejonhufvud, his first two
wives, and also the separate tomb of his third wife, Karin Stenbock. On
the walls are two large and five small frescoes by Sandberg (1837), depicting scenes from Vasa's life, and the words of his last address to the
The Chapel of Katarina Jagellonica, on the N. side
Estates in 1560.
of the ambulatory, contains the monument of that queen, wife of John III.,
erected by her son Sigismund in 1583, and also the marble Monument of
John III. (d. 1592), which was executed in Italy, but wrecked on the
voyage from Leghorn to Sweden, and taken to Dantsic, where it remained
The other chapels around the
till reclaimed by Gustavus III. in 1782.
choir belong to the illustrious families of Sture, Brahe-Finsta, Horn, Oxen
stjerna, and De Geer (with murai paintings of the 16th century).
The similar chapels in the Nave, beginning at the transept, belong as
follows: on the N., to the families of Gyllenborg , Masenbach, Warnstedt,
Cari Banér (with the tomb of Linnseus, by Sergel), and Dohna; on the S.,
to the families of Gustav Banér, Skytte (with the tomb of Johan Skytte,
chancellor of the university under Gustavus Adolphus), Bjelke, and Stenbock.
The last contains the tombs of Archbp. C. F. Mennander (d. 1786), by
Angelini of Rome, and Archbp. Svebilius.
The Sacristy, in the N. transept, contains curiosities and preeious re
lics : chalice and paten of 1541 (German work) ; crowns, sceptre, and orb
of John III. and Catherine Jagellonica ; crowns of Gustavus Vasa and his
consort; chalice, altar-cross, and candelabra of the 17th and 18th cent.;
archiepiscopal crozier of 1164.
—

—

To the N. of the cathedral is the Eriks Kàlla (PI. 25), or Spring
of St. Eric, which burst forth on the spot where the saint was killed.
Opposite the W. facade of the cathedral stands the Gustavianum
(PI. 7; B, 3), the oldest of the present buildings of the university,

founded by Gustavus

Adolphus and containing the Zoological Institute. The gardens, which extend from the Gustavianum to the
eminence crowned by the new University, are embellished with a
statue (by Bòrjeson) of Geijer the Poet, the singer of the ancient
On the side of the lofty pedestal is a
pagan glories of Upsala.
Swedish maiden with a lyre.
The new University Building (PI. 31 ; D, 3, 4), erected in
1877-86 by H. T. Holmgren in the Renaissance style, consists of red
brick and grey sandstone, with ornamentation in polished granite.
On the centrai block are allegorical statues of the four faculties and
the initials of Swedish monarchs who have benefited the institution.
Interior ('Vaktmastare' 1/2-I kr.). In the hall are a marble bust of
Charles X. and a plaster bust of Gustavus Adolphus. The handsome stair
case has pillars and steps of green marble.
At the top of the staiicase are
casts from the antique and Bystrom's group of Juno and the young Hercules.
The chancellor's room contains a magnificent casket presented to Gustavus
Adolphus by the city of Augsburg in 1632. Other rooms contain portraits
of professors; the Aula is beautifully decorated in blue and gold.
On
the groundfloor is the large 'Stora Consistoriet', or senate-hall.
The university has now over 50 professors, 70 lecturers and tutors,
—

and about 1800 students.

Each student, is bound to attach himself to

one
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of the thirteen 'nations', most of which, like the colleges of Oxford and
Cambridge, have their own buildings, presided over by curators,inspectors,
and a committee of management. The members are divided into seniores,
juniores, and recentiores. Duelling, to which severe penalties were at
tached by a law of 1682, is now unknown. One of the chief 'national'
recreations is quartet-singing.

To the S. of the cathedral is the Trefaldighets- Kyrka
or BoncMej/Wca
('church of theTrinity', or 'of the

(PI. 30 ;
peasants'),

B, C,4),

older than the cathedral, but uninteresting. Farther on is a
prom
enade called Odins Lund (PI. 21 ; B, 4), with an obelisk in
memory of Gustavus Adolphus. Beyond it wè reach the
—

University Library (PI. 2 ; B, 4), containing over 200,000 printed
volumes and 12,000 MSS.
The building, thoroughly restored in

1888-92, was built in 1819-41
(founded by Charles IX.), and

the site of the Academia Carolina
is therefore known as the Carolina

on

Rediviva.
The 'Visnings-Sal'
or exhibition
room,
to visitors daily tbroughout the ye.ir, 10-2,
,

the groundfloor is open
application to the 'Vakt
is the famous "Codex Argenteus,
Moeso-Gothic by Bishop Ulphilas,
on

on

mastare' O/2-l kr.).
The chief treasure
a translation of the four Gospels into
from
the
second
half of the 4th century, written on 187 leaves of
dating
parchment in gold and silver letters on a reddish ground. This precious
MS., captured at Prague in 1648, was presented by Queen Christina to
Vossius, her librarian, and was purchased from him for 400 crowns by
De la Gardie, the chancellor of the university. It is to this work of Ul
philas that we are almost exclusively indebted for our knowledge of the
ancient Gothic language, which stands nearly in the same relation to the
Other in
Germanie languages as Sanskrit to the whole Aryan family.
teresting exhibits are the Decretum Consilii Upsaliensis of 1593 (pp. 345, 346),
with numerous signatures; German letters of Gustavus Adolphus; letter
from Marie Antoinette to Gustavus III. ; early Swedish printed books (from
1483); pian of Paris (1739); etc.
In the basement is a Collection of Coins.
—

In the Carolina Park (PI. B, 4) are a Monument of Charles XIV.
John, by Fogelberg, and numerous Runic stones. To the S.W. of
the park rises the Chemical Laboratory (PI. B, 4), with the Physical

Cabinet.
On a hill on the S. side of the town rises the large but only
half-finished Slott (PI. C, 4), a castle founded by Gustavus Vasa
in 1548. In this castle Eric XIV. caused the ill-fated Count Sture
to be murdered, and it was here that Queen Christina abdicated.
Fine * View from the E. side of the castle over the town, to the N.
of which Gamia Upsala is visible. Behind (to the W.) of the castle
is a bust of Vasa by Fogelberg, on a pedestal surrounded,by cannon.
Footpaths descend on the E. slopes of the castle-hill to the
grounds of the Stròmparterre (PI. C, D, 4, 5 ; Restaurant Flustret,
see p.
345). To the right is the large Hospital (SjukhusJ.
Among the other university institutions are the Observatory
(PI. A, 3); the Regnelleanum (PI. 23 ; C, 4); the Anatomy Building
(PI. 1; D, 4); the Collection of Northern Antiquities ('Nordiska
Fornsaker'), St.Lars-Gatan 2 ; and the Botanic Garden (PI. A, B, 5),
to the W. of the castle-hill, with palm-houses and an orangery. The
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lecture-room of the last contains a marble Statue of Linnaus by
Bystròm. The celebrated botanist resided at No. 27 SvartbàcksGatan (PI. 11 ; C, 3), near the old Botanic Garden, and in summer
at

Hammarby (p. 343).

The Cemetery (PI. A, B,
contains monuments of many eminent men.
The most interesting spot near Upsala is Gamia Upsala, 2'/2 M. to the
N.E. , the first station on the Gefle railway (p. 365). On foot or by

4)

p. 345) we follow the road parallel with the Gefle railway,
first on the left (W.), then on the right of the line. Gamia Upsala was
the seat of the early pagan kings of Sweden. The site of its famous tempie
is said to be marked by the present rude village-church, which has recently
been shown to be only the E. portion of an originally much larger church.
Adjacent are the three Kungshògar, or Tumuli of the Kings, named after
the Scandinavian gods, Thor, Odin, and Freyr, each about 58 ft. high and
225 ft. in diameter. The hill farthest to the E. (the Odin Hill) was opened
in 1846-47, and under the sand, embeddcd in gravel, were found an urn,
7 in. high and 9 in. in diameter, containing calcined bones, and other
objects now preserved in the National Museum at Stockholm (groundfloor,
Room III).
The urn was left where it was found. The two other hills,
opened in 1874 and 1876, were found to be constructed on a similar pian.
The Odin Hill commands a fine view across the cultivated plain towards
Upsala, with the castle and cathedral rising picturesquely in the background.
To the E. of this hill, on the other side of the road, is the Tingshòg
('assize hill'), 32 ft. in height, from which the kings down to Gustavus
Vasa used to address their subjects. In the neighbouring farm travellers
are offered mead (mjod) in a silver-mounted bora (i/j bottle 40 ò.).

carriage (see

Feom Upsala to Norrtelje (81 Kil., railway in 4 hrs.). Intermediate
stations unimportant. 21 Kil. Lenna; 41 Kil. Knutby; 60 Kil. Rimbo, con
nected with Stockholm (Òstra Station) by the railway mentioned at
p. 337 (56 Kil., in 3 hrs.). —81 Kil. Norrtelje (Stads-Hotel), a busy little
trading town with 2500 inhab., lies in a pretty district at the W. end of
the bay of Norrteljevik, on the Baltic.
In summer it is a favourite

watering-place.

52. The Island of Gotland.
Steamboat from Stockholm (Riddarholm, Norra Blasieholmshamnen)
to Wisby 9 times weekly in 12-13 hrs. ; fares 10 kr. in the 'hytt' or cabin,
8kr. in the 'aktersalong', without separate berths; return-tickets, valid for
a week by any steamer,
15 or 12 kr.
The steamers leave Stockholm in
the evening ; travellers should rise early the next morning for the view of
the island as the steamer approaches. The return from Wisby also is made
in the evening.
The Mon. and Thurs. steamers go on from Wisby to
Kalmar or Norrkòping, and the Wed. steamer (the 'Klintehamn') sails round
the island (comp. p. 354).
From Stockholm (Skeppsbro) to Stettin via
Wisby, once à week.
—

—

The Island of Gotland (Gutaland), the largest in the Baltic,
about 70 Engl. M. in length and 20-35 M. in breadth, lies about
60 M. from the mainland of Sweden and 37 M. from the island of

Oland. It consists of a single plateau of limestone rock of the Si
lurian formation (overlaid with sandstone at the S. end), rising to
a
height of 70-100 ft., and ending abruptly on the sea-board in
cliffs, here known as Klint. From this plateau rise a few isolated
hills, as the Thorsburg (225 ft.) and the Hoburg (120 ft.). The is-
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lands of Stora and Lilla Karlsò, to the S.W. of Klintehamn (p.
354),
are 190 ft. and 210 ft. high respectively. In every
part of Gotland
occur large boulders of gneiss, granite, and porphyry
(gràstenar,
or rullstenar), deposited by ice when the island
lay
under water. There are no valleys or brooks in the island worthy
of mention, but a large part of its surface is covered with small
lakes (tràsk) and swamps (myrar), gradually being drained or used
as peat-moors (jestingly called the 'gold-mines of
Gotland'). The
largest of these is the Lummelunds-Myr. The few scanty streams
in the island are lost in the thirsty limestone soil, or in summer
dry up altogether. Here and there, however, a spring wells forth
from one of the 'landborgar' in sufficient volume to turn a millwheel. The limestone rocks are pierced with numerous grottoes.
The greater part of the island is fertile and well cultivated. The
climate is mild, trees flourish, and the venerable walls of Wisby
are luxuriantly clothed with ivy. The
population (51,000) is chiefly
engaged in agriculture and cattle-breeding. The small horses
('skogsrussar') and sheep of Gotland, both highly prized, are allowed to run wild in summer. Quarrying and lime-burning are among
the other resources of the island.
The History of Gotland, and more particularly that of Wisby, its
capital, the ancient 'place of sacrifice' (fromtn, 'victim'), situated
at the foot of the Klint, is closely connected with the great traderoute between Asia, Novgorod in Russia, and the Baltic, which was
established at a very remote period and had its chief emporium on
this island. Until the beginning of the 12th cent, the trade of
Gotland was entirely in the hands of the Goths, who founded a
trading-factory in Novgorod ; but the increasing importance of the
trafile attracted the attention of the Germans, who by-and-by preponderated to such an extent that more than half of the council
and one of the two superior magistrates were Germans. In 1280
Wisby and Liibeck formed an alliance, joined two years later by
Riga, for the purpose of protecting the Baltic traders against pirates.
The famous maritime Code of Wisby, a compilation from Netherlandish and Romanie sources, and written in low German, is called
the 'Waterrecht, dat de Koopliide und de Schippers gemaket hebben

vràkstenar,

to

Wisby'.
The wealth of the town in its

palmy days was proverbiai
lispundsvàg

:

—

'Guld vaga de Gutar pa

Och spela med adlaste stenar.
Svinen ata ur silfvertrag
Och hustrurna spinna pi guld-tenar'.

(Old Ballad).
(The Gotlanders weigh their gold with twenty-pound weights and play
with

the choicest
spin with

women

jewels. The pigs
golden distaffs.)

eat out

of Silver

troughs,

and the

But Wisby was soon outstripped by Liibeck ; and as early as
1293 the Hanseatic League decreed that appeals from the factory at
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should no longer be heard at Wisby, but only at Liibeck.
Wisby thus lost its position as mistress of the Baltic trade. It
was attacked by Valdemar III. of Denmark in
1361, and a bloody
victory over the peasants of Gotland, of whom 1800 fell, outside
the gates of the town (July 31st) left him master of the island.
The inhabitants of Wisby, who had believed themselves to be safe

Novgorod

behind their walls,
plundered. During

offered no farther resistance, and the town was
the following centuries Wisby was involved in
the wars between Sweden and Denmark, and Gotland seems to have
been a refuge for adventurers and marauders of ali kinds. At length
it was finally reunited to its mother-country by the Peace of Bròmsebro in 1645.

Wisby.

Hotel».

Stads-Hotel, Strand-Gatan (PI. B, C, 3), with caféa hotel of the first class, English spoken ; Smedman's, Hast-Gatan (PI. C, 3), Gastgifvaregard, St. Hans-Gatan (PI. B, 4),
both hótels-garnis.
Restaurants. "Paviljong (see below) ; Fru Romin, Bòrskàllaren, both plain but good.
Baths. Nya Badhusbolagets Badhus (PI. A, 4), to the S. of the harbour,
Tourists' Bureau (Lindstròm), at the harbour, for
adjoined by a Café.
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Edward
information as to tours in the island.
—

with tariff of

restaurant,

—

—

—

Cramer.
The Ruined Chdrches of St. Nicholas, Helge-And, St. Lars, and SI.
Katharina are open daily 10-3 (5 d.), at other times on application to the
Vaktmastare Sandahl, who lives opposite St. Nicholas.
The collection
of antiquities in Gotland's Fornsal (p. 358) is open daily 1-2 (Sun. 12-2);
adm. 25 6.
—

Visby, which now contains 7900 inhab., or about onepopulation in the days of its medieval prosperity, is
picturesquely situated partly at the base of and partly upon the
Klint, a cliff 100 ft. in height, and now occupies less than half of
Wisby

or

third of its

the

area

enclosed by its walls.

The unused space is covered with

gardens, amidst which stand the imposing and carefully preserved
ruined churches, while the town is stili enclosed by its ancient
walls. Both from sea and land the town presents a grand appearance.
Wisby is divided into four rotar or quarters, indicated on the
Pian by different shading. St. Hans-Rotan, the oldest part of the
town, contained most of the churches ; Strand-Rotan adjoins the
old harbour now filled up and covered with gardens ; Norder-Ro,

tan, the northern quarter, contains the churches of SS. Olement
and Nicholas ; and Klinte-Rotan forms an upper quarter, between
the lower parts and the eastern wall.
The new Inner Harbour (Inre Hamnen; PI. A, B, 4) affords
little

protection

to

shipping,

while the Outer Harbour

(Yttre

Ham

nen) is formed by a breakwater (vàgbrytare) on the W. side, com
manding a pretty view of the town. To the S. of the harbour,

bathing-establishment, extends the promenade known
Another pleasant promenade is D. B. V.'s Bo
tanista Tràdgàrd(P\. C, 1, 2), with the 'Paviljong' restaurant. The
name means 'Botanical Garden of the Friends of Bathing'
('de

beyond
as

the

Palissaderne.

badando

—

vannernas').
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The *Tovpn Walls, erected at the close of the 13"th cent, on
the site of stili earlier walls , form the most striking feature of
Wisby. From the Jungfrutorn ('maiden's tower' ; PI. C,

1), where,

treacherous maid of Wisby, who was in
was built into the wall as a
punishment,
and the Silfverhàttan (PI. C, D, 1) on the coast, at the N. end of
the town, the walls ascend the Klint towards the S.E., cross the
hill to the S. gate at the S.E. angle of the town (PI. C,
5), and
descend to the old castle of Wisborg (PI. A, 4) and the harbour at
the S.W. end of the town. On the land-side the walls are about
2400 yds. in length, and on the side next the sea about 1980 yds.
From the walls, at equal distances. and in several stories, rise a
number of large Towers (Hògtornen) 60-70 ft. in height, provided
with embrasures, and resting on the ground, while between them
a series of bartizans (Hàngtornen, or Sadeltornen) stand on the wall
itself, being supported by corbels outside. Between these towers,
and under the roof with which the wall is covered, formerly ran
passages for the use of the sentinels, resting on beams, the holes
for which are stili traceable. Of the 48 'high towers' 38 are stili in
good preservation, but the bartizans have almost ali disappeared.
Outside the walls the old moat is stili traceable, and on the N. side
there are three parallel moats.
Wisby once possessed fourteen Chukches. Three have disap
peared, ten are in ruins, and one only is stili used. This is the
Cathedral ofSt. Mary (PI. D, 2), at the foot of the Klint, once the
German church, erected in
but afterwards much altered.
A large tower rises at the W. end, and two slender ones at the E.
end. The hill behind the church commands an extensive *View
of the town and its ruins.
To theW. ofthe cathedral are the 'sister churches' of St. Drotten
(PI. 12) and St. Lars (PI. 17), of the 12th cent., with huge towers
once probably used for defensive purposes. To the S. is "St. Cathar-

according to tradition,
league with Valdemar,

a

1190-1225,

the church of the Franciscans, erected about 1230,
Gothic edifice, of which twelve slender pillars and some
of the ribs of the vaulting are stili standing. On the S. side are
The Helgesome scanty remains of the conventual buildings.
Andeskyrka, or Church of the Holy Ghost (PI. 15), built in the
Romanesque style about 1250, consists of two stories, with one
choir in common. To the W. rises the Romanesque church of St.
Clement (PI. 11), with a fine S. portai.
Perhaps the most interesting of the ruined churches is that of
ine's

an

(PI. 16),

elegant

—

"St. Nicholas (PI. 18; D, 2), partly in the Romanesque, partly in
the Gothic
probably built at the beginning of the 13th cent
ury. In the handsome facade are two rose-windows, in the middle
of each of which, says tradition, there once sparkled a brilliant car-

style,

buncle. These gems were carried off by Valdemar, but his ship was
wrecked, and they are said stili to illumine the depths of the sea
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The interior is very picturesque.
It is well
near the Karlsciar.
worth while to ascend to the roof (fine view). The churches of St.
Gertrude (PI. 13), St. Olof (Y\. 19), and St. Hans (PI. 14) are in-

significant.
In the Strand-Gatan, at the corner of the Donners-Plats (PI. B,
C, 3), stands the Burmeisterska Hus (1661), completely covered
with ivy. Farther to the N. in the same Street are Gotland' s Fornsal
(PI. 7; C, 3), with a Collection of Antiquities (adm., see p. 351),
and the former Apotheke (PI. 1 ; C, 3), of the 13th cent., but rebuilt.
A most interesting walk may now be taken through the N. gate
to the church of St. Gòran (PI. D, 1), a little beyond which we ascend
to the right, passing a lime-kiln, to (8 min.) the Galgebacke, the
finest point in the environs, where we enjoy a splendid *View of
the town and its walls. About 3. min. thence is the Ròvfvarekulan,
or 'robbers' cave', below which, to the left, is a curious labyrinth
of stones known as the Tròjeborg.
In the Korsbetning (PI. D, 5), 10 min. from the S. gate, rises
a curious old monolithic Cross, 9 ft. high, with a Latin inscription,
marking the burial-place of the Gotlanders who fell in the battle
of July, 1361 (p. 351). We may return via the Òsterport (PI. D, 3, 4).
Excuesions. The scenery inland from Wisby is uninteresting,
but the new road skirting the coast to the N. (PI. C, D, 1) offers an
agreeable walk as far as (4 Kil.) Snackgàrdet, a village with several
villas, much frequented on Sundays. The 'D. B. V.' Society (p.351)
celebrates

an

annual festival here
and the Galgebacke

on

July 9th. We

may return via

Pleasant drive or
sail of 1 hr. (5 kr.) to the promontory of "Hògklint (150 ft.), to the
S. of Wisby. Walkers follow the highroad from the S. gate (PI.
C, 5), take the first turning to the right beyond the (3 Kil.) stone
erected in memory of the visit of Oscar IL, and reach the
Kil.)

the

Tròjeborg

(see above).

—

(3

Villa

Fridhem,

the

property

The Hòg
particularly in the

of Prince Oscar Bernadotte.

klint, 1

Kil. farther on, affords a fine view,
direction of Wisby. Steps ascend on the W. side of the rock to a
small pasture (Getsvàltan) and a cavern.
From Wisbt to Hemse, 55 Kil., narrow-gauge railway, in 3 hrs. (fares
3kr. 30. 2kr. 20 o.). The station at Wisby is on the S. side of the town
21 Kil. Roma, with an old Cistercian
13 Kil. Bardlingbo.
(PI. B, 5).
convent, founded in 1164, but frequently rebuilt ; it has been state-property
27 Kil. Bjerges; 32 Kil. Butte; 40 Kil.
(Kungsgard) since the Reformation.
Elelhem: 46 Kil. Stanga, with an interesting old church; 55 Kil. Hemse
(inn), with an old church.
A Drive round the Island (skjuts 1 kr. 80 o. per 10 Kil.) is recom
—

—

—

mended to those interested in the scenery or in the churches, most of
which date from the 13th century. We first go to the N., passing the
church and grotto of Lummelund, to the Fàròsund, the station of the French
and English fleets during the war with Russia in 1855. We then follow the
E. coast to Rute; Siile, near which are Kyllej and the curious rocks known
as Raukar; Thorsburg, with an interesting round intrenchment, 1600 yds.
in circumference ; and Rene, with a remarkable church, about 5 Kil. to
the S.E. of rail. stat. Hemse (see above) and as far from the steamboat
The S. part of the island is treeless, but
station of Ronehamn (p. 354).
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

7th Edit.
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From Stockholm

the curious promontory of Hoburg, near Refsmdden, with its lighthouse
and cavern ('Hoburgsgubbens Sangkammare', bedroom of the old man of
Hoburg) will repay a visit. It lies about 40 Kil. from Hemse, by a road
passing several ancient churches, including that of Gròltlingbo.
On the W. coast of the island lies Klintehamn, 34 Kil. to the S. of
Wisby
visited by sea-bathers in summer (diligence twice a week and steamboat
every fortnight from Wisby). About 4 Kil. inland,js the old church of Klinte.
From Klintehamn we may visit the picturesque Karlsòar (20
Kil.).
The steamboat 'Klintehamn' (p. 349) sails round the island once a
week flO kr.), steering to the S. from Wisby one week, to the N. the next
week. In the former direction the stations in order are : Klintehamn,
Burgsvik

Ronehamn, Ljugarn, Katthammarsvik, Slite, Fàròsund,

and

53. From Stockholm to Vesteràs and

Kappelshamn.

Órebro.

217 Kil. Railway ('Vestmanlands-Jernvag'). Express in
train in 13-14 hrs. (fares 11 kr. 55, 7 kr. 80 o.).

7-7'A, ordinary

The train starts from the Central Station (p. 303). It skirts the
factories of Atlas and. Ròrstrand (p. 342),
and the chàteau of Karlberg (p. 342), on the left,
on the right,
beyond which the branches to Vartahamnen (p. 337) and Upsala
(p. 342) diverge on the right. 6 Kil. Sundbyberg ; 11 Kil. Spànga;
17 Kil. Jakobsberg. We then cross the narrow strait of Stàket, at
the entrance of the Upsala arm of the Malar (p. 343), and traverse
the island of Stàkesò by means of a tunnel. Another bridge carries
us to
(28 Kil.) Kungsàngen. 36 Kil. Bro. Beyond (47 Kil.) Bàlsta
we cross the narrow Ekolsundsvik. 56 Kil. Ekolsund; 64 Kil. Grillby.
74 Kil. Enkòping- (Stads-Hotel), a small town near Lake Mà
laren , on which a steamer plies to Stockholm.
Large market
gardens. 82 Kil. Lundby; 88 Kil. Orresta; 95 Kil. Tortuna.
101 Kil. Tillberga, junction of three lines : one to the N. goes
to Hedensberg, Ransta, Tàrna, and Sala (28 Kil.; p. 361); another to
the W. to Skultuna, Svanà, Ramnàs (28 Kil. ; inn), on the Stromsholm Canal (p. 355), Seglingsberg, Nordano, Engelsberg (inn), also
on the Strò'msholm Canal
(p. 355), Hogfors, Norberg (with vaiuable
iron-mines), Kàrrgrufvan (68 Kil.), and Krylbo (p. 361); while our
line runs to the S.W. to Vesteràs and Orebro.
Ili Kil. Vesteràs (Central Hotel, very fair; Hotel Klippan;
Hotel Vesteràs) , a town of 9800 inhab. and seat of a bishop,
originally called Vestra Aros ('W. mouth', while Upsala was called
Òstra Aros), lies on a bay of the Malar. It was once a very im
portant place. No fewer than eleven diets of the kingdom were
held here, chief of which was the 'Vesteràs Recess', which abolish
ed the Roman Catholic religion in Sweden.
The *Cathedral, rebuilt by Birger Jarl on the site of a church
founded in the llth cent., was consecrated in 1271, afterwards
much altered, and restored in 1850-60. It is a fine Gothic edifice,
100 yds. long and 28 yds. broad, with a tower 334 ft. high.
In the Interior we observe an altar-piece of the beginning of the 16th
cent., the handsome candelabro, and the monuments of the administrator
Frante Sture (d. 1512), Marshal Magnus Brahe (A. 1844), and the unhappy

Ròrstrands'-ik, passing the

to

STRÒMSHOLM

Òrebro.

CANAL.
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Eric XIV. (p. 365). The marble sarcophagus of Eric was placed here by
Gustavus III. instead of the old tombstone inscribed with a verse from
the Bible, and by his order the crown and sceptre were brought hither
from the tomb of John III. at Upsala.

The

Episcopal Library of 12,000 vols. contains the valuable
Mayence, carried off by Oxenstjerna in the

books of the Elector of

Thirty Years' War.
On a hill to the S.W. of the' mouth of the brook Svartà, not
far from the station, rises the old Castle, once a robber's stronghold,
afterwards captured by Gustavus Vasa and strengthened, where
Eric XIV. was imprisoned from June, 1573, to the end of 1575.
After a Are in the 17th cent, it was rebuilt, and it is now the seat of
the

provincial government.
Vasa Park, by the town-hall, rises a bust
Vasa by Qvarnstrom, in memory of the diet of 1527.
In the

Steamboat

on

Lake Màlaren to Stockholm

121 Dingtuna.

—

daily

of Gustavus

in 6-7 hrs.

130 Kil. Kolbàck, where the train

Stròmsholm Canal, is the junction of
tuna, the first station on which is (8

a

crosses the
line to Rekarne and Eskils

Kil.)

Stròmsholm.

The Stròmsholm Canal, about 110 Kil. long, constructed in 1777-95
and improved in 1842-59, connects the mines of Vestmanland and Dalecarlia
with Lake Màlaren and the Baltic. Steamboats from the Kòtlorg and the
Màlartorg at Stockholm through the canal to Smedjebacken daily. Pass
engers may sleep on board the night before starting and the night after
arrivai. The lake-voyage to Stròmsholm (comp. pp. 340-342) takes 7-8 hrs.,
and the canal itself is rather tedious (from Stròmsholm to Ramnàs about
Strbmsholm (Inn),
6'/2 hrs. ; thence to Smedjebacken 6:/2 brs. more).
with its chàteau founded by Gustavus Vasa and rebuilt from a design by
Nic. Tessin in the 17th cent-, and a famous stud, lies on a northern bay
of the W. end of the Malar.
The canal begins bere; first lock. Two
more locks at Vesterqvarn, and a fourth at Prestforsen.
The falls at Kolbàcksà , Sòrqvarn, Skansen , and Tràngfors are avoided by means of eight
locks. This is the finest part of the canal, especially at Skansen (inn).
Another lock at Alsàtra leads into the Óst-Surasjò (180 ft. above the sea);
we then pass through two more and through the Norrbystròm to Ramnàs
(inn), where we may leave the steamer. Many forges and f^ctories are passed.
Two new locks ascend to the lakes Nedre and Òfre Nadden; we cnme to
another lpck at Seglingsberg and another at Virsbo, and next reach the large
lake of Amànningen (250 ft.). Here we touch at the Engelsberg. a station
on the railway from Tillberga (p. 354).
Then follow the lakes of Lilla
Aspen and Stora Aspen and three great iron locks at Veslanfors, Uddnàs,
and Fagersta. Lastly, three locks at Sembla.
Near the lake of Vefungen is the boundary of the province of Dàlarne
or Dalecarlia.
Contiguous to tbis lake is that of Sodra Barken (329 ft.),
on which lies the finely situated Sòderbàrke (with church and parsonage).
the
picturesque lake of Norra Barken (318 ft.), with Norrbàrke and
Lastly,
Smedjebacken (Hotel, well spoken of), the centre of a great mining district,
with steam-hammers, factories, etc.
Railway to Ludvika, see p. 359.
—

—

136 Kil. Munktorp.

ping's Hotel),

—

146 Kil. Kòping (Jernvàgs-Hotel; Kòof 3900 inhab., on the Kòpingsà, which

an old town
falls into the Màlar in the vicinity, is the junction of a branchline running past several important iron- works to (34 Kil.) Uttersberg and (46 Kil.) Riddarhyttan. Steamboat from Kbping to Stock
holm daily.
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155 Kil. Valskog, junction of the Nykò'ping, Flen, and Eskils
tuna line

(p. 357).

163 Kil. Arboga (Hotellet;

trading

town

('gammal

Gàstgifvaregàrd),

once

a

famous

Arboga gata', says an old proverb), but
now with 4800 inhab. only, lies on the
Arbogaà, from which the
Hjelmare Canal diverges (p. 357). The church, with its lofty spire,
som

contains a Descent from the Cross attributed to Rembrandt.
Steamer to Stockholm every week-day.
167 Kil. Jàders Bruk; 178 Kil. Fellingsbro; 187 Kil. Ullersàter.
192 Kil. Fròvi, junction ofan important minerai line toLudvika.
From Fròvi to Lddvika (98 Kil., in 5V2 hrs. ; fares 5 kr. 40, 3 kr.
70 ò\). The line traverses one of the most important mining districts in

—

Sweden, rich in iron. copper, and lead. 10 Kil. Vedevàg.
19 Kil. Linde (Hotel), a mining town of 1500 inhab., prettily situated
between the two Lakes of Linde, was rebuilt after a fire in 1869.
The train follows the E. bank of the lake of Rossvalen to
Gusselby,
Storà (from which a branch diverges to the Silver and lead mine of Guld-

smedshyttan), Vasselhyttan, Ràllsà, and Bàngbro (junction for Banghammar,
55 Kil. Kopparberg (hotel) lies among immense mines.
Kòlsjòn, and Kloten).
63 Kil. Stdlldalen, where our line crosses the Kil and Falun railway
with
which
we
then run nearly parallel to Ludvika. Stations:
(p. 359),
Slàllberg, Hòrk, Gràngesberg. Bjornhyttan, Gonàs.
98 Kil. Ludvika, see p. 359.
—

—

201 Kil. Ervalla. From
to Jerle and the

(205 Kil.) Dylta-Bruk a branch-line

goes

situated little mining town of Nora,
surrounded with iron-works and mines. (Thence to Karlskoga,
see

p.

picturesquely

302.)

217 Kil. Òrebro (Òrebro Hotel; Central Hotel; Jernvàgs-Hotel),

Sweden, capital of the 'Làn' of
lies in a fiat region on the Svartà,
near Lake Hjelmare (76
ft.). No fewer than fifteen diets of the
Estates were held, and the destinies of the country frequently decided, at Òrebro. This was the birthplace of Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson, the famous Swedish patriot (comp. p. lix). The Svartà
flows through the town from W. to E., and the handsome Drott
ning-Gatan intersects it from N. to S. The town has a very modem
appearance, having been almost entirely rebuilt after a great fire
one

of the most ancient towns in

that name, with

17,640 inhab.,

1854. To its ancient period, however, belongs the venerable
Slott with its four round towers, situated on an island in the river,
and now occupied by government-offices, and the Church, partly
restored. In the Stora Torg is the modem Stadshus, in the Gothic
style, in front of which rises a Statue of Engelbrekt by Qvarnstrom,
erected in 1865. Among other handsome buildings are the Theatre,
the Kungsstuga ('king's house'), one of the oldest and quaintest
timber buildings of Sweden, and the Allmànna Làroverk (or
Karolinska Skolan), with its small museum. In front of the latter
an Obelisk has been erected in memory of the Swedish reformers
Olaus Petri (d. 1552) and Laurentius Petri (d. 1573). Walks to
Skebàck, on Lake Hjelmare, and Adolfsberg, a small watering-place
to the S., a stopping-place of the slow trains.
in
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Steamboat from Òrebro four times a week through the Òrebro Canal
(opened in 1888) to Lake Hjelmare (76 ft.; 47 M. long, 200 sq. M. in area,
65 ft. deep), through the Hjelmare Canal (N.) to the Arbogaa (p. 356), down
this river to the Malar, which it reaches at KungsSr (see below), and then
down this lake to Stockholm.
Another steamer plies thrice weekly
between Òrebro and Skogstorp, at the E. end of the lake. (Thence by rail
to Eskilstuna in 1/t hr.) The scenery of Lake Hjelmare is tame. Its pike
and crayfish ('gàddor', 'kràftor') are much esteemed. A monument on the
Engelbrektsholm, in the W. part of the lake, marks the spot where Engel
brekt was assassinated by Màns Bengtson in 1436.
A little to the E. of
the entrance to the canal is Stora Sundby, the chàteau of Count Platen,
erected by Robinson in the English-Romanesque style.
A railway goes from Òrebro to Mosàs, Kumla, and (25 Kil.)
Hallsberg, on the Vestra Stambana (p. 290 ; express in 40 min. ;
fares 2 kr. 15, 1 kr. 50 o. ; ordinary trains in S^-l^hr. ; fares
1 kr. 35, 90 6.).
—

54. From Kolbàck and

Valskog

to

Flen, Nykòping,

and Oxelòsund.
5,

Railway in 7-9 hrs. ; from Kolbàck to Oxelòsund, 132 Kil. (fares 8 kr.
5kr. 35 ó.); from Valskog to Oxelòsund, 138 Kil. (fares 8 kr. 40,5kr. 40 ó.).

see p. 355. The train follows the course ofthe Stròms
Canal to Stròmsholm (p. 355), at its mouth, crosses the
Borgasund, skirts the shore of the mainland, and crosses the Qvicksund to the station of that name.
18 Kil. Rekarne, junction of
the railway coming from (24 Kil.) Valskog (p. 356), Kungsòr (at the
mouth of the Arbogaa, see above), and Óster-Tibble.
We give
the distances from Valskog.
29 Kil. Thorshàlla, on the Thorshàllaà or Eskilstunaà, near its
influx into the Màlar, was once the port of Eskilstuna, to which,
however, a direct waterway was afforded by the construction of
locks (1856-60) avoiding the falls of the stream.
35 Kil. Eskilstuna (Central Hotel; Nya Hotel; excellent river
baths), a town with 13,000 inhab., charmingly situated on the
Eskilstunaà, owes its name to St. Eskil, an Englishman, Arch
bishop of Lund, and the apostle of Christianity in Sòdermanland.
The tradition that he was stoned by the heathen populace at Streng
nàs and buried here is unfounded. He resigned his prelacy a few
years before his death, retired to theBernardine monastery of Clairvaux inFrance, and died there in 1181. A Bernardine
monastery,
founded here in the 12thcent., was converted into a royal chàteau
by Gustavus Vasa in 1527 and burned down in 1680. In 1654 the
first metal -works weTe established here, and in 1659 municipal
privileges were conferred on the town. Since then it has become

Kolbàck,

holm

—

important manufacturing place, chiefly for iron and steel wares.
The town consists of the Gamia Stad on the E. bank, and the Nya
Stad, the Fristad, and the Karl Gustafs Stad on the W. bank.
Among the great factories are the Karl Gustafsstads Gevarsfaktori, or gun-factory, on an island in the river, founded in 1814 ;
an
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From

Gotenburg

Munktell's

Foundry and Engine Works, opposite ; and the Tunafors
Polishing Works, to the S. of the town. Damascened
wares are a specialty of the famous Steel Works in the Fristad. The
Technical School contains a collection of the products of the
place.
Rolling

and

Steamboat from Eskilstuna ten times weekly to Stockholm,
by Thorshàlla and Strengnàs (p. 342).
To the N.E. of Eskilstuna is (12 Kil.) the
church of Jader, the burial-place of Axel Oxenstjerna (d. 1654).
Adjacent
is the large estate of Fiholm, on Lake Màlaren.
—

40 Kil. Skogstorp; 45 Kil. Hàllsta; 61 Kil. Helleforsnàs 68 Kil.
;
Mellòsa.
65 Kil. Flen, junction of the Vestra Stambana
(p. 300; for

Stockholm).
76 Kil. Vadsbro; 96 Kil. Bettna; 103 Kil. Vrena; 111 Kil.
Stigtomta; 116 Kil. Larslund, ali in the district of Sòdermanland

(comp.

p.

300),

125 Kil.

inhab.,

with its

numerous

lakes.

Nykòping (Stora Hotel; Ràdhuskàllaren),

at the mouth of the

with 5500
which drains several lakes
bay of the Baltic, is the cap

Nykòpingsà,

and here falls into the Stadsfjàrd, a
ital of Sodermanlands-Lan, and is frequently mentioned in the early
history of the country. A waterfall of the river here drives the

Mekaniska Verkstad , a large engine factory.
The
Stockholm and Norrkòping steamers touch at Nykòping several
times weekly.

Nykòpings

-

—

133 Kil. Stjernholm.
138 Kil. Oxelòsund, with a good harbour,
where the canal -steamers between Gotenburg, Jònkòping, and
—

Stockholm touch

(see p. 296).

55. From

Gotenburg

to Falun.

478 Kil. Railwat (' Bergslagernas Jernvagar"), express daily in 15 hrs.
(fares 31 kr. 10, 17 kr. 65 6.) ; ordinary trains take two days. This rail
way, which traverses the provinces of Dalslànd, Verniland, Vestmanland,
and Dalecarlia (Dalarne) and connects the rich mining district CBergslager') of Vermland with the great S.W. port of Sweden, offers few
attractions to the tourist.

From Gotenburg to Oxnered (82 Kil.), junction of the Venersborg-Uddevalla line, see pp. 282-285. To the right are the Halle
The line runs N., via (97 Kil.)
berg and the Hunneberg (p. 285).
Fràndefors, (106 Kil.) Bràlanda, and (114 Kil.) Erikstad, to
—

—

123 Kil. Mellerud (Rail. Restaurant ; "Hotel Mellerud, close by),
junction of the Sunnanà- Fredrikshald line (p. 82).
131 Kil. Kòpmannabro , where we cross the Dalslànd Canal
144 Kil. Anim(p. 288), which here issues from Lake Venern.
164KÌ1. Amai, a little town of 2700 inhab. ;
skog; 155 Kil. Tosse.
—

—

view of the lake to the right.
Near (181 Kil.) Seffle the train crosses the canal of that name,
which connects the By-Elf, and through it the extensive Glafsfjord,
with Lake Venern.
The line then threads its way among the
numerous lakes of South Vermland. 189 Kil. Vermlandsbro ; 200 Kil.

Segmon; 210 Kil. Grums; 221

Kil. Edsvalla.

to Falun.

232 Kil. Kil

(R. 48),

and of

55. Route.
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(p. 302), junction
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of the Nordvestra Stambana

short branch-line to

Frykstad.
248 Kil. Deje, with a saw-mill and a waterfall, on the Klar-Elf,
which we cross by a handsome bridge. A steamer plies thence to
Uddeholm (see below), via Munkfors and Ransdter, the birthplace
of the poet Geijer.
254 Kil. Mòlnbacka; 264 Kil. Molkom;
271 Kil. Lindfors; 279 Kil. Geijersdal.
293 Kil. Daglòsen, at the S. end of Lake Daglòsen (415 ft.).
a

—

Branch-Line in 20 min. to (8 Kil.) Filipstad (Stads-Hotel), also a station
the branch-line from Nyhyttan to Finshyttan (pp. 363, 364), pleasantly
situated at the N. end of Lake Daglòsen. Finest view from the Haslaberg.
Numerous iron-mines. On the edge of the lake, behind the town, is the tomb
of John Ericsson (p. 325), with a monument.
Railway (72 Kil., in 5 hrs.)
from Filipstad to Uddeholm (see above) and Edebdck on the Klar-Elf, with
extensive iron-works. The 'Uddeholms Aktie-Bolag', which possesses nu
merous iron-works and estates, is one of tbe greatest companies in Sweden.
A journey up the valley of the Klar-Elf brings us to the most solitary
district in Vermland and finally to the range of imposing mountains that
On the borders is the Finskog ('Finn
separate Sweden from Norway.
wood'), inhabited by tbe Finns transplanted hither by Charles IX., who
stili retain their old manners and costumes.
Beyond the frontier the
scene becomes more and more desolate, especially in the neighbourhood
of Lake Fàmund (p. 75), where the Klar-Elf, first known as the Fàmunds-Elf
and then as the Tryssil, takes its rise.
on

—

—

304 Kil. Herrhult, where our line crosses the branch-line from
Christinehamn to Persberg and Mora (p. 364).
315 Kil. Loka,
with a healing spring ; 326 Kil. Grytthyttehed (junction for Kortfors,
—

p. 302); 334 Kil. Hellefors; 341 Kil. Sikfors ; 352 Kil. Bredsjò,
ali with iron-works. Numerous lakes.
At (Wì2HA\.) Slàlldalen theBergslagernas line crosses theFroviLudvika line

(p. 356), and the two lines run parallel from this
point to (384 Kil.) Hòrken, (392 Kil.) Gràngesberg, with important
iron-mines, (399 Kil.) Klenshyttan, and Ludvika. Between the
lakes Norra Hòrken and Sodra Hòrken the construction of the rail
way is interesting. Near Gràngesberg we cross the boundary be
tween Vestmanland and Dalarne.

408 Kil. Ludvika ("Jernvàgs-Hotel), on Lake Vessman (500 ft.),
is connected by a branch-line (18 Kil.) with Smedjebacken, on the
Stròmsholm Canal (p. 355).
417 Kil. Gràsberg; 426 Kil. Ramen, on the lake of that name ;
435 Kil. Skràcka.

455 Kil. Borlànge (455 ft. ; Jernvàgs-Hotel; Hot. Nordlund),
with manufactories of cloth for Dalecarlian costumes, is the junction
ofthe Sodra Dalarnes and Siljan railways (p. 362).
At

lofty bridge carries the train
waterfall. The water-power
required by the Bessemer steel-works here, belonging to the Stora
Kopparbergs Bergslag at Falun (p. 360), is brought from the
401 Kil. Ornàs lies at the S.W.
river by a tunnel 330 yds. long.
end of the Runnsjò (355 ft.), on which a steamboat plies.
over

(456 Kil.) Domnarfvet (inn)

a

which here forms

a

the

Dal-Elf,

—
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Ornàs and the banks of the Runnsjo are classic soil in Swedish history.
at the S.E. end of the lake, is the barn (kungslada) in
which Gustavus Vasa, when a fugitive, disguised as aDalkarl, once threshed
corn.
At the Ornusstuga, on the right bank of the lake, he was enabled
by Baravo Sligsdolter to elude his pursuers, to whom her husband Arendt
Persson was about to betray him. His bed and other memorials are shown
here in the Kungskammare, from the window of which Barbro let him
down by a sheet.
At

Rankhyttan,

478 Kil. Falun

(370 ft. ; "Stads-Hotel, in the market -place,
L. 1/2 kr- ! *Nya Hotel, near the station), the capital
of Dalecarlia (Swed. Datarne, 'the valleys'), with 9000

R.

l3/4-272>

famed for its

lies

inhab.,

both banks of the Faluà, near
its embouchure in a bay of the Runnsjo. The town has
grown out
of a group of separate villages : on the E. bank of the stieam,
Ostanfors, Lallarfvet, Ófvre and Yttre Asen, Slaggen, and Holmen;
on theW. bank, Presttàgten, Gamia
Herrgàrden, and Elsborg. The
principal buildings, ali 011 the E. bank, are the Kristina- Kyrka,
with its green copper roof, built in 1642-55, the Ràdhus, and the
Gymnasium, the 'Vaktmastare' of which shows the collection of an

copper-mines,

on

in the Dalafornsal. The W. side is the industriai quarter.
The Falu Grufva, perhaps the largest copper-mine in the world,
which has been worked since the 13th cent., is situated about 1 M.
to the S.W. ofthe town. The whole surrounding region looks burned
up by the Rostròk, or fumes from the former smelting furnaces,
though the wet extraction process has been in use for many years.

tiquities

The entrance to the mines adjoins
known

as

Stòten

which took

The

place

deepest

(390 yds. long,
in 1687

a

huge subsidence

ofthe

220 yds. broad, and 295 ft.

ground,

deep),

owing to unskilful underground operations.

shaft sinks about 440 ft.

Visitors (adm. at 1 p.m. ; notice sent from Falun by telephone) are
provided with miner's attire (òfverkldder) set the mining-ofiice (grufkontor),
and with a miner (stigare) as a guide (fee 1-3 kr. ; additional fee for
gun-shots to awaken the echoes). The descent and ascent are made by
means of a lift.
The ground is very wet at places, and the lighting very
inadequate. The expedition can scarcely be called attractive, but visitors
to Falun will hardly like to omit it.
The mines were formerly state-property, and those who had acquired
tbe privilege of working them were called Fjerdepartségare ('proprietors
of a fourth part'); now, however, they belong to the Stora Kopparbergs
Bergslag, a joint-stock company with a capital of nearly 10 million kr.
and large property in land.
The mines were formerly much more productive than now, and Falun was called 'Sveriges skatkammare' (treasury
of Sweden) by Gustavus Adolphus. In the middle of the 17tb cent, about
1250 tons of copper were annually extracted, but the yield rapidly fell off,
reaching its lowest figure between 1830 and 1840. Now the annual yield
is about 400 tons of copper, besides about 10,570 oz. of silver and (since 1881)
In 1719 the body of a young man, named Mats
8170-3520 oz. of gold.
Israelsson, who had perished in the mines 49 years before, was recovered
in so perfect a state of preservation owing to tbe fumes of the copper
vìtriol, that it was immediately identified by an aged woman who had
been betrothed to him in her youth.
This event is the subject of poems
and stories in vaiious languages.
l

—

Railway
see

p.

364.

to Ràttvik and Orsa

on

Lake

Siljan (p. 364)

and to

Gefle,

361
56. From Stockholm to Lake

Siljan

via

Borlànge

(Falun).
262 Kil. Railway in about 7i/2 hrs. (express to Krylbo); fares 16 kr.,
10 kr. 75 o. From Stockholm to Krylbo we travel by the N. State Railway;
from Krylbo to Borlànge by the Sodra Dalarnes Jernvàg ; and from Borlànge
to Insjòn by the Siljans Jernvàg.
Through-tickets to ali places on Lake
Siljan, valid for a fortnight, are issued at the Central Station at Stockholm.
—

The following pleasant Circular Toor occupies 5-6 days, including
lst Day. From
visits to Falun and Upsala (fares 31 kr. 90, 22 kr. IO 6.).
Stockholm to Insjòn, see below ; thence by steamer via Leksand to (3>/2 hrs. ;
2nd Day. Railway to (1 hr.) Orsa (p. 364 ;
on Sun. 4>/4 brs.) Mora (p. 363).
or steamer thrice weekly in 11/2 hr.), and thence back to (2l/t hrs.) Ràttvik
3rd Day. Excursions from Ràttvik; in the evening by railway
(p. 363).
in about 2'/2 hrs. to Falun (p. 360).
4th Day. Visit the copper-mines at
in
6th Day.
the afternoon, railway to (4 hrs.) Gefle (p. 366).
Falun;
Railway to (l'/< hr.) Elfkarleò (p. 365), visit the waterfall there, and proceed
6th Day. Upsala, returning in
by railway to (2'/2 hrs.) Upsala (p. 345).
A day may be saved by leaving Gefle by the
the evening to Stockholm.
at
Elfkarleò.
In
this case 7 hrs. are available
and
not
stopping
early train
for seeing Upsala, or 11 if the slow train in the evening be chosen for
the return to Stockholm.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

79 Kil.
(66 Kil.) Upsala, see p. 342.
; 100 Kil. Vittinge ; 107 Kil. Morgongàfva,
abandoned iron-work ; 113 Kil. Heby.

From Stockholm to

—

Vànge; 86 Kil. Àland
with

an

128 Kil. Sala

(170 ft. ; Stads-Hotel; Hotel Sala), on the Saga,
junction for Tillberga (p. 354), is a town of 6000 inhab., famous for
its Silfvergrufva, the gieatest silver-mine in Sweden. The annual
yield, which some years ago fell off, is now about 88,000 oz., besides
large quantities of lead. The mine is about 2'/2 Kil. to the S.W.
of the town, and may be visited at any hour on week-days (apply
at the 'Grufkontor', or office). At the SalaHytta on the Sala Damm,
to the N. of the town, the interesting processes of refining the Silver
138 Kil. Broddbo; 150 Kil. Rosshyttan.
may be seen.
161 Kil. Krylbo (260 ft. ; Jernvàgs Hotel fy Restaurant), where
we reach the Dal-Elf, the historic frontier-river of Dalarne, is the
junction for Tillberga via Ramnàs (p. 354). We change carriages
here for Borlànge.
—

About 2 Engl. M. to tbe E. of Krylbo, near Brunnbàck, a monument
commemorates the first decisive defeat of the Danes ('.lutar') by the adherents of Gustavus Vasa, in 1521.
'Brunnbàcks elf àr vài djup, ocksà bred,
Der sànkte vi sa mànga .lutar ned.
Sa kordes Danskar ur Sverige.'
(Old Ballaci.)
(Brunnbàcks river is deep and broad; there we sank so many Jutes.
Thus the Danes were driven from Sweden.)

165 Kil. Avesta on the Dal-Elf, with large iron-works; 184 Kil.
Hedemora (Hot. Thure), a small town with 1600 inhab. ; 191 Kil.
Vikmanshyttan; 198 Kil. Kullsveden, whence a branch-line diverges
to Bispberg, with iron-mines.
200 Kil. Sàter (Stads-Hotel),
founded by Gustavus Adolphus, with 550 inhab. ; near it are the
211 Kil.
pretty Sàtersdal and the Bispbergs Klack, with a fine view.
—

—
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LEKSAND.

Lake

Siljan.

Gustafs Tuna. To the left, near (218 Kil.) Stora Tana, lies the
Rommeheide, the drill-ground of the Dal Regiment.
225 Kil. Borlànge (p. 359), the junction ofthe Bergslagernas
Railway to Gotenburg and Falun (p. 358; to Falun, 23 Kil. in

2/3-11/4 hr.).
The

Tjerna

follows the course of the Dal-Elf, via
The valley contracts ; on the right are
pic
We cross the Dal-Elf and reach (236
Kil.)

'Siljan Railway'
and Lennheden.

turesque rocky hills.

246 Kil. Djuràs (555 ft.) lies near the conDufnàs (530 ft.).
fluence of the W. and E. Dal-Elf (not seen from the
railway).
262 Kil. Insjòn (Hotel, with skjuts-station), near the small lake
of the same name, through which the Òster Dal-Elf flows. The
train goes on to the steamboat-quay.
—

Lake

Siljan.

Steamboat once daily on week-days, in June, July, and August, from
Insjcin via Leksand to (3'/2 hrs.) Mora (fare 2>/2, l'/i kr.) and once daily to
(3/4 hr.) Leksand only (50,30 6.); on Sun. once from Insjòn via Leksand
and Ràttvik to (43/4 hrs.) Mora, and once via Leksand to (23/4 hrs.) Ràttvik
(lVz kr., 80 6.). Steamers also ply 5 times a week between Mora and
between Mora and Ràttvik, etc. No extra
on day of issue only; a fare-and-a-half for
Good restaurant on board the
fortnight.

(IV2 hr.) Orsa twice a week
charge for return-tickets valid
,

return-tickets valid
steamer (D. 2 kr.).

for

a

—

We first steer up the Òster Dal-Elf, passing between huge rafts
of timber on their way to the sea. In f/2 hr. we reach
Leksand (Nya Hotel,' at the harbour, R. from V/2> B. l'/4>
D. 2 kr. ; Gàstgifvaregàrd, near the church), on the Osteroik, a bay
of Lake Siljan. The large church stands embosomed in trees at the
discharge of the Óster Dal-Elf from the lake. On Sunday mornings
we have a good opportunity here of seeing the peculiar costumes of
—

the natives, who tlock to church by land and water from ali quarters.
The landing-places on these occasions are beside the steamboat
quay and at Barkdalen. The Kàringberg, l'/2M. to theN., to the
right of the Ràttvik road, commands an extensive view, best by
evening-light. About 2 M. to the E. rises the Tibbleberg ; and
M. to the S. is the Kàllberg, with belvedere.
*Lake Siljan (540 ft.), 'Dalarnes Òga' (the eye of Dalecarlia),
25 M. long, 7 M. broad, and enclosed by gently sloping and partially

1^2

wooded

banks,

owes

much of its interest to the inhabitants of its

who have preserved many of their primitive characteristics,
here too the assimilating tendency of modem times has begun to make itself felt. The Dalecarlians, especially the inhabitants
of the Siljansdal, formed the backbone of Sweden's lighting power
under Gustavus Vasa, and the bravery and love of liberty of this

banks,
though

region has remained celebrated down to modem times. Forestry,
cattle-raising, and agriculture are the principal occupations of the
people. They are generally poor, owing to the great subdivision
of the land, but they support themselves by making watches, bells,

Lake

56. Route.

MORA.

Siljan.

363

and other objects in their own houses (husslòjd). Many of the young men (Dalkarlar) and young women
(Dalkullor) seek employment in other parts of the country, and
return with their earnings to settle in their native province.

furniture, grindstones,

The steamboat reaches Lake Siljan in about a/4hr. from Leksand.
To the left is the Bjòrkberg, rising from the middle of the pen
insula of Siljansnàs. To the right opens the bay of Ràttvik, at
the head of which lies (IV4-IV2 hr. from Leksand)
Bàttvik ("Tourist Hotel, two houses, R. 1 1/2-3, B. orS. 1% D. 2,
pens. 4-6 kr. ; Vahlgrtns Hotel), the most beautiful point on the
lake, in a fertile district. Railway-station, see p. 364. On the
lake is a good bathing-establishment. About 1 M. to the N.W., also
on the lake, is the old church of Ràttvik, where, as at Leksand, the
traveller has an opportunity of seeing the locai costumes on Sun.
mornings. Beside the church is the Vasa Stone. To the E., at the
parsonage, is a fine point of view. A monument on the neighbouring
Hòkberg commemorates the jurist Joh. Stiernhock (1596-1673).
Walks. Along the road to Vikarbyn (p. 364), beyond the church, as far
as (2 Kil.) the village of Sjurberg.
The road to the right at Sjurberg leads
to Nittsjò, with a terracotta factory.
To the S.E., by the road to Leksand
Karlsvik
and
and
thence to the top of the Hedsusberg, on
to
(p. 362),
Lerdal,
the E.
To the belvedere at Plintsberg, to the W. of the Leksand road,
—

—

—

about 12 Kil. from Ràttvik and 10 Kil. from Leksand.
A small steamer for lake-excursions may be hired at Ràttvik.

On week-days the steamer steers direct to the N. end of the lake.
The lake narrows at the large island of (l3/4-2 hrs. from Ràttvik
or
Leksand) Sollerò, to the W. of which rises the Gesundaberg
(1125 ft.). On the bay of'Saxvik, at the N. end of the lake, lies
Mora (Mora Hotel, R. iy2-2V2, B. or S. ^kr.; Hot. Gustaf
Vasa), with a railway-station (p. 364), and an old church with a
conspicuous spire. The 'klockstapel' beside the church commands
a fine view.
To the N.E. of the church the Òstra Dal-Elf joins the
—

broad
a

discharge

of the

railway-station (p.

Orsa-Sjo;
united

364)

on

its E. bank lies

by

a

loop-line

Mora-Noret,

with the station

at Mora.
Many reminiscences of Gustavus Vasa are connected with this district.
Near Mora is the Klockgropsbacke , from which Gustavus once addressed
the people. At Utmeland, lJ2 hr. to the S., a small building occupies the
site of the celiar in which the wife of Tomt Mats Larsson concealed
Gustavus from his Danish pursuers, having covered the entrance with a
beer-vat. The room in the interior is adorned with three pictures by
The Christineberg , '/j lir. from
Hòckert, E. Bergh, and Charles XV.
Mora, is a fine point of view.
A road, with 'fast' skjuts-stations, leads from Mora up the valley of
the Oslra Dal-Elf to (208 Kil.) Sydend, on the Fàmundsjo (p. 75).
From Mora-Noret io Christinehamn, 223 Kil., railway in 9 hrs. (fares
14 kr. 55, 10 kr. 10 o.).
The line crosses the broad discharge of the Orsasjò
to (2 Kil.) Mora. The other intermediate stations are of little importance:
Vika, Vimo, Gàfvunda, Brintbodarne (junction of a branch-line to Malung),
Van.
73 Kil. Vansbro, on the Vestra Dal-Elf, which the railway follows
as far as Trekàrn.
Vakern, Sàgen, Neva, Oforsen, Yermlands Ràmen,
165 Kil. Persberg, on the
Lesjofors, Làngbansànde Làngbanshyttan.
170 Kil. Nyhytlan is the junction of a short
Yngen-Sjò, has iron-mines.
—

—

—

—

—

,

—
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branch-line to Filipstad and Finshyttan (5 and 7 Kil. ; p. 359).
176 Kil.
180 Kil. Herrhult, where we cross the Kil and Falun
Gammalkroppa.
ali
with iron-mines.
railway (p. 359); Nykroppa; Storfors,
Ndtsundet, on
the Ullveltern-Sjò ; Sjòàndan.
223 Kil. Chrislinehamn, see p. 302.
—

—

—

Five times

week the steamer steers under the above-mentioned
railway-bridge, and ascends the river, T>arely 3 Kil. long, that
connects Lake

the

Òstra

length,

to

a

Siljan

Dal-Elf.

with the

Orsasjo.

The steamer

To the left is the mouth of
the Orsasjo, 14 Kil. in

crosses

—

Orsa

(560 ft. ; "Jernvàgs-Hotel), with an old church. The ex
tensive forests of the neighbourhood maintain a large trade in
timber. At the N. end of the lake, 3 Kil. from Orsa by rowing-boat
(ll/i kr.) or 6 Kil. by road, are the porphyry-works of Bàcka. As far
to the N.E. is the village of Stackmora, commanding extensive views.
A marked path from Bàcka ascends the (2'/2 hrs.) Fryksàs (1755 ft. ;
wide view), on the top of which is a chalet.
From Orsa to Gefle via Falun.
194 Kil. Railway (Gefle-Dala Jernvàg) to Falun in 4-5 hrs. (fares 5kr. 40,
3 kr. 60 o.), to Gefle in 73/4 hrs. (10 kr., 6 kr. 35 ò.). The fast trains have

drawing-room

and restaurant

cars.

The railway skirts the E. bank of the Orsasjo, with pretty views
of the lake and of the hills to the W.
14 Kil. Mora-Noret is the
station for Mora (p. 363), on the E. side of the river. We then
traverse a well-cultivated district.
Beyond (22 Kil.) Fu the line
30 Kil. Garsàs; 38 Kil. Stumsnàs.
approaches close to Lake Siljan.
45 Kil. Vikarbyn, with fine lake-view.
The railway soon quits the lake
52 Kil. Ràttvik, see p. 363.
—

—

—

—

and

inland through
Slattberg; 76 Kil.

runs

68 Kil.

fir-woods,

Grycksbo, with a paper-mill, on the
101 Kil. Falun Norra Station

via

(59 Kil.) Vestgàrde.

—

Arbo-Sjò; 89 Kil.
Grycken-Sjò ; 93 Kil. Bergsgàrden.

Sàgmyra,

on

(383 ft.).

the

—

102 Kil. Falun Sodra

principal station of Falun and the junction for the
Bergslagernas Jernvàg (p. 360).
Skirting the N. bank of the Runnsjo, the train reaches (107 Kil.)
Korsnàs (365 ft.), a place with 2000 inhab. and large iron-works
and saw-mills. We then begin to ascend through wood to the highest
135 Kil. Korsàn (575 ft.), onthefli/npoint ofthe line (720 ft.).
Sjò; 139 Kil. Hofors, on the Hoà, both with large iron-works.
156 Kil. Storvik (235 ft.) is the junction ofthe N. State Railway

Station,

the

—

(p. 366).
162 Kil. Kungsgàrden (210 ft.), near the Storsjò , has iron
works.
171 Kil. Sandviken (5000 inhab.) has the oldest and largest
From (178 Kil.) Forsbacka
Bessemer steel-works in Sweden.
(210 ft.) branch-line to the (3 Kil.) iron-works of the same name.
185 Kil. Valbo
ft.) ; branch-line to the Vackmyra Sulfit—

—

(148

—

fabrik.
194 Kil.

Gefle,

see

p. 366.

365
57. From

Upsala

via Gefle to Ockelbo

(Brache, Òstersund).
(114 Kil.) Gefle in 3Va brs. (fares 6 kr. 85, 4 kr.
60 6.); from Gefle to (38 Kil.) Ockelbo in lV4-23/4 hrs. (fares 2 kr. 30, lkr.
Travellers bound
65 6.). There is usually a long detention at Gefle.
for the Norrland (R. 58) can make connection at Ockelbo, so that the more
in
via
Gefle
be
chosen
route
may
preference to the State
picturesque
Railway. Restaurant- cars attached to the trains.
152 Kil. Railway to

—

Upsala,
chàteau of

The train at first follows the course of
p. 345.
4 Kil. Gamia Upsala, with the Kungshogar to the left

see

Fyrisà.
(p. 349); 12
the

—

Kil. Stor-Vreta. Beyond (20 Kil.) Vattholma is the
erected by Nic. Tessin, and now occupied by a
company ('Vattholma Jernbruk'). 26 Kil. Skyttorp.

Salsta,

joint-stock
38 Kil. Vendei,

the Vendel-Sjò.
The chàteau, now the property of Count de
la Gardie and Baron Klingspor, belonged for nearly two centuries
to the Vasa family and was fortified by Gustavus. It was here that
his half-insane son Eric XIV. was poisoned by order of his brother
John III. on 25th Feb., 1577.
From Òrbyhcs to Dannemora, 9 Kil., branch-line in 20 min. (fare
55 or 40 6.). The Mines of Dannemora, which yield the best iron in
Sweden, occupy an area of 2M. in length by 60-380 yds. in width. They
lie 26-33 ft. below the level of the Grufsjò, against the encroachment of
The Ungkarlswhich they are protected by a massive wall of granite.
grufvan and Jungfrugrufvan shafts are over 500 ft. in depth.
Òslerby,
l3/4 M. to the E. with a fine mansion, a park, a steam-hammer and
other works, and a church, is quite a little town of itself.
The mines
of Leufsta or Lòfsla are about 20 M. to the N.
From Dannemora the train runs on to (39 Kil.) Hargshamn, on the
Baltic, in 2'/z brs. more (fares 2 kr. 95, 1 kr. 95 o.).
on

43 Kil. Órbyhus.

—

,

—

Kil. Tobo; 61 Kil. Tierp , on the Tierpsà, in a fertile dis
Numerous iron-works. 69 Kil. Orrskog; branch-line to the
great iron-works of Sòderfors on the Dal-Elf, driven by the falls
of the river. 81 Kil. Marma. In the neighbourhood is an artillery
range. The country is well wooded.
The train crosses the Dal-Elf by means of a bridge of six arches
and a long viaduct, and immediately afterwards reaches
88 Kil. Elfkarleò (Jernvàgs-Hotel). A carriage-road descends on
'

$48

trict.

—

the left bank of the Dal-Elf to the (1 */2 Kil.) Tourist Hotel (R. 2 kr. ;
restaurant ; carr. from the station , only if ordered beforehand,
50 o.), close to Karl den Trettondes Bro, spanning the river be
low the beautiful "Elfkarleby Waterfall (49 ft. high and 250 ft.
broad), of which it commands the best view. The Laxò, to the W.,
and the Flakò, to the E., here divide the river into the three arms
Kungsàdran, Mellanfallet, and Storfallet. On the Laxò, accessihle
by a bridge, is a military exercise-ground. Fine views. Important
salmon-flshery. On the right bank, Vfe M. farther on, is the church
of Elfkarleby.
98 Kil. Skutskàr, the next railway-station, a Baltic port with

1400 inhab. and huge saw-mills, belonging to the Falun

Koppar-
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GEFLE.

bergs Bergslag (p. 360).
rafts is
on

the

The timber floated down the Dal-Elf in

99 Kil. Harnas
shipped here. (Steamboats to Gefle, etc.)
Baltic, with a fine harbour, iron-furnaces, and saw-mills.
—

114 Kil. Gefle (pron. yavela).
Hotels. Central Hotel,
Nygatan,
l>/2-3 kr. ; Stads-Hotel, Radhus-Esplanaden ; Jernvags-Hotel,
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Robert Carrick.
—

very fair, R.
hotel gami.

Gefle,

—

a

thriving

commercial and

manufacturing place,

with

26,000 inhab. and two railway-stations (Central Station and Sodra
Station), is the chief outlet for the timber and metal yielded by
and Datarne. The town, situated on the
has been almost entirely rebuilt since the great fire of
1869, which destroyed the quarter on the N. bank. The Nygatan
leads to the pretty Ràdhus Esplanade, with its two fountains and
the Theatre and the Ràdhus at the ends. Farther on is the Residens

Gestrikland, Helsingland,

Gefleà,

of the

provincial governor. To the W., on the Gefleà, is the Stadsor public
park, with the Stromdalen Restaurant. Large
Shipbuilding Yards. Pleasant trip by steam-launch to the fishingvillage of Bònan, to the N.E.
The railway from Gefle to Ockelbo passes no important stations,
and traverses no interesting scenery until near Ockelbo.
118 Kil.
Stròmsbro, with cotton-factories, is a suburb of Gefle. 122 Kil.
Abyggeby ; 127 Kil. Brànnsàgen; 131 Kil. Oslàttfors ; 136 Kil. Rà152 Kil. Ockelbo, see p. 367.
hàilan; 142 Kil. Kolforsen.

tràdgàrden,

—

—

58. From Stockholm via
to

Òstersund

Upsala, Ockelbo,
and Trondhjem.

and Bracke

854 Kil. To Storlien Swedish Norra Stambana, thence to Trondhjem
Norwegian Railway. Railway in 26'/2-56 hrs. (fares 31 kr. 45, 20 kr. 75 ò. ;
The express-trains run only in sum
from Upsala, 27 kr. 45, 18 kr. 10 6.).
mer.
Passengers by the slow trains sleep at Bollnàs and at Òstersund.

—

shortest route between Stockholm and Trondhjem, but the
through-journey is fatiguing, and as, moreover, the express-trains in both
directions traverse the finest scenery at night, travellers are recommended
to break the journey at several points, in spite of the slightly enhanced
The grandest scenery is to be seen between Bollnas fp. 367) and
cost.
For
Ramsjo (p. 368), and between Bracke (p. 363) and Storlien (p. 372).
the advantages of long-distance tickets, see p. xix.
This

is

the

—

(66 Kil.) Upsala, see p. 342. Thence to
p. 361.
BeyondKrylbo we cross the Dal-Elf by a bridge 740 ft. long and
The scenery becomes grander and
traverse a rich mining district.
more severe; orchards, lime-trees, and even thatched roofs are no
longer to be seen. 165 Kil. Jularbo; 111 Kil. Fors; 179 Kil. MorsFrom Stockholm to

(161 Kil.) Krylbo,

see

hyttan; 185 Kil. Horndal ; 190 Kil. Byvalla; 202 Kil. Hàstbo;
209 Kil. Torsàker.
219 Kil. Storvik (235 ft. ; "Rail. Restaurant; "Jernvàgs-Hotel,
D. 2kr.), junction of the Gefle and Falun railway (p. 364).
The train

now

traverses the district of

Gestrikland,

in

parts

58. Route.
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well wooded and fertile. Numerous small iron-works. 226 Kil.
235 Kil. Jàrbo, with a church.
257 Kil. Ockelbo, with a large church and extensive iron-works
connected by rail with the mines of Vindkàrn, is the junction of the

Àshammir;

Upsala and Gefle (R. 67). Forests and moors now occupy
274 Kil. Lingbo, on a small lake of the same name, is
the view.
the first station in the province of Helsingland. 284 Kil. Holmsveden. Before the next station we have a glimpse of the pretty Berg300 Kil. Kilafors.
vik-Sjò, to the right.
33 Kil.
Feom Kilafors to Soderhamn
branch-railway in l3/4-2 hrs.
(fares 1 kr. 75, 1 kr. 20 8.). We cross the Ljusne-Elf and reach (7 Kil.)
18 Kil. Bergvik (155 ft.), situated on the BergviksstrSm, by which
Landa.
21 Kil. Vyskje, on the Marmenthe Ljusnan i»sues from the Bergvik-Sjo.
33 Kil. Soderhamn, see p. 378.
Kil.
Kinstaby.
Sjo ; 24

line to

—

—

,

,

—

—

—

Beyond Kilafors the main line crosses the Voxna-Elf, the chief
feeder of the Ljusne, and skirts the Varpen-Sjò.
f 317 Kil. Bollnàs (185 ft. ; "Jernvàgs-Hotel; Nya Hotel), a con
siderable place (about 500 inhab.) in a picturesque situation, with
several factories and a deaf and dumb asylum.
The line ascends the valley of the Ljusne-Elf, which forms a
chain of small lakes. Best views to the right.
332 Kil. Arbrà (370 ft. ; *Hotel, with baths, R. 1V2 kr.), on the
right bank of the Ljusne. A bridge, spanning the picturesque falls
on this river, leads to the wooded Forsò.
Beyond (337 Kil.) Vallsta (hotel) the railway runs between the
Asberg (left) and the Orsjò (right), and reaches (358 Kil.) Karsjò,
on the Tefsjò.
365 Kil. Jerfso (440 ft.; "Hotel), prettily situated, is one ofthe
chief places in Helsingland. To the right is the church, on an island
in the Ljusne; and in the distance rises the Jerfsòklack (1350 ft.),
ascended in 2 hrs., with guide (1 kr.). To the left, 1 M. above the
station, is the Òjeberg (1155 ft.), with a belvedere.
Farther on the best views are to the left.
At Edàngefallet we
'
cross the Ljusne-Elf.
380 Kil. Ljusdal (430 ft. ; Jernvàgs-Hotel, with restaurant). The
church contains a carved aitar brought from Germany during the
Thirty Years' War. Ancient 'klock?tapel'.
—

From Ljcsdal to Hodiksvall, 62 Kil.. railway in l3/«-2 hrs. (fares
3 kr. 30 2 kr. 20 6.). This line traverses a picturesque region.
6 Kil.
Hybo (404 ft.), on the Hyhosjò, with a timber trade. The line passes be
tween the Grytjensjò fright) and the Grytjesberg (1040 ft.) and skirts the
27 Kil. Delsbo (240 ft. ; "Hotel) lies at the
Stòmnensjo and the Làngensjò.
W. end of the lake Sodra Dellen, which is connected by a canal with the
Norra Dellen and is traversed by steamers.
31 Kil. Fredrikfors. Then two
tunnels.
45 Kil. Nasviken, at the S.E. end of the Sodra Dellen.
50 Kil.
In
the
neighbourbood are tbe church of the same.
Forsa, on the Kyrksjò.
name, and a so-called 'Gillestuga', an ancient pleasure-resort of a kind
now found nowhere else in Sweden.
62 Kil. Hudiksvall (p. 378).
—

—•

—

—

- —

—

quits the Ljusne-Elf, in the valley of
Ljusdal
which a carriage-road ascends to the W. to Kàrbòle (59
Kil.),
At

the main line

368
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From Stockholm

Fjallnàs (229 Kil. farther), on the Norwegian
The train skirts the VexRaraas, see p. 76).
nansjò and, beyond (387 Kil.) Tallàsen, the Letsjò ; and then crosses
a long embankment between the Bàckesjò
(left) and the Storsjò
408 Kil. Hennan, on a lake of that name the
(650 ft. ; right).
E. bank of which we skirt.
428 Kil. Ramsjò (690 ft.). At the
N. end of the Hennansjo rises the Ramsjòkyrka.
This whole
proceeding

thence to

(road

frontier

to

—

—

,

—

district,

once

dreaded

as

a

wild

'Nordanskog',

is full of sombre

beauty.
The railway attains its summit-level (1080 ft.) before reaching
464 Kil.
(446 Kil.) Mellansjò (1040 ft.), on the lake of that name.
Òstavall (790 ft.), the first station in the district of Mederai, is
—

situated

on

Lake

Aldern,

which the line skirts.

The train

crosses

bridges over the Ljungan, the discharge of Lake Aldern,
and beyond o(473 Kil.) Alby rounds a wide curve to
484 Kil. Ange (550 ft. ; Jernvàgs-Hotel, with restaurant, R. l!/2-2,
B. II/21 D-2, S. l1^ ki-j coffee and bread 50 0.), where carriages
are changed, except by the express-trains. The passengers by some
of the slow trains spend the night here. Ange is the junction for

two iron

—

Sundsvall (p. 378).
The line now traverses a barren but wooded mountain-region,
recalling the boundless solitudes of the 'Upper Norrland', enters
the province of Jemtland, and, on the E. bank of Lake Refsunden,
reaches
515 Kil. Bracke (955 ft. ; Jernvàgs-Hotel, with excellent restau
rant, charges as at Ange), the junction for Luleà (p. 383). A spare
hour or so may be spent in visiting the 'Uppfordringsverk' , or
apparatus for raising and entraining the timber floated down in rafts.
The train is carried along the E. bank of the Refsundsjo by em—

bankments and cuttings, and beyond (526 Kil.) Stafvre crosses the
Gimà, the discharge of the lake, by which large quantities of timber
At (539 Kil) Gallò, at the
are floated to the Indals-Elf (p. 373).

of the Refsundsjo, the line turns to the W. and crosses a
The
height to the Arvikssjò, which is seen on the left.
name of (553 Kil.) Pilgrimstad (955 ft.), at the N. end of the Ar
vikssjò, recalls the mediaeval pilgrimages to the tomb of St. Olaf, at
We proceed through a bleak mountain
Trondhjem (p. 213).
region, passing the picturesque Locknesjò, on the W. bank of which
N. end
wooded

—

—

is the church of Lockne.
The line nexi reaches the

large *Storsjo, amidst beautiful scenery
finely with the yellow corn-fields.

in which the dark woods contrast

The comparative fertility of the soil
slate-formation, which extends hence

lake,

appears

Storlien.

The station of

115 ft. above the level of the S.E. arm of
along which the railway runs. On the opposite bank

(571 Kil.) Brunflo
the

here is due to the Silurian
to

the

lies

church of Marieby

(p. 370), theÀreskutan (p. 371),

and behind rise the
,
and other mountains.

Oviksfjàll

ÒSTERSUND.

Trondhjem.

to

586 Kil. Òstersund.

—

Arrivai.

55. Route.

Besides the Main

Station,

369
to

the

E., where the hofel-carriages meet the trains (50 ò.), Òstersund has also
West

Station, near
luggage-office.

the

market-place

and the

but with

steamboat-quay,

a

no

Hotels. "Grand Hotel, Stora Torget, R. l'/2-2 kr., with cafe'-restaurant, landlord speaks, English; Jernvags-Hotel, Stor-Gatan, near the Main
Station.
Baths (warm and cold) in the Badhus, near the West Station.
Post & Telegraph Office, at the corner of the Drottning-Gatan and

Kopman-Gatan.

Òstersund (970 ft.) is an entirely modem town with about 6500 in
hab., wooden houses, and broad streets, badly paved but lighted
with electricity. It is picturesquely situated on the E. 'sund' of the

Storsjo, facing

the mountainaus island of Froso. On the side next
an Esplanade, with the Residens of

the lake the town is skirted by
the provincial governor.

bridge, 1420 ft. in length, built in 1897 to
the former wooden bridge, connects the Esplanade with
A Runic Stone on Frosb, immediately to the right of the
commemorates 'Austmader, son of Gudfast', who built the

An iron and stone

supersede
Fròsò.

bridge,
first 'bridge here and
diverging to the right

visitors)

christianized Jotalont'
leads to the Villa

(Jemtland).

The road

Fjàllmann (always

open to
The main road,
ascends between the Ostberg

and other villas at the foot of the

Ostberg.

to the left from the bridge,
ft. ; right) and the Oneberg (left). The ascent of the Ostberg
takes about 1 hr. ; we diverge to the right about 3/a M. from the bridge
and ascend past a brewery. The belvedere (10 o.) on the top com
mands an extensive, but not specially picturesque, survey of moun
tains and lakes. The main road goes on, first descending, then ascend

trending

(1465

(about 4 M. from the bridge), with an
famous view. At the gàrd ofStocke, J/2 M.
farther on, is the Stocketitt (25 o.), a belvedere of the Swedish Tou
rists' Union , commanding beautiful views across the lake to the
mountains on the Norwegian frontier. About 1 1/4 M. farther on are the
to the church of Fròsò

ing,

ancient

'klockstapel'

skjuts-station
nual exercises

and

a

of Fròsò and

a

camp of the Jemtland

usually take place

in

Rifles, whose anAugust (restaurant opened then).

The Steasiboat Excorsions on the Storsjo are said to be attractive;
past the Fròsò and then by the S. arm of the lake (40 Kil. long) to
Berg (2'/2 kr.); or to the W. via Marby and Hallen to Qvittsle (2 kr.),
about 5 Kil. from the railway-station of Mattmar (p. 370). Steamers from
Òstersund several times weekly on both routes, returning in each case on
the following day.
e.g.

Beyond Òstersund the line skirts the W. bank of the Storsjo,
a fine view, on the left, of the lake and the fertile district of
597 Kil. Tàng.
Rodo, beyond which rises the Oviksfjàll.
Before reaching (607 Kil.) Krokom we cross the Indals-Elf, which
issues from the lake and forms a waterfall on the right.
Farther
on, to the right, appears the Nàldsjò, with a fine mountain-back
ground. At the station of (618 Kil.) Nàlden we cross the Fax-Elf,
which connects the Naldsjo with' the Alsensjò; beyond (624
Kil.)
with

—

—

—

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

7th tj.ui

•
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From Stockholm

Ytteràn (Hotel & Curhaus) we cross the Ytterà, and skirt the Storsjo
664 Kil. Mattmar
for the last time to (633 Kil.) Tràngsviken.
(1015 ft.) has a skjuts-station.
Passing Ocke, at the W. end of the Ockesjò, the line ascends
the valley of the Indals-Elf, which descends from the Norwegian
frontier hearing various names and forming a chain of lakes. At this
point it is known as Skeldern, and just before Morsil it forms the
Eggforsarne, seen to the left of the line.
655 Kil. Morsil (1080 ft. ; "Jernvàgs-Hotel, with
—

restaurant;
Horney's
Sanatorium), a frequented health-resort, is also the starting-point
for the visit to the Oviksfjàll (4475 ft.), the rounded mountain-group
to the S.W. of the Storsjo, visible from the railway even to the S.

"Societets-Hotel, belonging

of

to the same

proprietor;

Dr.

Òstersund.
The

railway skirts the N. bank of the Litensjò, below the high
crosses a bay of the lake by means of a long embankment,

then

road,

and reaches
665 Kil.

stuga',

—

Hjerpen (1065

at the

station, R.

ft. ;

172-2,

Hotel,
B.

with

Gastgifveri and 'Thingl1^ kr., tolerable).
W., on the Hjerpebridge.

S. l1/^ D.
lies 3/4 M. to the

The village, with two saw-mills,
stròm, which is spanned by a long

or

timber

Levanger via Melen, a pretty but not specially
important journey of 2 days, the night being spent at Melen. We ascend
the left bank of the Hjerpestròm with 'skjuts to (10 Kil.) Bonàsel (inn),
atthe., S. end of the mountain-girt Kallsjò (1275 ft.). The steamers 'Thor'
and 'Areskutan' (restaurants on board) ply thrice a week on this lake to
(5 hrs. ; fare 3 kr.) Sundet, in the N.W. angle, via Husà Mejeri (Fàviken),
on the W. , Kyrkbyn (Kall),„on the E., Husà (hotel & pension), on the W.,
A
at
the N. base of the Areskutan (p. 371), and Ror, on the E.
Lapp fair ('Lappmàssan') is held three times in summer beside the cbapel
of Kolàsen. On these occasions a steamer sails to the N. end ofthe Kallsjò,
whence we walk to (V2 hr.) the Juvelnsjò, cross it by another steamer,
and then walk to (V2 hr.) the chapel (tolerable inn).
From Sundet a road leads to the W. to (4 Kil.) Anjehem, on the
Anjansjò (1375 ft.), on which the steamer 'Frei', in connection with the
Kallsjò steamers, plies thrice weekly via Backsjònàsel, at the S. base of
the
(3935 ft.), to (2>/2 hrs. ; fare ilj\ kr.) Melen (Gastgifveri, with
skjuts-station). From Melen a main road leads over the Norwegian frontier
and along the Bredvand (1685 ft.) to (16 Kil.) Sandviken, thence past the
Isvand and across the 'St. Olaf's Bridge' spanning its discharge, to (15 Kil.)
From Hjerpen

to

—

Ànjeskutan

Sulstuen, (19 Kil.) Garnes, (11 Kil.) Nes, and (14 Kil.) Levanger. Comp. p. 218.
The line crosses the Hjerpestròm, passes the church of Undersìiker, and traverses a region of old moraines, with a view (left) ofthe

(Indals-Elf).

beautiful upper Rista Waterfall, on the Undersaker-Elf
The waterfall is easily reached in
hr. from the station of Hal

^^/i

land

on the main road) ; we pass under the railway
the bridge, and ascend the right bank of the stream.
678 Kil. Lndersiiker (1236 ft. ; Gastgifveri). A carriage-road
leads hence on the right bank of the Brattlandsstròm (Indals-Elf) to
(3 Kil.) the village of Edsàsen (1510 ft.; *Inn).
From Edsasen we may walk (with guide) over the Valutafiali (2990 ft.)
to the Ottsjo, cross the lake by rowing-boat, and follow the carriage-road

(*Pens. Hedman,

to the

AV.,

cross

to

58. Route.

DUFED.

Trondhjem.

to Vàllbo (about 28 Kil. from
for the Lapps (comp. p. 370).

Undersaker),

with

a

chapel

371

and annual fair

skirt the N. bank of the

Aresjò, an expansion of the
views, to the left, of the Renfjàll, and, to the right,
of the Areskutan, here seen at full length.
692 Kil. Are (1240 ft. ; "Restaurant,^ behind the station, to the
left; large new Hotel, adjoining; Hotel Areskutan, farther to the E. ;
We

now

with

Indals-Elf,

private apartments), with an ancient church, is the most frequented
health-resort in Jemtland. Pleasant walks may be taken on the high
road andoto the 'Paviljong' on the road to Totten.
The Areskutan (46450ft. ; guide, unnecessary, 3 kr.),
the massive
mountain to tbe N. of Are, may be ascended in about 3 hr3., by a path
maintained by the Swedish Tourists' Union and provided with direction
boards, indicating the distance from the station and the height. At tbe
school-house (direction-board) we turn to the E. and enter the wooded
Mòrviksdal.
To the right is the Totthummeln, in front the Lillskutan, and
the left the Mòrvikshummeln (2925 ft. ; ascended in IV4-IV2 hr. ; view
and refuge-hut). The path, bad at places and occasionally marshy, leads
on past the Svartberg and the Gròna Dal to the main summit, on which
is a refuge-hut. The view ranges from the Storsjo on the E. to the snow
mountains on the W., the Snasahogar and the Sylarne being specially
conspicuous'; to the N. appear the Kallsjò, the Anjeskutan, and the chapel
of Kolàsen (p. 370), to the W. the Tànnfors.
The descent (guide necessary) may be made via the abandoned copper
mine of Bjelkegrufvan, whence a carriage-road leads to (3 Kil.) Husà
(p. 370); 3 hrs. in ali (ascent 4 hrs.).
to

Beyond
Dufed

Are

we

(see below)

bridge,

we

reach

see

in

—

700 Kil. Dufed

3/4 M.

the Mullfjàll on the right, ascended from
hrs. Passing Tegefors^ with saw-mill and

2'/2

to the E. of the

(1265 ft; Jernvàgs-Hotel;

Hotel

Mullfjàllet,

another health-resort, with a modem
church. Carriages may be hired at the hotels or from Per Ericson ;
the skjuts-station is 1 Kil. from the railway-station.

station),

Excursion to the Tànnfors, 5-6 hrs. there and back; carr. to the
Bodsjò, for 1-2 pers. 4, for 3 pers. 6 kr. ; carr. and pair 6-8 kr. The road,
hilly at first, leads past_(3 Kil.) a conspicuous 'Minnestèn', commemorating a detachment of 6500 Swedish troops, who under General Armfelt
penetrated into Norway in the summer of 1718, but on their retreat in
the following winter lost more than a third of their number through cold
and hunger.
The waterfall seen farther on, on the opposite side of the
valley, is the Qvarnàfors. We then cross the (4 Kil.) bridge of Sta, and
proceed through a lonely forest-region to (12 Kil.) Bodsjoedet (refuge-hut),
where our coachman will flnd the boatman to ferry us over the Tànnsjo
(about 1/2 hr. ; 1 kr., each addit. pers. 50 ò.). On the opposite bank is
another refuge-hut, whence we walk in 6 min. to a platform above the
Tànnfors. The "TSnnfors, between the Tannsjò and the Norensjo, is one
of the finest waterfalls in Sweden. It is over 100 ft. high and 230 ft.
broad, but is divided into two arms by the Bjòrnesten or 'bears' rock'.
The traveller should descend to the foot of the fall, in spite of the clouds
of spray, which render a waterproof essential.
The Road to Levanger leads from Bodsjoedet over the Bodsjòsund
and along the N. bank of the Bodsjò to (6 Kil.) Stalltjàrnstugan, then via
(21 Kil.) Skalstugan (good quarters) and across the Norwegian frontier to
(23 Kil. ; pay for 30) Sulstuen, and thence as on p. 218.

The railway

through

a

crosses

the

Dufeds-Elf (Indals-Elf) and ascends
713 Kil. Gefsjò (1660 ft.), on

solitary forest-region.

—

24*
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58.

the lake of that
the Annsjo and

The train

name.

the

entering

view of the
the
on

crosses the stream
issuing from
Gefsjo. To the left we enjoy a fine
the Snasahogar, and between
them, in

Bunnerfjàll and
distance, appear the glaciers

the

Annsjo,

on

of the Sylarne.
724 Kil. Ann
the S.W. side of which appear the large Handol
—

waterfalls.
734 Kil. Enafors (1815 ft. ; Inns at the station and at the Enaforsholm, 5 min. distant) is the headquarters for several considerable
mountain-tours. The Swedish Tourists' Union has arranged a definite
tariff for these with the guides Sven Jonsson and J. Johansson: for

1 pers.

kr. per day, with horse 5 kr.; for 2 pers. 3 kr. 13 0. Unthe gnats are very troublesome on these routes ; veils
are, therefore, necessary.

2Y2

fortunately

To the Handol Waterfall, 4-5 hrs. there and back
(guide, who acts as
rower, 3 kr. for 1-2 pers., 4J/2 kr. for 3 pers.). We descend the river, cross
the Annsjo to the mouth of the Handòlsà, and ascend the left bank of
the stream via Handol to P/4 hr.) the lower fall (145 ft. in height). Few
travellers go on to the upper fall, which lies '/z hr. farther on.
The Snasahogarne (4800 ft.), to the S. of Enafors, may be ascended
(with guide) in 4 hrs. The view from the top embraces a barrenemountoain-scene, with the Sylarne and the Helagsfjàll to the 8., the Annsjo,
Areskutan, and Bunnerfjàllen to the W., and other heights.
An excursion to the Sylarne, a volcanic mountain-ridge about 7 M.
in length, with several peaks and two glaciers (on the N.E. and S.E.),
requires not less than three days. Provisions and rogs must be taken;
We proceed via the upper Handol Fall to
horse there and back 14 kr.
the (8 hrs.) Turist-Hyddan (inn from July 15th to Aug. 31st) at the E.
base of the Storsyleu, (5790 ft.), the highest mountain in the group, com
manding a wide view. Next day we ascend the mountain (7 hrs. there
and back), and on the third day return to Enafors.

The railway continues to ascend beyond Enafors. Huge snowin sidings , and long snow-sheds protecting the
line indicate the difficulties of the route in winter.
748 Kil. Storlien (1940 ft. ; Rail. Restaur. ; "Statens Hotel,

ploughs standing

station, D. 2

kr. ; "Nya Hotellet, higher up, with view,
in Sweden (custom-house examination,
last
station
the
kr.),
see p. 301), in a desolate mountain-region almost destitute of trees,
is a favourite resort, and is frequently overcrowdod at the height
of summer. Excursions may be made hence to the Brudslòjan ('bri
dal veif), a fall, 78 ft. high, on the Tevlan, which flows to the W.
(1 hr. with guide), and to the top of the Stenfjàll (2960 ft. ; 3 hrs. with

beside the

pens. 3-5

guide),
to

etc.

Carriages are changed here for
Trondhjem, see pp. 218, 217.
59. From
95 Kil. State Railway in

the so-called
Storlien.

Ange,
course

'cross-line', which
see

of the

Ange

the continuation of the

journey

to Sundsvall.

33A hrs. (fares 5 kr.,
includes, however, the

3 kr. 35 ò.).
section from

0

This is

Ange

to

As far as Vattjom this line follows the
Ljungan (pron. 'Yungan'), down which large quanp. 368.

—

59. Route.

ERIKSLUND.
tities of timber
and

floated to the Baltic.

are
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The scenery is mountainous

picturesque.

14 Kil. Erikslund (385 ft.) is beautifully situated on the Borgsjò,
the fertile N. bank of which, at the foot of the Ranklefven, is
seen the church of
The
Borgsjo, with an ancient 'klockstapel'.
on

—

and passes several stations.
28 Kil.
Frànsta (260 ft. ; Gastgifveri), on the Torpsjò.
We cross the
Gimà, which descends from the N., forming here a waterfall 60 ft.

railway

crosses

the

Ljungan

—

—

in

height.

38 Kil. Torpshammar (260 ft.), prettily situated, has several
factories and an active trade.
44 Kil. Viskan.
54 Kil. Kàrfsta
—

—

lies at the W. end of the Stòdesjò (10 M. in length),
which the railway skirts on the N. to (69 Kil.) Nedansjò. We then
cross the Blakulla and, once more skirting the Ljungan, reach
77 Kil. Vattjom (Gastgifveri), in the beautiful district of Tuna.
Vattjom is the junction of a branch-line to the iron-works and

(Gastgifveri)

—

saw-mill of

Matfors,
ftowing through Lake

on a fall of the Ljungan.
That river, after
Marmen farther on, enters the sea 10 Kil. to

the S. of Sundsvall.
83 Kil. Tòfva (200 ft.).
We pass the church of Selanger on
the left and follow the course of the Selangerà through a pictur
—

country to
95 Kil. Sundsvall

esque

—

60. From

(see

p.

Bispgàrden

378).

to Sundsvall

by

the Indals-Elf.

124 Kil.

From Bispgàrden to (12 Kil.) Edset- Utanede, Carriage in
l'^hr. (skjuts 2 kr. per pers.). Carriages usually meet the morning-train
from tbe S. at Bispgàrden station.
From Edset-Utanede to Sundsvall,
Steamer in 9-10 hrs. (fare 5 kr. ; 25 per cent less for members of the Tourists'
In the reverse direc
Union), cbanging steamers twice on the journey.
tion (upstream 14-16 hrs.) passengers sleep at Glimàn or Liclen (p. 374).
Skjuts should be ordered from the steamer in advance on the second day ;
telephone-office at ali stations.
—

—

Bispgàrden,
and the

see

Gastgifveri

The road leads past the church of Fors
p. 375.
of the same name (4 Kil. from the station), and
—

affords beautiful views of the Indals-Elf, which
Hannesfors and the Stadsfors. At Utanede the road
quay diverges to the W. and leads to

here forms the
to the steamer

—

12 Kil. Edset

(pron. 'Esset'),

in the

parish

of Utanede.

The Indals-Elf rivals the Angerman-Elf (p. 376) in grandeur
The steamer 'Liden', on which we embark at Edset, is
restaurant) but has two powerful engines. The usuai
number of revolutions of the screw is about 360 per minute , but
in ascending the rapids, such as the Utanedefors and (farther on) the
Sillrefors , 400 revolutions are sometimes necessary. With the
stream, these rapids are passed at the rate of 1-172 min. per Kil.,
but upstream only a few yards are gained per minute. The banks
of scenery.
small (no

are

formed of beautifully wooded

mountain-ridges.

374 Route
38 Kil.
Above
we

(from Edset)
steamers

change

built

(restaurant),
bank,

lies

IV2

the down

here have

on

an

Farja ('Ferry'), on
Gastgifveri of Liden.

the left bank.

At the ferry
stern-wheeler 'Indalen'
—

and embark in the
the American pian.

Kil. below Liden

Glimàn (no inn,

at -which the
on

Lidens

the church and the

are

About

BERGEFORSEN.

60.

but

Ferry (20 min. walk), on the right
good quarters at various houses),

'Indalen' touches on the up journey and the 'Liden'
journey (on request). Travellers who spend the night
opportunity of inspecting the curious method by which

timber is brought down the Glimàrànna to the river. The timber,
which comes from Jemtland (p. 368), is sent by rail from the
Holmsjo to the Indal, and there, at the 'Vardshus' (25 min. from
the steamboat-pier), is transferred to a huge sloping 'fiume', over

700 yds. long, down which it slides with great rapidity, finally shoot
ing through the air in a great curve before falling into the river.
Below Glimàn the stream is covered with floating timber, through

which the steamer has to pick a way with great care. The river-bed
gradually widens, and the stream grows shallower. Curious abrupt
hills of sand and clay, known as Nipor, form the immediate banks,
while grey granitic mountains rise in the distance. A little more
than halfway to Bergeforsen we observe the church of Indal, on
the left bank. We then pass beneath the wooden bridge of Kàfsta,
and reach
83 Kil. Bergeforsen (no inn), where we quit the steamer 'In
dalen'. A handsome iron bridge of three arches spans the foaming
river here. About 400 men are occupied in catching the floating
timber at the foot of the rapids and arranging it in the 'Sortéringsbommar', according to the distinctive marks ofthe various proprietors
—

with which the trees are provided before they quit the forests.
The 'Turisten', a steamer adapted for both river and sea (restau
rant on board), awaits the passengers below the rapids, a few min.
from the landing-pier.
The boat steers down the embouchure of
the Indals-Elf, via Stavreviken and Lòfudden, where the timber
rafts are made up, then crosses the bay of Kringelfjàrden, passing
Vifstavarf, and finally turns to the S. through the Alnòsund, be
tween the island of Alno and the mainland. Large saw-mills may
be observed at Skònvik, at the mouth of the sound, and at nu
merous other points. On the mainland appears the church of Skòn.

112 Kil. Sundsvall,

see

p.

378.

61. From Bracke to Luleà.
There
in two days (fares 21 kr. 30, 14 kr. 20 0.).
through-trains; the night is spent at Vìinnas. Comp. p. xix.
devasThis very tedious journey leads through a monotonous region of
tated forest-land, where millions of tree-trunks lie rotting ou the ground.
The tiny human settlements are few and far between. At the railway

665 Kil.

are

no

Railway

—

stations thousands of barrels of tar are to be seen, but no passengers. The
Sea Voi'age (RR. 02, 64) is in every respect preferable, but travellers

LANGSELE.

61. Route.

375

who

merely desire„to visit one of the two great rivers, the Indals-Elf
(R. 60) and the Angerman-Elf (R. 63), should take the railway to Bisp
gàrden, and thence make the journey downstream via Edset and the
Indals-Elf.

Bracke,

The line runs first to the N., then to the
p. 368.
several lakes. —22 Kil. Nyhem (900 ft.) ; 35 Kil. Dock-

see

N.E., passing

—

myr ; 65 Kil. Kàlarne (inn).
church dating from 1684, with

To the left, at (67 Kil.) Hàsjò, is a
'klockstapel' of 1690 (comp. p. 335).
80 Kil. Ragùnda (570 ft. ; inn). An omnibus (1 kr.) plies to the
N.W- to (7 Kil.) Ragunda Kyrkoslàtt, with a frequented hydropathic
—

a

establishment and the Hammarfors.
From Ragunda Kyrkoslàtt we may proceed to (14 Kil.) Dòviken, then
along the beautiful Kràngedeforsame (3 M. long) to (16 Kil.) Stròmsnàs and
(20 Kil.) Stugubyn (inn), and thence by a road with poor stations to (48 Kil.)
Pilgrimstad (p. 368).
Beyond a tunnel we cross the Indals-Elf by a bridge 230 yds. in
length. Immediately to the right is the Dòda Fall ('dead fall'), a
curious rocky chasm with thirty 'giant's cauldrons' (p. 283), over
which the river formerly flowed, until, during a flood in 1796, it
broke through the moraine higher up. The train usually halts to
permit passengers to view the scene.
95 Kil. Bispgàrden (*Jernvags-Hotel) is the starting-point for the
descent ofthe Indals-Elf to Sundsvall (R. 60). About 1/4 M. to the
S. of the station is the Nipa (p. 374), a hill affording a pretty
glimpse into the deep Indal valley.

Ili Kil. Graninge.
an

attractive

—

121 Kil. Helgum

two-days' excursion

(inn), starting-point for
(6 kr. there and back).

to Ramséle

The steamer 'Primus', leaving Helgum in the morning, traverses the
Helgumsjò (7 M. long) to Ràdomsbrygga, and thence ascends the beautiful
Faxe-Elf to (4 hrs.) Utanede. From Utanede we drive to (3 Kil.) Nordanàker (Edsele), and thence take the steamer 'Ballisele' (thrice daily) to (l'/2hr.)
the thriving village of Ramsele (Fàrnlòf's Hotel).
A carriage-road leads via the
From Rasisele to Norway, 6-8 days.
skjuts-stations of (22 Kil.) Flyn, (11 Kil.) Krokfors, and (14 Kil.) Stanisele,
and past several lakes, to (22 Kil.) Strom (Inn), in a fertile region, with
post-office and telephone.
Strom is situated at the lower end of a chain of lakes, known as
These boats
Slròms Valtudal, on which small steamers ply thrice weekly.
From Strom we first reach
may be hired at a fixed rate on other days.
the Nedre Sjo (975 ft.), on which is (5-6 hrs.; fare 3 kr.) Bàgaedet, l/-z M.
Thence we proceed by the Òfre (Fogel) Sjo
from Sjulsàsen (quarters).
and through the Karlsstròm to (l'/2-2 hrs.) Hàkafot (quarters), situated on
the Stamselevik.
Opposite is the mouth of the Hàllingsà, a river which a
little farther up forms the Hàllingsà Fall (115 ft. in height), rivalling the
Tànnfors in sublimity (rowing-boat to tbe mouth of the river, 1 hr., then
l'/2 hr.'s walk to the tourist-hut). The Stamselevik is part of Lake Hetògeln
(985 ft.), on which the steamer proceeds to (U/2-2 hrs.) Gàddéde (tolerable
quarters; telephone from Strom), near the church of Frostviken, 6 Kil.
from the Norwegian frontier.
A new road leads from Gàddede into Norway: 38 Kil. Stàviken, near
the Nordlikyrke (1485 ft.); 12 Kil. Sandmoen; 22 Kil. Mortenslund (good
quarters); 37 Kil. Homo, etc. (see p. 220).

131 Kil. Làngsele (355 ft.; Jernvags-Hotel) is the junction of a
branch-line (14 Kil. in !/2 hr.; fares 75, 506.) which descends rapidly

376

Route 61.

along

the Faxe-Elf and then

VANNAS.

along

From Bracke

the

Angerman-Elf

to

Solleftea

(P. 381).
The main line crosses first the foaming Faxe-Elf, then, a little
farther on, the Angerman-Elf. The "Forsmobro, the bridge over the
is 270 yds. long and 154 ft. high, and spans the Edefors in
five arches. It is seen on the right by travellers in either direction.
151 Kil. Selsjò (460 ft.), with a skjuts-station, is the starting
point for an excursion up the valley of the Angerman-Elf, which,
however, is perhaps morej frequently begun from Solleftea (comp.

latter,

P.

379).

From Selsjo a High Road ascends on the left bank of the AngermanElf via the church of Resele and the Tomtnipa, to (11 Kil.) Hòfven (Gast
gifveri). We then go on via Rodsta (2 Kil. from Hòfven ; termjnus of the
steam-launch 'Borup', see p. 381) to Nàsàker (Gastgifveri) near Adals Liden,
the (17 Kil.) skjuts-station of Vàstanbàck , and the (1 Kil. farther) Hotel
Vàstanbàck, whence visits may be paid to the Nàmdfors, with an important
salmon-fishery, to the Blomsternipa, with view, and to the huge 'Kilfors.
The road to the (8 Kil.) Kilfors leads to the W. from the ferry over the
Angerman-Elf, and then ascends the Fjallsjò-Elf, the river that forms the fall.

192 Kil. Skorped (510 It.).
222 Kil. Mellansel (210 ft. ;

213 Kil. Anundsjò (575 ft.; inn).
Jernvàgs-Hotel). A branch-line
(29 Kil.) Òmskòldsvik (p. 381), via (9 Kil.) Moelf—

here for
and (22 Kil.) Sjàlevad.
The main line crosses the Mo-Elf.
226 Kil. Gottne; 247 Kil.
Bjòrna. Traces of forest-fires are seen. We cross the Gide-Elf.
303 Kil. Nyàker (575 ft.; Jernvags-Hotel)
272 Kil. Trehòrningsjò.
is the first station in Vesterbottenslàn. The Ore-Elf is crossed by
means of a bridge 180 yds. in length; and the Tallberg Tunnel is

diverges
ven

—

—

—

A bridge, 200 yds. in length,
traversed.
319 Kil. Hòrnsjò.
now carries us across the Ume-Elf to
342 Kil. Vannàs (290 ft. ; "Jernvàgs-Hotel), where ali trains halt
for the night. Vannàs is the junction for a branch-line down the
valley of the Ume-Elf to Umeà (p. 382), via (19 Kil.) Brànnland.
A carriage-road ascends the left bank of the Uman or Ume-Elf, passing
the liàngfors and Kolksele, to the (14 Kil.) Fjàllfors.
No refreshments of any kind can be obtained at any of the fol
—

—

—

lowing
take

stations before Jòrn

measures

accordingly.

(see below);
—

travellers

should, therefore,

364 Kil. Tvàràlund

(585 ft.).

We

pretty district and cross the Vindel-Elf, by a bridge
200 yds. long, beyond which, on the right, we have a view of the

then traverse

a

377 Kil.
Degerfors By, with a church and 'klockstapel'.
Vindeln.
390 Kil. Hàllnas (800 ft.), at the S. end of a barren tableland traversed by the railway between this point and Storsund.
416 Kil. Ektràsk ('trask', lake or marsh). —433 Kil. Astràsk (850 ft.).
extensive

—

—

—

453 Kil. Bastutràsk
p. 382.
fine fall to the

Skellefteà,
forms

a

see

487 Kil. Jòrn
for

dining.

—

(Gàstgifvaregàrd,

near

—■

(855 ft.; "Jernvàgs-Hotel),

We then

station). Road to
Skellefte-Elf, which

the

The railway crosses the
right, and reaches

—

cross

the

Byske-Elf.

where a halt is made
518 Kil. Myrheden.

—

to

Luleà.

BODEN.

61. Route.
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529 Kil. Làngtràsk (Gastgifvaregàrd), the first station in Norrbottens Làn, is united with (68 Kil.) Piteà (p. 382) by a lonely road.
The railway now soon attains its highest point (1155 ft.).
560 Kil. Storsund (665 ft.).
583 Kil. Elfsby (125 ft. ; •Gast
gifvaregàrd), with a church and telephone-office, is picturesquely
situated on the Pite-Elf. A carriage-road descends that river (crossing
from the right to the left bank by a ferry near the Sikfors) to (54 Kil.)
—

—

Piteà

(p. 382).

The railway crosses the Pite-Elf and avoids a ridge of hills by a
wide curve to the W.
602 Kil. Brannberget (290 ft.).
621 Kil.
Hednoret (72 ft. ; steamboat to Edefors, see p. 384). The skjuts
station Heden lies 1 M. to the E. of the railway-station.
The
scenery becomes less stern and cultivation begins to appear. To the
left we have a pretty view of the upper course of the Lule-Elf,
which the line crosses at Tràngforsen, by a bridge 175 yds. in length.
629 Kil. Boden (32 ft.; "Railway Restaurant; Jernvàgs-Hotel,
behind the station), a thriving place with a conspicuous church (to
the W.), is the junction of the line to Gellivara (R. 66). It is
known as 'Norrlands Las' (lock), owing to the strategie importance
of its position.
The line to Luleà now turns abruptly to the S.
637 Kil.
656 Kil. Gammelstad, with a church
Làfvast; 646 Kil. Sunderby.
of 1440 containing an ancient carved aitar, is the old Luleà (see
In the neighbourhood are several villas.
We pass the
p. 383).
drill-ground of Notviken, with a pretty view of Luleà, to the right.
665 Kil. (1180 Kil. from Stockholm) Luleà, see p. 383. The
station lies to the extreme E. of the town (carr. l-l'/g kr.).
—

—

—

—

■ —•

62. From Stockholm to Sundsvall and Hernòsand

by
420-440 Kil.

Sea

(Lulea, Haparanda).

The best are the large steamers, S. G. Hermelin, Norbotten, Piteà, Njord, Luleà, and Norra Sverige, which skirt the
coast to the N. to Haparanda every other day, touching at Sundsvall almost
every trip and at Hernòsand twice a week. There are also numerous other
steamers plying for shorter distances ; e. g. the 0swift Nordstjernan, Cari den
Femtonde, Hernòsand II., J. L. Runeberg, and Angermanland, ali touching at
Sundsvall and Hernòsand; the Gustaf II. Adolf, plying to Sundsvall and
intermediate stations. Comp. 'Stockholm Norrut' in 'Sveriges Kommuni
kationer'. Farther information on application to Carlsson & Co., Skepps
bron 10, or (for the 'Gustaf li. Adolf only) to Nyman <Sc Schultz. The voy
age to Sundsvall takes about 20 hrs., to Hernòsand about 24 hrs. Fares
to Sundsvall 15 or 10 kr., to Hernòsand 18 or 12 kr. ; to Lulea. 28 or 24 kr. ;
to Haparanda 35 or 29 kr.
The voyage along the Swedish coast, with its limitless forests and
long mountain-lines, is not without a certain scenic charm, but the traveller
will probably flnd his most striking experience in the effect of the brighi
summer-nights, which grow shorter and shorter as he proceeds farther N.,
until they cease altogether. The best pian is to proceed straight through,
if possible, to Lulea or Haparanda, and then to return S. in easy stages.
There is a surprizing amount of traffic ali along this coast. Immense
quantities of timber, besides tar, iron-ore, and cattle, are exported from
—

Steamers.

—

378

SUNDSVALL.

Route 62.

From Stockholm

tbe N. in exchange for provisions of ali kinds and manufactured articles.
Good and cheap hotels, never overcrowded, are to be found everywhere.

—

From Stockholm

Vaxholm and Oskar Fred
some time longer
within the Skargàrd , crosses the Alands Haf, the bay between the
Swedish mainland and the Russian Aland Islands, and enters the
straits of /Sodra Qvarken.
Before these straits are reached the
locai steamers turn to the N.W. within the Skargàrd, steer between
Gràsò and the mainland, pass Oregrund and traverse the bay of
Oregrunds Grepen, then beyond the bay of Lòfstaviken enter the
Bay of Gefle, and touch at Gefle (p. 366).
The direct steamers steer almost due N. through the Botten Haf,
or Gulf of Bothnia. Beyond the lighthouse on the Stor Jungfru the
coasting-steamers touch at
Stugusund, the harbour for the old town of Soderhamn (Sòder
hamn's Hotel; Hotel Frank; British vice-consul, Mr. J. P. Myhre),
which lies 3 Kil. to the W. Soderhamn, with 10,000 inhab., several
factories, and large exports of iron and timber, has been almost
entirely rebuilt since the fires of 1860 and 1876, and is united by
rail with Kilafors (p. 367; the station is close to the harbour of

riksborg,

see

p.

338.

(Skeppsbron)

—

to

The steamer remains for

—

—

Stugusund).
proceeds, we have a view of the Blacksàsen
mountain rising far inland. We then pass the Ago,
with its lighthouse. To the left lies Homsland, which has suffered
from conflagrations.
Hudiksvall (Stads-Hotel; Hotel Helsingland; British vice-con
As the steamer

(1380 ft.),

a

sul, Mr. O. W. Wallberg), with 5000 inhab., several factories, and a
timber-trade, is the most ancient town in the Swedish Norrland. It
has been rebuilt since fires .in 1878 and 1879.

Ljusdal,

see

p.

Branch-railway

to

367.

At the Bramò, with its tali lighthouse, the coasting-steamers
rejoin the course of the direct boats. We steer to the N.W. into the
deep bay on which Sundsvall lies. The forests on the heights to the

left

were

burned in 1888.

Hotels.
"Hotel Knaust, perhaps the best hotel in the
Norrland, with 50 rooms, baths, electric light, etc, pens. 6 kr.; Central
Tivoli Restaurant, with garden, to the N. ofthe
Hotel, temperance.
town, with pretty view.
Post & Telegraph Office, at the Vangàfvan (p. 379). —Railway Station,

Sundsvall.

—

—

at the harbour.

British

Vice-Consul,

Mr. C. E. Bredenberg.

Sundsvall, founded in 1648 at the mouth of the Selàngerà, and
handsomely rebuilt in stone after the destructive fire of 1888, has
14,000 inhab. and is one of the chief trading-towns in the Norr
land. Ali round the town, and especially on the Alno, to the E.,
are extensive saw-mills and factories; and timber to the value of
20,000,000 kr. is annually exported. The trade with Finland is
The
also acttve; cattle, fish, butter, etc, being imported thence.

to Hernòsand.

62. Route.

HERNÒSAND.

most

379

conspicuous modem buildings are the Gothic Church with a
262 ft. in height, the Elementar-Làroverk, or grammar-school,
in the Renaissance style, and the Stadhus, besides several Banks and
private mansions. Most of these are in the Esplanade and the square
,

tower

known as Vàngàfvan.
The voyage from Sundsvall to Hernòsand takes about 4 hours.
On a promontory to the left we observe the chapel of the fishingvillage of Astholm. The S. entrance to the Hernosund is too shallow
for large vessels, so that the steamers proceed to the E. and round
the island of Hernò on the N.
Hotels. Stads-Hotel, opened by a joint-stock company
Hernòsand.
in 1898; Hotel Norrland, Hotel Bafvern, not wholly
satisfactory.
St. Petri-Orden Restaurant, beside the park.
British Vice-Consul, Mr.
Paul Burchardt.
—

—

—

Hernòsand, an old town with 7500 inhab., the capital of Vesternorrlands Làn and the seat of a bishop, is prettily situated on both
sides of the Hernosund, which separates the Hernò' from the main
land. The old town, formerly Hornsanda Bro , stretches along the
shore of the island, with the Cathedral, embellished with a colonnade added in 1846, the Stadhus, and the Landes-Residens, in the
Stor-Torg. The N. town, higher up, contains the Bank, the Bishop's
House, and the church of St. Petriloge. Bridges lead over the sound
to the Mellanholm, to the Railway Station on the N.W., and to the
newer quarters in the S.
Hernòsand was the first European town
to be lighted with electricity (1877).
Proceeding from the cathedral by the pretty Public Garden
(Stadstràdgàrd), passing the School of Navigation on the left, and
then following the birch avenue straight on, we reach a point com
manding a beautiful view of the town and its environs. The cem
etery adjoining the avenue contains the grave of Bishop F. M. Franzén (d. 1847), the poet. Farther on is the 'Utvardshus' Rosenbàck.
The Vardkassen (390 ft.), the highest point of the Hernò, commands
—

of the

one

finest panoramas on tbe entire coast. It may be ascended in
is accessible for carriages also. In ancient times it was a
A belvedere, 30 ft.
with a signal-fire always in readiness.
crowns the summit.

l'/2 hr. and
'watch-hiir,
high,

now

.From Sundsvall and Hernòsand lo Luleà

by Sea,

see

63. From Hernòsand to Solleftea via the
man-Elf.

R. 64.

Anger

110 Kil. Steamer ('Stròmkarlen' and 'Solleftea.') twice daily in about
6 hrs. (fare 4 kr. 50 o.; no reduction on return-tickets). Good restaurant
The voyage takes almost exactly the sanie time in either direc
on board.
tion.
Those therefore who intend to visit both the Angerman-Elf and the
Indals-Elf (p. 373; strongly recommended) should ascend the former and
descend the latter.
The Hernòsand & Solleftea Railway (102 Kil. in 4]/2 hrs. ; fares
6 kr. 15, 4 kr. 10 ò.) offers an alternative route, which, though said to be
unusually picturesque, offers practically nothing out ofthe common, except
a few views of the river, etc.
The steamboat-route is therefore unhesitatingly to be preferred by the foreign traveller.
0
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Tbe steamer
and

Hemsò,

on

NYLAND.
steers

the

via the

right,

between the Lungo
the left, and enters

Alandsfjàrd,

and the

mainland,

on

the Sannasund

which divides the Abordsò from the mainland.
,
Saw-mills and other industriai establishments , interspersed with
smoking charcoal-piles fed by the waste wood , are numerous , but
fortunately do not seriously interfere with the beauty of the scenery.
On the mainland

we observe the church of Hògsjò and cali at
Veda is also a station on the railway, which skirts the coast
The fjord (Swed. fjàrd) now receives the
beyond this point.
name of Angerman-Elf, but as far as Nyland is stili filled with salt
water. The E. bank is precipitous, the W. bank fiat.

Veda.

—

The steamer's ports of cali
lie

Nànsjò, Spràngsviken (also

a

are

unimportant. On

railway-station),

the W. bank

and Lunde

(customs

We pass several islands, including Sandòn, with glass
works, and Svanòn, with a saw-mill. On the W. bank again is Frano,
with a cellulose- factory ; behind, on a little bay, is the church of
Gudmundrà. Then follow Bjòrknàs, Brunne, and Kramfors (rail
way-station), with a large harbour and a church. On the E. bank
of the lake-like stream we see Lugnvik and Lockne. The steamer
skirts the W. bank, and after touching at Sandviken, with a pretty
view of the Bollstadvik to the W., crosses to the E. over the Strinne-

station).

fjàrd

to the church of

Bjertrà.

65 Kil.

(62 by rail) Nyland (Central Hotel),
port with post and telegraph office, banks, etc,

an

important

sea

is the terminus for

several lines of steamers from Stockholm.
In 1895 the 'Hohenwith Emp. William II. on board, ascended the river to this
At the N. end of the Bollstadvik, about 4 Kil. to the W.
point.
of Nyland, stands the old church of Ytter-Lànnàs , said to date

zoilern',

—

from the 12th cent., with
Above

Nyland

higher than

an

the banks

those ofthe

organ-case of 1652 and

begin
Indals-Elf,

to

approach

while

each

paintings.
other, and

are

steep eminences
is strong, but the

numerous

(Nipor,

see p. 374) are observed.
The current
channel is stili very wide. Many rafts are seen. The traces of cultivation on the banks become commoner, and churches and villages
are more numerous.
On the W. bank, immediately above Nyland,
is Sandslàn, an extensive establishment for arranging the floating
timber (comp. p. 374). On the same bank, farther on, appear the
church of Torsàker and, to the right of it, that of Hexberg. On the

E. bank

are

the churches of

Styrnàs, Boteà,

and

Ofverlànnàs.

The river-bed, becoming narrower, now turns due W. To the
right (ali on the W. bank) appear in succession the estate of Holm,
the saw-mill of Bjòrkà, and the church of Sànga, with a small
bathing-place. The scenery becomes wilder. Farther on, stili to the
right, rise the bald Paraberg and the Multràberg (with belvedere;
about 2 hrs. from Solleftea). Our vessel now steams up the rapids
of Stràken and lies to, on the right bank, at the Djupò Quay, about
2 Kil. from Solleftea (carr. 1 kr.).

0RNSK0LDSV1K.
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110 Kil. (102 by rail) Solleftea (Hotel Appelberg, a well-known,
old-established house; Hotel Rosenqvist, both near the railway
station, to the S.), a town of 1200 inhab., with post and telegraph
office, a bank, and various industriai establishments, is prettily
situated on the right bank of the Angerman-Elf, here spanned by
an iron bridge
(2 o.). The former name of the town was Solaturn.
Opposite the Hotel Appelberg is the Borgen Nipa, descending precipitously to the foaming river. On the left bank rises the Appelbergs Nipa, wooded at the top, which we may ascend either via a
path with steps near the bridge or via the carriage-road from behind,
then steeply to the left. Farther to the W. are several barracks.
Solleftea is the junction of the Hernòsand private railway and
of the branch-line to Làngsele, mentioned at p. 376.
The journey may also be continued from Solleftea by means of the
steam-launch 'Anna', which starts every morning from the Billsta Strana,
5 min. above the bridge. The pretty voyage up the Angerman-Elf leads
past the mouth of the Faxe-Elf (p. 376) to (1 hr.) Edsby, near the church
of Ed and the skjuts-station of Òstanbàck (13 Kil. from Solleftea).
Thence we proceed by carriage (ordered in advance on the steamer),
crossing the railway at the Forsmo Bridge (p. 376), to the railway-station
of Selsjò (p. 376) or to (4 Kil.) Edsbordet, where the steam-launch 'Borup'
awaits passengers for Ròdsta (p. 376), higher up the stream.
0

—

64.

From Sundsvall and Hernòsand to Luleà

by

Sea

(Haparanda).
450 Kil. Besides the large steamers ('S. G. Hermelin', etc.) mentioned on
p. 377 and sailing every other day, and the steamers ('Cari XV.', etc.) plying
via Nyland to Ornskòldsvik and Husum, there is a special line of weekly
steamers ('Norrland' and 'Elias Sehlstedt') plying from Sundsvall via Hernò
sand, Ornskòldsvik, Umeà, Skellefteà, Piteà, and other intermediate stations,
to Luleà or Haparanda (agents: in Sundsvall, Joachimson; in Hernòsand,
Ramstròm). The direct voyage from Sundsvall takes about 12 hrs. in the
The 'Nordstjernan' (p. 377) also
larger steamers. .(fares 23 kr., 18 kr.).
plies as far as Ornskòldsvik.
—

Leaving Hernòsand,

the larger steamers steer past the Lungo

into the open Gulf of Bothnia, passing the peninsula of Nordingrà
and numerous islands, behind which lie Nora, Hàggvik, Ullànger, and

other

calling-places

of the locai steamers.

The district of

Hàggvik,

Nordingràland from its church, is frequently visited from
Hernòsand; the inns are clean, but somewhat primitive. Before
reaching the promontory of Skags L'dde (lighthouse) the steamer

known

as

steers to the N.W. among the coast-islands and enters the

bay of
Ornskòldsvik (Hotel Òrn; Brit.' vice-consul, Mr. H. Ohngren),
with the town of that name (2470 inhab.), founded in 1842 and
Branchnamed after the provincial governor P. A. Ornskòld.
If time permit, a visit may be
railway to Mellansel, s,ee p. 376.
paid hence to the Asberg (2 hrs. there and back).
The steamer now doubles the Skags Udde and enters the open
sea.
On the coast lie Husum and Nordmaling, touched at by the
—

—

—

locai steamers.

To the E. is the

Sydostbrotten,

a

reef marked by

a
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After about 6 hrs.

light-ship.

Ume-Elf, with the villages of

we

From Sundsvall

reach the embouchure of the

—

Holmsund, Djupvik, and Sandviken which together form the
Umeà, and are connected with that town (12 Kil.) by a
service of steam-launches.
Umeà (Central Hotel; Hotel Forsberg;
Brit. vice-consul, Mr. W. Glas), the capital of Vesterbottenslàn, with
about 3650 inhab., was origmallyj founded by Gustavus
Adolphus,
on the Ume-Elf, which
is too shallow to permit the approach of
,

harbour of

—

vessels of heavy tonnage. Since a destructive fire in 1888 the town
has been handsomely rebuilt.
Railway to Vannàs (31 Kil. in
1 hr.; fares 1 kr. 65, 1 kr. 10 ò.), see p. 376.
Our course now lies through the Vestra Qvarken , the strait be
tween the mainland and a chain of islands usually named after
Holmò,
the largest and northernmost of the group. At the S. end of the chain
is the lighthouse of Sòr Gadden, at the N. end that of Fjàderàgg. The
sea outside the islands is known as the Òstra Qvarken.
In 1809
the Russian general Barclay de Tolly, with an army of 6000 men,
crossed both the Qvarken on the ice, and pushed his way to Umeà,
thus preparing the way for the treaty of Sept. 17th, 1809, which
finally separated Finland from Sweden.
The Sundsvall steamers next touch at Ratan, an ancient Bothnian trading-place.
Records as to the water-level at the harbour,
kept since 1749 , prove that the land here has risen at the rate of
about 2/5 in. annually. The locai steamers also touch at Sikeà, with
the large iron-works of Robertsfors Bruk (7 Kil. inland), and at
Kallviken.
The steamer rounds the Bjuròklubben, with its loftily
situated lighthouse, and reaches
L'rsuiken (hotel), the beautiful harbour of Skellefteà, with fac
—

—

—

Steam-launches, starting every hour, ply
Skellefteà (Stads-Hotel; Brit. viceconsul, Mr. O. V. Wahlberg), a town of 1200 inhab., on the Skellefte-Elf. Its church, 2 Kil. to the W., is praised by Leopold von Buch
(1809). Per Hògstròm, the 'Apostle of the Lappmark', was pastor

tories, saw-mills,
hence in

li/4

etc.

hr. to

—

(14 Kil.)

here about the middle of the 18th century.
From Skellefteà to Bastotràsk, 58 Kil., road, with skjuts-stations,
12 Kil. Medie. At (16 Kil.) Kràngfors
up the left bank of the Skellefteà,.
the river forms a fine waterfall (but the Finnfors, 8 Kil. farther on, is finer;
carr. there and back 3 kr.).
The road now crosses to the right bank and
finally quits the river-valley. 19 Kil. Ròjnorel. 11 Kil. Bastutràsk, with
—

—

railway-station, see p. 376.
Several other small seaports lie

on the coast: Kàge; Furugrundet, withothe saw-mill of Ytterslfors, harbour for Byske, 5 Kil.
inland; and Abyn. Near Skuthamn and Munksund, with the large
lunatic asylum for the province of Norrland, the steamer enters the
Pitsund, the narrow entrance of the fjord of Piteà.

Piteà

part
land.

on
—

("Stads-Hotel), an old town of 2700 inhab., with its older
the island of Pitholm and its newer quarters on the main
Carriage-road'to the railway-station of Elfsby, see p. 377.

to

LULEÀ.

Luleà.

64. Route.
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The steamer returns through the Pitsund, passes several islands
of the Skargàrd , and steers through the Tjufholmssund, where the
channel for larger vessels has been formed by dredging. Then, describing a wide curve to the N., we reach
—

Hotels.
Luleà.
Stads-Hotel, Skeppsbro-Gatan, with restaurant;
"'Hotel Wibell, a hotel gami, Trudgards-Gatan, both near the harbour;
"Hotel Wibell's Annex, with restaurant, near the station, to the E.
Café Jt Confectioner's, Stor-Gatan.
Post Office, in the W. Stor-Gatan.
Telegraph Office, at the Stadhus.
Railway Station, to tbe E. of the town, comp. p. 377.
—

—

—

—

British Vice-Consul, Mr. A. J. Westerberg.
Photographs at Bergmans, Stor-Gatan.
Supplies for Tours in
Lapland : preserved meats, etc, at Fredrikson's , Stor-Gatan ; wine and
spirits (but comp. p. 387) at Bolagets Vinhandel, to the S. of the church;
woollen rugs ('flit1), etc, at Bremberg's, Stor-Gatan.
—

Luleà, an old town originally founded 11 Kil. higher up the
Lule-Elf by Gustavus Adolphus, and transferred to its present site
in 1649, has 7000 inhab., and is the capital of Norrbottens Làn. It
occupies

a

peninsula

in the

deep Lulefjàrd

and is almost

completely

surrounded by water. The commercial importance of its situation
at the mouth of the great Lule-Elf has been enormously enhanced
by the construction of the railway, which has rendered it the seaport
for the rich iron-mines of Gellivara. Like nearly ali the towns in
the Norrland, Luleà owes its handsome appearance to repeated conflagrations, one of which, on June llth, 1887, consumed nearly ali
the old timber dwellings. The fine Gothic Church was erected at a
To the W. of the town is the pretty Hermelins
cost of 400,000 kr.
Park, with the Làns-Residens.
The iron-ore is shipped at the Svartòkajen to the E. ofthe town,
20 min. to the S. of the railway-station, and most conveniently
reached by rowing-boat. The operation of loading the ships is in

teresting.

By

means

of

a

huge hydraulic apparatus

the

railway

trucks are emptied bodily into the vessels' holds. The ore (652,795
tons in 1896) is exported to Germany, England, and Franco.
From Luleà to

Haparanda,

see

p. 389.

65. From Luleà to

Kvickjock.

attractive expedition of 4 days. lst Day. By rail
to (l3/4 hr.) Hednoret and thence by steamer (5 times weekly) to (6-7 hrs.)
2nd Day. Walk and row to (3-4 hrs.) Storbacken ; thence drive
Edefors.
3rd Day. Walk (or drive) to the (2'/2 hrs. or IV2 hr.)
to (7-8 hrs.) Jockmock.
Purkijaur; thence row (with occasionai stages on foot) to (5]/2 hrs.) Bjòrk4th Day. Row to (14-15 hrs.) Kvickjock, a fatiguing voyage
holmen.
which some will prefer to break at Njavri.
Travelling Expenses (carriages and boats) amount to about 50 kr.
The 'dagbok' (p. xx) at each skjuts-station gives the distance
per head.
between the stations in new Swedish miles (of 10 Kil. each) and the charge
for the conveyance of a single traveller by stolkarre. For two persons,
or for
the use of the more comfortable 'embets-akdon', a vehicle with
springs, the charges are higher. In the case, however, of journeys by
boat the fares are not given. These, which are the same for 1 or 2 pers.,
amount to 1 kr. per mile for each rower and 12 ò. for a small boat. Two

About 310 Kil.,

an

—

—

—
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NEDRE EDEFORS.

Route 65.

The small boats are scarcely large enough
are always necessary.
for two travellers, who will flnd the larger boats with three rowers more
the
comfortable.
On
'portages' on foot between the lakes the boatmen
are bound to carry 17 Kil. (40 lbs.) weight of luggage without farther
charge; heavier luggage should, of course, be left behind. Requests for
extra payment should be politely refused.
A gratuity of 40-50 ò. is considered liberal.
The Accommodation, obtained _,at farm-houses, is clean and cheap
(S., R., & B. I-IV2 kr.). The beds are apt to be rather hard, but the
food is abundant. The intercourse with the simple, honest, and intelligent
peasantry is one of the great charms of the expedition. Lapps are seldom
met with.
No especial Equipment is necessary, except a veil to protect the face
and neek from the gnats, which are troublesome in cairn weather on
land (comp. p. xxv).
Provisions may be purchased at Lulea, but are not
required on the journey until beyond Jockmock.
Unfortunately the
weather is frequently unsettled.
rowers

—

—

From Luleà to Boden and Hednoret, see p. 377.
A good meal
should be taken at Boden, as nothing more can be obtained until
the evening. There is no restaurant on board the steamer.
The steamboat journey up the broad Lule-Elf is very picturesque.
On the left bank are Bredàker, and, farther on, Svartla, the first
—

station. Then, on the right bank, appears the church of Aminnet
The second station is Harads (left bank), with a modera church,
opposite which, in a beautiful situation on the right bank, are the
of the Bodtràskfors Company, to which the entire surdistrict belongs. The river-banks now become steep and
sandy. After about 6 hrs. from the start we reach
Nedre Edefors ("Hotel), situated 57 Kil. from Hednoret on the
left bank of the Lule-Elf, which forms the grand "Edefors about
5 min. higher up. A walk to the fall, which is spanned by a railway-bridge, should on no account be omitted. Large electric works
are about to be erected here.
Hence to Storbacken we have a choice of routes. We may either
drive, crossing the bridge and ascending the right bank of the river,
or row
(boat 4 kr. 55 ò.) from (IY2 M.) Òfvre Edefors, reached by
carriage or on foot, up the beautiful upper Lule-Elf, via Storsand.
20 Kil. Storbacken (*Inn, moderate), the first place in the Lappmark, is finely situated on the right bank of the dark Lule-Elf.
An expedition may be made hence to (4 hrs.) the "Porsifors, the im
posing series of falls, nearly 3 M. long, which the Stora Lule-Elf forms
ìmmediately above its junction with the Lilla Lule-Elf. We row upstream

buildings
rounding

—

for about 5 Kil. ; then ascend on foot for 4 Kil. more.
From Storbacken to Murjek (16 Kil.), see p. 387.

The hilly road (carr. 3 kr. 90 ò.) continues to ascend the right
bank of the Lule-Elf, at some distance from the river, traversing
woods and passing Vuóllerim and Pàjerim, to
—

26 Kil. Koskats
name

(good quarters),

above the lake

of the

same

.

Thence
to the Lilla

Smeds

or

(carr.

4

kr.)

Lule-Elf,

Mattisudden.

through lonely and burnt forests
opposite bank of which we observe

it descends
on

the

to

JOCKMOCK.

Kvickjock.

27 Kil. Jockmock

tourist-station, with
'rapids' ; the Lappish

(840

a

ft. ;

65. Route.
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church and

physician.

Inn),
The
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important

name

means

is Tàlvatis (winter-market).
The Lilla Lule-Elf forms two important waterfalls, within
name

Wales.
distance of 4 Kil. from its emergence from the Vaikijaur (see below).
The "Akkatje Fall is reached iu about 1 hr. by following the road to the
N. to the '1 Mil-stolpa' and thence proceeding to the right for 10 min.
more in the direction of the sound.
The best view is from below, es
pecially before noon. The Kajtum Fall, 20 min. to the N.E. (guide eonvenient; 50 6.) is divided into two parts by an island; the right half alone
is aecessible. The height of the Vaikijaur is 846 ft. above the sea-level;
that of the river just below the Kajtum Fall is 712 ft.
From Jockmock to the HarsprÀng, 43 Kil., and thence to Aeboetràsk (p. 389), 38 Kil., a fatiguing expedition of 2 days (guide and provisions
lst Day. We follow the carriage-road to (1 hr.) Luspe (see
essential).
below); cross the Vaikijaur in a boat (which must be ordered in advance)
to (20 min.) the hamlet of Vaikijaure (850 ft.) on the N.E. bank; walk to
tbe (14 Kil.) Anajaur (955 ft.); cross that lake by boat; and walk to (6 Kil.)
2nd Day. We walk
Ligga, where tolerable nightquarters may be found.
to (14 Kil.) the *Harspràng ('hare's leap'; Lapp. Njommelsaskà), the mag
the
formed
Stora Lule-Elf, which issues from the Great
nificent fall
by
Lulesjo. The principal fall has a sheer leap of 100 ft., but including the
and
over a distance of l'/4
above
below,
extending
rapids
SI., the total
The effect is heightened by the wild and untrodden forests
fall is 250 ft.
In continuing our journey, we row across the
that frame the scene.
river, and then proceed on foot by a hilly road. to (14 Kil.) Porjus (1185 ft. ;
close
the
efflux of the Stora Lule-Elf from the long
to
good quarters),
S. bay of the Stora Lulesjo. Thence we go on to (15 Kil.) the Mellersta
Stubba, cross that mountain, and proceed as indicated on p. 389 to AbborIf the second night be spent at Porjus, we may reach Kaltistrask.
luokta (p. 389) on the 3rd day.
a

—

—

—

—

Two carriage-roads lead from Jockmock to the Vaikijaur. The
old road reaches the lake at Luspe, at the discharge of the Lilla
Lule-Elf, 5 Kil. to the N. of Jockmock. The new road strikes the
lake at (7 Kil.) Saskam, and proceeds thence to the (5 Kil.) Purkijaur. Luspe is 10 Kil. from the W. end of the Vaikijaur (boat
3 kr. 40 o.; strong current) ; thence to the Purkijaur, 2 Kil.
We take a boat (2 kr. 65 ò.) across the Purkijaur (890 ft.), pass
ing the fairly well-peopled Purkiholm and other islands , land at
Kavatjeviken, and thence walk in 1 hr. to
15 Kil. Lulleketje on the Randijaur (925 ft.). One of the boatmen meantime goes on ahead to the station of Òstra Randijaur
(good quarters), to order a boat (2 kr. 78 ò.) for crossing the lake.
Near the end ofthe passage, which takes about 2 hrs., we have a fine
view ofthe Parkijaurfors, between the Randijaur and the Parkijaur.
14 Kil. Parkijaur (960 ft. ; tolerable quarters). We row (boat
3 kr.) across the lake, 9 Kil. in length, to the Bjòrkholmsmorka;
walk thence to (10 min.) the S.E. end of Lake Skalka (970 ft.) ; and
—

row

thence to

(*/2 b-r0

—

a
small island in the E. part of Lake
where two farm-houses offer good nightquarters. Good view
of the entire lake as far as the mountains on the W., the Kabla, and
tlic Pàrtefjàllen (on the right).
The remainder of the journey to Kvickjock is very beautiful

13 Kil. Bjòrkholmen,

Skalka,

Baedeker' sJNorway_and Sweden. 7tbEdit.
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comp. p. 389). We row (boat 8 kr. 90 o.) past the islands of
Unna and Stuor Rihtasuolo (suolo = island), and observe, on the
S. bank of the lake, Granudden (quarters for 2 pers.), the point
where the mail-carriers from Jockmock and Kvickjock meet to
exchange loads every Friday. Stemming the strong current, the
boat reaches Tjàmotes, on the lake of the same name
(975 ft.),
which we navigate from end to end, with a view of the Kabla to
theN.
45 Kil. Njavvi, two farm-houses offering good accommodation.
Crossing the 3 Kil. wide 'Morka', we next reach the beautiful

(but

on which we once more embark for
Kvickjock
kr. 80 ò.). On the S. bank of the lake the Predikstolen on
Mt. Ailates is conspicuous, while on the N. bank rises the Njanja
(3115 ft.). A short halt is usually made at Arrenjarka, on the N.

Saggatjaur (995 ft.),

(boat 6

As

as we have rowed
past the waterfall of Kàdjojock
the lake bends to the N. and a magnificent view is
disclosed of the mountains of Kvickjock, from the Pàrtefjàllen on
the E. to the Staika on the W. Passing the island of Storholm, we
now enter the broad embouchure of the
Kamajock, which is joined
on the W. (left) by the Tarrajock.
The alluvial banks of both riv

bank.

(on

the

soon

right),

(the 'Kvickjock Delta')

ers

are

surprizingly

well-wooded.

Inn kept by Nilsson, the agent of the Tourists'
35 Kil. Kvickjock.
Union, with 5 rooms, good and comparatively inexpensive; interesting
visitors' book.
Members of the Swedish Tourists' Union (p. xxv), who
—

—

purpose to make mountain-excursions hence, may here borrow a tent,
maps, and a wuosma, or canvas-boat for crossing rivers. Horses may be
hired for the journey to Norway, with side-saddles if desired.

Kvickjock (1065 ft.), now consisting of half-a-dozen red-painted
and a parsonage (post-office), owes its
a little church,
foundation in the 18th cent, to a long-abandoned silver-mine. The
name
rapid brook) is derived from the rapids
(Lapp. Kuòikajock
on the Kamajock.
The midnight sun is visible hence as long as
from Bode (table, see p. 224); an excellent point of view is the
cottages,

=

(2565 ft. ; 2^2 hrs. there and back by a
guide useful), which rises to the E. The Prinskullen (2435 ft.), to the N.W., on the right bank of the Kamajock,
commands a pretty view of the delta and the Saggatsjo. It owes its
summit of the "Snàrak

marked

path,

but

visit of Prince Charles, afterwards Charles XV. The view
Vallispiken (4555 ft. ; one day there and back), on the slope
which the Prinskullen rises, is variously spoken of (comp. the

name

to

a

from the
of

visitors'

book).

Details as to longer Excdrsions, e.g. via the Ruotevare Malmberg to
the Luottohjòklar in the Pàrtefjàllen, etc, will be found in the guidebook
of the Swedish Tourists' Union.
To the Stora Sjòfall and Gellivara,
—

p. 389.
From Kvickjock to Bod#, 4 days, of which three are on foot, fatigu
ing and involving the fording of various brooks and iivers. The use of
'bandskor' on the feet is recommended. A guide (20 kr.) and provisions
are necessary.
lst Day. Bowing-boat on the Tarrajock, and then walk
hrough wood to Njunjes (fair quarters) in about 6 hrs.; then walk to

see

—
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tbe Tarrasjò and cross it by rowing-boat to the Tarra Hut (very primitive),
in about 5 hrs.
2nd Day. Walk through the Lappland Alps and over
the fjeld to the (10 hrs.) Varvek Hut (stili more primitive).
3rd Day.
Walk to the Piski-Jaur and through the Lairodal to the Lommi-Jaur and
Furulund (p. 234), in about 10 hrs.
—

—

66. From Luleà to Gellivara and the

Malmberg.

211 Kil. Railway. To (204 Kil.) Gellivara, two trains daily in 7-9 hrs.
This
(fares 10 kr. 75, 7 kr. 30 6.5 return-tickets valid for six days).
railway, built by an English company in 1884-88 and purchased by the
Swedish government in 1891, serves almost exclusively for the transport
of the iron-ore to the coast. It traverses a weary monotony of forest,
The in
lake, and marsh, but Gellivara itself repays the long journey.
troduction of spirituous liquors into the Lappmark is forbidden, but 'Lon—

—

krògare',

or

smugglers,

are numerous.

From Luleà to (36 Kil.) Boden, see p. 377.
The railway at
first traverses cultivated land, then ascends through wood.
55 Kil.
76 Kil. Sandtràsk. To the right, on the other side of the
Ljusà.
96 Kil.
lake, is the attractive country-seat of Col. Bergmann.
Labatràsk; 108 Kil. Nàsberg. About 4 Kil. farther on, notice-boards
on each side of the line mark the frontier of the Lappmark.
120 Kil. Murjek or Muorjek (790 ft.; rfmts.).
From Murjek to Storbacken, 16 Kil., with skjuts. The skjuts-station
is 3 Kil. from the railway-station of Murjek. This route is recommended
for the return, in which case the carriage (1 pers. 2 kr. 70, 2 pers. 4 kr.
50 o.) should be ordered by telegram from Gellivara to meet the train.
The road is at first uninteresting, until near the end, when it descends to
the Lulea, which must be crossed by ferry.
Storbacken, and thence to
Lulea, see p. 384.
The railway, 1000 ft. above the sea-level, now crosses the Arctic
Circle, which is indicated by notice-boards. 134 Kil. Polcirkeln.
We cross the Ràne-Elf.
157 Kil. Nattavara (1055 ft.) is about
4 Kil. from the settlement of that name ('vara' is Finnish for moun
tain). A few isolated heights now begin to rise above the plateau,
and the Dundret (p. 388) soon becomes visible on the left.
174 Kil. Nuortikon.
184 Kil. Rìpats (1375 ft.). We then pass
the Villa Fjàllnàs, belonging to Col. Bergmann.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

204 Kil. Gellivara (1180 ft.). —Hotels. "Grand
Smith), at the station, well managed, good wine but
gifvaregard.
Post & Telegraph Office.
Physician.
Mrs.

Hotel

(landlady,

spirits ; GastChemist's Shop.
The station-master, who is also the 'Ombudsman', or agent, of the
Swedish Tourists' Union and supplies ali information concerning tours in
the Lappmark , keeps the key of the pavilion on the Gellìvara-Dundret
(p. 388), which he gives to members of the Union in exchange for a receipt. He also supplies scientific instruments for the more accurate use of
the direction-table in the pavilion ; but these are heavy to carry and
probably superfluous for most travellers.
—

—

no

—

with its modem church and attractive houses, is pret
the Vàsarajàrvi (Lapp. Vadtjerjaure), a lake from
which theT/a*ara-H/'issues. To the S.W. ofthe station is the disused

Gellivara,

tily situated

on

in which Per Hògstrom (p.
middle of the 18th century. Beside it is

Lapp chapel,

382) preached
an

about the
ancient cemetery.
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The hill of *Gellivara-Dundret (2700 ft.), formerly named Vàsaabout 5 Kil. to the S.W., affords an excellent view of the
sun from June 5th to July llth.
The ascent takes li/2
-l3/4hr. (adult guide, 3 kr., unnecessary). We skirt the railway to
the S., cross the bridge, and ascend through the gardens of the Villa

ratùnturi,
midnight

Fjàllnàs.

Farther

on we

take the marked

path

to the

right through

scanty and occasionally swampy woods

(numerous gnats),
Pavilion (p. 387) on

then fol
low the barren ridge to the left to the
the sum
mit. The view ranges over an immense forest-clad plateau, interrupted by a few isolated hills and dotted with lakes ; to the W. rises
a snow-covered range of mountains, extending from the
Sarjek, on
the S., to the Adnetjàkko, on the N. A direction-table ('syftplatta' ;
The Dundret is formed of gabbro,
names the mountains.
with layers of apatite.
About 5 Kil. to the N. rises the Malmberg (2025 ft.), with
the famous iron-mines. This is the terminus of the railway (7 Kil.
from Gellivara ; three passenger-trains daily in 20-25 min.). The
village at the base of the hill, with its irregularly built houses and

locked)

chuTch, has quite an American appearance. There is no inn.
photographer offers pretty views of the neighbourhood for sale.
The iron-ore, which is found throughout an area of about 60 acres,
is deposited in almost perpendicular veins in the gneiss of the
mountain, and is worked partly by shafts from the side, partly from
above. The mines belong to the Gellivara Malmfàllt, a joint-stock
company, which employs about 2000 workmen in summer and about
its little
A

1600 in winter. Electric works near the house of the manager
('disponent' ) supply the motive power. There are at present twelve
mines in

and

a

near

'lower' mine.

these, the Hertigen (af Òsterrailway-station, consists of an 'upper'

The oldest of

operation.

gòtlandj-Grufva,

the

The shaft at the end of the latter affords

an

interesting glimpse of the geological structure of the mountain.
The most important 'upper' mines are the Thingvalla-Grufoa and
the immediately adjacent Kong-Oskars-Grufva, to which a railway
siding leads (5 Kil. ; follow the rails). Among the other mines on

are the Nedra Vàlkomna Grufva, the Òstra Vàlkomna
the Josefina-Grufva, and the Hertigen
Johans-Grufva,
Grufva,
af Uppland Grufva. Visitors are generally allowed to wander at
discretion among the mines ; but a look-out should be kept for blasting-operations. Those who desire special information should apply

the mountain

the

to the

'disponent'.

berg,

and birch-trees

trees, commands

a

—

Pines and firs grow on the base of the Malm
higher up. The summit, which is free of

wide panorama.

The iron deposits of Gellivara have been known since the 18th cent.,
but the first systematic attempt to work them was made at the beginning
of the 19tb cent, by Baron S. G. Hermelin , a benefactor in many ways
tu the Swedish Norrland.
Several English companies took part in the
exploitation after about 1860, but it was not until the foundation of the
present company in 1890 and the purchase and devclopment of the railway
by the Swedish Government (p. 387), that the operations were made to
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pay. The ore contains 55-65 per cent of pure iron. It is sorted at the
mines in the 'skreda' and then despatched by rail to Lulea
(p. 383). The
workmen are ali either Swedes or Finns ; no Lapps are employed. Wages
are paid on the first Sat. in each month.
,

From Gellivara to Kvickjock, a celebrated but fatiguing and exof 6-7 days over lakes and mountains.
Equipment,
Two porters are necessary (2:/2-3 kr. each per day, anu as much
see p. xxiv.
for their return-journey). Boats for crossing the lakes have been provided
lst Day. Row across the Vàsaratràsk (5 Kil.)
by the Tourists' Union.
and walk to (16 Kil.) Abbortràsk" (fair quarters).
2nd Day.
Walk,
numerous
crossing
swamps by means of 'spangningar' or board-paths, to
the (14 Kil.) Mellersta Siubba (2120 ft.) , cross the mountain -ridge and
proceed to the N.W. to (15 Kil.) Sjaunaluokia (luokta = bay) on the Stora
Lule Tràsk (1210 ft.), and finally row over that lake to (25 Kil.) Kallisluokla
(tolerable quarters). [The route to the S.W. from the Mellersta Stubba
leads to Porjus and the Harsprang, see p. 385.]
3rd Day. Row to (25 Kil.)
Jaurikaskaluokla, walk across the 'Morka' (2 Kil.) while the boat is being
towed through the rapids, proceed again in tbe boat on the Langasjaur
(jaur = lake) to Saltoluokta or Aholuokta, and thence walk to the (13 Kil.)
tourist-hut beside the "Stora Sjofallet (Lapp. Àtna Muorkekàrtj e) , the finest
The entire stream
waterfall in Sweden next to the Harsprang (p. 385).
from the Kàrljejaur here falls in two leaps into the. Langasjaur, 130 ft. be
low. The view from the Juobmotjàkko (3910 ft.), to the N. of tbe lake, is
4th Day. Row back to Saltoluokta, on the S. bank of the
said to'be fine.
5th
lake, and walk thence to (23 Kil.) the tourist-hut on the Situojaur.
Day. Row across the lake and walk over the mountain-plateau to (10 Kil.)
Aktsek, on the beautiful Laidaure (1635 ft.), cross that lake, and walk to
6th Day. Row
(17 Kil.) the tourist-hut on the Sjabatjakka Lake (1620 ft.).
across the lake, walk to fhe Stuor Tata, cross that lake,
and walk to

pensive expedition

—

—

—

—

—

—

(IS Kil.) Kvickjock (p. 386).

67. From Luleà to

Haparanda by

Sea.

100 Kil. Steamer (the 'S. G. Hermelin', etc, p. 377) every other day
in 9-12 hrs. (fare7kr., 5kr.); also the 'Norrland' (p. 381), twice a month.

The steamer steers to the N. from the
Luleà, see p. 383.
harbour and traverses the Svartòsund, passing three large salmon
fishing establishments. Our course now lies within the Skargàrd.
Some of the steamers touch at Stròmsund, the harbour of Ràneà,
—

on the Tòrfjàrden, and nearly ali at
Karlsborg, the harbour of Neder Kalix. On the island of Sandholm, opposite the harbour, is the well-equipped but little freFrom Karlsborg a ser
quented bathing-place of Nordanskàrs.

others at Tore

—■

—

vice of steam-launches plies to the N. to (10 Kil.) the little town
This river
of Neder Kalix ("Gàstgifvaregàrd), on the Kalix-Elf.
forms several cataraets, the finest of which are the Stràkanàsfors and
the Kamlungen (respectively 5 and 15 Kil. above the town). Special
are used for the purpose of descending these
boats

('forsbàtar')

rapids,

and

are

karlar'). Tourists
('forsfard').

navigated
have

an

with great skill by the boatmen ('forsof enjoying this exciting trip

opportunity

Beyond Karlsborg the steamer remains within the Skargàrd,
passing to the N. of the island of Seskarò, on which several mer
chants of

Haparanda

have summer-residences.

We then reach

—•
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Salmis, the harbour of Haparanda, 11 Kil. from that town, with
which communication is maintained by carriage (1-2 pers. 2kr. ;
not always to be had) and by the steam-launch 'Zanthos' (1 kr.),
which ascends the Torne-Elf. To the right appears the conspicuous
domed church of Tornea, in Finland.
Haparanda (Hotel, with restaurant), the northernmost town in
Sweden, with 1350 inhab. and clean and broad, but unpaved, streets,
is situated on the swampy W. arm of the Torne-Elf. The main
channel of the river has, however, lain farther to the E. since the
beginning of the 19th century. The name has been derived from
the Finnish 'Haapa-ranta', 'shore of aspens'. Near the river is a
rnodest Public Park, commanding an attractive view of Tornea and
its domed church. The church of Haparanda stands on a hill to the
W. of the town, overlooking the river-valley.
A long timber-bridge (toll 10 o.) leads over the old river-bed to
Tornea ("Hotel), in the Russian grand-duchy of Finland. The
town (1200 inhab.), founded by Gustavus II. Adolphus but resigned
by Sweden at the peace of 1809 (p. lxx), has a less prosperous but
quainter appearance than Haparanda. Pretty walks may be taken
to the old church on the N.E., and to the Greek Chapel on the S. A
fine summer night spent on the main stream of the Torne-Elf, which
washes the E. side of the town, will probably long linger in the
traveller's memory.
The seaport of Tornea is Ròyttà, to the S., with a saw-mill.
A road, with 'fast' skjuts-stations, leads from Haparanda up the right
bank of the Torne-Elf, through a well-cultivated and sometimes beautiful
country, via (17 Kil.) Kukkola, (18 Kil.) Korpikylà , (16 Kil.) Pàkila, the
church of Hietaniemi, (4 Kil.) Koivukylà, (8 Kil.) Niemis, and (21 Kil.) Ruskola, to (3 Kil.) Matarengi (inn), near the church of Ofver Tornea. The top
—

of the Avasaxa (750 ft.), on the opposite side of the river, commands a
view of the midnight sun from 22nd to 25th June, and was at one time
much frequented on these days.
Now, however, that the phenomenon is
more conveniently viewed elsewhere (pp. 388, 224),
natives of the district
are alone to be met with here.
The road quits tbe river and ascends
—

via (15 Kil.) Kusijdrvi, (19 Kil.) Ruokojàrvi,

(TI Kil.) Pirtiniemi, (11 Kil.)
Ohtanajàrvi, (22 Kil.) Sattajàrvi, and (15 Kil.) Pàjala. We here rejoin the
Torne-Elf, which forms a waterfall, 60 ft. in height, at the iron-works of
From this point we may return to Hapa
Kengis Bruk, 7 Kil. to the E.
randa by the river, which receives the Muonio-Elf a little lower down.
the
to
Muonio-Elf
Karesuando, see R. 36.
Up
From Pajala the road continues to ascend tbe right bank of the TorneElf to (100 Kil. ; 292 Kil. from Haparanda) Vittangi.
About 53 Kil. farther
to the N.W. is Jukasjàrvi, the church-register of whicb contains interesting
entries made by famous travellers.
One of these, by Regnard, the French
—

—

—

savant

(1681),

concludes with the words

'Sistimus hic

tandem,

—

nobis ubi

defuit orbis'.

This region was also visited by Charles XI. in 1694, by Linnceus in
by Celsius and Maupertuis in 1736, and by Louis Philippe in 1796.

1732,

=^:

DENMARK.
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Copenhagen and its Environs
From Copenhagen to Helsingòr and Helsingborg
Bornholm
From Copenhagen to Hamburg, by the Danish Islands
and Sleswick
From Roskilde to Gjedser, 423; to Aarhus, 424.
72. From Odense to Svendborg , Langeland , Laaland,
Falster, and Me»en
From Ringe to Faaborg. Taasinge. From Svendborg via
Langeland to Masnedsund, 426.
73. From Fredericia to Frederikshavn. Jutland
From Aarhus to
From Skanderborg to Silkeborg, 428.
Manager.
Ryomgaard and to Hou. Friisenborg, 429.
From Frederikshavn to Gotenburg, 430.
Skagen, 431.
74. From Aalborg on the Limfjord to Thisted and via

68.
69.
70.
71.

.

.

....
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417
422
423

426
428

—

—

—

Viborg

to

68.

431

Langaa

Klitm0ller, 431.

—

From Struer to

Copenhagen

Lunderskov, 432.

and its Environs.

Steamers from British and German ports,
By Steamer.
Stockholm, and Finland land at the Toldbold (PI. 44; M, 4); tho3e from
Danish ports, Gotenburg, and Christiania at tbe Kvsesthusbro (PI. M, 5);
and those from Malmo, Landskrona, and Helsingborg at the corner ofthe
Havne-Gade and Nyhavn (PI. L, 6). Porter ('Drager') for carrying a trunk
to the custom-house and thence to a cab 30-50 0.; for luggage over 56 lbs.
By Railway. Luggage booked through to
more in proportion.
Copen
hagen from abroad is reclaimed at the custom-house. Porter for carrying
Cae Tariff, see p. 392.
a trunk to a cab 25-30 0.
Railway Stations :
Main Station (PI. G, 7), for ali trains except those to N. Zealand; North
Station (PI. G, 6), for N. Zealand, Helsingborg, Gotenburg, and Christiania;
Klampenborg Station (PI. G, 6), for Klampenborg, Skodsborg, etc; East
Station (PI. K, L, 3), for the ordinary trains of the coast-line to Klampen
Steamboat Offices : Forenede Dampskibsborg, Skodsborg, and Helsingòr.
Arrivai.

—

—

—

—

Selskab (to Newcastle, London, Hull, Stettin, Kiel, Gotenburg, Christiania),
Kvfesthus-Gade 9, at the S.E. corner of the St. Annse-Plads (PI. L, M, 6);
C. K. Hansen (to Hull, Leith, Stettin), Toldbodvei 5; E. Friis (to Stralsund),
Amalie-Gade 31 (PI. L, 5); C. Krarup (Swedish vessels to Liibeck and Goten
burg), Amalie-Gade 31.

(English spoken at many of them). Angleterre (PI. a ;K, 6), Kon
Nytorv 34, in the centre of the town, with café-restaurant, R. from
2'/2, B. 1, déj. 21/2, table-d'hòte (at 4.30 p.m.) 3, D. at separate tables (4.308 p.m.) 4 kr. ; 'Phosnix (PI. b; L, 5), Bred-Gade 37, at the corner ofDronningens Tvser-Gade, with café-restaurant, R. & A. from 2, B. 1, D. 3 kr. ;
"Kongen af Danmark (PI. e ; K, 6), at the corner of the Holmens-Kanal
and the Niels- Juels-Gade, with café and restaurant; "Monopol (PI. e; K. 6),
Near the Main
Vingaards-Strsede 1, similar prices , D. 3J/2 kr. (5 p.m.).
Railway Station: 'Hotel Dagmar (PI. 50; H, 7), at the corner of the Jernbane-Gade and the Vestre Boulevard, R., L., & A. from 2, B. lkr., with caférestaurant (D. from 2 p.m. 2V2 kr., beer on draught); "Hot. National, Jernbane-Gade 9 andVesterbros-Passage, R. from 2 kr. ; Métropole (PI. i; H, 7),
Raadhus-Plads
with restaurant, R. from 2, B. s/4 kr«Central Hotel
(PI. d ; H, 7), Vesterbro-Gade, cor. of the Raadhus-Plads, commercial, R. 2,
B. 1 kr. ; Tdrist-Hotel (PI. k ; H, 7), Vestre Boulevard 8, R. from
li/2, B. '/4,
D. 1V2-2 kr. ; Kj0benhavn (PI. h; H, 7), Jernbane-Gade 7; Bellevue (PI. 1;
Hotels

gens

—

.

,
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The following are unpretend
II, 6), Vestervold-Gade, cor. of Vester-Gade.
ing houses, nearer the middle of tbe town : Skandinavisk Hotel (PI. f ; K, 5),
Gothers-Gade 4, near the Kongens Nytorv; Baier, Pile-Strsede 13 (PI. I,
Near the
K, 5, 6); Tre Hjorter (PI. m ; H, 6), Vester-Gade 6, R. I1/2 kr.
Harbour: Nielson's Grand Hotel (PI. g; L, 6), corner of the Holbergs—

—

Gade and the Peder-Skrams-Gade, R. from l'/g kr. ; Sorensen's Grand Ho
tel, Peder-Skrams-Gade 7; Germania, Havne-Gade 55; Union (PI. n; L, 6),
Goteborg, both in the St. Annse-Plads ; Linnemann, Peder-Skrams-Gade 1.
For a longer stay: Leopold's Hot. Garni, Hovedvagts-Gade 6; *Meyf.r's

—

Hotel, Vestervold-Gade 3, unpretending; Uttenreiter, Hovedvagts-Gade 2;
Thune's Hot. Garni and Pension, Hovedvagts-Gade 2, at the corner of the
Kongens Nytorv, recommended to ladies.
Restaurants. "Restaurant Francais , in the Phoenix Hotel (p. 391) ; "Hotel
d' Angleterre (p. 391); Hotel Dagmar (p. 391); "Standard, in the Marmorhus,
Kongens Nytorv; Grand Café, N0rrevold-Gade; Tivoli, Vesterbro-Gadc;
"Kongelige Skydebanen, Vesterbro-Gade, a little out ofthe way, D. l'/2-3 kr. ;
Esplanade Pavilion, see p. 404; Langelinie Pavilion, Lange Linie (p. 404);
Niels Larsen, Gammelstrand 34, opp. the Thorvaldsen Museum, fair (good

fish).
Cafés and Confectioners. (Cup of tea or coffee 20-25 0. , chocolate
35 0.; also beer, milk, eggs, and 'Smgrrebrdd', or sandwiches). Hotel
d' Angleterre, with seats in the open air, see p. 391; Standard, see above;
Vienna Café, at the Hotel Kongen af Danmark (p. 391); A Porla, Kongens
Nytorv 17, newspapers and ladies' rooms ; Theater-Café, behind the Royal
Theatre; Sehucani & A Porta, Store Kj0bmager-Gade 18; Café Bernina,
corner of Vimmelskaftet and Badstue-Straede.
Cabs.
The cab district is divided into four concentric znnes, the
boundaries of which are shown on a map annexed to the tariff. The city
a.
includes
tbe harbour and Kristianshavn.
Ordinary Cabs (1-4
proper
pers.). Per drive in the city proper 70 0., into the other zones 30 0. each;
from the city proper to the Frederiksberg Rondel 1 kr., to the Zoologica!
Garden f/2 kr. Per hour ('timevis') l'/a kr. ; beyond the city 2 kr. ; each
V» br. more 40 0. Half-fare is charged for the return to the centre if the
cab be dismissed in an outer zone. Doublé fare from midnight to 6 a.m.
b. Taxameter Cabs.
Drive of 800 m.
Trunk 15 0., small articles free.
(V2 M.) 70 0., each 400 m. (Vi M.) additional 40 0.
—

Tramways (Sporveie; cars, Sporvogne; fares 5-30 0.). The following
the most important lines for visitors.
From the Kongens Nytorv (p. 395; PI. K, 5, 6). a. (electric tramway,
starting on the N. side of the square): Via the Gothers-Gade and the suburb
of Nerrebro to the Nurrebro Station on the railway to Helsing0r and Klam
b. (N. side ofthe square): Via the Store Kongenspenborg (see p. 417).
Gade and 0sterbro-Gade to the Triangel (PI. I, 1) and on to Slukefter
and Klampenborg.
e. (S. side) :
By the Bred-Gade, Dronningens TveerGade, Salv-Gacle, and Art Museum (PI. I, 4) to Tagensvei (comp. PI. G, 2).
d. (S. side): Via Holmens-Kanal, past the palace of Christiansborg, across
the Raadhus-Plads, past the Tivoli, through the Vester-Farimags-Gade, past
the Railway Stations, between the St. J0rgenss0 and the Peblinges0 (PI. G,
5, 41, and through the Ewalds-Gade and tbe Kors-Gade to the GriffenfeldtsGade (PI. F, 4).
e. (E. and S. sides) : one branch to the Tivoli as in line d
and then through the Vesterbro-Gade and the Frederiksberg-Allée to the
Rondel outside the Frederiksberg Park (PI. C, 7), and another branch by
the Bred-Gade, Toldbodvei, and 0sterbro-Gade to the Triangel (PI. I, 1).
II. From the Gammeltorv by the Neirre-Gade
Venders-Gade , and
Farimags-Gade to the Seilvtorv (PI. I, 4), with connection for the Triangel
(PI. I, 1).
III. From the Raadhds-Plads (PI. H, 7) : a. By the Vestervold-Gade,
Gyldenl0ves-Gade, Ladegaardsvei, Rolighedsvei, Falkoner-Allée, and AlléeGade to the Frederiksberg Park (PI. C, 7).
b. By the Vesterbro-Gade and
Frederiksberg-Allée (or along the Vesterbro-Gade throughout its whole
e.
length) and along the Pile-Allée to the Frederiksberg Park.
By the
Vesterbro-Gade, Pile-Allée, and Old Glyptothek (PI. C, 9 ; p. 413) to Valby
are

—

—

—

—

,

—

—

i
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d. By the Vesterbro-Gade, Gamie Kongevei, Vodrofsvei (PI. F,
Blegdamsvei (PI. H, I, 3, 2) to the Triangel (PI. I, 1), and also
to the same terminus via the Farimags-Gade (PI. G, 7, 6; H,
5, 4; I, 3, 2).
IV. From the H0ibro-Plads (PI. I, K, 6j : a. Past tbe New
Glyptothek
and
via
the
Storm-Gade
412)
(PI.
Isted-Gade
(p.
(PI. G-E, 8, 9), and
I, 7),
Ny-Carlsbergvei (PI. D, 9), to the Vestre Kirkegaard.
b. By the SlotsholmsGade (PI. K, 7) to Kristianshavn and Amager.
Electric Launches cross the Peblingese and Sorledamsse (PI. G-I, 5-2)
from the corner of the N0rres0-Gade and the Gyldenl0ves-Gade to thè
0sterbro-Gade (a pleasant trip ; 10 0.).

7, 6),

—

and

—

Baths.
Turkish Baths, Tordenskjolds-Gade 10 (PI. K, L, 6; warm bath
75 0., Turkish 1 kr. 80 0.).
-Sea Baths on the E. side of the Refshalee
(PI. N, 3; steam-ferry from the Toldbod); at the Strandvei (Kjeibenhavn's
Bade- og-Svamme-Etablissemenl) ; at
Klampenborg (p. 417), etc.
Post Office (PI. 31; I, 6), Kj0bmager-Gade
open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Sun. 8-9 a.m., 12-2 and 5-7 p.m.; poste restante to the right. Postage for
a letter within Denmark 8
within
the
town 4 0., to England 20 0. The
0.,
red letter -boxes should be used.
Telegraph Office, in the same build
ing, entrance from the Walkendorfs-Gade.
Shops. Royal Porcelain Factory, Amagertorv 10 (founded in 1772 ; now
in the hands of a company and in a very flourishing condition).
Vases,
Statuettes, and Reliefs (after Thorvaldsen, etc.) : Bing & Grmidahl, Amager
torv 8; Brix, Kongens Nytorv 21; Ipsens Enke, Bred-Gade 33.
Photo
graphs : Tryde, 0ster-Gade 1 ; Schlichtkrull, Vimmelskaftet 33 ; Ursin's BookDanish Gloves, good and not expensive : in the shops
shop (see below).
in the J^ster-Gade and Kj0bmager-Gade.
Cigars : Hertz, Hirschsprung,
0ster-Gade 22 and 6; Larsen, Amager-Torv 1.
Booksellers. G. G. Ursin's Efterfelger, Kj0bmager-Gade 8; Host, BredGade 35; G. E. C. Gad, Vimmelskaftet 32 (ordnance maps); S. Michaelserìs
Efterfelger; Villi. Prior, by the Round Tower (p. 402).
Banks.
Nationalbanken, Holmens-Kanal 17; Prìvatbanken Kongens
Nytorv 28 and Ny-Gade 7; Landsmandsbanken, Holmens-Kanal 12.
—

§3;

—

—

—

—

—

,

Theatres. Royal Theatre (PI. 41, K 6; p. 396), from lst Sept. to 31st May
opera, and ballet). Ordinary charges (sometimes increased 50-100
per cent): front stalls 3'/2, second stalls 23/4, pit 2, dress-circle 3 kr.
Casino Theatre (PI. 40; L, 5), Amalie-Gade 10.
Folke-Teater (PI. 39; H, 5),
N0rre-Gade 31.
Dagmar Theatre (PI. 50; H, 7), Jernbane-Gade, etc.
Tickets may be ordered in advance at the newspaper-kiosques (fee 10 0.).
The Tivoli (PI. H, 7), near the Main Railway Station, is a large and
very popular summer-establishment for ali kinds of àmusements, concerts,
theatre, panorama, switchback-railway, fire-works, etc. The performances
generally begin at 6 and end about 10 p.m. The concerts (classical con
cert on Sat., frequented by the better classes) end about 11 p.m.
Adm.
50-75 0. (change obtained at the 'Byttekontor', outside) ; programme 10 0.
The Etablissement National (adm. 50 0.), opposite the Tivoli, the Sommerlyst, and the other cafés in the Frederiksberg-Allée (p. 413), are similar
places of recreation, with farces, operettas, etc.
Panoptikum, see
See the newspaper announcementa under the heading 'Forlysp. 394.
telser'.
Legations and Consulates. British Minister, Edmund Fané, Esq., BredGade 26; American Minister, Laurits S. Swenson, Esq., Bred-Gade 30.
British Consul, Capt. Jas. Boyle, Holbergs-Gade 28; American Consul, John
S. Ingersoll, Esq., Holbergs-Gade 26.
English Church (SI. Alban's), in the Esplanade, between the citadel
and the custom-house (PI. F, 3, 4); services at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.; Ren.
Mortìmer E. Kennedy, chaplain to the British Legation, Bredgade 26.
The Danish Tourist Club (Den Danske Turistforening), Ny-0ster-Gade 7
(PI. K, 6), gives gratis information on travelling in Denmark (office-hours
9-6, in winter 10-3).
Diary (comp. the 'Erindringsliste' in the newspapers, as the hours are

(drama,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

frequently changed).
Arsenal (p. 396), Wed.,

from May to

Sept., 1-3.
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Situation.

"Art Museum

(p. 406), daily, except Mon., 11-2; engravings on Tues. &
Frid., 11-2.
Botanical Garden (p. 410), daily from 1 till dusk; hot-houses and palm
house from lst Aprii to 31st Oct. daily, 2-6.
Coins and Medals, Royal Collection of (p. 401), from lst May to 31st Oct.,
Mon. 12-2; open to scientific visitors on Wed. and Frid. also, 12-3.
Danish National Museum (Folkemuseum ; p. 411), daily 10-3, 50 0.
Glyptolhek, New (p. 412), daily, except Mon., 1-4 (12-3 in Nov., Dee, and
Jan.), 50 0., free on Sun. & Wednesday.
"Glyptolhek, Old (p,. 413), daily, 1-4 (in winter 1-3), 50 0., Sun. & holidays 250.
Industriai Art Museum (p. 4117", "Sun., 12-3 and 6-8; Tues. & Frid., 6-8Wed., Thurs., & Sat., 12-3.
Library, Royal (p. 396), week-days 11-2, reading-room 10-3, closed from
23rd June to 22nd July or from 23rd July to 22nd August.
"National Museum. 1. Danish Collection fp. 400), from lst June to 31st
Aug.,
daily, except Mon., 12-3; in Sept., §un. 12.-2, week-days, except Mon.,
2. Ethnographical
1-3; from lst Oct. to 31st May, Sun. & Thurs. 12-2.
Collection (p. 401), from lst June to 31st Aug., Sun. 12-3, week-days,
except Mon., 10-1; in Sept., daily, except Mon., 12-2; from lst Oct.
to 31st May, Sun. 12-2, Wed. 10-12.
3. Collection of Antiquities
(v. 401), from lst June to 31st Aug., Sun., Tues., & Frid. 1-3; from
lst Sept. to 31st May, Sun. & Frid. 12-2.
Panoptikum, Vesterbros-Passage, adjoining the Tivoli, daily, 10-10 (1 kr.),
"Picture Gallery, Moltke's (p. 403), Wed. 12-2. Strangers are also admitted
at other times on application one day in advance.
"Rosenborg, Palace of (p. 405), daily, on application made a day or two
before ; fee 6 kr. for 1-12 persons.
Tickets at the lodge between the
palace and the entrance in the 0stervold-Gade. In summer parties
are conducted through the palace every hour, the time being marked
on the tickets.
An English-speaking guide is assigned to those who
apply for one on taking the tickets. A single traveller may join a
party at his hotel or by buying a ticket (1 kr.) at a newspaper-kiosque
or at the tobacconist's, 0ster-Gade 61a.
Round Tower (p. 402), daily 9-6; 10 0. (free on Sat. afternoon).
""Thorvaldsen Museum (p. 397), from lst May to30th Sept., Sun. 11^2, Tues.,
Wed., and Frid. 11-3, free; other days 11-3, 50 a. ; in wfntèr, Wed.
12-3, free; sticks and umbrellas 5 0. for each person.
*
Vor- Frue-Kirke (p. 401), daily 8-11, in winter 10-11 (sacristan 25 0.) ; at other
times shown by the sacrisfan (St. Peder-Strsede 53), for 1 kr. each pers.
Zoological Garden (p. 413), daily, 50 0.
Zoological Museum (p. 402), Sun. 11-2, and Wed. 12-2; 50 0.
Principal Sights. Vor Frue Kirke (p. 401); Thorvaldsen Museum
(p. 397); New Glyptothek (p. 412); Palace of Rosenborg (p. 405); National
Museum (p. 400); Old Glyptothek (p. 413) ; Art Museum (p. 408); view from
the Round Tower (p. 402); an evening at the Tivoli (p. 393); Dyrehave
(p. 417); excursion to Frederiksborg (p. 419) and Helsing0r (p. 421).
'-"—

—

—

—*

-

-

Copenhagen, Dan. Kebenhavn, the capital of the kingdom of
Denmark and the residence ofthe king, with (1895) 408,300 inhab.,
including the suburbs, lies in 55° 40' 42" N. lat., on both sides of
the Kalvebodstrand, a narrow and deep strait of the Sound which
separates Zealand from the small island of Amager. This strait
forms the excellent Harbour, to which the city was indebted for its
early prosperity in trade. The commercial harbour is separated from
the war-harbour ('Orlogshavn') by a barrier across the Kalvebod
strand. A new free harbour, to the N. of the citadel, was opened in
1894. Copenhagen, the only fortress

in

Denmark,

is

protected by

advanced works both on the land and seaward side. Several of the
art and science collections of Copenhagen are of the highest rank.
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Copenhagen was founded in the 12th cent, by Axel, Bishop of Roskilde, on the site of a fishing-village mentioned as early as 1043 (whence
its originai name Axelhus), and increased so rapidly through its trade, that
King Christopher the Bavarian made it his capital and residence in 1443.
Christian IV. (1588-1648 ; p. lxxii), the most popular of the Danish kings,
renowned not only as a warrior, but also as a wise ruler and a patron
of industry and commerce, of science and art, greatly extended the town,
chiefly by founding the Krìstianshavn quarter on the island of Amager.
In his reign the Palace of Rosenborg, architecturally the most interest
ing building in the city, was built, as well as the once strong fortifications,
w^ich successfully defled Charles X. of Sweden in 1658 and 1659, and the
united British, Dutch, and Swedish fleets in 1700. The development of the
city was powerfully influenced by the so-called Royal Law of 1665, by
which the Danish people and clergy, jealous of the power of the nobility,
conferred absolute sovereignty upon King Frederick HI. (1648-70; p. lxxii).
Thenceforward Copenhagen became more and more distinctly the material
and intellectual centre of the nation. Christian V. (1670-99), the first Danish
monarch to summon French artists to his court, improved the external
appearance of his capital ì)y widening its streets and encouraging the build
ing of stone houses. Christian VI. (1730-46) founded the Royal Scientifici
Society in 1742-43, and Frederik V. (1746-66) established the Academy of
Art in 1754. The city suffered severely at the beginning of this century
from the naval battle of 2nd Aprii, 1801, and from the bombardment of
the city and capture of the fleet by the British, 2nd-5th Sept., 1807. The
occasion of the former was the alliance concluded by Denmark with Sweden
and Russia, of the latter the necessity of preventing the Danish fleet from
falling into the hands of the French. Copenhagen is now the centre of
the whole trade of Denmark and imports and exports more than ali the
The staple exports are butter, cattle,
rest of the kingdom put together.
grain, leather, wool, train-oil, etc. The industries are less developed, but
the Royal Porcelain Factory enjoys a considerable reputation.
a.

Quarters between the Kongens Nytorv and the Western
Boulevards.

On the accompanying Pian of the Inner Town the names of many
indicated on the larger pian by numbers, are printed in full.

buildings,

Near the centre of the old or inner city lies the Kongens Nytorv
New Market; PI. K, L, 5, 6), a large irregnlar space, laid out
by Christian V. From it thirteen streets radiate, the busiest being
the 0ster-Gade (with handsome shops, and its continuation the
Amagertorv and Vimmelskaft) , the Gothers-Gade, Store KongensGade, Bred-Gade (p. 403), Nyhavn, and Tordenskjolds-Gade. In
the centre rises the Equestrian Statue of Christian V. (A. 1699), cast
in lead, and popularly called 'Hesten' (the horse). On the N. side
are the Thotts Palais (cor. of the Bred-Gade), dating from the end
of the 17th cent. , and the so-called Marble House (No. 6), erected
by the S mdard Life Insurance Co. (London) in 1895, from the plans

(King's

of C. A. Arntzen and

On the E. side is the

consisting wholly

palace

of

of

Norwegian marble.

—

—

Charlottenberg (PI. 20; L, 6), begun by Count Gyldenleve in
in 1700 by Queen Charlotte Amelia, and occupied
since 1754 by the Royal Academy of Art; the hall of the meetings
contains portraits and busts. Behind the Academy is the new Art

1672, purchased

Hall (lKunstudstillings-Bygning' ; entered from the Nyhavn), which
is used for animai exhibitions of art from lst Aprii to 31st July,
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Christiansborg Palace.

and also contains a collection of casts.
Adjoining the palace opens
Nyhavn, a canal-like arm ofthe harbonr, used by smaller vessels.
—

the

Its quays

are

lined with old

gabled houses.

To the S. rises the

Royal Theatre (PI. 41 ; K, 6), a hand
Renaissance structure by Petersen and Dahlerup
built
,
in 1872-74.
To the right and left of the entrance are bronze
statues of the Danish poets, Holberg
(1684-1754), by Th. Stein
and Oehlenschlàger (1779-1850), by Bissen.
some

Ludwig Holberg',
Bergen in Norway, but a professor in Copenhagen from
1717 till his death, is the founder of Danish comedy. Adam Oehlen
schlàger, another Copenhagen professor (1820-50), is Denmark's

born at

greatest dramatist.

By following the tramway-line beyond the theatre,

we pass a
d. 1697) and
the National Bank (PI. 30 ; K, 6), and reach the Palace Bridge. By
the bridge, on the left, is the Holmens-Kirke (PI. 10 ; K,
7), built
early in the 17th cent, and restored in 1872. The aitar and pulpit
are elaborately carved in wood
(1661-62). A side-chamber contains
the monuments of the naval heroes Niels Juel and Peter Tordenskjold (p. lxxiii), of little artistic value. The sacristan ('Kirkebetjent') lives at Laxen-Gade 16, corner of Holmens-Gade. On the
W. side of the church is a Statue of Tordenskjold, by Bissen.

statue of the Danish naval hero Niels

Juel(j>. 423;

The Christiansborg'Palace (PI. I, K, 7), situated on an island,
which was fortified in 1168 by Bishop Axel (Axelhus; p. 395),
occupies with its numerous dependencies a small quarter of its own.
The present building, by Hansen, completed in 1828, replaces one
erected by Christian VI. in 1733-40 and burned down in 1794,
and was itself largely destroyed by Are in 1884.
Its rebuilding
is stili a moot point. In front rises an Equestrian Statue of Fred
the founder of the constitution (1848-63), in bronze,
In the grounds round the statue are
placed allegorical figures of Strength, Wisdom, Health, and Justice
(the last executed by Bissen), designed by Thorvaldsen, which
flanked the portai of the palace before the last Are1.
In a wing which escaped the Barnes are the Royal Stables; and, on
the N. side, the Court Chapel (PI. 15; I, 6). Another wing (S.E.) contains
the Royal Library (PI. 18, K7; entrance from the T0ihus-Gade; adm., see
p. 394), founded by Frederick III. about the middle of the 17th cent., and
now one of the finest in Europe, containing 550,000 vols. and upwards of
erick

VII.,

by Bissen, erected in 1873.

MSS.
The adjoining Arsenal (Teiihus) contains
lection of weapons and trophies (adm., see p. 393).

20,000

—

a

historical col

On the quay, to the E. of Christiansborg, rises the Exchange
erected in 1619-40 in the Dutch Renaissance style,
by Hans von Steenwinkel, and restored by Fenger in 1872-82. It has
ornate gable-facades, numerous dormer- Windows, and a tower
165 ft. high , the top of which consists of four dragons with entwined tails. The hall, entered from the side next the palace,

(PI. 3; K, 7),

contains

a

statue of Christian IV. in

bronze, by Thorvaldsen.

The

Thorvaldsen Museum.
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lower

part of the building is occupied by shops, the upper by
offices. Business-hour 2-3 p.m. daily (visitors admitted 12-1.30,
fee ; after 2 p.m., 25 e.).
The

Knippelsbro,

to the Kristianshavn

at the back of the

Exchange, crosses the harbour

(tramway), where the curious tower
of Vor Frelsers Kirke (Church of Our Redeemer; PI. 7, L M 7),
erected in 1749, rises conspicuously (286 ft. in height). A winding
staircase (397 steps) outside ascends to the top, which is crowned
with a figure of the Redeemer (popularly called 'Manden', i.e. the
man). *View, extending to the coast of Sweden. Adm. from 9 till
dusk; sacristan, St. Annse-Gade 33 (ring); fee for 1-12 pers. 2 kr.
quarter

On the N.W. side of the palace stands the **Thorvaldsen
Museum (PI. 43 ; I, 6, 7), a sombre edifice erected by Bindesbell
in 1839-48 in the style of an Etruscan tomb. Over the portico of
the facade is a goddess of victory in a quadriga, in bronze, designed

by Thorvaldsen and executed by Bissen. The other three sides of
the building are adorned with a series of scenes in plaster by J. V.
Sonne, representing the reception of the great master at Copen
hagen on his return in 1838 after eighteen years' absence. Entrance
The
(adm., see p. 394) by the small door opposite the palace.
Museum contains not only a very extensive collection of the works
(originals in marble, plaster models, designs ; catalogue 45 e<.) of the
great artist, but also his grave, in the inner quadrangle.
—

or Bertel Thorvaldsen was
born at Copenhagen on 19th
in the house Gr0nne-Gade No. 7 (PI. K, 5), now distinguished
by a marble tablet. His father, an Icelander, who claimed descent from
the ancient nobility of his native island, settled at Copenhagen as a ship's
carpenter and carver of figure-heads, so that the boy was familiar from
his earliest days with some of the tools of his future profession, and acquired freedom of touch by first approaching his work on its practical
side. He entered the Academy of Art at the age of eleven, and in 1793
gained the grand prize, which required him to study in Italy. He did not
set sail, however, till 1796, employing the three intervening years in
producing busts and reliefs. He arrived at Rome on 8th March, 1797, and
entered upon a long period of obscure and patient labour, during which
even his friends began to feel doubtful of his gifts.
The first model of
his statue of Jason, prepared in clay, as he could not afford to buy plaster
of Paris, broke in pieces , and the second failed to find a purchaser.
He
when he received
was at last on the point of returning to Copenhagen,
from Thomas Hope, the wealthy English banker, an order for its repro
duction in marble (1803). He remained in Rome, and did not revisit
his native country till 1819 , when he had become the most famous
sculptor in Europe. This latter part of Tborvaldsen's first residence
in Rome, 1803-19, was undoubtedly the most important period in his
career.
It was then that he mastered the grounds on which antique
sculpture may stili serve as a model to the modem artist. He was no
mere imitator of the antique, like so many of his predecessors: his very
soul was imbued with its spirit. Like Winckelmann, he seemed to possess
an
intuitive knowledge of the laws of Greek art while stili almost a
stranger to its products. He gave back to statuary the dignified repose
which the exaggerated unrest of rococò sculpture had destroyed', and at
the same time skilfully avoided the risk of insipidity. He restored the
degraded art of relief to its pristine purity, rejecting ali pictorial elements,
with the result that what was lost in perspective and realism was more

Albert

Nov., 1770,
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Thorvaldsen

than compensated for by pure ideality. Love-scenes, in particular, formed
of his favourite themes, and he strove to realise in sculpture the images
of the Anacreontic muse.
His genius was characterised by marvellous
facility of production and by a power of utilising even momentary observations for the purposes of his art.
Masterpiece followed masterpiece in
uninterrupted succession during the whole of this period. His finest sta
tues were Bacchus, Ganymede (1805), Psyche (1806), Adonis (1808), the Shepherd Boy (1817), Mercury (1818J, and the Graces (1819). The Procession of
Alexander, executed by order of Napoleon for the decoration of the Quirinal
in 1811, is the greatest of his bas-reliefs.
The reliefs of Day and Night
(1815) and the Seasons are probably the most widely known of ali modem
sculptures. The sculptor's skill in depicting the youthful god of love did
not desert him even in his old age.
The Ages of Love (1824) so delighted
the Pope, when visiting the sculptor's studio, and so absorbed him in
that
he
to
on the master the
bestow
contemplation,
forgot
customary
apostolie benediction.
His visit to Copenhagen formed an important epoch in Thorvaldsen's
career. Thenceforth he devoted himself chiefly to Christian
themes, chiefly
for the decoration of Vor-Frue-Kirke; but these works, beautiful and dignified as they are, lack the fire of his youthful productions. He was now
recognised as the first of living sculptors , and was in request for al
most every important monument erected in Europe; but his strength did
not lie in portraiture, where the difficulties of modera costume proved
almost insurmountable. His studio was thronged by pupils of almost every
nation.
He produced in ali about 500 works, but many of the latest are
practically school-pieces and lack the direct impress of his personal genius.
In 1820 he returned to Rome, where he remained nineteen years more.
In 1838 he abandoned the active practice of his profession and returned
to Denmark to spend the evening of his life, revisiting Rome, however,
in 1842.
On 20th March, 1844, he died suddenly while attending the
theatre at Copenhagen.
Ground Floor. From the entrance we proceed straight through the
corridor and turn to
the left into the VestiXX. 42.
XI.
eole. (The dates indi
XXI.
XII
cate the time when the
Christ
34.
33.
XIX. 41.
X. 31.
works were modelled,
Saloon.
whereas their execuXVI1I.40.
IX. 30.
tion in marble often
took place much later
XVII.
39.
Vili. 29.
and was partly carried
out by Thorvaldsen's
XVI. 38.
VII. 28.
pupils.) No. 128. Elec
of
tor Maximilian I.
VI. 27.
XV. 37.
Bavaria (modelled 1833
o
ù
Tomb.
o
O
-34; bronze atMunich) ;
X)
V. 26.
XIV. 36.
to the left, 123. Poma
S.
to wski (1827; designed
o
o
IV. 25.
XIII. 35.
o
forWarsaw), these two
being colossal equesStair.
III. 24.
trian stahres; 142-145.
Monument of Pius VII.
II. 23.
one

32~ì

.

D

=

1.22.

Corridor.

Vestibule.

I-XXI. Ground Floor.

22-42. First Floor.

(1824-31; Rome).

We now return to
the corridor and follow
it to the left to reach
the Cabinets.
Cabinet I.
40, 42.
Ganymede (1805 and
1816).— Cab. 11.27. Cupid and Psyche (1804) ;
426. The Ages of Love

(1824);

430. Cupid

re-
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the fainting Psyche (1810); 585, 587. Genii, reliefs (1833).
Cab. III.
29. The Graces and Cupid (1819); 340. Dance of the Muses on Helicon, relief
in
(designed
1804, altered in 1816) ; 371, 396, 397, 375, 393. Cupid idylls, reliefs
(1831-33) ; 409. Bacchus giving Cupid a drink, another relief of the same
Cab. IV. 11. Venus with the appiè of Paris (1813-16); 414.
period.
Winter (1823), 410, 412. Summer and Autumn (1811), reliefs.
Cab. V.
51. Jason with the golden fleece (1802); 489. Briseis led from the tent of
Achilles (1803) ; -492. Priam begging the body of Hector from Achilles
Cab. VI. 38. Hebe (1816); 321-324. Hercules and Hebe,
(1815); reliefs.
iEsculapius und Hygieia, Minerva und Prometheus, Nemesis and Jupiter,
reliefs (1808-10).
Cab. VII. 6. Mars and Cupid (1810); 499. Hector with
Paris and Helen (1809); 501. Hector bidding farewell to Andromache and
the young Astyanax (1837).
Cab. Vili. 46. Hope (1818); 367, 368. Morn
Cab. IX. 8. Vulcan (1838); 497. Athena
ing and Night, reliefs (1815).
Cab. X.
awarding to Odysseus the arms of Achilles, relief (1831).
4. Mercury as the slaver of Argus (1818) ; 352, 354, 407, 416. Pan, Satyr, and
Cab. XI. 166. Countess Ostermann (1816); 171.
Cupid groups (1818-33).
Princess Bariatinska (1818); 451. Cupid and Hymen (1840); 618. Death of
Baroness Schubart (1818).
Cab. XII. 124. Equestrian statue of Prince
Poniatowski (1827) ; and a number of portrait-busts in marble.

viving

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Christos Room (the Cella) contains the models of the Sculptures
We now descend the Corridor.
for Vor-Frue-Kirke mentioned at p. 402.
On the pillars between the Windows are fine reliefs. To the left: 252.
Apotheosis of Napoleon, marble bust (1830); 52. Statue of Jason; 233.
Lewis I. of Bavaria (1822) ; 255. Sir Walter Scott ; 162. Thorvaldsen lean—

We then enter the cabinets on this side.
on a statue of Hope.
Cab. XIII. 130. Lord Byron , with relief on the pedestal (1831) ; 343.
Cupid listening to the song of Erato (1830) ; 365. The Fates, relief (1833).
Cab. XIV. 44. Ganymede with the eagle of Jupiter (1817), on the plinth;
*382. Cupid on a lion (1831); 391, 417. Cupid groups, the latter (Cupid
stung by a bee and complaining to Venus ; 1809) especially charming : 424.
Shepherdess with a nest of Cupids (1831) ; 484. Hylas and theNymphs (1833).
Cab. XV. 155a. Prince Wladimir Potocki (originai at Cracow ; 1821);
514. Alexander the Great induced by Thais to set the tempie of PerseCab. XVI. 22. Cupid triumphant (1814); 377-380. Four
polis on fire (1832).
reliefs, Cupid as ruler ofthe elements (1828); 395, 454. Cupid groups (1831).
Cab. XVII. 53a. Adonis (1808); 480. Nessus and Dejaneira, relief (1814) ;
647 a. Amazon; 646a. Mounted hunter (1834); 488a. Achilles and the Centaur Chiron.
Cab. XVIII. 31. The Graces with Cupid's shaft (1842).
Cab. XIX. 176. Shepherd-boy (1817) ; 482. Hylas and the Nymphs, relief
The
Cab. XX.
four Ages of Man and the Seasons (1836).
638-641.
(1831);
162A. Thorvaldsen, marble statue (1839); 232. Lewis I. of Bavaria (1822);
601. Tbe Graces listening to the song of Cupid, relief (1821); 518a. Art
Cab. XXI. 150. Conradin, the last of the
and a light-spreading Genius.
Hohenstaufen (1836; marble at Naples); 152. Christian IV.

ing

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

On the staircase leading to the Upper Storx: Hercules or Strength,
from the portai of the Christiansborg Palace (1843; p. 396).
Above, in
the Corridor, to the left : 508. Alexander's Entrance into Babylon (1812 ;
a reduced scale and
on Lake Como),
on
Carlotta
in
Villa
the
originai
On both sides
somewhat altered; 509. Variation of the centrai part.
of the corridor are a number of models and casts : 2. Bacchus ; 3. Apollo
In Cabinets 22-32 is Thorvaldsen's
(both of 1805) ; 37. Hebe (1806).
collection of paintings, including works by Overbeck, Cornelius, W. Schadow,
etc. ; also statues by Thorvaldsen.
Horace
Richter,
Vernet,
Léopold Robert,
In Cab. 23, Georgina Russell ('la fanciulla'; 1814), Dancing girl (1837).
Cab. 21, Love triumphant (1823) ; 214-216. Busts of Count and Countess
Danneskjold. Cab. 27. Cupid playing the lyre (1819). Cab. 29. Cupid with
Cab. 31. Psyche (1811). In Cab. 32 selections from Thor
the bow (1814).
valdsen's rich collection of engravings and drawings are exhibited (periodically changed). Cab. 33. Sketches, designs, etc, by Thorvaldsen (139,
140. Goethe, 1839). Cab. 34. 649. Marble chimney-piece by Thorvaldsen;
also casts from the antique. Cabinets 35-40 contain Thorvaldsen's collection
—

—
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of antiques, Cab. 41 his library, and Cab. 42 his unfinished works, furniture
from his apartments, and his bust, by Bissen.
The sunk-floor, containing relics, casts, works by Thorvaldsen's pupils,
etc, is open on Wed., 11-3.

On the

Frederiksholms-Kanal,

beyond the bridges,

to the S. W. of

is the Prindsens-Palais

Christiansborg,

(PI. 33; I, 7),

once a

residence ofthe Danish crown-princes, built in 1744. It now con
tains the National Museum, embracing the Danish and Ethno
graphical Collections and the Collection of Antiques. Admission,
see

p. 394.
We cross the

court, which contains prehistoric and Romanesque

enter the
1. *Danish Collection (Danske Samling), founded in 1807
on the initiative of Prof. Nyerup, extended between 1815 and 1865
under the care of C. J. Thomsen and in 1866-69 by Worsaae
(A. 1885), and now under the direction of Dr. S. Miiller and Dr.
II. Petersen. There are two chief departments : the Prehistoric Col
lection (down to about 1000 A.D.), which occupies eight rooms on
the groundfloor and is probably the finest of the kind, and the
Historic Collection (the middle ages and modem times down to
1660), exhibited in nine rooms on the first floor.
stone

monuments, and

•—

Ground Floor.
The Vestibule (catalogues for sale and on loan)
contains busts of the above-mentioned promoters of the museum, and also
Runic and ecclesiastical monuments of the early Romanesque period.
We turn to the left.
Rooms I-III: Stone Period (ca. 3000-1500 B.C.).
I. Rude tools and
weapons of bone and flint, found in the 'Kjòkkenmoddinger' or 'kitcheu
middens', as the prehistoric mounds of bones, shells, table-refuse, etc,
found on the Danish coast, are termed.
In Case 1 is a fragment of a
II & III.
kitchen-midden.
Objects of the later stone period, that of
the great stone graves; polished implements and tools, some of which are
beautifully executed and elegant in sbape (Nos. 15-43). No. 32. Grindstones; 44, 52, 54. Amber ornaments; 45, 46, 54, 55. Wooden and clay
vessels with primitive ornamentation.
Eooms IV, V: -Bronze Period (ca. 1500-500 U.C.). This is one of the
finest sections of the museum; nowhere have so many swords and other
IV. In the
objects of tbe bronze period been found as in Denmark.
middle are two oaken coffins with well-preserved bodies, from a large
tumulus (20 ft. high, 125 ft. wide) at Borum, in Jutland. By the window
The
Wall are model-figures of the man and.woman of jtke bronze age.
cases contain fragments of clothing and utensils found in thè tree-coffins_
of tumuli. On the right wall are fine bronze weapons and horns (middle).
Exit-wall : weapons, implements, ornaments of bronze and gold, eleven
golden "Beakers, bronze ewer. A case by the window contains about 100
miniature boats in thin gold-plate (sacrificial offeringsV). A bronze-mounted
"Chariot (No. 201) dates from the pre-Roman iron period and was perhaps
used in religious ceremonies.
V. Bronze implements, gold ornaments,
moulds, weapons. In the middle, four embossed 'Bronze Sbields, of for
—

—

—

—

—

—

eign workmanship.
VI. Pre-Roman
Rooms VI- VIII : Iron Period (B.C. 500 to 1000 A.D.).
to 1 B.C.) and Roman period (1-300 A.D.). Weapons and tools
in iron and bronze; Roman statuettes in bronze; *22S. Silver Basin with
embossed decoration, prob. of Gallo-Roman origin and of àlsout the period
of Our Lord's nativity.
VII. Period of the Great Migrations (4th and
5th cent.). By the window-wall, model-figure of a Nnrthern Warrior of
the period.
The cases hold arms, horse-gear, a well-preserved wooden
—

period (100

—
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VIH. Viking period (8-10th cent.). In
targe, and household-utensils.
the cases are gold and Silver ornaments, gold bracteates, ring-money. On
them are reproductions of two golden horns, with representations from
Northern mythology, which were stolen from the Royal Treasury in 1802.
The centrai case contains Silver and golden vessels, some partly painted
vessels of glass and clay, fine bronze implements, and ornaments, ali of
which give us a high idea of the civilisation of the Vikings. Wall-cases:
elaborate weapons and ornaments; "Horse Trappings in gilded bronze.
On the Staircase are Runic stones and ecclesiastical relics from the
earliest period of Northern Christianity.
First Floor.
The collection of medieval and modera objects is
neither so interesting nor so extensive as the prehistoric department.
Rooms XI-XV. Middle Ages (1000-1500).
XI. Romanesque period
(1000-1250). Wooden altars, adorned with embossed copper-gilt plaques;
ecclesiastical utensils; textiles ; arms and armour (including a 'pot-helmet').
XII-XV. Gothic period (1300-1536). Ecclesiastical vessels ; ornaments ; carv
ings. In R. XV are instruments of torture and punishment, cabinets, chests,
weapons, Runic calendar-staves, domestic utensils, and drinking-horns.
Rooms XVI-XIX. Modem Period, including the early (1536-88) and the
late Renaissance (1588-1660). Furniture, arms and armour, ornaments,
jewelry, tapestry from the castle of Kronborg. The carved bed of state
in R. XIX is a masterpiece of the reign of Christian IV.
These rooms
also contain historical relics.
—

—

—

—

2. The*ETHNOGRAPHicAL Collection, founded in

1849,

is also

of the most extensive in

Europe. It contains objects from nonEuropean and from primitive and barbarous European nations,
illustrating their religions, costumes, warlike and peaceful arts,
manufactures, etc. Greenland and India are especially well repreone

sented.

3. The Royal Collection

of

Antiquities contains Egyptian,
and Roman antiquities, of

Assyrian, Phcenician, Etruscan, Greek,
no

great value.
The Prindsens Palais contains also the Royal Collection op
and Medals
(adm., p. 394), with over 30,000 specimens.

Coins

From the Prindsens-Palais theRaadhus-Strfede leads to the N.W.
Gammeltorv ('new and old market'; PI. H, I, 6).
To the left in the Nytorv is the Old Town Hall (PI. 34), erected
by Hansen in 1805-15, with a portico; in the tympanum are the
words with which the Jutland Code of 1240 begins : lMed Lov skal
man Land byggé
('with law one must establish the land'). The
busy Ny-Gade, and beyond it the Vimmelskaft and the 0ster-Gade,
lead hence to the Kongens Nytorv, and form one of the briskest
to the Nytorv og

thoroughfares

in the

city

(comp.

p.

395).

we soon reach the Pro
testant *Vor-Frue-Kirke ('Church of Our Lady' ; PI. 8, H, 1, 6), the
metropolitan church of Denmark, a simple but impressive structure built by Th. Hansen in the so-called Greek Renaissance style,
replacing one which was destroyed in 1807.

Passing the

fountain in the

Gammeltorv,

On the right and left of the entrance are statues of Moses and David,
Bissen and Jerichau, pupils of Thorvaldsen. The tympanum contains
a
group of John the Baptist preaching in the wilderness, in marble (1822) ;
over the entrance, Christ's Entry into Jerusalem, a bas-relief (1840), both
by Thorvaldsen.

by

Baedekeb's

Norway and Sweden.

7th Edit.
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p. 394). The s ile ornament consists of exquisite *Marble
and partly executed by Thorvaldsen (1821-27): a Risen
and
tbe
Twelve
Christ
Apostles, over lifesize; a Kneeling Angel of striking beauty, holding a shell as a font; relief of the Bearing of the Cross
(1839), over the aitar; in the two chapels, reliefs of the Baptism and Last
Supper (1820); above the alms- basin, by the entrance, Guardian Angel
(1838) and Charity (1810). St. Paul (who is substituted for Judas), with
the sword, entirely executed by the great master himself, is probably the
finest of the apostles; SS. John, James, Matthew, and the pensive Thomas
are next in excellence.
The "View from the gallery of the tower (236 steps) is similar to that
from the Round Tower (see below). The sacristan (to be found in the
tower, 9-11 a.m.) lives at St. Peder-Straede 27 (adm. 25 0.; for 4-12 pers.
1 kr.).
Interior (adm.,
Statuary, designed

Nearly opposite the

Palace,

entrance to the church is the old
restored in 1896.

In the

Frue-Plads,

to the N. of the

the naturalist Schouw (A.
(d. 1877), the philologist

1852),

the

church,

are

theologian

Episcopal

monuments to

H.

N. Claussen

Madvig (A. 1886), the composer Weyse
(A. 1842), Bishop Mynster (d. 1854), ariA Bishop Martensen(A. 1884).
The N. side of the square is bounded by the University (PI. 45;
H, I, 6), founded by Christian I. in 1479, re-organised in 1788,

burned down in 1807, and rebuilt (by Mailing') in 1831-36 (2100
students ; 51 professors). In the vestibule, beside the staircase,
Apollo and Minerva, in marble, by Bissen; above, frescoes by Han
The large 'Solennitet-Sal' is adorned with scenes from the
sen.
history of the University by Marstrand, C. Bloch, V. Rosenstand,
and E. Henningsen (porter in the sunk-floor).
Adjacent, at the
—

corner

with
and

of the

Fiol-Straede,

is the University Library

200,000 vols. and 4000 MSS., comprising
Indian (reading-room open 11-3).

Behind the

University,

Zoological Museum
skeletons of

of

Krystal-Gade,

(PI. 47; H, 6), containing

prehistoric

(PI.

46 ; I,

6),

early PeTsiau

is the extensive
a collection of

animals found in Denmark and a separate
The adjacent German
394).
6) contains a few paintings and

for whales (adm., p.
St. Peter (PI. 13; H,

department
Church

in the

many

—

sepulchral chapels (sacristan, St. Peder-»Str;ede 9).
The Krystal-Gade leads hence to the N.E. to the

Church of the
Trinity (PI. 16), with its Bound Tower (det runde Taarn; PI. 36,
I 5; adm., p. 394), 116 ft. high, built as well as the church itself
in the reign of Christian IV., and commanding an admirable *View
of the city and environs and of the Swedish coast in the distance.
To the S.
The tower is ascended by a broad spirai causeway.
of the church is a monument to the poets Ewald (A. 1781) and
Vessel (A. 1785).
—

The busy Kj«bmager-Gadb, with its numerous shops, leads
to the S.E. to the Amagertorv and the Heibro-Plads.

hence

Frederiks-Kirke.
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b. Northern Quarters.
The district to the N.E. of the Kongens Nytorv, with its long
and wide streets, may be called the aristocratic quarter of Copen
hagen. It includes the palace of jV.malienborg, several mansions of
the nobility, and the embassies of the Great Powers.
The Bred-Gade (PI. L, 5, 4), beginning at the Thotts Palais
(p. 395) in the Kongens Nytorv, is the chief thoroughfare of the
quarter. To the right, at the corner of the St. Anna-Plads, which
runs down to the harbour, is the British Embassy.
The Palace of Count Schimmelmann (Bred-Gade 28), now the
Konzert-Palais (PI. 51 ; L, 5), is a large baroque structure, with a
court shut off from the Street

by a fine iron railing.
Dronningens Tvser-Gade,

Nearly op
stands the
Palace of Count Moltke-Bregentved (PI. 26 ; L, 5), which
contains a *Collection of Netherlandish paintings formed by the
art-dealer Morell about the middle of the 18th cent. (entr. Dron

posite,

at the

corner

of the

ningens Tvser-Gade 2; adm.,

see

p.

394).

—

—

Some of the works

are

very valuable.
No. 8. Rubens, Ilalf-length of a monk; 13-16. David Teniers the Younger,
Four genuine works (dated 1646, 1666, 1667, and 1674); 32. Rembrandt,
Portrait of an old woman (about 1656) ; 56-59. Jac. van Ruysdael, Four late

works, two of them large (fine compositions with waterfalls and rapids);
60, 61. M. Hobbema, Wooded Dutch landscapes, luminous in colouring and
bold in style; 93. Paul Potter, Cattle grazing (1652); several genuine works
by Phil. Wouverman, the finest being No. 89, The Stable.
Farther on, to the right, is the Palace of King George ofGreece,
the first floor of which has been'occupied, since the burning of the
Palace of Christiansborg (p. 396), by the Supreme Court of Den

(Hejeste Ret).
left, a little back from the Street, is the Frederiks-Kirke
(PI. L, 4, 5) or the Marble Church, begun on a splendid scale in
1749 from the plans of the French architect Jardin, left unfinished
in 1767 for lack of funds, and completed in 1878-94 at the cost of
Hr. Tietgen, a wealthy banker, from the designs of F. E. Meldahl.
The handsome copper-sheathed dome, internally 141 ft., externally
263 ft. in height, is a conspicuous object in the city when seen
mark

To the

At the entrance to the church are statues of
the Apostle of the North, and of Bishop Grundtvig
(1783-1872), an advocate of the separation of Church and State.
Adjacent, in the Bred-Gade, is the Russian Alex. Newsky Chapel,
with three gilded cupolas. Also to the left stands the Hall of the
from the environs.

St.

Ansgarius,

Danish Diet (PI. 21 ; L, 4), erected as an opera-house in 1701 but
used for its present purpose since the destruction of the Christians
borg Palace (p. 396).
Other buildings in the Bred-Gade are the Surgeons' Hall (PI. 17 ;
No. 62), the Roman Catholic Chapel (PI. 11), ìhe large Frederiks-

Hospital (PI. 4

;

L, M, 4),

The Amalie-Gade

and the French

(PI. L, 5, M, 4),

Embassy.

which

begins

at the

26*

St. An-
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is broken by an Ionie colonnade, forming the approach
octagonal Plads, embellished with an equestrian *Monument
of Frederick V. (A. 1766) in bronze, erected in 1771 by the Asiatic
Trading Company, and designed by Saly, a French sculptor. The
four uniform rococò buildings enclosing the Plads together form
the Amalienborg (PI. L, M, 5), but were originally erected by Nic.
Eigtved as separate palaces. That to the S.E., erected for Count
Moltke, is now occupied by the King ; that to the S.W. (Count

nse-Plads,
to an

Schack) by the Coronation and other State Rooms; that to the N.E.
(Baron Brockdorff) by the Crown Prince; and that to the N.W.
(Count Levetzau) by the Minister of the Exterior.
The N.W.

of the inner town is formed by the Nyboder
series of streets of one-storied houses, erected
under Christian IV. for sailors of the navy, extended in the reign
of Christian VII., and of late partly altered.
In this quarter are
the Church of St. Paul (PI. 12 ; L, 4) and the Academy for Naval
Cadets (PI. 37; L, 4). An adjacent monument commemorates Admiral Suenson (A. 1887), who commanded the Danish fleet in 1864.
corner

(PI. K, L, 4),

a

The Bred-Gade
Esplanade

(see p. 392).

and the Amalie-Gade end on the N. at the
the pretty grounds of which contain a café
The English Church (St. Alban's; PI. M, 4), a tasteful

(PI. C, M, 4),

Gothic

building by Blomfield (1885-87), has a lofty and conspicuous
spire. Adjacent are the Meteorological Institute (PI. 22; M, 4) and
the Nordre Toldbod (PI. 44), or custom-house, where many ofthe
To the N. of the Esplanade is the Citadel
larger vessels lie to.
of Frederikshavn (PI. L, M, 3), surrounded by a broad moat.
A lofty viaduct (good view) crosses the rails connecting the
Toldbodwith the Free Harbour and forms the approach tothe*Lange
Linie (PI. M, 3, 2, 1), a pleasant promenade, extending to the E.
and N.E. of the Citadel for about 1 M. and much frequented on Sun.
and in the evening. Just beyond the viaduct is a Monument to Ivar
Hvitfeldt, the heroic Danish Commodore, who sank with his vessel
during the battle against the Swedes in the Kj»ge Bugt on 4th Oct.,
1710 (p. 423). Farther on, to the left, is the Langelinies Pavilion
(PI. M, 3), a good café-restaurant, with the headquarters of the Royal
Yacht Club. Stili farther out is a Camera Obscura (PI. M, 3), which
affords a pleasing picture of the harbour when the sun shines. To
the N. of this is the Lystbaadehavn, dotted with pleasure-boats and
lined with the boat-houses of the rowing and sailing clubs. We skirt
the W. side of this basin and reach the 'New Lange Linie', which
runs along the E. mole of the new Free Harbour.
The most con
spicuous among the warehouses of this district is the lofty Grain
Storehouse (Silopakhus) on the centrai mole of the Free Harbour. In
—

the other direction we have a good view of the busy harbour and
the fort of Trekroner (N.). At the end of the mole is a beacon-lightr
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The Western Boulevards.

The ramparts on the landward side of Copenhagen have been
removed since 1848, and on their site have been laid out three wide
boulevards, the Nerrevold-Gade, the 0stervold-Gade, and theVestervold-Gade.
In the J0stervold-Gade is the entrance to the royal palace of
—

*Rosenborg (PI. 35; I, 4),

an

effective Renaissance

edifice,

erected by Christian IV. in 1604-10, outside the then circumvallation of the city. It has pediments and several towers, ali surmounted
by iròn vanes, while the highest (300 ft.) ends in three perforated
octagonal sections. The palace was the favourite residence of its
founder, and from his death till the middle of the 18th cent, was
often occupied by the Danish monarchs, who fitted up rooms ac
cording to the taste of the day, and here deposited their jewels,

state-weapons, coronation-robes, uniforms, and other valuables.
was supplemented from other royal

More recently the collection
palaces, and in 1863 it was

opened

to the

public

as

the *Chron-

ological Collection of the Danish Monarchs. The rooms in which it
is exhibited have been restored in the styles of the periods illustrated and contain furniture to match. Adm., see p. 394 (no fee
to attendant). Illustrated catalogne 2 kr., abridgment 60 m.
The collection is divided into three main sections : I. Reign of Christ
ian IV., and the preceding period (1448-1648); II. From 1648 to 1800;
The Renaissance penetrated to Denmark in the reigns
III. Recent times.
of Frederick II. (1559-88) and Christian IV. (1588-1648), and its first simple
but vigorous form is called in Denmark the 'Style of Christian IV. Tbe
finely panelled Audience Chamber (containing the Oldenburg horn of 1474,
the orders of Frederick IL, etc.) and other rooms of this king are well
preserved. Here and in other rooms are numerous specimens of the insignia of the Order of the Elephant, the highest Danish order, instituted in
The "Marble Chamber, in Section II, dating
1457 and renewed in 1693.
chiefly from the reign of Christian V. (1670-99), is a good example of the
The apartments of Frederick IV. (1699-1730)
rise of the rococò style.
and Christian VI. (1730-46) contain numerous ivory carvings by Magnus
III belong the memorials of Frederick VI.
Section
To
Berg (1666-1739).
—

—

—

(1803-39),
of the

Christian Vili.

(1839-48),

and Frederick VII.

(1848-63),

the

kings

present century.

On the E. side of the palace lies the Eosenborg-Have (PI. I, K,
laid out in the French style, but afterwards reduced in size and altered in English taste. It contains two cafe's,
a
pavilion for minerai waters, etc, and is a great resort of nurses
and children. Near the bridge, to the E. of the palace, is a statue
of Queen Caroline Amelia, by C. G.W. Bissen (1896). Adjacent is a
Swedish peasant's cottage of the 16th century. On the N. side is a
Statue of Hans Christian Andersen, the author (d. 1875), by Saabye.
Entrances in the 0stervold-Gade and the Kronprindsesse-Gade.
Farther to the N., on the other side of the 0stervold-Gade,
at the intersection of the Selv-Gade, is the new Art Museum
(p. 406). In front of it rises the Denmark Monument, erected in 1896,
from a design by Hasselriis, to commemorate the Golden Wedding

4, 5), originally
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of King Christian IX. and Queen Louisa (d. 1898). It includes a figure of Dania, portrait-medallions of the Royal Family,
and reliefs of the Marriage of the Princess Alexandra with the
Prince of Wales (1863), the Departure of Prince William to ascend
the throne of Greece as King George (1863), and the Marriage ofthe

(1892)

Princess

Dagmar

with the

Grand-Duke,

afterwards Czar Alexan

der III. of Russia

(1866).
Museum (PI. I, 4),

The *Art
built in 1891-95 from the plans
Dahlerup and Moller, contains the national collections of pictures,
sculptures, and engravings. Adm., see p. 394. Short list of the
paintings and sculptures 25 ». ; catalogue of the picture-gallery 1 kr.
In the lobby, which we first enter, are two groups by Jul. Schulz
and G. Petersen, representing Adam and Eve's first consciousness
of guilt. On the other side, Hercules and Hebe, by J. A. Jerichau.
On the first landing: right, Foster Brothers, by Th. Lundberg; left,
Wife with her dead husband, by St. Sinding.
At the top, be
tween the columns, Genius of Alt, by W. Runeberg (bronze).
The staircase to the left leads to the older pictures, that to the
right to the modem works.
The Collection of Older Paintings (criticai catalogue by Em.
Bloch) ranks high among galleries of the second class. Christian IL,
Christian IV., and other kings ordered pictures to be painted for
them in Holland, Germany, and Italy; but the main part of the

of

—

was formed by Frederick V. in the second half of the
18th cent., with the help of the art-dealer G. Morell. Frederick VI.
enriched it by the purchase of the private Danish collections of

collection

Bodendick and West. Later acquisitions of important works have
been few and sporadic.
The works of the Italian School (Rooms
IV- VI), though few in number, include some of the gems ofthe

collection, such as Caravaggio s Gamblers, the Meeting
and Anna by Filippino Lìppi, Mantegna's Pietà, and

of SS. Joachim

the portrait of
of the Early
Netherlandish Masters deserving special notice is a small picture
by Petrus Cristus. The German School is best represented by two
worthy and genuine examples of Cranach (R. II): the Judgment of
Paris, and Venus and Cupid. Among the few works of the Flemish
School two by Rubens are by far the best: viz. the Judgment of
Solomon and the masterly portrait of Matthew Irselius (R. VI). The
characteristic feature of the gallery is its representation of Dutch
art. The genre-painters, indeed, are but scantily illustrated; but
the School of Rembrandt is more amply represented than in almost
The great master himself is seen in his Jesus
any other gallery.
at Emmaus and two admirable portraits, while nearly ali his scholars,
such as G. Dou, Gov. Flinck, Boi, Victors, S. Koninck, W. de Poorter,
B. Fabritius, and Aart de Gelder, are sèen here at their best. Nearly
half of the Dutch works consist of landscapes. A few masters of the
first rank, such as Jacob van Ruysdael and A. van Everdingen, are
Lorenzo Cibò

by Parmeggianino.

The

only example
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well represented; and among the landscape-painters ofthe second
class may be mentioned Jan Both, Dubbels,
Hackaert, Swanevelt,
Asselyn, C. Decker, Joris van der Hagen, and Verboom, few of whom
can be studied elsewhere to so great
advantage as here.
Vestibule.
By the first pillar to the left, 348. German School, Por
trait; 11. L. Bakhuyzen, Winter-scene ; 220. Jan Molenaer the Elder, 'As the
old cock crows, the young one learns' ; "357. Adr. Verboom, Landscape, a
masterpiece rivalling those of Ruysdael; 104. Al. van Everdingen, Nor
wegian landscape; 368. Jan Vìctors , Boaz and Ruth; 306. D. Ryckaerl,
Family Concert (1650); 233. J. de Momper, Rocky landscape.
We now
—

turn to the left into

de

Vlieger,

257. /.

—

234. P. Nason, Fruit and flowers; 376. Sim.
Sea-piece (1660); 103. Van Everdingen, Mountain-scene (1648);

Room I.

To

the

left:

Ostade, Winter-scene; 59. H. ter Brugghen, Mocking of Christ;
Saftleven, View of Utrecht; 276a. /. van Ravesteyn, Portrait; 102.
Van Everdingen, Rocky landscape;
-228. Fr. de Moucheron, Italian land
scape; 94. Jan Dubbels, Sea-piece; 106. B. Fabritius, Presentation in the
320.
K.
Tempie (1668);
Slabbaert, Savant; 31,. 32. N. Berchem, Horses;
365. Victors, Portrait; 290. /. van Ruysdael, Waterfall; 332. Jan Steen,
Death and the Miser; 374. /. de Vlieger, The Maas at Rotterdam; 5. Jan
Asselyn, Italian landscape; *20i. Jan van der Meer the Younger, Cattle in
a forest, an unusually good effort (1670); 227. Moucheron, Landscape; 275.
Ravesteyn, Portrait (1626); "284. R. Roghman, Landscape at sunset; 113. A.
de Gelder, Orientai prince (1685) ; 34. G. A. Berck-Heyde
View of Heidel
berg; 311. Dav. Teniers the Younger, Temptation of St. Anthony; P. Wouver
man, 392. Chàteau on a hill, -391. The Pont Neuf in Paris during the
Carnival (a masterpiece) ; 323. Fr. Snyders, Large still-life piece ; 254. J. van
Ochtervelt, Lady playing (1663); 297, 296. Rubens, Francis I. of Tuscany
and John of Austria, sketvches for the series at the Luxembourg; 81. A. Cuyp,
Landscape with horsemen; 269. Pani Potter, Cows.
Room II.
To the left: 169. Jac. Jordaens, Susanna at the bath (1663);
108. Gov. Flinck, Mother and son as Venus and Cupid; Egb. van Heemskerck, 132. Dance, 131. Judgment, two unusually good and large pictures
for this master.
Between these, -186. /. van Eoo, Imitation-coral factory,
a masterpiece of this rare painter, who was moulded under the influence
«an

312. H.

,

—

of Rembrandt and became the founder of the artistic family of the Vanloos at Paris; it is interesting for its subject, brilliant in colouring, and
delicate in its chiaroscuro.
337. H. C. ran der Vliet, Old soldier and
his family (1647); 380. Jan Weenix, Game; 99. N. Elias, Portrait; 322.
P. C. van Slingelandt, Girl and parrot; 92. G. Dou, Physician.
Room III. No. 373. D. Vinck-Boons, Genre-piece; 3. P. Aertsen, Dutch
kitchen; 63. Petrus Cristus, St. Anthony and the donor (other half of the
picture by a pupil- of Van Dyck); 72-80. Pictures by Lucas Cranach, the
best Nos. 72 (Venus and Cupid) and 3'73 (Judgment of Paris), of his early
—

period (1521).

Room IV (Italians). No. 290. Salvator Rosa, Harbour; 115. Luca Gior
dano, Judgment of Paris; 281. Ribera, St. Onuphrius; *61. Caravaggio,
Gambling soldiers; 189. Bern, Luinì, St. Catharine; *184. Filippino Lippi,
Meeting of SS. Joachim and Anna after tbe angelic announcement of the
birth of the Virgin Mary after 20 years of sterility, a characteristic and
good specimen of the master (1497) ; 289. Salv. Rosa, Cadmus and Minerva;
344. Tintoretto, Marriage at Cana of Galilee (sketch).
Room V (mainly Italians). No. 193 and (opposite) 199. B. Manfredi,
Camp-scenes in the manner of Caravaggio; 282. Ribera, St. Jerome; 148.
Honthorst, Rich man and his son; 271. N.Poussin, Moses and the Burning
Bush; '17. Jac. Bassano, Execution of John the Baptist; 15. Fed. Barocci,

Annunciation.
VI. Large

Boom.

Left, 238. Netherlandish School of the 16th Cent.,

Christian IL; '200. A. Manlegna, Pietà, with a charming landscape-background, carefully handled but somewhat retouched (signed Andreas Mattinia); "345. Tintoretto, Portrait; 288. Salv. Rosa, Jonah at Nineveh, ordered
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for the church at Frederiksborg and purchased, along
pictures in R. IV, for 8000 riksdaler; "203. Frane. Mazzuola
of Lorenzo Cybò, grand in conception and showing
Portrait
(Parmigianino),

by Christian

IV.

with the two

Venetian influence in the colouring (1523) ; 192. Karel van Mander (grandson
of the well-known Dutch art-critic; d. at Copenhagen in 1670), Discovery
of the Prince Svend of Denmark, slain in the Crusades (after Tasso's
'Gerusalemme Liberata'); 136 and (farther on) "135. B. van der Helst, Por
traits; 130. Jan de Heem, Still-life; 82. Com. Decker, Cattle in a wood (1666);
"298. J. van Ruysdael, Mountain-stream, a large and well-composed work;
"47. Ferd. Boi, The Holy Women at the Sepulehre, a large and excellent
example of his earlier manner (1644); 375. Sim. de Vlieger, Shipping in
the ZuyderZee; "340. H. van Swanevelt, Summer-evening in Italy, a large
landscape vying with the finest works of Claude Lorrain or Poussin ;
278, "279. Rembrandt, Young man and his wife, the latter retouched (1656) ;
"101. Everdingen, Fir-wood, a masterpiece; 140. G. Hoeckgeest, Choir of
tbe Nieuwe Kerk at Delf't (1655) ; 151. P. de Hooghe, Family Concert, injured
by retouching; 386. Jan Wynants, Dutch landscape, with train of huntsmen
by Ph. Wouverman (1660); 100. Everdingen, Waterfall, a large and fine coniposition; 393. A. Wuchlers, Ulric C. Gyldenl0ve, naturai son of Christian IV.;
'170. W. Ralf, Still-life; "120. Jan van Goyen, Town on a river (1645);
"52. G. Terburg, Portrait; "122. Jan Hackaert, Swiss scene, a large masterpiece ; 215. D. Mytens, Full-length portrait of Charles I. of England ; 167.
Jac. Jordaens, Nymphs decking the horn of the river-god Achelous, over
come by Hercules in the fight for Dejaneira (1642); "390. Ph. Wouver
man, At the door of the inn; "295. Rubens, Matthew Irselius, Abbot of
St. Michael in Antwerp, a finely coloured masterpiece of the painter's
early period (ca. 1610); 127. Joris van der Hagen, Dutch landscape; "248.
A. van der Neer, Conflagration on a winter-night, the most important work
of the kind by the master in this collection ; "294. Rubens, Judgment of
Solomon, a large composition of the master's middle period, well known
through Belswart's engraving; 95. W. C. Duyster , Gentleman and lady;
324, Snyders , Kitchen ; 384. Thom. Wyck, Dutch interior ; 168. Jordaens,
Christ blessing little children.
Room VII.
22. Beerslraeten , Winter-scene (1864); 268. Pieter Potter,
Backgammon; in the middle of the end-wall, ""277. Rembrandt, Christ
at Emmaus, one of the most impressive works of the master, painted
in the same year (1648) as the picture at the Louvre and superior to it
in picturesque effect and breadtb of handling ; above, "147. Hondecoeter,
Poultry-yard ; F. Boi, 49. Adm. Ruyter , 48. Portrait of a woman; 162.
P. de Hooghe, Domestic scene.
Adjacent is a long room containing works by modera Swedish and
Norwegian artists (Fagerlin, Gude, Munthe, G. von Rosen, Sinding, Skredsvig,

Wahlberg, Werenskjold, Zorn).
Farther on in R. VII: 172. Thom. de Keyser (?), Full-length portraits;
Jan Both, Italian landscape by morning-light; 369. Jacomo Victor,
Pigeons and cottage, in a landscape by J. van Ruysdael.
Room Vili. Right, 124 and (farther on) 125. Joris van der Hagen,
Dutch landscapes, of fine decorative effect, but somewhat retouched ; "325.
/. van Somer, Full-length portrait of Charles I. of England, the architecture by Steenwyck; 249. C. Netscher , Councillor C. van Benningen of
Amsterdam (1675).
Room IX. Left, above, 276. J. van Ravesteyn, Portrait; 333. Jan Steen,
David's triumph over the death of Goliath (1671) ; 50, 51. G. Terburg, Lady
and Gentleman; "300. /. van Ruysdael, Sunset in tbe wood; 193. Karel
van Mander, Tartar embassy in Copenhagen (1655) ; 149. G. Honthorst, Lady ;
315. G. Schalcken, Lady sealing a letter; 211, 210. F. van Mieris the Elder,
Portraits; 93. G. Dou, Girl at a window (1658); 60. G. Camphuysen, Dutch
interior ; "205. M. J. van Mierevelt, Portrait (1638).
Room X.
Left, 370. Jacomo Victor, Old building on the edge of a
forest, with poultry ; 97, 98. Nic. Elias, Portraits (1621) ; lower row, "150.
P. de Hooghe, Tbe ball, one of his best works, but retouched; 301. J. van
Ruysdael, Forest; 256. A. van Ostade, Peasants (1636); 280. Rembrandt (?),
Lady reading a letter; 366. Jan Victors, David, on his death-bed, and

55.
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9 and (farther on) 8.

Solomon

(1642);

Morning)

; 67. Pieter

Bakhuv:en, Sea-pieces (Evening and
Cadde, Avrest; 260. A. Palamecles, Guard-room ; 221. Jan
Miense Molenaer , Tavern; 13. Bakhuyzen, Battle between the Dutch and
Anglo-French fleets in 1673 ; 244. Aert van der Neer, Fire in Amsterdam ;
"303. S. van Ruysdael, Dutch river-scene (1652); 129. Jan de Heem, Fruit;
190, 191. N. Maes, Portraits; 263. A. Pynacker, Italian landscape; 177. Dar'.
de Koninck, Turkish warrior; 128. Dirck Hals, In a tavern; 83. C. Decker,
River-scene; 321. Slingelandt , Dutch family (166S); "328. H. M. Sorgh,
Adoration of the Shepberds, an admirable early work showing the in
fluence of Rembrandt (1642); 207. Mieris the E l der, Interior; "356. A. Ver
boom, The way to the fold, the shepberds by Lingelbach.
The most eminent Danish sculpCollection op Sculpture,
tors, ali more or less connected with Thorvaldsen (p. 397), are H. V.
Bissen (1798-1868), H. Freund (1786-1840), and J. A. Jerichau
(1816-63). Most of the other sculptors of the country belong to the
school of Bissen.
Among them may be mentioned C. C. Peters
(b. 1822), A. V. Saabye (b. 1823), Otto Evens (1826-95), C. Freund
(b. 1821) , and V. Bissen (b. 1836). A later generation is repre
sented by L. Hasselriis (b. 1844) , C. P. Aarsleff (b. 1852) , Axel
Hansen (b. 1853), C. J. Bonnesen (b. 1868), and others.
The Collection of- Modern Paintings affords a comprehensive
survey of Danish painting since the end of the 18th century. The
earliest masters represented are N. Abildgaard (1743-1809), whpse
tendencies were towards classical forms, and Jens Juel (1745-1802),
the portrait-painter. Abildgaard's pupil C. V. Eckersberg (17831853) is the head of the earlier national school , the work of which,
—

though defective in technical skill, is distinguished by truth of
conception and purity of sentiment. Among his followers were
J. W. Sonne (1801-91), the painter of battles and popular pieces ;
Jòrgen Roed (1808-88), the portrait and historical painter; V. Mar
strand (1810-73), the genre-painter; H. Hansen (1821-90), the
architectural painter; C. P. Skovgaard (1817-75), the landscapist;
J. T. Lundbye (1818-48), the animal-painter; C. Dalsgaard (b. 1824),
the painter of landscapes and popular pieces ; J. F. Vermehren
(b. 1823) ; J. J. Exner (b. 1825) ; A. Melbye (1818-75) ; and C. F.
Serensen (1818-79), the last two marine painters. A freer and more
brilliant style of art was developed by Cari Bloch (1834-90), a
Of a somewhat later
genre and historical painter trained in Rome.
Otto Bache (b. 1839 ; animals and figures) , K. Zahrtmann
historical pieces), and A. Helsted (b. 1847; genre). A
new school , combining technical perfection with realistic observation and depth of feeling, was inaugurated by Peter S. Kreyer
(b. 1851), a pupil of the Copenhagen Academy who has received
most of his training in France. Among his chief contemporaries are
Viggo Johannsen (b. 1851 ; Danish domestic life) , Michael Ancher
(b. 1849; fishermen and pilots), Gotfried Christensen (b. 1849; land
date

are

(b. 1843;

and Julius Paulsen (b. 1860).
No. 603. Kreyer, Fishermen of Skagen; 453. Christensen,
Summer's day on a fjord of Jutland ; 695. Paulsen, Adam and Ève.
Room I. No. 424. Bache, After the boar-hunt; 719. W. Rosenstand,
and 515. L. Frelich, Holberg rehearsing his comedies.

scapes),

Ante -Room.
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Room II.
No. 764. M. Therkildsen, Stallions; Kreyer, 604. Duet, 606.
Threshing-floor in the Abruzzi; 533. E. Henningsen, Burial; 510. Friis,
Zahrtmann, 786. Death of Queen Sophia Amelia; 787. ImSpring-scene.
prisonment of Eleonora Christina, daughter of Christian IV. and wife of
the traitor Count Korfiz Dlfeld (her reminiscences, 'Jammers Minde', are
stili much read in Denmark).
Room III.
No. 768. C. Thomsen, Dinner after the ecclesiastical visitation; 420, 421. Ancher, Fishing-scenes.
Room IV. No. 446. Brendekìlde, Country -road; 552. E. Henningsen,
—

Wounded workman.
Room V. No. 550. E. Henningsen, Guard-mounting ; 422. Ancher, Rescue ;
554. E. Henningsen, At the pawnbroker's.
Room VI. No. 509. Friis, Winter-scene; V. Johannsen, 577. Cow-s table, 574.
Evening-entertainment;767. Therkildsen, Wood ; 784. S. Vermehren, Interior.
Room VII. W. Rosensland, Danish soldiers. Ancher, 419. Lifeboat; no
number, The drowned seaman. Christensen, Avenue atKrogerup; Helsted,
Christ among the Scribes.
Adjacent is a room (reached by a few steps)
with busts by Bissen and others.
Vili. Large Room. Entrance-wall : 782. F. Vermehren, Visiting the
sick; 537. Hansen, Interior of Notre Dame du Sablon at Brussels; 769.
Thomsen, Rahbeck, the author, at the death-bed of his wife; 607. Kreyer,
Herr von Rosen0rn-Lehr; 559. Irminger, After midnight; 436. Bloch, Blinding of Samson; 650. Lundbye, Cattle in Zealand; 501. Exner, Peasants
carousing; 492 etseq., Eckersberg, Sea-pieces; 601. Kreyer, Sunday morning
inGranada; 426. Bache, Horses on the beach, a huge canvas; 546. Helsted,
Father and son ; 430. Bendz, Sculptor's studio ; 500. Exner, Peasants' festival ;
433. Bloch, Christian II. as a captive at Sonderburg ; several pictures by
Eckersberg; 645. Lundbye, Scene in Zealand; 602. Kreyer, Meldahl, the
architect; 666, 654, 655. Marstrand, Scenes from Holberg's comedies ; battlepieces by /. W. Sonne; 425. Bache, Cattle driven to pasture.
Works by Abildgaard, Jens Juel, Eckersberg, Exner,
Rooms IX-XI.
Vermehren , Hansen, Dalsgaard , Kebke , Rump, and others of the earlier
Bloch.
painters ; also by
XII. Large Room.
Left, 481. Eckersberg, Villa Borghese; 657. Mar
strand, Sunday morning at Leksand, on Lake Siljan; 718. Roed, Marstrand,
the painter; 662. Marstrand, Lord's Supper; 854. Sonne, Sortie at Fredericia
in 1849; 613. Kyhn, Winter-evening in the forest; 491. Eckersberg, Danish
man-of-war; Lundbye, 649. Roman oxen, 646. The Issefjord; 472. Dals
gaard, The distraint; 437. Bloch, Jairus's daughter.
The Royal Col
The groundfloor contains the Collection of Casts.
lection of Engravings consists of upwards of 80,000 specimens. Its chief
the
artist on his
treasure is the works of Albrecht Diìrer , presented by
journey in the Netherlands (1521) to King Christian li., then visiting his
brother-in-law Charles V. at Brussels.
—

—

In the East Promenade, to the N. of the Art Museum, a fragment
of the old ramparts has been preserved. Farther on are the Holmens-Kirkegaard (PI. I, K, 3) and the Garrison Cemetery (PI. K, 2),
both, and especially the former, containing the graves of many
victims of the wars of 1848-49 and 1864.

To the S. ofthe Art Museum lie the Chemical Laboratory and the
The latter (open on Frid., 12-2)
Museum (PI. I, 4).
contains interesting fossil plants from the chalk and tertiary forma
To the W., in the Selv-Gade, is the new
tions of N. Greenland.
building ofthe Polytechnic Academy (PI. 32; I, 4), founded in 1829.

Mineralogical

—

the
see

To the W. of the 0stervold-Gade, between the Selv-Gade and
Gothers-Gade, extends the Botanical Garden (PI. H, I, 4; adm.,
laid out in 1871-74 on the site of the old ramparts
p.

394),
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Gothers-Gade).

It

large Palm House and a Botanical Laboratory. On its E.
side, opposite the Rosenborg Palace, is the Observatory, in front of
which rises a bronze statue of Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), by Bissen.
To the W. of the Botanical Garden is the large Communal Hospital
(PI. H, 4), opened in 1863.

contains

a

—

The S. continuation of the boulevard is called the N«>rrevoldGade (PI. H, 5, 6). Here, at the corner of the Ahlefeldts-Gade, is
the Teknisk Skole, built by Fenger, for the instruction of artizans.
On the same (W.) side of the Street opens the 0rsted Park (PI. G, H,
5, 6), also laid out on the site of the old fortifications. It con
tains statues of 0rsted, the naturalist (d. 1851), by Jerichau, the
Maid of Orleans, by Chapu, and twelve bronze copies of famous

antique statues, ali presented by Mr. C. Jacobsen (p. 412).
Beyond the park, at the end of the Nerrevold-Gade, rises Jermers
Taarn, a fragment of an ancient tower, brought to light in rasing
the fortifications. Adjacent is a bronze group, by Cdin, of a lion
and a lioness attacking a wild-boar.
To the W. lie the Klampen

—

—

borg

and Nordbane Stations

(PI. G, 6; p. 391).
We next pass the Dagmar Theatre (with hotel and cafe') and reach
the Raadhus-Plads (PI. H, 7), formerly called the Halmtorv (straw
market), a busy centre, especially for the traffic between the inner
and the important W. suburb of Frederiksberg. With the
former it is connected by the Vester-Gade andFrederiksberg-Gade,
while the Vesterbros-Passage runs towards the W. On the S. side
of the square stands the new Town Hall (PI. H, 7), a handsome
brick and sandstone building in the Danish Renaissance style, begun from the designs of M. Nyrop in 1892 and to be finished in
1900. It is freely adorned with bronze figures in niches, and at the
E. angle is a tower, destined to reach a height of 330 ft.
town

The Vesterbros-Passage

(PI. H, 7) , or first section of the
is one of the most animated streets in the
city. On its S. side are the main entrance of the Tivoli (p. 393) and
the DanskFolke-Museum, a collection formed by B. Olsen to illustrate
the history of civilisation (adm., p. 394; catalogue 30 e.). To the
N. is the Main Railway Station (p. 391). At the end of the Vester
Vesterbro-Gade

(p. 413),

rises the Friheds-Stette , or Column of Liberty (PI.
obelisk of sandstone, 50 ft. in height, erected by the
peasantry in 1778 in memory of the abolition of serfdom ; the four
allegorical marble figures round the base (reliefs) are by Wiedewelt.

bros-Passage
G, 7),

an

In the Vestre Boulevard (No. 22), opposite the W. tower of
the Town Hall, stands the Industriai Art Museum (PI. H, 7), built
from the designs of Klein in 1893 and containing a collection of

ancient and modera works ofthe art-handicrafts (first floor; adm.,
p. 394). The most notable feature is the collection of works
in carved wood from Sleswick Holstein , Germany, and France
see

-
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(16-17th cent.), lent by the
(Princess Thyra of Denmark).

New

Glyptothek.

Duke and Duchess of Cumberland
—

The Vestre Boulevard skirts the

E. side of the Tivoli Garden (p. 411). Opposite the entrance to the
latter is a statue of the painter Asmus Jacob Carstens (1754-98),

inspired to devote himself to the study of classic art
the antiques of the Copenhagen Academy (1776).
The statue was presented to the town by Hr. C. Jacobsen ; on the
pedestal are reliefs from Carstens' drawings, the Argonauts and
Night with her children. Farther on, to the W., at the corner of
the Ny-Vester-Gade, is the New Glyptothek.
who first felt

when

visiting

The *New

or

Ny-Carlsberg Glyptothek (PI. H,

I.

7)

was

built in 1892-97 from plans by Dahlerup and mainly at the expense of Hr. Cari Jacobsen, a wealthy brewer and enthusiastic
lover of art. The facade is adorned with 22 columns of polished
are bronze castings ofthe Laocoon, Michael
and other famous sculptures. One wing has stili
to be built. The interior, elaborately decorated with marble and
terracotta, contains the works of modera art collected by Hr. Ja
cobsen since 1888. Nowhere else out of France is French sculpture
so well and so amply represented.
Adm., see p. 394.
A vaulted Entrance Hall divides the building into two halves.
Ground Floor to the Left.
I. Bissen Room, with works by H. V. Bissen,
including a statue of0rsted (p. 411), Fisher Boy, Girl bathing, "Achilles,
and a frieze of Ceres and Bacchus civilising mankind (comp. p. 414).
II. Jerichau Room, with works by J. A. Jerichau: Hercules and Hebe
(plaster), Creation of Ève (plaster), Statue of a Girl (marble), Marriage of
III. Caryatides Room.
Alexander and Roxana (frieze).
Thorvaldsen,
Two Caryatides; H. E. Freund, Bust of Wagner; E. Wolff, Bust.
IV. Large Room. Rauch, Victory, Queen Louise of Prussia; Bòrjeson,
Swimmer ; Schwanthaler, Nymph (bronze) ; Lord Frederick Leighton, Athlete ;
"Hasselberg, Snow-drop ; Aursleff, Girl and Amoretti ; Jerichau, Combat of
V. Christ Room. J. A. Jerichau, Christ; Baily,
Hector and Ajax (frieze).
Ève ; Tenerani (after Thorvaldsen), Genii of Life and Death.
Ground Floor to the Right.
VI. Falgdière Room. J. Falguiire (b. 1831),
Ève; Eug. Delaplanche (1836-91), Music; Marqueste, Ève; Paul Dubois,
Equestrian figure of Constable Anne de Bourbon (plaster), Joan of Are.
VIII.
VII. Dubois Room. Paul Dubois (1829-83), Ève, Faith, Charity.
Barrias Room. C. Barriti» (b. 1841), Oath of Spartacus (1871), Adam and
Ève with the dead Abel (1878) ; H. M. A. Chapu (1831-91), Maid of Orleans.
IX. Empress Room. /. Gautherin, Empress Maria of Russia, née Prin
X. Gau
cess Dagmar of Denmark ; Chapu, Princess Alexandra of Wales.
therin Room.
J. Gautherin, Paradise Lost (marble group), Work, Inspiration; A. Merde (b. 1845), 'Quand Meme!' (Defenee of Belfort).
First Floor.
XI. Renaissance Boom. AlgardiO), Bronze bust of Pope
Paul V. ; Mino da Fiesole (?), Virgin Mary with the Holy Child and the
young Baptist (marble relief); School of the Robbia, Virgin kneeling before
the Holy Child (terracotta). Paintings : "Rembrandt, The Student (ca. 1650);
XII. Hansen
Roger van der Weyden, Madonna; "Frans Hals, Descartes.
XIII. Car
Room, with busts by H. V. Bissen, Rauch, Tieck, and others.
stens Room, with drawings by the sculptors Bissen, Freund, and Jerichau.
XIV. Pictcre Room. Lundbye, Zealand landscape; W. Marstrand, Lucky
shipwreck; Eckersberg, Sea-pieces ; Zahrtmann, Eleonora Christina leaving
her prison after 20 years' captivity (comp. p. 410) ; /. F. Millet, Death and
the Woodman (1860); Kreyer, Hr. C Jacobsen and his friends in the
Old Glyptothek (p. 413); Bache, King Christian IX.

marble,

between which

Angelo's Moses,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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The tramway from the Heibro-Plads to the Vestre
p. 393) runs hence to a point near the Old

(No. 4a,

413

Kirkegaard
Glyptothek

(see below).
d.

The Western Quarters.

Tramways. From the Kongens Nytorv via the Raadhus-Plads and the
Vesterbro-Gade to Frederiksberg, see No. le, p. 392.
From the Raad
hus-Plads by the Vesterbro-Gade to Frederiksberg, see No. 3b, p. 392; to
and
From the
Ny-Carlsberg (Old Glyptothek)
Valby, see No. oc, p. 392.
HUibro-Plads, passing the New Glyptothek (p. 412), to Ny-Carlsberg (Old
Glyptothek), see No. 4 a, p. 393.
—

—

Beyond the Liberty Column the Vesterbros-Passage is prolonged
by the Vesterbro-Gade (PI. G, F, E, 7, 8), which traverses the
W. quarter from end to end. In the Steno-Gade, a cross-street, to
the

right,

is the Roman Catholic

1895. Farther

Jesu-Hjerte- Kirke, consecrated in
Vesterbro-Gade, beyond the small VesterKongelige Skydebane, the seat of a long-established

on

bro-Torv, is the

in the

see p. 392).
The Frederiksberg-Allée (Pi. E, D, C, 7), diverging to the
right from the Vesterbro-Gade, contains several pleasure-gardens
(p. 393) and ends at the rondel outside the Frederiksberg Park,
whence the Allée-Gade runs to the N. and the Pile-Allée to the S.

shooting-club (restaurant,

Allée-Gade, at the corner of the Gamie Kongevei, is a statue
poet Ad. Oehlenschlàger in his youth, by Schultz (1897).]
The park of Frederiksberg -Have (PI. A-C, 7) contains many
shady promenades. By the main entrance rises a Statue of Fred
erick VI. (A. 1839), by Bissen. The Frederiksberg Palace (PI. B, 8),
erected in the Italian style under Frederick IV. (d. 1730), now a
military school, lies conspicuously on a hill to the left. The chief

[In

the

of the

attraction is the fine view from the shady terrace in front of the

Farther to the W., beyond a Confectioner 's lies the Zool
palace.
ogical Garden (VI. A, B, 7, 8; adm., see p. 394).
To the S. of the Roskilde road is the beautiful shady park of
Sendermarken (PI. A, B, 8). Opposite its S.E. exit, towards the
—

,

Old

Glyptothek,

Christ. Hall
The

Park,

is

a

bronze statue of the Danish statesman Karl

(A. 1888), by

the younger Bissen.
side of the Sendermarken

Pilb-Allée, which-skirts the E.

terminates to the S. at the W. end of the Ny-Carlsberg-Vei
p. 392), where a monumentai gateway gives admission

(tramway 3c,
to the

grounds of the large Ny-Carlsberg Brewery (Hr. Jacobsen's).
grounds, to the left, is the building of the Old Glyp

Within these
tothek.

The **01d Glyptothek (det Gamie Glyplotek; PI. C, 9) contains
the superb collection of ancient sculpture made since 1887 by Hr.
Cari Jacobsen (p. 412) and already one of the best of the kind to
the N. of the Alps. The collection of Roman portrait-statues and
busts is, indeed, the finest and most extensive in the world. The
number of originai Greek works is aleo comparatively large.
Th9
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Glyptothek.

Constant accession of new acquisitions occasions frequent changes
in the arrangement. It has, therefore, been deemed expedient to
givo below merely a general characterization of the contents of the

different rooms , followed by a list of the most important objects,
denoted by the numbers assigned to them in the last edition of the
catalogue (1898; 75».) together with the number of the room in
which they were, exhibited when this Handbook went to press.
see p. 394.
Rooms II- VII, which are adorned with friezes by Bissen, Sin
ding, and others, contain the works of Greek Art. These include
marble statues and heads (some of them dating from before the

Adm.,

5th cent.

B.C.)

Room

Vili,

and also

a

few bronzes.

a frieze by Jerichau and a cast of the frieze
contains the Roman Portrait Statues and Sar-

with

of Halicarnassus

,

cophagi.
Cabinets IX-XII contain the Smaller Greek Sculptures, includ
and votive reliefs.
In Cab. XIII is the largest extant collection of Sculptures from

ing tombstones, terracottas, sepulchral

D. Simonsen).
Rooms XIV-XV contain the Egyptian

Palmyra (catalogue by
cboice collection

Antiquities,

(catalogue in'preparation).

a

small but

Old

COPENHAGEN.

Glyptothek.
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Rooms XVI -XVII
most of which

are

are devoted to the Roman Portrait
Busts,
excellent examples.
Room XVIII contains
—

Greek Portrait Busts.
In Room XIX is the so-called 'Helbig Museum', a collection of
Etruscan and Early-Italic Antiquities, made by Prof. Wolfgang
Helbig, the eminent archseologist at Rome. This is very important
in its way, but

appeals mainly to the specialist. The
adjoining room are decorated with imitations
paintings in Etruscan tombs.
and the

walls of this
ofthe murai

No. "2 (Room IX), Sphinx, from Attica (6th or 5th cent. B.C.); "3, 4
(IX), Two lions, from Corinth (6th or 5th cent.); 6 (X). Painted sarco
phagus, from Clazomense (5th or 6th cent.); "9 (III). Head of Athlete
(Athens ; beginning of 5th cent.) ; "12 (III). Head of a youth, Cyprus (5th
oent.); "18 (II). Cover of a sarcophagus from Phoenicia, a Greek work
in the Egyptian manner (5th cent.); 19 (HI). Stele, from Laconia (begin
ning of 5th cent.); 20, 21 (III). Dionysus, Hermes (5th cent.); 23 (III). Herma
of a youth, an archaic originai; "24 (III). Female draped statue, an orig
inai of the 5th cent. ; "26 (IH). Bronze statue of a youth (beginning of
the 5th cent.); 27 (III). Bronze head (6th or 5th cent.); "28 (IH). Relief
of Orestes slaying jEgisthus (beginning of 5th cent.); "41 (IH). Hercules
(bronze; 4th cent.); 42l(V). Becumbent youth (5th cent.); "43 (III). Girl
dancing, originai of the 4th cent. ; "44 (VII). Statue of a kneeling youth,
4th cent, originai ; 45 (XII). Statuette of Artemis, 4th cent, originai ; "47 (II).
Statue of Apollo, by one Apollonios, a replica of a work of the 5th cent. ;
48 (VII). Giant, in the Pergamenian style.
Nos. 49-51 (III). Héads of gods, from Athens, time of Phidias (51. Zeus);
*53 (III). Head of a youth, originai in the style of Praxiteles; "54 (III).
Head of Eros, Attic originai of the end of the 5th cent. ; "55 (III). Head of
Kora (?), originai of the time of Praxiteles; 57, 58 (III). Heads of athletes
(Athens ; 4th cent.) ; 59 (IV). Head of Helios (?), Hellenistic originai ; "61
(III). Head of Hermes fastening his sandals, in the style of Lysippus (bust
belonging to some other head) ; 62 (XI). Upper part of a portrait-statue from
Athens , early Imperiai period ; 65 (XII). Tomb-relief of a bearded man
(5th cent.); 66 (XII). Fragment of a votive relief (5th cent.); "67 (VH).
Attic votive relief (5th cent.) ; 68 (VII). Attic tomb-relief (lady and servant ;
4th cent.); "72 (IV). Palmetto from the top of a stele (Cyprus ; 5th cent.);
"76 (VH). Warrior, from an Attic tomb-relief (4th cent.) ; 91 (IX). Tomb
relief of a shipwrecked mariner (Athens); "92 (XII). Votive relief to Arte
mis Bendis and ^sculapius, from the Pirseus (B.C. 329) ; 93 (XII). Votive
relief to Artemis Eupraxia, from Tyndaris; 94 (IX). Melpomene, fragment
of an Attic relief (fth cent.); 95 (XII). So-called Banquet of the Gods
(Athens); "100 (IX). Bull, from an Attic tomb (4th cent.); 101 (XII). Serpent, votive relief; 102, 103 (I). Lions, Greek works of the 4th cent. ;
108 (III). Head of a iwoman , from Egypt, Hellenistic originai ; 112-116
(XVII). Satyr with the young Dionysos, Zeus, Hercules (?), Poseidon, and
Helios (?), a group of statues from the school of Aphrodisias in Caria
(2nd cent. A.D.); 121 (III), 125 (VI). Heads of Aphrodite (4th cent.); "128
(Vili). Bronze statuette of an Amazon, from Egypt (4th cent.); "129 (II).
Amazon, perhaps after Polycletus (5thcent.); "131 (V). Statue ofAnacreon
(5th cent.); "132 (V). Seated poet (4thcent.); *T 135 (Vili). Tiger, Hellenistic
bronze from Egvpt; "136 (XVIH). Statue of Apollo (5th cent.); 138 (II).
Herma of Apollo (5th cent.); 143 (II). Statue of Apollo (4th cent.); *150
(VII). Female torso, part of the same group as No. 315, originai of the
4th cent. ; "153 (II). Head of Artemis, 4th cent, originai ; 156 (VI). iEsculapius and Hygieia (4th cent.) ; 157 (II). Head of .Esculapius (5th cent.) ;
"163 (IV). Head "f Athena, time of Phidias ; "171 (VII). Head of a bearded
athlete (?), 4th cent.; 173 (XVI). Statue of Attys; 184 (II). Statue of Demeter (?; 4tb cent.); 191 (V). Head of Dionysos; 195 (VI). Statue of Dio
nysos (4th cent,); 197 (XX). Dionysos and Pan (4th ot 3rd cent.); 200 (VII).
Statue of one of the. Dioscuri (4th cent.).
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No. 201 (II). Head of a youth, in the style of Polycletus ; 206 (XVIII).
Genius of Death, Roman tomb-figure; "216 (XVII). Hippopotamus, in rosso
antico; 220 (VII). Statue of Paris (4th cent.); 223 (VII). Head of a woman
(5th cent.); '224 (IV). Statue of Hera (5th cent.); 225 (IV). Hercules (4th
cent,); 231 (IV). Hercules (end of 5th cent.); 234 (XX). Hercules as Omphale, Hellenistic; 235 (IV). Same subject (Greek); 238 (V). Relief with
the Labours of Hercules (Greek); 239 (II). Statue of a youth in a sitting
posture (head new); 240(11). Statue of Hermes (dthcent.); 245(11). Statue
of Dionysos, Hellenistic ; 247 (IV). Puteal with Centaurs in relief; 248 (IV).
Carvatide (5th cent.).
No. 253 (VII). Head of a woman (5th cent.); "257 (IV). Fleeing girl
(óth cent.) ; "262 (IV). Female head (4th cent.) ; "264 (III). Head of a girl,
Hellenistic originai; "267 (XX). Torso of a seated girl, 4tb cent, originai;
274 (II). Cybele ; "278 (IV). Head of a youth (5th cent.) ; "290 (XX). Torso
of a youth, 4th cent, originai.
No. 305 (II). Meleager, head new (4th cent.); 308-311 (II). Statues of
the Muses, after Praxiteles; "312 (Vili; in the middle of tbe room). Mosaic of Europa on the bull; 318-320,322-327,329,333,338-340, 350 (XVIII).
Unknown Greeks; "331 (XVIII). Menander(?); 335, 336 (XVIII). Epicurus;
337 (XVIII). Zeno the Stoic ; "341 (XVIII). Demosthenes ; "342 (XVIII).
Alexander tbe Great; "344 (IV). Colossal head of a youth, from Tarsus,
Hellenistic; "346 (XVIII). Bust of one of the Diadochi (successors of
Alexander the Great) ; 347 (XVIII). Pyrrhus (?) ; 348 (XVIII). Greek of the
Hellenistic period ; "349 (XVIII). Pergamenian (?) King, Hellenistic originai.
No. 351 (XVIII). Greek of the2nd cent, of our era (Athens); 353(XVIII).
Greek of the 3rd or 4th cent. (Athens); "362 (II). Head of a Triton or a
Wind God, Hellenistic ; 365 (VII). Satyr, from a group in the Pergamenian
style; "367 (VII). Silenus with the child Dionysos, 4th cent, originai ; 374 (IV).
Triton, Hellenistic ; 376 (XI). Marble vessel ; 381 (XX). Fragment of a marble
vase, in the Neo-Attic style; 380 (XVin). Upper part of a statue of Zeus;
"393 (Vili). Caius Fundilius Doctus, 'Apollinis parasitus' (lst cent. A.D.) ;
395 (Vili). Emp. Tiberius ; 398 (Vili). Lady of the Flavian period as Venus.
No. 402 (I). Roman lady as Hygieia (2nd cent.); 403 (XVI). Crouching
barbarian, as a support;i,406 (Vili). Roman of the end of the 2nd cent, as
■SEsculapius ; 408 (Vili). Sepulchral statue of a mother-in-law; 411, 413
(XVI). Romans ofthe early Republic; 412 (XVI). Tomb-relief ofSeptumius,
of the same period as No. 411; "420, "421, 422, "423, 425, 431, 437, 446, "447,
"448, "451 (XVI). Romans of the close of the Republic ; 434 (XVI). Roman
of the Republic (or late Greek?), from Cyzikos; "445 (XVII). Pompey.
No. "455 (XVII). So-called Agrippa; "457 (XVII). Augustus, from Sardes; "460 (XVII). Livia (?), wife of Augustus; 467 (XVII). Tiberius;
"469 (XVII). Agrippina the Elder, wife of Germanicus; 472 (XVII). Drusus the Younger, son of Tiberius; "476 (XVII). Caligula; "478-480 (XVII).
Hermse of Romans, from Nemi (lst cent.); "481 (XVII). Roman of the
lst cent.; "492 (XVII). Roman lady of the lst cent.; 496 (XVII). Roman
lady of the time of Titus.
No. "503 (XVII). Tra Jan; 507 (XVII). Head of a barbarian ; 508 (XVII).
Hadrian; "509 (XVII). Greek of the close of the 2nd cent., from Athens;
518 (XVII). Antoninus Pius ; 519 (XVII). Faustina the Elder; 521, "531
(XVII). Romans of the second half of the 2nd cent.; 524 (XVII). Marcus
Aurelius; 530 (XVII). Head of a boy (2nd half of 2nd cent.); 533 (XVII
Lucilla (d. 183) ; "539 (XVII). Manìia Scantina (close of 2nd cent.) ; 543
(XVII). Septimius Severus; 546 (XVII). Julia Domna (>), wife of Septimius
Severus, with a removable wig.
No. "557. Lady ofthe Gordian period (ca. 230-240); "563-567 (XVII).
Portraits of the same period; 568 (XVII). Pupienus (238 A.D.) ; 569, 570,
572, 573, 575, 576, "577, 578 (XVII). Romans of the 3rd cent. ; "579-589 (XVII).
Romans of the close of the 3rd or of the 4th cent,, a series of rare and
—

.

(for the period) excellent portraits.
No. "592 (Vili). Sarcophagus with Bacchio scenes ; "596 (Vili). Sarco
phagus with Apollo andMarsyas, from Phcenicia ; !608 (XVII). Aitar with
Bacchio figures, neo-Attic style; 625- "630 (Vili). Slabs from the Tomb of
the Sempronio; 761,764 (XX). Early-Christian sarcophagi; 763 (XX). Jiarly
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Christian

pulpit; 767 (IV). Achilles with the body of Hector (?), Hel
lenistic; 768 (II). Head of a Civic Goddess, from Smyrna, Hellenistic.
A visit may also be paid to the Romanesque Jesus -Kirke
(Pl.B, 9), built on Dahlerup's plans at the cost of Hr. Cari Jacobsen
(sacristan at Lang-Gade 36, Valby, to the right just before we reach

church; fee 25».). The interior, richly adorned with stucco, is
supported by 82 granite pillars. The font, with figures of Faith and
Hope, is by Jerichau; the tomb ofthe Jacobsen family has marble
groups by Tenerani after Thorvaldsen; the aitar- frieze isby Sinding.
the

Stained glass from Munich.

69. From

Copenhagen
a.

to

Helsinger

Coast

and

Helsingborg.

Railway.

Express (Berlin-Copenhagen-Christiania) to (44 Kil.) Helsingòr in 3/4hr.,
The
ordinary trains in 11/2-2 hrs. (fares 2 kr. 80, 1 kr. 75, 1 kr. 5 0.).
express starts from the Nordbanegaard (PI. G, 6), the other trains from the
fliibanegaard (PI. L, 2, 3). The locai trains to Klampenborg, which in
summer run hourly on week-days, and half-hourly or ottener on Sundays
and holidays (in 25 min.; fares 60, 40, 25 0.), start at the Klampenborg
Station (PI. G, 6).
The Steamer Voyage along the Zealand coast is very picturesque.
The boats (restaurant on board; B. Ufi kr.) ply four times daily to Hel
singer (in 2xfi hrs.; fares 1'/*, lkr.) and Helsingborg (in 3 hrs.; fares
2, l'/s kr.), starting from the corner of the Havne -Gade and the Ny
havn at Copenhagen (PI. L, 6). Cheap trips ('Lystturer') on Sundays, there
and back (Tur og Retur'). Stations: 25 min. Skovshoved, 10 min. BellevueKlampenborg, 5 min. Taarbcek, 20 min. Skodsborg, 10 min. Vedbaek, 15 min.
Rungsted, 25 min. Humleboek, 20 min. Snekkersten, 20 min. Helsinger, 30 min.
Helsingborg.
The railway from the Nordbanegaard, also followed by the locai
trains for Klampenborg, skirts the N.W. side of Copenhagen, touches
the suburban station of Nerrebro, and near (5 Kil.) Hellerup unites
with the line from the 0stbanegaard. To the right and left are
—

many small villas.

To the right are the royal chàteau and
the Crown Prince in summer. On the shore of
the Sound, 1 Kil. from the rail. station, are the popular Restaurant
Constantia and the Charlottenlund Baths.

8 Kil. Charlottenlund.

park, occupied by

10 kil. Klampenborg (Strana Hotel; Bellevue; Klampenborg
Bathing Establishment, pens. for a week or more from 6 kr. per day),

sea-bathing place on the S.E. margin
called Skoven^.ùi 'the-foxe&t'l or Deer
Park, a beautiful forest of beeches, well stocked with stags and deer.
Thè following walk (ca. 2l/2hrs.) gives a good idea of the attractions
of the locality. We cross the railway-viadnct and enter the wood by the
'B0de Port'. The Dyrehaves Bakke ('deer-park hill'), on the S. side of the
park, is a great popular resort in summer. Near a spring called the
a

popular

of the

summer-resort and

*Dyrehave (usually

are rows of booths and shows of ali kinds, which withthe beautiful woods afford a pleasant picture of humble lifeuiaf fresco'.
The forester's house of Fortunen, In "the SiW: corner of the Dyrehave",
with a garden-restaurant, 2]/4 M. from the Klampenborg station, commands
a fine view.
From Fortunen or from the Kirsten-Pils-Kilde we proceed

Kirsten-Pils-Kilde

—

Baedeker'» Norway and Sweden. 7th Edit.
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From

Copenhagen

to the N.E. to (2'/4 M.) the Eremitage (restaurant), a shooting-lodge built
by Christian VI. in 1736, near which groups of deer are seen towards
evening. A pleasant path, leaving the grand-stands for the Copenhagen
horse-races (in July) to the left, leads hence straight across the meadows
by Raadvad (restaurant) and Godihaab (restaurant) and through the fine
wood of Jcegersborg to (l-l'/i br.) Skodsborg (see below).
The railway follows the coast, skirting the Dyrehave and passing
many villas hired in summer for sea-bathing. Stations : Taarbcek

and

Springforbi.
16 Kil. Skodsborg

(:i Bade-Hotel, with a large garden, R. 2-6,
D. 2'/2i pens. 6Y2 kr. ; 0resund, similar charges, well spoken of),
another favourite bathing-place, with beautiful walks in the forest
of

Jcrgersborg (comp. above).
19 Kil. Vedbak

the Trered Slcov. To the S.
with a fine park
Farther on we pass the small chàteau of
(open to the public).
Smidstrupgaard, belonging to the King of Greece. Over the Sound
we see the Swedish island of Hven, famous for its association with
Tycho Brahe ; the church of St. Ibbs (James) is recoguisable.
23 Kil. Rungsted, with a monument to the poet Johannes Ewald
lies

Enrum,

(Hot. Vedbak),

the seat of Count

on

Danneskjold-Samse,

—

—

30 Kil. Nivaa; 34 Kil. Humlebcek; 40 Kil. Snekkersten.
44 Kil. Helsinger, see p. 421 ; the station adjoins the harbour.

(p. 402) ;
From

Helsinger

to

Helsingborg ,

see

b. Zealand Northern

p. 422.

Eailway.

Railway to (58 Kil.) Helsinger in l3/4-2 hrs. (fares as above) ; to (34 Kil.)
Hillered in 1 hr. (fares 2 kr. 20, 1 kr. 40, 80 0.).
The trains start from
Those who wish to 'do' Frederiksborg
the Nordbanegaard (PI. G, 6).
on the way should take the first train (comp. p. xviii).
—

—

From

Copenhagen

to

(5 Kil.) Hellerup,

where the coast-line

8 Kil. Gjentofte, the station for
diverges to the right, see p. 417.
the royal chàteau of Bernstorff (to the right).
—

11 Kil. Lyngby (Rustenborg; Lyngby), prettily situated

Lyngby-Se.

To the

right is

the

royal villa of Sorgenfri;

on

the

to the left

is Count Schulin's villa of Frederiksdal.
From Lyngby a pleasant excursion may be made by small steamer to
FredeiHksdal, and thence by 'Amfibiebaad' across the Furese 1o Fiskebcek
and Farum (there and back from Copenhagen in 6-8 hrs.; through-fare
2 kr. 40 0.).
16 Kil. Holte, with charming environs (chàteau of Dronninggard
on Lake Fure,
etc.) ; 21 Kil. Birkered ; 27 Kil. Lillered.
Hotels.
34 Kil. Hillerod.
Hotel Leideksdoeff , opposite the
castle, 3/4 M. from the station (omn. 25 0.); Hotel Kj0bekhavn, in the
market-place, l/« M. from the station.
"Slotspavillon Restaurant, see p. 420.
Omnibus to Fredensborg (p. 421), 50 0.
Garkiage with one horse 4,
with two horses 6 kr., and fee.
Branch Railways to Frederiksvcerk and to Kragerup through the beau
tiful forest of Gribskov (stat. Gribse), with branches to Gilleleie (p. 422)
and Helsinge.
Hillered, with 4000 inhab., the capital of the district of Fre—

—

—

to

Helsingborg.

FREDERIKSBORG.
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lies at the S. end of the small Lake
of Frederiksborg,
from which rises the chàteau of
Frederiksborg, the most imposing
monument of the Danish Renaissance.
From the rail. station we

deriksborg,

—

reach the

in 10 min.

market-place
by following the Street either
right or left. Here is a Statue of Frederick VII. by Bissen, with
an inscription relatin
g to the promulgation of the present constitu
tion by agreement between the king and the Oonstituent
Assembly
(June 5th, 1849). The entrance to the palace is about i/jM. farther on.
to the

*Slot Frederiksborg was erected in 1602-20 by Christian IV.
the site of an older building of Frederick IL, of which two
towers stili remain, and affords an excellent illustration of a
princely residence of the period. Three islands near the W. bank
of the lake are covered by the buildings. The first bridge leads to
the stables and offices. The second bridge leads to the massive
on

"

tower-gateway of the

outer

court, which is enclosed by the business

and

dwellings of the royal suite. In the centre is the Neptune
Fountain, a reproduction (1888) of a l'ountain executed for Chris
rooms

tian IV. by Adrian de Vries in 1623 and carried off by the Swedes
in 1659. In front we see the palace
proper, which occupies the
third island.

Three four-storied wings, with towers and gables, and a lower
entrance- wing surround the great court. As in the contemporary
buildings of N. Germany, the Renaissance character of the architecture is

expressed mainly in the decorative details, which are
executed in sandstone. The most striking feature is the portai and
loggia ofthe centrai structure; the fountain was added in 1621 by
L. P. Sweis, a Dutchman. The W. wing contains the Palace Chapel,
above which is a large Knights' Hall. Frederick VII. usually resided
at

Frederiksborg

destroyed by fire.

until
The

1859,

when

rebuilding

large part of the building was
superintended by F. Meldahl,
At the suggestion of Hr. J. C.

a

was

Director of the Academy of Arts.
Jacobsen (A. 1887; p. 412), who contributed

600,000 kr. towards
the expense of restoration, the interior has been fitted up as a
National Historical Museum, the originai works of art and reproductions in which afford a survey of Danish history and civilisation
from the introduction of Christianity to the present day. The rooms,
few of which escaped injury from the fire, are fitted up in the styles
of the periods illustrated, after Danish and other models. Entrance
in the loggia of the centrai structure. Adm. daily in summer, 9.30-4
and 5-7 ; fee 35 e. Catalogue 25 e. About 1 hr. is required for
visiting the palace.
Ground Floor.
In the Vestibule are casts of two Runic stones of
the lOth century.
Rooms 6-11.
Photograph of the Bayeux Tapestry, rethe
presenting
conquest of England by William of Normandy (see Baedeker**
—

—

Northern France).
First Floor (middle building). Furniture of the 16-17th cent., including
many coffers and chests with armorial bearings; fine modera furniture.
Tower Room 23 and the Council Coreidor (25) stili retain part of the
—

murai decoration

of the time of Christian V.

—

R. 29:

King
27*

Albert

of
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From

Copenhagen

Sweden after the defeat ofFalkoping, a painting by G. Honthorst.
R. 30:
several paintings by /. Owens ; portraits of Frederick li. (1559-88) and his
of
Tower
Room
Globe'
1657.
32.
contemporaries.
'Gottorp
Second Floor. RR. 35-37: Portraits and pictures of important events;
chests, cabinets, and tables of the time of Christian IV. (1588-1648) and
Tower Room 38: Portraits of Charles XII. of Sweden
his successors.
The
(1697-1718), his sister Ulrika Eleonor, and other royal personages.
Hall
Knights'
large
(39), restored in the style of Christian TV. after the
fire, has an elaborate ceiling and contains numerous portraits of royal
personages, including an equestrian portrait of Christian IV. (copy).
RR. 40-42 : Portraits , pictures of events, and furniture of the time of
RR. 43-45: Time of Christian IV. (1670-99).
Frederick III. (1648-70).
RR. 46, 47: Time of Frederick IV. (1699-1730); inlaid furniture of the first
half of Ihe 16th ceut. (R. 47).
RR 48, 49: Rococò furniture of the time
R. 50: Christian VII.
of Christian VI. (1730-46) and Frederick V. (1746-66).
R. 51 : Frederick VI. (1808-36).
R. 52 : Christian Vili.
(1766-1808).
R.
53
:
Portraits
of
members
of
the
Constituent Assembly of
(1839-48).
We pass through the Corridor (54), the contents of which sup1849.
those
and
then
of
the
descend
the staircase to the
rooms,
adjacent
plement
First Floor, the E. wing of which contains nine more rooms (56-64),
fitted up in a modem style.
The visitor should not omit to notice the
variety of pretty views from the Windows.
The "Palace Church, where the kings of the Oldenburg line used to
be crowned , offers a curious mixture of mediceval Gothic (traceried
Windows, net-vaulting) with rich Renaissance details. The intarsia or inlaid-work of the stalls, dafing from the time of Christian IV., is by Dulch
artists; so, too, are the pulpit, of ebony and embossed Silver, and the
Crucifixion in embossed Silver on the high-altar. The gallery is adjoined
by the "King's Oratory, which has been entirely restored since the fire of
1859 in ali its old splendour of carved wood and ivory, and is adorned with
fine paintings from the Passion by Prof. C. Bloch (1865).
In the window
niches of the gallery are the arms, of the knights of the Danebrog Order.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

By turning to the right in the outer court and again to the right
through the gate, we reach an old avenue leading to the Palace Gar
den, which lies on the N. bank of the lake and is laid out in the old
French style, with clipped hedges. It contains the restaurant men
tioned at p. 418 and affords a good view of the palace. To return to
the station we follow the Copenhagen road (right), finally turning
to the right.
The continuation of the avenue forms the way to (8 Kil.) Frewhich crosses the Grsested railway farther on and then
diverges to the right from the Grsested road. Fine woods of oak and
beech. To the left, views of the pretty Lake Esrom.

densborg,

Fredensborg, the autumn residence of the royal family,
built in 1720-24 in memory of the recently concluded Danish
and Swedish peace. The interior (adm. for 1-6 pers. 2 kr., 7-12
pers. 4 kr.) contains few objects of interest. (Among the pictures:
Karel van Mander, Christian IV. ; Rubens , Christ on the Cross ;
Slot

was

The *Park, considered the most beautiful
is open to the public. Among the works of art it con
tains are 'Denmark' and 'Norway' by Wiedewelt, near the main
In the 'Normansdal' are statues of 65
entrance of the chàteau.
Norwegian peasants in national costume, presented by the peasants
themselves in the 18th cent., but without artistic value. The grand

Rembrandt, Young girl.)

in

Denmark,

\Kò aaiULs

Dr^rt-iy,

S

in„-n,M'

''

,

EuIleTL

'

Danslre Ma

Geograph- .An&talt'7Q?i

^^^^^^^^H

to

Helsingborg.

avenue

in the S.

time, 50 ».) ;

HELSING0R.
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part of the park is worth seeing (guide, to save
a Russian pavilion erected by Emp. Alexan

it contains

der III. (adm. 50 ».). Boats for a trip on Lake Esrom may be obtained
The village of Fredensborg (*Jernbane'Skipperhus'.
Hotel ; Slots-Hotel, near the chàteau) is a railway-station (27 M.
from Copenhagen). The station is about >/2 M. from the chàteau.
The last intermediate station is (46 Kil.) Kvistgaard.
58 Kil.
Helsinger. The station is close to the pier.
at the

—

—

Helsinger (Jernbane-Hotel,
Gade, near the town-hall) is

at the station ; Hotel 0resund, Stenan ancient commercial town with

on the narrowest part of the «Sound, which
separates
Zealand from the Swedish province of Skàne. Modem Gothic town
hall (PI. R). Strand-Pavillon, a café on the quay.
To Helsing

11,000 inhab.,

—

borg,

see

p. 422.

To the N.E. of the town rises the handsome and conspicuous
*Kronborg, massively built of stone by Frederick II. in

castle of

1574-85,

restored after a Are by Christian IV. in 1635-37, and
enclosed by ramparts and broad moats.
On passing the main gateway (W.), we turn to the left and enter
the picturesque inner court, the turrets, gables, and spire of which
date almost wholly from the time of Christian IV. For the rest the
castle, which is chiefly used as barracks, presents little attraction.
(Tickets in the inner court, first door on the left: for the collection
of pictures, the chapel, and the tower 30 e. ; for the chapel alone
20 e. ; for the casemates, 1-8 peTs. 25». each, 9-14pers. 20 ». each.)
The Castle Chapel has its walls, pulpit, and stalls adorned with
wood-carving by German masters, restored in 1843. The room is
also shown in which Caroline Matilda, Queen of Christian VII., was
imprisoned for a time on a charge of undue intimacy with Struensee,
the prime minister. The rooms formerly used by the royal family
contain numerous but unimportant pictures by Danish painters.
The fiat roof of the, S.W. Tower (145 steps) commands an extensive
*View of the busy Sound, from the island of Hven as far as Kullen,
and of the wooded coast of Zealarhd.
The Flag Batlery (to the left of the principal W. entrance) is the
jjefore the Castle of Elsinore' where Shakspeare makes the ghost
'Platform
in Hamlet appear. Kronborg is also mentioned in Danish traditions. Deep
down in its casemates slumbers Holger Danske ('the Dane'), a well-known
character in Andersen's tales, who will come forth when his country is
in perii.
It was at Helsinger that the Danish government formerly exacted
the Sound Dnes from ali vessels passing through the strait (from 15,000
to 20,000 annually).
The levy of these dues was first instituted by the
Hanseatic League, assumed as a right by the Danes after the fall of the
League, tacitly and afterwards expressly recognised by foreign powers,
and at length commuted in 1857 by the nations interested for a total sum
of 30,476,325 Danish riks-dollars (nearly 3>/2 million pounds sterling). The
batteries of the castle, however, could not absolutely prevent the passage
of vessels without coòperation from the Swedish side, as was twice
proved
—

by

the British fleet.
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On the Swedish coast, opposite Helsinger, lies (3t/2 M.) Hel
singborg (p. 274). Steamer 6-8 times daily in 20 min. (fare 50 e.").
The through- carriages for Sweden are taken across in the steamer.
To the N.W. of Kronborg lies (3/4M.)Marienlyst, a
The former royal chàteau stands on the slope of

sea-bathing

hill which
on the
pointed out as Hamlet's tomb I On the beach is the BadeHotel (R. 2-5, board 4^2, doz. baths 4 kr.), with promenades.
Pleasant walk hence along the wooded coast to (4V2M.) Hellebaek (BadeHotel; omnibus to Helsinger, twice daily, 1 kr.), another sea-bathing place.
On the opposite Swedish coast the red royal chàteau of Sofiero and tbe coal
mines of Hoganas (p. 275) are conspicuous. The Odinshei, l'/j M. farther

place.

affords
hill is

a

fine view of

Kronborg

and

Helsinger.

a

A column

The walk may be advantageously con
on, also commands a fine view.
tinued along the wooded coast via (3 M.) Aalsgaard (Aalsgaard^s Hotel,
5
M.
Hombcek
Pens.
kr.),
(7
pens.
;
Friis), and (12 M.) Nakkehoved, to (13V2 M.)
Gilleleie (Bath Hotel, with garden), a bathing-resort and the largest fishingvillage in Zealand (to Hillered, see p. 418).
—

70. Bornholm.
A Steamer plies daily from Copenhagen (Kvaesthusbro) to Ronne on the
island of Bornholm, either direct (9 hr-i.) or via Ystad (p. 266; 11 hrs. ; fare
8>/2, there aod back 13 kr.). From Ronne an omnibus plies in connection
to Almindingen-Helligdommen and to Blanch's Hotel.

The Danish island of Bornholm (230 sq. M. ; 35,000 inhab.)
lies 106 M. from Copenhagen and 24 M. to the S.E. of the Swedish
mainland (3 hrs. from Ystad, p. 266). It yieldSthe porcelain clay
used in the famous manufactories of Copenhagen. The steamer

lands at Ronne (Dam's Hotel, R. lVg, D. l2/3 kr.), the capital, on
the W. coast. From Ronne a drive may be made round the rocky is
land in 3 days (carr. 15, with two horses 30 kr., and fee). A great
attraction is the beech-wood of Almindingen, in the middle of
the
the

island, 9 M. to the E. of Ronne, with the *Christianshei Hotel,
heights of Jomfrubjerget (400 ft.) and Rytterkncrgten (530 ft. ;

view-tower),

and the Ekkodal.

—

The best scenery is

on

the N. coast,

granite *Helligdomsklipper. Adjacent is the *Hotel
Helligdommen (R. 1V2-2, D. 2kr.), 71/2 M. from Almindingen, 14 M.

with the fine

from Ronne, and 6 M. from Hammerhafen. To the W. of the cliffs
are the Amtmands- Sten
(V2 nr-) and the Vandfald (waterfall). The
<—

resort is *BlancKs Hotel

(R. 2V2, D. 1^1% pens.
5 kr. ; advisable to order rooms in advance), about 10 M. to the N.
of Ronne (omn. in 3 hrs.; carr. 8, with two horses 12 kr.), which
commands a charming view. Adjacent is the promontory of Hammeren
(275 ft. ; lighthouse), projecting into the Senebugt. A little to
the S. are the ruined castle of Hammershus, the picturesque Finnemost

frequented

dal, St. Jons Kapel'&nA other

fine

points.
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From

.

Copenhagen

to

Hamburg, by

the Danish

Islands and Sleswick.
322 M. Railway the whole way, with the éxception of the short
ferries to Fiinen and Fredericia. Two through-trains daily in I6V2 hrs.
Or the traveller may go by Railway to
(36 kr. 5, 21 kr. 65, 14 kr. 40 0.).
Korser (69 M., in 2'Ai hrs.), thence by Steamboat (twice daily in about
5 hrs.) to Kiel (p. 425), and by Railway from Kiel to Hamburg (70 M., in
2V4-3 hrs.; through -service from Copenhagen to Hamburg in 12l/2 hrs.,
fares 28 kr. 95, 21 kr. 10, 13 kr. 75 0.).
Feom Copenhagen to Berlin the shortest route is now by Warnemilnde CI 1 ' A hrs. ; fares 30 kr. 55, 22 kr. 30, 14 kr. 65 0.) : railway in 4'/2 hrs.
to (75 M.) Gjedser (see p. 424), at the S. extremity of the island otFalster;
steamboat in about 2 hrs. to (30 M.) Warnemunde ; railway (express in
Steamboats also ply from Copen
4V2 hrs.) thence to (140 M.) Berlin.
hagen to Liibeck (daily in 17 hrs.), Stralsund (in summer daily via Malmo
in about 10 hrs.), Stettin (4 times weekly in UV2-I6 hrs.), etc.
—

—

Copenhagen,

see

p. 391.

The scenery traversed

by the W. Zea-

pleasant. 2 M. Frederiksberg (p. 413)
Glostrup; 11 M. Taastrup; 16 M. Hedehusene.

land

Line is very

20 M. Roskilde, pron. Róskille

(Jernbane-Hotel,

;

7'/2

R. from

M.

l1^,

D. 2

kr., well spoken of ; Hotel Prindsen; Rail. Restaurant, luncheon
basket 1 kr.), an old town on the deeply indented fjord of that
name, the capital of the kingdom down to 1443 (comp. p. 395),
and the residence of the bishop of Zealand down to the Reforma
tion, now contains 6000 inhab. only. It is an important railway
centre.

The only relic of its ancient glory is the fine *Oathedral, consecrated in 1084, and restored at subsequent periods, finally in 1868.
The Interior (sacristan, or 'Kirkebetjent', nearly opposite the W. portai ;
1-3 pera. 2 kr., 4-10 pers. 4 kr.) contains the tombs of the Danish kings,
most of whom, from Harold I. (d. 987) down to Frederick VII. (d. 1863)
repose here, the earlier in vaults, the more recent in chapels. Behind the
high-altar, Queen Margaret (d. 1412), with a recumbent alabaster statue
(1423), and her brother Christopher (d. 1363); Christian V. (d. 1699) and
Frederick IV. (d. 1730), with their consorts. In the late-Gothic "Cbapel
of the Trinity or of the Three Kings (1459-64), on the S. side of the church,
are the tombs of Christian I. (d. 1481) ; Christian III. (d. 1559), by Corn.
Floris; and Frederick II. (d. 15S8). On tbe same side, to the E., is the
chapel of Frederick V., with the tomb of that king (d. 1766). by Wiedewelt, and the coffins of the kings from Christian VI. (d. 1746) to Fred
erick VII. (d. 1863). Opposite, on the N. side of the churcb, is the Chapel
of Christian IV., built in the Renaissance style in 1617, recently restored
and decorated with frescoes by Eddelin and Marstrand. It contains tbe
handsome sarcophagi of Christian IV. (d. 164S) and of Frederick III. (d.1730)
The late-Gothic choir-stalls are
and his consort (these two in bronze).
curiously carved with scenes from the Old and New Testaments. The
be
The
also
noticed.
large carved high-altar-piece
reading-desk should
dates from the 16th century.

The small gate opposite the N. side of the church leads to
which command a pleasing view of the fjord.

grounds

From Roskilde to Gjedser (Warnemunde), 88 M., railway in 3V2hrs.
14 M. Kj0ge (Bane-Hotel; Hotel Prindsen), an ancient town, prettily situated
on the Kjege Bugt, where the Danes under Nils Juel gained a great naval
victory over the Swedes in 1677, and where Ivar Hvitfeldt blew up his ship
in 1710 (p. 404). In the market-place is a statue of Frederick VII., by Bissen.

—
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ODENSE.

From

Copenhagen

Stations: Tliureby, Haslev, Olslrup.
39 M. Nsestved (Hotel Vinhus; Axel"Rail. Restaurant, luncheon-basket 1 kr.), near fine beech-woods.
to
and
Branch-line
48 M. Lundby.
Skjelsker
55 M.
Slagelse (see below).
Vordingborg [Hot. Valdemar; Jernbane- Hotel, plain), with 3200 inhab. and a
ruined castle. From its little harbour (55'/2 M.) Masnedsund the line crosses
an arm of the Belt by a fine bridge to the small island of Masnede, whence
a steam-ferry conveys passengers across the Great Belt in 17 min. to (60 M.)
Orehoved,on the island of Falster. To the island of Meen, see p. 427. Thence
again by railway via Nerre-Alslev, Eskildstrup, and Tingsted, to (74 M.)
Nykj/abing (Lindtner's Hotel, R. 2kr., tolerable), a small port (6100 inhab.)
on the Guldborgsund,
over which a railway-bridge and a carriage-bridge
Thence we proceed via Veggerlese and
lead to the island of Laaland.
Fiskebcek over a fiat peninsula to (88 M.) Gjedser or Gjedser Odde, the
southernmost point of the island (steamboat to Warnemunde, see p. 423).
—

—

hus;

—

—

—

From Roskilde to Aarhus via Kallundborg.
To Kallundborg, 49 M.,
railway in 11/2-21/* brs. (fares 5 kr. 10, 3 kr. 20, 1 kr. 90 0.); thence to
in
56
steamboat
M.
hrs.
The chief
daily
41/2
(fare 4 kr.).
Aarhus,
,
intermediate stations are (221/2 M.) Holbcek (Hot. Isefjord), with 3500 inhab.,
on a fjord of the same name, and (36 M.) Jyderup (Hot. Skarridsg), near the
49 M. Kallundborg (Kallundborg ; Postgaarden), a
picturesque Skarrid-Se.
small seaport with 3200 inhab. and an interesting Romanesque church
built
in
the
(12th cent.),
shape of a Greek cross , with four octagonal
—

—

towers and a square tower in the middle.
The steamboat to Aarhus
traverses the Kallundborg Fjord, and touches at Samse, in the Great Belt.
—

—

Aarhus,

see

p. 429.

Viby; 31 M. Borup ;

39V2 M. Ringsted, with an old
261/2
49 M. Sore (*Postgaarden), on the lake of that
Benedictine church.
name, surrounded by woods; the Cistercian church here (12th cent.)
contains the tombs of L. Holberg (p. 396) and of three Danish kings.
M.

—

Farther on the scenery is uninteresting. 58 M. Slagelse.
69 M.
KorsflT (Hotel Korser ; Hotel Store Belt; Rail. Restaurant), a town
with 4000 inhab. , is the starting-point of the large steam-ferry
(good restaurant, luncheon l1/^ kr-) which departs V2 hr. after the
arrivai ofthe train and crosses the Great Belt (14 M. wide) in about
1 1/4 hr. to Nyborg (Postgaard), a town and harbour on the island
of Fùnen (Dan. Fyen), with 6000 inhab., remains of an old palace,
—

and

a

Gothic church.

proceeds by Vllerslev, Langeskov, and Marslev
Odense (Grand Hotel, new; *Brockmann,s Hotel), the
capital of the island, with 30,900 inhab., the birthplace of Hans
Christian Andersen (1805-75), whose house on the Klingenberg is
marked by a tablet. The Cathedral of St. Knud, erected in 10861301, contains monuments ofthe kings John and Christian II. The
Frue-Kirke has a carved reredos by Claus Berg of Liibeck (beginning
of I6th cent.). The Slot and the Museum (Skole-Gade; 50 e.) con
tain Northern antiquities. Statue of Frederick VII., by Bissen.
From Odense to Svendborg and the Danish Islands, see R. 72.
The Fiinen Line

to

(19 M.)

The following stations are : Holmstrup, Tommerup Skalbjerg,
Bred, Aarup, Gjelsted, Eiby, Nerre-Aaby, and (52 M.) Strib, at the
N.W. extremity of the island near the sea-bathing place of Middelfart. Passengers cross the Little Belt (6 M.) in 15-20 min. by a
steam-ferry to
,

,

—

to

77. Route.
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Hamburg.
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(Victoria Hotel; Rail. Restaurant), a town with
fortified. An interesting bronze statue of
a soldier here commemorates the victory of the Danes over the
Sleswick-Holstein besiegers in 1849.
The Flensburg line proceeds in a S.W. direction, affording
Fredericia

10,000 inhab., formerly

of the Little Belt. 5 M. Taulov ; 8M. Eltang.
Kolding, R. from 2kr.; Thomsen 's Hotel),
on the Kolding Fjord, with 10,000 inhab. and the imposing ruins of
the castle of Koldinghus, founded in 1248, greatly enlarged in the
16-17th cent., but destroyed by fire in 1808. To the N. of the town
are the Tivoli
(restaurant) and (V4 hr.) the grove of Marienlyst; to
the S. is the Steilebjerg, with view.
A pleasant excursion (1 day; carriage for 1-4 pers. 8-12 kr.) may be
made from Kolding to the S.E. to (8V2 M.) Skamlingsbanken (370 ft. ;
Restaurant), with a beautiful view of the Little Belt, the island of Fiinen,
several other small islands, and the surrounding country.
An obelisk
(52 ft. high), erected in 1863, commemorates the Danish agitation for
preserving the Danish language in Sleswick.
20 M. Lunderskov (branch-line to the W. , straight across Jut
land, to Esbjerg and Struer, see p. 432).
occasionai

glimpses

12 M. Kolding (*ffit.

23t/2 M. Vamdrup,
direction

capital

is

the Danish frontier-station.

luggage booked for Copenhagen

(In

the

reverse

is not examined till the

reached.)

36 M. Woyens, the first German station (luggage examined).
Branch-line in 35 min. to (7*/2 M.) Hadersleben.
From (50 M.)
59 M.
Rothenkrug another branch-line runs to (4 M.) Apenrade.
—

—

Tondern, for the island of Sylt).
70 M. Flensburg (Hotel Flensburg; Bahnhofs-Hotel ; Central
Hotel), a thriving town with 41,000 inhab., beautifully situated
on rising ground at the S. end of the deeply indented
Flensburg
Fjord. Fine view from the Bellevue, a café on the hill to the W.,
near the wind-mills.
The Old Cemetery, prettily situated on the
same height, contains a marble sphinx by Thorvaldsen.
87 M. Jùbek, the junction for Husum and Tònning.
94t/2 M. Schleswig (Stadt Hamburg, Raven's Hotel, in the Altstadt; Railway Hotel), an ancient town with 17,300 inhab., con
sists of a single Street, 3^2 M. in length, extending round the
W. end of the fjord called the Schlei. Not far from the station is the

Tingleff (branch-line

to

old ducal Schloss Gottorp, now a barrack. The Dom in the Altstadt
contains a fine reredos in carved oak by Hans Briiggemann (1524).
109 M. Rendsburg, a town with 13,700 inhabitants. We ctoss
the new North Sea cy Baltic Canal.
130t/2 M. Neumunster is the
157 M. Elmshcm.
junction for Kiel (19'/2 M-> in 35-45 min.).
177 M. Altona (Kòniglicher Hof, Bahnhofs-Hotel, Sonne, ali at
the station), a thriving commercial and manufacturing town with
150,000 inhab., on the N. bank of the Elbe.
—

—

181 M. Hamburg

l'Europe,

Streifs

(Berlin Station; Hamburger Hof, Hot.
see Baedeker's Northern
Germany.

Hotel, etc),

de
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72. From Odense to

Svendborg, Langeland, Laaland,

Falster, andMaen.
From Odense to

Svendborg,

29

M., Railway

in 11/2-2 hrs. (fares 2kr.

1 kr. 80, 1 kr. 10 0.).

90,

The railway runs to the S. via (2*^ M.)
Odense, see p. 424.
Bege, (3 M.) Hjallese, (6 M.) Heiby, (8t/2 M.) Aarslev, and
13 M. Ringe (Gastgiveri), the junction of a
(10 M.) Pederstrup.
branch-line to Nyborg (p. 424).
—

Fruens

—

From Ringe to Faaborg, 18 M., railway in I1/4 hr. (fares 2 kr., 1 kr. 25,
75 0.). Several small stations.
18 M. Faaborg (Hotel Rasmussen), with
3700 inhab., is picturesquely situated on the Faaborg Fjord.
—

16 M. Rudme; 18 M. Kvcerndrup; 21 M. Stenstrup ; 26 M.
29 M. Svendborg (* Vandali s Hotel, Hotel Svendborg,
R. & L. 172-2 kr.), with 8700 inhab., is beautifully situated on the

Serup.

—

Svendborg Sund. Immediately to the N. of the town is the Ovinehei,
commanding a fine view. A little farther distant is the ruined castle
of 0rkil.
The most attractive excursion from Svendborg is that to the island
of Taasinge (ferry or steamer).
The ferry crosses the sound to Vindeby,
whence we walk io the high-lying (245 ft.) Bregninge Kirke (splendid view
from the tower; key from the schoolmaster).
About 1% M. to the E. is
Valdemars Slot, dating from the 17th cent, (visitors admitted) ; and 1/2 M.
farther to the N., opposite the island of Thor0, is the pretty fishing-hamlet
of Troense (J0rgensen's Restaurant ; Troensegaard's Restaurant).
About
l3/4 M. to the E. of Svendborg (along tbe coast) lies the sea-bathing resort
of Christiansminde (Bath Establishment and Bath Pension, pens. at both,
4-5 kr.), '/i M. beyond which is Gammel Hestehave , with large orchards
and manufactures of wine from fruits.
Troense, Christiansminde, and
Gammel Hestehave are ali visited by the steamers.
—

—

From

Svendborg

via

Langeland

to Masnedsund.

From Svendborg Io Rudkjebing, 12 M., Steamboat in IV4 hr. (fare 1 kr.
10 0.). From Rudkjabing to Spodsbjerg, 51/? M., Diligence (75 0.); thence
to (16 M.) Nakskov, Steamboat in I3/4 hr. (fares 2 kr. 25, 1 kr. 85, 1 kr. 50 0.).
From Nakskov to Masnedsund, 49 M., Railway in 3V4-4hrs.

The steamer steers between Taasinge and Thom, on the right,
andFiinen, on the left, to the long island of Langeland. Rudkj«bing
(Hotel Langeland), the only town on the island, with 3500 inhab.,
was the birth place of H. C. 0rsted
(1777-1851), discovererof electroAbout 8 M. to the N. is the stately
411).
mentioned as early as the 13th cent., now the
The steamer also calls at Lohals,
property of Count Ahlefeldt.
at the N. extremity of the island..
From Rudkj0bing the road runs to the E., across the broadest
part.of the fertile island, to Spodsbjerg, whence another steamer
crosses the Langelands Belt and the Nakskov Fjord in l3/4 hr. to the
island of Laaland (or Lolland). Nakskov (Hotel Skandinavien),

magnetism (comp. p.
castle of

—

Tranekjair,

—

where we land, is a town of 6700 inhab., with a large sugar-factory,
the tower of which commands a fine view (apply to the manager).
Near the harbour begins the dyke, erected after the great inundation

M0EN.
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Qf 1872 to protect the W. and S. coasts of Laaland, along which it
extends to beyond R«dby, a distance of about 25 M.
About 3/4 M.
to the N. of Nakskov is the pleasure-resort of Svinglen, with a
—

restaurant.
A pleasant drive (5 hrs. ; carr. 10 kr.) may be taken to the N.E. via
Sccbyholm and Juellinge to (8 M.) Pederstrup, the imposing chàteau of Count

Reventlow.

From Nakskov to Masnedsund, railway (see p. 426).
The
district traversed is fertile, with fields divided by hedges ('knicke').
15i/2 M. Maribo (Hotel Gcest5'/2 M. Sellested; 10i/2 M. Ryde.
givergaarden ; Railway Restaurant), a town with 2500 inhab. and a
handsome Gothic church (14th cent.), occupies a pleasant site on
the Maribo-Se. Near the station is a Museum.
Branch-lines run
hence, to the S. to Redby, and to the N. to Bandholm, whence a
visit may be paid to Knuthenborg, an aristocratic mansion with a
fine park.
21 M. Saxkjebing (Thorup's Hotel) is a small town with 1500
—

—

—

■—

Beyond (26 M.) Grange a bridge, 690 yds. long, crosses
Guldborgsund to (31 M.) Nykjebing (p. 424), the capital (6100

inhabitants.
the

inhab.)

of the island of Falster.

A pleasant excursion may be taken hence (diligence twice daily in
l3/4 hr. ; 1 kr. 35 0.) to (ÌOV2 M.) Nysted (Petersen's Hotel, unpretending),
M.
from which is Count Raben-Levetzau's chàteau of Aalholm; perhaps
1/4
the oldest building in Denmark.
Its tower affords a splendid view; and
in the park are some rare trees.
The model-farm of Ourupgaard lies
31/2 M. to the E. of Nykj0bing.
■—

From

Nykjabing

to

Masnedsund,

see

p. 424.

M>en.
From Masnedsund to Slege, I81/2M., Steamboat daily in 2 hrs. (good
restaurant on board). A steamer also plies from Copenhagen in 6 hrs.
From Stege to Liselund (M0ensklint), 10 M., Carriage in 2 hrs. (1-4 pers.
A visit to the island of Meen is very
7 kr. 5 0. ; from the postmaster).
attractive. The W. half is fiat and uninteresting, but the E. half, known
with
chalk
cliffs
as Klint, is rocky,
rising sheer from the sea. The white
and often fantastic cliffs, with their verdant ravines, unite with the blue
sea to
produce a scene of great beauty.
—

—

The steamboat skirts the wooded is
Masnedsund, see p.424.
Zealand, on the left, and Falster and Bog», on the right,
and coasts along Meen to (I8V2 M.) Stege (Baden's Hotel), the only
town (2000 inhab.) on the island, with remains of its old castle and.
walls. Stege is situated on the more northerly of the two peninsulas
that separate the bay of Noret from the Great Belt.
The road to Liselund leads to the E., through a monotonous
district, to the (7 M.) village of Borre, with its little Romanesque
church of the 12th century. Borre was at one time a seaport, but
the rising ofthe ground has converted the bay on which it stoodinto the
About 2^2 M. farther on is Baron Rosenkrantz's
marshy Borre-S».
—

lands of

—

estate of Liselund, with a modest but good restaurant (pens. 5
at the farm-house. A path leading through the garden of the farm

kr.)
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SKANDERBORG.

From Fredericia

and then through a ravine brings us to the Lille Klint ('little cliff),
with a small chapel built on the model of Tell's Chapel on the Lake

Thence we follow the top ofthe cliffs to the
steep and curiously shaped rocks separated
by wooded ravines known as Fald, and reach the Store Klint ('great
clifl"), which includes the Taler ('speaker' ; 335 ft.) and the Hylledalsklint (420 ft.). To our right, inland, rises the (t/2 M.) Aborrebjerg
(465 ft.), the highest point in the island (fine view). We continue
to skirt the coast to the S., passing the wide ravine of Maglevandsfaldet (Store Knud's Inn) , the Sommerspir ('summer peak'), and
the Steilebjerg, a cliff on the S. edge of the woods. Returning to
Knud's Inn, we may (in favourable weather) row thence back to
of Lucerne

(fine view).

S., passing

a

number of

Liselund.

73. From Fredericia to Frederikshavn.
209 M. Railway in
views to the right.

81/4

hrs. (fares 12

kr., 7 kr. 50, 4

Jutland.
kr. 50

0.).

Best

Beyond (8 M.) Berkop we enjoy, to
Fredericia, see p. 425.
right a fine view of the Velie Fjord, among the woods at the
W. end of which is (16'/2 M.) Veile (*Hòtel Royal, R. & L. 2 kr.
35 e.; Hot. Veile), a little town of 9000 inhab., frequently mentioned
—

the

,

in the

wars

of

1848, 1849,

and 1864.

Steamers ply hence to Munkebjerg, Tirsbcek, etc, on the Veile Fjord.
Pleasant walk to the (3 M.) Skrwdderbakken (inn) in the Greisdal.

The train skirts the N. bank of the fjord via (23J/2 M.) Daugaard and (29 M.) Letning to (37 M.) Horsens (*Jergensen's Hotel;
Skandinavie), on the Horsens Fjord, an ancient town with 17,300
inhabitants. The Vor-Frelsers-Kirke contains a carved pulpit of
1663-70; and the disused Convent Church old tombstones of the

17-18th centuries.
and

—

Branch-lines run hence to (1772 M.) Tetting
43 M. Tvingstrup ; 45t/2 M. Hovedgaard.

(18!/2 M.) Juelsminde.

—

55 M. Skanderborg (Phenix, well spoken of ; Skandinavie) a
little town of 2400 inhab., is picturesquely situated on an isthmus
between two lakes (boats for hire). Fine view from the church
tower. The Dyrehave or Deer Park lies */% M. to the W. of the town.
,

From Skanderborg to Silkeborg, I9V2M , railway in 1 hr. (fares 2kr.,
1 kr. 25, 75 0.). This line goes on to Herning and Skjern (p. 432).

—

Beyond (3 M.) Alken, on the Mosse, the line traverses a pleasant undulating
country, varied by woods, mcors, and lakes.
71/2 M. Ry. on the Lille-Se.
From (IO1/2 M.) Laven (inn, at the station), a steamboat (40 0., return fare
70 0) crosses the Jul-Se, from the other side of which (Hotel Juls0) the
Himmelbjerg (p. 429) may be ascended in 20-25 minutes.
19V2 M. Silkeborg ("Silkeborg ; Dania; Skandinavie), with 4400 inhab., a
town dating only from 1844, is situated at the influx of the Gudenaa into
the Lang-Se, one of the most picturesque points in Denmark. An excursion
on the
river (attractive) is most conveniently made in one of the small
boats propelled by paddle-wheels worked by hand (12 kr. per day-, the boatman
acts also as guide).
A steamboat also plies several times daily to
the Himmelbjerg (lkr., return-fare 1^2 kr. ; to Laven, see above). Among
the various points of interest in the vicinity the finest are: in the N0r—

to

Frederikshavn.

73. Route.
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reskov, to the S.E., the Ulbehoved (240ft.) and Lovisehei (240ft.), and, in
the Ry-N0rreskov, the Himmelbjerg (515 ft. ; "Hotel Himmelbjerget, mod
erate; belvedere in the vicinity, 25 0.); in the S0nderskov, to the S., tte
Caroline- Amalieshei (213 ft.) and Aasen (288 ft.); in the Vesterskov, to the
S.W., Krogh's Bank on the Alminde-Se (carr. 8 kr.), and farther off, Frederik
den Syvendes Hei (367 ft.) and Frederikkehei (360 ft.).
Beyond (59 '/2 M.) Herning the Stilling-Se appears on the right.
62'/2 M. Hasselager.
—

68 M. Aarhus (*Hótel Royal, R. & L. 2i/2, B. 3/4kr. ; Skandinavie ;
Central Hotel, R., L., & A. ll/2 kr., well spoken of; Hotel Cimbria,
tramway to the cathedral 10 0. ; cab 65 0., per hr. 1 kr. 35 0.), an
ancient town with 33,300 inhab. and a large harbour, on a fjord of
the same name, is the junction for the railway to Grenaa. The
Cathedral, founded in 1201 and frequently restored, has a tower
295 ft. in height; the interior is shown on week-days 10.30-11.30
free, onSun. 12.30-1.30, 25»., at other times 2 kr. (sacristan, MeilGade 55). The Museum, in the E. part ofthe town, containing casts,
paintings, and antiquities, is open free on Sat. & Sun., 12-2 (in
winter 12-3); at other times on application (1-2 pers. 1 kr.).
A pleasant drive may be taken through the Marselisborg woods to
0rnereden ('eagle's nest'), with fine views (carriage and pair 8 kr.,
from Dyhr at the Hotel Royal).
From Aarhus to Rtomgaard, 24'/2 M.
branch-railway in li/2-2hrs.
IV4 M. Risskov (Restaurants Salon, Ferdinandsplads, Pavilion), on
the coast, backed by beautiful woods.
Then : Lystrup, Hjortshei, Legten,
Hornslet.
18 M. Merke, whence an attractive road leads via Rende to
—

,

—

—

the ruins of the castle of Kale, where Gustavus Vasa was confined in 1518-19.
241/2 M. Ryomgaard is the junction for the line from Banders to Grenaa

—

(see below).

From Aarhus
1 kr. 50 0.).

to

Hou, 22t/2 M., railway

in about

13/4

hr. (fares 2 kr.

45,

Brabrand. On the W. bank of the Brabrand-Se lies the
77 M. Mundelstrup ; 83y2 M. Hinnerup.
To the W. stretch the forests of Count Friis.
89 M. Hadsteen; in
the woods to the left is the chàteau of Faurskov. To the left, at
94 M. Laurberg.
(92 M.) Lerberg, is the chàteau of Bistrup.
To the S. lies the well-wooded principality of Friisenborg, belonging
to Count Friis, whose chàteau of Friisenborg, in the style of Christian IV.
(p. 405), lies 10 M. to the S.E., with a large park (visitors admitted). Also
to the S.E. of Laurberg are (13A M.) Houlbjerg, (5 M.) Haururn, and fJi/2 M.)
Friisendal. From Bammel (Inn), 20 M. to the S.É., a diligence plies to
Hinnerup (see above; I1/2 hr. ; lkr. 5 0.).
We cross the Gudenaa, the largest river in Jutland, by an iron
bridge (blown up in 1864), and reach (97 M.) Langaa (Rail. Restau
rant), junction of the W. Jutland railway to Viborg (see p. 432).

72^2 M.

estate of

Constantinsborg.

—

—

—

105 M. Randers (*H6tel Randers; Rail.

Restaurant), on the broad
The Gothic St. Martens-Kirke
(14-1 5th cent.; lately restored) contains some good wood-carving of
the 17th century. The large Scandia Carriage Factory may be visited
on application. Branch-railways run hence to Grenaa and Hadsund.
1 141/2 M. Faarup; 118ty2M. Onsild.
1241/2 M. Hobro (Hotel
Gudenaa,

—

has

16,600

inhabitants.

—
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Iversen; Melle'r), with 2300 inhab., lies

at the W. end of the

pretty

Mariager Fjord.
About 7 M. to the W. lies Mariager (Hotel
a steamboat plies in 1 hr. (fare 50 0.).
joining building are relics of an old convent.
to the S., commands a fine view.
to which

Jensen), with 800 inhab.,
The church and the adThe Hohei (360 ft.), 1 M.

134 M. Arden. The railway runs through fine woods. 138i/2 M.
143i/2M. Stevring; 146 M. Ellidshei; 149 M. Svendstrup.
155 M. Aalborg (*Phenix, R. & L. 2i/4, B. 3/4 kr. ; Baier's Hotel;

Skjerping;

Hotel du Nord ; Rail.

Restaurant),

(19,500 inhab.), is

situated

one

of the oldest towns in the

which connects
the North Sea and the Kattegat. The town, which is intersected by
five 'Aaer' or streamlets (numerous bridges), contains some pic
turesque old houses in the Renaissance style of the 17th century.
The Budolphi- Kirke, though dating from the 14th cent., was practically rebuilt in 1759-79; the Frue-Kirke (restored in 1869) is older
but was injured by fire in 1894.
Parts of the Hospital date from
the 15th century.
The Museum, containing paintings, antiquities,

country

on

theLimfjord,

and casts, is open free on Sat., 12-2, and Sun. and holidays, 2-4; at
other times adm. 50 0. (catalogue 25 0.).
From Aalborg to Thisted and via Viborg to Langaa, see R. 74.
The Limfjord is now crossed by a pontoon-bridge and by an iron

railway-bridge (330 yds. long; 16 ft. broad), opened
costof 3,000,000 kr. On the N. bank, opposite Aalborg,
Nerresundby.

in 1879 at
lies

a

(156 M.)

To the left of (166 M.) Sulsted stretches the extensive Vildmose, where curious mirage-effects are frequently observed in sum
mer.
173 M. Brenderslev; 179 M. Vraa.
186V2 M. Hj«rring
(Kyppers Hotel; Skandinavie), an old town (6000 inhab.), 7l/2 M.
to the W. of which is *Lenstrup (Linnemann's Inn), a sea-bathing
resort on the Kattegat (diligence daily, except Sun.). About l3/4 M.
to the S. of L0nstrup rises the Rubjerg Knude (242 ft. ; wide view).
—

189 1/2 M. Sindal; 1931/2 M. Kvissel.
209 M. Frederikshavn (Dania, at the harbour, D. 23/4 kr. ;
Hoffmann's, in the town, D. 2 kr. ; Casino Restaurant, at the sta
tion), a small seaport with 5000 inhab. , was known as Fladstrand
until 1818. Pleasant walk 011 the N. pier (bathing-establishment).
About 21/2 M. to the W. of Frederikshavn is the church of Piade (fine
A diligence (railway in progress) plies
view), embosomed in woods.
—

—

twice daily to the S. to (8 M.) Sceby (Hotel Harmonien, with fair restau
rant), a little town with minerai springs and sea-baths. Adjoining it on
the W. is the beautiful Scebygaards Wood (restaurant).
From Frederikshavn to Gotenburg steamboat in summer daily in
41/2-5 hrs. across the Kattegat, where the sea is generally apt to be rough
The approach to Gotenburg through the Skargàrd is very
(see p. 274).
Steamboats also ply from Frederikshavn to
pleasant (comp. pp. 274, 84).
Christiania (once weekly in 21 hrs. ; 20 kr., 14 kr.) and to Christiansand
in
hrs.
14
10-11
(thrice weekly
kr., 8 kr.).
;
—

THISTED.
Excursion to
25 M. Railway in about
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Skagen.

kr. 50, 1 kr. 50 0.).
The railway leads through a moor near the coast, passing a few country
seats.
Stations: 5 M. Rimmen; 8 M. Jerup; 12'/2 M. Aalboek (unpretending
inn), a fishing-hamlet. Thence it runs among the dunes via (15 M.) Bunken,
M.)
(171/2
Hulsig, aud (22 M.) Hugen, to
25 M. Skagen (Nye Hotel; Brynduni's Hotel & Pension, both unpre
tending), the chief fishing-port of Denmark (2300 inhab.), stretching among
the sand-hills thatborder the Kattegat. The former house of the 'Byfoged', or
town-bailiff, is adorned with the name-boards of wrecked vessels. About
I1/2 M. to the N. is the new Lighthouse, 145 ft. high, to which visitors
are admitted on application to the 'Fyrmester' between 10 a.m. and one
hour before dusk (50 0. to the light-keeper acting as guide, who speaks
English). From the top, which commands a wide view, the line of foam
marking the meeting of the North Sea and the Baltic may be discerned.
The lighthouse lies about 3/4 M. from Grenen, the N. extremity of Den
mark (57° 45' N. lat.).
About 41/2 M. to the E. is a lightship.
The old ruined church of Skagen (key at the lighthouse) lies halfin
the
sand.
The return to Aalbaek (carriage, bargain necessary)
buried
may be made along the coast of the North Sea, via (2'/2 M.) Heien or Gam
mel Skagen, at the beginning of the dreaded 'Iron Coast', marked by
wreckage and the surf above the triple reef that runs parallel with the
sbore, and (7 M.) Kandeslederne (pron. Kannesterne). Here we turn in
land and cross the sand-drifts (guide-posts) via the Raabjerger Miler and
Kirke to (15 M.) Aalbaek (see above).

1^4

hr.

(fares 2

—

—

74. From

Aalborg on the Limfjord to
Viborg to Langaa.

Thisted and via

From
Steamer from Aalborg to Thisted in 5-7 hrs. (fares 5, 3 kr.).
Thisted to Langaa, 117 M., Railway in 8-9 hrs. (fares 5 kr. 50, 3 kr. 25 0. ;
no first class).
—

The vessel steams to the W. through the
Aalborg, see p. 430.
Limfjord (100 M. long; average depth only 6-12 ft.), which cuts off
the N. part of Jutland, known as Vendsyssel. Beyond the islands of
Gjelland and 0land (on the right) we enter the narrow Aggersund, but
beyond Legster the fjord again expands, We then pass through the
Feggesund, with the peninsula of Hannces on the right and the narrow
isthmus of Feggeklit on the left, and enter the Thisted Bredning, on
the N. bay of which is the pictures quely-situated Thisted (Hotel
Royal; Hotel Aalborg), a small trading- town with 5400 inhabitants.
—

A road (diligence daily) leads to the N.W. from Th'Sted, between
Vesler Vandel and the Norsse, to (IO1/2 M.) the sea-baths of Klitmeller (Bath
Hotel, fair), whence a visit may be paid to the (7 M.) great lighthouse of
»
Hansiholm (fee 50 0. ; splendid view).

The Railway to Viboeg traverses the W. part of the district of
At (41/2 M. from Thisted) Sjmring are the ruins of a
castle, close to the line, on the right. To the right, beyond (9l/2 M.)
Snedsted and (12'/2 M.) Herdum, lies the long and narrow Ovese.
17i/2 M. Bedsted; 22 M. Hurup. Beyond ( 24i/2 M.) Ydby the line runs
along the narrow isthmus between the Nissum Bredning (on the right)
and the Skibsted Fjord (on the left) to (29i/2 M.) Lyngs. In the dis
tance to the W. is the narrow Thybo Ren Canal, the W. opening of

Thisted.

—

—

the

Limfjord. 32 M. Hvidbjerg ; 35i/2M. Vglev. From (38 M.) Odde-
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sund Nord a steam-ferry crosses the Ottensund or Oddesund (l!/2 M.
said to be named after the Emperor Otho the Great, who
advanced to this N. point and hurled his spear into the sea. To the
46 M. Oddesund Syd; 47i/2 M. Humlum.
left is the island of Vene.

broad),

—

52y2 M. Struer (Schous Hotel;
(2300 inhab.) on the Limfjord.

Rail.

Restaurant),

a

small

place

From Struer to Lunderskov, 125 M., railway in about lO'/g hrs. (fares
25, 6 kr. 75, 3 kr. 50 0.), skirting the W. coast of Jutland.
Principal stations: 9'/2 M. Holstebro; 2U/2 M. Vemb (branch-line to Lemvig);
M.
Ringkjebing , near the sea-baths of Sendervig.
391/2
5i]/2 M. Skjern,
88 M.
junction for Silkeborg (p. 428) and Aarhus (p. 429); SOM. Varde.
Hot.
a
town
of
(Hot.
Spangsberg;
Royal),
Esbjerg
thriving
10,000 inhab., is,
next to Copenhagen, the most important seaport for the Danish exporttrade to Germany, England, etc.
Steamboats several times weekly to
Harwich and Grimsby (see p. xiii). [A steamer plies 3-5 times daily from
the
island of Fana , visited as a bathingto
hr.
fare
50
0.)
(V2
Esbjerg
80,
;
resort. On the E. coast of the island lies the clean little village of Nordby
(Hot. Nordby ; Fsergegaarden ; Krogaarden) ; on the W. coast, I1/2 M. from
Nordby, is Fané Norclsebad, with a large new Curhaus (R., L., & A. 21/2-6,
déj. 2, D. 3, board 5 kr. ; bath 60 0.; visitors' tax 12 kr. for 1 pers., 5 kr.
for each addit. pers.) and several pretty villas let to sea-bathers in sum
102 M. Bramminge, junction for Hvidding via Ribe, an old episcopal
mer.]
125 M. Lunder
town, with a Romanesque cathedral of the 12th century.

9 kr.

—

—

—

—

—

skov, see p. 425.
The train

now skirts the S. bank of the Limfjord.
61!/2 M.
Vinderup. From (74 M.) Skive (Hot. Gluds ; 2500 inhab.) a branch
line runs via Hyngore to Nykjebing on the island of Mors.
We next traverse a barren and monotonous region via Heislev,
Stoholm, and Sparkjer, to (92 M.) Viborg (Preisler's; Railway Hotel),
an ancient town with 8400 inhab.,
picturesquely situated on the
Viborg-Se. The Romanesque *Cathedral, dating from the 12th cent.,
and restored in 1863-76, is built of light-coloured granite. It contains
the relics of King Eric Glipping, murdered in 1286. The Borgevold
Park (restaurant ; boats) occupies the site of the ancient castle.

pleasant excursion may be made hence to (41/2 M.) Hald, a country
the charming Hald-Se (visitors admitted to the park on application);
aud thence by an avenue on the left to the ruin of Hald. A pretty walk
via Bcekkelund (inn), to
leads along the bank of the lake to the S.W.
Dollerup, with a factory for worsted goods. The hills command fine views.
95y2 M. Rindsholm, on a lake. From (100 M.) Redkjersbro a
A

seat

on

,

diligence plies daily to Silkeborg (p. 428) in 3i/2 hrs. (2 kr. 10 0.).
107 M. Bjerringbro; 112i/2M. Vlslrup.
117 M. Langaa, see

—

p. 429.

—
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Aabergsbygd 52.
Aabo-Elv 106.
Aabogen 77.
Aab0dal 93.
Aabrekkebrìe 180.
Aadal, Store 161. 162.
—,

Vesle 159. 160.

Aardals-Elv 136. 143.

Aardalsfjord (Saeters
dal) 4.
(Sognefjord) 136.
(Stavanger) 92.

—

—

Aaen 106.

Aagottind 206.
Aataeim 36.

Aahjem 170.
Aak, Gaard 201.

Aaken 57.

Aakerneesfjeld

193.

Aaklungen 34.

Aakre 98.

Aakviknaver 229.
Aal 46.

Aalbergfjeld
Aalborg 430.

Aarhus 429.
Aarlivold 72. 211.
Aarnses 31. 77.
Aar0 198. 250.
Aarsethorn 197.
Aarsten 239.
Aartun 93.
Aarup 424.
Aasberg 42.
Aasdal 111.
Aase, Gaard 106.
Aasen (Nordm0re) 211

220.
(Sandefjord) 34.
Sfetre 66.
Aalbu 211.
Aashammer 205.
Aalesund 195.
Aaspelifjeld 184.
Aalfjeld 53.
Aasta 73.
Aavestrud 44.
Aalfotfjord 177.
Aalhus 173.
Aaxel 125.
Abbortra.sk 389.
Aalsgaard 422.
Aalvik 103.
Adelsò 340.
Afdalsfos 144.
Aam, Gaard 196.
Aamodt (Telemarken! 32. Aga 105.
Aamot (Drammens-Elv) Aker 73.
24.
Akersvik 60.
(0sterdalen) 73.
Akkatje Fall 385.
(Stardal) 174.
Alap 243.
Aamots-Elv 71.
Albrektssund 84.
AandalsnEes 200.
Alby 368.
Alden 168.
Aaning 182.
Aanstad 65.
Alderen 230.
Aapo-Elv 105.
Aldern, Lake 368.
Aarbodstind 242.
Alfarnfes 204.
Aardal (j0lstervand) 173. Alfstad 42.
(Sognefjord) 136
Alfsvaag 239
Ulfvesta 271.
(Stavanger) 92.
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden. 7th Edit.
—

—

—

—

71.

Almare-Stak 343.
Almedal 277.
Almenningen 226.

Aardalsosen 92.
Almindingen 123. 235.
Aardalsvand(Sogn efiord) Almklov 170.
Alnas-Njarga 249.

Aadalen (Lake Spirillen)
143. 136.
49.
Aard0la 144.
Aadalsbrug 73.
Aareberge 171.
Aadals-Elv 25. 48.
Aare-Sa;ter 144.
Aadland 121. 103.
Aarheimsfield 178.

Aadlandsfjord 103.

Alingsas 289.

Allmandbjerg

—

—

Alna;s 201.

Alsensjo 369.

Alsike 345.
Alsmo 139.
Alsten 22S.
Alten 250.

Altenfjord 249.
Alterh0i 202.
Altona 425.
Alvastra 294.
Alverstr0m 127.
Amager 394.
Amble 135.
And0 239.
Andvord 65.
Aneby 297.
Angedal 172.
Angvik 211.
Anjansjò 370.
Ankarsrum 273.
Anneberg 277.
Anneklef 269.
Anundsjò 376.
A paid 106.
Apalst0 37.
Apelviksberg 277.
Appelvser 226.

Aralden 169.

Arboga 356.
Arctic Cirele 230. 387.
Arden 430.

Aremarks-Sj0

81.

Arendal 6.

Aringsas 271.
Arlòf 267.
Arne 120.
'

Arnefjord 127.
Arnevaag 120.
Arn0 (Lyngenfjord)
28

247.
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Arn0er (Kunnen) 232.
Arrebuvand 40.
Arstad 233.
Arvidsvik 84.
Arvika 301.
Asbj0rnnaase 139.
Asbrsekke Bro 124.
Ask 25.
Askelihoug 26.
Asker 23.
Askersund 297.
Askevik 177.
Askim 78.
Ask0 120.
Askrike FjSrd 338.
Aslaksborg 31.
Aspedammen 82.
Aspen, Lilla & Stora 355.
Sjo 289.
Aspern 81.
Asp0 195.
Atleti 169.
Atna 74.
Atnebro 74.
Atne-Sj0 74.
Auflemsfjeld 178. 181.
—

INDEX.

Àkers Styekebruk

300.

Battenfjords0ren 208.

Akersvass 284.

Bàckefors 82.

Al and 361.

Bsegna 25. 48. Ili. etc.

Bsegnadal 52.
Beekkelaget 78.

Alleberg 289.
Alsàtra 355.

Amànningen,

Lake 355-

Amai 358.
Amot 301.

Ange 363.
Angerman-Elf 376.
Animskog 358.
Ann 372.
Are 371.

Areskutan 371.
Arnas 377.
Arstavik 301.
Isa 277.
Asbro 297.
Ashammar 367.
Askloster 277.

Astorp 267.
Astràsk 376.

Bserrast0len 31. 110.
Baeverdal 153.
Bseverkjsern Hals 153.
Bsevertun-SEeter 153.
Bfevra 64. 151.
Baista 354.
Bangbro 356.

Banghammar 356.
Bararp 276.
Barekulle 275.
Bastad 276.

Beckaskog 270.
Beian 20S. 225.
Beierendal 230.

Beierenfjord 233.
Beisfjord 241.
Beiteln 132.
Beito-Sseters 158.

Bengstfors 84.
Benna;s 179.

Augedal 33.

Atvidaberg 298.

Bensjordtind
Berangsfjord

Augunshaug 43.
Augvaldsnses 97.

Backa 277.

Berdal 144.
Berdle 1C9.

Auma 74.
Aune (Opdal) 71.
Aura-Elv 69. 206.

Baggensfjàrd 338.
Baggetorp 290.
Bak 72. 211.

244.
231.

Berg (Fredrikshald) 80.
(Gota-Canal) 296.

—

Berge (Fjaerlandsfjord)
129. 132.
(Hardanger) 102
Aure 195.
(Neer0fjord) 133.
(Fortundal) 149.
69.
Aur-Elv 65.
(Ottadal)
(Totakvand) 30.
153.
206.
Bakkeberg
Bergedal 132.
Aurestupe
Aurland (Sognefjord) 134 Bakkehaug 243.
Bergellot 106.
Bergeforsen 3(4.
Aurlandsfjord 132. 134. Bak Yri 179.
Balangen 241.
Bergeland 92.
Aursj0 65. 69. 210.
128.
Balestrand
Bergemsvand 175.
Hytte 210.
Balholm 128.
Aursnaes 194.
Bergen 112.
Aurstad 220.
Balingslof 270.
Berghulnzes 230.
Balsfjord 244.
Bergqvarasjò 271.
Aurstaupa 206.
Balstad 237.
Bergsbrunna 343.
Aursund-Sj0 75.
Austabottinder 151.
Bandak-Nordsj0 Canal
Bergsdal 149. 173.
36.
71.
Bergsfjord 249.
Austbjerg
Bergsgàrden 364.
Austdal, seej0versteDal Bandakslid 37.
Bandaksvand 37.
Austerdalsbree 137.
Bergstad 182.
Avasaxa 390.
Bang 50.
Bergsund, Gaard 49.
Avesta 361.
Bangsund 219.
Bergvik 367.
Axelvold 267.
Bankeberg 297.
Berhelletjern 46.
Axenses 103.
Bankeryd 293.
Berlevaag 255.

Aurdalsfjord 52.

Bakke

—

—

—

—

_

—

Axvall 290.
Mn&s 101.
.Eri 57.

Atra! 276.
Aby 300.
Abyggeby 366.
Abyn 382.

Bara 266.
Barbo 7.

Bardlingbo 353.
Bardudal 243.
Bardufos 243.
Barkaker 33.

Barkald 74.

Ahus 270.

Barkàkra 276.
Barsh0gda 134.

Akarp 267.

Barsnaesfjord 138.

Aker 345.

Bastutrask 376. 382.

Bernstorff 418.
Besaker 226.
Besegg 163.
Besh0 163.
Bessa 163.
Bessabu 31.

Besstrands-Sfeter 163.
Besvand 163.
Bettna 358.
Billeberga 267.
Billesholm 267.
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Billing 290.
Billingen Saetre 66.
Billingsdal 66.

Bindalsfjord 227.
Bingsfors 77.
Birid 58.
Birkaker 72.
Birkedalen 34.
Birkeland 103.
Birkelandsdalen 93.

Birkertfd 418.
Biskopen , Praesten
Klokkeren 106.
Bispberg 361.
Bispevei 5. 38.
Bispgàrden 375.
Bitihorn 159.
Bjaa 6.
Bjseldaanaes 230.
Bjerges 353.
Bjerg0 92.
Bjerkaker 72.
Bjerke 192.
Bjerkelangen 77.
Bjersgard 275.
Bjordal 127.
Bjoreia 109.
Bj0berg 45.
Bj0lstad 63.
74.
B.j0rdal 188. 197.
155.
Bj0rd0la
Bj0rga 173.
Bj0rgen 76.
Bi0rheimskj aften 92.

Bj0raansesset

Bjórkholmen 385.
Bjorko 84.
Bj0rktind 206.
Bjò'rna 376.
Bj0rnaraa 5.
Bj0rnbratbjerg 49.
Bjorneborg 302.
Bj0rnebykset 105.
Bj0rnefjord 99. 120.
Bj0rneklev 202.
Bj0rneroa 51.
Bj0rnestegbrae 140.
Bj0rnhull-Sffiter 74.
Bjornhyttan 356.
Bjornlunda 300.
Bj0rnstad 58. 64.
Bj0r0 (Namsos) 226.
(Stavanger) 99.
—

Bj0rs8etfjeld

173.

Bj0rvik 8.
Bjuf 275.
Blaafjeld 131.

Blakjer 77.
Blfesterdalen 74.
Bleie 105.

Bleifjeld 28.
Blejan 135.
Blekinge 270.
Blek0 8.
Bleskestad 6.
Blomberg 188.
Bod 207.
Boda 302.
; Bodarne 290.
Boden 377.
Bodlenakken 136.
Bod0 232.
Boen 3.
Bogge 204. 205.
Bog0 240.
Bogstadvand 21.
Bohus 282.
Bokeniis 84.
Bolh0vde 47.
Bolkesj0 28.
Bollnas 367.
Bolmen 270.
Bolsfetvand 174.
Bols0 204.
Bolstad 121. 138.
Bonddal 197.
Bondhusbrse 101.
Bondivand 23.
Bor&s 289.
Boren, Lake 296.
Borensberg 296.
Borenshult 295.
Borgasund 357.
Borgenfjord 219.
Borghamn 295.
Borgholm 273.

B0rkop 428.
B0rlaug 45. 56.
Borringe 266.
B0rte 39.
B0rtnses 44.
B0rven 105.
Brabrand 429.

Bragernaesaas 24.
Brager0 23.
Brahehus 294.
Brakenses 111.
Brandvold 243.
Branstad 205.
Bratland 95.

Brat0 80.

Bratsbergklev 35.
Brattelid i Bykle 5.
Brautesset 196.
Bracke 368.

Braekegg 187.
Brsekke i M0land 7.
(Sognefjord) 127.
(Strynsvand) 182.

—

—

(Vossestranden) 125.
Brsekkenipa 125.

• —

Bra-ndhaugen 68.
Bramdhovd 136.

Brànnarp 276.
Brannberget 377.
Briinnsagen 366.
Braeskar 157.
Bralanda 358.

Bràvik 299.
Bred 424.
Bredfond 95.
Bredheim 174.

Brediksfjeld 230.
Brednses 132.

Borgund (Aalesund) 196 Bredsjo 359.
Bredvik (Eirisfjord) 204.
(Lserdal) 56.
Borlànge 359.
(Ssetersdal) 5.

—

—

Bornholm 422.
Borre 33.

Breidablik 50.

Borup 424.
Boshaugen 94.
Bosjo Convent 269.
Bossekop 250.

Breifond-Hotel 95.

Bosvand 5.
Botnedal 38, 39.
Botnen 103.
Botten (Grun>;edal) 40.
(E0ldalsvaud) 95.
Bottenso 288.
Bottnjuvkamb 144.
Boxholm 297.
B0 7.
B0dal 181.
B0fjord 127.
—

Blaaflaten 57.
Blaah0i 153.
Blaamanden (Bergen)113. B0jumsbrse 130.
119.
B0lsaet 211.
(Kval0) 244.
B0mmelfjord 98.
Biinan 366.
Blaaskavl 134.
—

B0rfjeld 206.

Breidalsegg 185.

Breilaupa 159.
Breimaas 23.
Breinses 132.
Breist0len 45.

Bremanger 169.
BrettesnEes 238.

Breumsvand 174.
Brevik 34.

Brigsdal 180.
Brigsdalsbrse 180.
Bringe 138.
Brintbodarne 363.
Bro 354.
Brobakken 42.
Broddbo 361.

Broddetorp 290.
Brokefjeld 37.
Brotedal 65.

28*
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Bròmseback 273.
Br0nderslev 430.
Br0n0 227.
Br0sterud 42.
Br0ttun 217.
Brubr0ktinder 238.
Brudvik 121.
Brummavand 44.
Brumunddalen 60.
Brunelid 30.
Brunflo 368.
Brunkeberg 32. 37.
Brunnbàck 361.
Brunneby 296.
Brunsberg 302.
Brurastolen 105.
Brurskanke 228.
Brurskarsknatte 164.
Bruse-Seeter 56.
Bryggen 176.
Bryn 59.
Buarbrse 107.
Bud 207.
Buene 132.
Bug0nees 257.
Bukkelffiger 161.
Bukken 99.
Bukkenfjord 89. 91.
97.
Bukkenipa 177.
Bukken0 97.
Buk0 37.
Bulken 121.
Bundefjord 78.
Bunut 109.
Burderaas 23.
Burud 24.
Busnfes 109.
Bustetun i Odde 106.
Butle 353.
By-Elv 58. 219. 358.
Byfjord 84. 99. 113.
Bygdin, Lake 159.
Bygd0 18. 21.
Bygland 4.
Byglandsfjord 4.
Bykle 5.
Byna 71.
By-SjS 301.
Byvalla 366.
-

Cecilienkrona 179.
Centraltind 150.
Charlottenberg 301. 77.
Charlottenlund
hagen) 417.
—

(Copen

(Ystad) 266.

Alex.

Amagertorv 395. 402.
Amalie-Gade 403.

Folke-Museum 15.
Frognersseter 20.
Gamie Akers Kirke 17
St. Hanshauge'n 17.
Holmenkollen 20.
Homansby 16.
Hoved-Banegaard9. 12.
Hoved0 16.
Jakobs-Kirke 12.
Johannes-Kirke 16.
Kampen 17.
Kunstforening 15.
Library 13.
Majorstuen 19.
Masonic Lodge 12.
Museum of Art 13.
National Gallery 14.
St. Olafs-Kirke 16.
Oscarshall 18.
Oslo 11.
Palace 15.
Post Office 10.
Railway Stations 9.
Schweigaard's Statue
12.

Amalienborg 404.
St. Annsa-Plads 403.
of

Antiquities, Coli,
401.

Arsenal 396.
Art Hall 395.
Museum 406.
Axelhus 395. 396.
Bank 396.
Baths 393.
Botanical Garden 410.
Bred-Gade 403. 395.
British Embassy 403.
Cemeteries 410.
—

Charlottenborg 395.
Laboratory

Chemical
410.

Christiansborg 396.

Slot 15.
Steamers 9. 10.

Citadel 40Ì.
Coins, Collec. of 401.
Communal Hospital
411.
Court Chapel 396.
Custom House 404.
Dansk Folke-Museum
411.
Denmark Monument
405.
Diet, Hall of the 403.

Storthings-Bygning 12

Dyrehave 417.

Stor-Torv 12.
Telegraph Office 10.
Theatres 11. 12.
Tivoli 11.
Tostrup-Gaarden 12.
Tourist Offices 10.
Tramway 9.

East Promenade 410.

Sculpture Gallery 13.
Skarpsno 17.

Tryvandsh0ide
Grav-

Northern

Newsky Chapel

403.

Ethnogr. Museum 13.

English Church 393.
404.

Episcopal

Palace 402.

Eremitage 418.
Esplanade 404.
Ethnographical Coli.
401.

Exchange 396.

16

Ankerl0kkens
lund 12.
13.

—

Christiania :
Vor Frelsers Gravlund
17.
Kirke 12.
Wergeland's Statue 12.
Zoological Museum 13.
Christiania Fjord 8. 11.
Christiansand 2.
Christiansminde 426.
Christianssund 207.
Christianstad 270.
Christinehamn 302.
Cimbrishamn 266.
Copenhagen 391.
Academy of Art 395.

Trefoldigheds-Kirke

Christiania 9.
Akershus 16.

Antiquities,

Christiania :
Art Industriai Museum
15.
Union 15.
AsbJ0rnsen's Statue 17.
Bj0rvik 8. 9.
Botanic Garden 17.
Carl-Johans-Gade 12.
Charles XIV. 's Statue
16.
Christian IV.'s Statue
12.
Coins, Cabinet of 13.
Dampkj0kke 12.
Drammensvei 17.
Eidsvolds-Plads 12.
Ekeberg 19.
English Church 11.

20.

University 12.

Vessel's Monum. 12.
Victoria Terrace 16.
Vikings' Ships 13.

Fortunen 417.

Frederiksberg- Alle'e
413.
—

—

Have

413.

Palace 413.
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Copenhagen

:

Frederikshavn 404.
Frederiks -Hospital 403.
Kirke 403.
Free Harbour 404.
Friheds-St0tte 411.
Frue-Plads 402.
Gammeltorv 401.
Garrison Cemetery 410.
Glyptothek, New 412.
—, Old 413.
Gothers-Gade 395.
Halmtorv 411.
Harbour 394.
Holmens-Kirke 396.
Kirkegaard 410.
Hospitals 403. 411.
Hotels 391.
H0ibro-Plads 402.
Industriai Art Museum
411.
Jsegersborg 418.
Jermers Taarn 411.
Jesu-Hjerte-Kirke 413.
Jesus-Kirke 417.
Kirsten Pils-Kilde 417.
Kj0bmagergade 402.
Knippelsbro 397.
Kongens Nytorv 3J5.
Konzert-Palais 403.
Kristianshavn 397.
Lange Linie 404.
Library, Royal 396.
Marble Church 403.
House 395.
—

—

—

Meteorolog.

Institute

Moltke's Picture Gal

lery 403.

Vesterbros-Passage
411.
Vestervold-Gade 405.
Vestre Boulevard 411.
Vimmelskaft 395. 401.
Vor Frelsers Kirke 397.
Vor-Frue-Kirke 401.
Zoolog. Garden 413.
Museum 402.

—

Skydebane,Kongel.413.

S0ndermarken 413.
Stables, Royal 396.
Statue of Andersen 405.
of Caroline Amelia
405.
of Carstens 412.
of Christian V. 395.
of Claussen 402.
of Ewald 402.
of Frederick V. 404.
of Frederick VI. 413.
of Frederick VII.
396.
of Hall 413.
of Holberg 396.
of Hvitfeldt 404.
of Madvig 402.
of Martensen 402.
of Mynster 402.
of Niels Juel 396.

—

—

—

411

.

Ny-Carlsberg Brewery
413.

Glyptothek 412.
Vei 413.
Gade 401.
Nyhavn 395. 39S.
Nytorv 401.
Observatory 411.
0rsted Park 411.
#ster-Gade 395. 401.
0stervold-Gade 405.
Palace Bridge 396.
St. Paul's 404.
St. Peter's 402.
Pile-Allée 413.
Politechnic Academy
410.

—

Daanofos 67.

Daglòsen 359.
Dal (Eidsvold) 59.
Dalaro 339.
Dalataarn 209.

Dalby (Skane) 266.
(Upsala) 345.
Dale (Dalsfjord) 171.
(Lysterfjord) 138.
(Maanelvdal) 30.
(Osterfjord) 121.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

—

—

Dalecarlia 360.
Dal-Elf 359. 361. 362. 365.
Dalen (Bandaksvand) 38.
(Foldal) 74.
Saeter 138.
Dalevaag 121.
—

—

Dalsb0 209.

Dalsfjord (S0ndfjord) 171.
177.

—

—

of

—

Oehlenschlàger

396. 413.
of 0rsted 411.
of Schouw 402.
of Suenson 404.

—

—

of

Tordenskjold

396.
of Tycho Brahe 411.
of Vessel 402.
of Weyse 402.
Steamboats 391.
Store Kongens-Gade
395.
Surgeons' Hall 403.
Teknisk Skole 411.
Theatres 393. 396. 411.
Thorvaldsen Museum
397.
Thotts Palais 395.
Tivoli 393. 411.
Toldbod 404.

—

National Museum 400.
Naval Academy 404.

Copenhagen :

Prindsens-Palais 400.
Raadhus-Plads 411.
Railway Stations 391.
411.
Rom. Cath. Chapel 403.
Rosenborg 405.
Have 405.
Round Tower 402.
Skoven 417.

—

Mineralog. Museum 410.

—

:

Post Office 393.

—

404.

N0rrebro 417.
N0rrevold-Gade
405.
Nyboder 404.

Copenhagen

—

—

—

—

(Valders) 158.

(Voldenfjord)

Dalshest

170.

171.

Dalskog 82.
Dalslànd Canal 288. 358.
Danmark 343.
Dannemora 365.
Darbo 26.

Daugaard 428.
Davik 176.

Dsemmevand 111.

Degerfors 302.
Degeron 297.
Deje 359.
Dellen,

Sodra

&

Norra

367.
Delsbo 367.
Demelsviken 100.
Dettern 285.

Digermulen (Tanafjord)
255.

(Vesteraalen) 239. 238.
Digermulkollen 239.
395.
Digervarde 69.
Town Hall, New 411. Digrenaes 105.
Old
401.
,
Dingtuna 355.
Disenaaen 77.
Tramways 392.
Trekroner 404.
Dispen 182.
Trinity Church 402.
Djefvulsklava 83.
University 402.
Djupedal (Hedal) 44. 186.
402.
Library
Djupvand 185.
—

Tordenskjolds-Gade

—

Vesterbro-Gade 413.

Djupvasegg 185.
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Djuras 362.
Dockmyr 375.
Dokka-Saeter 149.
Dokken 49.
Dolstenshul 170.
Domaas 68.
Domen 256.
Domma 154.
Domméberg 293.
Domnarfvet 359.
Domsten 176.
Dougstad 199.
Dovre 68.
Dovrefjeld 70.
D0gerfos ili.

D0lefjeld 154.
D0le S0len 74.
D0nefos 187.
D0ntefos 202.
D0sen 138.
D0viksfos 24.
Drage 170.
Draget 77.
Dragstind 226.
Drammen 23.
Dravlevand 103.
Dregeb0 171.
Driva 70. 71.
Drivstuen 71.
Dronningbjerg 18.
Dronninggaard 418.

Drontheim, see
Trondhjem.
Drotninghaug 195.
Drottningholm 339.
Dr0bak 8.
Dr0ia 76.
Dr0ilierne 76.
Dr0sjafos 54.
Dryllen0sen 160.
Dufed 371.
Dufniis 362.
Dufvebeden 277.
Dul-Sa-ter 138.
Duma 147. 153.
Dumh0 153.
Dunderlandsdal 229.
Dunegg 174.
Dunkehallar 292.

Dybvik (Foldenfjord)
234. 240.

Dylta-Bruk 356.
Dynnaes0 229.
Dyrdal 133.
Dyreskard 41.
Dyrhaugstind 150.
Dyrnut 41.
Dyr0 242.
Ed 82.
Edane 301.
Edebàck 359.
Edefors 376. 384.

INDEX.
Edland 39.
Ednafos 106.
Ed0 208.
Edsasen 370.
Edsberg 342.
Edset 373.
Edsvalla 358.
Edsvik 337.

Egge i Vaatedalen 175.
Eggedal 43.
Eggenibba 175.
Eggereid 123.
Eiby 424.
Eidanger 34.
Eide (Fortundal) 148.
—

—

—

(Hardanger) 104.
(Moldefjord) 203.
(Oldenvand) 179.

Eidesnut 106. 107.
Eidet 76. 135.
Eidevik 171.
Eidfjord 109.
Eidsaa 170.
Eidsberg 78.
Eidsborg 38.
Eidsbugaren 157.
Eidsdalsfjeld 190.
Eidselv 36.
Eidsfjeld 42.

Eldeholt 144.
Elden 219.
Eldre-Vand 45.

Eldsberga 276.
Elfkarleby 365.
Elfsborg 84.
Elfsby 377.
Elfsjò 301.
Elfsnabben 339.

Elgaras 290.

Elgafjord 301.
Elgersheia 95.
Eli 212.
Ellefsmoen 46.
Eliingsgaard 197.
Elmhult 270.
Elvenaes 258.
Elverum 73.
Elve-SiEter 153.
Emmaboda 272.
Enafors 372.
Enare-Tràsk 258.

Enerhougen 170.
Engelbrektsholm 357.
Engelholm 275.
Engelholmshamn 275.
Engelsberg 354.
Engelvser 240.
Engen i St0ren 72. 76.
Eidsfjord (Nordfjord)176. Enger 23.
Eidsfos 36. 174.
Engerodden 49.
Eids0ren 203. 209.
Enger- Vand 21.
Eidsskog 77.
Englefjeld 100.
Eidsvaag 203.
Engum 151.
Eidsvand (Fortundal)148. Enhòrna 340.
Eidsvold 59.
Enkoping 351.
Eierdal 135.
Eikedal, Gaard 103.

Eikefjord

(Sognefjord)

127.
—

(S0ndfjord) 169.

Eikisdalsvand 205.
Eilandt 39.
Einabu 69.
Einingeviken 99.
Einsfetfjeld 108.
Eirisfjord 204.
Eitnfes 106.
Eivindvik 127.

Ekeberg 19.
Ekelidb0l 40.
Ekensberg 339.
Eker0 89.
Ekersj0 26.
Ekersund 88.
Ekne 218.
Ekoln 345.
Ekolsund 354.
Ekre 45.
Eksjo 273.
Eksund 299.
Ektràsk 376.
Eldegaard 143.

Enstad-Saeter 69.
Erdal (Eidfjord) 109.
(Strynsvand) 183. 141.
Erdalsbrse 141. 183.
Erfjord 92.
Erikslund 373.
Erikssund 344.
Erikstad 358.
Erlandsgaard 30.
Ertvaag0 208.
Ervalla 356.
Esbjerg 432.
Eskilstuna 357.
Esliif 269.
Espelandsfos 107. 96.
Espen 60. 105.
Esrom, Lake 420.
Essefjord 128.
Essingen, Lilla & Stora
339.
Etelhem 353.
Etna-Elv 51.
Etne 98.
Evanger 121.
Evedal 272.
Evenbuvand 40.
Evje 4.
—
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Store & Lillee Floenvand 179.
Flofjeld 182.
Flohaug 138.
Finkongkjeilen 255.
Finkroken 246.
Flore 187.
Faaborg 426.
Fadnses 121. 128.
Floren 218.
290.
Finneródja
Finnfors 382.
Flor0 169.
Fageras 302.
Finsaet 206.
Fagerbottenvand 185.
Flo-Saeter, 0vre & Nedre
188.
Fagerdal 139.
Finskog 359.
Flottsund 345.
Fagerh0i Sanatorium 62. Finsnars 242.
234.
299.
Fagerli
Finspong
Fl0ifjeld (Troms0) 246.
Fl0tatind 206.
Fagernaes (Ofotenfjord) Firdafylke 168.
241.
Fiskebackskil 84.
Flydal 186.
Fiskebsek 418.
(Valders) 52.
Flydalsdjuv 186. 189.
Fodnss 135.
299.
Fiskeby
Fagersletnip 171.
355.
47.
Fodvang 62.
Fagersta
Fisketjern-Saeter
Fiskumfos 220.
Fagerstrand 29.
Fogelo 339.
Fiskumvand 26.
Fale 210.
Fogelsta 294. 297.
Faleide 178.
Fisterfjord 92.
Foglavik 289.
Gaard
Falerum 298.
200.
201.
Fogn0 92.
Fiva,
Fivelland 93.
Fogsaa 70.
Falkenberg 276.
Falketind 157.
Fogstuen 70.
Fjaagesund 37.
Fogstuh0 70.
Falkoping-Ranten 289.
Fjàras 277.
Folda 70.
Falster 427.
Fjaere 98.
Foldal 62. 74. 211.
129.
Falsterbo 266.
Fjserland
50.
Falun 360.
Foldenfjord (Bod0) 240.
Fjeldheim
Fanaraak 154.
(Namsos) 226.
Fjeldsli-Sseter 138.
Fold0 92.
Fan0 432.
Fjeldvidde 44.
Fantoft 119.
Folgefond 101.
Fjeldvik 226.
Follestaddal 196.
Fardal 131. 144.
Fjellbacka 83.
Farisvand 34.
120.
Folsj0 28.
Fj0sanger
Flaamsdal 134.
Fondalsbrae 231.
Farnses 144.
Fond0la 139.
Farodden 31.
Flaarenden 5.
Foneklev 4.
Flaat 220.
Farstavik 339.
Flaate 194.
Farsund 88.
Fonbusfjeld 50.
Formofos 219.
Flaatebunut 39.
Farvolden 31.
Faslefos 52.
Formokampen 67.
Flaathyl 40.
Fornfesdal 248.
Flaavand 37.
Fauske 45. 234.
Forra
218.
Faxtind 242.
Fladberge 108.
Forradal 76.
301.
Faefor 62.
Flagan-Sjo
Fors 366. 373.
Flakstad0 237.
Fsemund-Sj0 75. 359.
Forsa 367.
Flasnies 220.
Fàrjestaden 273.
Forsastrom 298.
Flatdal 31.
Fassberg 277.
Forsbacka 364.
Gaard
103.
Fsest0 192.
Flateb0,
Forserum 291.
Flateland 5.
Faròsund 353.
Forsmobro 376.
Flatmark 202.
Fedde 88.
Forsvik 238.
Fladie 267.
Feiring, Bay of 60.
Fortun i Lyster 148.
Flassefos 95.
Fejos 131.
Fortundal 148.
Lake
300.
Felden 177.
Fliiten,
Fosbakken 72.
Fleina 231.
Fellingsbro 356.
Fosbraaten 52.
Flekkefjord 88.
Femsj0en 81.
Fosdal 143.
Flekken 153.
Fennebufjord 42
Fosen 225.
Flen
300.
358.
Fetsund 77.
Fosheim 53.
134.
190.
Flenjanaase
Fibelstad-Haugen
Foslandsosen 226.
Fiksensund 103.
Flenje-Egg 134.
Fosnsesbrae 182.
Flensburg 425.
Filipstad 359.
Fossand 91.
Flesberg 42.
Fillefjeld 55.
Flesene 237.
Fossegaarden 61.
Fillingsvand 69.
Fossen 139. 234.
128.
Fimmersta 288.
Flesje
Fosse-Sseter 138.
Fleskedals-Ssatre 145.
Fimreite 131.
Fossland 220.
Find0 92.
Flisby 297.
Fosso 30.
Flisen 77.
Fineidet 234.
Fio 182.
Finhals 166.
F0glevand 174.
i Bredheim 174.
Floda
289.
Lake
270.
F/zfrde
Finja,

Faaberg 61.

Finkirke,

Gaard 140.
Faabergst0l Saeter 141.
—,

254.

-

'

—

—
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F0rde

(F0rdefjord)
(jOstefjord) 192.
Ftfrdefjord 172.

INDEX.
172.

—

F0rresvik 97.
FOrslòf 276.
Frafjord 92.
Framnaes 128.
Framrusthovd 66.
Frandefors 358.
Frànsta 373.
Fredensborg 420.
Fredericia 425.

Furuheim 62.
Furulund 234.
Fuske 234.

Gisebo 292.
Gisna 71.
Gistad 298.

Futesprang 138.
Fyrisà 365.
Fyrisvand 38.
Fyssefos 132.

Gjedser 424.
Gjegnabrse 177.

Gaashopen 250.
Galdeberg 160.
Galdebergstind 160.

Gjegnet 177.
Gjeitfjeld 217. 220.
Gjeitfjeldtind 188.
Gjeith0 160.

Gjeithus 144.
Gjeitsdal 140.
Gjeldedalstind 145.
Frederiksborg (Copen Galdh0pig 152. 165.
Gjelle, Gaard 144.
hagen) 419.
Galg0ften 220.
Gjellumvand 23.
Frederiksdal 418.
Galleberg 33.
Gjende, Lake 161.
Frederikshavn 430.
Galterud 77.
Gjendebod 161.
Galtesund 6.
Fred0 208.
Gjendemsfjeld 207.
Gjendeosen 162.
Fredriksborg (Christia Gamia Upsala 349.
Gamledalsfos 174.
nia) 18.
Gjendesheim 162.
(Stockholm) 338.
Gjendetunge 162.
Gammalkroppa 364.
Gammelstad
Fredrikshald 80.
377.
Gjen tofte 418.
Gamvik 255.
Fredrikstad 78.
Gjerde (Hardanger) 102.
Fredriksvasrn 8.
(Oldendal) 179.
Gangdalskavl 112.
Gangs0 176.
Gjerdeaxele 179.
Freibottenfjeld 136.
Frengstad 72.
Garberg i Meldalen 211 Gjerdet 140.
Gardmo 64.
Gjerkelandsegg 188.
Frengstuen 53.
Fresvik (Sognefjord) 132. Garen 43.
Gjermundbro 26.
Garli 72.
Gjermundnaes 199.
(S0rfjord) 106.
Garlid-Saeter 47.
Fresviksbraa 132.
Gjermundsbavn 101.
Garnaes 120. 218.
Gjersaetvatn 201.
F'retheim, Gaard 134.
Garnsvik
343.
344.
7.
34.
G.jertvand 168.
Frieréfjord
167.
364.
Garsas
429.
Gjertvasbrae
Friisenborg
Friken 146.
Garthus 49.
Gjertvastind 167.
Gartland 220.
Frillesas 277.
Gjessingen-Saeter 149.
Gjesvaer 252.
Frinnaryd 297.
Gaupnefjord 137. 139.
Fritsla 277.
Gausdal 61. 62.
Gjetenyk 175.
Gausnaes 194.
Gjeteryggen 47.
Frogner 59.
Gausta 31.
Gjethus 25.
Frognerkil 18.
Gautistad 78.
Gjetsj0 42.
Frognersaeter 20.
Gallo 368.
Frostisen 241.
Gj0dingsbaek 66.
Gasevadholm 277.
Frostviken 375.
Gj0ra 210.
G^so 84.
Gj0rven 182.
Fr0ifjord 169.
Gefle 366.
Fr0isnass 4.
Gj0se 91.
Fr0landsdal 103.
Gj0vik (Mj0sen) 58.
Gefsjò 371.
&
359.
(Ulfsfjord) 247.
Fr0ningen, Indre Ytre Geijersdal
188.
135.
Geiranger Fjord
Gjuratind 200.
Fróso 369.
Gellivara 387.
Gjuvsj0 30.
Galdh0er 151.

—

—

—

—

Fròvi 356.
Frudalsbrse 132.
Fruholmen 252.

Frustunasjo 300.
Frydenlund 52.
Fryken Lakes 302.
Fryksas 364.
Fryksta 302.
Fu 364.
Fuglen 207.
Fuglesteg, Gaard 144.
Fugl0 231. 247.
Fuglsaetfiord 127.
Fùnen 424.
Furnaesfjord G0.
Fursiet-Sjeter 208.

Dundret 388.
Gemla 271.
Genarp 266.
Genevad 276.
Gestrikland 366.

—

Gesundaberg 363.
Getinge 276.
Getterò 277.
Gibostad 242.
Gib0en 30.
Gildeskaal 232.
Gildreskreden 138.
Gilleleie 422.
Gimnaes 208.
Gims0 35. 238.
Gims0str0m 237. 238.

Glaama 151.

Glafsfjord 301. 358.
Glimàn 374.

Glimmingehus 266.
Glimsdal 151.
Glipsfjcld 135.
Glitteregg 187.
Glitterh0 66.
Glittertind 165.
Glomfjord 231.
Glommen (river)
78. etc.
Glomsnaes 182.

Gloppenfjord 177,
Gloptind 163.
Gnesta 300.

73. 77.
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Goalsevarre 248.
Goatzagaise 246.
Godegard 297.
God0 195. 233.
God0sund 99.
Godthaab 418.
Gogs0re 205.
Gogstad 33.
Gokraskard 166.
Goks0ira 205.
Gol 44.
Golaa Sanatorium 62.
Gonàs 356.

Gorssvingane 96.
Gorsten 207.

Gotenburg 277.
Gotland 349.
Gotopfjeld 129.
Gottne 376.
Gòrvàln 343.
Gossater 290.
Gota Canal 288. etc.
Elf 84. 279. etc.
Goteborg 278.
Graakallen 216.
Graakammen 19.
Graamandsheia 3.
Graanaase, Store 135.
Graasiden 122.
Grafverna 83.
Grafversfors 300.
Grande 189.
Graneimfjord 52.
Graninge 375.
Gransherred 28.
Granum (Randsfjord) 59.
(Spirillen) 49.
Grasdalsegg 185.
Grauthorn 188.
Gravaune 211.
Gravdal (Bergen) 119.
(Jotunheim) 147.
Gravehals 112. 123. 134.
Gravenfjord 104.
Gravensvand 104. 123.
Gravfos 25.
Gràngesberg 356. 359.
Gràsberg 359.
Graesholm 8.
Graesholmen 241.
Greaker 79.
Grebbestad 83.
Greby 83.
Gredung 141. 183.
Grefvie 276.
Grenna 294.
Gretastue 46.
Gribs0 418.
Grillby 354.
Grimenvand 120.
Grimestad 103.
Grimo 105.
Grimstad 6.
—

—

—

>

Grimstorpj;271.
Grindaheim 54.
Grindalsnibba 186.
Grindefjeld 45. 54.

Grip 208.
Gripenberg 297.
Gripsholm 341.
Grisletjaern 162.
Grodaas 187.

Grong 220.
Grorud 59.

Grotaafjeld 65.
Grotlid 184.
Grovebrse 173.
Gr0nbakken 71.
Gr0ndal 69. 149.
Gr0ning 129. 173.
Gr0nneberg 160.
Gr0n0 231.

Gr0nsaetre 69.
Gr0nsdal 107.
Gronskulle 271.
Gr0t0 240.
Gr0tsund 246.

Gr0ttingbratten 74.
Gr0vdal 200.
Grums 358.
Grundset 73.
Grundsund 84.
Grungedal 39.
Grut 72.

Grycksbo 364.

Grytereidsnib 179.
Grytten 200.
359.
Gudaa 218.
Gudbrandsdal 61.
Gudbrandsgaard 47.
Gudvangen 133.
Gula (Sognefjord) 171.

Grytthyttehed

—

(Trondhjems-Fjord)

72. 75.
Gulbraa 128.
Guldhav 243.
Guldholmen 257.

Guldsmedshyttan 356.
Gulefos 76.
Gulekop 187.
Gulenfjord 127. 169.
Gulfjeld 121.
Gullbergs Vass 282.
Gullbrandstorp 276.
Gulleraas 19.
Gullholmen 84.
Gullmarsfjord 84.
Gullspàng 302.
Gulsaetdal 131.
Gulskog 24.
Gulsvik 43.
Gunnarstorp 275.
Gunvorddal 132.
Guolacaerro 243.

Gurifjeld 39.

Gursk0 170.
Gusiaas 203.
Gusselby 356.

Gustafsberg (Stockholm)
339
—

(Uddevalla) 84.

Gustafs Tuna 362.
Gutvik 227.

Gyranfìsen 49.
Gyrihaug 22.
Haahjem 179.
Haakedal 30.
Haalandsosen 92.
Haandstad 211.
Haa-0 8.
Haarstad 72.
Habo 293.
Hadeland 51.
Hadsel 238.
Hafsfjord 89.
Hafslovand 137. 138.
Hafstad 172.
Haga (Glommen) 77.
(Stockholm) 337.
Hagby 273.
Hagestad 111.
Haldi 249.
Halland 276.
Hallandsfos 5.
Halleberg 285.
Hallingdal 44. 45.
Hallingskarv 46.
Hallingskeiet 47.
Hallsberg 290. 357.
Halmstad 276.
Halnebottner 47.
Halsen0 98.
Hamar 60.
Hamburg 425.
Hamlegr0vand 103.
Hammarby 343.
Hammerfest 251.
Hammernaes 229.
Hammer0 240.
Hammersb0en 42. 46.
Hamsa 185.
Handol Fall 372.
Handspikje 66.
Hanekamb 104.
Hanenip 121.
Hanestad 74.
Hank0 Kyst-Sanatorium
79.
Hannaes0 230.
Han0 238.
Haparanda 390.
Haraldshaug 97.
Hardanger Fjord 99.
J0kul 111.
Vidda 31. 42. 45.
Hardbak 226.
Hardbakke 70.
—

—

—
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Hardeg-Saeter 68.
Hareidland 170. 195.

Harevoldsnipa 129.
Harnàs 366.

Harpefossen 62.
Harplinge 276.
Harsprang 385.

Hednoret 377.
Hedstensnut 96.
Heen 26.
Hegge, Gaard 228.

Heggedal 23.
Heggeim 211.
Heggen 25.
Heggenhaugen 58.
Heggest0l 32. 30.
Hegre 218.

Herrhult 359. 364.

Herrljunga 289.
Hessen 195.
Hessleholm 270.

Hestbraepigge 152.

Hatteng 249. 244.
Haugaasgjel 139.
Haugen 187.
Haugenaase 140.
Haugene (Sognefjord)135
Haugen0set 140.
Haugesund 97.
Haugmaelen 137.
Haugnaase 136.

Heimdal 76. 212.
Heimdalsvand 67.
Heldal 120.
Helevand 45.

Haugs 176.

Hestebra; 137.
Hesteklevfos 96.
Hestholmen 204.
Hestmand0 231.
Hestnses0ren 177.
Hestvolden 159.
Hildal 107.
Hildehalsen 178.
Hillerh0i 146.
Hiller0d 418.
Hillestad 137.
Himingen 28. 29.
Himle 277.
Himmeltinder 237.
Hindby 266.

Helgasjo 271.

Hindfly 163.

Harstad 241.
Harstensund 83.
Hasselfors 302.
Hasvik 250.

Haugsfos 25.
Haugsund 24.
Haugum 220.
Haukaas 102.
Haukedalsvand 173.
Haukeland 119. 120.
Haukeli-Saeter 40.
Hausadn 139.

Hausafjeld 135.
Havnen 208.
Havnevik 204.
Havningberg 255.
Havnures 177. 244.

Havn0 228.
Havnvik 242.

Hav0 252.
Havsh0lfos 148.
Hàckeberga 266.
Haeg 56.
Haegerland 95.
Hàgersten 339.

Heier 45.
Heilhorne 227.
Heilstad 227.

Heilstugegg 185.
Heilstuguh0 165.
Heilstuguvand 184.

Helgedal 168.
Helgeland 227.
Helgenaes 94.
Helge0 58.
Helgheim 173.
Helgum 375.
Hell 218.
Helle (Numedal) 42.
Hellebak 422.
H llefors 359.

Helleforsnas 358.
Hellefos 24.
Hellekis 286.
Hellerfos 164.

Hellertjaern 164.
Hellerup 417.
Hellesffiterbrae 181.

Hellesylt 188.
Helsingborg 274.
Helsingland 367.
Helsing0r 421.

Haeggef0stre Slidre) 158. Helvetesfos 138.

Haeksfjeld

28.

Hàllnas 376.
Haestad 171.
Hàstbo 366.
Hàstholmen 294.
Hàstveda 270.

Helvik 98.
Hemmestveit 32.
Hemnses 229.
Hemre 134.
Hemse 353.
Hemsedal 44.
Hemsil 44.

Hàfverud 288.

Henjum 131.

Hàkantorp 285.
Halland 370.
Balista 358.
Hasjò 375.
Hatunaholm 344.
Heberg 276.
Heby 361.

Hennan 368.

Hàllingsà 375.

Hedal (Spirillen) 49.
Hedalen 63.

Hedalsfjord 158.
Hedemarken 60. 73.
Hedemora 361.

Henningsvaer 237.
Herand 104.
Herdal 190.
Hereid 143.
Hermano 84.
Hermansvaerk 131.
Hernòsand 379.
Her0 (Hardanger) 98.
(S0ndm0re) 170.
Herrevadskloster 275.
Herrevand 154.
—

Hind0 238. 241.
Hindsaeter 64.
Hirsdal 25.
Hisfjord 102.

His0 6.
Hitterdal 28.
Hitterdals Vand 31.
Hitteren 208.

Hjaafosser 92.
Hjaelmodal 110.
Hjaerdal 31.
Hjaersj0 31.
Hjelle 183.
Hjelledal 66.
Hjell0 78.
Hjellum 73.
Hjelmare, Lake 357.
Hjelmeland 92.
Hjelms0 252.
Hjerpen 370.
'"
Hjerpestròm 370.
Hjertdal, see Hjaerdal.
Hjo 289. 294.
Hjorteskar 187.
Hj0rring 430.
Hj0rundfjord, see J0rundfjord.
Hj0senfjord 92.
Hoaasnibba 210.
Hobro 429.

Hodnaberg 103.
Hoel, Gaard 72.
Hoem 206. 209.

Hof, Gaard 129.
Hofkullen 275.
Hofors 364.
Hofsfos 25.
Hofslund 131.
Hofsnibba 209.
Hogrending 181.
Hokstad 218.
Hol

(Hallingdal) 42. 47.
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Holaaker 68.

Hove

Holandsfjord 231.

Hoved0 8. 16.

Holatinder 65.
Holaveden 297.
Holbu-Saeter 209.
Holden 36.
Hole 186. 201.
Holgruten 57.
Hollaendernass 243.
Holmberget 218.
Holmedal 171.
Holmen (Stavanger) 91.
Holmenkollen 20.
Holmenut 41.
Holmestrand 33.
Holme-Vand 129.
Holmo 382.
Holmsveden 367.
Holoklump 220.
Holsanden 218.
Holsaet 68.
Holsen 1(3.

Hovin

(Slyngsfjord) 194
(Guidai) 76.

(Tinsj0) 29.
Hovland 105.
H0gan-Aas 57.
Hoganas 275.
H0gdebrattet 164.
H0geh0i 171.

—

H0gerbottenvand 66.
H0gevarde 43.
H0gfjeld 49.
Hògkulle 287.
H0grond 74.

H0gsfjord 91.
Hogsjo 290. 380.
Hogsrum 273.
H0gsfuel0fte 161.
H0gvagel 164.
H0idalsmo 32.

Hundshammer, Gaard
137.
Hunds0r 102.
Hundvaag0 97.

Hundviksfjord 177.
Hunneberg 285.
Hunnerfos 61.
Hunns-Elv 58.
Huntorpe, Gaard 62.
Husaby 287.

Husbyfjòl 296.
Husdal 105.
Huseb0, Gaard 131.
Husnaes 98.
Husqvarna 292.
Hustad 197.
Husum (Laerdal) 57.
Hval0er 83.
Hvalstad 22.
Hvellinge 265.
Hven 418.
Hvideseid 37.
Hvidesj0 37.
Hvidh0fd 53.
Hvitings0 89. 97.
Hvitkua 204.
Hvbo 367.
Hyby 268.
Hyefjord 177.
Hyen 177.
Hvlen 93.
Hylland 134.
Hyllandsfos 32.
Hyllestad 5.

H0idalvand 153.
H0ilandet 220.
Holsfjord (Hallingdal) H0iskarsnut 134.
46. 47.
H0isfakka 160.
H0istulen 164.
(Tyrifjord) 22.
Holtaalen 76.
H0itind 233.
Holte (Denmark) 418.
H0jaas 26.
i Drangedal 7.
Hójea 267.
Holvik 30.
Hòkedalen 82.
Homme i Treungen 37. H0l, Gaard 110.
Hommelvik 218.
H0le 91.
Homo 220.
H0leraa 50.
139.
H0leslid 91.
Hompedalskulen
Hondalsnut 123.
H0ljabakken 144.
H0llandsfos 93.
Honningsvaag 254.
Hylsfjord 93.
H0nefos 25.
Hop 120.
237.
Ibestad 242.
H0nsene
132.
Hopen
Hor 269.
Hoperstad 128.
Idefjord 80. 83.
Igla 72.
Hòrby 269.
Hopseid 254.
Horgheim 201.
H0rdafylke 127.
Ildjarnstad 49.
Hòrken 134.
Hork 356.
Ilfos 153.
Horn 298.
Hòrken, Norra & Sodra Ilseng 73.
Ilvand 148. 168.
359.
Hornborgasjo 290.
Ilvasnaasi 168.
Horndal 366.
Horningsholm 296.
Indals-Elf 369. 370. 373.
Hornelen 169.
Hòrnsjò 376.
Inderdal 209.
Hornindal 187.
Il0rsand 73.
47.
Hornindalsrokken 187.
Indfjord 199.
H0velfjord
Indre Dale 177.
Hornindalsvand 176. 187, H0vik 21.
Horn0 256.
Haugen 187.
H0vringen-Saeter 67
Horntind 55.
Kvar0 231.
Hnddinge 301.
Hudiksvall 378.
Samlen 103.
Horre 95.
Saude 93.
Horrebraekkene 95.
Hugakolle 53.
Horrehei 41. 95.
Vigten 226.
Huglen 230.
Huldrefos 172.
Indselsaeter 170.
Horsens 428.
Hultsfred 273.
Indste- Saeter 47.
Horsevik 171. 129.
Humleba-k 418.
Indviken 178.
Horten 8.
Humledal 22.
Hortskarmo 227.
Ing0 252.
Inlandet 207.
Hummelfjeld 75.
Horùnger 149. 150.
Inset 72.
Hoslemo 5.
Hummerberg 8.
Hun
220.
Hou 429.
Insjòn 362.
Hundebunden
79.
49.
Gaard
Invikfjord 177.
Hougsrud,
Hundefos
95.
24.
106.
Isberg
Hougsund
Hundsfos 4.
Hov 51. 76.
Isdalsvand HO.
—

—

—
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INDEX.
Jostedals-Elv 139.

Ise 78.

Isfjord (Nordfjord) 177. Jotunfjeldene 141.
(Romsdalsfjord) 200. Jotunheim 141.
—

Isidal 21.
Istad 203.
Isterdal 200. 201.
Isterfos 193. 200.
Istinder 242.

J0klevand 103.

J0kulegge 45.
J0lstervand 173.
Jònkòping 291.
J0nshorn 192.
Jorn 376.

Jaastad 105.
Jacobs-Elv 253.

Jacobselvs-Kapel 258.
Jadki 250.
Jagta 192.
Jakobsberg 354.
Jamsgaard i Vinje 30. 32.
Jarfjordbunden 258.
Jarlsberg 33.
Jader 358.
Jaederen 88.
Jàders Bruk 356.
Jeegersborg 418.
Jaegervand 246.
Jaegervandstinder 246.
Jaeggevarre 248.
Jaels0 92.
Jàrbo 367.
Jàrnafjàrd 300.
Jarvenaes 192.
Jeilo 42. 46.
Jelse 92.
Jemtland 368.
Jen-Elv 72.
Jensvold 75.
Jerfsò 367.
Jerfva 337.
Jerkin 70. 74.
Jerna 300.
Jerngruben 28.
Jernmolle 276.
Jernvirke 276.
Jersingnaasi 148.
.Tertind 248.
Jesijavre 250.
Jesjokk 250.
Jetta 68.
Joberg 34.
Jockmock 385.

J0rundfjord 191.
J0sendal, Gaard 96. 98.
J0senfjord, see Hj0senfjord.
Jukam 50.

Jukasjàrvi 390.
Jularbo 366.
Julaxel 207.
Julsset 198.

Junkersdal 230.
Juratind 200.

Juteberg 92.
Jutul-Elv 57.
Jutulhugget 74.
Juvbrae 151.
Juvvand 152. 154.

—

—

-

Kattarp 275.
Kattegat 82.
Kaupanger 135.
Kautokeino 259.
Kàlarne 375.
Kàrfsta 373.

Kàrrgrufvan 354.
Kàrringò 84.

Kàgeròd

267.

Keilhaustop 152.

Keiseren Pass 168.
Kengis Bruk 390.
Kerso 339. 343.
Jygrafjeld
Kiel 425.
Kil 302. 359.
Kaag0 249.
Kaalaas 95.
Kilafors 367.
Kaardal, Gaard 112. 134. Kile 177.
Kaaven 249.
Kilebrekvand 170.
Kilefos 133.
Kabelvaag 238.
Kilen, Gaard 138.
Kaggefos 25.
Kilfors 376.
Kaggeholm 340.
Kaholmen 8.
Kiliknappen 62.
Killeberg 270.
Kajtum Fall 385.
Kilsmo 290.
Kaldafjeld 125.
Kaldhus-Saeter 185. 194. Kimstad 299.
Kinda Canal 298.
Kaldvatn 187.
Kinnekulle 286.
Kalix-Elf 389.
Kinnerodden 255.
Kalken 209.
Kinservik 105.
Kalle-Fjeld 95.

173.

Kallevasheia 40.
Kallsjò 370.
Kallundborg 424.
Kalmar 272.
Kalskraafjeld 202.
Kalstad 72.
Jomfruland 7.
Kaltisluokta 389.
Jonanaes 103.
Kalvaag 169.
Jondal (Hardanger) 102. Kalvaah0gda 159.
Kalvedal 119.
(Kongsberg) 27.
Jondalsbrae 103.
Kammerherre (Jotun
Jonsered 289.
heim) 154.
Jonsknut 27.
Kamphamre 66.
Joranger 137.
Kapellbackar 84.
Jordal (Odde) 107.
Kappadal 134.
(Stalheim) 125.
Karasjok 250.
Jordalsnut 106. 125. 134. Karesuando 259.
129.
Jorddalsnipa
Karlberg 342.
Jostedal 139. 140.
Karl-Johansvaern 8.
Jostedalsbrae 126. 141.
Karlsborg 288.
175. etc.
iKarlsby 297.
-

Karlshamn 270.
Karlskoga 302.
Karlskrona 272.
Karls0 247.
Karlstad 302.
Karlsten 84.
Karm0 97.
Karmsund 97.
Karpalund 270.
Karsjò 367.
Kassefors 276.
Kastnaeshavn 242.
Katrineholm 300. 290.

Kinstaby 367.
Kirke b0 (Hemsedal) 45.

(Hvidesj0) 37.
(Sognefjord) 127.
Kirkeglup 147.

—

—

Kirkelandet 207.
Kirkenaes

(Hardanger)

104.

(Varanger) 258.
Kirkest0l 55.
Kirkesund 84.
Kirketjaarne 147.
Kistefjeld 243.
Kistenuten 40.
Kistrand 254.
Kivik 266.
Kjselavand 40.
Kjsernhulstind 164.
Kjaerring 170.
Kjaerring0 240.
—

Kjedelen

152.
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Kjeflinge 267.
Kjeipen 169. 128. 191.
Kjelda 47.
Kjeldhaug 100.
Kjelkenses 169.
Kjelling 233.
Kjelstad 188.
Kjelvik 254.
Kjendalsbrse 181.
Kje0 239.

Kjérag

91.

Kjeringtind 228.
Kjernfjeld 230.
Kjosen 247.
Kjostinder 248.
Kj0benhavn, see Copen
hagen.

Kj0depollen 170.
Kj0ge 423.
Kj0ivingfjeld 29.
Kj0lberg 45.
Kj0)en 68.
Kj0llefjord 254.
Kj0ndalsfos 107.
Kj0s 187.
Kj0snaesfjord 173.
Kj0snebb 187.
Klagegg 174.
Klagerup 266.

Kobberbergs-Elv 28.
Kobberdal 229.
Kobbervik 97.
Kobberviksdal 33.

Klenshyttan 359.
Klepsaeter 123.

Gaard 243.
220. 226.

Kongsmo
Kongstr0m 49.
Kongsvand 131.
Kongsvinger 77.
Kongsvold 71.
Koo 84.

Kopervik 97.
123.

Koppang 73.
Kopparberg 356.
Korns0 82.

Klippan 275.

Korpikylà 390.

Klitm0ller 431.
Klopkjaern 24.

Kors 202.

KorsSn 364.
Korsdal 103.
Korsen 219.
98.
(Sweden) 277.
Korsfjord 99.
Korsnàs (Falun) 364.
97.
Kloster0
Korsnses (Stavanger) 99.
Klostret 290.
Kloten 356.
(Tysfjord) 240.
Kl0ften 59.
Kors0degaard 60.
Kors0r 424.
Kl0vdalseid 196.
Kortfors 302.
Kl0ve (Vossestranden)
Koskats 384.
123.
Kl0ven (Solbergfjord)
Kosterfjord 83.
Kosthveit
30. 32.
242.
Klubben (Jostedal) 141. Kòlsjòn 356.
Koping 355.
(Màlaren) 339.
Kòpmannabro 358.
Klypenaasi 150.
Kraakmo 241.
Knifsta 343.
Kraakstad 78.
Knivsflaa 188.
Knudsdal 187.
Krager0 7.
Kramfors 380.
Knutby 349.
Knutsh0 71.
Krapperup 275.
Knutshulstinder 162. 159. Kravikfjord 42.

Klosterfjord (Hardanger)
—

—

—

Krekling 26.

Kringlen (Dalsfjord) 171.

Kobbervolden 32.
(Gudbrandsdal) 63.
Kockenhus 275.
Kroghaugen 74.
Koksvik i Thingvold 211. Krogkleven 22.
Kolaastinder 192.
Krogskog 25.
Kolar-Elv 132.
Krogsund 22.
Kolbàck 355.
Kroken 140.
Kolbacksa 355.
Krokom 369.
Kolbeinsdal 185.
Krona 25.
Kolbeinsthveit 94.
Kronborg 421.
Koldedalstind 157.
Krondal (Jostedal) 140.
Koldedalsvand 145.
Kronoberg, Castle 272.
Kolded0la 145. 157.
Kronobergs-Làn 271.
425.
Krosboden
154.'
Kolding
Kolforsen 366.
Krosfjaeren 112.
Kollandso 286.
Kr0deren 43.
Kolmarden 300.
Kròsekulle 289.
Kolnaasi 150.
Krylbo 361.
Kolsaas 8. 21.
Kukkola 390.
Kulla Gunnarstorp 275.
Kongen 201.'
Kongsberg 26.
Kullen, Promontory 275.
Kullsveden 361.
Kongsfjord 255.

Kongslid,

Klar-Elf 302. 359. etc.
Kleivafos 186. 189.

Kraekjahytten 46.
Kraekjavande 46.
Krangfors 382.
—

Kongshavn 19.
Koagsh0i 131.

Klagstorp 265.
Klampenborg 417.

Kleve 203.
Kleven i Gol 45.
Klevene (Rundal)
Klintehamn 354.

Knutsvik 92.

Kumla 357.

Kungsàngen 354.
Kungsbacka 277.
Kungsgarden 364.
Kun^shamn 345.
Kungshatt 340.
Kungsor 357.
Kunnen, Promontory 231.
Kupefjelde 172.
Kupenaava 174.
Kurò 340.
Kuttainen 259.
Kvaal 76.
Kvaleh0gda 53.
Kvalenaes 105.
Kval0 (Hammerfest) 250.
(Troms0) 227. 244.
—

Kvam(Eidfjordsvand)109.
—

(Gudbrandsdal) 63.

Kvam fjeld 179.
Kvamfos 109.
Kvammen 211.
Kvamshest 172.
Kvamsklev 53.

Kvams0 103. 128.
Kvandal 181. 140.
Kvandalsfjeld 171.
Kvannefos 52.
Kvarven 99.
Kvaernaa 66.
Kvaerne-Elv 139.

Kvaernhusfjeld 181.
Kvenangstinder 249.
Kvenne-Heia 95.

Kvickjock 386.
Kvikne 62. 72.
Kvildal 94.
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Kvindherred 101.
Laurdal (S0ndm0re) 177. Lidingò 338.
Kvindherreds-Fjord 100. Laurgaard 67.
Lidkoping 286.
Laurvik 34. 8.
Laushorn 189.
Lauva 166.

Kvinesdal 88.
Kvisberg 61.

Kvistgaard 421.
Kvitegg 190.

Kvitingskj0len
Kvitlenaava 67.
Kvitnaa 105.
Kvitnaes 239.
Kvittind 235.
Kviven 187.

Lauvh0 166.
166.

Laxa 290.

Laxefjord 254.
Làfvast 377.

Laegde-Elv 133.

Làggesta 300.
Lànnerstasund 338.
Laera 56. 136.
Laerdal 136.
Laagelidbjerg 42.
Laagen 8. 26. 34. 42. 61. Laerdals0ren 136.
Laaland 426.
Laerejm 204.
Labrofos 27.
Làngas 276.
Lade 217.
Làngholm 301.
Ladvik 127.
Langsele 375.
Lagmansholm 289.
Langtràsk 377.
Laholm 276.
Leangen 217.
119.
Lebesby 254.
Laksevaag
Laleid 94.
Leckò 286.
Lamhult 271.
Legreidsvand 46.
Landa 367.
Leinoes 240.
Leira (Hardanger) 47.
Landegode 235.
Landskrona 267.
(Jotunheim) 153.
Landsveerk 31.
Leirdal 147. 153.
Leirmo 139.
Langaa 429.
Langdal (Geiranger
Leirungsdal, Qfvre 163.
Fjord) 193.
Lekanger 131.
Langedal (Aardalsvand) Lek0 226.
144.
Leksand 362.
Lekve IH.
(Bygdin) 159.
Lemegg 135.
Langedalstjern 159.
Langegg 185.
Lemundsj0 64.
4.
Lenaes 7.
Langeid
Lenna 349.
Langeidvand 40.
Langeland (Denmark)426. Lennartsnàs 343.
Lennheden 362.
(S0ndfjord) 172.
Langelandsvand 172.
Leps0 170.
75.
Ler 76. 220.
Langen
Lerbàck 297.
Lange-Saeter (Faleide)
178. 187.
Lerfos 217.
Lerum 289.
Langeskavl 157. 160.
Lervik (Hardanger) 98.
Langesund 7.
7.
Langesunds Kreppa
(Sognefjord) 127.
Langevaag 98.
Lesje-Kirke 68.
Langevand 164. 184.
Lesjevaark 68.
Langfjord (Moldefjord) Letsjò 363.
204. 203.
Levanger 218.
Langglupdal 74.
Levvajok 2oO.
Lexviken 218.
Langlete 76.
Li 193.
Lang0 239.
Liabree 148.
Langskibs0 194.
18.
Liabygd 194.
Langvik
Liadalshorn 196.
Làppea 260.
Larslund 358.
Liadalsnibba 188.
Lauedal 187.
Liatorp 270.
see
Liavand 65.
Laugen,
Laagen.
194.
Liaxel 140.
Laupare
Laurdal (Bandaksvand)
Lid, Gaard 68.
37. 32.
Lidens Fàrja 374.
—

—

—

—

Lidland 241.
Lien 59.
Saeter 140.
Lier 23.
—

Lifjeld (Siljordsvand) 32.
(Slyngsfjord) 194.
Ligga 385.
—

Lihest 127.

Likkafjeld 243.
Liljeholmen 301.
Lilla Essingen 339.
Lilledal 209.

Lilledalsegg 187.
Lille-Elvedal 74.
Lillehammer 60.
Lille Hest 172.
Mauket 243.
Rjukanfos 38. 40.
Liller0d 4 18.
Lillesand 6.
Lilleskog 285.
Lillestr0mmen 59.
Lilletun 109.
Limfjord 430.
Limhamn 265.
Linde 356.
Lindesnaes, Cape 88.
Lindfors 359.
Lindhult 276.
Lindome 277.
Lind0 8.
Lindsheim 65.
Lindvik 182.
Lingbo 367.
Linge 194.
Linghem 298.
Lingsfos 148.
Linkòping 297.
Lis 276.
Li-Saeter 27.
Liverud 42.
Ljan 78.
Ljonevand 95.
Lj0en 188.
Ljung 296.
Ljungan 368.
Ljungskile 84.
Ljusdal 367.
Lodalsbrae 141.
Lodalskaupe 181. 141.
Loelv 19.
Loen 178.
Loen vand 180.
Lofald 171.
Lofoten Islands 236.
Lofò 339. 343.
Loftesna;s 135.
—

—

Loftet 147.
Lofthus 105.

Logavand 88.
Logen 93. 94.
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Loka 359.
Loksund 99.
Lom 65.
Lomen 53.
Lomma 267.

Lommijaur 234.
Lomsegg 152.
Loms-Horung 65.
Lomsklev 64.

Loppen 249.
Lora-Elv 68.

Lorafjeld

69.

Losna 62.
Lotefos 107. 96.
Lotevand 108.

Lougen,

see

Lyngby 418.
Lyngenfjord 247.
Lyngholmen 98.
Lyng0r 7.
Lyngseidet 248.
Lyngvaer 238.
Lysaker 21.
Lyse 22.
Lysebunden 91.
Lysefjord 91. 99.
Lysekil 84.
Lysekloster 99.
Lysheia 4.
Lys0 99.
Lysterfjord 136.

Laagen.

Lovardalsskar 144.
Lovunden 230.

L0bsaas 232.
Lòddea 269.
L0demel 187.
L0dingen 241.
Lòfsta 365.
L0iten 73.
L0kedal 103.

L0kelandshest 172.
L0ken 53.
L0kenfos 179.
L0ksund 238.
L0kta 229.
L0naes, Gaard 233.
L0nefos 124.
L0nehorje 123.
L0stegaard 44.
L0stsaeter 144.
L0veid 35.
L0vheim 31.
L0vnaasi 150.
L0vstaken 119.
Liibeck 423.
Ludvika 359.
Lulea 383.
Lule-Elf 377. 384.
Lund 268.
Lundarvand 124.
Lundby 354.
Lunde, Gaard 173. 178.
Lundebygden 172.
Lundefaret 36.
Lundemo 76.
Lunden, Gaard 131.
Lunderdal 65.
Lunderskov 425. 432.
Lundeskar 130.
Lundevand 88.
Lund0 240.
Lundsgr0n 172.
Lur0 230.
Lusahoug-Saeter 146.
Lyderhorn 114. 119.
Lygner, Lake 277.
Lygren 127.
Lykkja 45.

Maab0 109.
Maab0dal 109.
Maalselvdal 243.
Maalsnaes 243.
Maandal 109.
Maaraadal 184.
Maaren 127.
Maas0 252.
Madvik 188.
Magalaupet 71.
Mager0 254.
Magnor 77.
Makur 255.
Malangenfjord 243.
Malde 91.
Male 123.

Malmagr0nsnaave 125.
Malmanger-Nut 101.
Malmo (Skane) 264.
(island) 84.
—

Malstr0m 237.
Malung 363.
Malvik 217.
Mandai 88.
Mandseid 170.
Mantorp 297.
Maradalsfos 203. 145.
Mard0la 206.
Mariager 430.
Maribo 427.
Maridalsvand 21.
Mariedam 297.
Mariefred 340.
Marienborg 217.
Marienlyst 422.
Mariestad 287.
Marifjaeren 137.
Maristuen 56.

Markakyrka 289.
Marma 365.
Marok 189.
Marsaafos 182.
Marstrand 84.

Marsvinsholm 266.
Martedal 139.
Masnedsund 424.
Matarengi 390.

Matfors 373.
Mattmar 370.

Mauranger Fjord 101.
Maursaet 43. 47.

Maurstadeid 176.
Mael 30.
Màlaren , Lake 333. etc.
Maelkevold 180.
Maelkevoldsbrae 180.
Mallby 269.
Màlsaker 342.
Màrsta 343.
M&seskàr 84.
Medelpad 368.
Medevi 295.
Medheia 28.
Mehavn 255.
Mehus 94. 111.
Meienfjeld 6.
Meisen 132.
Meland 182.
Melbo 238.
Melderskin 101.
Melen 370.
Melfjord 231.
Melheimsnib 181.
Melhus (Flaamsdal) 134.
(Trondhjem) 76.
Melkedal 166.
Melkedalsbrae 15S.
Melkedalspigge 158.
Melkedalstinder 167.
Melked0la 160.
Meli 129.
Mellansel 376.
Mellansjò 368.
Mellene 158.
Mellerud 82. 353.
Mellòsa 358.
Meta 231.
Melsdal 101.
Melshorn 196.
Melsnipa 129.
Mem 296.
Memurubod 162.
Memurudal 162.
Memurutunge 161.
Menaes 129.
Meraker 218.
Meringdalsnaebba 206.
Mesna 61.
Messetind 242.
Middagshorn 191.
Middelfart 424.
Midnaeshamer 144.
Midtdyr Ruste 40.
Midtet 204.
Midtfjeld 32.
Midtgaarden 38.
Midtlaeger-Saeter 41.
Midtmaradalsbrae 150.
Midtmaradalstinder 1E0.
Midtsaeter 101.
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Midtun 120.

MieS 270.
St. Mikaelshul 36.
Mindre Sunde 182.
Minne 60.
Minnesund 60.

Mireb0, Gaafd 201.
Mjell 129.
Mjelvafjeld 200.
Mjòlby 297.
Mj0lnir 201.
Mj0ndalen 24.
Mjorn, Lake 289.
Mj0sen, Lake 58.
Mj0sstrand 30.
M.j0sund 242.
Mj0svand 30.
Mo (B0rtevand) 39.
(Ranenfjord) 229.
(S0ndfjord) 172.
—

—

Modum 25.
Moelfven 376.

(Aardal) 144.
(Gudbrandsdal) 61.

Moen
—

INDEX.
Moskenstr0m 237.
Moss 78. 8.

Mostadhougen 171.
Mosterhavn 98.
Moster0 97. 98.
Motala 295. 297.
Motalastròm 295. 299.
Movatten 172.
Mòckeln, Lake 302.
M0en 427.
M0falsskardene 108.
Mòlle 275.
M0llendal 119.
M0lmen 69. 202.
Mòlnbacka 359.
Mòlnbo 300.
Mòlndal 277.
Mòrby 338.
M0rkadals-Elv 124.
M0rkedal 45.
Mòrkeklef 287.
M0rkereidsdal 138.
M0rkved 220.
Morsil 370.

(Lysterfjord) 138.
(Maalselvdal) 243.
Mogelifos 108.
Mogen i H0idalsmo 32.
(Mj0svand) 30.

M0rstafjord 158.

Moheda 271.
Moholm 290.
Moland 38.

Muldalsfos 194.
Mule 32.

—

—

—

M0sadel 238.
Mòsseberg 289.

Muggedals-Elv 49.
Mugnatind 158.
Mullsjò 293.

Mulskreddal 188.
Molde 197.
Mulsvorhorn 187.
Mundal 129.
Moldefjord 197.
Moldehei 198.
Mundheim 101.
Molden 137.
Munkeg 128.
Moldestad 175.
Munkfors 359.
Munkholmen 217.
Mold0 169.
Molkom 359.
Munksjò 291.
&
Lille
Store
238.
Munktorp 355.
Molla,
239.
Munsò 340.
Mollòsund 84.
Muonio-Elf 390.
Mon 82.
Muradn-Saeter 144.
Muran-Saeter 147.
Mongefos 202.
151.
193.
Muri
Mongjel J0idegaard
Monsbuheia 46.
Murjek 387.
Mora 363.
Musken 241.
Noret 363. 36Ì.
Muskò 339.
Mustad 59.
Morgedal 32.
361.
Morgongatva
Musubytt-Saeter 66.
Mork 65.
Myklebostad 173. 175.
204. 240.
Morked0la 144. 145.
Morkolle 49.
Myklemyr 139.
36G.
Morshyttan
Myklethveitvete 121.
Mortas 259.
Myrdalsfos 102.
Mosaksele 228.
Myrdalsvand 101.
MosRs 357.
Myrheden 376.
Mosby 4.
Mysen 78.
Moseb0 31.
Myssu-Saeter 74.
Mosj0en 227. 228.
Myten 139.
Mosken 237.
Naae 105.
Moskenaes0 237.

Molaupsfjeld 192.

—

Naalene (Nfer0dal) 125.
Naaver-Saeter 166.
Nadden, Lakes 355.
Nadviken 136.
Nagel0ren 138.
Nakkerud 25.
Nakskov 426.
Namsdal 220.
Namsen-Elv 220. 226.
Namsenfjord 226.
Namsos 226.
Napstr0m 237.
Nattavara 387.
Naustdal 172. 176.
Nautefos 133.
Nautgarstind 163.
Naven 72.
Nàcken, Lake 300.
Nàlden 369.
Naerb0 89.
Naer0dal 133.
Naer0dals-Elv 125. 133.
Naer0fjord 133.
Naer0naes 132.
Naerstrand 92.
Naes (Hallingdal) 44.

(Lake Kr0deren) 43.
(Lysterfjord) 137. 138.

—

—

(Mj0sen) 58.
(Randsfjord) 51.

—

—

(Romsdal) 200.
(Spirillen) 49.
(Suldalsvand) 95.
(Upsala) 345.

—

—

—

—

,

Naesb0 48.
Nàsby 340.

Nàsbyholm 266.
Naesdal 181. 174.
Naese 127.
Naes-EIv 52.
Nàsfjard 343.

Naesheimshorgen 123.
Naesland 38.
Naesodden 78.

Naesodtangen 8.
Neesset 74. 204.
Nàssjo 271.
Naestved 424.
Nasviken 367.
Naeverdal 72.
Nebbedal 190.
Nedberge 134.
Neder-Kalix 389.
Nedre Edefors 384.)
Floden 182.
Jerfva 337.
Lid 140.
Nadden 355.
St0l 193.
Sulheims-Saeter 165.
Vasenden (Gravens
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

vand) 123.
(Jelstervand) 173.
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Nedstryn 182.

Norevikshei 127.
Norheimsund 103.

Nedsttun 120.

Neergaard (Maalselvdal) Norrbàrke 355.
243.

Neergaarden i
Neglinje 338.

Aamli 37.

Nelhammar 298.
Neraal 47. 42.

Nerdal 209.
Nereb0 91.
Nerike 290.
Neslenib 179.
Nestun 120.
Netland 102. 103.
Nevlunghavn 7.
Nid-Elv (Arendal) 6.
(Trondhjem) 76. 213.
Niemis 390.
Nigardsbrae 140.
Nipah0gd 112.
NissaS 276.
Nissedals-Elv 133.
Nisservand 37.
Nit-Elv 59.
Njalavarre 248.
Njuken 131.
Njunjes 386.
Nokkeneb 188.
Noi 282.
Nondal 144.
Nonhougen 150.
Nonsfield 193.
Nora 302. 356. 381.
Norangdal 190.
Norangsfjord 191.
Nord 176.
Nordaasvand 120.
Nordanskàrs 389.
Nordbjergs-Kirke 66.
Norddal 170.
Norddalsfjord 193.
Norddalskirke 193.
Norderhov 22.
—

Norrkòping 299.
Norrtelje 349.

Norrvik 342.
Nors-Elf 302.
Norsesund 289.
Norsholm 298. 296.
North Cape 253.

Northorp 158.
Notodden 28.
N0rsteb0 42.

N0rstedals-Saeter 148.
N0rv0 195.
N0stdal 176.
N0ste 205.
N0stet 119.
N0stvik 228.
N0stvolden 219.
N0ter0 33.
Nufsfjord 237.
Nukefjeld 36.
Nuortikon 387.
Nuppivarre 249.
Nupshaug 154.
Nya St0l 41.
Nyast0lsfos 105.
Nyaker 376.
Nyhgaarden 46.
Nyboden 159.
Nyborg (Fiinenì 424.
(Varanger) 257.
Nybro 272.
Nybusj0 43.
Nyhem 375.
Nyh0itind 200.
Nyhyttan 363.
—

Oftedal 136.
Oklevig 138.
Okna 299.
Oksen 199.
Oksen0 194.
Oksnses 193.
Olafbuvand 47.
St. Olaf's-Bad 25.
St. Olafsgryder 25.
Olden 178.
Oldenskar 175.
Oldenvand 179.

Old0ren 178.
Olmajalos 234.
Olmheim 131.
Olskroken 282.
Omberg 294.
Omnes0 231.
Onstad 52.

Opdal (Drivadal) 71.
—

(Laerdal) 57.
(Numedal) 42.
(Valders) 55.

Opdalskirke

211.

Opd0l 209.
Opheim (Odde) 106.

(Opheimsvand) 125.
Opheimsfjeld 178.
Ophus 73.

—

Opigaard

206.

Oplaendskedal 186.
Opnaaset 66.

Oppeb0en 32.
Oppedal 105.
Oppegaard 78.
Oppmannasjo 270.

Opsaet-St0le 123.
Opstryn 182.
Nykirke (Drammens-Elv) Optun 149.

Ordal 173. 174.
Orehoved 424.
Ormberg 138. 139.
353.
Ormbergs-St0l 138.
Nykòping
Orm-Eggen 32.
Nordfjord (N. Bergenhus) Nyland 30.
Ormeim 202.
176.
Nypen 76.
Ormsund 78.
Nypladsen 75.
(Storfjord) 194.
176.
saeter
Ny
(Gudbrandsdal) Ornàs (Falun) 359.
Nordfjordeid
Orresta 354.
Nord-Horland 99. 127.
67.
Orr0-Elv 138.
Nordingraland 381.
(M0lmen) 69. 202.
Orrskog 365.
(Ramstaddal) 195.
Nordkyn 255.
Orsa
364.
Nordmaling 381.
Nystuen (Fillefjeld) 55.
Ortnevik 127.
(J0frkedal) 71.
Nordmandslaagen 31.
Orust
72.
84.
Nordm0re 207.
Nytr0en
Os (Fusefjord) 120. 99.
•Nordnaes (Bergen) 117.
Ockelbo 367.
(R0ros) 75.
(Sognefjord) 131.
Nordre Aurdal 52.
Oscarsborg 8.
Ockesjò 370.
Odde 106.
Oscarshall 18.
Land 51.
Odder0 3.
Oscarshoug 149.
Nordsj0 35.
Ose (Osefjord) 112.
Nordvik 199.
Oddersjaa 3.
Odense 424.
Nore 42. 43.
(Saìtersdal) 4.
Odnaes
51.
Osedal 112.
43.
Norefjeld
111. 112.
Oferdal
136.
42.
(Numedal)
Osefjord
Norefjord
Osen (Osefjord) 111.
Ofotenfjord 241.
(Sognefjord) 131.
24.

(Holmestrand) 33.
Nykj0bing 424.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Norway

and Sweden.
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Prestfjàrden 342.

(Suldalsvand) 94. 10rskog 194.
Oskar-Fredriksborg 338. 0rstenvik 196.
0rterdalen 46.
Oskarshamn 273.
0rterenvand 46. 47.
Oslàttfors 366.
Òrtofta 269.
Oslo 11. 78.
Osen

Osmark 203.
Oster0 120.
Osvold 197.
Otta 63.
Ottadal 64.
Otta-Elv 63. 65. 69.
Ottavand 64.
Ottebol 301.
Otteraa 2. 3.
Otterbàeken 302.
Otter0 (Molde) 207.
(Namsos) 226.
Ottestad 60. 204.
Ousby 270.
—

Ovabergs-Elv 148. 149.

Overaa 193.
Oviksfjàll 370.
Oxelòsund 296. 358.
Oxen (Hardanger) 104.
Oxie 266.
Ox0 3.
Òdakra 275.
0deniarks-Sj0 81.
Òdeshòg 297.
0en 139.
Òfre Nadden 355.
0ffsthus-Fos 103.
Òfverum 299.
0gsfjord 239.
0i i Aamli 37.
0iangen, Lake 158.
0ibergsfos 66.
0ie (Leerdal) 57.
(Norangsfjord) 191.
0ier 62.
0ieren, Lake 77.
0iestad 94.
0ilo 53.
0inesgavlen 233.
0isteinvand 41.
0je-Sa;ter 47.
0ksendalen 209.
0ksfjord 249.
Òland 273.
01en 98.
Òlme 302.
Òrbyhus 365.
0rebaekke 95.
Òrebro 356.
0rjesaeter 186.
0rje-Sj0 81.
0rkedals0ren 212.
0rkla 72.
0rland 225.
0rnefjeld 5.
Ornskòldsvik 381.
0rsj0 82.
—

Prestforsen 355.

Puddefjord .113. 114.
Purkiholm 385.

Purkijaur 385.

Òsbv 338.

fivarken 382.
Qvarnholm 272.
Qvicksund 357.

0sekar 195.
Òstavall 368.
Ostberg 369.

Ósten,

Lake 290.

Raamand 192.
Raasnaas 106.
Raastad 33.
Raftsund 238.
Ragunda 375.
Rake 178.
Rakkestad 78.
Rambaer 131.
Ramberg 49.
Ramlòsa 275.
Ramlòsabrunn 275.
Rammendava 83.
Ramnàs 354. 355.
Ramsaas 43.
Ramsele 375.
Ramsjò 368.
Rams0 226.
Ramstaddal 195.
Rand 177.
Randeberg 97.
Randers 429.
Rand0 92.
Rands-Elv 25. 51.
Randsfjord 51. 26.
Randsvaerk 64.
Ranenfjord 229.
Rangaatind 206.
Rangsund0 231.
Ranheim 217.
Rankhyttan 360.
Ransàter 359.
Rasten 73.
Ratan 382.
Rauberg 37.
Raubergsholten 139.
Raubergs-Stul 151.
Rauddal 66. 162.

0stens0 103.

0sterb0,

Gaard 47.

Òsterby

365.
0sterdalen 73.
Ostergótland 297.
Òstersund 369.
Òster-Tibble 357.

Òstervik 362.
0stmanlid-Saeter 41.
0strabo 271.
Òstratorp 266.
0streim 93.
0stre-Slidre-Elv 158.
Óst-Surasjò 355.
0stvaag0 237.
0stvik 219.
Oveds Kloster 266.
0veraas 205.
0verby 243.
0vreb0-Sa;ter 166.
0xna 73.
Oxnered 285.
0xtinder 223.
0ye 54.

Palojuensun 259.
Paradisbakker 23.
Parkijaur 385.
Partilled 289.
Pasvik 258.
Paulsvand 174.
Pàkila 390.
Palsboda 290.
Persberg 363.
Pilgrimstad 368.

Pipertind

247.

Rauddalstinder 162.
Raudnaes 144.
Rauem 220.
Raufjord 158.
Raufjordheim 158.

Pitea 382.

Pite-Elf 377.
Polfossen 66.
Pollen 248.
Polletind 168.
Polvand 66.
Porla Helsobrunn 302.
Porsanger Fjord 254.
Porsgrund 34.
Porsifors 384.
Praestebakke 82.
Praestedal 178.
Praestekamp 62.

30.
69. 199. 200. 201.
121.
Raunip
Raunsdal 105.
Rausdal 138.
Rauskj0ldvand 154.
Ravnedal 3.

Raulandsfjeld
Rauma

Ravnefjeld (Christian
sand) 3.

Praestesteinvand 154.
Praesthus (Soknedal) 75
Presteholts0l 46.

(Loenvand) 181.
Ravnejuvet 38-

—

,
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Ràfsnàs 340.

Raegefjord 88.
Ràllsa 356.

Ràmen 359.
Ràppe 271.

Raestadbygd 199.
Ràttvik 363. 364.

Ràbàck 287.
Rahàllan 366.
Rashult 270.
Rastok 82.
Red 174.
Reffelbraek 38.

Refnaestangen 135.
Refsudden 354.
Refsunden, Lake 368.
Reimersholm 301. 339.
Rein 225.
Reinaa 218.

Reinbj0r-Elv 220.
Reindalstind 231.
Reindalsvik 231.
Reine 237.
Reinheim 71.
Reinlid 50.

Rein0 246.

219.
Reisaeter 103.

Reinsvand

Reitan 76.
Gaard 206.
,
—

Reitst0en 76.
Rekarne 357.

Rekkingsnut 40.
Relling 193.
Rem, Gaard 193.

Rembesdalsfos 111.

Rembesdals-Saeter 111.
Rembesdalsvand Ili.
Remmem, Gaard 201.
Rena 73.
Rendalstind 247, 248.
Renfjàll 371.
Rengen, Lake 298.
Rennes0 97.
Ren0 256.
Repvaag 254.
Resele 376.
Retiro 189.
Revikhorn 170.

Ribe'432.
Riddarhyttan 355.
Riddersvik 343.
Rido 340.

Riinggadn-Saetre 150.
Riingsbotn 150.
Riingstinder 150.

Rimbo 349.
Rimforsstròm 298.
Rindalen 211.
Rindalshorn 182.
Rindebakken 38.
Rindò 338.

Ring 60.

Ringdalstind 195.
Ringe 426.
Ringebu 62.
Ringedalsvand 108.
Ringerike 25.
Ringheim 123. 124.

Rjngkolle

Ringnaes

26.
43.

Ring0en 109.
Ringsaker 58.

Ringsjò 269.
Ringsted 424.
Ringvadse 246.
Riondefos 134.
Ripats 387.

Risagrotte 229.
Risbu-Aa 41.
Rise (Driva Valley) 71.

(Jerundfjord) 197.
(Nordgulen) 169.
Risefjord 127.
—

—

RiS0havn 239.
Ris0r 7.
Risvaer 226.
Rivenaase 138.

Rjukande Fos 45.
Rjukanfos 30.
Lille 38. 40.
,
Roaldkvam 6.
Robertsfors Bruk 382.
Roboltfjeld 37.
Rockebro 297.
Rocksjò 291.
Rogn 122.
Rognan 235.
Rognaes 76.
Rogne 158. 53.
Rokke-Elv 39.
Rokomborre 243.
Rold0 242.
Rolfshus 44.
Rolfs0 252.
RolfS0havn 252.
Rolsbakker 219.
—

Rosendala 292.
Rosendals-Elv 220.
Rosersberg 342.
Roskilde 423.
Rosshyttan 361.
Rossvalen, Lake 356.
Rostafjeld 243.
Rostavand 243.
Rotebro 342.
Rotkneeet 231.
Rottna-Elf 302.
Rottneros Bruk 302.
Rotvold 217.
Roxen, Lake 296.
225.
Ròdesund 288.
255.
Rfldevaeg
Ròdgafvels Grotto 294.
Port 294.

R0dbjerget

—

R0dhammer 219.
R0di 181.
R0dningen, Gaard 201.
R0d0 228. 231.
R0d0l0ven 231.
R0dsaet 194. 196.
R0dsheim 151.
Ròdsta 376.
R0dsund 226.
R0dvas-Elv 229.
R0dvenfjord 204.
R0en 53.
Rògle 275.
R0ise 109.
Ròjnoret 382.

R0jshjem

151.

R0ken 23.
R0kenaes 98.
R0kenviken 51.

R0kjeskaalvand 66.

R0ldal 41. 95.
R0ldalsaaten 41.
R0ldalsvand 41. 95.
R0nd0lsskar 200.
R0neid 139.
Roma 353.
Ronne 422.
Rombak 241.
R0nstadhul 170.
Ròr 370.
Romedal 196.
Romedalshorn 192.
R0raas 75.
Romeleklint 266.
R0rhoptind 239.
Romerike 58.
R0rhusdal 188.
Romfogskjaerringen 210. R0rhusnibba 188.
Rommedal 129.
R0rnaestinder 248.
Rommehest 129.
R0ros 75.
Romsdal 201.
R0r0 228.
Romsdalshorn 201.
R0rstad 187. 192.
Ròrstrand 342.
Romsdalsstue 250.
R0rvik 102. 173. 226.
Rondane 74.
Rondeslot 74.
R0rvikfjeld 173.
Rone 353.
R0saa 223.
Ronene 3.
R0saa0ren 228.
Ronneby 271.
R03kje 219.
RosendalfHardanger) 101 R0snaes 233.
336.
R0st 237.
(Stockholm)

—
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Ròstanga 275.
R0svand 228.
R0svik 240.
R0vik 204.
Ròvttà 390.

INDEX.

Saganaes 135.
Sagfjord 240. 241.
Saggatjaur 386.
Sagvande 241.

Sandsjò 271.
Sandst0 105.
Sandtorv 241.
Sandtràsk 387.

Saksa 154. 191.
Sala 361.
Jaekna 234.

Sandum-Saeter 43.
Sandvand 209.
Sandven (Norheimsund)
242.
103.
Salangenfjord
Rui 39.
Sai berg 219.
(Sandvenvand) 107.
Ruklenut 106. 107.
Sandvenvand 106.
Salen, Lake 271.
Ruksisvaggegaissa 248. Salmis 390.
Sandvig, Gaard 235.
Rullenut 109.
Salsta 365.
Sandviken
(AngermanRullestad 98.
Saltdal 230. 235.
Elf) 380. 382.
Rundal 123.
Salten 231.
(Bergen) 119.
Rundals-Elv 122. 123.
Saltenfjord 233.
(Christiania) 21.
Runde-Vand 123.
Saltkjelnaes 132.
(Gefle) 364.
Rundhorn 185.
Saltnaessanden 212.
Sangerfjeld 46.
Rundtom 160.
Saltoluokta 389.
Sanna 292.
Rundvash0gda 74.
Saltsjòbaden 338.
Sannasund 380.
Rungsted 418.
Sannesund 79.
Saltsjòn 333.
Runnsjo 359. 360. 364.
Saltskog 300.
Sarpen Fall 170.
Runsa 343.
Saltstr0m 233.
Sarpsborg 79.
Samlehovd 104.
Ruokojàrvi 390.
Sarpsfos 79.
Rusuanaes 235.
Samlekolle 104.
Sartor0 99.
Rus-Elv 39.
Sammanger Fjord 121.
Sarvfos 5.
Sand (Randsfjord) 61.
Rusglop 163.
Saskam 385.
Ruskola 390.
93.
Satta jàrvi 390.
(Sandsfjord)
Ruslien-Saetre 163.
Saude 93.
Sanddalsfjeld 173.
Russa-Elv 163.
Sanddalsvand 175.
Saudefjord 93.
Russe Rundh0 163.
Sandd0la 219.
Saudehorn 196.
Rustdalen 7.
Sande (Drammen) 33.
Saue-Nut 107.
Rustegg 160.
(Holmedal) 171.
Sauer-Elv 31.
Rusten (Boeverdal) 153.
(Loenvand) 181.
Saug0 81.
(Gudbrandsdal) 67.
Sauland 31.
Sandebugt 33.
68.
Rustenfjeld
Saurdal 170.
Sandefjord 33. 8.
Rusten-Saeter (Baeverdal) Sandeid 94.
Saurdalsgaarde 170.
153
94.
Saurdalsvatn 170.
Sandeidfjord
Sand-Elv 147.
Rustfjeld 4.
Saxaklep 103.
Rust0en 180.
Sanden (Tinsj0) 29
Saxhaug 219.
179.
Sandene 177. 174.
Rust0fjeld
Saeb0 (Eidfjordsvand)
Rusvand 163.
Sandenib 181.
109.
Rusvasbod 163.
Sander 77.
(J0rundfjord) 192.
Rute 353.
Sanderst0len 52.
Sàby (Kinda Canal) 298.
Ruten 243.
Sandferhus 218.
Saed, Gaard 111.
Ruyttotjock 256.
Sandfjeld 172.
Sàfjaa 343.
206.
Rydboholm 277.
Sandgrovskar
Sàfsjò 271.
Sandhamn 339.
Ryefos 139.
Sàfsjòstròm 272.
Sandhem 293.
Ryfylke 89.
Sàfstaholm 290.
Ryg (Gloppenfjord) 177. Sandhorn 232. 233.
Sàfveà 289.
Rygge (Smalenene) 78.
Sa-heimsdal 136.
Sandhoug31.
Sandmoen 375.
Ryghydna 183.
Saekken 199. 204.
Sandnaes (Nordland) 233, Saelbo 217.
Rygnestad 5.
Ryhaugen 74.
(Oldenvand) 179.
Fjord 158.
288.
Ryholm
(Saetersdal) 4.
Sj0 217.
89.
Ryomgaard 429.
Saeltun
57.
(Stavanger)
Sandnaes0en 229.
Rysfjaeren 177.
Sàter(Dalecarlia) 361.
Sandok 38.
Ryvardens-Fyr 98.
Saeterfjeld 183.
Sand0 (Nord Horland)
Ryvingen 87.
Saetermoen 243.
127.
Saetern i R0ros 75.
Saathom 186. 189.
Saetersdal 3. 4.
(Stadt) 170.
Sandòn 380.
Sadelegg 173.
Saeterst0en 77.
Saetervand 203.
Sadel-Fjeld 56.
Sandsfjord 93.
Sadlen (Hammerfest) 251. Sandsfos 93.
IStetnes 200.

Rudkj0bing 426.

Rueid 192.
Rugsund 176.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—
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Saetnesfjeld 199.
Saetredal 190.
Ssetrenaes 169.

Sagen 363.
364.
Sanga 380.
Schleswig 425.

Sagmyra

Seeljesaeterhorn 187.
Seem 219.
Seffle 358.
Canal 301.
Segea 267.

—

Seglingsberg 355.
Segmon 358.
Seida 257.
Seierstad 226.
Seiland 250.
Seim i Graven 123.
Sei 67.
Selanger 373.
Selaò 340.

Selangerà 378.

Siljord 32.
Siljordsvand 32.
Silkeborg 428.
Sillen, Lake 300.
Simlenaes 132.
Simoa 24.
Simodal 111. 109. HO.
Simogalfos. 149.
Simonstad 7.
Simonstorp 300.
Sinarp 276.
Sindnaes0 226.
Sindre 187.

Singel0er 83.
Single Fjord 81.
Singsaas 76.
Sira 88.
Siradal 205.
Sirakirke 205.
Siredal 88.
Siredalsvand 88.
Sivlefos 134.

Selbu-Sj0 217.

Sjaunaluokta 389.

Selje 170.

Sjau-Saeter 103.

Seljedal 128.
Selje0 169.
Seljestad 96.
Seljestadjuvet 96.

Sjaustaddal 192.
Sjàlevad 376.
Sjaerping 133.
Sjerpenut 133.
Selsbaek 76. 217.
Sjoa 63. 161. 162.
132.
Selseng
Sjoadal 63.
376.
Selsjò
Sjodalsvand 163.
Selsli-Saeter 27.
Sjonghul 195.
Selsnut 101.
Sjortningsbrae 162.
231.
Sels0vik
Sjòàndan 364.
Sem (Snaasenvand) 219. Sj0d0la 206.
(T0nsberg) 33.
Sjoholm 290.
Sembla 355.
S.j0holt 194.
Semletind 202.
Sjanstaa 234.
Semmelaa 164.
Sj0strand 131.
Semmelhul 164.
Sjòtorp 288.
Semmeltind 164.
Sj0vik 194.
Semmen 48.
Sjugulstind 160.
SjusaPt 103.
Senjehest 242.
242.
Sjutsasen 375.
Senjen
Skaala 178. 180. 203.
Sesaas 217.
Skaalebrae 181.
Seskarò 389Skaale Saeter 134.
Seutivarre 243.
Seven Sisters 228.
Skaalfjeld 181. 183.
Skaalland 233.
Sevli 42.
Skaar 138.
Sexe 105.
Skaare (Fiksensund) 103.
Sickla 338.
(J0rundfjord) 192.
Sigdestad 182.
(Nordfjord) 183.
Siggen 98.
Skaaren
144.
344.
Signildsberg
Skaarene 141.
Sigtuna 344.
Skaaretinder 192.
Sikea 382.
Skaar0 247.
Sikfors 359. 377.
Sikkildals-Saetre 63.
Skabersjò 266.
Skadset 43.
Sildefjord 101.
Skagagjel 148.
Sildegabet 169.
Silden 249.
Skagast0le 150.
Skagast0lsbotn 150.
Siljan, Lake 362.
Skagast0lsbrae 150,
Siljansnàs 363.
—

—

—

Skagast0lstinder 150. 151.
Skage 220.
Skagen 431.
Skagern-Sjò 290.
Skager-Rack 82.
Skaggeflaa 188.
Skaggeflaafos 188.

Skaggeflaan0stet 190.
Skagsna-b 147.

Skags Udde 381.
Skalka, Lake 385.
Skalsj0 218.
Skalstugan 218. 371.
Skamlingsbanken 425.
Skanimedalsh0idn 133.
Skammestein 158.
Skanderborg 428.
Skanòr 266.
Skansen 355.
Skara 290.
Skard 96. 108.

Skardalseggen 164.
Skardh0 64.
Skaret 22.
Skarfjeld 209.
Skarfven 343.
Skarnaes 77.
Skarpsno 17.

Skarpstr0mmen
Skarsfjord 231.

37.

Skarsfos 107.
Skars-Saeter 42.
Skarstenfjeld 174. 178.
Skarstind 147.
Skarsvand 42.
Skatestr0m 169.
Skattkàrr 302.
Skatvold 249.
Skauta 168.
Elv 165.
Skautefos 168.
Skauth0 165.
Skavle Nut 93.
Skavlevaegge 175.
Skavlikollen 242.
Skàlby 273.
Skàralid 275.
Skaringsdal 184.
Skaeringsdalsbrae 185.
Skane 265.
Skare 302.
Skeaker 65.
Skebàck 356.
Skei (J0lstervand) 173.
(Lek0) 227.
Skeidkamp 62.
Skeidsnipa 130.
Skeja 154.
Skelderviken 275.
SkellefteS 382.
Skellefte-Elf 376.
Skeninge 297.
—

—

Skepparkroken 275,
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Ski 78.
Skibotten 249.
Skien 35.
Skiens-Elv 35.
Skilbred 172.
Skilbredsvand 172.
Skillebotn 228.
Skinegg 155.

Skinneberss-Nut 101.
Skiriaxlen 202.
Skisaeter HO.
Skive 432.
Skjangli 241.
Skjaeggedal 108.
Skjaeggedalsfos 108.
Skjaeggestad 62.
Skjselvik 106.
Skjferdal 177.
Skjaerdalen 25.
Skjaering 177.
Skjserjehavn 127.
Skjaersurden 193.
Skjaerv0 249.
Skjeberg 80.
Skjeistrand 177.
Skjeldal, Gaard 103.
Skjelnaes 101.
Skjerdal 134.
Skjern 432.
Skjerpa 231.
Skjerping 46.
Skjerstad 233.

Skjerstadfjord 233.
Skjerve-Elv 123.
Skjervefos 123.
Skjervet 123.
Skjibergsfjeld 182.
Skjoldehavn 239.
Skjolden 138.
Skjoldfjeld 54.
Skjolen 199.

Skjolten 199.
Skjombotn 241.
Skjomenfjord 241.
Skjorsaetervand 203.

Skjorta

174. 204.

Skj0nne 42.
Skj0nstuen 234.

Skj0rdalen

218.

Skj0renfjord 225.
Skj0tningberg 255.

Skoddalsfjeld 109.
Skodsborg 418.
Skodshorn 54.

Skogs0 239.

Skogstad 55.
Skogstorp 357. 353.
Skokloster 344.
Skole 138.

Skollenborg 26.
Skollerud 48.
Skomva;r 237.

Skoneviksfjord 98.
Skonningfos 81.
Skoppum 33.
Skopshorn 195.
Skordal 62.

Skorgedal 197.
Skorped 376.
Skorpen 100. 207.
Skorp0 169.
Skorvefjeld 32.
Skotgaarden 75.
Skotifos 94.
Skotselven 24.
Skotsfjord 240.
Skotstinder 237. 2Ì0.
Skotterud 77.

Skottorp 276.
Skouger 33.
Skougumsaas 22.
Skovheim 31.
Skòfde 290.
Skòn 374.
Skònvik 374.
Skraeatna 170.
Skràcka 359.

Skrsedderdal 119.
Skreda-Fjeld 70.
Skredevand 174.
Skredvand 38.
Skreidfjeld 58.
Skrenak 193.
Skretind 210.
Skridulaupbrae 67.
Skridulaupen 66. 184.
Skriken 131.
Skrikjofos 105.
Skrimsfjeld 27.
Skroven 238.
Skruen 191.
Skrutvold 158.
Skudesnaes 97.
Skudesnaeshavn 97.
Skullerud 77.
Skultorp 290.
Skurdal 42.
Skurup 266.
Skurusund 338.
Skurvenaase 138.
Skuteviken 103.
Skuthamn 3S2.
Skutskàr 365.
Skutvik 240.
Skvaetta 30.

Skofjàrd 344.
Skogadal 167.
Skogadala 146.
Skogadalsb0en 146. 167.
Skogadalsnaasi 146.
Skogad0la 167.
Skogefos 202.
Skogfrudal 229.
Skykjefos HI.
Skogshorn 45.
Skylstad 191.

Skylstadbrekken 191.
Skyrifjeld 54.

Skyttorp 365.
Slaakuvand 31.
Slagelse 424.
Slaebende22.
Slàtbaken 296.
Slàttberg 364.
Slemdal 19.
Sleswick 425.
Sletdal 190.
Sletflykamp 66.
Slethavn 147.
Slefmarkbrae 160.
Sletmarkpig 159. 160.
Sletnaes 255.
Slettafos 202.
Slettedal 93.
Slettefjeld 136. 158. 192.
Sletten 98.
Slidre, 0stre & Vestre 53.
Slidreaas 53. 158.
Slidrefjord 53.
Slinde 131.
Sliparebacke 269.
Sliper 2t0.
Sliperhovd 210.
Slite 353.
Slitu 78.
Slogen 191.
Slòinge 276.
Slyngsfjord 194.
Slyngstad 194.
Smaadal 166.
Smaadals-Saeter 166.
Smaad0la 45.
Smaaget, Defile 145.
Smalaberg 148.
Sm&land 270.
Smeddal 56.
Smedjebacken 355. 359.
Smedodden 37.
Smeds 384.
Smetbak Saeter 46.
Smiugjela 166.
Smógen 83.
Sm0len 208.

Sm0rbottenfjeld 199.
Sm0rbringa 255.
Sm0rdalen 177.
Sm0rklep-Elv 39.
Sm0rklepfjeld 39.
Sm0rlid-Saeter 166.
Sm0rskredtinder 191.
Smflrstabben 248.
Sni0rstabbree 154.
Sm0rstabtinder 154.
Sm0rvik 58.
Smytte-Saeter 47.
Snaasenheia 219.
Snaasenvand 219.
Snarum 43.
Snarums-Elv 25. 43.

INDEX.

Snasahògarne 372.
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Soderhamn 378.
S0vik (Alsten) 223.
Sòderkòping 296.
Spaadomsnut 32.
Sòdermanland 300.
Snaufjeld 194.
Spanfjeld 220.
353.
300.
Sòdertelge
Snàckgàrdet
Spannarp 267.
Sodra Barken 355.
Snàrak 386.
Sparreholm 300.
Sneetind 239.
Spanga 354.
Bjòrkfjàrd 340.
Snehaetta 71.
Qvarken 378.
Spendmyren 220.
Snekkersten 418.
Sòfdeborg 266.
Sperle 139.
175.
194.
S0holt
Sperlingsholm 276.
Snenipa
Snerle 64.
S0kkelven 195.
Spillum 219.
Snilsthveit 100.
Sakkelvsfjord 195.
Spirillen, Lake 49.
S0knesand 173. 130.
Spirte-Njarga 254.
Snortunge 200.
Snushorn 193.
S0knesandsnipa 173. 130. Spiterstulen 165.
Sofiero 275.
S0knesandsskar 173. 130. Spjosodden 37.
S0lsnaes 204.
Sp0rtegbrae 140.
Soget 137.
Sprangdal 66.
S0lvbjergfjeld 178.
Sogge 193. 200.
Saeter 193.
Sòlvesborg 270.
Spràngsvike.n 330.
S0lvkallen 192.
Sputrefos 53.
Sogndal (Jaederen) 88.
S0mnaes 227.
Spydeberg 78.
(Sognefjord) 131.
Sta 371.
S0ndenaa-Fos 93.
Sogndalsfjord 131.
S0ndenfjeldske Norge 70. Staalberg 191.
Sogndalsvand 132.
Staalet 170.
83.
Sognefest 127.
Staavand 40.
154.
S0nderviken 75.
Sognefjeld
Stabben 208.
S0ndfjord 168. 172.
Sognefjord 126.
S0nd-Horland 98.
Sokna 72. 76.
Stabbensfyr 169.
Soknedal 72.
S0ndm0re 190.
Staberg 151.
Birkedal
177.
Stackmora 364.
S0ndre
297.
Solberga
Flesberg 42.
stadsfjàrd 358.
Solbj0rg 102.
Fron 62.
Stadtland 169.
Solbj0rgenut 133.
Land 51.
Staffanstorp 266. 268.
Solbraakampen 62.
Tveraa
163.
Sole 89. 91.
Stafsinge 276.
Stafsnàs 339.
Soleitind 150.
S0nnerheim 48.
Stafsnut 40.
S0nnerheimsgalder 4S.
Solfjeld 101.
Stafsund 345.
Solheirnsheia 172.
Sòrby 289.
Stafvre 368.
S0rdal 241.
Solheimsviken 120.
196.
Stai 73.
Vartdal
381.
Solleftea
S0re
Sollentunaholm 342.
S0rfjord (Hardanger) 104. Staika 386.
Stalheim 125.
120.
Sollerò 363.
Stalheimsf'os 134.
Solliden 62. 74.
(Ulfsfjord) 247.
Stalheimsklev 125. 134.
240.
S0rfolden
Sollih0gda 22.
Stalheimsnut 125.
Sòr Gadden 382.
Solna 337. 342.
S0rheimsfjeld 138.
Solnut 105.
Stalltjàrnstugan 371.
Stamnaes 229.
S0rkedal 22.
Sol0en 233.
Stamsele 375.
S0rkedals-Elv 21.
Solsivand 112.
Stamsund 237.
42.
Solsnaes 132.
S0rkjevand
Stana 106.
Solstrand 99.
S0rnesje 204.
Standal 192. 196.
S0r0 250.
Solvaagfjeld 230.
Standalseid 196.
Solvorn 137.
Sòrqvarn 355.
192.
Standalshorn
S0rum (Gudbrandsdal)
Sommen 297.
64.
Stange 60.
Soner 78.
Stangenres 255.
Soon 78.
(Randsfjord) 51.
Stangenaesfjeld 255.
(Valders) 49.
Sorkevand 42.
77.
S0rumsanden
Stangfjord 169.
Sor0 424.
S0rvik 226.
Stanghelle 121.
Sortland 239.
S0rviksnnd 226.
Stanglandsfjeld 127.
Sota-Saeter 65. 138.
Sòsdala 269.
Stangstuen 59.
Sotefjord 83.
S0strene 201.
Stangvik 211.
Sotenàs 83.
Stappene 252.
S0torp 62.
Sottern, Lake 290. 299.
Stardal 174.
Sound, the 265. 274. 394. S0vde (Fortundal) 149.
Starheim 176.
(S0ndm0re) 93.
S0berg 76.
Stathelle 34.
(S0vdefjord) 170.
SòderSs 275.
170.
Stavanger 89.
Sòderbàrke 355.
S0vdefjord
242.
S0veien
Stavangerfjord 91. 89.
Sòderfors 365.
Snauedal 130.

—
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Stavbrsekker 185.

Stetind 147.
Stockholm :
Stettin 423.
Drottningholm 339.
58.
Electric Railway 306.
Stigersand
,
Environs 333.
Stavfjord (Foldenfjord) Stigtomta 358.
Stiklestad 219.
240.
Exchange 312.
Stilvasaa 229.
(F0rdefjord) 169.
Fishery Museum 307.
92.
Sfavilla 72.
Freds-Gata 317.
Stjaerner0
296.
Stavna-s 169.
Frisens-Park 336.
Stjernarp
Stavreviken 374.
Stjernhof 3C0.
Geolog. Museum 307.
Stàkeholm 299.
Governor's House 312.
Stjernholm 358.
250.
Stàkesò 354.
Stjern0
Gripsholm 341.
250.
Stàket 343. 354.
Guards' Barracks 316.
Stjernsund
Gustaf- Adolfs-Torg315.
Stàllberg 356.
Stj0rdalsfjord 217.
Stàlldalen 356. 359.
Stockaryd 271.
Gustafsberg 339.
Stockholm 303.
Stanga 353.
Gymnastic Instit. 317.
of
the
Arts
317.
297.
298.
Academy
Stanca,
Haga 337.
of Science 319.
Handtverkare-Gata 333.
St&ngebro 297.
Hasselbacken 334.
Agricultural Museum
Stangenàs 84.
307.
Helgeàndsholm 309.
Stedfjord 241.
Albano 337.
Stedje, Gaard 131.
Hospitals 333.
Court
314.
Stedtind 241.
Hotels 303.
Appeal
Steen 22.
Artilleri-Gard 316.
Humlegàrd 320.
Art Union 316.
Kanonier-Kasern 331.
Steensfjord 22.
Banks 306.
Stegafjeld 143. 193.
Karlberg 342.
Baths
307.
Karl den Tolftes Torg
134.
Steganaase
331.
193.
315.
Stegane
Bàltespannare
Bellman's Grave 317.
Stege 427.
Johans-Torg 332.
Oak 334.
KarolinskaInstitat333.
Stes^eborg 296.
Kastellholm 331.
Stegen (Engel0) 240.
Bergskola 320.
Berzelii Park 316.
Katarina-Hissen 332.
Stegesaetre 134.
334.
230.
Museum
Biological
Stegfjord
Konradsberg Asylum
Blasieholm 321.
333.
Stehag 269.
Steie 131.
Bredablick 335.
Konstfòrening 316.
8.
Steilene
Kornhamns-Torg 313.
Bridges 309.
Kòtt-Torg 313.
Steinbergdal 47.
Brunkebergs-Torg 317.
Steindals-Elv 108.
Brunnsviken 337.
Kungsholmen 333.
Steine 103.
Cabs 304.
Kungstradgard 316.
Steinsdal 103.
Cafés 304.
Ladugardslandsvik 316.
Stemme 207.
Castle Island 331.
Lifrust och Klàd-Kammare 311.
Stemshesten 207.
337.
Cemetery
Sten 2C0.
Churches:
Manilla 33S.
Adolf-Fredriks 320.
Maria-Hissen 333.
Stenbjerg 216. 213.
Stende (Strandefjord) 44.
Marieberg 333.
English 303. 319.
52.
316.
Eleonora
Mariefred 340.
Hedvig
Stene (Aurland) 48.
Jacobs 316.
Màlaren, Lake 303. 333.
i B0 239.
Johannes 320.
Màlar-Torg 313.
Karl-Johans 331.
Stenegbrae 148.
Military Hospital 333.
Katarina
332.
Mint 333.
Stenfjàll 372.
Stenbammar 300.
Klara 317.
Monuments :
Stenhus 184.
Bellman 336.
Maria 333.
Riddarholms 314.
Berzelius 316.
Steninge 344.
Stenkjaer 219.
Solna-Kyrka 337.
Birger Jarl 314.
Stennws 191.
312.
Charles XII. 315.
Storkyrka
XIII. 316.
Stenseetfjeld 171.
Synagogue 316.
Stensholm 58.
XIV. John 332.
Tyska Kyrka 313.
Stens0en 227.
UÌrika-Eleonora 333.
Ericsson 317.
Stensrud 60.
Citadel 332.
Gustavus Vasa 313.
Confectioners 304.
Stenstorp 289.
Adolphus 315.
Stenst0 103.
III. 312.
Consulates 306.
Linnaeus 321.
Dalarò 339.
Stensvig 209.
84.
Stenungsò
Djurgard 334.
Oxenstjerna 314.
Scheele 321.
Stenvaag 195.
Djursholm 338.
Stenviken 73.
Mosebacken 332.
Drottning-Gata 317.

Staven, Fjeld 191.
—

Hill 41.

—

—

—

—
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—

—

—

—
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Stockholm

Stockholm :
Sòderstròm 332.
Stables, Royal 316.
Staden 309.

:

Mosebacke-Torg

332

Munkbro 313.
Museum of Armour and
Costumes 311.

Stallmàstaregàrden

Music 307.

337.
Steamboats 303. 306.
Stora Ny-Gata 313.

Store Hest 172.
Juvbrae 153.

—

—

Kraekjavand 46.

Lid-Vand 93.
Stor-Elv 25. 174. 175.

—

(Molde) 203.
StoreNordmansslaebet 42.
Nup 40.
Soknefos 57.
Stor-Torg 312.
Strandvàg 316.
S0len 74.
Stròm-Gata 316.
Standal 192. 196.
304.
309
Sundfos 182.
Stròmparterre
Utladal 162.
Drawings 328.
Stròmsborg 315.
Svea Hall 316.
Storfale 210.
Egyptian Coli. 324.
Technical School 320.
Engravings 328.
Storfjeld-Saeter 74.
Furniture and DomTelegraph Office 306. Storfjord (Lyngenfjord)
estic Decoration325.
Tower
317.
249.
Telephone
Historical
Museum
Theatres '307. 315. 316.
(S0ndm0re) 188. 194.
321.
332. 334
(Velfjord) 223.
Naturai History Col
Tourists' Union 306.
Storfond 168.
lections 319.
Town Hall 314.
Storfors 364.
Picture Gallery 325,
Storfos (Marok) 186. 189.
Tramways 304.
Stor-Fosen 225.
Sculptures 324.
Tradgàrds-Fòrening
Naval School 331.
336.
Storfoshei 229.
Norrbro 309.
Ulriksdal 337.
Storglanebba 204.
Norrmalmen 309.
Stor Halleren 147.
Valhalla-Vàg 321.
Norrtulls-Gata 337.
Vasabro 309.
Storhaug 129.
Northern Museum 317.
Vasastaden 320.
Storhaetten 202.
334.
Vaxholm 338.
Storhest 200. 177.
Novilla 334.
Vartahamnen 337.
Storhorn 187. 192. 197.
Stocksund 338.
Observatory 320.
Storhougfjeld 131.
Stokke (Sandefjord) 33. Storhougs Vidde 133.
Opera House 315.
Òstermalm 316.
Saeter 144.
Storh0i 69.
310.
Stokmarknaes 239.
Palace, Royal
Storjord 230.
of Princes Cari and Stok0 226.
near
Storlien
(Saeter ,
Stoksund 226.
Eugene 315.
Maursaet) 43.
Panoptikon 308.
Stonganars 100.
(Sweden) 372. 218.
Stora Djulò 300.
Pensions 303.
Storlivatn 170.
Post Office 306. 317.
230.
339.
Stormdalsfos
Essingen
Lee 82.
Stormdalshei 230.
Railway Station 303.
317.
Lule-Elf 384.
Stomaase 141.
Ràdhus 314.
Ròr 273.
Stornes 228.
Restaurants 303.
Storsand 3S4.
Sjòfallet 339.
Riddarholmen 309. 314.
367.
Storsaeter 190.
Sundby
Riddarhus 313.
Tuna 362.
Storsaeterfos 190.
Storà 356.
Torg 313.
Storsjo (Gefle) 364.
Riks-Arkiv 314.
Storbacken 384.
(Jemtland) 299. 368.
Bibliotek 320.
Storbakmoen 74.
Storsj0 (Hallingdal) 45.
Storskaal 247.
Rosendal 336.
Stordal 194.
Stordalsnaes 194.
Storskarven 75.
Saltsjòbaden 338.
School of Mining 320 Stordalsvik 194.
Storstenfjeld 24.
Storstennaes (Balsfjord)
Serafimer-Lazaret 333. Stord0 97. 98.
Aa
Store
244.
92.
307.
Shops
Aadal 161. 162.
(Tromsdal) 245.
Sjòkrigsskola 331.
Skansen 334.
Storstr0m 233.
Bj0rga 228.
Stor-Sund (Hardanger)
Storebj0rn 154.
Skating Club 334.
Store Brae 133.
100.
Skeppsbro 309.
Storebraetind
147.
331.
Storsund(Norrbotten)377.
Skeppsholm
Storsveen 50.
Storebrufos 50.
Slottsbacke 312.
Store Cecilienkrona 179. Storsylen 372.
Slussen 309. 332.
40.
Storefond
Sòdermalm 332.
Stortoppen 234.
Store Graanaase 135.
Sòder-Màlar-Strand
Storvaagen 238.
Grovbrae 153.
Storvand 251.
333.

Mynt-Torg 310.
National Library 320.
Museum 321.
Antiquities 321.
Ceramic Coli. 323.
Coins 323.

—
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Storvik (Sweden) 364.
366.
(Vaagevand) 64.
Stor-Vreta 365.
Stòdesjò 373.
St0dt 231.
St0en (Christiansand) 7.
i Kvikne 72.
St0len 130.
St0lsnaastind 145.
St0lsn0si 55. 155.
St0njumsfos 57.
St,0ren 76. 72.
St0rlaugpig 178.
Stòviken 375.
Straab0kol]en 94.
Stralsund 423.
Strand (Oldenvand) 179.
(Stavanger) 92.
(Strandefjord) 52.
i Vraadal 37.
Strande (Fanefjord) 198.
203.
Strandebarm 102.
Strandedal 194.
Strandefjord (Aurdal) 52.
(Hallingdal) 44. 46.
(Vang) 54.
Stranden 194.
Strandsfos 107.
Strandtind 240.
Stray 4.
Stràken 380.
Straengen 37.
Straken, Lake 293.
Stràlsnas 297.
Strangsjò 300.
Strengnàs 342.
Strib 424.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Striberg 302.

Strindefjord 217.
Strombu 74.

Strondafjeld 140.
Str0en, Lake 44.
(Skjerstadfjord)

Str0m

233.

Stròni

(Sweden) 375.

Str0mb 74.

Str0mhylla 219.
Str0mmegjaerdet 195.
Str0mmen (Hammerfest)
250.
(Lillestr0mmen) 59.

—

—

(Trondhjems Fjord)

219.
Str0m0 233.
Stròmsà 83.
Stròmsbro 386.
Str0mshavn 177.
Stròmsholm 355.
Canal 355.
Str0mshorn 195.
Str0msnaes 250.
—

Stròmsnàs (Indal) 375.
Str0ms0 23.
Stromstad 83.
Stròmsund 389.
Stròmsvatn 83.
Str0mvand 164.
Struer 432.
Strynsdal 178.
Stryns-Elv 182.
Strynskaupe 183.
Strynsvand 182.
Stuefloten 202.
Stuen (0rkedal) 71.
Stugubyn 375.
Stugun0se 55.
Stugusund 378.
Stumsnàs 36Ì.
Sturefors 298.
Sturehof, Chàteau 340.
Stygfjeld 74.
Styggebrae 152.
Styggedalsbotn 150. 168
Styggedalsbrae 150.
Styggedals-Elv 167.
Styggedalsnaasi 168.
Styggedalstind 150. 167.
Styggefondfos 202.
Styggeh0 165.
Styrnàs 380.
Styve 133.
Sukkertop (Hav0) 252.
(Hessen) 195.
Sulafjeld 226.
Suldalen 94.
Suldalsosen 94.
Suldalsporten 94.
Suldalsvand 94.
Sulefjord 195.
Sulen-0er 127.
Suletind 55.
Sulheim, Gaard 151.
Sulheims-Saeter 165.
Sulitelma 234.
Sul0 193. 195.
Sulstuen 218. 371.
Sund (Lofoten) 237.
—

•

(Trondhjems-Fjord)

219.
Sundal
101.

(Maurangerfjord)

(Nordfjord) 183.
(Nordm0re) 210.
Sundalen 183.
Sundals-Elv 188. 209.
Sundalsfjord 209. 211.
Sundals0ren 209.
Sundals-Saeter 183.
—

Sundby 235.
Sundbyberg 354.
Sunddalsfjord 47.
Sunde (Hardanger) 98.
—

—

(Oldenvand) 179.

(Snaasenvand) 219.

Sunde (Strynsvand) 182.
Sundebrae 140. 179.

Sunderby 377.
Sundet 370.

Sundhellerfjeld 47.1
Sundkile 37.

Sundklakstr0m 238.
Sundli 243.
Sundre i Aal 46.
Sund-Saeter 159.
Sundstr0m 233. 237.
Sundsvall 378.
Sundvolden 22.
Sunelvsfjord 188. 193.
Sunnanà 82.
Sunne 302.
Suoppanjarga 250.
Suphellebrae 130.
Suphelledal 130.
Suphelle Gaard 130.
Surendal 211.
Surendals0ren 211.
Surte 282.
Suseà 275.
S vaagen 96.
Svaab.0 65.
Svaanut 46.
Svaidalsbrae 148.
Svalòf 267.
Svandal 93.
Svandalsflaaene 41.
Svanesund 84.
Svangstrands-Veien 23.
Svanòn 380.
Svartà 302.
—, the 297. 302. 356.
Svartberg 371.
Svartbytdal 66.
Svartdal 159.
Svartdalsaaxle 160.
Svartdalsglup 160.
Svartdalspig 159. 161.
Svartd0la 160.
Svartediget 119.
Svartegjelsfos 57.
Svartenut 107.
Svartevandstind 177.
Svarthovd 211.
Svartisen 231.
Svartisvand 229.
Svartla 384.
Svartòsund 389.
Svartsò 343.
Svartsundtinder 238.
Svartvikfjeld 50.
Svarvarnut 5.
Svarvestad 178. 187.
Svaerefjord 129.
Svaeren, Gaard 129.
Svaerholtklubben 254.
Svaerskard 129.
Svedala 266.
Sveen (Dalsfjord) 171.

Sveen (Valders) 51.
Sveien 40.
Sveilnaasi 152. 165.
Sveilnaaspig 152.
Svelberg 108.
Svendborg 426.
Svene 42.
Svenesund 42.
Sveningsdal 227.
Svennaes 52.
Svennevad 299.
Svenn0rfyr 7.
Svensbro 289.
Svenskenipa 174.
Svenskenvand 45. 53.
Sverresti 123.
Sviddal 173.
Svinesund 83.
Svingaardsbotten 47.
Svinta 42.
Svolvaer 238.
Svolvaerjura 238.
Svonaa 71.
oyuKro^p

4Av.

Syd-Varanger 257.
Sylarne 372.
Sylte 193. 199.

Syltefjord

255.

Syltevik 188.
Syltormen 193.
Sylvarnaes 127.
Synsnib 179.

Synstaalkirke 66.
Syrdalsfjeld 134.
Syvajàrvi 259.

Syv S0stre 228. 188.
Taarbaek 418.
Taarnfjeld 209.
Taasinge 426.
Taberg 292.
Tabmok-Elv 243.
Tafjord 194.
Talg0 92.
Tallasen 368.
Talvik 250.
Tams0 254.
Tana-Elv 250.
Tanafjord 255.
Tanahorn 255.
Tande 60.
Tangen 23. 60.
Tanto 301.
Tanum 83.
Tarjebudal 41.
Tarrajock 386.
Tarv-0er 225.
Tautra 218.
Tàng 369.
Tànnfors 371.
Tànnsjò 371.
Tangen 84.

INDEX.
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Teckomatorp 267.
Tefsjò 367.
Tegefors 371.

Tisleivand 44.
Tistedalen 81.
Tistedals-Elv 80.
Tiveden 290.
Tjfell0 241.
Tjaellsund 241.
Tjàmotes 386.
Tjelde 203.
Tjerna 362.
Tjernagel 98.
Tjolòholm 277.
Tjongsfjord 231.
Tjose 34.
Tj0lling 34.
Tj0m0 33.
Tjòrn 84.
Tjugedal 180.
Tjugum 129.
Tjukningssuen 163.
Tjust 298.
Tobo 365.
Toda)s0ren 211.
Toftahougst0le 132.
Tofte 68.
Toftemoen 68.
Toke-Elv 32. 38.
Tokevand 7.
Tokheim 106.
Tokheimsnut 106. 107.
Toldaa 230.
Toldaadal, Nedre &0vre

Teidal 128.
Teigen 139. 217.
Telemarken 35.
Telnaes 75.

Tempervold

216.

Tenhult 291.

Terningmoen 73.
Ter0 98.
Terraak 227.
Tesse-Elv 64.
Tessevand 64.
Tevlan 372.
Lake 166.
Thisted 431.
228.
Thj0t,0
Thordal 66.
Thorfinsdal 159.
Thorfinshul 159.
Thorfinstind 159.
Thorfinvand 103.
Thornaes 95.

Thessen,

Thorsburg 353.
Thorshàlla 357.
Thorskors 272.
Thorsnut 103. 105.
Thorsò 288.
Thorstadnakken 132.
Thorstrand 34.
Thorvik 204.
Thosbotn 227.
Thosdal, Gaard 227.
Thosenfjord 227.
Thoten 58.
Threnen 230.
Throndenaes 241.
Throndhjem, see Troni

hjem.
Thveit,
—

Gaard 111.

i Aardal 92.

Thveithougen 109.
Thveit-Nut 106.
Tiakersjò 82.
Tibbleberg 362.
Tidan 290.
Tidingdal 228.
Tidingdalsfos 228.
Tierp 365.

Tierpsà 365.

Tillberga 354.
Tiltereid 203.
Tilthorn 240.
Time 89.
Tindefjeld 183.

Tindefjeldsbrae 182.
Tin-Elv 28.
Tinfos 28.

Tingleff 425.

Tingvallaò 302.
Tinoset 29.

Tinsj0 29.

230.
Tolfstad 64.
Tolgen 75.
Tolleifsrud 49.
Tolorma 160.
Tom 277.
Tomarp 275.
Tomb0 230.
Tomelilla 266.
Tomlevolden 51.
Tommasgaard 187.
Tomter 78.
Tomtnipa 376.
Tondern 425.
Tongjem 206.
Toning 178.
Tonsaas 51.
Topdalsfjord 3.
Toppen 202.

Topstadfjeld 233.

Torahella 102.
Torbuvand 209.
Torenaes-Saeter 129.
Torenut 103.
Torgen 227.
Torghatten 227.
Tornea 390.
Torne-Elf 390.
Torpa 277.
Torpe 46.
Torpshammar 373.
Torpsjò 3i3.
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Torrisdals-Elv 2. 3.
Torsàker 366. 380.
Torsby-Bruk 302.
Tortuna 354.
Torup 266.
Torvig 209.
Torvl0isa 193.
Tosekilen 79.
Tosterò 342.
Totakvand 30.
Toten 128. 129.
Totthummeln 371.
Tou 92.
Tòfva 373.
T0mmernaes 241.
T0njum 57. 135.
T0nna 74.
T0nnen 72.
T0nsaet 74.
T0nsberg 33.
T0nsbergs T0nde 8.
Tore 389.
Tòreboda 290.
T0rvik-Nut 102.
.

Tronaes 104.

Tverab0fos 186.

Trondhjem 212.

Tverberg

—,

Plads 51.

Trondhjemsleden 203.
Tronfjeld 74.
Tronhusfjeld 49, 50.
Tronstad 188.
Trosa 300.
Tr0en 74.
Tr0ene 201.
Trjzfgstad 59.
Tr0ndelagen 213.
Trònninge 276.
Tryggestad 183.

Tvindehougen 155.
Tvingstrup 428.
Tydal 217.
Tyfte 210.
Tyin, Lake 155.
Tyinsholmen 155.

Tryggestadnakken 190.
Trygstad 88.
Tryssil 359.
Tryvandsh0ide 20.
Tuddal 31.
Tuefjord 252.
Tuffen 148.
Tufte 46.
Elv 41.
Tuffo 42.

T0sse(AadIandsfjord)lO3 Tullgarn 300.
Tumba 300.
(Dalslànd) 358.
Tuna 373.
Tundal 132.
Tundredal 66.
Tundredalskirke 65.

Tynnelsò 342.
Tyrifjord 22. 25.

Tysdalsvand 92.
Tysfjord 240.
Tysnaes0 99. 97.
Tyssaa 106.
Tyssedal 106. 108.
Tyssedals-Nut 106.
Tyssestrenge 108.
Tystigbrae 184.
Tytlandsvik 92.
Tyven 251.

Tyvold 75.
Tyvshelleren.229.

Tosse

T0tta 241.
Traae 123.
Tramyr 220.
Tranas 297.
Traneryd 297.

170.
Tverbrae 152.
Tverfjelde 198.
Tvervik 233.
Tvinde 124.
Tvindefos 124.

Uberg 7.

Uddeholm 359.
Uddevalla 84.
Uddnàs 355.
Tran0 i Hammer 240.
Tundredals Saeter 149.
Traedal 127. 209.
Uglehaug 205.
Tungen 43. 216.
Trael0 99.
Uglev 431.
Tungenaes 89. 97.
Ula 67.
161.
355.
377.
Trangfors
Tungepigge
Uladal (Gudbrandsdal) 74.
202.
Tràngsviken 370.
Tungesaeter
(Jotunheim) 165.
Tungboug 146.
Trehòrninesjò 376.
Uladalsband 165.
Trekanten 272.
Tunold 182.
Trekàrn 363.
Uladalsmynnet 165.
Tunsbergdalsbrae 139.
Uladalstinder 161.
Tunsbergdals-Elv 139.
Trelleborg 266.
Ulefos 36. 31.
Tunvaldl71.
Trengereid 121.
Ulevaavand 40.
Tunvaldfjeld 172.
Tresfjord 199. 197.
Ulevasbotten 47.
Tretten 62.
Turtegr0 149.
Ulevasnut 47.
Triset 37.
Tussefos 190. 192.
Ulfàsa
296.
129.
Tussenut
192.
Trodalseg
Ulf0 238.
Trogstad-Panengen 58. Tus5evand 190.
Tusten 198.
Ulfsfjord 246.
Troldfjord 238.
Ulfstind 246.
Tuster0 203. 207.
Troldfjord sund 252.
223.
Tustervand
192.
Ullandshaug 91.
Troldgj0l
Troldheimen 211.
Tusvik 195.
Ullànger 331.
Troldkirke 193.
Tutter0 218.
Ullensvang 105.
Ullersàter 356.
Troldstole 199.
Tvasraadal 138.
Troldtinder 201. 238. 240. Tvàralund 376.
Ullerslev 424.
Troldvand 130. 239.
Tvaerbottenhorn 147.
Ullvettern-Sjò 364.
Trollabruk 217.
Ulna;s 52.
Tvaerbrae 140.
Trollhattan 282.
Ulricehamn 293.
Tvaerfjeld 65.
Ulriken 119.
Trollvand 247.
Tvààker 276.
Ulriksdal 337.
Tvedestrand 7.
Trom0 6.
Ulsaker 45.
Trom0sund 7.
Tveitafos 105.
Tromsdal 245.
Ulstenkloster 97.
Tveite Kviting 102.
Tromsdalstind 246.
Tveiten 32.
Ulstrup 432.
Ultuna
345.
Troms0 244.
Nordre
<fc S0ndre
Tveraa,
Troms0sund 241.
163.
Ulvaa 202,

148,

149.

—
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Ulvedalsvand 202.
Ulvenvand 99.
Ulvestad 129.
Ulvesund 169.
Ulvik 111.
Ulvikfjord 111.
Ulvin 60.
Umeà 382.
Ume-Elf 376. 382.
Undals-Elv 88.
Underdal 134.

TJndersàker 370.
Unheim 200.
Unna 386.

Uppharad 282.
Upsala 345.
Gamia 349.
146.
Uradal 145. 146.
Uradalsmulen 145.
—,

Urabjerg

Urad0la 146.
Uranaasbroe 157.
Uranaase 157.
Uranaastind 157.
Urdviken 4.
Ure 237.

Urebjerget 237.
Urebotn 102.
Urke 191.
Urkedal 191.
Urnaes 137.
Ursviken 382.

Urtfjeld 230.
Urtvand 229.
Uskedal 100.
Ussbjerg 71.

Ustaberg 46.
Ustadal 42. 46.
Ustadals-Elv 46.
Ustavand 46.
Utanede 373.
Utb0en 32. 39.
Utfjord 177.

Utigaard 206.
Utigardsfos 181.

Utla 144. 146. 167.

Utladal 145. 146.
Vetle 146.
,
Utmeland 363.
Utne 104.
—

Utnefjord 104.
Utò 339.
Utrovand 55.
Utsire 97.
Uttersberg 355.
Utviken 178. 175.
Vaae 30.
Vaage (Suldalsvand) 94.

(Tysnaes0) 99.
(Vaagevand) 64.
Vaageboden 162.
Vaagekalle 237.
—

—

Vaagen (Lofoten) 238.
(Stavanger) 90.

Vangsvand 103. 122.

Vaagestrand 199.

Vann0 247.

—

Vaagevand

Vannenvand 45.

(Gudbrands Vanabro 363.

dal) 64.
Varalds0 101.
(Nordland) 232.
Varanger Fjord 257.
Vaagsfjord (Vesteraalen) Varberg (Eidfjord) 109.
241. 242.
(Sweden) 277.
—

—

Vaagsli,

see

Voxli.

Vaags0 169.

Vaalandshaug 91.
Vaalefos 180.
Vaatedal 175.
Vaberg 288.
Vackmyra 364.
Vadheim 127.
Vadheimsdal 171.
Vadheimsfjord 127.
Vadsbo 290.
Vadsbro 358.
Vads0 (Finmarken) 256.
(Stavanger) 92.
Vadstena 295.
Vafos 40.
Vagastind 247.
Vagge 257.
Vaggeryd 276.
Vagsvik 194.
Vaikijaur 385.
Vaikijaure 385.
Vakern 363.
Vaksala 3Ì3.
Valbo 364.
Valdal 193.
Valde 92.
Valdemaren, Lake 300.
Valder0 195.
Valders 51.
Valdersflyen 164.
Valdershorn 49.
Valdersund 225.
Valla 300.
Vallagjerdet-Saeter 138.
Vallavik 109.
Vallberga 276.
Vallbo 371.
Vallispiken 386.
Vall0 8.
Vallsta 367.
Valskog 356.
Vamdrup 425.
Vammeln, Lake 300.
Van 363.
Vanddal 140.
Vanelven 170.
Vanelvsfjord 170.
Vanelvsgabet 170.
Vang 54.
Vangsen 140.
Vangsmj0sen 53.
—

■

Vangsnses (Sognefjord)
128.
Hotel

(Valders) 53.

Varde 432.

256.
Vardekolle 23.
70.
Vardesj0
Vardetoppen 234.
Vardkassen 379.
Vard0 255.

Vardefjeld

Vard0hus 256.
Varhol 193.

Varjag-Njarga 255.
Varnhems-Kyrka 290.
Varnumsvik 302.
Varpen-Sjò 367.
Vartofla 293.
Vasarajàrvi 387.
Vasbotnfjeld 234.
Vasbygd 134.
Vasbygdvand 48. 134.
Vasdalseggen 40.
Vasdals-Elv 41.
Vasenden (Breumsvand)
174.
(Byglandsfjord) 4.
(Loenvand) 180.
(Lake Tyin) 155.
Vasendenfos 108.
Vasends-Saeter 45.
Vasfjaeren 112.
Vashoved 243.
—

—

—

Vassbakken 288.
Vassbotten 285.

Vasselhyttan 356.
Vass-Saeter 42.

Vasvendingen 184.
Vatlestr0mmen 99.
Vatne 197.
Vatnesaeter 124.
Vatne- Vand 196.
Vatsaas 227.
Vatshus 94.
•

Vatsvenddal 184.
Vatsvendegg 185.
Vattenbygden 234.
Vattholma 365.
Vattjom 373.
Vaxdal 121.
Vaxholm 338.
Vàderòar 83.
Vaefos 107.
Vafversunda 294.
Vaegen 228.
Vaeglikirke 42.
Vàllitafjàll 370.
Vànge 361.
Vannàs

376.
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Varing 290.
Vaermofos 202.
Vaer0 (Lofoten) 237.
(S0ndfjord) 168.
Vàsby 342.
Vase 302.
Vàstanbàck 376.
Vàrgàrda 239.
Vàrvik 295.
Veberod 266.
Veblungsnaes 199.
Veda 380.
Vedbsek 418.
Vedevàg 356.
Vednisfjeld 54.

INDEX.
Vessman, Lake 359.
Vestad 199.
Vestanfors 355.
Vestby 78.

Vestenfjeldske Norge 43.

Vik i Nisserdal 37.
—

—

—

(Sognefjord) 128.
(S0vdefjord) 170.
(Steensfjord) 22.

(Suldalsvand) 94.
88.
(Viksvand) 171.
Vesteraalen Islands 236. Vika 363.
Vesteraasbrae 190.
Vikarbyn 364.
Vesteraasdal 186. 189.
Vikebugt 105. 199.
Vesteràs 354.
Vikedal 94. 136.
Vesterbottenslan 376. 382. Viken (Eikisdal) 206.
Vesternorrlands Làn 379.
(Merakerbane) 217.
Vesterqvarn 355.
(Tresfjord) 197. 199.
i Valle 5.
Vestervik 299.
Vestfjord 235.
—, Lake 288.
Dal 30.
Viker 49.
Vestfossen 26.
Vikersund 25.
Vefsenfjord 228.
Vikersvik 302.
Vestgàrde 364.
Vefnngen, Lake 355.
Vestnaes 199.
Vikesakisen 206.
Vegea 275.
Vikevik 98.
Vestra Dal-Elf 363.
Vegeholm 275.
382.
Vikholmen 230.
Qvarken
Vegge 94.
Vikingnaes 102.
Veggerl0se 424.
Vàggar 295.
Vestre Slidre 53.
Veile 423.
Vikmanshyttan 361.
Viko 44.
Vestvaag0 237.
Veilefjord 428.
237.
Vestvaer
Vik0r 103.
Veinge 276.
Veta-Aas 57.
Viksdal 129.
Veirhalden 197.
Veisten 61.
Vetanaase 135.
Viks0ren 128.
Viksvand 129. 171.
Veitestrandsskar 130.
Vetlefjord 129.
Vildmose 430.
Veitestrandsvand 137.
Vetlefjordsbrae 129.
Vetlenibben 140.
Velanda 282.
Villand, Gaard 47.
Vilure 105.
Vetlevand 108.
Veldre 60.
Vimmerby 273.
Velfjord 228.
Vetljuvbrae 152.
Vimo 363.
Velie 195.
Vettakolle 19.
Vinaes 104.
Velledal 195.
Vettern, Lake 293.
Vindaashorn 186.
Vellesaeterhorn 195.
295.
Vettersborg
Vemb 432.
Vindalsbugt 34.
Vetti, Gaard 144.
Vindalskinn 211.
Vemelsvik 176.
Vettisfos 144.
Vindaxel 109.
Vendei 365.
Vettisgalder 145.
144.
Vendelsò Fjord 277.
Vindeby 426.
Vettisgjel
145.
Vindedal 135.
431.
Vettismorka-Saeter
Vendsyssel
Vindedals-Sseter 135.
Veum 5. 38.
Venern, Lake 286.
Vinde-Elv 158.
Vexio 271.
Venersborg 285.
Vindefjord 94.
Venge 201.
Vexnansjo 368.
Viavande 185.
Vindegg 31.
Vengedal 200. 201.
Vindel-Elf 376.
Viborg 432.
Vengetinder 201.
Vindeln 376.
Vennesla 4.
Viby 424.
Victoriahavn 241.
Ven0 432.
Vinderup 432.
Vindhelle 67.
Venset 233.
Viddal 192.
Vindkàrn 367.
Videdal 182. 183.
Ve0 204.
Verdal 218. 219.
Vie 220.
Vind0la 210.
Vindreggen 128.
Verdals0ren 219.
Viefjeld 172.
Verlo i Utviken 178. 175. Vierbotten 47.
Vingàker 290.
Vermdò 338.
Vifstavarf 374.
Vinger 77.
Vingersfl 77.
Vermelen-Sjò 302.
Vigdal 138.
Vermland 301. 358.
Vingnaes 61.
Vigdals-Saeter 138.
Vermlandsbro 358.
Vinje (Slyngsfjord) 194.
Vigd0la 139.
Vermlands Ràmen 363.
(Vinjevand) 32.
Vigeland 4.
i Vossestranden 124.
Vernamo 276.
Vighals 208.
Veslea 53.
Vinjefosser 210.
Vigstad 62.
Vesle Aadal 159. 160.
Vinjevand 32.
Vigten 226.
Vik i Eidfjord 109.
Bygdal 182.
Vinkefjord 240.
28.
Vinsnaes 53.
163.
Veslefjeld
(Folsj0)
Vinstra 62.
Veslehorn 45.
(Helgeland) 227.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

-

—
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Vinstra, the 71. 158. 164. Vombsjif 266.
Vintertun 98.

Vipetorp

273.

Viren 290.
Virsbo 355.
Virumdal 209.
Visa 165. 166.

Visby 351.
Visdal 147. 165.
Visdals-Saetre 166.
Visingsborg 293.
Visingsò 293.
Viskafors 277.
Viskan 373.
Vislanda 270.
Lake 302.
Visnaes 178.
Vistakulle 292.
Vistdal 204.

Vismen,

Vistdalsfjelde 204.
Vittangi 390.
Vittinge 361.
Vold 123. 199.
Voldbo 158.
Voldedal 134.
Volden (Gudbrandsdal)
64.
(Vestre Slidre) 53.
—

(Voldenfjord) 196.
Voldenfjord 196.
Voldfjeld 232.

Vomtind 241.
Vora 175.
Vordingborg 424.
Vormelid-Saeters 146.
Vormen 58. 59. 77.
Vorvik 94.
Voss 122.
Vosse-Elv 121.
Vosseskavl 112.
Vossestrands-Elv 124.
Vossevangen 122.
Voxli Hotel 40.
Voxlivand 40.
Voxna-Elf 367.
Voxtorp 273.
V0ringsfos 110.
Vraa 430.

Vraavand 38.
Vrangfos 36.
Vrena 358.
Vretstorp 290.
Vuludals-EIv 67.
Vuluvand 66.
Vuolla-Njunnes 250.
Vuollerim 384.

Vuorie-Tjokk 250.

Vyskje 367.

—

Voldsaeter 188.

■Warnemunde 423.
Wein 81.
Wisby 351.

Woyens 425.

Ydby 431.
Ylensvand 210.
Ymesfjeld 152.
Yngen-Sjò 363.
Yngvar Nielsens Tind
182.
Yri, Gaards 179.
Yrinib 179.
Yrkefjord 94.
Ystad 266.
Ysttinder 197.
Ytre Bakken 133.
Ytredal 193.
Ytre Dale 171.
Eide 182.
Fr0ningen 135.
Kroken 137.
Samlen 103.
Vads0 256.
Vigten 226.
Ytteran 370.
Ytterdals-Saetre 147.
Ytter-Lànnàs 3S0.
Ytter0 218.
Ytter0fjord 219.
Ytter-Selaò 342.
Yxlandsvand 171.
—

—

—

—

—

—

Zarijokjavre 250.
Zaurisstue 250.
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I.

Language

of

Norway (and Denmark).

The Gothic tribes of Aryan or Indo-Europea» origin who set
tled in Scandinavia, probably about the beginning of the Christian
era, if not earlier, appear ali to have spoken a common language
called the Norrazna Mal, afterwards known as the Dònsk Tunga,
the history of which is not distinctly traceable farther back than
the 9th

or lOth century.
That language, now known as Icelandic,
the Old Northern Tongue , and called by the Norwegians Old
Norsk, was carried to Iceland by the Norwegians who settled there
in the 9th century, and it has there been preserved in its originai
purity and vigour down to the present day, while on the mainland
it gradually underwent modiflcation and split into several distinct
dialects , of which modem Swedish and modem Danish are now
the most important. The history of the language of Norway be
tween the colonisation of Iceland and the incorporation of Norvray
with the kingdom of Denmark towards the end of the 14th century
is involved in obscurity, but the dialects spoken in different parts
of the country probably continued closely akin to the primitive
'Old-Norsk'. In Denmark the originai 'Donsk Tunga' hadmeanwhile
undergone considerable alteration , as is shown by the Skaanske
Lov and the Sjallandske Lov , promulgated in 1162 and 1171 respectively, the gutturals and other consonants having been somewhat inodified and softened, and the inflections simplified. From
the year 1387, when Queen Margaret, the 'Northern Semiramis',
crowned queen of Norway , dates the introduction of the
was
Danish language into the sister country. Between that date and
the year 1814, when Norway was severed from Denmark and united
with Sweden, the Norwegians had enjoyed a considerable degree
of politicai independence, but their ancient language was gradu
ally superseded by that of the dominant race , which was used by
the government officials and adopted by the upper classes gener
ally, although a number of dialects descended from the 'Old-Norsk'
speech continued to be spoken in the remoter districts , chiefly by
the uneducated classes. At the present day, therefore, the language
of the country is Danish, although the natives prefer to cali it
'Norsk' ; but it is pronounced with greater vigour and distinctness
than by the Danes themselves , and it is enriched with a con
siderable number of words derived from the old provincial dialects,
which greatly enhance its interest. Like other languages of the
Teutonic stock, Danish has admitted many Romanie and other
foreign words to the rights of citizenship , such as genere sig (se
góner), Kandidat (candidate), Kontor (comptoir), Krittk (critique),
or

i
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Kvartér (quarter),
been introduced

LANGUAGE OF NORWAY.
Prast

(presbyter);

but

from fashion than

more

some

of these have
and words of

necessity,

native growth are to be found in every branch of art and
science. The following lines by Norwegian poets may be quoted
here as a specimen of the modem language common to Norway
and Denmark :

purely

—

'Min norske Vinter er saa vakker :
De hvide snebedaekte Bakker
Og gr0nue Gran med pudret Haar
Og trofast Is paa dybe Vande
Og Engledragt paa n0gne Strande
Jeg bytter neppe mod en Vaar\
J. N. Brun.
Literal translation

:

My Norwegian winter is so beautifui: the white, snow-clad hills, and
green pines with powdered hair, and
stedfast ice on deep lakes, and angelgarb on barren shores, I would hardly
exchange for spring.

'Ja ! herligt er mit F0deland,
Den gamie klippefaste Norge,
Med Sommerdal og Vinterborge,
Der evig trodser Tidens Tand.
Om Kloden rokkes end, dets Fjelde
Skal Stormen dog ej kunne faelde'.
S. 0. Wolff.
Literal translation:
Yes ! glorious is my native land,
the ancient cliff-bound Norway, with
summer valley and winter
fastness,
which ever defies the tooth of time.
Evenif the globe beshaken, the storm
sball be unable to overthrow its
mountains.

A knowledge of the language of the country will conduce materially to the traveller's comfort and enjoyment. English is spoken
at the principal resorts of travellers and by the captains of most of

the

steamboats,

at the small

but

on

the less

frequented

routes and

country-stations the native tongue

particularly

alone is understood.

The traveller should, therefore, endeavour to learn some of the most
useful and everyday phrases which he is likely to require on his
are already acquainted with German or Dutch
will flnd the language exceedingly easy and interesting, as the great
majority of the words of which each of these languages consists
are derived from the same Gothic stock as Danish.
A stili higher
vantage-ground is possessed by those who have studied Icelandic,

journey. Those who

Anglo-Saxon, the former being the direct anlanguage of Norway. Those, on the other hand, who
are tolerably
proli cient in Swedish, will understand and be under
stood with little difflculty in Norway, though less readily in Den
or even

the kindred

cestor of

the

Couversely, the traveller who has learned Danish with the
Norwegian accent will generally flnd it intelligible to Swedes, and
will himself understand Swedish fairly well ; but Danish acquired
in Denmark will be found somewhat unsatisfactory in Sweden.
mark.

The traveller who takes an interest in the language , which
throws light on many English words, and particularly on English
and Scottish provincialisms, should be provided with both an Eng-

lish-Danish

(Rosing's, 3rd edit. ; Copenhagen, 1869) and DanishEnglish dictionary (Ferrali cyRepp's, 3rd edit. ; Copenhagen, 1867),
and with Ivar Aasen's
copious and instructive 'Norsk Ordbog' (2nd

edit. ; Christiania, 1873). Rask's Grammar, Fràdersdorff's Practical
Introduction, and Bojesen's Guide are also recommended to the
notice of students of Danish.

For the

use

of

ordinary travellers,

I.
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the following outline ofthe grammar and the
vocabularies,
though necessarily brief and imperfect, will probably sufflce.

however,

Fronunciation. The Consonants and their pronunciation are
nearly ali the same as in English ; but f at the end of a word is
pronounced like v ; g before e and i and at the end of a syllable is
often pronounced like the consonantal y ; j is pronounced like the
consonant y; k before e, i, j, y, ce, and e is
(in Norway) pronounced
like the English t followed by the consonant y, or nearly like the
English eh; sk before the same vowels is (in Norway) pronounced
like the English sh; while e (like s before e, i, y, ce, and e, and
like k before a, o, u, and ad), q, x, and z are used in words of foreign
origin only. The chief irregularities are that d at the end or in the
middle of a word is generally mute, as Fladbred (pron. Flabr»),
sidst (pron. sist), kalde (pron. kalle), hende (pron. henne); g at the
end of a syllable is often inaudible, as deilig (pron. dyli), farlig
(pron. farli), while eg is softened to ei, as jeg (pron. jy), egen
(pron. yen), and, in conversation, mig, dig, sig are corrupted to
my, dy, sy; lastly, in det (it), the t is usually mute (pron. de), and
de (they) is pronounced dì.
The Vowels a, e, and i are pronounced (as in French and Ger
man) ah, eh, ee; o is pronounced like 5 (as in hole), and when
short it is like the short English b (in hot), but less open ; ai, ei,
oi are pronounced as diphthongs; u, when long, is like the ti in
Iute, and when short it resembles (in Norway) the French eu or
the English i in bird ; y, when long, is like the French u, and
when short it is indistinguishable from the short e. The sound
of aa (Swedish a) is that of the English a in ali ; ce is like e, but
more open
(as in where); e, sometimes written 6, has the sound of
the German 6 or the French eu. These last two letters are placed
at the end of the alphabet, a peculiarity which consulters of a Dan
ish dictionary must bear in mind.
Those who have studied
French or German will have no difflculty with the y and the e, but
it is not so easy to catch the precise sound of the short Norweg
ian u.
—

Genders. There are two genders, the
culine and feminine) and the neuter.

common

(including

Articles. The Indefinite is én (e.) or et (n. ; pron.
Mand (a man), en Kvinde (a woman), et Barn (a child).

ìt),

mas-

as

en

The Definite is den (e), det (n.), de (pi.), which forms are
used almost exclusively when an adjective intervenes between the
article and the substantive, as den gode Mand (the good man), det
unge Barn (the young child), de gamie Kònger (the old kings).
When immediately connected with its substantive , the definite
article is -en or -n, -et or -t, and -ne or -em. added as an afflx to
the substantive, as Manden (the man), Barnet (the child), Kongeme

(the kings),

Gaardene

(the farm-houses).
I*
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Until of

Substantives.

late, substantives have generally bsen
capital, but they are now, with the exception
of proper names, more commonly spelled with small letters. The
genitive, both singular and plural, usually ends in s, as Kongens

spelled

with

Mildhèd
Ali

an

initial

(the king's clemency),
ending

in

Mmndenes Heste

(the

men's

horses).

form their

plural by adding r, as Konge, -r,
Kvinde, -r ; others add er, as Blomst, -er ; others e, as Hest, -e;
and many neuter nouns remain unchanged in the plural, as Spròg
(language), Hiis (house). Lastly, a number of substantives modify
their radicai vowel in the plural , as Haand (hand), Hcender, Fòd
(foot), Fedder, Bòg (book), Beger, Barn (child), Bern. In many cases
nouns

e

the consonant is doubled in order to preserve the short sound of the
vowel, as Hat (hat), -te, Ven (friend), -ner, Gut (Norw., boy), -ter.

Adjectives. Those derived from proper names are not spelled
capitals (as norsk, Norwegian ; engelsk, English). When
preceded by the indefinite article, the adjective remains unchanged
in the common gender
but t is added to it in the neuter, as en
god Hest, et start (large) Hùs ; if, however, the adjective terminates
in e, o, u, or y, it remains unchanged in both genders, as en lille
Hest, et lille Barn en sky (shy) Hest, et bly (shy) Barn ; but ny
(new) has the neuter nyt. When preceded by the definite article,
and in the plural whether with or without article, adjectives have
an e added; as den gode Hest, det store Hus, de smukke Bern
(the
pretty children), vàkre (contracted from vakker -è) Fjòrde (beau
with initial

,

,

tiful

bays). When standing alone after the substantive as
dicate the adjective usually agrees with the substantive in
and number, as Huset er (is) stort, Hestene ere store.

a

pre

gender

The Comparative and Superlative are formed by adding re
and si or est to the positive ; as glud (glad), glàdere, glàdest ;
(rich), rigere , rigest ; but in some cases they are formed by

or ere

rlg
prefixing

mer and mest to the positive
as elsket
(beloved), mer
elsket, mest elsket. The radicai vowel is sometimes modified ; as
star, sterre, sterst; faa (few), farre, farrest. Several adjectives
are irregularly compared :
god, bedre bedst; ond (bad), vcerre,
varst ; gammel
(old), oziare, aldst ; lille (small) , mindre, mindst ;
megen, meget (much), mer, mesi; mange (many), fiere, fleste.
Numerals. The Cardinal Numbers are : en or een (n. et), lo,
tre, fire, firn, sex, syv, òtte, ni, lì, élleve, tòlv, tretten, fjòrten,
femten, sexten (pron. syst'n), sytten, atten, nìtten, tyve (twenty) ;
en og tyve, to og
tyve, etc. ; triti (Danish tred'toe, often pron. tryve) ;
firti (Dan. fyrretyve), femti (Dan. halvtredsindstyve, often contracted
,

,

to

halvtréds'),

sexti

(Dan. trédsindstyve,

or

treds], sytti (Dan.

halv-

fjerdsindstyve, or halvfjerds'), otti (D&ii.Jìrsindstyye, or firs), niiti
(Dan. halvfémsindstyve, or halvféms'), hùndrede, tusinde.
Ordinal Numbers. Den, det, de ferste, ìinden (n. andel, pi. andrè), tredie, fjerde, finite. sitlLr.. svvende, attende, mende, ITende,
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tulpte, etc. ; tyuende, trediende (Dan. trédivle, often proti.
tryfte), ftrtiende (Dan. fyrretyvende), fÉmtiende (Dan. halvfemsindsty vende), etc; hùndrede and tusinde undergo no alteration.
Fractions. En halv ('/>), adj. ; the subst. is en Halvdèl); halvdnden (IV2)") halvtredie or tò og en halv (21/.,) ; halvfjirde, or tré
og en halv (372) ; en Trediedél (l/3) ; en Fjirdedel (Y4, or en Fjer-

ctllenle,

,

ding,

en

Kvart,

or

et

Kvartér);

en

Femtedel;

and

so on.

Pronouns. Personal. Nom. sing. jeg(\), dù(thou), hàn (he),
(she), den or det (it); pi. vi, I, de. Gen. sing. hàns, hendes,
dens or dets; pi. dères (their). Dat. and Acc. sing. mig, dig , ham,
or sig, bende or sig, den, det or sig ; pi. os, edèV, dem or sig.
hun

Sig

is

always reflexive, referring

to the nominative

subject

or

Members of the same family
and intimate friends address each other as Dà, pi. T, but in or
dinary society De (literally 'they'), with the verb in the singular,
is always used. In this sense the dative and accusative of De is
Dem, never sig ; as De har skadet Dem (you have hurt yourself).
Possessive. Min (my), mìt, pi. mine; din (thy), dìt, pi. dine;

(himself, herself, itself, themselves).

sin (his, her, or its), sìt, pi. sine ; vor (our), vòrt, pi. vòre ; jer
(your), jert, pi. jere (colloquiai); deris (their); Déres (your, in the
polite form of address).
Demonstrative. Den, det (this), pi. de; denne, dette (this),
pi. disse; hin or hiin, hìnt (that), pi. bine; samme (same), selv
(self), and begge (both) are indeclinable ; saadàn, saadant (such a

one), pi.

saadanne.
Som

(who, whom, which,
(who, which, nom. only) are indeclinable
whom, which, nom. or acc), pi. hvilke;
sing. or pi.) ; hvàd (what), indeclinable.
Relatives.

noni,

and

; hvìlken,
hvìs

acc.)

and dèV

hvilket

(whose,

of

(who,

which,

whom), indeclinable;
acc); hvad (what).
Indefinite. Man (one, they, nom. only); en or et (one); noe/eri
(some, somebody, some one), noget (some, something), pi. nugle;
ingen (no, nobody, none), intef (no, nothing, none), pi. ingen;
anden, andet (other), pi. andre ; hvlr, hvert, enhver, ethvert (each,
every; each one, every one); al, alt (ali), pi. alle; det, dir (it,
with impers. verbs), as det regner (it rains), der sìges (it is said),
der skrives (it is written).
Verbs. Auxiliary. At have (to have); pres. indie, hàr, pi.
Hvv or hvem (who,
hvilke (which, nom. or

Interrogatives.

hvilken, hvilket, pi.

have; imperf. hàvde ; perf. har, pi. have hàft ; fut. skal or vii, pi.
skulle or ville, have; imperat. hàv, pi. haver ; partic. havende, haft.
At vare (to be); pres. ind. è>, pi. ere; imperf. vàr, pi. vare;
perf. har, p). have vtxret ; fut. skal or vii, pi. skulle or ville, vare ;
imperat. vetr, pi. varer.
At stette (to be about to, to be obliged); pres. skal, pi. skulle;
imperf. skulde ; perf. har, pi. have skullet.
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to be willing) ; pres. vii, pi. ville
;
have villet.
At kunne (to be able) ; pres. kan, pi. kunne ; imperf. kunde;
perf. har, pi. have kunnet ; fut. skal or vii, pi. skulle or ville, kunne.
At maatte (to be obliged) ; pres. maa (must) ; imperf. maatte ;
perf. har, pi. have maattet.
At turde (to be allowed, to dare); pres. ter (may, dare); im
perf. twrde (might, dared).
At burde (to be bound, to be under an obligation) ; pres. ber
(ought, etc); imperf. burde (ought, etc).
The verb faa (to get), with the perfect participle, expresses
futurity, as naar jeg faaer skrévet (when I shall have written).
The verb blive (to become) is sometimes used to form the
At ville

be about

(to

to,

imperf. vilde; perf. har, pi.

passive voice,

as

han

Conjugations.

regular

or

irregular,

eral subdivisions.

bliver,

blev skàdet

(he is,

was

hurt).

conjugations are either weak or strong,
and under each of these heads there are sev
The first and second of the three following

The

are weak (i. e. with the imperf. formed by the addition of
ede or te, and the partic. by the addition of et , or f to the root),
and the third and fourth are strong (i. e. the imperf. takes no
affix^whether modifying the radicai vowel or not).
Elske (to love); pres. elsker, pi. elske; imperf. elskede; perf. har,
pi. have elsket; partic. elsket, pi. (when used as adj.) elskede.
Tale (to speak); pres. taler, pi. tale; imperf. talte; perf. har,
pi. have tali; partic. tali, pi. talte.
Komme (to come); pres. kommer, pi. komme; imperf. kòm; perf.
er
kommen, neut. kommet, pi. ere komne.

verbs

Stja-le (to steal); pres. stjaler, pi. stjctle; imperf. stjàl; perf. har,
have stjaalet; partic. used as adj. stjaalen, stjaalet, stjaalne.
The present participle is formed by adding nde to the infini
tive (as elskende, kommende). The imperative singular is the root

pi.

(as tal, stjazl), to which er is added in the plural (as elsker, kommer).
Elskes (to be loved); pres. elskes, or bliver elsket, pi. blive els
elsket, pi. bleve elskede.
pres. tales, or bliver talt, pi. blive talte;
imperf. taltes, or blev talt, pi. bleve talte.
The following List of Verbs includes a number of weak and
strong, regular and irregular verbs. The infinitive, imperfect, and
participle of each are given. When the participle ends in -t, the
usuai auxiliary is have, when it ends in -n , -ne , the auxiliary
is vare.

kede; imperf.
Tales

(to

elskedes

be

or

blev

spoken);

Accompany, ledsàge, ledsagede, ledsaget. Alight, stìge àf (stég,
steg-en, -et, -ne); stige ud. Arrive, ankomme, ankòm, ankom-men,
-met, -ne. Ascend, mount, stige, steg , steg-en, -et, -ne. Ask,
sperge, spurgte, spxirgt. Awake (trans.), vakke, valete, vàkt.
Become, blive, blev. hl.pv-p.n. -et. -ne. Beir, bidè, bàd, bedt, -e.
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Beli ève,

trò, troede, troet. Bind, binde, bandt, bundet, bund-en,
-et, -ne. Blow, blasé, blaste, blast. Boil, kòge, kògte, kììgt. Break,
brakke, bràk, brakket, bruk-ken, -ket, -ne; slaae ita (slòg, slaaet,
slag-en, -et, -ne). Bring, bringe, bragte, bràgt. Buy, kebe, kebte, kebt.
Cali, shout, raabe, raabtc, raabt, -e; see also 'name'. Carry,
bare, bar, baaret, baar-en, -et, -ne. Change, skifte, skiftede, skiftet ;
bytte, byttede, byttet ; change (money), vexle, vexlede, vexlet. Come,
komme, kòm, kom-men, -met, -ne. Count, talle, tolte, talt. Cost,
kòste, kostede, kostet. Cut, skjare, skàr, skaaret, skaar-en, -et, -ne.
Demand, ask (a price, etc), forldnge, forlangte, forlangt, -e.,
Depart, see 'start'. Descend, stige ned (stég, stegen). Dismount.
stige af, stige ùd. Do, gjere; pres. gjer, pi. gjere; gjòrde, gjòrt,
Drink, drikke, dràk, drukket, druk-ken, -ket, -ne. Drive (a carriage)
kjere, kjerte, kjert, -e. Dry, terre, terrede, terret.
Eat, spìse, spiste, spist, -e.
Fear, frygte, frygtede, frygtet. Find, finde, fandt, fundet, fund-en,
-et, -ne. Fish, fiske, fiskede, fisk-et, -ede. Follow, felge, fulgte,
fulgt, -e. Forget, glemme, glemte, glemt, -e. Freeze, fryse, fres,

fròss-en, -et, -ne.
Get, faa, fik, faaet; get down, stige

ned (stég, stég-en, -et, -ne);
get in, stige ind; get up, stige op ; get on, komme frem (kòm, kommen). Give, give, gtiv, gìvet, giv-en, -et, -ne. Go, gaa, gik, gaaet.
Help, hjalpe, hjàlp, hjulpet, hjulp-en, -et, -ne. Hire, hyre,

hyrede, hyret; leie, leiede, leiet. Hold, holde, holdt, holdt, -e. Hope,
haabe, haabede, haabet.
Jump, springe, sprang, sprunget, sprung-en, -et, -ne.
Keep, beholde, beholdt, beholdt. Knock, banke, bankede, banket.
Know

(a fact), vide; pres. véd, pi. vide; vidste, vidst ; (a person,
place, etc.) kjende, kjendte, kjendt.
Lay, put, lagge, làgde, lagt, lagd, -e ; lay hold t age fat paa
(see 'take'). Learn, lare, larte, lart. Leave, fòrlàde ; leave behind,
tfterlàde; see 'let'. Let, lade, lòd, làdet, làdt, -e; let go, let fall,
slippe, slàp, sluppet, slup-pen, -pet, -ne. Lie, Ugge, laa, ligget.
Light, kindle, lande, tandte, tandt, -e. Like, synes (òm), syntes;
or
(Norw.) like, likte, likt. Lose, tabe, tàbte, tàbt, -e.
Make, see 'do'. Mend, istandsatte (satte, sàt); reparére, reparérede, repareret ; udbédre, udbedrede, udbedret. Mistake, make
a mistake, tàge feil (tòg, tàget).
Mount, stige, stég, stegen; (on
horseback) sidde òp (sud, siddet).
Name, cali, kalde, kaldte, kaldt, -e. Named or called (to be),
hédde, héd, hédt, -e.
Open, aabne, aabnede, aabnet, -de. Order, bestille, bestillede,
a

,

bestillet.

t

Pay, betiile, betulle, betalt, -e. Pronounce, udtàle, udtalte, udtalt, -e. Put, satte, sàtte, sàt, -te; see also 'lay'; put to (horses),
spande, spanate, spandt.
Rain, regne, regnede, regnet. Read, lase, laste, last. Reckon,
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regnede, regnet. Require, beheve, behevede, behevet. Rest
hvilc, hvìlle, hvilt. Return (intr.), komme or gaa tilbàge. Ride,
ride, réd, redet, red-en, -et, -ne. Roast, stége, stégte, stegt. Row,
rò, roede, roet. Run, lebe, leb, lebet.
Say sìge , sàgde, sagt, -e. See, see, saa, seet. Seek, sege,
segte, segt. Sell, salge, sòlgte, sòlgt. Send, sende, sendte, sendt, -e.
Set, see 'put'. Shoot, skyde, skjed, skudt, -e. Shut, lukke, lukkede, lukk-et, -ede. Sit, sidde, sàd, siddet. Sleep, sòve, sòv, sovet.
regne,

,

Smoke (intrans.), ryge, reg, reget ; (trans.) rege, regede, reget. Snow,
srie, snéte, snét. Speak, tale, talte, talt, -e. Stand, staa, stòd, staaet.
Start, afgaa, afgìk, afgaaet ; or gaa bòrt, gaa àfsted. Stop (trans.
or intrans.), standse, standsede, stands-et, -ede.
Take, tàge, tòg, taget, tag-en, -et, -ne ; take care of, serge,
sergede, serget (for). Think, tanke, tankte, tankt. Travel, reise,
reiste, reist. Try, forsege, forsegte, forsegt.
Understand, forstaa, forstòd, forstaa-et, -ede. Use, bruge,
Wait, venie, ventede, ventet. Wash, vàske, vasbràgie, brugt.
kede, vask-et, -ede. Wish, enske, enskede, ensk-et, -ede. Write,
skrive, skrév, skrevet, skrev-en, et, -ne.
Adverbs. The neuter forms of adjectives are used as adverbs;
as god
(good), godt (well) ; làngsòm (slow), langsomt (slowly) ; and
such adverbs take the same comparative and superlative as the ad
jectives. Godt or vei has bédre, bédst ; ilde (ili), like ond or doarlig, has varre, varst ; gjerne (willingly) , héllere (rather), lìelst
(most willingly, rather, especially).
The following are in very frequent use :
Place. About, òmtrent ; above, óvenpaa ; after, efter ; around,
umkring ; at home, hjemme (indicating rest, like several other ad
verbs ending in e, while without the e they indicate motion);
away, bòrt, borie; back, tìlbage ; below, nédenunder ; down, ned,
nidi; everywhere, overàlt; far, làngt ; far from here, far distant,
langt herfrà ; here, hér ; home, hjem ; in, ind, inde; near, nar ;
nowhere, tngensteds ; out, ud, udì; past, forbì ; there, dér ; thither,
did; up, òp, òppe ; where, hvor ; within, inde.
Time. About, umtrint ; afterwards, siden efter ; again, alter,
ìgjen ; always, alt id ; already, àlleréde ; before, fer ; early, tidligt ;
immediately, stràx-^ last year, ìfjor ; late, sént ; long, lange ; near
ly, nasten ; never, àldrig ; now,nu; often, ofte, tìdt ; once, éngàng;
seldom, sjcelden ; sometimes, undertìden ; soon, snàrt ; stili, endnu ;
the day after to-morrow, iovermòrgen ; the day before yesterday,
iforgaars ; then, da, paa den Tid ; this evening, iàften; this
morning, ìmòrges ; to-day, ìdàg ; to-morrow, imórgen ; twice, to
Gange ; when (interrogative), naar, hvàd Tid ; yesterday, igaar.
Manner, Degree, etc. A little, noget ; also, ògsaa; also not,
heller ikke; altogether, ì alt, i det héle taget, altsammen ; broken
(in two), ìtu ; downhill, nédàd (Bakken) ; how, hvòrledés ; little,
—

—
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much, mcgct ; no, nei ,■_ not, ikkc; notatali, slet ikke ; of
naturligvis ; only, kun; particularly, isar ; partly, déls ;
perhaps, kanske, maaski ; possibly,_jné%i,'7s,- probably, rimiligvìs ;
quickly, hurt igt (fòri) ; so, thus, saalédés ; softly (gently, slowly),
sagte; straight on, ligefrem; together, tilsàmmen; too (much, etc),
for (méget, etc); uphill, tipad (Bakken) ; very, migit ; why, hvorfor; yes, ja, jò (the latter being used in answer to a question in
the negative or expressing doubt).
Prepositions. Among the most frequent are :
About, òm ; above, over; after, efter; among, blandt ; at, i,
paa, véd; at (of time), òm; behind, bug, bàgvéd; between, méllem; by, at the house of, Kos; by, neart/ véd; by, past, forbì;
during, imi, under ; for, in front of, for, fòrun; from, fra ; in, i; inst,ead of, istedetfòr ; near, nar véd ; of, from, af ; on, paa ; opposite,
ligtoverfor ; over, upwards of, over; past, forbì; round, rundt òm;
since, sìden; through, gjennem; till, inditi (not till, ikkefer); to,
til; towards, mòd, imòd ; under, under ; upon, paa; with, med.
Conjnnctions. The most important are :
After, efterut ; although, skjéndt; and, òg ; as, dei; as
as,
saa
som; because, fòrdi ; before, fer; but, min; either
or,
enten
eller; for, thì ; if, òm, dérsòm, hvìs ; in order that, for ut ;
or, eller; since (causai), fòrdi, efterdi, (of time) sìden; so, saa;
than, end ; that, at ; till, until, indtxl ; when (with past tense) da,
(with present or future) naar ; where, hvòr ; while, medens.
Interjections. Ah, alas, ak ; indeed, ih, jasàa, virkelig ; not
at ali, far from it, don't mention it, langtfrà, ingen Aarsag ; of
course, certainly, naturligvis; pardon, Òm Fòrladelse ; please,
var saa gòd, var saa artig ; thanks, Tak
(many, munge); true, det
er sandt ; what a pity, det er Synd !
;

course,

—

—

—

—

—

—

II. Language of Sweden.
alreadymade ontheorigin of the Danish language
and on the peculiarities of its pronunciation apply almost equally
to the Swedish language. The Swedish a corresponds to the DanoNorwegian aa.
Articles. The Indefinite Article is (m. and f.) én, (n.) ett ;
as en Icari, a man ; ett barn, a child.
The remarks

and

The Definite Article is (m. or f.) en (or
(n.) et or ett, affixed to the substantive;

vowel),

n

after

as

konungen,

a

the

girl. Preceding an adjective, the definite article
is (m. or f.) din, (n.) det, (pi.) de; but the substantive which fol
lows stili retains its affix ; as den gode konungen, det lilla barnet
(the little child), de skona flickòrna (the pretty girls).
Substantives. Ali substantives, except proper names, are spelled
king;

flickan,

the
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with small initials. The genitive, both singular and plural, usually
ends in s ; as barnets móder, konungens gòdhét, présternas bòckar.
The plural is formed by adding or, ar, Ir, or n ; but it is some
times the same as the singular, especially in the case of neuter
substantives ; as króna, krònòr ; gosse (boy), gossar ; Und (limetree), lindar ; presi, prester ; kna (knee), knan ; hùs (house), pi.
hus.

Among

the

irregular plurals

the commonest

are:

man,

òga (eye), ògòn ; ora (ear), òròn ; bòk (book), bòckar ; fòt
fòtter; nat (night), nàtter ; gas (goose), gass.

man

;

(foot),

Adjectives. After the indefinite article the adjective underno
change, except in the neuter gender, in which case t is
added; as en xmg man, en skòn flicka, ett nrtigt barn (a good
child). The neuter of liten (little) is litet, of mycken (much) mycket.
After the definite article the adjective takes the affix e or a in
the masculine, and a in the feminine or neuter; as dengodemanWhen following the de
nen, den skòna flicka, det artiga barnet.
finite article, liten becomes lilla (pi. smd).
For ali genders the
plural is de goda'de skòna, de artiga, de smà.
The Comparative and Superlative are formed by adding are
and ost to the positive ; as ròlig (quiet), róligare, ròligast; ringa
(small, insignificant), r ingare, ringast. Irregular are : gòd (good),
goes

dàlig, élak (bad), samre, sàmst, or varre, vàrst ; lag (low),
lagre, làgst ; làng (long), làngre, lungst ; liten (small), mindre,
minst ; smà (small, pi.), smurre; fa (few), forre; mycken (much),
mèr, mési ;" mànga (many), fière, de fléste ; stòr (large), stòrre,
stòrst ; gommai (old), aldre, alst ; ung (young), yngre, yngst ; tung
(heavy), tyngre, tyngst.
bcittre, bàst

;

Numerals.

The Cardinal Numbers

are :
en or ett, iva, tré,
atta, nìò, tiò, elfva, tòlf, trettòn, fjòrtòn, femtòn, sextòn, sjuttòn, adertòn, nittòn, tjugu (20) ; tjugu en, etc. ;
tretti, fyratio (pron. fòrti), fémtio, séxtio, sjuttio, àttatio (àttio),
nittio, hvndra, tusen, en millión.
The Ordinai. Numbers are : den fòrste, den, det fòrsta ; den

fyra, firn,

sex, sju,

andre, den, det andrà (en annan, ett annat) ; trédje, fjérde, fimie,
sjette, sjunde, (Monde, nionde, tìonde, ilfte, tòlfte, tréttonde, fjortonde, etc. ; tjugonde (20th), tjugu fòrste, etc. ; tréttionde, fyrtionde,
etc. ; hundrade, tusende.
Fractions. En half (V2, adj. ; the subst. is en hàlft), hìilfannan(ll/o); en tredjedél (1/3tA), en fjirdidél Q/ith), etc.
Pronouns. Personal. Nom. sing. jac; (I), du (thou), han (he),
hòn (she), det (it) ; nom. pi. vi, i, di. Gen. sing. 7tans, hennes, dets ;
gen. pi. deras (their). Dat. and Acc. sing. mig, dig, hònòm, henne,
det ; dat. and acc. pi. oss, éder, dem. Refi. dat. and acc. sig
(him
self, herself, itself, themselves). Hvarandru (one another).
Diì is used in addressing,»«»»r *filatives jj^d__intimate friends.
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Ni, corresponding with the Danish De (you), with the verb in the
singular, is used in addressing strangers ; but it is more polite to
use the awkward periphrasis herrn er, har, etc, frùn er, fròken er,
or better stili the
person's title, if known as vili herr òfversten
,

gód (will the colonel be so kind)?
Mig, dig, sig are pronounced my, dy, sy.

vara sa

De is

pronounced di,

and det de.
Possessive. Min (my), miti, pi. mina ; din (thy), dift, pi. dina ;
hans (his), hennes (her), dets (its) ; sin (his, her, its, their ; refi.
only), siti, sina; var (our), vàrt, vara; éder (your), éderl, édra.
Demonstrative. Denne, denna (this), detta, pi. desse, dessa ;
den, det hér (this here), pi. de hér ; den, det der (that there), pi.
de der ; den, det, de somme (the same).
Relative. Som (who, whom, which), nom. and acc. only;
hvilken, hvilket (who, whom, which), pi. hvilka; hvìid (what).
Interrogative. Hvem (who), hvems (whose), hvad (what),

(which).
Man (one), sjelf (self) nagòn (some, somebody),
nàgot (some, something), nàgra (pi., some); ingen (no, nobody),
inlet (no, nothing), inga (pi., no); màngen (many a one), manga
(many) ; ali, allt (ali) ; hvàr, hvàrt (each, every), hvar och (pron.
ok) én (one and ali); hél, hélt (whole), héle (pi., whole).

hvilk-en, -et,

-a

Indefinite.

,

Verbs. Auxiliary. Alt hafva (to have). Pres. indie jag, du,
han, hon, det, Ni hàr; vi ha (or hayfa); ihàn (hafven), Aeha
(hafva). Imperf. jag, etc, bade; vi hàde ; i hàden ; de bade. Fut.
jag, etc, skall hafva; i skòlen hafva; de skola hafva. Condit. jag,
etc, skulle hafva ; vi skulle hafva ; i skullen hafva ; de skulle hafva.
Imper. huf (ha), pi. hàfvin. Partic. hàfvande, haft.
Alt vara (to be). Pres. indie jag, etc, dr; vi aro, i dren, de
tiro. Imperf. jag, etc, var; vivòrò, i voren, de voro. Perf. jag,
skall vara. Cond.
etc, har varit. Imperf. jag 7iade varit. F ut. jag
varit.
jag skulle vara. Imper. var, varen. Partic. varande,
Alt skòla (to be obliged, to be about to) ; pres. skall, pi. skola;
imperf. skulle; partic. skòlande, skullet.
Alt vilja (to be willing, to be about to); pres. vili, pi. vilja;
imperf. ville; partic. vtljande, vélat.
Alt kunna (to be able) ; pres. kann, pi. kunna; imperf. kunde;
partic. kunnat.
o

(to be obliged); pres. màstej imperf. mastc.
torà (may, to be allowed); pres. tur; imperf. tòrde.
bora (to be bound, obliged); pres. bòr (ought) ; imperf.

Att màste

Att
Att

bòrde

(ought).

The Conjugations are either weak or strong, regular or
ular. The following three verbs are weak and regular :
Att àlska (to love), bòja (bend), 65 (lodge).
Infinitive.

irreg
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TI.

Jag, du, han alskar, bòjer, bar ; vi, de àlska, bòja,
àlsken, bòjen, bon.
Imperf. Jag, du, han, vi, de àUkade, bòjde, bòdde ; ìàlskaden,
bòjden, bodden. Perf. Jag har alskal, bòjt, bott. Fut. Jag skall
àlska, bòja, bo. Imper. Àlska, bòj, bo ; àlsken, bòjen, bon. Partic.
Alskande, bòjande, boende; àlskat, bòjt, bott.
Most of the Swedish verbs are conjugated like àlska. Those
whose roots end in k, p, s, or t form the imperfect by adding te,
and the participle by adding f ,• as kope, kòpte, kòpt.
The passive is formed by adding « ; jag àlskus (I am loved),
Pres. indie.

bo ; i

(was loved), har àlskats (have been loved), àlskandes
(being loved). The passive may also be formed with the auxiliary
blìfva (to be, become) jag blir, bléf àlskad (I am, was loved).
dlskudes

:

The

List of Verbs includes a number of regular,
strong, and irregular verbs. The present indicative, generally
formed from the infinitive by adding r, the imperfect, the perfect
participle used with hafva, and the perfect participle used with

following

vara are

neuter

given

in each

case.

usually changes the

Arrive

ànkommer ,

,

n

When the participle ends in n, the
to t, and the plural ends in ne or na.

ankòm

(pi. ankommo)

,

ankommit

,

an~

kommen; or Cntràffar, intràffàde, intraffat. Ascend, stìger (upp),
stég (slego), stegit, stegen. Ask, frugar , f'ràgade , fràgat. Awake
(trans.), vàckar, vàckude, vàckat.
Become, blir (vi blìfva, inf. blifva), bléf, blifoit, blifven. Beg,
ber (vi bédje or be, inf. bedja), bàd (vi bado), bedt, bedd. Bind,
binder, band (vi bundo), bundit, bunden. Blow, blàser, blàste,
blàst. Boil kòkar kòkte, kòkt. Break, brytar, brytàde, brytat.
Bring, bringer, bragie, brugt (bringat). Buy, kòpa, kòpte, kòpt.
Cali, shout, ròpa, ròpte, ropt ; see also 'tonarne'. Carry, bar
(inf. bara), bar (baro), burit, biìren. Change, bytar, bytàde, bytat ;
change (money), vexlar, vexlude, vexlat ; change (alter), fòràndrar,
fòràndrade, fòràndrat. Come, kommer, kòm (kommo), kommit,
kommen.
Count, tàljar, tàljode, tàljt. Cost, kòstar kostude,
kostat. Cut, skfir (inf. skara), skàr (skuro), skurit, skuren.
Demand (ask a price, etc), fòrdrar, fordràde, fordrat. Depart,
dfrésar, afréste, afrésl ; or gàr bòrt, résar bòrt. Descend, stìger ned
(see 'ascend'). Dismount, stìger ned, stìger àf (hàslen), sitter àf
(see 'sit'). Do, gòr (inf. gòra), gjòrde, gjòrdt , gjord. Drink,
dricker, dràck (drucko), druckit, drucken. Drive (a carriage), kòrer,
kòrte, kòrt. Dry, torkar, torkude, torkat.
Eat, spìser, spiste, spist, or àter, àt (àio), àtit, àten.
Fear, friiktar, fruktude, fruktat. Find, finner, fann, funnil,
funnen. Fish, fiskar, fiskte, fìskt. Follow, fòljer, fòljte, fòljt. Forget,
glòmmar, glòmte, glòmt. Freeze, fryser, fròs (fròso), frusit, frusen.
Get, far, fick (fingo), fàtt ; get up, down, in, stìger upp, ned,
ni; get on, kommer frani
Give, gir (gifver ; inf. gè, gìfva), gfif
(gafvo), gifvit, gìfven. Go, ahr. ai.cfi (qinaoì. gàtt, gunyen.
,

,

,

.

II.
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Help, hjelper, halp (hulpo), hulpit, hulpen. Hire, hyrar, hyràde,
hyrat. Hold, hàller, hòll (bollo), hàllit, hàllen. Hope, hoppas (a
'deponent' verb, used in the passive form only), hoppades, hoppàls.
Keep, behàller, behòll (behòllo), behàllit, behàllen. Knock (at a
door), klappar, klappade, klappat. Know (a fact), vét (inf. véla),
vìsste, vétut. Know (a person, a thing), kànner, kànnte, kànnt.
Lay, put, lugger, làgde, lugt, lagd ; lay hold of, lager fàit pà
(see 'take'). Learn, larar (mig), Iurte, lari, làrd. Leave, lemnur,
lemnade, lemnat ; leave behind, lemna qvàr. Let, later, lat (lato),
làtit ; let go (get rid of), stappar, slàppade, slàppat. Lie, liggar, lag
(lago), llgat. Light, tàndar, tundte, tàndt. Like, tyckar (òm),
tyckte, tyckt. Lose, fòrlorar, fòrlorade, fòrlorat.
Make, see 'do'. Mean, menar, ménte, meni. Mend, salteri

'set'), or repare rar reparéràde, reparerat. Mistake,
mistake, mhstàgar mig, see 'take'. Mount, stìger, sieg
(slego), stìgit, stegen; (on horseback) sitter upp, see 'sit'.
Name, cali, kallar , kallade, kallat ; to be named (to signify),
Open, òppnar òppnade, òppnat. Order,
héter, hétte, hétat.
bestàllar, bestàllte, bestàllt.
Pay, bitàlar, betalade, betalat. Pronounce uttalar uttalade,
uttalat. Put, sàtter, satte, saft; see also 'lay'; put to (horses),
spanna fòr, spannte, spànnt.
Vaste (or làs,
Rain, (det) regnar, regnade, regnai. Read, laser,
ràknat. Require,
raknade
lasen.
,
ràknar,
Reckon,
uopi.), last,
belio fvar, behòfvade belio fvat. Rest, hvìlar, hvilade, hvilat. Re
tilturn (intr.j, vàndar (òm), vunclte, vàndt ; or résar (reste, rési)
bakà. Ride, rider, réd (redo), ridit, jiden. Roast, stekar, stékte,
stekt.
Row, ròr, rodde, roti. Run, lòpar, lopp (lupo), lupit.
Say, jager, sàde, sagt, sagd. See, sér sàg (sago), sett, sedd,
sandar.
Seek, sokar, sòkte, sòkt. Sell, sàljar, sàljade, sàlgt. Send,
satt.
skickt.
skickte
satte,
sà'ffer,
or
sàndt
Set,
skickar,
;
sanate,
Shoot, skjutar, skjutade, skjutit. Shut, stangar, stàngte, stàngt.
Sit, sitter, satt (sutto) suttitjsutit). Sleep, sofver, sof (sofvo),
ròkt.
sofvit. Smoke (intr.) ryka, ròk, rukit; (trans.) ròka, ròkte,
talt.
snòt.
talte,
tatar,
snòr
Speak,
snòte,
(det)
snòa),
(inf.
Snow,
afafgàtt,
stàtt.
(afgingo),
afgick
Start, àfgàr,
Stand, star, stòd,
stand (see
make

,

a

—

,

f

,

,

,

,

,

,

gàngen. Stop (intrans.), star stilla (see 'stand').
Take, tager (or tàr), tòg (togo), tagit, tagen;

take

tànkt.

care

Travel,

of,_ har

resar,
, tànkte,
Think,
(hafva) omsòrg
rèste, rést. Try, fòrsoker, fòrsòkte, for sòkt.
brukt.
Understand, fòrstàr (like 'stand'). Use, brùkar, brukte,
tvattat.
Wait, vantar, vàntade, vantai. Wash, tvàttar, tvàttade,
Wish, ònskar, ònskade, ònskat. Write skrifver, skref (skrefvo),
skrifvit, skrifven.
as adverbs ;
Adverbs. The neuter forms of adjectives are used
hàndlar
mannen
àrligt (the
is
man
àr
mannen
honest),
nrlig (the
Sudi adverbs are compared like adjectives.
man deals honestly).

òm.

tànkar

,
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compared irregularly. Godt or vài (well) has bàttre,
sàmst ; gema or
or illa (ili), vàrre, vàrst or sàmre,
gàrna (willingly), hàllre (rather), hàlst (most willingly, especially).
Place. About, òmkring ; above, ofvunpà ; after, efter ; around,
(rundt) omkring ; at home hemma (indicating rest like several
other adverbs ending in a, while without the a they indicate motion); away, bòrt, torta,- back, tillbuku ; below, néri; down, ned;
far, lungi boria, fjàrràn ; here, har; home, him; in, in, inne ;
near, nàr ; nowhere, ìngenstàdes ; out, ut, ute ; past, forbì; there,
dir; thither, dit ; up, tip, uppe ; where, hvur ; within, inne.
Time.
About, omkring; afterwards, sédàn; again, ìgen, à'ter ;
always, àlltìd ; already, rédàn; before, fòrut ; early, tìdigt, bittida;
last year, ifjor; late, sènt; long, lànge ; nearly, nàston; never,
àldrig ; now, nù; often, òfta ; once, éngàng; sometimes, stundòm;
soon, snàrt ; stili, ànnu ; the day after to-morrow, ì ófvermòrgòn ; the
day before yesterday, f'òrgàr; then, dà, pà den tid; this evening,
iàftòn; this morning, i morse; to-day, i dàg ; to-morrow, imòrgòn; twice, tvà gàngar ; when (interrog.) nàr ; yesterday, igUr.
Manner, Degree, etc. A little, nàgòt ; also, ochsà; also not,
boiler icke ; altogether, alltsàmmans; broken (in two), i sur;
down, downhill, nédàt, nédàt backen ; how, huru; little, iìtef;
much, mycket ; no, nei ; not, icke ; not at ali, staff icke ; of course,
naturligtvis ; only, blòtt, endàst; particularly, synnerlìgen; partly,
déls ; perhaps, kanské ; possibly, mogligen; probably, sànnòlikt ;
quickly, fòrt, hurtigt; so, thus, sulédes; softly (gently, slowly),
sììktu; straight on, rafcf from; together, ihop, tillsàmmans ; too,
fvr ; too much, for mycket; up, uphill, ùppàt, uppàt backen; very,
mycket ; why, hvùrfor ; yes, jà, jò (the latter in answer to a question
in the negative or expressing doubt).
Prepositions. About, òm ; above, òfver; after, efter; at, pà,
vid; at (of time), òm ; behind, bak; between, méllan ; by, at the
house of, hòs ; by, near, vìd, narà ; by, past, forbì; during, òm,
under; for, before, for; from, fràn; in, ì; instead of, i stàlletfòr;
near, nara, vid; of, from, uf; on, pà; over, òfver; past, forbì;
round, rundt òm; since, sédun; through, genom; till, till, intill;
to, fitt; towards, emof; under, under; upon, pà; with, med.
Conjunctions. After sédàn ; although, éhuru ; and, òch ; as,
da; as
as, sa
som; because, émédàn; before, for; but, min;
either
eller ; for, thì ; if, òm ; in order that, forati ;
or, antingen
or, eller; since (causai), émédàn; since (of time), sédun; so, sa;
than, àn; that, att; till, until, fitts; when (with past tense), dà;
when (with present or future), nàr; where, hvur ; while, médun.
Interjections. Ah, alas, uck ; indeed, jà sa, vérkligen ; of
course, naturligtvis, jà visst, bevdrs ; pardon, ursàkto ; please, vur
su
gòd; thanks, (jag) tackar, tackar òdmjùkàst ('most humbly');
true, det àr sàndt ; what a pity, det àr synd!
A few
bàst ;

are

dàligt

,

,

,

—

—

—

—

,
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DIALOGUES.
Common Phrases.

Dano-Norwegian.
Gòd

English.

Swedish.

Good

Lèv vili Farveli

morning, day, Gòd mòrgon, dug, of
evening, night.
fon, naff.
Goodbye. Farewell. Farvàl ! Adieu !

Behàgelig

I

Mòrgen, Dàg,Af-

ten, Nat.

lykkelig

,

Reise!

wish

a

you

journey.

happy Angenàm,lyckliy résa !
Lydia pà rèsàn !

Hvòrdànhar De(]>TOi\. How do you do?
det

Dì)
Tàk!
—

mar Ni (herrn)'.'
Huru star det till?
Tack ! Jag tackar sa

Huru

(pron. de)?

Munge Tàk! Thank you. Many
Tàk skàl De hathanks.
—

(ve)j

Ja,Tàk!

—

Nei,

Tàk!

Yes,

thanks.

mycket.

No,

Ja, jag

thank you.
is used instead of ja iu

(Jo
Var

tackar 1

jag tackar

—

Nei,

!

question in the negative.)
Var sa gòd!
Hvàd
Ni
ònskar
(herrn)? Hvàd vili
Ni ha ?
Hvàd behàgas ?
What do you wish ?
Do you speak Eng- Talar Ni engelska?
to

reply

a

Be so good. Please.
Hvàd
ensker
De? What do you want?
Hvàd vii De have?
sua

gòd!

Hvàd behuger ?
Tuler De

engelsk

?

lish?

Nei, men jeg tàler lidi No, Sir ; but I speak
little Norwegian,
norsk, dansk,svensk.

a

Nei, men jag lutar lìtet
norska, danska,

svenska.
understand Fòrstàr Ni det ?

Danish, Swedish.
Fòrstaar De del?

Do you
this ?

_

do not understand Jac; fòrstàr Er inte;
Ni màste tuia làngDe maa tuie longyou ; you must
sommare.
more
sòmmere.
slowly.
speak
det pà
Hvad hedder
kaldes What is that in Nor- Hvud héter
det paa norsk,
norska, pà danska,
wegian, Danish,
Swedish?
pà svenska?
paa dansk, paa

Jeg fòrstaar Dem ikke ;

I

—

—

svensk ?

Givi

—

Tug!— Stop!

Er det ikke

bra)

or

Jrau(pron.

Give. Take.
Is that not

Stop.

good?

Gè

(gif)!

—

Tàg!

godt ?

Hvorlédes synes De òm How do you like that? Hvad tyckar Ni
det?
de(t)?
Det behuger mig godi, I like it very much. I Det behàgar mig
icke.
do not like it.
det behuger mig ikke.

De(t) gjer mig meget
òndt.

—

Hall (stopp) !
Àr det icke (inte) brà?

1

am

that.

very

sorry

for Det

òm

bra,

gòr mig mycket
(lédsen).

ondt
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DIALOGUES.
Swedish.

English.

Dano-Norwfgian.
Wait

Ventlidt! Bìlidt!

a

Vanta litet!

little.

Take care.
paa!
Excuse me.
Om Forlàdelse!
Jeg béder om Und- I beg your pardon.
Pass

Pass

pà (sé upp) !

Vrsàkta!
Jag ber òm ursàkt.

skyldning !
Tàg det
Det gjér
ting.

ikke ìlde
intet

or

òp!

Don't take it ili.

ingen lt does
Arrivai.

Er der et

Bring mìt Tei
Bagage
—

—

Porter.

er

inte illa

upp!

gòr

ingenting
(skudar inte).

Cab.

en

fit Ho-

the hotel.

(miti bagage) till

tellet.
Hvad

Det

Is there a commission- Fins hàr ett stadsbud ?
en barare?
naire here? a porter?
min Bring my luggage to Skaffa mina suker

Bybùd ?

Barer?

Tug

not matter.

Taksten?

What

is

the

regular

hotellet.
Hvad àr taxan?

charge (tariff)?
Hvadbetàles
sei
med

for KjerKjeretei

forspandt med
Hist, tò Heste?

What is the charge for Hvad betùlar man far
the drive for a caràkning med en én-

én

spannare,

with two horses?

spannare [àkdon med
en

Hent

en

(tvà) hast(-ar)]?

Dròschke Fetch me a cab from Hàmta mig en droska
narmeste Hòlthe nearest stand.
fràn narmaste hàll-

mig

en

fra
deplàds.
Hvormeget
lìin

tvà-

riage with one horse,

(or

tilbàge

—

pluts.
What is the fare there Hvad betàlar man (for
and back?
àkning) fràn och
frem) og
tillbàka?
for Tur og

betàles

for

Retur?
vii kjere timevìs; I wish to drive by
hvad koster det per
time ; what is the
Time?
fare per hour?

Jeg

In

a

Hotel and in

a

Jag

vili

fura pà

tim-

me; hvad kostar det
iiimmen?

Restaurant.

Kàn jeg faa et varelse Can I have a room with Kan jag fa ett rum
rrìidén (io)sing(e)?
one bed, two beds?
med én (tvà) song
Nattekvartér
(-ar) ?
nattlogi ?
Nightquarters ?
—

—

—

(Nattelogis)?
Bring mig et Lys

og Bring me a light, and Skaffa mig ett Ijùs och
koldt (varmt) Vàdscold (warm)
kallt (vurmt) ivàttsome
kevand.
water for washing.
vatten.
Der er intet Haand- There is no towel here. Det
fins inte nàgòt
Hi n le her.
handklàde hàr.
Hvnr er Klosetten?
Where is the water- Hvur àr privétet (iìfcloset?

tradel)?
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Swedish.

English.

Dano-Norwegian.

down-

Gàuppfór,nédfòrtrap-

stairs, and then to
the right, left.
tilheire, tilvenstre.
Hàr De en Stevle- Have you a boot-jack?
knagt ?

pan och sédan till
hòger, till venster.

nédacl
ópàd,
Tràppen og derefter

Gaa

Go

Nei, men jeg skal gaa
efter Gaardskarlen,
som skal trakke àf
Dem Stevlerne.

bunker
Hvem
Deren?

No ; but I shall fetch
the porter ('boots'),
who will take off

gòd,

saa

luk De-

òp

men

jag vili ropa

pà gàrdsdràngen,
som

skall dra

af

Come in.
Stigmi
och stang
Please, shut the door. Vàr sa god
dòrren!

et Vindue!

spìse?
Tid finder
Frókòsten stid?

Paa hvad

—

Mìddugsmàden ;

a window.
Oppna ett fonster!
What can I have to Hvàd kàn jag fa att
ala (or spisa)!
eat?
àgar frukosten
At what time shall we Nar
rum?
middagshave breakfast?

Open

faa àt

Hvad kan jeg

Nei,

stòfvel-

en

__

ren!

Luk

Ni
knekt ?

Har

Er sto/lama.
your boots.
Hvem klappar pa
that
is
Who
knocking
paa
dòrren?
at the door?

Kòm indi
Var

npstairs,

—

dinner?

—

supper?

màltiden; —uftonmàltiden.

Àftensmàden.

Jeg er méget sTdten
(terstig). Kan jeg
ikke faa nòget Koldt
i Fórveien?

Opvarter, gìvmigSpìsesiddelen.

I

am

hungry Jag àr mycket hungrig

very

(thirsty).

Can I not

have something
cold beforehand?
Waiter, give me the
bill of fare.

(tòrstigj.
inte
fa

mot

Kan jag
nagon kall

forut?

Kypare, gè mig

mut-

sedelen.

Bring mig enhulv Por- Bring me half-a-por- Gémigen halfportwn
àf den har sleken
tion of this roast
tiòn af denne Stég,
och en half
and
potutis
halv
meat, potatoes,
Kartòfler òg en
of
butelj olfenhalf ol).
half- a-bottle
Flaske

(pron. hall)
01 (pron. oli),

en

beer.

halv 01.

,

,-.,..

,, ,-,

kalfstek;
Kalve- Roast beef, veal, mut- Oxkott;
Oxekjed;
svtnstek.
farsték;
ton, pork.
Faarestég,
stég;
SvìBédestég ;
nestég, Ftiskestég.
Grònsaker ; syltsuker.
Grènsàger ; Syltetei. Vegetables ; preserved
—

—

—

-

-

—

u

Hàr De Fisk ?
Ja, dir ér Torsk,

Làx,

0rret, Makrél,
Hummer, Flyndre
og

Kàn

saa

jeg

Koldt;

vìdere.

nòget
Skinke,

faa

_

fruits.
Har Ni fisk ?
Have you any fish ?
can have torsk Ja, det fins torsk, lux,
Yes,you
makrtll,
foreller ,
(a kind of cod), sailobhummer,
mon,mackerel,
och sa vldure.
ster, flounders, etc.
Can I have some- Kan jag fa nagon
kall mal; skinlca,
cold; ham,

^flundror
^

thing

IS
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Pelse og andet
saadant?
Bring mig en Fonde-

sausage, or something of that sort?

Bring

Sukker ;
og
Milk og Piede.

and

JegenskerBred,Smer

I wish

kiige

synes

De

om

Myseòst?
Din èr for sed.

Bring mig enKnìv,

en

Gàffel,en Tallirken,
en

Ské,

me

dawt?

pancake Gè mig

a

some
sugar;
milk and cream.

some

och annat sà-

kòrf

pannkuka
mjòlk
och gràdda.
och

bread, but- Jag

cn

socker;

ini ha

bròd,

och ost.
How do you like the Hvad tyckar Ni
mésòst?
Myse cheese?
Den àr for sòt.
It is too sweet.

smòr

ter, and cheese.

og Ost.

Hvàd

Swedish.

English.

Dano-Norwegian.

et

Glàs.

Der mangler

Salt,
ber, Sennòp og

PéEd-

òm

Bring me a knife, a Gémigenknìfengàffel, en tàllrick, en
fork, aplate,aspoon,
a glass.
skéd, ett glas.
There is no salt, pep- Det fattas salt,peppar,
sénap och àttika.
per, mustard, vin-

dìke.
egar.
0nsker De (at spise) Do you wish a hot Onskar Ni (àta) varm
frukost fare résan?
varmFròkost, inden (meat) breakfast beDereiser?
fore you start?
Nei, kun en Kòp Kóffi No, only a cup of cof- Nei, bara en koppkàffe
to
och tvà àgg; men
fee and two eggs ;
og
Aìg ; men
but the eggs must
haardkògte, bledhurdkokta, lòskokta
'

be hard, soft boiled.
kogte Aùj.
àgg.
jeg faa Rerag Can I have scrambled Kan jag fa agg-ròra
eller stékta àgg?
or poached eggs?
(Norw. ASggerere)
eller Speilag?
Opvàrter, én Flàske Waiter, bring me a Kypàre, en butélj vin,
botile of wine, of
Vin, 01 (pron. òli),
òl, en kopp kaffe 1

Kan

en

Kòp Kaffe

!

beer, a cup

of coffee.

Ònskar Ni hvétebròd
bread (cakes) too?
(Kàger) til?
(kàkòr) till?
Bring mig en Akvavìt Bring me a glass of Gè mig en sòp (en
(en Cognac).
konjak).
spirits (brandy).
Bring mig PTinsch òg Bring me some punch Gè mig punsch och
0nsker De Hvédebred Do

you wish wheaten

^

Sudavànd.

and soda-water.

sòdavatten.

Spirituòser faaes huer- Spirits are not to be Spirituòsa kan man
ken
om
icke fu om lòrdags
had
on
Lerdags
Saturday
Aften eller om Senaftòn (or qvàll) och
evening and Sunbela sòndàgen.
dàgen.
day.
Jeg vilde gjerne reise I wish to start early. Jag ville gema résa
iìdligt,
tìdigt.
Jeg vilde gjerne vak- I wish to be called Jag ville, gema blì
kes.
Naar skal jeg
Dem?
Klokken sex.

(wakened).
vakke When

am

vàckt.

(hur dags) skall
jag vàcha Er?

I to waken iVàV

you?
At sì-k o'clock.

Klockan

sex.
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Dano-Norwegian.

De(t)
De

fòr

English.

Swedish.

That is too late.
Det àr far sént.
komme tìdli- You must come earli- Ni far komma tìdi-

er

man

séni.

er.

gere.
Kan jeg

faa regning- Can

gare.

I have the bill?

en?

Kan jag

fa rukningtn?

,

Hvad koster det?
What does this cost? Hvad kostar det?
Hvòr méget er jegDein How much do I owe Huru mycket àr jag
skyldig?
you?
skyldig Er?
Det er for méget, for That is too much, too Det ar fòr mycket, fòr
dear.
dyrt.
dyrt.
Kàn De vexle en ti Cau you change a tun- Kan Ni vexla en tioKròner-Siddel ?
crown note?
krònor-sédel ?
Nei, jeg hàr ingen No, Sir, I have no small Nei, jag har inte smu-

Smaapenge.
Dér ér

change.

Drìkkepenge.

Here is

a

mynt.
Der

àr drickespenningar.

gratuity.

Washing.

LàdvàskemìtLìnned. Get my thingswashed. Lat tv aita miti linne.
Nàr kommar tvutterNaar kommer Vàsker- When does the
kònen?
skan?
washerwoman come ?
Vaskeseddelen. Here is the wash-bill. Har ur tvàttningssédelen.
Shirt.
Skjòrte(-r).
Skjòrta(-or).
Chemise.
Sàrk(-ar).
Sark(-e).
Flip(-per) ; Mansjit Collar ; cuff ; draw- Halskràge(-ar) ;
Underbeeners ;
under- waistmanschet(-ter) ;
(-ter);
Her

er

—

—

—

klader;

—

—

Treie(-r);

coat; petticoat.

Underkjòle (-r).
Sokke (-r) ; Stocking,

—

Strempe,
—

(-r)

Lommeterklade
ulden ;
;

—

sock ; hand-

button.

Knàp(-per).
Imòrgen (òm to Duge) Everything
maa

alt

vare

—

kerchief; woollen;

—

—

digt.

(-or);
(-ar) ;

—

nàsdùk

yllen ;
knapp(-ar).
must

be

ready to-morrow, in
two days.

far-

frounderbyxor;
underkjòrtel.
ja;
Slrumpa (-or), socku
—

Imòrgòn (om tvà
gar) màste

allt

—

du-

vara

fàrdigt.

Kan jeg stole paa det? Cani dependuponit? Kan jag lìta pà det?
Jeg har faaet der et I have made a large Jag hàr fàtt der ett
stòrt hai ; làt genast
hole here ; get it
start Hul ; làd det
stràx repàrére.
mended at once.
Ioga det.
In the

Var

(or

saa

Street,

Vii De

gòd àt

vare)

vìse m>g

on

the

Railway, and

Please

,

show

way to N.

me

on

the Steamboat.

the Vur sa

gòd

och vìsa

mig vàgen till N.

Veien til N.

n*
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DIALOGUES.
English.

Dano-Norwegian.
Hvòr kommer De

Jeg kommer fra

fra?

Where

do you

Swedish.
come

from ?
Slot- I come from the castle.

tei,

Hvurifrànkommar Ni?
Jag

kommer

fràn

sfot

tei.

; til Go straight on ; to the Gà rukt fràm ; àt hòheire ; til venstre.
ger ; àt venster.
right; to the left.
Hoòrlàngt er det her- How far is it from here Huru làngt àr det

Gaa bare ligefrem

fra

til N. ?

to N. ?

Hvorlànge beheves,
fòr at komme til N.?

long

UH N. ?
tid behòfs

fòr

att

hàrifràn

How much time will Huru
it take to go to N.?
det

komma

till N. ?

Véd

Hjernet

De You must ask

maa

sperge Dem vìdere

the

again

at Vid

hòrnet màste Ni

fraga

corner.

Er

/rem.

vìdàre (fraga

fòr).

Er hér i Narhéden et Is there a post-office Fins hàr i nàrhéten en
Posthus?
near here?
postanstàlt?
Hàr De et Brév til Have you a letter for Hàr Ni (fins hàr) nà-

gòtbréf till mig?

me?

mig?

Naar kommer Posten When does the dili- Nàr kommar posten
til N. ?
till N. ?
gence for N. arrive ?
Àr Herr N. hemma?
Er Herr N. hjemme? Is Mr. N. at home?
Kan jeg faa Hr. N. i Can 1 speak toMr. N.? Kàn jàg fa tuia rnid
Tale ? (kan jeg tale
Herr N. ?
med Hr. N. ?)
Gìv hàm mìt Kòrt.
Please, take him my Gè hònòm miti, kòrt

(visitkort).

visiting-card.
Vii

De

vare

àt sìge mig

Will you be so kind Var su gòd och vìsa
Veien til
as to teli me the way
mig vàgen till bunsaa

gòd

Bànegaarden.
Naar gaar Tòget

IV.?
Reiser De mici Hurtigtòget eller med det
blandedi Tòg ?
Billétkontòret er endnu ikke oàbent.
Nààr ààbnes det ?
En Billit (to Billetter)
ànden
ferste
irtdje Klasse til N.
—

Hàr De
Hvòr ér

—

Overvdgt?

Reg-,
kupéin?

garden.
gàr tàget

to the station?

til When

UH N. ?

does the train Nàr

for N. start?
Do you travel

by the Résar Ni med snàlltàor by
get eller med det

express-train

the slow train ?
The ticket-office is not

blandàde

tàget ?

Biljettkontòret àr
ànnu inte òppet.

open yet.
Nàr òppnàs det?
When is it opened?
A ticket (two tickets) En biljett (tvà bilanfor N. , first-, seejetter) fòrsta
dra
trédje Mass
ond-, third-class.
till N.
Have you any over- Hàr Ni òfvervigt?
-

—

—

weight ?
Dame- Where is the smoking- Hvur àr ròkkapén?
carriage, the ladies'
compartment?

,

dam-
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DIALOGUES.
Dano-Norwegian.
Er dér mdnu Plads ?
Alle

Plàdser ère

òp-

tàgne.

Swedish.

English.
there any
left?
Ali the places

Is

room

Àr

are oc-

Alla

cupied.

der ànnu plats ?

platser arò ùpptàgna.

hvilken Kant
Which side does the Fràn hvilket hall komkommer Vinden ?
wind come from ?
mar vinden ?
Ter jeg bè Dim òm àt May I ask you to shut Var sa gòd och stàng
lukkeVìnduet ? Trak
the window? The
fònstret ! Drag àr
ér fàrlig.
draught is dangerfàrligt.

Fra

ous.

Hvàd

hedder
dette What is the name of Hvad héter den hàr
Vand, dette Bjèrg, this lake, this mounsjòn, det der berget,
denne Station?
den hàr statiònen?
tain, this station?
Vìi De òpbevàre mìt Please, keep my lug- Vili Ni fòrvàra mina
Tei til i Eftermidsàker till ì eftergage till this after-

dàg?
Jeg vii reise med
Dómpskìbet.
Idàg gaar intet Dump-

middag?

noon.

by the Jag vili farà med àngsteamboat.
bàten.
There is no steamboat Idàg gàr ingen àngskib.
bàt.
starting to-day.
Skàl vi faa Vind eller Shall we have wind Fa vi blàst eller regn?
or rain ?
Regn ?
Fjòrden er lidturòlig; The fjord is rather Fjarden àr lìtet oròlig
dér ér

Belger.

I wish to travel

there

are

Then I shall be
sick.

sea-

rough ;
waves.

Da bliver jeg

se syg.

(uppròrd) ; det gàr
vàgòr (bòljor).
Da

blir

jag sjòsjùk.

Skyds and Guide.

Jeg vii saà snàrt som
mìdigt hà(ve) en Kariòl (Kjarre) og en

I wish to get a carriole with one horse

Jag ville sa fòrt som
mòjligt fa en skjuts-

possible ;

kàrra (karriòl) med

two carrioles with
Hest ; tò Kariòler
med tò Heste.
two horses.
De maa vinte lìdt.
You must wait a little.
Hvàd kòster Skydsen What is the fare for the
til din naste Staskyds to the next
station?
tiòn?
Where istheday-book?
Hvòr er Dagbògen?
Hòs Statiònshòlderen, At the station-mashòs Skydsskàfferen.
ter's.
Jeg vìi stràx reise vi- I wish to go on at

hast, tvà karriòler med tvà bastar.
Ni far vanta lìtet.

dire.

as soon as

once.

en

Hvàd kostar skjutsen
till nàsta Statiònen ?

Hvàr fins dagbòken?
Hòs gàstgìfvàren.

Jag

vili

genast résa

vidàre.

Hvòr er Skì/dskàrlen, Where is the driver? Hvur àr kusken
Gutten ?
(skjutspojken) ?
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DIALOGUES.

Dano-Norwegian.

English.

Swedish.

Det er en gòd og flink That is a good and fast Det àr en gòd och rask
Hist. Hvòr gammel
horse. How old is
hàst. Hur gamma!
er den?
he?
àr han?
Hesten er dòven, der The horse is lazy, he Hàsten àr lut, hàr bebeheves en Pìdsk.
hòfs en pìska. Hàr
needsawhip. Have
Hàr Du en ?
Du nagon ?
you one ?
De kjerer fòr hurtigt You are driving too Ni kor fòr
fòri, fòr
(or fòri), lang- fast, too slow.
làngsamt.
sòmt !
Jeg vii gjerne komme I want to get to N. in Jag vili gema komma
time to catch the
tìdligt til N., fòr àt
tidigl (i gòd tid) till
—

Dampskibet.

naa

Jeg

—

hàr

steamboat.

glemtmìnVàdtilbàge og

I have

forgotten
travelling-bag ;

sali ; gaa
lìent din.

Jeg har tabi min Reisebòg. Jeg hàr fundet din

Stands

I have lost my guidebook. I have found
it

vìi

Stop

vande

to

vi

my

go
back and fetch it.

igjen.

lìdt;

N.

again.

fòr

hinna

att

(ùppnà) àngbàten.
Jag hur glòmt min ris
vàska(nattsàck) ;gà
tillbàka och hàmta
den.
Jag har fòrlórat min

réshandbòk.

har

Jag

funnit den igen.
Hall (stanna) lìtet;
vilja stìga àf,

wish
vi
let the
Histene.
horses drink.
vatlna hàstama.
Kàn jeg faa en Férer, Can I get a guide, a Kan jag fa en forare
en
Lédsuger, en
(vàgvìsare), en lédporter?
Barer?
sàgure, en barare?
Hvòr lange behever vi How long will it take Huru làng tid behòfva
at gaa herfrà til N.?
to go from here to
vi att gà harifràn

stige àf,

—

a
little;
alight,

we

—

tillN.?

N.?
Er

Veien

meget

strangende?
daarlig ;

—

pef

—

—

,•

Hvòr liei
nen

er

?

sfeit;
sum-

Is

the way very fa-

tiguing, steep, bad,
marshy, stony?

sténet.

Hvad koster

Hvòr

—

an-

Àr vàgen mycket
—

—

sumpig

;

—

Hest ? What is the charge for Hvad kostar
a horse?
Fererlen- How much is the fee Huru hòg àr
for the guide ?
lon ?

mégen Bàgàge How

much

does

the

luggage
guide

an-

stràngande?
dàlig ;
brani;

en

barer Fereren ?

—

Huru

—

sténig.

en

hàst ?

fòràrens

mycket bàguge
fòraren ?

barar

carry ?

«Saa behever vi ogsaa Then we must also Sa behòfva vi ochsà
en Barer.
barare.
have a porter.
Alpestok ; Isexe.
Alpstàf; Isyxa.
Alpcnstock ; iceaxe.

Sler,
Hvad

Fior.
er

di(t)

dér?

Veil.
W1,-f

Slòja,
™

f1lof "'»'»'

Fior.

u,,nrì ?,r rìrt

d€ry

en
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DIALOGUES.
Swedish.

English.

Dano-Norwegian.

gaaet enSkréd An avalanche has fai- Der har ett ras àgt
len there, an avned, en Snéskred,
rum, ett snòras, ett
alanche of snow, a
en Jòrdskred.
jòrdras.

Der har

landslip.
Der

Sater,

en

er

der bòer

men

There is

a

saeter ; but Der àr en
in it.
det bòr

DenneElvmuuvi vàde We must wade through Den hàr

men

àlfven (àn)
òfver.

vi vada

paa Are there crevasses in Fins det remnòr
the glacier?
glaciéren?
sammen- We must tie ourselves Man màste binda

Sprakker

Braen?

Man

màste

this river.

over.

Er der

sàter,

ingen der.

nobody lives

ingen.

maa

bindes med et

Toug

together

.

with

a

sig

tillsàmmans med ett

tàg

rope.

pà

(ett

rép).

Time.

hvòr munge What is the time ? Hvad ar klòckan ?
What o'clock is it ?
er Klokken ?
Klokken ér tò ; halv It is two o'clock; half Klockan àr tu (tvà);
tòlv ; tré Kvartér til
hàlftòlf; tré qvàrt
past eleven ; aquarter to one ; a quaret ; et Kvartér over
pà (or till) ett ; én
ter past ten ; five
ti ;
qvart òfver tìò ; firn
fem Minutter
minutes past four ;
minuter òfver fyrà ;
over fire ;
mangler
three minutes to
tré Minutter i syv.
fàttàs tré minuter

Hvàd

or

i

seven.

Ur ;

Et

—

Et Aar ;

Lòmméur. A

halvt

Aar;

Fjérdingaar, Iivàr-

clock;

A year;

watch.

half-year;

sju.

Ett ùr ;
Ett àr ;

fìckur.
halft àr ; fjèr-

—

dedélsàr.

quarter.

tal.

Fòraar

; Sommer ;

Hest ; Vinter.
Paaske ;
Jul ;
—

Pintse;
En

—

summer

;

au-

tumn ; winter.
■—

Nytaar.

—

Maaned;

Spring ;

Easter ;
Whitsuntide; New
Year.

Christmas ;

Fjòr- A month; afortnight;

Vàr

; sommar; hòst;
vinter.
Jul ;
Pàsk ;
—

—

Pingsthelg;

Enmànàd;

—

—

Nyàr.

fjòrtòn

a week.
envecka.
EnVge.
dàgar ;
tenDàge;
Sunday
Sòndag, Màndag, TìsMonday,
Sendag, Màndag,
Tuesday, WednesTirsdag, Onsdag,
dag,Onsdag, ThòrsTòrsdug, Frédag,
day, Thursday,
dag, Frèdag, LÒrLerdag.
Friday, Saturday.
dag.
Helligdag ;
Segne- Holiday ; week-day. Helgdag, hogtidsdag ;
dag.
hvàrdag, veckodàg.
Veiret er idàg smukt, To-day the weather is Vàdret àr i dag vacmen igaar vàr det
fine, but yesterday
kert, men i gàr var
det mycket dàligt
it was very bad ;
méget stygt;
—

—

,

—

—
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DIALOGUES.
English.

Dano-Norwegian.
det

regnede

héle Dà-

Swedish.

it rained the whole

day.

gen.

Imòrgen faar vi Bldst.

We shall have

wind

det

regnàde bela
dàgen.
Imòrgòn fa vi blàst.

to-morrow.

Veiret

er

merkt,

lum- The weather is

mert, vurmt, kòldt,

forànderligt

sta-

,

dull,
sultry, warm, cold,
changeable, settled.

Vàdret àr

rains, hails, thunders,lightens, free-

Det

mulet, qvàlmigt, vàrmt, kàllt,
ostàdigt, stàdigt.

digt.
regner ; hàgler ; It
tòrdner ; lyner ; fry-

Det

ser;snér.
Sendenvinden

Skyer

og

Det bliver

klàrer

bringer
Regn.

kjeligt ;

òp.

zes, snows.
fryser ; snòàr.
The south wind brings Sùnnanvinden har
clouds and rain.
med sig mòln och

det It is
is
òp. The

Sòlen staar tidligt
Sòlen gaar sent ned.

regnar; hàglar;
dundrar ; blìxtrar ;

The

getting cooler;
clearing up.
sun
sun

regn.
it Det blir

kyligt; det
klàrnar upp.
Sòlen gàr tìdigt upp.
Sòlen gàr sént ned.

rises early.
sets late.

Health.

Er De syg ?
er ikke

Jeg

Àr Ni sjuk ?
Jag mar inte

Are you ili ?
I am not well.

frìsk

bra.

(or r3sfc).
Skal jeg gaa

efter en
Lage ?
Jeg hàr Tàndpìne,
Hòvedpìne,0r epine,
Màvipìne, Diarrhe.
Jeg har fòrkelet mig.
Jeg fryser.
Jeg hàr ingen Féber,
men

jeg tranger til

Hvìle.
Jeg har et
Ben ; jeg

Blimme,

daarligt
har
en

(Norw. Kàl).

en

Buie

Shall I go for

a

tor ?

doc- Skall jag
làkàre ?

gà éfter

en

toothache, Jag har tandvàrk,
aheadache, earache,
hufvudvàrk, òrvàrk,
màgplàga, diarrhé.
pain in the stomach,

I have got

diarrhcea.
I have caught

a

cold.

I feel cold.
I have no fever, but I

need rest.
I have

have
boli.

sore

a

a

foot ; I

blister

,

a

Jag har fòrkylat mig.
Jag fryser.
Jag har inte nagon
féber, men jag behòfver hvìla.
Jag har òndt i fòten ;
jag har
svulst.

en

blàsa,

en
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Vocabulary.
Dano-Norwegian

Swedish.

English.

.

Omkring ; òm.

òmi About.

(adv.);
(prep.).
ovenpaa (adv.);
(prep.).
lédsage (p. 6).
Omtrent

•

ovei

Above.

ofvanpà ; òfver.

Accompany.

belédsaga.

t

,

vànt til.

Accustomed

Fordél (-en).

Advantage.

vìin till.

to.

After.

fòrdél (m.).
efter ; sédàn.

Eftermiddag (-en).

Afternoon.

eftermiddag (m.j.

sìden

Afterwards.

sédàn.
igen, Uter.

efter (adv.)

;

efterat

(conj.).
efter.

Again.

alter, igjen.
behagelig.
stige ned (p. 6).
heller ikke.

ògsaa;

angenum, behaglig.
ack.
stìga ned (p. 12).
òchsà ; hàller icke.

Agreeable.
Ah, alas.
Alight.

àk.

Also ; also not.

Always.
Among.

rédàn.
éhùru.
alltsàmmans.
alltid.
iblànd.

mòrsom.

Amusing.

nòjsam, ròlig.

og.

And.

och.

kjedelig.
Svàr (-et, pi. Svar).

Anuoying.

fòrtrétlig.

Answer.

svàr

Arm

Arm.

arm

Already.
Although.

alleréde.

skjendt.
ì

alt, altsómmen.

óitìd.

blàndt.

(-en, -e).
omkring.
onkomme

dà ;

saa

Land,

As ;

as

Ascend,

paa Landet.

(p. 6).
i, paa, véd; (of

(n.).
(m.).
omkring.
ànkomma
dà ; sa

Arrive.

som.

stige (p. 6).
i

Altogether.

Around.

(p. 6).

—

.

Ashore

—

(go),

som.

stìga (p. 12).

mount.
—

(be)

Ask.

sperge

(p. 12).

—

as.

.

i land; pà landet
fraga (-p. 12).

pà,

time ) At.

vid ;

òm.

om.

hjemme (p. 8).

At home.

vakke

Awake,
Away.

bòrt,

(p. 6).
bòrie.

Ax-el

(-len, -ler).
tilboge.
daarlig, ònd.
Sale (-ken, -ke).
Bànksed-el (-eln,

to

(trans.).

hemma (p. 14).
vàcka (p. 12).
6ort, bòrta.

Axle.

axel

Back.

tillbàka.

(m.).

Bad.

dàlig.

Bag.

sàck, pàse (m.).

Banknote.

bankseddel

(m.).

-ler).
Baromé-ter (-tret,-tre ). Barometer.

barometer

(m.).
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VOCABULARY.

Dano-Norwegian
Bolle

(-n, -r),
fàd (-et, -e).
Kurv (-en, -e).
Bàd (-et, -e).
vakker, deilig.

Vund

fordì.
blive

(p. 7).

Sing (-en, -e).

English.
-

Swedish.

Basin.

fut, backen (n.).

Basket.
Bath.

bàd

Beautiful.

vacker, skòn.

Because.

emédan.

Become.

blìfva (p. 12).
sàng (m.).
oxkòtt; bìfsték.

kòrg (m.).

Bed.

Oxekjed (-et) ; bìfstèk. Beef; beefsteak.
01

(-let).

Beer.

o7(n.).

Before.

fòrut; fòr.

fer(aAv.) ; fòr (prep. ).
béde (p. 7).
Beg.
bug.
tra

(p. 7).

nédenunder.
Keie (-n, -r).
mellem.

Blaabar

Regning (-en, -er).

Bill,

binde

Bind.
Black.

(p. 7).

Sengtappe (-1, -r).
blasé
blaa.

(p. 7).

Kòst (-en)
Baad

bèdja (p. 12)

Behind.
Believe.
Below.
Berth.
Between.

bak.
tra.
nére.

koj (m.).
mellan.

(-et, pl.id.). Bilberry.

sort.

;

ombòrd.

(-en, -e).

(n.).

blàbàr

account.

(n.).

ràkning (m.).
binda

(p. 12).

svàrt.

Blanket.
Blow.
Blue.
Board (food) ;
board.
Boat.

sàngtàcke (n.).
blàsa
bla.
on

kòst

(p. 12).

(m.);

bàt

(m.).
(f.), sump(m.)
kòka (p. 12).
bòk (m.; bòcker).

Sìlmp (-en, -e).

Bog.

kòge (p. 7).
Bog (-en, Beger).

Boil.
Book.

Stevler.
Flàske (-n, -r).
Gut (-ten, -ter).

Boots.
Bottle.

slòflar.

Boy.
Brandy.

c;osse

gyttja

butélj (ni.).

Brandevìn (-en).
Bred (-et); Smerre- Bread
; bread and
bred.
butter.
brakke, slaa itu(\>.l). Break.
Frokost (-en).
Brò (-en, -er).

Breakfast.

Bridge.

Temme (-n, -r) ; Ri- Bridle ;
devei (-en, -e).

bring e (p. 7).

Bring.

ilu.

Broken
Bro

Bak

•

(-ken, -ke).

ombord.

(in.).

brànvìn

(m.).

bròd; smòrgàs.
bryta (p. 12).
frukòst (m.).
brò

(f.).

bridle-path. fòm(m.); rìdevàg.
bringa (p. 12).

(in two).

isàr.
>

-.-7.

r~

-i
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VOCABULARY.
Dano-Norwegian.
Bròder

Swedish.

English.

Brother.
Brush.
But.
Butter.

(-en, Bredre).

Bérste (-n, -r).
min.
Smer (-et).
kebe (p. 7).

bròder

(m. ; bròder).
(m.).

bòrste
min.
smòr

(u.).

kopa (p. 12).

Buy.
By.

•uèd(near); /brol(past).
raabe (p. 7).
Cali, shouf.
Caudle.
Lys (-et ; pi. id.).

véd, nàr a; forbì.
ròpa (p. 12).
Ijùs (u.).

Hui (-n, -r).

hufva (f.).
tjadtr (in.).
àkt (m.) ; tàga sig

Tjùr (-en, -er).
Agt (-en) ; toge sig
Agt„

Cap.
Capercailzie.
i Care ;

take

care.

àktsam, sòrgfàllig.
(m.).

ugtsom.

Careful.

Vògn (-en, -e).

Carriage.

vagn

Karriól (-en, -er).

Carriole.

karriól (m.).
6 ara (p. 12).

bare

(p. 7).

Kjarre (-n, -r)
Stòlkjarre.

Carry.

Cart; light

;

cart with kàrra

seats.

bestemt.
Stòl (-en, -e).

Certain,
Change,

Smaapenge.
Prìs (-en, -er).
billig.
Ost(-en); Gómmelost.

Change,
Charge.
Cheap.

(f.).

i

decided.

bestàmd.
stòl (in.).

to.

bytta

Chair.
vexle

skìfte ; (money)
(p. 7).

i

akt.

vexla
small coins.

goats'

Cheese;

,

fòràndra ;

,

(p. 12).

smapenningar.
prìs (n.).
billig.

milk ost

(m.).

cheese.

Sark (-en, -e).

Chemise

(Scottish,

sàrk

(in.).

sark).
kersbàr

Kirsebar(-et ; pi. id.). Cherry.

(n.).

Kylling (-en, -er).
Barn (-et, Bern).
Cigàr (-ren, -rer).
Klasse (-n, -r); férste,
anden Klasses Biljèt.

Chicken.
Child.

kyckling (m.).

Cigar.
Class;

cigarr

rén.

Clean.

rén.

klur.

Clear.
Clothes.
Coat.

klàr.

Klader.
Frakke (-n, -r).
Tòrsk (-en, -e).

Cod.
Coffee.
Cold ; I am cold.
Come.
Comfortable.

Kaffé (-n).
kòld ; jeg fryser.
komme

first, second

class ticket.

(p. 7).

behàgelig.

sadvànlig, almìndelig. Common, usuai.
.

barn
klass

(n.).
(in.).
(m.);

fórsta,

en

biljett

andrà klass

klàder.
rock

(m.).
(m.).
kaffe (n.).
torsk

kall ; jag fryser.
komma (p. 12).

behàglig.
allmàn, vànlig.
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VOCABULARY.
English.

Dano-Norwegian.

Swedish.
i

Selskab

(-et, -er).

(p. 7).

talle

Land (-et, -e).
kòste (p. 7).
Kò (-en, Keer).
Piede (-n).

Sprakke (-n, -r).
Kòp (-pen, -per).
Rìbs

Company.

sàllskap (n.).

Count, to.
Country.

tàlja (p.

Cost,

to.

Cow.

Cream.
Crevasse.

Cup.

(-et ; pi. id.).
skjare (p. 7).

Currant.
Cut.

dàglig.

Daily.

Fare

dàglig.

fàrlig. Dangcr; dangerous.
merk ; Merke (-t).
Dark; darkness.
Datter (-en, Delre).
Daughter.
Day.
Dag (-en, -e).
kjar (belovcd); dyr. Dear.
dyb.
Deep.
Demand, ask (aprico)
fòrlànye (p. 7).
Descend.
stige ned (p. 7).
(-n, -r)

;

Different.

fòrskjélliy.
vànskelig.

12).
(n.).
ftosta (p. 12).
kò (f.).
gràdda (m.).
spricka (f.).
kòp (va.).
vìnbàr (n.).
skara (p. 12).
land

fàru(i.); fàrlig.
mòrk; mòrkhét (m.).
f

dotter

(f.

kàr

(belovcd) ; dyr.

fòrdru (p. 12 ).
sfìoa ned (p. 12).
u'tskillig.

Difficult.

svàr.

Dinner.

middag,

Dirty.

stige àf(j>. 7).

Dismount.

smutsig.
stìga ned

A fstand

Distance.

afstand

màltid

gjere (p. 7).

Do,

Lage (-n, -r).

Doctor.

Hund (-en, -e).

Dog.

Der

(-en, -e).

dobbelt.
ned ; nédàd

to.

Door.

Doublé.

dòttrar).

djup.

Middagsmàd (-en),
Middag.
smudsig.
(-en).

;

dug (ni.).

middags-

(m.).

(p. 12).
(n.)'.
gòra (p. 12).
làkare (in.).
hund (in.).
dòrr (f.).
dubbel.

(Bakken). Down; downhill.

ned; nédàt (ber get).

Klade (-t, -r).
drikke (p. 7).

Dress.

kjere (p. 7).
Kudsk (-en, -e).

Drive (a
Driver.

ter.

Dry (adj.).

torr.

Dry, to.
During.

torka (p. 12).
om, under.

Dust.

stòft (n.).

terre

òm,

(p. 7).

under.

Stev (-et).

Drink,

to.

tidlig (adj.); iìdligt, Early.
betìds

estlig,
let.

7còVa

12).
(p. 12).

kli.sk

(in.).

tidig

(adj.);

tidigt,

Eastern.

bittida (adv.).
òstlig, òstra.

Easv.

làtt.

(adv.).

estre.

carriage).

klàde (n.).
dricka (p.
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VOCABULARY.

Eat,

spise.
JEg(-get, JEg)

; bledt

,

—

Élsdyr (-et, pi. id.).
engelsk
nòk.
Konvolut

poached

.

hard,

*

English-

;

òveralt.
_

herfrà.

Engelsman

engelsk ;
nòg.
kiivert

Environs.

Evening.
E very where.
; far from it ; far
from here.

(m.).

omliggande tràkt (ni.).
àftòn (m.).
òfverallt.
làngt bòrta, fjàrran.
,

(railway, etc); betàlning(i.), prìs(\i.);

Fare

reduction of fare.

pris

-

moderatiòn

(m.).
Fare

(food).

spìs (m.).

gàrd (m.).
hurtig.

Father.

fàder (m.

Fatigue.
Fatigued.
Fear, to.
Fee, gratuity.
Ferry.

mòda(i.),

Few.
Field.

fa.

Mark (-en, -er).

finde (p. 7).

Find,

Drikkepenge (pi.).
Farge (-n, -r).

faa.
lld

(-en).

fast.
fiske.

(-en, -er).
Fliìe (-n, -r).
Taage (-n).

felge (p. 7).
Fod (-en ,
til Fòd-

tròtt.

drickspenningar (pi. ).
fàrja (f.).

eld

Firm.

fast.

(m.).

fiska.

to.

(-en, -e) ; Fiskc- Fish; fishing-hook ;
fishing-line ; fish
kròg (-en, -e); Fiskesnere (-n, -r); Fiskeing-rod.
stange (-stanger).

Blomst

fàder).
(n.).

besvar

frukta (p. 12).

Fire.

Fish,

;

fall (n. )finna (p. 12).

to.

Fisk

flàd.
Flynder (-ren, -re).

efter.

—

Fast.

frygte (p. 7).

stékta

agg-

Farm-house.

trat.

,

(m.; -man).

man.

lungi; bevàrs; langt Far
Betàling (-en, -er),
Pris(-en,-er); PrisModeralión (-en).
Kòst (-en), Spise (-n).
Gaard (-en, -e).
hurtig.
Fàder (-en, Padre).
Besvar (-et).

lòskokta,

hàrdkòkta

untingen
elg (m.).

Enough.
(-ten, -ter). Envelope.

Ómegn (-en, -e).
Aften (-en, -er).

(p. 12).
(n.);

àgg

eggs.

—

English

Engelsk

;

mand (-en, -mand)

soft,

Either
Elk.

efter.

afa

spisa (p. 12);

to.

Egg;

kògle haardkògte,
Speilag.
enten

Swedish.

English.

Dano-Norwegian.

fisk(m.);métkròk(m.);
métréf(m.); mltspò
(n.).

Fiat.
Flounder.

jamn.

Flower.

blomma

Fly.
Fog.

flùga (f.).

fiandra (f.).
dimma

to.

Follow,
Fedder); Foot; on

foot.

(f.).
(i.).

fòlja (p. 12).
fòt (pi. fòtter);
fòts.

till
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VOCABULARY.

Dano-Norwegian

English.

.

thì; for.
glemme (p. 7).
Gaf-fel (-len, -ler).
fryse (p. 7).

frìsk, firsk.

For.

thi; fòr.
glòmma (p. 12).
gaffel (m.).
frysa (p. 12).
frìsk, fàrsk.

Forget.
Fork.

Freeze.
Fresh.
Friend.

Vin (-nen, -ner).
Frugt (-en, -er) ; Red- Fruit; fruit-jelly.
gred (-et).
Full, complete.
fuld, fuldstandig.
From.
fra.
Vildt ; Leg (-en, -e). Game ; a game.
Pòri (-en, -e).
Gate.
Gauze.

Fior (-et).

Swedish.

van

(m.).

frukt (m.).
full.

fràn.
vildbràd

(n.); fefc(m.).

pòri (m ).
fior (n.).

herre (m. ).
Gentleman.
faa; stigenéd, ind, òp ; Get; get down, get fa; stìga ned, in,
komme frem.
upp; komma fràm.
in, getup; get on.
flicka (f.).
Pìge, Jente (-n, -r). Girl.
Give.
gifva (p. 13).
give (p. 7).
Bra (-en, -er), Jèkel Glacier.
ìsberg (n.).
Herre

(-n, -r).

(-len, -ler),

glàd ;

det

glatder mig.

Glàs (-set, pi.
Hondske (-r).
gaa

id.).

(p. 7).

god.
Gras (-set).

Glad ; I
Glass.
Giove.

Go,

am

glad.

glàd, fòrnòjd.
gius (n.).
hàndske (-ar).

gà (p. 13).

to.

pod.

Good.
Grass.

gràs (n. ).

smere.

Grease,

grén.

Green.

smòrja.
gròn.

Gevar(-et-er); Krìidt

Gun ;

gevàr (n.);

to.

gunpowder.

krut

(n.).

(-et).
Haar (-et, pi. id.).
Skinke (-n, -r).

hàr

(n.).

Hair.
Ham.
Hand.

skinìca (f.).

Lòmmeterklade (-1,
-r).
Hàre (-n, -r).
SÌletei (-et).
Hàt (-ten, -te).
He (-et).
Hòvid (-et, -er).

Handkerchief.

nasdùk

Head.

(m.).
(n.).
hufvud (n.).

iàng.

Heavy.

tung.

hjalpe (p. 7).

Help.

hjelpa (p. 13).

her.

Here.

hàr.

Herring.

sili

Hipch.

hòg.

Haand(-en, Hander).

Sild
bei.

(-en, pi. id.).

hand

(f. ; hander).
(va..).

(va.).
(n.).

Hare.

hare

Harness.
Hat.

séldon

Hay.

ho

hatt

(f.).
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VOCABULARY.
Dano-Norwegian.

Swedish.

English.

Bakke

(-n, -r); bakket. Hill ; hilly.
Hire.
hyre (p. 7).
hòlde (p. 7).
Hold.
Home.
hjim.
Honest.
arlig.
Hook.
Kròg (-en, -e).
haabe (p. 7).
Hope, to.
Hest (-en, -e).
Horse.

backe

(m.); backig.

hyra (p.
hàlla
him.

arlig.
kròk

(m.).

hoppas (p. 13).
ftasf

(m.).

hit,

vàrm.

Hot.
Hour.
House.

timma

hvòrlédes.

How.

huru.

sulten.

Hungry.

hungrig.

Jàgt (-en).

Hunt, shooting-jlarty..jàgj(f.).

hed,

vurm.

Time

(-n, -r).
(-et, -e).

Htis

Mand (-en, Mand).
Is
-

(-en);

'r):

Isexe

bus

Husband.

(-n, Ice; ice-axe.

(f.).
(n.).

w

(m. ; man).
(m.).

ma?»

ìs

~

hvìs.

If.
111.

illa

stràx.

Immediately.

genàst.

ì; ind, inde (adv.).

In.
In order that.

ì;

om,
ilde

Ì3).

(p. 13).

dérsòm,

(adj. syg).

fòr àt.
vìrkelig.

om.

Indeed.

(adj. sjuk).

in, inne (adv.).
fòr att.
jà sa; virkligen.

Vari (-en, -er).

Innkeeper.

black (n.).
gàstgìfvàregàrd (m.),
vàrd (va.).

istédetfòr.

Instead of.

i stàllet

Talk

Interpreter.

tòlk

Iron.

jern.

Blak

Ink.

(-ket).

Vdrtshùs (-et, -e).

Inn.

(-en, -e).

Jirn.

0 (-er),Hòlm (-en,-e); Island ; rocky island :I
belt of islands (outSkjar (-et, pi. id.);
inside th£ì
side ,
Skjargaard (uden-

belt).
skjars, ìndenskjars).
Journey.
(-n, -r).
Krukke (-n, -r).
Jug.
Jump.
springe (p. 7).
Reise

behòlde

(p. 7).

Keep,

Kjéd-el (-len, -ler).
gòd, vinlig.
Konge (-n, -r).
Knìv (-en, -e).

to.

Kettle.
Kind.

King.

banke

Knife.
Knock.

vide

Know.

(a

(p. 7).
(a fact); kjende

person ; p.

7).

o

for.

(m.).

(f.); sfear(n.); skar
gàrd (utòmskàrs,
inòmskàrs).

résa (f.).
kruka ({.).

springa.
behàlla
kittel

(p. 13).
(m.).

gòd, vànlig.
kònung (m.).
knìf (m.).
klappa (p. 13).
vèta; kànna (p. 13).
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VOCABULARY.

Freken

(-n, -r);
(-en, -er).
Se (-en, -er) ; Vànd
(-et, -e).
Land (-et, -e).
Spròg (-et, pi. id.).
sfor.

sidst ;
sént.

ifjòr.

lagge (p. 7).
lare

Swedish.

English.

Dano-Norwegian.
Dome

Lady

dama

young lady.

;

Lake.

sjo

(f.), fròken (f.).

(m.).

Land.

land

Language.
Large.

spràk (n.).

Last ; last year.
Late.

sìsl ;
sént.

Lay, put.

làgga (p. 13).

(n.).

sfor.

ifjòr.

Idra (p. 13).
idetniìndste. Least ; at least.
minstu ; i det minsta.
; efterlàde.
Leave; leave behind. lemna ; lemna qvUr

(p. 7).

Learn.

mindst;

fòrlade

,

tilóvers.

igjen,

venstre.

Ben

(-et, -e).

lòde

(p. 7);
(p. 7).

Brév

(-et, -e).

Left(remainingover). igen, qvar.
Left (hand).
venstra.
ben (n.).
Leg.
slippe Let; let go, let fall. lata (p. 13); stappa
(p. 13).
Letter.
bréf (n.).
,

:

flud, javn.
Ugge (p. 7).
lande.

Lys (-et, pi. id.).
let.

Level.
Lie.

jàmn.
ligga (p. 13).

Light, kindle, to.
Light (subst.).
Light (in weight),

tànda

(p. 13).

(n.).

Ijus
Vòlt.

easy.

klor, lys.
lìg, éns.
synes òm,

like

Light, clear, brighi

klur, Ijus.

Like

lik.

(p. 7). Like,

(adj.).

(pi. smaa ; adv. Little; a
lìdi); nòget.
Logi (-et; pron. as in Lodging.
French).

liden

long.
les.
tabe

(p. 7).

làv.
Tei (-et);

Bagage (-n).

Méning (-en, -er),

Be-

tydntng (-en, -er).
Kjed.

little.

liten

lika.

(pi. smà); lìtet,

nàgol.
boning (f.).

làng.

Long.
Loose, slack.
Lose, to.

forièra (p. 13).

Low.

lag.

Luggage.
Make, see

Mond (-en, Mand).
Man.
Kòrt, Landkort (-et). Map.
Marsh.
Sump, Myr (-en).

Fijrstikker.

tycko òm,

to.

lòs.

f

bagage (n.).
Do.

(m. ; man).
(f.).
myra(f.), mosse (m.).
man

kàrta

Matches.

tandstickor.

Meaning.

méning (f.), betijdning

F»«t

kótt fn.l.

(i.).
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VOCABULARY.
Dano-Norwegian.

istàndsatte,

Swedish.

English.

reparere, Mend.

udbédre.

(-en,
Mile).

Mil

or

Milk (-en).

Milk.

Mistake,

Maane (-n, -r).
mère

(pi. fière).
(pi. fièste).

Mòder (-en, Medre).
stige, sidde òp (p. 7).
Fjeld (-et, -e).
méget.
Senòp (-pen).
Faarekjed (-et).
Negl (-en, -e).
Navn (-et, -e).

kàlde ; hédde

make

Month.
Moon.
More.
Most.

mànàd

(m.).
(m.).
mér, mèra (pi. fièra).
mést, mèsta (pi. flésta).
mòder (f. ; mòdre).
mane

Mother.
Mount.

sitta upp

stìga,

Mountain.

fjàll (n.).

Much.

mycket.

Mustard.
Mutton.
Nail (finger).

senàp (m.).

Needle.

Narhéd (-en).

Neighbourhood

to

Net.

àldrig.

Never.

Avis

Newspaper.

nast.

Next.

Nat (-ten, Natter) ;
òm Natten.

Night;

(p.13).

fàrkòtt (n.).
nàgel (m.).
nàmn

Name.
Name ,

Synaal (-en, -e).

(-en, -er).

mjòlk (f.).
misstàga sig (p. 13).

ògònblick (n.).

Nearly.

(-et, pi. id.),
(-tet, pi. id.).

a in.

(f.).

pénningar (pi.).

nasten.

Net

midnatt
mìl ({.).

Money.

nar, véd.

Garn

(n.).

Moment.

cali ;
named.
Near.

(p. 7).

bud

middag (m.).

Mile.

tàge feil (p. 7).
0ieblìk (-ket, -ke).
Penge (pi.).
Maaned (-en, -er).

mést

re-

paréra.

SÉndebud (-et, pi. id.). Messenger.
Middag (-en).
Midday.
Mìdnàt (-ten).
Midnight.
Mìl

stand;

i

scif fa

(n.).

be kalla ; beta

(p. 13).

nara, véd.
nàstan.

synàl (f.).
nàrhèt (f.).
ndf, gàm (n.).
uldrig.
tìdning (f.).
nàst.

at

night.

natt

(f.; naffer);

om

natten.

nei.

No.

Stei, Làrm (-en).
Middag (-en).
Nòrd (-en); nòrdlig.

Noise.

buller

Noon.
North ; northern.

middag (m.).
nòrd (m.); nòrdlig.

norsk.

Norwegian.

norsk.

ikke

;

slet ikke.

ìngensteds.
Aare (-n, -r).

nej.

Not ; not at ali.

icke;

Now.
Nowhere.
Oar.

nu.

(n.).

staff icke.

ingenstàdes.
ara

(f.).
in
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VOCABULARY.
English.

Dano-Norwbgian.

Swedish.

Klokken er O'clock ; itis4, 5. 15.,
6. 30, 7. 45 el'clock
fire, et kvartér til
sex, halv syv, tré
kvartér til òtte.

Klokken ;

klockan; klockan àr
fyra, en qvàrt òfver
firn, hàlf sju, tré
qvart pà atta.

Kontor (-et, -e).

Of ; of
Office

Émbéde (-t, -r).
òfte, tìdt.

Often.

òfta.
gommai.

éngang.

Oil.
Old.
On.
Once.

kun.

Only.

gang.
blott ; endàst.

Open (adj.).
Open, to.

òppen.
òppna (p. 13).

efter.

Or.

efter.

ligeòverfòr.

Opposite.
Order, to.
Over, upwards
Out; outside.

mìdf emóf.
bestàlla (p.

àf ; naturligvis.

Olie (-n).

gammel.
paa.

aaben.
aabne

(p. 7).

bestille

(p. 7).

over.

ùd; ude.

àf ; naturligtvis.

course.

(countinghouse).
Office (appointment)

.

kontor

(n.).

embéte

(n.).

olja (f.).

pà.
en

of.

13).

òfver.
■ut;

ute.

Pandekàge (-n, -r).
Rapir (-et).

Pancake.

pànnkuka (f.).

Paper.

Forladelse (-n).

Paidon.

Prastegaard (-en, -e). Parsonage.

pàpper (n.).
ursukt (f.).
prestgàrd (m.).

ìsdr.

synnerlìgen.

Particularly.
Partly.

déls.
_r_

Agerhene (-n, -hens). Partridge.

forbì.

Past.

belale (p. 7).
Pay, to.
Betàling (-en, -er).
Payment.
Bonde (-n, Bender). Peasant.
Pind (-en, -e).
Peg, pin.
Pen (-nen, -ne).
Pen.
Folk (-et, pi. id.).
People.
Péb-er (-ren).
Pepper.
kànské, maaské.
Perhaps.
Person (-en, -er).
Person.
Fotografi (-en, -er). Photograph.
Piece.
Stykke (-t, -r).

Brò (-en, -er).
Lòds (-en, -er).
Naal (-en, -e).

Pìbe

(-n, -r).

déls.

ru.pphòna (f.
forbì.

;

-ns).

(p. 13).

belala

betàlning

(f.).

bonde (va.,

pi. bònder).

pinne

(m.).

penna

(t.).

folk (n.).
peppar

(va.).

kànské.

person (va.).

fotografi (f.).
stycke (n.).

(f.).
(va.).
(f.).

Pier.

bro

Pilot.

lòts

Pin.
Pitie.

nàl
viva ((.).
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VOCABULARY.
Dano-Norwegian.
«Sfèd

(-et, -er),
(-en, -er).
Tallérken (-en, -er).
behàgelig.
var saa gòd.
Forneielse (-n, -r).
heflig.
fattig ; stakkels.

plàts (m.).

Piate.
Pleasant.
Please.
Pleasure.
Polite.
Poor.

Barer (-en, -e).
Porter.
Possible ; possibly.
mulig ; muligvis.
Portò (-en); Frimarke Postage ;
postagestamp.
Skydsgut (-ten, -ter). Post-boy.

Skydsskaffer (-en, -e).
Póstkontòr (-et).

Swedish.

English.

Plads Place.

Post-master.
Post-office.

Skydsstatiòn (-en,-er). Posting-station.
Potete (-n, -r), Kar- Potato.
tof-fel (-len -ler).

(va.).

tullrik

J

&

..

angenam.
vàr sa gòd.

fòrnòjelse (f.).
hòflig.
fattig; stackars.
barare (va.).
mòjlig; mòjligen.
portò (n.) ; frimarke

(n.).
skjutspojke (m .).

pdstmàstàre (va.).
póstkontòr (n.).
skjutsstatiòn (f.).
potatìs (pi.).

,

pan, smuk.
Prìs (-en, -er).

Pretty.

tàck,

Price.

prìs

rimelig ; rìmeligvìs.

Probable; probably.

sannolìk.

udiate

Pronounce.

uttàla

Pronunciation.
Provisions.

Mffat

(p. 7).

vacker.

(n.).

(p. 13).
(n.).
proviànt (va.).
Rype (-n, -r).
Ptarmigan.
ripa (f.).
satte (p. 7); spande Put ; put to (horses) sà'tfa (p. 13)
spanna
Jòr (p. 7).
Jòr(V.l3).
Udlule (~n).
Proviànt (en).

,

hurtig

;

hurtigt (fòrt). Quick

;

Jérnbàne

quickly.
hurtig; fòrt, hurtigt.
railway- jérnbàna ; bàngàrd

(-n , -r) ; Railway ;
station.
Banegaard (-en, -e).
Rain.
Regn (-en).

regne (p. 8).
Hinbar (-et,

Rain, to.
pi. id.). Raspberry.
lase (p. 8).
Read, to.
Ready.
fardig.
regne (p. 8).
Reckon, to.

red.

Red.
Reindeer.
Reins.

(m.).
(n.).
rejrna (p. 13).
ballon (n.).
làsa (p. 13).
regn

fardig.
rakna
ròd.

(p. 13).

rén (va.).
Rénsdyr(-et, pi. id.).
Teiler, Temmer (pi.).
tygel (va.).
beheve (p. 8).
Reqnire.
behòfva (p. 13).
hvìle (p. 8).
hvìla (p. 13).
Rest, to.
komme or gaa tilbage. Return (intrans, v.). vànda; résa tillbacka

Len

(-nen).
Baand (-et).

Reward,
Ribbon.

wages.

„(P-13).
lòn\(i.).
band (n.).
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VOCABULARY.

Dano-Norwegian.

English.

Swedish.

Rich.

rig.
ride.

rìk.
rìda

Ride.
De har Ret.

rìgtig ;
Elv

River.
(-en, -e).
Road.
(-en, -e).
stege.
Roast,
Varelse (-t, -r).
Room.
Toug (-et), Réb (-et). Rope.

àlf (f .).
(va.).
stèka (p. 13).
rum
(n.).
rép (n.).
ojamn,
(of water)
elf

Vei

,

(of

or

vag
to.

water) Rough.

uròlig.

oròlig.

rundt om.
ròe (p. 8).
Roerskàrl (-en, -e).
lebe (p. 8).
Sàd-el (-len, -ler).
sikker.
Lux (-en,

Ni har ràtt.

.

heire.

ujavn

(p. 13).

Right; you are right rìktig ;
Right (hand).
hòger.

Round.

rundt
rò (p.

to.

Row,

13).
(va.).
lòpa (p. 13).
sadet (m.).

Rower.

ròddàre

to.

Run,

Saddle.
Safe.
Salmon.
Salt.
Sand ; sandy.
Sauce.

pi. id.).

Salt (-et, -e).
Sand (-en) ; sandig.
Saus (-en).

om.

sàker.
lax

(va.).

salt

(n.).

sand

sìge (p. 8).
Sax (-en, -e).
Se (-en, -er).

Say,

sende

(p. 8).
(p. 8).
sege (p. 8).

Send, to.
See, to.
Seek, to.

sjàlden.
salge (p. 8).
Tjèner (-en -e) ;
Pìge (-n, -r).
Stange (-n, Slanger).

(m.); sandig.
(va.).
saga (p. 13).
sax (f.).
sjo (va.).
sànda (p. 13).
sè(p. 13).
sòka (p. 13).

Seldom.

sàllan.

,

grund.

Logen (-et, -er).
Skjòrte (-n, -r).
Skò (-en, -e).
skyde.

Hàg-el (-len).
lukke

(p. 8).

lukket.
».W>

Side

(-n, -r).

to.

Scissors.
Sea.

see

Batik (-ken , -ker)
Handler (-en, -e).
kòrt.

sàs

;

Sell, to.
sàlja (p. 13).
Servant; servantgirl, tjànàre (m.);

flicka

.

Shaft (of
Shallow.
Sheet.
Shirt.
Shoe.

(f.).
carriage) tisfet (m.).
^

a

Shoot, to.
Shop ; shop-keeper.

Shut.
Sick.
Side.

grund.
lakan

(n.).

skjorta (f.).
skò

(va.).
(p. 13).
butìk (m.);

skjuta

Hànd-

lande (va.).
kòrt.
hugel, skròt (n.).

Short.
Shot.

Shut,

.

to.

stanga

(p. 13).

stttfit.

sjùk.
sida

({.).
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VOCABULARY.
Dano-Norwegian.

Swedish.

English.

sìden

Since.

sédàn ; emédan.

Nìp (-pel).

Sip.
Single.

sap

Sister.

(f.).
(p. 13).
sòfva (p. 13).
là'ngsàm.
sàrk (va.).
ryka; ròka (p. 13),

(of time) ; fòrdi,
efterdi (causai).

enkelt.
Sest-er (-ren, -re).
sidde (p. 8).
so ve.

Sark (-en, -e).

(intr.) ;
(trans.).

ryge

rege

Smoke,

Sneppe (-n, -r).

Snipe.

Snè (-en).
snè (p. 8).

Snow.

saa

t

(conj.);

syster
sitta

Sit, to.
Sleep, to.
Slow.
Smock.

lungsòm.

Snow,

(va.).

inkel.

to.

snappa (f .).
snò (va.).

(p. 13).
sa; sà'lédes.
snòa

to.

sà~alèdis So.

(thusl
Sabe (-n).

Soap.

sàpa ({.).

sàgte.

Softly(gently, siowly).

sàkta.

undertìden.
snàrt.

Sometimes.
Soon.

stundòm.
snàrt.

bedrevet ; det gjer
mig òndt.

Sorry

Suppe (-n).
Syd (-en); sydlig.

Soup.

soppa

South ; southern.

syd (m.)

tale.
Skee (-n, -r).
Vaar (-en).

Speak. to.
Spoon.
Spring.

tàla

Stald (-en, -e).

Stable.

; I

am

sorry.

bedròfvad;

Stage.
Frimarke (-t, -r).
Stamp.
staa (p. 8).
Stand, to.
Station, see posting-,
railway-station.
afgaa, gaa bòrt (p. 8). Start, to.

Skìfte (-1, -r).

(f.).

Opvurter (-en, -e).
Stòle (-ken, -ke).

Steward.
Stick.

endnu.

Stili.

ànnu.

Siigbeile (-n, -r).
Strempe (-n, -r).

Stirrup.
Stocking.

strumpa

Straight on.
Rlm (-men, -mer).
Strap.
Jordbar (-et; pi. id.). Strawberry.
ligefrem.

sydlig.

àfgà (p. 13).

Steamer.

Sten (-en, -e) ; sténet. Stone ; stony.
slandse (p. 8).
Stop, to.

;

(p. 13).
skéd (i.).
vàr (f.).
staff (n.).
ski fte (iì.).
frimarke (n.).
sfa (p. 13).

(-et, -e).

Dììmpskib

det gor

mig òndt.

àngbàt (va.).
ùppàssàre (va.).
stàf (va.).
stégbògel (va.).
(f., pi. -or)
sten (va.); sténig.
sta stilla

(p. 13).

ràkt

fràm.

rim

(f.).

smultròn

(n.).
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VOCABULARY.

Dano-Norwegian.

English.

Swbdish.

Strem (-men, -me).
Stream.
Snòr (-en, -e), Snere String.

strom

snòr e

(-n, -r).
stark.
saadan.

Strong.

stark.

Such.

sàdan.

Suk-ker (-ren).
Sugar.
Som-mer (-ren, -re); Summer ;
òm Sòmren.
mer.
Sòl (-en, -e).
Sun.

socker

in

Aftensmod (-en).

Supper.

Bòrd

Table.
Take ; take

(-et, -e).
tàge (p. 8) ; serge fòr

(va.).
(n.).

sum

(ti.).
(va.) ;

sommar

om

sommaren.

sòl

(t).

aftònmàltìd (va.).
bòrd

care

of

(n.).

tòga ;

.

hafva

omsòrg

òm

(p. 13).
(!".).

Tàkst (-en, -er).
Tee (-n).

Tariff.
Tea.

tè

Kikkert
end.

Telescope.

teleskóp (n.).

Tàk;

(-en, -er).

tàxa

Than.

munge Tàk.

àt.

Thanks;

àn.
many thanks.

tackar;

That.

iòvermòrgen

.

The

day

(n.).
sa

—

mycket.

att.

after to-mor

i

■

òfvermòrgòn.

row.

iforgaars.

The

dà,

Then.

dà, pà

There.
Thick.
Thin.

dér.

paa den Tid.

dér.

tyk.
tynd.

day before
terday.

yes

■

fòrgàr.
den tid.

tjòck.
tunn.

Sàg (-en, -er).

Thing.

tanice

Think.

sàk (f.).
tànka (p.

terstig.

Thirsty.

tòrsfic;.

iàften; imòrges.

This

did.

Thither.
Thread.
Three times.

tré

Traad
tré

(p. 8).

(-et, pi. id.).

evening
morning.

;

this

i

uftòn ;

13).
i

dìt.

tràd

(va.).
gànger.

Gange.
gjénnem.
Biljet (-ten, -ter).

Through.

genòm.

Ticket.

biljétt (n.).

tràt.

Tired.

trò'tf.

fast.

Tight.

fast.
till, intfll;

inatti
Tid

; ikke fer.
(-en, -er).

til.
Tóbàk (-ken, -ker).
idàg ; imòrgen.
sammen.

Till ; not till.
Time.
To.
Tobacco.

To-day;
Together.

to-morrow.

mòrse.

icke

fòr.

tid (va.).
till.

tóbàk

(va.).

dàg ; i morgòn.
ihòp, tillsammuns.
i
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VOCABULARY.

Dano-Norwegian.

Swedish.

English.

fòr (méget, etc).

Too

Top (-pen, -pe).

Top.

fòr (mycket).
spits (va.).

mòd.

Towards.

emòt.

Hàandklade (-t, -r).
By (-en, -er).
Tòg (-et, pi. id.).

Towel.

hondduk

Town.

by (va.).

Train.

tàg (n.).

Oversattelse
reise

(p. 8).

(much, etc).

(-n, -r). Translation.
Travel, to.

Besvar (-et) ; besvar- Trouble ;

lig.

trouble-

(va.).

òfversàttning (f.).

resa_(p. 13).
besvar (n.); besvurlig.

some.

Benklader.

Trousers.

bénklàder.

0rret

Trout.
True ; that is true.
Trunk.
Truth.

for èli (va.).

(-en, -er).

sand; det er sàndt.
Kuffert (-en, -er).
Sundhéd (-en, -er).
forse gè.
tò Gange.

sann

det àr sannt.

;

kòffert (m.).
sanning (1.).

Twice.

fòrsòka (p. 13).
tvà gàngar.

Try.

Ugly.

stygg.

Paràply (-en, -er).

Umbrella.

regnskàrm (va.).

ubestemt.

Uncertain.
Under.

òbestàmd.
under.

Understand.

fòrsta (p. 13).

under.
i

fòrstaa (p. 8).

ubehàgelig.
Unpleasant.
òp, oppe ; opud (Bak- Up ; uphill.

òbehàgelig.
up, uppe ;

paa.

Upon.

pà.

Brug (-en), Nytte (-n).
bruge (p. 8).
sadvanlig, almìndelig.
Dal (-en, -e).
Varai (-en, -er).
Grensoger.
Sler (-et, pi. id.).
méget.
Vdsigt (-en , -er).
Làndsby (-en, -er).

Use.

bruk

Eddìke (-n).
Beseg (-et, pi. id.).
Sereise (-n, -r).
venie

(p. 8).

Opvàrter (-en, -e).
Spàdsérgang (-en, -e).
vàrm; jeg ér varm.

ùppàt

(backen).

ken).

Use,

(n.).
(p. 13).

brùka

to.

Usuai.

vànlig.

Valley.

dui

Value

vàrde

.

(va.).
(n.).

Vegetables.

grònsàker.

Veil.

Very.

slòja (f.).
mt/cfcef.

View.

utsigt (f.).

Village.

bondby (va.).

Vinegar.

àttika

(f .).
(n.).
sjorésa (f.).
vanta (p. 13).
uppàssàre (va.).
spàtsérgàng (va.).

Visit.

besok

Voyage.
Wait.

Waiter.
Walk.

Warm

:

I

am warm.

vàrm ; jag àr

varm.
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VOCABULARY.

Dano-Norwegian

Swedish.

English.

.

Wash.

tvàtta

Waterfall.

(p. 13).
(f.).
vàtten (n.).
A ftrade (n.).
fÒrs (va.).

svàg.

Weak.

svàg.

Veir (-et).

Weather.
Week.
Well (in health).
Well (subst.).

vader

vii, gòdt.

Well

vài, gòdt.

Vest (-en) ; vestlig.
fùgtig, vaad.

West;

(p. 8).

vadske

Vàdskerkòne (-n, -r).
Vand (et, -e).

Washerwoman.
Water.
Water-closet.

Lokum

(-met).
Fòs (-sen, -ser).

Uge (-n, -r).
frìsk, sund.
Brend(-en, -er),Kilde

vecka

(n.).
(f.).

frìsk,

sund.

brunn

(va.),

kàlla

sent

or

vist

western.

(va.); vestlig.
fìlktig, vàt.

When
When

(pre
future).
naar

(n.).

hjul

pìska (f.).

Whip.

naar, hvàd Tid.

(past),

(adv.).

Wet.
Wheel.

Hjul (-et, pi. id.).
Pìdsk (-en, -e).

(interrog.).
(conj.).

nor.

dà;

nàr.

Where.
While.

hvàr.

hvòrfor.

Why.

Hustru (-en, -er).

Wife.
Wind.

hvàrfòr.
husfrù, fru (f.).
vinci

hvòr.
médens.

Vinci

(-en, -e).

médun.

(va.).

Vindue (-1, -r).
Vin (-en, -e).

Window.

fonster (n. ).

Wine.

vin

finske

Wish,

(p. 8).

With.
Within.
Woman.
Wood.
Word.

Àrbeìde (-t, -r).

Work.

vard.
skrive

Worth
Write.

(adj.).

Wrong

; I

(p. 8).

urigtig, gài,
Aar

,

fàlsk

;

qvinna (f.).

skòg (va.).
òrd

am

p.

wrong.

fàlsk, origtig ; jag har
àr

Year.
Yellow.

15).

ung.

Leipsic

(n.).

cirbéte (n.).
vàrd.
skrì fva (ti. 13).

óràtt.

(-et, pi. id.).

gài.
igaar.
jà, jò (see

inne.

Vret.

har

(n.).
(p. 13).

ònska
med.

to.

med.
inde.
Kvinde (-n, -r).
Skòv (-en, -e).
Ord (-et, pi. id.).

jeg

(f.).

-r).

J-n,

dà

tvàtterska

:

(n.).

Yesterday.

gài.
igà r.

Yes.

jà; ju (see

Young.

ung.
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